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EDITOKIAL NOTE.

The collections of Amphipoda procured in the trawls, dredges, and tow-

nets during the voyage of H.M.S. Challenger were placed in the hands

of the Rev. Thomas R. R. Stebbing for examination and description in the

summer of 1882. From not long after that date up to the present time

Mr. Stebbing has been almost exclusively occupied in the work connected

with the preparation of this extensive and valuable Report, which will be

welcomed by all students of the Crustacea.

There is the same uncertainty connected with the Amphipoda as with

several other groups of animals taken in the trawls and tow-nets, as to the

depths at which the specimens were captured. Some were undoubtedly

taken at or near tlie bottom, while others were as certainly taken in the

surface and subsurface waters, but with others again there is a great deal

of doubt. Although a record of the depths to which the nets were let down

was attached to the specimens, the naturalists of the Expedition did not

intend to convey the impression that the specimens necessarily came from

the depths indicated.

This Report, which forms Part LXVII. and Volume XXIX. of the

Zoological Series of Reports, consists of 1774 pages of letterpress, witli

212 Plates and a Map. The whole is bound up in three separate portions,

two of letterpress and one of Plates.

The first Instalment of the Manuscript was received by me on the 5th

December 1885, and the last on the 30th November 1888.

John Murray.

Challenger Office, 32 Queen Street

Edinburgh, December 5, 1888.





THE

VOYAGE OF H.M.S. CHALLENGEE.

ZOOLOGY.

REPORT on the Amphipoda collected by H.M.S. Challenger during the Years

1873-76. By the Rev. Thomas R. R. Stebbing, M.A.

PREFACE.

It will easily be understood that the various portions of this Report have not been pre-

pared without a considerable amount of laborious perseverance. Even points of slight

importance, such as the derivations of generic names, have involved no little expenditure

of time and toil, and (as with those names for which no derivation has been found) some-

times most trouble has been taken where the result is least satisfactory. Considering

that the earlier pages were printed off before the work represented by the later pages

had shed its light upon them, the Report is unlikely to be wholly free from deficiencies,

inconsistencies, and other faults and mischances. In the completed volume it may well

happen that many of these will be far easier to detect than they were to avoid. But,

whatever the defects that may actually exist, either in the descriptive part of the Report

or in that which deals with the literature of the subject, I venture to suppose that they

might have been fewer had all the writings taken into account been always at hand to

be referred to, compared, and pondered over whenever occasion required, while I am

sure that they must have been far more numerous, had I not fortunately met with the

different forms of assistance which I now desire most gratefully to acknowledge.

The ready and courteous liberality with which the Royal, the Linnean, and the

Zoological Societies of London, the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and the Advocates'

Library, place their rich stores of literature at the service of the student, has laid me,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PAET LXVII.— 1888.) Xxx a



11 THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. CHALLENGER.

no doubt in common with many others, under a deep obligation. My earnest thanks are

also due to my personal friends, Mr. Spence Bate, the Rev. Canon Norman, and Dr.

Murray, the Editor of the Challenger Eeports, for the uncommon generosity with which

they have allowed me to borrow from their libraries, and retain, not for weeks only, but

in some instances for years together, rare and costly books and pamphlets. For the loan

of valuable l^ooks or papers I am indebted likewise to Professor Alphonse Mihie-Edwards,

to Mr. W. E. Hoyle, of the Challenger Office, to Mr. Edward Saunders, of Lloyds, and to

one or two other friends. Nor must I forget the friendly and unsparing zeal with which

both Mr. Hoyle and Mr. James Chumley, of the Challenger Office, have assisted me in my
book-borrowing career.

For favouring me with one or several or all of their contributions to the literature

of the Amphipoda I have to thank a large number of gentlemen : in Great Britain,

C. Spence Bate, G. Herbert Fowler, E. J. Miers, A. M. Norman, David Eobertson, W.

Baldwin Spencer, and A. 0. Walker
;
on the Continent of Europe, Carl W. S. AurivilUus,

Th. Barrois, Jules Bonnier, Carl Bovallius, Edouard Chevreux, A. Delia Valle, Adrien

DoUfus, Henri Gadeau de Kerville, Jules de Guerne, H. J. Hansen, R. Koehler, W.

Lilljeborg, G. Pfeffer, G. 0. Sars, J. Sparre Schneider, and August Wrzesniowski ;
in the

United States of America, Walter Faxon and S. 1. Smith ; in Australia, W. A. Haswell ;

in New Zealand, Charles Chilton, T. W. Kirke, and G. M. Thomson. To the kindness of

Professor S. I. Smith and Mr. E. J. Miers I am under a special obligation, since, when

the first sets which they had sent me of their valuable paj)ers had been destroyed by an

accident, they generously and to my great convenience repeated their gifts.

In obtaining the biographical dates, given where possible in connection with the

notice of each author's earliest work on the Amphipoda, I have received much kind

assistance from Professor G. 0. Sars, Professor S. I. Smith, and Mr. W. E. Hoyle.

For various specimens of Amphipoda I wish cordially to thank Dr. Bruce, of the

Military Hospital, Malta, Mr. Charles Chilton, of Dunedin, New Zealand, Mr. W. A.

Haswell, of the University of Sydney, Australia, Canon Norman, of Burnmoor Rectory,

Fence Houses, Mr. David Robertson, of Cumbrae, Scotland, Herr Conservator J. Sparre

Schneider, of Tromsd, Norway, Professor S. I. Smith, of New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A.,

Mr. G. M. Thomson, Rector of the High School, Dunedin, New Zealand, and Mr. A. 0.

Walker, of Chester. For purposes of comparison with the Challenger collection, as well

as for throwing light upon frequent doubts which the literature of the subject suggested,

many of these specimens were of great importance. Some proved in actual fact extremely

useful, and almost all might have been of the highest service had not the pressure

imposed by the limits of time forced me too much to neglect them.
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INTRODUCTION.

Bibliography.
—In literature the age of the Amphipoda scarcely reaches back beyond

a century and a quarter. Linnaeus knew almost nothing about them. At least, in one of

his descriptions he is shrewdly suspected of having mistaken the head of the animal for

its tail. Of particular species, it is true, earlier writers, such as Friderich Martens the

ship's barber of Hamburg, had formed fairly accurate conceptions. In the middle of

the sixteenth century Rondelet figured a specimen, but perhaps, like Linnaeus two

centuries later, without clearly knowing at which end of the creature to look for its head.

Nearly two thousand years before Rondelet it is surmised that the keen glance of Aristotle

had noted the existence of this tribe of diminutive shrimps, but his observation, though
it throws a venerable prestige over their scientific record, did nothing to awaken any
fruitful interest in their character and distribution. The institution of the srenus

Gammarns by J. C. Fabricius in 1775 presently brought the Amphipoda together as a

group, although naturally it was due to earlier labours that any necessity for grouping was

perceived. During the next forty years these Crustaceans no longer suffered from the

neglect which had previously left them obscure. When Latreille, in 1816, gave them the

name Amphipoda, an important stage was marked in the growing knowledge and interest

about them. Since then they have received a verj- ample measure of attention, and at

the present day they are studied in many parts of the world with great skill and evident

enthusiasm. Of the literature of the subject numerous lists have been published, among
which that by the late Axel Boeck in 1872 is the most important. He arranges in alpha-

betical order the names of one hundred and fifty authors, giving the titles of their contribu-

tions to the number in all of two hundred and seventy-three. This catalogue extends to the

year 1871. A separate chronological review of the literature is carried down only to the

year 1855. This part of Boeck's work is especially valuable for the comments which his

large knowledge of the subject enabled him to supply. He intimates, however, that his

comments are chiefly concerned with northern species. For dealing properly with the

almost cosmopolitan Challenger collection it seemed indispensable to verify, and as far as

possible to complete, the review which Boeck had so admirably begun. Neither the diffi-

culty of the task nor the prodigious bulk of the material result was at first foreseen. From

folio to pamphlet a vast mass of literature had to be consulted. How much borrowing of

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1888.) XxX b
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books and buying of books, how many journeyings to and fro, how many researches ending
in nothing, are necessarily involved in such consultation, those who have had a similar

experience will well know, and those who have not had it can scarcely be made to under-

stand. Without therefore expatiating on the difficulties which I suppose myself to have

conquered or on the difficulties which conquered me, it may suffice to mention that, as the

record proceeded, the plan of it was more than once changed, the earlier notices being
rewritten and expanded, under the influence of a growing desire that as much of the task

as possible should be done once for all and need no second doing. In the form actually

adopted, the titles of works are given in chronological order, so far as the year of publi-

cation is concerned, but within that year they for the most part follow the alphabetical

order of the authors' names.^ Accuracy in the dates given has been anxiously aimed at.

seeing that without this accuracy it is sometimes impossible to determine those questions

of priority on which scientific nomenclature so much depends. But precision is very
difficult to arrive at, when the only available copy of a work is an undated extract from

a foreign magazine, or from the proceedings of a learned society, read in one year and

published in the next or the next but one. It is greatly to be wished that
"
separate

copies" should not only have the true paging, as Darwin^ urges, but that they should

also have that date of jjublication from which the new genera and .species contained in

them have a claim to reckon their priority.

The title of each work mentioned in the Bibliography is accompanied, it will be seen,

as a rule by some notice of its contents. There are a few exceptions, where papers, of

which the titles could be cited on adequate authority, have remained inaccessible, or

where the titles themselves seemed sufficiently stiggestive without further comment.

Here and there, like a sign-post with the legend
" No Road

"

upon it, the title of a book

has been given for the sake of saying that it contains nothing about the Amj)hipoda.

On the other hand some obscure works, perhaps really bearing on the subject, are omitted

from the general list and only incidentally referred to as occasion offered. In the notices

taken collectively two special objects have been aimed at :
—

1. To quote the original definition of every genus of the Amphipoda.
2. To give under its j)roper date the name of every new species.

Two objects of a more general character have also been kept in view, namely, first,

to give some idea of the character of the information which the various writings supply,

and secondly, in so doing to produce a record, after the annalistic method, of the progress

of knowledge in this branch of natural history.

It will be readily understood that a generic definition as at first framed is often little

' The following names are exceptions to the alphabetical order on the pages mentioned :
— Seba, Linnaeus, p. 18

Linnaius, p. 20
; Str0m, p. 28 ; Olafsen, p. 36 ; Ginnani, Hammer, p. 38

; Fabricius, p. 40 : Pallas, p. 41 ; T'orskal, p. 43

de Quironic, p. 47; Linnaeus, p 53; Roemer, p. 55; Pallas, p. 65; Latreille, p. 71 ; Rafinesque, p. 87; Leach, p. 89

Pollini, de Blainville, p. 93
; Leach, p. 107; Costa, Kr0yer, p. 177; Kraus, p. 205; Bate and Westwood, p. 340; Ger-

staecker, p. 342 ; Cunningham, p. 404.
- The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, edited by his son, Francis Darwin, vol. iii. p. 141.
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suited for the purposes of later classifications, yet each remodelling requires to be tested

by that earliest form which is here reproduced. While every definition has been given

which claimed to refer to a new genus, references have also been made, wherever

available, to authorities who have disputed the claim of novelty, or to other reasonable

grounds for rejecting the defined name. When the type-species is well known, and speci-

mens of it have been examined by more than one competent observer, the true position

of a genus is comparatively easy to determine. But sometimes the solitary specimen on

which a genus was founded has since been lost or destroyed or damaged past recognition.

In some of these cases the genus remains either absolutely obscure or only the sport of

ingenious guesses. It would be convenient if some limit of time could be established, so

that after fifty or a hundred years the names which no one had been able to identify

throughout such a period should lose their right of priority.

With species, as with genera, all that have ever been published as new ones are

admitted to the record. So far the task is simple. But here too an attempt has been

made, by references and suggestions, to guide the reader through the labyrinth of

synonyms. This part of the work is full of perplexity and complication, and the labour

here bestowed upon it can pretend to little more success than that of having drawn

into one view a large number of problems still requiring solution. Conjectural determina-

tions for or against the validity of a species, apart from observation of the actual

specimens described, must be accepted with much reserve even from the most experienced

writers ; for example, a consensus of important authorities had long referred Kr0yer's

Stegocephalus infiatus to Phipp's earlier Cancer ampulla, yet in 1887 Hansen decides

that Kr0yer's species is after all distinct. But the very fact that mistakes are so often

made in the attempt to regulate synonymy should at least have the useful result of

awakening attention to the extraordinary amount of trouble caused by vague and

inadequate descriptions, especially when these are given without explanatory figures of

the object described.

In the general treatment of the large mass of literature here brought under review I

have desired as much as possible to save trouble to any naturalist who might in the

future have to deal with a collection similar to that which is the subject of this Eeport.

Hence brief notices of the Amphipoda and descriptions of single species embalmed in

large works have been quoted in full, and occasionally for the same reason short

separate treatises have received a longer notice than their intrinsic importance, apart

from their rarity, would have demanded. On the other hand, some works, such as the

British Sessile-Eyed Crustacea by Bate and Westwood, and Boeck's great work on the

Arctic and Scandinavian Amphipoda, have been only briefly noticed, since they are

already widely known and of necessity in general use, so that the enormous space

required for an exhaustive discussion of their contents would have been to a great extent

needlessly absorbed. Among the writings of the last century, attention should, I think,
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be called to the superiority wliicli Pallas displays in his descriptions of Amphipoda. In

the present century Kroyer can have but few rivals for comliined fulness and accuracy of

detail. In the whole multitude of contributions to the voluminous literature here con-

sidered, it is obvious that some writers have done more harm than good, or that, to speak

in the most lenient terms, their productions are of no value whatever
; but while this can be

fairly said only in rare cases, the examples are very numerous of fruitful industry and

high scientific excellence. Without, however, any attempt to appraise seriatim the

raei'its and services of this host of writers, it may be convenient to mention a few works

which the student will find, if not indispensable, at least of foremost value, for particular

branches of the subject. Thus, for the general structure of an Amphipod, he should

certainly consult the Histoire Naturelle des Crustaces d'eau douce de Norvege, by
G. 0. Sars, 1867 ;

for embryogeny, the Memoire sur la formation du Blastoderme chez

les Amphipodes, les Lerneens et les Copepodes, by E. van Beneden and E. Bessels,

1869, and Ulianin's Essay, 1881
;

for the circulation of the blood, the papers by

Wrzesniowski, 1879, and Delage, 1881 ; for the family of the Cyamidse, the contri-

butions of Llitken, 1873 and 1887 ;
for the Caprellidee, Mayer's Die Caprelliden,

1882, to which an Appendix is to be presently published ;
for the Phronimidae, Glaus'

Essay, 1879, and for the Platyscelidse, the same writer's work of 1887; and to this

list the treatise by Bovallius on the Amphipoda Hyperina, and that by Wrzesniowski

on the subterranean Amphipods, when completed, will doubtless need to be added. For

the study of the Amphipoda Gammarina the works of importance are so numerous that it

might be misleading to point out a few as more prominently essential than the rest,

yet on the difiicult subject of the (Ediceridse the paper by J. Sparre Schneider in 1883

ought not to be overlooked.

Classification.
—The division of the Amphipoda into three groups, the Gammarina.,

Caj)rellina, and Hyperina, has been long and widely accepted, and is followed in this

Report as of practical utility and based on reasonable grounds. Geology is unfortunately

almost silent about these Crustacea. To all intents and purposes there have been as yet

no fossil Amphipods discovered.^ If, nevertheless, we may assume the three groups to

have been all derived from a common ancestral form, then the evidence of the groups

themselves may be taken to show that the Gammarina and Caprellina, by their similar

mouth organs, are more nearly connected with one another than either with the

Hjrperina, and that the Hyperina, in respect of their mouth organs, are furthest removed

from the primitive form, inasmuch as their maxillipeds have lost that resemblance to

modified legs which is so striking in the other two groups. From both the Gammarina

and the Hyperina the Caprellina are separated by the slight development of the pleon.

This character can be readily explained as an acquired adaptation to their habits of life.

If the suggestion be made that the ample pleon might as well have been developed from

1 See [ip. Ill, 118, 276, 300, 353, 409, 471, 486.
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the feebler form as the feebler have been degraded or reduced from the more ample,
the answer is this, that the impoverished condition attributed to the pleon in the

Caprellina is correlated to other appearances of degradation in the same group, that

no Caprelline stage has ever been observed in the embryos of the other two groups,

and that the strongly developed pleon would scarcely have been so general, not only

among Amphipods, but also in the neighbouring orders of Crustacea, had the ancestral

form been nearest to the rudimentary one. Hence it appears to be a natural arrange-

ment to place the Caprellina after, though next to, the Gammarina, and to let the

Hyperina come last.

To any one glancing over the great variety of forms presented by different species

of Amphipoda, and comparing an Orchestia with a Cystisoma, a Rhabdosoma with an

Anonyx, a Pariamhus with a Gammaracanthus, it might seem extremely rash to assume

that all the Amphipoda could possibly have a lineage in common. But after prolonged

examination of homologous parts the observer would not be so much impressed with

the difficulty of a common descent as with the intrinsic simplicity of the processes by
which these wonderful diiferences of structure might have been produced. For if a son

may be taller than his father, a daughter stouter than her mother, in the same family one

child have straight hair and another curls, one brother be smooth and the other a hairy

man, variations of a corresponding kind suffice to explain the most strikiug dis-

similarities that the Amphipoda can furnish. Lengthen or contract a limb, make a joint

tumid or flatten it out, multiply the spines or prickles, narrow or expand the body, or

so treat one part of it at the expense of another, let it be cylindrical or depressed or

laterally pinched, stiffly outstretched or coiled into a ball,
—

by such ditferences as these,

in regard to which many species present the most minute transitions, it will be found

that genera and families are separated, without the least necessity or reasonableness of

attributing to them other than a common origin.

In the hinder part of the pleon the Hyperina show a general but very variable agree-

ment with the Gammarina, but in the front part of the pleon, and especially in the

appendages of that part, the agreement is great and very constant. These append-

ages, commonly called pleopods, are perhaps less subject to variation throughout the two

groups than any other part of the organism. Each of the first three segments of the pleon

has a pair of these swimming-feet, the three pairs usually differing only a little one from

the other
;
each member of a pair consists of a stem or peduncle supporting two branches ;

the branches as a rule differ only slightly from one another, each being of tapering form,

composed of several joints, of which the first is invariably the largest ; of these joints

every one has an apical pair of long feathered setse, which on the small terminal

joint are close together. No joint except the first is ever privileged to have more than

one pair of these plumes, and no joint is ever normally without its pair.

On the peduncles of these swimming-feet, near the lower angle on the inner side, there
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is the curious apparatus spoken of in this Report as the coupling-spines.^ Among the

Gammarina occasionally these spines are numerous ; among the Hyperina there are rarely,

normally perhaps never, more than two to each peduncle. In both groups they are

clearly spines that have been modified to serve one and the same purpose, namely, to hold

the peduncles together for the swimming-stroke. For this purpose the apex of each spine

is blunted and has backward directed teeth, the edges also often having a retroverted ser-

rature, so that the spines of each pair of peduncles can be interlocked. That both groups,

notwithstanding their otherwise extremely divergent forms, should so universal^ possess

these coupling-spines, is surely a note of common ancestry. It is also easy to see that

two quite simple spines in this position might be of some service for the object in view by
the effect of mere friction, while natural selection would be ready to avail itself of any
variation in the direction of the roughening of the spine, until the strongly serrate edges

and dentate apices had been at length evolved. In the branches of the pleopods we find

another note of community of origin for the two groups above mentioned. Besides the

obvious similarity which these branches display in almost aU the genera and species, they

have in common the less easily noticed feature of carrying one or more cleft spines^ on

the inner margin of the first joint of the inner branch. To this there are only rare excep-

tions, and those, perhaps, not difficult to explain. Throughout the Hyperina it appears

that the joint in question never has more than one such spine, while in the Gammarina

the number varies. The object served by these spines is no doubt similar to that of the

coupling-spines. One arm of the cleft apex has a subtermiual expansion, and the other

arm is internally roughened or serrulate. By these contrivances a pair of the spines

lying crosswise helps to keep together the branches of the pair of pleopods, and so to add

force to the swimming-stroke. But these spines with cleft terminations have plumose

shafts, and are evidentlj^ plumose setae modified for a special purpose. Indeed, in some

species, in which the pairs of cleft spines are numerous, some of them show a gradational

form combining the flexibility of the seta with the cleft termination of the spine.

Another example of gradational forms is exhibited by the maxillipeds of the

Gammarina. The outer plates of these organs are commonly fringed with an apparatus,

parts of which may be distinguished as respectively, teeth, spines, and setse, yet the teeth

pass into spines, and the spines into seta3 by gradations so minute, that the practical

difficulty arises in description of determining how many of these little appendages ought

to be grouped under one name, and how many under another, yet no one would dream

of interchanging the names of the two extremes of the series, the tooth and the seta.

In classifying the families of the Amphipoda within the principal divisions, not a few

difficulties are encountered. AVe may attempt to place side by side those which in the

' Described and figured by G. 0. Sars in his account of "Gammarns neglectiis, Lilljeliorg," Hist. Nat. Crust, d'eau

douce de Norv., p. 53, pi. v. fig. 8, "Opines particulieres," and indicated by S. I. Smith in his figure of Cerapits tahularis,

Say, Trans. Connect. Acad., vol. iv. pi. ii. a, fig. 5, but not, I think, alluded to by any other writers.

2 "Soie particuliere i\ bout bifurqu^," Sar.=, loc. cit., fig. 8.
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present state of knowledge appear to have the largest number of important affinities.

But v/hat affinities should be considered important for classification it is by no means

easy to determine. Animals genealogically very wide apart may have adopted similar

modes of life, and in so doing have become modified on parallel lines, while on the other

hand, in species nearly related by descent, great divergence of character may have resulted

from difference of habits, such as the assumption of a parasitic life by one branch of

a family, when the other branches have remained independent. In classifying the

Gammarina authors have usually placed the Orchestidse first. In the order of evolution they

might rather be placed last. Among these alone of the Amphipoda has a capacity for

terrestrial existence been acquired ; some of them are gradually adding the faculty of

walking upon dry land to the ordinary movements of sliddering and leaping ; all of them

have lost the mandibular palp. Delage, founding his view upon the circulatory

apparatus,' suggests that the Corophidse are the ancestors in common of the other

Gammarina and the Caprellidse. But Corophium volutator (Pallas), the subject of

Delage's investigation, is far removed from a typical Amphipod. Though it has not

the variety of movement found among the Orchestidge, yet, by having a Ijody

flattened instead of laterally compressed, it is perfectly capable of walking. It cannot

perhaps, strictly speaking, be said to walk upon dry land, Init it walks freely over moist

mud in the open air. Of the three pairs of lateral orifices to the heart, so generally found

among the Amphipoda, Delage has observed that the first two pairs are wanting in

Coro2)hium vohitator, and that they are small and inactive in the Caprellidge. But it

may safely be said that if the Gammarina and Caprellidse were descended in separate

lines from the Corophium, the degraded and inert Caprellidae would never have acquired

the two additional pairs of orifices for which they have, it seems, no urgent need, and which

their supposed ancestor of a higher type and more active habits is able to dispense with.

Thus, while the character of the heart makes it very improbable that Coropldum should

have been an ancestor of the Caprellidse, its shape and habits make it quite as unlikely

that it should have been an ancestor of the Gammarina, so few of which have any

activity out of water, and so many of which, the Orchestidse included, have the body

laterally compressed.

On the supposition of a common origin of all the Amphipoda, it is obvious that

families will have been gradually separated by the successive acquisition of distinctive

characters. The supposition itself is based upon the fact that some characters are

common to many families, since that fact is explained most simply on the principle of

inheritance from a common ancestor. In the search, then, for ancestral characters, we

must look away from what is rare and exceptional to what is commonplace and un-

attractive. When any single character is investigated in all the known species, some

form will often be found of marked simplicity and completeness, round which the rest

' See p. 526.
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will be grouped at greater or less distances. These two attributes, simplicity and com-

pleteness, are evidently appropriate to an ancestral form. To begin with, each part of an

organism will, by inheritance, resemble the part from which it has budded out. Succes-

sive variations introduce distinctions between the parts of an organism, just as they intro-

duce distinctions between one organism and another. At the same time the simplicity

sought for must be limited by some standard of completeness, otherwise we should be

looking for the origin of things in general, not the ancestry of a particular group. In the

structure of an Amphipod we may recognize simplicity in the segments of the perseon,

where, as a rule, each segment is to a certain extent free from its neighbour and closely

resembles it, and we may recognize it also in the flagella of the antenuse and branches of

the pleopods, in which, commonly, numerous joints exhibit one and the same pattern. The

theoretical completeness of the appendages rests to some extent on a comparison with

other groups of Crustacea, but the limits either of completeness or simplicity which are

to be expected in the special group are soon arrived at. If, then, by comparing not only

one but every available character in all the families, we at length make some approach to

a complete set of ancestral chai'acteristics, we shall be able to construct an ideal Amphipod,
with no parts degraded and none exaggerated. And if further, by comparing this ideal

with existing species, we find one among them bearing an exceptionally close resemblance

to it, such a sj^ecies will have some claim to stand, not perhaps at the head, but in the

centre of our classification, as most directly representing the type or original from which

the other Amphipoda have in various degrees more widely diverged. As a matter of

fact, in the genus Ganimarus the well known species Gammarus pulex and Gammarus

locusta are very much of the commonplace facies desired. They are naturally chosen for

explanatory purposes and as representative species. They have the requisite completeness;

the secondary flagellum of the upper antennae is not wanting as in Am2jhithoe, nor the

mandibular palp as in Dexamine and the Orchestidse
;
the palp of the first maxillae is

not degraded as in Orchestia, nor the maxilliped palp curtailed as in Lafystius ; no

segments of the perseon are coalesced as in Dulichia, nor of the pleon as in Atylus and

Goplana; the third uropods are not uniramous as in Metopa, nor the second as in

Cerapus. They have also the requisite simplicity, as could easily be shown by a

detailed comparison with other species. The distribution of these two species lends an

additional probability to the view that they represent an ancestral form. Far more than

any other Amphipod Gammarus pulex appears to have spread itself over the fresh-watei-

streams of the world, and Gammarus pulex is connected by the very closest ties with

Gammarus locusta. It is clear from the general distribution of the Gammarina that the

chief nurseries whence they issue are the weeds of the coast. From these the rivers are

accessible as well as the ocean, yet in the rivers the species of Amphipoda are few, while

in the ocean they are multitudinous. This admits of a simple explanation, if we accept

Gammarus locusta as representing the ancestral form which at one time occupied the
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world without the competition of other species of Amphipods. In order to enable the

family to extend its range over the fresh-waters of the world, no further change was

needed than such as would enable some of the progeny to pass from salt-water to brackish,

and from brackish to fresh. But the sections of this genus having once obtained command

of the rivers, by the capacity of living vigorously in the river-water, would have an

immense advantage over all rivals attempting in the future to make a lodgment in the

streams, while their capacity for life therein was in its initial stages and only feebly

developed.

In the arrangement around and near to Gammarus of such genera as Niphargus and

Gammaracanthus and Mwra, there is in point of fact a very general agreement, so that

we shall not be very rash in regarding the Gammaridse as a natural family. If from the

considerations already mentioned we may regard it also as the typical family of the

Amphipoda, the next point of interest will be to determine whether the other families

can only be grouped confusedly around it, or whether any lines of succession can be

suggested. It is evident that if the Gammarus-fovvn had at any time such possession of

the ocean-world that it was able to stock the majority of the fresh-water streams with

genera and species which can be traced back to it in a direct line, the more or less

amphibious Orchestidas ought to be traceable to the same source. Between Gammarus
and Talitrus there are, it is true, important distinctions, but they are in part bridged

over by the genera Hyale and Hycdella, and to a very considerable extent they show

adaptation on the part of the Orchestidse in general to iiltered conditions of life.

The next family which seems easily derivable from Gammarus is that represented by
the genus Amjjhithoe. It will be noticed in the history of the subject, that, before the

minute subdivision of genera, the discoverer of a new species, if he did not assign it to

Gammarus, was very apt to call it an Amjyhithoe. Amphitlio'e indeed has before now

been chosen for description as a typical genus of the Amphipoda. The genus, in its

present acceptation, has an extremely extensive distribution, and by the simplicity of

structure which it exhibits, and its general approximation to Gammarus, it is well fitted

to be the link between that genus and the nest-forming Podoceridse in general. Near

to, yet not to be derived from, the Podoceridas, and by their somewhat more erratic

characters placed at a greater distance from Gammarus, come the Photidae. Again, at

various distances beyond the Podoceridse, we may imagine positions for the Corophidfe,

Cheluridse, Dulichidas, and Icilidse. The Dulichidae seem to lead on by a very natural

sequence to the Caprellidse, with which Bate and Westwood have gone to the extreme

length of actually classing them, in their group Aberrantia.

Eeturning to the family of the Gammaridse, we find in close alliance with it two

other families, the Atylida^ and Eusiridse ; nor are these remote from the Pleustidse and

Epimeridse. The remainder are by no means easy to group in any plausible order of

relationship to the ancestral form. The eyes of the Ampeliscidse give them a position

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1888.) XxX C
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apart from all the rest. The Lysianassidse are set apart in another direction by the

peculiarities of the upper antennae, the second gnathopods, and especially that character

of the mandibles, on account of which Schiddte has named them the Trochalognatha. As

far, however, as the antennae are concerned, they are united to Schiodte's other group,

the Eleutherognatha, by the new family Valettidse. The Stegocephalidse, while agreeing

with the Lysianassidse in the upper antennae, are less remote from Gammarus in the

form of the second gnathopods. On the other hand, the character of the mandibles shows

a further departure from the common type than is found anywhere else among the

Gammarina. Hence a common ancestry may be supposed for these three families,

branching ofl" from Gammarus at a remote period.

In the Stenothoidse the genus Stenothoe itself, being without the mandibular palp,

may be regarded as a later form than the companion genus Metopa, in which that palp

is retained. In the Leucothoidse the genus Leucothoe, by the characters of its mandibles

and maxillipeds, seems to lead up to the Stenothoidae.

The Syrrhoidae and Synopidae on several accounts may plausibly be placed side by
side. In one particular, the very short terminal joint of the mandibular palp, these

families show an affinity to the Stenothoidae ;
but apart from this one point their

affinities are with the Pontoporeiidae. Nearer than any of these to Gammarus stand the

Gldiceridae.

The Iphimedidae, Pardaliscidae, and Amphilochidae remain, with peculiarities that

make every suggestion for their classification hazardous. At a venture the Pardaliscidae

may be grouped with the Syrrhoidae, Synopidae, and Ponto^joreiidae ;
the Iphimedidae

with the Pleustidae and Epimeridae ; and lastly, the Amphilochidae left, where they are

usually placed, in a somewhat dubious proximity to the Stenothoidae.

Between the Gammarina and Hyperina there is a wide gap, over which at one point

no bridge has yet been found, for, while in the Gammarina the maxillipeds always have

a palp, they never have one in the Hyperina. In the Gammarina the mandibular palp

has, with the rarest exceptions, a short first joint, whereas in the Hyperina this joint is

frequently of great length, but here there are all sorts of connecting links, the maudil:)ular

palp in Cyllopus being quite of the pattern common among the Gammarina. Milne-

Edwards, in 1840, when establishing the Tribu des Hyperines Gammaroides, went so far

as to say that the single genus, Vibilia, which he placed in it as a link between the

Gammarina and the ordinary Hyperina, might almost as well stand in one division as the

other. To this overstatement of the closeness of the tie between the two groups he was

no doubt led by wrongly supposing that Vibilia had rudimentary palps to the

maxillipeds.

Within the Hyperina, although marvellous diversity of form has been arrived at, there

is comparatively little difficulty in tracing a family resemblance between the difi"erent

sections. Naturally the Platyscelidae or Hypdrines anormales, with their strange zigzag
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folding anteunse, may be regarded as the latest development, but the whole group of

Hyperina must be supposed to be interconnected, not to be derived partly from one

branch and partly from another branch of the existing Gammarina. It may be noticed,

indeed, that though the Gammarina by their maxillipeds testify to an older type than is

seen in the Hyperina, yet the latter in some genera retain in their turn a mark of anti-

quity which the Gammarina have lost, in the simjilicity of the gnathopods, for these in

Dairella and Lycaiopsis are like ordinary perpeopods. The general structure of the upper
antennae in the Hyperina calls to mind the family Lysianassidae, but there is the marked

distinction that in none of the Hyperina is there a secondary flagellum to these antennae
;

yet here the recently discovered Hyperiopsis v0ringn, Sars, may supply a link, since with

the antennae of the Lysianassidae this curious species combines the eyes of a Hyperid. A
connection between the Hyperina and the Lysianassidae has already been indicated by
Boeck, who placed the family Prostomatidae at the head of the Gammarina, in immediate

sequence to the Hyperina, because of the agreement which he considered to exist between

that family and the Hyperidae and Orchestidae. The Prostomatidae are in close relation-

ship with the Lysianassidae, and might, in my view, well be included in the older family.

But if the Hjrperina make any real approach to the Lysianassidae, it must not be supposed
that they are derived from them, for the mandibles of the Gammaroid Hyperina point

more directly to the Gam7narzis-iorm than to that found in the Trochalognatha.

In offering these contributory suggestions towards a classification of the Amphipoda,

my hope is that- either by occasionally hitting the mark they may be of service, or that

where they have missed it they may provoke a fruitful criticism, and either way that

they may excite the ambition of the discerning and ingenious to throw light upon the

many problems which are still obscure.

Nomenclature.—Most naturalists will sjinpathise with the lady who thought that,

of all the discoveries astronomers had made about the stars, the finding out their names

was the most wonderful. In zoology the new discoveries are generally far more

troublesome to name than they would be if they were only stars or planets. A genus of

sharks is l:)ound to give way, if it turns out that a genus of animalcules has received the

same appellation a mouth earlier, and the genus of animalcules, however laboriously

and scientifically described, must give way in its turn, if it should prove that the same

group of creatures has been obscured rather than explained fifty years before under a

different name. But apart from these casualties, there is the enormous and increasing

difficulty which arises from the multitude of workers in every field of natural history,

who, in the absence of any rule or convention to the contrary, publish new genera and

species in any literary vehicle that is for the moment handiest. One isolated description

may have to be sought for in a costly volume of travels, and another in the local journal of

Timbuctoo. It is rather to be wished than expected that an international law in science

should intervene, and allow validity and priority only to names adequately published in
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definite periodicals, of which one or more might be assigned to each large division of the

animal and vegetable kingdoms. Even under this Utopian arrangement the requirements

of adequate publication would be very much at the mercy of difi'erent contributors.

Looking only to the Amphipoda, one sees and feels the natural tendency in those

who describe actual specimens to multiply genera and species, while in those who classify

the results obtained by others, the tendency is to be impatient of minute distinctions,

to rejoice at being able to unite two species into one, and to ignore one genus in favour

of another which they regard as embracing it. Nothing but good is done by those who

pare away the superfluities of nomenclature by discovering that the same genus or species

has been described under more than one name, but it is a question whether much profit

has resulted from attempts to discard small genera in favour of a large comprehensive

genus. In the history of the subject we see that the names of the rejected genera almost

invariably obtain eventual acceptance, so that the attempts at suppression only result

in a confused synonymy. Few authors, for instance, would now dispense with Melita

and Maira of Leach, which to Milne-Edwards appeared useless and even injurious sub-

divisions of Gammarus} Those who take the lead in introducing minute subdivisions

do, indeed, force the hand of their successors, since difi'erences which might well have

been regarded as specific under a moderately wide genus, have to be accounted generic

when the already existing genera of a family are separated by very small distinctions.

But premature interference rather increases than remedies' the confusion, although,

when knowledge of the subject has largely advanced, the time and opportunity for a

general revision may arrive and be thoroughly welcome.

As far as the form of a name is concerned, it has seemed to me beyond all question best

to adopt that which the author of the name himself gave to it. This was far from being

my original opinion. It is, of course, a delightful efi"ort of criticism, and a token of one's

own intrinsic superiority, to be able to correct the spelling of some eminent man of

science. But in actual practice each correction makes a new name, adding therefore

to the synonymy, and often making necessary the citation of two authorities instead

of one. Sometimes the corrected form of a name comes into collision with a genus

established before or since in some other branch of zoology. Sometimes a name is

inconveniently lengthened in the efi'ort to make it conform to the laws of philology, and

a syllable is inserted which the originator of the name perhaps intentionally left out.

As Leach has shown, it is not necessary for a scientific name to have a derivation at all,

so that in the last resort the names which do not satisfy the laws of classical formation

may be defended on the ground that one congeries of letters is as good as another. At

any rate, for the purposes of natural history, the fixity of a name is of far more importance

than any indirect lesson in scholarship of which it may be made the text. I may as

well, however, confess that in respect to the genus Amphitlioe I have not had courage to

' Hist. Nat. des Crust., t. iii. p. 54.

J
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revive Leach's origiual Ampithoe, and that in pedantically printing Caprella equilihra,

Say, instead of Spence Bate's Caprella iequilihra, my object has been much more

to emphasize the general view here advocated than to make converts to the use of that

particular illustration of it. The custom of changing the gender of specific names, when

species are transferred from genus to genus, seems to me inconvenient and unnatural.

In every species of the Amphipoda there are males and females, and since the ungallant

Romans imagined the masculine to be the worthier gender, it would tend to simplicity

if that gender were preferred in the formation of all specific names. Changing the

masculine ending into a feminine, to match the nominal sex of the genus, is much like

saying that a man must be a woman if his parents have happened to christen him Maria.

The pronunciation of the names used in natural history is of comparatively little

importance, since they are so much more frequently read by the eye than j^ronounced by
the tongue. Nevertheless, it would be an advantageous custom if authors, when intro-

ducing a new name, would supply their readers with some means of determining the quan-

tity of a doubtful syllable. In pronouncing long-established names, such as Gammarina,

Caprellina, Hyperina, where the derivation will not help us, we must be guided either by

usage which may fluctuate, or by euphony in respect of which tastes may differ, or by
the genius of our own language which is pretty sure to prevail in the end. In the three

examples cited, my own opinion is, that the penultimate syllable ought to be pronounced

short, the accent being in each case laid upon the ante-penultimate. Although the Greek

word vnepLvos, so accented and having a short penultimate syllable, has nothing to do

with our Hyperina, yet the mere existence of such a word proves that there is nothing

monstrous in the pronunciation now recommended.

Distribution.—How very extensive is the range of the Amphipoda may partly be

seen by a glance at the map accompanying this Eeport. Northward, Amphipoda have

been taken within 400 miles of the pole ; in the opposite direction as far down as lat.

68° S. Of the great depths from which some of the Challenger Amphipoda are reported

I do not like to speak with too much certainty, but there is no special reason for doubt-

ing that Lanceola pacijica, for instance, came actually from the depth assigned it of

2300 fathoms. It does not seem unnatural that some of the group should have been

able to penetrate even to so great a depth as 13,800 feet beneath the surface of the sea,

since on the continent of South America Mr. Whymper has found them at 13,300 feet

above it. All the waters of the world, arctic and tropical, salt, brackish and fresh, oceans,

lakes, rivers and wells, are tenanted by AmphijDoda. From the rocks and sands and

muddy fringes of coast and shore they are pushing out advanced guards in a sort of

tentative manner on to the land, where, for ought we know, they may yet have a great

future before them. That they have thriven so well hitherto may be attributed to

various advantages, chiefly perhaps to their ready adaptability to so many varying

circumstances. Diminutive size and mimetic colouring will' often have helped to protect
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them. An appetite, voracious, indeed, but not over fastidious, will seldom have allowed

them, like more scrupulous feeders, to starve in the midst of plenty, while the prodigious

swarms they bring forth have enabled them to offer a wholesome banquet to the monsters

of the deep without any injurious diminution of their ow^n numbers. The following list

exhibits the species which have a more or less doubtful claim to have come from a depth

greater than 300 fathoms. It is interesting to notice, that in the thirty-one specimens

of Gammarina reported from these vast depths, twenty-five genera are represented, of

which ten are new, and twenty-eight species, of which twenty-six are new.

Anonyx ampuUoides, Sp. Bate,

Platamon longimanus, n. g. et sp.,

Onesimoides carinatus, n. g. et sp.,

Cyi^hocaris micronyx, n. sp. ,

Euonyx normani, n. sp.,

Orchomene abyssorum, n. sp.,

Amaryllis haswelli, n. sp.,

Valettia coheres, n. g. et sp.,

Andania gigantea, n. sp.,

)S J) J»

Andania hoccki, n. sp., .

Andania abyssorum, n. sp.,

Leucothoe tridens, n. sp.,

Syrrhoe papyracea, n. sp.,

CEdiceroides Cinderella, n. g. et sp. ,

Lanceola pacijica, n. sp.,

Lanceola sp.,

Lanceola sp.,

Lanceola sp.,

Lanceola lestiva, n. sp.,

Lanceola suhmi, n. sp., .

Lanceola australis, n. sp.,

Cystisoma spinosum (Fabricius)

Gammarina.

Fathoms.

775

1125

1400

1500

1425

630

1900

1000

1975

1375

1600

675

1100

1100

390

1035

Amathillopsis australis, n. sp.,

Pleustes abyssorum, n. sp.,

Atylopsis em,arginatus, n. g. et sp.,

Cleonardo longipes, n. g. et sp.,

Eusiroides crassi, n. g. et sp.,

Synopioides macronyx, n. g. et sp..

Elasmopus suhcannata (Haswell),

Elasmopus delaijilata, n. sp., .

Ampelisca abyssicola, n. sp., .

Gammaropsis thomsoni, n. sp.,

Podoceropsis Jcermadeci, n. sp.,

Podocerus hoeki, n. sp.,

Paradryope orguion, n. g. et sp.,

Camacho hathyplous, n. g. et sp..

Fathoms.

1400

1600

310

1775

600

1500

2025

1100

600

390

1100

630

1100

2300

1100

Hyperina.

2300

1915

1775

360

675

1250

1800

1500

Cystisoma spinosum (Fabricius), . 1090

(?) 2500

,, „ „ . 630

. 1850

Cystisoma sp., . . . . 825

Cystisoma sp., .... 500

Phronima novse-zealandiie (?),^ Powell.

Platyscelus ovoides (Risso Vj . Deep tow-net.^

1 1800 fathoms was the depth at the station at which this species of Phronima was taken, hut in all prohability the

Phronima was taken at the surface .

2 The depth at Station 243 at which this species was taken is 2800 fathoms.
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Almost all the Hyperina, except in the genera Lanceola, Cystisoma, and Phronima,

were expressly labelled as having been taken at or near the surface. In regard to the

specimens of Phronima, it was probably considered that their capture at the surface

would be taken for granted, their floating habitations having been frequently obtained.

How incomplete is our present knowledge of the whole group may be inferred, as well

from the numerous additions which almost every voyage of scientific exploration makes

to it, as in especial from those additions which the Challenger made by a few weeks stay

in the Southern Ocean at Kerguelen Island and Heard Island. For, by the exertions

of the Challenger Naturalists, from this small region, previously supposed to be very

barren in Amphipods, the following list of species was obtained :
—

Among the Gammarina :
—

Anonyx cicadoides, n. sp., K.^

Tryphosa antennipotens, n. sp., H.

Tryphosa harhatipes, n. sp., K.

Hippomedon liergueleni (Miers), K.

Hippomedon trigonicus, n. sp., K.

Cheirimedon crenatipalmatus, n. sp.,K.

Sophrosyne murrayi, n. sp., K.

Orchomene cavimanus, n. sp., K.

Lepidepecreumforaminiferum ,
n. sp. ,

K.

Socarnoides hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Amhasia integricauda, n. sp., K.

Acontiostoma pepinii, n. sp., K.

Acontiostoma hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Kerguelenia compacta, n. sp., K.

Metopa nasutigenes, n. sp., K.

Cardenio paurodactylus, n. sp., K.

Phoxocephalus kergueleni, n. sp., K.

Harpinia obtusifrons, n. sp., K.

Urothoe lachneessa, n. sp., K.

Halimedon schneideri, n. sp., K.

CEdiceroides rostrata, n. sp., K. and H.

Zaramilla hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Among the Caprellina :
—

Dodecas elongata, n. sp. ,
K.

Among the Hyperina :
—

Vihilia sp., between K. and H.

AcantJiechinus tricarinatus, n. sp., H.

Ip)kimedia pacifica, n. sp., K.

Iphimedia pulchridentata, n. sp., H.

Atyloides australis (Miers), K.

Harpinioides drepanocheir, n. sp., K.

Tritasta hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Rhacliotropis hergiceleni, n. sp., K.

Eusirus longipes, Boeck, K. and H.

Eusiroides pompeii, n. sp. ,
H.

Liljeborgia consanguinea, n. sp., K.

and H.

Photis macrocarpus, n. sp., K.

Aora hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Ao7'a trichohostrychits, n. sp., K.

Autonoe hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Gammaropsis exsertipes, n. sp., K.

Amphithoe hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Podocerusfalcatus (Montagu), K.

Cerapus sismithi, n. sp., K.

Haplocheira plumosa, u. sp., K.

Platophium danw, n. sp., K.

Neohela serrata, n. sp., K.

Protellopsis hergueleni, n. sp., K.

Euthemisto gaudichaudii (Guerin), K.

Primno sp., K.

K. stand for Kerguelen, H. for Heard Island.
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Of the forty-eight species here enumerated, all but about half a dozen have been

brought to light by the Challenger researches, and of the genera over which these species

are distributed thirteen out of forty-three are new.

It may be convenient here to group together the names of the thirty-one new genera

established in this Report :
—

Cheirimedon.

Platamon.

Onesimoides.

Sophrosyne.

Cyclocaris.

Socarnoides.

Acontiostoma.

Kerguelenia.

Valettia.

Cardenio.

Platyischnopus.

Qlldiceroides.

Zaramilla.

Acanthechinus.

Atyloides.

Streetsia.

Atylopsis.

Harpinioides.

Stenopleura.

Cleonardo

Eusiroides.

Synopioides.

Parelasmop>us.

Dryopoides.

Paradryope.
Camacho.

Chosroes.

Dodecas}

Caprellinoides.

Protellojms.

Sympronoe.

The new generic names proposed in the Report in exchange for older but preoccupied

names of valid genera are as follows :
—

Caprellinopsis for Capi^ellina, G. M. Thomson ;

Eusceliotes for Euscelus, Claus ; Lysianax for Lysianassa, Milne-Edwards ;
Pariambus

for Podalirius, Kr0yer ; Phorcorrhapliis for Phorciis, Milne-Edwards ; Phoxocephalus

for Phoxus, Kr0yer; Priscillina for Priscilla, Boeck. Haustorius, Miiller, is reinstated

in place of Lepidactylis, Say, Phtisica, Slabber, in place of Proto, Leach, and Scind,

Prestandres, in place of Tyro, Milne-Edwards, and Clydonia, Dana, ^ginella, Boeck,

is taken to include the preoccupied jEgina, Kr0yer. For Constantia, Dybowsky,

Costantia, a form accidentally occurring in Dybowsky's own work, is adopted. For

Euryteyies, Lilljeborg, Eurythenes is accepted from the pen of Professor S. I. Smith.

For Dryope, Sp. Bate, although preoccupied, no alternative name is for the present

offered, its relationship to the new genus Dryopoides requiring further consideration.

Of the hundred and eighty species which the Report describes as new, it is possible

that a few come too near to older species to deserve specific distinction. Especially in

the genera Hippomedon, Leucothoii, and Aora my suspicions are aroused that I may have

introduced some unnecessary names ; but such errors of judgment, if found to exist, will

also, I hope, be found to be few.

' This genus was first published in a preliminary notice in 1883.
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B-c- Aristoteles, bom about 385, died 322 B.C.
Cent. IV.

De Animalibus Historige. Libri x. (Jo. Gottlob Schneider, Lipsise, 1811).

These la-Toplai irepi
Tu

X^wa were probably published within the last thirteen years

of their author's life. After his writings had met with sundry changes and chances,

there is reason to believe
"
that about 50 years B.C. Andronicus produced the first

edition of the collective works of Aristotle." See The Ethics of Aristotle, by Sir

Alexander Grant, 1874, p. 9.

The passages in Aristotle which probably refer to the Amphipoda are the following :
—Book iv.

eh. 2, Tuiv Se ixaXaKoa-TpaKtDv €v fiiv Icttc to yeVos to twv Kapa/^wv Koi tovto) TrapaTrXyja-iov

tnpov TO Tuiv KaXovfJiivuiv aaraKuiv. Ovtol Se Starftepovcri Tu>v Kapafiwv ToJ
fjLrj t\€LV xrjXa.';

Koi

aXXa'; Tifa? 8ia(f>opa^ oi jroXXas. "Ev Si to tC)V KapiSmv, /cat oAAo to tu>v KapKivwv. Tivrj

0€ TrXeto) TO)v Kapcowv ioTt Kat twv KapKiV(siv' TuiV pcv yap KapiSoiv at t€ Kv<f>al koi at /cpayyovcs

Kat TO fjLiKpov yivo^' avTai yap oi yiyvovrai /hci'^ods. Of the Malacostraca one genus is that

of the carabi, and near to this a second of those called astaci. These differ from the carabi

in not having chelae, and in a few other points. One genus is that of the carides, and

another that of the carcini. There are several genera of the carides and of the carcini
;

for to the carides belong the gibbfe and the crangons, and the little genus ; for these grow
no bigger. Book iv. ch. 10, a passage, unfortunately incomplete, relating to the sleep of

fishes and other water animals that have no eyelids : 'AXi'o-KovTai yap ot t^^vies, ct prj 8ia tovs

(ftOiTpas Kal Toiis KaXovixevovs ij/vXXovi .... [oiitojs aTpe/it'^ovTCS,] ware kolv ry X^'P' Xap./idv€iv

paStios' vvv D'ar y(povL(TOitTi ovtol tJJs vuktos, KaTeaOiovai TrpooiriVTOVTCs iroAAoi to wXyOo^ ovt«s.

FtyvovTat o' iv tw /3v0ia rrj's OaXaTTrj? Kat TocoCrot to 'irXijOo?, (uan Kal to SiXeap o Tt av l^Ovo's

rj,
kav

)(povi(rr] eVt tJ;s yrj';, KaTirrdiovcri' Kat ctveAKOvo-t TToAAoiKts ot dXtcts irepl to SeXeap uxnrep

(T(f)aipav crvvexop-ivrnv aiiTtuv. For fish, unless [they are disturbed] by the lice and so-called

fleas, are surprised in so tranquil a condition as to be easily taken even in the hand. But

now if these are left [in the nets] during the night, they (the fleas) being many in number

fall upon and devour them. In the deep of the sea they grow in such multitudes that any

piece of fish for bait, if left long on the ground, they devour. And often the fishermen

draw up round the bait as it were a globe of them clinging to it.

Gerstaecker thinks that the little genus of the first passage may well refer to such an Amphipod
as Gammarus locusta. Boeck considers that the if/vXXoi of the second passage, which eat the

fish in the nets, are also likely to be Amphipods, since in the northern seas these act exactly

in the way described. The statements of Klein and Holb0ll confirm this. As Aristotle

apparently speaks of the bait on land,
"
cVt ttji yv^," being eaten by these creatures, it is likely

enough that he alludes to more than one species ; unless, as Bellon evidently supposed,

the land intended be not dry land or shore, but the ground at the bottom of the sea.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 1
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A-D. Caius Plinius Secundus, born a.d. 23, died a.d. 79.
Cent. I.

Historia naturalis. Libri xxxvii. (Gabriel Brotier, Tomus ii., Parisiis, 1779).

In book xi. sect. Ixii., Pliny speaks of Crustata among marine animals. No earlier use of the

word in this application seems to be known. In book ix. sect. xxi. he says, "Animal est

parvum, scorpionis effigie, aranei magnitudine. Hoc se, et thymio, et ei qui gladius vocatur,

crebro delphini magnitudinem excedenti, sub pinna adfigit aculeo : tantoque infestat dolore,

ut in naves ssepenumero e.xsiliant." This passage is only worth noting in comparison with

Eisso's statement that a species of Cijamus sometimes so irritates the thunnies in the

Mediterranean that they jump out of water. Liitken supposes that Eisso has assigned to

Cyamvs an effect produced really by Brachiella thynni. In book ix. sect. Ixxi., Pliny

appears to confuse, in a rather ludicrous passage, the (f>6eipK and xjrvXXoi mentioned in

book iv. ch. 10, of Aristotle's History of Animals. In book ix. sect. li. he gives

"Cancrorum genera, carabi, astaci, maise, paguri, heracleotici, leones, et alia ignobiliora,"

among which the ignobiliora may be supposed to correspond to the /juKpbv yevos of Aristotle,

and to include some at least of the Amphipoda.

1553. Bellon (or Belon), Pierre, born about 1517, died 1564 (Encycl. Brit., 9th Ed.).

Petri Bellonii Cenomani De aquatilibus, Libri duo Cum iconibus ad viuam

ipforum effigiem, quoad eju.s fieri potuit, expressis. Parisiis, m.d.liii.

The second book, pages 318-348, is de aquatilibus exanguibus. Of these "qure Grffcis evaifia,

nobis exanguia diountur," he says, "alia dura quidS testa operiuutur, quaj illi oo-TpaKoSepfia,

alia ver6 molli : quae etiam fiaXaKoa-rpaKa vocat, atque alia rursus insecta, sub quibus

magna marinorum ac fluviatiliuni phalanx continetur. Exanguiu igitur molles a nobis

describentur ac depingetur primum locustae, cancri et id genus cseteri. .... Vltimo

loco dejectamenta marina, nominibus etiam insignibus prjedita expUcabuntur, quibus non-

nunquam etiam vesci solemus."

Among the Crustata he considers that the Squilla fluviatilis parva, the Gambarella of the

Eomans, is intended by Aristotle's "
parvffi quae majores nunqua effiei possunt." In this

Bellon is evidently not thinking of any Amjihipod. The only allusion that he makes to

Amphipods is to be found, if anywhere, in his cap. xii. p. 436,
" De deiectamentis marinis,"

in the section headed "Asilus sive (Estrum." This Isopod he figures with eight thoracic

feet on each side, and concludes his account of it as follows :
—" Aristoteles octauo de

historia animalium : Thunni (inquit) et Gladii agitantur a-stro, canis exortu. habent enim

vtrique per id tempus sub pinna ceu vermiculum quern Asilum vocant. Idem author videtur

oestrum seu AsUum diuersum k pediculo et pulice constituere, quum eis etiam nomina

propria <ji6a.pa OaXda-cnov, id est, pediculum marinum, et \l/v\Xav daXaTnov, id est pulicem

marinum, imponat. Vocat et in mari pediculos (inquit Plinius) eosque tritos instUIari ex

aceto auribus jubent. Pisces vel manu caperentur, dum dormiunt (inquit Aristoteles) nisi

pediculis et pulicibus solicitarentur. Gignuntur in profundo maris tanta foecunditate, vt

escam de pisce emollitam, si diu in imo manserit, totam corrodant atque absumant. Et

quidem saepenumero piscator escam demissam, glomeratis vndiquo his bestiohs, perinde
vt pilam attollit." Aristotle's

"
ciri t^s yrj?," is here represented by

" in imo,
"
meaning

"
at

the bottom of the sea," which is perhaps an attempt to correct the unmeaning words "in

uno" in Gaza's translation, for which Aubert and Wimmer (1868) suggest
" in humo."
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1554. EoNDELET, GuiLLAUME, born 1507, died 1566 (Biographie Universelle).

Libii de piscibus marinis in quibus ver^e piscium effigies expressse suut.

Lugduni, M.D.Liiii. pp. 534-577.

Liber xviii., De Piscibus, quae dicantur Crustacea, contains chapters on Stalk-eyed and Sessile-

eyed Crustace<a and on Echinoderms. Chapter xxvii., De Pulice marine, begins :

" Cum
Maris purgamentis aliquoties reperi bestiolam tenui crusta intectam, quam hie depinximus,

quae facie homun clones ridicule pictos vel simiam reprsesentat aliis partibus locustse similis

est, in Cauda appendiculas habet locustaj et squillie modo, tarn exigua est ut particuloe corijoris

nisi ab oculato discerni possint, ob parvitatem negligitur. Hanc puto

esse ij/vWov daXdmov, id est, j)ulicem marinum, de quo Aristoteles,

quum de piscium sonmo agit." He then proceeds with a translation

of the passage from Aristotle, lib. iv. ch. 10. Eoeck thinks he means

some species of Gammanis. The accomjjanyiug woodcut wiU give a Fig. 1.

fair idea of Eondelet's drawing, which has the special interest of being,

I believe, the earliest known figure of an Amphipod, whether the original were a Gammarus,

or, as seems equally possible, an Orchestia. In saying that its fades
"
represents a human

being caricatured or a monkey," Rondelet has jirobably mistaken the taU for the head.

In ch. xxviii., De Pediculo IMarino, he gives the figure of an Isopod, but explains that the

cf>6iip 6a\aTTLos of Aristotle applies not only to this, but also to a species,
"
qui in

mari, quod est k Cyrena ad yEgyptum circa delphinum est, qui omnium pinguissimus fit

pabuli copia, qu£e delphini opera suppeditatur." The oTo-rpos of Aristotle, from the fins

of the thunny, like a scorpion, and of the size of a spider, is not to be confused, he says, with

these <l>6eip€^.

1558. Gesner, Conrad (or Gessner, Konrad), born 1516, died 1565 (Encycl. Brit., 9th Ed.)

Conr. Gesner, medici Tigurini : Historiae animalium Liber IV, qui est de piscium

et aquatilium animalium natura cum iconibus singulorum ad vivum expressis fere

omnib. Dccvi. Contineutur in hoc volumine Gulielmi Rondeletii quoque medicine

professoris Regii in Schola Moutpeliensi & Petri Bellonii Cenomani, medici hoc

tempore Lutetise eximii, de aquatilium singulis scripta. Tiguri, mdlviii.

Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 19, gives the date of this work as 1548, and he says,

p. 32, that it repeats on p. 994 Eondelet's text without any addition of importance, under

the heading De puliei marino Rondeletico. Since tlie date 1548 was inconsistent with

the reference to Rondelet, and the first edition of GBsner's work was not to be met with in

England, I sought information from Copenhagen, and Mr. G. E. C. Gad has had the

kindness to send me the full title and the date a.s above given of the first edition in question,

from the Royal Library in Copenhagen. The first volume, he tells me, is dated 1551, the

fourth volume 1558, and in this latter the heading
" De pubUce [pulice]

marino Eonde-

letius" occurs not on page 994, but on page 894. In the 2nd Edition, 1620, the notice

occurs on pp. 759-760. To Rondelet's account is added "
Gignuntur et in stagnis marinis

similes," and a " CoroUarium
"
about the uses of the ^ysyllas marinus which leaps about on

the shore. The reference in the Index to the account of the Pediculus marinus of Rondelet

is given wrongly as p. 649 instead of 694.
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1560. Gesner, Conrad.

Nomenclator aquatilium animantium. Icones animalium aquatilium in mari et

di;lcibus aquis degentium, plus quam Dec. cum nomenclaturis singulorum Latinis,

Grsecis, Italicis, Hispanicis, Gallicis, Germanicis, Anglicis, aliisq ; iuterdum, per

certos ordines digestse. Tiguri, Anno m.d.lx.

In Tomus L he includes seventeen orders of marine animals, the Crustata forming the fourteenth.

The fifteenth embraces the Testacea, a large portion of which in the body of the work is

headed De Crustatis, apparently by a printer's error. The sixteenth order is formed of the

Insecta Marina, "ut sunt, Hippocampus, Eruca, Pediculus, Pulex, AsUus, Hirudo mar.

Vermes et Lumbrici quidam, Scolopendrae." On p. 267 he remarks, "Pulicemet Pedi-

culum marines, quanuis tenui crusta integantur, Insectis potiiis. qukm ut Eondeletius

Crustaceis, adiunximus, quid forma eorum tota k Crustatis plurimum differre uideatur,

magisq; ad Insecta accedere."

On p. 268 he says,
" Pulex marinus Rondeletij. ^d'AXos OaXarTioi: sic dictus est nimirum non tam

k formse, quam saliendi similitudine, et similiter pisces in mari infestandi natura, ut Pulices

in terra molesti sunt animalibus." He then borrows from Eondelet, and concludes,
"
Niphus

Scolopendras mar. uulgo Pulices marines dici scribit, qxihd pisces eodem modo infestent.

nos Scolopendras mar. longe alias dabimus inferids. Germ. F. Ein Meerflohe."

Among the fresh water animals of Tomus II. he gives Asfactis fluviatiUs and CancerJlimatilis but

no Amphipoda. His brief remarks on Pulex marinus are perhaps generalised from what he

has read, heard, or seen of animals belonging to the Orchestidse, Gammaridse, and Cyamidae.

1565. Matthiolus (Mattioli), Petrus Andreas, born 1500, died 1577 (Biographie

Universelle).

Commentarii in vi libros Pedacii Dioscoridis Anazarbei de Medica materia, ab ipso

autore recogniti, et locis plus mille aucti, mdlxxxiii. Venetiis. (Epistola nuncupa-

toria, dated mdlxv.)

Pages 278-284 discuss various Crustacea or Crustata, including Cancer, Astaeus, Gammanis,

Squilloe, Maia, Pagunis, Cancelli; none of them Amphipods. He refers to Aristotle's

book iv. ch. 2, producing the often quoted words "Squillarum enim genere contuientur

gibbffi, crangones, et parvae, quae majores nunquam effici possunt," with the remark,
"
Quibus

liquid^ constat, vulgares gammarulos Aristoteli parvas facile esse Squillas, ciim ii majores

nunquam evadant, qukm qui semper parvi in pissariis habentur venales."

1606. Aldrovandi, Ultsse, born 1522, died 1605 (Biographie Universelle). (The date

1607, given in the Encycl. Brit., 9th Ed., is inconsistent with the title page
here quoted).

Vlyssis Aldrovandi Philosophi, et Medici Bononiensis. De Reliquis Animalibus

exanguibus libri quatuor, post mortem ejus editi : Nempe De MoUibus, Crustaceis,

Testaceis, et Zoophytis. Bononise, 1606.

The second book is De Crustatis, and contains the wisdom of the ancients concerning

these animals. In regard to the name he says,
"
Quae Grseci et priBsertim Aristoteles

IxaXaKOfTTpaKa, Latini hoc tempore Crustacea vocant : Pliuius Crustata, cum inquit, Inmarinis
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Crustata fit Cartilaginea priores denies habent." Nothing certain about Amphipods can be
derived from Aldrovandus, though some of his allusions to the small kinds of Crustacea may
have them in view. The remark attributed to Pliny is not that which he actually makes.
On the contrary, as to these denies he seems to express a doubt by the words,

" At in

marinis crustata et cartilaginea primores [sc. dentes] habere, item echinis quinos esse,

mule intelligi 2wfuerit, miror." Aldrovandi's misquotation reappears in Facciolati's great
Latin Dictionary, except that "primores" is there correctly given instead of "priores."

1634. MoUFET, Thomas, bom about 1550, died 1604 (thirty years before his work was

published).

Insectorum sive Minimorum Animalium Theatrum : Olhn ah Edoardo Wottono,
Conrado Gesnero, Thomaque Pennio inchoatum : Tandem Tho. Moufeti Loudinatis-

opera sumptibusq'; maximis concinnatum, auctura, perfectum : Et ad vivum

expressis Iconibus supra quingentis illustratum. Londini, 1634.

On page 321 he says, "Pediculus marinus Insectum est Balneis [Balsenis?] cetorumque generi

infestum, quos mordendo titillandoque ita in furorem agit, ut se in arenas projicerearidumque

petere cogantur." The figure at the side is not a Cyamus but one of the Cymothoidae.,
On page 322 he says, Pulex sive Asellus marinus squOlam moUiorem refert, nisi quod

quatuor tantum pedibus (pace Gesneri dixerim) donatur, et frequentibus longisque saltibus

se liberat, k numero pedum. Asellus dicitur a saltu, Aristotelis pulex : k dorso gibboso,
Scrofula nuncupatur ;

color illi lividus cum nigredine. Longitudo fluviatilium, digitum
transversum

; latitudo, semidigitum non superat ;
marinorum major dimensio, qui littore

refluente, et in aquis dulcibus sspe conspicitur. Venatoribus item spectatoribusque mirum

agihtatis prsbet exemplum." There is a figure given, without name or reference, on the

last plate but one, which is probably a generalised representation of this description. It is

rather a satire on the expression
" ad vivum expressis Iconibus

"
in the title. The animals

referred to may include the sand-hoppers and shore-hoppers, Talitrus, Orchestia, Hyale, as

well as the fresh-water Gammarus pulex and the salt-water Gammarus locusta, Gammarus

marinus, et hoc genus omne.

1665. Sachs, Philipp Jacob, born 1627, died 1672 (Hageu).

FafiixapoXoyva sive Gammarorum, vulgo Cancrorum consideratio physico-

philologico-liistorico-medico-chymica, in qua, Prseter Gammarorum singularem

Naturam, Indolem et multivarium usum non minus rehquorum Crustatorum

instituitur tractatio Ad Normam CoUegii Naturae Curiosorum, Plurimis Inventis

Secretioribus Naturse Artisque Locupletata d Philij^po Jacobo Sachs a Lewenheimb,

Siles. Ph. & Med. D. et Colleg. Nat. Curios. CoUega. Francofurti & Lipsise,

Sumptibus Esaise Feligebelii Bibliop. Wratislav. m.dclxv.

The title of this curious and amusing book very fairly indicates its contents, only unfortunately

at that time the Crustacea now known as Gammarids had excited little or no attention.

On page 92 he mentions that the Squilla3 are divided into marinm and fluviatiles. He
then continues: " Marinx rursus secundum ylr/s^. IV. H. 2, in Latas, x/myyovre, crangones,

in Gibbas Kv<lia<; et in parvas quse nunquam majores fiunt
"

dividuntur. The Squillx

gibbx, he says, are divided by Schoenfeld into two species. With the smaller, which does

not turn red when cooked, at the mouth of the Elbe and the Oder they feed pigs and ducks,
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60 numerous are these shrimps. This may refer to the common eatable shrimp, but what

follows appears to include species of Orchestidce or other Amphipods, for he says :

" In

Holsatia vocantur ^uvrcit / Dithmarsis ivroitt / Belgis ©arneten / ©avncrS / ©arnaten /

Gallis Sauterdle, Cheorette, Guernette, ein v£ci\3it\}(c / 5Jieci\]ci£S Gesn. f. 127. ®pvilU]fvebec.

In Sanctouum littore maxima earum copia est, et alibi quoque in littoribus Germaniaj et

Belgii. Hae parvse Squillas gibbae avide expetuntur ab Harengis." He goes on to say that

many eminent naturalists had stated that the herring fed on nothing but sea-water, an

opinion which Behm had satisfactorily refuted by finding in a herring's stomach forty

Squillse. gihhae (@arnceO> and Neucranzius by finding more than sixty, though smaller ones.

(These may have been Hyperina, see note on Thomas Edward, 1868.) On pages 96-97,

under the heading Squilla minima, he gives the following, § ix. :

" Ex SquiUis jMrvis et

nomine fere carent. Germ, ein 3wcrgfl'c(i^lcin / cilt flcillCV ©critter quibusdam iyXmpoi

[read eyx^wpoi] a colore subfulvo, coctae tamen rubescunt, ^A-wpos namque viridem, modu

luteum colorem Graicis Siguificat. Ob exiguitatem Yascones Cicade quasi Avenam vocant,

quas e Garuma copiose extrahunt, et pugillatim devorant, sicut avenam veterina;. Coci

quidam vocant Bvava, qute vox itidem Avenam signilicat, dividitur in illam, 1, quae Eoma3

Gainharetta dicitur.

"
2. Qure Gambarucdo, estque adeo exigua ut mille vix unam libram sequent. SquiUis affine Ani-

malcidinn memorat Schoenfeld, i^.
LXXIII. piscatoribus infestum, quod ad mare Balthicum

vulgus nominat ®cl)effte sen Sprocfll^cvm / squillis minimis figuva respondens, crustaque

instar illaru contectum, vix transversum digitum longum retibus et tendiculis, quibus hami

affiguntur, mire noxium, quae magno piscatorum detrimento arrodit."

It may be noted that at this date the Crustacea are not included among the Insecta. For

j4Mi»iaZ being divided into Perfedum, evaifj.ov sanguine praiditum, and Impcrfictum, ava.iit.ov

exsMigue, quod non habet sanguinem proprie sic dictum, sed humorem alium proportione

sanguini respondentem, the subdivision of Imperfedum Animal sen exsangue is made as

follows :
—"

1. In Insedum evroixov, quod corpus incisuris distinctum habeat : 2. In molle,

quod molli cute contectum fxaXaKoSepfia. 3. In crustaceum, quod tenui crusta obtectum

IxaXaKocnpaKov : 4. In testaceum, dura testa obtectum, oa-rpaKoSipfia
"

(pages 76-78).

1675. ]\Iartens, Fbiderich.

Friderich Martens vom Hamburg Spitzbergisclie oder Groenliindische Eeise

Beschreibung gethan im Jabr 1671. Aus eiguer Erfahrunge besclirieben / die dazu

erforderte Figuren iiach dem Leben selbst abgerissen / (so hierbey in Kupffer zu

sehen) und jetzo durch den Druck mitgetheilet. Hamburg. Im Jahr 1675.

The fifth chapter, p. 83, is headed "Yon etlichen Schild geschlechtern /
so auff Gron

landischen
/

oder Spitsbergischen Eeiseu gefangen werden." Among these he dis-

tinguishes Krahhen and Stemfisdie. Of the Krabhen he had met with four kinds,

first, the Meersqnnne as the French call it, next, rothe Krabhen oder Garnellen,

thirdly, Ideine graiie Krabhen oder Granat, and fourthly, die so genandte Wallfischs

Lauss. In describing the two last of these, Martens has the distinction of having been, so

far as is known, the first to give anything like a definite description of an Amphipod. For

this reason the accounts of his third and fourth species seem worth giving in full, as also

for other reasons the account of number two. They read as follows :
—

2. Garnell. Unter den Garnellen die man hier siehet und die man in Spitzbergen findet is

kein Unterschied. Spitsbergisohe aber seynd von Farben audi ungekocht roth /
rotlier wie

die von Liibeck gekocht zu uns gebracht werden. Der Kopf ist sonderlich /
bestehet von
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etlichen Stuckea imd hat vier Horner
/
der ganze Kopf ist breit an zu sehen / wie eine

Kornschauffel ohne Stiel. Am Ende des Kopfs sitzen ihm seine Augen erhoben aus dera

Kopffe wie Krebs Augen. Er sieliet nicht unterwerts / sondern forn aus und von der Seite.

Das Schild auff dem Eucken ist Eines Harnisches Eucktheile am gleichsten ist audi hinter

dem Kopffe als in seinen Nacken ein wenig eingebogen / und gar wenig pucklicb /

dahinten sitzt ein Stacbel. Darnach folgen sects Schilde wie die Schilde an den

Harnischen an den Armen und Beinen / umb die Ecken desselben sitzen kleine schwarze

Pflecklein / als wenn es Nagel an Harnischen seynd. Die Schilde liegen recht rundlich

auff einander / wie die Striche und erhobene Theile an den Kopffen der Regenwurmer.
Wann er den Schwantz unter sich ziehet / so ersoheinen die Schilde hinten zu etwas

eingekerbet mit noch einen erhobenen Tlieil dahinten. Der Schwantz ist von auch funff

TheQen / wann er den aussbreitet ist er wie ein Vogel Schwantz. Hat fornen zwo Scheren /

davon der foderste Theil einer Zahnbrecher Zangen am §,hnlichsten siehet / haben Zacken

gleich daran. Hat 18. Peine / davon die nechsten an den Scheren die kurtzten und

dunnesten. Die fodersten 8. Peine haben vier gleich /
davon das hochsto das langste /

und das unterste das kurtzte ist / seynd gantz nicht haricht oder ranch. Die zehen

hintersten Peine davon die fodersten die langsten / und das oberste gleich viel dicker und

kurtzer als die untersten langen seynd /
haben zwey gleich / davon die Fusse etwas unten-

werts gebogen und harig sind. An dem hintersten fodersten gleiche stossen herauss zwey
Schossen / unten an dem andern nur ein. Er schiest gar schnelle fort im Wasser. Er war

so gross / wie ich ihm nach dem heben abgerissen. Sie seynd der Vogel Speise /
wie oben

bey den Vogeln beschrieben ist. Denn ich hier vorstelle
;
bekam ich von ungefehr / da

eine Lumbe uber unser Schiff flog / und einen auff des Schiffs Deck oder Poden fallen liess /

wie droben bey den Lumben beschrieben ist.

"
3. Kleiner Garnell. Ich habe auch gemercket auff der Spitsbergischen Reise / ein

geschlecht von Krabben so den Wurmern gleich ist. Der Kopff ist einen Fliegenkopff am

ahnlichsten. Hat fornen unten am Kopff zwey Horner ausstehen. Hat

Schilde wie die breiten Maurwurmer. Ist rund auff den Eflcken / unterwerts

breit. Hat in allem 12 Peine. An jeder seite der fordersten Schilde hat er

drey Peine. Vier Schilde vorbey sitzen an jeder seite noch drey beine.

Seynd nicht grosser als ich sie abgerissen. Die Vogel fresson sie als ihr

angenehmste Speise / welches ich daher schliesse / weil sie sich hauffig funden

an den Orten da diese Wurmer sich hatten. In dem D.lnischen Hafon

fand ich sie hauffig / zwischen und unter den Steinen im Wasser wenn man
die Steine aufihebete. Hernach den 8. July bekam ich sie in dem Muschel

Hafen
/ darnach dieser nach dem lebend abgerissen. Ich habe sie auch in des Wallfisches

Samen der auff dem Wasser trieb vermenget gefunden. Tab. P. gezeichnet mit C.
"

4. Die so genandt Walfisches Lauss. Die so genandte Wallfisches Lauss hat mit der Lauss

ausserhalb des Kopffs kein gemeinschafft / gehSrt mehr zu den Krebs geschlechten. Seynd
hart von Schilden wie Krabben. Haben einen Kopff fast wie eine Lauss / mit vier horner /

seynd beyde von ansehend als ein doppelter A. Die zwey kurtzen horner von fornen

ausstehen
/ haben zwey knSpff fornen als Paucken stScke / und die zwey andern krummen

horner seynd fornen spits. Der Kopff hat meist die gestalt einer Eicheln / ist hinten tieff

abgesohnitten. Hat zwey augen, Ein Naseu loch. Der Halss ist nicht steiff vom Schilde /

sondern von Haut als die Haut zwischen KrebsscLilden. Hat sechs Schilde auff den

Eiicken. Das forderste Schild siehet aus wie die Spuhle (Schehtspule genand) damit die

Leinweber den Fadem werffen. Die andern drey als das Weissbrod /
so wLr Piimmelcken

nennen. Die zwey hintersten seynd am aller ehnlichsten einem Schilde. Den Schwantz

konte man wohl einen Schilde vergleichen /
ist aber gar kurtz. An den fodersten Schilde

hat er die Fflsse / von Gestalt wie eine krumme Meyer Sense / seind vornen rund gebogen
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Fig. 3.

wie eia viertel von Mond /
inwerts aber auf die Helffte mit Zacken wie eine Zage /

und

vornen ein spitziger krummer Klaue. An des audern und dritten Schildes jeder Seite

stehen heraus vier Keulen als seine Euders /
haben unten ein kurtz Glid /

darinnen seine

Ruder beweget werden
/

die Keulen legen sie kreutzweise uber den

^^^ Rucken wan sie vom Walfische fressea
/

oder sie legen sie also an

^df'K^i einander in die hohe /
wie die springer wann sie uber Degen springen.

Die sechs hintersten Beine / seynd von gleichen als Krebsbeine
/
haben

an jedem Bein drey gleiche / davon die fordersten gekrummet wie ein

viertel Mond
/
fornen aber seind sie gantz spitz wie eine Nadel / so dass

sie feste so wol Menschen als in des WaUfisches haut fassen kormen

(wie die Filtzlausse /
dalier ihnen auch der Nahme Lauss gegeben) dass

man sie in stucken zerschneiden muss
/
ehe man sie von der Haut reissen

mag. Oder wer sie lebendig begeliret /
muss sie mit der Walfisches haut

heraus schneiden. Sie sitzeu den Wallfischen an gewisse Orter des

Leibes (als zwischen den Flossfedern oder Fiunen
/
an der Scliam und

Lefftzen
/
da er sich nicht wol reibeu mag /

und beissen ihm stucke aus der haut / als wann

die Vogel von ihm gefressen batten. Etliche Wallfische haben sehr viel Lausse
/
ethche

haben nicht eine / je warmers ist je niehr Ifiuse bekommen sie. wie ich von audern

vernommeu. Den ich hier vorstelle habe ich abgerissen in den Muschel hafen den 7. Julii.

Tab. Q. gezeichnet mit d."

On page 58, in describing the "
Lumbe," he says,

" In ihren Magen habe ich gefunden kleine

Fische und rothe Garnellen
/
und etliche Sandsteiue. Wie ich dann solche vollenkomlich

erkant / nachdem eine Lumbe im fliegen eine grosse rothe Krabbe auff das Schiff fallen

liess / welche ich auch an gemeldten Ortlie abgerissen."

The woodcuts are copied from the figures given by Martens in his Plates P. and Q.

It seems quite obvious that the Garnell, number 2, with the eyes raised out of the head like

Krehs Au(je7i, and with eighteen legs, and capable of being described as a great red Krabbe,

cannot have anything to do with a Cajirella. On the other hand these rather curious

circumstances are to be noticed: first, that while the description of "Garnell" refers to a

life-size figure which is not to be found, the figure i on Plate P. is left without any

description ; secondly, that a copy of this figure, with the word " Garnell
" attached to it in

a peculiar manner, as if to avoid all possibility of mistake, is given by Adelung in 1768 to

accompany his modernised version of Martens, and is definitely referred to

Jt'v' 1^ ^^® description of
" Der Garnell," while, lastly, Herbst, Nat. der Krabben

and Krebse, II. 142-144, under "Cancer (Gammarellus) linearis," refers to

" Martin Spizberg, tab. B. flrj. I. p. 115, Granat," and winds up his account

of this species with the words,
" Die Vogel fressen diese Thiere als ihre

liebste Speise, und halten sich hiiufig an denen Orten auf, wo man die findet.

Man triift sie aber vornemlich in den Hafen zwischen und uuteu den

Steinen im Wasser, und auch in des WaUfisches Saamen an, der auf dem

Wasser treibt," thus adding to the perplexity by combining a reference to

figure i with words obviously borrowed from the account that applies to

figure c. Boeck is of opinion that the figure i represents Caprella septen-

trionalis, Kr0yer, on the ground that no other Caprella is found at Spitzbergen. Maj'er,

Caprelliden, p. 2, does not accept Boeck's argument, and considers that, as the species

represented is undescribed, it would bo undeserving of further notice, but for the reference

to it in Linnaeus.

The Kleiner Garnell, number 3, being found among and under stones, may in Boeck's opinion be

Gammarus locusta, that being found in such situations at Spitzbergen.

Since the Wallfisch of Martens is known to be the Greenland Whale, Baleena mysticetus, Liitken

Fig. 4.
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infers that its parasite must be that which he has named Ci/amus mystiueti, rejecting the

name Cyamus eeti, as having been apjilied confusedly to several species. Though Martens

drawing of this species, Plate Q, fig, d, is a very odd one, the description is vouched for by
Liitken as being in many points correct, and in any case such as should have prevented later

writers from confusing the species with the Pycnogonidae.

1705. Ray, John, born 1628, died 1704 (1705 or 1707).
" His proper name is Wray,"

H. A. Hagen, Bibl. Entom.

Methodus Insectorum sou Insecta in Methodum aliqualem digesta : a Joanne

Eaio. Londini, cloloccv.

"
Insecta," he says,

" sunt vel d/iera/iopc^cuTa, hoc est, quie nuUam subeunt formse mutationem ;

vel /ufTa/iopc^S/xeva, hoc est, quae formam mutant.
" Insecta d/ierajaopc^wTa sunt vel "A^oSa seu Pedibvs destituta, vel Pedata. Ex his nonnulla

jjellem ahquoties mutant."

Under " Insecta dixcTaix6p(j>u]Ta Pedata," he says :
— '

" Hsec pro numero pedum dividi possunt in 1. Hexapoda, 2. Octapoda, 3. Tea-a-apea-KaiSeKoiwoSa,

4. noXvVoSa."

The third group he thus describes :
—

"3. Tia-a-apea-KaiSiKOLTToSa, seu 14 pedibus donata, Aselli, quorum tres sjiecies novimus,

1. Maritimus est, in rupibus degens, reliquis major et longior. 2. Livid.us, qui in globidum
se convolvifc, Angl. 85loob-Uc£ anb ^ofes anb (Hbtss-^ugs. 3. Asininus, caudS bifurca,

miuiis gibbus quam Lividus, nee in globum se colligens. His addenda, 1. Asellus marinus

figurse brevioris, in globulum se convolvens. 2. Asellus aqiiarum dulcium, binas habens in

Cauda setas, crura longiora. 3. Pulex aquaticun, squillae nonnihU simOis, saltatrix, tum in

aquis salsis, tum in dulcibus degens. 4. Pediculus aqvaticus, piscibus infestus, quibus
adhffirescit. Hujus datur species caudata, duabus sc. in cauda productioribus setis."

The IloXvVoSa contain Terrestria, Julus and Scolopendra ; Aquatica, the Cornish JJugs, with 38

feet, Scolopendra marina, and Animalculum hicorpor seu bicaudatum.

The account of the
afi.€TafjL6p<j>wTa he concludes with the words,

" Hanc Methodum Insectorum

intransmutabilium D. Francisco Willughby debemus." This explains the initials F. W. in

the following notice.

1710. Ray, John.

Historia Insectorum. Opus posthumum, jussu Regise Societatis Londinensis

editum. Londini, m.dcc.x.

On pages 43, 44, the following notices are given :
—

"Pulex marinus cornutus. F. W. Ad Asellos referendus. Numerus annulorum ex quibus

corpus componitur 12. Pedum utrinque 7, ex quibus ultimi cseteris longiores, ante caput

duo longa ingentia cornua. Corpus |tam uncias aequat. Ad radicem cornuum majorum
duo aha minora sunt. Pinnulas natatorias habet. Coloris est subalbidi, figurae tenuis et

angustee.
" Pulex marinus Bellonii de Ambus, Mouffeti et Gesncri, an Squillx minimis, fluviatiles 1 F. W.

Asellis similis est, sed gracUior et rotundior, pedesque mult6 longiores habet. Color in

dorso spadiceus. Oculi nigri : Antennae articulatse, ab eodem puncto prodeuntes, quos

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 2
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directs antrorsum extendit
; ad quamm radices alias duse, multf) breviores. Corjras fere

pellucidum, celerrimfe movetur saltando ut Pulex, sed praecipufe extra aquam. Pedum
secundum par chelarum instar latum. Inter pedes et caudam aUa sunt sive Appendices,
sive pedes, graciles et breves quibus ova adhferere probabile est ut in Locustis. Cauda

cirrorum fascicule constat. In litoribus sub lapidibus innumer^ inveniuntur.
" Pulex fluviatilis, q. An h marino differat. F. W. Pedum quinque paria posteriora longa et

gracilia sunt, duo capiti proxima breviora, non chelis sed (ni fallor) bamulis donata, ut in

Squillis. Juniores matribus adliserent, quae in circulum ferfe se contorquent, et puUos

amplectuntur. A capite duo procedunt Anteunarum paria. Quae in nostris rivuHs sunt,

non saltant ut marinoe, sed incurvant se et natant podicem exerendo satis celeriter. Hoe in

aquis calidis in specu Custozx prope Vincentiam in Italia inveniuntur, ubi nulla animalia

vivunt."

Of these tbree notices the first probably refers, as pointed out by Pallas himself, to Oiiiscus vohifator,

Pallas, 1766; the second, to judge by the short upper autenuEe, the large-handed second

feet, and the saltatory motion, especially out of water, no doubt principally refers to Oniscus

gammarellus, Pallas, though the attendant query implies that sjsecies of Gammarus were

also in view
; the third notice evidently includes two species, that from the warm springs

of Custoza in Italy being, Boeek says, Gammarus pungens, while the other is obviously

the common fresh-water Gammarus pulex.

1728. Feisch, Johann Leonhard, born 1666, died 1743 (Hagen).

Besclireibung von allerley Insecten in Teutschland, Nebst nutzliclien Anmerck-

nngen Und nothigen Abbildungen Von diesem krieclienden und fliegenden luland-

isclien Gewurme, zur Bestatigung und Fortsetzung der Grimdliclien Entdeckung,
So einige von der Natur dieser Creaturen lierauso-egeben, und zur Ergantzuns; und

Verbesserung der andern. Siebender Tlieil. Samt einer Vorrede, darinnen von

Ulyssis Akirovandi Buch von den Insecten ausfuhrliebe Meldung gescbicbt.

Berlin, 1728.

In part vii., section xviiL, page 26, is headed "Vom Krebs-formigen Wasser-Wurm." Of

this he says,
" Der grosste mrd etwan ZoU-lang die Ubereinkunfft mit Krebsen, der

Gestalt nach, leidet gar wohl, dass man ihm

davon einen Nahmen giebt, weiler noch keinen

hat.
" With the longer upper antennae he thinks

it feels what is in front of and beside it, with

the smaller lower ones it feels what underneath

might do it harm or supply it with food.

He concludes that it cannot be one of the

insects which undergo further transformation.

Its fresh-water habitat, and the figures which

Frisch gives, justify Boeck's opinion that

Gammarus pulex is here in question. It is

The whole plate is reproduced in the accom-

Fig.

depicted on pi. xviii. figs. 1, 2, 3.

panying woodcut.
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1734. Seba, Albert, born 1665, died 1736 (Biographie Universelle).

Locupletissimi rerum uaturalium Thesauri accurata descriptio, et iconibus

artificiosissimis expressio, per universam physices historiam. Opus cui, in hoc

rerum genere, nullum par exstitit. Ex toto terrarum orbe coUegit, digessit,

descripsit, et depingendum curavit Albertus Seba. Tomus i. Amstelsedami,

MDCCXXXIV.

On page 142 he gives Pediculi ceti, Poux de Baleine, with a sailor's story that they slip into the

ears of the whales and pierce them with their bite. Liitken says that the figures, pi. xc.

fig. 5, E, F, G, H, may with tolerable certainty be referred to Cyarnus mysticeti, i.e., to the

Cyamus which infests the Nordhval (a whalebone Whale, known in English as the Right-

whale, the Greenland Whale, or the Common "Whale), Balema mystieetiis, and that E, F

represent a male, G a female, and H a young male. The "
quatre pieds au milieu longs

et menus "
are drawn as if articulated.

1735. LiNNE, Carl (also Carolus Linnaeus, Carl von Linne, and, in Trapp's translation of

Stoever's Life, Sir Charles Linnaeus), born 1707, died 1778.

Systema Naturae, systematice proposita per Classes, Ordines, Genera, et Species.

Lugduni Batavorum, mdccxxxv.

In the Regnum Animale, the fifth of the six classes is devoted to the Insecta,
"
Corpus crusta

ossea cutis loco tectum. Caput anteuuis instructum." This class includes the Coleoptera,

Angioptera, Hemiptera, and Aptera ("alae nullae"). The Aptera contain the divisions or

genera, "Pediculus, Pulex, Monoculus, Acarus, Araneus, Cancer {"Pedes 12, priorcs

cheliformes "), Ouiscus (" Pedes 14 "), Scolopendria." Cancer contains the species
"
Cancer, Pagurus, Majas, Gammarus, Astacus, SquiUa, Eremita." Oniscus contains

"Asellus Offlcin. Asellus aquat."

1738. LlNN^US.

Animalia per Sveciam observata.

In this work the pages are headed Scient. Svec. A.mdccxxxvi. Among the Aptera under Cancer

are given, besides Cancer marinus, Maja, Astacus, Gammarus, four short descriptions of

species of Cancer, and the name "
Cancellus, Matth. Diosc, 230," corresponding probably to

what he elsewhere calls Eremita, Cancellus being Swammerdam's name for Bernard

I'Hermite, in 1681.

1740. LlNN^US.

Systema Naturse. Editio secunda, auctior. Stockholmife, 1740.

The Regnum Animale has six classes : Insecta the fifth,
"
Coi-pus ossibus cutis loco tectum,

Cajjut antennis instructum." The Insecta include four orders, the Aptera, "alse nullae,"

being the fourth. These comprise the genera,
"
Pediculus, Pulex, Podura, Monoculus, Kermes,

Acarus, Aranea, Scorpio, Cancer, Oniscus, Scolopendra." Canceb {'^
Pedes X.; primores
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cheliformes. Oculi duo. Cauda foliosa ") includes "
Cancer, Pagurus, Majas, Gamarus

Astacus, Squilla, Eremita." Oxiscos {Pedes XIV.) includes "
Millepes, AseUus aqu."

With the above agrees Editio quarta ab Auctore emendata et aucta. Parisiis mdccxliv.

In a German edition, Halle, 1740, with a preface by Johann Joachim Langen, Cancer is defined

"Pedes 12, priores cheliformes. Mit 12 Fiissen, da die vordersten Scheren sind." The

German explanation of Gammarns is
" Der kleinste Krebs mit langen Schwanz (Spring-

Krebs "), as though Gammarus were an Amphipod, which in the intention of Linnfeus it

clearly was not. According to Herbst, Krabben und Krebse, ii. pp. 42, 43,
" Cancer

(Astacus) gammarus
"

is the great common lobster, which from the Greek Kaixfmpo^,

through the Latin Gammarus, derived its name in Danish Hammer, in German Hummer,
in French Homar (later liomard).

1741. Egede, Hans, born 1686, died 1758 (Biographic Universelle).

Det gamle Gr0nlands nye Perlustration, eller Naturel-Historie, og Beskrivelse

over det gamle Gr0nlands Situation, Luft, Temperament og BeskafFenhed, &c.,

&c. Kjobenhavn, 1741.

Cap. vi. p. 36, is headed "Hvad Slags Diur Fiske og Fugle den Gr0nlandske, S0e giver af sig

etc." The accompanying plate contains a figure of a Hvalfisk, with a minute reproduction

having the words "pag. 39, 1: 24" above it, and below it "HvaK: luus
" and a figure of

that creature, which is obviously borrowed from Martens. On page 39,

jaaQ:'^1^i4-
'"'liere the smaUness of the creatures which form the food of the whale is

hy, j^^^T^
~ contrasted with the size of the whale itself, the author says,

" Nu skulde

c/
,

mand tenke at saa stor en Krop maa n0dvendig beh0ve mange andre Fiske

og S0e-Dyr til sin Ftide ; men bans spise er intet uden noget som kaldes

Hvalfiske Aas, af Skikkelse og St0relse som i Figuren sees, det er brun

Fig. 6. af Farve haver 2. smaa Flosser hvormed det beveeger sig i Vandet, dog saa

langsomt, at man kand 0sse dem op af Vandet med Haanden, som med et

0sse-Kar. Dette Slags Aas er veigt, Saa naar man rivet det imellem Fingrene, er det som
Fet eller Thran." From which it may be supposed that Egede has confused the Cyamus
which feeds on the whale with the Gammarids or other small fry on which the whale feeds.

1743. Klein, Jacob Theodor, born 1685, died 1759 (Biograpliie Universelle), died

February 27, 1760 (Hagen).

Summa dubiorum circa classes Quadrupedum et Ampliibiorum in Celebris

domini Caroli Linnsei systemate naturae : sive naturalis Quadrupedum Historije

promovendse Prodromus cum Pra^ludio de Crustatis. Lipsi^. Gedani, 1743.

In the " Prreludium de Crustatis in specie de Squillis et Insectis Malacostracis Maris Balthici ubi

et de Oniscis," he says, p. 32,
" Primi generis malacostraca sunt

;
Cancri. Gamari. SquiUa;.

Secundi : Entoma sive Insecta Crustata." On p. 34, the Squillee, which he identifies with

Kapt's and KapiSLov of Aristotle, are thus defined :
—"

Squillse sunt malacostraca, corpore prae-

longato, qvadantenus gihbo; quatuor calcaribus chehformibus, djcrurihus octo, in exitu

aculeatis, cauda tabellata.

"
d/ Allucinati sunt autores, qvi Sqvillarum brachia forcipibus sive chelis carentia scripserunt ;

conferantur figurae, quas ad vivum fieri fecimus. Error inde enatus, quod locustas, ursa
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dictam, et locustam cxlatam squillis adnumerarunt, cum sqvillse habeant pedes una cum
brachiis duodeeim, ursa vero efc locusta caslata decern."

On p. 35 he tells us,
"
Squillaruni maris haltliici non nisi duos, ad summum, si saUatricem con-

numeraverimus, tres habemus species." The first two, Squilla fusea and Squllla ctnerea

(" An, sqvilla parva Rondeletii 1 ") are Podophthalma ; the third is thus described, p. 36,
"
Sqvilla saltatrix ; Sqvilla parva, qure major nunquam effici potest, Wottonns fol. 207.

ex cinereo flavicans; minima; retibus et hamatili piscatui fatalis. Uberrima huj us seges est

in littoribus, qvam, tanqvam pestem, qvodammodo mitigantes gallinulte aqvatics,

scolopaces, similesque aves vermivorse avide sectantur; Pulex marinus, Rondeletii, quern

*uAAov @aXa.TTWv Aristotelis s. pulicem marinum esse autumat; Helendbus: ©aubSpVtnger.
Huic sirailis videtur D. Frischii de insectis Parte vii. num. xviii. fvcb^formigcr 2Ba??CVrtntrm

aqufe dulcis et uliginosa}. Pulices marines vel saltatrices sqvillas ad vivum delineandos

praeterita sestate neglexi, interim tamen Niedenthalii icones ab Excell. Breynio communi-

catas trado : fig. S. e. ^." He hesitates, as he well might, to guarantee the exact

accuracy of the figures. The short upper antennas make it clear that we have to do with

Orchestidfe. Fig. c rather points to a Talitrus. No dilated hands are shown in any of the

figures.

1745. Linnaeus.

Olandska ocli Gothlandska resa pA, rikscns Hogloflige Standers befallning

forrattad Ar 1741 med Aumerkninger uti CEconomien, Natural-Historien, Antiqui-

teter. Stockholm och. Upsala, 1745.

He describes Cancer fidex fluviatilis, p. 96, which he found on the strand at Oeland.

Erom the mention of oblong red blotches on the sides of the segments, Boeck conjectures

that this may be Gammanis marinus. Bate and "Westwood, it may be noticed, regard the

red spots on the sides as a distinguishing mark of Gammarus locusta, Brit. Sess. Crust.,

vol. i. p. 380. The Cancer macrourus coeruleus thorace articidafo, p. 260, which Linnaeus;

found on the shore in Gottland, may in Eoeck's opinion be Gammarus locusta. Hans.

Strom, in 1765, expresses the opinion that Linnaeus has here given two descriptions for one

species. Bate and Westwood and Boeck alike refer to the coe^-uleiis species of p. 260 as a

synonym of Gammarus locusta, while the species of p. 96, with the red blotches, is not

given as a synonym of any species either by Boeck or the other authors. The observation of

Bruzelius, that Gammarus locusta is the only species of Gammarus which occurs in Gott-

land, is a negative argument on which but little stress can be laid.

1746. LlNN^US.

Fauna Suecica sistens Animalia Svecise Regni, &c. Lugduni Batavorum, 1746.

The two last species of the genus Cancer are thus given :
—

"1253. Cancer macrourus rufescens
;

thorace articulate. Eaj. ins. 44. Pulex fluviatilis.

Frisch. germ. 7. p. 26. t. 18. Vermis aquaticus cancriformis. It. oel. 42, 96. Cancer

Pulex fluviatilis dictus. Habitat ad littora maris vulgatissimus.

"1254. Cancer macrourus caeruleus
;
thorace articulato. It. gotL 260. Habitantem vidi ad

montem Tliorshurg in mari juxta Gotlandiam. Obs. Praecedenti major : totus cteruleus,

rostrum nullum prominens, corpus 14 articulis. cauda trifolia; intermedio subulato."

Both of these, in Boeck's opinion, refer to Gammarus locusta, the references to Eay's and
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Frisch's fresh-water forms being out of place. But, since under 1253 the reference to

the Iter Oel. and the word " rufescens
"
imply that the shrimp with the red blotches, of

the Olandska resa, p. 96, is in question, Boeck can hardly be right in calling it in one

place marinus and in the other locusta.

1747. LlNN^US.

Systema Naturae. Recusum et societatis, quae impensas contvlit, vsvi accommo-

datum curante Mich. Gottl. Agnethlero Saxone Trausilvano. Eclitio altera auctior

et emendatior. Halee Magdebvrgicse. do lo ccxxxxvii.

For Cancer this fully agrees with the edition of 1740, and, as in the German edition of that date,

against "Gamarus" is placed "kleitiste Krebs mit langem Schwanz (SprLngkrebs)."

1748. Linnaeus.

Systema Naturae. Editio sexta, emendata et aucta. Stockliolmiae, 1748.

In this, as in previous editions, the Animale Eegaum has six classes, the Insecta being the

fifth, which is divided into seven orders, of which the Aptera,
"
alje nullas," are the last.

This contains eleven genera, Pediculim, Pulex, Podura, Monondus, Acarus, Aranea, Scorpio,

Cancer, Oniscus, Seolopendra, Julus. " Cancer
"

contains eight species, Cancer, Pagurus,

Majas, Gammarus, Astaeus, Squilla, Eremita, Pulex aquaticus.
' Oniscus

" has three,

Entomon pyramidale, Millepes, Asellus aquaticus.

Cancer is defined as having "Pedes X : primores eheliformes. Oculi II. Ca.nda, foliosa."

A copy of this edition was published Lipsioe, 1748.

1749. Klein, J. T.

Jacobi Theodori Klein Historiae Piscium Naturalis promovendae Missus quintus

et ultimus de Piscibus per branchias apertas spirantibus. Gedani, 1749.

In the Fasciculus Septimus, on Callarias (Gadus, Morrhua, the Cod), he says, page 9,
" Delec-

tantur Callarife squillis cinereis {prxlud. de crusfatis, p. 36) & pidicihua martnis ; Horum

meliores figuras superaddimus Tab. IV. f. A. naturalis magnitudiuis. C sub vitro auctus sed

pedibus mutilus, B vero exacte animalculum repriesentat." He then proceeds, with a

reference to " Eilianus Stobxiis (Act Suec. 1733. p. 79)," to retract the opinion exjaressed

in his earlier Prfeludium, "quod nullum insectum crustaceum, nedum KapKivtov Aristot.

exuvias suas deponat, neque cancri neque astaci marini." His figures evidently refer

to Gammarus locusta, although, as Boeck notices, the secondary flageUum is not given,

nor the eye correctly drawn.

1751. LlNN^US.

SHnska resa, p§, boga Ofverhetens befalluing forriittad §,r 1749. Stockholm,

1751.

The Pulex fluviatilis which Linnisus found skipping about on the strand like a grasshopper, is

clearly, Boeck says, Orchestia littorea. It must therefore be distinguished from the Cancer
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pulex flumatilis of tho Olandska resa, but there is always the possibility that Linnaeus may
have given the name fluviatilis from having observed a true Gammarus pulex, may have

described the red blotches from a Gainmanis locusta, and in the statement, Faun. Sv.

1253, "Habitat ad littora maris vulgatissimus," as well as in tliis work, may have been

referring to the Orchestida;.

1751-3. Steller, Geoeg Wilhelm, bom 1709, died 1745 (Biographie Universelle),

died 1746 (Hagen).

Novi Commentarii Petropolitaui, t. ii. pp. 298, 324, and 330. 1751.

Georg Wilhelm Stellers ausfuhrliche Beschreibung von sonderbaren Meer-

tliieren, mit Erlauterungen und nothigen Kupfern versehen. Halle, 1753.

The passages from the Latin account, 1751, are quoted by J. F. Brandt, 1849. They fully agree

with the German rendering, 1753, except that where the German says, "der Brustring

stehet eine halbe Linie vor," the Latin says that this (which probably means the second

pera3on-) segment "dimidiam lentem refert."

At page 106 of the Beschreibung, Steller says,
" Die Meerkuh wird von einem besondern Ungeziefer,

welches gleichsam eine Laus ist, geplaget. Dasselbe halt sich in den runtzlichen Fussen,

in den Brusten, in der Wartze au heimliohen Orten, im Hintern, und in chagrin
—iihnlichen

Holen der Oberhaut in grosser Menge auf. Indem sie auch die Oberhaut und Unterhaut

durchlochern, so entstehen von der auslauffenden wasserigen Feiichtigheit Wartzeu, die

bin und wieder zu sehen sind. AUein diesen Insecten stellen hinwieder die Meerm6ven

(Lari) nach," which kindly pick them ofi the creature's back.
" Dieses Ungeziefer ist mehrentheils einen halben Zoll lang, voU Ringe und sechsfussig, weiss

oder gelblich und durchscheinend. Der Kopf ist L^nglich und spitzig, grosser als der

Saamen von Hirsen. Vor den Stirn sind zwey kurtze knotige Fuhlhorner, welche eine

halbe Linie lang hervor gehen. Anstatt des Unterkinnbackens hat es zwey dunne Aermgen,

jedes mit zwey Gelencken, wie ein Meerkrebs, am Ende sehr spitzig und wie !NS,gel; das

Uebrige bestehet nach Anzahl der Fus.se in secbs Ringen, die queruber gehen, auf dem

Rucken gewolbet, und eine drittheil Linie breit sind. Der Ring oder Pantzer auf der

Brust ist zweymal breiter, und die Ringe werden immer enger, ie nahor es nach dem

Schwanze gehet. Der Brustring stehet eine halbe Linie vor
;
an diesen haften zur Seiten

ein paar dicke Scheren mit zwey Gelencken. Eine Jede Scheere ist mit einem biegsamen

Stachel versehen, womit es in die Oberhaut des Manati sehr feste fasset. Die ubrigen

Fusse sind schlanoker; alio endigen sich mit Stacheln, und werden allmShlig kflrtzer. Die

zwey letzten, welche die kurtzesten sind, laufon aus dem Ringe des Schwanzes; sie sind

das Ende vom Korper, und das Thier schiebet sich darauf fort." There are other refer-

ences at pages 54 and 97 to this parasite upon the (now extinct) Sea-Cow, Rhytina horealis.

SteUer's description, though for the time carefully detailed, is so jierplexing that J. F.

Brandt proposed to place the creature in a new genus as Sircnoetjamtis rhtjtinx. Liitken,

1873, gives a Danish translation of the passage above quoted. He provisionally accepts

the species as Cyamus rhytinx, J. F. Brandt, while agreeing with Brandt's suggestions that

it may be some Pra^o-like form, or a link between the Cyamidre and Caprellidaj, and that

there may stiU be a chance of finding some species of Sirenocyamus on the stQI living Sea-

Cows, the Dugongs and Manatees.
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1754. LlNN^US.

Museum Eegis Adolphi Suecorum, &c., iu quo animalia rariora, imprimis exotica,

quadrupedia, aves, amphibia, pisces, insecta, vermes describuntur et determinautur.

Stockholm, 1754.

The Onisciis ceti may be, Liitken thinks, the Gyamus which lives on Balxna mysticetus. He

quotes the description from p. 89,
" Oniscus ovalis, segmentis excepto secundo in medio

inteiTuptis ('med afbrutna leder
'). Caput parvum."

" Antennae 2, singulae articulis 4j

corpus ovale, magnitudine Ricini, sectum segmentis 7, Lnterruptis in medio, excepto solo

secundo. Pedes paribus 7, quorum 1 minutum sub capite, 2 crassius ovatum, 3 & 4

mutica, 5, 6, 7 ovata, uucinata." Seba's figure is referred to. The statement that the

segments, except the second, are interrupted in the middle, Liitken considers rather

obscure. It seems to allude to their being articulated to one another only by the central

portion, while between the first (cephalothoracic) segment and the second segment there

are no such lateral interspaces.

1755. E6sEL VON RosENHOF, AuGUST JoHANN, bom 1705, died 1759 (Biographic

Universelle).

Der monathlich-herausgegebeneu Insecten-Belustigung Dritter Theil worinnen

ausser verschiedenen, zu den iu den beeden ersten Theilen enthaltenen Classen,

gehorigen Insecten, auch mancherley Arten von acht neuen Classen nach ihrem

Ursprung, Verwandiung und andern wunderbaren EigenschafFten, aus eigener

Erfahrung beschrieben, und in sauber illuminirten Kupforn, nach dem Leben

abgebildet vorgesteUet werden von August Johann Eosel von Eosenhof.

Nurnberg, 1755.

He accepts Linnseus's classification of the Crustacea with the Apterous Insects, for the additional

reasons that, like insects, they have no bones, that their mouths open and shut not from

above and below but from side to side, that they cannot shut their eyes, and that their

breathing is not through mouth or nose but through lateral openings in the body (p. 306,

mis-pagination for p. 308). Pages 351-357 describe " Die kleine Garneele unserer Fliisse.

Tab. LXIl." From its agreement with the marine Garneele, Eosel thinks that the

little river shrimp would fitly be called die kleine Flusgarneele, and as the Garneele is

called Squilla in Latin, he explains that the inscription Astacus fluviatilis on his plates Ixii.

and Ixiii. ought to read Squilla fluviatilis for pi. Ixii., and Squilla marina for pL Ixiii.

He carefully observed the habits and structm-e of his specimens of the former, which

cannot be confused with Gammarus pulex, if any trust is placed in Rosel's statement,
" Vom Leib ist solche ziemlich schmal, und diesen bedecken vierzehen Schuppen, von

welchen die sieben hintersten oder letzeren, mitten auf dem Rucken mit rothen scharfen

Spitzen versehen sind, welche, wenn sich die Garneele kriimmet in die Hohe gehen und

hervorragen." Burgersdijk, who discusses the synonymy and characteristics of Gammarus

pulex with great fulness, retains the name Gammarus roeselii, first given to Rosel's species

by Gervais in 1835, but there seems no adequate reason for rejecting the specific name

fluviatilis given by Eosel himself.
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1756. Brisson, Mathurin-Jacques, bom 1723, died 1806 (Biographie Universelle).

Regnum Auimale in Classes IX distributum, etc. Parisiis, m.dcc.lvi.

These nine classes are Quadrupeda, Cetacea, Aves, Reptilia, Pisces cartilaginei, Pisces proijrie

didi, Crustacea, Insecta, Vermes. As to Classis VIL, lie says,
" Horum character est Caput

antennis instructum : et pedes octo et ultra."

1756. LlNN^US.

Systema Naturae. Editio multo auctior et emendatior. Lugduui Batavorum.

MDCCLVI.

The Aptera are the seventh order with the same genera as heretofore. Cancer is thus defined

"Pedes X. vel XX., quorum duo ignores semper cheliferi. Oculi duo stiliformes. Cauda

foliosa, quandoque longa, interdum brevis." The species are as given in 1748.

1758. LlNN^US.

Systema Naturse. Stockholm, vol. i. 1758. (The eleventh, reckoned bj^

Linnaeus the tenth, edition.)

On p. 636 Oniscus ceti is described as in 1754, but besides the reference to Mus. Ad. FriJ. and

to Seba, one is given to Martens. (Liitken.)

1758. Vandelli, Domenico, born about 1732, died a little before the end of the century

(Biographie Universelle).

De Aponi Thermis. Patav., 1758.

See Note on Olivi, Zoologia Adriatica, 1792.

1759. Baster, Job, born 1711, died 1775 (Biographie Universelle).

Opuscula subseciva, observationes miscellaneas de animalculis et plantis

quibusdam marinis, eorumque ovariis et seminibus continentia. II. Tom. Harlemi,

1759-65.

Natuurkundige Uitspanningen, behelzende eenige Waarnemingen, over sommigc
Zee-Planten en Zee-Insecten, beiievens derzelver Zaadhuisjes en Eijernesten.

Haarlem.

The original Dutch and Latin editions do not seem to differ from my own copy, which is a " new-

Dutch edition," published at Utrecht without date, and of which E. T. Maitland, in 1876,

observes that it is
" volkomen denzelfden druk als de oorspronkelijke uitgave van 1762

aUeen met gewijzigden titel." In the first section of the first volume, pp. 37, 50, pi. iv.

fig. 2, A, B, c, Baster describes and figures "a curious little animal found on Zee-mos"
" mirum animalculum in coraUinis," which Eoeck thinks is without doubt the male of

Linnajus's Caprella linearis. Mayer does not feel so sure of this, for Linnaeus himself, Syst.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 3
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Nat., ed. xii., 1767, gives not linearis but atomos as Easter's species, defined as "Macrourus

linearis artionliii'is, manibus adactylis, pedibus undecim." Mayer remarks that Easter has

given to tbe hand of the second gnatliopod an armature of five teeth. In my copy there are

only four. He also observes that Easter figures as the tailpiece a protruding portion of

TAB . IV.

A

;#fe{
Fig. 7.

the intestinal canal. Probably the eleventh (!) leg in Linnaeus' account is due to this

supposed tail. The figures from Plate IV., which "
I. Ehodius ad vivum pinxit," are

reproduced in the accompanying woodcuts. Figures A, B, are the natural size
; C, the

enlargement of B
;

"
a, Deszelfs Antennre. h, Eerste paar pooten ;

" "
g, Zyn Staartje en

Anus."

1758-Seba, Albert.

Locupletissimi rerum naturalium Thesauri, &c. Tomus iii. Amstelsedami.

MDCCLViii. (On the back of the index mdcclx.)

(3n p. 55, Squilla mantis, Amhoinensis, is thus described,
" Hsec species, ex AmboLna missa,

plerumque ad squillas refertur, et hie locorum quoque inter illas reperitur ;
licet multo

minor sit. Dorsum qjus minime scutatum est
;

sed testa superior h duodenis constat

articulis, carnem continentibus. Barba, itidem geniculata, binos protendit pilos acuminates

binosque alios quasi pennaruni semulos, tandemque duos adhuc breviores. C-iEterum et

antici pedes gemini magnis instructi sunt forcipibus spinosis ;
dum pedes reliqui in ungues

desinunt, exceptis posticis, utpote qui longis admodum uncis terminantur. Pinnatse locum

caudfe molliculi quidam aculei supplent." This is figured on pi. xxi. fig. 11, and has since

been called Seba innominata. Boeck supposes that fig.
12 on the same plate is taken from

a defective Amphipod, but the description is conclusive against this, as it says among
other things, "longiusculi duo tubuli, subcurvi, oculos in fine sue sustinent." The stalked

eyes are also figured. The animal in question, which Seba names Squilla mantis, Amhoinensis

maxima, is, he says, called Kamharetto by the Italians.

1760. LlNN^US.

In an edition of the Systema NaturiB, dated Halse Magdebvrgicas, MDdbLX. (ad editionem decimam

reformatam Holmiensem), Cuncer is the tenth among fourteen genera of the Aptera. It is

here defined " Pedes utrinque VIII.
; prseter Manns 2 chelatas. Oculi II. distantes, pedun-

culati, elongati, mobiles. Palpi II magni, cheliferi. Cauda articulata, inermis." The
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last division, headed " Macrouri manibus adactylis, testa thoracis brevissima, nee thoraceni

totam tegente," contains the following numbered species, 54 Mantis, 55 Scyllarus, 56

Pulex, 57 Locusta, 58 Salinus, and 59 Slagnalis, with the note,
"
Species 54-59 ob

thoracem Lorica destitutum et singularem structuram corporis adeo a reliquis Cancris

recedunt, nt facile genus distinctum constituerent." For Oniscus ceti, see the note on the

edition dated 1758, of wliich the edition 1760 is a copy.

1760. Gronov, Loeenz Theodoe, bom 1730, died 1778 (Biographie Universelle).

Acta Helvetica, Physico-mathematico-anatomico-botanico-medica figuris teneis

illustrata, et in usus publicos exarata. Volumen iv. Basilete, mdcclx.

Pages 31-40 contain " Observationes de animalculis aliquot marinte aqua; innatantibus atque in

littoribus belgicis obviis
"
by Laur. Theod. Gronovius. Among other things he found, he

says, some very minute Crustaceans, seen by the microscope to come near to the creatures

which go by the name of Pedkuli ifarini, which Linnaeus mixed xnp with the Cancri,

though they difier from them toto cokIo. He therefore determines the name and generic

marks as for a new genus, thus :
—"

Squilla. Corjms filiforme, articulatum, longum, teres,

in dorso reclinatum natans. Antennx subulatre, articulatse, quatuor. Pedes pr^elongi

graciles quatuordecim utrinque scilicet VII, binis anterioribus paribus cheliferis. Oculi duo,

ad latera capitis, noa stiliformes, simplices utrinque uuicus. SQUILLA acaudata jsedibus

quatuordecim. Fig. 8, 9. Ccqnit rotundum antice deisressiusculum superne planum.

Oculi duo, sphffirici, simplicissimi, hand styliformes quemadmodum in astacis cancrisque,

utrinque in lateribus unions. Antennx quatuor, articulatae, subidatse, simplices, in antico

capite sitae, per paria dispositfe. Corpus preelongum, teres, articulorum sex, excepto capite.

Articulis secundo & tertio in gravidis intra pedes adhaeret prsetenuis atque utrinque convexa

membrana ova includens
; qualem exhibui X'/- 10- '^- ^- qui articuli respondents^. 9. litteris

a. b. Pedes graciles, longi, in universum quatuordecim, utrinque scilicet septem, horum

bina priora paria chelis sunt instructa
; reliqui vero pedes sunt subulati natatorii. Singulum

par est adnexum articulo. Clielse anticorum pedum sunt monodactylse, prioris paris non

dentatfe, secundi vero dentatae & aculeatfe. Cauda nulla. Ultimum pedum par corpus

termiuat. Dum natat dorso incumbit atque velocissime ope posticorum pedum per aquas

transiens. Color cinereus
;
Calida tempestate in obscuro lucet dum vivit. Frequentissimum

animal in nostro mari." A very good figure, much more accurate than the later one by

Slabber of his Phtisica marina, accompanies this description, which evidently applies to

Proto ventricosa, O. F. M.

1760. GODEHEU DE ElVILLE.

Memoire sur la mer lumineuse. Memoires de Mathematique et de Physique

present^s a I'Academie Eoyale des Sciences par divers savants. Tom. iii., Paris,

1760, pp. 269-276.

He gives a figure, pi. x. fig. 6, of a Caprella from Ceylon, which in Boeck's opinion may be

Caj^rella ultima, Sp. Bate. Mayer, however, finds nothing to justify a more definite

determination than that it is the male of some species of Caprella. Caprella ultima, Sp.

Bate, may itself, he thinks, be a synonym of Caprella xquilihra, Say. De lliville's figure

has what for a Caprella would bo a long tail,
" G. sa queue arm^e aussi d'un crochet," but

it probably only re^jresents one of the hind legs.
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176L PoDA, NicoLAUS, boru 1723, died 1798 (Hagen, Bibl. Entom., calls him Poda vou

Neuhaus).

Insecta Musei Grsecensis, quse in ordines, genera et species Juxta Systema
naturaj Caroli Linnasi digessit Nicolaus Poda. Grsecii. Anno, m.dcc.lxi.

On page 121 this author, who lived at Grasse, in the south of France, gives the following

description of an animal which he places among the Aptera in the genus Podiira:

"*Maritima. 2. P. oblonga, nitens, ferruginea. Hcibitat sub saxis post maris refluxum

Tergesti. CI. Scopoli in epis." This is referred to by Soopoli under Cancer locusta. In

the opinion of PaUas, 1772, it is his Oniscus gammarellus.

1761. LlNN^US,

Fauna Svecica Sistens Animalia Svecise Eegni : Mammalia, Ave.s, Amphibia,

Pisces, Insecta, Vermes, distributa per Classes et Ordines, Genera et Species, Cum
Differentiis Specierum, Synonymis Auctorum, Nominibus Incolarum, LocisNatalium,

Descriptionibus Insectorum. Editio Altera, Auctior. Stockholmise, 1761.

The entries relating to the Amphipoda are on pages 496, 497, 499-501. Among the Insecta

Aptera in the genus Cancer are given :
—-

" 2041. Cancer Pulex macrourus articularis, rostro acuto manibus adactylis, cauda attenuata

spinis bifidis.

"Cancer macrourus rufescens, thorace articulato. Fn. 1253. It. oel. 42, 96. It. scan. 125.
"
Raj ins: 44. Pulex fluviatilis.

"
Frisch. germ. 7. ^). 26. t. 18. Vermis aquaticus cancriforniis.

*

"
It. oel. 42. 96. Cancer Pules fluviatilis dictus.

" Suecis Mdrta. Scanis Sandhare.
" Habitat ad littora maris vulgatissimus, frequens, rodens retia, conficiens sceleta piscium ;

natat

in dorso.

" DESCR. Pedes 7 parium, quorum 4 paria antrorsum versa ; horum paria antica chelifera digito

mobili absque polJice. Pedum 3 jJaria postrema retrorsum versa.

" 2042. Cancer Locusta. macrourus articularis, rostro obtuso, manibus adactylis, cauda attenuata

spinis bifidis.

" Cancer macrourus caeruleus, thorace articulato. It. gotl. 260. Fn. 1254.
" Habitantan vidi ad montem Tliorshurg in mari juxta Gotlandiam.
"
Ohs. Praecedenti major: totus cseruleus. Rostrum nuUum prominens, CorpiLS 14 articulis.

Cauda trifolia; intermedio subulato."

In the genus Oniscus there are given :
—

" 2056. ONISC0S Ceti ovalis segmentis distinctis, pedibus tertii quartique paris linearibus muticis.

"Martens, spitzh. t. Q, f. D. Pediculus CetL
" Habitat in Cetis Oceani.
" DESCR. Corpiis ovale, 7 articulis distinctis. Caput, quod primus articulus, minimum. Pedes

1, 2, 5, 6, 7 chelis crassis ungue mobili acuto terminati. Pedis vero 3, 4 paris filiformes mutici;

primum jjar sub corpora situm est. Coriwris articuli magis remoti et distincti, quam in

reliquis speciebus."
" 2062. Oniscus bicaudatus semicylindricus, caudis duabus longitudine corporis.
" Habitat ad littora maris Norvegici. Martin.
" DESCR. Corjms semicylindricum, fuscum, 12 articulis. Pedes utrinqne 7, albi, quorum solitarii
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postici reflexi. Cauda: 2, protentre, longitudine corporis, 5 articulis
; quorum tertius major,

longior et crassior
; primus et secundus brevis ; qvartus et quintus angustiores. Inter has

caudas, caudoe. 2 alia;, breves, subulatse."

Boeck, under the obviously misprinted date 1771, remarks that as number 2041 of this work
is identified with number 1253 of the earlier edition, the synonyms from Eay and Frisch,

and Linnseus's own Skiiuska Eesa, ought not to have been cited. Liitken calls attention to

the improved definition of Oniscus cetl. The Oniscus hicaudatus must no doubt be identified

with the species which Linnajus afterwards called Cancel' grossipes, the antennas having
been mistaken in the present instance for the tail, as 0. F. MiiUer remarked in 1776. By
Willughby and Eay, in 1710, this species was well-named corriutus, a name unfortunately
excluded as prse-Linnean. The Astacus muticus of Gronov, 1762, is only accidentally
binominal. The Oniscus hicaudatus of Linnaeus, 1761, and his Cancer grossipes, 1767, must
be given up as names founded on egregious mistakes. We are thus led to the Oniscus

vohdator oi Tallas, 1766 and 1772, as rightfully determining the specific name. Though
the Corophium, longicorne of Latreille and numerous authors was highly appropriate, the

name Corophium volutator is sufficiently suitable to an animal which may commonly be

seen twisting and turning about at the entrance of its gallery in the mud, and which,

according to Pallas, makes similar gyrations when in the water.

1761. SuLZER, JoHANN Heimkich, borii 1735, died 1813 (Hagen).

Die Kennzeichen der Insekten nach Anleitung des Konigl. Scliwed. Eitters

und Leibarzts Karl Linnseus, durch xxiv. Kpf. erlaiitert und mit derselben natiir-

lichen Geschichte begleitet. Mit einer Vorrede des Herrn Johannes Gessners,

Ziirich, 1761.

Sulzer gives a figure of Ecisel's Astacus {Squilla) Jluviatilis on pi. xxiii. fig. 152, and a. 4. He
describes it on p. 192. On p. 65 of the explanations of the plates he says, "Fig. 152.

Krebs, lange Scheeren, gegliedert, Hande ohne Finger, diinn ausgehonder Schwanz mit

zweenfachen Dornen. Locusta. Linn. Syst. Nat. Cancer, 57."

1762. BaSTEE, J.

Opuscula, Tom. II. Liber 1, Harlemi, 1762.

Natuurkundige Uitspanningen, &c.

In the first section of the second volume, on pp. 34-36 and 49, pi. iii. figs, vii., viii., 1-6, he

describes the hopper or sea-flea, in the vernacular " Een springertje of Zee-Yloo," wth
references to

" Pules marinus, Klein, Miss. v. Tab. iv. a, b, c.
; Seba, Thes. iii. Tab. xxi.,

N. 11; Linn., Syst. Nat., N. 36. Cancer macrourus, articularis manibus adactyUs, cauda

attenuata, spinis bifidis
; Eosel, Suppl. Tab. Ixii. p. 351

; Frisch, vii. Tab. xviL 18,

p. 26." This in Boeck's opinion is probably Orcliestia littorea, but Easter's remark that

it is found not only in sea and brackish water but also in freshwater rivers and even in

ponds, but especially among and under the fronds of Alga marina, implies that he did not

distinguish the actual creature described from other species such as Gamm.arus pulex and

Gammarus locusta. His figure may refer to OrcJiestia (littorea) gammarellus, but if so he

has fallen into some confusion in describing the lower antennae, as well as in the synonymy.
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1762. DeSMARS.

Melanges d'liistoire naturelle. 1762.

From tome i. pp. 217, &c., of this work, LatreiUe, in his Histoire naturelle, vol. vi. pp. 305-310

(1803), gives a long quotation, fully describing Gammarits pulex under the designation of

Ckqwrte aquatique. A reference to some of Desmars' observations will be found also in the

Brit. Sess. Crust., vol. i. p. 396.

1762. Geoffeoy, Etienne Louis, born 1727 (1725), died 1810 (Hagen).

Histoire abrdgee des Insectes, qui se trouvent aux environs de Paris
; Dans

laquelle ces Animaux sont ranges suivant un ordre methodique. A Paris, m.dcc.lxii.

(Tliis edition is anonymous. The work was published with the author's name in

1764.)

In the second volume, under "
Cancer, Le Crabe," Geoffroy gives two species, the first beinj;

I'ecrevisse {Astacus fluviatilis), well known in France as an ai'ticle of food. The second he

thus describes, pp. 667-668 :
—

"
2. Cancer macroiirus rufescens, thorace articulato. Linn. faun. suec. n. 1253. Planch. 21,

fig. 6.

P/.XXI

Fig. 8.

" Linn. syst. nat. edit. \0, p. 631, n. 56. Cancer macrourus articularis, manibus adactylis, cauda

attenuata spinis bifidis.

"
Raj. ins., p. 44. Pulex iiuviatilis.

" Friseh. germ. T,p. 26, t. 18. Vermis aquaticus cancriformis.

" Iter Oeland. 42, 96. Cancer pulex fluviatdis dictus.

" Charlet. exercit. p. 57. Squilla.
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" Merref. pin, p. 192. Squilla fluviatilis. Squilla jjarva.
"

Rosel. ins. vol. 3, supplem. tah. 62.

" La crevette des ruisseaux. Longueur 7 lignes. Largeur 2 lignes.
" Cette crevette est d'un jaune couleur de rouille

;
ses yeus sont noirs

;
ses antennes sont fines

et assez longues, k peu pres de la longueur des deux tiers du corps. EUe a cinq pattes de

chaque cote & plusieurs appendices h, la queue. Tout son corps est compose de douze anneaux

sans la tete
; quatre de ces anneaux composent le corcelet, qui dans I'ecrevisse est d'une seule

piece. Cette crevette est applatie par les cotes
;
aussi est elle toujours posee sur le cot^

soit qu'elle se meuve, soit qu'elle reste en place, & lorsqu'elle marche, elle approche par des

mouvemens vifs sa tete &. sa queue I'une de I'autre.

" Ou trouve commun^ment cette crevette dans I'eau courante des petits ruisseaux, elle est en

grande quantity dans la riviere des Gobelins. Souvent les plus petites se retirent & se

mettent a I'abri sous le ventre & entre les pattes des plus grosses."

The figures, life-size and enlarged, are here reproduced. It is obvious that Eosel's species

Astacus (Squilla) fluviatilis, is represented, though Geoffroyis probably describing Ganimarus

pulex. Boeck rather singularly remarks,
" Denue Afbildung er kopieret af Siilzer (2.53).

Tab. xxiii. Fig. 152," the number 253 being a reference to the title of Sulzer's work in 1761,

of which Boeck takes no further notice. The figure in question has fourteen segments,

independently of head or telson, which is obviously one too many, although in agreement
with Riisel's description. The last seven are strongly dentate medio-dorsally. The figure,

being a striking one, was frequently repeated, without regard to its accuracy or its fitting

the species, the description of which it was supposed to illustrate. Herbst in his large

work, Bosc in his small one, alike use it, the former for Cancer {Gammarellus) pulex, the

latter for La Crevette des ruisseaux, Ganimarus pulex. An interesting discussion of the

subject will be found in Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust,, vol. i. pp. 388-396.

Geoffroy shows in the figure a series of seven feet, but does not take the trouble to reconcile this

with the definition which he gives of Cancer, including
" Dix pattes, les deux premieres en

forme de pinces." On the contrary, he describes his species as having
"
cinq pattes de

chaque cote." The statement that the body is composed of twelve annuli without the head,

is an improvement upon Eosel's account, but all the same not in agreement with the

figure.

1762. Gronov, Lorenz Theodoe.

Acta Helvetica, Physico-matlieraatico-anatomico-botanico-medica figuris teneis

illustrata, et in ilsus publicos exarata. Volumen V. Basiled, mdcclxii.

Pages 353-382 contain "Animalium Belgicorum a Laur. Theod. Gronovio observatorum

Centuria quinta." In this century of animals he describes, "455. j4stacd8 muticus;

pede utrinque antico subulato, edentulo, longissimo, crassissimo," of which he re-

peats the full accoimt in his later work. (See Note on Gronov, 1764.) "456.

Squilla cauda nulla" is his Squilla acatidafa of 1760, to which he refers. "457.

Squilla cauda nulla? pedibus quatuordecim, tertio quartoque paribus vesicaeformibus

natatoriis" is referred to Baster's "Animal in coraUiis." "458. Squilla cauda subulata,

bifida: pedibus utrinque anticis binis clieliferis; quatuor subsequentibus natatoriis

longissimis" is referred to Cancer macrourus, &c., Linn. Sijst. gen. 239, n. 59, and to the

"
Krebsformiger Wasser-Wimn. Frisch. Ins. Germ.,p)art. 7. ^;. 26. § 18. Tah. 18. fig. 1."

The fuU description is repeated in his larger work almost verbatim. "459. Squilla

Cauda subulata integra : pedibus utrinque anticis binis cheliferis : quatuor subsequentibus

natatoriis longioribus" is referred to Cancer macrourus, &c., Linn. Syst. gen., 239, n. 56?
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and to "Pulex marinus, Klein. Pise. Miss. 5.^5. 9. Tab. i. Jig. A. B. C," with the con-

cluding remark, "Habitat in mari Septenitrionali & stagnis aquse subsalsfe. Color

cinerascens. Magnitudine et forma convenit cum praecedenti." Number 991, the corre-

sponding notice in his larger -work, has, as will be seen, a very dififerent concluding
observation.

Of 457 a figure is given on Tab. V. The full description is as foUows :
—"

Corpus oblongum
teres, compressiusculum, dorso curvato, carinato. Caput oblongum, obtusum. Antennie 4

(b. c.) prEelongffi, pediformes, antico pari maximo, secundo piloso. Oculi duo minimi, in

lateribus capitis, non cyUndracei ut in Cancris, Astacisque. Pedes quatuordecim seu

septem utrinque. Horum i^nmwm par tenerrimum, capiti in-

sidens, ungulatura (d). Secundumpcrr (e) omnium robusti.ssimum

cheliferum. Cliela monodaotyla, compressa, ovata, margine
interiore denticulate. Digitus iacurvatus, validus, deorsum

versus carpum mobilis, subacutus, edentulus. Tertiiim et

jri„ 9_ Quartum Paria (f. g.) vesiculas oviformes a CI. Eastern dicta,

sunt pedes natatorii, ovatae formae, omnium minimi : inter hosce

pedes gravidse. Ova gerunt : Reliqua tria piedum paria (h. i. k.) sunt subulata, longa, tenera,

ungulata, ultimo pari longissimo. Hisce obvia arripit, ex illis dependet, et corpus

quaquaversum movet. Caudam nullam dctegere potui, licet ea a CI. Bastero subulata

depingatur. Nutans dorso incumbit, capite prseeunte. Maxima in copia ad littora

Ziricsensia inter coralhnas. Color subrubescens. Magnitudo dimidio minor quam in

icone."

1762. Ste0M, Hans, born 1726, died 1797 (Hagen).

Pliysiske og Oeconoraiske Beskrivelse over Fogderiet S0ndm0r, I. Deel, 1762.

He records a Pulex cancriforniis or Cancer inacrourus rufescens, which is found under stones on

the beach or in the stomachs of fish. Further, he gives in plate i. figs. 12-13, a very

recognisable drawing of Hyperia medusarum under the name of Pidex cancriforniis,

antennia brevissimis, corpore latiore, and states that it is found on large Meduste (Boeck).

1763. ScoPOLi, JoHANN Anton, born 1723, died 1788 (Biographic Universelle).

Entomologia Carnioliea exhibens Insecta Carnioliae indigena et distributa in

ordiues, genera, species, varietates. Metbodo Linnseana. Vindobonse, mdcclxiii.

Scopoli changes the Linnaean name Aptera into Pedestria for his seventh order. He defines

Ca7ice)- thus :

"
Palpi (2) chelati. Oculi (2). Cauda inermis," and names the species numbered

from 1123-1137, Meenas, Depurator, Paijurus, Maia, Gammarus, Asfacus, Squilla,

Bernhardus, Diogenes, Istrianus, Nutrix, Cruentatus, Ma7iiis, Locusta, Pulex. The last

two are described as follows :
—

"1136. Cancer io«(ste ?

"Linn. Syst. Nat, p. 634.
" Faun. Svec. 2. 2042.

"
Diagn. Corpus oblongum, gibbum, nitens, lateraUter compressum. Palpi antennis triplo

longiores : articulis (20). Corpus sese incurvando &, explicando saltans, Podurx adinstar.

" Habitat abunde, circa littora Maris, sub saxis, prope Tergestum.
" Statura fere Podurx Aquoticx. Habitus Caneri pulicis. Corpus pellucens, ferrugineum,

suturis (11), &, denuo septem aliis utrinque ad bases femorum. Antennee attenuatae, articulis
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sex. Ociili fusci, minime petiolati. Pedes utrinque sex, hinc simul duodecim, quorum 1,

2, 3, 6 (a Cauda antrorsum numerando) femora ovata, compressa gerunt. Tibiae vero primi

paris pariter ovata3, comijressse, & margine denticulate. Par ultimum capiti proximum, seu

brachia, manu falcata unguiformi, unico dente in medio armata. Cauda adscendens, conica,

linea brevior, subjectas habet setas duas ad basim usque bifidas. Haec Pcxlura Maritima

E. P. PoDA, Mus. Grjec, p. 121.

'1137. Cancer P«Z«.
" Linn. Syst. Nat., p. 633.

" Faun. Svec. 2. 2041.
" Feisch. Ins. 7. Tab. 18. fig. 1.

"
Diagn. Facies prioris, sed dupio minor, & albidus. Antennae palpis longiores, sed non crassiores.

Pedes
pilo.si.

Maculae crocete laterales.

" Habitat sub Ilypnis, & saxis, ad scaturigines fontium.
" Hie certe idem, qui a Feischio pictus, sed semper habitans in aquis dulcibus, non vero circa

Mare, bine dubito cum priore a LiNNiEO confundi, cum Cancer Loaista ab eo aliter describ-

atur qnam a nobis. Hie, quando exsiccatus, fulvus redditur, natat in latere, rarius in dorso ;

OS fulvum gerit, nee corpus postice acuminatum. Interim certum adeo nobis cum priore a

Gancris aliis diversum esse, ut novum Genus non immerito constitueret."

The " Cancer Locusta ?
"

Pallas considers to be his Onisevs Gammarellus, since kno\vn as

Orchedia gammarellus. The " Cancer Pulex "
is in all probability the Gammarus pulex,

auctorum.
" 1140. Oniscus Bicavdatus" with " cauda duplex: utraque biseta," which "habitat copiosus

Tergesti ad litus maris, inter saxa cursitans," is said by Franz Leydig to be the same as

Ligia italica, Fabr.

Yeats, Institutions of Entomology, 1773, says that Scopoli and Geoffroy call the shorter antennos

the palpi in the Cancri macrouri. It may therefore be noticed that Scopoli, in describing

"Cancer Zo«(s/a.?" says, "Palpi antennis triplo longiores : articulis (20)," meaning, apparently,

that the lower antennae are thiee times as long as the upper.

1764. Brunnich, Martin Thrane, born 1737, died 1827 (Hagen).

M. Th. Briiunicliii Entomologia, sistens Insectornm Tabulas Systematicas,

cum Introductione et Iconibus. HAFNIJE, cioioccLXiv. 3n6eftlacrc, int>c()olticnt)e

3u6cfternc3 ®»)gtcmatt3fe Salter, §amt Sntikbning og Sigurcr. it'i0bn^a»n, 1764.

After describing the dififerent parts of an "insect," and giving a list of the different writers on

Entomology, Briinnich luifolds his own classification under the title
" Tabulae Insoctorara

perfectorum." There are two principal groups :
—

"A. Capite a thorace distinoto," containing,-
—"I. Hexapoda;" "II. Polypoda." Of these the

Po%)0(Zrt include three subdivisions:— "Pedibus segmentis corporis utrinque paucioribus ;

XIV. et plures ; Corpore ovali
;

"
(a) Antennis duabus, . . . .1

„),(., .

'

^Oniscus."
(o) Antennis quatuor, . . . . )

In the second subdivision Si'olopendra is placed, and Julus in the third.

"B. Capite cum thorace unito," containing two sections,
"

I. Pedibus natatoriis omnibus," &c.,

for MoNOCULHS; "II. Pedibus ambulatoriis," for Acarus, Ptcnogoxum, Phalangium.

Aeanea, Scorpio, Cancer. Of these the first four are Pedibus Octo, the other two Pedibus
"
Decern, anticis cheliferis

;
Cauda elongata, articulata." Cancer is defined " Oculis II,

pedunculatis, distantibus
; Cauda inermi ;

" with various (presumably specific) divisions,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—18S7.)
XxX 4
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grouped under the designations Brachyurus and Macrourus. The second section of the

Macrouri is defined " Testa thoracem non tegente, brevissima : Manibus adactylis :

" and

may perhaps include the Amphipoda, notwithstanding the pedunculate eyes in the definition

of Cancer.

In the preceding group, number 2 is the interesting new genus, which was soon after confounded

with the Amphipod C?/a?«M6-. It is thus defined :

" Oculis IV. Verticalibus
; Corpore inciso

tuberculato
;
Ore tubuloso producto : Ptcnogonum (Fig. 7)." In the German rendering on

the opposite page it is called "
(Strant)Spini?cl (Fig. 7)." The reference should obviously

have been to Fig. 4.

In the "
Explicatio tabulae aenese

"
the following account is given :

—"
Fig. IV. Novum genus, a

R. D. Strom inter plialangia relatum, Sondm. Tom. 1. p. 209. t. 1 /. 17. Exemplar hujus

insecti, quod munificentia R. Autoris possideo, ita describo
; Caput

c'^^n-Aj *"'^'" thorace unitum, tubo h. excavato cylindrico, antice angustiore,

. -^
'

postice in thoracem recepto, prominens ;
Oculi IV. dorsales a. in gib-

bositate thoracis positi ;
c. Antennie 2. tubo breviores moniHformes,

subtus in segmento thoracis, cui oculi insident, radicatse
; segmenta

corporis, excepto tubo, IV. cum tuberculo e medio singuli segmenti

prominulo. Pedes VIII. singuli ex articulis VII. bre?issimis com-

j)ositi, ungue vaUdo terminati. Ex descriptione patet insectum hoc a

generibus antea notis omnino difFerre, ideoque novum genus, quod e crebris articulationibus

Pycnogonum dico, constituit."

Briinnich's Fig. 4 is here reproduced.

1764. Geonov, Lorenz Theodor.

Zoophylacii Gronoviani Fasciculus secundus exhibens enumerationem In-

sectorum cpaj in Museo suo adservat, examini subjecit, systematice disposuit atc[ue

descripsit Laur. Theod. Gronovius. Additis rarissimorum Insectorum iconismis.

Lugduni Batavorum, MDCCLxrv.*o^

Among the Insecta Apterahe gives on p. 227 the following :
—"

Astacus, Corpus suboylindricum,

oblongum, articulatum, deorsum inflexum. Thorax trunco multo brevior. Antennx binse,

vel sex subulatae, articulatse, tenuissimse. Cauda foliacea, horizontaliter expansilis. Oculi

duo, pedunculati, in fronte siti. Pedes utrinque novem vel decern. Posteriora quatuor

quinqueve paria curta natatoria. Anteriora longissima, quorum nonnulla plerumque
chelifera."

Under this genus several Podophthakua are included, till on p. 232 he gives the following :
—

" 989. Astacus muticus ; pede utrinque antico subulato, edentulo, longissimo, crassissimo.
" Astacus

(crassipes) cauda inflexa, jsedibus secundi paris tenuibus muticis. Pallas in litieris.

" Inter medium animal inter Astacum descriptum N. 985, et subsequens genus Squillse. Habitat

in aquis substagnantibus prope Lugdunum Batavorum. Tlwrax compressus, liBvis, brevis,

latiusculus, postice truncatus ore subtus prominulo. Antennas, quatuor, quarum utrinque
lateralis seu exterior corpore parum brevior, attenuata, articulo ultimo in eetam abiente

longissimo hispido : interius par brevissimum setaceo-articulatum. Truncus elongatus,

compressus, inciu'vus, segmentorum decern, quse utrinque pone pedes (primo pari excepto) in

triquetrum acumen abeunt. Cauda angusta, inliexa, expansilis, ejusdem structurse, qua

gaudent Astaci sub N. 985-988. descriptL Pedes in universum novem ? Prms ^ar toto

corpore longius omniumque pedum maximum, et validissimum, corpori paraUelum, antrorum

[antrorsum] protensum, crassum, corpori utrinque sub thorace adnexuiu : hujus paris arti-
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cuius primus et seevndus rotundi et inermes, thoraoe jam majoros ;
Articulus tertius oblongiis,

utrinque compressus, margine inferiore versus artioulum quartum cuspide valida aucto.

ArficuJus qnarfus teres, rectus, oblongiis, tertio parum brevior. Quintus subulatus, acutis-

simus, quarto dimidio brevior. Reliquipedes brevissimi, exilitate aciem oculorura fugientes.

Tria posteriora paria deorsum et sursum versa. Color totius ex cinereo albidus. Lnngi-
tudo tota, extensis etiam prioribus pedibus, est quinque linearum." From this he passes at

once to the genus SquiJla, as follows :
—

"
Sqtjilla, Corpus teres, compressum, incurvatum. Thorax brevissimus. Ocidi in lateribus

duo, non pedunculati. Antennee quatuor, subulatse. Pedes longitudine inasquales utrinque

septem, anticis paribus cheliferis.

"990. Squilla Cauda eubulata, bifida: pede utrinque antico chelifero
; tribusque utrinque

ultimis natatoriis.

" Cancer macrourus articularis, manibus adactylis, pedibus patentibus, cauda cylindrica bifida.

Lmn. Syst. Nat. Ed. 10. gen. 239. n 59. Rosel. Ins. torn. tab. 62.

"Cancer macrourus rubescens, thorace articulato. Ins. Paris, vol. 2. p. 667. n. 2. tab. '2\. fiy. 6.

"
Krebs-formigen Wasser-wurm. FriscJi. Ins. part. 7. p. 26. §. 28. tab. 18. Jig. 1.

"Pules marinus. Easter, Opusc. subsec. torn. 2. lib. \. p. 31. tab. Z. fig. 8.

"
Corpius teres, oblongum, latius quam in congenere a me descripta in Actis Helvetids vol. 4.

p. 39. et a CL Bastero in Opusc. subsec. torn. 1. Kb. 1. tab. 4. fig. 2. Dorsum curvatum,
rotundatum. Caput breve, obtusum. Ocidi in lateribus, atri, minimi, non pedunculati.

Antenna;, quatuor incurvatre. Incisuree duodecim requales, l£evissimse, splendid*. Pedum

septem paria, quorum primum par articulo eecundo tertioque trunci subnexum, breve,

cheliferum, requale, monodactylum : Tria eubsequentia paria omnium longissima, subulata,

subsequalia, admodum teretia, articulis quinto, sexto, septimo et octavo trunci subnexa.

Reliqui pedes antrorsum flexi teretes, articulis ultimis pilosis subulatis. Cauda Isvis,

subulata, bifida, baud longa. Habitat in stagnis aquse dulcis atque salsae. Dorso incum-

bens seque natat ac prone,

"991. SquiUa Cauda subulata Integra : pedibus utrinque anticis binis cheliferis; quatuor subse-

quentibus natatoriis reflexis.

" Cancer macrourus articularis, manibus adactylis, cauda attenuata, spinis bifidis. Linn. Si/st.

Nat. Ed. 10. ge7i. 239. w. 56?
" Pulex marinus. Klein Pise. Miss. v. p. 9. tab. 4. fig. A. B. C.
" Habitat in Mari Septentrionali. Balasnas vexans mordendo."

The Iconographia sive Tabularum Explicatio, for pi. xvii. fig. 7, repeats the short definition of

Astacus muticiis, No. 989, of which the figure, though only life-size, is easily recognisable as

Oniscus volutcdor, Pallas. The elaborate description of the first pair of feet obviously
refers to the lower antennae, and this, no doubt, together with the epithet crassipes, quoted

by mistake from Pallas, led Linnseus in 1767 to call the species Cancer grossip)es. See

Notes on Pallas, 1766, 1772. Possibly the description of the "lateral or exterior" antennae

may be derived from the second gnathopods. No. 990 cannot be determined from the

inconsistent references or the indefinite description. The statement that "it lives in pools

of fresh and salt water" would imply that Gammarus pulex and Gammarus locusta are both

in question. The description of the eyes as "minimi" suits neither. Herbst unites it

with " Cancer gammarellus, Pallas," probably because Pallas does so. See Note on Pallas,

1772. No. 991, by the references, should be a Gai7imarus. The concluding observation

points to a Cyamus. It is difficult to fit either to the description.
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17G5. Stpv0m, Hans.

Beskrivelse over Ti norske Insecter. F0rste Pr0ve. Skrifter som -udi de Ki0ben-

liavnske Selskab af Laerdoms og Videnskabers Elskere ere fremlagte og oplseste

i Aarene, 1761, 1762, 1763, og 1764. Niende Deel. Ki0benhavn. Aar 1765.

(PI. VIII. figs. 1-5.)

On p. 588 he describes " Et Hummer-lignende Insect med runde haar paa Bag-fdderne.

Cancer macrourus articularis, manibus adactylis, femoribus posticis orbicularibus, spinis

caudse bifidis." One of its most remarkable peculiarities, lie says, is that it can hop half

an eU high from the ground (en halv Alen hoyt). He notices its likeness to the common

Marflue, or so-caUed Pulex cancriformis, but for the latter he gives seven good distinguish-

ing characteristics, showing that he clearly understands the difference between his own

species, which is Orchestia gammarellus, and the Gammarus locusta, which Linnseus describes

as Cancer macrourus rufescens thorace artieulato, Fn. Sv., § 1253. Of this Pulex cancri-

formis he observes, "Linnoous gives a second species, but nevertheless gives both one and

the same name, as may be seen Syst. Nat. pag. 633 and 634 ;
and though he gives a fresh

description of each separately in his 01andska Resa pag. 42 and 260, still it seems to me

that both descriptions refer to one and the same. At any rate neither of them suits the

insect here described." He notices that his own Pulex cancriformis, antennis brevissimis,

carpere latiore, from S0ndmor, is a third species, distinct from the hopper and from the

Linnean species.

1765. Baster, Job.

Opuscula. Tom. II. Liber 3.

Natuurkundige Uitspanningen, &c.

On p. 155 (139) Baster remarks, that there is a creature which is called "Walvis-Luis," whale-

louse, very different from the other fish lice, and which seems to him also to be a different

creature from that described and figured under this name by Friderich Martens. Yet

Linnaeus, he says, Syst. Nat., p. 636, deems it the same, placing it among the Onisci, among
which Baster thinks it cannot stand, since they have fourteen feet, while this animal, which

Gronovius calls Poli/c/onopus, has only eight. According to Liitken, 1873, Baster here

described, and on pi. xii., figured Pycno(j07ium littorale, supposing it to be Martens' whale-

louse, and so misled Linnreus (see Note 1767); out Linnjeus in 1767 and Pallas in 1766

must have misunderstood Easter's accurate statements. Baster further points out that in

Houttyn's Natural History, I. Deels 3. Stuk, p. 457, there is mention made of a Walvis-

Luis which is in reality a Balanus.

1766. Pallas, Peter Simon, born 1741, died 1811 (Biographic Universelle).

Miscellanea zoologica. Quibus novse imprimis atque obscurse animalium

species describuntur et ohservationibus iconihusque illustrantur. Hagse Comitum,

M.DCC.LXVI. pp. 190-194. Tab. XIV.

On page 189 he notices that his Acarus marinus seu Polygonopus, the Pycnogonum of Briinnich,

is very different from the Pediculus ceti of ^Martens, which, he says, should properly be

reckoned with the Onisci. "Non inteUigo cur eel. Basterus Linnaeum reprehendat, Pedicu-

lum Ceti Martensianum Oniscis adnumerantem."
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As Oniseormn cancriformium species, lie enumerates and describes, "1. Oniscus Pulex, compressus
pedibus quatuor anticis cheliformibus," with references to LinnKus, Frisch and Eoesel ;"

2. Oniscus Locusta, compressus chelis nuUls; jjedilms secundi paris marcidis," with
references to Linnseus, Scopoli, Eay, and Dodonaeus, pempt. p. 476, and figure, Tab. XIV.
fig. 15, this being the Amphipod since known as Talitrus locusta, Pallas;

"
3. Oniscus

Gammarellus, compressus pedibus secundi paris ei/eliformihtis maximis." "
apud auctores

nusquam occurrit, meruitque ideo Tah. XIV. fig. 25. delineari," this being since known

variously as Ordiestia Uttorea or Orchestia gam,mareUus, the latter name having priority

beyond all contradiction. The next species is thus introduced :

" Adfinis est Oniscis

mmriformibus singularis species, cui Onisci vohttatoris nomen dodi, quia in aquas superficio

singulari modo capite cum antennis prasvio volutatur.
"

4. Oniscus volutator, suhcompressus, anteimis exteriorihus maximis. Astacus muticus, pede
utrinque antico subulato, edentulo, longissimo Gronov. Zooi^liylac. vol. II. p. 232. n. 989.

Oniscus bicaudatus Lin. Faun: svec. edit. 2. 71. 2062. Pulex marinus cornutus Eaj.

hist. p. 43.

"
Celeber. Geonovius ad banc speciem nomen meum citare dignntus est. Aliquot nempe Onis-

corum descriptiones & iconee in litteris olim communicaveram. Erant inter hos, quern supra

descripsi, 0. Locusta, & hie nunc describendus 0. volutator. Priorem vocaveram (non
Astacum crassipedem, sed Oniscmn (crassicipitem) cauda inflexa, pedibus secundi paris
tenuibus muticis. Hanc phrasin, nescio quo fato, ad 0. Vohdatorem, cui nullo modo

convenit, excitavit Vir celeberrimus. Monendum hoc fuit, ne incurise ipse accusarer a gnaris.
" Oniscum, volutatoi-eni inveni olim in fossis maritimis, prope Harvicum Essexise. Gel. Geonovids

in fossis stagnantibus prope Leydam legerat. Tabulm nostra XIV. fig. 20. a latere visum

exprimit."

The descriptions of the above species are given more fully in the Spicilegia Zoologica, Fasc. ix.

1772.

1767. LlNN^US.

Caroli a Linne Systema Naturge. Tom. I. Pars II. Editio Duodecima Refor-

mata. Holmise, 1767.

The definition of Cancer now runs "Pedes VIII. (10 s. 6 ra7-o) insuper Manus 2 chelatte. Oculi

II, distantes, plerisque pedunculati ; elongati, mobiles. Palpi II, cheliferi. Cauda articu-

lata, inermis." The last division, with the same heading as in 1758-60, now contains twelve

species. Among these, at pages 1055-1056, are the following Amphipods ;
No. 80, Cancer

grossipes, thus defined,
"
C. macrourus articularis, manibus adactylis longitudine corporis.

Gron. zooph. 989 Astacus muticus, pede antico subulato edentulo longissimo crassissimo,"

the specific name grossipes, evidently based on the confusion made by Gronovius between

the antennse and gnathopods, being bound to yield to the earlier and more appropriate

volutator of Pallas, as explained in the notes on that writer, under the dates 1766,

1772; No. 81. Cancer pulex, said to occur both in salt and fresh water, and to judge

by the synonyms including, in Boeck's opinion, Gammarus index, Gammarus roei^elii,

and Gammarus locusta of later authors; No. 82, Cancer locusta, probably including

Oammarus locusta and Orchestia gammarellus, Linnoeus's remark about the uropods, "Pediculi

unius paris caudie lateribus adstant, bidigitati," not being very intelligible or decisive;

No. 83. Cancer linearis, which in Boeck's view is without doubt the same as Caprclla

lohata, Miiller, notwithstanding the reference to Martens's Caprella septentrionalis ; No.

84. Cancer atomos with "
pedibus uudecim " and a reference to Baster, and the observation

"habitat in Europse aquis fiuctuantibus dulcibus, nudis oculis vix visibilis, praicedenti
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affinis," wliich, together with No. 85, Cancer filiformis, Boeck considers to represent

Caprella lohata. Mayer's opinion as to Nos. 83, 84, 85 is that the descriptions

given by Linnaeus are practically worthless, that the reference to Martens is useless,

since his species also is quite indefinite, so that, though he inclines to take Easter's

minim animcdculum in corallinis as equivalent to the modern Caprella linearis, he

only retains the latter name with the addition of " Bate
"
as an authority, because the so-

named species has been commonly employed as type of the genus.

At page 1059 is given the definition of
" Oniscus. PedesXTY. Antennxs&iaa^te. Corpus ovale."

On page 1060 the following Amphipods are referred to this genus :
—

"
Ceti. 6. O. ovalis

; segmentis distinctis, pedibus tertii quartique paris linearibus ovaticis. Mus.

Ad. Fn. 1. p. 89. Fn. svee. 2056.
" Habitat in Balsenis, distinguendiis a Phalangi'o Balxnarum, simili.

" 2 caudatus. 8. O. semicylindricus, caudis duabus longitudine corporis, Fn. svee. 2062.
" Habitat in 0. Norvegico."

Thus 0?!?'6T!(s' crft appears with the same definition as in the Fauna Suecica, 1761, with the slight

change of ovaticis for nndieis, probably by a misprint, but Liitkeu points out that the

reference to Martens is now omitted, while his whale-louse is now made a synonym of

Phalangium balxnarum (Briinnich's Pycnogonum), introducing a confusion that was not for

a long time to be thoroughly disperse*!. The Oniscus bicaudatus had been identified by
Pallas in the previous year, 1766, with the Astaeus midicus of Gronovius, which

Linnaeus here calls Cancer grossipes, but the suggestion may have come too late to be

available for the present edition of the Systema Naturae.

1768. Adelung, Johann Christoph., born 1734, died about 1806 (Biograpliie Universelle).

Geschichte der Scliiffahrten und Versucbe welche zur Entdeckung des Nordost-

liclien Weges nacli Japan und China von verscliiedenen Nationen unternommen

wordeu. Zum Behufe der Erdbeschreibung und Naturgeschichte dieser Gegenden.

Halle, 1768.

In a note to page 320, Adelung states that Fr. Martens made his journey to Spitzbergen "als

SchifFsbarbier auf einem hamburgische Schiffe." The two first plates of Martens' work he

does not consider worth reproducing, but all the rest of it, both figures and text, he gives in

J2 . Walfischlaus

5 Gar^ nell

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

full, ouly polishing and modernising the language. To some of the figures also he seems to

have thought it necessary to give a little extra finish. It has been already mentioned that

he apportions Martens' fig. /. to Der GarueU, reproducing it as fig. 5 on Taf. xvii. in his own

work, without any explanation of the inconsistency between the figure and the description.

How highly j\Iartens' book was valued may be inferred from Adelimg's notice that " in the

year 1685 a Dutch translation aj)peared at Amsterdam; an English one is to be found in
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the Account of several late Voyages and Discoveries to tlie South and North by Sir John

Narlorourjh [Narborough], Cap. Tasman, Cap. John Wood an Frederik Marten, London

1694 in 8., French one in the Eecueil de Voyages au Nord Th. 2. S. 1."

1769. HouTTUYN, F. (Publisher).

Natuuiiyke Historic of uitvoerige Beschryving der Dieren, Planten en Mineralen,

Volgeus het Samenstel van der Heer Lintneus. Met naauwkeurige Afbeeldingen.

Eerste Deels, dertiende Stuk. Vervolg en Besluit der Insekten. Te Amsterdam,

By de Erven van F. Houttuyn, mdcclxix.

In chapter 82, p. 295, of this voluminous work, the anonymous author begins the description "van

't Geslagt der Krabben en Kreeften." On page 436, among
" de Kreeften," is given the fol-

lowing description:
—"lxxx. Grossipes, Dikpoot, PL cvi. Fig. 1. (SO) Kreeftje, gebeel in Leden

verdeeld, met de Schaaren ongevingerd en zo lang als H Lyf. De Heer Pallas, thans Hoog-
leeraar te Petersburg, hadt aan den Heer Gronovius de Kenmerken toegezonden van een

Insekt, 'twelk zyn Ed in het "Water der Vaarten by Leiden outdekt hadt, en thans omstandig

als een middelsoort tuschen de Garnaalen en Zee-Vlooijen, voorgesteld wordt. Die van

onze Afbeelding, Plaat cvi. Fig. 1, schynen van de beide de volgende Soorten aanmerkelig

Flaat cvi.

Fig. 13.

te verschillen, en, indien men de Hoorntjes op den Kop voor ongevingerde Schaaren neemen

mogt, nader met de opgegevene Kenmerken overeen te komen ; inzonderheid, dewyl de

dikte der agterste Pooten gedagten Bynaam op dezelven toepasselykt maakt. Zodanige

Springertjes komen hier, op natte zoute Gronden, zelfs in de Kelders der Huizen voor:

zynde de Afbeelding in langte ongevaar drie of vier maal vergroot." A note says "(80)

Cancer maeronrns articularis, Manibus adactylis longitudine Corporis Syst, Nat. xii.

Astacus muticus, Pede antico subulato, edentulo, longissimo, crassissimo, Gron. Zooph.

989." While therefore the reference is to Cancer grossipes, Linn., the figure is clearly one

of the Orchestidaj, probably Talitrus lomsta. Under these circumstance.'!, to account for

the name grossipes, recourse is had to the thickness of the hindmost feet,
" de dikte der

agterste Pooten."
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The following names are t-lien attached to species which the writer describes but does not figure,

depending for his information on the authors, various and numerous, to whom he gives refer-

ences:—8L "Ptilex. Zee-Vloo." 82.
"
Locusta, Springer," and " Rivier-Vloo." 83.

"Linearis, Smalle," with a reference to "Martens, Spitsberg. 56. T. P. f. i." 84. "Atomos,

Zeer kleine," with references to Linnteus and Baster. 85.
"
Filifonnis, Zeer dunne," from

Malacca, with a reference only to Godeheu de Riville, whose species from Ceylon the author

considers to resemble this Jjli/m-7yiis. 85. Salinus, and 87, Stagnalis, are not Amphipods.

Chapter 84, page 481, contains "
Beschrijving van 't Geslagt der Pissebedden

; het welke, hehalve

de gewoone Land- en Watei-Pissehedden, ook veelen, die men gemeenlyk Zee-Luizen noemt,

en de eigentluhe Walvisch-Lui2en bovat." On pp. 491-493 he gives an account of Cijamus

mysticeti, Liitken, beginning as follows :
—"

Ceti. Groenlandse Walvisch-Luis. PI. cvi. Fig.

4. 5. (6) Pissebed, die ovaal is met duidelyhe verdeelingen ; de Pooten van het derde en vierde

Paar egaal van hreedte, smal en stomp.
" De Insekten, op onze Plaat cvi. in Kg. 4 en 5, afgebeeld, zyn voor eigentlyke Walvischluizen

uit Groenland gebragt, en komen overeen met de beschryving, wellve Linnfeus geeft van deeze

Soort, zeggende, dat die het Lyf ovaal of eyrond heeft, bestaande uit zeven onderscheidelyke

Ledjes, waar van de Kop het kleinste is : dat de Pooten van het eerste, tweede, vyfdo, zesde

en zevende Paar, dikke Schaaren hebben, die uitloopen in een beweeglyke scherpe Klaauw
;

doch, dat die van het derde en vierde Paar Draadagtig en stomp zyn. Het eerste Paar is

onder het Lyf geplaatst. De Verdeelingen zyn meer van elkander afgezonderd, dan in de

overige Soorten." Some observations upon earlier authors are then made. The description

continues, "Die van onze Plaat zyn, in langte en breedte, ruim driemal zogroot als natuurlykt

gemaakt, en geelagtig wit van Kleur, doch de smalle Pootjes zwart." " Wy hebben 'er

Fig. 5, van de onderzyde, bygevoed ;
om een groote Blaas te vertoonen, die sommigen van

deeze Insekten voor aan den Bulk voercn, komende hier in met de Water-Pissebed van

Baker overeen. Mooglyk zullen zy, in dezelve, haare Eijertjes of jongen draagen. Dat

die zwarte smalle Pootjes haar tot Eiemen dienen, om eenigermaate te kunnen swemmen,
is niet onwaarschynlyk. Zy zyn zeer duidelyk voorzien met Sprieten of Hoorntjes en hebben

voor, op den Kop, twee kleine gladde Oogjes."

1769- Slabber, Maetin, born 1741, died 1835 (Bovallius).

Natuurkundige Verlustigingen, behelzende microscopise Waarneemingen van

in- en uitlandse Water- en Land-Dieren. Door Martinus Slabber. Te Haarlem,

1769. (First title-page dated 1778.)

The " tiende Stukje," pp. 79-83, describes a Zee-Scherminkel (Phtisica marina), which

P. L. S. Miiller renders Seestengel. The figure shows it pretty evidently to be Proto

ventrirosa 0. F. M. The author says
" each foot is on the under side at its base covered

with a little elongate leaf as can be seen at e [in the figure] and at all the seven feet." The

legs and hands are all represented as filiform, the first pair shortest, the next four pairs

equal to one another, the last two pairs much longer than those preceding.

The " elfde Stulvje," pp. 92-96, describes what he calls een Zand-Pissebed {Oniscus arenatius),

Oniscus Arenarius in the preliminary List of Names. It is strikingly figured, pi. xi.

figs. 3, 4. It has been made the type of several successive genera, different only in name,

Haustorius, Miiller, Lefpidactylis, Say, Pterygocera, Latreille, Bellia, Sp. Bate, Sideator,

Sp. Bate. See notes on P. L. S. Miiller, 1775, Bovallius, 1878, and S. L Smith, 1880.

It seems reasonable to accept the date 1769 for Slabber's book in preference to 1778, since the

translation of it by P. L. S. Miiller is dated 1775.
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1770. Pallas, P. S.

Dierkundig mcngelwerk. 4° m. PL Utrecht, 1770.

This, I suppose, is the Miscellanea zoologioa, of 1766, in Dutch. It is mentioned by E. T.

Maitland, 1875, who refers to it under the species Orchestia littorea, Leach, and Talitrus

saltator, Edw.

1770. Strom, Hans.

Beskrivelse over Norske Insecter. Anden Pr0ve, pi. ii. figs. 1-8. Skrifter

som udi det Kiobenliavnske Selskab af La3rdoms og Videnskabers Elskere ere

fremlagte og oplseste i Aarene 1765, 1766, 1767, 1768, og 1769. Tiende Decl.

Kiobeuliavu. Aar 1770.

On p. 5 he describes " En Marflue, eUer liden Krabbe, med Kipldannet og Sav-lignende Rjg.

Cancer macrourus articularis, dorso carinato serrato, spinis caudse bilidis," and figures it

Tab. ii. figs. 1-8. The mandibular palp in fig. 3 seems to show the outermost joint

divided into three, a mistalce perhaps owing to some folding of the palp accidentally in the

course of dissection. Boeck identifies the creature described, no doubt correctly, with

Gammarus (now AmathiUa) sabini, Leach. The species appears to be the Gam.marus

homari of Pabricius, and the AmathiUa sabini of Bate and Westwood, in which case its

name wiU properly stand as AmathiUa homari Fabr.

1772. Pallas, Petek Simon.

Spicilegia zoologica, quibus novse imprimis et obscuraj animalium species

iconibus, descriptionibus atque commentariis illustrantur cura P. S. Pallas. Fasci-

culus nonus. Berolini, mdcclxxii. pp. 50-80, Tab. iii. iv. (To the German

version by E. G. Baldiuger, Mayer, Caprellideu, p. 199, assigns the date 1769, pro-

bably referring only to the commencement, not to the ninth fasciculus, of the work.)

He here says
" Cancris proximum est ONiscoEnji genus, transitum indicantibus Squillis," and

" Oniscoruni squilliformium e phalange quatuor species mihi cognitse sunt." Of these he

proposes to leave out Roesel's already well-known species, and to describe the remaining

three.

The first is a new species, peculiar to Siberia, as far as he knows,
" abundat autem in Lena,

fluvio ulterioris Sibiriae, & omnibus quas in Olum coUiguntur fluentis, praicipue Angara

& Lacu Baikal e quo profluit Angara." He has learnt some facts about it from Steller,

" in cujus schedis de hac specie (quam
'

Squiilam fluviatUem seu Phryganeum fluvii

Angara
'

appeUavit) qusedam memorice prodita inveni." SteUer, he says, states that

" individua dari qusedam mucronibus dorsalibus destituta, quae alterius sexus esse putat,

nisi diversse potius speciei fuerint." E. Laxman, from whom Pallas received a specimen,

called it
" Cancrum baikalensem," but Pallas himself describes and figures it (Tab. III.

Fig. 18) as Oniscus cancellus. This Dybowsky in 1874 is content to retain under the name

Gammarus cancellus, Pallas, adding a variety Gerstfeldtii of his own discovering. By

Spence Bate, however, in 1862, the species was made the type of a new genus Pallasea,

which must not be corrected into Pallasia, and thereby confounded with the Dipterous

genus Pallasia instituted by Robineau-Desvoidy in 1830.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PAKT. LXVII. 1887.)
XXX 5
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Pallas nest discusses the synonymy of " Oniscus Locnsta," and. thus decides,
—" Prseter Rajdm

itaqiie, qui (hist. ms. p. 44). Pulicem fluviatUem, a marine distinguit, et forte Dodonjeum

(pemptad. p. 476. icon.) neminem ad Locustam citari posse arbitror; quam enim Scopoli

{Entom. carmol. p. 411). Locustre dedit desoriptionem, sequent! potius speciei nostras,

Onisco nempe Gammarello convenit." In the description of Oniscus locnsta, Tab. iv. fig. 7,

lie says
" Pedes septem parium (non octo, ut in Miscellaneis fugitive calamo scripseram) ;

priores antrorsum versi, sex postici retrorsum. Far primiim crassius reliquis ;
secundarii

pedes exiles, velut atrophia absumti
;
mutici." This is now accepted as Talitrus locusta,

Pallas.

For the next species he refers, as above, to Scopoli's
" Cancer Locusta," and also to liis friend

Gronov's Fasc. IL p. 232. num. 990, where, however, he thinks that all the synonymy,

except perhaps the reference to Baster, belongs to Fulex. That Boeck is right in assigning

the name Orchestia gani77iareUus, Pallas, precedence over Orchestia littnrea, Montagu, is clear

from the following
"
Descriptio Onisci Gammarelli, Tab. IV. Fig. 8. Magnitudo Onisci Pulicis.

Forma quasi media inter Pulicem & 0. Locustam. Priore scil. brevior, posteriore gracilior

est
; capitis tamen parvitate Pulici similior. Antennx exteriwes majores quam in utrolibet,

secundus harum articulus prsesertim notabilis, majusculus, linearis, quadrangularis, superiore

latere scaber. Antennulx intermedin minimpe, ut in 0. Locusta ; quum contra in 0. Pulice

exteriores ferme sequent. Pedes septem parium ; primi paris parvuli, exiles
;

secundarii

chela magna, ventricosa, adactyla terminati ; quum in O. Pulice quatuor priores sint

cheliferi, et subsequales. Pedes quarti paris (non quinti, ut habent Miscellanea) omnium

brevissimi, et cum sensim longioribus sex posticis retrorsum versi
;
vel saltem ambigui

quarti; postici vero, ut in aflinibus plane reclinati. Et hi qnoqae feinoribus planis, foliaceis,

ovatis singulares, qualia in O. Cancello supra observavimus. Stijli caudales bifurci duorum

parium, et mucro duplex terminales, peduncrdique subcaudales, setacei, ut in affinibus. In

spiritu vini albet hsec species, viva subcinerascens ;
at siccata rubescit, ut coct» Crangones.

Magnitudinem exprimit icon."

Boeck in his chronological review, p. 3-5, assigns the locusta and gammarellus of Pallas respectively

to the female aud male of Orchestia littorea, while in the body of his work, pp. 101, 104, he

takes " Oniscus gammarellus, Pallas, (Cancer gammaius littoreus, Montagu)," as type of the

genus Orchestia, Leach, but Tcditrus (Oniscus) locusta, Pallas, as type of the genus Talitrus,

LatreiUe. Meinert considers that the figures and descriptions by Pallas do not suffice to

separate his Oniscus gammarellus from his Oniscus locusta, and that therefore Montagu's

Cancer {Gammarus) littoreus should determine the specific name of Orchestia littorea, but

surely the " chela magna, ventricosa
"
in gammarellus sufficiently proves that that species is

an Orchestia, while Montagu himself identities the locusta of Pallas with his own saltator,

which is a Talitrus. It may be noted also that for " Cancer gammarellus, Pallas," Herbst

gives Easter's figure, which pretty clearly refers to the Orchestia in question.

On Oniscus volutator, after rep)eating some of the observations already made in the Miscellanea,

PaUas says, "Distincte satis Oniscum nostrum indigitat Rajus {hist. ins. p. 43.) Pulicis

marini cornuti nomine. Vix etiam dubium est Oniscum bicaudatum Linn^ei (Faun. Su.

ed. II. n. 2062. Syst. Ed. XII. p. 1060 sp. 8.) hunc ipsum nostrum esse, nbi Linn^us,
e siccato forsitan specimine, antennas exteriores pro caudis nominavit. Amicus Gronovids

omnium novissime, ante edita Miscellanea niea, banc speciem descripsit & Astacum vocavit,

Zoopihylacii Fasc. II. p. 232. num. 989, ubi quoque iconem a me communicatam, in tab. 17.

iig. 7. adjecit. Ex Gronovio iterum adoptavit speciem nostram Linnaeus & vocavit

Cancrum grossipedem (Syst. nat. XII. p. 1055. sp. 80." It is obvious therefore that the

name volutator given by Pallas should take precedence, unless Linnaeus alone of aU men had

a right to change suitable names already given for unsuitable ones of his own devising.

On Oniscus ccti, PaUas says, p. 76,
" Oniscum Ceii primus, quantum video, et accurate quidem
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descripsit Feid. Martens, {itin. Spizherg. ed. germ. p. 85. n. i.) adjecta etiam. rudiori icone

{tab. 8. flg. d.). Martensii locum LiNNiEus o]xia.{Sgstem. cd. X. ^j. 636. sp. 6.) ad Oniscum

Ceti, quern grajjliice expriniit, recte citaverat. Verum euudein in editione novissima

nessio quo permotus argumento, perperam de Acaro piolijgonopo nostro, queni inter Plialangia

collocat [System. Ed. XII. p. 1028. p. 6. sp. 6.), perperam interpretatus est; Oniscum Ceti

autem absque synonymo ullo recensuit (pag. 1060. sp. 6.). Distinctissime tamen speciem

delineat etiam Sebj: thes. Vol. I. tab. 90 fig. 5. quae icones Linn^o ignotae esse haud

potuere." Of the young, he says,
"
ApprLme niiratus sum, quod eorundem forma gracilis,

scolopendriformis esacte esset similis speciei sequentis, cujus minima, vulgaribus Poduris vix

longiora specimina ita referuut, ut, nisi intra matris diversce alvum pasne rejierti, pro iisdem

omnino haberentur." He gives a description of Oniscus ceti, Tab. iv. fig. 14, A. B. C,

probably, in Liitken's opinion, referring to the species which Liitken calls Cgamus

mysticeti.

Thi.s is followed by a discussion of Oniscus scolopendroides, in which he says,
"
Primam, ni fallor,

hujus Insecti distinctam notitiam debemus Celeberr. Basteeo. In honorom tamen Optimi
Stelleki nioueudum est, accuratam dcscriptionem hujus insectuli mariui, ad Kamtschatkam

ab illo observati, in schedis ejus exstare.

" Oniscus scolopendroides qualem Basterus describit, quern LiNNiEUS (System, ed. XII. p. 1056.

sp. 84.) satis paradoxo nomine et genere Cancrmn atomon vocat, forte ab Ejusdeji

Gnnero lineari atque filiformi, vel horum saltem priore, nonnisi setate dilfert. Certe quod
E. Martens {itin. Spitzb., p. 85. n. 3. Tab. P. fig. 1.), nomine SquiUEe parvaj describit &
dehneat insectum, vix aliud quam Oniscus scolopendroides noster videtur fuisse. Et

adumbrationes, quas Linnaeus dedit de Cancris lineari & filiformi suis, ambo in nostram

speciem sat bene quadrant ;
ut summa saltem horum trium insectorum debeat esse affinitas.

"
Quod vero hsec insecta ad Caucros malo omine reduxerit Linn^ds, neque naturale eomm genus

perspexerit, eo magis miror; quia Oniscum Ceti ad legitimum genus jamdudumjudiciose
retulit. Adeoque structuram prfedictarura specierum cum Onisco Ceti contulisse non videtur ;

Nemo enim, qui oculis utitur, non videt eandem esse hujus Onisci scolopendroidis affiniumque

compositionem, & structuram quoad omnes j)artes, truncum, antennas, pedes perfectos, &

pedunculos. Imo tauta, ut jam monui horum est simUitudo, ut minuta ab Onisco Ceti

edita proles, quis gracilis adhuc et macilenta est, vix ab Onisco scolopendroide discern!

queat,
" Onisco Ceti etiam in eo convenit h£eo species, quod ovula feminse sub medio corpore mem

branulis inclusa circum ferant
;
inter sestate adlatos, copiosissimas semper observavi feminas

hoc more gravidas ; quae res a Diligentiss. Bastero adnotata hand fuit
; probatque

corpuscula pedum mediorum vicaria minime esse ovula, quamvis sub ipsis ULis globus

ovulorum in foetificantibus hasreat. Figura Martensii supra citata id boui habet, quod

exprimat situm, quo Oniscus scolopendroides in aqua «fc spiritu vini convulsus mori constanter

observatur."

The description which follows of Oniscus scolopendroides, and the figures. Tab. iv. fig. 15, A, b, c,

do not sufiice to establish its specific name. Liitken considers that Pallas presses rather

too far the resemblance between the young of Caprella and those of Cyamus, though

giving him due credit for having called attention to it, as well as for being the first

to remark on the incubatory potich of Cyamus, and on the difference between the young
and adult forms, besides correcting Linnffius' reference of Martens' Cyamus to Acarus

polygonopus {Pyonogonum).
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1772. Olafsen, Eggekt, bom 1726, died 1768 (Biograpliie Universelle).

Olafsen, Eggert, og Povelsen, Bjarne. Reise gjennem Island. Tom. i og ii.

Sor0, 1772.

Olafsens und Povelsens Reise durcli Island, veranstaltet von der koniglichen

Societiit der Wissenschaften in Kopenhagen und beschrieben von bemeldtem Eggert
Olafsen. Aus dem Danischen libersetzt. Kopenhagen und Leipzig, 1774.

§687, Von den Insecten, under VI., tlie Aptera, E. Cancri, &c., gives "d) Marflo ist Cancer

pulex Linnaei Fn. Sv. 1253. Sie verdirbt das Netz, welches nach den Forellen und

Eodmagen nahe an dem Ufer gcstellt wild, und frisst die darinnen gefangene Fische.

Macht man die untersten MascLen aus Pferdehaaren, soil sie selbige nicht zernagen." This

relates to the West-fiord. In § 746, Marfloen are also recorded from North Iceland. The

destruction of nets by some species designated as Cancer pulex is confirmed by Odmann's

observations at this period, but that it attacks live fish he denies ;
the fish, on the contrary,

he says, as any cook can teU you, devour the Cancer pulex.

1773. Yeats, Thomas Pattinson (born?), died 1782 (Maunders).

Institutions of Entomology being a translation of Linnteus's Ordines et Genera

Insectorum ; or Systematic Arrangement of Insects. Collated with the different

systems of Geoffroy, SchaefFer, and Scopoli ; together with observations of the

translator. London, mdcclxxiii.

He says that Schaeffer in his Elementa Entomologise, Eatisbon, 1766, has followed Geoflfroy. His

own work opens with a glossary of the terms used in entomology. In his account of

Cancer, Genus X. in Order VII., the Aptera of Linnceus, Syst. Nat., p. 1038, he gives as the

second family the Macrouri or long-tailed crabs, with five subdivisions, of which the fifth

may possibly refer to the Amphipoda. It is obscurely defined as " Those in which the shell

of the thorax is shorter than that part, which it does not cover entirely."

1774. Phipps, Constaj^tine John (afterwards Lord Mulgrave, born 1734, died 1794

(Biographie Universelle).

A Voyage towards the North Pole, undertaken by his Majesty's Command, 1773.

London, mdcclxxiv.

In the Appendix, under the heading Insecta, pp. 189-193, pi. xii., Phipps gives two species which

are not Amphipods; "Cancer Squilla, Linn. Syst. Nat., 1051, 66. The Prawn ;" "Cancer

horeas," with a description and figure ;
and three Amphipods thus described :

—
"Cancer Ampulla, macrourus, articularis, corpore ovali, pedibus quatuordecim simplicibus,

laminis femorum postici paris ovato-subrotundis. Tab. xii. Fig. 3. This singular animal was

also taken out of the stomach of the same seal in which the two former were found. Its

jjlace in the Si/stema Naturx is next to Cancer Pulex. Description. Insectum ex ovali-

oblongum, glabrum, punctulatum, articulis quatuordecim compositum, quorum primus capitis

est, septem thoracem mentiuntur, et sex caudam tegunt. Capitis clypeus antics inter

antennas in processum conicimi, acutum desoendit. Antennx quatuor, subulata, articulatas,

simplices, corpore decuplo breviores. Pedes quatuordecim, simplices, unguiculati; femora
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postrenal paris postico acuta, lamina dimidiato-subrotunda, Integra, magna, quatuor lincas

longa. Cauda foliata, foliolo unico brevi bifido : Lacinix lanceolatce, acutse. Neusteri

duodecim, duplicati, subulati, pilis longis ciliati, posteriores retrorsum porreoti. OJm.

Specimina magnitudine variant, unoialia et biuncialia crant." This is now the type of the

genus Stegoeephalus, Kr0yer, 1842.

"Cancer niigax, macrourus, articularis, pedibus quatuordecim simplicibus, laminis femorum sex

posteriorum dilatatis subrotundo-cordatis. Tab. xii. Fig. 2. This animal, which has not before

been described, should be inserted in the SyfUenia Natures, near Cancer Pulex ; it was taken

in the trawl near Moffen Island. Description. Insectum oblongum, compressum, dorso

rotundatum, glabrum, sesquiunciale, articulis quatuordecim compositum, quorum primus

capitis est, septem thoraoem mentiuntur, et sex caudam efficiunt. Capitis clypeus siuu

obtuse antice pro antennis emarginatus. Antcnnx quatuor, subulatae, multiarticulatae
;

superiores corpore sextuplo breviores, bifidse
;

articulo baseos communi, magno ; Eumnliis

interior extsriori duplo brevior. Inferiores simplices, superioribus duplo longiores. Pedes

quatuordecim, simplices, ungiiiculati, unguibus parum incurvis. Femora sex posteriora postice

aucta. Lamina foliacea, subrotundo-cordata, dimidiata, margine Integra, magna, (tres lineas

longa). Ca/(f?a apice foliata. Folio/is duobus, oblongis, obtusis, parvis. iVe^wferi duodecim,

duplicati, Kneari-lanceolati, posteriores retrorsum i^orrecti, ut facile pro appendicibus caudaa

sumantur." Kr0yer, Nat. Tidsskr. 2 Pi. i. p. 578 (1844), mixes up Cancer amptdla, Phipps,

and "Cancer nugax, Phij)ps. 11" with his own Anonyx lagena and Anonyx appendiculusus

under the title Anonyx ampidla, Phipps. Cancer ampidla, as already stated, belongs to

Stegoeephalus. Cancer nugax, Phipps, is almost beyond doubt the same as Anonyx lagena,

Kr0yer, and accordingly E. J. Miers, with good reason, gives precedence to the specific name

nugax.

Of his third Amphipod species, Phipps only says: "Cancer Pidex, Linn. Syst.Naf. p. 105-5. 81.

Taken up in the trawl along with the former."

1774. Steller, Georg Wilhelm, bom 1709, died 1746.

Besclireibung von dem Lande Kamtschatka, dessen Einwohnern, deren

Sitten, Nahmen, Lebensart und Verschiedenen Gewolinheiten berausgegeben von

J. B. S. mit vielen Kupfern. Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1774.

Mayer, Caprelliden, p. 4, remarks, "Pallas, dessen SpicUegia zoologica ich nur aus der Ueber-

setzung von Baldinger kenne, fasst 1767 die ihm bekannter Amphipoden unter dem

Namen Oniscus zusammen und beschreibt als 0. Scolopendroides (Eohrpolypenlaus oder

kleinste Afterassel) eineu halbdurchsigtigen, gelben, nach der Abbildung zur heutigen

Gattung Caprella gehorigen Krebs, den Steller schon als Pedicidus marinus m Kamtschatka

beobachtet haben solle." He appends a note to explain that he has not himself had an

opportunity of examining Steller's work on Kamtschatka. The only passage in it at all

applicable, that I can find, is on page 199, where, in a note, Steller says,
" An der See soil

sich ein Insect befinden, wie eine Laus, welches durch die Poros der Haut in das FIcisch

und immer welter kriechet." This causes horrible pam, and can only be got rid of by

cutting it out. Steller had not himself seen it, but promises to look out for a chance of

doing so. His account of it so far is little suitable to Capi-ella. In the note on Pallas,

1772, it will be seen that he ascribes to Steller the credit of having accurately described

Oniscus scolopendroides observed by him in Kamtschatka, but it is the description
"
hujus

insectuli marini," not of a pediculus marinus, that he has left in his papers. See also note

on Tilesius, 1815.
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1774. GiNNANI, Co. FkANCESCO.

Storia civile e naturale della Pinetta Eactenati, 1774.

G. D. Nardo says that this author mentions, on p. 437,
"

il Puloe d'acqua dolce, Gammarus." I

have not been able to meet with his work.

1775. Hammer, Christopher.

Fors0g til en Norsk Natur-Historie, 1. Deel. Kidbeuhavu, 1775.

In the Fauna Norvegica, with which the work begins, under "
Krabbe, Cancer," there are given :

—
" 735 Marflue. Cancer Pulex 2041. Findes under Strand-stenene.

"736 Krebsformige Loppe, Krebsloppe, Marflue. Pulex Cancriformis. Hos Hr Str0m i.

S0ndm0rs Beskrivelse er den aftegnet. Tab. I. fig. 12 og 13. Olafsen, p. 609 d.

" 738 Kipldannet Marflue. Cancer macrourus articidaris. Har saugUgnende Ryg, er brun- og

hvidplettet ;
findes i S0en ved Strandbredden, Str0m i Act, Hafn. ] Tom. pag. 5, Tab. 2.

" 739 Hummerlignende Insekt. Cancer macrourus articularis. Str0m i 9de Deel af

Ki0benhavnske Selskab-Skr. p. 588. Derom kan og eftersees Linneei Cancer Stagnalis,

2043. S. N. 1 T. 12 Ed. p. 1056. K 87."

On page 17, to his mention of "
Sletbag, Gr0nlandsk HyaL Balxna mysticetus ;" he appends

a note : "Den naeerer sig af smaa Orme, som af Hr Egede kaldes Hvalfiskaas."

The above Amphipoda are sufficiently explained by the references to Str0m and Egede.

1775. FoRSKAL, Peer, born 1736, died 1763 (Encycl. Brit, 9tli Ed.).

Descriptiones Animalium, Avium, Amphibiorum, Piscium, Insectorum, Vermium;

quae in itinera oriental! observavit Petrus Forskal. Prof. Haun. Post mortem

auctoris ed. Carsten Neibubr. Adjuncta est materia medica Kahirina atque tabula

maris rubri geographica. Haunife, 1775.

Among the Insecta, in the genus Cancer, division B. Macrouri, he describes, pages 95-96, what

is now known as Phronima sedentaria, as follows :
—" 59. CA>fCER sedentarius ; macrourus ;

articidaris ; manibus adactylis.
" Descr. Color vitreus, flavescens. Caput fere conicum, perpendioulare, ante paulidum planatum,

juxta verticem emarginatum. Ori utrinque sphaerula ocuHformis adjacet ; supra quamque

harum, cylinder perpendicularis erigitur, oculum referens ;
sint-ne ergo huic animali duo

ooulorum paria, affirmare non sustineo. Antennx setacete longitudine cyUndrorum, lateri

eorum anteriori affixae. Thorax ovato-lanceolatus, septem-articulatus. Cauda lineari-

attenuata, compressa, antice articulis 3. rotundatis, pone truncatis, utrinque unispinosis.

Articuli duo angustiores apicem cauds constituimt, cui insistunt spinse sex, vel setce lineares,

apice bifidte, acutae. Pedes utrinque decern : paria enim septem, thoracis septem articulis

adhaerent; omnia adactyla, prseter quinti ordinis par, cseteris multo crassius, longius,

femorihus compressis, apice uni-spinosis, carpis clavatis, cheHs obovatis, ventricosis ; digitis

adeo curvatis, forficatis, introrsum dente instructis. Priora 4. paria plantis gaudeut setaceis,

curvatis & longitudine superantibus plantas posteriorum pedum thoracicorum, quorum paria

retrorsum majora majoraque : & memhrana subtus acuta utrinque triplici, ovata, natatoria.

Articulis Caudss tribus, totidem pedum paria, versus aj)icem caudje gradatim minora

affiguntur, brevia, femoribus obovatis, membranaceis ; tibiis recurvatis, concavis.
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" In Mart viedifrrraneo. Mirum in suo genere Animal Oculorum forma, et Pedum numero.

Singularis architecturis iiihabitat domum, cutico-ventricosam, rugosam, gelatinosam,

rigidam, utroque extreme patulam. Hie residet inourvum, stepe situm mutans : liis cunis

ova deponit puUosque excludit."

On page xxi. it is briefly described witb the words "pedibus utrinque 10; domifex."

1775. MuLLEE, Philipp Ludwig Statius, bom 1725, died 1776 (Hagen).

Physicalische Belustigungen oder Microscopische Wahrnelimungen in- und

auslandischer Wasser- und Landthierclien durch Martinus Slabber. Aus dem

hoUandischen ubersetzt von P. L. St. MuUer. Mit fein illuminirten Kupfertafeln.

Nurnberg, 1775.

In this translation the account of Phtisica marina, i.e., Proto ventricosa, occurs on pages 41-43,

tab. X. fig. 1, 2. The account of Oniscns arenarius or Sandasselwurm is on pages 48-52,

tab. xi. fig. 3, 4. At page 52 the translator gives the follo\ving note on his own part,
" I cannot find the relationship of this species to either of the genera above-mentioned

[Squilla and Oniscus], since the remarkable structure of the feet must certainly be regarded

as a characteristic. And I think the author might have regarded this little animal as

forming a quite distinct genus, and under the name Haustorius arenarius, or Sandschopfer,

I would place it in a genus by itself between the Monoculi and Onisci. If it were not for

the absence of a carapace (Schild), I should not hesitate to place it among the Monoculi
;

it

is best therefore to place it in a genus by itself."

Eovallius, who adopts the name Ptenjgocera arenaria assigned to this Amphipod by Latreille,

after praising the figures and description of it given by the Dutch naturalist, makes the

following observations :
—"

Although appreciating its numerous peculiarities, Slabber

nevertheless abstained from creating a new genus for its reception, and placed it in the

genus Oniscus L., one of the three great Linnean genera, into which the whole of the

Crustaceans, known at his time, were distributed, thereby also indicating his impression

of its affinity to the Isopods of the present day. Statius Miiller, his German translator,

observed that the animal might be the type of a genus of its own, for which he proposed

the name Haustorius, but this appellation, being an adjective, and consequently contrariciis

to the rules of Linnean nomenclature, has been justly forgotten." On the other hand, I

venture to suggest that the reason mentioned is not sufficient to justify the rejection of

Haustorius in favour of Lepidactylis.

The British Association Rules, 1878, include that against "Adjective generic names" only among
" Recommendations for improving the Nomenclature in future." Lepidactijlis, scale-fingered,

is itself an adjective. Anomjx, Euonyx, Euryienes, and many other approved names of

genera, are adjectives. Haustorius, on the other hand, not being an actual Latin word at

all, can scarcely be an adjective, while the termination -ius is kept in countenance by the

comparatively recent change of Calliope into Calliojmis. The excellent name Sulcator

might well have been allowed to stand, but since that has been displaced, on grounds of

priority, first by Pterygocera and then by Lepidadylis, it seems only just to go back a step

further to Muller's Haiistorius.
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1775. Fabeicius, Johann Christian, born 1742, died 1807 (Biographie Universelle), born

1745, died 1808 (Enc. Brit., 9tli Ed.), or died 1810 (see Hagen).

Systema Entomologige, sistens Insectorum Classes, Ordines, Genera, Species,

adjectis synonymis, locis, descrijrtionibus, observationibus. Flensburgi et

Lipsise, 1775.

In the Prolegomena, after commenting on the confusion which had prevailed in entomology

before, and even since, the labours of
" the immortal Linne," he says,

" Novam ideo viam

tentabo, charaoteres et classium et generum ex instrumentis cibariis desumens. PrEebent

sane sufficientes, priebent constantes et genera uiulto naturaliora." He proceeds to describe

in general the labia upper and lower, the maxillae upper and lower, the palpi, 2, 4, or G,

the lingua spiralis, the rostrum, proboscis, and haustellum. Specific differences he

takes from colours (coactus) against his better j\idgment. The classes of insects are eight,
" Os maxiUis palpisque quatuor aut sex." They are named Eleuterata, Ulonata, Synistata,

Agonata, Unogata, Glossata, Eyngota, Antliata. The Agonata are defined " Os palpis

quatuor, aut sex. Maxilla inferior nulla." This class inckides Scorpio, Cancer, Pagurus,

Scyllarus, Astacus, Gammarus. Among the definitions of these are " 125. CANCEa Palpi

quatuor os obtegentes. Antennx quatuor fi.liformes; posticis articulo ultimo bifido," and

"129. Gammaeds." "Antenna: quatuor simplicissimee, sessiles :, anticas breviores, subulata3,

postic£e setacese." This latter contains the species Gammarus lociisia, Gammarus pulex,

Gammarus linearis, Gammarus salinus, Gammai'us stagnalis, of which the first three

correspond respectively to the numbers 82, 81, 83 of the Systema Naturae, ed. xii., the

remaining two not belonging to the Amphipoda. It should be remembered that the name

Gammarus, which had hitherto been a specific name among Stalk-eyed Crustacea, now

becomes a generic name among the sessile-eyed.

Among the Synistata,
" Os palpis quatuor. Manila inferior connafa cum labia," on page 296,

is given a definition of 07iiscus :
—"

93. Oniscds. Labium quadrifidum : laciniis intermediis

palpigeris. Antennx setacese." Among the Onisci, descriptions referring to Amphipoda

(of Gammarina 1, Hyperina 3, CaprelUna 1) are given as follows :
—

" 2 caudafus. 9. 0. semicylindricus, caudis duabus longitudine corporis, Lin7i. Syst. Nat. II.

1060. 8. Fn. Sv. 2062. Habitat in Oceano Norwegico.
"

spi7iosus. 13. 0. oblongus, corpore spinoso, pellucido.
" Habitat in Oceano Atlantico. 3fus. Dom. Bards.
"
Corpus medium, gelatinoso-membranaceum, peUucidum. Caput magnum, rotundatum, obtusum,

marginibus spinulosis. Oculi maximi, contigui. Antennai duse simplices, sctaceaj. Sog-

menta corporis undecim sensim angustiora, carinata, carina spmulosa. Abdomen subtus

foUolis sex ovatis obtegentibus. Cauda brevis, foliolis quatuor bifidis. Pedum septem

paria, 1. 2. brevia, chelata, approximata, 3. 4. 5. 6. longiora, angidata, angulis spmulosis,

articulo ultimo subulato, simplici, 7. breve, articulo ultimo clavato unguiculato.
"
gibbosus. 14. 0. oblongus, gibbus, autennis plicatis, longissimis.

" Habitat in Oceano Lusitanico. Fig. pict. in Mus. Bankiano.
"
Corpus parvum, glabrum, leeve, flavescens, punctis fuscis irroratum. Caput crassum, obtusum,

ocuHs duobus maximis approximatis, macula magna viridi. Antennaj duse setacese, sub

corjjore inflexte et plicata;, corpore triple longiores. Thorax gibbus, sogmeutis septem, primo
brevissimo. Abdomen segmentis quatuor. Cauda foliolis tribus, acuminatis, fissis.

Pedes 14, intermediis sublongioribus.
"
quadricornis. 15. 0. oblongus, stylis caudaUbus senis, autennis quaternis. Habitat in mari

Atlantico. Mus. Banks.
"
Corpus parvum, gibbum, glabrum. Caput retusum. Oculi maximi, macula magna Iiinata,
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viridL Antennse quatuor setacete, longitudine corporis. Corpus segmentisduodecim, ultimo

planiusculo, ovato, integro. Cauda exserta, stylis sex acutis, integris. Abdomen subtus

foliatum. Pedes 14. subequales.
"

Ceti. 16. 0. ovalis, .seginentis distinclis, pedibus tertii quartique paris linearibus, miiticis.

Linn. Sijst. NaL 11. 1060. 6, Fn. Sv. 2056 : Mm. A. F. 1. 89. Habitat in Ralaenis. Ab
hoc genera differre videtur mihi liaud rite notus."

Among the Antliata the definition of Pe/Jiculus is as follows :
—"184. Pediculus. Os haustello

atque proboscide. Haudclliun retractile, recurvum. Antcnnx sahMla.ix.'" Under this genus,

on p. 810, though, as will be seen, with doubts, he retains the confusion which Linnwus had

introduced between Martens' whale-louse and Brunnich's Pycnogonum, in the following

entry :
—" Bdleenanim. 35. P ? abdomine dilatato, muricato, rostro porrecto, subulato.

"Phalangium balas^arum, Linn. Sijst. Nat. 11. 1028. 6.

" Pediculus ceti. Mart. Spib:., 85, Tab. Q. fig. d.

"Pediculus ceti. Bast. subs. v. 2. tab. [pars] 3. 146. [156] tab. 12. fig. 3.

"Phalangium littorale, Stroem. S</>ndjn., 209. tab. 1. fig. 17.

"Pycnogonum, Briinnich. Ins. tab. 1. fig. 17.
" Habitat in Oceano Norwegico.

"Hujus generis videtur mihi baud rite notus."

Cijdisoma neptuni, Guerin, 1842, which had anticipated Tliaumops pellucida, "WiUemoes-Suhm,
must obviously itself yield priority to Oniscus spinosus, Fabr., above-described.

1776. Pallas, P. S.

Eeise (lurch verschildeue Proviuzen cles Eussisclien Reiclis. Dritter Theil. Vom
Jahr. 1772, uud 1773. St. Petersburg, 1776.

On page 709 he describes Oniscus muricatus—"
Magnitudo fere Squillas vulgaris, sed conformatio

quae Oniseis squilliformibus reliquis. Segmenta corporis septem, caudae tria priora

utrinque ad dorsum aculeo conico mucronata. Pedes 4 priores cheliferi, primi minores.

Cauda stylis sex terminata, quorum duo medii breviores, crassioresque. Color vivi

cinerascente-albidus
; siccati, cocti vel a liquore spirituoso conditi coccineus. In Angara

inferiore circa morticinia et quisquilias aqure injectas colHgitur copiose." He appends a

note that a description of this species is to be found in tlie ninth fasciculus of the Spicil.

Zool., p. 52, but that the figure there is not a good one, in particular the dorsal spines being

omitted. Its seems therefore clear that Oniscus cancellus is here for some reason renamed.

Herbst mentions that in the German translation of the Spicilegia Oniscus cancellus is called

Oniscus rmiricatus.

1776. BoMARE, Jacques Christophe Valjiont de, boru 1731, died 1807 (Hageu).

Dictionnaire raisonne universel d'histoire naturelle, &c., &c. Troisieme Edition,

revue et considerablement augmentde par I'Auteur. Tome Septieme. A Lyon,

M.DCC.LXXVI.

Under " Pou de Baleine, piediculus cdi," p. 314, will be found an account, not of Cijamus, but of a

Cirripede, probably Goronula diadema. It is
" un animal testacee, commun dans les mers

du Nord." "
Quand on presse avec les doigts ce coquillage encore vivant, il repand uno

liqueur noiratre. Sa tete ne se montre guere a decouvert
;

elle est presque toujours

cach^e sous son enveloppe pierreuse."
" Cette coquille est percco dans le milieu d'un trou

rond ; divisee en plusieurs cellules etroitos et profondes." Nevertheless a reference is given

(zOOIi.
CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII, 1887.) XxX 6
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to "Seha (T/i/'s. 1, Tah. 90, n. 5,)" wliich is the figure of a Ci/conus. The -nriter notices

that Seba mentions also "poux marins de Groeuland, qui font la nourriture des haleines."

On p. 361, "Puce de m.GT,psillus marinus, est un petit animal carnassier, qui se trouve en

grand quantito sur les bords de la mer du Cap de Bonne Esperance." Its name is derived

from its power of leaping. It is armed "d'un petit aiguillon," by which it fixes itself on

to fish and drives them to desperation. Rondelet's account of the ape-like shrimp is then

given, with the concluding remark,
" Peututre que les puces de mer sont le meme animal

connu k Amboine et h Banda, sous le nom de Fotock, vmjez ce mot." Under "Fotok,"

Tom. 3, 13. 550, he only says,
"
Voyez Pou de mer." There may be other information of

importance in other parts of this work and in the three other editions of it. I have given

specimens to encourage research. The Danish translation by H. v. Aphelen is dated,

according to Hagen, 1767-1770, and must have been Tnade therefore from the first or

second edition.

1776. MuLLER, Otto Friedrich, born 1730, died 1784 (Hagen).

Zoologise Danicse Prodromus sen Animalium Danise et Norvegise indigenarum

characteres, nomina, et synonynia imprimis popularium. Auctore Othono Friderico

Miiller. HavnijB, cio dcc lxxvi.

Animals are here divided into six classes, the Insecta being the fifth. The Insecta include

seven orders, of which the Aptera are the last. Among the Aptera (p. xxvii.) he gives

"c. Crustacea," with the genera Polyphemus, Cyclops, Squilla (" Pi'des 10 vel 14. Antennx

4 integrse"). Cancer ("Pedes 10. Anteiinm 2 integrce "), Oniscus ("Pedes 14. Antennee

fraotiie
"), Scolopendra and Julus.

Under the genus Cancer, pp. 196-197, he gives:
—

" 2353. C. gacialis, semicylindricus, corporis segmentis octo subajqualibus. f Linn., Mant.

542.
" 2354. C. macrourus teretiusculus, corporis segmentis octo, pedibus duobus chelatis. Linn.

Mant. 542. bini hi Squillis potius annumerandi, ultimus S. lohafae affinis videtur.

"
2355, C. Medusariim antennis brevissimis, corpore latiore. Gr. Urhsursak. Ste. (S. 1. p. 188.

t. 1. f. 12, 13.
" 2356. C. macrourus thorace antrorsum aculeato, pedum paribus 10; cauda foliacea. I. Kampa-

Lampa. Isl., E. 899.*t
" 2357. C. macrourus articularis, manibus adactylis, femoribus posticis orbicularibus, spinis caudae

bifidis. Act. Havn. 9. p. 588. t. 8.

"2358. C. macrourus articularis, dorso carinato serrato, spinis caudoe bifidis. A. Havn. 10. p. 5.

t. 2. f. 1-8. Cancer Ste. S. 1. p. 180. 4. Gr. Arhsegiansoah quinam? Krahhe nom. gen.

Aph. 4, 451."

Under the genus Squilla—
" 2359. Squilla lohata pallida pellucida, lobis intermediis quatuor, pedibus decern unguiculatis.

Gr. Napparseriah vel Illxrah Cane, linearis vel JUifor?ni$ perillustris a Linne.
" 2360. S. ventricosa rubra depressa, pedibus quatuordecim setaceis seoundo pari clavato. A. Helv.

4. t. 4. f. 8, 9, 10*."

Under the genus Oniscds—
" 2362. 0. volniator antennis crassis abdominis longitudine. 0. hicand. Linn, antennas vero

pro Cauda sumsit."

"2366. O. ?:i«Zea; compressus ; pedibus quatuor anticis cheliformibus. 'S. Marflwe.l. Marfo. Gv.

Kinguh Str. S. 188. Aph. 2, 399
; 5, 235. Cancer Linn. In littore maris & in ripis

amuium k lacuum frequeus."
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ApL stands for " Bomares Katur-historie af H. von Aphelen."
On p. 280 Mliller says, with a reference to No. 2358,

"
Arhsegiarsoah augmentativum ex

Arksegiak nom. Caucri gener." On p. vii, abbreviations, &o., are thus explained,
"
Species

asterisco* notata; in scriptis perillustris equitis a Linne frastra quajruntur, signo f

impressEe a civibus, signo + a me, detecta indicantur. Nomina vcrnacula, quibus
nulla litera majuscula anteponitur Danis et Norvegis comniunia sunt, reliqua D. Banos,
N. Norvegos, I. Islandos, L. Lappones, Gr. Groenlandos significant."

Of these species No. 2355 is generally accepted as Hyperia medusarum, Miiller; No. 2356

remains obscure; No. 2357 rejieats Strom's description from the Acta Havn., 1765,
of what is probably Orchestia (jammardlus ; No. 2358 in like manner refers to Strom's species

of 1770, now become Amathilla Iwmari, Fabr. ; No. 2359 is synonymous with Caprella
linearis (Linn.), Bate; No. 2360 is now called Proto ventricosa, Miiller; No. 2362

answers to Corophium volutator, Pall.; No. 2366 includes probably two or three species,

such as Ganimarus lociista and Gammarus ]ndex. No. 2353, Cancer g(l)acialis, is probably
not an Amphipod ; No. 2354 may be a Caprella.

1776. FOIISKAL, PeHR.

Icoues rerum uaturalium, quas in itinere Orientali dopingi curavit Petrus

ForskS,], Prof. Hauu. Post mortem auctoris ad Regis mandatum asri incisas edidit

Carsten Niebuhr. Haunise, mdcclxxvi.

In the Explicatio Tabularum, under Tab. xli., is given the reference, "I>. d. Cancek sedentarius.

Pag. 95, n. 59." Figure
" d "

is a recognisable figure of Phronima sedenfaria free ; figure
" D "

represents it in its semitransparent case. For the description of this species, see note

on Forskal, 1775.

1777. Fabricius, J. C.

Genera Insectorum eorumque characteres naturales secundum numerum, figuram,

situm et proportionem omnium partium oris adjecta Mantissa specierum nuper
detectarum. Cliilonii. (Prolegomena dated Kilise die xxvi Decern. 177G.)

Here the genus Scorpio is transferred to Class V., the Unogata. The other five genera of the

Agonata are retained in the same order as in his earlier work. The account of the genus

Gammarus is as follows :
—" Gammarus. Cancer Linn. GeoflP. Oniscus Pallas. Os mandibulis

palpisque absque maxillis. Palpi sex, inaequales, filiformes
;
anterioribus quatuor porrectis,

OS obtegentibus. anteriores longiores, compressi, bifidi : lacinia interiori quadriarticulata ;

articulo ultimo incurvo, exterior! breviori, vix articulata. medii paullo breviores, bifidi ;

laciniis suba?qualibus ;
interiori triarticulata, exterior! subulata, acuta, posteriores breves,

filiformes, triarticulati mandibulte dorso insert!. Maiidihida brevis, cornea, crassa, fornicata,

obtusa, vix dentata, dorso palpigera. Labium triplex membranaceum. exieriits quadri-

fidum : laciniis suba?qualibus, linearibns. medium bifidum : laciniis rotundatis, divisis,

requalibus. interius bifidum ; laciniis ^qualibus, rotundatis, extrorsum crassioribus, divisis.

Antennx quatuor insequales, peduuculatas, simplicissimse. anteriores breviores, subulatse
;

pedunculo biarticulato. posteriores longiores, setacea3
; pedunculo triarticulato. Meta-

morphosis completa larva puppaque omnibus partibus completis, agilibus. Victus

e rapina minimorum aquatilium plantisque aquaticis," pp. 142, 143. The species grossipes is
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tlius entered ou p. 248 :
—"

yrosdjjes. L Gamuarus manibus adactjlis longitudiiie corporis.

Cancer grossipes, Linn. Syst. Nat., 2, 1055, 80. Astacus muticus pede antico subulato

edentulo longissLmo crassissimo, Gronov. Zooph., 989, tab. 17, fig. 7. Oniscus volutator

Pallas Spic. Zool., fascic. ix. p. 59. tab. 4. fig. 9. Habitat in Europae aqius stagnantibus."

1777. Pennant, Thomas, born 1726, died 1798 (Webster).

British Zoology, vol. iv., Crustacea, MoUusca, Testacea. London, mdcclxxvii.

In liis advertisement be says,
" In my arrangement of the present work, I bavo taken tlie liberty

of making a distinct class of the Crustaceous Animals
;
and separated them from Insects,

among which they are usually placed." Among the lobsters, Astacus, which he defines

with the words "
Cyllndric body. Long antennre. Long tail," he places

" Cancer linearis

Lin. syst. 1056. Lesser garnel or shrimp. Martens, Spitzberg. 115. tab. P. fig. 1," "with

long slender claws, placed very near the head." From the figures, pi. xvi. fig. 31, it is

pretty clear that these " claws "
are the antennie, and that Coi-ojMvin volutator, Pallas, is

intended, the two references being quite inapprojariate. He next gives
" Cancer atomos.

Lin. syst. 1056. Mirum animalculum in corallinis, &c., Easter, 1, 43, tab. iv. fig.

11." He mentions for this "a slender tail between the last pair "of legs, which would

apply to Cercops, but the figure, pi. xii. 32, gives no pleon. He gives
"
C. Pulex. Lin,

syst. 1055, No. 81," "very common in fountains and rivulets," probably Gammarus pulex,
and "C. locusta. Lin, syst. 1055, No. 82," "which leaps about with vast agility," and

which may therefore refer to Orchestia or Talitrus, or both.

1778. De Geer, Carl, born 1720, died 1778 (Biograpbie Universelle).

Memoires pour servii- a I'histoire des Insectes, Par M. le Baron diaries De Geer.

Tome septienie. Ouvrage posthume. A Stockholm, m.dcc.lxxviii.

On pages 525-533 he describes "
Squilla (Pnlex) aquatica, corpore comp)resso, pedihus qtiatuor

anticis, chelatis, cauda setis sex bifurcis terminata," with references to Gronovius, Zooph.

990., Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1055, 81. Geoffr. La crevette des ruisseaux. Pay, Frisch,

Klein, Eoesel, and Easter. From the remarks which he quotes from various authors, we

may suppose that he regarded Orchestia, Talitrus, Gammar^is locxista, and the like as all

agreeing with Gammarus p>ulex, which is apparently the actual subject of his description

and of plate 33. On pages 540-544 he describes "Squilla (Ealseni) coipore ovcdi depresso ;

segmentis distinctis, ]jedibus cheliferis : tertii quartique parts Unearibiis rmitids," with

references to "Oniscus (Ceti) ovalis," &c., Linn. Syst., ed. 12, p. 1060, No. 6, and Martens

Iter Spitsb., Tab. Q, fig. D. This he figures on pi. xlii. figs. 6-10. In the detailed

description, in regard to "les pattes de la troisieme et quatrieme paire," he says, "EUes sont

longues, deliees, filiformes et tres-flexibles, de grosseur partout legale et k I'extremitd

arrondie, oil Ton ne trouve ni ongle, ni crochet, en sorte qu'elles ressemblent plutot k de

longs filets qu' k des j)attes." Nevertheless, in the enlarged figure he gives tliem the appear-

ance of being triarticulate, probably under the impression that if they were feet, they must

be jointed. He also quotes the observation from Martens, that when the animal is sucking
the skin of the whale, these four filiform feet are elevated over the back, so as to touch

from opposite sides, and specimens, he says, in his own collection show them in this

position.
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1779. FaBKICIUS, JoHANN CHRISTIAN.

Reise nach Norwegen, mit Bemerkungen aus der Naturliistorie unci Oekonomie.

Hamburg, 1779.

At page 247 Fabricius says, "Unter den Insekten ist nichts seltenes ;
doch fand ich eine Menge

kleiner Krebse, in Weingeist aufbevvahrt, die in Norwegen unter den Namen Aat bekannt

sind. Dieses Aat scbwimmet in Sommer bey -warmer "Witterung in imendlicber Menge in der

See. Man kan keiner Eimer voll Wassers schopfen, obne Millionen dieser Thiere mit

herauszuzielien. Diesc sind es, welclie den Fischen, insonderheit den Heringcn, zur N.ihruiig

dienen, sie unter das Land locken, da sie ihnen immer folgen, wie der Wind und der

Strohm sie treiben. Dieses Aat oder diese Krebsarten scheinen daher wenigstens mit die

Ursache zu seyn, warum sowol die Menge der Fiscbe, als das Gluck der Fischereyen so

sehr vom Strohme und dem Winde abbangt. Icb beschrieb bier

" Astacus Humari antennis posticis bifidis, corporis segmentis dorso subspinosis, caudae stylis

serratis.

" Cancer dorso carinato, serrato, Stroem. Act. Hafn. x. pag. 5. tab. 2.

" Cancer macrourus artioularis, dorso crenato serrato, spinis caudje bifidis, Miill. Zool. Dan. 197.

2358.
" Hummer Aat Norvagis.
"
Magnitudine differt

;
mox maior, mox minor invenitur. Antennae quatuor pedunculatae,

setacese posticse bifidae lacinia exteriors minora. Caput ouatum absque vllo rostro. Corpus

segmentis 13. vltimis dorso eleuatis, acutis, subspinosis. Pedes vnguiculati septem parium,

interne lamina magna, ouata, obtusa suft'ulti
;
Natatorii trium parium apice fissi. Caudre

styli plures, serrati."

This species Fabricius seems afterwards to have regarded as the type of his genus Gmnrnarns,

and since the references identify it with what has since been known as AmathiUa sabini,

Leach, with which the description fairly corresponds, there seems no reason for wthholding
from the specific name given by Fabricius its right of priority. The species should there-

fore be called Amathilla homari, Fabr.

On page 258, after mentioning the occurrence of Gam/marus locusta in gi'eat numbers at small

dejjths, he describes :
—

:

" Gamriiarus longicornis manibus adactylis, antennis corpore longioribus cauda obtusa.

" Gammarus erassipes Gen. Ins. App.
" Cancer erassipes Linn. Syst. Nat. 2. 1055. 8o.

" Oniscus volutator Pall. Spicileg. Zoolog. fasc. ix. p. 59. tab. 4. fig. 9.

" Astacus muticus, pede antico subulato, edentulo, longissimo, crassissimo Gronov. Zooph. 989.

tab. 17. fig. 7.

" Paruus. Antenna; anticae breves subulatse, posticse porrectoe, crassse, corpore longiores.

Articulus secundus apice interiori vnidentatus. Corpus griseum, immaculatum. Pedes

trium parium adactyli. Cauda obtusa : lamella vtrinque vnica."

Why he rejects the earlier specific names, he does not explain. In the synonymy he seems to

have used the word crasfipes twice by mistake for grossipies, misled perhaps by Gronov. See

Note on Pallas, 1766. What is meant by "Gen. Ins. App." I have not been able to

discover. It may refer to some appendix prepared but not published. In the Species

Insectorum, 1781, the reference is not repeated.

On page 326, he says,
"
ITntef den grossen Meclusis Melt sich ein kleiner Gammarus auf, dor

mir noch gleichfaUs unbekannt war.
" Gammarus viedusarum, manibus quatuor monodactylis, capite obtusissimo.

^' Pulex cancriformis, Stroem Sundm. Tab. 1. figs. 12. 13.
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"Cancer medusanun, antennis brevissiinis, capite latiore. Miill. Zool. Dan. 188. 2355.
"
Corpus paruum, incuruum, antice obtusissimum. Aatennfe quatuor breuissimas, filiformes,

simplices. Abdomen postice attenuatiim. Cauda filiolis quatuor bitidis. Pedes septem

parui, breues. Natatorii utrinque tres."

This description is accepted as applying to Hypevia medusanim, 0. F. Miiller.

At page 383 lie describes the new species :
—

" Gammarus corniger manibus adactylis, rostro incuruo subulato, thoracis lateribus cornu duplici.
" Medius in hoc genere. Antennae quatuor jequales filiformes, simplices, albae. Eostrum breue,

subulatum, acutum inter antennas incuruum. Oculi magni, sessiles, cinnabarinL Corpus

segmentis vndecim breuibus albidis niargine sanguineis, posticis quinque dorso carinatis,

spinosis. Sub thoracis lateribus vtrinque cornua duo basi connata, valida, subulata, acuta :

anteriori arcuato. Cauda stylis pluribus bitidis."

This lias since been recognised by Boeck as identical with Epirneria tricristata, Costa, and is

accordingly named Epimeria cornigera, Fabr.

1780. Fabricius, Otto, bom 1744, died 1822 (Hagen).

Fauua Groenlandiea, systematice sistens Animalia Groenlandise occidentalis hac-

tenus indagata, quoad nomen specificum, triviale, vernaculumque ; synonyma
auctorum plurium, descriptionem, locum, victum, generationem, mores, usum,

capturamque singuli, provt detegcndi occasio fuit, maximaque parte secundum

proprias observationes Otliouis Fabricii. Hafuise et Lipsiae, mdcclxxx.

On pp. 212, 213, No. 179, he describes a Podura maritima from the sea shore, with a reference

to Strom, Act. Hafn. ix. p. 582, Tab. v.
(?),

which does not appear to be a Crustacean, and

must therefore be distinguished from Poda's Podura maritima.

SquiUa lohatu, p. 248, for which he refers both to Squilla lohata, MiiUer, and to Cancer filiformis,

Linn., Pall., may be either Caprella septentrionalis, as supposed by Kr0yer in 1838,

and afterwards by Boeck, probably on Kr0yer's authority, or Caprella linearis, as Mayer
seems to prefer, while half inclined to make septentrionalis itself a synonym of linearis.

The Oniscus ceti, No. 230, as Liitken points out, is not entirely free from the early confusion

about Cyamus. The definition is taken with slight change from Linnaeus, and the descrip-

tion by PaUas is referred to as making further details needless, although both Linnaeus and

PaUas had to do with Cyamus inysticeti, while Fabricius was evidently concerned with what

Liitken has named Cyamns hoopis, as shown by the statement " mea exemplaria accepi

in balaena boope." Liitken remarks also that Fabricius is wrong in the detail supplied

by the words " femora postica biaculeata."

Oniscus pulcx, No. 231, is no doubt, as Kr0yer and Boeck say, Gammarus locusta. Fabricius

himself in the synonymy gives
" Cancer Locusta, Syst. nat. 1, 1055, Faun. Suec. 2041.

indice PaUade 1. c. hue pertinet ; et certum est, descriptionem cancri coerulei It. Gothl.

260. ibi citatam Onisco pulici omnino convenire, licet ab autore ipso pro distincto

habitus."

Oniscus medusartim, No. 232, is by Bovallius (1886), called "
Hyperia Kroeyeri."

Oniscus cicada, No. 233, with " color totus pulchre rubicundus, oculis sanguineis," is considered by

Kr0yer, in 1838, to be probably the same as his own Ampliiflioe. inermis. MLLne-Edwards,

in 1840, Hist, des Crust., iii. p. 25, thinks that it is very likely the same as the Amphi-
toe serraoi Kroyer, which he would place in the genus AcaiitJio7iotus, Owen and Boss. But

on p. 34 of the same volume he questions whether it may not be the same as Amphitoe

inermis, Kr0yer. Krdyer himself, Tidssk., iv. 161, note, in 1842, repudiates MiLne-Edwards,
first suggestion, and says,

" Oniscus cicada is probably a species of the genus Anonyx." In
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Tidsskr., ser. 2, vol. i. p. 611, in describing the new species Anonux rjulomm, he remarks in

a note,
" It is, however, possible that this species is not new. Fabricius' Oniscus cicada

seems in many, if not ia all, respects to come very near to it, and is obviously in any case

an Anonyx. By means of the Greenland name this doubt seems capable of solution, at least

if the name applies to but one species." With such testimony from Kr0yer himself, it

seems only just to reduce his Anonijx gidosus to a synonym of Anonyx cicada, 0. Fabricius.

It shares with the so-called Gainmarus arciicus, Scoresby, the reputation of exercising

extreme voracity upon dead seals.

Oniscus ahyssinus, No. 236, Krciyer in 1838 identifies, though very hesitatingly, with his own

Amphithoe crenidata. Subsequently Kroyer united Amphithoi' crenulata and Amphithoe
inermis as the two sexes of one species, which Boeck places in his genus Pontogeneia, as

Ponfofjeneia inermis.

Oniscus serratu-Sj'No. 237, Kr0yer, in 1838, Tena,ms6. AmpJiithoe seira, and afterwards Acantkonotus

serra. Boeck calls it AcantJionntozoma serratum, the generic names Acantlionoius, Owen,
and Verhimrms, White, to which this species had been successively assigned, being both

preoccupied.

Oniscus arenarius. No. 234, is defined as " Oniscus cancriformis, antice depressiusculus,

postice carinato-subserratus, pedibus 4 anticis cheliformibus laevibiis, antennis subsequali-

bus," followed by Strom's definition in the synonymy,
" Cancer mcicrourus articularis,

manihus adacfylis, dorso carinato serrafo, spinis cmidx hifidis. Act. Hafn. x. 5. Tab. ii. f.

1-8 et Miill. prodr. 23.581" The references imply that Amathilla homari, Fabr., 1779,

is intended, a species as to which Kr0yer, Gronl. Amph., expresses his surprise that one

so large should not have been noticed by Otto Fabricius. The name Oniscus arenarius is

preoccupied by Slabber.

Oniscus Stroemianus, No. 235, is defined as " Oniscus cancriformis compressus, pedibus 4 anticis

cheliformibus subdentatis, antennis summis brevissimis," followed by Strom's definition.

Act. Hafn. ix. 588, Strum being spoken of as the discoverer. Strom's species is

identified by Boeck with Orchestia {littorea) gammareUus.

1780. De Queeonic.

Description d'un Insecte siugulier trouve dans la rade de Lomariaker. Mem.

de Math, et de phys. pres. a I'Academie Eoyale des Sciences, Paris ; Tom. IX.

Paris. M.DCC.LXXX., p. viii. and pp. 329-330. (Presente le 4 Juillet 1767.)

The "insect" from Morbihan which he figures, and describes as Puce de nier arpenteuse, giving

the latter epithet from its mode of walking, is clearly the skull-headed skeleton shrimp,

Caprella acanthifera, Leach. Boeck says that de Qu^ronic "figures a Caprella which

seems to be the female of Cax>Tella linearis and a variety of it, which has been made a

separate species, Caprella acurninifera." This latter Mayer identifies with Caprdla

acanthifera., but inclines to regard de Querouic's species as the two sexes of Caprella tuher-

culata, Bate and Westwood. It is, however, only the Caprella acanthifera which has the

peculiar skull-like head figured by de Qui'ronic. There is nothing in his paper, either in the

description or the figures, which are here reproduced, that refers to more than a single form.

He draws it, indeed, in two postures, but without any intimation that the figures are taken

from more than one specimen. His actual words are,
" Notre insecte est convert d'une

ecorce semblable a celle des Puces de mer, de meme consistance, et aussi d'un rouge lave,

sur-tout apres la mort de I'animal. C'est ce qui mo porteroit a lui donner le nom de Puce

de mer, auquel j'ajouterois celui d'arjmifeuse pour caracteriser sa raarche. La figure A,

represente I'animal de grandeur naturelle, et a-peu-pres dans I'attitude ou on I'a vu marcher.
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B, est le mSme insecte vu a la loupe, et dessiue avec toute I'exactitude possible. L'ceil

qu'on lui voit a chaque cote de la tete, est pendant sa vie, ainsi que lorsqu'il est mort, du

rouge le plus vif, seme de petits points jaunes. Sa gueule est ouverte comme ceUe des

poissons, et non comme celle des crabes, dcrevisses, etc. On I'a vu remuer les maolioires qui

ont plusieurs plis tels qu'Us sont representes ;
mais il n'a pas dte possible d'appercevoir si

I'interieur est garni de dents, comme Finsecte de Ceylan. CO, sacs membraneux, velus, et

Fig. 14.

blancs, dont il y a deux de cliaque cute, en dessous I'un du second, I'autre du troisiime

anneau. Ces sacs servent probablement a I'insecte, a se soutenir dans I'eau et a nager. D,
bras garnis cbacun d'un gros crocbet, parfaitement semblable a celui qui termine tous les

pieds de I'insecte de Ceylan. La comparaison de notie Jigure avec celle de M. le Commandeur

GodeJieu, iiage 276 du troisieme volume des Savans Etranrjers, fera voir en quoi ces animaux

se ressemblent, et en quoi ils diflerent I'un de I'autre."

1780. Lepechin, Ian. Lepekhin, Ivan Ivanovich (or Lepechin, Ivan), born "
vers le milieu

du 18° siecle," died 1802 (Biographic Universelle), born 1737, died 1802

(Hagen).

Tres oniscorum species descriptse. Ab I. Lepecliin. Acta Academise Scientiarum

Tmperialis Petropolitanse. pro Anno mdcclxxviii. Pars prior. Petropoli. mdcclxxx.

Of these three species, the second, Oniscus scorpioirles, Tab. viii. fig. 2, is not an Ampbipod ; the

first and third are described as follows :
—"Oniscvs acvleatvs. Tab. viii. Fig. 1. Guiscus
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tliorace nudo, dorso tribus ordinibus cuspiJum notato. Descrii^tio. longitudo totius

animalculi, exoeptis antennis, XI linearum. Caput hemisphericum, ociili magni, protiber-

antes, coerulei. Os inferius situm in fouea rotundata pone insertionem antennarum, pro-

tuberans denticulis quatuor, quorum duo superiores, maxillam effioientes, validiorcs sunt,

instructum. Antennas IV. per paria dispositre : par inferius niagis validum quadriarticu-

latum : articulus capiti proximus breuissimus, secundus longior crassior quo complanatus,

tertius breuior secundo et debilior, quartus longissinius setaceus. Thorax semiouatus gibbus,

segmentis VI. quorum vnumquodque in medio tuberculo, vix nudo oculo conspicuo,

notatur
;
at in vltimo segmento inferior margo euidentibus cuspidibus armatur ; reliquum

corpus tribus constat scutis, quorum latera sunt plana in formam semilunae efficta, in

abdomine appendicibus trium parium pediformibus, articulatis, extremo setaceis, instructa ;

in dorso autem tribus ordinibus cuspidum armata, quorum debiliores medium dorsum,

fortiores vero vncinnatte, latera, occupant. Pedes VII. parium, quorum duo antcriora

clieliformia, vnco acuto terminata, breuiora, reliqua longitudine crescunt, ita vt vltimum sit

longissimum, quadriarticulatum, femora latiora fere triangularia."
" Oniscvs cvspidatvs. Tab. viii. Fig. 3. Oniscus thorace articulate, tuberculoso, segmentis

dorsalibus VI, cuspidatis. Descriptio. Caput j)rominulum a tliorace distinctum insequale,

oculis distinctis protuberant! bus. Antennas IV, quarum bases constant articvdis cylindricis

breuioribus, apex vero exit in setam longam attenuatam. Os inferne situm, instructum

maxillis bamatis euidentibus. Thorax articulatus oblongus, segmentis IV, quorum vnum-

quodque tuberculis III, sat eleuatis, medio oblongiore, notatur
; vltimum vero segmentum,

praeter tubercula, cuspidibus IV dorsum respicientibus instructum. Dorsum et abdomen

constant itidem segmentis IV, quae sulcis profundis atque euidentioribus distinguuntur.

Margo inferior anteriorum segmentorum armatur cuspidibus VI, ratione magnitudinis

corporis, validis, vltimum vero segmentum, uon nisi vnicam cuspidem in medio gerit.

Cauda in formam penicilli efTormatur ex laminibus attenuatis moUioribus. Pedes VII

parium, quatuor articulis constantes. Horum anteriores teneriores, hispidi; vltimi vero

validiores, femoribus crassioribus, complanatis. spina notatis ; abdomen tegunt tria paria

appcndicum pediformium, basi solidiore sulcata, apice bifido filiformi. Longitudo totius,

exceptis antennis, X linearum ; color lateritius
; locus, mare album."

The first of these Arctic species was again described as a new species by Sabine in 1821, under

the name TuJitrus Edvardgii, which Owen in 1834 changed to Ampldtlioii Edvanlsii

MUne-Edwards, probably by an oversight, omitted it from his Hist, des Crustac(5s.

Kr0yer in 1846 fully described it, but without reference to Lepechin, under the name

Amphitlwe Edwardsii, while Sx^ence Bate in 1862, without

reference to Kr0yer, transferred it to Costa's genus AmjihitJwnoius J^O^. 3 .

as Ampliithonotus Edwardsii. Goiis in 1865 gave it the name

AmpMthonotus aculeatus. Boeck in 1870 renamed it Tritropis

aculeata, under the impression that Costa's Ampliithonotus, 1851,

was preoccupied, for he says in his larger work, p. 510, "Jeg
har i 1870 indskrsenket denne Slasgts Omfang til do Arter, der Fig. 15.

staa njer A. cataphradus, Stimps., og ombyttet Slaegtsnavnet, da

det allerede forhen, i 1843, er af Fitz benyttet til et EeiitiL" Curiously enough, it is

Tritropis, not Amphithojiotus, which, not Fitz but Fitzinger uses for a genus of reptiles.

In 1883 S. I. Smith changed Boeck's Tritropis, because it was thus preoccupied, into

Rhachotropis. In 1874, that is, before the second volume of Boeck's last work was

published, Buchholz restored the name Amphitlionotus aculeatus, uniting with this species

Boeck's Tritropis Helleri, but retaining the name Tritropis fragilis which Boeck had given

to Parampliitlioii fraiiilis, Goes. Ampliithonotus, though not preoccupied, lapsed at its first

institution as a synonym of Dexamine.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 7
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Ouiscus cusjndaius, the remaining species, was supposed by Boeck in 1870 to be identical

with Owen's AcanthosomCi hijstrix, 1835, which was renamed Amphitlwe hystrix by Kr0yer
in 1838, and ParampliWw'e liijstrix by Bruzelius in 1859. The latter name was accepted
in the Brit. Mus. Catal.,the authors before Boeck not taking notice of Lepechin's Oniscus.

Owen's name Acanthosoma being preoccupied, among Hemiptera in 1824 and elsewhere,

was changed by Boeck into AcantJiozone, who therefore calls Lepechin's sjiecies Acanthozone

cuspidata. Under this name the sjjecies stiU stands, but upon the synonymy above-men-

tioned from Owen, Kr0yer, and Bruzelius, which was accepted by Buohholz in 1874, E. J.

Miers has since thrown doubt. See his Spitzbergen Crustacea, 1877, in which he points
out that Oniscus cuspidatus, Lepechin, Acanthosoma hystrix, Owen, and Acanthozone hystrix,

Buchholz, though all belonging to the genus Acanthozone, are probably distinct species.

1781. Fabricius, J. C.

Sj^ecies lusectorum exliibentes eorum differentias sj)ecificas, synonyma Auctorum,

loca natalia, metamorpliosin adjectis observationibus, descriptiouibus. Tom. I.

Hamburgi et Kilonii, mdcclxxxi.

The Agonata are here still the fourth class, with the genera, Cancer, Parjurus, Scyllarns,

Astacus, Squilla, Gammarus.

On page 511, Astacus includes the following entry :
—

" Homari. 7. A. antennis posticis bifidis, corporis segmentis dorso subspinosis, cauda fasciculata,

stylis serratis. Iter Norwag. d. 18. IvU.*
" Cancer dorso carinato serrato. Stroem. Act. Hafn. X. pag. 5. tab. 2.

" Cancer macrourus articularis, dorso carinato serrato, spinis caudse bifidis. AlUn. Zool. Dan. 197.

2358.
" Habitat in Ooeano Norwagico." For the probability that this species is in fact an Amphipod,

the type-species of Bate and Westwood's genus Amathilla, see notes on Fabricius, 1779

and 1798.

On pages 515-518, Gammarus includes twelve species answering respectively to :
—1. Cancer

ampulla, Phipps ;
2. Cancer nugax, Phipps ;

3. Oniscus cancelhis, Pallas
;

4. Cancer

grossip)es, Linn., and Oniscus volufator, Pallas, but with the specific name longicornis ; 5.

Gammarus locusta, Syst, Ent. 418. 1., with references to Linnaius, Pallas, Sulzer, Frisch,

Eoesel, Klein, and the remarks,
" Habitat sub Europa? maritimis frequentissimus, dorso

innatans, etiam in fontibus et fossis. Conf. Oniscus gammarellus, Pall. Spicil. Zool. fasc.

9. 57. tab. 4. fig. 8. ;" 6. Gammarus pidex, Syst. Ent. 418. 2. with references to Degeer,

Eay, Baster, Gronov, and the remark, "Habitat ad Oceani littora frequentissimus, salicns,

piscibus infestus, in branchiis vlcera caussaus ;" 7. Gammarus corniger. Iter Xorwag. ;
8.

Gammarus linearis, Syst. Ent. 419. 3., with references to Cancer linearis, Linn., Onisczis

scolopendroides, Pallas, to "Mart. Spizb. tab. P. fig. /. Bast. subs. 1. 32. tab. 4. fig. 2.," and

the observation " Cancer atomos, Linn. Syst. N'af. 2. 1056. 84. vis. differt.;" 9. Gammarus
satinus ; 10. Gammarus stagnalis ; 11. Gammarus esca; the last-mentioned three not

being Amphipoda ; 12. Gammarus "
Medusarum," Iter Norwag., with references to Pulex,

camriformis, Stroem, and Cancer Medusarum, Mtill. Zool. Dan. Prodr. 2355. Of Gam-
marus salinus he notes two varieties and adds "An jiotius Monoculus? "

Among the Synistata, Class III., Oniscus includes, on pages 377, 378, the same Amphipods as

in the Syst. Ent. of 1775. These are, 10. Oniscus bicaudatus ; 14. Oniscus spinosus,

which is Gu6rin's Cystisoma; 15. Oniscus gibbosus, transferred in 1787 to Gammarus,
but properly, like the next species, belonging to the Hyperina ;

16. Oniscus quadricornis,

subsequently recognised as a synonym of Gammarus medusarum ; 17. Oniscus ceti. While
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curtailing some of the descriptions previously given, Fabricius enlarges that of Onisais ccii

with the following synonymy :
—

"
Squilla Balseax corpore ouali depresso, segmentis distinctis, pcdibus cheliferis, tertii quartiquo

paris linearibus muticis. Degeer Ins. 7. 541. 6 tab. 42. fig. 6. 7.

" Pcdieidus Ceti. Martens Spit:di. tab. 8. fig. D.
" Seb. Mus. 1. tab. 90. fig. 5.

"
Pall. Spicil. Zool. la.sc. IX. 76. tab. 4.

fig.
14.

"
Egede Groenl. tab. 37.

" Habitat in Oceano boreali baleenis molestus.
" Ab hoc genero differre viJetur vlterius examinandus."

Thus Martens' whale-louse is rightly placed, and not, as in the earlier work, erroneously referred

to Pediculus (?) Balxnarum.

1781. Odman, Samuel, bom 1750, died 1829 (G. 0. Sars).

Grundmarglau, Cancer pulex. Kongl. Vetenskaps Academiens Nya Han-

dliugar For Manaderne Aprilis, Majus, Junius, Ar 1781, pp. 1G3-168.

For the Cancer Pulex here described he gives references to " Faun. Sv. N:o 2041. S. N. X:o 81.

H:r Stroms S6nd.-M6r -1, p. 188. Marfliie. Hammers Faun. Norv. N:o 735." The

description is as follows :
—" Cancer macrourus, manibus adactylis, thorace nullo. Antennae

IV, setaoeee, articulis 3 primis longioribus. Oculi nigri lunulati. Segmenta corporis XIII,

capite excepto. 5 primis squama laterali munitis; 8, 9, 10, puncto sangvineo notatis

(in vivo). Pedes primarii, 4 parium, quorum 2 par. antica chelifera, cum pollicis immobilis

rudimeuto, inter squamas laterales latent. Pedes niedii 3 par. longiores, ad segmentum
6 incipiunt. Pedes postici 2 par. minimi, bidigitati, sub ipsa cauda, rectrices. Styli 3 par.

setacei, mutici sub abdomine (hi sunt pedes spurii Linn^ei Locustee, S. N. N:o 82). Cauda

bifida, chela duplici pollioe sursum posito. Corpus vivi fuscum, mortui rufescit, pellu-

cidum. IMagnitudo maris § poll. Foem. dimidio minor. Wermdoensibus Grundiiianjla."

Odman was doubtful whether the Crustacean mentioned in Linne's Olands-resa, p. 42, and

Gothlands-rosa, p. 260, should be called Pidex or Locusta. It is clear from the account he

gives of his own species that it is marine, and therefore not G'ammarus pulex, but in all pro-

bability Gammarus locusta. See his further account 1799.

1781. ScHRANK, Franz von Paula, bom 1747, died 1835 (Hagen).

Enumeratio insectoram Austrise indigeuorum. Avgvstse Vindelicorum,

MDCCLXXXI.

On page 535, under "
Cancer, 5tvcb'3,"

lie gives "1114. Astacus, giuSofvetS followed by

"1115. PoLEx, ecitling.
" Cancer macrourus articularis compressus, manibus quatuor adactyhs, pedibus decern.

"Cancer Pulex. Scop. cam. n. 1137.
"
ih-cbgfovmigev aBaSScrwurm. FriscU. Ins. Deut. part. 7. p. 26. g 18.

" Habitat in aquis, rivis, fontibus
; albissimus, dum natat

; cinereus, dum in iiere exsiccatur ;
si

vel modicus acccdat calor, rubescit.

" Nomen germanicum Austriacis usitatum."

From the habitat " in rivis," it may be inferred that Schrank was acquainted with Gammariis

pulex. From the habitat " in fontibus," coupled with the remark "
albissimus, dum natat,"

it seems fair to suppose that he had also seen one of the well-shrimps, such as Niphargus

acjuilex.
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1782. Berkley, Lefrancq de. Le Francq van Berkhey (Cams. Bibl. Zool.). John

Le Franc van Berkley, born 1729, died 1812 (Maunders).

Johaun Franz van Berkliey's Naturgeschiclite von Holland, aus dem HoUiind-

ischen iibersetzt," has the first volume dated Leipzig, 1779, the second, Leipzig,

1782. This German translation of the work is the only one I have been able to

obtain, and in the second volume the translator gives notice that he has taken the

liberty of considerably curtailing the original. Li point of fact, all the zoology

seems to be omitted. From local notices in the work it may be inferred that the

author's name was certainly van Berkhey.

" He published in Dutch a history of Holland, geographical, physical, natural, and civil, of which

a French translation appeared in 1782. He was the first to change the Linnean classification

of the Crustacea, forming them into a separate class, which he placed immediately before that

of the Insoota. But besides that he only characterised his divisions in a complicated, vague,
and often unmeaning way, he departs from the natural order, by placing the Testacea below

tlie insects, so that the Crustacea eome next to the bony fishes." Latreille, Consid. gen.,

pp. 18, 19, ISlOi Compare note on Brisson, 1756, in regard to the question of priority,

since in regard to arrangement the classifications by Brisson and Berkhey seem to have been

practically the same.

1786. MoHR, Nicolas.

Fors0g til en Islandsk Naturhistorie, med adskillige oekonomiske samt andre

Anmferkninger. Kiobenhavn, 178G.

Among the Apterous Insects he gives, on page 107,
"
243, Cancer pulex (Faun. Svec. 2041).

Marflo," which, he says, is not only in very great numbers on the strand, but also out in

deeper water, where it does great damage, as well to the nets as to what is caught in them.

He thinks that it would be difficult to get a sufficient supply of horse-hair for making the

under part of the nets, which was the preventive believed in against these depredators.

For "244, Cancer medusarum," he refers to "Str0m's S0ndm. Beskr. 188, Tab. 1, fig. 12, 13,"

and considers that the description and figures given by Str0m are very accurate, he himself

having had the opportunity of comparing them with specimens taken from Medusa aurita.

246 is given as " Cancer macrourus articularis manibus adactylis femoribus posticis orbicularibus

spinis caudae bifidis (Act. Soc. Sc. Hafn. 9, D. 588, Tab. viii.), Ogn, Aat." It is like a

little Marflue, but nearly white, with red eyes, and is much fatter, though smaller than the

Jlarflue. Another species, like it, but much larger, is called by the inhabitants, Gr0nlands-

Ogn, the presence of which indicated the speedy arrival of fish and whales. 247 is "Cancer

filiformis (Syst. Nat. 1056), SqviUa lohata (Miill. Prodr. Zool. Dan. 2359)."

The Latin description of 246 relates to Str0m's Orchestia, 1765, whereas Mohr's own account of

it probably refers to some species of Anomjx, at any rate not to an Orchestia. 247 is

identified by Boeck with Caprella sejjienhionalis, Kr0yeT, but for this identification there

seems to be no adequate ground. Mohr's own references have to do with Caprella linearis.

Linn.
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1787. FABfilCirS, J. C,

Mantissa Insectorum sistens eorum species nnper detectas adjectis cliaractcribus

genericis, differentiis specificis, emendatiouibus, observationibus. Tom. I. Hafnige

MDCCLXXXVII.

The Agouata here comprise seven genera, Cancer, Pagums, Hqyjpa, Scyllarus, Astacus, Squilla,

Gammarus. Gammarus contains the same list of species as in the Species Insectorum of

1781, with the addition of Gammarus gihhosus. The reference to its synonym Oniscus

gihhosus in the earlier work is misprinted 577 for 377. Cancer linearis, Pennant, is

given as a synonym of Gammarus longicornis. Oniscus Ucaudatus is retained among the

Synistata, where also Ctjamus is stiU represented by Oniscus ceti.

1788. MtJLLER, Otho Fridericus (Otto Friedrich), born 1730, died 1784 (Hagen).

Zoologica Danica sen Auimalium Dauiae et Norvegi^ rariorum ac minus

notorum Descriptiones et Historia. Volumen secimchim explicationi iconum

fasciculi secundi ejusdem operis inserviens. Ad formam tabularum denuo edidit

frater auctoris. Havniee, mdcclxxxviii.

On pp. 20-21 is described Squilla ventricosa, "Sqviilla rubra depressa, pedibns quatuordecim
setaceis secundo pari clavato. Zool. D. jjr. 2360." On pi. Ivi. this is ligured together with

Squilla quculrilobata. For the latter, on pp. 21-22, references are given to "Zool. D.pr. 2359.'*

"Faun, groenl. 225." "Act. helv. .5. p. 368." "Cancer atomos, Linn. Sijst. p. 1526."
"
Brit. ZouJ. 4, p. 17 f. 32." " Easter subsecis, i. t. 4 f. 2."

" Oniscus Scolojjendroides, Pall,

spicil. 9. p. 78." The description is followed by these remarks :
"
Descriptio Cancri ZzwearfV

et filiformis Linneani, synonymonque a Marteris petitum nostra Squillse aeqiie conveniunt,
at citata Easteri figura Cancrum cdomum esse jubet ;

in aquis dulcihus Jiuctuantihis

habitare hallucinatione dictum est
;
cur in fiuctuantihus uon percipio. Cauda in figura

Basteri certe errore delineata Linneum, ut has species cauda prorsus carentes rnacrouras

seu longicaudas diceret, seduxit. Exactissimam clariss. viri Pallas, Gronovius et Otho
Fabricius descriptionem dedere ; ille a Cancro jure semoveus Onisco junxit, hie mecum

Squdlx vindicavit. Geonovids his insectis oUm Squilla:, Linne dein Cancri, Pallas Onisci

nomen constituerant : minus bene igitur in s?/s<e7?iafe entomologist novum Gccmmari nomen
et quidem insecti maximi valde minutis effiotum est. Vesiculas Gronovius pedes, pedum
vicarias claris. Pallas quidem nominant, at nee pedes sunt, nee horura vices gerunt.

Animal Zeylonicum G. de Riville in Mem. de Mathem. et Physique vol. 3 et Berl. Saraml.

vol. 9. p. 42, t. 1, f. 6 nostram vesiculis orbatam sistit." Miiller's indignation at seeing the

name Gammarus, which belonged specifically to that "
very large insect," the common

lobster, applied to a genus of "
very minute "

shrimps, does not appear wholly unreasonable.

But if Fabricius committed an error of judgment in this respect, it is too late now to

correct it.

1788. Linnaeus. Gmelix, Johann Friedrich, bom 1748, died 1804 (Hagen).

Systema Naturae, editio decima tertia, aucta, reformata, cura Jo. Frid. Gmelin.

Lipsiae, 1788.

In this edition the Insecta Aptera are to be found at the end of "Tom, I. Pars. V." On page

2963, to the deiinition of Cancer is added, Palxn sex insequales, Mandibula cornea, crassa,
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Labium triplex. Under this extensive genus
"
Cancer," in the groups of species correspond-

ing to the " Astaci Fabricii," is given,
" homari. 155.," with references to Fabricius, Miiller,

and Stroem, and the observation " Habitat in Oceano norwegico, minutus" (p. 2987). The

epithet minutus would be inapplicable to AmatliiUa sahini as an Amphipod, but would very

well apply to it when grouped among the Astaci. It gives, therefore, an additional reason

for supposing that Astarus homari was originally misplaced. See the note on Fabricius,

1779 and 1798. Under the same genus "Cancer," the group of species headed
"

a7itenni$ jiedunculatis »i7nplicissimis, Garamari Fabricii.," (p. 2991), includes, with the

addition of atomos and filiformis, the same list as that given, for Gammarus by Fabricius in

his Mantissa, 1787. The Linnean name grossipes is reinstated for the species Gam-

marus lonr/icomis. For "Cancer Pulex," besides the references in Fabricius, Spec. Ins.,

the following are given
"

(7eo^V. ins. par. '2. p. G67. t. 2\. f. 7. CEchn. nov. act. Stoclih.

1782. II. 9. Hablizl ap. Pall. n. nord. Beijtr. 4. p. 396. Habitat freqtientissimus ad

Oceani littora, etiam in fontibus, fossis, lacubus adeo Sibirix salsis, dorso innatans, saliens,

inpriseium brancMis ulcera excitando jjiscibtis, et invisus retia desii'uendo piscatoribus inj^esttis,

a recurvirostra comestus, nodu lucens." After Cancer linearis. 83., is given
"
Atomos, 84.

C. linearis, manibus adactylis, pedibus undecim. Brit. zool. 4. t. 12. /. 32. Habitat in

Europae aquis Jluctuantibus dulcibus, nudo oculo vix visibilis, an vere a lineari distinctus?"

and "
filiformis. 85. C. linearis, pedibus decern, mediis majoribus. Amren. acad. 6. p. 415.

n. 99. Habitat ill Malacca,, jK'llicis hmgitudine, debilis." For Cancer mediisarum reieTence

is made to " Fabr. sp. ins. 1. p. 378. n. 16. Oniscus (quadricornis) oblongus, stylis caud-

alibus senis,' antennis quaternis.," as well as to " Fabr. sp. ins. 1 p. 518. n. 12. mant. ins. 1.

p. 335. n. 13. Miill. zool. dan. prodr. 2355." and " ^Yroem sundm. 118. t. 1./. 12. 13.

Pulex cancriformis."

The genus 07iiscus contains tlie Amphipod, Oniscus ceti, 6. with references to Linnseus, Fabricius,

Degeer, Martens, Seba, Pallas, Egede, and the remark,
" Habitat in Oceano boreali, balxnis

molestus, an hufus generis?" p. 3011. It contains also Lepechin's two Amphipod species,

Oniscus aculcafus, 26. p. 3013, and Oniscus cuspidatus, 28. p. 3014, and concludes with the

following notices, of which the first, not being an Amphipod, is only here inserted for the

sake of comparison with Turton's Linnteus :
—

" fuscus. 32. 0. fuscus, crusta carinata, macula thoracis alba. Milll. zool. dan. pjrodr. 2376.

Habitat in Dania.

" Medusarum. 33. 0. compressiusculus, fronte obtusa, antennis brevissimis nutantibus, manibus

quatuor comprasso-incisis. Fabr. fn. rjroenl. p. 257. n. 232. Midi. prodr. zool. dan. 2355.
" Stroem su7idm. I. 2>. 188. /. 1./. 12. 13. Cancer medusarum.
" Habitat sub meduUae capillatse folimentis, 1 lineas longa.
" Cicada. 34. 0. compressus subUnearis, manibus quatuor spuriis, antennis summis brevioribus,

caudfe dorso lajvi. 0. Fabr. fn. ijroonl., p. 258. n. 233. Habitat in mari Groenlandiam

aUuente, piotissimum ad ostia rivorum, 5 lineas longus.
"
arenarius. 35. 0. anterius depressiusculus, posterius carinato-subserratus, pedibus quatuor

auterioribus cheliformibus Ifevibus, antennis subaequalibus. O. Fabr. fn. fjroenl. p. 259. n.

234. Miill. zool. dan. prodr. 2358. Stroem act. Hafn. 10. t. 2./. 1-8.

" Habitat in Groenlandiae littoribus arenosis, supira ulvam umbilicalem, cum 2 prxcedentibu^ et 3

insequentibus cancris, prxsertim pulici affinis.

" Stroemianus. 36. 0. compressus, pedibus quatuor anterioribus cheliformibus subdentatis,

antennis summis brevissimis. 0. Fabr. fn. ijroenl.p. 261. ?«. 235. Milll. zool. dan. pyrodr.

2357. Stroem act. Hafn. Q.p. 588. t. 8. Habitat ad Groenlandiae littora, violaceus.

"
abyssinus. 36. 0. subcylindricus, pedibus quatuor anterioribus cheliformibus unidentatis,

antennis subojqualibus setiferis margine baseos interiore serratis. 0. Fabr. fn. ijroenl. p. 261,

n. 236.
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" Habitat in fundo maris Groenlandiam alluentis, supi'a ulvas inaximan, minimus, vix 4 lineas

longus.
"
serratus. 38. O ventricosus supra cariuato serratus, rostro corniformi deflexo, manibus duabus

spiiriis ;
antennis sunamis longiorilius. U. Fain: fn. groenl. p. 262. n. 237.

" Habitat in profundis maris Groenlandiam alluentis, ex albo croceocfiie fasciatus, egregie in aqua
saltans, sxpius pronus natans, pedes, antennas, caudamque sub abdomine condens."

In the foregoing list Oniscus ceti, as Liitken points out, is no longer confused with Pycnogonuvi.
On tbe other hand Cancer-

" medusarum " and Onisais " Medusarum "
are curiously entangled.

Although they are retained in different genera, the same references to Midler and Strom are-

given for both, except tliat in regard to Strom, by an obvious slip, "p. 118" appears in one

reference and "p. 188" in the other. At the same time, to the second of these references

the words " Cancer medusarum" are added, pjrobably to warn the reader that if the last six

species of Oniscus, prssertim pulioi aflines, should be transferred to the Gammarus-giovcp,
Oniscus Medusarum would then become one with Cancer medusarum. Bovallius now

distinguishes them by calling the Oniscus in question
"
Hyperia Kroeynri," while the

Cancer is named Hijperia medusarum, 0. F. Mliller,

1789. RcEMER, JoHANN Jacob, born 1761, died 1819 (Hagen).

Genera Insectorum Linnfei et Fabricii iconibus illustrata a Johanne Jacobo

Roemer. Vitoduri Helvetorum, mdcclxxxix.

In the Systema Linnasi here given the Aptera are on pages 32-36, not including any Amp)hipoda.

In the Systema Fabricii, the Agonata, pages 61-63, include "i37, Gammarus, antennx

quatuor simplicissimse pedunculate : anticx breves subulatse : posticx setacese. Longicornis,

Fabr. Sp. Ins. I. p. 516, n. 4. Manibus adactylis, antennis corpore longioribus, cauda

obtusa. Tab. xxxiiL f. 6. Habitat in Europoe oceano." Tin&is Coropliiumvolutator,Va\\.

The Antliata, pages 82-86, include "193, Pycnogonum, Haustellum tubulosum, conicum,

absque setis, Paljnduo ad basin haustelli. Balanarum., Fabr. S. Ent. 810, 35. Sp. Ins. 11.

p. 475, D. 1. Plialangiurii Linn. Pediculus Fabr, in Syst. Palpis duobus, corpore ovato.

Tab. xxxvi. f. 17. Habitat in Oceano Norwagico." The figure is obviously borrowed

from Briinnich, although that author is not mentioned. In the figures of C>/amus by

Martens, Egedo and Adelung, the head is represented pointing downwards, as though the

artists did not know which was the head and which was the tail, since the general rule

in older, as well as in recent, times is to give vertical figures with the heads uppermost.

Briinnich figures his Pijcnogonum head downwards, perhaps for purposes of comparison

with the old figures of djamus, since he at any rate well knew the structure of the creature

he was drawing.

1789. MiJLLER, Otho Fridericus. Abildgaard, Peter Christian, bom about 1740,

died 1808 (Nouvelle Biograpbie generale).

Zoologia Danica seu Animalium Danise et Norvegise rariorum ac minus

notorum Descriptiones et Historia. Volumen tertium explication! iconum fasciculi

tertii ejusdem operis inserviens. Auctore Othone Friderico Miiller. Descripsit et

Tabulas addidit Petrus Christianus Abildgaard. Havnise, mdcclxxxix.

He figures, pi. ci., and on pp. 33-34 describes, Gawmariis jmdatus, "Gammarus linearis corpore

articulis sex, pedibus quatuordecim unguiculatis ultimis quatuor longioribus, cauda nulla
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dislincta," referring to "Squillaa.ca.uda.ta, jiedibus quatuordecim Gronovius inAdisHelv. i,

p. 39, t. 4, figs. 8, 9 r' and " Cancer linearis, Linx Sijst. nat. p. 1056, n. 83 ?
" To

tlie fuller description he appends the observation,
" Ad genus Gammaroruni Celeb. J. C.

Fabricii hoc insectiim refero, quia primus certis caracteribus cancrorum familiam ab oniscis

distinxit
; proprium tamen genus cum Squilla quadrilobata et ventricosa Mulleri,

quibus Cauda nulla et pedes omnes unguiculati constitiieri videtur." It is now recognised as

Proto ventricosa, O. F. M. On pi. cxiv., figs. 11, 12, and p. 58, he figures and describes

Gammarus qtuxdrilobatus $, with references to "
Squilla lobata, Zool. Dan. prodr. n. 2359."

" Fabricii Faun. Groenl. n. 225." "
Squilla quadrilobata, Zool. Dan. fasc. 2, p. 21, tab. 56,

fig. 4-6." On pi. csvi, figs. 1-6, and
pi. 59, Gammarns podurus is given, considered by

Milne-Edwards to be an Amphitlwe, by Speuce Bate a Pherusa, by Boeck with more

probability an undoubted Gammarus. It has a red spot on each of the seventh, eighth,

ninth, and tenth segments. Dorsal spines are shown on the penultimate and antepenul-

timate segments. Gammarus mutilus, figured on pi. cxvi., figs. 1-11, described on p. 60,

in Boeck's opinion is like but not the same as Gammarus locusta. llilne-Edwards

compares it with his Gammarus savii (called Mcera savii by Spence Bate), but thinks it

distinguished by the long accessory flagellum, the narrow first joint of the hind legs, and

the large rami of the last uropods. He says. Hist, des Crust, iii. 53 n.,
" La premiere

figure repr^sentant cette crevette de grandeur naturelle est trfes-mauvaise, et a (5te reproduite

dans I'Encyclopedie, PI. 336, fig. 43
;
mais les autres, qui peuvent r^ellement etre tres-

utiles pour la determination de I'esp^ce, n'ont pas 6te donnees dans cet ouvrage." The

name mutilus is itself not very easy to understand. It agrees, indeed, very well with the

fig. 1 which Milne-Edwards censures, for in that the animal abruptly ends with the third

pleon-segment. It might have been suggested that the other three segments were accidently

missing, but that Abildgaard has carefully figured the first, second, and third uropods. In

the enlarged figure of the antennfe, the flageUa of the upper and lower are drawn as equal

in length, and the accessory flagellum has about four and twenty joints. If this figure can

he trusted, it should be of essential service for determining this still doubtful species. There

are dorsal spines or teeth on the hind margins of the last segment of the pereion and the

first three of the pleon, which constitute an additional mark of distinction between this

species and Mxra savii. Gammarus spinicarpus, pi. cxix., figs. 1-4, pp. 66-67, is known

now as Leucotlioe spinicariia. Oniscus ceti, pL cxix., figs. 13-17, pp. 69-70, with

references to numerous authors and the synonyms
" Oniscus Ceti, Linn.,"

" Pediculus

Ceti, JIartens," "Squilla Balaenee, Dbgeer," corresponds with Cyahnis nodosus, Ltk.,

according to Liitken, the synonymy being erroneous.

1791. Olivier, Antoine Guillaume, born 1756, died 1814 (Hagen).

Histoire Naturelle. Insectes. Par M. Olivier. Tome sixieme. A Paris, m.dcc.xcl

Encyclopedie methodique, ou par ordre de matiferes ; par ime societe de gens de

lettres, de savans et d'artistes.

The article Crevette extends from page 182 to page 190. The genus is thus defined:—
" Crevette. Gammarus, Fab. Cancer. Lin. Geoff. Squilla, Deg. Caractferes gen^riques.

Quatre antennes setacees, plus courtes que le corps ;
les deux inferieures plus longues que

les deux superieures. Bouche formee d'une Ifevre superieure, de deux mandibules, de deux

machoires divis(^es, d'une Ifevre inferieure tres-avancee, et de huit antennules courtes. Yeux

immobiles, point du tout saillans. Pattes ordinau'ement au nombre de quatorze."

After describing the upper lip and mandibles he says, p. 182, "les pieces qui se trouveut au

dessous, et que M. Fabricius a pris pour une levre inferieure, me paroissent devoir etre
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regarJ^es comnie des machoires. Elles sont au nombre de six, trois de chaqiie cuto. Elles

sont larges, applaties, un peu ciliues k leur extremity interne.

"La I6vre inferieiire qui se trouve en-dessous, est longue, recourbue, et couvre presque touto

la bouclie. Elle est membraneuse, echancree, et terminee par deux petites antennules.

" Les antennules sont au nombre de huit
;

elles sont courtes, presque setac(Ses, et compos(5ee de

trois ou quatre articles peu distincts. Les deux anterieures sont inserees au dos des

mandibules. Les quatre qui suivent, ont leur attache au dos des machoires, et les deux

dernieres sout placees a I'extremit^ de la levre inferieure."

The species are given as follows :
—"1. Crevette ampoule, Gnmmarus anqnilla ; 2. C. foltoe,

G. nugax ; 3. C. cancelle, G. cancellus ; 4. C. longicorne, G. longkornis ; 5. C. sauteuse,

G. locusta ; 6. C. gammarelle, G. gammarellus ; 7. C. des ruisseaux, G. pulex ; 8. C. cornue,

G. corniger ; 9. C. lineaire, G. linearis; 10. C. saline, G. salinus ; 11. C. filiforme,

G. filiformis ; 12. C. marucageuse, G. stagnalis ; 13. C. bossue, G. gibbosics ; 14. C. appat,

G. esea ; 15. C. des meduses, G. niedusarum ;" all of which have been already discussed.

Some of the subsidiary observations show that the author was not fully aware of the distinction

between the Orchestidse and the Ganimaridse, nor is any special criticism exercised upon
the synonymy. Faxon, Bibl. EmbryoL 1882, calls attention to his "observations on young

Gammarus, p. 183."

1791. WuLFEN, Franz Xaviee, L. Baron von, died 1805 (Hagen).

Dn. FEANCISCI XAVEEII l. b. de WULFEN Descriptiones Zoologicx Ad
Adriatici littora maris concinnatse. Nova acta physico-medica Academise Csesarese

Leopoldino-carolinge naturae curiosorum exliibentia Ephemerides sive observatioues

historias et experimenta a celeberrimis Germanise et exterarum regionum Viris

habita et communicata singulari studio collecta. Tomus Octavus. Norimbergaj,

Anno MDCCLXCi. ("Prasfatio" dated xxii. Jul. mdcclxxxxi.). pp. 235-359.

From the subjoined account of " Cancer Pulex," it would seem that this author has carried to the

highest point the confusion of species under this title, which to his apprehension probably

included almost aU the Gammarina. At page 312, he gives :
—

"52. Cancer Pulex.
" Cancer macrourus incurvus articularis compressus ; pedibus quatuordecim ;

anticis duorum

parium subcheliformibus, rctractili-uncinatis
; stylis caud» bifurcis trium parium.

" Cancer macrourus articularis, manibus quatuor adactylis, pedibus decern. Linn, Syst. N. T. I. P.

2. p. 1055. N. 81. HOsel, Ins. 3. Supl. Tab. 62. Busier. Subs. 11. p. 31. Tab. 3. fig. 7.

Geofr. Lis. IL p. 667. K 2. Tab. 21. fig. 6. FrMi. Ins. T. 7. p. 26. Tab. 18. fig.
1.

Scojiol. Ent, K 1137.

"SquiUa Pulex. De Geer. Ins. 7. p. 193. K 4. Tab. 33.

" Oniscus Pulex. Fabric. Faun. Groenl. p. 254. N. 231.

"Cancer Locusta. Linn, Syst. N. T. I. P. 2. p. 1055. N. 82. Scojml Entom. p. 411. N. 1136.

"
Vulgatissimus ad maris littora sub kpidibus; adherens etiam passim Fucis Ulvis Spongiis.

In dulcibus item fluviorum lacuum stagnorum aquis frequentissimus. Non differt Cancer

Linnaei Scopoliique Locusta, ab eorumdem Cancro Pulice specifice. Magnitudine, colore, etc.

variat admodum. Vidi aquose virentem, excolorem alias, et transparentem, nunc album, jam et

aquose fuscescentem, subnigricantem interdum etiam
;
communiter aquose grisescit ; exsicca-

tione plus minus flavens semper. Nunc non nisi tres quatuorve lineas est longus; alias octo,

decemve, pollicaris reperitur etiam, ac cum proportione magis, minusve corimleutus. Bini

quoque extimi caudse styU longiores quandoque, alias contra aJeo parvi, ut vixdum liberis

(ZOOL, CHALL. EXP.—PAET LSVII.— 1887.) Xxx 8
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videantur oculis, et duo tantum eommdem paria, pro tribus, adesse credantur. Ex quo forsan

prrecipua Locustam inter et Pulicem desutapta fuerit diversitas 1 Corpus anomalo huic

Cancro est oblongum, semitereti-compressum, lunato-incurvuni, nudum, Iseve, nitens, semi-

diaphanum, articulare
;
constans capita absque thorace, turn suturis quatuordecim, utrinque

ad latera deflexis; quarum anteriores, septem abdominis, longius tantisper utrinque pro-

currentes, marginibus lateralibus rotundatae
; posteriores septem caudre, magis, magisque

attenuatoe, oaudam formant longiusculam, inourvam, apice acutiusculam, sursumque subre-

curvam; dorso cKterum, longitudinaliter convexum sen teretiusculum est corpus, subtus

concavo-caualiculatum. Caput inflexum, oblongum, declive, fronte longitudinaliter convexa,

compressum, os versus obtusum, nee rostratum; oculis binis, oblongo-ovalibus, atris, nitentibus,

ad summa capitis latera, inter superiores, et inferiores postice antennas, sitis. Antennae

duorum parium, sen quatuor, ex summo frontis vertice, autrorsum porrectfe et incurvse,

setacese, paribus approximatis ; singulis quadriarticulatis ; superiores longiores, tertiee parti

corporis subaequales ; articulis tribus inferioribus crassioribus, teretibus, inaequaliter oblongis,

ramulo laterali moniliformi-setaceo ad apicem appendiculatis ;
articulo extimo reliquis

omnibus longiore moniliformi-setaceo, ciliis adsperso. Inferiores breviores, non nihil

superioribus crassiores, iis cfetera simillimse, dempto ramulo laterali. Os inferum, maxilloso-

dentatum. Palpi duo, os versus porrecti, articulati, apice uncinati. Pedes quatuordecim,

utrinque septem, sub suturis abdominalibus, quorum quatuor antica paria antrorsum, tria

vero postioa, eaque longiora, retrorsum versa. Prima omnium duo paria brevissima, quadri-

articulata, articulo extimo subcheliformi, tumidiusculo, ovato, extrorsum compresso, apice

ungue hamato-uncinato retractili armato
;
binis insequentibus paribus sexarticulatis, articulis

oblongis, infequalibus, extimo in unguem subulatum abeunte. Tribus denique isosticis

paribus, et ipsis sexarticulatis, articulis oblongis, tereti-compressis, femoribus soils incrassatis,

ovato-oblongis ; ungue extimi subulato. Pedes omnes per latera ciliati. Suturse tres caudse

anteriores singula subtus pari pinnularum pediformium, teretium, semibifidarum, brevium

instructce
;
extimas contra itidem tres, et ipsse quoque ad lateralem utrinque marginem pinnula

pediformi natatoria terete bifurea longiuscula retrorsum versa, et velut adscendente, ciliisque

adspersa, instructie."

The above carefully detailed account probably refers to Gammarus pulex alone, without taking

any notice of the other Amphipoda, differing in colour, size, and shape of tail which Wulfen

supposed to be merely varieties of it. The Crustacean which he next describes, he calls

" Cancer Locusia," the largest of all the Canori he had ever seen, and a specimen of which

had cost him two florins in the market of Trieste. He thought Linna3us unlucky in having
attributed the name Locusta "non tam peculiar! Cancri alicujus speciei, quam exiguse verius

Caucri Pulicis varietati."

1792. Olivi, Giuseppe, born 1769, died 1795.

Zoologia Adriatica ossia Catalogo ragionato degli Animali del Golfo e delle

Lagune di Venezia
; preceduto da una Dissertazione sulla Storia fisica e naturals

del Golfo ; e accompagnato da Memorie, ed Osservazioni di Fisica Storia naturale ed

Economia. Bassauo, mdccxcii.

The Insecta Aptera of the genus Cancer are discussed on pages 41-61. Only two Amphipods
are spoken of, one under the title Cancer "

Locusta, Linn. sp. 82," the other Cancer

"linearis, Linn. sp. 83." Of " C. Locusta" he says "this is the only species of Gamberi

or SquiUe indigenous to the Terme Aponesi," and infers therefore that it must be the

species inaccurately described and obscurely figured by Sig. Vandolli in the first of his
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three dissertations "De Apon. Thermis Patav. 1758." G. D. Nardo, 1869, explains it

by
" Orchestia littorea," a designation which he also applies to the Cancer locusta, L., of

Chiereghin, but the figure which he gives of that species shows that the doubts which he

expresses about it are well founded, since it is certainly not an Orchestia. OUvi is not sure

of the specific determination of the little marine animals which he had found akin to Cancer

linearis, but he takes the opportunity of stigmatising the method of Linuseus as artificial,

better suited to facilitate the knowledge of the student, than to show the progression of

nature. Hence in the present instance he approves the separation of these insects from the

other Granchj, eitlier as was done by Pallas in a separate order of Onischi cancriformi, or as

by more recent naturalists in a genus expressly instituted, which he thinks still more

convenient.

1793. FabRICIUS, J. C.

Entomologia Systematica emenclata et aucta. Secundum Classes, Ordines,

Genera, Species adjectis synonimis, locis, observationibus, descriptionibus. Tom. II.

Hafnise. mdccxciii.

Tlie Agonata are here the eighth class, with eleven genera, Lirindus, Monoculus, Cijmothoa,

Cancer, Parjurus, ScyJlarus, Hii:iim, Galathea, Astacus, Squilla, Gammarus. Gammarus
has fourteen species, Gammarus carinatus being now included, of which the present name

is Atyliis carinatus. The account of Gammarus gibbosus does not vary from that which

Fabricius gave of the same species in 1775, under the name Oniscns gibbosus. It belongs
to the Hyperina, possibly Boeck suggests, to AmjyJupi-oiioe, Sp. Bate, a genus which Claus,

1879, though with much hesitation, supposes to be perhaps the same as hia own

Parapronoe. Opposed to Boeck's suggestion are the facts that in Anqilnpronoe and

Parajironoe the perseon is not especially gibbous, its first segment is not very short, and thfr

pleon has five distinct segments besides the telson, with which the fifth and sixth are not

coalesced as in Dithyrus or HemHg])Jiis. To Cymothoa, a new genus among the Agonata,
Fabricius in this work refers " Oniscus ceti, Mant. Linn. p. 509." The genera Oniscus,

Scolopendra and JuJus form the class Mitosata. For " Astacus Homari "
of this work, see

notes on Herbst, "58," and on the Supplementum Ent. Syst. 1798.

1796. Heeb.st, Johanx Friedhich Wilhelm, born 1743, died 1807 (Hagen).

Versuch einer Naturgeschicbte der Krabben und Krebse nebst einer .systematischen

Beschreibung ihrer verschiedenen Arten. Zweyter Band mit xxv Kupfer-Tafeln und

Register. Krebse. Berlin und Stralsund, 179G.

In this volume, pages 2, 3, Herbst quotes the definitions given by Fabricius m his Mantissa

of Cancer, Gammarus, and the intermediate genera, and rejects them on the ground that

they draw marks of distinction only from the antennae. He himself makes six divisions

of Crustacea (das ganze Krebsgesclilecht), the sixth of these divisions being the Garneel-

asseln, with the definition " diese haben mehr als acht Fiisse, und oft gar keine

Scheeren."

On page 105 the Gameelasseln are also called " Onisci gammarelli," the name given by Pallas.

Of these he forms two families, the first
" mit uugetheiltem Brustschilde

"
containing no

Amphipods, unless, as seems most probable, AmathiUa sahini, Leach, be in reality the
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subject of Xo. 58, which Herhst, combining scraps of information after his usual method,

thus describes :
—

"
58. Der Hummeraat. Cancer (Gammarellus) homari.

"Fabric. Spec. Ins. 5n. 7. Astac. antennis posticis bifidis, corporis segmentis dorso subspinosis,

Cauda fasciculata, stylis serratis. It. Norioag. Mant. 1. 3S2. 9. Fig, 1-8.
" StVom Ada Hafn. 10. ikuj. 5. Tali. 2. Cancer dorso carinato serrato.

" MUller Zool. Dan. 197. 2358. C. macrourus articularis, dorso carinato serrato, spinis caudae

bifidis.

" Grunl. Arksegiansoalc.
"
Bey diesem Krebse habon die Abschnitte des Schwanzes auf dem Eiicken einige schwache

Dornen, auch ist er kielftirmig erhohet
;
Am Ende stehen Biischel uud gespaltene Dornen.

Die hintern Fiihlhorner sind doppelt. ilan findet ihu im Norwegischen Meere." In this

passage,
"
Fig. 1-8," attributed to the Mantissa of Fabricius, no doubt properly belongs to

the next reference, as given where that reference is repeated under "Cancer (Gammarellus)
arenarius."

The second family of Garneelasseln " haben einen aus mehreren Gliedern bestehenden Brustschild,

griistentheils festsitzende Augen und 7 Paar Fiisse." These appear in the Table of Contents

as "
Zweyte Familie, mit gegliedertem Eiickenschilde," the generic name Caticer being in

tliat table applied to all the species not only of this but of all the other divisions. Pages
116-146 contain the "Garneelasseln mit getheiltem oder gegliedertem Riickenschilde,"

as follows :
—

"61. Der Flaschenkrebs. Cancer (Gammarellus) ampulla," Phipps.
" 62. Der Sonderling. Cancer (Gammarellus) niigax," Phipps.

"63. Der Pfutzenkrebs. Cancer (Gammarellus) ^jaZi<c?o«««," 0. Miiller; not an Amphipod.
"64. Der Poduruskrebs. Cancer (Gammarellus) pofZw?'?**-," Miiller. See Abildgaard, 1789.

"65. Der Verstiimmelte. Cancer (Gammarellus) ??m<i7?(s," Miiller. See Abildgaard, 1789.

"66. Der Sumpfkrebs. Cancer {Ctd.iam.axaWws) stugnalis," Linn. Sgd.Nat. 87; not an Amphipod
" 67. Der Dickfuss. Cancer (Gammarellus) grosdpes," with references " to Lin. Syst. Nat. 80.

Astac. muticus," &c.; "Fabric. Spec. Ins. 816. 4- Gammar, longicornis. Iter Norweg.
258." Ilantins. L 334. n. 4."

" Gro?wv. Zooph. 989. fab. 17. fig. 7."
" Pallas Spieileg.

Zool. Fasc. 9. 59. tab. 4 fig. 9. Oniscus volutator ;

" "
Pantopp. It. T. 2 p. 334, Eager,

Hopper. ;

" and " Fabric. Gen. Ins. Append. Gammarus crassipes." Pantopp. is for

Pontoppidan.

"68. Das Krebschen. Cancer (Gammarellus) m?iceZZi/s," with the references " Fabric. Spec. Lis.

516. 3. Gammar. manibus quatuor monodactylis, pedibus sedecim. Mant. I. 334. n. 3,"

and "Pallas Spieileg. Zool. Fasc. 9. 53. tab. 3. fig. 15, Oniscus canccllus; und in der deutschen

Uebersetzung Oniscus muricatus." Steller, he says, calls this Siberian fresh-water species
"
Squillaflaviatilis ovphryganeafliwii Angara." Dybowski, in 1874, mentions that the form

from the river Angara differs from that out of Lake Baikal by having shorter upper antennae

and the lateral spines on the fifth segment of the trunk less developed.

"69. Die Heuschreokengarnale. Cancer (Gammarellus) ZoOTsta," with references to "
Fabric. Spec.

Ins. 516. 5;" "Mant. I. 334,5;" "Pallas Spieileg. Zool. 9. 56. tab. 4. fig. 7;"
" Gesner aquatil.

894." Upon this species he remarks :
" This kind (Gattung) is Bellon's, Monffet's and Gesner's

sea-flea, in Ray. hid. Ins. 43, and is reckoned by Linne with the common water-flea (wasser-

fioh) of the German rivers among the Krebse. In Linnseus's Syst. Nat. he has attempted
to distinguish the two kinds by the number of the feet, and to the species which he calls

locnsfa he attributes, including the four gnathopods (Fangfiisse), eighteen feet, a number

due probably to some mistake, and thus far not discovered to exist in any single related

genus. Still more incorrect are the citations of authors under the same heading of locusta ;

for Ecisel's figure T. 3 Tab. 62, here cited, obviously represents C. pulex, as also
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FriscJi. 7. Tab. 18
; indeed, in the twelfth edition Rosel's figure is actually referred to two

species, to locusta and to pulex, and yet it can only represent one species ;
as also the

figure referred to in Sulzer's Kennz. Tab. 23. Fig. 152. represents Eosel's C. pulex.

Klein's bad description and figure in his Dub. circa Lin. class, quadr. et amphib. p. 36. tab.

fig. 8. e. C might appear doubtful, but because in the Baltic (Ostsee) on\j pzdex but not

locusta is commonly noticed, Klein's figure will have to be referred to ^?«Ze.r, as well as that

in Klein hist. pise. Miss. V. p. 9. tab. ^ A. B. C. Consequently not one of Linnaus's

references is left for locusta; he must therefore either have taken the larger Pulex-species

occurring in the Baltic (in der See) for Lonista, or have intended a quite unknown Locusta.

I therefore here describe under the name Locusta not Linnffius's, but the species found in

Pallas Spicileg. Zool. Ease. 9, and really distinct from G. pulex; of which no author

makes mention unless it be Ray. Jiist. ins. p. 44; who distinguishes a sea-water flea from that

in fresh water, and refers to a figure in Badonmis i^emptad. p>. 4, 76." The species here

discussed is now known as Talitrus locusta, Pallas. Eay's Dadonseus should be Dodonteus,

i.e., Eembert Dodoens.
" 70. Die Gammarelle. Cancer gammarelhis," with references to Pallas, Gronovius, Easter, and

Scopoli. This is the Oriiscus gammarelJus of Pallas, now known as Orchestia gammarellus.

Herbst gives Pallas the credit of having distinguished it from Cancer pulex, and it wiU be

noticed that he omits the generic (Gammarellus), perhaps not knowing exactly what to do

with a generic name the same as the specific.
" 71. Der Seefloh. Cancer (Gammarellus) p-ulex," with references to fifteen authors and eighteen

different works, beginning with " Lin. Syst. Nat. 81," and ending with "
Scopol. Ent.

Cam. 1137." He ends his description by saying,
" whether the Cancer pulex of Linne be

the same as C. pulex of Scopoli, may rightly be doubted, since the latter lives always in

fresh water." Herbst borrows his figure from Eosel, but neither makes his description

tally with the figure, nor takes notice of the differences.

"72. Die Sandgarneele. Cancer (Gammarellus) arenarius." with references to "
0/^. Fabric.

Fauna Gronl. 259. n. 234," and " Acta Hafn. X. 5 tab. 2. Hg. 1-8," which is perhaps

Amatliilla Tiomari, J. C. Fabr.
" 73. Das Dickhorn. Cancer (Gammarellus) crassicornis. Fabric. Syst. Ent. 415. 7. Spec.

Ins. 511. 9. Ast. antennis posticis bifidis, thorace articulato, pedibus sexti paris longissimis.

Mant. 1. 332. 11. Mus. Banks." This is, apparently, not an Amphipod, unless it be one

of the Hyperina in disguise.
"
74. Die Stromische Garneelassel. Cancer (Gammarellus) stromianus. Ott. Fabric. Fauna

Gronl. 261. n. 235.
"

7-5. Die Dornhand. Cancer (Gammarellus) spinicarpns, with a reference to "
0. Milller

Zool. Dan. p. 66. tab. 119. fig. 1-4- Gammarus brachiis quatuor chelatis, in spinam pro-

ductis," this being the Gammarus spiiiicarpus of Abildgaard in the third volume of the

Zool. Dan.
" 76. Der Monch. Cancer (Gammarellus) scdcntarius, Forskal.

" 77. Die Cicadengarneele. Cancer (Gammarellus) cicada. Ott. Fabric. Faun. Gr'Oid. 258.

n. 233.
" 78. Der Sageriicken. Cancer (Gammarellus) serraius. Ott. Fabric. Faun. Gronl. 262. n. 237.

" 79. Die Medusenassel. Cancer (Gammarellus) medusarum," with references to J. C. Fabricius

Strom, 0. F. Miiller, Otto Fabricius, and Bomare, v. 235. He here therefore combines the

species now named respectively Hyperia medusarum, 0. F. MiiUer, and Hyperia

Jifoeyrri, Bovallius.

" 80. Der Horntrager. Cancer (Gammarellus) corniger. Fabric. Spec. Lis. 517. 7.

" 81. Der Abyssiner. Cancer (Gammarellus) abyssinus. Ott. Fabric. Fauna Gronl. 261. n. 236.

" 82. Der Fadenkrebs. Cancer (Gammarellus) linearis," with references to the species linearis
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and atomos in Lirm. Si/sf. Nat. n. 83. n. 84
; Gammar. linearis of J. C. Fabricius

;
atomos

of Pennant
; Squilla lobata, MuJler prodrom. 2359

; Ott. Fabric. Faun. GriJnl. 248. n. 225
;

Oniseus scolopendroides of Pallas; Martin Spizherg. tab. B. Jig. I. p. 115. Granat.; Easier

opusc. subsec; and " Miiller Zool. Dan. p. 21. tab. LVI. Squilla quadrilobata mas, gam-
marus quadrilobatus, tab. CXIV. foem. anteced." It is in all probability the Caprella linearis

(Linn.) Bate, the figure 9. A, agreeing very fairly with that of Caprella lobata in the

Brit. Sess. Crust., vol. ii. p. 57.

"
83. Der Bauchichte. Cancer (Gammarellus) venfricosus," 0. F. Miiller.

The section or family concludes with three species which are not Amphipoda.
" 84. Die Salzgarneele. Cancer (oniseus) saliyms.

" 85. Die CylinderasseL Cancer (oniseus) ajlindricus.
" 86. Der Heringfreund. Cancer (oniseus) esca."

Figures are given on pis. xxxv. and xxxvi., from various sources, for all the species except those

numbered 72, 73, 74, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, and the last three."

Herbst's work is spoken of with great commendation by Milne-Edwards, but it must be confessed

that, however great its merits may be in regard to Crustacea in general, on the Amphipoda
this compilation throws but little light.

179G. Latreille, Pierre Andr4 born 1762, died 1833 (Hagen).

Precis des Caracteres generiques des insectes, disposes dans iin ordre naturel.

Par le Citoyen Latreille. A Paris, et a Brive, an 5 de la E.

In the preface Latreille defines the word inseete : "Animal sans vertcbres, dont le corps et les

piattes sont de plusieurs pihccs." The work opens with a Tabular " Division generale des

insectes," showing fourteen classes, the first seven belonging to the Aik's, the remainino-

seven to the Aptferes. Classe xii. is formed by the "Entomostraca, Mull.," corresponding
to "

Synistates, Agonaies, Fab." Classe xLii., containing
"
Crustaces, Crustacea. Agovates,

Fab.," is defined :
—" Tete confondue aveo le corps renferme ordinairement sous une

caparace. Antennes. (Quatre)
" Plusieurs rangs de feuillets maxillaires et d'antennules, dont deux inserees et couchees sur les

mandibules. Levre inferieure. o.

"Dix pattes communement."

Classe xiv. containing
"
Myriapodes, Myriapoda. Synistates, mitosates, Unogates, Fab.," is

defined :
—"Tete distinguee du corps, antennifere.

" Mandibules ayant un avancement conique a leur base ;
des dents ecailleuses implantees sur le

contour de Textremiti^.

" Deux rangs de machoires au plus. Une levre inferieure. Quatorze pattes et plus."

On pages 193-201 the genera of the two last classes are given. Under "Crustaces. {Cancer

Linn. Geoff.)," are given Cancer, Pagurus, Scyllarus, Hippa, Galathea, Astacus, Squilla,

Gammarus, Carcinus, Entomon. Of these the eighth and ninth are thus described :
—

" CREVETTE. Gammaeus, Fab. OUv., Squilla, Fab.

"Antennes pedonculees, trts-simples ;
anterieures courtes, subulees

; posterieures setac^es.

Antennules bifides. Feuillets maxillaires exterieurs ayant plus de divisions que les

interieurs.

"
C. H. [Caracteres habituels.] Corps petit, alonge, comprime, glabre, agile, de plusieurs

segmens. Tete distinguee du corcelet ; yeux souvent petits, arrondis et sessiles. Antennes

rapprooh^es, inst^rees dans I'entre-deux. Pattes de dix h, seize
;
anterieures quelquefois en

pince on en faux. Queue terminee par plusieurs pointes ou styles.

"*CARCI]Sr. Carcinus. Gammarus, Fab. Oliv.
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"Antennes pMonculees trfes-simples, setacees
; anterieures plus longues. Antennules entieres.

Toutes les pieces maxiUaires bifides.

" C. H. Corps along^, comprime, arque. Teto distiuote
; yeux sessiles, iinmobilcs. Dix pattes

comprimees ;
les premieres et les dernieres pins lougues. Demiers anneaux ayant cliacun

un appendice bifide articule. Queue terminee par deux apipendices presque semblables,

plus longs, et une j;)etite piece conique, ciliee de cbaque cAte,"

In the Myriapodes tbe geuera are Aselliis, Oyamus, Oniscus, Julus, Scolopendra. The second

of these is thus described :
—

"*GYAME. Cyamus. Onisms, Iauti. Yah. Squilla, Gie.
"
Quatre autennes trfes-oourtes

; anti^rieures coniques, de quatre articles, dont le dernier fort

court
; posterieures ins^rees inf^rieurement, plus courtes que la tete, de trois articles.

Antenuules obsoletes.

"
C. H. Corps ovale, deprime, crustace. Tete distiute. Six anneaux. Quatorze pattes ;

les

deux premieres plus petites, inserees sous la tete; les 1, 2, 5, 6, et 7'^' paires terminees par

un crochet."

The genera called in French Carciii, Entomon, and Cyame are marked each with an asterisk to

show that they are new, instituted by Latreille himself. The first two have not maintained

their ground against earlier designations.

1797. Anonymous.

Epitome Entomologije Fabricianse sive Nomenclator Entomologicus emendatus

sistens Fabriciani systematis cum Linneano comparationem adjectis cbaracteribus

ordinum et generum, speciebus novis aliorum eutomologorum, insectorum liabita-

tionibus, nominibus Germanorum Francoe-allorum Anglorum. Cum indicibus et

Bibliotheca Fabriciaua. Lipsife, 1797.

This work refers to another apparently of the same character, entitled " Nomenclator entomo-

logicus secundum entomologiam systematicam ill. Fabricii. Conscriptus a Friderico AVebero.

Chilonii et Hamburgi. 1795." Among other derivations it gives, together with the

definitions, for Synistata, "palpi quatuor maxilla connata cum labio. Kieferlijypen a cnvLo-njiJLt.,"

to unite
;

for Jlitosata, "palpi duo, maxilla filiformis membranacea, Fadenmduler a fniTos,"

a thread
;
for Unogata,

"
palpi duo porrecti, maxilla cornea unguiculata, Haalcenmauler ab

ovd|," a nail; and for Agonata "palpi ssepius sex, maxilla omnino nulla. Kinnlose ab

dyoi'aros," which properly means without a knee or without joints, but is here seemingly

taken to mean without a jaw, as though from ycvEtov instead of
ydio;.

Among the Agonata are given Astacus liomari on page 117, Cymothoa ceti on page 119, and on

the same page a list of the species of Gammarus in accordance with the Ent. Syst. emend,

et auot., of 1793. In another list, among the "Agonata sec. Daldorfium," on page 125,
" G. Homari (Ast. F.)" is added to the previous catalogue of Gammari.

1797. CuviER, Georges (alias Leopold-Chr:6tien-Frederic-Dagobert), Baron, born

1769, died 1832 (Encycl. Brit. 9th Ed.).

Tableau elementaire de I'histoire naturelle des animaux. Par G. Cuvier.

A. Paris, an 6.

In the seventh book, which treats "des insectes et des vers," at page 450 Cuvier says,
" Sicammerdam divise les insectes d'apres la metamorphose; Lmnxus, d'a-pihs la presence
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ou I'absence des ailes, leur nombre, et leurs tegumens ; Falrririus, uniquement d'api'fes leurs

organes de la mastication on de la deglutition. Nous adopterons line methode combinee

d'apres ces trois points de vue, de nianifere a faire connoitre les classes etablies par ces trois

auteurs, et nous les subdiviserons jusqu'a ce que les reunions de genres nous pavoissent

entierement naturelles." This notice is followed by a chapter headed "Des insectes

pourvus de machoires, et sans ailes." In this order he includes—"A. Les crustaces, qui

oni plusieursjmires de mdchoires. (AGONATA,^!!.}}!.)."
" B. Les MILLEPIEDS, qui ont

le corps compose de bemirmip de segriiens, pmrtant des pieds, mais qui n'ont pas plusietirs

maclioires. (Mifosafa, Fabr.)." "C. Les ARACN^IDES : une seide piecepour la tete et le

corselet, pinrtant huit pieds; I'abdomen sans pieds. (UNOGATA, Fabr.)." "D. Les

PFITYREIDES : dtetedistincte; corselet portant sirjneds; ahdomen sans pieds." Section A.

comx^Yis&s— ''I. LES MONOCLES. (Monoculus)." "II. LES ECREVISSES. (Cancer)."

"in. LES CLOPORTES. (Oniscus, Lin.)." These divisions are again divided and sub-

divided, but in none is any reference of any kind made to the Amphipoda, a curious omi.ssion

on the part of an author on terms of intimacy, as he explains in his jDreface, both witli Fabricius

and Latreille. Among
" LES ECREVISSESpnqm'ment dites. {ASTAGUS, Fabr.)," are

included "Ze homar. [Cancer gamniarus, Lin.)" and " La crereite ou saJicoque. (C. squilla,

Lin.)," two stalk-eyed Crustacea, in describing which, the names gammarus and crereite

might naturally have called Cuvier's attention to the se.ssile-eyed legion, especially as in

regard to the insects he says that Fabricius has helped him with the mouth-organs,
"

et, en

general, il a bien voulu parcourir toute cette portion de I'ouvrage, et m'aider de ses conseils."

1798. Fabricius, J. C.

Supplementum Entomologise Systematicse. Hafnige, mdccxcviii.

In the preface Fabricius says
"
Agonatoriini classem imprimis et nomine et charactere e speci-

minibus bene conservatis ab amicissimo Daldorffio ex India orientali allatis mutavi, divisi

et classes magis naturales characteresque firmiores obtinui." He is here referring to Baron

Dagobert Carl de Daldorff.

The Agonata no longer appear, but in their place Classis VIII. Polygonata,
" maxilla; plures

intra labium," containing Oniscus, Lirjia, Lclotea, Cymothoa, and Monoculus ; Classis IX.

Kleistagnatha,
" Maxillx plures extra labium os claudentes," the genera beginning with

Cancer and ending with Limuhis ; Classis X. Exochnata,
" Maxilhe 2)lures extra labium

tectse palpis," the genera included being Albunea, Scyllarus, Palinurus, Palxmon, Alplieus,

Astacus, Pe7ixus, Orangon, Paguriis, Galathea, Squilla, Posydon, Gammarus. The old

definition of Gammarus is given, based only on the antennse
;
and a single species,

" Crammarus

Ilomari," is thus described :
—"

15. Corporis segmentis dorso subspinosis, cauda fasciculata :

stylis serratis. Astacus Homari Ent. Syst. 2. 481. 10. Stroem. Act. Hafn. 10. 5. tab. 2.

Iklyll. Zool. Dom. 197. 2358. Habitat in Oceano Norwegico. Antenna? simplices baud

bifidae." These references to Strom and Miiller's Zool. Dan. prodr., as earlier notices have

stated, are probably concerned with Amatldlla Sahini, Leach, while " Astacus Homari,"

Fabr., has apparently nowhere found admittance into the ranks of the Amphipoda. Milne-

Edwards and Spence Bate do not include it in their lists, Boeck definitely, de Skand. og
Arkt. Amph., p. 38, rejects it from his. But from the fact that Fabricius here singles it

out as an example of the genus Gammarus, it is not unreasonable to suppose that he had

changed his mind about its systematic position, especially as we find him adding the

remark, "antenna; simplices hand bifidse," as though to correct an error in his j^revious

description, which contains the expression, "antennis posticis bifidi.s." By antennis posticis

Fabricius apparently means the up>2Kr antennre, not, as might more naturally be supposed
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the lower. Amathilla sabim', it is true, has an accessory flagellum on the upper autennfe,

but of that feature Fabricius took no notice in his definition of the genus Gammarus.

On page 570, in Classis XIII. Antliata,
" Os haustello inarticulato," the genus Pycnogonum

is given and defined as having
" Haiistellum tubulosum, conicum absque setis. Palpi ad

basin haustelli." The only species mentioned is Pycnogonum ceti, with Cymothoa ceti,

Ent. Syst., and Onisais ceti, Linn., as its synonyms. In the Systema Antliatorum, 1805,

Pycnogoiium no longer appears.

1799. Odmann, Samuel {alias Odman).

De Cancro Pulice, Linn. Gammaro, Fabr. (Svet. Grundmargla.) et noxa, quam
retibus piscatorum infert, experimenta olim instituta communicat Samuel Odmann.

jS^ova Acta regise Societatis Scientiarum Vpsaliensis. Vpsaliae, mdccxcix.

On the much disputed question whether the Crustacean in question does or does not injure fishing

nets Odmann pronounces most decidedly that it does, on the ground of repeated experi-

ments. With equal decision he denies that it attacks live fish.
"
Ipsos autem a piscibus

minoribus copiose deglutiri, in culina discitur quotidie. Prje primis vero generi anatino

sapidas exhibent dapes." He says that at the beginning of November they come in from

the deeper sea to the sheltered parts of the shore in incredible numbers, and that it is from

then till May that their destructive industry chiefly needs guarding against by steeping the

nets in a decoction from the bark of the alder {Betnla Alnus). In January and February he

repeatedly saw the Sturnus Cincliis spend the morning hours, from 7 to 10, in catching
those Gancri Pulices before his windows in the island of Ingar6.

Y^QQ CuviER and Dumieril.

Lecons d'anatomie comparee, torn i. Paris, An viii.

The tableau septieme of this work, as quoted by Desmarest, Cons, gen., 1825, shows " Crustac^s.

Classe VII". AnLmaux invertebres, ayant des vaisseaux sanguins, une moelle epiniere noueuse,

et des membres articules," including "1. Monocles. Limulus, Caligus, Apus, Cyclnpfi,

Polyphemus. 2. Ecrevisses. Cancer, Inachus, Pagurus, Astacus, Palimirns, /Scyllaru,",

Squilla." These are followed by "Insectes. Classe VHP. Animaux invertebres, d^pourvus
de vaisseaux sanguins, ayant une moelle epinifere noueuse, et des membres articules," of

which section A are provided with "machoires." Of these a subsection are "sansaUes,"

one division of which are
" GNATHAPTiRES. Plusieurs paires de m3,choires," containing the

" PoLTGNATHES. Asellus ou Physodes, Oniscus, CymotJioa."

On this classification MUne-Edwards, Hist. nat. des Crust., i. p. 207, observes that the progress

of science has withdrawn the Polygnathes from the Insecta, and has necessitated the

employment of additional characters to distinguish the Crustacea from the Arachnida, which

also have blood-vessels.

1801. Pallas, P. S.

Bemerkungen auf einer Reise in die siidlichen statthalterseliaften des Russischen

Reichs in der Jabren 1793 und 1794. Zweyter Band. Leipzig, 1801.

Of Crustacea in the Crimea he says, page 475, "in den Fliissen endlich hiiufige Krehse von

gutem Geschmacke, und in der See zwey Arten von Taschenkrehsen, deren die eine im

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 9
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Sommer bey Nacht zur Begattung auf den Strand heraus kommt und bey Fackeln mit

Handen gefangen wird, sonst aber zwiscben den Eelsen zu bausen pflegt ; einige besondere

Agsebi so wobl auf dem Lande, als in der See, und einer kleinen bliiulicben Garneele nicbt

zu erwabnen."

180L Lamarck, JEAN-BAPTistE-PiERRE Ai^toine Demonet, Chevalier de, bom 1774,

died 1829 (,Hagen).

Systeme des Animaux sans vert^bres, ou Tableau g^n^ral des classes, des ordres

et des genres de ces animaux ; prdsentant leurs caracteres essentiels et leur

distribution, d'apres la consideration de leurs rapports naturels et de leur

organisation, et suivant I'arrangement dtabli dans les galeries du Museum d'Hist.

Naturelle, parmi leurs depouilles conservees ;
Prec6d^ du discours d'ouverture du

Cours de Zoologie, donue dans le Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle I'an 8 de

la Eepublique. A. Paris. An IX-1801.

Lamarck here divides invertebrate animals into seven classes, les mollusques, les crustaces, les

aracbnides, les insectes, les vers, les radiferes, les polypes. Tlie Crustacea be divides

into CrustaciSs p6diocles, forming two groups, and Crustaces sessiliocles, also with two

groups. For the class at large he gives this description,
" Caract. Le corps et les

membres articules. Peau crustacee que I'animal quitte et renouveUe h, certaines epoques.

Organ. Un cerveau et des nerfs. Des branchies pour la respiration. Un coeur musculaire

et des vaisseaux pour la circulation." " Us engendrent plusieurs fois pendant leur vie."

He considers that "
les halanites et les anatifs

" form the passage from the MoUusca

to the Crustacea in a remarkable manner. The respiration by branchiae instead of by

stigmata and trache£e, the muscular heart, and the cajaacity for repeated procreation

strongly in his opinion distinguish the Crustacea from the Insecta.

He thus defines the Crustaces sessiliocles, his second order of Crustacea:—"lis ont deux

yeux distincts ou r^unis en un seul, mais constamment fixes et sessUes." In this order

the Premiere Section, pp. 16-4-168, is defined:—"Corps convert de pieces crustacees

nombreuses, soit transverses, soit longitudinales." It includes :
—

"XXV° Genre. Crevettk Gammarus. Quatre autennes simples, in^gales, setac^es,

urticulees, disposees sur deux rangs. Deux yeux distincts et sessiles. Corps alonge,

convert de pieces crustacees transverses. Des appendices bifides sur les cotes de la queue

et & son extremite. Des pattes articulees et onguiculees.
"* Gammarus pulex. Fab. Squilla pulex. Degeer, ins. 7, p. 525, t. 33, f. 1, 2. C. pulex. Lin.

Geoffr., ins. 2, p. 667, t. 21, f. 6. Herbst, t. 36, f. 4, 5. La crevette des ruisseaux."

"XXVIP Genre. Chevrolle. Caprella. Quatre antennes in^gales. Corps lineaire avec des

renflemens irr^guliers, ar.ticule, a segmens plus longs que larges. Queue nuUe ou trfes-

courte et d^pourvue d'ecaUles ou d'appendices quelconques. Pattes articulees, disposees

par paires irreguliferement distantes.

"
*Caprdla scolopendroides. n. Cancer linearis. Lin. Bast. op. subsesc. 1, t. 4, f. 2. Pennant,

Zool. Brit. 4, t. 12, f. 32. Herbst, p. 142, t. 36, f. 9, 10.

•'*
Caprella veniricosa. n. Squilla ventricosa. Mull. ZooL Dan. p. 20, t. 56, f. 1-3. C. Ven-

tricosus, Herbst, t. 36, f. 11, A, B."

"XXVIIP Genre. Cyame. Cyamus, Lat. Quatre antonnes in^gales : les deux anterieures

plus longues, sdtaci^es. Un sugoir simple, retractile, sortant d'une fente courte situee sous

la tite. Deux antennules inserees h, la base de la bouche. Deux yeux. Corps ovale.
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deprime, k sis segmens pedifferes. Six paires de pattes; cliaque patte termin^e par iin

crochet.

"*Ct/amus ceti. n. Squilla balxnse. Degeer, ins. 7, p. 541, t. 42. f. 6, 7. Pall. Spic. Zool., 9,

p. 76, t. 4, f. 14, A. B. C. Oniscus ceti, Lin. Pijcnngonmn ceti, Fab. Suppl. 570."

The remaining genera in this section, 26. Asellus, 29. Ligia, 30. Oniscus, 31. Forhicina, 32,

Cyclops, are not Ampliipoda.

1802. Bosc d'Antic, Louis Augustin Guillaume, bom 1759, died 1828 (Hagen).

Histoire naturelle des Crustaces, contenant leur Description et leurs Moeurs.

2 vol. Paris. An X. (1802).

The first edition of this work has some historical interest, as being perhaps the first popular

treatise ever written in the vernacular on Crustacea. The introduction remarks on the

extreme and unjust neglect which had been shown by science to this branch of natural

history. The author remarks that the Greek and Latin writers, as Aristotle, Athenseus,

Hippocrates, and Pliny, had all considered the ilalacostraca as fish, or intermediate between

lish and shell-fish, that the earliest modern naturalists who had written upon them, such as

Rondelet, B(51on, Gesner, Aldrovandus, Jonston, had placed them immediately after fish or

MoUuscs, that even the great Linuceus, who classed them with apterous insects, had left

their genera and species in its primitive chaos, merely distinguishing Crustacea Jxrachyura

from Crustacea macroura, and leaving out of sight ahnost all the minute species. The

improvements in classification introduced by Fabricius, Daldorf, MiiDer, Geoffroy, Cuvier,

Lamarck and Latroille, are then explained. An account follows of the difierent organs of

the mouth and the limbs, of the muscles as described by Cuvier, of the viscera after Roesel,

of the renovation of limbs, and the phenomena of exuviation after Eeaumur. In regard to

the fierceness and size of Crustacea in warm countries there is a remark worth citing in the

words of the original,
" on dit qu'ils sont d'une grandeur si d^mcsur^e, qu'ils attaquent les

hommes, et en ont mangd plusieurs, entre autres le fameux navigateur Francois Drack, qui,

quoique arme, ne put ^viter ce sort." Of this great sailor's death on the Isthmus of Darien,

Hume says,
" Drake himself, from the intemperance of the climate, the fatigues of his

journey, and the vexation of his disappointment, was seized with a distemper, of which he

soon after died." A rationalist would perhaps attempt to reconcile the two accounts by

suggesting that Drake may have died of cancer.

Of Amphipods Bosc gives four genera, Gammarus, Fabr., TaVdrus, Latr., Caprella, Lamarck,

and Cyamus, Latr., with coloured figures of one species of each genus on pls). xiv., xv., and

xvi. He describes one new species from North America, Talitre grillon, Talitrus grillus,

with the reference "
voyez pi. 15. et fig. 2." At the foot of pi. xv. we read,

"
1. 2. Thalitre

terrestre." In accordance with the suggestion of Milne-Edwards, Spence Bate, in the Brit.

Mus. Catal., names this Orchcstia gryllus, with a synonym
" Scarnhalla Sayana, Leach, MS."

Bate and Westwood, vol. i. p. 14, note that the name Talitrus first appears in the year 1802,

both in Latreille's Hist. Gen. des Crust, et Ins., vol. iii., and in Bosc, vol. ii. the latter

writer giving Latreille the credit of the invention, while LatreiUe subsequently, in 1806,

refers the genus Talitrus to Bosc as its author. This may be explained by the fact which

Bosc mentions, vol. i. p. 48, that Latreille had given him permission to use the classification

of Crastacea which the lender had prepared for a new edition of his own work. Thus

Latreille's Talitrus makes its first appearance in Bosc's treatise. It is defined as follows :
—

"
Quatre antennes simples ; les intermediaires, sup(5rieures, plus courtes que le pedoncule

des inferieures. Corps along^, convert de pifeces crustacees, transverses, presque ^gales, et

appendicuMes sur leurs cot^s. Dix a quatorze pattes; les ant(5rieures termin^es par des

mains. Des appendices bifides h, I'extremite du corps."
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Under Crevettb, Gammarus, Fabricius, Bosc gives the species ampulla, Phipps ; nugax, Phipps ;

carinatus, author not named; cancellus, Pallas; longicornis, with references to Gronw.,

Pallas, Pennant, Herbst ; pulex, Crevette des ruisseaux, defined as having
"
Quatre pinces

sans doigts ;
dix pattes," with references to " Easier. Subs. 2. tab. 3. fig. 7. Geoff. Ins. 2.

tab. 21. fig. 6. Degeer. Ins. 7. tab. 33. fig. 1, 2. Herbst. Cane. tab. 36. fig. 4, 5.," and

to his own fig. 4 on pi. xiv., which is in fact a representation of Eosel's species ;
the account

concluding with the remark " se trouve en Eurojje dans les eaux douces, elle est fort

commmie aux environs de Paris
"

; comiger, no autlior named
; gibhosus, no author named

;

esca, no author named; medusarum, with reference only to Stroem, Sundm. tab. 1, figs. 12,

13, where the word " Sundm." is spelt as it is in Herbst's account of mediisarum
;
and lastly

homari, also with reference only to
"
Stroem, Act. Afr. 10. tab. 2."'

Under Talitbe, Talitrus, LatreiUe, Bosc gives locusta, with references to "
Pallas, Spioil. Zool.

9. tab. 4. fig. 7. Boesel. Ins. 3. tab. 62. Frisch. Ins. 7. tab. 18. Herbst. Cane. tab. 36.

fig.
1

;

" and grillus, his own species, figured pi. xv. fig. 2.

Under Chevrolle, Caprella, Lamarck, he gives Caprella linearis,
"
Quatre mains k un seid ongle ;

dix pieds dans le male," with references to " Cancer linearis. Linn.—Gammariis linearis.

Fab. Pallas, Spicil. Zool. 9. tab. 4. fig. 15. Pennant. Zool. Brit. 3. tab. 12. fig. 32.

Martin. Spitz, tab. P. fig. 1. Herbst. Canc. tab. 36. fig. 9 et 10, A. B.," his own figure,

PL 15. fig. 5, being presumably borrowed from Herbst, who copies from the Zool. Dan.

tab. 56. fig. 5; he also gives Caprella ventricosa.
" Deux mains avec un seul ongle; quatorze

pieds," with references to "Midler, Zool. Dan. tab. 56. fig. 1, 3. Acta Helv. 4. tab. 4.

fig. 8, 9, 10." In his general remarks on "les chevroUes
" he says, "La premiere espece,

qui a ^te observ^e par Muller, presente un phenomfene remarquable; le male est fort different,

et a un plus grand nombre de pattes que la femelle." Bosc thinks that Muller must here

have confoimded two species. The confusion, however, must be laid to the charge of Bosc

himself.

After chapters on Asellus, Idotea, Sphxroma, Ligia, Caligus, Binoadus, Bosc comes to Ctame,

Pygnogonum, Fabricius, for which he borrows from Lamarck without acknowledgment the

following definition:—"Quatre antennes inegales ;
les deux anterieures plus longues,

setac^es. Un su^oir simple, retractile, sortant d'une fente courte, situee sous la tete.

Deux antennules inserees k la base de la bouohe. Deux yeux. Corps ovale, deprime, k six

segmens pediferes. Six paires de pattes ; chaque patte terminee par un crochet." Liitken

criticises the inapplicable expression su^oir, and is of opinion that by the two antennules at

the base of the mouth, the first gnathopods, not the maxUliiJeds, must be understood here ;

he notices also the attribution of a crochet to each foot of six pairs. In the specific account

Bosc clearly distinguishes the shape of what he supposed to be the third and fourth pairs

of feet from that of the other five pairs. He speaks of the species as le pou de baleine, and

figures it, pL xvi.
fig. 2, as le Cyame des Ctitaces, representing, according to Liitken, a

female
(!) of Cijamus inysticeti. Bosc himself gives no Latin name either for this species,

or for the Pycnogonum that has been confused with it. To the Pycnogonum he refers as
"

le cyame des baleines," and after finishing his account of "
le cyame des cetaces," he

says,
" La seconde espece avoit ete plac^e par Linnaeus parmi les phalangium ; par Pallas

parmi les a^arus ; par Fabricius, d'abord parmi les poux, et en dernier heu, avec la premifere,

parmi les pygnogonum, sous le nom specifique de balenarum. Brunick la regarde conmie

formant un genre nouveau, et probablement U a raison
;
car cet animal paroit bien differer

par la description du pou de baleine."
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1802. SCHOUSBOE, P. K. A.

Jagttagelser over tvende sieldne og lidet bckiendte Krebsarter. (Oplsest den

24 May 1799.) Skrivter af Naturhistorie-Selskabet. 5te Bind. 2det Hefte.

Ki0benhavn, 1802.

The two Crustacea in question are here called Dromia dypeata and Gammarus sedentarius.

The latter, ForskSl's now well-known species, is fully described and fairly figured. Of it

the author says,
" In mari Tingidem alluente unica tantum vice plura specimina inveni

mense Febr. 1793." He criticizes Herbst's rendering of Forskal's account, and his copy of

Forskt^l's figure, as not quite accurate. He suggests that some unknown Mollusc may have

been the first and original owner of the dwelling in which the creature is found.

1802. TURTON, AViLLIAM.

A general system of Nature, etc., etc. Translated from Gmelin's last Edition of

the celebrated Systema Naturae, by Sir Charles Linne. Amended and enlarged by
the improvements and discoveries of later naturalists and societies, with appropriate

Cop)per-plates, by William Turton, M.D, Vol. iii. London, 1802.

Among the Insecta Aptera, foUowing "118. Scorpio," comes "119. Canckr. Legs, 8 (rarely G

or 0) besides 5 chelate hands or claws furnished with a moveable thumb: feelers 6, unequal:

eyes 2, distant elongated moveable, and generally placed on peduncles : mandibles horny

thick
; Up triple ; tail articulated and unarmed."

Under Cancer, Section " F. Antennas pedunculate and very simple. Gammarus," contains the

following information :—
"Ampulla. Hands without fangs : legs 14 : hind-thighs compressed dilated.

Ivihahiis the Northern Ocean. PMpps. tab. 12.
iiij.

3.

Body nearly white
; proboscis short incurved and very sharp : tail with 6 leaves,

the last joint bifid.

"
Nugax. Hands without fangs : legs 14 : 6 hind-thighs compressed dilated.

Inhabits North Seas. PMpps. tab. 12. fig. 3.

"
Carino-spinosus. Hands without fangs : legs 14

;
back carinate and spinous.

Inhabits In the British Museum.

Body whitish subcompressed ;
the hind segments a little spinous.

"
Cancellus. Hands 4 without fangs: legs 16.

Inhabits Siberia. Pall. Spic. Zool. 9. tab. Z. fig. 18.

First pair of antennae incurved.
" *

Grosdpes. Hands without fangs : antennae longer than the body : tail obtuse.

Inhabits Europe. Brit. Zool. iv. tab. 16. fig. 31.

"* Locusta. Hands 4 without fangs : legs 14: thighs simple: tail with bifid spines. Roes. Ins.

3. to6. 62. Suh. Ins. tab. 2^. fig. \b2.

Inhabits Europe on sandy shores and in stagnant waters; leaps about with great

agility.
" * Pulex. Hands 4 without fangs : legs 10.

Begeer. Ins. 7. tab. 33. fig. 1. 2. Bast. tab. 3. fig. 7.

Very common in fountains and rivulets, and swims in an incurved posture upon its

back : is very troublesome to fish by getting between their gUls, and is said to

shine by night.
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"
Comiger. Hands without fangs : proboscis incurved subulate : sides of the thorax with a

double horn.

Inhabits the Norway Seas.

Body of 11 short segments, whitish edged with red, the 5 hind ones carinate and spinous

on the back : under the thorax each side are 2 horns united at the base : tail with

numerous bifid styles.
" * Linearis. Hands 4 with a single fang : legs 10.

Pall. Spicil. Zool. 9. tah. 4. fig. 15, Baster. tab. 4. fig. 2.

Inhabits the shores of Europe and America.
"* Atomos. Hands 4 with a single fang : legs 14, with two oval vesicles each side between

the fourth and fifth pair.

Pennant Brit. Zool. iv. tah. \2. fi^. 22.

Inhabits Europe, in running water, and is so very minute as to be seldom visible to the

naked eye.
" * Salinus. Legs 20 spreading : tail subulate," &c. (not an Ampbipod).
" *

Stagnalis. Hands without fangs : legs 22 : tail cylindrical bifid," &c. (not an Ampbipod).
"
Gibbosus. Oblong, gibbous ; antennae folded and very long.

Inhabits Pc<rt?(^aZ ; small

Body smooth yellowish speckled with brown : head thick obtuse with a large green

spot : antennse bent under the body, folded and 3 times as long as the body : tail

with 3 sharp cleft leaves.

" Ssca. Hands without fangs : taO. jointed subulate and cleft at the tip," &c. (not an

Ampbipod).
" Medusarum. Hands 4 with a single fang : head very obtuse.

Stroem, Sundm. 188. tah. I. fig. 12, 13.

Inhabits Norway, under Medusae.
"
Filiformis. Linear; legs 10, the middle ones larger.

Inhabits Melacea. Amoen. Acad. 6. p. 415. 7i. 99."

After "120. Monoculus
"
comes "121. Oniscds. Jaw truncate denticulate : Zip bifid : antennx

setaceous, 2-4: body oval, consisting of about 14 transverse segments : legs 14."

Under section " A. Feelers : antennx often 4, sessile: Cymothoa," are given among

many others :
—

"
Ceti. Ovate with distinct segments : third and foiu'th pair of legs linear and unarmed.

Seba. Mus. 1. tab. 20. fig. 5. Degeer. 7. t. 42. A 6, 7.

Inhabits the Northern Seas, on Whales."
" Aculeatus. Thorax naked : back with 3 rows of spines.

Act. Petrop. 1778, I. p. 247. tab. 8. fig. 1.

Inhabits the White Sea. Body carmine."
"
Cuspidatus. Thorax articulate tuberculate : the 6 dorsal segments cuspidate.

Inhabits the White Sea. Act. Petrop. 1778. tab. 8. fig. 3.

Antennx 4 : tail tufted at the sides."

" Fuscus. Brown; shell carinate with a white spot on the thorax.

Inhabits Denmark. II. Mull. Zool. Dan. 2476.
" Medusarum. A little compressed : front obtuse

;
antennae very short and pendant : hands 4

compressed and cut.

Stroem. Sundm. \. p. 188. tab. 1. fig. 12, 13.

Found under the folds of the Medusa Capillata.
" Cicada. Compressed, sublinear with four spurious hands : upper antennae shorter : tail smooth

on the back.

Inhabits Greenland Seas. Fab. fit. Groen. p. 258. n. 233.
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" Arenarius. Slightly depressed before, carinate and subserrate beliind : 4 fore-legs cheliform

and smooth : antennae nearly equal. Stroem. Act. Hafn. 10. tab. 2. firj. 1-8.

Inhabits the Sandy Shores of Greenland, on the Ulva umbilicalis.

" Stroemianus. Compressed ;
4 fore-legs cheliform and slightly toothed : upper antennas very

short.

Stroem. Act. Hafn. 9. p. 558. tab. 8.

Inhabits the Shores of Greenland. Body violet.

"
Abysdnus. Subcylindrical ;

4 fore-legs cheliform and 1-toothed : antennse subequal setiferous

and serrate at the base on the inner margin.

Inhabits Ch-eenland. Fab. fn. Groen. ^i. 261. n. 236.

Body with white and saifron bands : darts with great velocity in the water.

" These 6 last might probably be referred to the genus Cancer."

In this list, Cancer (Ganwiarus) carino-spinosus, being without references, is apparently intended

for a new species. In the Brit. iMus. Catalogue, Speuce Bate names it Amathia earino-

spinosa, distinguishing it from Amatliia sabinii " more in deference to the opinions of

Rathke, LUjeborg, and Bruzelius, than from a conviction of there being any real distinction

between them." Boeck accordingly makes " Cancer carino-s2nnosa, Turton, Linn. Syst. Nat.

III. p. 760. (if0lge Spence Bate)
"

a synonym of Ainaihilla sabini, without observing

that Bate and Westwood, vol. i. p. 362, declare that Turton's species is Atylus carinatvs.

On page 363, they say further,
"

it is quite evident that the latter [Turton] never examined

the animal of unknown habitat in the British Museum, which he cites, but that his know-

ledge was derived from the Fabrician description of Atylus carinatus, the name of which he

unnecessarily altered." The species. Cancer {Gammariis) cornigei; though also without

references, is clearly the Gammarus corniffer of Pabricius, now called Epimeria cornigera.

It wiU be observed that for Cancer [Gammarus) medusarum and for Oniscus (Cymothoa)

medusarum, Turton gives the same reference to Str0m without any attempt at ex-

planation.

1802. Lateeille, p. a.

Histoire Naturelle, generale et particuliere des Crustaces et des Insectcs.

Ouvrage faisant suite aux CEuvres de Leclerc de BufFon, et jDartie du Cours

complet d'Histoire naturelle redige par C. S. Sonuini. Tomes I.-IV. A Paris.

An X.

In vol. i. p. 45, he recognises that the Stalk-eyed Crustacea or pediocles of Lamarck have an

organization evidently distinct from insects, but the Sessile-eyed Crustacea come so near

the insects, by the form of the vessel regarded as the heart, that he would have been well

content for the present to leave the Crustacea at the head of the insects, only forming a

subclass of them.

Vol. ii. opens with a table giving "Divisions g^n^rales des animaux invert^br^s et pourvus do

pattes." The Crustaces, Class I. have "Mandibules palpigkes. Des pieces articulees

doubles ou bifides, dit-posees sur pluaieurs rangs, et fermant la bouche. Quatre antennes."

These form two orders, Les Decapodes, "Tete confondue avec le corselet. Branchies

cach^es," and Les Branchiogastres, "Tete distincte. Branchies exterieures." The Insectes,

Class II., include four subclasses, the first of which is named les Tetrac6res, and the fourth

les Entomostraces.

An explanation of earlier classifications is given pp. 292-365. After Aristotle he considers

that Aldrovandus was the first systematist to make any advance, then Willulghby
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[Willugliby], whose metliod is more commonly attributed to Eay, who adopted and

developed it.

In vol. ill p. vii. n. 1, LatreiUe remarks that, since the publication of his Precis in 1796, the

name insect had been restricted in its application, he therefore now says, "je nomme

Condylipodes les animaux que Linnmus ajipeUe imedes, et qui forment, dans la nicthode

du professeur Lamarck, trois classes
;

les crustaces, les aradinidcs et les inseetes."

He alters the classification of the preceding volume, making the Entomostraca now the

first subclass of the Crustacea, the second subclass being the Malacostraea. In these latter

the Branchiogastra, p. 35, are the second order, with two families; 1. SquiUiares;

squiUares ; including the genera Squilla and Mysis ; 2. Crevettines ; gammarina:, thus

defined :
—"

Corps form6 d'une suite d'articles de longueur k peu prfes ^gale, ou dont

le premier du moins n'est pas beaucoup plus grand que les autres. Yeux sessOes. Ex-

tremite posterieure du corps sans cqjpendices, ou a cqjpendices styliformes,
" and including

the genera Phronima, Talitrus, Gammarus, Caprella, Cyamus.

The new genus
" Phronime

; phronima" is thus defined :
— " Antennes apparentes au nombre

de deux, presque setacees, de trois articles. Des palpes saillans, s6taces. Dix pattes ;
les

quatre ant^rieures et les quatre posterieures terminees par une piece conique, un peu

arqueej ceUes de la troisifeme paire les plus longues, et terminees par une main ayant

deux pinces. Derniers aaneaux etroits ; plusieurs styles along^s, articules et bifides, i,

I'extr^mite du corps. Corps mou. Tete fort grande. Animal vivant dans un corps

ovalaire, traiisparent, presque gelatineux, (Cadavre d'un beroe?). Exemple. Cancer seden-

iarius, Forsk."

Next he defines " Genre. TaUtre
;

talitrus. Antennes simples : les tntermediaires sup^rieures

et plus courtes que le pd'doncule des laterales et inferieures. (Dix a quatorze pattes.)

Une queue ;
des pieces articul^es au bout. Exemples. Gammarus locusta, Fab. Oniscus

gammarellus, PaU." He then proceeds to define the genus "Crevette; gammarus,"

adding a remark on this and the preceding genus :
—" Othon Fabricius a d^crit plusieurs

crustaces qu'il faut, je pense, rapporter k ces deux genres. On placera parmi les talitres

les suivans : oniscus serratus, cicada medusarum ; avec les crevettes les autres : 07iiscus

arenarius, strcemianus, abyssinus."

He defines "Chevrolle; caprella, Lam.," with Gammarus linearis, Fab., and Squilla lohata,

0th. Fab. as examples.
' He defines "Genre. Cyame; cyamus. Corps large, court. Pattes courtes, dont quatre au

moins fausses vers le milieu du corps ;
les autres terminees par un crochet. Point de

queue ni de pifeces articulees au bout. Exemple. Oniscus ceti, Linn. Remarq. Je ne

suis pas siir que les deux genres prec^dens soient de cet ordre."

Then follow the Insecta as Classe Seconde, with the Tetracera as first subclass, containing the two

families "asellota" and " oniscides."

At the opening of vol. iv. LatreiUe repeats his reasons for using, instead of the Linnsean inseetes,

the denomination Condylipodes, eondylipoda (pattes noueuses), and for placing the

Crustacea at the head of the division. As before, he relies on the observations especially of

Swammerdam in olden times, and of Cuvier and Lamarck, his contemporaries. Among
other remarks on classification he says, p. 8,

" Si j'examine attentivement, en efFet, la s^rie

naturelle des genres, je vols que les crabes me conduisent aux ecrevisses, que de ceUes-ci

j'arrive presque sans saut aux crevettes {gammarus F.); de Ik aux aselles, aux cloportes,

enfin aux iules et aux scolopendres ;
et comme je decouvre dans ces derniers animaux

des stigmates, je dois penser que les arachnides, les inseetes jjroprement dits doivent leur

succeder."
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1803. Latreille, p. a.

Histoire naturelle, etc. Tomes V.-VI. A Paris. An XL

This volume opens with the Histoire ties Malaeostraces, notices how little attention was

paid them from the time of Aristotle till we come to Belon, Eondelet, Gesner,

Aldrovandus, with whom they still remain between the Mollusca and the Testacea.

Jonston was only a compiler. Swammerdam in hernard Vhennite discovers a heart

or at least a principal organ of circulation "different du vaisseau dorsal et noueux

des insectes. Ce crustace trouve son rang avec eux ;
il est compris avec les insectes du

premier ordre, ou ceux qui sortent de leur oeuf parfaitement formes et pourvus de tous leurs

membres." Ivlein rejected Linnseus's arrangement of Aptera.
" Ses animaux multipedes

sont partag^s en deux sections. La premiere est destin^e k ceux qui sent cuirasses,

lorieata ; elle est remplie par six ordres, dont les cinq premiers appartiennent aux crustaces,

et le dernier aux scorpions. La seconde section est celle des insectes
;

la se voient les

scolopendres, les iules, les cloportes, les araignees, etc." Latreille then gives the system of

Lefrancq de Berkley, who, he says,
" de nos jours, a le premier s6pare les malacodermes ou

les crustaces des naturalistes des insectes." But this seems to be an error, as, except that

he places Man in a first division by himself, the nine groups of his second division

correspond with those of Brisson.

^ol. vi., pp. 270-331, contains the fuller account of the Eranchiogastra. The species given are

Phnmima sedentaria, Forsk., Talitms locusta, Fabr., Talitrus gammarellus, Pall., Talitrus

grillus, Bosc, Talitrus mediisarum, Fab., Talitrus cicada, 0th. Fab., Gammarus pulex, Fab.,

Gammarus cancellus, Faja. (with a suspicion that it is the same as Gammarus carinahis.

Fab.), Gammarus ampidla, Fab., Gammarus nugax, Fab., Gammarus longieornis, Fab.,

Gammarits comiger, Fab., Gammarus esca, Fab., Gammarus spinicarpus, Miiller, Gammarus

homari, Fabr., Suppl. ent. syst. p. 418, Stroem. Act Hafn. 10. 5. tab. 2. Gammarits

arenariiis, 0th. Fab., Gammarus ahyssinus, 0th. Fab., Gammarus serratus, 0th. Fab.,

followed by the remark "Les crevettes suivantes de Fabricius ou de I'EncyclopMie

mdthodique appartiennent a d'autres genres; Gammarus linearis, Fab. Voyez chevrolle.

Gammarus fiUformis. Oliv.—Cancer filiformis. Lin. Voyez Tom. IV de cette Histoire,

p. 330, le second entomostrace d^crit par Godeheu Riville. Je crois en effet que c'est une

crevette. Gammarus stagnalis. Fab. Voyez branch iopode. Gammarus salinus. Fab. Idem.

Les autres appartiennent au genre talitre, ainsi que le cloporte de Stroemius d'Othon

Fabricius, Fauna Greenland, no. 235, et dont nous n'avons point parlti." He proposes to

call it talitre stroemien. In Miiller and in Herbst, he says, there are two Crustacea which

belong to this genus, canri'r podurus, cancer mutilus, but their specific characters do not

appear to be well established. Under Caprella he gives Caprella linearis, Linn., and

Caprella ve^itrieosa, MuUer. Under Cgamus,
"
cyamus ceti, Lin." On pi. liL he figures

Cyame de la Baleine. On pi. Ivi. he professes to figure Phronima sedentaria, but it does not

appear there. On that plate are Talitre sauterelle and Talitre gamraarelle, the latter being an

Orchestia, the figure of it not original. On pi. IviL are Crevette puce, representing Roesel's

dentate species, and Chevrolle liniiaire. In the discussion of Gammarus ptdex an account

is given of .some original observations in regard to the heart and other internal organs.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.)
^^^ ^^
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1803-Bosc and Lateeille.
1804.

Nouveau Dictionnaire d'Histoire naturelle, appliquee aux arts, principalement

a I'agriculture et a reconomie rurale et domestique. Par une Societe de naturalistes

et d'agriculteurs, avec des figures tirees des trois regnes de la nature. Paris, 1 BOR-

IS 04. (Twenty-four volumes).

In this work the Crustacea are deserihed by Bosc, who, it is said, merely repeats what had

abeady appeared in his Histoire naturelle des Crustaces. Desmarest says that "
Latreille a

insert dans le dernier volume un tableau methodique de ces animaux." The work must

not be confounded with the so-called new edition in thirty-six volumes, Paris, 1816-1819,

for which the Crustacea were described by Latreille.

1804. Montagu, George, born 1751, died 1815 (W. Pengelly, e Biblio. Cornub.).

Description of several Marine Animals found on the South Coast of Devonshire.

By George Montagu, Esq., F.L.S. Eead December 7, 1802. The Transactions of

the Linnean Society of London. Volume vii. London, mdccciv., pp. 61-85,

Pis. vi., vii.

In this paper three Amphipods are described :
—

" Cancee Phasma. Tab. vi. Fig. 3. Cancer linearis, Linn. Syst. i). 1056, Gmelin Syst. p. 2992.

Bast. Op. Subs. I, p. 32, t. 4,/. 11. Tierton Linn. in. p. 761. Oniscus scolopendroides.

Pall Spic. Zool. 9. t. 4./. 15. Cancer atomos. Linn. Syst. p. 1056. Gmel. Syst. p. 2992.

Brit. Zool. iv. t. 12, /. 32. Turt. Linn. iii. p>. 761." Montagu thought he had good

reason for uniting the species mentioned in the synonymy with his Cancer phasma, but

nevertheless thought it well to retain the new specific name to prevent further confusion.

This species was named Astacus phasma by Pennant in 1812, referred to CapreUa by

Leach in 1814, and to Protella by Spence Bate in 1862, where it still stands (see Mayer,

Caprell, p. 29) at the head of a long list of synonyms, though one quite different from

Montagu's list. His imperfect description is as follows:—"With a slender body of six

joints, independent of the head : on the first joint are two spines, a third on the fore part

of the second joint, and a fourth on the head, all pointing forwards : the rest of the body

smooth : antennae four, the upper pair nearly as long as the body ;
lower pair half that

length, and the extreme joint of each pectinated with bristles: eyes fixed, reticulated,

usually of a reddish colour : close to the mouth are two very short palpi, or feelers, with

hooked claws
;
behind these are two others much longer, armed with single moveable fangs :

on the first joint of the body are two long arms, with very large oblong oval hands,

furnished with a strong spine on the inside, and a long moveable fang, which is capable of

closing upon the spine, in order to secure its prey : the front of the hand in some is also

narrowed and elongated into a spine ;
the second and third joints of the body are each

provided with a pair of flat oval fins
;
the three posterior joints are each furnished with a

pair of long slender legs, with a single hooked claw
;
the hindmost are the longest, and

originate from the extremity of the body, the animal being destitute of tail. Length rarely

exceeds three-quarters of an inch, and seldom so much : colour various, sometimes red, but

more commonly pellucid olive green. The female differs in possessing several plates or valves

beneath the body, situated between the two pairs of fins : the office of these is to carry and

protect its eggs or young, at which time they extend very considerably, and form a kind of

pouch. We have seen this receptacle distended with ova, from fifteen to twenty, readily dis-

tinguished through the transparent plates. In this part a very strong pulsation is observable."
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"Cancer palmatus, Tab. vi. Fig. 4. With a smooth, somewhat compressed body, with thirteen

joints : colour, when dead, pale yellowish brown : antennae four, superior pair longest, half

the length of the body ;
each pair composed of three large joints, with several small articula-

tions at the end : eyes large, fixed : arms two
;
hands remarkably large, flat, triangular, fur-

nished at the upper angle with a moveable fang, capable only of closing upon the middle or

palm, which is formed a little concave ; the back of the liand convex
; joint of the wrist

deeply cut or indented on the lower side : legs six
; thighs broad, flat: caudal fins two pairs,

subulate, with two joints each
;
the extreme joint of the tail is furnished with two small

appendages; the nest joint with two minute spines; the third joint with a single spine.

Length, three-eighths of an inch." This is now called Melita pahnata.
" Cancer articulosus, Tab. vL Fig. 6. With an oblong, smooth, glossy body, a little compressed

on the sides, with eleven joints, of a cream colour when dead : antennae four, the upper

pair longest, but not half so long as the body : eyes large, of a garnet colour, immoveable :

arms four, of a very singular form
;
the foremost pair with a subglobose, cheliform hand,

with the fixed claw very slender, and the moveable one, or thumb, long and double-jointed,

or furnished with an additional hooked fang at the end : second pair with an ovate, oblong

hand, furnishetl with one long moveable hooked fang; at the wrist arises a compressed
slender plate, projecting forward, and almost meeting the fang when closed : legs five pairs,

small, subulate : tail terminated by several slender, flat, caudal fins. Length, half an inch.

Inhabits the deep : taken by the dredge amongst shells and algsp." This, having since been

identified with Gammarus spinicarpus, Abildgaard, 1789, and made the type of a new

genus, is now called Leuoothae spinicarpa.

1805. ViVIANI, DOMENICO.

Phosphorescentia maris quatuordecim lucescentium animalculorum novis

speciebus illustrata a Dominico Viviani. Genuae, 1805.

In his discussion of the causes of the phosphorescent appearance of the sea, Viviani says
"
Luces-

ccntibus animalculis immixtje, nonnullas reperiuntur in mari species, quae licet ob parvam

u/utru </el et So.

TAB.J

Fig. 16.

corporis molem, et reliquam ejusdem compagem, maxima adfiuitate uniantur, nulla vero

phosphorica facultate gaudent (Gammarus crassimanus 7iob. Gammanis Pulex, etagnalis,
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Locusta: Fabric.)." On tlie other hand Desmarest, Consid. g^n sur la CI. des Crust.,

p. 267, says of Gammarus locusta, Leach,
" M. Surriray, du Havre, a remarque qu'elle est

phosphorescente." Viviani has brought his species into the Fabrician genus of Gammari,
he tells us, by their conformity in the number and shape of the antennas. These he calls

"
longissimas cum corporis longitudinem duplo superant, hrevissimas cum corporis mediam

longitudinem non attingnnt," always making his comparative measurements with the longer

pair. The descriptions are as follows:—"Gammarus caudisetus. {Tab. I. Fig. 3, 4)-

Gammarus Antennis (4) brevissimis, subcTqualibus : annulo caudali medio setigero. Eeperi

.... in aquis Portus Genuse : Sotfo il Molo VeccMo. Coi-pus oblongum, rubescens, decern

segfmentis compositum, capitis segmento obuse [obtuse] conico. Oculi duo nigrescentes,

turgidi, secus antennas siti. Antennx quatuor, quadrupl6 corpore breviores. In antennis

superioribus, articuli duo primi elongati, mediam earumdem longitudinem sequantes ;
ultra

medium setacese. Inferiores basi a superioribus ita tectse, ut nunquam earumdem structuram

perlustrare potuerim, ultra medium tamen et ipsas setacese. Pedes duodecim, 3-4 articulati
;

in articulatione verticillato setigeri ; apice uncinulo reeurvo armati. Laminx natatoriae

ovatse, margine setigerae, utrinque subtus secundum, et quintum segmentum erumpentes, in

segmento octavo utrinque geminae. Caudx segmentum supern^ squamulosum, quadrilobum,

emarginatura media setularum fasciculo valde mobilium munita. Color pallide rubescens."

"Gammarus longicornis {Tah. II. Fig. 3, 4). Gammarus Antennis longissimis, capite attenuato
;

pedibus anticis inarticulatis, brevissimis. Eeperi in maris sinubus algosis prope Genuam.

A. S. Naz7.aro. Corpus oblongum, 13 segmentis compositum, utrinque attenuatum, dorso

emarginatum; capitis segmentum subcylindricum, incurvatum, apicem versus paul^

angustius. Antennx 4 longissimse ; articulus primus in singulis extuberans brevissimus, duo

subsequentes quadruplo longiores, tenues, reliqui brevissimi, setulis binis ad internodia

muniti, articulis ita sensim diminutis, ut post tertium, antennae setaceae evadant. Oculi

inter antennarum superiorum, et inferiorum basim siti. Pedes sex biarticulati, apice uncinati.

Pedes branchiales inarticulati, apice longe setigeri. Capitis segmentum, et suhsequens
tribus utrhique muniuntur falsis pedibus brevissimis, unico cylindrulo formatis, apice

brevissimis setis ciliato
;
ad cibum captandum fortasse accommodatis. Cauda laminulis

ellipticis setulosis sex componitur, ex ultimo corporis segmento prodeuntibus. Color dilute

flavesoens.

" Gammarus truncatus (Tab. II. Fig. 5, 6). Gammarus capitis segmento antice truncato, caudte

reeurvo, antennis superioribus duplo brevioribus. Eeperi cum praecedenti. Corpus sub-

cylindricum, postic(5 attenuatum, segmentis duodecim, caudalibus recurvis, caput antice

truncatum, subtus coarctatum. Antennx quatuor : inferiores superioribus duplo longiores,

corporis totius mediam longitudinem non excedunt ;
in utroque pari articuli primi paulo

extuberantes, reliqui breviores, sensimque tenujores, in articulationibus setigeri. Ocidi pone
antennas inferiores siti. Tentacida duo cylindrioa, filiformia, inarticulata. Pedes decern,

triarticulati, brevi uncinulo muniti, hispidi : Brayichiales sex, e tuberculo prodeuntes, cylin-

drici, apice setularum longo fasciculo muniti. Caudx appendices, cylindruU quatuor recurvi,

hispidi, penultimum inter, et anterius caudae segmentum inserti. Color dUutissime

flavescens.

"Gammarus circinnatus {Tab. II. Fig. 9. 10). Gammarus suboylindricus, segmentis 2-6 ad

latera utrinque in appendicem circularem exeuntibus, caudalibus reliqua subaequantibus.

Eeperi cum praecedente. Corpus subcylindricum, segmentis decern conflatum, tribus

caudalibus latere inferior! postico angulatis, reliqua fere maguitudine subaequantibus.

Capitis segmentum cylindricum, antic(5 rotundatum. Antennx superiores, corpore duplo

breviores, ultra medium setaceae. Articuli tres primi sensim minores, spinulis setulisque in

articulatione armati. Par inferius, superiori duplo brevius
; post primum articulum elongatum

antennae setaceae evadunt. Tentacida duo triarticulata : articulo primo cylindrico, altero
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cordiformi, tertio ovato, uncinulo instructo. Segmenta 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 utrinque in appendicem

rotundum exeunt pellucidum ovulorum glomerem tegentem {Fig. a). Caudales appendices ;

cylindrula duo recurva, quinque articulata, quibus duo tenujora, inarticulata spinulosa,

longitudine subsequalia, adiiciuntur. Pedes decern, quorum duo anteriores, artioulo prinio

cylindrico, duobus subsequentibus majoribus apice emarginatis, ultimo oblongo, uncinulo

armato componuntur. Pedes reliqui triarticulati, longo uncinulo aucti : BrancMales sex,

unico articulo format! : apice setigei-o. Color ex flavescenti dilutissime rubescens."

" Gammarus beteroclitus {Tab. II. Fig. 11, 12)," appears to be a species of Tanais. Of it

TAB. II.

8

Fig. 17.

Viviani says
" Antennarum forma et insertione species hfec novum fortasse genus exposceret.

quod habitus totius corporis a Gammaris diversissimus confirmaret."

"Gammarus crassimanus {Tah. 11 Fig. 7. 8). Gammarus ventricosus : cauda reflexa; antenons

pedum paris tarsis inorassatis, chela granulatl Reperi cum pra?cedentibus. Corpv.'<

oblongum, srentricosum, antice truncatum, in cauda attenuatum recurvum, segmentis 17

compositum. Capitis segmentum subcyUndricum, subtus veluti in rostrum breve coarctatum.

Antennit quatuor, mediam totius corporis longitudinem paul6 excedentes, setacea;, articulo

primo brevi ventricoso, subsequente elongate tenui, leliquis sensim tenuioribus brcvissimis.
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Antennfe inferiores duplo breviores, structura superioribus couformes. Oculi inter

utiumque antennaruni par siti, latiusculi, nigri. TentacuJa quatuor, quorum antica duo

biarticulata, articulo primo cylindrico, extimo falcato, raniulos^ pilifero. Inferiora subtus

caput prorumpeutia filiformia, inarticulata, flexilia. Pede^ octo, duo anteriores crassiores,

articulo primo cylindrico, duobus subsequentibus obcordatis, extimo seu chela, obovato,

turgido, granulifero : reliqui triarticulati, uncinulo armati. Pedes hranchiales sex, articulo

unico elongate formati apice setigero, e tuberoulo caudali prodeuntes. Appendices caudales

quatuor, cylindrici, recurvi, bispidi, inter duodecimum et tredicesimuni segmentum

erumpentes."

It migbt be possible for some one residing at Genoa to identify these Genoese Amphipoda. The

figures given to represent the natural size are so minute as to suggest some erTor. Fig. 4,

pi. i. is suggestive of Hijpeiia nmhtsarum, though the eye is represented only by a small o.

Fig. 6, pi. ii. may represent Ht/ale sp. Fig. 4, pi. ii. ought to be capable of identification

by the extreme length of the antennce of both pairs, but of the upper pair especially. The

name Gammarus longicorvis is preoccupied among the synonyms of CoropMum volutafor.

Spence Bate has suggested the identity of Gammcmis crassimanus with Alaera triincatipes.

Desmarest, Consid. g^n. sur la CI. des Crust, p. 265. n., also thinks it probable that

it belongs to the same genus as Meera grossimanus. Boeck thinks it is perhaps a Gamnmrus.

In his view, Gammarus cirdnnatus seems to be a species of AmphUhoii. Milne-Edwards and

Spence Bate alike omit Viviani's species from their general lists of Amphipoda, and in the

special lists of Mediterranean species by Costa, 1830, by Hope, 1851, by Stalio, 1877,

and by Carus, 1885, no notice is taken of them.

1806. DuMERiL, Andr^; Marik Constant, born 1774, died 1860 (Hagen).

Zoologie Analytique, ou Methode Naturelle de Classification des Animaux,

rendue plus facile a I'aide de tableaux synoptiques. Paris, m.dccc.vi.

Dumeril rejects the precept of Linnaeus and Fabricius to draw the characters of classes, orders,

and genera from one and the same part, as inapplicable to zoology, however suitable it

might be to botany. He prefers the natural method, which studies all the parts of an

organism, with a view to its classification. In regard to the Crustacea he follows LatreUle

and Lamarck. He makes nine "
general divisions

"
or classes, the Crustacea being the

sixth, between the Mollusoa and the Insects. The Crustacea are defined as "Animaux

sans vertfebres, munis de vaisseaux et d'organes respiratoires sous forme de lames ou de

branchies; pattes le plus souvent au nombre de dix." They form two orders, Entomos-

trac(5s and Astaooides. The latter,
" k croilte calcaire," contain four families, Macroures, Car-

cinoides, Oxyrinques, and Arthrocephal^s. These last, "k tete s(5par(5e du corcelet,"

correspond to the Branohiogastres of Latreille. The name is derived " De ApOpov membre

qui se meut, et de Ktc^aXj; tete." An alternative name is Capit<5s. The following definition

and table is given :
—" Crustac^s k pattes ordinairement au nombre de quatorze ;

a branchies

apparentes vers la queue et k tite articul^e sur le corcelet.

pedonculfe ;
.

Genres.

I

six paires de pattes en nageoires, . . . Mysis.

{ point de pattes en nageoires,

" A yeux. -I
f
terminee par deux serres,

sessiles
;
la troisi^me paire dejsiies

;
la noisieiue pane ue

j
/

l(,j,(,,,p,

pattes, . .
I
simple; antennes inter- J

° '' "

I mediaires plus, .

^ ^^^^^^^^^ _

Sqltllle.

Phronime.

Crevette.

Tlialitre."
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He makes the following remarks upon the Amphipoda—" Le genre phronime (phrmiima) est

encore du meme naturaliste [Latreille]. II comprend un animal trfes-singulier, qu'on a observ6

dans un corps gelatineux transparent, qui n'a que deux antennes et dix pattes dont la

troisieme paire, plus longue que les autres, est armee de deux pinoes ;
le corps se termine

par plusieurs filets fourchus. Le genre thalitre (thalitrus, du meme auteur) ressemble beau-

coup a celui des crevettes. Les crevettes {f/amwarux, Fab.) difl'ferent de tons les autres

astacoides par la forme du second segment du corps, lequel n'est pas plus long que ceux qui
viennent imm&liatement apres, par les appendices fourchus qui se remarquent h, Fextrdmite

et sur les cot^s de la queue ;
enfin par I'immobilit^ des yeux, qui sont a-peu-pres dispos(5s

comme ceux des aselles et des cloportes, insectes avec lesquels les crevettes semblent se lier.

Ces crustac^s vivent dans les eaux douces et salees; ils nagent fort rapidement et tou jours

sur le c6t6."

The sixtieth or last family of the Insects, among the Aptera, is called Quadricornes or Polygnates,
and contains three genera, Physode, Cloporte, Armarlide, with the remark that -pliymde

(jihysodes, Fab.) answers to the ascllote family of Latreille. He considers that the "Poly-

gnates semblent faire le passage des insectes aux crustaces, dont ils different seulement par
le defaut de branchies."

1806. Latreille, P. A.

Genera Crustaceorum et Insectorum secundum ordinem naturalem in familias

disposita, iconibus exemplisque plurimis explicata. Tomus Primus, Parisiis et

Argentorati, 180G. (Tlie otlier three volumes 1807, 1809.)

Of the twelve classes into which Latreille here distributes animals, the Crustacea are the eighth,

invertebrates with distinct nerves, "Cor; branohia;
;
medulla spinalis gangliis plurimis;

pedes." Of the Crustacea, the Malacostraca form the second Legion ; containing two Orders,

the Decapoda and the Branchiogastra, the latter thus defined,
"
Caput a thorace distinctum

;

branchiae exterute, inferas
; pedes ssepissime quatuordecim." Of the Branchiogastra, the

first Family are called Squillares, the second Gammarinss or Crevettines. These latter

include the genera Phronima, Talitrus, Ganimarus, Corophium, Caprella, Cyamus. The
new genus Coropliumi is thus defined :

—Cauda appendicibus articulatis, subcylindricis.

Antennx inferos crassissimfe, articulis quinque, seta nulla articulata apicalL Pedes duo

antici manu parva (ungue mobili, pollice instruota)." The type species is Corophiimi

longicorne, taking its specific name from the synonym, Gammarus longicornis, Fab., instead

of taking it, as it should do, from the earlier synonym, Oniscics vohdafor. Pall. A final

note remarks,
" Genera Symethis, Posydon, mihi iguota." Phronima sedentaria and its

habitation are figured on pL ii.

The Tetracera are the first Legion of the Ninth Class, Apterous Insects, and comprise two

Families, the Asellota and the Oniscides.

1808. Montagu, George.

Description of several Marine Animals found on the South Coast of Devonshire.

Transactions of the Linnean Society, vol. ix., London, mdcccviii. ]3p. 81-114,

pi. ii.-viii. (Read June 18, 1805).

At page 92 Montagu gives
" Cancer Gammarus Locusta. Tab. iv. Fig. 1. Cancer Locusts.

Gmcl. Syst. p. 2992. Turt. Linn. iii. p. 760. Oniscus Garamarellus. Pallas Misc. Zool.

t. 14. /. 25. Id. Spic. Zool. 9. t. 4. f. 8." Although the accessory flagellum of the upper
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antennas is not noticed, this is clearly Ganimanis locusfa, Linn., and as Montagu professedly

mentions it only to clear it from confusion with other species, it is singular that he should

place in the synonymy OnUctis gammarelliis, Pallas, which is an Orchedia. He describes

the eyes as "
lunated, fixed," with an explanatory note,

" Not pedunculated, or moveable,

but fixed under the shell of the thorax ;
a circumstance common, I believe, to all this family."

The epithet in "hands sub-cheleferous
"
he also explains in a note, as "A term adopted for

a single fang capable of closing upon the hand, answering the purpose of a fixed claw, in

contradistinction to cheleferous, or such as are formed with double claws."

On page 93 he gives
" Cancer Gammarus Pdlbx. Tab. iv. fig. 2. Cancer Pulex. Gmel. Sijst.

•p. 1055. Turt. Linn, iii. p. 760. Brit. Zool. vi.p. 21. No. 33." This, he remarks, "is as

incapable of living in salt water as the C. Locusta is in fresh, although we have the authority

of Ijinnajus and many of his disciples to the contrary. It is also incapable of leaping, and

very soon dies when taken out of water."

On page 94 is
" Cancer Gammarus Saltator. Tab. iv. fig. 3. Cancer Locusta. Brit. Zool.

iv. ^7. 21. No. 34 Ouiscus Locusta. Pallas Spic. Zool. 9. t. 4. f. 7. Misc. Zool. t. 14./. 15."

Of this Montagu says,
" The C. Saltator is without doubt the animal referred to by Pallas,

and this confirms the opinion that Gmelin has confounded it -with, his Cancer Loeicsta, having

quoted both the Oniscus Oammardlug and O. Locusta of that author for it. That it is

Pennant's C. Locusta there can be little doubt, as he particularly mentions the quality of

leaping, a power denied to the other species." Montagu's figure very clearly depicts what

is now known as Talitnis loctista, Pallas. As he makes no reference to Klein's Squilla

saltatrix, 1743, the specific name saltator was probably not borrowed from that source.

On page 96 he gives
" Cancer Gammarus littoreus. Tab. iv.

fig.
4. Pulex marinus. Bastcr Op.

Subs. ii. p. 31. t. 3. /. 7. 8." " The C. littoreus," he says,
"

is doubtless the species figured

by Easter as above referred to, and which Gmelin has erroneously quoted for the Linneau

Cancer Pulex." This is pretty clearly the Oniscus Gammarellus of Pallas, which Montagu
himself has erroneously quoted for the Linnean Cancer locusta. Its name, therefore, should

be, as Boeck gives it, Orcliestia gammarellus, Pallas.

On page 97 he gives
" Cancer Gammarus grossimanus. Tab. iv. fig. 5." This is a new species.

It is now called Mxra grossimana (? better, grossimanus).

On page 98,
" Cancer Gammarus Talpa. Tab. iv. fig. 6.," now called Apjsevdes talpa, belongs to

the Tanaidas.

On page 99, "Cancer Gammarus rubricatus. Tab. v. fig. 1." is a new species, which was

referred by Leach to his genus Amphitho'e. It includes, I believe, Ainphitho'e littorina, Sp.

Bate, and three or four other synonyms from species founded chiefly on immaterial distinc-

tions in colouring.

On page 100 is given the new species "Cancer Gammarus falcatus. Tab. v.
fig. 2." This

Leach considered to belong to the genus Ja.9sa, which he instituted with the species Jas-'<a

pulchella and Jassa pielagica, establishing at the same time the genus Podocerus with the

species Podocerus variegatus. Milne-Edwards gave Cancer falcatus and Jassa pelagica to

Cerapus p)elagicus, to Podocerus variegatus he left its name, and changed Jassa pulchella into

Podocerus pulchdlus. Spence Bate gave the four as separate species of Podocerus, to which

more recently all four have been assigned as a single species. Boeck united the names

pielagicus and pidcliellus as synonyms to Montagu's falcatus, no doubt correctly, but it seems

curiously perverse that he should assign Leach's three species of Jassa to Podocerus and

Leach's species of Podocerus to Janassa, altered without due reason from Jassa. Janassa

may well fall to Podocerus as being too near for generic distinction, but, if not, the species

in question would have to be named Jassa falcata, Montagu, and Podocerus variegatus.

Leach. It is rather singular that Montagu should finish his accoimt with the words
" This curious and rare species inhabits the deep, amongst Sertularia, and Algs, and has
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only been taken by dredging at Torcross." As a matter of fact now-a-daya at Torquay and

Ilfracombe, in shore-pools, the pelagicus and puldieUws forms are extremely, not to say

tiresomely, abundant.

After describing two species oi Phalangium, on page 102 Montagu gives
" Oniscds Tbstudo

Tab. V. fig. 5. Body sub-ovate, composed of eight joints rising to a ridge on the back
;
the

plates elevated at their edges ;
the four first fall very low on the sides, and obscure the

anterior legs ; along each side of the body a row of small tubercles
;
the front sub-bifid

;

antennae four, very short, lower pair hid beneath : eyes prominent, black : posterior end

obtusely pointed ;
caudal fins beneath, obscure : legs fourteen, short and strong, the tliree

posterior pairs longest ;
aU furnished with a simple claw. Length two lines. Colour dull

red, with a white spot on the anterior part of the back, but as the insect dies this mark is lost.

Rare." By Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., voL i. part 5, p. 228, 1862, this is made

the type of a new genus Pereionotus. See also Brit. Mus. Cat., p. 375, 1862. These authors

recognise that "this genus bears a near relationship to that of Phlias oi Gu^rin," 1836.

They only find indeed one distinction of importance, that while Pereionotus testudo has the

last nropods uniramous, Phlias serratus, taken on the voyage from the Falklands to Port

Jackson, has these nropods biramous. A specimen from the Mediterranean which Spence
Bate has named Phlias rissoanus, he unfortunately left unexamined in regard to the last

nropods. Grube's genus Icridium, 1863-4 would seem undoubtedly synonymous with

Pereionotus, but that its author declares that his Icridium fuscum has no telson. Cams,
Prodr. Faun. Medit., 1885, gives under "Icridium Grubk (^Phlias Gu^E.)," "I. Rissoanum

Catta {Phlias Rissoana Sp. B., I. fuscum, Gr.). ?." That further investigation will unite

Plilias, PereionotiLS, and Icridium in one genus seems not improbable. In that case Phlias,

Gu^rin, will take precedence, with Onisaus testudo, Montagu, for the type species.

1810. Latreille, p. a.

Considerations gdnerales sur rordre naturel des Animaux composant les classes

des Crustaces, des Araclinides, et des Insectes ;
avec un tableau methodique de leurs

genres, disposes en families. Paris, 1810.

The first part, pages 9-87, reviews in general the work that had been done up to that time in

regard to the classification of the groups mentioned in the title. In the second part, the

Crustacea are divided into two Orders, Entomostraca and Malacostraca. The Malacostraca

are divided into seven families, the first five with "
tete confondue avec le corcelet," the

sixth and seventh with " tete distincte du corcelet." The sixth, or SquiUares, has " Yeux

pediculcs." The seventh, Cr^vettines, GMnmarinm, has "Yeux sessiles." In this last,

two groups are formed, the first containing but a single genus, the second much subdivided,

as follows :
—

"I. Dix pates. G. 40. Phronime, Phronima."
"
II. Douze a quatorze i:)ates. 1. Des appendices articules et saiUans ait, bout de la qiceue.

A. Les quatre antennes terminees par un filet articule. G. 50. Crbvette. Gammarus."

"G. 51. Talitre, Talitrus." "B. Antennes inferieures tres-grosses, point terminees piar un

filet, et formees de quatre articles (les deux prates anterieures terminees par une inain, avec

un doifft ou crochet mobile). G. 52. Corophie. Corophium. 2. Point d'appendices articules

et apimrens au bout de la queue. G. 53. Chevrolle. Caprella." "G. 54. Cyame. Cijamus."

On pp. 422-3, species are given for these genera as follows:— "*Phronyme. Cancer sedentarius,

Forsk. Crevette. Gammarus pulex, Fab. Talitre. Oniscus gammarelliis, PalL *Corophie.

Gammarus longicornis, Fab. Chevrolle. Cancer linearis, L. *Cyame. Pycnogonum ceti,

Fab." The asterisks indicate the genera instituted by Latreille himself.

(ZOOL. CHAIL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 11
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1811. Stewart, Charles.

List of Insects found in the Neighbourhood of Edinburgh. Memoirs of the

Wernerian Natural History Society, vol. i. For the years 1808-9-10. Edinburgh,

1811. Pp. 566-577.

Among the Aptera, under the genus Cancer, he gives the names Gammarus, Pulex, and Loeusta,

Cancer gammarus of Liunreus, it should be remembered, is not an Amphipod.

1812. Thomas Pennant.

British Zoology, a new edition. In four volumes. Vol. iv. Class v., Crustacea,

vi. Vermes. London, 1812.

He here adds to his Asiacus linearis the reference " Herbst. Cane. ii. 142. t. 26. f. 9. A. 10. B."

Astacus atomos is now csMed^ Astacus phasma or Phantom Lobster. The figure is on pi. xiii.

2. Astacus loeusta now has the references " C. loeusta, Gm. Lin. 2992." "Faun. Suec.

2042." " Oniscus gammarellus. Pallas Misc. Zool. t. 14. f. 25." " Linn. Trans, ix. 92.

tab. 4. fig. 1." Additional references are given for Astacus pulcx. Astacus saltator appears

with references to "
C. saltator. Linn. Tr. ix. 94. t. 4. f . 3." "Oniscus loeusta. Pallas Misc.

ZooL t. 14. f. 15." "Koesel Insect, iii. tab. 62." "C. loeusta. Br. Zool. iv. 21." "Herbst.

Cane. ii. 127. t. 36. f. i." Under the generic name of Astacus, Montagu's species littoreus,

grossimanus, rubricatus, falcatus, iMlmatus, are given from the "Linn. Tr. ix. 91-100,"

and articulosus from "Linn. Tr. vii. 70," whence in reality palmatus also comes. On p. 40,

Oniscus testudo, Montagu, is given. It is clear that for his fresh references, as weU as for

the new species. Pennant is indebted to Montagu's papers.

1813. Montagu, George,

Descriptions of several new or rare Animals, principally marine, discovered on

the South Coast of Devonshire. Transactions of the Linnean Society. Vol. xi. First

Part. MDCCCXiii. Pp. 1-26, pis. i. -v. Read April 7, 1807. (The bound volume is

dated 1815, but the separate first part as above.)

On page 3 Montagu gives "Cancer Gamhiartjs spinosus. Tab. II. fig. 1," which Leach afterwards

called Dexamine spinosa. He hints that Turton's briefly described Cancer gammarus earino-

spinosus may be the same species, but] this is decided by Bate and Westwood to be Atylus

carinatus, Fabr.

On page 4 is given "Cancer Gammakus galea. Tab. II. fig. 2. Body ovate, somewhat elongated

at the tail, smooth, glossy, and wlien alive of an olive-green minutely speckled with brown,

but by drying becomes rufous-brown; antenna3 of the male remarkably short; in the female

two pairs extremely long and slender, nearly equal to the length of the body ; joints of the

body, independent of the head, and the joint to which the caudal fins are attached, eleven
;

the head is large, and much resembles that of a maggot, and in the male appears to have

no division between the eyes, but a continuation of the same transparent membrane covers

the whole
;
the eyes of the female are very large, but distinctly marked by a division ;

the

two pairs of anterior legs, like those of C. sjnnosus, are small, and not subcheliferous,

but occupy the place of arms, and scarcely differing in any respect from the other five pairs,

all of which are furnished with a very small claw
; abdominal fins three pairs ;

caudal fins
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live, flat, and bifid
;
the middle one very broad, concealing the others which are capable of

spreading laterally. Length, half an inch or more. The female is rather more slender in

the body, and does not so suddenly decrease towards the tail. The eyes, as before-

mentioned, are distinct, and are of a bright red when alive, reticulated, and marked with

two streaks of black, one on each side of the eye, probably the reflection of a pupil. This

is another species of Cancer that very nearly approaches the genus Oniscus, and is readily

distinguished by the larva-like appearance of its head. It is not uncommonly taken with

the last." It should be noticed that this description differs strikingly in some respects from

that given of Hyperia galha by Bate and Westwood. Their species is fawn or faint yellow

speckled with red, and has green eyes. Montagu's species is olive-green speckled with brown,

and has red eyes. Boeck unites both of them as synonyms of Hyperia {Cancer) meduMirum,

O. F. Miiller, but does not notice the colouring, nor that in the expression five caudal fins.

Montagu attributes to his species only two instead of three pairs of uropods, nor that he

gives the long antenna3 to the female instead of the male. Montagu's remark that his

species is not uncommonly taken together with Dexamine spinosa, if applied to Hyperia

medusarum, seems scarcely in accord with common experience, although various Gammarina

are occasionally taken upon Medusx. In the figure, it is the first uropods, not the last, that

extend furthest backwards.

On page 5 he gives "Cancer Gammards Monoculoides. Tab. II. fig. 3." "This species," he

says,
" seems to connect the Cancer with the Monocidus, but is more allied to the former in

the conformation of its members." Its name at present is Stenothoe monondoides. On
the same page is given "Cancer Gammarus obtdsatus. Tab. II.

fig. 7," now known as

Melita oUusata.

On page 6 he gives
" Cancer Gammarus pedatds. Tab. II. fig. 6. Gammarus pedatus. Midi.

Zool. Dan. iii. t. 101." He does not seem to have been aware that this had been earlier

described by Miiller as Squilla ventricosa. It is now known as Proto ventricma, Miiller.

JgJ^^LEACH,
William Elfoed, bom 1790, died 1836 (Webster).

Crustaeeology. The Edinburgli Eucyclopsedia, conducted by David Brewster,

L.L.D., &c., &c., with the assistance of gentlemen eminent in science and literature.

In eighteen volumes. Vol. vii. Edinburgh, m.dccc.xxx. (The issue of the

work lasted from 1810-1830, but the title page for each volume bears the date

1830. The earlier numbers ran through several editions. Leach's article,

Crustaeeology, is referred to by Desmarest, 1825, and others, with the date

1813-1814. Whether it originally appeared with or without the appendix seems

uncertain.)

Leach in this article considers that Crustaeeology treats of two classes, Crustacea and Arachnides,

as distinct from Insecta. Of Brisson he does not as yet seem to have heard, as he thinks

that Pennant first separated the Crustacea from insects, although capriciously. Leach

himself takes from the Arachnides the orders Tetracera and Myriapoda of LatreiUe to add

them to the Crustacea, and Latreille's Parasita to add them to the Insecta. He divides the

Crustacea into three orders, Entomostraca, Malacostraca, Myriapoda ;
the Malacostraca into

three tribes, Brachyuri, Macrouri, Gasteruri. The Gasteruri are thus defined,
"
Eyes sessile.

The joint of the body which receives the head, of the same size with the rest." This tribe

contains the following families, Gnathonii (also spelled Gnathionii), Gammarini, Coroiiliionii

(also spelled Corophini), Caprellini, Apseudii. Of these the fii-st,
with the genus Gnathia,
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since called Anceus, and the last witli tlie genus Apgeudes, are not usually considered

Amphipod families.

In this system we have the following arrangement of the genera and species which came soon

after to be called Amphipoda.
"
Family XIV. Gammabini.

"
1. Superior antennae shorter than the peduncle of the inferior antennae. Feet fourteen."

" Genus LIII. Talitrus." "
Sp. 1. Locusta." " Cancer loeusta of Pennant and Gmelin.

Onigcus loaisfa of Pallas. Gavimarus locusta of Fabricius ? Cancer gammarus saltator

of Montagu. Talitrus locusta of Latreille."
"
Sp. 2. Littoralis."

" Talitrus littoralis.

Leach's MSS." This was afterwards dropped. "Genus LIV. Oechestia." "
Sp. 1.

lAttorea." " See Plate ccxxL fig. 6. Ptilex marinus of Baxter [Easier] ;
Cancer gammarus

littoreus of Montagu ; Orchestes littorea, Leach's MSS.; Talitrus gammarelliis,'L&iT:ei\^Q'i"

"Latreille quotes Baxter's figure which renders it highly probable that this may be his

Talitrus gammarelliw ; but as he quotes also the Oniscus gammarellus of Pallas, it still

remains in some doubt." This confusion on Leach's part probably originates with Montagu.

See Note on Montagu, 1808.
"

2. Superior antennae longer ;
or at least as long as the inferior. Fourteen feet, the third and

fourth pair smallest." " Genus LV. Gammaehs." "Freshwater. Sp. \. Pulex." "Cancer

pulex of Linne and Pennant
;
Gammarus pulex of Fabricius and Latreille." " A species

which Mr. Leach considers as distinct from pulex
"

is then mentioned, but not numbered.

It came from a well in London. "
It differs principally from Gammarus piulex in having

the upper process of the tail much longer. The colour, when alive, was cinereous, but so

translucent, that the eyes could not be discovered ;
it stands in Mr. Leach's cabinet, under

the specific name suhterraneus." This is probably the same as Niphargus aquilex, Schi0dte.

The species of (?a77!Ma?-«is are continued under the heading "Marine." "/Sp. 2. Locusta."

" Cancer locusta of Linn6. Is it Cancer gammarus locusta of Montagu 1 Linn. Trans.

Tol. ix."
"
Sp. 3. Camylops." This is probably only a casual variety of Gammarus

locusta. "
Sp. 4. Rubricatus." "Cancer gammarus rubricatus of Montagu. Ampithiie

rubricata, Leach's MSS." " It is a rare species, and possibly does not belong to this

genus." "Genus L'VI. Maera. Anterior pair of feet with a moveable nail
;
the second

pair with a compressed hand and moveable thumb. Peduncle of the antennae with three

joints ;
the superior antennas longest."

"
Sp. 1. Grossimana." " Cancer gammarus

grossimanus of Montagu. Miera grossimana, Leach's MSS." " Genus LVII. Melita.

Anterior pair of feet very small
;
second pair with a compressed hand, and moveable nail

which bends on the palm. Superior styles of the tail very long and large."
"
Sp. 1.

Palmata." " Gammarus palmata, Montagu, Linnean Transactions, vol. vii. tab. 6.

Melita palmata, Leach's MSS." " Genus LVIII. Leucothoe. Anterior feet with a

finger and thumb
;
the thumb jointed ; second pair with a moveable thumb but no finger.

Peduncle of the antennae with two joints. Superior antennae longest."
"
Sp. 1. Articulosa."

" Cancer articulos^is of Montagu. LeucothiJe articulosa. Leach's MSS." This is now
known as Leucothoe spinicarpia (MiiUer) Abildgaard.

Leach then observes that Phronima sedenfaria of Latreille,
" Cancer sedentarius Forsk. F. Arah.

page 95," probably forms a distinct family, but as he had never seen a specimen, he merely

quotes some remarks of Latreille upon it, and then proceeds to give :
—

"Family XV. Corophini. Genus LIX. CoROPHinn." "
Sp. 1. Longicomes." "Cancer

grossipes of Linn^
; Oniscus volutator of Pallas

;
Gammarus longicornis of Fabricius

;

Astacus linearis of Pennant
;
and Corophium longicorne of LatreiUe."

"
Family XVI. Caprellini," with a note :

—" The body of these animals, exclusive of the head,

is composed of six joints, all except the second and third bearing feet. The second and

third segments furnished on each side with two processes, which probably serve as fins.
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Feet ten, all armed with a moveable nail; the anterior pair very small, and originating

from the head. Mouth wth two jointed palpi, armed at the point with a Uttlo hook. The

female is furnished with a pouch, situated between the fins, in which she carries about the

eggs and her young after their exclusion, until they are enabled to shift for themselves."

"Genus LX. Caprella." "
Sj). 1. Linearis." " Head with one little tubercle. Hand of

the second pair of feet with three teeth on the inner edge. Cancer linearis of Linne
;

Asiacus atomos of Pennant
; Caprella linearis of Latreille

;
Oniscus scolopendroides of

Pallas." This Mayer is unable to identify, but the tridentate hand points pretty clearly

to Miiller's Sqnilla quadrilohata, Zool. Dan., pi. Ivi. figs. 4-6. "
Sp. 2. Phasma," Montagu,

Linn. Trans., vol. vii., which is now Protella phasma, Montagu.
"

Sj). 3. Penantis."

" Astaeus atomos of Pennant." This has since been identified with Caprella acutifrons,

Latreille.
"
Sp. i. Acanthi/era."

"
Caj^rella acanthifera, Leach's MSS." " Genus LXI.

Panope. Body depressed. Eyes situated on the vertex of the head. Antennae four-

joiuted; the upper pair, with the basQar joint, largest; the second and third equal, but

rather shorter than the first
; apical joint very small

;
inferior pair also composed of four

joints, shorter than the first joint of the upper pair. Feet compressed and armed with

strong nails
;
the anterior pair situated on the base of the head, the wrist jointed. Hands

of the second pair armed with teeth on their inner edge. Fins of a leathery-mem-

branaceous substance, cylindrical and elongated. Anus produced, having a few obscure

small tubercles on each side and under. The pouch of the female with four valves."

"
Sp>. 1. Ceti." "Oniscus ceti of Linne; Pycnogonum ceti of Fabricius

; Panope ceti,

Leach's MSS." Latreille's authority is quoted for the (erroneous) statement that it attaches

itself to fishes of the genus Scomber, as well as to whales, but no notice is taken of Latreille's

name for the genus, Cyamus.

Under " Order IIL Myriapoda. Family XVIII. Asellides," upon
" Genus LXVI. Ctmothoa,"

the observation is made :
—"

It is highly probable that Oniscus testudo of Montagu (Transac-

tions of the Linnean Society of London, vol. ix. page 102, tab. 5, fig. 5) is referable to a genus

akin to this." Leach having never himself seen the species, merely quotes Montagu's

description.

18U. Leach, W. E.

Article Crustaceology. Appendix. The Edinburgh Encyclopaedia. Vol. vii.

pp. 429-437. (That the date of this Appendix is not later than 1814 may be

inferred from the fact that the genera Fherusa and Proto appear in it as new,

without any reference to the mention of them in the Tabular View read before the

Linnean Society in April, May and June of 1814.)

Leach has here " divided the Tribe Millepeda from the Crustacea, and considered them as a

distinct class, under the title of Myriapoda, and has jalaced the Oniscides and Asellides

with the Gasteruri." The two orders Entomostraca and Malacostraca are now considered

as subclasses. The three Tribes of the Malacostraca are called orders. The Gasteruri now

include seven Tribes called Gnathides, Gammerides, Phronimarides, Caprellides, Apseudides,

Asellides, Oniscides. Of these we find that the second, third, and fourth, belong to the

Amphipoda. The Tribe Gammerides, answering to the previous Family Gammarini, is thus

divided :
—"

Family I. Ohchestidj5,"
" Genus I. Talitrus," in which Leach has discovered

that Talitrus littoralis is only the other sex of Talitrus locusta ; "Genus II. Orchestia."

"Family II. Dexamerid.e. Antenna three-jointed, the last joint composed of several other

minute articulations; upper ones longest," with two sections, "*Two anterior pairs of fte^
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monodactijle. Genns III. Dexamine.
'

Four anterior feet nearly equal ;
hands sub-ovate,

compressed and filiform," type species Dexamine spinosa, Montagu
"* * Auierior pair of

feet didadyle; second pair monodadyle. Genus IV. Leucothoe."
"
Family III. Gammabid^. Last joint of the antennae composed of several minute articula-

tions
; upper pair longest, four-jointed ;

under ones five-jointed," -with three sections,

"* Second pair of feet larger than the first, with a compressed hand. Genus V. Melita,"
" Genus VI. Maera." " * * Four arderior feet nearly equal in size and form with ovate

hands. Genus VII. Gammards." "Genus VIII. Ampithoe. superior antenn;e, without

a seta at the base of the last joint ;
back of the tail without fasciculi of spinules."

it* * * Four anterior feet with a filiform hand. Genus IX. Pherusa," left otherwise

without definition, the type s'peciea Pherusa fucicola receiving this description:
—"Colour

whitish, nuttled with reddish. Found on the rocky shores of Devon, under stones at low

tide, on fuci."

"
Family IV. Podoceridje. Superior antennse shortest four-jointed, the last joint solid or

obscurely articulated ; inferior antennae five-jointed, with the last joint solid, or very

obscurely articulated." In the first section,
" *

Superior antennx very short, the last joint

comp>osed of many minute articulations," he places
" Genus X. Corophrium

{i.e., Coro-

phiumY ;
in the second,

"* *
Superior antennx shorter than the under ones; the last

joint scarcely articulated," he places "Genus XI. Podocerds," "Eyes hemispherical and

somewhat prominent; four anterior feet didactyle, anterior pair smallest with an elongate

sub-ovate hand
;

second pair with an ovate hand, and the internal side nearly straight,"

type-species, Podocerus variegatus ; "Genus XII. Jassa, eyes not prominent; four anterior

feet didactyle with ovate hands
;
the anterior pair smallest

;
the hand of the second pair

with the internal edge furnished with teeth," with two species, Jassa pulchella, var. a,

var. /3, and Jassa pelagica, both these species being referred to as already established in

the genus lassa. Leach,
" Mem. Wern. Soc. vol. ii." He adds that " Cancer gammarus

fcdcattis of Montagu, Lin. Trans, vol. ix. tab. 5. fig. 2. seems -referable to this genus."

Modern opinion groups all the four last-mentioned species under the name Podocerus

falcatus, Montagu. Jassa or lassa would claim priority as the generic name, only that there

seems to be nothing in the Mem. "Wern. Soc. corresponding to Leach's reference. Tribe

III. Phroximarides, only contains the genus Plironima. Of Tribe IV. Caprellides,

Leach says,
" This includes our family Caprellini, to which we can add another genus,

differing from Caprella in having true legs instead of the gelatinous fine [fin] -like legs,

which is named Gen. Proto. Sp. 1. Pedata. Cancer gammarus pedatus, Montagu, Linn.

Trans, vol. xi. p. 6. tab. ii. fig. 6." This is Proto ventricosa, 0. F. MiUler.

1814. The Entertaining Magazine ; or, Eepository of General Knowledge, &c. By the

Most Celebrated Modern Authors. Vol. II. London. Preface dated Dee.

31, 1814.

The Article "Animal Biography" concludes in July 1814, on page 354, with giving in Class V,
Insecta,

" Order VII. Aptera, or insects without wings. The genera are :
—1. Podura,

spring-tail. 2. Pediculus, louse. 3. Pul.ex, flea, chigger. 4. Acarus, tick, mite. 5. Aranea,

spiders. 6. Scorpio, Scorpion. 7. Cancer, crab, lobster, crawfish, shrimp. 8. Monoculus,

water-flea. 9. Ortj'scz«, wood-louse. 10. /ScoZopewdra, centipede." This contribution,
"
by

the most celebrated modern authors," or some one of them, is a high compliment to the

enduring influence exercised by Linnjeus, whose earliest views on this portion of the animal

kingdom are here reproduced, in spite of all that had been done in the interval by his

distinguished successors throughout Europe.
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181-1. Rafinesque-Sghmaltz, Constantin Samuel, born 1783, died 1840 (Hageu).

Precis des decouvertes et travaux Somiologiques entre 1800 et 1801, ou choix

des principales decouvertes en zoologie, et eu botauique. Palerme, 1814.

Somiologie is explained by this eccentric author to mean "
la Science des Corps vivans," apply-

ing both to botany and zoology, to each of which he assigns ten classes, which he sets one

over against the other. The Crustacea are placed in the fifth class, the Plaxolia, in which

he had observed about ISO species, nearly half of them, new, to be described and figured in

his Plaxologie Sicilienne. He describes a new genus Pisitoe :
—" Antennes nulles, yeux

irr^guliers, bouche sous la tete, recourb(5e posterieurement, munio de crochets ; Corps a

6 articles et 6 paires de jambes in^gales, la quatrifeme paire la plus grande, queue k 4 articles,

las 3 anterieurs h, appendices.
—Obs. II appartient k I'ordre Brangasteria, et famille Phronimia,

il ditfere particuliferement du G. Phronima par son moindre nombre de jambes," with the

species,
" Pisitoe hispinosa, Front a deux epines anterieurement, les trois premieres paires

de pattes k un seul ongle," and "
Pisitoe levifrons. Front lisse, sans Opines, les trois

premieres paires de pattes a deux ongles." Boeck thinks that this genus may be the same

as Phrosina, Eisso. Costa makes Pisitoe levifrons a synonym of Phronima sedentaria, and

regards Pisitoe hispinosa as equivalent to Eisso's Phrosine semilunata, though apparently

not thinking it right to displace Eisso's name in favour of Eafinesque's inaccurately described

genus and species.

1815. TiLESius VON TiLENAP, WiLHELM GoTTLOB, boru 1769, died 1857 (Hagen).

De Cancris Camtschaticis, Oniscis, Entomostracis et Cancellis marinis micro-

scopicis noctilucentibus. Cum tabulis iv. seneis et appendice adnexo de Acaris et

Ricinis Camtschaticis. Auctore Tilesio. Conventui exliibuit die 3 Februarii 1813.

Memoires de TAcademie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg. Tom. 5. St

Petersbourg, 1815, pp. 331-405.

This author divides the Crustacea into three orders—1°) Entomostraca, "2°) Astacoidea,

quorum corpus et cauda elongata et crusta calcarea obtectum est," 3°) Careinoidea sen

Brachiuii. A note to the Astacoidea says,
"
Palinurus, Astacus, Hippa, Squilla, Gammarus

Palsemon Crago Penaeus et plura genera ad formandam familiam Astacoideorum microsco-

picorum vel Arthrocephalorum DumeriUii ad maximam partem noctilucentium marinorum

subjungenda, v. g. Caprella Lamarkii, Mysis Latreillii ejusque Phronime vel Cancer

sedentarius Forskfilii, Thalitrus Latreillii, Amblyrrhyncotus vel obtusirostris, Erythro-

cephalus, Acanthocephalus, Anarthrus, Symphysopus et alii, quorum sermo erit in

Sectione VIII. de Entomostracis inscripta."

At page 369, section IX. is devoted to the Onisci, in regard to which he prefers the views of

Pallas to those of Linnajus. He gives a description of " Oniscrn scolopendroidos, Pallas,

spicil. Zool. fasc. IX. tab. 4, fig. 15. Martens, Spitzb. t. P. f. 1. a.hx. Longitudo digiti

transversi, rarissime pollicaris. Corpus filiforme varicosum, septem articulorum, e quibus

posteriores sensim minores. Antennae majores dimidia corporis longitudine, intermediae

sub majoribus dimijio breviores, esiliores. Palpi ad os exiles et prope os bracbiola

niinuta chelifera, qui primum par etficiimt pedum. AA finem articuli secundi pnelongi

brachia duo insignia chelis magnis ventricosis instructa. In tertio et quarto articulo

utrinque vesicula ovata loco pedimi, et in fffioiellis ovariorum receptacula foliacea. Articuli

posteriores pedibus ambulatoriis instruct! in postremo articulo longioribus parva chtla
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terminatis. Hajc oniscorum species a Cancro lineari atomos et filiformi Linnxi vix differt,

jam a Stellero nostro 1741 in portu divi Petri et Paiili Camtschatico observata et a me in

fruticosis Sertularise longissimse et spinosae fasciculis per ancorse dentes avulsis, et cum

ancora sublatis visa."

1815. Rafinesque-Schmaltz, C. S.

Analyse cle la Nature ou Tableau de I'Univers et des corps organises par C. S.

Eafinesque. Palerme, 1815.

In the " Tableau des Classes Somobiques," the Eegne Animal is divided into ten classes, of

which four belong to the first Sous-Efegne,
" Zostolia

;

"
the remaining six to the second

Sous-Eegne, the "
Anostia, Anostiens," which have " Point de squelette osseux, ni d'epine

dorsale vertebr<5e, un cerveau ou une moeUe longitudinale noueuse centre du systeme

nerveux." The first
" Sur-Classe

"
is the "

Condylopia, Condylopes," with " des membres

articul^s et une tete
; jamais de coquiUe." This contains Class V., the "

Plaxolia, Crus-

taces," with " des Branchies, un cceur et des vaisseaux sanguins," and Class VI.,
"
Entomia,

Insectes." He disapproves the classifications of the Crustacea made respectively by Fabricius

and Latreille, preferring Lamarck's division of them into Pediocles and Sessiliocles.

The subclass Sessilioclia he thus defines :
—" Yeux sessiles, non mobiles, ou efiac^s ou un seul

ou aucun; tete articulee ;
ordinairement plus de 10 pattes exongul6es et chaque paire

inseree h, un article." He includes in it the orders "
4, Ostracinia,"

"
5, Pseudopia,"

"
6, Branchypia." The sixth order,

"
Branchypia, Les Branchypes

"
contains the following :

—
"14. Famille. Phronimia. Les Phronimiens. Deux antennes ou aucunes, quelques pattes

ch^liformes on pincif^res.
"

1. S. F. Elaphalia. Les Elaphales. Point d'antennes. G. I. CaUirJwe E. {Heterelos E.)

2. Pisitoe E.
"

2. S. F. Cerophalia. Les Cerophales. Deux antennes. G. 3. Phronima Foskael. 4. Cerophas

E. 5. Protonia E.
"

15. Famille. GAMMAEIA. Les Ganimarietis. Quatre antennes, quelques pattes cheliformes

ou pincif^res, corps ordinairement cyHndrique ou comprimi5, la tete plus longue du dernier

article caudaL
"

1. S. F. Talatridia. Les Talitrides. Queue termini^e par des appendices ou soies. G. 1.

Talitrus Bosc. 2. Coropkium Latr. 3. Gammarus Fabr. 4. Asope E. sp. do. 5.

Plexaura E. sp. do. 6. Hippias R. sp. do. 7. Cychrens R. sp. do. 8. Sterijolvs E. sp.

do. 9. Peii/iwZo E. sp. do. 10. Dmoa R. sp. do. 11. Thidla'R. 12. AglauraR. 13.

Isohis R. 14. Eratea. 15. Zaaoreus R
"2. S. F. Cyamidia. Les Gyamides. Queue sans appendices ni soies. G. 15. CapreZZa Lanl.

1 6. Gyamus Latr.

"
16. Famille. ONISCIA. Les Onisdens. Quatre antennes, quatorze pattes, dont aucunes

chMiformes ni pinciftres, corps d^prim^, le dernier article de la queue plus long que la

tete et k appendices articuli5s.

"1. S. F. AsELLOTA. Les Asellotiens. Quatre antennes tres-apparentes. G. 1. Asellus Geofr.

2. Idotm Fal)r. 3. Sphxroma Latr. 4. Gymofhoa Fabr. 5. Tijronia R. 6. Primno R
7. Psamathe R.

"
2. S. F. Lygidia," in which all the genera mentioned are Isopods, as indeed also are those

under Asellota, although Cymoihoa at one time included Gyamus and the name Primno

was subsequently used by Gui?n-in for one of the Hyperina.

It will be understood that the letters S. F. stand for sous-famille, R. for Rafinesque, G. for

senre or genus.
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1815. Leach, W. E.

The Zoological Miscellany ; being Descriptions of new, or interesting Animals,

by William Elford Leach. Illustrated with coloured figures, drawn from nature, by
R P. Nodder. Vol. ii. London, 1815.

On page 21 Leach defines the new genus Atylus;
—" Antennse i-a,ri\a\i\sX3i segmento ultimo e

plurimis articuhs minutis efformato
; superiores sub-hreviores articulo secundo tertio longiore ;

iiiferiores articulo secundo tertio sub-breviore. OcuU sub-prominentes rotundati inter

antennas in capitis processum inserti. Pedes 14; paria 1 et 2 monodactyla manu parvula,

compressa, 3, 4, 5, 6 et 7 ungue simplici instructa. Cauda utrinque stylis duplicis tribus

et superne stylulo utrinque mobdi instructa. Corpus (capite includente) 12-articulatum."

Stylis duplicis tribus is translated " with a triple series of double styles," and (capite

includente), "(including the head)." The type species Atylus carinattis is figured the

natural size, and the description is taken from the specimens of Gammarus carinatiis

described by Fabricius, Ent. Syst. 2. 515. 3, so that Leach feels justified in correcting that

author's statement that the hands are simple,
" G. manibus adactylis." On page 23

the genus Dexamine, already established in the Edin. Encycl., vol. vii. p. 432, is here more

fuUy characterised:—" Aniennas triarticulatae segmento ultimo e plurimis articulis minutis

efl'ormato, segmento primo secundo breviore
; superiores longiores. Oculi oblongi hand

prominentes pone antennas superiores inserti. Pedes 14; paria 1 et 2 monodactyla manu

parvula, compressa, 3, 4, 5, 6 et 7 ungue simplici instructa. Cauda utrinque stylis duplicis

tribus, superneque stylo utrinque mobili instructa. Corpus (capite includente)

12-articulatum." The type-species is Montagu's "Cancer Gammarus spinosus," now
Dexamine spinosa.

1815. Leach, W. E.

A Tabular View of the external Characters of Four Classes of Animals, which

Linne arranged under Insecta ;
with the Distribution of the Genera composing

Three of these Classes into Orders, &c., and Descriptions of several New Genera and

Species. The Transactions of the Linnean Society of London, vol. xi. Part the

Second, mdcccxv. pp. 306-400. (Read April 19, May 3, and June 1, 1814,)

He here proposes to include in a new class the Syngnatha and Chilocjnatha of Fabricius [the

Myriapoda], which Latreille and Lamarck had arranged with the Arachnides. He therefore

distinguishes into four classes the Crustacea, Myriapoda, Arachnides and Insecta. The

Crustacea with " Branchiis pro respiratione," form two subclasses, the Entomostraca and the

Malacostraoa
; to the latter he unites the Tetracera, which Latreille had placed with the

Araclmides, and divides the subclass into two Legions, the Podophthalma and the

Edriophthalma, the latter being defined as having "ocuU sessUes." This Legion comprises

three sections, the first with "corpus lateraliter compressum. Pedes 14. Antennae 2 in

frontem insertte, una utrinque. (Cauda stylis instructa)," one genus. The second section

has "corpus lateraUter compressum. Pedes 14 coxis lamelliformibus. Antenna 4 per

paria insertee. (Cauda stylis instructa)." It includes five divisions with thirteen genera.

The third section has "
corpus depressum. Antennre 4. Pedes 14." with four groups, seven

divisions and twenty-four genera, the first division with two subdivisions and three genera

belonging to the Amphipoda.
Sectio I. contains only "Gen. Phronima, Latr.," whicli is fully described, and has "Spec. 1.

Phronima sedentaria."

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PAET LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 12
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Sectio II. lias the following arrangement:
" Divisio L Antennx 4-articulatse, articulo ultimo

e plurimis segmentis minutis efformato ; superiores brevissimae, inferiorum pedunoulo brevi

ores." Gen. 2. Talitrds, Lafr., Bosc. Pedes quatuor antici in utroque sexu subfequales,

monodactyli. Antennx superiores articulis duobus inferiorum basilaribus breviores.

"Spec. 1. Talitrus locusta." "Gen. 3. Orchestia," Leacli's own genus re-defined:—
"Pedum paria quatuor antioa maris monodactyla, pari secundo manu compressa magna;

rcEMiN^ pari antico monodactylo, secundo didactylo. Antennx superiores articulis duobus

basilaribus inferiorum hand longiores. Spec. 1. Orchestia Uttorea."

"Divisio II. ^wfe?iwaquadriarticiilat», articulo ultimo e segmentis plurimis aUis distinctis

efformato
; superioribus subbrevioribus. Gen. 4. Atylus," with the observation,

" Generi

Dexamini valde affine est hoc genus," and "
Spec. 1. Atyhis carlnatus" Fabr.

" Divisio III. Antennx triarticulatfe, articulo ultimo e plurimis aliis distinctis confecto, superioribus

longioribus. Gen. 5. Dexamine." Spec. 1. Dexamine spinosa; "Gen. 6. Leucothoe."

Spec. 1. Leucothue artieulosa.

" Divisio IV. Antennx 4-articulat8e, articulo ultimo e plurimis articulis efformato
; superiores

longiores. Subdivisio I. Pedum pur secundum maris manu dilatatd compressa. Gen. 7.

Melita." Spec. 1. Melita 2>fdmata ; "Gen. 8. Maera." Spec. 1. Maera grossimana.
" Subdivisio 2. Pedum paria duo antica in utroque sexu monodactyla conformia. Gen. 9.

Gammarus, Antennx superiores ad basin articuli quarti setd parvula articulata instructae.

Cauda superne fasciculato-spinosa.
* Cauda stylis gemlnatis siqKriorihus stylo supero hrevis-

simo. Spec. 1. Gammarus aquaticus. G. processu inter antennas obtuso rotundato," with the

synonym "Gammarus Pulex. Leach, Edin. Encycl. vii. 402-432." "Spec. 2. Gam-

marus marinus. G. processu inter antennas subacnminato." " ** Cauda stylis geynimxtis

superioi'ibus stylis subxqualihus. Spec. 3. Gammarus Locusta." Spec. 4. Gammarus

Campylops;" "Gen. 10. Ampithoe." Spec. 1. Ampithoe ruhricata ; "Gen. 11. Pherusa."

Antennx superiores seta nulla ad articuli quarti basin. Cauda superne baud fasciculato-

spinosa. Manus filiformes," a definition which differs from that of Ampithoe only in the

substitution of filiformes for ovatiB. The type-species, Pherusa fucicola, is stiU only de-

scribed by its colour, which, according to Leach's own rendering of his Latin, is
" testaceous-

cinereous, or gray-ciuereous, mottled with reddish."
" Divisio V. Antennx 4-articulatse, inferiores longiores, pediformes. (Pedes quatuor antici

monodactyli.) Subdivisio 1. Pedum par secundum maim magiia. Gen. 12. Podoceeus."

Spec. 1. PodocefTUS variegatus ;
" Gen. 13. Jassa." Spec. 1. /a«sa ^Zc/«eZta. Var. a. manu

eecunda dente elongato, obtuso ad interni lateris basin. Var. /8.
manu secunda latere interno

tridentata
; Spec. 2. Jassa pelagica, and the observation,

" Gammarus falcatus, Montagu,

Trans. Linn. Soc. ix. ad hoc genus pertinere videtur." Subdivisio 2. Pedum par secundum

manu haud magna. Gen 14. Corophium. Latr., Spec. 1. Corophium longicorne.
"
Sectio III. Corpus depressum. A. Cauda inermis. Divisio I. Corpus 6-articulatum, seg-

mentis omnibus cum capitis basi pedigeris. Pedes 14
; paria duo antica ungue mobili,

(pollice) instructa
; par anticum minus, ad caput annexum, carpo articulato

; paria tertium

et quartum ssepius spuria ; piaria sex posteriora coxis aliquot productis, unguihus validis

armata. Antennx quatuor, superiores longiores. Os palpis duobus apice ungulatis. Anus

tuberculis parvis obscuris. Bursa {uterus externus) valvuUs imbricata inter fceminse pedum

paria tertium et quartum sita est, qua ova, pullique post exclusionem educantur. Animalia

parasitica in Oceano degentia, Fucis, Cetaceis (Piscibusque "i)
arete affigentia. Subdivisio 1.

Corpus lineare. Oeuli pone antennas superiores siti. Antennx i-ariiculatx, superiores

segmento ultimo aliorum longitudine, e plurimis aliis compositis ; inferiores subcompressx,

superioribus dimidio nmiores. Pedum par anticum {Palpi Montagu) os prnpe situm :

secundum manu sxpius intus dentatd." Gen. 15. Proto. Pedum paria secundum, tertium

et quartum basi appendiculata. Pedes omnes valide unguiculati. Ad hoc genus pertinet
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Squilla pedata, forte etiam ventricosa ? Mulhvi." "Gen. IG. Caprella." wtli the note,
" ad hoc genus Astacus atomos, Pennant, Siiuilla lohata, Miiller, et Cancer Phasma Montagu

pertinent," but Leach declines to disentangle the confused synonymy.
" SuLdivisio 2. Corpiis latum, Oculi in verticem siti. Antennai i-articulafie, superiores longiores,

articulo basilari paulo majore, seeundo tertioque eequalibus basilari jMululum minorihus,

ultimo minuto penultimo quadruple minore ; inferiores articulo basilari superiorum, breviores

articulo ultimo minuto. Pedes compressi valide unguiculati ; paria duo antica x'olUce

instructa; par anticum minimum ad capitis basin adnexum, carpo articulato, secundum majus

manu intus dentata, tertium et quartum coriaceo-membranacea, cylindrica, elongata, spuria.

Anus productus, tuberculis obscuris parvis. Bursa (uterus externus) valvulis quatuor

imbricata." Gen. 17. Laeunda, ^Yith. Ci/amus, Latreille, Lamarck, and Panope, Leach, for

synonyms. Larunda ceti, the only species.

There are thus no new genera properly speaking in this paper, but Leach probably regarded

those -which had just been instituted by him in the appendix to his Article Crustaceology

in the Edinburgh Encyclopasdia as practically new. These are Dcxaminc, Ampitlwe, Pherusa,

Podocerus, Jassa. In the Encyclopsedia he refers to Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. ii., for Jassa,

but apparently by mistake, as the genus does not appear in that volume, and the reference

is not repeated in the LinuiEan Transactions. Atijlvs was instituted in the Zoolog. Misc.,

vol. ii. Proto ajjpears here as a new genus, or at least without reference to any previous

work. It appears indeed in the appendix above-mentioned, but that appendix may have

been in fact contemporaneous in its production with the present
" tabular view."

Leach does not give any reasons for rejecting the earlier name Cyamus, Latreille, or his own

Panope, in favour of Larunda. Panope he may have thought too near to Panopca or

Panopsea emjjloyed among MoUusca in 1807. Cyamus he perhaps rejected as a name

already employed in botany, but Lutken points out that, so far as the Linnseau era is con-

cerned, its zoological use takes precedence of the botanical.

1816. Leach, W. E.

Anuulosa. Encyclopgedia Britannica. Supplement, pp. 401-453.

The Annulosa are explained to comprehend five classes—Crustacea, Myriapoda, Arachnides,

Insecta, Vermes. The Crustacea are distinguished as having
" Branchiae or gills for respira-

tion. Legs for motion." By
"
legs

"
are meant " those organs which actually perform the

functions of legs." A review is given of the earlier systems of classification for the

Crustacea, concluding with that adopted by Leach himself in the Linnean Society's Tran-

sactions, vol. xi. part 2, which was read in 1814, and published in 1815. This system is

here repeated, in English instead of in Latin, but otherwise as far as the Amphipoda are

concerned, practically nnaltered
;
two or three immaterial observations are added, and in

Section III., the definitions of Divisio I. and its two subdivisions are omitted. In both

papers Phronima is sometimes spelled Phronyma, and in the English notes on Phronima

sedentaria Leach observes that "
all authors have erred in giving but ten legs to this

animal." This is unjust to Forskal who attributes to the species "pedes utrinque decern :

paria enim septem thoracis septem articulis adhajrent." To Gainmarus pulex of his earlier

work. Leach, in this and the preceding paper, gives the name Gammarus aquaticus, as a

new species distinct from the Gammarus pulex of Latreille and Bosc, arguing from their

borrowed figures, which represent the hands much dentated within. That, however, is very

little to the purpose, since their figures are only taken from Ecisel's Squilla fluviatilis

without regard to the creature described. On Plate XXL, Mtlita palmata, Pherusa

fucicola, and Larunda ceti are figured.
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1816. Savigny, Maria Jules-Cesar Lelorgue, bom 1777, died 1851 (Hagen).

Memoires sur les Animaux sans vertebres. Premifere partie. Description et

Classification des animaux invertebres et articules, connus sous les noms de

Crustaces, d'Insectes, d'Annelides, &c. Premier fascicule. Mem. 1-2. Theorie des

organes de la bouclie des Crustaces et des Insectes. Lisecta, Linn. A Paris.

Janvier 1816.

Savigny tolls us in the preface that he based his theory on the examination of some 1500 species

of insects and Crustacea, most of them scarcely four or five lines in length, and some far

smaller. These were carefully dissected, and complete descriptions drawn up and accurate

dra\vings made of the organs of nutrition, motion, sensation, respiration, &c.

The theory in Isrief is, that whatever form of mouth the insects may take, it is always composed

of the same elements. In the second m^moire he divides the Insecta of Linnaeus into two

classes, 1. insectes Hexapodes, which in the perfect state never have more than six feet

attached to the first three rings of the body, including all the winged insects with "la Puce,

le Pou, le Ricin, les Forbicines, les Podures," the latter two more doubtfully added
;

2.

insectes Apiropodes, with more, sometimes many more, than six feet, including "les

Entomostrac(5s, les Crustaces, les Pycnogonum, Scorpions, Araignees et autres insectes sans

antennes, les Scolopendres, les lules." He shows that in the mouth of the crab are to be

found the elements which constitute the mouth of the Hexapod insect, but in addition

other elements which must of necessity be analogous to the six feet of the Hexapods. All

doubt on this point, he says, is removed by what we find in Gammarus. This, like the

crab, has two compound eyes, four antennae, a large upper lip, a tongue deeply bifid (the

labium inferius), two mandibles, two iirst maxillae, two second maxUte free, not forming

together a lower lip. Behind these second maxillae are not found sLx auxiliary maxLUaj as

in the crab, but two only united at the base and exactly imitating a lower lip surmounted

by its two palps. But these palps are armed with strong hooks or nails. After them come

not ten but fourteen feet, four more than in the crab, a number just equal to the auxiliary

maxillce which Gammarus has fewer than the crab. In truth, he says, all Crustacea

properly so-called have sixteen feet, of which more or fewer are converted into auxiliary

maxillae. He noticed that in removing the head from some of the smaller Crustacea, the

Gymotlwx for example, the maxUlipeds remain attached to the first ring of the body. This

I have found with some of the Amphipoda.
The mistake which Fabricius made in placing in the same genus the Pycnogonums without

antennas, and the Cyami which have four, Savigny attributes to the real relations " in the

habitation, mode of Hfe, and above all, the general form of body of these parasitic insects."

But in a note he says,
"
les Pycnogonum ne sont point parasites k la manifere des Cyames.

II parait qu'ils s'attaquent principalement aux coquillages bivalves." In comparing Gyamus,

a close relation of the Gammari, with Nymplim of the Pycnogonum family, Savigny hopes

to show how Nature passed from the mouth of the Crustacea to that of the Arachnides.

He states that the head of Gyamus is
"
pourvue de gros yeux composes," and in describing

the eyes of Nymphrm,
"

tres-petits, lisses et groupes prfes
de la tete sur le dos," he adds "ce

qu'U y a de singulier, c'est qu'on trouve aussi deux petits yeux lisses au Cyame. Ce sont

meme les seuls que les naturalistes aient aper9us." The singularity, however, is on the part

of Savigny, who, Liitken says, introduced the fiction of the large compound eyes. He does

not figure them either in the upper or under view which he gives of the animal. In the

"Eapport fait k la premiere Classe de ITnstitut," by the " commissaires MM. Cuvier,

de Lamarck et LatreiUe, rapporteui-," Savigny's mistake was accepted without question, to
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judge by the quotation lie gives from it on page 72,
" On n'avait encore apergu que les deux

petits yeux lisses des Cyames, et M.S., en ddcouvrant les yeux ordinaires ou comijoses, nous

montre un fait dont nous n'avions pas encore d'exemple parmi les Crustac^s, et qui indique
un nouveau rapprochement des Cyames avec les Arachnides sans antennes."

InPlate IV. ^^ Gammarus .... Cymadusa Jilosa," n.s., now called Amphithoc filosa, and " Gam-
marus . . . . Lyc(;sia fiirma" n.s., novf called Leiccothoef7irina, are {ignied in iiaTt; and on

Plate V. Cyamus ceti, Latreille, which is Cyamus mysticeti, Liitken. In the description of

details it may be noticed that the lower lip or labium is called langue, the maxillipeds

Ifevre auxiliaire, and to the six free joints of the legs are given the designations, 1. hanche,

2 and 3. cuisse, 4 and 5. jambe, 6. tarse.

1816. PoLLiNi, Giro.

Viaggio al Lago di Garcia e al Moute Baldo in cui si ragiona delle cose naturali

di quei luoghi aggiuntovi un cenno salle curiosita del Bolca e degli altri monti

Veronesi. In Verona, 1816.

He remarks, pages 22, 23,
" Oltre del Gambero comune, Cancer Astacus, rinvengonsi al nostro

Lago due granchiettL L'uno h il Cancer Squilla (Gamberozoli volg.), che abita infra I'erbe

palustri tanto del Benaco, quanto deUe risaje nostre, ed e la varietJi a rostro dritto. L'altro

h 11 Cancer Pulex (SaltereUo volg.); ritrovasi nel greto a quattro dita, dove si moltiplica

prodigiosamente. Dalla sua bocca esce un umore corrosive, alto a sciogliere la terra. E

poich^ nelle ore calde suole escire dal covacciolo, reca sommo danno aUe tele di lino e di

canape, che si stendono dai benacensi ad ascingare ed imbiancare suUa spiaggia, mentre le

foracchia di mille modi con I'umore onde si prepara I'alimento. Fu scoperto anche in alcuni

pozzi di Verona, e nelle terme di Caldiero." G. D. Nardo, in 1868, states that the " Gamba-

rozzolo
"

is Anchystia palustris, Heller, but of the Cancer pulex so destructive to linen on

the beach, when it issues from its burrows in the heat of the day, he gives no explanation.

It may be conjectured that this burrower is one of the Orchestidce, and that when

PoUini speaks of its being found also in wells and warm springs, he is confounding it with

other Amphipods, such as Nipliaryus puteanus and Gammarus pungens.

1816. Blainville, Marie Henry Ducrotay de, bom 1778, died 1850 (Hageu).

Prodrome d'une nouvelle distribution systematique du regne animal. Bulletin

des Sciences, par la Societe Philomatique de Paris. Annee 1816, Paris, pp. 105

[113]-124.

De Blainville declares his object to be to group animals "
d'aprfes I'ensemble de leur organisation."

For the purposes of his system, he says,
" Je suis arrive h, mettre en premiere ligne la dis-

position des differentes parties ou la forme generale des animaux, ce qui se trouve concorder

avec celle du systeme-nerveux quand il existe. Puis I'organe qui soutient cette forme ou la

peau et ses annexes. Apr6s cela les appendices qui s'y ajoutent, et s'y d^veloppent.

Enfin, les differentes modifications et combinaisons de ces modifications des appendices,

c'est-k-dire des organes des sensations, de la locomotion, dans ses differentes espcccs, de la

mastication, et jusqu'k un certain point de la respiration."

In the Tableau Analytique he divides " ANIMAUX "
into " I" Sous-rfegne Pairs ou Aetio-

MORPHES. 11° Sous-rfegne Rayonnes ou Actinomorphes. Ill" Sous-regne sans forme r^gu-
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Here ou Het^romorphes." The fii-st subkingdom is again divided into "
Type I. Vertebres

ou OsT^ozoAiRES. Type IL Invertebrds ou Anosteozoaires." This second type has three

subtypes, I" Sous-type, non-articules ; MoUusques Malacozoaires. IP Sous-type. Sub-

articules ou Sdb-Entomozoaiees. IIP Sous-type. Articules h Append. Entomozoaiees."

The second of these contains Classe VIII. Polyplaxiphoej;s. Classe IX. Cibrhipodes.

For the third subtype the following Table is given :
—

CI. S.-XVII. INSECTES et VERS. A. AHicuUs, Entomozoaires.

Entomozoologie ou Eniomologie.
Entoinologistes.

O

1^

Munis

d'apiien-
dices.

Articules

ou de

pieds en
nomb.

Plus petit

que les

anneaux.

Egal aux
auueaux

. du corps.

non articules, .

^ Sans appendices lateraux, .

Classe I"*.

6 pieds
H£XAP0DES
ou Iiisectes.

Sous-Cl. I'".

TlSTKAPTfeEES,
Sous-Cl. II.

Diptt;RES.

Sous-Cl. III.

APTiiRES.

11".

8 pieds
OoTOPODEs ou Araclinides.

III".

10 pieds
DSCAPODES
ou Crustaees.

( Sous-Cl. I.

J AOERES.

I

Sous-Cl. II.

IV. ( Sous-Cl. I.

Pieds var. <

Hi^T^ROPODES. ( Sous-CL II.

V». ( Sous-Cl. I.

14 pieds <

TlfiTRADECAPODES.
(

SoUS-Cl. II.

VI''.

Myriajpodes.

VII".
S^TipoDES ou Annelides.

( Thoraciqfes,

V, Athoeaciqtjes.

Okd.
'

LliPIDOPTiSRES.

COL^OPTfcRES.

Orthoptisres.
H£mipt4;res.
N^VROPTtlRES.

. Htm^nopt^res.

{

Beachtuees.

Maceouees.

Branchiopodes.

Squillaiees.
( Crevettines.

Les T:6TEAci:EE.s. < Aselles.

( Cloportes.
Les Epizoaires.

VIII.
Apohes.

Sous-Cl. I.

Sous-Cl. II.

Les Saug-sues.

Les Entozoaiees,

In the notes, he says,
" Dans cette nouvelle distribution des animaux articules, qui fait le sujet

d'un Memoire communique <\ M. Latreille, le 19 Juin 1815, et lu h. la Society philomatique

le 24 du meme mois, on voit que le principe a ^te de ne tirer les caracteres que des organes

de la locomotion, on mieux, de la combinaison des differentes espfeces d'appendices dont pent

etre accompagnd chaque anneau du corps." Note 4, to les Epizoaires, says,
" Cette sous-

classe, dont j'ai fait le sujet d'un travail particulier, contiendra, outre les Lernees et plusi-

eurs genres nouveaux que le Dr. Leach et moi avons cru devoir ^tablir, les Calyges, Cyames,

Chijvrolles, etc., de mani^re k passer insensiblement aux Tetraceres."

1816. Blainville, M. H. D. de.

Sur une nouvelle distribution des classes des Crustaees, des Myriapodes, et des

Arachnides ; par le docteur Williams Elford Leach. Bulletin des Sciences, par

la Society philomatique de Paris. Annee 1816, Paris.

This is merely a report of Leach's paper in the Liunean Society's Transactions, as the title

intimates.
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1827~Latreille, p. a.

Nouveau Dictionnaire d'histoire naturelle, appliqude aux arts, h, I'Agriculturc, il

rEconomic rurale et doinestique, k la Medecine, &c. Par une Socidtd de Natur-

alistes et d'Agriculteurs. Nouvelle lEdition. A Paris. M DCCC xvi. (Thirty-six

volumes, of which the first seven belong to 1816, the remainder to 1817, 1818,

1819. The Crustacea are by Latreille.)

In the first volume, pp. 4G7-4G9, Latreille institutes the order of Amphipoda, with the follow-

ing divisions :
—

1 Deux antennes. Le genre Pheonyme. II. Quafre antennes. A. Les quatre antennes presque
semblables pour la forme ; les inferieures, n'imitant pas des espkces de pieds. a. Anteiviies

superieures plus longues que les inferieures. Les genres Crevette, MiSlitb, Ph^ruse,

Dexamine, Ledcotho^. b. Antennes superieures plus courtes que les infmeures. Atyle,

Oechestie, Talitre. B. Antennes inferieures en forme de petits ineds. Les genres

Corophie, PEDOcfeRE. Voijez aussi : Amphithoii;, Jasse, IVIjera.

In the fifth volume under "
Chevrolle, Caprella, Lam.," Latreille refers to the genus "Proton,"

as containing
"

les espfeoes qui ont dix pieds attachi5s successivement par paires, et sans

discontinuite, k autant d'anneaux," while "
le genre des Leptomferes

"
contains the species

"
oil les pieds sent au nombre de quatorze." Of Caprella ho makes two groups :-

—
"

I. Tete ovale point on peu retrecie posterieurenient," containing Caprella acuiifrons, Leach, and

Caprella acuminifera, thus described :
—" Les quatre antennes presque sans oils

; corps

ayant en dessus de petits tuberciiles pointus ; premier segment renfl(5, en forme de noeud,

vers son extr6mit6 post^rieure, a I'insertion de la seconde paire de pieds, avec deux tubercules

en dessus
; les pieds allonges, avec leur serre ^chancr^e en forme de croissant et arm^e

d'une forte dent en dessous
;
leur doigt ayant aussi une dent au meme cotd. Je I'ai regue

de M. Leach sous le nom ^acuminifera." This is probably Caprella acanthifera, Leach.

Group
"

II. Tete allong^e et retrecie post6rieurement
" contains Caprella linearis, Linn., and

Caprella mantis, n. sp., thus described :
—" La seconde paire de pieds est plus courte; ses

articles inf^rieurs sont comprimes et anguleux ;
leurs fesses ont k leur base et a I'extremite

oppos(^e, une dent assez forte
;
ou en distinque une troisieme, mais plus petite, sous celle

de bout. Sur nos cutes baignfees par I'Oci^an."

He adds that "
il faut encore rapporter k ce genre le cancer Jiliformis de Linnaeus. Forskael en

a d^crit une autre esjj^ce, comme une larve d'un genre incertain, Faun, arah., pag. 87."

In the eighth volume the article Crustaces extends from p. 487 to p. 494. It contains a brief

history of Carcinology, and definitions of the five orders into which Latreille at this epoch
divided the class. The situation and form of the branchise, the manner in which the head

articulates with the trunk, and the masticatory organs, have, he says, furnished the principal

characters for his classification. He explains the name Amphipoda, which he gives to the

third order (see Glossary). He supposes them to have two kinds of branchiiB, the one set

vesicular, placed at the inside of the base of the leg, the other set setaceous, under the tail

(" en forme de polls ou de soies, annexes h des espices de fausses pattes, situees sous

la queue").
The article

"
Cystibranches, Cystibranehia, Latr.," receives what are now called the CapreUina

as a "
section des crustacGs, de I'ordre des isopodes," but distinguished from other Isopods

by so many characters that Latreille thinks they might well form a separate order. Hence

in the seventeenth volume, 1817, we find the article
"
LiEMODiPonES, Lsemodipoda. (Gorge

h deux pattes.) Ordre de crustaces qui, dans I'ouvrage de M. Cuvier, sur le Eigne animal,

compose la section des cystibranches de I'ordre des isopodes, mais que j'eu ai ensuito s^par^e
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pour en former un ordre special. Ses caracteres out ete developpes h I'article Ctstibhanches.

V. ce mot." Already to the article on the Isopods, his fourth order, he had appended a

note,
" On pourroit former un ordre ijarticulier, sous le nom de lamioclipodes ilxmodipoda),

des isopodes cystihranclies. Leurs quatre machoires sont disposees sur le meme plan

transversal, en forme de Ifevre, comme celles des myriapodes; la premiere paire de pieds

proprement dits est annexee h. la tete
;

ils n'ont point de branchies sous la queue; de petits

corps vesiculeux, analogues h. ceux qu'on voit k la base des pieds des araphipodes, paroissent

en tenir lieu."

These Lxmodijjodes, he thinks, lead towards the Myriajjods or the Pycnogonides.

Tliroughout the work the various genera of Amphipoda and Liemodipoda accepted at this period

are discussed in the alphabetical order of their French names, but without, so far as I have

seen, any novel information being contributed. In most instances the French and Latin

names begin with the same letter, but Gammarus is an exception, being in French Crevette

or Chevrette. Of the "
Crevettines, Gammarinx," Latreille says,

"
J'ai, dans mes ouvrages

pr&edens sur I'entomologie, d&ign^ sous ce nom une famille de crustac^s composee de

ceux qui forment aujourd'hui I'ordre des avijMpodes et la division des isopodes, que j'appelle

Gystibranches."

1816. Risso, A., born 1777, died 1845 (Hagen).

Histoire naturelle des Crustaces des environs de Nice. Par A. Risso. Ornee de

gravures. A Paris, 1816.

Eisso begins with a quotation from Cuvier,
" La determination precise des especes, et de leurs

caracteres distinctifs fait la premiere base sur laquelle toutes les recherches de I'Histoire

Naturelle doivent otre fondi^es," &c. Eisso's own intention, doubtless, was to act in

accordance with this maxim. Nevertheless, the species he established have in several

cases caused great perplexity, owing in part, perhaps, to the want of repeated researches in

those localities in wliich Eisso's specimens were taken. In discussing the habitations of

Crustacea, he regards Talitrus as amphibious, delighting in the rocks ; Caprella (les

chevrolles) hides under stones covered with fucus
; Cyamus attaches itself to cartilaginous

fishes
; Phronima floats on the surface, leaps lightly out, or penetrates to small depths

below. Typhis is found beyond the Zostera zone.

He divides the class Crustaci^s into two orders, the first
"
Cryptobranches. Tegumens duis

;

branchies cachees sous le corcelet; yeux pedicules; sans palpes ou antennules
;
dix pattes

foliacees ou mutiques," subdivided into two sections (1) Brachiures, with two families

containing between them eleven genera, and (2) Macroures, with three families containing

among them seventeen genera ;
the second,

"
Gymnobranches. Tegumens coriaces

;

branchies cachees ou inconnues
; yeux le plus souvent sessiles ; mandibules palpigeres ;

dix pattes ou plus; termin(5es par des crochets," subdivided into three sections (1)
"
Squillines. Tete distinct du corcelet

;

"
(2) Tetraceres ; (3) Entomostrac(.'s. The SquilUnes

include two families, "SquiUares. Queue munie de lames ou de filets, yeux pedicides,"

with the genera Squille and Mysis ;
"
Crevettines. Queue aveo ou sans appendices foliaces,

yeux sessiles," with the genera, "31. Phronime. 32. Typhis. 33. Euphee. 34. Talitre.

35. Crevette. 36. Chevrolle. 37. Cyame." The second section, T^tracferes, contains

two families, Asellotes and Cloportides, each with six genera ; the third section, Entomo-

straces, contains two families, the Clyp^aces with one genus, and the Ostracodes with two

genera.

The Isopod Anceus, it may be noticed, is here given as a new genus, among the third family,

Paguriens, the first of the Macroures. It is, in fact, a synonym of the genus Gnathia,
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named by Leach in his Article Crustaceology, 1813-1814. Leach himself appears for some

unexplained reason to have allowed his genus Gnathia to drop, but the name retains its

right of priority notwithstanding.

Pages 119 to 132, and PI. II. figs. 3, 9, are concerned with Amphipoda, arranged as follows :
—

"
Septiome Famille. Crevettines. (I) Antennes n'eiant point iermmeespar des filets. A.

Queue, sans appendices [which is inconsistent with the descriptions that follow]. G. xxxi.

Phronime. Phronima, Latr. Les pattes des deux premieres paires monodactyles. Latr."

Especes. (1) "P. Sedentaria, Latr." "(2) P. Sentinellb. N. P. custos, N. Planch. 2,

fig. 3. P. Corpore lineari, alhissimo ; pedibus decern, tertio pari longiore eequali, didactijlis,

N. Cette phronime a le corps lin^aire, cylindrique et blanchatre. Son corcelet est forme

de trfes-petits segmens. Sa tete est conique, plane sur le devant. Ses yeux sont noirs et

sessiles. Ses pattes sont filiformes
;

la troisiime paire est un peu plus longue que les

autres et armee de pinces ^gales, les posterieures sont courtes et greles. L'abdomen est

compose de quatre longs segmens. La queue se termine par une petite plaque qui sert de

support h des appendices bifurques. Dimens. long. 0,040. larg. 0,004. S<'jour : dans les

equorees et geronies. {Genres de meduses)." This species is, in Claus's opinion, the same

as the preceding.
" G. xxxii. Typhis. N. Tijpihi.i. N. Corps arrondi, abdomen plie sous

le corcelet dans le repos ; pattes de la premiere paire didactyles ;
celles des deux dernieres

en forme de lames avec un ongle crochu h, I'extr^mit^ Esp^ce. T. Ovoide. N. T. Ovoides.

Fig. 18.

IST. Planch. 2, fig. 9. Cette espfece ne pent entrer dans aucun des genres connus de la classe

des Crustaces. Son corps est ovoide, lisse, d'un beau jaune clair et luisant, parseme de

petits points rougeatres; sa tete est oblongue, tres-large et tronquee sur le devant. Ses

yeux sont petits ainsi que ses autennes. Sa bouche est garnie des palpes soyeux. Son

corcelet est compose de segmens trcs-rapproches, qui sont munis sur leurs bords de lamelles,

sur lesquelles les pattes s'articulent. La premiere paire est presque aplatie, h, cinq articles

dont le dernier est didactyle : la seconde et la troisiime pau-es sont petites, monodactyles,

et les deux derniferes, consistent en deux grandes et larges lames terminees par un crochet.

L'abdomen est convexe, compose de cinq segmens. Les ecailles caudales sont arrondies,

ciliees; la pifece du milieu est conique et aigue." "Dimens. long. 0,024. larg. 0,012.

Si'jour : dans le golfe de Nice." This species has been called TJiyropus ovoides by Spence

Bate, and Eufijphis ovoides by Claus, but Dithyrus, Dana, being the earliest synonym of

the preoccupied name Typhis, will take precedence for the genus, and the species will be

Dithyrus ovoides. Risso's own figures are drawn with very fine lines and give the details

more clearly than might be supposed from my copies of them.

Risso continues as follows:—"2. Antennes terminees p)ar des filets. A. Queue ayant des

appendices. G. xxxiii. Ehphee. N. Eupheu.<i. N. Corps cylindrique, termine par do

longs filets; pattes de la premiere paire didactyles." This genus is now generally regarded

as belonging to the Isopoda, and its one species, Eupheus ligioides, as being identical with

the earlier Cancer {Gamma) us) talpa of Montagu, Leach's Apseudes talpa.
" G. xxxiv.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 1 3
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Talitee. Talitrus.'LatT.," contains two species,
"

1. T. Gammarelle. T. Gammarellus,

Latr.," which is Orchestia gammarellus, PalL, and "
2. T. Tachet£ de rouge. N. T.

ruhwpundatus. N. T. Chelts inmimis; pecUhus secundo parilongissimisaincc ovatis, acutis.

Cette nouvelle espice a le corps comprim6, d'un jaune clair, transparent ; compose de dix

segmens tachetes de rouge. Sa tete est presque triangulaire, ses yeux sont r^niformes,

reticules
;
ses antennes sup^rieures presque aiissi longues que les infc^rieures, avec les deux

premiers articles tres-gros et fort longs. Lo premier de ces infurieures est court et renfl^.

La premiere paire de pattes est grele, courte
;

la seconds est longue avec leur dernier

article ovale, tachetd de rouge et termine par un crochet. La femelle porte des oeufs

blanchalres, en avril. Dimens. long. 0,015. larg. 0,004. Sojour : dans le golfe de Nice."

This species is not included in the general lists either of INIilne-Edwards or Spence Bate,

although the latter writer notices Enone punctata, which is evidently the same species, re-

named but treated as new, by Kisso in 1826. That it is not a Talitrus may be inferred as

well from the description of the antennse as from Risso's preliminary remark, evidently

referring to this species,
" une des deux espoces que je vais decrire se tient en pleine mer, et

sautille toujours a la surface de I'eau pendant les calmes de I'^t^."
"
G. xxxv. Ceevette.

Gammarus. Fabr.," "Espfece. G. Puce, G. Pullex. Fab." " Var. A. On trouve des individus

colore d'ua rouge pale au vallon ohscur." Pullex in the errata is corrected to Pulex.

After Gammarus follows "B. Queue sans appendices. G. xxxvi. Cheveolle. Gaprella. Latr."

"
Espfeces. 1. C. LiN^AiRE. Latr. C. Linearis. Latr.,"

"
2. C. Ponctu^e. N. C. Punctata.

N. C. Pedihus anticis hreiiihus ; secund.o tertioque pari longissimis monodacfijUs. N."

These two species of Cajrrella are given up by Mayer and V. Carus as incapable of

determination." "G. xxxvii. Cyame. Cyamus. Latr." "Espeoe. C. De la Baleine.

C. Ceti Latr." Of this Liitken thinks that Eisso's description is original, though possibly

he may have described a northern specimen, and taken for granted that the species

occurred in the Mediterranean. After the specific description Risso adds, "Les cyames

paroissent presenter les memes mceurs et les memes habitudes que les caliges. Ces

animaux se fixent indififeremment sur les c^taces ou sur les poissons pour se nourrir h. leurs

depens. Les thons qui en sont quelque fois atteints paroissent souifrir beaucoup de ces

botes incommodes, et lorsqu'Us en ont im tres-grand nombre, ils sont saisis d'une sorte de

fureur qui les porte k sauter tres-souvent bors de I'eau. Dimens, hmg. 0,012. larg. 0,008.

Sejour : sur les Baleinoptires et les Scombres."

1816.-TheviRANTJS, Gottfried Reinhold, born 1776, died 1837 (Hagen).
1817.

\ to /

Abliandlungen iiber den innern Bau der ungefliigelten Insekten. Siebente Abh.

Die Walfischlaus. (Vermisclite Scliriften anatomisclien und physiologischen

Inlialts. Von Gottfried Reinhold Treviranus und Ludolf Christian Tre\dranus. 2ter

Band (1817) S. 3. t. 1.). Gottiugen, 1816.

Boeck says that the anatomy of Cijamus is given, with figures of the male and female, the mouth-

organs, and intestines. The mouth-organs are considered to resemble those of Oniscus, but

to be simpler in construction. The author was uncertain as to the form of the second

maxilla, and could not make out whether the mandibles had a palp or not. The stomach he

found to be quite simple, without salivary or biliary duct. To the nerve-cords he attributes

seven knots or ganglia ;
the heart he describes as an organ broad in front, narrow behind.

He also describes the cylindrical branchije. He considers that the genus may stand in the

same family with Oniscus, and that it does not belong to Squilla, as de Geer, or to Cancer
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2mlex, as Latreille supposed. In full accordance witli Boeck's account of this paper, Liitkcn

says that the figure and description given of the exterior of the animal are good, the account

of the mouth-organs very incomplete, and the contributions to the knowledge of the internal

structure, if on the whole correct, not very far-reaching.

1817. Latreille, P. A.

Le Efegne animal, distiibue d'apres sou organisation, pour servir de base h

I'histoire uaturelle et d'iutroduction a I'auatomie comparee. Par M. le Ch'"'.

Cuvier. Avec Figures, dessinees d'apres nature. Tome III. contenant les Crustaces,

les Arachnides et les Insectes, Par M. Latreille, de I'Academie des Sciences, &c. A
Paris, 1817. (pp. 44-53.)

Latreille here divides the class of Crustacea into five orders—Decapods, Stomapods, Amphipods,

Isopods, and Branchiopods. In regard to his order of Amphipods, after giving a general

description of the structure and habits, he says we might embrace this order under the

generic name of Gammarus. He then proceeds to distinguish Les Phronimes [Phronima,

Latr.), les Chevrettes {Gammarus, Lat.), which include, with various characteristics, les

Leucotlioes and les Dexamine of Leach, les Melite, les Mserza, the Chevrettes, properly so-

called, or Gammarus, les Phernsa and les Ampliitoe, all of Leach, and la Cheireffe des

ruisseaux of Geofiroi. These are followed by les Talitres (Talitrus, Latr.), which, he says,

Leach subdivides into his Afyles, Talitres, and Orchesties. Finally, les Coropldes

(Corophium, Lat.) are mentioned, with Cancer grossipes of Linnseus for the type, and to this

group he refers "les Podocera et les Jassa de M. Leach."

The Isopods he divides into three sections, according to the form and position of the branchiae.

The first section, les Cystibranches (compare page 95), contains the genera Leptoinera,

Latr., and Proto, Leach, wliich are in fact identical, CapreUa, Lam., and Cyamus, Lat., with

Larunda, Leach, given apparently as an alternative name. In the second section, the

Phytibranches, Typin's, Eisso, is included with other genera usually reckoned as Isopods.

The third section, the Pterygibranches, contains only Isopods. In a note on page 7, he

recognizes that the branchiae in Cyamus, CapreUa, and Proto were not thoroughly under-

stood, but makes a good guess as to their true position.

1817. Rafinesque-Schmaltz, C. S.

Synopsis of four New Genera and ten new Species of Crustacea, found in the

United States. The American Monthly Magazine and Critical Review. Vol. ii.

New York, 1817, pp. 40-43.

The portion of this paper apparently referring to the Amphipoda is as follows :
—

"
III. PsAMiiYLLA. (N. Order Branchypia, N. Family Gammaria.) The two upper antens,

with two long segments at the base, and many small articles at the top ;
lower antens very

short
;

all the feet with one nail, the last pair much longer and larger : each segment of the

body with a lateral appendage, tail with four bifid unequal filaments.—Obs. The name is

abbreviated from Psammopsylla, which means sand-flea. The family Gammaria is the

fifteenth in my natural classification, and is distinguished by fourteen feet, four antens, body

not depressed, etc.
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"1. PsammyUa littoralis. Longer aniens doubly than the liead, short anteus not longer than

their first segment ;
last pair of feet double in length ; body rufous above, white beneath.—

Obs. I have found this animal in great numbers on the shores of Long-Island and New-

York, and on the Hudson river, jumping about like fleas, whence its vulgar name Sand-flea ;

it jumps by means of its hind feet and tail, like locusts. Length about half an inch, often

less
; eyes large and round.

" IV. Pepheedo. (Natural order and family of the foregoing.) The two upper antens longer

and with six long segments ;
all the feet with one nail, and nearly equal, the two first pairs

with thick swelled hands
; body without lateral appendages, tail with simple filaments.—

Obs. This genus was noticed in my Analysis of nature, and formed on an European

species ;
the name is mythological. It may be deemed a singularity in this family, that

this genus should be a freshwater one, and the last a land one !

"1. Pephredo liotamocjeti. Long antens, scarcely longer than the head and double of the short

ones
; body fulvous, transparent, with a central brown or longitudinal stripe.

—Obs. It

lives on the Potumogeton perfoliatum in the Hudson and the Fishkill, near Newburg.

Length three lines, creeper, eyes very small."

PsammyUa littoralis is obviously one of the Orchestidse, a " beach-flea." The upper and lower

antens of Rafinesque's terminology would be respectively the lower and upper antennae of

ordinary language. If the two genera PsammyUa and Pephredo, covdd be identified, they

might probably enough fall as synonyms to others already known. It is possible that the

acute American observers of the present day will be able to identify the two species here

given with some that have been since named.

1817. Say, Thomas, bom 1787, died 1834 (Hagen).

On a New Genus of the Crustacea, and tlie Species on which it is established.

Read July 8, 1817. Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

Vol. i. Part 1, No. 4. August 1817. Philadelphia, 1817. pp. 49-52.

The new genus Cerapus, assigned to the order Macrouri, is thus defined :
—"Essential Character.—

Thumb of the second pair of feet bi-articulate
;
interior antennse four-jointed, exterior ones

five-jointed. Artificial Character.—Antennae subequal, interior ones 4-jointed, exterior

ones 5-jointed. Two anterior pairs of feet monodactyle, the second pair with a two-

jointed thumb. Natural Character.-—Body semicylindrical, somewhat linear, decreasing

towards the tail, ten-jointed. Head distinct from the first joint and larger, quadrate, a

little elongated into an angle near the base of the interior antennaa, each side, for the

reception of the eyes, which are hardly prominent. Antennae nearly equal, very large,

interior ones with the first joint thick, second and third nearly equal ;
exterior antennae

five-jointed, the first joint placed in a deep sinus beneath the eye, short, not projecting

beyond the margin of the head above, second joint hardly longer than the first, third and

fourth equal to the second and third of the interior antennae. Anterior pair of feet

moderate, with a small ovate hand and moveable nail, not closing on the hand, attached to

the first segment of the body ;
second pair with the basal joint attached to the edge of the

body (as in Cymothoa, &c.), second joint broad, compressed, with an incisure near the base

before, third small, medioliform, carpus cylindrical, narrower than the preceding joint ;

hand very large, compressed, subtriangular, attached to the carpus by the inferior edge of

the acute angle, which is a little curved, tip emarginate and armed with a strong, acute

spine on the anterior angle, thumb two-jointed, first joint incurved, linear, second acute,

closing on the spine of the hand. Third and fourth j)airs of feet equal, similar to each
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other, first joint dilated, equal to that of the preceding feet, remaining joints small, nearly-

equal to each other, submoniliform
;
two posterior pairs of feet reflected above the back

;

tail incurved, furnished on each side near the tip with a pedunculated bifid process, and a

minute, conic, acute papilla." The typo species, Cerajnis tuhularis, is further described

thus :
—" Head with a mucronate carina before

; eyes oval, black. Hand and first joint of

the thumb of the second pair of feet with one or two obtuse teeth within. Body above

blackish, with irregular paler spots ;
antennae and feet white, joints tipped with blackish

;

two hind pairs of feet and tail white. Inhabits a tube. Length about one-quarter of an

inch." Say would place it between Gammanis and Caprella, next to Jassa in the family
Podoceridoe of Leach. He cannot believe that the tube is fabricated by the Crustacean

itself, though he notices that it is always proportioned to the size of the inhabitant, which

moves actively with its neatly fitting house, making use of its four antennre as feet, and

deftly turning within its tube, if any impediment is ofifered to its progress in one direction.

It is figured in the following number of the Journal for September, 1817.

1817. Stewart, Charles.

Elements of the Natural History of the Animal Kingdom : comprising the

characters of the whole genera, and of the most remarkable species, particularly

those that are natives of Britain
;
with the principal circumstances of their history

and manners. The second edition. In two volumes. Edinburgh, 1817.

In the preface Stewart says tliat, as editor, "he has, with Cuvier and others, disjoined the

Crustaceous Animals from the Class of Insects, in which they had been included by

Linnaeus. In vol. ii. p. 308, after the Insects, he places the Class Articulata, containing

"two Orders, viz. 1. Crustacea, or those animals which constituted the genus Cancer of

Linn»us; and, 2. Arachnides, including the genera Aranea, Phalangium, etc." For this

arrangement he gives references to Latreille, Lamarck, and Leach (Edin. Encycl. vol. vii.

Crustaceology, and Mai. Pod. Brit. London, 1815. On pp. 316, 317, he gives under Cancer

the following section or group of species :
—

" D. Antennx pedunculated and simple.
" 32. Cancer grossipes. The claws want the finger ;

the antennje the length of the body ;
the

tail obtuse. Inhabits the European Ocean. B.—Pennant Briiisli Zool. 4. jyl. 16./. 31.

The linearis of Pennant. Pound in the sand on the shore of Flintshire and other places.

"33. Cancer Pulex. With four claws which want the finger ;
ten feet. ire/iafeVa- Europe. B.—

Degeer, Ins. 7. tab. 33. /. 1, 2. This species is very frequent on the shores of the sea
;

like-

wise in fountains and rivulets
;

it swims on its back, and leaps ; it causes ulcers on the gills

of fishes, and destroys the nets of fishermen
;

it is eaten by the Avosetta ;
it s bines in the

night.
"
34. Cancer Locusta. With four claws, which want the finger ; fourteen feet ; the thighs

simple. Inliahits Europe. B.—Frisch . Ins. 7. fab. 18. Found very frequently on the sea

shore
;
also in fountains and ditches, swimming on its back, and leaping.

" 35. Cancer Atomos. Linear
;
the claws wanting the finger ;

with eleven feet. InJiahifs Europe.

B.—Pennant Brit. Zool. L pi. 12. /. 32. Found in fresh waters; hardly visible by the

naked eye ; a slender tail between the last pair of feet, makes the eleventh foot
;
in the

middle two pair of oval vesicular.

" 36. Cancer lobatiis. Linear
;
four claws wanting the finger ;

ten feet. Inhabits Europe. B.—
Muller, Zool. Dan. Icones, tab. 56. /. inf. This is the Squilla lobata of Muller's Zoologia
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Danica
;

it is found among the confervfe on the sea-shore at Leith
; but, perhaixs, is not really

different from the preceding species."

The two remaining species in the group are " Cancer salinus
"
and " Cancer stagnalis," not

Amphipoda.

1818. Say, Thomas.

An Account of the Crustacea of the United States. Eeacl June 10, 1818.

Journal of the Academy of Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia. Vol. i. part ii. Phila-

delphia, 1818. pp. 313-319.

Here assigned to Order III. Amphipoda, Latr., is the nev7 genus Lanceola, thus described :
—

"Essential Characters.—Antennx four, terminal joints not articulated; antennxformprocesses
above the mouth; caudal styles, three pairs, pedimcle depressed linear, supporting two

lanceolate lameUse. Natural Character.—Body soft, external covering membranaceous ;

head very short, transverse; ei/es longitudinal, placed opposite the base of the superior

antennEe
; clypeus projecting into an acute angle; front concave; antennx four, unequal,

inferiores longest, four-jointed, compressed, basal joints very short, third and fourth longer,

equal, the latter entire, superiores abbreviated, compressed, triarticulate, basal joints short,

robust, concealed by the clypeus, terminal joint not articulated, linear, compressed, obtuse ;

mouth protuberant; labrum emarginate, supporting two filiform, triarticulate processes, of

which the first joint is very short, second liuear, third shorter, subulate
;
labium (pedipalpi)

bifid, closing the mouth, lacini» linear, inner edges hirsute, tij)s rounded
;
thorax oval

convex above and beneath, seven-jointed, sutures imbricate ; feet fourteen, simple, two

anterior pairs compressed, terminal joints conic compressed, remaining pairs somewhat

cylindric, armed with a minute subterminal nail, sixth pair much the longest ; vesicular

hranchix oblong, distinct, placed at the inner base of the feet, excepting the first and

seventh pairs ; ahdomen abruptly much narrower than the thorax, of three subcyHndrical

segments, each furnished with natatory feet
;

tail depressed, three-jointed, joints furnished

each with a lateral style, which consists of a foliaceous linear peduncle, supporting two

acute lanceolate, subequal lamella?, two anterior styles equal, posterior pair rather shorter,

terminal segment attenuated between the posterior styles."

The type species, Lanceola pelagica, ?, is thus described :
—"

Antennx, inferiores more than half

as long as the thorax, superiores attaining the middle of the third joint of the inferiores
;

antennxform processes surpassing the second joint of the inferior antennte
; thorax, first

segment shortest, acutely angled before near the clypeus, second and third segments

longest, equal ; feet, anterior pair shortest, third, fourth, and seventh equal, fifth longer,

sixth longer than the thorax. Length one inch and one fourth. Inhabits—Gulf Stream.

Say further says that "
it is allied to the Amphipoda by the vesicular branchiae and by the

caudal appendices to the genus Phronima, more than to any other of this order; in the

external appearance of the mouth there is a great similarity to the Linnean Onisdi, the labium

being nearly the same in form." Spence Bate,
" in consequence of the obscurity of Say's

description," makes the genus a synonym of the later Vibilia, i\Iilne-Edwards. The species
he therefore calls Vibilia pelayica, not as Milne-Edwards had done Hyperia pelagica.

Bovallius, 1885, reinstates Lanceola as a distinct genus, assigning to it sis new species.
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1818. Say, Thomas.

An Account of the Crustacea of the United States. Eead July 7, 1818,

Jourual, &c., pp. 374-401.

Say here describes tlie new sjiecies Gammarus fasciatus from the rivers, Gammarus minus, found

in brooks under stones, Gammarus mucronatus, Gammarus appendiculaius, which has
" caudal segments, and three te7-minal seginents of the body, dentated on their posterior

edges."
" The remarkable elongation of the inner lamella of the second pair of feet in one

sex [9] is a very striking peculiarity of this species."
" It is probable," he adds,

" that

this animal -n-ill form a new or subgenus, which would very probably arrange under Gam-

marus." Spence Bate leaves the name unaltered, but says,
"
Certainly it does not belong

to Gammarus. It appears to be related to Podoeerus." It is more suggestive of Msera.

The new germs Le^ndactylis is thus described:—"Essential character.—Antennx four-jointed,

furnished beneath with plumose cilice, intermediate ones with an accessory seta placed at

tijj of the third joint. Clypeus i^roduced between the bases of the intermediate antennfe,

and acute. Feet, two anterior pairs simple, equal, third and fourth subeqiial, didaotyle,

fingers lamelliform
; remaining feet spinous, without nails. Natural character.—Body com-

pressed-oval. Head distinct, subquadrate, extended into a short acute rostrum between

the intermediate antennas
; antennx subequal, four-jointed, inferiores rather longer, incurved,

second and third joints dilated beneath, compressed, and ciliated beneath with plumose,

elongated hairs, these two joints, when at rest, form a continued oval, the former is dolabri-

form, terminal seta eight-jointed, verticillate, superiores porrected, basal joint dilated,

depressed, second one much smaller, placed on the inner tip of the preceding, and with that

joint furnished with plumose cilise beneath, third joint much smaller than the second, and

furnished at the tip with a tri-articulate accessory seta, parallel with the terminal joint ;

terminal joint of about eight segments, and not longer than the preceding joints conjunctly ;

eyes convex, touching the anterior edge of the head
;
thorax with seven segments, and

lateral scales
; feet fourteen, two anterior pairs in each sex simple, filiform, equal, third

and fourtli pairs equal, didactyle, hands compressed, not dilated, finger rounded, thumb

oval, lamelliform, remaining feet gradually larger, compressed, armed with short spines, and

destitute of a nail
;
hind pair largest, antepenultimate joint lengthened above, and nearly

attaining the tip of the following joint, which is crenate and spinous on the edge, terminal

joint compressed, serrated, and spinous on the edges, and truncate at tip ;
anterior pairs of

feet furnished at their inner bases, with oblong oval moveable lamellse. Abdomen of three

segments, abruptly narrower than the thorax, each furnished beneath with natatory feet,

consisting of short, rounded peduncles, supporting double setse, of which the outer ones are

longest, third segment abruptly inflected at tip; tall inflected, armed with bifid styles."

The species Lepidactylis dytiscu.^ has "
Eyes orbicular

; body when recent, white, with an

abbreviated internal ferruginous vitta, including the alimentary canal
; accessory seta of the

intermediate antennae, attaining the tip of the fourth segment of the terminal joint ;
anterior

pairs of feet hairy. Length, male one-quarter, female three-twentieths of an inch." In

shallow pools left by the receding tide "its presence may be ascertained by the numerous

and irregular tunnels which it forms in the sand, like miniature representations of those of

the mole, only less rectilinear." It is the same as Oniscus arenarius. Slabber. See notes

on Slabber and P. L.
S._

Miiller.

To the genus Ampithoe, Leach, Say assigns the new species Ampithoe serrata and Ainpithoe

punctata from Egg-harbour, and Ampithoe dentata,
" a very common inhabitant of the

freshwater marshes of South Carolina." Ampithoe serrata is thus described:—"antennx

equal, short, stout
; eyes large, approximated, suboval

; eighth, ninth, and tenth segments
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of the body serrated."
"

CJijpeus acute ; antcnnse nearly equal, short, stout, attaining the

hase of the sixth segment of the body ; eyes large, black, oval, placed at the outer base of

the superior antennae, and approximated above ;
hands with about three equidistant, pro-

minent, spinose teeth on the inferior edge or palm, the nail or thumb curved, acute, and

attaining the third tooth
; eighth, ninth, and tenth segments of the body serrated, the last

more conspicuously so. Length, two-fifths of an inch. Eemarkable by its large eyes, short,

stout antennae, and serrated appearance of the hind part of the back, occasioned by the

elevation of the tip of each of those segments above the base of the succeeding one."

Spence Bate renames it Acantlwnotus Saiji. Say's Talitrus longicornis is transferred by
Milne-Edwards to Orchestia, as his Talitrus grillus, Latr. from Bosc, is by Spence Bate.

He thus describes his new species, Podocerus cijlindricug, which S. I. Smith, 1874, with-

draws from the synonymy assigned to it in the Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 256, renaming

it Corophium cijlindricum :
—"Hands of the second pair somewliat cylindrical; eyes small,

not prominent. InhaUts Egg Harbour." "Eyes small; front acute; superior antenna:

attaining the tip of the third joint of the inferiores, inferior anteniix much thickened,

hairy, the terminal joint shorter than the preceding one
;
liand of the second pair not larger

than the carpus, ^;a/»J longitudinal, rectilinear, thumb much shorter than the hand
; third,

fourth, and fifth pairs of feet short, much compressed, nail as long as the preceding joint,

which is suboval and narrower than the one before it
;
sixth and seventh pairs reflected,

and of the usual cylindrical, elongated form. Length less than three-twentieths of an inch."

The new genus Unciola is described as follows :
—" Essential Character.—Antennx subpediform,

superiores with an articulated seta at the base of the fourth joint ;
anterior feet mono-

dactyle; second pair with adactyle compressed hands; coxx not dilated. Natural Char-

acter.—Head deejjly emarginate beneath the eyes to receive a segment of the base of the

lower antennaB (ear 1),
and projecting into an acute angle between the bases of the upper

antennse ; eyes hardly prominent, placed on a somewhat advanced portion of the head,

between the bases of the upper and lower antennae
;
antennx robust, terminal joint of the

superiores rather longer than the preceding one, furnished at base with an articulated seta,

inferiores rather shorter, thicker, terminal joint shorter than the preceding one
;
Thorax

composed of seven segments, each furnished with feet, of which the first pair are largest,

hand dilated, monodactyle, second pair with a dilated, compressed, subequal carpus and

hand, the latter simple, with two minute hooks at tip, posterior pair longest ; coxsa simple

or not remarkably dUated
;
Abdomen of three segments ; natatory feet with the filaments

subequal ;
tail of three segments, the first and second bearing each a pair of bifid styles,

terminal one suborbicular ;
with a pair of simple, depressed styles, concealed by the others."

The type species Unciola irrorata is thus described :
—"

Eyes hemispherical ;
hands of the

anterior feet with a longitudinal palm, and prominent tooth, those of the second pair com-

pressed, ciliated. Inhahits Egg Harbour." "
Accessory seta of the superior antennae,

attaining the fifth articulation of the terminal joint ; eyes conspicuous, rounded
; pialm of

the anterior feet a little convex in the middle, a large obtuse tooth at base
;
nail attaining

the carpus, which terminates so as to appear like a second tooth of the hand
; second pair

of feet ciliated, with a subtriaugular hand, segments of the abdomen mucronate each side

behind
;
colour when recent, pale with very numerous red points. Length, three-tenths of

an inch." Say remarks that it approaches Gammarus by the accessory seta to the superior

antennse, Fherusa by the form of the second pair of feet, but by various points and general

habit "
it seems to arrange naturally with Podocerus, Jassa, Cerapus, Atylus, etc."

The species next described, Capi'ella geometrica, is identified by Mayer with Gaprella acutifrons,

Latreille ; Caprella equilihra is still accepted, with the improved spelUng, as Caprella sequilihra.

In describing the genus Cyamus, Latreille, Say mentions "
eyes two

;
stemmata two," apparently

borrowing an error from previous writers, instead of observing his own specimens. On
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these, which were "
less than one-tenth of an inch," he founds the species Cyamus abhrevi-

atus, from a Balsena, species unknown. This Ci/amus Liitken considers scarcely recognis-
able. Spence Bate says of the specimens in the British Museum "

they appear to me to

be only the young of Cyamus ovalis."

Milne-Edwards, 1840, takes it for granted that Say's Gammarus minus is merely a slip of the

pen for Gammarus minimus, and inclines to identify the species with Gammarm fasciatus,
which in its turn he considers very near to the French "erevette des ruisseaux." Gammarus
inucronahis is transferred by Sp. Bate to Gamm.nracanfhus, but S. I Smith, 1874, objects
to this, "for the dorsal margin is not distinctly carinated, and the third, fourth, and fifth

segments of the abdomen are furnished with fascicles of spines;" he therefore restores the

species to Gammarus.

1818. Chiereghini, Stefano, born 1745, died 1820 (Nardo).

Descrizione de' crostacei, de testacei e de' pesci die ahitano le lagime ed il

golfo Veneto rappresentati in figure a chiaroscuro ed a colori. Manoscritto in

foglio in vol. 12, esistente presso il E. Lieeo di Venezia (Santa Catterina, ora

Marco Polo).

G. 0. Nardo assigns to this work, though still in manuscript, a quasi publication in 1818, about

which date it was acquired by the imperial government and consigned to the public library

in Venice, where it has been, and still is, consulted by naturaUsts. The first two volumes,

Nardo says, treat of Crustacea, one containing the descriptions, the other the figures. The

species there described and figured by Chiereghini are sixty-four, thirty-three of which bear

the Linnean names, while thirty-one he considered to be new. After certain necessary

deductions from this number, Nardo allows Chiereghini the credit of having described and

figured twenty-four species, either new, or till then obscure. Among these are two

Amphipods, called respectively "Cancer Salectus" and "Cancer Algeusis," for which see

note on Nardo, 1847.

1818. Lamarck.

Histoire naturelle des Anitnaux sans vert^bres, presentant les caract^res

generaux, et particuliers de ces animaux, lenr distribution, leurs classes, leurs

families, leurs genres, et la citation des principales espfeces qui s'y rapportent, etc.

Tome cinquieme. Paris. Juillet, 1818.

The Crustacea are the eighth class. The Isopods, the second section, contain, among the

loneUes, corresponding to the Phytibranehes of Latreille, Eisso's Ty])his ovnides, which is

an Amphipod, along with Anceus, Praniza, Apseudes, and lone. Eisso's Eupheus Hginides

becomes Apseudes Krjioides. The "
2."'°'' Coupe

"
of the Isopods contains les CapreUines,

answering to the cystihranches of Latreille. In this group Proto is dropped from the

synonymy of Leptomera. The species are Leptomera rubra and Leptomera piedata, both

synonyms of Proto (Squilla) ventricosa, 0. F. M. ; Caprella scolopendroides, which Boeck

and Kr0yer identify with Caprella (lohata) linearis, but which Mayer thinks undecipherable ;

Caprella phasma, now known as Protdla phasma, Montagu ;
and Cyamus ceti, which

Lamarck says has fewer relations with "
Pycnogonon

"
than was generally supposed, lie

notes a second very small, still undescribed species, from the East Indies, as known to

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVH.—1887.) XxX 14
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Latreille. His tliird section, the Amphipods, contains four genera, L Phronima, with, the

species sedentaria and custos ; 2. Gannnarus, with the species pulex, spinosus, articulosus,

palmatus, grossimanus, pherusa, and the remark,
"
etc. Le gammarus rubricatus, ]\Iontag.

Trans. Soc. Linn. 9, p. 99, tab. 5. f. 1. est encore de ce genre. AmpMtlioe, Leach
"

;

3. Talitrus, with the species locusta, gammarellics, carinatus, and an "etc."; 4. CoropMum,

with the species longicorne, and the final "etc. Eapportez aux corophies les genres ^ocZocera

etjassa de M. Leach,"

1818. Lateeille, p. a.

Tableau Encyclopedique et metliodique des trois regnes de la nature. Vingt-

quatrieme partie. Crustaces, Araehnides et Insectes, Par M. Latreille. A.

Paris, M.DCCCXviii.

The Amphipoda, of which figures from various sources are given in this volume, are thus named

in the "Explication des Planches":—Planche 327. 3. Atijlus rannatus,l.6a,zh.. "Planche

328. 1 et 2. Gammarus ampulla, Fahricius. 3. Appendices de sa queue. 4 et 5. Gam-

marus nugax, Fabricius. 6. Gammarus caiweUus, Fahricius. 7 et 8. Gammarus

(corophium, Latreille
;) lomjicornis,'Sahn(a.vs.. 9. TaZiVrMs iocufto, Latreille. 10. Talitrus

gammarellus, Latreille. 11 et 12. Gammarus pulex, Fabricius. 13.—grossi. 14. Ses

ceufs, de grandeur naturelle. 15.—grossis. 16. Item, lorsqu'ils sont plus avances et

que le foetus commence a s'y montrer. 17 et 18. Phronima . . . .
,
Latreille. 19.

Appendices de sa queue, tres-grossis. 20. Gammarus (capreUa, Lamarck
;) linearis,

Fabricius." In this hst 1. 2. 3. belong to Stegocephalus ampulla, 4. 5. to Anomjx nugax,

6 to Pallasea cancellus, 7. 8. to Coropihiwn volutator, 9 to Talitrus locusta, 10 to OrcJicstia

gammarellus, 11. 12. 13 to Rosel's Gammarus Jluviatilis, 17. 18. 19 to what Latreille

afterwards named Hyp^rie de Lesueur, 20 to Caprella, sp ?

Planche 329 has "14 et 15. Cyamus ceti, Latreille. 16, La femelle, en dessous." Planche

330 has "3. Oniscus arenariiis. Slabber; nouveau genre, voisin de celui quej'ai nomme

ione. (Cuvier, Regno animal, tom. iii. p. 54). 4.—tres-grossi." This is Slabber's

figure, of which liatreille subsequently complains that it only exhibits eight legs. Neverthe-

less, the figure is sufliciently characteristic.

Planche 336 contains "18. Phronima sedentaria, Latreille; grossi. 19. Appendices de

I'estremite de sa queue, trfes-grossis. 20. Sa tete, trfes-grossie. 21. Ce crustaee dans son

habitation formee du cadavre d'un zoophyte (berod?). 22. Cette habitation sans I'animaL"

"
29. Gammarus oUusatus, Montagu ; grossi, repr6sent6 (observation de j\I. Leach) sur un

individu alt^r(5: 30. Leucothoe articulata, L^ach; grossi. 31. Melita imlmata, L^ach.

32. Gammarus pelagicus, Montagu ; grossi ; jassa pelagica ? Leach. 33. Ampithoe

ruhricata, Leach
; grossi. 34. Talitrus locusta, Latreille

; grossi. 35. Orchestia littorea,

L^ach
; grossi. 36. Typhis ovoides, Risso. 37. Cancer (caprella Lamarck ;) phasma,

Montagus ; grossi. 38. Profo Leach." "
43. Gammarus mutilus, Mtiller. 44.

Gammarus podurus, Miiller. 45. Mstra grossimana, Leach
; grossi.

1818. O'Reilly, Bernard.

Greenland, the adjacent seas and the north-west passage to the Pacific Ocean

illustrated in a voyage to Davis's Strait, during the summer of 1817. London, 1818.

In the "Journal in Davis's Strait" it mentions for June 2, "a male whale killed this morning

measured seventy feet;" "groups of the oniscus ceti, whale-louse, attached to the epi-
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dermis of tins whale, particularly about the fins and anus," p. 166. For July 18 it says,

"The monodon appeared in great number this day, and the Thomas's men succeeded in killing

one male and two females : the latter were destitute of the tooth : they are always taken

without that instrument, which is solely conferred on the male either for ornament or annoy-
ance : .... a female whale (balfena mysticetus) killed this day, measured sixty feet : it

received the harpoon but once, and dived away under the ice, drawing down three boats' lines,

being 1080 fathoms, and died at the bottom : immense groups of the oniscus ceti attached

to the under lip and to the under part of the fins : the edge of the fleshy covering embracing
the root of the monodon's tooth was covered with insects of the same description."

1818. Leach, W. E.

Crustaces, Crustacea. Dictionnaire cles Sciences Naturelles, dans lequel on

traite metliodiquement des differens etres de la nature, &c. Tome douzieme.

Strasbourg, Paris, 1818. pp. 69-75.

The Crustacea are said to form two great groups or subclasses, of which the first comprises the

Malacostraca, which has a pair of mandibles, and two pairs of maxillae, furnished with

palps, and eight pairs of feet provided with branchiae at their bases. All the genera devoid

of these characters belong to the second group, the Entomostraca. Leach then briefly

reviews the various classifications of Crustacea, including those by himself, that had been

proposed up to the date of this article. He gives a list of authors who have written on

Crustacea, and deferring the details about genera and species to the articles on the several

families, he winds up with an alphabetical list of the Crustacean genera recognized at that

date, including for the Amphipoda, Aerope, Ampifhoe, Atyle, Caprelle, Cerapiode, Coropiliie,

Crevette, Dexamine, Jassa, Larunde, Leucotkoe, Melitee, Orcliesiie, Pheruse, Phronyme,

Podocere, Profo, TaHfre, Typhis, mixed up in alphabetical order with the rest. That Aerope

belongs to the Amphipoda, my ouly authority is Desmarest.

1818. Leach, W. E.

Memoirs of the Wernerian Natural History Society. Vol. IL For the years

1811-1816. Edinburgh, 1818.

Leach refers to this volume for his species, Jassa pulchella and Jassa pelagica, but since the

references occur in the Appendix to his Article, Crustaceology, in the Edinburgh Encyclo-

paedia, which cannot well be of later date than 1814, and these memoirs seemingly were

not published till 1818, he probably refers to some paper intended for this volume, but

withdrawn before publication.

1819. Leach, W. E.

Zoological Memoranda. Descriptions of the New Species of Animals, discovered

by His Majesty's Ship Isabella, in a Voyage to the Arctic Eegions. By Dr. W. E.

Leach. A Voyage of Discovery, made under the Orders of the Admiralty, in His

Majesty's Ships Isabella and Alexander, for the purpose of exploring Baffin's
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Bay, and enquiring into the prol^ability of a Nortli-West Passage. By Jolm Ross,

K. S., Captain Royal Navy. Second Edition. Vol. II. London, 1819. Appendix
No. IV.

Under "
Type Annulosa,"

" Class Crustacea," is given
"
Genus, Gammaeus, Latreille. Species L

Sabini, segmentis dorsalibus postice falcato-productis. Baffin's Bay, Captain Sabine."

This is the Amphipod, so often described both before and after this date, called Amathiila

sabini by Bate and Westwood, and in this Eeport identified with Gammarus homari,

Fabricius.

1819. Samouelle, George.

The Entomologist's Useful Compendium ;
or an introduction to the knowledge

of British Insects, comprising the best means of obtaining and preserving them, and

a description of the apparatus generally used ; together with the genera of Linne,

and The Modern Method of arranging the Classes Crustacea, Myriapoda, Spiders,

Mites and Insects, from their Affinities and Structure, according to the views of

Dr. Leach. Also an explanation of the terms used in entomology ; a calendar of

the times of appearance and usual situations of near 3000 species of British insects ;

with instructions for collecting and fitting up objects for the Microscope. London,

1819.

The preface explains that "The Modern System is nearly the same as that given in the

Supplement to the Encycloi^aedia Britannica, article Crustaoeology, and Dr. Brewster's

Edinburgh Eneyclopsedia, article Entomology, wiih the exception of the foreign Genera

and the alteration of Tribes to Families, terminating in idx." Notwithstanding this

notice, the three Families belonging to the Amphipoda are given, pp. 101-106, as " Fam. I.

Phrontmada Leach's MSS." "Fam. 11. GAMMARiDiE. Leach's MSS." "Fam. IIL

Caprellad^. Leach." AU the information is derived from the papers by Leach. The

articles referred to in the Preface are probably the Crustaceology of the Edinburgh Ency-

clopaedia and the Annulosa of the Supplement to the Encyclopsedia Britannica.

1819. Samouelle, George.

A nomenclature of British Entomology, or a Catalogue of above 4000 species of

the classes Crustacea, Myriapoda, Spiders, Mites and Insects, alphabetically arranged,

and intended as labels for cabinets of British insects, etc. From the Entomologist's

Useful Compendium. London, 1819.

This work is merely the index of the preceding, adapted for the purpose mentioned Ln the title.

1819. TiLESIUS, W. G.

Ueber das nachtliche Leuchten des Meerwassers. Neue Annalen der Wetter-

auischen GeseUschaft fiir die gesammte Naturkunde. Erster Band. Frankfurt am

Main, 1819. pp. 1-10. PI. XXI.

TUesius says that the sea-water is illuminated not only by the MoUusca contained in it,
but also

by the marine insects or microscopically luminous shrimps (Krebsohen). Of these he
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figures and describes several, with a warning that the figures indicating the natural size are

in reality somewhat exaggerated. The following portion of his account is worth quoting

here :
—

'Fig. 4. Amblyrrhyncofus glaucus. Der blaue Stumpfriissel, einer von der grijssern Art,

bisweilen von der Grosse eines Hirsenkornes. Der gauze Raum zwischeu dem Bauche und

Schwanze war niit blauen Eiern angefiillt, welche iu einer Haut verschlossen zu Hegen

Bchienen.

'

Fig. 5. Erythrocephalus melanojMhalmus. Der Rotlikopf mit_den grossen schwarzen Augen,

gehort zu denjenigen Asiacoide7i, welche keinen soliden Thorax oder kein besonderes

Bruststiick, sondern viele fast gleichgrosse GUeder langst dem ganzen Korper haben, wie

die Arthroaephali oder Gliederkopfe Dumenils [Dumeril], und wie der Cancer sedentarius

FoRSKAELii. Der unsrige aber steht mit jenem der Grosse nach in keinem Verhaltnisse.

Pallas hatte diese vielgliedrigen kleinen Krebse als die Squillx und Gammari des

Fabricids, Thalitras und Mysis des Latrbille schon alle unter das Gesclilecht der

Scolapendern gebracht.

TXXla.
S €

Fig. 19.

"
Fig. 6. Der blinde Rothkopf, Erythroeephalm cxms, er bat zwei grosse dreigliedrige Klauen

am Xopfe und statt der Augen zwei kleine kaum merkliche Sternchen.
"
Fig. 7. Der fusslose Sageriissel, Prionorhyncotus Apvs."

"Fig. 8. Der Spriitzenkrebs mit dem Stachelkopfe, Amntlwcephalm syringodes."

"Fig. 9. Der blaue Fadenkrebs, Phasmafocarcimis glaucus, ebenfalls ein sehr diinner und

langer, aber vielgegliederter und vielfiissiger Krebs, welcher den LiNNEE'schen Faden-

krebsen {Cancer linearis L.), oder Gespensterkrebsen {Gammarus pcdahis 0. MOller,

Squilla quadrilola und ventricosa (Zool. Dan. Tab. LVl. u. CXIV.) und den Caprcllen

oder Chevrollen des Lamark am naohsten steht, so wie auch der folgende Fig. 10, namlich

der langhalsige gehornte Gespensterkrebs oder das Scheibenauge, Fig. 10.

"Fig. 10. Phasmatocarcinus dvicopldalmus. Sie haben zwar alle Stielenaugen (podophthalmi) ;

aber dieser tragt anstatt des Augen-bulbus, erne breite platte Scheibe auf dem langen

Augenstiele, (aus der Siidsce, bei den Marquezasinseln)."

Fig. 4 represents rather a NebaliaAike form than an Amphipod.

Fig. 5 belongs no doubt to the Hyperina. Templeton thought that it might be the same as his
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Thaumalea depilts, which Spence Bate considers to be a Vihilia. But while Thaumalea

appears to have the characteristic antennEe of a Vibilia, this Erytliroeeplialus is certainly

without them, so that Templeton's guess must be wide of the mark. In the figure here

copied from TUesiiis we may probably recognise the first two pairs of perseopods, one limb

of the third pair, and one of the fourth. If this be correct, it may be inferred that the

gnathopods and fifth perseopods were either wanting in the specimen examined or, from

their position and insignificant size, escaped the attention of the draughtsman. In addition

to the appendages above mentioned, I interpret the figure as showing a vertical head

produced below the perseon, a person of six segments, without side-plates, and a pleon of

six segments and a telson, with pleopods attached to the first three segments and uropods

confusedly in attachment with the fifth and sixth segments and the telson. It wUl be

observed that the third perreopods, as in Pronoe capita, Guerin, and many other Hyperina,

greatly exceed in size the other pairs. In saying that Pallas referred such animals to the

genus Scolopendra, Tilesius has fallen into error, and should have said Oniscus.

Fig. 6 evidently belongs to the Hyperina and probably to the Hyperidae. The front perfeopods

not unfrequently lie across the sides of the head and protruding beyond it. They have

apparently here been mistaken for antennae. The species intended remains for the present
uncertain. It can scarcely belong to the same genus as the preceding species, and the want

of well-developed eyes, to which the specific name refers, must itself be regarded as very
doubtful.

Figs. 7 and 8 appear remote from the Amphipoda. Figs. 9 and 10, with the large stalked eyes,

to which Tilesius himself refers, can have no connection with the CapreUina, though they
show a general resemblance. Amhlyrrhyncohi^ and Phasmatocarcinus, occasionally referred

to as if among the Amphipoda, have evidently no right to be so placed.

1820. Rafinesque-Schmaltz, C. S.

Anuals of Nature or Annual Synopsis of New Genera and Species of Animals,

Plants, &c., discovered in North America by C. S. Eafinesque, Professor of Botany
and Natural History in Transylvania University, at Lexington in Kentucky, and

member of several Learned Societies in the United States and in Europe, &c.

Edcertion unfolds and increases hnowledge. First Annual Number, for 1820.

Dedicated to Dr. W. E. Leacli, of tbe British Museum, London. Printed by
Thomas Smith, Lexington, Ky. (16 pp. 8o. Li the Library of the New York

Academy of Sciences.)

For the title page and other extracts from this rare little book I am indebted to my friend and
former pupil, William Bradford, Esq., Counsellor at Law, Xew York. In the course of his

plaintive preface Eafinesque remarks,
" I shall not be prevented from publishing my new

species because it may happen that one out of fifty may be previously noticed in some costly
and inaccessible work."

On p. 2 he gives
" Animals. I Class. Mastosia—the Suoklers

;

" on p. 4 " II Class. Ornithia—
the Birds,"

" III Class. Erpetia—the EeptUes ;

" on p. 6 " IV Class. Ichthyosia—the
Fishes ;" V Class. Plaxomia—the Crustacea." In this Class he enters :

—
"

iii. N. G. Sperchius : Antenna double than the head, four nearly equal, with two long
truncate articles, the upper pair rather broader and longer. Body compressed, with seven

segments, each with a large lateral appendage or scale. The fourth larger and with an

additional posterior appendage, the corresponding feet larger and with a large rounded and
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thick hand, all the feet with only one claw. Rump with four large segments, without

lateral appendages, but with the usual ones beneath. Tail with short and recurved

, appendages.
—It belongs to the family gamiiuiria, the name was that of an ancient fluviatile

God of Thessaly.
"
39. Spercliius Lucidus. Shining brown, eyes blaclc, nearly round ; appendages of the tail

shorter than the last article, curved outwards, with two articles and a teriuinal filament.

Discovered in the springs and brooks near Lexington, Ky. Length about one-third of an

inch, almost black when in the water, olivaceous brown when out of it, and pale when drj^

Body arched, antenna descending. It swims well.

"
iv. N. G. Lepledeus. Four antenna shorter than the head, nearly equal, truncate, with a

single segment. Body rather compressed and straight, with twelve segments, all with a

large lateral scale except the three anterior and the last, posterior segments and scales longer.

First pair of feet with a large oblong cheUform and cuspidate band
;
the second and third

pair cylindrical pinciferous or with two cylindrical and truncate fingers, the four other

pairs slender
;

all the feet without real claws. Appendages beneath the rump almost similar

to the hind feet
;
those of the tail short and with single segments.

—Another fresh-water

genus of shrimps, of the family Gammaria. The name means lateral scales.

" 40. Lepleurus Rivularis. Olivaceous, eyes very faint irregular ; appendage of the tail truncate

straight obliqual ;
antenna nearly horizontal, feet longer than the breadth of the body.

—I

have detected it in the brooks of the mountains of Pennsylvania and at iShannon run, near

Bedford Springs. Length about half an inch
;

it crawls on the stones rather than swims or

jumps."

He then describes the new genus Lirceus in the family Oniscia. His remaining Classes are,

Entomia, the Insects ; Helminthia, the Worms
; Apalosia, the MoUusca ; Polypia, the

Polyps ; Porostomia, the Porostomes.

Desmarest objects to the name Sperchius as too near to the Sperclimis of Fabricius, among the

Coleoptera. Neither Sperchius nor Lepleurus has yet been identified. In the descriptions

of both there are perplexing obscurities. The short antennse of Lepleurus are suggestive of

Hyalella, but the identification must be left to naturahsts in Kentucky.

1820. ScHLOTHEiM, Ernst Friedrich, Baroii von, born 1765, died 1832.

Die Petrefactenkuude auf ilirem jetzigeu Staudpuukte durch die Beschreibung

seiner Sammlung versteinerter und fossiler Uberreste des Thier- und Pflauzenreichs

der Vorwelt erliiutert. Gotka, 1820.

At page 41 he gives
"

5. Trilobites problematicus. Aus Hohlenkalkstein von Gliicksbrunn, der

Gebirgsart aufstiegend.

"Hcichst wahrscheinlich gehijrt dieses kleine sonderbare Geschcipf ebenfalls zu den Trilobiteu.

Leider ist es etwas verdriickt, librigens aber fast ganz vollstandig erhalten. Es ist krumm

zusammengebogen, aber die Schilder siimmtlich sehr flach, bios der Riicken wenig gewolbt.

Die Kopfbuckeln sind klein und stehen ziemlich eng, nach dem vordern Rande des Brust-

schildes zu, zusammen, in der Mitte wieder etwas vertieft, das Kopfschild verhaltnissmasig

sehr schmal, und die Riickenschilder am Seitenrand mit kleinen Strichen gesaumt. Nur

erst bey der Auf-findung recht voUstandig erhaltener Esemplare wird sich ausweisen, ob er

wirklich zu dieser Familie gerechnet werden muss, womit er aUerdings grosse Ahnlichkeit

zeigt." See note on Schlotheim, 1822.
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1820. ScoEKSBY, WiLLiAM, bom Oct. 5, 1879, died March 21, 1857 (Encycl. Brit,

9tli Edition).

An account of the Arctic regions, with a history and description of the northern

Whale-fishery. In two volumes. Edinburgh, 1820.

At page 541 he gives in the Class Articulata,
" Gammarus arctictis (Leach).

—The characters of

this animal (PL XVL Fig. 14), I have been favoured with from Dr. Leach. They are as

follows :
—" G. oculis sublunatis

; pedum pari tertio, secundo majori." The actions of this

species suggest as a familiar name, the mountebank shrimp. It frequently turns over when

in the water, with singular celerity, and swims with equal ease in every position. The

foixr feet raised in the figure above the back are made use of in that position, whenever its

back comes in contact with any solid substance. This species occurs in all parts of the

Spitzbergen Sea, and at the greatest distance from land ;
it inhabits the superficial water,

and affords food for whales and birds.

"Gammahus ? —Another small species of this family, was found in large quantities in the

stomach and mouth of some mysticete. It is remarkable for the largeness of its eyes."

He also mentions "Cancer Pulex (Linni5)," "Cancer Ampulla (Phipps)," from the stomach of

a shark, "Cancer Niujax (Phipps)," and "Oniscus Ceti. (Lin.), Laeunda Ceti (Leach),

Whale's louse.—This little animal, about half an inch in diameter, firmly fixes itself by its

hooked claws, on the skin of the mysticetus. It is found principally under the fin, or in

other situations where the skin is tender, and where it is not liable to be dislodged. A
similar animal, but smaller, is sometimes found on the body of the narwal."

Boeck judges that Gammarus arcficus is identical with Gammarus lonmta. The tolerably

useless figure shows some seventeen or eighteen segments besides the head. The large-eyed

Gammarus is probably one of the Hyperina.

1821. d'Orbigny, Charles, born 1806.

Notice sur le Corophium longicorne, Latr. Crustace observe dans les Bouchotz

a monies, des communes d'Esmeudes et Charon pres la Rochelle. Journal de

Physique et Chimie, d'histoire naturelle et des Arts. 1821. Tom. 93, pp. 194-200.

He gives an accurate description of Corophium longicorne, which is Cancer grossipes, Linn^ ;

he enters into details as to its mouth-organs, omitting to notice the under-lip. In regard

to its mode of life he states that about winter-time it leaves the strand and goes out into

the deep water, returning in the spring and occupying during the summer its holes in

muddy shores. The structure of its body is evidently adapted for this mode of life (Boeck).

In the British sessile-eyed Crustacea, voL i. p. 495, it is not considered certain whether the small

tubular galleries in which this Corophium spends the summer "are perforated by these

Crustacea or by the numerous Annelids that it preys upon." No one, however, who has

examined these creatures in their own home could have the smallest doubt that the galleries

are perforated by the Crustacea themselves. A stretch of mud may sometimes be seen

speckled all over with asterisks, formed by these creatures turning round in their tubes with

their antennae projecting on the surface and marking the mud much as a cook marks pastry

with the prongs of a fork. That they prey on Annelida is a very doubtful opinion. An
Annelid and a Corophium, which I kept for some time alive together in a bottle, made no

attempts to Lnjure one another.
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1821. Sabine, Sir Edward, born October 14, 1788, died May 26, 1883 (Encycl. Brit.,

9th Edition), died June 26, 1883 (Friedliinder, Naturae novitates).

An account of the animals seen by the late northern expedition whilst within

the Arctic Circle Being No. X., of the Aj^pendix to Capt. Parry's Voyage of

Discovery. By Capt. Edward Sabine, R.A., F.R.S., & F.L.S. London, 1821.

pp. 51-57.

After mentioning the Cancer nugax and Cancer ampulla of Phipps respectively as Gammarus

nugax and Gammarus ampvlla, Salsine proceeds to describe Gammarus horeus, with a

reference to "
Squilla Pulex. Degeer Ins. v. 7, p. 525., t. 33., f. 1. and 2." "Individuals,

vary in size from half an inch to an inch and half." The fourth, fifth, and sixth segments

of the tail, he says, are "slightly tricarinate on the back, and spinous." In general his

account of it agrees well with Gammarus locmta, with which it is united by Boeck. The

remarks with which Sabine winds up his account are of some interest. "The Squilla

Pulex," he says, "figured by Degeer, I. c, differing in no respect from the above

description, is considered to have been an individual of the same species, and it is there-

fore believed to be common to the northern shores of Europe and America ;
the Squilla

Pulex has been considered a synonym of the Gammarus Pulex of modern authors, hut

erroneously, as may be seen by comparing the figure in Degeer with that of the Gam-

mareUus Pulex, Herbst., vol. ii., 130, tab. 36, fig. 4 and 5, which is the Gammarus

Pulex of J. C. Fabricius, Ent. Si/st., and of Latreille, Encyd. Meth. pi. 328, figs. 11-15;

the species are very distinct, differing in the lateral lobes, in the mucronate production of

the caudal segments, in the absence of the carinso and spines on tlie three posterior

segments of the latter, and in the shape of the eyes ;
the Gammarus Pulex of Montagu,

Linn. Tr. ix, t. 4, f. 2, is a third species, differing not merely in appearance, but in its

habits, being found only in fresh water. The Oniscus Pulex of Otho Fabricius, Faun.

Green., No. 231, differs from the present species in the relative proportions of the three pos-

terior pairs of legs, the last pair being described by Fabricius as less than the two preceding,

whereas in the Boreus the seventh are longer than the fifth and sixth pairs. The Oniscus

CanceUus of Pallas, SjncU. Zool. ix, p. 53, tab. 3, f. 18, is distinguished by the lateral

scales on the segments of the body, but in other respects is not very dissimilar to

the animal under description ;
it may not be ami.ss to notice incidentally that an error

has crept into the specific character of the CanceUus in the writings of modern authors,

commencing it is believed with J. C. Fabricius, of describing it with sixteen legs, instead

of fom'teen, which is the usual number in the genus ;
in the original account of the

CanceUus, Sjricil. Zool. I. c, the number of legs is fourteen, both in the description and

figure." The figures cited from Herbst and LatreUle are in fact copies of Eiisel's Squilla

fluviatilis, with which Sabine seems to have been unacquainted. The description of Aniphi-

poda with sixteen legs, occasionally met with in the old writers, may have arisen from tlieir

including the maxillipeds among the legs. Savigny, it will be remembered, regarded

sixteen as the normal number of legs both for the Decapoda and the Tetradecapoda, the

difference between those two groups being that in the former three pairs, and in the latter

only one pair, of the legs were transferred to the service of the mouth.

The species next described has since been made by Spence Bate the type of the genus

Gammaracanthus. Sabine's account is as foUows :
—" Gammarus Loricatus. G. Eostro

comiformi defloxo, dorso carinato, segmentis postice et acutfe productis. Plate 1, fig. 7.

This species was found associated with the preceding, and of the same size, but less

abundant
; body laterally compressed, especially the posterior segments ;

shell smooth,

(zool. CHALL. EXP,—PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxs 15
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and much harder than in its congeners, resembling a coat of mail, whence the specific

name ; back carinate, the segments increasing in length from the first to the tenth, from

whence they decrease
;
and beginning with the third or fourth, are produced in sharp and

strong points directed backward : lateral lobes oblong, enlarging from the first to the

fourth segment, and decreasing to the seventh ; those of the three first caudal segments

are larger than those of the body, and are acuminate
;
head produced into a strong, arched,

carinate, and sharp-pointed rostrum, curving down between the antennas; eyes large,

black, lateral, prominent and reniform
;
beneath the eyes is a small lateral lobe ;

antBunas

four-articulate, the upper pair having a small seta at the base of the fourth articulation ;

legs fourteen, two first pair with a large compressed monodactyle hand, those of the

anterior pair being smaller than the others
;
third and fourth pairs of the same length as

the preceding, slender, terminating in a nail
;
the three posterior pair directed backward,

similar in formation, but differing in size, the middle and longest pair being as long as the

body, and the seventh pair shorter tlian the fifth, all terminating in a nail
;
colour in some

individuals pale, in others varied red and white." He points out that it differs from

Oiiiscm serrutus of O. Fabricius, from Gaminarus carinatm of J. C. Fabricius, and from

GammarelliLS pulex of Herbst. Atylus carinatus is mentioned as the name given by Leach

to the species Gammarus carinatus.

Sabine next gives "Gammarus Sabini. Leach in Boss's Voyage, Ed. 8vo., Vol. 2, page 178.

G. segmentis dorsalibus postice falcato productis, capite inter antennas acumiue minuto.

Plate 1, fig. 8-11. On the shores of Baffiu's Bay, but not met with in the Polar Sea:

the head of this species which terminates in a point between the antennae, instead of

being produced in a rostrum, readily distinguishes it from the preceding species, and has

been added to the specific character assigned by Dr. Leach, in whose arrangement it was

unnecessary, the formation of the head making part of the character of the genus."

The next species, "Taliteus Edvardsii, T. Rostro corniformi, antennis subsequalibus, corpore

ovato depresso, cauda compressa tricarinata spinosa. Plate II, fig. 1-4.," though here described

as new, is the Oniscus aeuleatus of Lepechin, now Ehachotropis aculeatus. The remarks

which follow the description bear upon classification.
" In conformity," the author says,

"with the arrangement which is followed in the present account, this species has been

considered a Talitrus, as the inferior antennae are somewhat longer than the superior ; this

character is, however, by no means remarkable either in this species, or in some others,

which are distributed by it into the respective genera of Talitrus and Gammarus
;

if a

subdivision be desirable in the well-defined and natural genus comprehending aU these

animals which so nearly resemble each other in general appearance and habits, the

prolongation of the anterior part of the head into a rostrum, would seem preferable to a

distinction founded on the relative length of the antennae, which in many of the species

are so nearly the same
; or, the genus Talitius might be limited to those species in which

the superior antennae are very short, not exceeding the length of the two first articulations

of the inferior pair." He adds that " this species has been named in compliment to John

Edwards, Esq., surgeon of the Hecla."

The remaining species
" Talitrus Ctane.^. T. capite obtusissimo, antennis subsequalibus, corpore

latiore, pedibus quatuor anticis inunguiculatis. Plate 1, fig. 12-18.," was taken "parasitic

on the Cyanea Arctica, the individuals varying in length from two to eight-tenths of an

inch : colour pale yellowish red, sprinkled with innumerable minute spots of deeper red
;

in about half the specimens, the number of which was considerable, the antenuie were

equal in length to the five first segments of the body ;
in the others they wore scarcely

one-fifth as long, but otherwise similar; there was no olher perceptible difference in the

specimens." The eyes are "extremely large, lunate, of a brownish red colour." In the

further course of the description he mentions "
legs fourteen, the four anterior equal and
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similar, five-jointed, being a long compressed thigh with four much shorter articulations,

hirsute, and unarmed
; the ten posterior legs similar and equal in size, five-jointed, the

thigh being long and much compressed, followed by three short fleshy joints, (the first of

which is the shortest,) and by a long and curved member, terminated by a nail." He
concludes by observing,

"
this description differs from that of the Cancer Medusarum,

Otho Fabricius, Faun. Green., No. 332, in the number of joints of the legs, and in the

four anterior being unarmed ; the conformation of these legs distinguishes it also from the

Gammarus Medusarum of J. C. Fabricius, of which a part of the specific character

is
' manibus quatuor monodactylis.'

"
It is with the latter species nevertheless that

Boeck identifies it, under the name Hijperia medusarum, 0. F. Miiller. Milne-Edwards,

Hist, des Crust, iii. p. 78, under the genus Metcecus, after describing MeVrxus medusarum,

Kroyer, says of it,
" Le Talitrus cyanese de Sabine, que nous avions d'abord consider^

comme une Hypi5rie, semble se rapprocher davantage des M(5tofeques, mais devra peut-

etre former un genre particulier, car d'apres I'auteur qui I'a fait connaitre, cette Hyp&-Lne

aurait les pates des deux premieres paires obtuses et adactyles ;
mais la division en pinces a

peut-etre ^chappe a son attention. Du reste, cette espfece se distingue de la pr^cedente, et

des Hyp^ries mentionn^es ci-dessus, par la longueur beaucoup plus considerables de ses

antennes, dont le filet terminal est grele et multi-articule." Spence Bate, in the Brit. Mus.

Catalogue, p. 294, retains the species as Hyperia cyanese.

1822. Mandt, Martin Wilhelm, bom 1799, died 1858 (G. 0. Sars).

Observationes in historiam naturalem et anatomiam comparatam in itinere

Groenlandico factse. Dissertatio inauguralis quam consensu et auctoritate gratiosi

medicorum ordinis in universitate literaria berolinensi ut summi in medicina et

chirurgia honores rite sibi concedantur die xxii. M. Julii A. mdcccxxii. H.L.Q.S.,

publics defendet auctor Martinus Gulielmus Mandt Beyenburgensis.

In 1821 Mandt went in the "
Bliicher," Captain John Eose, past Spitzbergen to the 81° of

north latitude. He here makes record of his acquisitions, material and scientific, in those

regions. In describing "Baloena Mysticetus," he says, page 10, "Partibus tenerioribus

cutis, axiUis, pudendis Oniscus ceti adhaeret, prassertim si tempus instat coitionis," and

"Vulva praecipue hoc tempore lis obsessa apparet." The Oniscus ceti here mentioned is the

Cyamiis mysticeti of Liitken.

On pp. 31-37 he describes two Amphipods, of which the first has since been referred to Gui'rin's

Themisto, and is the earliest described species of that genus, while the second has become

the type of Lilljeborg's genus Eurytenes. The original account as drawn up by Lichtenstein

is here subjoined.
" E crustaceorum ordine duas ex itinere retuli species, Oniscis marinis Lin : aut Gammaris

Fabricii accensendas nee ab ullo auctore hucusque descriptas. Quae cum museo locupletissimo

hujus Universitatia a me oblata essent, a viro celeberrimo hujus Musei directore Lichtenstein

accuratius examinataj, dignse visse sunt quarum descriptio amplior huic dissertationi

inseratur. Qualem vir doctissimus benevolo mecuni communicavit lectoribus naturas

curiosis hie offero.

"
I. Gammarus Libellula N.

" G. capite magno globoso, corpore segmentis undeeim, pedibus quatuordecim, octo anticis

brevibus, uncinatis, raptatoriis, sex posticis elongatis, saltatoriis.

"
Longiiudo tota a;quat pollicem et dimidium.
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"
Corpus compresso-cylindraceum, incurvatum, saltatorium. Caput globosum, utrinque inflatum,

hemisphcerio utroque oculum magnum sessilem mentiente.

" Antennx breves, scrobiculis profundis frontalibus implantatje, superae breviores, (sesquilineares)

articulo basali et seta apicali subtriquetra, conflatre, inferae paullo longiores, bilineares,

triarticulatse.

" Mandibulee exiguK, inaequales, argute dentatae. Palpi mandibularum lateri externo inserti,

quadriarticulati, in fossulam inter antennas inferiores reclinandi. Segmenta corporis

primum, secundum, tertium quartumque, angusta {Notetur terminos angustum et latum Mc

a dimemione singuJi segmenti, minime autem a latitudine corporis esse intelUgendos.),

sensim latiora utrinque in appendicem foliaceum articulatum producta, subtus pedes

gerentia breves raptatorios, fe-inde
[? perinde] e primo pari sensim maiores, femoribus com-

planatis, manibus incrassatis subtus spinescentibus, pro recipiendo unguiculo valido, elongate.

Segmenta quintutn, sextum et septimum paullo latiora, lateribus vix appeudiculatis, margine

externo cum pedibus articulo iuncta elongatis, saltatoriis, postice complicandis, corpore

incurvato pedes octo anticos inter se occultantibus. Horum femora complanata, margine

postico foliaceo pro tegenda tibia reclinanda, tibiae geniculo basali brevi, elongatae,

compressae, antice spinesoentes, postice glaberrimae; tarsi graciles, subcylindrici, rigidi,

margine antico spinescente tibiis applicandi, apice unguiculo minuto acutissimo instructi.

Pedum par quiutum omnium longissimum fere pollicare, tibiis quatuor et dimidiam lineas

longis, sextum, septimum sensim breviora, postremo octo lineas longo.

"Segmenta octavum, nonum et deoimum, caudalia omnium latissima fere cylindrica subtus

appendieibus ovigeris natatoriis, in singulo binis bifidis, articulo basali valido, conico, subtus

unisulcato, lacinia terminali duplici, acuminata, subtriquetra, ciliata.

"
Segmenta undecimum duodecimumque, flabellum caudale efformautia, appendieibus utrinque

tribus bifidis conflatum, quorum articuli basales elongati, compress!; laciniae terminales,

in singulo binie inaequales, altera longiore foliaeea, altera breviure accessoria teretiuscula.

Color flavescente lividus.

"Affinis haec species 1) Onisco Cicadffi Oth. Fabricii*i a quo tameu differt capitis pedumque

forma, colore et magnitudine ;

"
2) Onisco Medusarum O. Fabricii, cuius tamen oculi lineares, arcuati, coerulei, lateribus frontis

innati, nimis discrepant. Cum hac utraque Gammarus Libellula peculiare genus constituat,

in familiaj hujus descriptione monographica arctius definienduin.

" Unicum bujus animalculi specimen die vicesimo nono mensis lunii anni prfeterlapsi accepi

vivum e mari prope insulam Ian Meyen protractum, plura autem mense insequente mortua

in stomacho Procellariae glacialis reperi, Integra quidem et digestione vix lassa, nisi quod

pedum subtilissima pubes detrita esset.

"Inter haec juvenilia quoque, dimidiae reliquorum magnitudinis, CEeterum simillima illis.

"
II. Gammarus Grylliis N.

" G. Corpore segmentis tredecim, pedibus quatuordecim, quorum par secundum longissimum,

debile multiarticidatum, scutis lateralibus maximis pedes obtegentibus.
"
Longitudo tres pollices aequat (corporis duos et quadrantem, cauda2 incurvatae tres quadrantes

poU.) circumferentia media duos pollices quadrantemque.
"
Corpus compressum, dorso fornicato, rectiusculum, cauda brevi incurvata.

"
Caput cylindricum quasi primum corporis segmentum, antice obtusum, auteunis quatuor conicis,

brevibus^*^ superis pedunculo triarticulato bifidis, iuferis longioribus quadriarticulatis,

articulo secundo seta parva, postremo caeteris longiore.

1 "*0. Fabricii Fauna groenlandica, pay. 257-258. Preeter hunc reliqui auctores omnes {Pallas, MUller, Stroem,

Leach) dc simili specie tacent. Unicam oh oculos amplos irmgnem Scoresby {Account of the arctic regions pag. 5Ji3) com-

meniorat, ceeternm sihi minus notam."

* " * Antennx in specimine nostra vix integral, apice obtuso detrito."
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" Oculi satis ampli, ovati, laterales, sub insertione antennarutn inferarum, (in mortuo) albicantes.

" Os productum compressiusoulum, anticum, labro tuberculoso corneo, inandihulis validis osseis,

margine antico serrato.

" Maxillcmim par primum elongatum, apioe tricuspidatum utrtnque palpo triarticulato et basi

lamina foliacea, apice ciliata. Par secundum inferum mento amplo geniculate, labio bifido

utrinque palpo complanato triarticulato, apice obtuso ciliato.

"
Segmentum corporis primum latum, margine antico caput postico segmentum secundum

excipiens, appendice scutiformi laterali exiguo, cuius paginfe internee jjedes primi paris insert!

sunt compressi, moUiusculi, palpiformes, quinquearticulati, articulis (basali femore excepto)

unispinosis, terminali ciliato.

"Segmentum secundum reliquis angustius, scuto laterali ampliore fere quadrato, cuius paginae

internae infixum jjar pedum secundum, qui structura prioribus similes omnium longissimi

(quatuordecim lineas) quinquearticulati, antice complicandi et abscondendi inter membranam

tenuem, a ventrali liuius sogmenti pagina tendentem, scutum magnitudine adaequantem.

"Segmenta tertium quartumque seque lata, scutis lateralibus maximis, rotundatis, postice

emarginatis, e quorum basi interna tendunt pedes, eeque longi (decern lineas) antrorsum

versi, quinquearticulati, uuguiculo terminali instructi. Accedit ad singulum pedem a latere

interno membrana tenuis, lanceolata, margine ciliis longis obsita.

"
Segme7ita quintum, sextum et septimum eiusdem latitudinis, pedes geruut retrorsum versos

quasi saltatorios, praecedentibus vix longiores, inter se aequales, scuto amplissimo triarticulato

innatos, ut cuiusvis scuti articulum dignoscas femoralem, tibialem et tarsL Inde femur,

tibia, tarsus vere alati. Non nisi extimus singuli pedis articulus cum unguicolo liber

emergit. Par quintum intus membrana lineari.

"Segmenta octavum, nonum et decimum latissima postremum antice gibbum, pro incurvanda

Cauda, subtus gerunt appendices natatorios, singulum binos bifidos satis elongates. Horum

quoque margo lateralis foliaceus, protenus sed cum parte dorsali connatus, baud articulo

iunctus uti priorum.

"Segmenta nndeciraum, duo-decimum, decimum tertium incurvata, vix erigenda, sensim

angustiora laniinas caudales gerunt corneas, rigidas, biarticulatas, bifidas sex, quibus accedit

septima intermedia, minuta, duplex e parte dorsali postremi segment! oriens. Segmentum
undecimum medio impressum quasi bituberculatum.

" Color speciminis nostri fere carneus.

" Unioum quod ex itinere retuli specimen a Procellaria glaoiali, bamulo capta vomitu eiectum

est, quum ictu lethali in occiput percussa esset. Testa animalculi vix nisi forte apice

antennarum liesa, sed quasi inanis non nisi adipe oleoso, piscini Ulius odoris tota repleta.

Celerrimam igitur mutationem omnia ingesta vel tegumentis solidioribus inclusa in his

avibus sub ire videntur."

It would seem fair to accredit these two very interesting species to Lichtenstein, since Mandt

expressly acknowledges his indebtedness to that professor for the descriptions just as they

are here given. Gammnrus gnjUus was redescribed by Milne-Edwards in 1848 as a new

species under the name Lysianassa magellanica.

1822. ElSSO, A.

Memoire Sur quelques nouveaux Crustaees observes dans la mer de Nice.

Journal de Physique, de Chimie et d'Histoire Naturelle. Tome XCV. Octobre. An

1822. pp. 241-248.

The new genus Phrosina is thus defined :
—"Deux antennes a peine apparentes ; yeux sessiles;

tete prolongee sur le devant en forme de museau
;
mandibules palpigeres ; corps oblong
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iin peu arqu^, sub-arrondi sur les cot^s, k segniens crustaces transverses, dix pattes mono-

dactyles, dissemblables, le dernier article falciforme, aigu au sommet." The type species is

Phrosina semiliinata. Phrosina macrophthalma, n. sp., is also described, a doubtful species

which, in the opinion of Spence Bate, probably belongs to the genus Anchylomera.

1822. SCHLOTHEIM, E. F.

Naclitrlige zur Petrefactenkimde. Gotba, 1822.

In this work, at p. 38, Schlotheim places Trilohites prohlejnaticus among the doubtful species.

He gives figures of it, which are here reproduced, on PI. XXI [. fig. S, a, h. He
remarks further, "Ausser dem Kopfschilde mit dem beyden augenahnlichen Warzchen

scheinen noch zwey Eeihen anders gestellter Schilder zwischen dem Kopfschilde und den

sehr schmalen Riickenschildern zu liegen, welche letztere an den Seiten mit einem durch

feine Striche ausgezeichneten Saum versehen sind. Es hat den Anscheiu, als wiirc der

J^.dci

Fig. 20.

Hinterleib, nach Art des Asaphus, mit einem besondern Schwanzscliilde bedeckt
;
doch ist

diess in der Verstemerung nicht deutlich genug ausgedriickt. Das Kopfschild scheint vorn

mit kleinen Ziihnen, vielleicht aber auch mit Fresswerk-zeugen und Fiihlspitzen ausgeriistet

zu seyn." It seems a somewhat wild conjecture that has placed this specimen, since mislaid

or lost, in the ranks of the Amphipoda, and identified it with the Palasoerangon prohlem-

aticus of Schlauroth, and the Prosoponiscus proUematicus of Kirkby.

1823. Blainville, M. H. D. de.

Essai sur une nouvelle classification des Animaux. Les Principes d'Anatomie

comparee. Tom. i. tab. 7. Paris, 1823.

This, according to Desmarest, is the same essay, with some modifications, as that already noticed,

pubKshed in the Bulletin des Sciences, 1816.

1823. Desmarest, Anselme Gaetan, born 1784, died 1838 (Hagen).

Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles. Tome vingt-huitieme. Strasbourg. Paris.

1823. Article Malacostrac(5s. pp. 138-425. Tableaux I-V.

The articles on Crustacea for this dictionary were entrusted to Leach, but while the notices from

G to M were being jjublished. Leach was prevented by illness from attending to the work.

The word Malacostraca gave Desmarest an opportunity, without breaking the alphabetical

order of the dictionary, of supplying the past omissions in reference to the Crustacea by
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one oompreliensive article on tlie group. In 1825 tliis article, without material alteration,

was converted into a separate volume. Its treatment of the Amphipoda maybe understood

from the note on Desmarest under that date.

1823. Fleming, John, bom 1785, died 1857 (Eev. J. Duns, in Lithology of Edinburgh).

Gleanings of Natural History, gathered on the Coast of Scotland during a

voyage in 1821. By the Eev. John Fleming, D.D., F.R.S.E., M.W.S., &c. In

a letter to Professor Jameson. The Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, &c., from

ctober 1,1822, to April 1, 1823. Vol VIII. Edinburgh, 1823. pp. 29G-297.

In Proto pedatus, Fleming says that he readily distinguished
" the four minute appendiculae of

the posterior end, which are figured by Miiller, but which Montagu was unable to detect

in his specimens." Of Latreille's definition of the genus Protu, Leach, he says,
"

it is true

that there are only ten feet, if we exclude the two pairs belonging to the first and la.st seg-

ments of the body ;
but if these be included, the number of feet should be stated at fourteen.

This precision in enumerating the feet becomes the more necessary, since LatreiUe has added

another genus, termed Leptomera, to the family Caprellad^, which, in the character

assigned to it,
' Ont quatorze pieds, disposes dans une s6rie continue, depuis la tete jusqu'

a I'extremite post6rieure du corps,' would appear to diifer only in having four additional

feet. But the Squilla ventricvsa of Miiller (Zool. Dan. tab. 56.), referred to as the type of

the genus Lepitomera, possesses the same number of feet as the Gummarus pedatus of the

same author, referred to as the type of the genus Proto. The feet of the first and last seg-

ments of the body, however, have been enumerated by LatreiUe, in the character of his

genus Leptomera, while they have been excluded from the character of the genus Proto.

The two genera, in consequence of this arrangement, seem to diifer in a character in which

they agree." He criticises Lamarck for retaining
" dix ou quatorze pattes

"
as a character

of the genus Lejjfomera, of which he made Proto a synonym, instead of giving Proto the

priority. But Fleming himself would retain both genera on new grounds. "In the

Leptomera," he says,
" the tarsi of the second pair of feet only are furnished with a moveable

claw
;
while in Proto, all the feet are unguiculated. In the latter genus, the second, third,

and fourth pairs of feet have appendages at the base, which are wanting in Leptomera.

We are not aware that the Leptomera ventricosa has ever been detected on the British

shores."

Of Cancer phasma of Montagu, which he refers to Caprella, he says, "it is subject to considerable

variation in the number and position of the spines, and the hairiness of the different parts.

In the example now before us, the claw and last joint of the first pair of feet were deeply

serrated. It is probable that the Caprella Pennantii and acanthifera of Dr. Leach (Ediu.

Encyclopaedia, vol. vii. p. 40i), are merely varieties of this species."

1824. Martens, Georgio.

Eeise nach Venedig. Ulm, 1824.

According to G. D. Nardo, he mentions Gammarus pndex, Fab., Oniseus {Caprella) Unearig, Latr.,

with many other Crustacea. Zenlier, 1832, speaking of the universal distribution of

Gammarus pulex in the rivers and streams of Europe, adds,
" vix tamen in tepidis aut

calidis inveniatur aquis, licet JIartens (Retse nach Venedig. Wien. 1824. II., 197) ipsum

iu thermis Albanis vivere contenderit, sine dubio Gammarum Locustain cum nostro com-

mutans." Zenker had found that Gammarus pulex speedily died in warm water, but he had

probably not put Gammarus locusta to the test.
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1825. AuDOUiN, Jean Victor, born 1797, died 1841 (Hagen).

Explication sommaire des Planches dont les dessins ont ete fournis Par M. J. C.

Savigny. Pour Thistoire naturelle de I'ouvrage. [See Note on Savigny, 1825.]

In regard to PI. XL, wbicli aloue concerns the Ampbipoda, Andouin assigns to figure 1 the name

Gamriiarus dulongii, now known as Tanais dulongii. Fig. 2. he recognizes as Savigny's

Lycesta furina, &ndi a,AAs, "Ce crnstace a beaucoup d'analogie avec la Leucothoe ariiculata

de Leach, et appartient certainement au meme genre."

He continues for the other figures as follows :
—

" La figure 3. 1 represente une espece fort curieuse, qui doit constituer un petit sous-genre voisin

des Mcera et des Melita de M. Leach, et qui se distingue facUement de eelui qui pr^cfede,

par la seconde paire de jsieds developpee outre mesure et en forme de pince (seulement du

cot^ gauche) ;
nous lui assignerons le nom de M. Fresnel Gammarus Fresnelii. Ce crustace

singulier est trfes-petit, ainsi qu'on pent le voir k la figure 3. 1.

" La figure 4. 1 est encore une Crevette que Ton doit rapporter au sous-genre Amphithoe,

Ampithoe de M. Leach, et qui est tres-voisine de deux esp^ces decrites par Montagu sous le

nom de Cancer Gammarus rubricus (2), et par Pallas sous celui d' Oniscus canceUus (3);

M. Savigny I'a mentionnt^ (4) sous le nom de Cymadusa filosa.

' La figure 4. 2 represente de profil et au trait une portion de ce crustac^ : on a decouvert les

fiancs pour montrer les espfeces de lamelles qu'ils renferment ; la figure 4. 3 est line de ces

lamelles isol6e.

" La figure 5. 1 aj^partient au meme genre, et represente peut-etre la meme espece, ou bien une

variete de sexe. On pourroit croire aussi que la partie posterieure de son corps, qui est

tronquee brusquement en dessus, est un caractfere sp^cifique ;
on retrouve ce caractfere dans

le Cancer rubricatus de Montagu.
" La figure 6. 1 appartient au meme genre : cette espfece paroit distincte

;
elle est plus petite que

les deux pr(5cedentes. Nous proposerons de lui donner le nom de M. Eamond, Amphithoe

{Gammarus) Ramondi.
" Genre Talitre, Talitrus. Fig. 7, 8 et 9."

" La figure 7. 1 est une espece d'assez petite taille (7. 1), et qui offre les caractferes du sous-genre

Orchestic, Orchestia de M. Leach
;
mais on doit la distinguer de 1' Orchestia Uttorea de cet

auteur, ou le Cancer littoreus de Montagu ; nous lui donnerons le nom de Montagu, Orchestia

Montagui. Les figures 8. i et 9. 1 sont des Talitres qu'on pent rapporter aussi au sous-genre

Orchestie, k cause de la dissemblance des pieds et du d(5veloppement de la seconde paire.

Ces especes nous ont paru nouvelles : la premi^-e sera dedi^e k M. Deshayes, Orchestia

Deshayesii, et la seconde a notre ami, le docteur Jules Cloquet, Orchestia Cloquetii."

The reference (2) is to "Montagu. Linn. Trans, tome ix. pag. 99. pi. v. fig. 1; et Encyclop.

method, pi. cccxxxvi. fig. 33." The reference (3) is to "
Pallas, Spicil. eool. fascic. ix, pag.

52, tab. iii., fig. 18." The reference (4) is to Savigny, M^moires.

182.5. Blumenbach, Johann Friedrich, born 1752, died 1840 (Encycl. Brit., 9th Edition).

Handbuch der Naturgeschichte. Eilfte rechtmiissige Ausgabe. Gottingen, 1825.

In the preface a protest is raised against the use, affected by zoologists and botanists, of the word

Gattimg to mean genus, contrary to the older use of Geschlecht for genus, and Gattung for

sjjecies.

While following in general the system of Linnpeus, Blumenbach agrees with the recent French

systematists in separating "die Spinnen- und Krebsartigen Insecten, so wie die Tausend-
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fiisse etc.," from the Aptera proper. In Suborder A, Araclinidea, it may be noticed that he

includes "
Phalanpium Balienarum, die 9I>a((jl^c()IauS. P. abdomine dilatato muricato,

rostro subulato. Pennant's British Zoology. P. iv. tab. 18. fig. 7." In Suborder B, Crus-

tacea, he gives Cancer divided into three Families, Brachyuri, Parasitici, Macrouri, the first

with six, the second with one, the third with eight species. The 1 4th species is thus given :
—

"
Pulex. (Gammarus P. F.) die 5Iu?^j@arncc(e. C. macrourus articularis, manibus 4 adactylis,

pedibus 10. DJoticl vol. III. tab. 62.

"3umal)( I)auftg in fcr 33nnmcnfrc63e. Stbcr aiicf) in Snjaf)! an mancf)cn SecfuSten. <Bd)x

gcfraS^ig, %i\^ ticrjel)rcnb."

The genera Monoculus, Oniscus, Seolopendra and Iiihis, complete the Crustacea. Oniscus has

for its first species :
—

"
Cefi. (Cymothoa C. F.) die 3BaUfi6c^(aU§. 0. ovalis, segmentis distinctis, pedibus tertii

quartique paris linearibus ovaticis.

"Pallas spieileg. zoolog. Fasc. IX. tab. 4, fig. 14.

"3itniaf)( cine ^h\<\i tcr 2Bat(fiScf)c, bci) wclcficu bic^cg 3n5cct, bcSonbcrS aw ben ginnen unb

3cuvjuni)«t[)cilcn, nufS [eStc^te Sic() einniStdt."

1825. De Bkebisson, L. Alphonse, born 1798 (Hagen).

Catalogue Methodique des Crustaces terrestres, fluviatiles ct marins, recueillis

dans le departement du Calvados, lu a la seance du 14 mars 1825 ; Par M. De
Brebisson. Societe Linneenne du departement du Calvados. pp. 225-270.

Caen, 1825.

In the introduction de Brebisson promises a similar work " sur la classo des Arachnides et sur

celle des Insectes," if the years which are accumulating so rapidly on his head, leave him
time for it. This seems an odd expression for a man of twenty-seven, which would be his

age at this time according to the date of his bii'th given by Hagen. Further on, in treating

of the difficulties of obtaining specimens of marine Crustacea, he says,
" En effet, comment

parvenir h. connaitre celles dont I'existence semble etre confinee aux plus grandes pro-

fondeurs de rOcoan 1
" To this question the Challenger and similar expeditions have at

least begun the answer.

In " Ordre 3, les Ampbipodes. Ampliipoda" he gives, with short descriptions of the genera and

species, Gammarus pulex, Fab. Lat. etc.; Talitrus loeusta, Lat. Lamk.
;
Talitrus gam-

marellus, Lat. Lamk., Bosc, etc., the species now generally accepted as Orchestia gammarellus;

Mclita palmata, Montagu, sp. : CoropMurn longicorne, Lat. Lamk.

"Order 4. Les Isopodes. Isopjoda," begins with ChevroUe, Gapreola, Lat. Lamk., Caprella being

intended. The species given is
"
C. Linearis. Lat. {C. Seolopendroides. Lamk.— Cancer.

Lin.)." Then follow Anceiis, Eisso, Jo7ie, Leach, Sphseroma, Lat., &c.

1825. Desmarest, a. G.

Considerations gdndrales sur la classe des Crustaces, et description des osp^ces

de ces animaux, qui vivent dans la mer, sur les c6tes, ou dans les eaux douces de la

France. Ouvi-age orne de cinquante-six planches en taille-douce representant cent

quarante genres de Crustacds. Paris. Strasbourg, 1825.

This very useful history of the Crustacea in general discusses, in the first eighty-two pages, their

position in the scale of beings, their structure, functions, habits, and utility, together with

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 16
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a brief review of the systems successively adopted for their classification. The sixth

chapter, containing this review, is admirably illustrated by five
" tableaux synoptiques,"

which precede the plates at the end of the volume.

In Chapter VII. Desmarest gives notice that in his o\vn classification of the Crustacea he pro-

poses to follow essentially that inserted by Leach in the eleventh volume of the Linniean

Transactions, but modified and expanded to adapt it to the improved state of science on

the subject. He had already explained in the preface that he had improved Leach's system

by grafting upon it that of LatreiUe. Accordingly, he makes two subclasses, the Malacos-

traca and the Entomostraca, each divided into five orders. The Malacostraca are divided

into two legions, of which the first, the Podophthalma, includes two orders, the Decapoda
and Stomapoda ;

the second, the Edriophthalma, contains three orders, the Amphipoda,

Lasmodipoda, and Isopoda. As usual at this period, the mandibular palp comes into the

definition of the Amphipoda, and is denied to the Loemodipoda. The Amphipoda are said

to have five pairs of false feet under the tail.

The distribution of the Amphipoda is as foUows :
—

" I" Section. Deux antennes inserees una de eliaque cote du front ; queue ierminee par des filets

styliformes ; tete grosse, verticale."

This includes Phronima, with the species sedentaria and cusfos.

" 11" Section. Quatre antennes ; deux feuillets aplatis, gervani de nageoires, places au bout de la

queue, et rempla^ant les styles; tete grosse, verticale." Herein he places Hyperia, Latr.

"
Quatre antennes setac^es. Les dix pieds, proprement dits, mediocrement longs, et tons

terminus par un article simple et pointu. Tete assez petite, roude, plane en devant, point

prolongee en rostre. Corps conique, termine par deux lames triangulaires, alongees,

horizontales. Hyperie de Lesueur ; Hyperia Suerii, Latr.; Phronima? ejusd., Encycl.

Met. Crust., tab. 328, fig. 17 et 18. Nota. Je dois la communication des caractferes de ce

genre inedit a la complaisance de ]\I. LatreiUe, son fondateur." In this section he also

places
" Phrosine {Phrosine, Risso

; Dactylocerus, Latr.)," with the species Phrosine

semilunata and Phrosine macrophthalma.
" IIP Section. Quatre antennes ; queue terminee par des filets styliformes ; tete mediocrement

grosse, nan verticale.

" I™ Division. Antennes formees de quatre articles dont le dernier est suhdivise en plusicurs autres

fort petits ; les superieures tres-petites et plus courtes que le pedoncule des inferieures, qui est

compose de trois articles." Talitrus with the species locusta, and Orchestia with the species

littorea occupy this division.

" 11° Division. Antennes grandes, setucees, formees de quatre articles dont le dernier est lui-meme

muUiarticule ; les superieures de Ken peu plus courtes que les inferieures." This division has

only Atylus, Leach, with the species carinatus of Fabricius. But the remark is added,
" M. LatreiUe presume que le Gammarus nugax de Fabricius, figure par Phipps (Voyage

au pole bor(5al, pi. 12, fig. 2), appartient au genre Atyle."
" HI" Division. Antennes formees de trois articles dont le dernier est midtiarticule, et dont le

premier est le plus pietit de tous ; les superieures etant lesplus longues." The genus Dexamine

is included, with the species spinosa, and this is followed by
" Leucothoe (Zeucothoe, Leach

;

Gammarus, Latr.; Cancer, Montagu ; Cuvieria, Leach)," with the species articulosa, but no

explanation is given to show where the synonym Cuvieria for the genus is to be met witli.

" IV" Division. Antennes fonnees de quatre articles, dont le dernier est muUiarticule ; les

sujyerieures etant les plus longues.

"Subdivision I. Les quatre premiers p>ieds monodactyles ; ceux de la seconde paire dans les males,

ayant la main dilatee et comprimee." In this subdivision is included " MiiLiTE {Melita,

Leach; Gammarus, Latr., Lamck.; Cancer, Montagu; Boscia, Leach)," with the species

palmata, and "Maeka (Mxra Leach; Gammarus, Latr., Lamck.; Mulleria, Leach), with
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the species grossimana. "\^Tience he derives the names Boscia and Mulleria he does not

explain. He adds in a note that probably Gammarus crasdmanus, Viviani, belongs to

the genus Mxra.
" Suhdividon II. Pieds des deux premVeres paires monodacfyles et semhJables dans les deux sexes."

In this are included three genera, "Crevbttb (Gammarus, Fabr., Latr., Lamck., Leach ;

Squilla, Degeer; Cancer, Linn.; Carcinus, Latr.)," with the species Gammarus pule.x, Fabr.,

Latr.; Gammarus marinus. Leach; Gammarus locusta, Leach; and Gammarus camj}ylops,

Leach. Among the synonyms of Gammarus pidex may be mentioned,
"
Squilla fluviatilis,

Merret, Pin., pag. 192." Of Gaymnarus locusta, ho says,
" M. Surriray, du Havre, a

remarqu^ qu'elle est phosphorescente." The next genus, Amphitlioe, has the species rubricata

of Tklontagu and caneellus of Pallas. The third genus is Pherusa, with the species /uce'coZa.

" V" Division. Antennes eomposees de quatre articles; les inferieures etant les plus lonrjues et

pediformes ; le.i quatre pieds anterieurs monodadyles.
" Subdivision I. Pieds de la seconde paire pourvus d'une grande nmin ; antennes inferieures de

bienpeu plus tongues que les superieures." Podocerus with the species variegatus, Jassa

with the species pulchella a,nd pelagica, are the genera included, Gorophium, Latr., being

given as a synonym to each.

" Subdivision II. Pieds de la seconde piaire n'ayant pas la main dilatee ; antennes inferieures

Men plus tongues que les superieures." Corophiurn, with the species longicorne and its

accustomed synonyms, stands here alone.

" Vie Division. Les quatre antennes tre^-grandes et fortes, jrresque aussi tongues les unes que les

autres ; les superieures formees de quatre articles, et les inferieures on laterales, de cinq."

Cerapus, Say, with the type species tubularis, occupies this division.

In a note Desmarest here gives an account of several genera as probably belonging to the

Amphipoda, though from want of figures and sufficient description remaining doubtful.

These are Lepidactylis, Say, with the species dytiscus ; Laneeola, Say, with the species

pelagica ; Sperchius, Rafinesque, with the species lucidus, and a complaint that Rafinesque

should have chosen a name for his genus so near to Sperchseus employed by Fabricius among

the Coleoptera ; Lepleurus, Rafinesque, with the species rivularis ; Pisitoe, Rafinesque, with

the species bispinosa and Isevifrons.
"
Enfin, un genre nomm^ Aerope, appartenant aussi k

I'ordre des amphipodes, a ite crie par M. Leach
;
mais il m'est inconnu, et M. Savigny a figur6

(dans ses M6m. sur les anim. sans vert., 1" part., 1" fasc), les parties de la bouche des deux

autres, qu'il nomme Ctmadusa et Ltcesta. Ce dernier me paroit trfes voisin du genre

Maera de M. Leach."

The fourth order, Lxmodipoda, Latr., is distributed as follows:—
"

1'^ Section. Corps trhs-etroit et lineaire ; des yeux composes dtues en arrihre des antennes

mperieures; point cVyeux lisses ; antennes stiperieures ayant le dernier article ausd

long que fous les autres ensemble; les inferieures un peu comprimces ; pieds en nombre

variable ; main de eeux de la seconde paire souvent dentee en dedans." To this section

he assigns Lepfomera, Latr., Lamck., with Squilla ventricosa,. Miiller, for type, observing

that Latreille founded this genus only upon published figures, and referred to it, besides

Miiller's species, which has no vesicular appendages figured at the bases of the legs,

also Slabber's species,
"
qui a un appendice en forme de lobe, a tous les pieds, les

deux premiers except^s," and Montagu's Cancer pedafus, "qui en a tous les pieds

pourvus, moins ceux de la pr&miere et des trois derniferes paires." To the same Section he

assigns "Proton (Proto, Leach, Latr.; Squilla, MuUer
; Lepfomera, Lamck). Dix pieds

disposes dans une s6rie continue depuis la tete jusqu'au quatrifeme anneau inclusivement, le

corps etant termini par deux ou trois articles, qui ferment une espfece de queue," etc., with

the tyjje species,
" Le Proton pediairb. Proton pedatum, Nob.; Squilla pedata de Muller."

Though Desmarest says ho had himseK found it in abundance at Havre, there can be no
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doubt that the account is based on imperfect specimens of Proto ventricosa, 0. F. M. Lastly,

in this section he places CapreJla, Lamck., with the species acutifrons, Latr.; acuminifera,

Leach, (more correctly, acanthi/era, Leach) ; linearis, Linn.;
"
mantis, Latr., Nouv. Diction.

d'Hist. nat. Tete alongee, r^tr^cie posterieurement ; pieds de la seconde paire plus courts

que ceux de 1' espfece precedente, avec leurs articles inferieurs comprimos et anguleux. Des

cotes de la France baignees par I'Oc^an"
;
a species which Mayca- considers quite indefinite

;

phasma, Lamck., with Cancer phasma, Montagu, for a synonym, this being Protella phasma.
He concludes by remarking that,

" M. Latreille regarde encore comme appartenant k ce genre

le Cawer filiformis d& Linnaeus, et le crustac^ d&rit par Forskal, Faun. Arab., pag. 87,

comme une larve d'insecte d'un genre incertain."

"
11" Section. Coips large, deprime ; des yeux composes, et en outre deux tres-petits yeux lisses

disposes transversalement sur le vertex ; antennes trh-rapprochees a lew base ; pieds au nombre

de quatorze, dont dix parfaits, et quatre (places soiis le second et le troisieme segment du

corps), en forme d'apijiendiees greles, articules, ou de fausses pattes ; anus avancA et pourvu de

tubereules pen saillans." This section has the one genus Cyamus, Latr., with the species

ceti. The various synonyms of the genus and species are given, followed by the remark,

"de rOcean d'Europe oil il vit sur les baleines, et aussi, selon M. Latreille, sur les scombres

ou maquereaux. Ce crustact^ est vulgairement design^ par le nom de pou de baleine."

In the fifth order, Tsrpoda, Latr., "I" Section. Branchies plac^es sous la queue," etc., he de-

fines the first division thus :
—

"
I"* Division. Pieds au nombre de dix seulemeut

; corps form^ de trois, cinq ou sept segmens ;

abdomen (ou queue) en ayant quatre, cinq ou six, et termini par deux ou quatre lames

laterales ;
deux ou quatre antennes." In this division he places the genus, now transferred

to the Amphipoda, Typhis, Eisso, with the species ovoides, Eisso, remarking as to the defini-

tion of the genus that " M. Risso n' annonce comme didactyles que les deux premiers pieds ;

MM. Latreille et de Lamarck indiquent les deux suivans comme pr^sentant le meme
caracti^re." Under the genus

"
Jone, Latr.," in the Second Division, Desmarest remarks that

Latreille (Encycl. Meth., Expl. des pi.) considers Slabber's Oniscus arenarius suited to form

a genus near to lone, but Desmarest himself, though he thinks that Slabber's species has

only twelve feet, shows that it is at any rate quite remote from lone.

Pages 396-420 are occupied with a valuable Bibliographie carcinologique. Pages 421-427 con-

tain a supplementary account of various species described by Risso, but not easily to be

identified or classified. Among these are his Talifnis rubropunctatus, which Desmarest

thinks may be an Orchestia, and his CaprelJa imnctata, which Mayer agrees ^^^th Desmarest

in thinking quite indefinite.

Figures of Amphipoda, borrowed from various sources, are given on plates 45 and 46. Fig. 1

on plate 45 is described at the foot of the page as "Phronime si'dentaire, gr. nat." Yet it

has evidently been copied with some care from PI. 2, fig. 3, of Eisso's Hist. Nat. des Crust,

des Environs de Nice, 1816, which represents Eisso's Fhronima custos, a species, it is true,

identical witli Phronima sedentaria, but none the less distinguished from it by Desmarest,

who remarks upon it,
" Pattes natatoires caudales paroissant n' etre qu' au nombre de

quatre," a mark of distinction which beyond doubt belongs to the figure only, and not to

the species. Desmarest's fig. 8, on pi. 45, of " Crevette des ruisseaux, gross.," is no longer

that of Rosel's species, but no doubt taken from an actual Ghmvianw pulex.

1825. EscHSCHOLTZ, JoHANN Friedrich, born 1793, died 1831 (Hagen).

Uebersicht der zoologische Ausbeute wahrend der Eeise von Kronstadt bis St

Peter und Paul. Mit Abbild. Isis. 1825. pp. 733-746.

This work is included in Boeck's list, but I can find nothing in it relating to the Amphipoda.
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1825. Latreille, p. a.

Families naturelles du Eegne Animal, exposees succinctement et dans un ordre

analytique, avec I'indication de leurs genres. Paris, 1825.

Latreille here divides animals into three great series or divisions, 1. Les Vertehres ou Spini-

cerebraux. 2. Les Cephalidiens. 3. Les Acephales. The last two include the inverte-

brates. The Cephalidieiis he divides into three races,
" les moUusques, les elminthoides et

les condylopes." Of the condylopes the "
premiere branche "

is
" Les Hypbrhexapes,

Hijperexapi. (Apiropodes, Sav.)." The premitire classe is Crustacea. Of these the

premiere section is Maxillosa, with nine orders, Decapoda, Stomapoda, Lsemodipoda,

Amphipoda, Isopoda, Lophyropoda, Phyllopoda, Xyphosura, Siphonostoma. Of the third

of these orders,
" LzEMODipodes. Lxmodipoda (Isopodes cystibranches ; Cuv., Reg7ie Animal,

tom. 3, pag. 50.)," he says,
" la tete etant confondue avec le premier segment du tronc,

tandis que dans les deux ordres suivans elle en est separce, nous commencjons par celui-ci
;

autrement la s6rie naturelle des amphipodes et des isopodes serait interrompue." Of the

Crustac^s sessiliocles he had already said in the preface, page 24,
"

ils composent I'ordre des

amphipodes et ceux de Ja:modipodes et d'isopodes ; on am-ait pu les reunir en un." This

latter opinion has not met with acceptance in its entirety, but the Lasmodipoda are now by

general consent united with the Amphipoda. Latreille here forms them into two families,

the first, Ovalia, with the genus Cijame, the second, Filiformia, with the genera Chevrulle,

Proton, Leptomere. To the Amphipoda he gives four families, the first, Ceevettines,

GarmyiarinsD, contains in groups the genera Cerape, Leucotho^
; Melite, AiiPHiTHoi;,

Dexamine, Crkvette, Phebuse
; Oechestie, Talitre, Atyle

; Corophie, PoDOciRE,

Jasse ;
Phronime. The three remaining families are given as follows :

—
" Seconde FamiUe. Uropt^res. Uroptera. Les appendices lateraux de I'extremite posterieure de

leurs corps sont en forme de feuillets et servent de nageoires. Ces crustac(5s avoisinent les

cymotlioa. Les g. Hyp^rib, Pheosinb (Riss., Desm.; Dactylocire, Latr. manusc). 2.

Ceux-ci n'ont plus que dix pieds et ne composent qu'une seule famUle.

" Troisieme FamiUe. Decemp^jdes. Decempedes. Les g. Typhis, Anc^b, Pranizb (Oniscus

cssruleatus, Montag.; Atlas de I'Encycl. method., pi. 336, fig. 28, et pi. 329, fig. 24). II.

Les autres et derniers amphipodes out tous leurs pieds (quatorze) ou les quatre derniers au

moins simplement natatoires et mutiques.

"Quatri^me Famille. H^t^ropes. Heteropa. Les g. Apseude, Ione (Oeelino, Ldach).

PlilEYGOCERE."

1825. Latreille, P. A.

Encyclopedie Methodique. Histoire Naturelle. Eutomologie ou Histoire Naturelle

des Crustaces, des Arachnides et des Insectes, Par M. Latreille. Tome Dixieme.

Par MM. Latreille, Le Peletier de Saint Fargeau, Serville et Guerin. A Paris,

M.DCCCXXV.

The articles on Amphipoda signed by Latreille in this volume are to be found under :
—

"
1. Ph^ruse. Pherusa. Leach," as to which he does not supplement the scanty information which

Leach supplies.

2. Phytibranches, Phytibranchia. Of these he says,
" dans I'ouvrage sur le ri^gne animal de

M. Cuvier, j'ai design^ ainsi ung famille de Crustaces, do I'ordre des Isopodes, dout les

appendices branchiferes situds sous la queue ressemblent a de petits pieds articuk's ou a des
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tiges ramifii^es, tandis que ceux des antres Isopodes sont en forme de lames on d'ecailles.

Ayant, depuis Timpression de cet ouvrage, observe des palpes aus mandibules de divers

Phytiphages [Phytibranches], caract^re qui distingue les Amphipodes des Isopodes, j'ai

transports cette tribu dans le premier de ces deux ordres. Les autres Amphipodes ayant

d'ailleui's sous le post-abdomen des appendices d'une forme analogue, ce groupe ordinal n'en

est que mieux assorti. Je le divise en quatre families." These are 1. Les Crevettines,

Gammarinse, with the genera
"

Crevette, Talitre, Corophie, Phronime et plusieurs autres

etablis par M. L^ach.;" 2.
" Les UroptIires, Uroptera. Semblables aux prScedens par la

maniere dont se terminent leurs pieds et par leur nombre, mais dont le corps offre Ji son

extr6mite postSrieure et laterale des appendices en nageoires. Le genre Phrosine de M.

Eisso et quelques autres inedits appartiennent a cette famille." 3.
" Les DECEMPfeDEs,

Decempedes. Les pieds sont onguicules, mais rMuits a dix. EUe se compose des genres

Typhis, Aneee, Pranize." 4.
" Les H^teropes, Heteropa. Les pieds sont au nombre de

quatorze, comme dans les deux premieres families, mais tons, ou les quatre derniers au moins,

sont mutiques et simplement natatoires. Li se placent les genres Apseude, lone, Ptery-

gocere." Remarks follow in regard to Aiiceus, Praniza, Ajiseudes and lone, concluding with

the observation "
le genre Pt^rtgoc^ee a it6 Stabli sur une figure de Slabber copide ici,

pi. 330, Nos. 3 et 4. Voyez cet article et celui de Tiphis [Typhis]."

3. PoDocfeRB. Podocerus, Leach, as to which he says, that it might be united to Corophium, by
this observation leading up to the introduction of a long letter from M. d'Orbigni in regard
to the habits of Corophium grossipes.

4.
"
PterygocI;re, Pterygocerus. Genre de Crustaces que j'ai indiquS a I'article Phytibranches
de cet ouvrage, et qui est formS d'aprfes la figure de VOniscus arenarius de Slabber. (Observ.

microscop. tab. XI. fig. 3. 4). Quoique nous n'ayons point vu cet animal en nature, il nous

paroit cependant qu'on ne pent le rapporter k aucun genre de CrustacS connu. Ses quatres

antennes sont tres-garnies de polls barbus ou formant des pinnules aux premiers articles qui
sont beaucoup plus grands que les autres. Les quatre pattes postSrieures pr(5sentent les

mSmes caracteres ; les quatre premieres, ou du moins celles qui semblent I'etre d'aprfes la

figure, sont velues, courbes, et se terminent par une nageoire ou un article arrondi et mutique.
L'extrSmite postorieure du corps est terminee par plusieurs appendices ou styles veins.

Ce Grustace doit appartenir h, I'ordre des Amphipodes ou h. celui des Isopodes."

1825. GuERiN (later Guerin-Meneville), Felix l^douard, born 1799, died 1874 (Webster).

Encyclopedia Methodique, &c. Tome Dixieme, &c. A Paris m.dcccxxv.

Latreille's health having failed before the completion of this volume, the remaining articles on

the Amphipoda were entrusted to Gu^rin. This author wishing to bring the Encyclopaedia

up to the level of knowledge then existing on the subject, subjoins to those species which

he is able to mention in their alphabetical order, the notice of various others in the best

grouping he can contrive. Under the heading Proton are given four articles, 1.
"
Proton,

Proto. LSach. Lat. S(2uilla, Muller. Leptomera. Lamk." 2.
"
LeptomIbe, Leptomera. Lat.

Lamk. Proto ? L6ach." 3.
"
Chevrolle, Gaprella. Lamk. Lat. Leach. Cancer. Linn.

Gammarus, Fab." 4.
"
Cyame, Cyamus. Lat. Lam. Oniscus. Pallas. Squilla. De Gder.

Pycnogonmn. Fab. Larunda. Panope. Lf^acli." No new information is contributed.

Rafine.sque's Protonia is next mentioned, but Gu(5rin says he knows nothing about it. An
account is given of "

Talitee, Talitrus. Lat. Bosc. L^ach. Lamk. Cancer. Montagu. Oniscus.

Pallas," with the species
" Talitrus locusta, Lat. Leach. Desm.," and various synonyms.

This is followed by "Orchestie, Orchestia, Leach. Latr. {Fain, nat.) Talitrus. Lat. Bosc.

Riss. Lamk. Oniscus. Pallas," with the species
" Orchestia gammarella, Lat.," and its
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synonymy. Next is given "Atyle, Atylus, L^acli. Gammarus. Fab. Talitrus, Lat.," with

the species Atylus carinatus, Ldach, having for synonym Gammarus carinatus, Fab. The
remark is made that " Risso describes a species of Talitrus {T. rubropundatus) which might
well belong to the genus Atylus."

"Typhis, Ti/phis, Risso, Lat. Lamk." is described in accordance with the views of Latreille

among the Decempedes, where it is placed in company with Anceus and Praniza.

Under "
IjROPTiEB, Uroptera. Lat.," the genus Hyperia, Lat., is described. Desmarest is referred

to for the species
"
Hyperia Suerii." Montagu's descriptions of " Cancer gammarus Galha "

and Cancer monoculoides, are translated in the belief that these species either belong to the

genus Hyperia or come very near it. Plirosina, Risso, is next described, and Risso's

accounts given of the two species Phrosina semilunata and "Plirosina macrojMalma.''
Gu^rin's own genus Themisto follows, being very fully de.scribed, with Themisto Gaudi-

cliaiidii for the type species. The account was repeated with but slight variation in a

separate memoir in 1828. See note on Gu^rin under that date. In the Encyclopaedia
Guerin appends to his description of Tliemisto, one of "

Rhoe, Rhoea. Milne Edw.,"

observing,
" k la suite des Uroptferes, nous devons fairs mention d'un nouveau genre que

vient d'^tablir M. Milne Edwards dans les Aimales des Scie7ices luitiirelles. Ce naturaliste

pense qu'il forme le passage entre les Amphipodes et les Euphees de M. Risso, que M.

Latreille r6unit h, son genre Apseude. M. Edwards croit qu'en modifiant un peu les

caracteres de la famille des Uroptferes, son genre s'y placera ais^ment et d'une maniere

naturelle." Lastly Guerin gives
" Zuphee. Zuplma. Risso," and "

Hexone, Hexona.

Risso," but he is not able to add anything to Risso's statements about them. The volume

ends with an alphabetical table of the articles which come into the dictionary not in their

alphabetical order. Here Ch^vroUe appears as Chevralle, Cyame as Cyane, Hyp^rie as

Hysperie. Phrosine and Themisto are not mentioned.

1825. SaVIGNY, JuLES-CfeAE.

Description de rEg}^3te, publiee par les ordres de sa Majeste rEmpereur

Napoleon-le-grand. Histoire Naturelle. Animaux articules. Crustaces. PI. XI.

dessind et grave en 1805-1812.

The illness of Savigny prevented him from writing the text to his elaborate Plates. After

waiting for many years, the French Government at length entrusted the task to Victor

Audouin. The brief account which he gave of the Amphipoda is quoted in the Note on

Audouin, 1825. It may here be mentioned that 2. Lycesta furiiia, Savigny, is now known

as Leucothoe furina ; 3. Gammarus Fres7ielii, Audouin, is now called Melita Fresnelii ; 4.

Cymadusa filosa, Savigny, is now ca.]led Amphitkoe Jilosa ; 6. retains the name AmpMthoii

Ramondi, Audouin, but is not easily to be distinguished from Ampliithoe jilosa, except that

it has the ocular lobe of the head more sharply produced between the antenns
;

5. which is

not positively named by Audouin at all, though he hints at Ampliithoe rubricata, Montagu,

resembles Amphitkoe Jilosa and Amphitliue Ramondi, except that the wrist in the first

gnathopods is longer in jaroportion to the hand, the hand of the second gnathopods is

rather densely setose on the anterior margin, and the third joint of the peduncle of the

upper antennee is by comparison elongate. 7. Orchestia Montagui ; 8. Orchestia Deshayesii;

and, with some authors, 9. Orchestia Cloquetii, retain the names assigned them by Audouin.

Orchestia Cloquetii, the figure of which has met with some mishap in the British Museum

Catalogue, was placed by Gu^rin-Meneville in one of his divisions of the genus Talitrus.

Savigny's figure of it is here reproduced. It will be seen by the position of the larger
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gnatliopods that tliey are probably tbe first pair, not tbe second as has been hitherto

supposed. The large fourth joint must be the -wrist not the hand. The finger is not

shown. Judging only by the general appearance, in the absence of other evidence, one may

reasonably assign the species rather to Talitrus than to Orcliestia. In fig. 1, which repre-

Fig. 21.

sents the mandible of Orchestia Montagui, here reproduced, it will be seen that Savigny

represents the rudiment of a triarticulate palp. In his figure of the maxDlipeds of the same

species he represents the outer plate as articulated with the joint of which it is the expansion.

This must be an error.

1826. ElSSO, A.

Histoire Naturelle des principales productions de I'Europe Meridionale et parti-

culierement de celles des euvirons de Nice et des Alpes Maritimes. Tome

cinquieme. Paris, 1826.

In the preliminary notice Eisso observes that " tous les genres d'amphipodes aiment k se laisser

balancer mollement par les vagues sur la surface des eaux," a statement which must be

received with some reservation, in regard to the Orchestidse and others. The crustaces

amphijjodes here form the third Order. Genera and species, which had been already

described in Risso's earlier works, are nevertheless here marked as new, sometimes without

a reference to the earlier description. Tbe genus Phrodna has the following fresh defini-

tion
;
—"

Corps assez solide, oblong ; tetemoyenne; dix pattes, toutes monodactyles ;
dernier

article de la queue arrondi, sans appendices." The expression "sans appendices" is

intended to distinguish Phrodna from Phronima, in which Eisso fancied that the telson

had appendages. The genus Tij^Ms is re-described;—"Corps solide, ovoide ;
tete large;

dix pattes, la premifere paire didactyle ;
dernier article de la queue conique, aigu, sans

appendices." Anew species, named Gammarus marinus, is thus described "corpore sub-

ovato, intense griseo ; punctulis saturate griseis ornato ; antennis pedibusque pallidioribus."

The name being preoccupied by Leach, and the descrii3tion very inadequate, this species

has been allowed to drop by subsequent authors. Under the heading "les antennes

superieures presque aussi longues que les inferieures," the new genus Enoiie is described :
—
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"Corpus elongatum, compressum, articulatum
; styli caudales inferiores, superioribus

longiores; oculi magni, reniformes
;

antennffl superiores articulo primo elongato, socundo

quintuplo longiore, articiilis aliis minutissimis ;
autennaa iiiferiores articulo primo brcvo,

secundo valde elongato, artioulis aliis exiguissimis ; pedes sequales, monodactyli," with the

type species Ennne 2^unrtafa,
"
Corpore hyaline, lutesceute, lateribus rubro punctatis ;

chelis

minimis
; pedibus, secundo pari, longissimis, apice ovatis, acutis." This is obviously

Risso's Talitrus ruhropunctatus of 1816. Without noticing this synonym, the British

Museum Catalogue names it Allorchestes imndatus, as a doubtful species, and with the

alternative suggestion that it may be the young of AnqMthoe rubra ; but the description

of the antennre and gnathopods excludes both these identifications. Guerin, 1825, suggests

the genus Atyhis for the species rubrojmridatus. It is characteristic of Risso that while in

the generic description he gives "tons les pieds ^gaux, monodactyles," in the specific

account we find "la premifere paire de pattes grele, courte
;

la seconde fort longue ;
les

autres longues et ^gales." The species was found in the spring, far from the shore,

the female carrying transparent eggs. He says of the animals of this genus (p. 100),

that they
"
restent toujours en pleine mer, et on les voit souvent sautiller a la surface de

I'eau pendant les fortes chaleurs." This does not favour Guerin's suggestion above-

mentioned.

Talitrus nicxensis, n. s., is described as "
corpore glaberrimo, hyalino, vitreo, pellucido ;

oculis

purpureo-nigris : antennis, pedibus tarsisque violascentibus." This pellucid species, more

likely to be one of the Hyperina than a Talitrus, might, one would think, be identified and

more fully described by some one residing at Nice or in the neighbourhood. The same may
be said of Afylus corallinus, n. s., which Spence Bate believes to be probably Dexamine

spinosa. The genus Eupheus, Risso, is thus re-described, "Corpus elongatum, postice

gradatim acuminatum
; caput quadratum ;

oculi globosi ;
tentacula duo filiformia, multiarti-

culata
;
thorax quiuquearticulatus, segmento anteriore majore, filamentis duobus corpore

longioribus instructus," with the type species Eupheus ligioides, of which its author says,
"
le corps de cette esptce est compose d'un segment assez large, rattache a cinq autres plus

etroits, qui sont suivis d'un meme nombre plus petits, le dernier termine par deux courtci

appendices garnis chacun d'un long filet trts mince
;

la tete est tronquee au-dovant
;

I'ceil

petit, noiratre ; les antennes inegales ;
les quatre paires de pattes sont cilices ;

une belle

teinte jaune, blanche et verdatre le colore de toute part." Risso fancies that the genus has

much in common with Ligia. Bate and Westwood, following the lead of Desmarest, make

it a synonym of Apseudes, Leach, in the Tanaidai, among their Isopoda aherrantia.

The Crustaces L^modipodes form the fourth Order. The first section includes Caprella, with

the species of his earHer work,
" C. linearis" and "

C. punctata" and NympiTwn, Leach, with a

new species "N. arachnoideus," quite out of place in this group. The second section includes

Pygnorjonum (Fab.), Ciame, with a species "P. ceti, C. de la haleine," apparently a Cyamus,

although the habitat assigned
" sur les baleinopt^res et les scombres

"
implies some confusion.

It includes also the new genus Hexona,
"
Corpus ovatum, postice abrupte acuminatum ;

thorax sexarticulatus
;
cauda subtrigona, quinque articulata ; pedes sex ajquales, unguibus

curvatis, acutis, armati," with the species Hexona parasitica. As its habitat is on Bopyrus,

there seems to be little doubt that it is the male of Bopiyrus which Risso had observed

in its ordinary jjosition. Another new genus included is Zuphea
"
Corpus oblongum,

convexum
; caput subtriangulare ;

ocuU magni, convexi ;
thorax quinque articulatus,

articulis integris, approximatis ;
cauda sex articulata, ultimo articulo elongato, triangulare ;

pedes sex sequales," with the species Zuphea sparicola, the habitat of which is sur les spares

(gilt^head), "dans le sillon des nageoires dorsalcs." This, like the preceding genus, is

probably an Isopod, the description corresponding with the Praniza form of the genus

Ariceus.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 17
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1826. Ross, Sir James Clark, born April 15, 1800, died April 3, 1862 (Encycl. Brit., 9tli

Edition).

Journal of a third voyage for the discovery of a north-west passage from the

Atlantic to the Pacific
; j)erformed in the years 1824-25, in his Majesty's ships

Hecla and Fury, under the orders of Captain William Edward Parry, R.N., F.R.S.,

London, mdcccxxvi.

In the Appendix, whicli is separately paged, under " Natural History
"

is included a paper entitled

"
Zoology, hj Lieutenant James Clark Ross, R.N., F.L.S.," pp. 91-120. He says tliat in

his " brief notice of the Marine Invertebrate Animals brought home by the late Expedition,

the generic arrangement of M. Le Chevalier de Lamarck {Histoire Naturelle ties Animaux

sans vertebres) has been followed in every instance." On the Amphipoda his notes are as

follows :
—

"10. Caprella scolopendroides. Caprella scolopendroides. Lam. v. p. 174. Gammarus

quadrilobatus. Zool. Dan. iii. p. 58, Plate 114, fig. 11, 12, Female (young?) Squilla

quadrilobata. Zool. Dan. ii. p. 21, Plate 56, fig. 4, 5, 6, Male (young?) Squilla lobata.

Fabr. Faun. Grosnl. p. 248, No. 225. "Was found abundantly at Port Bowen, but

considerably larger than those from which Miiller's drawings were *

taken, and nearly as

large as the magnified figures. They also differ in having a great number of small spines

along the back, which, however, were not observable on the young ones found attached to

the antennae of the females. They agreed in all other respects. I have therefore considered

them to be of the same species, as it is probable that Miiller's drawings were taken from the

young.

"11. Cyamus ceti. Cyamus ceti. Lam. v. p. 176. Oniscus ceti. Fabr. Fauna Gh-oenl. p. 253,

No. 230. Zool. Dan. iii. p. 69, Plate 119, fig. 13-17. Found on a young whale, which

was killed in June 1 825, near Port Bowen.
"

12. Gammabus Sabini. Gammarus Sabini. Leach, in Boss's Yoijarje, 8vo ii. p. 178. Suiyj). to

Parry's First Voyage, p. ccxxxii. Plate i. fig. 8-11. Found on the ice at Port Bowen, but

not very abundantly.
"
13. Gammarus loricatus. Gammarus loricatus. Bupp. to Parry's First Voyage, p. ccxxsi. Plate i.

fig. 7. In the figure above referred to, each pair of antennae appear to be placed on a

peduncle, which is not tlie case. They were found in considerable numbers on the ice in

Port Bowen.
"

11. Gaisimarus boreus. Gammarus boreus. Sujq). to Parry's First Voyage, p. ccxxix. The speci-

mens which I possess differ from Captain Sabine's description in having the superior

antennje as long as the head and six first segments of the body, and the antennae, legs, and

tail being fringed with most beautifully fine cilife, particularly the plates of the tail. The

fifth, sixth, and seventh pair of legs increase successively in length, the fifth pair being the

smallest. In all other respects my specimens correspond exactly with his description.
"
15. Talitrus nugax. Gammarus nugax. Stqipi. to Pairy's First Voyage, p. ccxxix. Cancer

nugax. Phipp's Voyage, Plate xii. fig. 3. By far the most numerous of the Crustacea

inhabiting the Arctic, Seas. The superior antennae are shorter than the inferior, which,

acx;ording to the arrangement followed in this notice, separates it from the genus

Gammarus, where it has been inadvertently placed.
"

16. Talitrus Edvardsii. Talitrus Edwardsii. Supp. to Parry's First Voyage, p. ccxxxiii.

Plate ii. fig. 1-4. "Was found on the ice at Port Bowen in great numbers. The plate and

description above referred to are very exact."

In regard to Talitrus nugax, see Note on Goes, 1865. In regard to Caprella scolopendroides, see

Miers' opinion in Note on Miers, 1877.
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1 827-Johnston, George, born 1797, died 1855 (Hao;en).
1828.

V o /

Contrihitions to the British Fauna. By George Jolmston, M.D., Felloto of
the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinhurgh. The Zoological Journal, vol. iii.

From January, 1827, to April, 182S. Loudon, 1828, pp. 173-181, 490-491.

Under "
(Class. Crustacea. Order. Heterobranchia. Sect. Ampliipoda. Gen. Gammarus) Lamarck,"

he described "
1. Gam. maculatus," from sea coast rear Berwick, with the observation,

"
it

belongs to Leach's restricted genus Gammarus, of which he has described four species.

Three of these are well known to me. His G. aquaticus is common here, as every-
where else in our wells and ditches; the G. locusta swarms in the pools left on the

recess of the tide
;
and the G. marinus, remarkable by its strongly ridged back, is

frequently taken here, in great abundance, in the baskets used for catching crabs. Our
animal is quite distinct from any of these, nor can it be tlie G. Camylops, which I

have not seen, for that is characterized by having
' flexucus eyes,' a character not in the

least applicable to our G. maculatus."
"

2. Gam. punctatus." "Hah. Amongst confervse in pools left by the tide, very common near

Berwick. Ohs. In the arrangement of Dr. Leach this is an Ampithoe. He describes one

species, the Cancer Gammarus ruhricatus of Montagu (Linn. Trans, ix. 99, tab. v. fig. 1),

which differs from ours in the following particulars :
—it is of a "reddish, or pale pink"

colour
;
the eyes are crimson, in ours brown, and so dark that if not attentively examined

they might be pronounced black ; the hands have no notch or fissure between their

articulations
; and, if Montagu's figure be correct, the outline of the body is difi'erent.

Moreover, in the description, Montagu makes no mention of the punctures on the dorsal

portion of the segments, a character not likely to have escaped the notice of that excellent

naturalist."

"
3. Gam. dubius," which Johnston at one time thought synonymous with Pherusa fucicola,

Leach, but in Gammarus dubius " the basilar joint of the superior [antennae is] longer than

the second or third," and this species has " arms with nearly equal hands, monodactylc,

oblong, not much dilated, and sparingly ciliated," whereas he observes,
" in the figure of

the Pherusa fucirula given in the Supplement to the Encyclopsedia Britannica, the second

joint of the superior antennaj is represented as elongated, the first pair of feet or arms

filiform without any hand, and the hand of the second jaair oval wath a very small claw.

There is also a considerable difference about the tail, the PJierusa having no terminal

conical jsrocesses. Other distinctions might be mentioned, but those already specified seem

of as high a value as many of those which divide the genera of Dr. Leach."
"

4. Gam. nolens." "Hab. amongst confervse, not rare. Obs. To the preceding species I gave
the specific appellation dubius, since it seemed doubtful to which of the genera of Dr. Leach

it ought to be referred
;
this I have named 7iolens, as it will arrange with none of them.

It seems allied to the Gammarus monoculoides (Linn. Trans, xi. 5, tab. ii. fig. 3.) of

Mr. Montagu."
He enumerates as also occurring at Berwick, "the Talitrus Locusta and Orehestia littorea of Leach,"

the Mm-a grossimana and Jassa pulchella of the same author,
" the Gam. monoculoides of

Montagu," and " the CoropMum longicorne," all of them in abundance.

At p. 490, the habitat of Gammarus punctatus is described.

The description of Gammarus maculatus is quoted by Bate and Westwood, vol. i. p. 339, who

distinguish it from the later Gammarus maculatus of Lilljeborg, but can give no furtlicr

clue to its identification. There can, I think, be little doubt that it is the same as

Gammarus {Gammarojjsis) cruthrophthalmus, Lilljeborg, which must in that case receive the

name Gammaropsis maculatus, Johnston. Gammarus 2Junctatus is identified by Spence
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Bate with his own Amphitlioe IMorina ; both are by Boeok made synonyms of Ratbke's

Amplntho'6 podoceroides. All three should in my opinion fall into the synonymy of

Amphitlioe ruhricata, Montagu. The description of Gammanis duMus is quoted by Bate

and Westwood, vol. i. jsp. .397-398. It seems likely to remain in the doubt in which both

they and the author of the species left it. The description of the antcnnsg points to some

species of Calliopius or Amphithopsis, but the two "
papillaj," which seem to be meant for

the telson, would be inconsistent with these genera. Gammarus nolens is likewise left

among the doubtful species by Bate and Westwood, vol. ii. p. 19. It had been, without

sufficient reason, re-named by White Typhis nolens and subsequently Anonijx (?) nolens.

It is as likely to be the Hyale nilssonii of Rathke as any other species that I am acquainted

with, but the description is not sufficiently definite to entitle it to displace Kathke's specific

1827. Meyer.

Supplemente zur Lelire vom Kreislaufe. 1 Heft, Mit 1 ill. Kupfert. Bonn,

1827.

Zenker, 1832, says that this author described the circuit of the blood and of vegetable sap more

as a poet than a naturalist, maintaining that not only in the sap of plants, but also in the

blood of animals monads are found, and that all trunks are zoophytes, inhabited by

hamadryads. He quotes from him the following pas-sages relating to Gammarus pule.r :—
"
Pag. 56 : Globulos sanguinis, ait, recto pergere tramite et hoc {i.e. banc directionem) ipsis

utpote animalculis prudentibus (" sinnigen thieren ") esse innatum.
"
Pag. 69 : Succos Gamniari Pulicis effusos in 7n(mades atque in globulos cam.pannliformes majores

distribui, qui inter se plures haberent monades, idem auctor narrat.

"
Pag. 70 legitur : Gammari P. corpore disrupto globuli sued duplicis generis profmmt.

Majores campanulati leiitius moventur, diversas versus dirediones, minores monades velociter

diversas sequuntii/r regiones et varia velocitate, et sic plures fluminis instar !

"
Pag. 74. denique prodit auctor noster, sihi ex Gammari extrcmitate (pede) abscissa in massa

musculari (?) coxa; acervum globulorum separatoritm et vorticc eonoolutatornm videre

contigisse, ciijus rei libenter ipsi fidem habeamus, nam si phantasias lusibus obtemperemus,

tunc omnia cernere possumus, quae iraaginatio nobis proponat."

Zenker's last observation would apply to bis own ternary and quinary distribution of the parts

of Gammarus pulex.

1828. AuDouiN, v., et Milne-Edwards, H.

Memoires pour servir a I'histoire uaturelle des Crustaees. Paris, 1829.

Troisieme Mdmoire sur I'Anatomie et la Physiologie des Crustaees. Recherches

anatomiques sur le systeme nerveux. Lues a 1' Academic royale des Sciences.

(Extrait des Annales des Sciences naturelles, mai 1828).

The authors here saj', p. 115, "parmi les Crustaees des ordres inferieurs quo nous avons examines,

ce sont les Talitres qui nous ont offert le systeme nerveux le plus simple et le plus uniforme.

Le corps de ces animaux se divise en trois parties assez distinctes, la tete, le thorax et

I'abdomen; mais chacune d'elles est formee d'anneaux qui ont entre eux la plus grande

ressemblance, et dont le nombre total est de treize. Ces divers segmens pr(5sentent a leur

face inferieure deux ganglions nerveux places sur les cotes de la ligne mediane, et reunis
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entre eiix par une petite commissure transversals : cliacun de ces petits noyaux communique
avec celui du segment qui le suit et qui le precede, h I'aide d'un cordon medullairo, et

fournit un certain nombre de nerfs qui vont se distribuer aux differentes parties du corps.

Le volume de ces ganglions diffore pen dans les divers segmens ;
au thorax, cependant, ils

sont un peu plus gros que dans I'abdomen. Enfin ils sont tous un pen aplatis et ont a pou

pres la forme d'un losange.
"

II existe done dans le Talitre deux chaines ganglionnaires parfaitement symetriques, distinctes

dans touto leur longueur, rc'ainies entr'elles par des commissures transversales, et offrant partout

une disposition essentiellement la meme. La premiere paire de ganglions, ou la cijplialique,

est remarquable par sa simplicite, et ne differe pas essentiellement des ganglions qui

suivent
;

ello est situee, comme dans tous les animaux articules, au dessus de I'cesophage, et

fournit des nerfs aux yeux et aux antennes : ces ganglions que Ton a design& a tort sous le

nom de cerveau, se continuent posterieurement avec les cordons mMullaires qui les unissent

aux deux ganglions du premier anneau tlioracique, en passant sur les cotes de I'cjesophage,

qu'ils embrassent. Ces derniers ganglions fournissent en dehors deux nerfs, dont Fun

pen^tre dans la patte correspoudante, et dont I'autre parait se distribuer principalcment aux

muscles et aux tegumens des parties laterales du corps. Les ganglions des autres segmens

presentent la meme disposition ;
seulement la distance qui les separe nous a paru plus grande

dans I'abdomen qu'au thorax." PL IL fig. 1 exhibits the "
Systeme nerveux du Talitre."

The Eeport on this paper to the Acad^mie Royale des Sciences by M. Geoffroy S.-Hilaire,
" lu dans

la stance du 25 f(5vrier 1828," in describing the results of the investigations made by the

two authors, declares the conclusion to be that " the nervous system of all the Crustacea,

whatever the differences it presents among the species of tlie various orders, is formed of

the same elements : the solitary nerve-nucleus of the crah being practically nothing hut an

agglomeration of the mmierous nerve-ganglia arranged longitudinallj' in the cray-fish and

Tahtrus."

1828. GuEEiN (afterwards Gu^irin-Meneville), F. ]fi.

Memoire sur le nouveau genre Themisto, de la Classe des Crustaces ; par M. F. E.

Guerin. (Lu a la Societe d'Histoire naturelle de Paris le 29 aoAt 1828.) Extrait

du tome iv. des Memoires de la Societe d'Histoire naturelle de Paris. 8 pages.

PL xxiii.

The genus is described as follows :
— "

Corps oblong, compose do douze segmens ;
tete occupde

entierement par deux yeux a reseau, arrondie, non prolongee inferieurement en rostre.

Quatre antennes
;
les superieures plus courtes que la tete, courbees au bout

;
les inferieures

beaucpup plus longues. Quatorze pieds ;
les quatres premiers courts, diriges en avant,

couches sur la bouche, et representant les deux dernieres paires de pieds-machoires des

Crustaces superieurs; les quatre suivans beaucoup plus grands, termines par un crochet

diriges vers la queue ;
la cinquieme paire trfes-longue dirigee vers la bouche, ayant

I'avant-dernier article grele, fort long, garni d'epines en dedans et termini par un crochet
;

les quatre derniers, de moitie plus courts, diriges et conformes de meme, mais sans dents

a I'avant-dernier article. Queue terminee par six appendices natatoires longs, aplatis,

bifides k I'extremite
;

trois paires de filets egalement natatoires sous les trois premiers

segmens de la queue."

It belongs, Gu&in . says, evidently to Latreille's family of tiTroptera. The type species is

Themisto gaiulichaudii, found " sur les cotes des iles Makniines par i\I. Gaudichaud," tliat

is, at the Falkland Islands. It is well figured and described in much detail. By some

misapprehension the mandibular palp is represented as 4- instead of.3-articulate.
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1828. Milne-Edwards, Henpj, borii October 23, 1800, died July 29, 1885 (i^nedlander.

Naturae Novitates).

Memoire sur quelques Crustaces nouveaux. Annales des sciences naturelles.

Tom. 13, pp. 287 to 301. PL 13, 14, 15. 1828.

The first of these new Crustaceans is considered by Milne-Edwards to be evidently an

Amphipod. He says it resembles the Gammarids by its general form, the disposition of

the antenn£B, and the appendages under the five first segments of the abdomen; it is

separated from them by the structure of the two first pairs of feet, by the form of the

terminal segment of the abdomen, and by the long filaments which this latter supports ;

these characters, he says, bring it near to Eupheiis, with which it cannot be confounded.

Eu2)heus had been withdrawn from the Isopods and placed among the Amphipods by

Latreille in his last work, and Milne-Edwards believes that his new genus will here fill up
a gap between "

les Amphipodes uroptferes et les h^terops," tliough the characters of the

Uroptera will require some slight modification. He thus defines the genus RhcBa :
—

"
Quatre antennes dont les superieures sont grosses, bifides, et plus longues que les

inferieures, quatorze pattes dont les deux premih-es terminees par une pince et les autres

par un ongle croohu
;

le dernier article de I'abdomen allonge et supportant deux appendices

termines par de longs filamens." The type species Rheea latreillii has now been trans-

ferred to the earlier genus Apseudes, Leach, of which Eisso's Eupheus is considered a

synonym. Whether this and the other Tanaidee should be reckoned as Amphipods is a

matter still sub judice.

1S28. Steaus-Dukckheim, Hercule Eugene, born 1790 (Hagen).

Considerations g^nerales sur I'Anatomie comparee des Animaux articules, aux

quelles on a joint I'anatomie descriptive du meloloutha vulgaris (lianneton), donnee

comme example de I'organisation des coleopteres. Paris, Strasbourg, Bruxelles, 1828.

In the introduction the author observes that animals had generally been classified in a simple

series, but that the natural method is ramified, as Lamarck had first pointed out in his

"Hist. nat. des animaux sans vertf'bres, 1815 ;
tome P'', p. Af)7."

In the " Tableau synoptique des animaux articules, avec I'indication des genres par lesquels les

classes et les ordres s'avoisinent dans I'^tat actuel de la science," he passes from the first

class. Annelids, to the Myriapods as the second class, and from these in a straight line to

the third class, the Insects, but through a branching off at the genus Glomeris to the fourth

class Crustacea, in which the P"^ Ordre, Isopodes" descends through the "P.^r G.''^

Armadillo
"

to Sj^hseroma and Proto. At Proto branches off the "
2." Ordre, Parasites,"

including the genera Nijmphon and Lernaea, while at Splieeroma another branch carries

down the lines as follows :
— S.'^ Ordre Amphipodes. P.'^'' G"^" Hiella. D."'' G." Phronhna.

4« Ordre Stomapodes. P.«' G.'^" Squilla. D.*"^ G."'*' Erichthiis. 5« Ordre Decapodes.

1" Earn. Macroures. P.^"^ G."^" Mysis." &c.

He discusses, pages 33 to 38, the chemical composition of the integument of insects and Crus-

tacea, and mentions that what Odier calls clntine, Lassaigne proposed to call Entomeiline,

from a/Tofxov, an insect, and uKvfjia, a covering.

In regard to his order of "Parasites," he says in the introduction, page 17, that in it he places

successively
" les Nymplwn, les Phoxicliilus, les Pycnogonum, les Cyannis, les Cecrops, les

Calygus, les Dichelestion, les Chondracante, et les Lemoea," thus mixing up Cyamus with

animals very differently constructed. For Limidus he proposes a separate order with the

name Gnathopodes.
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182S. Zenker, Jonathan Carl.

Das thierische Leben und seine Formen. Ein zoolofdsches Handbuch zum

Gebrauche academischer Vortnige und zum Selbststudium. Jena, 1828.

Zenker here divides animals into ten classes, of which the Insecta are the fifth between the

Vermes and Pisces. The Insecta are divided into two orders, Crustacea, and Insecta

vera. The Crustacea include four subdivisions, Branchiopoda, Isopoda, Decapoda, and

Octopoda. To the Isopoda he assigns four families, numbered in his system, 55.

Pycnogona, 56. Leptomera, 57. Juli, 58. Aselli
;
and to the Decapoda four, namely, 59.

Squillse, Squillares, Goldf., 60. Paguri, 61. Astaci, 62. Cancri.

At page 342, he assigns to
"
56. Fam. Leptomera:," the genera

"
1. Leptomera Latr. 2.

Proto Leach. 3. Caprella Lam. 4. Cyamus Late." He mentions that Goldfuss calls

this family Cystihrnnclua, that Zeptoinera rul»-a Lam. is Squilla ventricosa, that the

Caprellx, as Caprella linearis Risso, live parasiticaUy on Whales and fish in the European

waters, and that "
Cyamus Ceti," the Waljischassel has two great compound eyes on the

front side-rim of the head and two small simple (glatte) ones on the head. He says it is

also called Waljischaas from its imbedding itself in the fat of the whale.

At page 349 he thus describes "
59. Fam. Squillx, Squillares, Goldf., Heuschreckenkrebse.

Kopf dick (1), klein (7). Augen gestielt (4. 6. 7) oder sitzend (1, 2, 3, 5). Fiihler 4,

untere liiuger, mit gegliederter Endborste (2) oder ohne dieselbe (3), obere langer (5).

Bruststiick mit den Leibesringen von gleicher Grosse (1-5) oder viereckig grosser (6, 7).

Eiis.se, fiinftes Paar sehr lang mit einer Scheere (1), das zweite Paar (2) oder das vorderste
'

(3), oder auch die zwei vorderen (5) mit solcher, oder ohne Scheere (4). Das zweite Paar

der grosseren Kiefernfiisse mit einem glatten (6) oder geziihnelten (7) Endgliede, welches

sich in eine Rinne des nachfolgenden Gliedes ein legt. Schwanz mit mehreren stiel-

formigen (1), walzigen, gegliederten (2, 3, 5) Anhiingseln oder 2 Schwanzbliittchen (4),

und 2 oder 5 (6) oder bloss 5 Kiemenfusspaaren auf dem Schwanze. 1. Phronima Latr.

2. Talitrus Latr. 3. Corophium Latr. 4. Phasmatoearcinus Tiles. 5. Gammarus
Latr. 6. Erichthus Latr, 7. Squilla Fabr." It will be noticed that the numbers

in brackets refer to the numbered genera, and the stalked eyes of (4, 6, 7) will sufficiently

point out that the genera so numbered do not belong to the Amphipod-group as now

accepted. In the appended observations Zenker takes note of Phro?iima sedentaria,

Phronima custos, Corophium longicorne, which, he says, is
" Cancer crassipes L.," and cf

Gammarus pulex. He then adds, "Tilesius fand unter den leuchtenden Meerthieren auch

mehrere hierher gehorige, wie die Federlcrebse, Phasmatoearcinus discophthahmis und

glaucus. Andere microskopische Thiergeschlcchter, wie Amhhjrhijncotus, Erythroce^^halus,

Acanthocephalus, u.s.w. verdienen vielleicht liier gleichfalls ihre Stello. In reality it is

only the genus Erythrocepjlialus, in this list from Tilesius, that can be reckoned among the

Amphipoda.

1829. AuDOuiN, v., et Milne-Edwards, H.

JResume d'Entomologie, ou d'Histoire Naturelle des animaux articulds, par MM.
V. Audouin et H. Milne Edwards. Tome Premier. Histoire Naturelle des Anne-

lides, Crustaces et Arachnides. Contenant une esquisse de 1'Organisation, des

Caracteres, des Moeurs et de la description de ces animaux ; precedee d'une Intro-

duction Historique, et suivie d'une Biographic, d'une Bibliographic et d'un
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Vocabulaire
; par M. V. Audouiu. Completee par line Icouograpliie de 48 Planches.

Paris, 1829. (In the Encycloj)edie portative, sous la direction de M. C. Bailly de

Merlienx.)

The Crustacea occupy pages 95-195. The account of "OrdrellL,—Edrioplithalmes," pp. 173-184,

is extracted from tlie work which Milne-Edwards had recently presented to the Academie

des Sciences. Planohe xxvii. gives figs. 1. 2.
" Orchestie de Montagu

"
fig. 3.

" Leucothoe

farina f Planche xxviii. gives fig. 1.
" Attle carene ;" figs. 2. 3.

" Coeophie longicorne;"

figs. 4. 5. 6. 7.
" C^RAPODE tubulaire ;" fig. 8.

" LEPTOMiEE pediaire."

1829. Bouchard-Chantereaux.

Precis de Thistoire physique, civile et politique, de la ville de Boulogne-sur-mer
et de ses environs, depuis les Morins jusqu'en 1814; &c., par P.-J.-B. Bertrand.

A Boulogne, 1828-1829.

In the second volume (1829), at page 488, is given a catalogue headed " Aniniaux sans vertebres

Observes par !M. Bouchaid-Chantereaux. {Sijdeme du cliemlier Lamarck)." In this catalogue

among the Crustacea are found the following Amphipods :
—" Talitrus locusta, Talitre locuste.

Orchestia littorea. Orchestie littorale. Cyamus ceti. Cyame de la baleine." No descrip-

tions are given, or remarks of any kind.

1829. JOHNSTOK, GeORGE.

Contributions to the British Fauna. The Zoological Journal. Vol. IV. London,

1829. pp. 52-57, 416-421.

Ho says
" In a preceding communication I had occasion to mention that tlie Gammarus marinus

of Leach was common in this neighbourhood [Berwick] ; but from a subsequent examination

of my specimens I am now convinced that I was in error, and that they constitute a distinct

and uncharacterized species, which I proceed to describe.

" Gammarus carinatus. G. corpore maculato, atomisque flavis irrorato
;

dorsi segmentis

valde carinatis, marginibusque posterioribus granulatis. Hah. Mare Britannicum." The

English description follows. This species is noticed by White, Pop. Hist. Brit. Crust.,

p. 183, but not by Spence Bate or Boeck. The name is preoccupied by Fabricius.

At page 417 he describes "Gammarus spinipes. Gamm. corpore albo, Isevi, lineis rubris traus-

versis picto ; palma pedis secundi dilatata, apioe triaugulari, monodactyla, spina valida

infernfe terminata. Hah. Littora maris Britannici." A description in English is given,

and a speculation as to whether it could possibly be the same as Jassa pulchella of Dr.

Leach. White, loc. cit, p. 199, takes note of it under Jasna. Other authors leave it in its

pristine obscurity.

1829. Latreille, p. a.

Le Eegne Animal distribue d'apres son organisation, pour servir de base a

I'histoire naturelle des animaux et d'introduction a I'anatomie comparee. Par M. le

baron Cuvier. Nouvelle Edition, revue et augmentee. Tome IV. Crustacds,

Araehnides et partie des Insectes. Par M. Latreille. Paris, 1829.

Here Latreille divides the Crustacea into two sections, "les Malacostraccs et les Eutomostraces."

The former of these comprises five orders,
"
les D^capodes, les Stomapodes, les Lojmodi-
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podes, les Ampliipodes, et les Isopodes." In the body of the work he transposes the

Amphipoda and Lremodipoda. la treating
" des Malacostrac6s a yeux sessiles et

immobiles," he says, page 114,
" Ces animaux se partagent en trois ordres : ceux dout les

mandibules sonfc munies d'un palpe paraissent se Her natureUement avec les crustaces

precedents, tels sont les amphipodes ; ceux ou ces organes en sont d^pourvus composeront

les deux ordres suivants, les laemodijjodes et les isopodes. Les cyames, genre du second,

etant parasites, nous couduiront natureUement aux bopyres et aux cymotho^s, par lesquels

nous commeugons les isopodes." That some Amphipoda are without, and that some

Lsemodipoda possess the mandibular-palp, had not yet been noticed.

Of les Amphipodes {Amphipoda), which he here makes the third order of Crustacea, he says,
"

ils jjourraient etre compris dans un seul genre, celui Des Crevettes. (Gammarus. Fab.),

Que Ton pent partager d'abord, d'aprfes la forme et le nombre des pieds, en trois sections.

"1° Ceux qui ont quatorze pieds, tous termines par un crochet, ou en pointe et au nombre de

quatorze.
"

2° Ceux dont le nombre des pieds est encore de quatorze, mais oil ces organes, ou les quatre

derniers au moins, sont mutiques et simplement natatoires.

" 3° Ceux qui n'ont que dix pieds apparents."

The first of these sections he divides into two, the Uropitera and the Gammarinx. To tlie

Uroptera he assigns Phronima, Latr., witli the species Phronime sklentaire, Forsk., and

Phronime sentinelle, Eisso
; Hyperia, Latr.,

" dont le corps est plus epais en devant
;
dont

la tete est occup6e, en majeure partie, par des yeux oblongs et un peu echancres au bord

interne
;
dont deux des antennes sont aussi longues au moins que la moitie du corps, et

terminees par une tige setacee, longue et composee de plusieurs petits articles," with refer-

ences to " Cancer monoculoides, Montag., Trans., linn. Soc, XL, ii. 3
;
—Hyperie de Lesueur,

Latr., Encyclop. method, atl. d'hist. nat., cccxxviii, 17, 18; Desmar., Consid., pag. 258." The

figures in the Atlas of the Encycl. meth. are there called Phronima, without any specific name.

Here after Hyperia he places "Les Fheosines (Phrosine. Kisso.) Semblables, pour la forme

du corps et celle de la tete, aux hyperies, mais dont les antennes sont au plus de la longueur de

cette partie, de peu d'articles en forme de stylet, ou terminees par une tige en cone alongee."

To this genus he refers,
" Phrodna macropthalma, Risso, Journ. de phys., octob. 1822;

Desmar., ibid., p. 259; Cancer galba, Montag., Trans, linn. Soc. XL, ii, 2." Next he

places
" Les DACTYLOcfeRES. (Dacttlocera. Latr.). Dont le corps n'est point ^paissi en

devant
;
dont la tete est de grosseur moyenne, deprimee, presque carree, avec les yeux petits ;

et dont les quatres antennes, fort courtes et de peu d'articles, ainsi que dans les phrosines,

sont de formes diverses : les inferieures ^tant menues, en forme de stylet, et les superieures

etant terminees par une petite lame concave au cote interne, et repr6sentent une cuiller ou

une pince." In a note to this description of Dactylocera, he gives references as follows ;

" Phrosina semihmata, Risso, ihid.; Desmar., ibid. La tige des antennes inferieures

pr^sente deux ou trois articles, au lieu que, dans les phrosines, eUe est inarticidee. Ici

encore les articles des pedoncules des memes antennes sont plus courts." In the corrections

and additions at the end of the volume he says, "prfes des Hyperies, doit etre plac6 un autre

genre de crustac6s, celui de Th^misto, 6tabli par le meme naturaliste, et decrit ainsi que

figure, avec le meme soin, dans le Tome IV" des Memoires de la Societe d'histoire naturelle

de Paris." The naturalist thus indefinitely alluded to is Gu6rin. Latreille adds some

remarks on the mouth-organs of Themisfo.

Under the "
Crevettines, Gammarinx. Lat.," he places

" un sous-genre, que nous avons litabli

sous la denomination DTone (Ione.), mais uuiqueracnt d'aprfes une figure de Montagu

{Oniscus thoracicus, Trans., Hnn. Soc, IX, iii, 3, 4)," which, he says, has very special

characters, separating it from all the rest of the same order. It is now recognised as an

Isopod. After lone, he gives Orchestia, Talitrus, Atylus, Gammarus, Melita, Alsera,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 18
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AmjntJwe, Plierusa, Dexamine, Leucothoe, Cerapus, Podocerus, Jassa, Gorophium, with

references to one species of each genus. Under ^fyZus, besides vlfyZi/s carinatits, he suggests

as possibly a second species,
" G. migax? ejusd.; Phipps, Voy. au Pol. bor., xii, 2?"

Under AmpUhoe, besides Cancer ruhricaiiis, Montagu, he gives, as a second species,
—

" Oniscm cancellus, Pall., Spicil. zool., fasc. IX, iii, 18
;
Gammarus cancellun, Fab." Les

Podoceres, "ayeux saillauts," are distinguished from les Jasses, "k yeux non saillants."

The species mentioned are Podocerus variegatus, Leach, and Jrtssa puIcheUa, Leach.

The second section he calls
"
Heteropes, Heteropa, Lat." In a note he says,

" Cette section et la

suivante forment, dans la premiere Edition de cet ouvrage, la secomle des isopodes, celle des

pJii/fibrcmcJies. Mais outre que nous avons aper^u, dans quelques-uns de ces crustaces, des

palpes mandibulaires, la forme des appendices sous-caudaux nous a paru les rapprocher

beauooup plus des amphipodes que des isopodes. Au surplus, ainsi que nous I'observcns

plus has, ces animaux, dont nous n'avons vu qu'un petit nombrc, n'ont pas encore ete bien

6tudi^s." To the Heteropa he assigns Pterygocera, Lat., and Apsezcdes, Leach. A note

to the generic description of Pterygocera, says,
"
d'apres la figure de Slabber (Oniscus

arenariu.% Encyclop. method., atl. d'hist. natur., cccxxx, 3, 4.), le nombre des pieds ne

serait que de huit
;
mais je presume, par analogic, qu' il est de quatorze ;

au surplus, si la

figure est exacte, ce genre appartiendrait k la section suivante." In Slabber's figure, the

animal being viewed from above, many of the limbs are naturally concealed from the observer.

The note to Les Apseudes gives
"
Euplieus ligioides, Eisso, Crust., Ill, 37 ; Desmar., Consid.,

285
;
—Apseudes talpa, Leach

; Cancer gammartis talpa, Montag., Trans, linn. Soc, IX, iv,

6.; Desmar., Consid., xlvi, 9. Voy. aussi le gammarus heteroclilus de "Viviani, Phosphor,

maris, II, 11, 12."

The third section,
"
DECEMPiDES, Decempedes. Latr.," includes Typhis, Eisso

; Anceus. Eisso.

—Gnathia. Leach.;" Praniza, Leach. The remark follows that, "A ce meme ordre des

amphipodes paraissent appartenir divers autres genres de MM. S.ivigny, Eafinesque et Say,

mais dont les caract^'res n'ont pas 6te donnes ou suffisamment duvelopjjes." A note adds,
" Je ne puis encore rien dire du G. ergine de M. Eisso : il semble, par le nombre des pieds,

appartenir h. la derni&re section des amphypodes, et par la manifere dont ils se terniinent et

le nombre des segments du corps, se ranger avec les isopodes."

C)f Les LiEMODipoDES. (Lfemodipoda.), which he here makes the fourth order of Crustacea, he

says,
" Dans la premiJ're Edition de cet ouvrage, ils formaient la premiere section de I'ordre

des isopodes, celle des cistibranches. On pourrait n'en former qu'un seul genre, auquel, par
droit d'anciennete, on conserverait le nom " De Cyame. (Cyamus, Latr.)." He does not,

however, carry out this suggestion, but retains the old grouping into filiformia and ovalia.

To the former he assigns three genera, as follows :
—" Les LEPTOSiiiREs. (Leptomera, Latr.,—

Profo, Leach.)
" Ont quatorze pieds (les deux annexes a la tete compris) complcts et dans une serie continue.
"

Ici, comme dans nos LEPTOMtiRES propres (Gammarus pedatvs, Mull., Zool. dan., CI. 1, 2),

tons les pieds, a I'exception des deux anterieurs, ont un corps vcsiculaire k leur base. La,

comme dans les Protons de M. Leach (Cancer pedatus, ilontag.. Trans, linn. Soc, II, 6
;

Encyclop. meth., atl. d'hist. natur., cccxxxvi, 38.), ces appendices ne sont propres

qu'aux seconds pieds et aux quatre suivants (1). [with a note] (1) Rapportez encore aux

leptomeres la squilla ventricosa de Miiller, Zool. dan., LVI, 1-3
; Herbst., xxxvi, 11 :

—
le Cancer linearis de Linnreus est peut-etre cong^nere. II lui doiine six pieds, mais sans

compter la tete.

" Les Naupredies. (Naupredia, Latr.).
" N'ont que dix pieds, tous dans une serie continue

;
les seconds et les deux paires suivantes

ont k leur base un corps vesiculaire (1). [with note] (1) Sous-genre etabli sur une espece

de nos cotes qui me parait in6dite.
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" Les Chevrolles. (Caprella. Lamck.)." Of these the generic description is given, and in the

note references appear to various species \yhich are, not whoUy without reason, criticised as

doubtful.

Of the ovalia Latreille says,
" Ces Isemodipodes forment le sous-genre Des Ctames proprement

dits. (Cyamds, Latr.,
—Larunda, Leach.)

"J'en ai vu trois esp6ces, qui viveut toutes sur des cetaces, et dont la plus connue, le Cyame de

la baleine {Onisaus ceti, Lin.; Pall., Spicil. zool., fasc. IX, iv, 14; Squille de la haleine,

Deg(5er., Ins., VII, 6, vi
; Ptjcnogonum ceti, Fab.; Savig., Mom. sur les anim. sans vert.,

fasc. I, V, 1.) se trouve aussi sur le maquereau ;
les pecheurs I'ont designee sous le nom de

Pou de haleine. Une autre espece, trfes analogue, a etc rapportee par feu Delalande de sou

voyage au cap de Bonne Esperance. La troisiemo, beaucoup plus petite, se trouve sur des

cetaces des mers des Indes orientales."

1829. MuLLEE, JoHANNES, boru 1801, died 1858 (Hag-en).

Sur la Structure des Ycux clu Hanneton (Mcloloutlia vulgaris). Annale.s des

Sciences naturelles. Tome dix-liuitieme. Paris, 1829. p. 107.

In this letter to the editors Jliiller criticises Straus-Durckheim's views on the eyes of insects,

and Straus-Durckheim replies to him at p. 463 of tlie same volume. MiiUer refers to

Straus-Durckheim's description of the eye of Daphnia, and adds "
c'est la meme structure

que j'ai observce moi-mume dans les Monoculus apus, Gaimnanis pidex et Cyamus ceti," and

in a note to this passage he says,
"
Voyez mon second Memoire sur la structure des yeux

chez les insectes et les crustaces.—Meckel's, Archiv fur Anatomie und Pliysiologie. 1829.

H. i."

1829?. Straus-Durckheim, H. E.

Memoire sur les Hiella, nouveau genre de Crustaces Ampliipodes. Memoires

du Museum d'Histoire Naturelle. Tom. xviii. pp. 51-G2. PI. 4. Paris, 1829 ?

This author considers that the Amphipods are distinguished from the Isopods, because " in the

Amphipods the mandibles are palpiferous ;
the front pairs of feet are directed forwards, and

the hinder backwards ;
the abdomen, generally flexed underneath, carries several pairs of

bifid false feet, like those of the Decapoda macroura, and the last which corresponds to the

lateral appendages of the hinder segment in many Isopods, generally preserves the form of

the other false feet, and is not enlarged into swimmerets. The most obvious characters to

distinguish the two orders are the presence or absence of the mandibular palp, that

presented by the branchiae, and that offered by the form and arrangement of the abdomen,"
Hiella he regards as a link between the two orders. He recognises its affinities with

Themisto, Phronima, Hyperia, but is led away from perceiving its identity with the last by
the inaccuracy of Latreille's definition. The genus Hiella is characterised as follows :

—
" Tete hemispherique, quatre antennes com-tes en alene de quatre articles ; bouche saillante,

compos6e d'un labre, d'une pairs de mandibules, de deux paires de machoires et d'une levre

inferieure terminee par deux lobules
;

le tronc et I'abdomen chacun de sept segmens mobiles;

sept paires de pates ambulatoires, dont quatre dirigees en avant et trois en arrifere; une paire

de fausses pates h chaque segment abdominal." The type species,
" Hiella Orbignii," from

near Rochelle, does not appear to be mentioned in the Erit. ^Mus. Catalogue. Milne-

Edwards, 1840, regards it as a synonym of his Hyperia latreillii, and both are by Boeck
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made synonyms of Hyperia medusarian, Miiller. Straus-Durcklieim gives elaborate de-

scriptions and figures of tlie structure, nervous system, etc. For tlie six joints of the leg

he uses the terms handle, trochanter, cuisse, jambe, tarse and crochet.

1830. Bosc, L. A. G.

Manuel de I'liistoire naturelle des erustaces, etc., Par L. A. G. Bosc. Edition

Mise au niveau des connaissances actuelles, par M. A. G. Desmarest. Paris, 1830.

The Amphipoda are in the second volume of this little work, which, when completely out of

date, was refurbished in a confused manner, probably to suit some pnbKsher's purpose
rather than the cause of science. The Amphipoda are included in the numbered genera,

XLVI. CoropMum, Latr. XLVIl. Talitrus, Latr. XLVIII. Gammarus, Fabr. XLIX.

Phronima, Latr. L. Cyanius, Latr. LI. Caprella, Lam. LII. Leiitomera, Latr. LVII.

Typhis, Latreille. At p. 106 Leach's genera
"
Pherusa, Mwra, Melita, Leucothoe, Dexmnine,

Atylus, Ampliithoe, etc.," are mentioned as "genres que nous n'adopterons pas." Sixteen

species are assigned to Gammams, which include longicornis, gibhosiis, "Esca," "Pherusa,"

"Medusarum" and "Homari." Goroijhium longieonie had been given In advance.

Cyamus ceti
" se trouve dans la mer du Nord, non seulement sur les baleines, mais encore

sur les maquereaux et autres scombres."

1830. EscHSCHOLTZ, JoHANN Friedrich, bom Nov. 12, 1793, died May 12, 1831 {Encycl.

Brit, 9tli Edition).

A new voyage round the world, in the j'cars 1823, 24, 25, and 26. By Otto

von Kotzebue. London, 1830. Appendix. Review of the Zoological collection of

Fr. Eschscholtz.

At p. 326, Eschscholtz says that while detained in the Baltic they were enabled to use their

deep fishing-nets upon the great banks. These brought to light a considerable number of

marine animals. Upon the branches of the Spomjia dichotoma sat swarms of Star-fishes and

Crustacea, the latter including Caprella scolopendroides, Lam.

1830. Milne-Edwaeds, Henri.

Extrait de recherches pour servir k I'histoire naturelle des Crustac^s Amphipodes.

(Extrait des Annates des Sciences natureUes, aout 1830). Tom. 20. PI. 10. 11.

48 pages.

The Crustacea are here divided into eleven orders, of which the seventh, eighth and ninth are

the Lffimipodes, Isopodes and Amphipodes. Milne-Edwards feels bound to observe that at

first he had placed the genera Ehoea and Tanais among the Amphipods, but by Latreille's

advice had transferred them to the Isopods, being thus enabled to assign more definite

characters to these orders, without making them less natural. Some authors think that he

was in this respect ill-advised, and that he would have done better to follow his own

judgment.
The Amphipods he divides into two families, the Crevettines and the Hyperines. When he says

that the Crevettines are never parasitic, he is naturally passing no judgment on the habits

of Guerinia and Lafystlus or other later discoveries, and the relation of Issea montagui to

Maia squinado seems to be only residential, not parasitic.
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The Grevettines he subdivides into the tribe of the Savtevrs and the tribe of the Marcheurs.

In the former he includes the following genera, the first two as arenicoles, the remainder as

aquatiques :
—

1. Orchestia, Leach, to which he transfers Talitrus longicornis, Say. He here describes

Orchcstia Fischerii, Milne-Edwards, with a reference to " Mem. de la See. d'Hist. nat. de

Paris, t. 5. pi. 25, fig. 14." This species Spence Eate refers to Orchedoidea.

2. Talitrus, Latr., including Talitrus Beaucoudraii, n. s., which Spence Bate thinks is probably

the female of Orchestia littorea, with Klein's Saltator and Audouin's 0. Cloquetii.

3. Lysianassa, n. g., thus described :
—" Les Crevettines, que nous pla^ons dans cette nouvelle

division g^n^rique, se rapprochent des Talitres par la structure de leurs pattes, dont aucune

n'est prehensile ;
ceUes de la premiere paire sont assez fortes, presque cylindriques dans

toute leur longueur et termin6es par un article court et presque immobile. La forme des divers

appendices de la bouche est au contraire la meme que dans les Crevettes et les autres genres

de la subdivision des Aquatiques ;
les antennes sont quelquefois tres-courtes, mais les

superieures sont toujoiu's au moins aussi longues que le pedoncule des inferieures et se

terminent par deux tigelles annel^es." He describes and figures "Lysianassa Oostm," n. s.,

pi. 10, fig. 17, and gives brief notes upon
" L. Chauseica," n. s., which he afterwards

transferred to a new genus Alihrotus.

4. Gammarus, Fabr. in which he describes and figures Gammarus ornatus, n. s., pi. 10, figs. 1-8,

in his account of this species calling attention to what he then thought a unique phenomenon,
the calceoli, as they were afterwards called, on the flagella of the lower antennae,

" une

petite cupule membraneuse, transparente, invisible h, I'ceil nu, legerement ciliee sur les bords,

fix^e k I'antenne par sa base et entouree de quelques polls (pi. 10. fig. 2, b) ;

" he describes

" Gammarus Olivii," n. s., pi. 10, figs. 9, 10, which by both Sp. Bate and Boeck is referred

to Gammarus marinus, Leach; he describes and figures "Gammarus Othonis," ]A. 10, figs.

11-13 which by Bate is referred to Mecjamcera, by Boeck to Mxra, longimanus, Leach; he

gives brief distinguishing marks for Gamm.arus atlanticus, n. s., which he afterwards described

as Lysianassa atlantica; "Gainmarus Impostii" n. s. = Mcera grossimanus, Montagu

(according to Spence Bate in the British Museum Catalogue of Amphipodous Crustacea) ;

"Gammarus Dugesii," n. s. = Melifa palmata, Montagu ;
Gammarus podager, n. s. = Melita

podager (B. M. C.) ;

" Gammarus Savii," n. s. = Mcera Savii (B. M. C), but a doubtful

species ;
Gammarus hrevicaudus, n. s., afterwards corrected into Gammarus brevicaudatus =

Gammarella hrevicaudata (B. M. C). As "
Espfeces douteuses

" he gives 1. Oniscus

arenarius, 0. Fabr., referring to it Gammarus Homari, Fabr., and Strom's Marflue ;

2. Oniscus alyssinus, 0. Fabr. ;
3. Gammarus marinus, Eisso, and Gammarus palmatus 1

Montagu.
5. AmpMtlioe, Leach, in which he describes and figures AmpMtlioe costata, n. s., pi. 10,

figs. 14-16, a species transferred by Spence Bate to the genus Pherusa of Leach, with a

note of Milne-Edwards' error in attributing four joints to the mandibular-palp in the

text, though he correctly figures only three
;
he gives very concisely distinguishing marks

for "AmpMtlioe Marionis." n. s.=Dexam.ine spinosa, Montagu (B. M. C.) ; "AmpMtlioe

Jurinei," n. s. = Pherusa fucicola. Leach (B. M. C);
"
Amphitlwe Pausilipx," n. s., which

he afterwards called Amphitlwe Pausilipii" ;
"
Amphithoe Inda," n. s., afterwards called

"AmpMtlioe Indica," and said to be very near the preceding species; "Amphithoe

Reynaudii," n. s.; Ampihithoe armorica, n. .s., which "appears to belong to the genus Nicea,"

according to the B. M. C, p. 243, note ;

"
Amphithoe Swammcrdamei," n. s., afterwards

called Amphitoe Stvammerdamii= Atylus Stuammerdamii {B. M. C.) ; Amphithoe pelagica,

n. s. ; "Amphithoe Prevostii," n. s., on which see below.

6. Isssa, n. g., thus described :
—" Dans le genre Isaea, la forme gendrale du corps est la meme que

chez les Crevettes
;

les antennes superieures se terminent aussi par deux appendices annel6s
;
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mais, au lieu de n'avoir que les pattes des deux premieres paires prehensiles, ces Crustaces

les ont toutes termin^es par una griffe mobile qui se reploie sur le bord de I'article pre-

cedent." The type species
" Isssa Mmtagui" is given without further description.

7. Leucoihoe, Leach.

In the tribe of the Marclie.urs are included 1. Ericthonius, n. g., thus described:—"Les

Crevettines appartenant a ce genre nouveau ont beaucoup d'analogie avec les Leucothoes,

dont elles diti'ereut principalement par I'etat rudimentaire des pieces epim6riennes des

premiers segmens thoraciques. Les antennes sup&ieures sent simples et k peu prfes de la

longueur des inferieures
;

les pattes de la seconde paire sont terminees par une main trus-

grosse formee pai' rantep(inultieme article, et pr6sentent en avant un prolongement sur lequel

s'appuie la griffe qui est composee elle-meme des deux derniexs articles." This genus has

been by some authors made the synonym of Cerapus, Say, but is now again separated from it.

Of his type species, Ericthonius difformis, Mdne-Edwards says only
"
point de prolongement

spiriforme [spiniforme] sur I'ant^penultieme article des pattes ant6rieures." 2. Atylus,

Leach, probably placed in this inappropriate position through insufficient knowledge ;

3. Unciola, Say; 4. Cerapus, Say; 5. Podocerus, Leach; 6.
"
CoropMa, Latr.," in which

to " C. lonijicorrie Latr." is added a new species
"

6'. Boneilii," only distinguished by the

words " troisiime article des antennes inferieures depourvu de dents a son bord inferieur," to

which in the Hist. nat. des Crustaces is added the further mark of " deux grandes epines

au bord inferieur de I'article basilaire des antennes superieures." Boeck makes the species

a doubtful synonym of Corophium crassicorne, Bruzelius ; G. O. Sars says it is easily

distinguished from that species by the rounded side-lobes of the head and the far weaker

structure of the lower antennte in both sexes (Oversigt, p. 112, 1882).

The family of the Hyperines is divided into eleven genera :
—1. Vibilia, n. g. thus defined :

—
"
Corps grele et allonge comme chez les Crevettines de la seconde tribu

;
tete petite et

tronqu6e en avant
;
antennes superieures grosses, courtes, non subul^es et arrondies au bout

;

ceUes de la seconde paire, courtes et styliformes ;
thorax divise en sept segmens ; pattes de

la deuxieme paire terminees par une petite main imparfaitement didactyle, dont le doigt

mobile est forme par les deux derniers articles
; pattes de la septieme paire tres-courtes, mais

de mome forme que les precedentes." The type species
" Vibilia Peronii

"
is not further

described. Latreille, in his Eeport upon this paper, supposes Vibilia to be a synonym of

Ms own Dactylocera, but that genus, as ililne-Edwards points out in a note, corresponds

only with Eisso's Phrosine semilunata.

2. Hyperia, Lat., which Milne-Edwards thinks identical with Lanceola, Say. Sp. Bate makes

Lanceola= Vibilia, but he also drops the name on account of the obscurity of Say's

description, and Bovallius, 1886, vindicates the distinctness of Lanceola from both Hyperia

and Vibilia. lo Hyperia are here assigned
'^

Hyperia Latreillii," n. s., pi. 11, figs. 1-7,

Talitrus cyanege, Sabine, both synonyms of Hyperia medusarum, O. F. M., Lanceola

pdagica. Say, which is out of place, and Hyperia cornigera, n. s., later placed by Milne-

Edwards in his new genus Tyro.

3. Phorcus, n. g., thus described :
—" Dans cetts petite division generique de la famille des

Hyperines, les antennes inferieures sont tout-k-fait rudimentaires
;

la tete est trfes-grosse; le

second segment du thorax est notablement plus d6velopp6 qu'aucun des autres
;
aucune des

pattes n'est prehensile, ni termLnee par une main
;

celles des quatre premieres paires sont

courtes ;
les cinquiismes sont trfes-longues, mais filiformes, et ne peuvent gufere servir k la

locomotion
;

celles de la sixi^me paire, encore plus longues, sont, au contraire, trfes- fortes ;

enfin celles de la derniire paire sont rudimentaires; la structure de I'abdomen est la mem 3

que dans le genre Hypdrie." The type species is Phorcus Reynaudii, n. s.

4. Lestrigonus, n. g., thus described :
—"Tete trfes-grosse et renfl^e

; premier segment du thorax

rudimentaire; abdomen plus grand que le thorax; antennes a peu pres de nieme longueur,
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tennin^es toutes par nne longue tige subulee, multi-articulee. Aucune patte n'est prehensile

mais celles de la seconde paire pr6sentent una espece de petite main formc'e par I'ante-

p^nultifeme article, etc., etc." The type species is Legfru/orms Fahrei, n. s., described and

figured afterwards in the Hist. nat. des Crustac6s. By many authors the genus Lestrigonus

is considered to represent only the male forms of ILjperia, Latr.

5. Daira, n. g., thus described :
—" Tete grosse et renfl6e ;

antennes styliformes et rudimentaires ;

thorax conique, trfes-^troit post6rieurement et ayant lo premier segment trfes-court; pattes

des deux premieres paires portant une main imparfaitement didactyle, dent le doigt mobile

est forme par les deux derniers articles
;
abdomen comme dans le genre Hyp6rie." Type

species "Daira Gabertii," n. s., described subsequently in the Hist. nat. des Crustaces. The

name Daira being pre-oecupied is changed by Dana into Dairilia, which owing to a misprint

in his work is sometimes written Dairinia, but Lovallius, 1886, maintains that Dana's

Dairilia is a distinct genus, and that Para]^hronima, Glaus, is the genus which comes

nearest to Milne-Edwards' Daira, or is possibly identical with it.

G. Tlieinido, Guerin.

7. Dadylocera, Latr., which Latreille, as already mentioned, supposed to be the same as Vihilia,

Milne-Edwurds, but which Milne-Edwards, probably against his better judgment and

merely out of respect to Latreille, introduces herewith the synonym "Phrosina? Risso.''

He assigns to it only the species
"
Dadijlocera Niaeensis," n. s., with the synonym

"Phrosina semUunata? Risso." In 1840 he called the species "Phrosina Nicetensis,"

and distiuguished it, though perhaps needlessly, from. Phrosina semilunata, Risso, on the

authority of Costa's figures of the latter species in the Fauna del regno di Napoli, pi. 4,

figs. 1-5.

8. Anchylomera, n. g., thus described :
—" Forme g^n^rale du corps la mOme que dans le genre

precedent ;
antennes tres-courtes et styliformes ou nuUes

;
thorax divise en six segmens ;

pattes des deux premieres paires termin^es par un article aplati et lanc^ole
;

celles de la

troisifeme et de la quatrifeme paires termin^es par une petite main formee par le troisifeme

article ; pattes de la cinquieme paire grosses et subohelifferes ;
enfin celles des deux derniferes

paires torminees par une tige grele et cylindrique." Two new species, Anchylomera Blosse-

villii and Anchylomera Hunterii, are assigned to this genus.

9. Phronima, Latr.

10. Tyi^his, Risso, to which he assigns Typhis fm-us, n. s., pi. 11, fig. 8-18, and Typhis rapax,

n. s. Of Typhis ferus Glaus says that it is clear Milne-Edwards only knew the male of a

species probably belonging to the genus Hemityphis, Glaus. Typhis rapax, Glaus considers

to belong to a diiferent genus, perhaps that which he calls Schizoscelus in his family

Sceliclx. As "espfeces douteuses" Milne-Edwards places under this genus. Typhis oroides,

Risso; Gammarus wtowocwZowfe ? Montagu ; Cancer ampulla? Phipps; and Gammarus

gihhosus 21 Fabricius.

11. Onjcephalus, n. g., thus described:—" Ges Amphipodes s'eloignent de la plupart des

Hyp6rines par la forme grele et allongee de leur corps, par leur tete aplatie et lanceolee, etc.

Les antennes sont semblables k celles des Typhis ; les pattes des deux premiferes paires sont

termin^es par une main didactyle bien form6e
;

les autres sont greles, cylindriques et non

prehensiles ;
celles de la septifeme paire sont trfes-courtes. La disposition de I'abdomen et

de ses appendices est assez semblable k ce qui existe chez les Hyperies," with the type

species Oxycephalus piscatoris, n. s., a name afterwards changed to Oxycephalus piscalor.

Among genera incedx sedis he mentions Hiella, Straus, as no doubt belonging to Hypcria,

Lepidaciylis, Say, as seeming to come among the Hyperina, Pterygocera, Latreille, SpercMus

and Leplurus, Raffinesque, on which he ventures no opinion, Apseud.es, as probably near to

Tanais, in the Order of the Isopoda, Family Idoteidas, and lastly lone, Anceits and Praniza

as certainly belonging not to the Amphipoda but to the Isopoda.
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In the Hist. nat. des Crustac^s, Milne-Edwards gives a description of his "
Ampliitoe Prevostii"

differing very little from his account of Amphitoe pontica, as he calls the Hyale pontica of

Kathke. Eathke in his Norwegian Fauna, p. 81, names a species,
"
AmpJiitJioe Prevostii,

M. Edwards ?," which he thought had no telson, and was thereby distinguished from his

own Crimean species Hyale pontica. But the want of a telson in such an Amphipod is

obviously only an accidental defect. Eathke subsequently, p. 264«, without giving any reasons,

makes his Norwegian specimen a separate species as "
Amp>hithoe Nilssonii." This species

Spence Bate in the British Museum Catalogue, p. 38, accepts under the name " Allor-

ckestes Nilssonii," with references to Eathke, while Amphitoe Prevostii, Milne-Edwards, is

made a synonym of Nicea prevostii^aX p. 53. Milne-Edwards' species will stand as Hyale

prevostii whether Hyale nilssonii be a synonym of it or not. Hyale pontica is a distinct

species.

1831. Lateeille, p. a.

Cours d'Entomologie, ou de I'laistoire naturelle des crustaces, des arachnides,

des myriapodes et des insectes. Ouvrage accompagne d'un atlas. A Paris, 1831.

The class of Crustacea is discussed from
js.

311 to p. 469. The Lsemodipoda are here the third

order, without alteration within the order itself. The genus Neinpredia, Latreille, evidently

founded on an imperfect specimen of a Proto, is still retained.

The Amphipoda are here the fourth order. "Envisages sous la consideration des habitudes," he

says,
"
les amphipodes peuvent etre partages en trois sections, les sauteurs, les marcheurs et

les parasites. Les premiers composeront la famille des crevettines, les seconds celle des

podoc(5rides, et la derniere celle des hyperines de M. Milne-Edwards. Les deux premieres,

composees d' amphipodes errans ou vagabonds, se distinguent de celle-ci par les caraotferes

suivans : pieds-machoires (ceux de la premifere paire, et presentant I'apparence d'une levre

inf^rieure recouvrant les autres parties de la bouche) pluriarticuMs, et r^unis seulement h

leur naissance
;
deux paires de lobes triangulaires, et dont les deux superieurs plus grands,

mais n'atteignant pas I'extremit^ de ces organes dans leur entredeux, et annexfe a leur

cote interne."

In the first family, Cbevettines (Gammarin^), while waiting for the new distribution by Milne-

Edwards, Latreille forms two sections, one containing Leucothoe (leucothoe) Leach
;
the

other containing Ceevette (gammarus) ;
Pherdse (pherusa), Leach, (including in this

latter genus
"
plusieurs autres de ce naturaliste, tela que ceux d'ampithoe, de mcera, meliia

et dexarnine") ;
Talitre (talitnis), and Orchestie (orchestia).

In the second family, Podocerides (Podocerides), he mentions Gorophium, with M. d'Orbigny's

account of its habits, Podocerus, Jassa, Cerapus, Atylus.

In his account of the third family, Htp^rines (Hi'PERiNiE), he alludes to the genera
"
lestrigon

et daira de M. Edwards." He also says,
" Le genre DACTTLOcfeEB (dactylocera, Latr.;

vihilia, Edw.) se distingue de tous les suivans par plusieurs caracteres. La tete est de

grosseur ordinaire ou moyenne. Au-devant de la fausse Ifevre inf^rieure, h. I'origine de ses

lobes latcraux, est de chaque cote un petit corps palpiforme ;
les antennes superieures sont

tres courtes et terminees par un grand article lameUiforme. M. Edwards exposera les

autres caractferes de ce genre dans sa Monographie des amphipodes: j'y rapporterai la

phrosine en croissant de MM. Eisso et Desmarest." He then gives an account of Typhis,

Phro7iima, Themisto, in regard to the latter explaining the origin of his term decentpMes.

The first four feet being small and closely appHed to the mouth, he regarded them rather as

mouth-organs than as legs in Tliemisto, in his own genus Hyperia, and in that which in

the new edition of Cuvier's Regne animal, he had called Phrosine, with phrosine gros-ail of
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Risso for the type species. With this last he considers that Straus' Hiella is identical, and

this he notes has been identified with HijiKvia by Milne-Edwards. He commends Straus'

exact description of Hiella d'Orhignii, except for the attribution of seven instead of six

segments to the pleon.

1832. COCCO, AnaSTASIO.

Su di alcuni nuovi crustacei de' mari di Messina Lettera del dott. Anastasio

Cocco al celebre dott. William Elford Leach xino de' conservatori del Museo

hritannico in Londra. Effcmeridi scientifiche e letterarie per la Sicilia. T. II.

N. 6. Giugno 1832. pp. 205-209.

In the letter he makes mention of Isrlajrocheleif Leachi, CliiroxirisHs liforea, Cliari/hdt'g zanclea,

and various other Crustacea. He gives a long description of a Decapod which he names

Ai'heles arachnipodus, and then continues as follows :
—

"
Agli schiropodi erioftalmi, ed a que' soprattutto, che a cagione del loro capo sprovveduto di

antenne direi gimnocefali, spetta un nuovo genere di crustacei, che vo appellare dal nome
del primo fondatore di Messina Oriojie.

" Orio . . . Cajyiff farnicato. Pedibus maxlUarihus e.rteriorilrwi longissimis, capillarilms,

replicatis, capite ohtedis. Binis piedum anticorum piCLi'ihus chelatis, hrevissiinis, reliquit

simpUcihis ; hinis posteriorilms hasi squama instmetis. Caudrl stilifera.

"0. Becco d'uccello. 0. OrnHlwrhamiihus fig. 2.

a

Fig. 2-2.

"
11 corpo di questo crustaceo ^ cristaUino, molle, lungo nove lince, largo una, composto di sette

segmenti toracici uguali, e di cinque addominali piii grandi, che impiccioliscono in verso la

coda: quest' ultimi terminano co' loro niargini postico-inferiori appuntati. 11 capo e ovoides,

reticolato, inferiormente taghato in forma di becco di penna da scrivere, e questo agguaglia
iutorno il terzo della lunghezza del capo.

—Gli occhi sono piccioli, rotondati, di color marrone.

I piedi mascellari esteriori pressochfe della lunghezza del corpo son composti di (juattro

lunghi articoli, de' quali il basilare e allargato aU' apice. 1 piedi-mani sono cortissimi, gli

altri quattro sono sottili, terminati da una piccola unghia acutissima, e le ultime due paja
hanno alia base una squama ovale.—La coda ha la squama intermedia ovale-o])lunga, e sosticne

da ogni lato tre steli bitidi, decreseenti in grandezza dalla base all' apice di essa.
" Trovasi in suUe spiaggie di Messina balzato dalle onde in marzo, di unita alle fronime, alle

frosiue, al mio Chiropristis, ed alia mia Charyhdis Zanclea. Ho voluto cambiare quest'

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—P.\RT LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 19
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ultimo geneie in quello di Orio ; perciocche mi sono accorto, avere il ch. Eaphinesque

appellate Cariddi uno dei crustacei macrogasteri podoftalmi.
—Terra ella adunque \Orio

Zandeus come sinomino della Char/fbdis ZancJea, il quale differisce assai dall' Orio omitho-

ramphus per aver quello il capo corto, ottuso, gli occhi grandi, semilunati, il corpo conii-o,

ed il colorito cinereo punteggiato di fosco. Diverso e ancora rornitoramfo da un altro

orione, che il mio discepolo Niccol6 Prestandrea descriverii, appellandolo 0. Oxyrhiwjus;
conciosiacchfe sia questo piu piccolo, alquanto compresso, di color roseo, ed abbia il capo
assai sottilmente allungato.

" Vado finalmente a descrivere un piccolo crustaceo alia stessa sezioue pertinente, che per avere

il capo fornito di antenne, potrebbe con molti altri costituire la divisions de' Cheratocefali,

e piacemi appellarlo.
" BivoNiA . . Corpore lineari, violli, compresso. Pedibus decern, tertio ptari validiore, vianib^is

cheliformihus, altera digito mobili instructo. Caprite verticali. Autennis quatuor caxnllaribu.-'.

Cauda styUferd.
"
B. Zanzara. B. Culicina Fig. 3.

"
II corpo di questo piccolo crustaceo e cristallino, molle, sparse di pochi e minuti punti ranci,

lungo cinque linee, largo una. Ha il capo tiu'gido superiormente a' lati, reticolato,

proboscideo ;
la fronts plena ; gli occhi sessili, rotondi, ranci, con due punti laterali dello

stesso colore. Le antenne superiore poste tramezzo agli occhi sono capillar!, lunghe tre linee

sostenute da peduncoli grossi, lunghi una linea e mezza, composti di due articoli : il basilare

piccolo, rotondato, e I'estremo cilindrico, tre volte piii lungo. Le antenne inferior! parimenti

capillar!, quasi eguali alle superior!, compres! i peduncoli di quests, sono sostenute da corti

peduncoli tri-articolati. II corsaletto s! compone di se! segment!, I'anteriore de' quali

strettissimo
;
I'addomine d! cinque e p!{i larghi. II primo e secondo pajo de' pied! sono

lunghi, assai sottiE, e tint! in verso I'apice di rancio. II terzo pajo e piii forte, ed ha una

mano piii o meno rigonfiata col dito antsriore corto, semplioe, immobile, ed il posteriore

grande, incurvo, acuto, mobde. La mano inoltre e sparsad! minutissimi punti ranci, visibili

col soccorso della lente, ed ha, come il carpo e 1' avambraccio, il margine anteriore dentellato
;

il braccio poi, ch'e dilatato all' apice, ha nella parte anteriore di esso una piccola punta. Le

due paja di piedi posteriori sono semplici con alia base una squama ovale-oblunga. La coda

si termina con una piccola squama ottusa, puntsggiata di rancio, s porta da ogni lato tre

stili bifidi.

"
Questo crustaceo, che come i precedent! viene in marzo balzato dalle onde in suUa spiaggia, a

dirle il vero, mi fe'restare gran pezza in forse se dovessi fame di esso un nuovo genere, ovveio

una delle fronime riputarlo. Grandemente ditiatti le si assomiglia; ma il numero dello

antenne, e la loro costruttura me lo fanno bastantemente distinguere. Ho voluto poi intito-

larlo al mio compatriota barone A. Bivona Bernardi, com' ella sa, deUe cose naturali della

Sicilia illustrators amplissimo."

In the "
Spiegazione della Tavola," he gives:

—
"
Fig. 2. Orione becco d'uccello. (a) Capo di esso ingrandito che presenta la parte di sotto.

(a° a^
) Piedi mascellari esteriori. (b) Coda con gli steli indrandita [ingrandita].

"Fig. 3. Bivonia eanzara. (a) Sua lunghezza naturale.

Cocco's gsnus Orio is evidently synonymous in part with Oxtjceplialus, Milne-Edwards, 1830;
while his Orio zandeus coincides generically with Eupronoe, Glaus, 1879

; and his genus
Bivonia clearly belongs to the Phrouimidse, which will be discussed later on in this Report.

Milne-Edwards, Hist, des Crust., vol. iii. p. 98, supposes that Cocco's Orio may be the

same as Eisso's Typhis, an opinion rejected by de Natale. See note on that writer, 1850.
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1832. GUERIN, F. E.

Expedition scientifique de Moree. Section des sciences physiques. Tome III.

— IJ^ Partie. Zoologie. Deuxieme Section.—Des animaux articules. Par M.

EruUe, membra de la commission scientifique de Moree ; Les Crustaces par M.

Guerin. Paris, 1832.

The general introduction to this part says,
" Aucuue classe d'articules ne prouve mieux que

celle des Ciustac6s combien la Moree est queli:[uefois pauvre en objets nouveau.x." On

pages 44-46 Gudrin gives the Amphipoda numbered as follows :
—" 47 Talitrus saltator,

Milu.-Edw.," "48 Orchestia Fischeei, Miln.-Edw."
" 49 Talitrus platycheles Guer.—Corpora compresso, glaberrimo ; pedibus pare priuio

secundoque sequalibus.
—

Long. 2 centim.—(Voyez notre PI. XXVII.)
" Cette espece remarquable poiirrait k la rigueur constituer un nouveau genre, qu'on devrait

placer entre les Talitres et les Orchesties, si on prenait pour caract^res generiques I'organisa-

tion des deux premieres paires de pattes ;
en effet, chez les deux genres que nous citons, les

quatre premiers pieds sont termines par un ongle crochu et pointu, tandis que dans notre

espece les seconds pieds n'ont plus d'ongles k I'extremite ;
ils sont d'une consistance

membraneuse, tres-plats, transparens, et depourvus des epines qu'on observe aux autres

pieds ;
nous n'avons cependant pas cru devoir faire un nouveau genre pour ce petit amphi-

pode, nous le pla5ons parmi les Talitre.s, et nous etablirons pour lui une petite division, ii

I'exemple de M. MOne-Edwards (Ann. des sc. nat., t. 20, p. 364.), ce qui apportera une

leg^re modification dans le tableau que ce naturaliste donne des especes du genre Talitre
;

voici ce tableau modifi^ :

" A. Pattes de la premiere paire beaucoup plus grandes que celles de la seconde. T. locusta

(Voyez notre PL XXVII.
fig. 4e.), BaucowJraii.

" B. Pattes des premiere et seconde paires dgales entre elles. T. platychelea.
" C. Pattes de la premiere paire beaucoup moins grandes que celles de la seconde paire. T.

Cioquetii. (Voyez notre PI. XXVII. fig. 4/).
" On voit jsar ce tableau que notre Talitre est trfes-facile a distinguer des autres especes connues ;

ses antennes sont plus courtes, proportion gardee, que celles du T. locuste
;

ses premiferes

pattes sont fortes, a, articles cylindriques, et terminees par un crochet simple, qui ne

peut se replier en dessous. Les secondes sont de la meme longueur, membraneuses et

transparentes, avec leurs deux derniers articles presque egaux, aplatis, de forme ovalaire

alongee ; le dernier ne nous a pas oflfert de crochet terminal, quoique nous I'ayons place

sous une tres-forte loupe. Les pattes de la troisieme paire sont de forme ordinaire, plus

longues de moitid que celles qui precedent. Celles de la quatrieme paire ont k pen pres la

longueur des deux premieres. Les suivantes sont encore plus courtes, robustes, gamies

d'epines ; enfin les deux dernieres paires sont les plus longues et d^passent notablement

celles de la troisieme paire.
" Hab. Cette espfece a ete trouvee ii Modon

;
nous I'avons aussi reijue du golfe de Genes, et de.s

mers de la Corse.
" 50 Gamjiaeus peloponnesius Guerin.—Antennis inaequalibus, posticis cupulis instructis ;

pedibus quatuor anticis subaequalibus, subcheliformibus, ceteris longioribus, aequalibus.
—

Long. 13-16 millim."

"51 Gamjiarus locusta Leach." This is followed by the Lsemodipodes, represented by "52

Caprella lobata—Squilla lohcda, MtiUer."

In the account of Gammarus peloponnesius, he criticises Milne-Edwards' division of the geiiu.s

GammaTvs, "car la Crevette des ruisseaux {G. fluviatiUs), qu'il place dans la division ou
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le cinquieme anneau de rabdomen doit etre lisse, a cependant ce segment garni d'un

faisceau d'epines ou de poils raides, comme sa Crevette ornee et comma notre Crevette de

Mores ;
en sorte que ces espfeces doiveat etre placees, de moins quant h ce caractfere, dans la

meme division." He then proceeds to call attention to tbe appendages of the antennae

since called calceoli, which his species has in common with Gammarus ornatuK. The

characters by which he distinguishes the new species are in fact oidy the comparative

shortness of its upper antennae and magnitude of its first gnathopods.

In the Brit. Mus. Catal., Spence Bate comments on the fact that Guerin has figured the

mandible of Talitrus plafycheles, with a very minute appendage (see Note on Atlas to this

work, under date 1835). "This is a feature," Sp. Bate says, "that is absent not only

from the genus, but from the whole tribe of Saltatoeia." It will be remembered, how-

ever, that Savigny has likewise figured such an appendage for the mandible of Orchedia

moiifagui. In the Iconographie des Crustaces Guerin appears to have used Savigny's

figui-e of this mandible, and therefore his testimony is perhaps not independent.

1832. SCHLOTHEIM.

Merkwlirdige Versteinerungen aus cler Petrefactensammlung des verstorbenen

wirklicheu Geh. Eaths Freiherrn v. Schlotheim. ]\Iit 66 Kupfertafeln. Gotha,

1832.

In this reprint at page 22 is mentioned in the description of Tab. xxii.,
"
Fig. 8. a. Ii.

Trilobites problematic us. Aus den jiingern Schichten des zur Kupferschiefer-

formation gehijrigen Kalksteins bei Gliicksbrunn." The original figures are reproduced

on the plate named.

1832. Zekker, Jonathan Carl.

De Gammari Pulicis, Fabr. historia natural! atque sanguinis circuitu commen-

tatio. Accedit Tabula iEnea. Jenae, 1832.

Zenker believes that Degeer "(quern vulgo De Geer falso scribunt) ", Gruithuisen, Mayer,

Wagner {Ids, 1832, in), had observed the circulation of the blood in Gammatiis pul&c

before him.

His section prior on the natural history of G. pulex, Fabr., begins with a "
Conspectus generuni

prsieipuorwn familix Squillarum, cui Gammarus noster adnumeranclus est." Thus :
—

"A. Antennse quatuor

"a) antennae inferiores baud in pedis modum effictse, pluries articulatse.

"
aa) antennas superiores inferiores subsquales.
"

1. PoUices manuum sic dictarum anteriorum 2-articulati :

Corapiis et Leucotlwc.

"2. Pollices manuum anteriorum larticulati :

Melita, Efirlifhus, Squilla, Phasmatocarcinus, AmphUlwii, Dexamiw., Gammarus ct

Pherusa.
"

bh) antennse superiores inferioribus breviores ;

Orchestia, Talitrus et Atylus.
"
h) antennae inferiores magnse pedum instar efformatae (pedatae), vix 4-articulat8e :

Corophium, Podocerus et Jassa.

"
B. Antennas duie

;
Phronima."
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He observes that many ot the little animals belonging to this family are phosphorescent, as the

Phasmatofarcud and perhaps the Ainblyrliynroti, Erijthrocephali, Acantliocephali, &c.

Under the heading iSijdematiea, Synouymica d Diatjnodica he gives :
—

"1. Classis : Insecta L., etc., Crustacea Cuv.; Polymeria GoliJf.

"2. Ordn : Aptera Z.; Kgons.ia.Fahr.; Decapoda Gdhlf.; Insecta impeifecta ^«?(A-.

"3. Familia: Amphipoda Cuv.; Anthocephala Dioneril ; Squillares Gold/.; Ganunarinae

(Cervettines) Latreille ; Squillse Zenk."

For the synonyma he refers to Gronoo. Zooph., no. 990. Sclmenkfeldt ther. Siles. p. 557.

Onomast. hist. nat. vL 706. Busier (An Gammarus mariims?). Raj. ins. p. 44. Frkrh,

Geoffroy, Klein, Roesel, Degeer, Lmne Syst. nat., eJ. xii. T. v. p. 2992, n. 81. Scopoli,

&c. Herhst. Linn. Faun. Suec. 2. 241. Mull. zool. Jan. prodr. n. 2366. Blumenbaeh.

Fabric, syst. entom. 1775. Olicn, Guvier le rogne anim.; iibers v. Schinz. in, 68. Xat.

f. Sch., p. 725. Diet, des sciences chez Levrault xi., 408, and Leach (Gammarus aquaticus)

Edinb. Encycl. vii.

He quotes the diagno-tis generis Gammari of Fabricius, 1778, Leach (Linu. Transact, xi. 2,

1815), Ol-en (Naturg. f. Schulen, p. 725), Cuvier le r^gne anim.; trans, by Schinz), and his

own " Antennas quatuor, anticas (inferiores) breviores, posticaj (superiores) longiores cum
ramo parvo accessorio, utraeque articulates. Zenlc," in which it will be observed that,

like Fabricius, he applies the terms anficx and postica: to the lower and upper antenna

respectively (see Note on J. C. Fabricius, 1798). He criticizes with some justice the earlier

diagnoses, and gives a brief account of the distinctions between those genera in his Con-

spectus which he con.<;iders to come nearest to Gammaria. He then gives the diagnosis of

the species
" G. Pidcc Fahr." by Linnr, Scopoli, Fabricius, Oken, Cuvier, Leach, winding

up with his own, in which he distinguishes two varieties, a) longicaudatus, /3) Irrevicaudatus.

In the description he applies the term femur (in preference to coj-tC) to the first joint of the

leg. Of the six free joints he calls the first tibia, the second tarsus, the three following

metatarsus, the last of these being terminated by an unguis.

The second section is on the Sanguinis circuitus, as to which his conclusions are not enthely in

agreement with modern investigation. He sums up the results of his jjajjer as follows :
—

1. For the numerical law in all the external parts of Gammarus Pulex, the ternary arrange-

ment is found to be the predominant, the quinary the -subordinate. [See p. 13. Totius

corporis annuli 3. 5= 15. a) caput cum collo 3. b) pectus 3. c) abdomen superius 3. </)

abdomen inferius 3. e) cauda 3. &c. &c.] 2. The creature has three species of parasites, two

internal, in the blood, orange-coloured, surprisingly large in proportion to their host, and

one external, louse-like, almost microscopic. 3. The dorsal vessel is rather to be compared
with the swim-bladder of fishes than with a heart. 4. There are no special blood-vessels,

but the blood flows freely round all the organs in the cavity of the trunk. 5. The

globules of the blood are not animated (and therefore are not to be compared with

monads). The last statement is in opposition to Mayer, Suppl. zur Lehre vom Kreislaufc,

1827, some of whose statements he quotes with derision.

1833. Bouchard-Chanteeeaux.

Catalogue des Crustaces observes jusqu'a ce jour a I'c'tat vivaut dau.s le

Boulonnais. (Soc. d'Agric, du Coram., et des Arts, de Boulogue-sur-mer, aunees

1831 et 1832. Boulogne, 1833.)

" II cite les 5 espfeces suivantes : Talitrus locusta Lmk. Orchestia littorea Desm. Melita palmata

Desm. Gammarus pulex Lin. Proton pcdatum Desm." (M. Edouard Chevi'eux in lift.)
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1833. COCCO, AnASTASIO.

Descrizione di alcuni Crustacei di Messina per Anastasio Cocco, Giornale di

Scienze Lettere e Arti per la Sicilia. T. XLIV. Anno XL Ottobre Novembre e

Dicembre. Palermo, 1833.

At page 113 he says, "E da grandissimo tempo cbe mi e noto un Orione, e gia appellailo orio

7.andeus (Effem. n. VL pag. 207) indicandone insin d'allora i principali caratteri, che

dagli altri il distinguessero : ed ora v6 qui completamente descriverlo.

" Orione Zancleo Orio Zancleus—Corpore conico suhrotundato cinereo-nifescente, pundulis ftwcis

vix conspicuis adsperso—Capite obtuso oculis maximis semihmntis nigrescentihus.
" Perviene questo Orione iniino alia limgliezza di otto linee, ed alia largtezza di tre : ha il corpo

conico quasi rotondato cinericcio-carnicino sparse ia tutto di minutissimi punti bruni. 11

capo agguaglia la quarta parte o poco piii dell' iutiera lungliezza : e alquanto compresso,

declive, ed ottuso. GU occhi son grandissimi, bruni, semilunati, colla convessita volta in

avauti. II torace e costrutto di sette segmenti de' quali i due anteriori sono piii ristretti :

son tutti forniti nel margine inferiore d'un appendice quadrilatera cui appicansi gli arti.

L'addome ne ha cinque piii larghi de'primi : di questi gli ultimi due sono piii ristretti : i

margini inferiori sono rotondati, e gli augoli postico-inferiori ottusi, I'ultimo segmeuto e

scavato sul dorso, e questo incavo prolungasi infino all'apice della squama codale—I piedi

mascellari son poco meno, o tanto luaghi che il corpo, e compongonsi di quattro articoli

quasi uguali
—I piedi-mani son cortissimi, i quattro segmenti assai dUicati, le tre ultime paia

hanno le cosce aderenti ad una squama : I'ultima e delle altre piii piccola, ed in essa il piede

e eziandio cortissimo : le ugne in ciascun piede sono acutissime. I piedi natatori terminano

con un appendice bi-partita. La squama codale terminale ha forma triangolare coU' apice

assai acuto, e sorpassa appena la lunghezza delle tre appendici styliformi bi-partite, che stanno

in ogni lato della coda : quelle delle due prime paia sono ristrette ed acutissime, e I'altre

deir ultimo paio per alquanto rotondate terminano pure acutamente.

"
Quest' Orione abondevolissimamente vien dalle onde gittato in sulla spiaggia, assieme al mio

Orio Ornithoramphus ed all' 0: Oxyrhimjus (Prestandrea) (1) i quali pero son men communi.

[(1)1 I caratteri speoifici premessi dal Prestandrea alia discrizione di questo Orimie noii

possono nh punto ne poco convenirgli ; conciossiachfe sieno quelli stessi per me assegnati al

mio genere Orio e tali quali leggonsi nel nom. VI. dell Effcmeridi scienfifiche, e letterarie per

la Sicilia—A far meglio adunque dovrebbero cosi venire indicati—Curpore compresso—

Rosea—Capite in rostrum acutissimum x>roducto
— Oculis magnis, semihinatis, nigrescentilms.

N.]
" Un esame diligente de' tre orioni mi fece accorto, che i caratteri per me a questo genere

assegnati, era forza si riformassero ; poich^ i piedi nquamigeri non al nmnero di due paia,

ma si di tre costantemente in quelli si rinvengono
—TJn buon carattere generico e pur queUo

della forma del primo articolo de' piedi mascellari; perche questo mio genere vb abbia

i caratteri seguenti : Orio— Ccqn'te fornicato, Pedibus maxillaribus longissimis capillaribus,

replicatis, capite obtectis, quatriarticulatis, articolo basUari apice dilatato compresso. Bini.s

pedum articorum paribus, chelatis, brevissimis, tribus posticis basi squama instructis.

Cauda stylifera. Efl'em. scient. e lett. per la Sic. Tom. VL pag. 11."

"Fig. 3',, a Orio Zancleus alia grandezza naturale."

' Footnote.
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1833. Griffith, Edward, and Pidgeon, Edward.

The Animal Kingdom arranged in conformity with its organization, by the

Baron Cuvier. With supplementary additions to each order, by Edward Griffith.

Volume the thirteenth. London, mdcccxxxiii. The Classes Annelida, Crustacea,

and Arachnida, arranged by the Baron Cuvier, with supplementary additions to

each order, by Edward Griffith, F.L.S., A.S., &c., and Edward Pidgeon Esq.

London, mdcccxxxiii.

The Third Order of Crustacea, Amphipoda, and the Fourth Order, Leemodipoda, pages 204-21.5,

are described " from the text of LatreiUe." The supplement deals with these Orders on

pages 315-318, but supplies no new or original information.

1833. Johnston, George.

Illustrations in British Zoology. The Magazine of Natural History. London.

Vol. VL 1833. London, 1833. pp. 40-43.

He here figures and describes Caprella aaiminifera, from Berwick. He remarks,
" I do not

know to whom the discovery of the animal just described is due
;

it is probably to

Montagu." In the eighth vohime of this Magazine, page 670, under Caprella acanthifera,

Leach, he gives as a synonym
"
Cap. acuminifera Demi., Crust., 277 ; Johnston, Ln Mag.

Nat. Hist., vi. 40. fig. 7. a." But though the Caprella acuminifera oi Desmarest is the same

as Caprella acanthifera, Leach, the species which .Johnston names at first acuminifera and

tlien acanthifera is, Mayer says, indubitably Protella phasma, Montagu.

1833. Prestandrea, Nicolo.

Su di alcuni nuovi crustacei dei mari di Messina. Memoria di Nicol6

Prestandrea chimico-farmacista messinense. Effemeridi scientifiche e letterarie

per la Sicilia. N. 16. Aprile 1833. Tomo VI. Anno secondo Aprile Maggio e

Giugno. Palermo, 1833.

In this paper, pages 10-12, the following notices occur:—
"Anfipodi. Scina . . . Gorporetrigono caricato,marcjinihusrilevatis; segmentissexanterioribm

latiarihus, quatuor posterioribus angustioribus.
—Pedihus quatiLordecim simpUcibus, pmito

articido qiiinto piaris onMiium longioris ultra articidationem prolungato.
—

Capite (rtnicatu

inclinato. Cauda stilifera.
"

4.—Scind, ensieorne.—Corpo trigone col piano inferiore pih largo de' laterali, lungo cinque linee,

carenato sul dorso : margini laterali rilevati, il colorito del corpo o rosso arancio intense,

sebbene nel mezzo presenta uno o due semmenti biancastri. Capo troncato, inclinato, con

due linee rilevate divergenti, che partendo dal principio della carina, eve formano un angolo

acuto, terminano alia base delle antenne superiori.
—Antenno superiori ensiformi, triangolari

sino alia meta della loro lunghezza, col I'angolo inferiore dentillato alia base, lunghe tre

linee, e mezzo, color di carue con due linee di punti rosso arancio : sono sostenute da un

corto peduncolo cilindrico. Antenne inferiori capillari, bianohe molto piii lunghe de'

superiori, formate da sei articoli, il primo de' quali c molto piii lungo degli altri. Ocehi

picciolissimi, rotondi, rosso-arancio posti sul lato esterno alia base delle antenne superiori.
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—Torace di setti setumenti, che crescono gradatamente in larghezza sino al quinto: il sesto,

e settimo sono pid stretti.—Addorne di quattro anelli piii stretti, ma j)iii lunghi di quelli del

torace, in giusacchfe I'insieme dell' animale si vede come diviso in due pezzi, cioe
;

il mezzo

anteriore piii largo, il posteriore abbruttamente ristresto.—Sette paja di piedi propriamente

detti, semplici, graoili, che conservano nella lore lungliezza I'ordine de' semmenti del torace :

il quinto pajo piii lungo di tutti 6 dentillato nel lato esterno per tutta la lunghezza del

secondo articolo, che nel lato interno si prolunga oltre I'articolazione in una punta acuta.—
La coda porta sei stili molto sottili

; quattro inserti sulla stessa linea, e le altre due laterali

alquanto piii sotto, e sono piu lunghi di quelli.
" Di questi bellissimo Crustacea, che viene dalle onde in febbrajo balzato in sulla spiaggia insieme

ad altri individui apparteneuti a' generi Phro^ina Phronima Tiphis PMUosoma ho creduto

fame un nuovo genere, perciocche la conformita del capo, il corpo trigono, le antenne

esteriori forti, triaugolari, ed i piedi del quinto pajo lo fanno da qiialunque altro genere

degli ajiflpodi abbastanza differire.

" Ho voluto dedicarlo al dottissimo abbate Cav. Domenico Scinii, qual celebre conoscitore delle

scienze naturali.

"Anfipodi. Orio (1) O.cyahing^is
—

Capite fornicato
—Pedihus ma-nlJarihus exteriorihux,

longissimis, capillarihis, replicatis, eapnte ohtectis—Binis pedum ariticoruni pariljus

didactylis, hrevissimis, reliquis dmplicUms ; InniK posterioribus hasi squama instructis—
Cauda stilifera. [(l)i Questo nuovo genere di fresco stabilto per il sig. Cocco, e che nel

fascicolo sesto delle Efl'emeridi Scientifiche, e Letterarie per la Sicilia deU'auno 1832 trovasi

posto, credo per errore tipografico, nell' ordine de' Schhzopodi Erioftalmi, devesi noverare

neir ordine degli Anfipodi, come ne conviene I'isteisso Autore.]
"
Corpo lungo sei linee, e largo meno di una, alquanto compresso, costantemente color di rosa,

molle, composto di sette semmenti toracici, e cinque addominali piu grandi, che impicci-

oliscono inverse la coda. Quest' ultimi termiuano co' loro margini postico-inferiori appuntati.

Capo ovoideo, inferiormente tagliato in forma di becco da penna da scrivere molto sottilmente

allungato, e questo agguaglia la lunghezza del capo.
—Gli occhi sono grandi semilunati nerastri.

I piedi mascellari esteriori della lunghezza del corpo sono composti di quattro lunghi articoli

de' quali il basilare 6 allargato all' apice.
—I piedi-mani sono cortissimi, gli altri quattro sono

sottili, termiuati da una picciola ungliia acutissima, e le ultime due paja hanno alia base una

squama ovale.—La squama intermedia ovale-oblunga sostiene da ogni lato tre stili bifidi

decrescent! in grandezza dalla base all' apice di essa.

" Trovasi in suUe spiagge di Messina balzato dalle onde in marzo.
"
Diflerisce dalF Orio Ornitliirarnplius (Cocco) per avere il corpo piii picciolo, alquanto compresso,

di color constantemente roseo, il capo assai sottilmente allungato, gli occhi grandi, semilunati,

e li stili della coda proporzionatamente piii grandi."

In the above account Oxyahingus is apparently a misprint for Oxyrhingus, see note on Cocco,

1832. Oxyrhingus itself, we may suppose, is a malformation for oxyrrhynchus. The genera

and species mentioned in this paper belong to the Hyperina, to be discussed in the later

portion of this Eeport. The Orio oxyrhingus clearly belongs to the OxycephalidEe.

1834. DeWHURST.

The natural history of the order Cetacea and the oceanic inhabitants of the

Arctic reofions. 1834.

Liitken, 1873, quotes a passage from page 199 of this work alluding to Onisciis eeti, L., the Cyamiis

mysticeti, Liitken, parasitic on Balxna mysticetus, being no doubt intended. From page

' Footnote.
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259 he quotes the observation that "
tlie narwal is liable to the annoyance of a similar but

smaller animal," but remarks that Dewhurst must certainly be wrong in the opinion which

he expresses on the same page 259, that all species of whales are tormented by whale-

lice.

1834. Milne-Edwards, Henri.

Histoire naturelle des Crustac^s, comprenant ranatomie, la physiologie ct la

classification de ces animaux. Tome premier. Ouvrage accompagn^ de planches.

Paris, 1834.

The Introduction, pages i.-xxxv. is chiefly occupied with an interesting sketch of the literature

of Carcinology down to the date of the work then in hand. The First Part, pages 1-200,
in the first chapter, discusses the position of Crustacea in the animal kingdom, the character

and various adaptations of the Crustacean integument, and its exuviation
;
in the second

chapter, nutrition, respiration, circulation, and secretions ;
in the third chapter, the organs

of sense, the nervous system and the muscles
;
in the fourth, the apparatus of reproduction

and the process of development. In the Second Part, the first chapter, pages 201-236,
describes the different systems and methods employed up to that date in the classification

of Crustacea, concluding with that preferred by Milne-Edwards himself.

Milne-Edwards considers the normal number of segments of the Crustacean body to be twenty-

one, the same segment never carrying more than one pair of limbs. Each segment he

composes theoretically of two arcs, an upper one constructed out of two tergal pieces with

an epimere or side-plate on either side, and a lower one constructed of two sternal pieces

with an episternum on either side. He says that M. Audouin has arrived at this general

principle,
"
que ce n'est que de Vaccroisseinent semhlahle ou dissemhlahle. des segmens, de la

reunion ou de la division des pieces qui les composent, du maximum de developpem,ent des uns,

de I'etat rudimen.taire des autres, que dependent toutes les differences qui se remarquent dans

la serie des animaux articulcs." After discussing the number of distinct segments in various

groups of Edriophthalma, he concludes by saying, p. 22,
" Enfin nous ajouterons que dans

certaines espfeces d'Amphipodes les deux moiti^s lat(5rales du septifeme anneau abdominal

ne se r6unissent pas sur la ligne m6diane comme dans les autres segmens du corps, et qu'il

prends alors la forme de deux petites lames cornees ou de deux appendices styliformes,

disposition trfes-curieuse en ce qu'elle offre un exemple frappant de la division d'un anneau

en deux moiti^s sym6triques et laterales," with the following note,
" Cela se voit dans la

Crevette d'Othon E., la Crevette locuste L, etc.; mais, dans la plupart des Amphipodes, ces

rudimens desseptiemes segmens abdominaux manquent complotement. {Voy. PL 1, fig. 5.),"

as though he thought that the presence of a telson in the Amphipoda was the exception,

whereas in the limits of this order which he accepted there is no instance of its absence

which can be regarded as certain.

The appendages when fully developed, he says, present three distinct parts ;
the main portion,

la tige, the stem which carries the other two and is almost always composed of several

joints placed end to end
;
the second, or palp, is an appendage of the stem, on the outer

side of which it almost always takes its origin, generally from the basal joint, but sometimes

at the extremity of the second or third joint ; the thii'd portion, le fouet or flagellum, also

arises from the stem, separating from it always above and on the outer side of the palp,

p. 45.
" In the natural group of the Amphipoda, the thoracic limbs almost always present

in the females the maximum of composition above-mentioned ;
the stem serves for locomo-

tion ; the flageUum becomes membranous and serves for respiration j lastly, the palp takes

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 20
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ike form of the flagellum of the maxillipeds of the crabs, and serves to retain the eggs in

the thorax of the mother," p. 49.

The Crustacean mouth-opening is described, p. 61, as bounded in front by a small horny or bony

plate called the labrum or upper lip, and behind by a plate, generally bifid, called the

tongue, laiiguette, but which "
might better be called the lower lip." The sides of the mouth

are occupied by the mandibles,
" which often carry an articulated appendage, that has been

called the mandibular palp, but which appears to be the continuation of the stem of the

limb, and not the analogue of the part above-called the palp." After treating of the

maxillfe and maxillipeds, he comes to the Oanal digestif, which runs from the mouth to the

anus, which is always in the terminal segment. This canal is composed of three parts, the

oesophagus, stomach and intestine. In the Edriopthalma he observes that the stomach is

constructed on essentially the same lines as in the Podophthalma. He notes, p. 72, that in

Orchestia " there exist in the anterior part of the stomach, near its oesophageal opening,

two little ciliated teeth." These are the structures for which in this Report the expression

triturating organs has been adopted. On page 80 he remarks that "in the Amphipoda
and Lsemodipoda it is the llageUa {les fouets) of the thoracic limbs that appear specially

_ I assigned to the exercise of the respiratory functions
;
these organs, from eight to twelve in

number, take the form of large membranous vesicles suspended below the thorax between

the ambulatory feet, and a current of water set in motion by the natatory feet of the

abdomen continually bathes them."

In describing the antennse of Crustacea, p. Ill, he says that the tige or stem is composed in

general of a stouter part called the peduncle, with on«, two, or three joints, and a more or

less elongate terminal portion, many-jointed, which he calls
"

tige ferminale." The "
palp

"

takes the form either of a second terminal multiarticulate lash, fixed at the extremity of the

peduncle, or of a large horny plate inserted at the base of the antenna, whUe the remaining

accessory portion, when present, also constitutes a terminal lash {iin filet terminal).

He notices, p. 113, that the Crustacea known under "le nom de Talitres ou de Puces de mer "

must have the sense of smell, as they gather round decaying food after it has been buried.

On p. 116 he gives the following account of the eyes as examined in "
Amjjhitoe Prevostii"

and a few other Edriophthalma; "chez ces animaux on trouve d'abord pour chaque ceil

compost une cornea Usse sans division; mais imm^diatement derrifere cette lame t^gumentaire

il existe une secoude tunique, de meme nature et egalement transparente, qui y adhfere

intimement, et qui est divisde en une multitude de facettes hexagonales ; derriere chacune

de ces facettes ou corn^ules est situ6, comme d'ordinaire, un cristallin dont la face anterieure

est convexe et dont la face posterieure, qui se prolonge en nn cone a sommet obtus, est

contigue a un petit cylindre gelatineux, avec lequel le filet correspondant du nerf ojjtique se

confond." On p. 121 he says that in Gyarims there are two smooth eyes and two compound
facetted eyes, as to which see Note on Savigny, 1816. He repeats the account of the nerve-

system of Talitrus from a paper by Audouin and himself road in 1828, and at page 147 he

says that, combining Eathke's observations with theirs,
" on peut conclnre que le systeme

nerveux des Crustaces se compose toujours de noyaux medullaires dont le nombre nonnal est

egal a celui des membres, et que toutes les modifications qu'on y rencontre, soit a diveises

epoques de I'incuhation, soit dans differentes esphces de la serie, dependent principalement des

rapproehemens plus ou mains complets de ces noyaux, agglomeration qui s'opih'e des cotes vers

la ligne mediane, en meme temps que dans la direction longitudinale ; mais peuvent tenir

aussi en partie a un arret de developipement dans im certain nombre de ces noyaux."

In the chapter on development it is remarked, page 199, that among the Edriophthalma the head

is much larger [proportionally] in the young than in the adults, that the abdomen often

shows analogous differences, and that when in the adult one of the pairs of feet exhibits

some peculiarity of structure, the anomaly is either not found, or is little apparent, in the
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young. It should be remembered that througliout this portion of the work the Crustacea

in general are dealt with, and that therefore, when the Edriophthalma are not being described

in especial, many of the observations made are calculated to throw light upon their

structure.

In the chapter on classification, after noticing earlier systems, Milne-Edwards explains his own.

He prefers the zoological method which is not daunted by great differences of structure

from grouping animals of high organization with others in which it may be far less complex,

yet of the same general type and recalling
"
les 6tats transitoires par lesquels les etres les

plus parfaits de la serie out pass6 pendant la duree de leur vie embryonnaire." He gives
the definition of the class as follows :

—
"
Crustac^s. Animaux ayant le corps divise en anneaux, en general tres-distincts, mobiles et d'une

consistance assez grande (comes ou calcaires), sans squelette interieurproprement dit, etportant
une double serie de membres, presque toujours bien distinctement articules, et constituant des

antennes, des mdcJwires, etc., et des pates dont le iionihre est, le plus ordinal rement, de cinq

ou de sept paires ; le systkme nervetix, en general bien distinct, ganglionnaire et longitudinal ;

la respiration en general aquatique, et se faisant toujours d I'aide de branchies ou de la peau ;

la circulation, en general bien distincte; presque toujours un crmir aortique et des vaisseaux

sanguins pr'opres ; les sexes separes." p. 231.

He makes three subclasses, namely the Crustac6s maxill^s, Crustac6s suceurs, and Crustac^s

xyphosuriens. The first of these he subdivides into various legions, the first of which, les

Podophthalmiens, contains two orders, the Decapods and Stomapods, while the second, les

Edriophthalmes, contains three orders, the Amphipods, Isopods, and Laemipods.
It is in treating of the Decapods, p. 243, that he mentions the designations which he says are

often applied to the six joints into which the ambulatory foot is commonly divided. These

terms are 1. hanche, 2. trochanter, 3. cuisse or bras, 4:. jambe ov carpe, 5. metatarse, 6.

tarse or doigis. The last two of these sometimes, "disposes en mani^re de pince," form a

hand (main).

The Atlas, plate xi. fig. 1, repeats the diagram of the nervous system of Talitrus given in the

earlier work.

1834. EOUSSEL DE VaUZ^IME, AUGUSTUS.

Memoiee S'U7' le Cyamus ceti (Latr.) de la classe des Crustaces. Annales

des Sciences Naturelles. Kddigees pour la Zoologie par MM. Audouin et Milne-

Edwards. Seconde Serie. Tome premier.
—

Zoologie. Paris, 1834. pj). 239-255.

257-265. Pis. 8. 9. Fig. 19.

The author explains that he was able to study the.se parasites from a great number of whales

harpooned under his own eyes in the Atlantic, in the neighbourhood of Tristan da Cunha,
and off the Falkland Islands. He distinguishes three species, which he thinks had been

hitherto confounded by authors under the same name. Liitken points out that all the three

species are distinct from the northern Cyamus mysticeti, with which Eoussel de Vauzeme

supposes his Cyamus ovalis to be identical. Of this species the anatomy is very fully

described. The mistakes of Savigny and Treviranus are pointed out. Among other details

of his own investigations, he says, "Des perquisitions inutiles pour trouver les glandcs

salivaires, m'ont fait remarquer souvent dans les tuniques deTestomae des matiferes blanches,

friables, de forme vari^e, dont je n'ai pu determiner la nature, k moins qu'elles ne soient

analogues aux pifeces calcaires qu'on presume servir a la reparation du test chez les crustac6s."

He remarks that there is
"
parmi les viscferes une membrane diaphane, parsem^e de points
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noirs en relief, interposle entre le vaisseau dorsal at le tube digestif." He notices the

different authors who have written about Cyamus, and the various names and systematic

positions which have been assigned to it. He himself considers that it comes nearest to the

Isopoda, though it ought not to be united with them. He objects to the term Lasmodipoda,

because the anterior feet are affixed to a special segment, not to the head or neck, as that

epithet would imply. After a definition of the genus Cyamtis, he defines his three species ;

L Cyamus ovalis, of which he says, "cette espfece vit agglomer^e sur les Eminences cornees

de la tete des Baleines franches (Balxna mysticetus)," herein, Liitken says, going astray ;

3. Cyamus erraticus, of which he says,
"

il vit errant, on le trouve sur la peau lisse, k la

base des tubercules corn^s, sur les nageoires, principalement aux aisselles et dans les plis

des parties gi^nitales et anales;" 3. Cyamus gracilis, of which he remarks, "il demeure avec

les Cyames ovales sur les protuberances de la tete." In a chapter on their
" manners and

customs," he speaks of the prodigious quantity of the Cyamus ovalis and Cyamus gracilis

which can be seen a good way off at sea whitening the head of a whale, when it comes up

to breathe. He had reason to think that they must cause the whale no little irritation with

their sharp claws. Some care is needed in their capture, since these claws penetrate the

human finger like a needle, causing a sharp pain. Cutting the branchiaj did not seem to

affect these animals, but when their large antennae were cut, they would sway uneasily

about, as if they were drunk. He never found any in the stomach of the Albatrosses or

other sea-birds, which are sometimes supposed to help the whales to get rid of the parasites,

but he believed that the winter storms might be highly useful in this respect. He decisively

rejects the suggestion of MM. Audouin and Milne-Edwards that the Cyamus gracilis might

only be the young of the other species.

1835. Gervais.

Note sur deux espdces de Crevettes qui vivent aux environs de Paris. Annales

des Sciences naturelles. Seconde Serie. Tome quatrieme.
—

Zoologie. Paris, 1835.

pp. 127-128.

The Crevettes d'eau-douce, he says, have been confounded under the names Gammarus pulex,

aquaticus or jiuviatilis, as forming but a single species, whereas they really form two species,

differing not only by zoological characters, but also by their habits. "Jamais elles ne

s'accouplent ensemble, et I'une a sur le dessus des anneaux de I'abdomen des Opines que

I'autre ne pr^sente pas." Eoesel and Geoffroy have described and figured the one, Desmarest

and Zenker have figured the other. The former he proposes to call Gammarus Roeselii,

because tlie names fluviatilis and aquaticus are inappropriate, since there is another river

Gammarus, and all the Gammari are aquatic. His definitions are " Gammaeus pdlex, Fabr.

Oculis reniformihus, antennis subsequalibus ; lingulo quoque ahdomis [cingulo quoque

abdominis] leevi, id est non spinigero," and " Gammarus roeselii Nobis. Oculis aa antennis

gammari pulicis, sed abdominis cingulo quoque aadeato, id est supernh et postice unispinigero.

Astacus fluviatilis Eoesel. Insecten belistegungen III pi. 52. Crevette des ruisseaux Geofifroy.

Hist, des Insectes pi. 21. fig. 6." I do not for my o\vn part consider Gervais justified by

the reason he gives in altering Eosel's name. What he states as to the two species never

mating is guarded in a note by the remark that such a thing might happen, without

disproving the distinctness of the species.

Gervais concludes as follows :
—" On trouve aussi dans les environs de Paris, mais seulement dans

I'eau de puits, une troisifeme sorte de Crevette, remarquable par la petitesse de sa taille, qui ne

depasse pas en effet trois ou quatre millimetres. Cette Crevette, que nous consid&'ons

comme une simple vari6te de sejour est constamment 6tiol6e, et ses yeux, au lieu d'etre
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noirs, comme chez les pr6cMentes, sont tout-i-fait sans pigmentum et non apparens. Nous

la nommerons Gammarus pulex mimdus, parce que c'est en effet a I'espfece sans epines qu'elle

appartient." As to this see note on Koch, 1835.

1835. GUERIN-M^NEVILLE.

Expedition scientifique de Moree. Atlas, 1831-1835. Paris, 1835.

On page 3, in the description of PI. XXVII.
,
what relates to the Amphipoda is thus given :

—
"
Fig. 4. Talitrus 2)latiehelis, Guerin

; voy. p. 44. Grossi
;
a dernier segm. de I'abdom. plus

grossi ;
h mandibule tres-grossie ;

c une patte de la seconde paire trfes-grossie ;
d patte

ant^rieure du Thalitrics locusta grossie ;
e celle du Thalitrus Cloqueiii egalement grossie.—

Fig. 5. Gammarus 2^eloponnesiaciis, Guerin voy. p. 45. Grossi
;
a partie d'une antenne

externe trfes-grossie." On Fl. XXVII. itself, vrhich has the inscription
" E. Guerin

pinx'," there is no figure 4. d. Figures 4. e. and 4. f. represent not single feet but the

whole anterior portion, head, antennae, gnathopods, etc., of two Orchestidae, the former

copied from Desmarest's copy of Montagu's Gammarus saltator, the latter from Savigny's

figure of Talitrus cloquetii (Audouin). In figure 5, the two last peraeopods are represented

without side-plates, and attached to the fifth and sixth peraeon-segments, while the

pleopods are attached respectively to the seventh perason- and the first and second pleon-

segments. The telson appears to spring from the fourth pleon-segment.

1835. Johnston, George.

Illustrations in British Zoology. The Magazine of Natural History. London,

vol. viii. 1835. London, 1835. pp. 668-675.

Under " Class Crdstacea. Subclass C. mandibulata," Johnston gives a definition, first of the

"
Legion Edriophthalma," then of the " Order L/EMODIPODA Latreille, in Cuv. E6g. Anim.,

iv. 126," which he divides into

"
(1.) Branchial lamellae 2 pairs, attached to the second and third segments, which are

apodal ....... Capr^lla.
"

(2.) Branchial lamellae 3 pairs, attached to the base of the second, third, and fourth

pairs of legs, which are all monodactyle . . . Pe6to."

To Caprella he assigns "1. C. Phasma;" "2. C. acanthi/era," with "?var.," Leach's Cap.

linearis, "in Edin. Encycl., vii. 404," and a reference to Fleming's opinion that it is probably

only "a variety of C. Phasma;" "3. C. Pe7inantii;" "4. C. linearis."

To Proto he assigns two varieties of Proto pedatus, which he figures and describes. After the

fuller description of the species he distinguishes
"

Variety 1.—Hands oval with a single denticle at the base : head rounded in front : branchial

lamellae larger and elliptical. Ohs. To this variety the figures of Miiller and Montagu

belong.
"

Variety 2.—Anterior hands triangular, somewhat lobed at the base
;
the wrist deeply sinuate

;

posterior hands oval, with two teeth at the base, and serridate on the inner aspect : head

very obtuse in front : branchial lamellae smaller and cylindrical. Ohs. All the specimens I

have seen belong to this variety."

"Latreille (Cuvier, Efegne Animal, tom. iv. p. 127) and Desmarest assert that the figures of

MiiUer and Montagu refer to distinct animals, which do not even pertain to the same genus.

There is some error in this
;

for the figures are in reality more closely alike than could have
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been anticipated, when it is reraembered that they are both original, and taken by different

draughtsmen ;
and they unquestionably represent the same species."

Mayer decides, in regard to the species here given by Johnston, that his CapreUa phasma and

Caprella acantldfera are alike ProteUa phasma, Montagu, his CapreUa pennantii is

CapreUa aeutifrons, Latreille, his Caprella linearis is rightly named, while his two varieties

of Protu pedafus both belong to Proto ventricosa, 0. F. M., the hands in variety 2. having

become wrinkled after death. Johnston's figure of this variety, it may be observed, shows

the marsupial plates of a female specimen.

1835- Koch, Carl Ludwig, died 1857 (Hagen).
184L

\ o /

1847. Deutsclilands Crustaceen, Myiiapoden u. Aracliniden. Ein Beitrag zur

deutsclaen Fauna. Herausgeg. von Herricli-Scliaffer. Eegensburg 1835-1841.

Heft 36.

Zusammenstellung der in Koch's " Deutschlands Crustaceen, Myriapoden und

Arachniden," daneben so in
" Deutschlands Insecten von Dr Panzer und Herrich-

SchafFer," vorkommenden Crustaceen, 1847.

Of these works I have only seen portions, and therefore quote the titles and dates as given in

Boeck's list. Apparently with a special view to the confusion of Bibliographers, Koch's

work was issued in loose leaves. For each species there is a separate plate measuring about

five inches in breadth by four in depth, and a separate leaf of description, six and a quarter

inches broad by four in depth. A series of these in a loose paper cover forms a Heft. On
the outside of this cover is the table of contents and the date. The date of the 16 2d Heft

is "Den 1. Oktober 1838." The number of the Heft is repeated on each leaf, and the

synonymy invariably gives a reference to "Koch Dtschl. Crust. Myr. u. Arachn.", with a

different numbering; thus in Heft 138, the references are to h. 5
;
in 162, to h. 22

;
in 180

to h. 34; in 186 to h. 36. Mr. G. K. Fortescue of the British Museum tells me, on the

authority of Hinrichs, that Heft 36 was published in 1841. Hagen, Bibl. Eut. ii. 27,

states that Georg Wolfgang Franz Panzer (born 1755, died 1829), began his "Faunas

Insectorum Germania; initia" in 1793; that Heft 109, the last by Panzer, appeared before

1813
;
that after a long interval Heft 110 was published by Maler Geyer at Augsburg, and

that the continuation was by GttH. Aug. Wilh. Herrich-Schaeifer (born 1799), the title of

his work being
" Die Fortsetzung von Panzer Faunas insectorum Germaniae initia Eegens-

burg, (Manz), 1829-1844. 8. Heft. 111-190. a 24 tab. col."

Mr. Edward Saunders, the weU-known entomologist, informs me that Engelmann, Bibl. Hist.

Nat. 1846, quotes the titles thus :
—

"
Koch, C. L. Deutschlands Crustaceen, Myriapoden, u. Arachniden. Ein Beitrag zur deutschen

Fauna, Herausgeg, von (G. A. W.) Herrich Schaffer. 1-40 Heft (Jedes mit 24 lith. u.

iUum. Abbildgn. u. a 24 Bll. Text) qu. 16. Eegensburg, 1835-1841 (Manz)."

"Panzer, G. W. F. dan. Fortsetz. von G. A. W. Herrich Schafi'er. 111-190. Hft. Jedes mit

24 ilium. Kpfrn (u. zusamm. 1592 Bl. Text) 16. Eegensburg, 1829-1844 (Manz)."
From the latter work Mr. Saunders sends me the following synonymy :

—
" Gammarus fossarum Koch

Panz. Faun. Germ. (H. Schff.) 138. 1.

Koch. Deutsch. Crust. Myr. u. Arach. 5. 1.

" Gammarus puteanus Koch

Panz. Faun. Germ. (H. Schff.) 138. 2.

Koch. Deutsch. Crust. Myr. u. Arach. 5. 2.
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" Gammarus Pulex. Fab.

Panz. Faun. Germ. (H. Schflf.) 18G. 21.

Koch. Deutsch. Crust. Myr. u. Arach. 36. 21.

" Gammarus puteanus Koch

Panz. Faun. Germ. (H. Schff.) 186. 22.

Koch. Deutsch. Crust. Myr. u. Arach. 36. 22."

The following descriptions are quoted from the former work. There can he little douht that

the same plates have heen used for both works, although, as Mr. Saunders observes,

Engelmann applies the term "lith." to those in Koch, and "Kupfrn" to those in Herrich-

Schaffer's continuation of Panzer. The two works would seem to be practically identical.

It seems convenient to bring Koch's four descriptions together, but it must be remembered

that in all probability the two numbered respectively 138.1, and 138.2, belong to 1835,

while the numbers 186.21, and 186.22, belong to 1841.
" 138. 1. Gammarus fossarum Koch.

"G. testaceus, vitta utrinque laterali fusca, testis caudse inermibus.
"
Squilla Pulex Degeer Abb. VII. p. 193. t. 33. f. 1. 2.

"Frisch. ins. 7. t. 13.

"Koch Dtschl. Crust. Myr. u. Arachn. h. 5. n. 1.

" Etwas schlanker und kleiner als Gamm. pulex ;
die Schwanzringe oben unbewaffnet, und ohne

vorstehende stachelartige Spitzen. Das vorletzte Glied der vier Vorderbeine etwas schmal

eiformig.
" Braunlich gelb, mit einem dunkelbraunen, bis fast zur Schwanzspitze ziehenden, zuweilen

schwacher oder starker ausgedruckten Seitenstreif, und mit rothen Eandstreifchen an den

Hiiften und an den Seiten der drei vordern Schwanzringe ;
zuweilen auch ein solches

Fleckchen der Lange naoh an den Seiten der zwei Endringe.
" Das dunkeler gefarbte Weibchen hat kiirzere Schwanzspitzen ;

auch scheint der Eiersack an

den vier vordern Seitenschilden schwarzlich durch.
'' In Graben mit fliessendem Wasser. Bei Eegcnsburg in dem Konigswieser Graben und in dem

kleinen Bach bei der Weichselmiihle in grosser Anzahl."
" 138. 2. Gammaeus puteanus Koch.
" G. diaphano-albus, lateribus subochraceis, testis eaudse inermibus

;
articulo penultimo pedum 4

anteriorum quadrato.
" Koch Dtschl. Crust. Myr. u. Arachn. h. 5. n. 2.

" Die Gestalt von Gamm. pulex, aber von diesem durch die fehlenden stachelartigen Spitzen auf

den Schwanzringen leicht zu unterscheiden. Von Gamm. foss. unterscheidet ihn das vorletzte

Glied der vier Vorderbeine
; dieses ist sehr gross, breiter als lang, fast quadratfdrmig,

blattartig breitgedriickt.
"
Korper, Fiihler, Taster, Beine und Schwanzspitzen etwas glas-artig weiss; in den Seiten bis zum

letzten Schwanzringe mit ochergelbem Anstrich, und mit einem violettbraunen Streif in den

Seiten der Leibringe. Die Augen sind gelb.
" In Schopf- und Ziehbrunnen. Bei Eegensburg nicht seiten."

"186. 21. Gammarus Pulex.
" G. csesius, dorso fusco testaceus, segmentis posterioribus postice medio in dentem acutum

productis.

"Koch Dtschl Crust Myr. u. Arachn. h. 36. n. 21.

"Fabr. syst. ent. II. p. 516. n. 7.

" Latr. gen. crust, et ins. I. p. 58. n. 1.

" Cancer Pulex Linn. syst. nat. I. II. p. 1055. n. 81.

"Roes. III. p. 351. t. 62. f. 1-7.

"Grosser als Gamm. fossarum, 6 bis 7 Linien lang, von derselben Gestalt, docli an den scharfen
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zahnartigen Spitzen des achten, neunten und zelinten Korperringes leicht zu erkennen, es

ist nemlich der Hinterrand dLeser Einge in ein scharfes stachelartiges Zahnchen

verliingert.
" Durchaus graubriiunlich, platzweise gelblicli durchscheiuend, daher mit olivengriinliclien

Anstriche
;
in den Seiten ein von innen durclischeinender Langstreif braun oder rotlilicb,

auf dem Eiicken vor der Spitze des 8, 9 und lOten Ringes ein scharlachrothes Fleckcben,

dergleichen rothe Querfleckchen in den Seiten der Ringe und kleinere an den Hiiften der

Beine.
" In grossen Wassergraben, aucli in Weihern, gewohnlicb in grosser Anzahl."

"186. 22. Gammarus puteanus.
" Koch Dtscbl. Crust. Myr. u. Aracbn. li. 36. n. 22.

"In den Brunnen der Stadt Zweibrucken fand ich diese Species ziemlicb hauiig, ganz mit der im

138sten Hefte abgebildeten iibereinstimmend, alle aber waren durchsichtig weiss, und

nur der Darmgang ein wenig auf's Briiunliche ziebend
; das vorletzte Glied der vier

Vorderbeine sohien weniger breit zu seyn. Wahrscheinlich ist das Abbleichen der Farbe

zufiillig und vielleicht Folge des Wassers, worin sie leben."

Boeck, who spells Koch's name as Keck, gives the following accounts of his works
;
—" Kock

omtaler i 1844 i Deutschl. Crust. Myriapod. und Arach., H. XXXVI. Gammarus

putaneus, som nu henfores til Sla;gten Niphargus." Here the date 1844 is inconsistent

with that which he gives with the title. The specific name is also misprinted. The

second account says;
—"Kock sammenstiller i 1847 i

' Deutschlands Crustaceen, Myria-

poden und Arachniden
'

de der fundue Amphipoder, nemlig : Gammarus fossarum, G.

pidex, G. puteanus og desuden de nye Arter G. medius og G. pilicornis, hvilke han

afbilder paa PI. VII. Fig. 92-93." I regret that I have not been able to find out anything

further about these last two species, or about the plate on which they are supposed to be

figured, or indeed about the work in which they are reported to occur.

Leydig, 1878, points out that as the account of Gammarus pulex viinuius by Gerrais appeared

in the same year (1835) with Koch's account of Gammams puteanus, the honour of having
first made known the well-shrimp must belong to Gervais and Koch in common. Koch's

Gammarus fossarum is identified by Bate and Westvvood with Gammarus ptilex, Linn.; his

Gammarus pulex appears to be Rbsel's tooth-backed species, Gammarics fluviatilis.

1835. Milne-Edwards, H.

Observations sur les changemens deforme que divers Criistaces eproiivent dans

le jeune age. (Lues a rAcademie des Sciences, le 27 mai 1833). Annales des

sciences naturelles. Seconde Serie. Tome troisieme.—Zoologie. Paris, 1835.

pp. 321-334.

After discussing the subject in regard to the Isopoda, from Ci/mothoa and Anilocra Milne-

Edwards passes on to make the following remarks on the Amphiisoda :
—" Les Cyames ou

poux de haleines pr^sentent aussi des diflf^rences considerables dans la forme de leur tronc

et de leurs membres, suivant I'dge auquel on les examine, et ces diff"erences rentrent encore

dans la meme categorie que celles dont les Cymothoes nous ont fourni les premiers

exemples.
" En effet, ce qui contribue le plus k donner aux Cyames adultes I'aspect si particulier qui les

distingue, et les eloigner du type normal des Lfemipodes, est I'aplatissement et la largueur

considerable des segmens de leur thorax, la forme bizarre de leurs pattes et le grand
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developpement des vesicules fixees k la base des rudimeiis des membres thoraciques de la

troisifeme et quatrifeme paires (PI. 14, fig. 13). Les jenue.s Cyames ont au contraire uiie

forme svelte et elancee. Tous les segmens de leur thorax se ressemblent parfaitement
entre eux, et repr^sentent des trongons d'un cylindre ;

leurs pattes sent grMes, cylindriques,

et parfaitement extensibles
;
enfin les vesicules respiratoires ne sent pas plus developp^es que

chez les Protons, les Chevrolles et les Ampliipodes. (Voyez pi. 14, fig. 14).
"

II en r&ulte que les Cyames, lorsqii'ils viennent de naitre, different bien moins des autres

Crustaces du meme groupe naturel que lorsqu'ils sont dej.'i parvenus k I'age adulte. [^ Ce.'i

observations ont ete faites sur de tres jeunes Cyames ovales (Rous.sel de Vauzfeme) extraits

au moment meme de la poche ovifere de leur mfere ;
les differences ne peuvent done etre

attribu^s k ce que les petits auraient appartemi a une espfece distincte comme quelques

naturalistes k qui j'ai communique mes recherclies semblent le penser].
"

J'ai eu egalement I'occasion d'examiner quelques jeunes Phronimes. Les adultes, comme on

le sait, se font remarquer par la grosseur demesur6e de leur tete, par la forme presque

conique de leur thorax, par le renflement de I'article basilaire des six premieres fausses

pattes abdominales, et surtout par le developpement considerable des pattes thoraciques de

la cinquifeme paire et par la grosse main didactyle qui termine ces membres, disposition

dont les Amphipodes n'oifrent pas un second exeniple. (Voyez pi. 14, fig. 9). Dans les

jeunes Phronimes, ces anomalies n'existent pas encore. La tete est de la grosseur ordinaire.

Le thorax est presque aussi large en avant qu'en arrifere, et se renfle par le milieu
;

I'article

basilaire des fausses pattes abdominales est grfele et cylindrique ;
enfin les pattes

thoraciques de la cinquieme paire ne sont pas plus longues que les pattes voisines, et ne

sont pas didactyles ;
on y remarque seulement un peu d'elargissement dans le penultieme

article, sur le bord inferieur duquel le doigt mobile s'infiechit comme cela a lieu pour les

pattes s\ibcheliformes de toutes les Crevettines. (Voyez pi. 14, fig. 10)."

In his own "Amphitoe de Prevost," he notes the enlargement of the hand of the second

gnathopod in the adult. In the young, the head is more voluminous than in the adult,

and the lower antenna?, instead of being twice as long as the upper, are but little longer ;

"enfin les pattes machoires exterieures sont beaucoup moins elargies."

1835. Ross, James Clark.

Owen, Sir Eichaed, born 1804 (Hagen).

Appendix to the narrative of a second voyage in search of a North-West Passage,

and of a residence in the Arctic regions during the years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832,

1833. By Sir John Ross, C.B., &c., &c. Including the Reports of Commander,
now Captain, James Clark Ross, R.N., &c., and the discovery of the Northern

Magnetic Pole. London, 1835. (Amphipoda, pp. Ixxxvi-xcii, partly by Owen.)

Gu^rin's Themisto gaudichaudii, from the Falkland Islands, is here recorded as occurring of

greater size near the west coast of the Peninsula of Boothia, but it is, Boeck says, the

Gammarm {Tliemisto) liheUula of Mandt that is intended. The Gammarun mtgax next

mentioned is referred by Boeck to Anonyx (Socarnes) vahli, Kroyer. Among other

already known species, Talitrus edvardsii, Sabine, is renamed Amphithoe edmrdsi,

being in fact Oniscxis amleatus, Lepechin, now called Rhachotropis aadeatus.

The new genus Acanthonotiis {Ovien, MS.), is thus defined:—"Antennre subae.quales, 4-articu-

latae, articulo ultimo e plurimis segmentis efiormato, articulo tertio superiorum brevissimo.

Pedes 4-antici, monodactyli, filiformes, articulo ultimo primi paris serrato. Rostrum prn-

' Footnote.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII. 1887.)
Xxx Jl
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ductum acutum, incurvatum. Oculi parvi." The type species, Acanthonotus cristatus, is

described and figured. The generic name being preoccupied, is changed by Boeck to

Aeantlwnotozoma.

The new genus Acanthosoma (Owen, MS.), is thus defined :
—Antennae inaequales, superiores

dimidio breviores, articulo ultimo e plurimis segmentis efFormato, articulis tertiis et

secundis superiorum oequalibus. Pedes 4-antici, monodactyli, filiformes, articulo ultimo

primi paris unguiculato. Rostrum productum acutum, undulatum. Oculi parvi."

This generic definition was sharply criticised by Kr0yer, who transferred the type species,

Acanthosoma hystrix, to AmpMihoe. Bruzelius made it a species of bis genus Paramphi-

tho'e. Boeck regards it as identical with. Onigcus ciispidatus, Lepechin, and as Owen'.s

generic name was preoccupied, he calls it Acantliozone cusjndata. E. J. Miers would

retain it as a distinct species, AcaiitJiozone hystrix, Owen. The Acanthozone hystrix

of Buchholz is, I think, clearly a distinct species, as ISIiers points out, and may receive the

name Acanthozone huehholzi in honour of its describer. Owen, in speaking of the rostrum

of his species, says, "this part is white, curved over the head, and directed forwards."

The description by Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 147, corrects this statement, saying,
"
Cephalon furnished with a minute rostrum. First segment of the pereion having a

large central dorsal tooth projecting upwards and forwards on the anterior margin."

Buchholz supposes that Kr0yer, Bruzelius, and Boeck, have only had young examples to

examine, and would so account for the diiJerences between their specimens and his, hut

Owen says expressly
" Plate B, fig. 4, represents a large-sized specimen of the Acantho-

soma Hystrix," so that to him, at least, Buchholz's argument will not apply.

1829-Guerin-Meneville, F. E.
1844.

Iconographie du Regue Animal de G. Cuvier, ou representation d'apres nature

de Tune des especes les plus remarquables et souvent nou encore figurees, de cliaque

genre d'animaux. Avec un texte descriptif mis au courant de la science. Ouvrage

pouvant servir d'Atlas a tons les traites de zoologie. Par M. F. E. Guerin-

Meneville. Tome II. Planches des Animaux invertebres. Tome III. Texte

explicatif. A Paris, 1829-1844.

[This work was published in licraisons between 1829 and 1844. The Plates containing

Amphipoda probably all belong to the early part of 1836. An advertisement in the

"
Quarante-cinqui6me livraison. Crustac(5s. PI. 35.," says, "La 46'= et dernifere livraison se

composera du Texte descriptif de ITconographie et paraitra fin mars 1838," but the promise

was not, it appears, fulfilled till the end of 1843. The specific names, however, being given

on the Plates, will carry the date 1836.]

In the third order of Crustacea, les Amphipodes "genre CEEVETTE (Gammaeus. Fab.)"

stands alone, with various sub-genera. In the description of PI. 25, fig. 4 is referred to

Phronima atlantica, Guerin, 1836. Branchial vesicles are shown as attached to the third,

fourth and fifth perreopods. The observation foUows,
" Nous avons une autre espece, prise

dans rOcean qui baigne les cotes de TAmerique, assez loin de 1'embouchure de la Plata.

File ressemble k la precedente, mais la main de la cinquifeme paire de pattes est beaucoup

plus longue et plus grele, pen renflee vers I'extremite, avec la gritt'e simple, mais fortement

lenflee au milieu et une forte dent au cote interne de la pointe opposie de cette griffe.

Cette troisieme espece a, comme on le voit, beaucoup de ressemblance avec la Phr.

yedentaria, mais elle s'en distingue facilement par Tabsence dc dent au milieu interne du

doigt mobile. Nous lui avons donne le nom de Phronima solitaria."
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Fig. 5. is referred to "
Hijperia Lcdreillii. Edw.", with tlio note that Straus described it under

the generic name of Hidla (Mum. du Mus., t. xviii. pi. iv.).

Fig. 6. Hyperia pedeatris, Guer., is thus described,
" Tres-distincte par la longueur de ses pattes

et de son corps. Antennes inferieures un peu moins longues que les superieures : ceUes-ci,

moras longues que la tete. Pattes de longueurs tres-inegales, greles avec le premier article

ou la hanche aussi mince que les articles suivants.—Hab. les cotes du Chili."

Fig. 7. is of " Themisto Gaudichaudii Guer.", the mandible of which is drawn with a four-jointed

palp. Guerin adds a " Nota. M. Kroyer (Greenland araphipoder, p. 63, etc.,) a fat

connaitre deux autres espfeces de ce genre curieux."

On PI. 26, fig. 3 represents "Orchestia FischerLi, Edw." Fig. 4 is described by the words
" Mandibules de VOrchestia gamarella." The figure is very like Savigny's figure of the

mandible of Orchestia montagui, and, like that, shows a rudimentary three-jointed palp.

Fig. 5. is of Talitrus platychehs, Guer.; Fig. 6. of "
Atylus carinatus. Leach."; Fig. 7. of

" Gammarus locusta. Latr.," with the " Nota. Voir la description de plusieurs Gammarus

d'Angleterre par M. Johnston (Zool. Journ., 1827, t. iii. p. 175)." Fig. 8 represents
" Leucothoe fuHna, Savigny."; Fig. 9.

"
Ampldtoe filosa. Savigny."

On PI. 27, fig. 1 represents
"
CoivjMum longicorne. Fab. Latr, (male)"; Fig. 2, "Corophium

lomjicorne, F. (femelle)."; Fig. 3.
" Jassa pelagica. Leach."; Fig. 4.

"
Cerapus tuhularis.

Say."; Fig. 5,
"
Pferijgncera arenaria. Latr. Hab. les mers d'Europe (copie de Slabber)."

Fig. 8.
"

Tup)liis ferns. Edw."
; Fig. 9. "Le meme, jeune."

Figures 1 and 2 PI. 26, are of " lom tharacica, Montagu," male and female.

Figures 6, 7, and 10 on PI. 27, represent respectively
"
Apseitdes tal2Ja. Leach."

^' Anceus forficularw. Risso.";
" Praniza macidafa. Westw."

In the fourth order, Les La-modipodes, "Genre CYAME (Cyamus. Latr. )" stands alone with

three subgenera. On PI. 28, fig. 1 represents
"
Caprella iuherndafa. Guer.", "Hab. I'ile

de France."; the explanation of the figiu'e being followed by the " Nota. Cette espece
est voisiue des Caprella aeuminifera et scaura; mais elle est bien distincte par sa tete

courte, cornue, par ses antennes superieures tres-peu plus longues que les inferieures, et par
les segments de son corps portant chacun un assez grand nombre de tubercules." Fig. la.

" Sa queue vue eu dessous," shows a pleon very clearly triarticulate, the terminal joint

bearing a pair of wart-like limbs. These figures evidently represent the male sex, and

are very different from the figure of '^Capjrella tuhercidata, $ ," in Bate and Westwood,

ii, 68, although to some extent resembling the figure they give for the female of that species,

but still more resembling, except in regard to the frontal horn, the figure on page 63, which

they name
"
Caprella lu/strix," Kroyer. Fig. 2 is named "

Caprella lobata. Latr. (C. linearis ?

Lin. Edw.), with the "Nota. M. Templeton (Trans. Ent. soc, vol. 1, p. 191) a decrit et

figure plusieurs especes de ce genre provenant de I'iie Maurice." Fig. 3. is named "
Lepitoiiiera

pedata, Mull."; Fig. 4. is of "
Cijamus ovalis. Eoussel de Vauzfeme." Numerous details are

given, with the acknowledgment, "(figures empruntees au travail de M. Eoussel de

Vauzeme)
"

It would save some trouble if authors of systematic or general works on

a subject would always acknowledge the sources from which their figures are borrowed.

Fig. 5. is thus described:—Cyamus Delphinii, Guer. 5a. Le meme vu en dessous.

5h. Appendice respiratoire et lame ovigere de la femelle.—Hab. Trouve sur les parties

genitales d'un Dauphin, sur les cotes des Antilles.
" Nota. Cette espece est bien distincte de celles qiie M. Edwards mentionne, tant par ses formes

que par son habitat. Elle est en ovale allonge ;
ses segments thoraciques se touchent sur

presque toute leiir etendue, a I'exception des derniers qui sont un peu separes sur les c6t6s.

La grosse pince des secondes pattes porte au cote interne une fort dent saUlante. Les filets

branchiaux sont trfes-courts, inegaux et beaucoup moins longs que les pattes. Les premieres
articulations des pattes posterieures sont fortement dentees et de formes tres-diyerses."
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1836. GUERIN, F. E.

Description de quelques genres nouveaux cle Crustaces apparteuant a la faniille

des Hyperines. Magasin de Zoologie VI. 1836. Classe VII. PI. 17, 18. 10 page.'*,

(avril 1836). Classe VII. PL 19. 2 pages. (Mars 1836.)

After briefly reviewing the classification of the Hyperina in the various vporks of Latreille ami

Milne-Edwards, Gu^rin proceeds to define his new genus, Priinno, as follows:—
"
Corps along^, de quatorze segmens, nou compris la tete. Tete ovale, trfes bomhee, perpeudiculaire

et terminee en pointe. Deux antennes plus longues que la tete, subulces, composites de deux

articles, dont le premier court et le second effil6 vers le bout, et n'etant pas articule. Pieds

de la premifere paire, les plus courts de tons, k article cylindrique, depassant la tete de presque

toute sa hauteur, et terminus par un petit ongle pointu. Seconds pieds un peu plus longs,

avec le premier article large et aplati : les deuxieme et troisiime tres courts, les quatrieuje

et cinquifeme plus longs et egaux entre eux, et le cinquieme termine par un petit oiigle

pointu : troisieme et quatrifeme pieds encore plus longs, simples, k articles cylindriques ;

cinquifemes pieds de plus du double plus grands que les precedens; le premier article giand,

un peu aplati, presque aussi long que les pieds qui pr^cfedent ; le second court, arme dune

epine en arrifere
;

le troisieme ^galement court, tr^s etroit k la base, renfl6 en demi lune, et

aigu k ses extremit^s
; quatrifeme article presque aussi grand que le premier, large et aplati,

arme de fortes Opines k son cute anterieur
; cinquifeme, grele, plus long que le quatrieme,

cylindrique, et un peu courb^, termini par un ongle assez long, tres aigu et un peu courbe
;

sixi^mes pieds beaucoup plus courts, k premier article large et plat; deuxieme court, inerme;

troisieme deux fois plus long; quatrifeme aussi long que le premier, etroit et arme d'epiues

en avant
; cinquifeme aussi long que le pr^c^dent et termini par un ongle aigu; septiemes

pattes encore plus courtes
;

k premier article large et aplati, ayant les autres articles

cylindriques et greles, et la griffe du dernier renflee et arrondie, au lieu d'etre aigue comme

aux autres pattes. Trois premiers segmens de I'abdomen grands et arrondis en
arriere^

portant chacun une paire de pattes natatoires conform^es comme dans les Phronemes
; les

suivants courts, plus etroits, et donnant attache k des lames natatoires simples, larges, un

peu lobees au bout, mais n'etant point termin^es par deux petits appendices comme dans les

Phonimes.
" Comme on le voit par ces caract^res, ce genre est tres voisin des Phronimes, et doit etre place

immediatement aprfes ces Crustaces."

The type species, Primno macropa is figured. The derivation of the oddly formed specitic

name is indicated by the French name "P. d, grands 2>iedg."

The new genus Hieraronyx is next described :
—"

Corps court et ramass^ compose de treize

segmens non compris la tete. Tete ovale, tres grosse, perpeudiculaire, occupee en entier par

les yeux ; quatre antennes in^gales ;
les superieures de la longueur de la tete, caohees dans

une fossette; les infi5rieures un peu plus longues; ces quatre antennes composees d'un

support plus epais, court, et d'une tige multiarticulee. Premier et second segments du thorax

reunis, et portant les deux premieres paires de pattes ;
les deux segments qui suivent 6gaux

entre eux et plus etroits que le premier ou les deux premiers, sondes
; cinquieme segment

plus large et dilate en arriere et en bas
;

les deux derniers etroits, caches en bas par la

dilatation du cinquieme ; pieds des deux premieres paires assez courts, simples, dgaux entre

tux, k articles peu aplatis, troisiemes et quatrifemes terminus par une petite main imparfaite-

ment didactyle, ayant le doigt mobile formee du cinquieme article et de Tongle aigu qui le

termine
; cinqui^mes pieds les plus grands de tons, ayant le premier article tres large et

aplati, les deux suivants courts et transversaux
;

le quatrieme grand, epais, dente au c6t6

anterieur
;

le cinquieme de la longueur du precedent, cylindrique et termine par un ongle
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assez grand, aigu et un peu courbu
;
sixiumes pieJs plus courts, u premier article aplati, le.s

deux suivants petits, le quatrieme renfle, inernie
; pieds de la septieine pairo encore plus

courts, ayant le premier article grand, plat, et los suivants cylindriques, moins longs ensemble

que le premier, recourb(5s et caches sous celui-ci dans le repos ; les trois premiers segments
de I'abdomen grands, diminuant de grandeur, portant chacun une paire d'appendices

natatoires, semblable k ceux des autres genres de la meme famille
;

les trois segmens
suivants courts, portant cliacun une paire de lames plates, ovales, un peu echancr^es au bout

mais d'une seule piece, conime dans le genre precMent." Guerin considers that this genus
comes very near his other genus Themisto. He figures the type species Hieracomjx
ahlyreviatus, which Spence Bate gives as Anchylomera ahbreciata, regarding the genus

Hieraconyx as representing the male form of Milne-Edwards' Anrhylomera.

The new genus Pronoe is thus described :
—

Corps along^, etroit, compose de quatorze segments
en n'y comprenant pas la tete. Tete grande, occupee par les yeux, arrondie, avanc^e, ayant
le front tres bossu, creuse devant pour recevoir les antennes superieures, avec le tubercule

buccal peu saHlant. Antennes plus courtes que la tete, plates, paraissant composees de trois

articles, dont les deux premiers tres courts. Antennes inferieures inser^es pres de la bouche

greles, cylindriques, setacdes et formees de cinq articles se reployant I'un sur I'autre. Pattes

simples et monodactyles, allant en augmentant de longueur depuis les premik'es jusqu'aux

cinqui^mes; les quatre premiferes paires ayant tons leurs articles cylindriques; premier article

des trois derni^res paires large, aplati etarrondi; sixieme paire beaucoup plus courte; septieme,

composee seulement du premier article et d'un petit tubercule qui semble le rudiment des

autres. Les trois premiers segments abdominaux grands, arrondis et portant chacun une paire

d'appendices natatoires, conformes comme dans les autres genres. Les trois segments suivants

ayant des appendices ^troits, plats, alongds et termines par deux petites lames arrondies au

bout; le dernier segment court et triangulaire."

Guerin at first thought that his Pronoe was the young of Typhis, to which it comes very near^

especially in regard to the antennje, but he found that it differed markedly in regard to the

gnathopods. He figures the type species, Pronoe capito. He also figures and describes in

detail his PJironima atlantica, which Glaus considers to be the immature female form of

Phronima sedentaria, but which Streets upholds as a distinct species. He figures and

describes as a new species Oxijcepilialus oceanicus, though somewhat doubtfully separating it

from "
Oxycephalus piscatorius," Milne-Edwards, of which species Glaus decides that it is the

young male.

The new genus Pldias is thus described ;
—"

Gorps court, comprime lateralement, compose de

quatorze segments, non compris la tete
;

tete petite, en grande partie cach^e dans le premier

.segment. Yeux saillants. Antennes superiLUies grandes, ayant un p(5doncule renfle et

compose de trois articles (la tige est detruite, et il n'en reste que la base. On voit qu'il n'y

avait pas de petit filet superieur comme dans les crevettes). Antennes inferieures tres petites,

ins^rees sous les precedentes, composees de deux articles egaux et d'une courte tige multi-

articulee. Quatorze paires de pattes filiformes; simples, monodactyles; les quatre premieres

paires ^gales entre elles, plus courtes que les trois dernieres, qui sent aussi egales entre

elles. Appendices natatoires des trois premiers segments de I'abdomen de forme ordinaire
;

ceux du quatrieme un peu plus petits, mais encore semblables, c'est h, dire termines par deux

lames plus longues que la tige qui les supporte, ciliees
;
ceux du quatrifeme [cinquifeme] sont

composes d'une tige plate, termint^e par deux petites lames ovalaires et plus coiu-tes, enfin

ceux de I'avant-dernier segment ont leur tige plus courte, large et arrondie, et terminde par

deux petites lames ovales et un peu pointues. Dernier segment abdominal trfes court,

transversal et un peu arrondi." Of the type species Pldias serratus, which is figured,

pi. 19, figs. 1-4, he gives the following account, "ce petit Crustace est long de cinq a six

millimetres
;
tous les segments de son corps ont leur tranche superieure tres saillante, ce
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qui le rend fortement dentele quand on le voit de profil; il est d'un jaune bnm opaque.

M. Gaudichaud a trouv^ cette jolie petite esp6ce pendant la traversde des lies ]\Lalouine.s

au Port Jakson." Guerin's figures should be compared with those of Icridium by Grube,

and of Pereionotus by Bate and Westwood.

1836. Templeton, Egbert.

Catalogue of Irish Crustcicea Myridpoda, and Arachndlda, selected from the

Papers of the late John Temjyleton, Esq. By Eobert Templeton, Esq. The

JMagazine of Natural History, and Journal of Zoology, Botany, Geology,

and Mineralogy. Conducted by J. C. Loudon. Vol. IX. London, 1836. Art.

III. p. 12.

Under IMalacostraca is included the following notice:—" EDRIOPHTHALMA, Gammoridee.

Talitrus Lafi:, Lociista Lafr. Inhabits all our sandy shores.—Orchostia Leach littdrea

Monf. Inhabits all our sandy shores, living under stones and ^iici, and, when disturbed,

leaping to a considerable distance.—G^ammarus Latr. i'idex Linn, aquaticxis Leach.

Inhabiting our rivers and springs.
— G. iocusta Mont. Inhabits the sea along our coasts,

never voluntarily leaving the water.—Cor6phium Lair, grossipes Linn., longicorne Latr.

Leacli. Inhabits Belfast Lough. In the little pools of salt water at the point fields

Belfast." The remaining Edriophthalma mentioned are Isopods.

1836. Templeton, Egbert.

Descri])tions of some undescrihed exotic Crustacea. (Eead 1st June, 1835.)

The Transactions of the Entomological Society of London. Vol. I. London, 1836,

Part III. pp. 185-194.

The Crustacea in question were "picked up either at Mauritius or on the way thither." He first

describes :
—

" Anisopus dubius. PL XX. fig. 1. Greeni.sb, dotted over with reddish-brown specks. Head

large, subquadrangular, carrying 4 antenna;, the superior nearly as long as the body, and

exceeding in length by about one-fifth part the inferior
;
the 1st joint is minute, the 2nd

large and thick, the 3rd elongate, nearly cylindric, and wanting the little process which

characterizes the true Gammari, 4th joint multiarticulate, tapering. The inferior antenna

has the 2nd and 3rd joints, subequal, much longer than any of those of the superior, and

the remaining similar, but of smaller dimensions. Both anteiuise are spiny or hairy. The

thoracic rings are narrow, and extend inferiorly into plates concealing the upper part of the

5 anterior pairs of legs. Those of the abdomen are much larger and end in a 4-articulated

tail, with a jointed stylet on each side proceeding from the inferior posterior angle of the

idtimate and penultimate articulations. The first pair of legs is extremely minute and

terminates in a simple claw, the 2nd much longer, as are the 3 succeeding pairs, and ter-

minates in joints slightly dilated, the last carrying a tolerably strong curved claw. The 3rd

pair has the last joint very much dilated, subtriangular, not toothed, but bearing a very

strong curved claw ; the posterior edge is waved and hairy. The 2 succeeding pairs of

legs resemble the 1st pair except in their greater size
;
but the 6th and 7th pairs, of nearly

equal dimensions, exceed all the anterior legs in being both much longer and much more

robust, and besides differ in having the coxae very much dilated, and the last joint of each
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leg clavated, surmounteil by two Llunt teeth, and a large dentated curved claw directed

forwards. Immediately behind these legs arises, from the inferior part of each joint, the

bifurcate articulated appendages which are called fin-feet
;
so that all the rings of the body

have either true or fin feet or styles articulated to them, in this respect differing from all

hitherto noticed genera.
" This species swims with considerable rapidity and has all the habits of our common European

marine Gammari. Its size is about Jth of an inch, and its colour subject to but little

variety, being of a greenish tint more or less brownish in the specimens I have examined.

In its generic characters the great and disproportionate length of the 2 last pairs of feet,

the fin-feet arising from the succeeding joints, and the appearance presented by the antenna',

which are much longer than in the contiguous genera, at once distinguish it. The claws

also offer distinctions."

In the above description, Templeton speaks of a minute first joint to the upper anteiuise, which

he very properly does not figure. He speaks of the lower antennas having joints much

longer than any of those of the superior, and again his figure contradicts his description.

By the extremely minute "
first pair of legs

" he evidently means the maxillipeds, what he

calls the second and third pairs being the two pairs of gnathopods. The third perasopods

are missing both from the figure and the description. It is curious that Templeton
should have thought his genus distinguished by having appendages to all the rings of the

body, since few genera of Amjshipods are without this characteristic, unless the telson be

counted as one of the rings. Milne-Edwards introduced the genus between Isxa and

Amphitoe, adopting Templeton's error as to the gnathopods, and not noticing his other

mistakes, unless obliquely in the words,
" I'abdomeu ne parait offrir rien de particulier."

Spence Bate, in the Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 245 {Anisopus dubius, p. 145, by error in the

index), describes Templeton's species as Amphithoc duhia, adding that "
this description

is taken from Templeton's figure, which is not well drawn," and that "
if the telson (which

is neither figured nor described) should be found to be formed into a hook, then it

belongs to Siinamphithoe." As a matter of fact, fig. 7, on Plate xlii, of the Catalogue does

not fairly represent Templeton's figure, and since the generic distinction which separates

Sunamp>liitlwe from Ampliithoe is no longer the hooked telson, but the distal widening of

the fifth joint in the hinder perasopods, which Templeton expressly describes and very

clearly figures, the name Anisopms would have priority over Suiiampldthoe, had it not been

preoccupied among the Decapod Crustacea by de Haau, and also among Coleoptera, in 1835.

The species itself is probably the same as Sunamphitoe haimdus, Sp. Bate, 1856, but I do

not think that for such a negation of a name as dubius, any alteration should be made in

the commonly received nomenclatiu'e. In the figure the last uropods show the terminal

hooks which are characteristic of the Amphitlioinse.

The next species is described as follows :
—

" Thaumalea depilis. tlate XX. fig. 2. Erythrocephalus melanophthalmus ? Tilesius, Neue

Ann. Wetterausch. i. p. 6. pi. xxi. a. fig. 5.

"
Body hyaline, with a few dark specks, especially along the edges of the abdominal plates or

rings. The head is quadrangular, not large ;
the eyes deeply imbedded in it

;
front retracted

inferiorly, from about its middle arise the superior antennw, which are short and tumid
;

1st joints short, forming together a truncated cone on which rests the elongate spindle-

shaped 4th joint. The inferior antennse arise from the inferior part of the frontal surface
;

they are much smaller than the superior, composed of 4 joints, of which the 1st is small

and obconic, the remainder in length subequal, the last conic. The body swells out tn

about the 5th ring, when it again becomes gradually reduced in size and ends in a bifurcate

articulated tail. There are only 6 legs apparent, the 2 first pairs being very short and

apparently without claws, the 4 posterior pairs of about equal lengtli, tapering, and with
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slender slightly curved claws. From the abdominal joints proceed bifurcate articulated

appendages, but, as well as the whole animal, apparently|devoid of hairs.

" This minute species swims but badly, having none of the celerity of motion so coiisjiicuous

among the Gammari, to which it bears resemblance in its form. It differs from every

genus I am acquainted with, in the antennae, in the relative dimensions of the legs, the

elongate and undilated form of the tarsal joint.s, and in the claws. I confess my inability

to allot it to its proper place among the minute Crustacea, the differences being in fact more

conspicuous than qualities by whicli its affinities to any[one genus can be traced. It was

found off Port Natal, in the summer of 1835, in lat. 37° S. and 21° E., while I was search-

ing for Zoex in the sea-water. It is about ^th of an inch in length."

In 1838 Milne-Edwards suggested that this species might belong to his genus Vibilia. In the

Hist, des Crust., 1840, he leaves it unnoticed. Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 304,

calls it Vihilia depilis, remarking that he has little doubt that Templeton's
"
figure is an

imperfect representation of Vihilia, and probably the young of some known species."

The next Amphipod described is :
—

" Cerapus {Say) abditos. Plate XX. fig. 5."

Templeton does not happen to include in the description and figures any of the distinctive marks

on which S. I. Smith has founded his subfamily Cerapina: with its single genus Cerapiit<,

Say. In extracting his specimen from its tube, he seems to have left throe pairs of the

peraeopods in the tube, and to have forced back one pair to an apparent attachment with

the second segment of the pleon. There is, however, no reason for withdrawing the species

from the genus Cerapus, Say, in which Templeton has placed it, its transfer to Cempodina

by Milne-Edwards having been based on obvious errors in the original description, and an

undue imjjortance attached to the number of articulations in the antennary flagella. Tem-

pleton's remarks appended to his description of the animal are worth quoting.
" The

entire animal is about |th of an inch long, exclusive of the antenna:', and it presents some

peculiarities, with one exception, unique in this family. It has formed for itself or seized

upon a little membranous tube, nearly ith of an inch long, which does not resemble the

case of Tvlndaria, but seems composed of a series of rings, and resembles in texture the

papyritious covering of the pendulous wasps'-nests. It is perfectly cylindrical, of a brown

colour, and ojiake. When disturbed, the little animal retires within this tube, the tips of

the antennre alone appearing, with which it continues to investigate its neighbourhood ;
and

whenever the feeling of perfect security prevails, it comes out as far as the second or third

I'ing from the head, the antennae being perpetually in motion, extended to the right or left,

or as if lashing the objects about it. When it wishes to change its place it seizes with its

claws the little fragments of sea-weed about it, and dragging, urges itself forward. I have

never seen it dash itself through the water by any mode similar to that of the Gammari ;

and I should infer that the tube was its natural place of residence from the want of legs or

fin-feet at the middle rings, in which it differs from C. tulularis of Say, that author figuring

a regular succession of both. I have observed the tail slightly protruded, and the members

which are sketched as attached to adjoining rings used as feelers. While watching it,

which I did for some hours, I was exceedingly surprized and amused to find it disappearing

from one end of the tube, and reappearing like magic at the other, having doubled itself up
towards its belly in the passage, but with such quickness, considering the narrow calibre of

its mansion, that I could hardly credit my eyes but that it had two heads, and indeed, a

gentleman who was in the pavilion with me at the time could not be persuaded to the

contrary. The animal, however, scarcely remained a second at this extremity, but shot

back to the one it had formerly occupied ;
and during the time I watched it I never saw it

remain permanently at it, or rather I should say for a longer period than a second, or a

second and a half at furthest. The maxillae resemble those of Scolapendra, but are very
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minute, and I believe the smaller palpi arise from them or a verj- closely adjoining part,

but vision is so indistinct in so small an object as to make me hesitate in affirming this.

The circulation of the blood was distinctly visible in the antennas, and the globules, unlike

those I had hitherto examined, were rotund, and of comparatively large dimensions. From

the upper part of the head a spine, with a very dilated base, extends forwards to between

the roots of the superior antenna. The eyes were black, with a pale encircling ring. Th(!

head brown, dotted with white, especially behind ;
and the antennae pale, annulated imper-

fectly with reddish brown."

Tenipleton further describes " Capeella (Lam.) scaura. Plate XX. fig. 6." and " Capbella

(Lam.) NODOSA. Plate XXI. fig. 7."

Caprella scaura, from Mauritius, in Mayer's opinion perhaps includes Cajn-ella aftenuata, Dana,

and undoubtedly includes CapreUa nodosa, also from Mauritius, Caprella attenuata being

the male, Caprella nodosa the form of the female and young. Spence Bate, Brit. Mus.

Catal., pp. 355, 357, gives the length of both forms as half an inch, whereas the original

from which he is c^uoting gives for the lengtli of Cuprella scaura,
" from the tips of the

antennae to the claw of the hind leg," about one inch, and states that Caprella nodosa "
is

about ^th of an inch long."

1837. Bennett, Frederick Debell.

Ou the Natural History of the Spermaceti Whale. Proceedings of the Zookv

gical Society of London. Part V. 1837.

The account of this paper says, p. 42,
"

it appears that the sperm Mliah is not like the Ba/teiui

mi/sticefus, constantly found with Barnacles and other parasites adhering to its skin, a

circumstance accounted for by Mr Bennett from the former species inhabiting deep water,

while the latter frequents soundings, and is also much more sluggish in its movements.

One species of Barnacle, the OHon Cuvieri, is sometimes found attached in a single cluster

to the lips or lower jaw of the Cachahit, and a few small Onisci occasionally adhere to the

skin
;
in its blubber also numerous cysts of a species of Ci/sticercus are met with." Liitkcn

considers that the Onisci here mentioned are probably Cijami.

1837. BURMEISTER, HERMANN.

Handbuch der Naturgeschichte. Zum Gebrauch bei Vorlesungeu entworfcu

von Hermann Burmeister. Zvveite Abtheilung. Zoologie. Berlin, 1837.

Burmeister's first principal group in the Animal Kingdom contains the Gastrozoa with four

Classes. The second group consists of the Arthrozoa, beginning with Class five. Vermes.

Class six, the Crustacea, is divided into the following orders, Pseudocephala, Aspidostraca,

Thoracostraca, Arthrostraca. The Arthrostraca, comprising the Amphipoda and Isopoda, are

thus defined, p. 567 :
—

" Vierte Ordnung. Arthrostraca. Malacostraca edriophthalma. Leach. Der Kopf ist frci

abgesondert, tragt 2 Paar Fuhler, die ausseren ohne Schuppe am Grunde, 1 Paar ungcstielter

zusammengesetzter Augen mit fazettirter Hornhaut, seltener 2-4 einfache Augen, 1 Paar

Kiefer und 3 Paare accessorischer Mundtheile. Brustkasten gegliedert, 4-7 ringelig, jedcr

Ring mit 1 Paar einfacher, selten scheerenformiger Fiisse. Hinterleib 1-, 3-6 gliedrig, odcr

fehlt ganz, im letzteren Fallo ohne, gewohnlich mit Flossen am Ende und Flossenfussen an

seiner TJnterflache. Die Jungen haben die Form der Alien, doch offers fehlt ihnen das

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXI'. PART LXVII. 1887.)
^XX 22
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letzte Fusspaar, welches sich jedocli bald entwickelt
;
die Weibclien tragen die Eier an der

Brust unter Schuppen, bis die Jiingen ausgekrochen sind, ja selbst diese besteben dariii

ihre Ausbildung, bis das letzte Fusspaar fertig ist."

In defining the " Flohkrebse. Amphipoda," he says
" die Kiefer gewohnlich mit einem 3glieil-

rigen Taster." He makes of them two divisions:—"A. Mit grossem 6gliedrigem Hintei-

leibe, woran die aus den letzten Flossenfussen gebildete 51appige Schwanzflosse," oontaiiiiuL;

the two families Gammarina and Hyj/erinri, and "B. Mit verkummerten Hinterleibe iiml

einfachen Augen," containing the two families, Lmnodipoda and Pycnogonidx. Kr0yi'r

finds much fault with him for including the second subdivision in the Amphipoda, bat with

regard to the Lsemodipoda Burmeister's view has prevailed. His name Artlirodrnca ha.s

been adopted by authors of eminence for the group to which he applied it. His arrange-

ment of the first two families is as follows :
—

"Fam. Gammarina. Das letzte Paar der accessorischen Mundtheile bedeckt die vorhergehendeu

voUig und schiesst den Mund; der Kopf ist klein, aber die Fuhler sind lang. Alle

schwimmen behende, vorziiglich durch Schlagen des Hinterleibes und seiner Flossen.

"a. Saltatoria. Leib stark seitlich zusammen gedruokt; die vier ersteu Fusspaarc stehen nacli

vorn, und werden von einer Platte ihrer Kinge am Grunde bedeckt
;
Hinterleib gebogen.

Alle haben 4 Fuhler.

"a. Kiefer ohne Taster, innere Fuhler kurzer als die uusseren.

"
Gatt. : TalUrus, Orchestia (2tes Fusspaar gross zum Rauben geschickt. 0. htforalis, Nordsee).

"
/8. Kiefer mit Taster, innere Fuhler langer als die ausseren.

"
aa. 2 Vorderfusse ohne Auszeichnung.

"Gatt. : Lysianassa, Dfxamine.
"

5/8. 2 Vorderste Fusspaare sind Raubfusse.

"Gatt. : Gammarus (2 Geissel am inneren Ffthler. G. pulex, in alien Graben). Amphithoi; (nur 1

Geissel ebenda).

"yy. 2 vorderste Fusse scheerenf6rmig. Gatt. : Leueothea,

"
h. Ambulatoria. Leib flachrund, die 4 ersten Brustringe ohne Seitenplatten, daher die Fu-ise

bis zum Grunde frei sind. Hinterleib grade. Augen klein, oft kaum zu bemerken.

"
a. Untere oder aussere Fuhler lang, fadenfurmig.

"Gatt. : ^jv'(7(;/iow»ts (2tes Fusspaar Scheeren). AtyJas.
"
p. Dieselben Fuhler sind fuss-formig und haben statt der Geissel eiu einfaches Glied.

"
aa. Zwei Geissel an den oberen inneren Fuhlern.

" Gatt. : ZJnciola.

"'

jSp. Eine Geissel am oberen Fuhlerpaar.
" Gatt. : Gerapus, Podoeerus (mit Raubfussen am 2ten Paar), CoropMum (ohne Raubfusse).
" Fam. Hyperina. Das letzte Paar der accessorischen Mundtheile bedeckt die vorhergehendeu

nur wenig und lasst den Mund frei. Kopf gross, dick, mit kleiuen Fuhlern aber sehr

grossen Augen. Keine Seitenschilder an den ersten Brustringeu. Sie sind grosstentheils

Schmarotzer an Fischen.

"
a. Alle vier Fiihler an der Stirn eingelenkt.

"a. Die 3 letzten Fusspaare gleichformig, zum Eudern geschickt.

"Die Gatt. Vihilia, Hyperia {Hidla Strauss), Phorcus, Lestrigonus haben 2 Paar Fuhler; die

Gatt. Dnira nur ein. Bei alien 5 sind die Fusse des 3tea und 4ten Paares von gewohn-
licher Bildung, aber bei Theniisto sind sie Raubfiisse.

"
(i. ilanche der 3 letzten Fusspaare sind Scheeren.

"Die Gatt. Dadylocera und Anchylomera haben schildformige Grundglieder an den 3 hinteren

Fusspaaren, und die erste am sechsten eine Scheere
;
die Gatt. Phronima hat am 5ten eine

Scheere, keine unteren Fuhler und keine schildformigen Grundglieder.
"

//. Das untere Fiihler paar sitzt an der hinteien Seite des Kopfes und ist geknickt.
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' Mit langem glattem Kopf : Gatt. Oxycephalus ; mit kurzem dickem : Typhis (erstes Glied des

5teu imd 6ten Fusspaares gross, schildformig, nacli vorn gerichtet)."

In defining the Lajmodipoda, he assigned them " 2 einfachen Aiigen,"
" Kiefer ohne Taster," and

says
" Hinterleib fehlt, oder Igliedrig." He briefly arranges them thus :—

"
a. Leib flach gedruokt, mit grossen Krallenfussen, wovon das 3te und 4te Paar in wurstformigo

Kiemenblaseu verandert sind.

"Gatt. Gyamus {0. ceti, Walfischlaus. Ann. des scienc. natur. sec. ser. T. 1. p. 239 seq.).

"
b. Leib lang gestreckt, linienfSrmig ;

Beine sohlank, dunn, gleiohformig ;
obere Fixhler mit

Geissel.

"Gatt: Gaprella, Proton, Leptoinera."

The PyonogonidsB follow, with Nijmplion grosdpes and Pi/rnogo7mm. halsenarum.

1837. Rathke, Martin Heinrich, bom 1793, died 1860 (Hageii).

Zur Morphologic, Eeisebemerkuugeu aus Tauricn. Eiga u. Leipzig, 1837.

5 pi. Dritte Abliaiidluug. Zur Eutwickeluugsgescliichte der Crustaceen.

This includes references to Amphiflwe and Ganimariis (Faxon). ,

1837. Rathke, M. H.

Beitrag zur Fauna der Krym. Memoires presentes a 1'Academic Imperiale des

Sciences de St Petersbourg par divers Savans. Tom. iii. 1837. pp. 371-380.

PL V.

Rathke here describes and partially figures a species under the name of Orchestia littorea, which

Spence Bate identifies with Orchestia mediterranpa, Costa, but Rathke himself in a note

refers to pi. 11, fig. 7 of Savigny's Descript. de I'Egypte, as giving a capital representation

of his species. But this Orchestia montagui is identified by Spence Bate with Orchestia

littorea, Montagu. A comparison of Rathke's figure with Savigny's makes it tolerably clear

that Rathke did not commit an error in his Note, and since Savigny's species cannot be

Orchestia mediterranea and by its long sloping palm and the comparatively short final joint

to the shaft of the lower antennse is possibly quite distinct from Orchestia littorea, it will

be best to retain Orchestia montagui, Savigny, and refer Rathke's Orchestia littorea to it.

His Gammarus gracilis is identified by Spence Bate and Boeck with Gammarus marinns.

Leach. The name of his new genus Amathia being pre-occupied was altered by Bate and

Westwood to AmathiUa. He thus defines it:—"Thorax subcylindraceus, abdomen com-

pressum. Antennae quatuor infequales; superiores inferioribus paulo breviores, earum

quaevis ex articulis tribus atque flagello composita ; superiores cum ramo parvo accessorio

juxta flagelli basin. Oculi magni, reniformes. Pedes quatuordecim ;
duo eorum paria

antica chelis monodactylis complanatioribus, sub»qualibus. Stylorum abdominalium paria

tria. Abdominis appendicula terminalis simjilex, erecta, lamoUiformis."

His new species Amathia ccmnata, Bate and Westwood say,
" from his description and

figure, agrees so closely with A. Sahinii of Leaoli, that we should certainly have considered

them as identical had not Ratlike (1843) stated that they were distinct." An author'.s

statement, however, in defence of his own species need not be taken as invariably con-

clusive.

The new genus Hijah- is defined as follows:—"Corpus elongatum compre,';sum. Antenna^,

inferiores superioribus aliquantulum lougiores ; earum qua^libet e tribus articulis atque
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flagello composita. Oculi disciformes. Pedes qnatuordecira : dvio eorum paria aiitica

chelis monodactylis complanatis, secundi paris multo majoribus. Stylorum abdo:uinalium

paria tria. Abdominis appendicula terminalis simplex, erecta verruciformis."

Ou this genus Speuce Bate, B. M. Catal., p. 87, remarks,
" Dana has arranged this genus in bis

subfamily Lysianassinaj. Not having seen a specimen, I adopt the same arrangement ;
b\it

judging from the figure of the author, I should be inclined to classify it near to Nicea of

Nicolet, from which the female appears to differ only in the posterior pair of pleopoda

having two branches^a feature that the author has not alluded to in the description of the

animal, although exhibited in the figure. It is this character, together with the absence of

any mention whether the mandibles are furnished with an appendage or not, that has

lirecluded my placing it among the Orchestidae."

Axel Boeck in 1870 united Allorchestes, Dana, and Nicea, Nicolet, as synonyms to Hijali',

Eathke. In this identification I myself (1876) and Wrzesniowski (1879) have agreed with

him. Faxon, Crustacea of the Lake Titicaca, 1876, takes a different view, which, to make

the subject intelligible, must be given in full. The genus Allorchestes, he says,
"
differs

from Nicea, Nicolet (as limited by Bate and Heller) in having the telson single instead of

double or cleft. The fourth segment of the palpus of the maxillipeds is well developed, as

in Nicea and Gammarus, and, as in these genera, is commonly unguiculiferous. Neither

Dana, in describing Allorchestes, nor Nicolet, in his description of Nicea, (published in tlie

same year), mentioned the form of the telson. The two names were therefore synonymes.

Bate, in a list of British Ain2)hipoda, published in 1856 in the Eeport of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science, indicates, without describing, two genera, Allorchestex,

Dana, and Galcmthis, gen. nov., which, as appear.? from his subsequent description, were

based upon the trivial character of a different length of the first and second antenn®, and a

differently formed telson, Dana's name, Allorchestes, being restricted to those species in which

the first antennae are (at least) as long as the peduncle of the second antennas and the telson

entire, and his own name Galcmthis including the species with the two pairs nf anteniife

subequal and short, and the telson cleft or double. In 1861 he suppressed the name

Galanthis in favor of Nicolet's Nicea. The proportion of the antennas and the form of the

telson brought together by Bate in his generic diagnoses are not in reality always con-

comitant, and Heller for the first time properly distinguished the two genera by the

character of the telson alone. Grube (1866) adopts the relative length of the two pair.s of

antennae (at most a sijecific character) as the generic distinction. All h.is species of Alhir-

chestes have a double telson, and should be transferred to Nicea.

"Boeck (1872) apparently misled by the fact that Bate carelessly describes Kicea Nihsonii with

an entire telson, and places it under Allorchestes^, would unite the two genera, giving as a

generic character
'

cqipendLc caudal is hrcvis, crassa et fissa.' He furthermore considers botli

Allorchestes and Nicea synonymous with Eathke's older Hijale, the type of which, //. pontica,

was carefully described and figured with the posterior caudal stylets two-branched. Boeck

has not had access to Eathke's type, as far as I can learn ;
but in a specimen from the

Mediterranean 'which is doubtless Eathke's species,' he finds the last pair of saltatoiy

appendages one-branched. This assumption of identity, it seems to me, cannot outweigli

the careful description and illustration of the founder of the genus, unless confirmed by

examination of the type of Hijale Poidica.

"In 1874 Professor S. I. Smith described a new amphipodous genus, Htjahlla, from the fresh

waters of the United States, diflering from 'Hijale' in having a styliform fifth segment to

the palpus of the maxillipeds and an entire telson. The so-called fifth segment muy

perhaps be more correctly regarded as a movable spine, like those seen both lateral and

terminal on the caudal stylets, or like the nnijuis which tips the dactylopodite of the

thoracic legs. However this may be, it is quite as well developed in several species of
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'

Hyale
'

(Nicea), and is not therefore a generic character. HijalcUa is tlien a synonj'iue of

Allorcliestes."

To the second paragraph of this quotation is appended tliis note :

"
§ Doubtless a large number

of the species placed under Allorcliestes by Bate in his Catalogue of the Anijjhipoda in the

British Museum have in reality a divided telson. In fact, it would seem that the telson

is cleft in most of the marine forms, and such probably formed the bulk of Dana's original

genus Allorcliestes. The only types of Dana's species that I can discover are two specimens
of A. media in the JIuseum of Comparative Zoology. In these the telson is cleft to the

base. This, however, will not affect the synonymy as given above."

There are, however, some considerations which Mr. Faxon does not appear to have taken into

account. He says that Hyale pontica was carefully described and figured with the posterior

caudal stylets two-branched (zur Fauna der Krym, p. 87, pi. v. figs. 20-28, 1836), but no

allusion to this feature is made in the generic character by Rathke (though Spence Bate

introduces it in his Catalogue), and in the description of the species Rathke's words are :
—

" die Sprungbeine sind nur kurz und schwach
;
das erste Paar ist am liingsten, jedoch

kurzer als das hinterste Paar der Afterbeine, das zweite ist noch kiirzer, und das letzte am
kleinsten : an den beiden ersteren Paaren sind die Aeste ungefahr so lang, als die Wurzel-

glieder, an den letzten aber bilden die Aeste nur zvvei sehr kleine 'warzenformige Vorspriinge
des Wurzelgliedes." Here we find that in the first and second uropods the rami are about

as long as the peduncles (not much shorter as the B. M. Catalogue makes out), but on

the last pair the rami form only two very small wart-like processes of the peduncle.

Possibly this means onlij two to each peduncle, but I think that it more probably means

only two for the pair of peduncles. It is true that on PL v., Fig. 21, representing
" das hinterste

Sprungbein," shows two rami to one peduncle, but this plate is signed
" W. Pape del.," not as

on other plates in the same memoir,
" Eathke del." This takes something from the force of

Mr. Faxon's expression,
" the careful description and illustration of the founder of tjie

genus." Nevertheless with only these facts in view I should accept Mr. Faxon's ruling.

But in his later work, B. z. Fauna Norwegens, pj). 81-83, Eathke describes, under the name
"
Amphithoe Prevostii, M. Edwards ?," a species of which he says

" the pleopoda of the sixtli

pair are very small, and do not end with two rami, but each consists only of two joints,

tolerably thick in proportion to their length, of which the terminal joint is smaller than

the basal, and bears at the end some small spines. The back is quite smooth throughout."
He further says,

"
this animal is very nearly related to an Amphipod which I found in the

Black Sea and described under the name Hyale Pontica, but is distinguished from it chiefly

by the want of a telson." At the end of his book, p. 26-l:C, he has made up his mind that

the species is new and names it Amphithoe. nilssonii. He thought it a question (p. 83)
whether this species and Hyale p)ontica ought not to form a new genus, on the ground that

the second gnathopods were so different from those of the Amphithoe species as then

accepted. His ascribing to Amphithoe nilssunii the want of a telson was of course due only

to an oversight or an accidental defect in his specimen, but he says nothing of distinguishing

it from Hycde pontica by the difference of the last uropods. Amphithoii fiilssonii is trans-

ferred by Spence Bate to the genus Allorchestes, while Amphito'e Prevostii oi Milne-Edwards

he assigns to Nicea, although when he saw the type specimen he considered it
"
synonymous

with Nilssonii of Rathke, but unfortunately omitted to observe the character of the telson,"

B. j\I. C, p. -53. Now if Hyale pontica really has two rami to the peduncle in the last

uropods, that one little extra wart will cut it off from the family of the r'rchebtidfe, in which
the last uropods are uni-branched. Yet there is nothing else to distinguish it from that

family. Its antennae, its gnathopods in both sexes, its general shape both of the body at

large and the pleon in particular, wall identify it with the Orchestida\ It.s habitat among
stones and mussels on the beach, its colouring, clear bottle-green .•-hading into brown, it.";
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size, 3-6 lines, all coincide with the position in the system which Boock has as igned to it.

My own drawings of Hijale {Nicea) luhhockiana, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, for May 1876,

made years before I was acquainted with Eathke's work are in close agreement with those

by W. Papa on Eathke's plate v. As in the Annals for November 1879, I identified

Allorchestes imhricatut:, Sp. Bate, with Nicea lubhochiana of the same author, so now, after

seeing the strongly imbricated figure in Eathke's work, I am inclined to identify both with

Eathke's Hyale pontica.

From Mr. Faxon's own observations, that in the type of AlJorehestes media, Dana, the telson is

cleft to the base, and that in fact the telson is probably cleft in most of the marine forms,

which would be the bulk of Dana's genus, I think it is unreasonable to give the name
AUorchesfes to species with an entire telson. But Nicea, which has been assigned to the

species with a double or cleft telson, cannot claim priority over Allorekestes. They are in

fact both synonyms of Ili/aJe. For the species with an entire telson there will then be left

the name Hijalella, originated by S. I. Smith in 1874. See also Note on Biandt, 1851.

One other new Amphipod is described by Ratlike from the Crimea under the name Amphithoe
picta. Of this Spence Bate remarks,

"
I can detect no specific distinction between this

species and A. littorina of our own shores." Nevertheless he retains the species, giving
the description of it from Milne-Edwards instead of from Rathke. But INIilne-Edwards

describes the first and second gnathopods as "
presque egales, mais assez larges," whereas

Eathke himself says, "Das erste und zweite Beinpaar sind gleioh lang und haben auch

ziemlich gleich grosse, in Verliiiltniss zum ganzen Korper aber nur kleine Hiinde," and in his

Latin description,
"
pedum duobus paribus anticis subaequalibus, chelis eorum minimis.

In the British species or variety,
"
Ampldtlwi' lifforina, Spence Bate," the size of tlie

gnathopods is very variable, so that Milne-Edwards' account may perhaps be unintentionally
accurate. Eathke found his specimens "in the bay of Balaklava, where it habitually lodges
under stones, and resembles Gammari in its mode of life."

1838. Milne-Edwards, H.

Histoire naturelle des Animaux saus vertebres .... par J. B. P. A. de

Lamarck. Deuxieme Edition. Eevue et augmentee de notes presentant les faits

nouveaux dont la science s'est enrichie jusqu' a ce jour ; Par MM. G. P. Deshayes
et H. Milne-Edwards. Tome cinquieme. Arachnoides, crustaces, annelides,

cirrhipedes. Paris, 1838.

The history of the Crustacea, the Eighth Class, occupies from page 154 to page 498 of this

volume. Of the sub-class, Crustaces maxilles, the second legion, Edriophtalmes, contains

the tliree Orders, Amphipodes, Loemipodes, Isopodes. At p. 256 the editor remarks that

most authors have wrongly assigned as a character to the Isopoda, the absence of a palpiforni

appendage from the mandibles; he divides the Isopoda into three families, Cloportidiens,

Cymothoadiens, Idotcidiens, in the second of which he places Typhis. However, at p. 285,
a note signed "E" states that "les Typhis appartiennent a I'ordre des Amphipodes, et a

la famille des Hyperidiens," and refers to the "
article Typhis du Dictionnaire classique

d'histoire naturelle, t. 16, p. 449." "Espece. 1. Typhis ovoide. Ti/plds ovoides. Eisso.

Hist. nat. des crust, p. 122. pi. 2. fig. 9," is followed by references to Desmarest and
Latreille and to "le iijpjhis fen-us" and "le typlns repax" [rapax], both of Milne-Edwards,
but so given as to appear more like synonyms of ovoides, than separate species for whicli

they are no doubt intended.

On les CapreUines, pages 293-299, an editorial note says, "Cette division coiTcspond a Tordre
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des Laemipodes et se distingue facilement des aiitres Edrioplithalraes par I'etat rudiiiicntiiiiu

de I'abdomen qui est reduit ii un simple tubercule. Elle se subdivise en deux petites

families naturelles : les Caprelloidieus ou Lsemipodes filiformes et les Cyamoidiens on

Lffimipodes ovalaires." In the first of these subdivisions, Leptomera, with the species rubra

and pedata, still holds the place which belongs to Proto ventricosa, 0. F. M., Proton pcdaturn,

being added from Desmarest to the synonymy of Leptomera pedata. Caprella has the

species seolopendroides of Pallas, and pjhasma of Montagu, with references to additional

species described by Latreille, Leach, Desmarest and Templeton. Under Cijamus, with the

"Espece. Cyame de la baleine. Ci/amus ceti," Cijamus ovalis, Roussel de Vauzeme is also

given, seemingly as a synonym. Latreille's unpublished East Indian species is mentioned,

and the observation made that,
" suivant M. Roussel de Yauzcme, on aurait confondu sous

le nom de Cyamus ceti, trois especes de Cyames qui vivent toutes sur la baleine ;
mais ce

naturalists ne parait pas avoir fait assez d'attention aux changemens de forme que I'age

anu-ne chez ces animaux. (Voyez Ann. des Sc. nat. 2^ serie. 1. 2.)
"

On the Amphipods, pages 299-317, a note points out that there are six pairs of abdominal feet,

instead of five as stated in the text, and where Lamarck says of the Amphipods, "c'est

toujours sur le cute qu'ils se posent," a note observes that "
plusieurs amphipodes qui ne

lui etaient pas connus, n'out pas le corps comprime et nagent dans la position ordinaire,"

The editor observes that the Amphipods form two natural families :
—

" 1° Les Crevettiniens qui ont le corps grCle et allonge ;
la tete petite et les pattes-machoires

recouvrant toute la bouche et formant une espece de levre inferieure terminee par quatre

grandes lames cornees et deux longues tiges palpiformes et qui ne sont pas parasites.
" Genres Crevette, Talitre, Corophie, etc.

"
2" Les Hyperiniens qui sont plus ou muins parasites et ont en general le corps gros et bombe ; la

tete forte et , ies pattes-machoires tres-petites, recouvrant seulement la base des autres

appendices buccaux, terminees par trois lames cornees et depourvues de tiges palpiformes ou

n'en presentent que des vestiges.

"Genres Hyperee, Phronime, Tiphis (p. 285), etc."

On the species of Plironima, he remarks that they have seven thoracic rings, each with a pair of

feet, the fifth of which ends in a didactyle hand; that they have also seven abdominal rings,

the fifth and sixth more or less coalescent, and the seventh laminar. He thinks that

PJiro7uma atlantira, Guerin, may be only the young of Plironima sedentaria. Hyperia,

Latreille, is given with three species, latreilUi, cyanex and pelagica. The last of these he

identifies with Say's Lanceola ppJaf/ira; the first with Hiella urliirpiii, Straus, and also with
" Onisais medusarum? Othon Fabricius," and "

Marflw, Strom, Sondmor," both which he

subsequently transferred to Metoeeus Medumrum, Krdyer. "Hyperia Suerii" is likewise

here a synonym of LatreilUi, but later on under the name Lesueurii, Milne-Edwards speaks
of it as a distinct species. "Phorcus Reynaudi," M.-Hdw.; "Lesfrigo7i Fal/rei," M.-Edvc;
Daira Gabertii, M.-Edw.; Themisto GaucKchaicdii, Gui5rin ; Dactylocera, Latreille, and the

species Dactylocera Nicxensis, M.-Edw.; Hieraconyx abhrematas, Guerin; Primiio macropia,

Guerin; Aiicliylomera Blosserittii, M.-Edw.; Anchylomera Hunteri, M.-Edw.; Pronoe capito,

Guerin ; Oxycephalus piseatoritts, M.-Edw.; Oxyceplialus oceanicus, Guerin
;
and Vihilia

Pei-onii, M.-Edw.; have met with remark in earlier notes. On Dactylocera the observation is

made that Phrosina wmilunata, Risso, "jiarait appartenir anssi h, ce genre, comme I'a tres

bien remarque Latreille (Regne anim. t. 4. p. 117)." On Vihilia the remark is made that

Templeton's Thaumalea depilis
"
parait devoir appartenir a ce genre."

To the account of the genus Gammarus is added the note, "les Crevettes forment le type d'une

tribu particuliere de la famille des Crevettinions que nous avons designes sous le nom des

Crevettiiiiens sauteurs, et que Ton reconnait facilement au mode d'organisation de la partie

postfcrieure de I'abdomen. Ce groupe renferme anssi les Talitres et quelques genres
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nouveaus." lu the species of Gamviarus from the earlier edition, number 6, the Plierusa

fucicola of Leach, is given as "Crevette fucicole. Gammarug pherusa," the last word

probably by a slip. We are told to add a great number of species described or figured by

various authors. The notes remark that in all these Crustacea the upper antennse have a

peduncle of three joints with a multiarticulate lash, and that the peduncle of the lower

antennfe has four joints. Dexamine, Leach, is referred with hesitation to the " division

des Amphitoes." Of Leucothoe the only species well known is said to be the Lijcesta furina

of Savigny, but the Gammarus artindosus of Montagu
"
parait etre aussi un Leucothoe."

Leach's genera Melita and Moera [ilsera] are rejected.
" Les Pheruses doivent etre reunies

aux Amphitoes dont elles ne different que par un peu moins d'elargissement dans les mains."-

Amjiliifoe, Leach, distinguished from Gammarus by the absence from the upper antenna?

of an accessory llagellum, is accepted.

In the text of this oddly arranged work the following remarks occur as if part of the original

edition, though the references show that they are not so :
—" Nous avons donne le nom

gfoerique d'ISiEA h des Amphipodes qui sont tres voisins des Crevettes, niais qui out toutcs

les pattes subcheliformes (voyez Ann. des Sc. nat. t. 20. pag. 380, et Hist, des Crust,

pi. 29, lig. 11).
" Dans notre genre Lysionasse il n'est an contraire aucune patte qui ait ce mode d'organisation

(voyez le Lysicmassa costx. Edwards, Ann. des Sc. nat. t. 20, pi. 10, fig. 17).
' Le genre Phlias de M. Guerin ne difiere du precedent que par I'absence du filet multiarticule

accessoire des antennes superieures. (Esp. le Fhlias serrafus, Guerin, ISIag. de zool. cl. vii,

pi. 19)."

To Talitrus Lamarck had assigned "bouche comme dans les Crevettes." A note here says

"excepte que les maudibules ne portent que des vestiges d'une tige palpiforme." This

statement probably rests not on original observation but on Savigny's figure of the mandible

of Orchestia montafjui, or on Guerin's figure of the mandible of Talitms platijchelis, 1835,

since in 1840 Milne-Edwards says of Talitrus, "les mandibules (fig. 3) ne preseat^nt que

des vestiges d'un appendice palpiforme, ou en manquent meme completement. His figure

shows no trace of a palp. Nevertheless it may be true that in some of the Orchestidie

there is a rudiment of it. Such at least I fancy that I have discerned in Hyalella inermis,

S. I. Smith. Talitrus in Lamarck has three species, locusia, (/ammareHtis, carinaius. A
note to the second points out the difference of Orchestia from Talitrus, and that to Orchestia

should be referred Savigny's figures 7 and 8 on Plate 11 of his great work, "Orchestia

Fisrherii, IM.-Edw.," etc. A note on the third, which is Fabricius' species, referred by Leach

to Atylus, says, "le genre Atyle doit prendre place dans la tribu des Corophio'ides ou

Crevettiniens marcheurs et se distingue par ses antennes non pediformes, et ses mains de la

seconde paire tres petites et a grifFes simples."

Corophium is regarded as type of a tribe called here Orevettiniens-marcheurs, distinguished from

the sauieurs by slender body, small epimera, tail not formed for leaping, and distinguished

from other genera of the same division by pediform lower antenna, upper antennae without

accessory flagellum, second gnathopods neither didactyle nor prehensile.

Jassa and Poclocerus of Leach are distinguished from Corophium
" en ce que leurs quatre pattes

anterieures sont terminees par une grosse main subcheliforme," but it is rightly observed

that they are distinguished from one another only by trifling characters. " Le genre

UxciATA de Say," the editor remarks, "doit prendre place aupres des genres prccedens,

mais s'en distingue par I'existence de deux tigelles multiarticulees a I'extremite des antennes

suijerieures." Say's Unciola is of course intended. Say's Cerapus is mentioned with the

type species tulmlaris and Templeton's abditus. It is then observed in conclusion :
—

"
Enfin, notre genre Erichthonie etablit le passage entre ces Crustaces et les Leucothoes ;

la conformation generale du corps est la meme que chez los precedens, mais les antennes ne
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sont pas pediformes et les pattes de la seconds paire sont terminees par uiio longiie main

imparfaitement didactyle dont la griffe est biarticulee. (Voyez Ann. des Sc. nat. t. 20,

p. 382, et Hist. nat. des Crust, pi. 29. fig. 12)."

1838? Costa, Oeonzio Gabriel, and Costa, Achille.

Fauna del Eegno di Napoli. Crostacei.

Preface, pp. 1-4, dated May 15, 1838, briefly notices what had been already done for Italian

Crustacea, and proposes to follow Latreille's last classification of the Crustacea in hi.s

Families Naturellcs du R. Anirii.

Animali articolati. Classe I. Crostacei (Crustacea) pp. 1-4.

In this paper Latreille's classification is given.

1838. KR0YER, Henrik Nikol, boni 1799, died 1870 (G. 0. Sars).

Gronlands Amfipoder beskrevne af Benrik Kroyer. (Som Tiling ;
Beskrivelse

af nogle andre gronlandske Kraebsdyr, og Opteelling af Krfebsdyrklassens hidtil

bekjendte gronlandske Arter, i Forbindelse med nogle zoologisk-geografiskc

Bemserkninger over de Ijoreale Krustaceer). Vid. Sel. naturvid. og mathem.

Afh. VII Deel. [1838]. pp. 229-326. Tab. I-IV.

The introductory observations note that Latreille and Milne-Edwards agreed in making twenty-

four genera of Amphipods, but of this number had only thirteen in common. Burmeister's

inclusion of the Lsemodipoda and Pycuogonidre in the order of Amphipoda is disapproved,

and Milne-Edwards' definition and division of that order held to be the most satisfactory in

the then existing knowledge of the subject.

The first species described is called "
Lijsianassa Valdii Eh nit," with, the remark emphasized

in regard to the second gnathopods, that the sixth joint or finger is altogether wanting, a

statement which, nevertheless, requires corroboration. Kroyer assigns the species to

Reinhardt, whose manuscript name for it he adopts, but it had, in fact, been previously

described by Owen under the preoccupied name Gammarus nugax ; Kr0yer presently

changed the name to Anonyx vaJilii ; Boeck in 1870 made it Socrnmes vaJili, but, as his

Socanies cannot fairly be distinguished from Epldppiplwra, White, the name will be

Eph>pp)ipliora vahlii, Kr0yer (sp.). The next two species, figured and described respectively

as "
Lysianassa Lagena Hhnlt" and '^

Lysianassa apiiendlculosa Kr.," are now regarded as

the female and male of Cancer nurjax, Phipps, in the genus Anonyx, and will therefore

stand under the Tiwne, Anunyx niigax, Phipps (sp.). In A&scrCmng Lysianuissa appendindoiia,

Kroyer calls attention to
" small appendages, with which the flagella are furnished : the

flagellum of the upper antennae along its lower edge, that of the lower antennae along its

upper edge. I know," he says, "no other hitherto described Amphipod, in which any-

tliing of the kind is found, except in the Gammarus ornatus described by Milne-Edwards."

These are the appendages since called calceoli. He also here observes that the number of

joints in the antenna; increases with age, thus early giving a warning against the separa-

tion of species sini[ily on the ground of differences in the length of the anleunary

flagellum. He then proceeds to remark that the three species just described were referred

to Lysianafsn as the only one among existing genera capable of receiving them, but that

even that would require redefining to include them with propriety. The monstrous size

(ZOOL. f UALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 23
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of the peduncle of the upper antennae, and the want of a finger and other peculiarities in

the second gnatliopods, were peculiarities so marked in the three species that he proposes

a new genus for them, thus defined:—"An onyx: pedunndus antennarum superiorum

crassissimus, ovalis; inferiorummidto gracdior, eijliiidrieus ; (pculi magni*) ; p)edes primi

paris breviores, pjarmdo instructi ungve ; 2^6des seeundi paris sat elongati, f/raeillhni,

ungve carenies (quhiqveaiiicidati), cjusque vice ad finem articuli qiH'nti midtis validisquf-

preedifi setis." To this generic character, he says, may also be added, that the head in all

the species is tolerably small, and partially concealed by the first side-plates, a rostrum

projects in the middle in a little blunt point, formed by the small lateral excavations for

the insertion of the antennse, while the trunk is pretty strongly compressed, though

dorsally rounded. Though not considering the mouth-organs of use for generic characters,

he mentions that the mandibles are strong, furnished along the inner edge with three

dental tubercles (Tandknuder), meaning, to judge by the figure, a divided tooth at the tip

of the cutting edge and a small molar tubercle ;
the upper rim shows near the outer angle

a tolerably deep incision
;

the palps are tolerably short. The second maxillae have the

lower lobe (inner plate) very small, furnished at the extremity with some long, plumose
setae. The niaxillipeds have the palps long, the inner terminal plates narrow, linear. A
footnote to the words "

oculi magni
"
explains that a species otherwise in agreement with

the genus need not be excluded merely on account of its having small eyes.

He next describes " Gammarus Sahiiii Leacb," commonly known now as Aji/athilla xabini, but

in my view having a claim to the title Amathilla homari, J. C. Fabr. He expresses surprise

tliat it should have escaped the notice of [Otto] Fabricius, and calls attention to the very

considerable differences between the young and adults, and the necessity for naturalists to

take such variations into account if they would avoid the groundless multiplication

of species. The next species described and figured, Gammarus loricatus Sab., has by

Spence Bate been named GammaracmitJms loricatitg, Sabine. The new species figured

and described as Gammarus pingvis is now called Amathilla pinguis.
" Gammarws

Locusta, Montagu," is judged to be the commonest of all the Greenland Amphipods, and

to be undoubtedly identical with 0. " Fahricius's On\&cviS, jjulex (n. 231 pag. 2.54)." The

suggestion is offered that it may be identical with Cancer nugax and Gammarus nugax in

the English travels, dating "from Phipp's time." "
AmpMthoe carinata Ehrdt.

(Tab, II, fig. 6)," is next described. This, which is the Gammarus carinatus of Fabricius,

now bears the name Atijlus carinatus given it by Leach. "
Amphiihoe Hystrix. (Acantho-

soma Hystrix Owen). Tab. II, fig. 6 [7]).," next described, has been identified by

Boeck with Lepechin's species, under the name Acantlwzone cuspidata, but the distribu-

tion of the species, according to the accounts of Lepechin, Kr0yer and Boeck, makes the

identification doubtful. In describing the flagellum of the upper antennae, Kr0yer remarks

that, with exception of the four first joints, which are all furnished with hairs at the end of the

lower edge, of the remainder, as a rule, only every alternate one exhibits hairs. Conse-

quently, he says, those joints without hairs easily escape observation and cause dis-

crepancies in counting the total number of joints. From the alternation just mentioned

and from the considerable length of individual flageUum-joints in young individuals, he-

argues that the increased number of these joints in the adults results, not from the

budding forth of new joints, but from the subdivision of the old ones. His descrip-

tion of the species in brief is:—"Amphithoe Hystrix: froute nan rostrata ; antennis

sup)erioribus dimidiam inferiorum paHem non sqvantibus; oculis orbicularibus, convexis; cor-

pore parum compresso ; annulis thoracis, tribusque abdominis aiiterioribus series aculeorum

qvinqve prxbentibus ; primo thoracis annulo prx ceteris aculeato, cornu gerente procumbens
et ad caput prominens ; epimeris femori solito minus appressis, plerumque in aculcus

productis ; manibus linearibus, ungula prxditis minuta ; aprpendice caudali unica, postice
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aliquuntulum emarginata." This is followed by a sharp criticism of the generic character

given by Owen for Aranfhosoma. "
Amphithoe Serra Kr. (Oniscus serratus, Fabr. Fn.

gr. n. 237), (Tab. II, fig. 8.)" is now Acanthonotosoma serratum. Kr0yer changed )!crfafux

to sen-a to avoid disi)\a.cmg Aiyij^MtJioii serrata, Saj. "Amphithoe panopla Kr. (Tab. II,

fig. 9)." has since been called Pleu^ies panoplus. '^Amphithoe hinispis Rhrdt (Tab. 11,

fig. 10).," has been referred successively to Paramphithne, Amphithopsis, Fherusa, and

PZewsfes, and is restored by G. 0. Sars in 1882 to Paramphithoe.
"
Amphifhoe inermis

Rhrdt. (Tab. Ill, fig. 11) (Oniscus Cicada Fabr. Fn. gr. n. 2.331).," together with ''Amphi-

thoe crenulata RlinU (Tab. Ill, fig. 12). (Oniscus abyssinus Fabr. Fn. gr. n. 236?i)-i"

has been already mentioned in the note on Otto Fabricius, 1780, as now bearing the name

Pontoijeneia inermis, Kr0yer. "Amphithoe Ixviusnda Kr. (Tab. Ill, fig. 13).," is now
called Calliopius Iseviusculus.

"
Isrhi/rocerus angnipes Kr. (Tab. Ill, fig. 14).," is now

known as Podocerus angvipes, Kr0yer, though not without the admission that it may be

identical with the earlier Podocerus cylhidricus, Say.

The new genus Ischyrocerus is thus defined:— " Mandihulx magnis innfrudx pal pis

qvorum ultimus articulus oiovatiis, fere truncatus ; antennx pediformes; pedunculus

(o : pars hasalis) antennarum midto longior flageUo (o : parte terminali), quod perpaucis

modo gaudet articulis ; antennx siiperiores fiiagello appendicular i hrevi, u n i-

articulato oriiatse ; pedes primi parts minuti sed validi, nianwyiqve gm'entes ; pedes

secundi p)aris viazimi, manu portentosx in adidtis magnitudinis armati ; reliqvi pedes solito

ferme more conformati ; pedes spurii qvarti, quinti Sf sexti paris saltatorii ; articulus

hasalis sexti paris articulis terminalibus triplo vel quadruplo longiirr ; annuli ahdominales

ires anterim-es annidis thoracis breviores ; epimeri mediocris magnitudinis." The name

Iscltyrocerus is a synonym of the earlier Podocerus.
" Metoecus Medusarum Kr. (Tab. III. fig. 15). (Oniscus Medusarum Fabr. Fn. gr. n. 232).,"

was transferred by Boeck to Dana's genus Tauria, the name Metoecus being pre-oecupied.

Bovallius, however, argues that the species cannot properly be separated from Hyperia, and

the sisecific name medusarum being pre-occupied in that genus, he calls the present species

"Hyperia Kroeyeri." But if G. O. Sars, 1882, be right in identifying Tauria ahyssorum,

Boeck, with the so-called Tauria medusarum, the species wiU by the law of priority become

Hyperia abyssorum. The genus Metoecus is thus defined by Kroyer :
—" Pedes primi ef

secundi paris reliqvis permuUo breviores, sed validi, manuqve armati cheliformi.
Articidus horum pedum quartus qvi forma prxditus est triangulari, manum efficit, a cujus

margine inferiori prrodeunt pollex biarticularis anterior et digitus posterior. Primus pollicis

articulus (v. qvintus pedis) magnus, conicus ; secundus ungvis est pusillus. Digitus conicus,

imllice aliqvantillum brevior. Margn utriusqve p)ollicis articidi posterior, margoqve digiti

anterior pjer totam longitudinem scrrati. Cetera cum genere Hijpieria ferme conveniunt."

"Themisto arctica Kr. (Themisto Gaudichaudii Ross.). (Tab. IV, fig. 16).," and " Themisto

crassicornis Kr. (Tab. IV, fig. 17).," are by Boeck both made synonyms of Tliemisto

lihellula, Mandt. Kivyer himself felt he had grounds for believing that his Tliemisto

arctica was not identical with "Themisto Gaudichaudii Guerin," but that it might well lie

so with "Ross's Themisto Gaudichaudii."
"
Lestrigonus exulans Kr. (Tab. IV. fig. 18)," is considered by Boeck and others to be the male

of Hyperia medusarum, O. F. Midler. F. H. Streets would keep the genus Lestrigonus
distinct from Hyperia. "Hyperia ohlivia Kr. (Tab. IV. fig. 19)," is also held to be

a synonym of Hyperia medusarum, O. F. M.

The second part of this work is concerned with Crustacea outside the order of Amphipoda.
In the third part Kr0yer reviews the Greenland Crustacea in general, naming, among the

fifty-eight species which, he says, had come under his own observation, the Amphipod.«

already discussed, which are numbered from 11 to 31 in the series. Under number 38 he
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says,
"
Oaprella sepfentrionalis (Squilla lobata Fubr. Fn. gr. n. 225) not only differs very

considerably from the CapreUa qvadrlloha (Capr. linearis Latr.) which occurs with us, in

the form of the second pair of hands, etc., but, so far as I can judge, is also distinct from

all known European species. It seems frequent in the Greenland Sea, but is not mentioned

by Sabine and Ross." He subsequently figures and describes CapreUa septentri<maUs, Kr,,

in the iSTat. Tidsskr., pp. 590-596, Tab. VIIL fig. 10-19, without reference to S'pdlla

lobata of 0. Fabricius. Under number 39 he says,
"
Gyamus Ceti (Oniscus Ceti Fabr.

Fn. gr. n. 230), is sent both from northern and southern districts."

Of the species recorded by 0. Fabricius, of which Kr0yer personally knew nothing, he thinks

that "Oniscus arenarius (Fn. gr. n. 234)" may be a Gammarus or Ampihithoe, nna
" Oniscus stroemianus (Fn. gr. n. 235)

" an Orchesfia, as supposed by Milne-Edwards. He
then mentions from English authors "

Amphithoe Echcardsii {Talitrus Edwarihii Sah.

tab. 3. fiij. 1-4)," "Amphithoe cristata (Acanthonotus cristatus, Owen. App. to the \'oy.

of Ross. tab. B. fig. 8-12)," which he says seems to stand pretty near to Amphithoe Senri,

and "
Hyperia Cyanea (Talitrus Cyanese Sab. tab. 1, Fig. 12-18)," all which have been

already discussed. In a note he expresses disappointment that Owen should have left

Cancer boreas, Cancer ampulla and Cancer migax of Phipps without elucidation.

In the ten orders of Crustacea, which Kr0yer here admits, he reckons that the Arctic species

number 68, or, taking the number of all then known Crustacea to be 1500, the Arctic

species furnish a proportion of about 1 to 22. In these 68, 26, he says, are Amphipods,

giving the large proportion of 26 out of a total of 99 then known from the world at large.

The total is arrived at by the combination of his own list with that furnished by Milne-

Edwards. It should be observed that two species of La^mipoda are here not included in

the number of the Amphipoda.

Lastly, Kr0yer calls attention to the tendency in the genera Gammarus and Amphithoe, as he

accepted them, to develop sharp and angular forms, with horn-like processes and spines,

the more conspicuously the higher the latitude. As examples he adduces " Gammanix

loricatus, Gammarus Sahini, Amphithoe JSdioardsii, Amphithoe Hystrix, Amphithoe

cristata, which all extend very far within the Polar zone."

1838. Ke0YER, H. N.

Conspectus Crustaceorum Groenlandise. Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift. S. I.

B. II. pp. 249-261. 1838.

This is stated by the author to be chiefly an epitome of his previous work on the Amphipoda of

Greenland with very few alterations. For the three species assigned in that work to

Lysianassa, he now gives the name Anonyx. After the description of Ampjhithoe serrn,

Kr., the epitome breaks off with the notice,
" continuabitur."

1839. AnDRZEIOWSKI, Ant.

Catalogue des objets qui se conservent dans le cabinet zoologique de I'universite

imperiale de St Vladimir a Kief. P'' Partie : Mammiferes, oiseaux, reptiles,

poissons et crustacdes. Par A. Andrzeiowski. 1838. Bulletin de la Societe Im-

periale des Naturalistes de Moscou. Annee 1839. No. 1. Moscou, 1839.

lathe "litat de la Collection en 1833," the "
Crustacees

"
comprise only one Aniphipod,

" Gammarus Pulex." For " Annee 1838," under the same heading the following Amphipods
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are named
;

" Orchestia littorea Leach. Gammarus Pulex Fabr. ind. Gammanis niariii'is

Leach. Odessa. Gammarus stagnalis Nob. K." " ind
"

signifies
"
indigene de ces

Gouvernemens,"
" K "

stands for " Kief." To Gamnmnis sfcignalis, a note is given as

follows :
—Celui-ci difffere du precedent par ses yeux elliptiques reniformes, bien plus grands

en raison de la tete que ceux du G. Pulex, malgre que I'animal lui-meme ne le surpasse pas

par sa taille. Les appendices de la queue surpassent en longueur les deux derniers articles

de la queue, tandis qu'ils sont plus courts dans le O. Pulcx. On pent les definir ainsi
; G.

Pulex oculis oblongis exiguis, appendicibus caudalibus duobus articulis ultimis caudae

brevioribus. G. stagnalis oculis reniforraibus magnis, appendicibus, duos ultimos articulos

caudas superantibus." The characters given are insufficient for specific distinction. It is

therefore of little importance that the name Gammarus stagnalis is preoccupied as a synonym
for a nou-Amphipod Crustacean, Branchipus stagnalis.

1839. Philippi, Eudolph Amandus, boru September 14, 1808 (Hagen).

Einige zoologische Notizen von Dr. A. Philippi. 5. Chelura terebrans eiii

neues Ampliipoden-Geuus. Fig. 5. Arcliiv fiir Naturgescbichte. Wiegmaiin.
Fiinfter Jahrgang. Erster Band. Berlin 1839. pp. 120-121.

The earliest known description of this singular, mischievous, common, and, since Philippi's

paper, often-described Amphipod is as follows :—" Das Thier ist, einschliesslich Fiihler und

Schwanzanhange 4J"' lang und ohne dieselben 2f"' laug, und gegen f" breit. Der

Kopf ist am schmalsten und so lang als die zwei folgenden Segmente, der Kcirper

wird vom Kopf an allmiihlig breiter ohne sich jedocli bedentend von der lineal-

ischen Form zu entfernen. Die Augen sind klein und rund
;

die oberu Fiihler von

miissiger Liinge, borstenformig, siebengliedrig. Die untern Fiihler sind anderthalb mal

so lang und bestehn aus 6 Gliedern
;
die beiden ersten Glieder sind sehr kurz, die iibrigen

nehmen allmahlig an Liinge zu, werden platter und die letzten sind dicht gewimpert, so

dass sie eher ein Organ zum Schwimmen als zum Tasten zu sein scheinen. Die Bniet-

segmente sind gleich lang und haben ihre Seitentheile nur sehr wenig entwickelt. Der

Scliwanz oder Abdomen ist fiinfgliedrig ;
die beiden ersten Glieder sind den Brustsegmenten

ahnlich, das dritte Glied triigt auf der Mitte des Eiickens ein langes gekriimmtes Hori},

welches ganz dem der Sphinx-raupen gleicht, und jederseits noch 2 kleine Spitzen. Das

vierte Glied ist anderthalbmal so lang als breit, unten ziemlich flach, oben concav mit

kleiuen Hockerchen besetzt, an den Seitenriindern gewimpert. Zwei kleine Hockerchen in

der Mitte des hintern Piandes zeichnen sich besonders aus. Dieses Glied triigt jederseits

zwei Paar sonderbare Anhiingsel, die an seinem Grunde eingelenkt sind. Die obern

Anhiingsel sind senkrecht aufgerichtet und bestehn aus 3 liinglichen abgerundeten Lappen,
die alle mit langen Haaren dicht gewimpert sind, und von denen der vorderste der griisste,

der hiuterste der kleinste ist. Das seitliche Paar Anhiingsel entspricht volkommen

einem der Schwanzanhiingsel der Gammarinen und besteht aus einem Stiel, der zwei kleine

spitze Blaittchen tragt. Das fiiafte Glied ist sehr kurz, zeigt unten in einer Spalte den

After oben in der Mitte und an seinem Grunde (oder am hintern IJande des 4ten Gliedes)

eingelenkt ein ovales Bliittchen und an seinem Ende eine ungeheure Zange, die beinahe

anderthalbmal so lang als die beiden letzten Schwanzglieder ist. Ihre beiden Bliitter sind

flach gedrlickt, etwas divergirend, gegen das Ende verschmiilert und hakenfcirmig gebogen,
und haben gezahnelte Riinder. Die 14 Fiisse nehmen von vom nach hinten an Liinge zu,

jedoch nicht bedeutend. Die beiden ersten tragen am Ende eine umgebogene Klaue uml

der Tarsus ist breit mit einem divergirenden Zahn. Das erste Fusspaar ist weit breiter als
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das zweite. Die folgenden Fiisse enden mit einer langen graden niir an der Spitze scliwach

hakcnftirmig gebogenen Klaue, die drei hintern haben nur ein kleines blattartiges Hiift-

glied. Die Kiemen an ibrem Grunde habe ioh nicbt gesehen, desto deutlicher die 3 Paar

falschcr Ahdominalfiisse, die aus einem beilftirmigen, lamellenartigen Grundglied und zwei

gegliedertcn und gewimperten Borsten bestebn
;
so dass iiber die Ordnung der Crustaceen,

zu welcher das Thierchen gehort, kein Zweifel seiu kann. Die Kauwerhzeuge schienen mir

aus einer ausgerandeten Oberlippe, einem Paar mit 2gliedrigen Palpen versebenen Mandibeln,
drei (?) oder vier

(?)
Paar lamellenartiger Maxillen, und 2 sechsgliedrigeu Kaufiissen zu

bestehn."

1839. Rathke, Heinrich.

Beobachtungen und Betrachtungen liber die Entwickelung der Mysis vulgaris.

;lii

1839.

Arcliiv fiir Naturgeschichte. Wiegmann. Fiinfter Jalirgang. Erster Band. Berlin

This paper on the development of Mijsis vulgaris is illustrated tliioughout by reference to corre-

sponding facts in regard to the Isopoda and Amphipoda.

1839. Wiegmann, Arend Friedrich August, born 1802, died 1841 (Hagen).

Abweichende Form der Blutkorpercben und Blutlauf bei Liimopodeu. Voni

Herausgeber. Archiv filr Naturgescliichte. In Verbindung mit mehreren Gelehrten

herausgesreben von Dr. Ar. F. Ausj. Wiegmann. Fiinfter Jahrwanw. Erster Band.

Berlin 1839. pp. 111-112.

" In a little Lepiomera from the Skagerak," Wiegmann observed tbat the blood corpuscles

were not round or roundish, but "
elongate, thin at either end, fusiform." In the gnathopods

and other limbs he observed "two active currents, the one arterial, descending, on the

hinder side of the legs, the other ascending, on their front side. Each passes through the

whole extent of the limb, till at the end of the foot the descending bends round into the

ascending."

1840. Bennett, F. D.

Narrative of a Whaling Voyage round the Globe. Vol. II. pp. 169. 234. 237.

To this work Liitken refers for mention of Whale-lice (Larunda ceti) on the Cachalot, p. 169,

a Cetacean on which Roussel was unable to find any Gijanius. On a Dolphin, larger than the

common Dolphin {Delpliiims delpliis), and which in the spaces between the teeth in both

jaws had cavities to receive the teeth from the opiposite jaw,
" some Onisci adhered to the

body," p. 237. In reference to "the Blackfish of South-Sea Whalers," he says, "a few

whale-lice {Larunda ceti) adhere to the skin of this Cetacean," p. 234. See Liitken,

1873, p. 14 (242).
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1840. Costa, 0. G. and Costa, A.

Catalogo cle' Crostacei del Regno di Napoli. pp. 1-7.

Here, as Order III. of the Malacostraci, stand the Amfipodi, including
" Phronima scdentaria.

Phronima custos. Phrosine semUunata. Orio zancleus. Coc. Sicilia. Orio oxyrhinchus,

Prest. iOT. Orio ornithoramphus. SciniY ensicorne, Prest. Sicilia. Cleistotoma Gemmellaii,

id. Orchestia littorea. Talytrus locusta. Lisianassa Costie, Edw. Gammarus pulex.

Gammarus marinus ? Dexamine spinosa. Leucothoe articulosa. Amphithoe annulata, n.

Sannazaria pallida, n. Callisoma punctata, n. Typhis ovoides. Anceus forficularius.

Praniza ccBruleata." As Order IV. stand the Lemodipodi, inchiding
"
Caprella pliasma.

CapreUa linearis. Caprella acutifrons. Cyamus acutifrons, n. Sicilia." No descriptions,

and in most oases no authorities.

Costa's figure of Phrosina seinilunata, Eisso,
" Fn. Nap. tav. IV, fig. 1-5," cannot be of later

date than 1840, as Milne-Edwards refers to it, Hist. nat. des Crust, iii., p. 91, with the

following observation, "la Phrosine semilunairc, k en jiiger par la figure trfes-detaOlee qu'en

a donnee M. Costa, differe de I'esp&ce precedente par I'absence d'une grosse dent k Tangle

antero-infericur du penultieme article des pates anterieures, par la forme plus acuminee des

lames natatoires que representent les trois dernitjres paires de fausses pates, et par quelques

autres caractires." The preceding species referred to by Milne-Edwards is his own

Phrosina Nicetensis. Costa himself in 1857 gives the following references, which are

probably all of later date than 1840 :
—"

Orchestia deshayesii, Aud., Edw., A. Cost. Faun.

Nap. tav. VIII bis, fig. 3"; Talitrus platijcheles, Guer.—A. Cost. Fn. Nap. tav. VIII

bis, f. 2.";
"
Lijsianassa Costa; 'Edw.—A. Cost. Fn. Nap.";

" Callisoma punrtatum. Cost.

Fn. Nap. Tav. VIII, fig. 4-7"; ''Callisoma Hopei, A. Cost. Fn. Nap. Tav. VIII bis,

fig. 1." Leucothoe denticulata, A. Cost.,
" Fn. Nap. Tav. IX., fig. 3. (senza testo)."

Vihilia speciosa, A. Cost. "Fn. Nap. tav. IX, fig. 1 (senza testo).", and the Phrosina

already mentioned.

1840. Lucas, Hippolyte.

Histoire Naturelle des Crustaces, des Arachnides et des Myriapodes. Paris,

M DCCC XL.

In the account of the orders Lsmodipodes and Amphipodes, pages 219 to 240, no original

information appears to be given. There is a full account of Gijamus, taken from Roussel

de Vauzeme. Of the Lsemodipodes filiformes the genera mentioned are Lqjtomera,

Naupredia, Caprella. In the definition of Leptomera, the legs
" ne paroissent pas tons

pourvus d'appendices en forme de sac vesicideux h, leur base, ou meme n'en ayant pas du

tout." Of the species, Leptomera ventricosa, he says,
" Cette espfece presente un appendice

en forme de lobe k tous les pieds, les deux premiers exceptes. M. Latreille lui rapporte

aussi I'espece representee par Slabber, Micros., tab. 10, fig. 2, etle Cancer Pedatus, Montagu.
Transact. Linn., t. xi, pi. 2, fig. 6, qui en a tous les pieds pourvus, moins ceux de la premiere

et des trois dernieres paires." Proto ventricosa, O. F. M., has in fact only three pairs of

branchiae, though Slabber figures it with six pairs. jVaujJredia is here as usual without a

species.

In the account of the Amphipodes the first mentioned is OrcJiestia littoralis, with references to

Leach in the Edinb. Encycl. and the Linnaean Transactions, in both of which he remarks

that his Talitrus littoralis is the female of Talitrus locnsfa. Of Orchestia littoralis he

makes no mention. The name Gammarus fiuviafHis, M.-Edw., is used for the Squillapvlex
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of Deg^er, while Gammarus roeselii, Gervais, is entered without reference to Eoesel. The

genera assigned to the first family, Crevettines, are Orchestia, Talitrus, Lijsianassa, Gammarun

Ampliithoe, PhJias,
"
Is<xa," Leucothoe. To the second family, Podoc^rides, are assigned

Erichtonius, Atylus, Unciola, Cei'apus, Podocerus, CoropMum. On "
Corophia longicorne"

d'Orbigny's observations are as usual quoted. To tlie third family, Hyp^rines, are assigned
the genera,

"
Vibilia, Hyperia, Phornis, Lestrigon, Daira, Themisto, Hieraconyx, Dacfylo-

cerus, Anchylomera, Phronima, Primno, TijjJiu, Pronoe, Oxycephalies." The descriptions of

Gu6rin's genera are given with great fulness. To each of the species
" Vibilia Peronii,"

M.-Edw.,
" Phorcus Reynaudii," M.-Edw., Lestrigon Fahrei" M.-Edw.,

" Daira Gabertii,"

M.-Edw., the remark is attached,
" Cette esp^ce est encore in^dite," as though the species

were still iindescribed, but it is obvious that, wlien a new genus is established for a single

species, the characters of the genus are for the time tliose of the species also. Part of

Plate 17 and the whole of Plate 18 are devoted to figures of Amphipoda, but the figures are

not original. The names of Cei'apus tuhularis and Corophium longicorne are interchanged
on Plate 18.

1840. Milne-Edwards, Henri.

Histoirc naturelle des Crustaces, comprenant ranatomie, la j)hysiologie et hi

classification cle ces animaux. Tome troisieme. Ouvrage accompagne de planches.

Paris, 1840.

This volume opens with the Edriophthalmes of Leacli as second legion of the subclass " Crustaces

niaxilles." To mark them off from other Crustacea, MQne-Edwards points out that they

have the body divided into three very distinct parts, head, thorax, and abdomen, the rings

of the two latter being almost always distinct and free to move
; they have no carapace, no

movable peduncle to the eyes, although like the Podophthalma they have the mouth armed

witli mandibles and maxilla;, and the thoracic limbs all or almost all in the form of ambulatory
feet. They do not, however, breathe by branchias properly so called but by the help of a

portion of the locomotive limbs, wholly or in part modified for the purpose ;

" tantot c'est

I'appendice llabelliforme des pates thoraciques qui aflecte la forme d'une grande vesicule

membraneuse h, texture delicate, et qui devient ainsi propre k servir d'instrument a la respira-

tion." In the small number of species in which the inner structure is known,
"

le foie est

remplac6 par trois paires de canaux biliaires, le coeur a la forme d'un vaisseau dorsal situ6

tantot dans le thorax, tantot dans I'abdomen, et los organes gdnitaux se rapprochent, par
leur structure, de ce qui se voit chez les Insectes." They form, he says, three natural classes

thus distinguished :
—

Edriophthalmes

ayant,

Des vesicules branchiales sous le thorax.

Membres abdominauxdes cinqpremieres

paires heteromorphes et serx'ant a la

locomotion. .....
I'abdomen bien d^veloppe

et pourvu de cinq ou six { Presque jamais

paires de membres.

de v^siculos branchiales

sous le thorax. Membres abdominaux
des cinq premieres paires a jieu pres de

nieme forme, impropres k la locomotion,
et paraissant remplir les fonctions de

branchies. ......
I'abdomen rudimentaire dont la forme est celle d'un petit tubercle sans

appendices bien distincts. Des v(^sicules branchiales suspendues au

thorax,............

Amphipodes.

Isopodes.

LcPmodipodes.
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In his general description of the Amphipod structure, Milne-Edwards notes that the mandibles are

"
pourvues, en g(5neral, d'une tige palpiforme," that the dorsal arch in the thoracic segments

is generally
"
compost de trois piices bien distinctes, savoir : un terguni et deux epimeres,"

that at the base of most of the thoracic limbs there is on the inner side
" une grande v&icule

membraueuse qui semble etre le representant de la brnnche externa des pates-machoires et

des pates ordinaires chez certains Podophthalmes, et qui pr(5sente ici tous les caractires d'un

organe de respiration." The females, he continues, carry their eggs under the thorax, and

often have flabelliform appendages fixed to the base of the feet to serve this purpose, but at

other times their functions are discharged by the respiratory vesicles. He does not, how-

ever, here specify any instances to justify the last observation, but subsequently he applies

it to the genus Hijpei-ia and the genus Phromma, asserting that in the latter genus there

are five pairs of branchial vesicles, not three pairs only as commonly supposed. He says

that the Amphipoda are all aquatic
—a statement, which, in the light of later discoveries,

requires some modification. He divides the order into two groups or families in the

following manner :
—

" Pates-machoires trhs grandes recouvrant toute la bouche et formant

une espece de levre sternale impaire terminee par quatre grandes

lames corn^es et deux tiges palpiformes tres-longues. . Famille des Crevettines.

" Pates-machoires ne recouvrant que la base des appendices pr^c^dents,

et formant une espece de levre sternale impaire terminee par

trois lames cornees, et depourvue de tiges palpiformes ou n'en

ayant que des vestiges,...... Famille des Hypdrines."

The Crevettines he divides into the Tribu des Sauteurs with twelve genera, and the Tribu des

Marcheurs with seven genera. The first Tribe contains two groups, the first of which,

comprising only TalUrus and Orcliestia,
" essentiellement ar^nicoles, ne presentent au plus

que des vestiges d'une tige palpiforme aux niandibules." The remaining ten genera form

the second group, which live habitually in the water and have a very long mandibular

palp.

In the description of genera and species under TaUtrus, Latr., he gives the species, 1. saltator,

named from the Squilla saltatrix of Klein rather than from Onisr.us lociista of PaUas, or

Cancer Zocjis^a, Linne; 2. Beaucoudraii, M.-Edw.; 3. brecdcorne, n. s., from New Zealand
;

4. platijcheles, Guerin
;

5.
"
Cloquefii, (Audouin), Savigny."

Under Orchesfia, Leach,
"

§ 1. Especes dont les pates de la sixi^me paire sont k peu prfes de meme

grandeur que celles de la septieme, ou un peu plus petites," he includes the species, 1. littorea,

Leach, with references to Easter, Herbst, !Montagu, &c., and the observation that Oniscus

gammarellus of Pallas and Oniscus stroemianus of Otto Fabricius and TaUtrus ijryUus of

Bosc, all seem to belong to this division of the genus Orcliestia ; 2.
"
Montagtd," Audouin ;

3.
"
Bottae," n. s., "espece tr5s voisine de I'Orchestie sauteuse, mais dont les pates de

la septieme paire sont etroites et de meme forme que celles de la pairo preccdente.

Habite la mer Rouge," where as Sp. Bate suggests, he has probably written sauteuse

by mistake for littorale or littorea. 4.
"

Beshat/esii, Audouin;" 5. longicornis, Say's

TaUtrus longicornis; 6.
"

CJiiUe^isis," n. s., which Dana and Spence Bate call Chilensis ;

7.
"
Quoyana," M.-Edw., called Talorchcsiia Qnoyana by Dana and Spence Bate.

"
§ 2. Espfeces dont les pates de la sixifeme paire sont beaucoup plus grandes que celles de la septieme

paire" has the species 8.
" Fischerit." M.-Edw., figured pi. 29. fig. 4.

In the genus Lysianassa he places the species, 1.
"
Cosfx," JI.-Edw.

;
2. lagena, answering to

"
Lysianassa lagena y&\ Anonyx lagena, Kroyer;" 3.

"
I aAZw," Kroyer's Anonyx VaUii ;

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LSVII.— 1887.) XxX 24
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4. ai^pendieulata, answering to "
Lysianassa appendimlata vel Anonyx appendiculatus,

Kroyer ;

"
5. atlcmtica, for his own Gammarus atlanticus ; with the concluding

observation that Cancer ampulla, Phipps, and the imperfectly known Cancer nugax,

Phipps, appear also to belong to this genus.

He forms the new genus Alihrotus with the one species
"

Cliauseicus," to receive Lysianassa

chauseica, Milne-Edwards, and defines it thus :
—" Les Alibrotes, que nous avions d'abord

r^unies aux Lysianasses, s'en distinguent par la longueur considerable des antennes et la

forme grele de celles de la premiere paire, qui ressemblent tout-a-fait k celles des Crevettes, et

par la conformation des pates des deux premieres paires qui sont grandes, fortes et propres a la

marche et k fouir
;

elles ont h peu pris la meme forme et se terminent par un grand article

plat et allonge, dont le sommet est armd d'un ongle gros, conique, et k peine flexible. Du
reste, ces animaux ne different pas notablement des Crevettes." To this genus Spence Bate

in the Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 86, adds "
Anonyx littoralis, Kroyer, Voy. en Scand. pi. 13. f. 1.,"

but without reference to Kr0yer's own account of it, Nat. Tidssk. 2. K. 1. B. 1844, pp.

621-629, which describes the first joint of the upper antennaj as of the thickness usual

in the genus Anonyx, and the second gnathopod as nearly filiform. Boeck includes

Anonyx litoralis, Kr0yer, and two other species in a new genus Onesimus, to which he

appends Alihrotus as a doubtful synonym.
Milne-Edwards next gives Pldias, Guerin, with its one species, serratus, Gu^rin. Acanthonotus,

"Owen et J. C. Eoss," receives the species (1) cristatus, Owen; (2) Nordmannii, n. s.,

thus described :
—" Front depourvu de rostre, mais formant au-dessus de la base des

antennes inferieures, une grande protuberance qui loge les yeux, et qui porte a son extremite

les antennes superieures (h. peu pies comme chez les Ischyrocferes). Antennes tres-greles et

assez longues ;
le pMoncule de celles de la paire [supt^rieure] trfes-court, et le filet terminal

long, mais ne depassant que de peu le pedoncule des antennes infiJ^rieures. Thorax et

abdomen arrondis et sans dents ni epines en dessous. Pieces epimeriennes des quatre

premiers anneaux extremement grandes. Pates de la premiere paire ayant leur p^nulti^^me

article elargi en dessous, jjres de sa base, et la griffe assez longue, de fagon a ressembler k

une petite main tres-imparfaite. Pates de la seconde paire filiformes et sans trace

d'une main prehensile. Pates de la troisi^me et de la quatrifeme paire ayant leur

troisifeme article tres-grand, et elargi, les deux suivants ti-fes-petits et le dernier trfes-

long, mais grele et styliforme. Pates des trois derniires paires courtes, mais ayant leur

premier article tres-grand et presque aussi large que long. Fausses pates de la

dernifere paire beaucoup plus saillantes que celles des deux paires prec^dentes, et pourvnes
de deux lames lanceolees de meme longueur. Abdomen termini par deux lames sublanceol^es

dont le bord interne est droit. Longueur environ 5 lignes. Habite les cotes de la

Crimee." This species appears to bo stLU. unidentified. It does not appear among the

Mediterranean species in the recent work by Victor Carus. In the Brit. Mus. Catal.,

Spence Bate re-names it Protomedeia nordmannii. Kr0yer, Nat. Tidssk., 4 Bd. 1842,

p. 161. n., had already expressed his belief that the species could not be retained in the genus

Acanthonotus, but without proposing to place it in the genus Protomedeia, which he had

just instituted, loe. cit., p. 154, and since to that genus he assigns "Epimera sat brevia,"

^

while to AcantJionofus worf??Haw?«» Milne-Edwards assigns "Pieces epimeriennes des quatre

premiers anneaux extremement grandes," the union of this species to that genus is hardly

likely to stand. The difficulty of such union is augmented by the statement in Boeck, De
Skand. og Arkt. Amph. p. 576, that "Pedes secundi paris piarvi, manu non instructi

subcheliformi
"

in Kr0yer's generic definition is a slip of the pen for "Pedes primi paris."

Milne-Edwards considers rightly that Amphitoe seira, Kr0yer, ought to be placed in the

genus Acanthonottis, and wrongly that 0?iiscus cicada of Otho Fabricius is probably the

same species ;
he thinks further that Gammarus spinosus, Montagu, the type of Leach's
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genus Dexamine, may well also be an Acanthonotus, but that further information is needed

about it.

After describing the genus Isma with its type species, Isxa montagui, Milne-Edwards, which is

figured pi. 29, fig. 11, he passes to Anisopus, with its single species dubius, Tompleton,

for which see Note ou Templeton, 1836.

Accepting the distinction of AmpMtoo from Gammarus as convenient and in general use, though

depending only on the absence of the accessory flagelUim from the upper antennse of the

former, Milne- Edwards unites under this name the "
Ampitoe," Fherusa and Dexamine of

Leach. On the other hand he divides and subdivides his own Amphito'e as follows :•
—

"
§ 1. Especes dont le dos est arrondi et depourvu de grandes dents medianes.

" A. Thorax et abdomen depourvus d'epines.
"

a. Antennes superieures au moins aussi longues que les antennes inferieures," with the species

1. Jurinii, M.-Edw.; figured pi. 1. fig. 2.; 2 leviuscula, Kroyer; 3. Pausilipii, M.-Edw. ;

4. indica, j\I.-Edw.; 5. pida, Eathke ; 6. Gaudichaudii, n. s., from Brazil, in which he

emphasises the peculiarity
" Handle des jjates de la truisieme et quatrihne jxiire ovalaire

(au lieu d'etre presque lineaire comme d'ordinaire);" 7. Filosa, Savigny, from which he thinks

that "
I'Amphitoe de Eamond, and I'Amphitoe des varecs," as he names Pherusa fucicola,

Leach, scarcely differ. He gives notes on Gammarus ob.tusatus, Montagu, for which he had

already proposed the name Amphito'e ohtitsata ; on TAmphito^ rouge, that is, the Gammarvs

rubricaius of Montagu, or Amphitoe rubrioata of Leach
;
and lastly on I'Amphitoe dentele,

Say's fresh-water Amphitoe deniata.

" aa. Antennas superieures moins longues que les inferieures.

"act*. Mains des deux premihres paires d, peu prh de meme grandeur" with the species,
"

8. Crenidata," Kroyer ; 9. inermis, Kroyer, to which he appends a note,
" Onisais cicada ?

Oth. Fabricius, Fauna Groenl. p. 258,"; 10.
"
Armorica," M.-Edw,; 11. "Eeynaudii,"

M.-Edw.; 12.
"
Swaminerdamii," M.-'Edw.; 13. punctata, &aj.

" aa**. Mains des pates de la seconde paire plus de deux fois aussi grosses que celles des pate-s-

anterieures," with the species 14.
"
Prevostii," M.-Edw.; 15. pelagica, M.-Edw.; 16.

"
Gaimardii," n. s., which Dana transferred to Allorchestes Gaimardii?, and for which

Spence Bate adopts the name Allorchestes Gaimardii, making Allorchestes compressa, Dana,

a synonym of it
;

17. pontica, with Hyale pontica, Eathke, for a synonym.
" AA. Cotes du, thorax ou ledossus de Vabdomen, garnis d'epines ou de petites dents.

" AA*. Des Spines sur lesflancs."

18. cancella, the 07iiseus cancellus of Pallas.

" AA**. Fluncs depourvus d'epines."

19. bicuspis, Kroyer; '20. podura, Miiller's Gammarus podurus ; 21. "
Fresnelii, Audouin."

"
§ 2. Especes dont le dos est 2)lus ou mains carene en dessus et armc vers sapartie posterieure de

grandes dents medianes comprimees et dirigees en arriere.

" B. Front depourvu de rostre."

22. costata. M.-Edw.; 23. hijstrix, the Acanthosoma hijstrix of Owen; 24. Marionis, M.-TLdw.;

25. "
Panojila," Kibyer ;

26. "
Canwa^a," Kroyer, followed by the concluding observation

that Say's Ampihitoe serrata "a le dos dentele comme les especes procedentes, mais paratt

s'en distinguer par I'existence de trois epines saillantes situees k egale distance I'une do

I'autre sur le bord infi^rieur de chacune des mains."

Crevettb. Gammarus, Fabricius, is thus subdivided :
—

"
§ 1. Esphces dont les yeux sunt ovalaires, reniformcs ou lineaires.

" A. Bord posterieur des trois premiers segmens de Vabdomen droit et ne se prolongeant pas de

maniere a former une grosse epine ou dent mediane.
"

a. Des epines sur la p'ortion dorsale da quatr&me et du cinquihme anneaux abdominaux," with

the species, 1. locusfa, referred to Oniscus pulex ? 0. Fabr., Cancer Gammarus locusfa,
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Montagu, etc.; 2. jfuviafilis, Eoesel, wliich does not agree with the character "A"; Z.fasciatus

Say, with which he identifies Say's Gammarus minus giving tlie specific name as lyiinimus;

4. marinus, Leach ; 5. Olivii, M.-Edw.; 6. affinis, a new species, which " ressemble

presqu'en tout & la Crevette d'Olivi, mais s'en distingue parce que les mains de la premiere

paire, an lieu d'etre un pen plus petites que celles de la seoonde paire, sent heaucoup plus

grosses," and which Spence Bate unites along, with Gammarus olivii to Gammarus marinus,

Leach
; 7. jjungens, n. s. from "les eaux thermales du mont Cassini en Italie."; 8. Omatus,

M.-Edw.; 9. Peloponeslus, Guerin ; 10. canqjylops, Leach.
"
au. Point d'epines sur la portion iiosterieure de I'abdomen." 11. ^mlex, Geoffroy (text, not

figure), etc., a species, as Bate and Westwood point out, not agreeing with the character "aa,"

any more than j?«iu(afi7»s agrees with the character "A"; 12.
" Ermannii" n.s., figured in the

Brit. Mus. Catal., pi. xxxii. fig. 7, as "
Crangonyx Ermannii;" 13. '^

Impostii," M.-Edw.;

14. ^'
Ofhonis," M.-Edw.; 15. pnnguis, Kroyer.

" AA. Bord posterieur du troisihne anneau de Tabdomen, et en general celui des dewt anneaux

pi-ecedents se pirolongeant en arriere de maniere a former sur la ligne mkliane une grosse

dent."

This section includes the species "16. Sahinii," Leach; 17. 7nucronatus, Sa.j; 18. appendieulatus,

Say.
"

§ 2. Especes dont les ijeux sont circulaires.

"
B. G-riffe des secondes pates s'infleehissant sur le bord de la main et non sur sa face interne," with

the species ;
—

19. loricatus, Sabine; 20.
"
Savii," M.-Edw., with the notice appended in regard to Gam-

marus inutilus, Miiller, Zool. Dan., vol 3. p. 60. tab. 116, figs. 1-11, that "La Crevette

TEONQU^E de Miiller ressemble assez a I'espfece pr<5cedente,mais s'en eloigne par la grandeur du

filet accessoire des antennes superieures qui paralt etre aussi long que leur pedoncule, par le

pen de largeur du premier article des pates post(5rieures, et par la grandeur des lames terminales

des appendices abdominaux de la sixieme paire."; 21. podager, M.-Edw.; 22. brevicaudatus,

M.-Edw.; followed by the remark that "si le Gammarus grossimanus de Montagu etait

pourvu d'un appendice si5tac6 accessoire aux antennes superieures?, c'est pres de notre

Crevette brevicaude qu'il devait prendre place ; mais, dans le cas contraire, il rentrorait dans

le genre Amphito6."
" B.B. Griffe des seco7ides pates s'inflkhissant sur la face interne de la main," containing only the

species, 23. "
Dugesii," M.-Edw., with the note,

" cette espece presente tons les caract^res

assignfis par M. Leach k son genre Melite," and followed by the well-grounded suspicion

that Gammams palmatus, Montagu, may be the same species.

Ischyrocerus, Kroyer, has the one species, anguipes, Krijyer.

Leucothoe, Leach, has only the species furina, Savigny, but the description of this is followed by
the observation that '•

le Gammarus articulosus de Montagu, d'apr^s lequel Leach a etabli

le genre Leucothoe ressemble beaucoup k I'espece precedente, mais e.st trojo mal connu pour

que nous puissions y assignor des caractferes ; Leach dit k la v^rit^ que les antennes ne sont

formees que de trois articles, ce qui le ferait distinguer facilement, mais il me parait pen

probable que cette observation soit exacte."

In the " Tribu des Crevettines marcheuses," with slender, semi-cylindrical bodies, not laterally

compressed, with narrow side-plates, lower antennae generally pediform, the palps of the

maxillipeds little developed, and the pleon not formed for leaping, he places Ericthonius,

M.-Edw., with the one species difformis, M.-Edw., and the remark that, "le Gammarus

spiniearpus de Miiller se rapproche beaucoup des Ericthonies, mais devra probablement

constituer un genre particulier."; Cerapius, Say, with the species 1. tubularis. Say;
2. pelagicus, Leach, to comprise Cancer falcafus, Montagu, and Jassa pelagica. Leach.

The new genus Gerapodina is thus explained ;
—" Nous rangerons sous ce nom g(5nerique
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uu petit Crustaoo qui a (jte deorit dernierement par M. Templeton, et qui ressemblc beaucoup
aux C^rapodes, tant par son organisation que par ses moeurs, mais qui s'en distingue par la

conformation des anteunes, dont les deux paires se terminent par un filet luulti-articulo. II

est aussi k noter que la tete est ici confondue avec le premier anneau du thorax, et que les

quatrifeme, cinquifeme et sixifeme anneaux paraissent etre d^pourvus de pates." The single

species is Cerapodina aMita, the Verapus ahditus of Templeton, which must retain its name,
the new genus being only founded on obvious errors in Templeton's description.

The next genus given is Podocerus, Leach, with the species, 1. variegatus, Leach; 2. imlchellus,

Leach
; followed by an observation on the Podocerus cylindrieus of Say. The genus

Corophium, Latreille, receives the species, 1. longicorne, with the usual synonymy ;

2.
"
BonnelUi," M.-Edw. Atyliis, Leach, has the one species carinalus, for the Gammarus

carinatus of Fabricius. Unciola, Say, has the single species, irrorata. Say.

The Famille des Hypcrines is divided into three tribes. The first, the Tribu des Hyperines

gammaroides
" characterised by the smallness of the head and the compressed form of the

body," includes a single genus, Vihdia, M.-Edw., with Dactyloche, Latreille, for a synonym,
and with one species, Peronii, M.-Edw., PI. 30, fig. 1.

In the second division, the Tribu des Hyperines ordinaires, "le corps est large et renfle; la tete est

tr^s-grosse ;
les antennes de la premitsre paire sont subulees et pointues ;

enfin celles de la

seoonde paire sont styliformes et ne peuvent pas se reployer sur elles-memes comme chez

les Typhis, etc." The genera and species included are as follows:—Hyperia, Latreille,

identified with Cancer 1 Montagu, Lanceola, Say, Hiella, Straus, and containing the

species, 1. "LatreilUi," JL-Edw., pi. 30, fig. 16; 2. oMivia, Kroyer; 3. Gaiidichaudii, n. s.,

from Chili, redescribed in the Erit, Mus. Catal., p. 289, and figured as "Lestrigonus

Gaudichaudii," with the remark that "
it closely resembles L. exidans, but may be at once

recognized by the distinct armature on the propoda of the gnathopoda." After the

numbered species of Hi/peria, Milne-Edwards observes thai "
Hi/peria Lesueurii," Latr.,

seems to differ from the two preceding species by having two little triangular horizontal

plates, instead of the single plate at the distal end of the abdomen
;
that Say's Lanceola

pelagica agrees essentially with Hypieria, but is distinguished from the other species by

having the sixth pair of legs much longer than the rest; and lastly, that Gammarus galba of

Montagu probably belongs to this genus. Metoeeus, Kroyer, has the one species, "Medn-

sarum," 0. Fabr., followed by the remarks on Talifrus eyanex, Sabine, already quoted in note

on Sabine, 1821. Phorcus, M.-Edw., has its one species, formerly spelled Reynaudii, but here

Eaynaudii, M.-Edw.

Tyro is a new genus instituted to receive Hyperia carnigera, M.-Edw., and is thus

explained:
—"Dans cette petite division gen^rique, la forme generale du corps est la

meme que chez les Hyperies si ce n'est que la tete est tronquee anterieurement. Les

antennes inferieures sont extrSmement petites comme dans les genres pr^c&lens, mais celles

de la premifere paire sont plus longues que le corps, et composers de deux articles dont un

basilaire tres-court, et I'autre terminal styliforme, gros et excessivement long. Aucune des

pates n'est prehensile, mais leur longueur est tris-inegale ;
celles de la cinquieme paire sont

beaucoup plus longues que les autres, et quoique assez fortes, ont leurs deux derniers articles

filiformes
;

les pates de la septieme paire sont trfcs-petites et si greles qu'eUes ne paraissent

pas etre propres h, la locomotion. Quant k I'abdomen, sa conformation est semblable a celle

des Hyperies, si ce n'est que les fausses pates des trois derniferes paires sont tres-greles, et ne

presentent pas k leur extremit6 deux lames distinctes." It has been pointed out by

Bovallius, 1886, that this genus anticipates Clydonia, Dana.

Primno, Guerin, is given with the species macropa, Gu(5rin. Lestrigonus, M.-Edw., has the

species "Fahreii," M.-Edw., figured pi. 30. fig. 18., the description being followed by the

remark that Lestrigonus exulans of Kroyer seems to be intermediate between the preceding
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species and the Hyperiee. Daira, M.-Edw., lias the species
"
Gahertii," M.-Edw. TJiemisfo,

Guerin, has the species, 1.
"
GaudicJiaudi," Gixenn

;
2. arctica, Ktojer, inclnding T}iemisfo

Gaudichaudii of Eoss and Owen, both being synonyms of libellula, Mandt; 3. crassicornis,

Kroyer, another synonym of libellula. Anchylomera, M.-Edw., has the species, L " Blosse-

villeii ;" 2.
"
Htmterii," M.-Edw., figured pi. 30. fig. 4, the description being followed by

the remark that Hieraconyx of Guerin "ne nous parait pas differer notablement de nos

Anchylomeres," &c., a view accepted by Spence Bate, who gives Guerin's species as Anchy-

lomera ahhreviata.

Phrosina of Eisso, not Latreille, with Dadylocera, Latreille, for a synonym, is next described.

A note says,
" dans I'espfece que j'ai examinee il u'existait aucun vestige d'appendice palpi-

forme insure aux mandibules
;
mais dans la figure que M. Costa a donnee de ce geni'e, on

voit de chaque c6t6 de la bouche un petit appendice setace qui paraitrait etre un palpe

mandibulaire, et qui est considdre par ce naturaliste comme une seconde paire d'antennes
;

il serait possible que ces appendices ne fussent autre chose que les pieces terminales des

pates-m&cboires devenues plus saillantes que d'ordinaire." To this genus is assigned the

species
" Pkrosina Nicetensis," M.-Edw., previously called Dadylocera Nicetensis, the

description being followed by the remark that "La Phrosine semi-lunaiee, h. en juger par

la figure tres-detaillee qu'en a donnee M. Costa, difffere de I'espfece precedente par I'absence

d'une grosse dent a Tangle antero-inferieur du penultifeme article des pates anterieures, par la

forme plus acuminSe des lames natatoires que representent les trois derniferes paires de

fausses pates, et par quelques autres caracteres." In the synonymy of the species he gives
"
Fisitooe hispinosai Eaffinesque,"

—Phrosine semihmata? Eisso,
—Desmarest, Consid. p.

259.—Costa, Fauna, Crust. pL iv. fig. 1-5.

To Phronima, Latreille, he assigns the species, 1. sedeniarla, Forskal
;

2.
"
Atlantica, Guerin,

and adds, in regard to Plronima custos, Eisso, that it is probably the same, although in the

figure, given by Eisso and copied by Desmarest, the third segment of the abdomen, probably

by error of the draughtsman, is without false feet. He thinks that if Eafinesque's Sperchius

were better known, it would perhaps come near to Phroiiima.

The Tribu des Hyperines anormales is characterized by
" un mode de conformation des antennes

inferieures qui est trfes-remarquable ;
ces organes, au lieu d'avoir la forme d'une tige

cylindrac(5e ou d'un stylet pen flexible, et de faire saillie au-devant de la tete, s'inserent a

la face inferieure de celle-ci, sur les c6tes de la bouche, et se replient trois ou quatre fois sur

eux-memes en zigzag."
"
Voyez PI. 30, fig.

10."

To this tribe he assigns the following genera and species :
—

Typhis, Eisso, with the species, \. fei-us, ]\L-Edw. ; 2. rapax, M.-Edw. ;
3. ovoides, Eisso. He

also says
"

le genre Orione de ]\I. Cocco ne parait pas diiferer de celui dont nous faisons ici

I'histoire
; mais les figures qu' il en a donnees sont trop grossiferes pour que nous puissions

assignor des caracteres aux espfeces dont il fait mention." He thinks further that the

Cancer gammarus monoculoides of Montagu ought probably to be referred to Typihits, but

this is now known to be an erroneous supposition.

Pronoe, Guerin, has the single species, capito, Guerin.

Oxycephalus, M.-Edw., has the species, L piseator, M.-Edw., figured PI. 30. fig. 10
; 2. oceanicux,

Guerin ; 3. armatus, n. s.,
" Tete aussi longue que tout le reste du corps, terminee par un

rostre styliforme trfcs-long, renflee au milieu dans le point occujie par les yeux, puis retrecie

dans une ^tendue assez considerable, et renflee de nouveau k son estri^mite posterieure, oil se

trouve la bouche. Antennes de la premifere-paire trfes-petites et termin^es par une lamelle

ovalaire
;

celles de la seconde paire extremement longues et greles. Pates des deux

premieres paires extremement petites ;
le premier article de celles des cinquifeme et sixieme

paires 6troit et semblable k celui des pates prec^dentes. Les pates de la septieme paire

paraissent raanquer completement, mais il existe, au point ou elles devraient s'ius^rer, une
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lamelle memtraneuse semblable k celle fixee prfes de la base des pates precddentes. Portion

posterieure de Fabdomen trfes-6troite le sixieme segment, cyliudrique, et termini par un

stylet impair aussi long que le corps. Les fausses pates des trois dernieres paii'es tres-greles,

tres-longues, et termin^es chacune par deux stylets. Longueur, environ 1 poucc." This

under the name Rhahdosoma armafum became the type of the new genus Rhahdosoma,
Adams and White, 1848.

The Ordre des Loemodipodes or Loemipodes is still described as being without mandibular palp.

It is divided as usual into two families. The Famille des Caprelliens, ou Loemodipodes

filiformcs, contains the following genera and species :

—
CapreUa, Lamarck, with the species,

1, linearis, answering to " Cancer linearis? Lin. Syst. nat.," etc.
;

2. aeuminifera, Leach,

pi. 33, fig. 1, including Puce de mer arpenteuse, Queronic ; 3. scaura, Templeton ;
4. nodosa,

Templeton ; 5. aeutifrons, for which inaccurately Desmarest is given as the authority, and

CapreUa atomos. Leach, as a synonym ;
6. pliasma, Montagu ;

the description of which is

followed by the remarks that CapreUa tubemdafa, Gu6rin, Iconogr. Crust. PI. 28. fig. 1,

resembles the preceding species by the existence of a cephalic horn, but is distinguished by

having a great number of blunt tubercles all along the back, and by the form of the legs of

the three last pairs, of which the penultimate joint is widened and armed with a large

tooth on its inner edge';
"
Cap7-eUa mantis, Latreille, K"ouv. Diet. d'Hist. nat.," he says, is

very imperfectly kno^vn
;
Cancer fiJiformis, Linn., Amoen. Acad. t. 6, p. 415, et syst. nat.

t. 1, pars 5, p, 2993, probably, he thinks, belongs to this genus.
"
Naupridia," Latreille, with no described species.

Leptoriiera, Latreille, with the species, 1. pedata, MliUer, and 2. veniricosa, Miiller, which are,

as Milne-Edwards suspected, the male and female of the same species properly called

Proto ventricosa. That Proto, Leach, is the same as Leptomera is recognised by Milae-

Edwards, though he does not give Proto its rightful precedence.

In the Famille des Loemodipodes ovalaires ou Cyamiens he places the single genus Cyamus,

giving Lamarck, instead of Latreille, as the earliest authority for the name. The species he

recognises are, 1 . erraticus, Eoussel de Vauztme, in the synonymy of which he erroneously

groups together the various names appUed to species of Cyamus in writings earlier than

E. de Vauzfeme's treatise
;

2. ovalis, E. de V.
;

3. gracilis, E. de V., with the concluding
observation that "le Cyamus Delphini de M. Gu^rin (Iconographie, Crust. PI. 28, fig. 5)

parait difi'erer des especes prec6dentes par la brifevet^ des appendices branchiaux, et par la

maniere dont les divers anneaux du thorax se touchent lat6ralement."

184-. Milne-Edwards (Editor).

Les Crustaces. Le Regne Animal distribue d'apres son organisation, pour servir

de base a Thistoire naturelle des animaux, et d'introduction a I'anatomie comparee

par Georges Cuvier. Edition accompagnee de planches gravees, . . . par une

reunion de disciples de Cuvier. Paris, Fortin, Masson et C*^ Libraires, successeurs

de Crochard. (No date is given in the work itself
;

I understand from Mr. G. K.

Fortescue of the British Museum that it appeared in Uvraisons between 1836 and

1849
;

it is sometimes called the Crochard Edition, or the Illustrated Edition.)

Pages 165-188 refer to the Amphipoda.
The Amphipoda, pis. 58 to 61, include under "des Greyziics {Gammarus, Fah.)," P/ironima,

Latr.
; Hyptria, Latr. ; Plirosine, Eisso ; Dactylocera, Latr. ; lone, ("mais uniquement

d'apres une figure de Montagu, Oniscus tJioracicus, Tmns. linn. soc. ix. iii., 3, 4"): Orchestia,
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Leach; Talitrus, Latr.; Atylus, Leach; Gammarus, Latr.
; Melita, Leach; Mxra, Leach;

Ampithoe, Leach; Phsrusa, Leach; Dexaminf,, Leach; Leucothoe, Leach; Cerapus, Say;

Podoceiiis, Leach
; Jassa, Leach

; Corophium, Latr.
; Pterygocera, Latr. ; Apseudes, Leach,

(Eu]pliem% 'Rasso); Typhis, 'Risao
; Anceus, Risso, (Ghiathia, 'Leach) ; Pi-aniza, Lea,ch. These

form the third order. The fourth order, Lsemodipoda, ^pl. 63, includes under " De Cyanie

{Cyamus, Latr.)," Lepiiomera, Latr. {Proto, Leach) ; Naupredia, Latr. ; Caprella, Lamck.
;

and for " des cyames proprement dits," Cyamus, Latr., {Laru7ida, Leach).

The only part of this work which is of any independent value as regards the Amphipoda is the

group of fine plates.

As to ''

Dcoetylocera Nicsensis, Edw.," pi. 58, fig. 2, the editor says,
" Cette espece ne me paralt

pas differer de celle d&ignee par M. Risso sous le nom de Phrosina semilunata, et cites par
M. LatreUle comme type de son genre Dactylocere ; cependant elle ne presents pas Iss

caract<^res assign^s par nntre auteur h, ce meme geurs."

On " Jone thoracicus, Latr.," pl. 59, fig. 1, he says,
"

il suffit de comparsr ces figures d'une

part avec cellss des Talitres et des autres Amphipodes proprement dites, et de I'autre jsart

avec cellss des Cymotho^s, etc. (PI. 65), pour se convaincre que co n'est pas ici la place

naturslle du genre Jons ; dans la classification adoptee dans mon Histoire Naturelle des

Crustacfe, ces parasytes sont ranges dans une division particulifers de I'ordre des Isopodes a

la suite des Cymothoadiens."
Bate and Westwood, i. p. 19. n., consider that ths representation of Talitrus saltator, Edw.,

pl. 59, fig. 2.a., has in reality been taken from Talitrus Beaucoudraii, Edw.

The mandible of Orchestia Uttorea, pl. 59, fig. 2.d., seems to show a rudiment of a palp, but

unjointed.
" Orchestia Quorjiana," Edw., pl. 59, fig. 4, is clearly depicted.
" Gammarus Dugesii," Edw., pL 60, fig. 3, has the remark,

" Cette espfecs off're un exempls de la

forme dss mains ds la deusi^me paire, qui est caract^ristique du genre Melita de Leach.

Genre qui ne parait pas devoir etre adopts." It is in fact a synonym of Melita palmata,

Montagu, the type-species of Leach's genus.
"
Pl. 60. Fig. 4. Gammarus brevicaudatus, Edw. Individu male. Ici la main de la deuxieme paire

offre les particularites de forme propres au genre Mxra de Leach. "
Fig. 4. a. Patte de la

seconds paire chez la femelle, conform^o de la meme manifere que chez les Crevettes

ordinaires." These are the two sexes of Gammarella brevicaudata. On fig. 5. Melita

palmata. Leach, he says,
" Ce genre, comme nous venous de le dire, ne paralt pas etre

admissible." Fig. 6.
"
Amphithoe Marionis," Edw., is identified by Spence Bate with

Dexamine spiinosa, Montagu.
Pl. 61. fig. 4,

" Podocenis variegatus, Leach,"
"

d'aprfes I'individu decrit par Leacli et conserve,^

dans le Mus(5um Britannique," has the last peraeon-segmeut and the first of the plson

dorsally producsd backwards in a vsry marked tooth-like process.

Pl. 62 bis, is devoted to Typhis ovoides, Eisso, and Typhis Jerus, Edw.; pl. 63 to Caprella

linearis, Leptomera ventricosa, and to Cyamus ovalis, Roussel de Vauzfeme.

1841. Delle Chiaje.

Descrizione e notomia degli animali invertebrati della Sicilia citeriore. Napoli,

1841. 5 vols, folio.

Bats and "VVsstwood, ii. p. 27, rsfsr to plate xxiii. of this work as containing a figurs of

Doliolum papillosmn, Delle Chiaje, with Phronima sedentaria inside it. Claus, 1862,

makes a similar reference. Bate and Westwood, loc. cit., also refer to Otto,
" Nova Acta,"

xi. p. 313, and Otto is referred to by Claus likewise.
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1841. EiCHWALD, Eduard VON, borii July 4, 1795 (Hagen).

Fauna Caspio- caucasia nonnuUis observationibus novis illustravit Eduardus

Eichwald. Cum Tabul. lithograph. XL. PetropoH, mdcccxli.

At page 225, under "
Crustata," he says,

" Inter caspii maris et nigri incolas e Crustaforum

classe similis quoque ac inter Pisces intercedit differentia
;
in hoc scilicet propter maris

communionem cum mcditerraneo alia deprehenduntur genera alieeque prorsus species, quam
in illo ; sic ad Ponti incolas pertinent inter alia complura Pagurus Diogenes Ri-s-f:., Pisidia

longicoi'nis Leach., Xaiitho rivulosus Riss., . . . aliique; -poTco Orrhestia littorca Leach,

Gammarus locusta Leach, aliique, Anthise dein et Htjalx, duo Amphipodum genera nova,

Amphitliose, Idothex . . . multaque alia, a eel. Rafhlce fusius desoripta et a caspio mari

plane aliena
;

alia denique in utroque mari offenduntur, quibus potissimum Adaei pertinent."

For the "duo Amphipodum genera nova," he refers to Eathke, zur Fauna der Krtjm, 18.37,

so that for Anfliix we should probablj' read Amaihix. His own descriptions of Amphipoda
are as follows :

—
"Gammarus Caspius Pall. Eeise durch Russland I. Petersb. 1801, pag. 477.
"
Segmenta caudalia in dorso mucronata, postrema duo stylo dorsali mutico aetata et appendice

utrinque cylindracea bifurca, interjecto insuper medio foliolo lineari, primi paris pedibus

minutis, secundo et tertio cheliferis, reliquis retrorsum versis.

" Hab. in casjiio mari, ad ostium Rhymni una cum Ganimaro pulice Fahv., ad insoquentem

fortasse speciem referendo.

"Gammarus H^mobaphes m. Tab. xxxvii. Fig. 7. a. h. c.

" E fusco- viridis, segmentorum singulorum postico margine extremo laterali purpureo- sanguineo.
" Hab. in mari nigro ;

in caspio adesse quoque videtur.

"
Corpus vix 4 lin. longum ;

antennis ac pedibus omnibus et appendicibus caudalibu.s ciliatis.

" Inter antennas capiti parvo infixas mucro compressus nullus, quo itaque recedit a Gam. caiicello

Pall, (SpicUeg. Zoolog. Fasc. IX. Berol. 1772 Tab. III. fig. 18.) cui in ceteris quoad antennas

simillimus
; priores tres articuli (pedunculus) superiorum antennarum G. hxmohaphis breves,

articuli vero flagelli multo minores, minimi, numerosissimi ; priores dein articuli duo

inferiorum antennarum multo longiores, saltern duplo longiores illis superiorum, at minus

numerosi articuli flagelli inferiorum ideoqiie has multo breviores superioribus, licet paulluluni

crassiores iis, non ut in Gainm. locusta Pall, antenna; superiores multo breviores

inferioribus. Gammarus locusta, a eel. Rathke descriptus (1.
c. 373) fortasse ad hauc

pertinet speciem, exceptis tamen antennis, quas superiores parum tantum longiores dicit

inferioribus.

" Oculi viridi-nigri, semilunares.
"
Squamae segmentorum pectoralium laterales sive laminae ab his segmentis dirempt^'e pedesquc

contegentes volumine cunspicuo notabiles
; quarta lamina omnium reliquarum latissima,

maxima, post earn tres alise minimee, quasi rudimentaria;
;
numerus earum in universum

illi pedum respondet, ut itaque septem segmenta pectoralia laminas ibidem laterales adauctas

et a media parte disjunctas monstrent ; reliqua abdominalia segmenta genuina simplicia.
" Cauda sensim latitudine increscens, postrema duo segmenta exigua aculeis in dorso prredita

ultiinumque suisum conversa spina apicali. Sub hac caudai extrema; parte subtus infixi

spurii pedes breviores, apice bifidi versusque anteriora elongati alii.

" Pedes pectorales 7, antici duo tarsis latioribus instructi, tarso secimdi pedum paris (I.e.?;.)

latiore, longiore, quam ille prioris (1.
c. a.) subtusque hispido- aculeato ; primi quoque paris

pedum tarsus hispidus, at minus aculeatus, reliquorum instar
; omnesque reliqui tertii instar

(1. c. c.) pedes hispiduli ;
in Ganimaro locusta duo pedes antici tarsis subaequaliter latis

longisc^ue instructi
;

tales quoque in nostro balthico.

(zooL. chall. EXP.—PART Lxvii.— 1887.) Xxx 25
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" Carnivorus cancellus retia corrodit et forsitan fulgorem maris pontici (an quoquo caspii 1)
noc-

turnum efficit
;
constat enim observationibus, Gainmanim locustam nocturna luce sjilendere

in germanico mari. (v. Desmarest considerations generales sur la classe des Criistaws, Paris

1825 pag. 267)."

Boeck thinks that this Gammarus hxmohaphes is much the same as Gammams locusta. Spence

Bate does not notice it in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue.

1841. Gould, Augustus Addison, born April 23,1805, died Sept. 18, 1866 (Encycl. Brit.,

9tli Edition).

Eeport on the invertebrata of Massachusetts, comprising the Mollusca, Crustacea,

Annelida, and Radiata. Published agreeably to an order of the Legislature, by the

Commissioners on the zoological and botanical survey of the State. Cambridge,

1841.

The Crustacea occupy pages 321-341. At page 333 the account of the "
Amphlpoda

"
begins,

followed by that of the "
Loemipoda." The following notes are given :

—
" Genus Oechestia, Leach. O. longicornis. TAlitrus longic6rnis. Say ;

Journ. AcaJ. Nat. Sc,

i. 384. This appears to be the same as Cancer gammarus salthtor of Montagu (Trans. Lin.

Soc, ix. 94, tab. 4, f. 3,) which is given as synonymous with TiUitrtis locusta of Lamarck,

Pennant, and others. But it is not Gammarus loaista of Montagu.
" 0. GRYLLUS. TAlitrus gryllus, Bosc

;
Hist. Nat. des Crust., ii. 104. Say ;

Journ. Acad. N'at.

Sc, i. 386. The following seem to be synonyms, viz. T^litrus gamar^Uus, Latr. and Lanj.

Orchestia littori^a. Leach; Tran.s. Lin. Soc, xi. 356. Desm.; Consid., &c., 261,

pi. 45, f. 3.

"Genus G.\mmarus. G. lociJsta, Montagu; Lin. Trans., ix. pi. 4, f. 1. Milne-Edw.; Ann.

des Sc. Nat., xx. 367. This is not G. lociista of Pennant, Gmelin, Pallas and Fabricius,

which is a Tdlitrus.

" G. MiNU.s, Say; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc, i. 576. Found in ditches and sluggish fresh water,

adhering to sticks.

" Two or three other species of ORCHfeTiA, and one of AiipniTHOE, remain undetermined.
" Genus HypfeRiA, Latr. H. Galea. Gammarus Galba, Montagu ; Lin. Trans., xi. pi. 2, f. 2.

The following are doubtless synonyms: Oniscus medusarum, 0. Fabr.; Fauna Groenl., 275.

Hyperia Sueurii, Latr. Hyperia Latreillii, Milne-Edw.; Ann.des Sc Nat., xx. 388, pi. 11,

f. 1-7. This curious animal is found in the pouches of the Medusae or Sun-fish as they
are commonly called. "Whether they make this their home, or whether they become en-

trapped there or not, it would be difficult to determine. They seem, however, to be quite at

their ease in this situation.

" Another animal with long, many-jointed antennae, was found in company with the above,

which belongs either to the same genus, or to the genus Hieraconyx.

"LcEMiPODA. Genus Cyamus, Latr. C. cbti, Latr.; Gen., i. 60. Desm.; Consid., 280, pi. 46,

f. 4. Edwards; Ann. des Sc. Nat., 2d Series, iii. 328, pi. 64, f. 13, 14. Oniscus ceti,

Lin.; Mull. Laninda ceti. Leach. The whale-louse may be properly enumerated among
our Crustacea, as it is found on the whales which are occasionally caught on our coast. It

varies in form, according to its degree of development.
" Genus Caprella, Lam. I have observed two species of this curious genus, neither of which

can I refer to any described species. One of them is very delicate, about half an inch long,

with no spines upon any part, that I can discover, and having its back thickly dotted with

dark green.
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" The other is an inch iu length, entirely crimson except its black eyes. The head is blunt, thi;

lower antenuiB ciliated and extending to the second segment, and the upper ones to the

third segment ;
first two segments nearly as long as the three next, and about one-third of

the whole length ; on the middle of the first is a spine ;
two last segments short and heart-

shaped. Hands having a long curved finger ;
an imperfect thumb on the second pair of

legs ;
a tubercle at the base of the ovate carpus, and a small spine at the middle. This

might be called C. sanguinea, from its colour, which it retains in spirit.
" These curious animals are found among clusters of zoophytes and delicate sea-weeds. Their

mode of wall^ing is like that of some caterpillars, who bring the tail forward to the head

and then thrust the body forward its whole length to prepare for another step."

Mayer, 1882, considers that the descriptions of Caprella,•faru/uhiea given by Gould and Stimp.son

leave the species indeterminate.

1841. Koch, C. L. See Note on Koch, 1835.

1842. GooDsiR, Harry D. S., lost in Sir J. Franklin's Expedition of 1845.

On a New Genus, and on Six New Species of Crustacea, with Observations on

the development of the Egg, and on the Metamorphoses of Caligus, Carcinus and

Pagurus. The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal. Vol. xxxrii. Edinburgh,

1842. pp. 174-192. PI. 3.

The pages 363-368 of this volume by the same author, though mentioned iu Boeck's list, do not

refer to the Amphipoda. Under the title above given. Section IV. is
" On the Structure and

Habits of the Caprellx ; -with descriptions of some neio Species."

Goodsir gives a short account of the circulation of the blood in the Caprellx, describes the ovaries,

and in regard to the process of exuviation says that the skin " bursts behind the head in a

transverse direction, and also down the mesial line of the abdominal surface." He speaks

of their being little known, owing "firstly, to their pelagic habitats," and further on says,
"
they are in general local in their habitats, frequenting coralines which are found in deep

water." As a matter of fact, the Caprellidfc have a very extensive distribution, and may
be found in great profusion between tide-marks. The species which he describes and

figures are :
—

Caprella sjmiosa, of which he says,
"
this species difi'ers from the Caprella Phasina of

Colonel Montagu in having five spines on the first thoracic segment, and from the

segments being considerably longer. The third joint of the superior antennae is very

much longer, and the first pair of feet are also minute and slender, differing in so far from

those of Phasma, which are strong and powerful. The inferior edge of the last joint of the

second pair of feet is also armed with two strong spines, whereas in Phasma there is only

one strong spine." It is nevertheless identified by Mayer with Protella phasma without

hesitation, in accordance with the opinions of Bate and Westwood, and of Boeck.

Caprella tuberculata, the full description of which is followed by the remark,
" This species is

apt to be confounded with the Cajjrella acantlilfera of Leach, but may be distinguished

from it by the double fringe of spines on the lower edge of the inferior antennie
;

tlic

superior antennas are also much shorter than those of the acanthifera."

Caprella Ixvis, of which he says,
" this species may be distuiguished from Caprella linearis, with

which it is most apt to bo confounded, by its greater comparative size, the structure of the

antenna
; by the shortness of the post-occipital segment ;

the situation of the swelling on the

first thoracic segment, wh'ch is at the posterior edge, whereas iu the linearis it is at tlie
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anterior; the femoral joint of the second pair of legs is not clavate in the linearis, and is

also quite straight."

CapreUa linearis, after describing -which he says,
"
this appears to be the Caprella liiiearia of

authors
;
there are some marks of difi'erence, but they are trivial, and not sufficient to

authorize any new specific distinctions."

Of these last three species, Mayer remarks,
" Goodsir's species C. Ixvis and C tuhercidata, were

referred by Boeck to G. linearis and G. septentrionalis, the second was referred by Bate to

G. acaniliijera ; I refer them both to G. linearis, that is, to C. Johata, Kroyer, var. a and

var. y, leaving it on the other hand undecided, whether Goodsir's G. linearis has anything
in common with the Linnaean species." In a note Mayer observes that Goodsir rightly

distinguished his Caprella luhereiiJafa from Caprella acanthifera, Leach, by the double

fringe of sj)ines on the lower edge of the inferior antennaj. The name Caprella lulierculaia

was preoccupied by Gueriu, whose species is most probably distinct from Goodsir's.

1842. White, Adam, born April 29, 1817, died 1879. Doubleday, Edwakd, born Oct.

9, 1810, died Dec. 14, 1849 (Hageu).

Gray, John Edward, (Editor), born 1800, died March 7, 1875 (Encycl. Brit., 9th

Edition).

Fauna of New Zealand.

List of the Annulose Animals hitherto recorded as found in New Zealand, with

the Descriptions of some New Species by Messrs. Adam White and Edward Double-

day, Assistants in the Zoological Department of the British Museum.

In the " Class Crustacea" only 29 species are here included, with only 2 Amphipods,
"
Talitnis

brevicornis, M. Edw. Hist. Kat. des Crust, iii. p. 15," and " Orchestia Cluoyana, M. Edw.

iii. p. 19."

1842. Guerin-Meneville, F. E.

Description d'un Crustace amphipode formant un genre nouveau dans la

famille des Hjrperines. Revue zoologique, par la Societe Cuvierienne ; association

universelle pour I'avancement de la zoologie, de I'anatomie comparee et de la

paleontologie ; Journal mensuel. Paris, 1842. Juillet, 1842. pp. 214-216.

The giant Amphipod here described is closely allied to one which was among the first prizes of

the Challenger dredgings, and which, owing to the comparatively scanty supply of literature

available on board, was considered to be of a new genus, receiving the title Thamiwpx

pellucida. Guerin says :
—-

"La famille des Hyperines se compose aujourd'hui de 15 genres, tons formes avec des

Crustaces de petite taille. En voici un que I'on pent regarder corame un geant dans sa

famille, car il est cinque ou six fois plus grand que les plus grandes esp^ces connues. Ce genre

devra ctre place entre nos Thcmisto et les Daira de M. Edwards, dans le groupe forme

avec les Hyperines qui n'ont qu'une paire d'antennes
;
voici ses caracteres essentiels :

" Genre Cystisoma.-—Deux antennes seulement, composiies de trois articles. Pattes dt's

premiere et seconde paires terminees par uue petite pince a doigt mobile un pen plus long

que le doigt immobile, termine par un petit ongle articule i, son extremite. Les autres

pattes allongees, greles, aplaties ;
les troisieme et quatricme augmentant graduellement de

longueur. Pattes des quatrieme cinquieme et sixieme paires muuies ii leur base d'une large
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phuiue respiratoire arroniiie et aplatie. Les trois premiers segments de la queue ayant

cliacuii en dessous une paire de fausses pattes assez grandes, formees d'uno tige terminee

par deux lames. Quatrieme et cinquicme segments plus petits, munis chacun, en arriere,

d'une paire de fausses pattes allongee, portant au c6t6 externe une petite lame articulee et

formant une large nageoire posterieure. Corps tres globuleux, vide en. dedans comrae une

vessie, allaut ensuite en diminuant jusqu'ii I'extreraitd posterieure, tete fort grosse et

presqu'entierement occupee par les yeux."
" Comma on pent le voir par I'expose de ces caractores, ce genra se distingue des Daira, dont

il est voisin, par les pattes trfes-inegales, et des Themisto par I'aLsence des antennes

inferieures. On no pent non plus le confondre avec les Primno, car ceux-ci n'ont pas les

pattes anterieures termim^es en pince.
"
Gystisoma Nephmus. (Voy. notre pi. 1, fig. 1.) Tete et corps vides, gonfles comme une vessie.

Tete plus large que le Thorax, ayant de chaque cote et un pen inferieurement nne rangee

d'epines partant de I'insertion dea antennes en avant, et se terminant au Lord posterieur

pres de la bouche : une seconds rangee trfes-courte, formde de petites epines, de chaque cot6

de la bouche en dessous. Thorax forme de six segments apparents ;
le premier et le

second reunis, portant les deux premieres paires de pattes : segments du thorax offrant au

milieu, en dessus, une carene assez aigue avec deux petites epines, et pr^sentant de chaque

c6t6 au premier segment, et au bord posterieur seulement aux autres, une ligne transversale

de petits tubercules. Segments abdominaux egalement carenes au milieu. Pattes armce.s

de petites dents sur leur tranche interne.—Long. 9 cent. (3 ponces 4 lignes), Larg. de la

tete, 2 cent. 1/2.
—Hab. le grand oc^an ludien. Ce precieux Crustace nous a ete donn6

par M. Petit de la Saussaie."

Guerin's species is called Thaumatops Neptunus by Bovallius, 1886, but it should in my ojiinion

be named C//sfisoma t^nnot;um, J. C. Fabr. See Notes on Fabricius, 1775, and P)Oviillius,

1886.

1842. Kr0YER, H. N.

Nye nordiske Slsegter og Arter af Amfipodernes Orden, henh0rende til Farailien

Gammarina. (Forel0bigt Uddrag af et storre Arbejde). Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift.

4de Binds 2det Hsefte. (Med to Tavler). KJ0bnhavn. 1842. pp. 141-166.

Kr0yer, who had himself visited Spitzbergen and the north of Norway, and likewise for a time

resided within the tropics, here brings forward arguments against the application to the

Amphipoda of the supposed law in zoological geography, that animal life is more

vigorously developed progressively from the Poles to the equator. He finds it inapplicable

to these Crustacea and some other inhabitants of the sea, whether we regard variety of

forms, numbers of individuals, the size they attain, or the brilliance of their colouring.

He says,
" on a glass bottle, with a little Amphipod, not an inch long, which was sent to

the Royal Museum, the sender has written,
' with this Crustacean Godthaab Bay was

filled to such an extent on the lltli of July 1841, that in several places it was impossible

to see through the water.' The small creatures, which are known to fishermen under the

name of Tanglopper, and which likewise belong to the Amphipoda, are so numerou.« off

Greenland, that in a single night they can consume the largest seal, so that nothing but

the skeleton remains." He then gives HoUboll's often-quoted experience of hauling

up masses of this abundant and voracious species of Anonyx, by means of bait in an open

basket. The Crustacean from Godthaab Bay he names Themisto ardica, Kr. Where

species are common to Spitzbergen, Cireenland and the coast of Norway, he finds that

they diminish in size the further south they are found. Caprdla aeptentrionaN.'', he
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says, is the largest species of its genus. He further iUustrates his point Ly reference to

the considerable size of the northern Amphipods,
"
Anonyx larjena, AmpJiifoe Edwardsii,

Gammarus Sabini, Gammarus Loaista and above all Gammarus loricatus, of which," he

says,
" I possess an individual from Spitzbergen, of a length of more than two inches."

( )n tlie -whole, he concludes that the colder seas may be regarded as the true and proper

home of the Amphipoda.
He proceeds to define several new genera as follows :

—
1. Opis:

— "Pedes primi paris clielis armati portentosae magnitudinis. Reliqua cum genere

Anonijce conveniunt." The type species is given as Ox^is: Eschnchtii Holbl." The generic

name being preoccupied has been changed to Opisa by Boeck.

2. Sfpr/ocephallis:—"
Epimera, iusignis magnitudinis, loricam efficientia, sub qua latent membra.

Caput maximum, quasi proboscideum, epimeris omnino fere tectum, oculis, ut videtur,

destitutum. Antennee breves (capitis altitudine non longiores) ; superiores pedunculo

crassissimo, flagello appendiculari minimo, uniarticulato ;
inferiores subpediformes.

MandihuJx palpo instructte brevissimo, crasso, uniarticulato, dentato, parum mobili
; pedes

maxillares quasi pedunculati ; labrum maximum. Pedes primi et secundi paris manibus

subcheliformibus destitutL Pedes quiuti paris pedibus tertii quartique paris structura et

directione similes." Spence Bate corrected the error of attributing a palp to the mandibles,

as indeed Ivrpyer had himself done tacitly in the figures of Stegoccp)liahis inflatits, in the

Voyage en Scandinavie, &c. The type species, Steriocephalus mflatus, as also pointed out

by Spence Bate, is the same as Cancer ampidla, Phipps.

3. Phoxus :
— ^^

Caput permagnum (quintam ferme longitudinis animaUs partem eHiciens),

triangulare, depressum, antice productum et acuminatum. Anteimsc superticiei capitis

inferiori adfixae, alterum par anterius, alttrum posterius, utrumque validuni, pedunculo
crassissimo. Antennre antrn'ores perlireves (capite breviores), flagello appemliculari

insolitae magnitudinis ornatse ; pedunculus fiagellis longior. Antenna posteriores parum
anterioribus longiores. Mandibulte sat magnse, palpo longissimo. Pedes primi et secundi

paris manu subcheliformi armati valida
; pedes tertii qvartique paris manu qvoqve qvasi

muniti subcheliformi, cujus palniam prsebent articulus tertius qvartusque juncti, ungvem

qvintus sextusqve ;
sextum pedum par ceteris multo longius. FlageUum pedum fere

filiforme. Epimera permagna, margine inferiori setis sat longis instructa. Appendix
caudalis laminis constans duabus." For this genus Kr0yer says Captain Holbpll had pro-

posed the unsuitable name Spinifer, distinguishing two species, Spinifer spmosissimus and

Spinifer flageUiformis, which KrOyer unites in his type species Phoxus holhiJUi. The other

new species, given as " Phoxusplumosiis Holbl," Kr0yer afterwards thought should form a new

genus, an opinion acted on by Boeck, who, ever ready to make new genera, instituted

the genus Harpina, a preoccupied name, which he changed into Harpinia. J. Sp.

Schneider, 1884, calls attention to the fact that in Boeck, 1876, fig. 1 on pi. viii.,

does not represent Harpnnia phiniosa, though it is so named.

4. Ponioporeia :—" Antenn» validje, subpediformes, pedunculo crasso, elongato. FlageUum

appeudiculare antennarum superioriim perpusUlum. Instrumenta cibaria brevia sed lata.

Pedes primi et secundi paris perbreves, robusti, illi manu lata instructi, ungve vero

breviore
;
hi manu carentes, ungveque prtcditi rudiraeiitario. Pedes tertii qvartique paris

longiores, validi, subcheliformes, articulo qvarto dilatato palmam efficiente, ungve armati

conico, aculeato. Pedes qvinti et sexti paris recurvi, articulo primo parum modum dilatato,

ungve armati pusillo. Pedes septimi paris recurvi, articulo primo permagno, clyi)eiformi ;

articulo sexto vel ungve fere rudimentari. Epimera magna, margine inferiore plurimis

instructo setis plumosis (epimero excepto septimo). Pedes natatorii sat breves, ceteroquiii

forma vulgar! ; pedes saltatorii multis armati aculeis." The type species is Poidopureia

femorata, Kr.
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5. Pardalisca :—" Caput crassiusculum, subtumidum. Epimera exiguas maguitudinis.

Anteniise pertenues, superiores flagello instructfe appendioulari ; pedunoulus antennarum

inferiorum pediinculo superiorum duplo ferme longior. Maudibula apice dilatata, quadri-

dentata, palpo triarticiilato. Palpus maxillarum posterioris paris articulo terminali valde

dilatato, cordiformi. Pedes maxilkres imico instructi laminarum terminalium pari, palpoque

quadriarticulato. Pedes primi secimdiqve paris ea sunt conformatione, ut quartus eorum

articulus manuiii efficere videatur, quintus sextusque juncti ungvem quodammodo prsestent ;

ila tamen, ut sextus formam monstret ovaleui, multisque armatus sit aculeis marginalibus.

Pedes tertii quartique paris ungve sublaminari, postice subtiliter serrulato. Pedes reliqvi

elongati, sat debiles, femoribus subangvstis. Pedes spurii primi, secuiidi et tertii paris

natatorii, reliqvi saltatorii." The type species is Pardalisca aisjndata, Kr.

6. Prutomedeia :—"Anuuli tboracici latiores qvam altiores, dorso subdepresso. Antennfe

superiores peduiiculo elongato (flagello parum breviori) instructs, flagelloque appendiculari

multiarticulato. Antenn* iuferiores pediformes, pedunculo longissimo-, flagellum ter ad

minus longitudme superante. Pedes secundi paris parvi, manu non instructi subchelifornii.

Pedes tertii quartique paris sat magni ; articulus eorum quintus sextusque qvasi in ungvem

longissimum sunt coaliti, qui cum articulo tertio quartoqve manum qvodammodo eflicere

videtur preliensilem. Epimera sat brevia. Pedes spurii quarti, quinti et sexti paris

saltatorii." In this description Boeck notices that the expression, "pedes secundi paris

parvi, manu non instructi subchelifornii," is a slip of the pen for "
pedes primi paris etc,"

which has led subsequent authors astray. The type species is Protomedeia fasciata, Kr.

7. Ampelisca :—"Pedes primi -secimdiqve paris nulla instructi manu subcheliformi
; pedes tertii

qvartique paris forma peculiari, manu qvodammodo muniti, cujus qvasi palmam efficit

articulus tertius, digitum vero qvartus, quintus et sextus juncti ;
sextus articulus siveungvis

longissimus gracillimusque ; pedes qvinti sextique jjaris articulis modo compositi quinqve,

quorum ultimus ad tinem marginis posterioris ungve armatus est rudimentari, recurve,

immobili (vel parum mobih). Septimum pedum par ungve laminari, lato, natatorio (1).

Antenna3 graciles, pedunculus inferiorum pedunculo superiorum multo longior. Oculi sini-

plices (?).
Pedes maxillares palpo sat brevi. Epimera magna, paria quatuor anteriora multis

ornata marginis inferioris setis. Sextum pedum abdominalium par natatorium. Reliqva

ferme ut in genere Amphithoes." The type species is "Ampelisca Escliricldii" Kroyer.

8. Photis:— "
Corpus sat altum, compressum. Anteuut'e subpediformes (o : elongataj, sat validte,

pedunculo flagellis pauciarticulatis multo longiori), flagello appendiculari destituts. Pedes

primi et secundi paris sat breves, validi, manu subchelifornii armati robusta. Pes quinti

paris recurvatus, inversus, ungve rudimentari. Epimera permagna ; quinque paria anteriora

ad marginem inferiorem setis sat longis instructa ; quintum eadem est ac qvartum altitudine,

postice profundius excisum. Lamina terminalis interior pedis saltatorii tertii paris rudimen-

taris." Boeck points out that this genus is omitted from the British ^Museum Catalogue.

The type species is "Photis Reinliardi, Kr."

9. Oediceros :—" Frons in rostrum producta plus minus acutum obtusumve, semper vero nodo

pellucente, ovali, flavo rubescente turgidum. Oculi nulli ? Pedunculi antennarum longi,

superiorum flagolli longitudinem fequantes vel superantes ;
antennae superiores flagello

appendiculari destitutse. Pedes primi et secundi paris manu armati subcheliformi permagna.

Pedes tertii quartique paris validi, ungve instructi lato, laminari ; qvod qvoque usu vcnit

qvinto .sextoqve pari, quorum coxa vel articulus primus dilatatns non est. Pedes septimi

paris longissimi, tenues, fere flliformes (coxa vel primo articulo excepto). Epimera

mediocris magnitudinis multis longisque armata setis marginis inferioris simplicilnis ;

margo posterior quarti paris Integra (non sinuato-excisa)." The type species is OediroriK

sa;/i7iafus, Kr.

10. Lafijstius:
—"Caput depressum, latius quani longius, rostratum. Antennae sat brevea.
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subulatir, valiJae (superiores validissimse), eadem ferme pedunciili et flagelli longitiidine, sub-

rostro in eodeni piano positie, alteram par anterius alteram posterius. Oculi in superficie

capitis dorsali siti. Mandibula? angustiores, acuminatse, palpo instructse
;
lamina maxilLi;

prioris exterior nullis divisa articulis
; pedes maxillares palpo biarticulato. Thorax latus,

depressus. Pes primi paris gracillimus, manu lineari, ungue elongate ; pes secundi paris

lirfvis, validus, manu quadrata, nngue sublaminari apice setoso. Reliqni deoem pedes validi,

subcheli formes, eadem ferme longitudine. Epimera mediocris magnitudinis, quartum par in

acumen inferne productum. Pedes natatorii elongati, pedes saltatorii debUes." The type

species is
"
Lafi/nfius Sfurumis, Kr.," at the time the species was constituted the only one of

the Gammarina known to be parasitic.

Under the heading
" new species of known genera," Kr0yer here alters Milne-Edwards' definition

of Leucothoii, Leach, to embrace two new species which he describes, Leucofhoc <;hjpeata,

Kr., from Greenland, and Lmcotlwe ijlacidlis, Kr., from Spitzbergen. These, he thinks,

if refused admission to LeiicofJi/w, would require, not simply one, but two new genera for

their reception. He rightly observes that every genus founded on a single species must be

liable to modification in its form to include subsequent discoveries. His own two species

are now included in Boeck's genus Metopa, of which Leucothoii clyj'cata is the type.

He describes Gammarus (Jentatux, n. s., by Sp. Bate named Alenammra dentata, and

by Boeck transferred to Melita dentata. He reluctantly admits the separation of

Acantlionotus, Owen, from Amphithoe, excluding from it Acanthonoftis )iordmunnii,

Milne-Edwards, which Spence Bate gives as Profomedeia nordmannii. Krityer adds

anew species Accmtlionoius inflatus, very near to Oniscus serrcdus, O. Fabr., but "with

back rounded, not dentate." These two by Boeck are named Acanthonotozoma inflatwu

and Aranthonntozuma serratum respectively, Owen's generic name and White's alternative for

it, Vertumnus, being lioth pre-occupied. Kr0yer next re-describes Ischyrocerus angvipes,

adding a new species Iscliijrocerus latipes, both of which belong to the older Podocerus of

Leach, and Ischyrocerus angeipes in Bate's opinion certainly, in Boeck's doubtfully, being a

synonym of Podocerus cylindricus, Say. The new species
" Pndocems Leachii" here described

was afterwards called "
Ccrajms Leachii" by Spence Bate, and Cerapus difformis by Boeck.

To this last S. I. Smith restores its original name Erictho7iius difformis, Milne-Edwards.

Krrtyer notices that the male of his species is an Erichtlionius, for which reason he makes

that genus yield as a synonym to Podocerus. In the genus Anonyx he notes that his

Anonyx appendicidosiis is only the male of Anonyx higena. He has also discovered, he

says, that in this genus the males are distinguished from the females in that the antenna;,

besides being considerably longer in the lower pair, are furnished with a number of small

appendages, which seem to act as suckers (Sugeskaaler), by which probably the male holds

the female fast. Tliese had been already noticed by Milne-Edwards in 1830 on his

Gammarus ornafus. They have since, at Stimpson's suggestion, been called calceoU
;

it is

now known that they are not in all species confined to the male sex, or to the lower antennfe,

and as they are sometimes found in both sexes, Kroj'er's explanation of their use is thought

untenable. He finds a similar distinction between the sexes in his new genera Opiis,

Phoxus and Ampelisca, considers that Amphithoe crenulata and Amphithoe inermis should

on this ground be considered male and female of the same species. These are united by
Boeck under the name Pontogcneia inermis. He attributes his discovery indirectly to

Captain Holboll, his suspicions being aroused by the great number of the species to which

Holb0ll gave names. Of these Kr0yer paired "An. sceletator" with its female "An.

Krijyeri," "An. velatvs" with "An. ornafus,"
" An. Eschrichfii" with "An.honx spec,"

names of undescribed species which do not re-appear. In a note he expresses a regret

that Milne-Edwards did not retain Alihrotus cliauseieus in the genus Lysianassa and

transfer Lysianassa castas to the genus Anonyx.
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The second portion of the paper deals with the genus Tanais, Milne-Edwards, describing the new

species Tanais savinnyi, Tanais edwardsii, Tanais dubins, Tanais gracilis, Tanais tnmmitosus,
Tanais orstcdii, Tanais curculio.

1813. Kr0YER, H. N.

Om Cyamus Ceti (med et Par Bemserkninger, betrsefFende den mulige Anveu-

delse af de paa Hvalerne levende Smaadyr ved Hvalarternes Adskillelse). Natur-

historisk Tidsskiift. Ser. 1. B. IV. pp. 474-489.

Kr0yer says that both Roussel do Vauzume and Milne-Edwards took it for granted that the

"Pedicidus Ceti" of Martens, and the " Onisrus Ceti" of Linnaeus, must be the same as one

of the three species brought home by the former of these two authors. E. de Vauzfeme

thought that his Cyamus ovalis, as being the commonest, must be identical with Cyamus
ceti. But the differences are, in fact, so striking that Milne-Edwards chose Cyamus
erraticus, E. de V., for identification with Cyamus ceti. Kr0yer therefore gives full

accounts of "
Cyamus Ceti Linn. (Tab. V. Fig. 63-70)

" and "
Cyamus erraticus (Tab. V.

Fig. 71-76)," to show how distinct they really are. He thinks it probable that the distinc-

tions between species of Cyamus may be of use in distinguishing the species of whales

which they infest, different species of whales having one or more different species of

Cyamus or some other peculiar parasite upon them. Liitken expresses his surprise that

Kr0yer, while correcting the errors of others, and offering the ingenious suggestion just

mentioned, should have himself made the mistake of supposing that there was only
one northern species of whale-louse, and not have recognised that the forms described

by Martens and Abildgaard were different species from that which Otto Fabricius had
before him. Liitken cannot understand how Ivr0yer came to ignore the article on Cyamus
in the "

Zoologia Danica," and points out his error in attributing the habitat of Marten's

whale-louse to the long-armed Fin-whale, Balxnoptera longimana (Krepokaken), while

affirming that no Cyamus has been found on " Balrena Mysticetus," the northern Slsp.thag,

Retinal, or Right-Whale, to which, in fact, the Cyamus ceti described by Kr0yer, the

Cyamus mijsticeti of Liitken, undoubtedly belongs.

1843. Kr0YER, H. N.

Beskiivelse af iiogle Arter og Slsegter af Caprellina ;
med indledende Bemaerk-

ninger om Lwmodipoda og deres Plads i Systemet. Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift.

Ser. 1. Bd. IV. pp. 490-518. 585-616. PL VI. VII. VIII. 1843.

After remarking on various mistakes and improvements made by his predecessors in the

classification of the Lfemodipoda, Kr0yer gives his own opinion that they ought not to

constitute a separate order, but to be united with the Araphipoda, as a family of that

order. This had been already done by Burmeister, but as he at the same time united the

Pycnogonida to the Amphipoda, Kr0yer thinks that his systematic arrangement was not

well grounded. Kr0yer points out that the Loemodipoda no less than the Amphipoda
have seven segments to the peraeon (Brystringe), the first being always distinguished from

the head by a more or less obvious line of demarcation
;
the Tnandibles, though sometimes

mthout a palp, in some species have a large, three-jointed one; the eyes are not, as

Burmeister states, simple, but "consist, as in the Amphipoda, of a number of small

pyriform lenses, ensheathed in pigment and covered by a common cornea;" the want

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXI'.—PART LXVII.^1887.) XxX 26
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of side-plates (eijimera) only carries a little further the reduction observed in some

Amphipoda, especially Gammarina gressoria. Where the action of the pleon keeps up a

fresh supply of water to the branchiae, Kr0yer thinks that the side-plates covering the

branchiae may attain theu- fullest development without interfering with respiration, but

that in the Laemodipoda, there being no pleon to fulfil this oflice, the branchiae have to be

left free. The absence of a pleon he connects with their mode of life, which leads them

to cling and climb, and only very rarely to swim. Important as this mark of difference

is, Kr0yer urges that its weight is much diminished by the discovery of two new genera
of Lsemodipoda, in one of which the pleon, though small, has five segments, in the other

•

only two, but in both is furnished with two pairs of jointed limbs. Thus, he considers, a

transition is established to those Amphipoda, such as CorojjJiium, in which the pleon
is less strongly developed. He mentions that the genus Cerapodina wants feet on some

of the segments of the peraeon in common with the Laemodipoda, but that argument only
rests on the faulty description of Cerapodina. He considers that the Laemodipoda, as a

family or division of the Amphipoda, come nearest the Gammarina greasoria, referring to

the pediform antennae among other marks of resemblance. He characterizes the family

as follows:—"Pleon rudimentary or only little developed. Xo Epimera. The Krst of

the seven peraeon-segments united with the head along an oblique line, its pair of feet

projecting under the maxiUipeds. Feet generally wanting on the third and fourth

peraeon-segments. All the feet are in general claspers, that is to say, furnished with hand

and movable finger. Only two or three pairs of branchial vesicles (on the second and

third [3rd and 4th], or on the second, third and fourth peraeon-segments). Antennae

more or less pediform, the upper always larger and stronger than the lower. Eyes very

small, circular." Of the famUy he makes two subdivisions :
—"

Cajjrellina. Form generally

very elongate, thin, cylindrical. Branchial-plates bladder-like. The lower antennae of

moderate size, and the feet of moderate strength. Often a palp on the mandibles.
"
Cyainea. Form generally very flat and broad. Branchial-plates very large, sword- or sabre-

.shaped, sometimes bipartite, in the males furnished with special appendages at the base. The

lower antennae rudimentary. Feet extraordinarily developed. Mandibles without palp."

The general form, he says, has ceased to be a striking distinction between the two subdivisions,

since the discovery of a thin Cyamus in Cyamus grarilis, and a stout Caprella in CapreUa
dilatata. To the CapreJlina he assigns four genera, L Leptomera, Latr., 2. Cercops, Kr.,

3. JEgina, Kr., 4. Caprella, Lam. All these he defines
;
the two new ones as follows :

—
Cercops.

"
Quinqve pedum paria, omnia manu armata subcheliformi. Mandibula palpo

iustructa triartioulato. Flagellum antennarum inferiorum biarticulatum, articulo ultimo

primum ferme longitudine aequante. Tria vesicularum branchialium paria (aunuli thoracici

secundi, tertii & quarti). Abdomen distinctura, qvinqvearticulatum, appendicibus quatuor

elongatis, biarticulatis." .JSgina.
"
Qvinqve pedum paria, omnia manu armata subcheli-

formi. Mandibula palpo instructa triarticulato. Flagellum antennarum inferiorum

biarticulatum, articulo ultimo fere rudimentari. Duo vesicularum branchialium paria

(annuli thoracici tertii et quarti). Abdomen minutissimum, sed sat distinctum, biarticulatum,

appendicibus qvatuor elongatis, duabus anterioribus biarticulatis, posterioribus uniarti-

culatis."

Latreille's Naupredia {Naupridia in Milne-Edwards) is dismissed by Kr0yer as founded on
a misconception, and the identity of Profo, Leach, with Leptomera, Latreille, being pointed

out, the claim of Profo to priority is vindicated. Why Krpyer himself does not adopt it is

not explained.
"
Caprella Januarii Kr. (Tab. VI. fig. 14-20)" from Eio-Janeiro, is described with much

detail. This species is identified by Spence Bate with the earlier Caprella xquilihra, Say.

Mayer agrees with Spence Bate, and points out that KrOyer, usually so exact, does
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not meution the ventral median spine on tlie second perseon-segment of the male. Kr0yer

caUs attention to the great difference between the adult males and females, especially

shown in this, but existing also in other, species of Caprdla.

''Cercops HolhuUi Kr. (Tab. VI. fig. 1-13)," from South Greenland, is described in detail. It

is still the only known species of the genus. In regard to the quinque-articulate pleon, in

a note Kmyer says,
"

it is possible, as in itself not improbable, that the pleon consists of

six rings, in that the ring which I have treated as the fifth, is perhaps composed of two

pretty closely united."

"
JEffina longicorniti Kr. (Tab. VII. Fig. 1-12)," also from Greenland, is next described.

At page 585 begins the description of
"
Caprella iHlaiala Kr. (Tab. VIII. fig. 1-9)," from Rio

Janeiro. TMayer identifies it with the earlier CcqircUa acuHfroris, Latreille.
"
Caprella

septentrionalits Kr. (Tab. VIII. fig. 10-19)," already alluded to in previous papers, is here

fuUy described, without the reference to
"
Squilla lohata Fabr. Fn. Gr. n. 225," given in

Gronl. Amph. It is said to be the commonest of the Cajirellina in Greenland.

For "
Caprella luhata Miill. (Tab. VII. fig. 24-28)

"
Krtiyer gives the references

"Miiller, Zool. dan. Prodr., n. 2359 : Squilla lobata.

" —
Zoologia dauica, fasc. 11"', pag. 21 : Squilla quadrilobata.

" — — — fasc. 111"^ pag. 58 : Gammarus quadrilobatus.
"
Linne, Systema nature, edit. XII"°, pag. 1056 : Cancer linearis?

"
Pallas, Spicil. zool. IX. 78 : Onisous scolopendroides t

" Zool. danica tab. 56 fig. 4-5 i og tab. 114 fig. 11-12 ? ."

These are followed by a full description, winding up witli the discrimination of three varieties

as follows :

"
var. a. superficies dorsalis annuU thoracici qvinti, sexti, septimiqve aculeis

destituta. var. /3. superficies dorsalis annuli thoracici qvinti, sesti septimiqve aculeis

destituta ;
lamina brauchiales suborbiculares. var.

y. caput annulusque thoracis secundus,

tertius qvartusqve aculeis nodisve minutissimis prredita." Mayer assigns the species, with

varieties a and y,
to the name Capi-ella linearis (Linn.) Bate. var. /3.,

he thinks may

belong to Kroyer's Caprella septentrionalis, though that itself, he supposes, may be but a

variety of Caprella linearis.

"
Caprella Hystrix Kr. (Tab. VIII. fig. 20-26)," of which the largest specimen was only

about 3'" long, is regarded by Mayer as, with little doubt, a young form of Capi-ella

aeaiithifera. Leach, and quite distinct from the Caprella hi/stri.r of Bate and Westwood.
"
Lepitomera pedata Abildg. (Tab. VII. fig. 13-23)," receives a full description, preceded by

the following references and synonyms :
—

" Miiller's Prodramus, n. 23G0 : Squilla ventricosa (.§imncn).
' — Zool. dan. Fasc. II"', pag. 20 : Sq. ventricosa (^unncii).

"
Abildgaard, Zool dan. Fasc. Ill"', pag. 33 : Gammarus pedatus (J^aimcil).

"
Desmarest, Consid. s. les Crustaces pag. 276 : Leptomera ventricosa

( p ).

« — — — — — — Proton pedatum {S & P )•

"Latreille i Ciiviers Regno an. IP"" ed. IV, pag. 128 : Naupredia ?

" ZooL dan. tab. 56 fig. 1-3
( P ) og tab. 101 fig. 1-2

( $ )."

Kr0yer notices the incorrectness of the view propounded by Eschscboltz, 1830, that Lepfnmera

rubra. Lam., might be regarded as a synonym of Cajjrella scolopendroides, Lam. He recognises

the priority of the name ventricosa, but rejects it for the insufficient reason that its meaning

is only suitable to the female. Mayer reinstates it, in the title Proto ventricosa, O. F.

Miiller.
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1843. Eathke, M. H.

Beitrage zur Fauna Norwegens. Mit 12 Kupfertafeln. Besonderer Abdruck

aus den Verhandlungen der kaiserl. Leopoklinisch-Carolinischen Akademie der

Natiuforscher. Band XX. Abtk. I. Breskxu. 1843. (Ampkipoda. pp. 63-98.

PI. III. IV.)

On pages GO-63, Ratiike describes Lirinjie pygmxa as type of a new Amphipod genus. The

name Liriope Lad been already used for a genus of Medusas by Lesson, and Dana recognisc(l

that the creatures described by Eathke were not Amphipods. A full account is given iii

the British Sessile Eyed Crustaceans, vol. ii. pp. 257, etc., of what is known of these strange

animals, and of the nomenclature, under the genus Cri/ptotJnria, among the Bopyridse.

Of the genuine Amphipods, Eathke's Gammarus anomalus n. sp. (Tab. IV. Fig. 7.) is by Spence

Bate and Boeck named Microdeiitopus anomalus. Gamwarus sundevdllii n. sp. (Tab. III.

Fig. 2.) was redescribed by Bate and Westwood as
"
Liljehorgia Shetlandica," by myself

as
"
Liljehorgia Norma^mi," and by Hoek as Cheirocratus hrevicornig, its name finally beinf;

CJieirocratiis sundefallii. Gammarus pa>ciliinis n. sp. (Tab. IV. Fig. 2.) and Gammarm

kruyeri n. sp. (Tab. IV. Fig. 1.) are alike identified with Gammarus marinus, Leacb, both

by Sp. Bate and Boeck. Of Gammarus sahini, Leach, Eathke gives a new description in

order to distinguish it from his own nearly-related species, Amafhia rarinata, from theCrimen,

and Gam.marus angulosus, n. sp. (Tab. III. Fig. 3.) from Norway. Nevertheless, it is not

an absolutely untenable opinion that these three species are in reality identical. That his

Gammarus angulosus is not the young of Gammarus sahini, Eathke tliinks is proved by
two circumstances, first, that he had seen several specimens of it with eggs, and secondly,

that the young of Gammarus sahi/ii of the same size (4 to 41- lines) have already the same

shape as the old. But the female may be very much smaller than the male, as in Melifa

jKdmata and other species, and Eathke's observation as to the young of Gammarus sahini

does not agree with the experience of some other observers. Bate and AVestwood unite

Gammarus angulosus with Amathillasahiiii, and would do the same to Amathia carinata,

but for the (insufficient) reason that Eathke himself says that it is different.

Eathke's Gammarus zehra n. sp. (Tab. III. Fig. 4.) is identified by Spence Bate with the female

of Podocerus rijlindricus, Say, which Boeck accepts as a synonym only with a ?, placing the

species under Podocerus (Ischyrocerus) anguipes of Kr0yer. Ampihilhoe icnuicornis, n. sp.

(Tab. IV. Fig. 3.), is named Dexamine tenuicornis by Spence Bate, who notices the impro-

bability of Eathke's statement that the species has no telson, and observes that "certainly

Eathke's tenuicornis is very closely allied to, if not identical with ^Montagu's spinosiis." Of

the latter species Boeck makes it a synonym. Amphithoe podoceroides, n. sp. (Tab. IV. Fig,

4.) which Sp. Bate transferred to his genus Stmamphithoe, is retransferred by Boeck to

Amphithoe and made to supersede Amphithoe littorina, Sp. Bate. In my opinion Cancer

Gammarus ruhricatus, Montagu, is the same as Ampihithoe littorina, in which case the name

will stand as Ampliithoe ruhricata. Amphithoe 2»'evostii,'M. Edwards? (Tab. TV. Fig. 5), is

said to have no telson. At p. 264c it is established as a distinct species, with the name,

"Amphithoe Nilssonii "; it has already been discussed in the note on Eathke's earlier work,

1837. Ampihithoe norvegica, n. sp. (Tab. IV. Fig. 6.), is now placed in the genus Calliopius (see

Sp. Bate and A. Boeck). Of the new genus Iphimcdia, the following definition is given :
—

" Antennae superiores inferioribus breviores : illarum pedunculus e tribus, harum e quatuor

articulis compositus : omnium flagellum tenue, multiarticulatum. Pedes secumli paris

manibus simplicibus, primi paris, illis minores, chelis instructi, quarum poUex ex uno tantum

articulo constat : reliqui pedes lis Gammarorum similes. Pedes spurii in duos ramos plus

minusve complanatos divisi." Spence Bate objects to this definition that the hands of the
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second gnathopods are not simple, but subchelate, as Rathke's figure represents them. This

is only a question of terminology, as may be seen from Rathke's specific description,
" An

dem zweiten Beinpaare {K) kommen nur Andeutungen von Hiinden vor, indem das letzle

Glied derselben kaum etwas breiter, als das vorletzte, iibrigens aber ziemlich lang, tafelartig

diinne und mit seinem hinteren nnteren Winkel so hervorspringend ist, dass es hier einen

platten, breitcn und abgerundeten Fortsatz bildet, der ungefahr halb so lang erscheint, als die

dicht vor ihm eingelenkte Klaue." The type species, to which this description applies, is

named Iphimedia ohesa (Tab. III. Fig. 1.). Kr0yer afterwards described th? same species

as Microcheles annaia, and Dana, altering the definition, included in the genus species

which have nothing to do with it.

Podocerus capillatus, n. sp. (Tah. IV. Fig. 8) is said by Ratlike to come near Podocerus varieijatus.

Leach, but to he adequately distinguished from it. In this view Bate and Westwood agree

with him. Bruzelius named it Jassa capillata. Boeck considers it the same as Podocerus

rariegatus, wliich was the type of Leach's genus Podocprus, but he rejects Leach's genus JaK.-<a

as synonymous with his Podocerus. Jassa of BruzeUus he alters into Janassa, because after

Leach's time Jassa was used for a fish. He then enters Podocerus capillatus, Rathke, as a

synonym of Janassa variegata. Leach. But surely, when a genus is retained, the type

species must continue to belong to it, and if Janassa variecjata really differs generically

from the other species of Podocerus, Janassa must be called Podocerus, and the other species

by some other name. The muddle that will ensue may best be avoided by re-uniting Janassa

to Podocerus, from which it is separated only by fine-drawn distinctions. Podocerus cal-

caratus, n. sp. (Tab. IV. Fig. 94) Boeck unites to Podocerus fahrdus, Montagu. The Caprella

phasma, Lamarck, Caprella acuminifera. Leach ? and Caprella scolojKndroides, Lam.

(C linearis, Latr.) all belong to Caprella linearis. Leptomera p)edata. Lam. (Proton

pedatum, Desmar.) corresponds to Proto ventricosa, O. F. M.

1843. Kraus, Ferdinand.

Die Siidafrikanisclien Crustaeeeu. Eine Zusammenstellung aller bekaunten

Malacostraca, Bemerknngen iiber deren Lebenswcise und geographische Verbreitung,

nebst Besclireibung und Abbildung mehrer neuen Arten. Mit IV lithograpliirten

Tafeln. Stuttgart. 1843.

The only Amphipods noticed are Orrliestia hottx, Milne-Edwards, Gammarus pulex, Fabr.,

Cyamus erraticus, Eoussel de Vauzeme, and Cyamus ovalis of the same author. Liitken

notices that the identification by Kraus of Cyamus erraticus ^iih. Cyamus ceti, Desmarest,

is erroneous.

1844. Costa, Oronzio Gabriele.

Catalogo de' Crostacei raccolti nel Golfo di Taranto Nella primavera del 1830.

Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze, sezione della soeieta reale borbonica. Vol. V.

(pte. 2) Napoli. Nella Stamperia Reale, 1844. pp. 67-74. (Apparently read in

1830, though published so long after; the Royal Society Catalogue of Printed

Papers gives the date as 1843 [1830].)

In the second Legion, Edrioftalmi, Order 3, Anfipodi, are given Orchestia littorea, and Gammarus

fasciatus, a new species which is figured Tav. i. f. 3, liut not described, except in .'io far as two
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varieties are thus mentioned. " Var. a, coralUnus. Var. h. vioJaeeus." In Order 4, Lemodi-

podi, are given CapreUa phasma, Caprella linearis, Caprella acutifronx. Ancms forficu-

lariiis and Praniza axndcfda are now placed in the 5th Order, Isopodi.

To jud"e by the figure Costa's Gaminarus fascialus must belong to the Meera and Melita group.

It is not mentioned in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue, and is quite distinct from the earlier

Gainmarus faseiafms, Say, which is there dessribed and figured. The three last segments

of the peraion and the three first of the pleon are

3
dorsally produced backwards into small teeth, the

fourth and fifth of the pleon into large ones. The

side-plates of the perseon are represented as low and

all nearly alike. The lower hinder angle in the first

three segments of the pleon is produced sharply back-

Fig. 2-3. wards. The upper antennae have a long peduncle, the

first joint long, the second still longer, the third not

very short. No secondary appendage is shown. The second gnathopod has a large hand,

with bidentate palm. The fourth perseopod is rather longer than the fifth. The first

joints arc but slightly dilated. The branches of the third uropods extend far beyond those

of the second and third. In spite of some differences it seems tolerably clear that this is

the Ceradocus orchestiipes of Achille Costa, said by him to have been " found by Prof.

0. G. Costa in the Gulf of Tarentura," though he gives no reference to Gainmarus fascicdus.

Since the name Gainmarus fasciatus lapses as pre-occupied by Say, and since Ceradocus

is recognised by Heller as identical with Msera, O. G. Costa's species will become a synonym
of Msera orchestiipes, A. Costa.

1844. De Kay, James E.

Zoology of New-York, or the New-York Fauna
; comprising detailed descriptions

of all the animals hitherto observed within the state of New-York, with brief

notices of those occasionally found near its borders, and accompanied by aj)propriate

illustrations. Part VI. Crustacea. Albany, 1844.

The Crustacea belonging to
" Order III. Amphipoda," and " Order IV. Lcemipoda," are described

on pages 35 to 41. In the preliminary list of works consulted, no mention is made of

Eafinesque, on whose lucubrations, had he seen them, this author might have thrown much

light. De Kay includes in his definition of the Amphipoda the old statement not univer-

sally applicable, that the mandibles are furnished witli a palpus. Of the species which he

figures his descriptions are probably independent, though only one of the species is new.

For Orchestia loTigicornis, Say,
" PL IX. fig. 28 & 28a. Female," he says :

—"
Eyes oval.

Lower antennae longer than the body ;
the third joint, under the lens, armed with series of

short spines, the fourth joint, with about thirty articulations, minutely spinous beneath.

Second pair of feet with the hands dilated, oval, smooth, with two obtuse spines on the

anterior margin ;
one at the lower angle, and the other more elevated in the middle

;
the

thumb much curved, acute at its tip, which rests on the interval between the two tubercles

(see fig. 28, a.). The two posterior pairs of feet longest. Upper pair of antennae short,

not extending beyond the second joint of the lower pair. Length, 0'5-rO. These small

crustaceans are well-known under the name of Sand-fea or Beach-flea, occurring along the

shores of Long island, digging holes in the sand in which they conceal themselves, ami

Uving upon dead animal substances. They furnish an abundant supply of food to the

numerous birds along that coast."
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Of Orcliestia gryllus, Busc, pi. vii. lig. 19, he says :
— "Lower anteDDK much shorter Uiaii the

body, slightly hairy, but not rugose upon the third peduncular joint ;
last article with about

twenty-five articulations. Anterior pair of feet with a prominent obtuse tubercle on the

antepenultimate joint ; penultimate joint dilated into an obtuse tubercle at the inner tip to

receive the thumb. Palm convex so as to receive the thumb without an interval, as long

as the lower edge of the hand. Length, 05-0"6. Habit of the j)receding, and alnindant

along the sandy beaches above the influence of the tide."

Of Talitrus quadrifidus, pi. ix. fig. 27, he gives the following description :
— " Head com])ressed,

eyes obliquely oval. Lower anteunoe shorter than the body, and only reaching as far back

as the fourth segment, slightly hairy and somewhat rugose on the third joint. Upper
antennae very short, scarcely exceeding the second joint of the lower ones. Body com-

pressed. Tail with three appendices terminating in four spines, each furnished with a series

of rigid setae. All the feet armed with a slender acute claw. Color, dark brown
; eyes

blackish brown. Length, 0'3-0"5. This species also passes under the name of Bewh-flea,

and is frequently found concealed under stones and sea-weed."

Of Gammarut! minus, Say, pi. ix. fig. 29, he says :
— "

Body incurved, subcompres.=ed.

Upper antennse longest, with the setae short, attaining the tip of the second articulation of

the terminal joint, which has about twelve articulations. Eyes reniform. Color. Body

whitish, with a few pale fulvous spots on the sides. In dried specimens, the color becomes

reddish, and the lateral spots, more particularly towards the tail, are bright red. Length,

0'15-0'3. This species is common in most of our fresh-water streams, and may often be

detected under stones and pieces of wood. It is extremely active, and is popularly known

under the name of Fresh-wafev Shrimp."

As " extra-limital
"

species, he gives brief accounts of Gammarus mucronatus. Say ;
Gammarus

fasciatus, Say ;
Gammarus locusta, Montagu ;

Gammarus aj^pendirulatus. Say ; Ampliithoe

serrata, Say, Ampldtlioe dentata, Say, Amphithoe punctata. Say. His account of Cerapus

is as follows :
—" Genus Ceeapus, Say. Antennse very large and robust, nearly equal ;

the

upper of four joints, the lower or lateral ones of five. Anterior pair of feet small, mono-

dactyle ;
the second pair with a broad palm and a two-jointed thumb. Head distinct,

ending in a small rostrum. " C. tubularis. (Id. [Say, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc], p. 49.

C. abditus, Tbmpleton, Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. Vol. i, pi. 20, fig. 5. See PI. 10, fig. 43 of

this work.) Head with a mucronate carina before, hand and first joint of the thumb with

one or two obtuse teeth
; eyes oval, black. Color. Body above blackish, with ii'regular

paler spots ;
antennae and feet white ; joints tipped with blackish ;

two hind pair of feet

and tail white. Inhabiting a membranous tube open at both ends. Length, 0'25. Sea-

heach, E<j(j Harbor, New Jersey." This is followed by an account of Say's Lepida/iijlis

dytiscus,oi Say's Unciola irrorata, and of Hi/peria, Latreille, to which he assigns
"
Hyperia

latreilh. (Edw. An. Sc. Nat. Vol. 20, p. 388. Say, Lanceolapelagica, Ac. Sc. Vol. 1, p. 318.

Gould? Ioc. cit. p. 335.) Anterior pair of feet shortest
; third, fourth, and seventh equal ;

fifth longer ;
sixth longer than the thorax. This species is probably the same noticed by

Dr. Gould under the name of //. galba, Mont., as occurring in the pouches of Medusa ,

on the coast of Massachusetts. Mr. Say's specimen was obtained from the Gulf stream."

Lastly he describes Say's Podocerus cylindricus. Under Lremipoda he figures, plate vi.

fig. 14, and describes Gyamus ceti, which, he says, "is usually found attached to the bodies

of whales along our coast, and occasionally on tunnies and other large marine animals. It

varies much in form according to its degree of development, and this has given rise to

several nominal species, which have not yet been sufficiently examined." In the description

he speaks of the second and tliird pairs of feet as "
replaced by slender appendices, at the

bases of which are the branchial vesicles." As "extra-limital," he notices Cyamus abbrevi-

utus, Say. In the genus CapreUa he describes Say's species, Caprella geometrica, and as

"extra-limital," notices the two species mentioned by Gould in 1841, and Caprella e(jaiUbra,

Say.
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1844. Milne-Edwards.

Crustaces. Dictionnaire universel d'histoire naturelle. Dirige par M. Charles

d'Orbigny. Tome qnatrieme. Paris, 1844. pp. 378-412.

The two orders, Arupliipodes and Lremodipodes, are defined at page 382. The tribes, families

and genera pertaining to them are named, and to Cyaiiie is subjoined the remark,
" Je suis

porte Ji croire qu'il faudrait rapprocher de ce groupe les Pycnogonides."

1844. Tellkampf, Theodor G.

Beschreibung einiger neuer in der Mammutli-Holile in Kentucky aufgcfundcner

Gattungen von Gliederthieren. Archiv flir Naturgeschiclite. Gegriindet von

A. F. A. Wicgmann. Herausgegeben von Dr. W. F. Eridison. Zehnter Jahrgang.

Erster Band. Berlin, 1844.

On pages 321, 322, is given the description of "Triura cavernicola. (Fig. 18.) Cruntacea.

Malacosfmca," with " Character. 10 Fusspaare, von denen die vorderen 2 Paare in Palpen

verwandelt sind. Drei Schwanzspitzen." Without the remainder of the description, the

copy of Tellkampf's fig. 18 will suffice to show that this creature cannot belong to the

Fig. 24.

Amphipoda, as suggested by Schiodte, and afterwards by Boeck. Dana, Choristopoda, p. 306,

says in a note,
" Genus Triura, Tellkampf, EhwtE forsan atfinis."

It is mentioned, but not described in the Archiv fiir Anatomic, Physiologie und wisseu-

schaftliche Medicin, herausgegeben von Dr. Johannes Miiller, Berlin, 1844, p. 383.

1844. Thompson, William, died Feb. 17, 1852 (Hagen).

Additions to the Fauna of Ireland. The Annals and Magazine of Natural

History. Vol. XIII. London, 1844. pp. 430-440.

In the list of Crustacea, p. 435, he mentions " Proto pedatum, Mlill. (sp.), Zool. Dan.;

Leptomera peclafa, Edw., Hist. Crust, vol. iii. p. 109. Among Algee dredged at Bangor,
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County Down, 1834, Mr. Hyndman and \V. T." There is nothing else ahout Amphipoda.
On "

Pychnoijanum balxnarum, Fabr.," he observes,
"
Pi/c. halxnarum must on our coast be

content with a smaller victim than a whale, and condescends to suck the juices of an

Actinia."

1844. Zaddach, Ernst Gustav, died June 5, 1881 (FricdUinder, Naturae novitates).

Synopseos crustaceorum Prussicorum prodromus. Eegiomonti, 1844.

Under the heading
"
Crustacea, adhuc in provincia nostra Borussia reperta," Zaddach enumerates

seven Amphipods. These he names 1. Talitrus naltainr, M.-Edw., which is better

called Talitrus locusta; 2. Gmmnarus locusta, Eahr.
(?),

his doubt being occasioned by
differences which he found in his specimens from the description by !Milno-Edwards ;

3. Gammarus fiuviatilis, M.-Edw., which is Gammarus pulex, De Geer
;

4.
" Gamniarus

Dufjesii," M.-Edw., which has been identified with Me///a ^a/?na<a ; 5.
"
Ainjthithoe Rathldi,

nov. spec," which, in Zaddach's opinion, "maximo affinis est Amphithox norwei/ic^,"

Kathke, and by Boeck is identified with the neighbouring species Calliopius Ixviusrulus,

Krpyer; 6. Lejitorhnrux jtilosiig, n. g. et sp. ;
and 7. Curdplnum l<mgicor7ie, Latr.

The new genus Leptocheirus is thus defined :
—

" Inter Amphipoda, quae in maris baltici littoribus habitant animalia reperta sunt, qute, concesso

genera Amphipodum notis a Milne Edirardfi constitutis discerneuda esse, nulli generi adhuc

descripto adnumerari possunt, sed in novum genus, quod Leptocheirum nuiicupari propono,

colligenda sunt. Genus enim Amphithoe secundum ilium scriptorem pedibus duorum

primorum parium cheliferis, ceterorum non prehensilibus, et autennis superioribus inferioruni

trunco longioribus simplicique fiagello instiuctis insigne est. lUa autem animalia, quae nunc

describam, cum genere Amphithoe antennarum quidem structura ceterorumque partium
formis omnino conveniunt, pedum autem secundi paris construetione ab his differunt et

generi Talitro similiora sunt. Hi enim chelis vacui nee ad comprehendas [coniprehendendas]
res apti nee ad gradiendum sunt habiles, sed debiles compressique a lateribus et contract!

ceterisque pedibus occulti reperiuntur. Ne autem fines hujus novi generis augustiores fiant,

hac singulari pedum construetione nou respecta,
'

qu;eque Amphipoda saltatoria pedibus

primi tantum paris cheliferis, ceteris non prehensilibus et antennis superioribus fiagello

auxiliario vacuis inter se congruunt, generi Leptocheiro adnumeranda esse
'

puto."

In the description of the type species, Zaddach very plainly says,
" Mandibularum palpi e tribus

articulis constant, articulis ptene inter se ajqualibus, idtimo pdoso," so that Boeck, De
Skand. og. arkt. Amph., p. 548, seems under some mi-sapprehension when he says, "Miiller

viste i 1848 (Arch. f. Naturgesch. xiv. p. 62), at Zaddach havde overseet, at Kindbakkerne
ere forsynede med en Palpe, ligesom han ikke havde bemiurket, at de 0vre F0lere have en

Bisv0be." That the upper antennfe have a minute accessory flagellum is in fact remarked

by Miiller. Boeck retains the name Leptocheirus, though affirming that it is pre-occupied
for an insect, Init the earlier name alluded to is spelled LeptocJiirus if Scudder may be

trusted on the point.

1845. GooDSiR, Harry D. S.

Descrijition of some Animals found amongst the Gulf-Weed. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. No. 96. February 184.5. Vol. XV. London,

1845.

At p. 75 he describes "
Amphifik' jKlagiea. PI. VII. fig. 4. A. with peduncle of superior antenna?

about half the length of the inferior antenna, being almost tlie same length as the first threu

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 27
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joints of the peduncle of the lower antenna'. First pair of legs small, second pair with''the

wrist very much enlarged, and the claw sickle-shaped and moveable, inferior edge having a

small tooth with a slight notch on either side of it near the distal extremity ;
claw as long

as the wrist, and tapering very gradually to a point." The figure shows that by
" wrist" in

the above description the large ovate hand of the second gnathopod is intended. The

antenna3 are slender, the lower only about half the length of the upper. The right number
of legs are shown, but there are distinctly nine perieon-segments figured. The uropods and

telson are small. The Brit. Mus. Catalogue certifies that Goodsir's species is identical

with Awphifhoe peJaijica, Milne Edwards.

1845. Kk0YER, Hexkik.

Karcinologiske Bidrag. Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift. Ny Eaekke. Fdrste Bind.

Kj0benhavn, 1845. pp. 283-345, PI. I.-III. and pp. 403, 453-638, PL VI. VII.

After a detailed account of the new species, Podalirius typicus, the new genus Podalirms is thut;

described :
—

"
Quatiior pedum paria (annuli thoracic! primi, secundi, sexti et septimi); pedes annuli thoracici

qvinti prorsus rudimentarii, ungve carentes, biarticulati, natatorii
(1). Mandibula palpo

destituta. Flagellum antennarum inferiorum biarticulatum
;

articulo seoundo dimidiam

primi longitudinem wquante vel superante. Duo vesicularum branchiaHum paria distincta

(annuli thoracici tertii et quarti). Abdomen minutissimum, biarticulatum.
" Pod. typicus: fuscus, pilosus, capite thoraceque inermibus. Long. 2'". Hab. in Asteracanthio

rubente."
"
Fig. prima tab. Illise exhibet annulum thoracicum quintum cum pede rudimentario et vesicula

branchiali
(?) rudimentaria."

P. Mayer vindicates Kriiyer's accuracy in the above account against various succeeding writers.

The rudimentary branchia (1) is, however, he says, as Kr0yer himself suspected, only a

sexual appendage (die weiblichen Geschlechtsklappen) of the female. Mayer adds that the

lower antennse are without "
Kuderhaare," and that in Podalirius J,-roi/eri, Haller, there are

traces of the first and second perseopods.

Kr0yer next describes Orchestia rirandicornis, n. s., from Valparaiso, figured Tab. 1. fig. 2. a-n,

and accidentally misnamed Orchestia lowjieornis on the plate. This species is omitted

from the Brit. Mus. Catal. It evidently belongs to Hyale. The next species, Orchestia

rddrodeims, n. s., is identified by Eoeck with Hyale nilssonii, Rathke, Kr0yer himself

having suspected tliat this and the preceding species were separated from Orchestia by their

longer upper anteniup, and the unguis of the maxillipeds. Orchestia platensis, n. s., tab. ii.

fig. 2, a-i, from Monte Video, though retained by Spence Bate as a separate species, has in

his opinion nothing but locality to distinguish it from Orchestia gi-yllus, Bosc, a North

American species. Talitrus tripiMans, n. s. 9, tab. iii. fig. 2, a-e, is identified by Boeck as

the female of Orchestia gammareUus. It is omitted from the Brit. Mus. Catal. Oammarus

anisochir, n. s., tab. ii. fig. 1, a-p, from Eio Janeiro, was transferred to Msera by Dana, who

thought it very near Mm-a setipes; by Spence Bate it was referred to Mclifa. Kr0yer himself

was inclined to make it the type of a new genus, Anisochir, but he wa.s restrained by finding

that the female was a true Gammm'us, and the male only distinguished from that genus by

having the second gnathopod on the left side strongly chelate. He considered it very near

to, though clearly di.stinct from, Gammarus apiwndiculatus, Sa)*. Kroyer here takes the

opportunity of criticising INIilne-Edwards' division of the Gammari by the shape of the eyes

as very artificial and perhaps untrustworthy. The absence of the accessory flagellum on the

upper antenna^, which separates Amphithoe from Gammarus, he considers a comparatively
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trivial charactc/r. Tlie want of a second ramus on the third uropods, or its quite rudi-

mentary condition, he thinks may be of considerable importance, considering the relation of

these uropods to the frequent springing movements of the Gamrnari, and that on this

account not only his species anUdcliir, but pailager, !Milne-Edwards, tle7ifafu>t, Kroiyer,

hrevieaudatus, Milne-Edwards, might form a separate genus. The first three have since

been transferred to Melita, the last to GammareUa.

Kroyer next describes Aora tijpiea, n. a, tab. iii., fig. -3, a-1, the new genus Aiyra being

described as follows :
—

" Antennx superiores flagello instructae gracillimo, flagelloque appendiculari ;
cmfe.nnx infirinres

subpediformes. Labium inferius profunda bifldum ;
lacinise ternis armatic hamis maximis

marginis auterioris appendiceque magna subpalpiformi ad basin marginis exterioris. Pedes

iiiaxillares palpo brevi. Pedes priiiii et serundi paris thoracici manu instructi subcheliformi.

Pes primus Toaxis maximus, articulo tertio postioe in apicem longissimum producto, lUiinu

augusta, ungve fere lamellari. Pedes tertii ef quarfi paris articulo quarto ovali, manum

prsebente, cujus ungvis eflBcitur articulo quinto et sexto. Quintu>1 1 pjedurn par brevissimum,

robustum
;
sextum par septimumque quinto multo longiora sed graciliora, Epinwra sat

parva, setis iustructa marginis inferioris. Pedes ahdoininales quarti, quinti et sexti paris

saltatorii
; par sextum, ut quartura et quintum, binis arniatuni stylis saltatoriis, qui vero

setis apicalibus (non aculeis) pi-ffditi sunt. Appendix caudalis duabus formata laminis

hamatis."

There seems no doubt that Kr0yer was misled by a lateral view of the telson into supposing it

bifid
;
his description of the " hand "

in the first and second perfeopods is rightly rejected

by Boeck
; Kerguelen specimens of an Aora, very closely allied to Kr0yer's species, exhibit

the characters of the lower lip which he describes, but the marginal hooks are not so large

as those which he figures, and the appendages which Schipdte has designated
" mandibular

processes," though more than usually produced, scarcely suggest the epithet subpalpifoiiu.

As largest of the South American Amphipods he had met with, Kr0yer describes from Valparaiso,

Aiiq)hithoe femorata, n. s. (Tab. iii. fig. 4, a-i), 9|"' long, the antennae not included, inter-

mediate between Aiiipihiihoc and Phufis, and suited, Kroyer thinks, to be the type of a

new genus, when the Amphipoda come to be thoroughly revised. It agrees, he observes,

with all that Milne-Edwards says of \ua
"
AnipIiifJwe Gaudirhaudii" imm the P.razils,

except in the conical rami of the third uropods assigned to that species. But one of

Kr0yer's own figures shows that also in Aii/phifhoe femorata, from a certain point of view,

these rami may ajipear to bo conical. Kroyer thus defines the species :
—" Forma robusta,

dcjrso rotundato, fronte, thorace et abdomine inennibus. Aidennx superiores dimidiam animalis

longitudinem superantes, pedunculo valido, flagello setiformi ; secuudus pedunculi articulus

primo parum modo brevior, multo vero gracilior; tertius articulus cum articulis flagelli et

longitudine et crassitudine fere conveniens. Oculi suborbiculares, minuti. Antenns.

inferiores subpediformes, superioribus tertia ferme parte breviores, flagello dimidiam pedun-

culi longitudinem ajquante, ultimumque ejus articulum longitudine superante (quinta parte).

Pedes tlioracici p>rinii et serundi paris feminre manu ferme rectangular!, cujus margo inferior

sat profunda sed angustissima prwditus est incisura ad ungvem excipiendum. Pes primus
maris ut feminse

;
secundi vero pedis manus acuminata, incisura carens. Pedes tertii et

quarti paris articulo primo maximo, valde dilatato, laminari ; ungve parum niubili. Quintum

par robustis.simum, femore (o : articulo primo) latiori quam longo; ungve prfhensili (ut

et sextum par septimumque). ip^/^ej-a magna, margine inferiori piloso ; epimerum quintum

postice profunde et angulariter excisum ad femur quinti pedis excipiendum, quum supra

dorsum protendatur. Pes ahdorninalis sexti paris robustissimus, stylis brevissimis
; exterior!

siiblongiori, subconico, inferius bihamato et spinosissimo ;
interior! suborbiculari. Ajipetidi.c

caudalis unica constat lamina triangular!, setis marginis posterioris quatuor."
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This species is omitted from the Brit. Mus. Catal., 1S62.

At p. 40.3 (see Index and p. 47G) a new species, as Kr0yer supposed, is introduced under the

name CapreUa lo7igisprna, which he soon after transferred to the genus yE;/jraa. Ampelisca

rotundata (for which see Note on Liljeborg, 1852) is also according to the Index, men

tioned on p. 403 ; Amphithoe alioniaculata is said to be mentioned on the same page, and

the genus ^gina on p. 402, but these two pages I have not seen.

In the Continuation, the description of Amphipoda begins at p. 476 with ^gina longispina, Kr. ;

this he found necessary to remove from Oaprella, in which he had previously placed it,

by reason of the mandibles having palps. He doubted whether it ought not to become the

type of a new genus, since he found rudimentary branchiae on the fifth perseon-segment, and

the pleon tri-articulate, without any trace of limbs or appendage. INIayer considers that the

supposed branchiaj were tlie external sexual organs of a female specimen, and agrees with

Spence Bate in identifying this species with FroteUa phasma, Montagu.

The new genus
"
Siphonoecetes, novum Amphipodum genus, ad Gammarina gressoria referendum,"

is thus described :
—

" Anfeniix superiores inferioribus multo breviores, subpediformes, flagello brevi, pauciarticulato ;

antennae inferiores pediformes. Onili baud conspicui. Mandihula angulo antico-interiori

profunde bifurcato, tuberculo molari denticulato, palpo brevi uniarticulato. Lahiuin

superius profunde bifidum vel duabus compositum lamiuis ovalibus
;
labium inferius bifidum,

lateraliter productum et acuminatum. Ma.dJlx bilaminares, forma vulgari. PeJus

maxillareji palpo brevi quadriarticulato. Pedes tlwracici primi et secundi paris validissimi,

manu instructi subcheliformi. Pedes tertii et quarti paris articulo primo latissimo, laminari ;

articulo quarto obcordato, laminari, mauum prEebente, cujus ungvis efficitur articulo qvinto

subconico articuloque sexto aciculari. Pedes qriidi sextique paris minutissimi sed robusti,

recurvati, articulo primo clavato, ungve furcato. Pedes septimi paris graciles, reciu-vati,

articulo primo laminari, ungve minutissimo, furcato. Pedes ahdomindles primi, secundi et

tertii paris natatorii, breves, validissimi, parte basali latissima, rhomboidali
; pedes quarti

quintique paris saltatorii
; pes abdominalis sexti paris natatorius, unica instructus lamina

terminali."

"Animal tubum inhabitat, e lapillis fragmentisque coucharum formutum."

The type-species is described under the name of Siphonoecetes typims. Tab. vii. fig. 4, a-f.

Boeck thinks that Kr0yer has been led to describe the upper lip erroneously, by confusing

it with the lower lip. Boeck also says that Kroyer's figure of the last nropods is incorrect,

as he draws them with two small rami, though in fact there is but one, the prolongation of

the peduncle on the inner side giving the appearance of a second. In the present work the

last uropod is not figured, Boeck must therefore be referring to the Voy. en Scand., pi.

XX. fig. 1., in forgetfulness that Kr0yer has here described tlie uropod in question just as

Boeck himself does, but with the additional observation that,
" Den fremspringende Vinkel

er i0vrigt ved en skraastribe afsat fra den 0vrige Roddeel, og kunde maaskee saaledes antyde

den ikko fuldt sondrcde indre swommeplade." It is this appearance, not a second ramus,

that is shown in the Voy. en Scand., pi. xx. fig.
1 u. Kr0yer places the genus nearer to

Gorophium than to Cerapus, and is followed in this view by Dana and Boeck.

He next describes Glauvumnne leucopis, n. s.. Tab. vii. fig. 2, a-e, as type of a new genus,

Glauconome, which he considers near to Isrlnjrocerus, these two genera in his opinion uniting

the Oammarina saltatoria and Gammarina gressoria. He thus defines Glauconome :
—

" Antennas subpediformes ; superiores flagello ornatae appendiculari perparvo. Oculi minuti,

parum distincti. Mandibulaj apex in duos fissus ramos, qui dentibus sunt armati conicis
;

tuberculus molaris dentibus confertissimis instructus. Labium superius breve, depressum,

latissimum, margine anterior! medio inciso; labium inferius quatuor compositum laminis

setosis. Laminie maxillares pedum maxillarium dentibus armatoe validis
; ungvis palpi apice
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setosus. Pes primi paris robustissimus, manu subcheliforiiii
; pes secundi paris gracilior,

manu carcns subcheliformi
; pedes tertii qvartique paris pergraciles ; pedes qninti, sext-i

septimiqiie paris graciJes, femoribus parum dilatatis. Pedes abdominales primi, secundi et

tertii paris natatorii, breves sed robustissimi
; pedes abdominales quarti quintique paris

xaltatorii, validi
; pedes sexti paris fere rudimentares, natatorii. Epimera minima, fere

evanescentia."

In tlie description of the species Glauconome leucopis, Kr0yer says,
"

Sjette Par Bugfydder

meget smaa og plumpe ;
Roddelen omtrent to Gange saa lang som den ydre Endeplade,

meget bred, i Enden skraat afskaaren i Eetningen indad og bagtil ;
den ydre Endeplade

regelmsessigt oval, vsebnet i Enden med fem eller sex temmelig lange B0rster ;
den indre

Endeplade er endeel mindre end den ydre, stunipt konisk, ligeledes forsynet med et Par

B0rster." Boeck does not notice this detailed descrif)tion, but refers to the figure in the

Voy, en Scand., as erroneously giving these uropods with two branches, instead of a single

branch and a produced peduncle. S. I. Smith, 1880, on the ground that Boeck had access

to Kr0yer's types, accepts his correction of Kroyer, and identifies Glauconome leucojn.s with

Unriola irrorafa, Say. It should, however, be observed that Kr0yer's description is

extremely jjrecise, and that the figure, Voy. en Scand., pi. 19, fig. lu, which agrees with it,

was not drawn by Kroyer himself, if we may trust the signature
" C. Thornam del." at the

foot of the plate. In any case, as S. I. Smith observes, the name Glauconome is preoccupied,

but whether it should be identified with Unciula may still perhaps remain a little doubtful.

Eusirus cuspidatus, n. s., figured pi. vii. fig. 1, a-d., is next described as type of a new genus
near to Gammarun and Ampldlhoc, and with some appi'oach to Leucofhoi'. The genus
Eusirus is described as follows :—

" Antenna superiores flagello appendiculari rudimentari, tertioque pedunculi articulo minutis.simo,

fere rudimentari. Antennx inferiores pedunculo flageUi longitudinem superante. Maxillx

jn'iori.'i paris palpo elongato, acuminato, setoso, cujus articulus primus dimidiam secundi

articuli longitudinem superat. Mandibula parva, apice bifurco, dentato, flabello setaruni

marginis interioris, tuberculo molari transverse-elliptico dentibus minutissimis confertis

formato
; palpus triartioulatus duplam fere requat mandibulre longitudinem. Pedes-

maxiUares laminis maxillaribus minutis, deutatis
; palpo maximo, robustissimo. Pedei>-

fhoracici primi et secundi -pans eadem ferme invicem forma et magnitudine, manu armati

subcheliformi maxima, laminari, ungve maximo sed gracillimo ;
articulo antepenultimo

praelongo, gracili, postice calcarato, antice ad medium marginem manus anteriorem protento.

Pedes thoracici tertii quartique paris pergraciles sed forma vulgari. Sex branchiarum paria

(annuli thoracici 2di-7mi). Quatuor laminarum in femiuis paria thoracicarum (annuli

2di-5ti). Reliqua ferme ut in genere Gammaro vel Amphithoe."
This genus is placed by Boeck in his subfamily Leucothoin».

Dulichia qmiosissima, n. s.. Tab. vi., fig. 1, a-k, is described as type of a new genus inter-

mediate between the GamriKjrina and Caprellina. The genus is thus defined :
—

"
Corpus valde elongatum, gracile. Antennx longissimse (imprimis superiores), subpediformes ;

superiores flagello instructse appendiculari. OcuU prominentissimi, acuminati. Pedeit

iiia.nllares forma valde dilatata. Pedes thoracici primi jiaris compre.=si, manu (articulo

quarto) magna, ungveque biarticulato instructi (qvi ungvis articulo quinto sextoque junctis

efficitur). Pedes secundi paris manu instructi subcheliformi (qvie apud mares maxima est).

Pedes tertii (piartiqiie paris minimi, fere filiformes, invicem ejusdem [eadem] ferme longi-
tudine et forma. Pedes cpdnti, sexti sep)timi<pie jMris elongati, lineares (femore non dilatato),

prehensiles. Sextus thoracis annulus cum septimo coalitus, ut diflicilius distingvantur.

Epimera nulla vel prorsus rudimentaria. Abdomen quinque modo compositum annulis et

quinque prajditum pedum paribus, quorum tria anteriora natatoria, duo posteriora saltatoria

sunt."
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To receive this genus Dana instituted the family Dulichiidae, in 1849. Stegocej}halus inflatws,

Kr0yer, is next described in detail. This is now known as Stegoeephalus ampulla, Phipps,

1774.

Pontoporeia femorata, Kr0yer, is here next described in detail, but without any reference to the

curious dorsal process which is represented in the Voy. en Scand. pi. 23, figs. 2a, 2y., on the

observation of which Bruzelius established a new species, Pontojjoreia furcir/era, which,

according to G. 0. Sars, is not distinct from Pontopweia femorata.

Descriptions are next given of Leucotlioe glaeialis, Kr0yer, Tab. vi. fig. 2, a-f, Leucothoe rli/pieata,

Kr0yer, Tab. vi. fig. 3, a-g,
" Phoxus Holholli Ivr." and Phoxus jjlumosus, Kr., now known

respectively as Metopa glaeialis, Metopa dypeata, Phoxus holholli and llarpinia p)lunwsa.

Kr0yer himself was inclined to regard the two latter as generically distinct. Of both species

he notes that he has never found the maxillipeds united to the head, but always to the first

peraeon-segment.

Pages 578-637 are devoted to the genus Anonyx. Kr0yer first discusses and describes at great

length what he calls
"
Anonyx Ampulla, Phipps," combining with it

" Cancer nugax

Phipps]?," his own "Anonyx Lagena (Hunnen)," Anonyx appendiculosus (Hannen), and

other synonyms. The species which he here describes, which he figures in the Voy. en

Scand., pi. 13, fig. 2, a-z, and which does in fact include the species of Anonyx just

mentioned, is now known as Anonyx nugax, Phipps, while the Cancer ampulla of Phipps,

figured here pi. vii. fig. 3, a-g, and in the Voy. en Scand., pi. 20, fig. 2, a-t., as Stego-

eephalus inflatu^, Kr., is now known as Stegoeephalus ampulla, Phipps.

A fuU description is next given of "
Aiwnyx Vahlii Kr." which Milne-Edwards had transferred

to Lysianassa, and which Boeck calls Socarnes vahli.

Anonyx gulosus, n. s., is described, with a note that " Fabricius's Oaiscus Cicada seems in many,
if not in all, respects to come very near to it, and is obviously in any case an Anonyx."

Anonyx litoralis, n. s., is next described. This was made by Boeck type of a new genus

Onesinvus, which he thinks possibly a synonym of Milne-Edwards' Alihrotus, to which

Spence Bate had previously referred the Anonyx litoralis of Kr0yer.

A species, to the young and sexes of which Captain Holb0ll had given three separate manuscript

names, velatus, omattis, and brevipes, is next described as Anonyx plautus, n. s. This

also is placed by Boeck in his genus Onesimus. Figures of the various species above

mentioned are given in the Voy. en Scand.

1845. Milne-Edwards, and Lucas.

D'Orbigny, Alcide, Voyage dans TAmerique meridiouale execute dans le coui's

des annees 1826, 1827, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, et 1833. Vol. VI.

Animaux articules. Crustaces par MM. Milne-Edwards et H. Lucas.

No Amphipoda are mentioned in this report, so far as I can perceive. It was perhaps included

in Boeck's list under some misapprehension.

1846. Dana, James Dwight, born February 12, 1813 (S. L Smith).

Notice of some Genera of Cyclopacea. Silliman's American Journal. March,

1846. Also Annals of Natural History. Vol. XVIIL 1846. pp. 181-185.

This article is prefaced by the following classification of Crustacea :
—
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CRUSTACEA.

Subclassis I.
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must take precedence. The Brit. Mus. Catal. gives tliem as two separate species, thougli

Kr0yer's descriptions are identical, so far as the shorter one extends.

Remarks on the habits of animals belonging to the genera Anonyx and Opis are quoted from

Holb0U. These are followed by an account of Microclieles armata, supposed to be a new

species and type of a new genus Microclieles, thus defined :
—

" Primum secundumque pedum thoradcorum par exilia, linearia, chelis armata minutissimis.

Mandihula parva, apice bifurcate, non vero dentato
; palpo triarticulato ; tuberculo molari

proprio nullo, ante palpum vero corpore instructa claviformi, dentato. Lahinui infarius

quatuor constans laminis fere sequalibus, cornubusque lateralibus sat maguis. Pedis

maxillares laminis maxillaribus magnis, palpo brevi, triarticulato (ungve destituto). Einmera,

magna ; paria quatuor anteriora inferius in angulum acutum producta. Pedes abdominis

saltatorii elongati, gracilesque. Anicnnx forma ferme vulgari, superiores flagello appeii-

diculari destitutse."

The species, Microclieles armata, is figured in the Voy. en Scand., pi. 11 B, fig. 2, a-v. It was

subsequently identified by Liljeborg with the earlier fyhimedia ohesa of Rathke, so that

both the generic and specific names used by Ivr0yer take rank as synonyms.

Amphitlioe alhomaculata, here described as new, is by Boeck identified with Ampliiilio'e podo-

ceroides, Rathke, and is therefore probably not more than a colour variety of Amphitlwe

rubricata, Montagu.

Next, "Amphitlioe Edwardsii" is described, under the name which Owen gave to the " Talitrus

Edvardsii
"

of Sabine, which is identical with Oniscus aculeatus, Lepechin. See Note on

Lepechin, 1780.

Lastly, Acanthonotus trieuspis, n. s., is described, pages 115-123. This species was afterwards

by Boeck made the type of his genus Cleipindes, The species included in this continuation

are all figured in the Voy. en Scand. For the benefit of any one unacquainted with the

alphabetical order used in the Scandinavian languages, it may be pointed out that in the

Indices to Kr0yer's papers, the diphthong as and the symbol o or follow the letter z.

1846? Kr0YER, Henrik.

Voyages de la commission scientifique du Nord ; eu Scandinavie, en Laponie,

au Spitzberg et anx Fero, pendant les annees 1838-1840, sur la corvette la Eecherche,

commandee par M. Fabvre. Publics par ordre du Roi sous la direction de M. Paul

Gaimard. 17 vols. Paris, 1842-1848. 8°. Atlas, fol. undated.

The reputed date of publication is 1846, for the Atlas of Crustaces. It consists of plates for

which no text was ever published, and is attributed by repute to Kr0yer. W. Thomson,
in 1847, refers to the plates as Krpyer's. Brandt, in 1851, compliments Kr0yer on figures

ot Anonyx in this Atlas,
"
Livr. 37-41 auf. PI. 13-18 meisterhaft von ihm dargestellt."

The beautiful figures agree with the elaborate descriptions which Kr0yer gave from time to time

in his Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift, but the plates which appeai'ed occasionally in that magazine
have none of the artistic pretensions of those in the Voyages. As Kr0yer's own name nowheie

appears in the present work, it may be presumed that he was not the draughtsman, but the

editor, who supplied the dissections and supervised the delineations. The Amphipoda figured

are named as follows :
—PI. 10. Ampliitoe edioarddi. Sab.

; Ampliitoe pulcliella, Kr. sp. n.

PI. 11. Ampliitoe cai-iiiata,K.T.; Ampliitoe 2)anopla,'Kj:. PI IIB. Amphitlioe alhomaculata,

Kr. nov. Sp.; Microclieles armata, Kr. no v. gen. et Sp. PI. 13. Anonyx littoral is, Kr,
Nov. Sp.; Anonyx ampulla, Phipps. PI. 14. Anonyx vahlii, Kr. <^ et ? .; Anonyx gulosus,

Kr. nov. sp. PL 15. Anonyx holbolli, Kr. nov. sp.; Anonyx plautus, Kj. nov. sp. PI. 16.

Anonyx edwardsii, Kr. uov.
sjj. ; Anonyx tumidus, Kr. nov. sp. PI. 17. Opis typica, Kr.;

Anonyx nanus, ']^x. \\<y^. sp. PL 18. Acanthoyiotustricuspis, Kv, nov. sp.; Anonyx mimitus.
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Kr. nov. sp. PI. 19. (Tlaueonoini; leucopis, Kr. nov. sp.; Eiisirus cusjddatutf, Kr. nov. gen. sp.;

^Egina (1) longispina, Kr. nov. sp. PL 20. Hiphonoerctes tijpicuv, Kr. nov. gen. et sp.;

ategoceplialus injlatus, Kr. PI. 22. Bulichia qAnosissima, Kroyer; Leumfhoe clypieafa,

Kr.j Leucotlwe glaciaJis, Kr. PI. 23. Ampelisia \AmpeUscd\ ijaunardii, Kr. nov. sp. ;

Pontoporeia femorata, Kr. PI. 24. GapreUa hijfttrix, Ki'.; Ccrcopi.-< holhiiUi, Kr.; jErjina

liiiujiainds, Kr. PI. 2.5. Podalirius tijpicus, Kr.; CaprdJa sepjfcnirionalis, Kr.; Caprella

kihota \Johata\, Miill. (? , ? et Vav. All these are described in the Naturh. Tidsskr. except

^;«_p/(zV//oc^«t?<7irf/(i (which Bruzelius assigned to Parcanp/hifhoi', and Boeck transferred to

Pleiistes, Sp. Bate), and "Ampelisca Gaimardii" (which Boeck in 1870 transferred to a

separate genus, as Dijhlis gaimardi).

Plates 10, 11, 11 B, 18, are inscribed " C. L. Petersen del.,' the others " C. Thornam del.," except

pi. 23, of which the draughtsman is not mentioned.

1846. MtJLLEE, FrIEDKICH.

Ueber Gammarus ambulans, Arcliiv f. Naturg. 12 Jalirg. 1846, pp. 296-300.

T. X. Fig. A-C.

Tliis species Axel Boeck (De Skand. og Arkt. Aniph. p. 52) proposed to refer to the genus

Crajigony.c, Sp. Bate, hut Aug. Wrzesniowski, after detailed comparison of MiiUer's descrip-

tion of Gammarus ambulans with his own species, decides that Midler's species must stand

as Goplaiia amhulans in the new genus along with Goplana polonica. The points which

distinguish Goplana polonica from Goplana amlndans are perhaps due rather to age than to

difference of species. Midler gives the following diagnosis of his species :
—" Gammarus

ambulans, fronte inermi, oculis subrotundis, antenuis superioribus inferiores excedentibus,

flagello auxiliari miiiimo biarticulato instructis, dorso laevi, pedibus spuriis paris sexti

simplicibus, conicis, perexiguis, appendicibus caudas duabus, brevibus, cylindricis, apice

spinulosis. Long. 2'", anteunar. sup. O'S'"."

1847. Allman, George J.

Biological Contributions. No. II. On Chelura terebrans, Philippi, an

Amphipodous Crustacean destructive to submarine timber-works. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. No. 128. June 1847. Vol. XIX. London, 1847,

pp. 361-370. Plates XIII. XIV.

The characters of the genus, of which Philippi gave no detached summary, are tlius drawn out :

—"
Chelura, Phil. Gen. Char. Budy not compressed. Head distinct. Superior aideniia;

shorter and more slender than the inferior, and consisting of a peduncular portion whicli

supports two unequally developed rami
;
inferior anfeimm large, not divisible into a distinct

peduncle and ramus. Mandibles strong, palpigerous, furnished with a molar tubercle with

transverse ridges. First pair of maxillx strong, pyramidal, palpigerous ; second pair

lamelliform. 3Ia,nllan/ feet large, bearing a palpdike stem, and united at their origin so as

to constitute a great opercular lip covering all the other organs of the mouth. Tliora.r

composed of seven distinct segments with the epinier£e distinct and moderately developed.
First two pairs of thoracic feet didactyle, five remaining pairs terminated by a small

unopposable claw. First three segments of abdomen each bearing a pair of biramous

natatory feet, remainder of aljdomen consisting of one very large trunk supporting anteriorly
a pair of large foliaceous lobed appendages and a pair of cylindrical false feet, and terminated

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 28
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posteriorly by two lamellar leaping organs and an intermediate leaf-like lobe." Keference is

made in a note to the researches of Erichson (Entomogvaphia) which would displace the use

of the terms thorax and abdomen as applied by carcinological writers. In the specific

description, he says that the superior antennce " consist of a peduncular portion which is

composed of three hirsute articulations, the last of which supports two rami of very unequal

development," remarking in a note that "this condition of the superior antennse is not

described by Philippi." He mentions the name dedntdor, which he had given to his

Irish specimens, before becoming acquainted with Philippi's account, in case after-investigation

should show the Irish form to be in fact distinct from the Adriatic species. In describing

the appendages of the terminal segment of the abdomen, he says
" the appendages of the

third pair constitute a sort of tail, by which the body is prolonged backwards
; they are

borne upon the posterior extremity of the segment, and consist each of a very large leaf-like

lamina supported on a short basal joint ;

"
adding in a note that,

"
it is these basal joints of

the two caudal appendages which Philippi seems to have mistaken for a fifth abdominal

segment, with the anus in a fissure on the back."

He considers that " the families of the Amphipodous Crustacea may be analytically arranged as

follows :—

Family.

"Fourth and fifth abdominal .segments confluent. Abdominal appendages of the

fourth and fifth pair very different in form (heteromorphous). . . CheluridjE.

" Fourth and fifth abdominal seg- f

ments distinct. Abdominal
|

Mouth concealed by the maxillary feet. . Gammarid^.

appendages of the fourth and {

fifth pair nearly similar in
|

Mouth not concealed by the maxillary feet. HyperiDjE."

form (isomorphous). \_

L"^*?. Brandt, Johann Fpjedrich, born 1802 (Hagen).

Ueber den gleichzeitig mit der Ausrottung der Pflegemutter bewerkstelligteu

geschicbtlich nacbweisbaren Untergang einer kleinen parasitischen Krebsart

(Cyamus ? oder richtiger vielleicht Sirenoeyamus ? Rhytinse) und eines Eingeweidc-

wurmes der Jetztwelt, von J. F. Brandt. (Ln le 20 mars 1846). Bulletin de la

classe physico-niathematique de TAcademie imperiale des sciences de St.-Peters-

bourg. Tome cinquieme. St.-Petersbourg, 1847.

This paper, though earlier published, was originally read after the more full account published in

the Mem. de lAc. imp. de St. Petersbourg, 1849. See note under that date. Brandt thinks

that the want of the breathing appendages, which could scarcely have escaped so accurate

an observer as Steller, had they been as strikingly developed as in Cyamus, points to an

affinity between "
Sirenon/anms?" and Leptninera.

1847. Frey, Heinrich, and Leuckart, Rudolph.

Beitriige zur Kenntniss wirbelloser Thiere mit besonderer Beriicksicbtigung der

Fauna des norddeutschen Meeres. Von Dr. Heinrich Frey and Dr. Rudolph
Leuckart. Mit zwei Kupfertafeln. Braunschweig, 1847.

Pages 100-109 are " Ueber den Ban der Caprellen." The authors object to Kr0yer's proposal to

make the order of Liemodipoda a family among the Amphipoda. They refer to Xaturh.
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Tidsskr. iv. p. 141, but their reference should have been to p. 492. For their own investi-

gations they used "
Caprella linearis Miill. and Podalirius typicus Kriiy.," especially young

specimens, for the sake of their transparency. The error of their opinion that Caprdlte
never swim is pointed out by Dohrn, 1866. Their statement that "das Ganglion des

zweitea Ringes, des Mesothorax, iibertrifft an Miichtigkoit alle iibrigen, wie das diesem

angehiirende Greitfusspaar die stiirkste Extremitiit des ganzeu Kiirper ist," is approved by

Mayer on the general principle that the size of the ganglia depends, as might be expected,
on the extent of the regions they have to provide for. In regard to the heart they

.say, "an ihm bemorkt man seitlich fiinf paarige, mit Klappen versehene Spaltuffnungen.
Das erste Paar liegt ganz am Anfang dos Herzeus, also noch im Kopfscgmente, das letzte

Paar ganz an seinem Ende, also im sechsten Ringe. Die drei iibrigen Paare sind .so

vertheilt, dass die eine Spaltoffnung am hintereu Theile des zweiten, die andere in der Mitte

des vierten Ringes liegt, und endlich noch ein Paar Spaltoffnungen gerade am Uebergangc.
des vierten in das fiinfte Segment, also unterhalb der Conjunctiva beider Ringer, befindlich

ist." For the correction of this view, see note on Delage, 1881. Delage attributes to these

authors, among some errors and defects,
"

le fondement de ce que nous savons aujourd'hui
sur la circulation des Caprelles."

To the Amphipoda they attribute seven instead of five pairs of lateral slits in the heart, although
three would have been sufficient for the Caprelhe as well as the (other) Amphipoda. They
consider that the so-called branchire in the Caprella3 are not sufficient to discharge the whole

function of respiration, and that probably the legs and antenna take a share in it.

Pages 136-168,
" Verzeichniss der zur Fauna Helgoland's gehcirenden wirbelloseu Seethiere," are

due to Dr. Leuckart alone. Among the Arthropoda, Crustacea Malacogfraca, he enumerates

the following Amphijjoda :
— " Talitrus saltator (Montag.) Milne Ed w.-— r c h e s t i a

littorea L e a c h.—0. sp. dub.—Gammarus locusta Fabr.—G. elongatus n. sp.
—G.

Sabini Leach. — G. angulosus Rathke. — Melita palmata (Mont.) Leach.—
I p h i m e d i a obesa Rathke [Kcillik.]

—A m p h i t o e podoceroides R a t h k e.—A. gibba
u. sp.

— Podocerus capillatus Rathke.—P. calcaratus Rathke.— Metoecus
medusarum Kriiy."

—"Caprella linearis (Lin.) Latr.—Podalirius typicus
K r oy."

The doubtful Orchestin, which he thinks may be " Orchestia Bottae," Milne-Edwards, is obviously,

as Boeck observes, only a young Orchestia (Hftnrca) ijain/iiarellus. The Gammarus I'loiKjaius,

n.
sjj.,

not mentioned in the Brit. Mus. Catal., is a little doubtfully united by Boeck with

Msera longimana (Leach) Thompson. In describing Melita palmata, Leuckart suggests that

Gajnmarus dugesii, Mihie-Edwards, is the same species, a view adopted by subsequent
authors. He says that Ai/qiliitoe tjihha, n. sp., "is distinguished from the nearly related

A. norvegica Rathke and A. Rathkii Zadd., by the fact that the second, third and fourth

segments of the jjostabdomen in the front half are narrowed, while projecting (buckelfiirmig)

in a hump in the hinder half, giving the part of the body in question a peculiar appearance."

None the less, or one might say, all the more, Boeck identifies it with CaUiojnus Ixviusrulus,

Kroyer. Leuckart recognises that Podocerus has a minute accessory appendage on the

upper antcimae. He agrees with Kr0yer in supposing that the fifth perseon-segment of

Podalirius tijinciis has a (third) pair of branchire, misled, Mayer says, by
"
die weiblichen

Geschlechtsklappen."

Among works consulted, Leuckart mentions " K ii 1 1 i k e r (Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Samen-

fliissigkeit wirbelloser Thiere. Berlin 1841)." In this treatise perhaps would be found a

reason for the addition of Kiilliker's name to Rathke's as an authority for Iphinn'ilia

ohesa.

1847. Koch, C. L. See Note on Koch, 1835.
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1847. Naudo, Giovanni Domenico, died 1877 (E. v. Martens).

Sinonimia moderna delle specie registrate nell' opera intitolata : Descrizione de'

Crostacei, de' Testacei e de' Pesci clie abitano le lagune e golfo veneto rappresentati

in fio-ure, a cliiaro-scuro ed a colori DaJV Abate Stefano Chiereghiui Ven. Clodiense

applicata per commis.sione governativa dal Dr. Gio. Domenico Nardo. Venezia,

1847.

Xardo says that Chieregliini's work occupies twelve volumes, nine of plate.s, and three of text.

The index; to the Crustacea is in the first volume, and the figures of them are in the second.

The portion applying to the Aniphipoda, with Nardo's synonymy, is given as follows :^
"

Sji. 58, f. 74. Can. [Cancer] locusta,L. volg. Saletto de' Fosso. Orchestia Kttorea, L.

"
Sp. 59, f. 75. Can. Salectus, Gli. volg. Saletto de Mar. Orchestia 1

"
Macrourus, articularis, testa perpeudiculariter suhtruncata, fronte mucronato; pedibus

decem absque manibus.
" Trovato ne' fondi fangosi del mare.
"
Sp. 60, f. 76-79. Can. Algensi.s, Gh. . . . Lusyta algensix, Ch., Nardo.

an. n. g. Mss.
"
Macrourus, thorace rostrata, manibu.s duabus adactylis, pedibus decem, extremitate

caudae trifida.

" Trovato copiosamente in laguna, nidnlato sulle foglie della zostera alia maniera delle

Friganee.
"
Sp. 61, f. 80. Can. linearis, L., . . . . Caprella, u, sp.?

"
Sp. 81 [61], f. 81-82. Can. Varietas Hneari.s, Ch., . . Caprella, n. sp.?"

For a little additional light on these species, see Note on Nardo, 1869.

1847. SuHi0DTE, J0EGEN CHRISTIAN, born April 20, 1815, died April 21, 1884 (R. Bergh).

Unders0gelser over Huledyrene i Krain og Istrien. Oversigt over det Kgl.

danske Vidensk. Selskabs Forhandlinger for 1847, Ki0bnhavn. pp. 75-81.

Boeck says that in this paper, page 81, Schi0dte gives a short diagnosis of Gammarti^ stiiginix

[? stygius], which later became type of the genus Niphargus.

1847. Thompson, William.

Note on the Teredo norvegica (T. navalis, Turton, not Linn.), Xylophaga dor-

salis, Limnoria terebrans and Clielura terebrans, combined in destroying the sub-

merged wood-ivorh at the harbour of Ardrossan on the coast of Ayrshire. The

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. No. 132. Sept. 1847. Vol. XX.

London, 1847. pp. 157-164.

He observes that Chelura terebrans, Philippi, was known to Leach, who had labelled specimens
as Nemertes nesxoides, a name adopted by White in his "

List," etc., 1847. Both Nenicrtex

and Chelura, he observes, are preoccupied as generic names. The habits of the species are

discussed, and its powers of surviving out of sea-water. Scudder only gives two uses of

Chelura, viz.,
" Chelura Thil. Crust. 1839. A," and " Chelura Hope. Lep. 1840. A."
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1847. Thompson, William.

Additions to the Fauna of Ireland. The Annals and Maojazinc of Natural

History. Number cxxxiii. pp. 237-250. Vol. XX. London, 1847.

In the order Aniphipoda he mentions tho following :
—"

6. Orchei^fia, (sp.), Bangor, Co. Down,

1835, W. T.; distinct from 0. li/ton-a." "
7. Amphithoe fucicola. Leach (sp.)," with a

reference to P/ie7-?<,'ja /i(«co/a. Leach. "8. Amphithoe rubricata, Mont, (sp.)." "9. Amphi-
thoe, sp. Bangor, Co. Down, 183.5, W. T.

;
distinct from the preceding and A. ohtti^ata, on

comparison with the specimens in the British Museum." " 10. Gammarus marinus. Leach."

"11. Gammarus caiiqjijlops, T,ea,ch." "12. Gammarus longimanus. Leach (sp.). Mxra
lomjimana, Leach MSS." "

13. Gammarus imndatus, Johnst. Zool. Journ. vol. iii. pp.

177, 490. I found in a case formed by itself among the branches of Coral!inu oficirialis

growing in pools between tide-marks at Springvale, Co. Down, in July 1846. The species

was determined by comparison of mine with those from Berwick presented by Dr. Johntson

to the British Museum." "14. Opis fi/jnca, Kroyev." "1,5. /l?jo?(//.'j (Kroyer) sp." It is

distinct, he says, from the species described by KrOyer, and "
although a proper description

cannot (on account of the state of my eyes) be drawn up, some idea may be given of this

Anonijx
—

(which is well worthy of the name of elegans)
—by the following note :

—
length

of body 6 lines
;
of upper antennae 1 line

;
of lower antennie 4 hnes

; general colour yellow-

ish pink ; eyes red
; lateral or abdominal plates adorned with scarlet stellate markings,

of which there are five or six on those nearest the head
; they become gradually fewer on

those towards the tail, so that not more than one appears on the hinder plates. These

markings render it very beautiful. My Anonijx is distinct from a British species (locality

unknown) in the collection of the Briti.sh Museum." "16. Ammyx, genus?, or rather a

form between it and Sfegocephalus, Kroyer, was dredged from a depth of twenty-three

fathoms (shelly sand) in Belfast Bay in Oct. 1846 by Mr. Hyndman." "17. Ccrapus

falcatus, Mont, (sp.), Linn. Trans, vol. ix. t. 5. f. 2. Jassa pelagiea. Leach." "18.

Hj/peria galba, Mont, (sp.)." "19. Hi/peria LaireiUii, Edw." "20. Lestrigomis, sp."

In the "Order La?modipoda" ho mentions "21. '

CapreUa Johata, Miill.,' Kr0yer, Voy. Scand.

et Lapon. Crust, pi. 25. f. 3at, dredged Oct. 1839." The note t says,
"

3Z/ presents a very
different form, but is considered a variety only."

" 22. CapreUa tuhercnJata, Goodsir, Edin.

New Phil. Journ. vol. xxxiii. p. 188, pi. 3. f. 6. specimens taken with the last. Guerin in

his Iconographie, &c. pi. 28. f. 1. represents a species which he calls by this name; it is

from the Mauritius (Texte Descrip. Crust, p. 24)." "23. Caprrella acum.inifera, Leach."

"24. jEgina? hmgispina, Kroyer, Voy. Scand. ifec. Crust, pi. 19. f. 3. (described in

Kroyer's
' Naturhist. Tidssk.' 1st binde, 5th hwfte, 1845, p. 476). A single individual of

this very fine, largo and spinous form was taken with the two first-noticed CapreUa'. My
specimen differs only from that represented by Kroyer in having one or two more spines

retraUy on the body ;
it is wholly red like his, and has retained this colour in spirits to

the present time. Goodsir's CapreUa spinosa (Edin. New Phil. Journ. vol. xxxiii. p. 187.

pi. 3. f. 1) approaches very near to this .species, if it be not the same
;

it is described as
'

having the whole body of a pale white colour.'
"

1847. White, Adam.

List of the Specimens of Crustacea in the Collection of the Briti.sh Mu.seum.

Printed by Order of the Trustees. London, 1847.

The book is anonymous, but the introduction, pp. iii.-viii., signed John Edward Gray, says
" Great care has been taken by Mr. Adam White in the determination of the species, tho
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verification of the synonymes, and in arranging tliem into generic groups, in accordance

with the present state of the science." Since, then, the work is due to Mr. Adam White,

it is difficult to appreciate the fairness of omitting his name from the title-page. He divides

the Malacostraca Edriophthalmata into two orders, Amphipoda and Laimodipoda, the former

containing tlie two families, the Gammaridse and Hyjjeriadte ;
the latter the two families, the

Caprellida3 and Cyamidte. In the Gammaridae, after Talitruslocusta and OrrJiestia littorm,

come the following entries.

" Orchestia Montagni, Atidouin, JExpl. PL Egijpte I. 11,/. 7. Edwards, Crust, iii, 17. Orch.

littorea, Ratlike, Faini. Crim. t. 5, /. 1-6 {not Montagu). Orch. trigonochirus, Leach,

MSS. a. Sicily, h. Malta.

" Orchestia longicornis, Edw. Ann. Sc. Nat. xx. 361. Crust, iii. 18. Talitrus long., Sa//, Joum.

Acad. Sc. Phil. i. 384. Scamballa long., ca/di [Z,each], MSS. a-c. U. States (New .Jersey).

Presented by Thomas Say, Esq.

"Orchestia Deshayesii, Audouin, Ex. PI. Eggpto, t. 11,/. 8. Edw. Crust, iii. 18. Scamballa

Kuhliana, each [Lp«'7;], MSS. a. British Coast.
" Orchestia gryllus. Talitrus gryU., Bosc. Crust, ii. t. 15,/. 1-2. Say, Joum. Acad. Sc Phil. i.

386. ScanibaUa Sayana, each [Leach^, MSS. a-d. U. States (sandy beaches). Presented

by Thomas Say, Esq.
" Orchestia Tristensis. Scamballa Trist., Z-ew//, l/iSS. a-(Z. I. of Tristan dAcunha. Presented

by Capt. Carmichael."
"
Orchestia megalophthalmus. Scamballa meg.. Leach, MSS. a, h 1

"Orchestia Quoyana, Edu: Crust, iii. 19. Cuv. B. A. (Croch.) t. 59,/. 4. a, h. jNIale and

female. New Zealand. Presented by W. W. Saunders, Esq."
In the Brit. Mus. Catal., 1862, Orchestia trigonooheirus, Leach MS. B.M., is figured and described

as a new species ; Orchestia tristensis is identified with Orchestia plate7tsii!, Krtiyer, 1845,

from Monte Video; Orchestia megalojihthcdma is figured and described; and Orchestia

quoyan'i is transferred, in agreement with Dana, to Talorchestia.

The list continues with Lysianassa Costa3 ; Dexamine spinosa; "Dexamine'? carino-spinosa.

Cancer earino-spin., Tnrton, Mont. Linn. Trans, xi. 4. ? a. Isle of Wight," for which see

. Note on Turton, 1802. Seven species are assigned to Amphithoe, namely A. rubricata
;

A. fucicola, with Pherusa fucic, Leach, for a synonym ;
A. obtusata, Melita obtusata,

Leach; "Amphithoe viridis. Elamis viridis. Leach, MSS. a. Sicily." "Amphithoe
punctata, Sag, Joum. Acad. Sc. Phil. i. 383. a. U. States, (Great Egg Harbour). Presented

by Thomas Say, Esq.;" "Amphithoe truncatipes, Spinola. a-e. Italy. Presented by M.

Spinola," afterwards figured and described by Spence Bate in the Brit. ilus. Catal. as Moira

truncatipes, with the remark,
"
this species may be Gammarus crassintamis of Viviani,

'Phosphor. Maris,' etc. p. 10. t. 2. figs. 7 and 8
;
but not having seen that work I hesitate

to do more than suggest the possibility ;

" and lastly, Amphithoe Edvardsi, Ross, Sabine's

Talitrus Edcardsii, from Spitzbergen, for which see Note on Oniscus acideatus, Lepechin,
1780.

To ffa?«!Ha;-!(s White's list refers 1. G. locusta, Eabr.; 2.
" Gammarus fluviatilis, Edw. Crust, iii. 4.5.

Astacus fluv., Beesel. Ins. Bel. iii. t. 52. Geoffr. Hist. Ins. t. 21, /. 6. Squilla pulex, De
Geer, Mem. vii. t. 33. Gamm. Eoeselii, Geroais, Ann. Sc. Nat. '2nd series, iv. 128. Gamni.

aquaticus. Leach, Enc. Brit. Suppl. i. 425. a-g. Duddingston. From the collection of

Dr. Leach
;

"
3. G. fasciatus. Say, presented by Say ; 4.

" Gammarus minimus. Say, Joum.
Acad. Sc. Phil. i. 376. Gam. fasciatus? Edw. Crust, iii. 46. a-f. United States. Pre-

sented by Thomas Say, Esq."; in naming which White followed Milne-Edwards in tacitly

assuming that )ninimus was the form which Say intended for the specific designation, not

the incorrect minus which in fact he printed, and which Spence Bate restores in the Brit.

Mus. Catal. p. 221
;

5. G. marinus. Leach; 6. G. i-ampglops, Leach; 7.
" Gamm irus pulex,
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Fahr. Ent. Sijst. ii. 516. Lufr. Hist. Nat. Cmst. vi. 316. Mont. Linn. Tram. ix. t. 4./. 2.

Desm. Cow. 267, /. 45,/. 8. Cancer p., Linn. Syst. Nat. Geoff. Ins. Par. ii. 667. a-c.

Ireland. Presented by J. Thompson, Esq.;" 8. G. Sahinii, Leach; 9 " Gammarus Boreus,

Sabine, App. to Parry's Fird Voy. 229. Boi^m's Second Voy. Suppl. 88. Gammarus arcticus.

Leach, MSS. a. h. Adult. Baffin's Bay. c-e. Young. Baffin's Bay. f-y. Spitzbergeu.

Presented by the Admiralty," a species which Boeck unites with Gatniitarux locuda.

10. "Gammarus ornatus, Edwards, Ann. Sc. Nat. xx. 372, t. 10,/. 9-10. Crust, iii. 47.

Gamm Eedmanni, Leach, MSS. a-c. North America. From the collection of Lieut.

Redman;" 11. "Gammarus glacialis. Leach, MSS. a,b. Spitzbergen ;" 12. "Gammarus

acanthonotus, Zeac/i, 3ISS. a— ;" 13. " Gammarus Zete, n. s. a,h-
—

;" 14. G.nmcronatus,

Say, presented by Say, for which see Note on Say, 1818 ; 15.
" Gammarus glaber, Spinota,

MSS. a, h. Mediterranean. Presented by M. Spinola," a species identified by Sp. Bate

with Lysianassa cosfx, Edw.; 16. G. grossimanus, Mont, and 17. G. longiinanus. For the

last two,
" Mssra grossim., Leach," and "Maera, longi., Leach, MSS.," which White gives as

synonyms, are now preferred as the established names, but each with the termination -maims

rather than -inana. B}^ Spence Bate Gammarus Boreiis, Sabine, is accepted as a distinct

species, with G. glacialis, Leach, and G. Arcticus, Leach, as synonyms, the remark being

made that " this species closely resembles Gammarus ornatus, from whicli it appears to differ

only in some minute details of the gnathopoda." The Brit. JMus. Catalogue likewise gives

as a distinct species,
" Gammarus Redmanni, Leucli, MS. B.M.," with the synonym

" Gammarus ornatus, Wliite, Cat. Crust. B.M. 1847 (not Edwards)," and the remark, "This

species resembles Gammarus ornatus, but microscopic examination of the gnathopoda
exhibits a distinction."

" After the Gammari the list gives
"
Vertumnus, Leach. Yertumnus Cranchii, Leach, 3ISS.

a-d. Falmouth. From the collection of Dr. Leach," since identified by Boeck with

Epimeria cornigera, Fabricius, 1779. After Leucothoe articulosa, Montagu's Devonshire

species, "Leucothoe— a, h. Mediterranean (Genoa)," is given. Then come Cerapus pelagicn.-',

Edw., identified with Jassa pel.. Leach
;
and Gerapus falcatus, as a name for "Cancer (Gam-

marus) falcatus, Mont.," and "Cerapus pelagicus p., Edw. Crust, iii. 61. (not Jassa pel.. Leach)."

These are followed by Podocerus variegatus. Leach, and Podocerus 'pulcheUus (
= Jassa

pulcheUa, Leach), all the last four in White's list being now recognised as forms of a single

species. Corophinm longicorne, Latr., is given with various authorities, and the synonyms
" Gammarus long., i^a?/f. it7?if.

/§//.•-/.
ii. 516. Rocnier. Gen. Ins. t. 23. f. 6. Astacus linearis.

Pennant, Brit. Zool. iv. 17, /. 16,/! 31. Oniscus volutator, Pallas, Spie. Zool. ix. 59 t. 4,

/ 9." Next is
"
Nemertes, Leocli. Nemertes nesieoides. Leach, a-d. Britain. From the

collection of Dr. Leach," identified by W. Thomson, 1847, with Chelura terebrans, Vh.i]i\^ii\,

1839. Atylus carinatus, Fabr., and Unciola, irrorata. Say, presented by Say, conclude the

Gammaridse.

The Hyperiadse are represented by
"
Hyperia Latreillii," Edw., with " Hiella Orhignii, Strauss,"

for a synonym ; hj Hyperia galba, with the synonyms "Cancer ((iammarus) galba, Mont.,"

and "
Callianira, g. Leach, m. n.;

"
by Metoecus cyanex, Edw., with the synonyms

"
Talitru.s

Cy., Sabine" and "Hyperia Cy. Edw.," the whole of which group is united into a single

species by Boeck as Hyperia Medusurum, 0. F. ISIiiller, 1776. Before Metoecus cyanea;

the list gives Metoecus medasarum, Ivr0yer, with the synonym Oniscus Med. 0. Fabr.,

for which see Note on Krayer, 1838. The next species is thus entered, "Primno, Guerin.

Primno Guerinii. a. Atlantic Ocean (S. Lat. 8' E. Long. 46°). Congo Expedition." No
notice is taken of this species in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue, where Guerin's tyi^e-specic^,

Primno niacropa, is figured and described. The list next gives Phronima sedentaria, Forsk.,

M\A Plironima atlantira, Guerin; concluding the Hyperiadoe with "Typhis monoculoides.

Cancer (Gammarus) mon., Montagu, Linn. Trans, ii. [xi.] /. 2. /. 3. a. South coast of Devon.
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From the collection of Col. IMontagu," and "
Typhis— a-c Norfolk (Cromer)." Since the

Tyjjhiit monocuhniles is in point of fact the Gammarid, SienuiJiue iiumoaihrides, the Tijxihi!<

from Cromer has but a doubtful claim to that generic title.

The Caprellidas contain 1. C'apreUa iiiwari% Latr. Hist. Crust, vi. 324, with many other

references, tlie localities assigned for the specimens being
"

a. British Coast. From the

collection of Dr. Leach, h-d. Firth of Forth. Presented by H. Goodsir, Esq., Surg. E.N.' ;

2. CapreUa /xvis, Goodsir; 3. CapreUa acuminifera, Leach, Desm. Cons. 277. Ed.w. Grtist.

iii. 107. t. 33,/. 1. Queronic, Mem. Sao. etr. iii. 329,./^ A. B.; 4. CapreJla andifrori.%

Desm., with C. atomos, Leach, for a synonym ;
5. Gaprella pJiasma, ]\Iontagu's species ;

6. CnpreJJa fubercuJafa, Goodsir, with the synonym "C. tuberculata, Guerin, Ir.ou. t. 28.

/'. 1 ?
"

;
7. Gaprella geomefrica, Say ;

8. GapivIIa equilibra, Say ;
the two last presented by

Say. These are followed by
"
Proto, Lmw. Proto pedatum, Loach. Linn. Trans, xi. 362,"

with " Gammarus ped., Muller" and "
Leptomera ped. (ruer." for synonyms ;

on which it

should be noticed that the genus Proto was instituted by Leach, while the species is pro-

perly Proto rentvicosa, 0. F. Midler.

To the family Cyamid® are assigned hve species of Gyaini, 1. Gyantus erraiicus, Eouss. with the

synonyms Oniscus ceti, L.; Squilla c, Degeer ; Gyamusc. Latr.; Panope e.. Leach
; Larunda

c, Leach; 2. Gijannis ovalis, Eouss.; 3. Cyamus gracilis, Eouss., all these three being said

to come from British Seas. No. 4 Ls mysteriously represented by "Cyamus—a.— ." No. .5

is Gyantus abbreviatus, Say, from North America. Presented by Say.

On p. 130, among the additional species are given,
"
Ephippiphora, White. Ephippiphora

Kroyeri, n. s. Zo(j/. Ereh. and Terr. t. f. a. Tasmania," and "
Ehabdosoma, Adams a?id

White. Ehabdosoma armatum. Oxycephalus arm. Edw. Gnisf. iii. 101. a. Indian Ocean.

Presented by Capt. Sir Edw. Belcher, C.B., R.N."

1847. White, Adam.

Descriptions of new or little known Crustacea in the Collection at the British

Museum. Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, July 27, 1847.

Part XV. 1847. Also in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vol. I.

Second Series. Number III. pp. 221-228. London, 1848.

In the "Order Amphipoda, Family Gammaridse," White thus describes his genus Ephippijihora:
—

" Head rather large ; antennfe distant from each other, the upper pair with the basal joints very

thick and corneous, inserted in a deep notch in front of head ;
two setaj at the end of each,

the outer the thicker. Lower pair of the antenna with the basal joint somewhat elongated

and furnished with hairs.

"
Body much compressed, the lateral appendages on the first eight joints very large, and nearly

concealing the legs ; the appendage of the fourth joint much dilated behind at the end ;

eighth to eleventh jomts slightly keeled on the back
; appendages of the three last joints of

abdomen longish, with short spines on the edge behind.

" A genus allied to Orchestia and TaUfrus."

"Ephippiphora Kroyeri, AVhite, List. p. 130.

" The body is very highly polished, the edges of the segments behind somewhat tinged witli

yellow ;
the legs and caudal appendages slightly brownish.

" Hob. Van Diemeu's Land.
" Named as a small compliment to the very eminent Danish naturalist, whose researches among

the less studied orders of Crustacea are so well developed in ]iis published but not easily

accessible works. I regret that, excepting a few fohated plates of the large
'

Voyage en
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Island a,' &c., I bad not seen any part of them when I prepared the '

List of Crustacea in

the British Museum.' "

The account of the upper antennae shows that White is wrong in allying his new genus to the

OrchestidsB
;
in Boeck's opinion his own Soranifs may possibly be a synonym of White's

£j)M]}pipJioi-a.

1848. Adams, Arthur, and White, Adam.

The Zoology of tlie Voyage of H.M.S. "
Samarang

"
;
under the command of

Captain Sir Edward Belcher, C.B., F.E.A.S., F.G.S., during the years 1843-1846.

Crustacea by Arthur Adams, F.L.S., and Adam White, F.L.S. London, 1848.

On page 63 is given
"
Rhabdosoma, Adams 4' White. Oxyeephahis, M.-Edwards. We regret

that the state of the only specimen in the British Museum is such that we cannot give the

generic character witli that detail which we should wish. It is founded on the third species

of Professor Milne-Edwards, indeed Mr. White has the authority of that eminent Crustaceo-

logist that it is his very species ;
it is so different from the Oxijrejihalus piscafm; M.

Edwards (Crust. III. p. 100 t. .30. f. 10), that we have traced the figure of Oxiiccphalu>i

piscator, and added it below that of the Oxycephalus armatus to show the difference. Some-

day it may be proved to be a sexual character, when of course our name will sink, but an

yet we know of no such discrepancies in the sexes of tliese Crustacea.
" The head is as long as the rest of the body, and ends in a very long beak; from the state of our

specimen we cannot describe this, but indicate it on the plate from a drawing made at the

time of capture. The immense length of the body and beak would sufficiently mark this

generic form. The first two pairs of legs are shown in the figure, which must serve till we

can ijrocure further specimens, when we hope to give ample details of this very singular

crustacean, and to analyse its characters at length. It forms a singularly interesting link

between the AmjJliipoda and Lxmodipioda, uniting, as it were, the two
;
we should like to

have this form examined particularly by Prof. M. Edwards or Dr. Kroyer.
" Rhabdosoma armatum, Adams and White. (Tab. XIII. Fig. 7.) Oxycephalus armatus, M.-Edw.

Crust. III. p. 101. pi. 30. f. 10, copied. (Tab. XIII. Fig. 8.)
" The specimen described by Professor jNIihae Edwards was found by MM. (^uoy and Gaimard

in the Ocean between Amboina and Van Dieman's Land, and is now in the Paris Museum.

Ours was taken during a calm, floating on the surface of the South Atlantic Ocean."

1848. Leydig, Franz.

In his Treatise " Ueber Amphipoden und Isopoden," 1878, page 229, note 2, Leydig says that

he had already in 1848 described and figured the segmentation-process of Gammarus ; but

he does not say that the account was published, though this would seem to be implied by
the context.

1848. Milne-Edward.s, H.

Note sur un crustace amphipode, remarquable par sa grande taillc. Annale.s

dcs sciences naturelles. Troisieme Serie. Zoologie. Tome ncuvieme. Paris, 1848.

This note, at page 398, records the finding of an amphipod, with a body 9 cm. long and

3 cm. high, by M. d'Orbigny, who took it from the stomach of a fish caught off Cape
Horn. Supposing it to be new, Milne-Edwards names it

"
Lysianassa Maycllanka."

It has since been identified with Jlandt's Gammanis gri/Uus, and named Eurytencs yrylhis.

(zooL. ooALL. Exr.—PART Lxvii.—1887.) Xxx 29
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1848. MiJLLER, FrIEDRICH.

Orchestia Euchore unci C4ryphus, neue Arten aus der Ostsee, beschrieben vou

Dr. Friedrich Miiller. (HierzuTaf. IV.) Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. Vierzehnter

Jahrgang. Erster Band. Berlin, 1848.

Miiller notices that the genera Talitrus and Orchestia belong to the wanner seas, and seem to be

wanting in the arctic waters, tlie proper home of the typical Gammarina. From this point

of view lie thinks the discovery of two new species from the Baltic not without interest.

He does not consider the presence of the large second hands in Orchestia sufficient for a

generic distinction from Talitrus, while in the two new species, as in Orchestia platensis,

Kr0yer, the males belong to Orchestia, the females to Talitrus. Orchestia euchore is fully

described and figured, but it is, as Boeck says, not to be distinguished from Orchestin

f/ammarelhis. j\lUller says that the mandibles are without any trace of a palp, as if he had

given special attention to that point. He recognizes the great likeness between Orchestia

f/ryphus and Orchestia deshayesii, Audouin. In conclusion he says,
" Orchestia jilaiensix,

Euclwre et Gryphus inter se conveniunt :

" Antennis sup. capitis longitudinem baud aut vix superantibus ;
mandibulis palpi ne vestigio

quidem gaudentibus : maxillarum p)aris 1' lamina interna angusta setis pinnatis curvatis

duabus instructa ; palpi jieduni ma.rillarium articulo ultimo brevi lato rotundato
; pedilnis

ir paris in $ manu valida instructis, in ? debilibus, ungue exiguo artieuli V foliaceo-

dilatati, cujus margini anteriori inseritur, apiccni haud superante proeditis; branchiis T paris

angustis elougatis flexuosis ; jiedibus saltaturiis paris ultimi exiguis conicis, stylo terminali

unico donatis
;
lamina caudali unica crassiuscula, spinis ornata.

" Diflerunt :

" Orchestia platensis, Kr. Antennis superiorihus caput longitudine Eequantibus aut vix

superantibus ;
antennis inf. vix teftiam corporis partem longitudine sequantibus, pedunculo

flagelhim 14 articulatum parum escedente
;

vculis ellipticis ; primi pedis articulo quinto

apicem versus in i dilatato, haud dilatato in ? , ungue vaUdo inermi
;
manu pedis secundi

in (J lata ovali
; pedis septimi articulo quarto in <^ incrassato, in J gracili, lamina caudali

truncata
; longitudine linearum 6.

" Orchestia Euchore F. Miill. Antennis superiorihus caput, inferiorihus tertiam corporis partem,

harum pedunculo flagellum 18 articulatum longitudine sequantibus ; oculis rotundis; prind

pedis articulo quinto apicem versus in cJ dilatato, haud dilatato in J , ungue valido spiimlis

duabus in margine interiore armato
;
manu j^edis secundi in ^ ovali

; pedis septimi articulo

quarto in <J incrassato, in ? gracili ;
lamina caudali emarginata ; long. 5'".

"
Orchestia Gryphus F. Miill. Antennis sup. capite brevioribus ; inferiorihus in ^ dimidiam, in 9

quintam (1) corporis partem longitudine ajquantibus, flagello 20 articulate pedunculi
dimidiam snbrequante ;

rtt7i7/.s rotundis
; primi 2}ed is axiicxAo quinto nee m$ ,

nee in J dilatato,

ungue valido spinula unica in margine interiore armato
; manu pedis secundi lata, incisura

profunda in ramos duos divisa, anteriorem longiorem latiorem unguigerum, posteriorem
acuminatum

; pedis septimi articulo quarto in utroque sexu gracili ; lamina cavdali

emarginata ; long. 4'"."

Another notice, headed "
Bemerkungen zu Zaddach's Synopseos Crustaceorum Borussicorum

prodromus," states that Leptocheirus pilosus, Zaddach, has in fact a very rudimentary, one-

jointed accessory flagellum on the upper antennae, which had escaped the notice of the author

of the genus Leptocheirus, Avhen the absence of an accessory flagellum was made part of the

generic character.
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1848. SiEBOLD, Carl Theodor Ernst VON, bom 1804, died April 7, 1885 (Friedlander,

Naturae novitates).

Lehrbuch der vergleichenden Anatomie der wirbellosen Thiere. Berlin. 1848.

1849. Brandt, Johann Friedrich.

Symbolse Sirenologicas, quibus prsecipue Ehytinse historia naturalis illustratur

auctore Joaune Friderieo Brandt. (Conventui exhib. die 23 januarii 1845.)

Appendix II. De animalculo parasitico peculiari {Cyamo f vel rectius forsan

Sivenocyamo f Rhytinw) in Rhytinw cuticula a Stellero observato una cum Rhytina
et Ascaridihus ejus deleto. Memoires de I'Aeademie imperiale des Sciences de

Saint-Petersbourg. Sixieme serie. Sciences uaturellcs. Tome V. St.-Petersbourg.

1849. pp. 153-157.

»•

After quoting Steller's account, Novi Comment. Petropol. t. ii. pp. 298, 324, and 330, and

considering how far it agrees or disagrees with, the genus Cyamus, I>randt continues,
" Ad

stabiliendam tamen difEerentiam genericam aliorum Sireniorum ordinis animalium pcdiculorum

cognitio adhuc optanda videtur. Qua de causa pro tempore parasitum EhytiuEe dubitanter

(sicuti signum interrogationis indicat) generi Cyamorum quidem inseruimus, sed in paren-

thesi nomen hypotheticum Sirenocyamus interrogationis signo addito pariter exhibuimus

antequam, quae sequitur, descriptionem ejus in ordinem systematicum redactam pro-

ponimus.

"Cyamus (?) num genus proprium Sirenocyamus (?) R h y t i n ee.

" Pedes mandibulares biarticulati, extremitate acutissimi et clavati. Pedum thoracicorum sex

paria. Pedes thoracali annulo inserti chelis sLmOes, biarticulati. Appendices respiratorise a

Stellero non descripta?. (An cliaracteres generis Sirenocyamus ?).

"
Characteres specifici.

" Habitus fere, ut videtur, Cyami gracilis. Caput oblongum, acutum. Antennulai geniculata;,

duse, breves, 1/2 lineam longEB, e fronto exporrectse. Annuli corporis pro numero pedum sex,

dorso oonvexi, 1/3'" lati, a primo ad ultimum annulum (caudam) sensim angustiores.

Thoracis annulus sequentibus duplo latior, lentis dimidium referens. Annulus ultimus seu

caudalis orbicularis. Pedes (exceptis illis, qui ad latera thoracis erant adnati et chelas

crassas, biarticulatas, aouleo flexili firmissime Rhytinse cuticulae infixas referebant)

graciliores, omnes aculeis prfefiniti et sensim breviores
;
ultimi duo brevissimi ex annulo

caudali emergentes coriiusculum praefiniebant, ac dum auimalculum gradiebatur dirigo-

bant.

"Corpus dimidiam plerumque unciam longum, diapbauum.
—Color candidus aut subHavus."

If the creature was correctly observed by Steller, the genuine Cijami, Brandt says, differ from

it:— "Pedibus mandibularibus [maxillaribus] 5-articulatis, pedum corporis genuinorum

parilnis quinis, omnibus quinque-articulatis, necnon appendicibus respiratoriis in secundo et

tertio corporis annulo pedum loco conspiouis." He tliinks that the Rhytina's parasite may
have been allied to the Leptomerx rather than the Cyami, and contemplates the possibility

of finding other Sirenonjami still living on other Sirenia.
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1849. CasparY, Robert.

Gammarus puteanus Koch. Beobaclitet von Dr. Robert Caspary. Mit Abbikl-

imeen. Tab. II. Verhandl. I. Naturf. Vereins fiir Rheinland. Jahrg. 6. Bonn,

1849. pp. 39-48.

In tlie full and fairly accurate description which Caspary gives, he obviously falls into error

when he says that the iutestinal canal (der Darui) runs from the head to the tenth segment

in which it opens, the tenth segment in his reckoning being the second of the pleou. Of

the last three perjeopods he says that " das Thier streckt sie iiber den Eiicken hinaus, wii-

Fig. XIX. zeigt und kriecht, auf dem Riicken liegend, ofters auf ihnen." I think it may
be safely said that the creature much more usually crawls with the ventral side downwards,

the extremities of these perseopods being extended upwards out of use.

Bate and Westwood are inclined to think "
Niphargus Kochianus," Sp. Bate, identical with the

specimens
" described and figured by Caspary and Hosius, referred to in the synonym*;

under N. aquilex." But their Niphargus kodiiauus is expressly distinguished from

Xipjhargus aquilex by its second and third pleon segments having the infeio-posterior angle

acute. Caspary's figure agrees with their Niphargus aquilex in having that part rounded.

1849. Dana, James D.

Synopsis of the Genera of Gammaracea. The American Journal of Science and

Arts, Second Series, Vol. viii.-No. 22. Nov. 1849. pp. 135-140.

The tribe of Amphipoda here includes the subtribes Gammaracea and Hyperiacea, the former of

which consists of six groups or families.

Fam. I. ORCHESTiDiE, with the genera Talitrus, Latreille, Orchestia, Leach, Allorchestes, Dana.

Fam. II. Gammarid/E. Subfam. I. Lysianassin;e, with the genera thus grouped :
—

La. L(/i>"w?iassa, Milne-Edwards ; Phlias, Gnecin
;

h. Sfegocepihaius,'K.r0yej:. II. Op/y, Kr0yer ;

Uristes, new. III. Anonyx, Kr0yer ; Stenia, now. IV. Poiifoporeia, Kr0yer.

Subfam. II. Gammarinse., with these groups:
—I. Alihrotus, l\Iilne-Edwards ; Acanthonotiw,

Owen. II. Leptoehirus, Zaddach. III. A. #. a, Gammarus, Fabr.; Amphitliik, Leach ; b.

Photis, Kr0yer ; CEklicerus, Kr0yer. f- Lewothoe, Leach
; Erichtlionius, Milne-Edwards

;

Pardalisca, Kr0yer. B, Iscliijruceras, Kroyer. IV. A. Lepidadylis, Say ; Protomedeia,

Kr0yer ; Ampelisca, Kr0yer ; Aora, Kroyer. B. Phoxus, Kr0yer.

Subfam. III. Isaeinse. A. Issea, Milne-Edwards
; Anisopus, Templeton. B. Laphystius, Kr0yer.

Fam. III. Corophida3. a. Ceraj;orfi«ft, Milne-Edwards; Ceropas, Say. b. * Coco2)7im>», Latreille;

PoiJocerus, Leach, f Unciola, Say ; Afylus, Leach. J Clydonia, Dana, new.

Fam. IV. Icilidoe. Pterygocera, Latreille
; Icilius, new.

Fam. V. Cheluridse. Chelura, Philippi.

Fam. VI. Dulichidae. Dulichia, Kr0yer.

Fr. ;Midler having in 1848 denied the propriety of separating the Orcliestix and Talitri, Dana

remarks,
" There is however a wide difference between the species having a styliform joint

terminating the second pair of legs and those with a hand however minute or obsolescent.

The only safe course appears to the writer to consist in drawing the hne between speciex

having a finger or daw however small or large, dosing up)on the fifth ^oint, and those species

having an extended finger or daw not dosing up."

The new genus Allordiestes, identical with Nicea, Nicolet, published in the same year 1849, and

probably the same as Hyale, Rathke, 1837, is thus defined:—"Pedes primi secundique
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subcheliformes. Antennae superiores breviores, basi inferiorum longiores. Maxillipedes

ad apicem unguiculati," with the following note,
" The species of this genus have the aspect

of many Amphithoe, and have probably been hitherto referred to that genus. They have

the very short posterior stylets of the Orchestise, and resemble them in habit and in the

absence of a palpus to the mandible
;
while they differ in having the superior antenn;e

longest and in the stout spine or claw terminating the maxillipeds. The writer has

dissected the mouth of nearly a dozen species of Allorchestes." The italicized word lom^est

is no doubt only a slii^ for longer.

The subfamily Lijdanasdnx, which includes Uristes in its second, and tHenia in its third division,

is defined as having :
—" Antennte superiores ad basin crasste. Epimera grandia. Pedes sex

postici non prehensiles."

The new genus Uristes has for its characters " Pedes primi subcheliformes, secundi non

subcheUformes
; reliqui non prehensiles;" "Antennie sup. non appendiculatse. Pedes

secundi vergiformes ;
tertii quartiquc brevissimi." As pointed out by Spence Bate, it is

probably only founded on a misconception.

The new genus Stenia is characterised by
" Pedes primi secundique subcheliformes, reliqui non

prehensiles ;

" " Antennas sup. non appendiculata;." This genus Dana subsequently

dropped, as not distinct from Anonyx, lvi'0yer.

The new genus Clydonia is placed among those Corophidae which have "
Digiti uuUi 2-articulati,"

and further defined as having
" Antennre longaj, flagollo crasso rigidoque, obsolete articulato."

" Antennas styliformes, rectte. Pedes filiformes, non prehensiles, sex postici praelongi."

Bovallius, 1885, identifies this genus with Tyro, MUne-Edwards, 1840.

The new genus IciHus is defined simply by the words "Pedes toti vergiformes, nulli prehensiles."

Its companion in the Icilidae, Pterygocera, Latreille,
" Pedes postici sublamellati," is a

synonym of Lepidactylis, Say {Haitstorius, P. L. >S. Miiller), which Dana places among
the Gammarinae.

Dana observes in his notes that Mxra and Melita are separated by Leach, and Amathia by

liathke, from the genus Gannnanis, that Auiplntlii'ie includes the De.ramine and Pherusa of

Leach, that Eudrus of Ki-0yer is not sufficiently distinct even for a subgenus, that Kr0yer's

Microcheles, Rathke's Ipliimedia, and Owen's Acantlwsoma are near Amphithoe, that

Siphonwcetes of Krpyer differs from Podocerus only in having the posterior legs longer than

the four preceding, and that Glauconoine of Ki'0yer has the hands and antennje of Uneiola.

1849. LiLjEBORG (subsequently Lilljeborg) Wilhelm, born 1816 (G. 0. Sars).

Zoologisk resa i norra Ryssland och Finnmarken. Ofversigt af Kongi.

Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingai". Arg. G. 1849. No. 1. Stockliohn.

pp. 16-37.

This letter from Liljeborg to Loven is mentioned in Boeck's list, but I cannot find that it

contains any information about the Amphipoda, or any mention of Crustacea, except the

bare fact, p. 32, that at Tromso in Norway he had observed some which he had not at the

time of writing determined.

1849. Lucas, H.

Exploration scientifique de TAlgerie pendant les anuees, 1840, 1841, 1842.

Zoologie. Histoii'c naturelle des animaux articules.

In the " Premiere Classe.-—Crustaces. Troisiime ordre, les Amphipodes. Premiere Famille, les

Crevettines. Premiere Tribu, les Crevettines sauteuses," he gives the following species,
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103. Talitrus saltaiur, Mont; 104. Talitms ijlatijchdes, Guer.
;

105. Ordiestia iifforea,

Mont; 106. "Ordiestia Montagui," Sav. et AucL; 107. " Orchestia Perieri," n. s.; 108.

"Ordiestia Fisdieri," M.-Edw.; 109. "
Lysianassa Costx," M.-Edw.; 110. Lynanasna

longicornis, n. s.
;
HI. "

Amphithoe VaiUantii," n. s.
;

112. Gammarus locusta, Mont
j

113. Gammarus fluviatilis, Roes.; 114. "Gammarus OHvii," M.-Edw.; 115. Gammarns

2)eJoponnesius, Guer. In the "Deuxieme Famille, Ie.s Hyporines. Premifere Tribu, les

Hyperines GammaroiJes," he gives 116. " Vihilia Jeanrjerardii," n. s.
;
in the "Deuxieme

Tribu, les Hyperines ordinaires," 117. Phronima sedentaria, Forsk.; and in the "Troisieme

Tribu, les Hyperines anormalcs," 118. Typhis ovoides, Risso. In the "
Quatrieme Ordre,

les Liemodipodes. Premiere FamiUe, les CapreUiens," he gives 119. Caprel/a tahida,

n. s.

Occasional notes are made upon the various species. The new ones are described and figured.

"Ordiestia Perieri," ^\. 5. fig. 1, called in the Brit. ]Mus. Catal.,
" AlJordiestes Pereiri,"

now becomes Hyale perieri. Lydanassa longicornis, pi. 5. fig. 2, "Long. 10 millim. larg.

3J k 4 miUim.," is thus defined,
" antennis primis sat elongatis, prime articulo infra fortiter

spinoso ;
secundis elongatissimis ; pedibus spinosis, posticorum primis articulis subtiliter

denticulatis." Besides the very pronounced spine at the lower distal end of the first joint

of the peduncle of the upper antennae, we learn that "leur filet accessoire est assez court."

"Les yeux sont tres-grands et reniformes." The telson is "assez fortement creuse en cuUler

et termine en pointo arrondie postt'rieurement. Les stylets terminaux des fausses pattes des

trois derni^res paires sont assez aUongees." The highly useful information is also given that,
" La premifere et la seconde paire de pattes ne presentent rien de remarquable." The figure

2& shows the upper antenna with a thick first joint having infero-distally a small process and

a long spine, the second joint not much shorter than the first, and two and a half times as

long as the third. Spence Bate adopts the name for a British species, to which he does not

assign any spine on the upper antenna, and of which he says (Brit. Sess. Crust, i. p. 88),

"the central tail-piece exhibits no peculiar character." According to G. O. Sars, 1882,

Lysianassa longicornis, Sp. Bate, is the male of Anonyx edwardsii, Sp. Bate, and is

renamed " Ordiomene Bate.i," G. 0. Sars, although the first gnathopods as figured and

described by Bate and Westwood do not agree with the definition of tlie genus Ordiomene.

Heller in 1866 gives a fresh description and figures of Lysianassa longicornis, Lucas, with a

long process instead of a spine on the upper antennae. By the antennae this species

approaches Costa's genus Idmojnw.
"
Amphithoii Vaillantii," -^l. 5, fig. 3, "Long. 12 k 17 milHm. larg. 3 a 4 millim.," is thus

defined :
—"

flavescens, subtiliter viridi ^junctata; antennis mqualibus, fortiter cUiatis; pedibus

primi paris brevibus, secundi paris elongatissimis, penultimo articulo valde emarginato, ad

basin spina instructo
; corpore Isevigato." In regard to this species see Note on Prof.

Catta, 1876.

" Vibilia Jeangerai'dii," pi. 5, fig. 4, "Long. 10 millim. larg. 3 millim.," is thus defined:—
" rubro subtiliter laxcque maculata

;
antennis primi paris levigatis, anticr obtuse truncatis,

secundi paris brevibus ; pedibus levigatis, penultimo articulo paulisper arcuato
; septinio

segmento abdominis supra trUobato, penultimo anticfe transversim depresso." It is near
" Vihilia Peronii," M.-Edw., but differs from it "par la tete, qui, a son sommet, est moius

acuminee ;
le dernier article des antennes superieures est aussi plus allonge et surtout

beaucoup plus obtusement tronque h sa partie inferieure que dans la V. Peronii."

Moreover in Vihilia jeangerardii the lower antennae, he says, are a little more than half as

long as the upper, while in the other species they are much longer than the upjier

antennae.

Caprella tahida, pi. 5, fig. 6, is identified by Mayer with Caprella acuti/rotis, LatreiEe.
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1849. NiCOLET, HeKCULE.

Historia fisica y politica cle Chile segun documentos adquiridos en esta republica

durante doce anos de residencia en ella y publicada bajo los auspicios del supremo

gobierno por Claudio Gray ciudadano chileno. Zoologia. Tomo tercero. Paris,

MDCCCXLtX.

The Crustacea occupy pages 115 to 318 of this third volume. In the first division,
"
Crustaceos

maxilados," the "
Anfipodos

"
and "

LoemodipoJos
"
are respectively the third and fourth,

orders. The Amphipods, pages 226 to 249, include the two .subdivisions,
" Gamarianos "

and "Hiperineas." In the former, Talitrus diilensis, n. s., is established on a damaged

specimen with the definition,
" T. ant(?nnis hreoihus; pedibus anteriorihus f/ra-ciliJinx;

corpore supra levi, cuI latera rugoso." A new genus follows, thus described :
—

"
Orquestoidea.—Orchestoidea. AntennsR superiores miniinx, inferiores [inferioribus] multo

hreviores; artieulo primo lata, quadrifurmi, fortiter depresso ; secundo gracili, cylindrico ;

terfio secundo breviori, gracili, ojlindraceo, tigilla brevisdma, quinque articuJata terminato.

Antennx inferiores maximx, crassissirnx ; artieulo ultimo pedunculi elongato ; penultimo
ultimo crassiori, leviter breviori. Oculi magni. Palpus pedum maxillarum externarum,

cjuadriarticulatus, parum elongatus, crassus ; articrdo jjrimo brevissimo ; tertio quculriformi,

apice truncato, in medio fortiter emarginato, quartoqiie angusto brevi, iurbinato. Mandilmlx

robustee, fortiter dentatx, palpo nullo. Pedes j^rimiparis iarsa styliformi terminati ; secundi

parts subcJiiliformes manu maxima cra^^sissima, ovata ; sequenfes unguicidafi."

The fuller description concludes with the observation,
"
los apendices de los anillos abdominales

son cortos y bifidos
;

el ultimo segmento es muy corto y repentinamente replegado por bajo,

lo que da ilia estremidad posterior del cuerpo un aspecto truncado," to which he appends the

remark by way of note,
"

la forma de las antennas y la del cuerpo de estos Crustaceos

representan a los Talitros, mientras que la disposicion de sus patas del segundo par los

in corpora i, las Orquescias : pero las pata-quijadas esternas y sobre todo la forma de los taUos

palpiformes los separau completamente, siendo iutermediarios de ambos generos, con quienes

tienen muchas relaciones." The type species, Orchestoidea tiiberculafa, pi. 2, fig. 4, is

defined as "
0. flaveseens; corpore tuberculato ; artieulo primo pedunctdi antennarum

externarum extus bituberculato ; fronte in msdio levitei- angulato ; pedibus villosis." Nothing
is said about the female.

He then describes Orchestia chilensis, M.-Edw.; Orchestia brevicoruis, n. s. ;

" Orchestia Gayi,''

n. s.; Amphitoe chilensis, n. s., pi. 2, fig.
5

;

"
Amphitoe Gayi," n. s., pi. 2, fig. 6.

The new genus Nicea is thus defined :
—" Antennse superiores exteris breviores. Caput crassum.

Oculi ovati, oblique disq)ositi. Pedes breves, primi et secundi paris subcMliformes ; manihus

brevissimis. Mandibulx brevissimse, bilobatse, multidentictdatx, non palpigerse. Labium

sternale maximum." To the general description lie adds that he has formed this genus upon
a specimen which has various affinities with Anipliithoe, but differs in the absence of the

mandibular palp and the relative length of the antennae, bringing it near to Talitrus, and

above all by the considerable development of the buccal portion and the form of the

maxiUipeds ;
its dilated (rechoncho) body resembles that of Talitrus. The type species,

" Nicea Lucasii," pi. 2, fig. 7, is defined " N. obscure fuseo-virescens ; corpore brevi, cras.w,

curvato, conve.w; pedibus maxillaribus exto^nis fortiter fuberculatis."

He next gives Gammarus chilensis, n. s.

This is followed by what Nicolet supposed to be a new genus, Lalaria, thus defined :
—

" Antennx superiores graciles, elongati, artieulo secundo pedunculi jirirno longiore, cylindrico,

tertio hrevi, bifigellato. Antennx inferiores pedunculo elongatissimo, tigella brenissima.
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Cajmt breve, anterms truncatum. Oculi parvi. Mandihulas palpifjei-ee, palpo triarticulatu,

articulo primo hreni, secundo iertioqxm elongatis, cylindraceis, fortiter ciliatis. Pedes

iiicwiUares ej:tenn pioJpi^ quinque artindatis ; articulo ultimo unguiformi. Pedes quafnar

primorum parum preliensiles; Pedes primi parts multo longiores, rohusti, palpo spinifonni

infra muniti; digito elungato, cylindraeeo, unguiculafo, terminati."

The type-species, Lalaria lorigitarsis, pi. 2, fig. 8, is defined :
—

" L. Jlavescens; pedihus posterinrihus longis 2nlis vestitis; pedihus anteriorihus ciliatis."

In the "
Hiperineas," Hyp&ria, Latr., with Lanceola, Say, and Hiella, Straus, for synonyms, is

thus defined :
—

"
Corpus gihbosum, latum, anterius ohtuswn, posteiius fortiter angustatum. Caput crassissimurii,

inflatum, verticale. Ocidi magni, compositi. Aidennie minimx in fossula capitis insertx.

Mandibulx robustx, palpigeis, duabus cristatis Diasticatoribus terminate. Tliorax septevi.

annulatus. Pedes mediocres, angustati, ungue acuto terminati. Abdumeii tribus primis

segmentis magnis, appendicilnis natatoriis elongatis munitis. Segmento quarto fortiter

cureato, duobus ultimis caudiformibus."

The .species
"
Hm^eria Gaudichaudii," M.-Edw., is described. He also describes Guerin's genus

Primno, with its type species,
" Primno macrojjo

"
[macropa], and Guerin's Pronoe, likewise

with its type species, Pronoe capito.

Qjcycephalus, M.-Edw., he thus defines :
—

"
Caput riiaximum, depressum., elongatissimurn, anterius acutum. Antennse superiores crassx,fractx,

capite multo breviores, infra rostro insertx ; antennx inferiores graciles, cylindracex, setacex,

thorace longiores. Oculi maximi. Pedes p)rimi et secundi parum dydactiles; segmentis

[sequentes] elongatissimi, graciles, subulati. Pedes septimi pans vel brevissimi, vel nulli.

tegmenta primo secundo tertioque abdominis magna, pedunculo ajipendicum natatoriaruin

erassissimo ; segmenta quarto et quinto brevissima ; sextum elongatissimurn, apjjemlice styli-

formi, acufissima, elongatissima, terminatuni." A misprint here and there seems to have

affected the Latinity of this passage. One species of this genus, the author says, pertains

to Chili, namely, Oxyceplialus oceanicus, Guerin, thus defined :
—"

O. antennis superioi-ibus

ovatis, articulo jmrimlo, acuto, terminatis; antennis inferioribus parvis, quinque articulato;

articulis xqualibus."

In Order IV,
"
Loeniodipodos," the "

Caprelianas
"

contain the genus Caprrella, which Nicolet
'

assigns to Leach. He concludes the description of this genus with the words, "abdomen

rudimentario, teniendo cerca de su base un par de apendicitos estiliformes y biarticulados,"

adding a note, "Conocemos tres especies de este genero, 6 ignoramos por que motive el Sr.

Milne-Edwards niega a las patas del segundo par las vijiguiUas branquiales, puesto que la

C. longicollis las tieue, y muy aparentes."

Caprella longicollis, n. s., pi. 4. fig. 3, is thus defined and described:—"C fu-sca; ca^nte elongato,

antice globoso, postice rylindrico ; antennis superioribus setiformibus, longissimis ; antennis

inferioribus Irrevibus ; pedibus piaris secundi tarso angusto, elongato, antice dilatato, postice

subcylindrico."
" Cabeza una vez y media mas larga que el primer articulo del torax, con su parte anterior globosa

y in espinas, ocupado el tercio de su longitud ;
los otros dos tercios son ciUndricos, muclio

mas pequenos y tan gruesos como la mitad anterior del primer segmento torAcico
; antenas

superiores muy lagas, fuertes en la base y disminuyendo insensiblemente de grosor hasta la

estremidad del taUo multiarticulado ;
las inferiores son muy cortas, delgadas y filiformes

;

las patas del primer par estan adheridas a la faz inferior de la parte globosa de la cabezn,

cerca de la boca, son cortas, delgadas, y concluyen en una mano subglobosa ;
las del segundo

par, al contrario, son muy largas y las termina una mano que ocupa la mitad de su tfiUd

longitud, estrecha, levemente arqueada, repcntinamente dilatada en el tercio anterior y

subcilindrica cerca de su base
;

el segmento toracico &. que estas patas se hallan adheridas cs
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irregularmeute triangulifornie, y su augulo anterior, que es el mas largo, sostiene le cabeza :

en el posterior esta inserto el segmento siguiente ;
las patas ocupan el angulo inferior, que

tieue ademas dos vejiguillas branquiales adaptadas d la base de las patas; los dos segmentos

que sigueu son, coiuo el resto del cuerpo, subcilindricos, llevando cada uno dos vejiguillas

branquiales ; las patas del primero de los tres ultimos pares son muy cortas y rudimentarias,

y las de los otros dos prolougadas y subquiliformos, con el penilltimo articulo dentellado en

el lado interne; dos filetes espiniformes por bajo del abddmen.—Color moreno amarillento

claro.—Longitud, S lin."

Caprella brevicoUis, n. s., pi. i. fig. 4, is defined :
—

"
C. fusca ; capite brevi, subglohoso ; antennis medioerihm ; pedibus secuvdi pai-is antice ovatis,

suhglobosis." It was taken 'with tbe preceding form.

Caprella spinifrotis, n. s., is thus defined :
—

"
C. capite brevi, antice suhgloboso ; fronte spinoso ; antennis superioribus longis pilis ciliatis ;

manibus secu7ii.U ^^ari's magnis, elongatis, intus fortiter einarginatis." This species was

founded on a damaged specimen.

In the "
Ciamianos," the genus Cyamus is described. The name of Lamarck is attaclied to it, as

though he were the originator of the name. The species Cyamus gi-acilis, Roussel de

Vauzeme, figured on pi. 4. fig. 7, is defined with the words:—"C. cinereo-virescens; carpore

elongato, subfusiformi; appendicibus bi-anquialibus elongatis, cylindraceis, simpUcibvLS, ad
basim bitubereulatis."

The Atlas containing the figures referred to in these descriptions is dated 1854.

The new species, Talitrus chilensis, Ordiestia brevicoi-nis, Orchestia gayi, Ampldtoe gayi,

Gammarus chilensis, Capjrella brevicollis, and Capirella spiinifrons, are not included in the

list of the Brit. Mus. Catal., 1862. Caprella longioollis is figured and described in that

work, but as Mayer has pointed out, the species is by an error assigned to Lucas, and its

habitat given as Algeria instead of Chili.

For the genus Nicea see Note on Rathke, 1837. Tlie genus Lalaria is a synonym of Aora,

Kr0yer, 1845, and the species Lalaria longitarsis is identified by Spence Bate with

Kr0yer's Aora typica. Caprella brevicollis is considered by Mayer to include the female and

young forms of Caprella longicollis, and, as Caprellina longicollis, the species becomes the

type of a new genus founded by G. M. Thomson in 1879. This genus I propose to name

Caprelliiwpsis, since Caprellina is preoccupied as tlie name of the group to which the genus

belongs. Caprella spinifrons is left indeterminate by Mayer.

1849-SCHI0DTE, J. G.
1851.

Biclrag til den underjordiske Fauna. Det kongelige danske Videnskabernes

Selskabs Skrifter. Femte Esekke. Naturvidenskabelio: 02; mathematisk Afdeling:.

Andet Bind. Kjdbenliavn, 1851. pp. 1-39. Tab. i.-iv.

Specimen faun* subterranete, 1849. m. 4 Tafelu. Aus den Abliandl. der

Copenhagener Akademie der Wissenscliat'ten. 5te Eeihe. Bd. II. (Appears to be

the same work as the above. See also Entom. Soc. Trans. I. 1850-51, pp.

134-157.)

Schi0dte comments first on the slow growth of knowledge in regard to the subterranean fauna.

In his historical review he mentions Tellkampf's Triura cavernicola, which, he says,
" seems

to belong to tlie order of Amphipoda," an obvious error in which he is followed by Boeck.

At page 2G, he institutes the new genus Niphargus, with this definition :
—

(ZOOL. CHiUX. EXP,—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 30
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" Ordo Ainjihipoda.
—Familia Gammari.

" Oculi nulli. Antennae superiores inferioribus longiores, flagello appendiculari minuto, biarticu-

lato. Pedes ultimi paris stylo interiori brevissimo, exteriori valde elongate, biarticulato.

Ni<^ap-yos."

The type species he names Niphargtis stygius, Tvliich is figured on PI. IH. In tlie course of a

full description, he thus distinguishes the sexes, 'lamina hasaJis 7iltimi pedum jjaris duplo

longior segmento. Sfyhts ejus mterior in mare sestam decimam in f e m i n a vero septimam

styli exterioris partem tequans longitudine, apice spinulis prieditus duabus setaque pennata

singula. Sti/his ejrterior cylindricus ;
articulus primus laminam basalem in femina duplo,

in mare autem triple superans longitudine, fasciculis ornatus utrinque spinularum brevium,
in maii obsoletiorilius

;
fasciculis lateris exterioris e binis compositis spinulis setaque pennata

singula ; articulus secundus in femina dimidiam articuli primi partem complens fere longi-

tudine, lateribus apiceque fasciculis prseditis setularum
;
in mare longitudine fere articuli

prirai, glaber, Ifevissimus, apice solo fasciculate."

He concludes with the statements:— " Commoratur in locis depressioribus specus Adelsbergensis
et Lueg, aqua repletis stDlicidio abundante sedimentoque tectis fundi chrystallino. AgiUime

salit, captu difficilis ; territus latebras fundi velocissime petit."

Schipdte next describes with great fulness, and figures, Koch's Pherusa alba. As Phei-usa was

more than once preoccupied, he gives a new generic name, Titanethes, in " Ordo Isopoda.—
Familia Onisci.—Tribus Onimni," the species becoming Tifanetheg alius. It is perhaps

owing to Koch's use of the name Pherusa, earlier employed among Amphipods, that

Schi0dte's Titanethes has itself been spoken of as an Amphipod genus.

1850. Bate, Charles Spence, born March 16, 1819 (C. S. B.).

Notes on the boring of Marine Animals. In Notices and Abstracts of

Communications to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at the

Birmingham Meeting, September 1849. pp. 73-75. London, 1850.

This paper, though mentioned in Boeck's list, does not refer to Amphipoda. Of Crustacea only

Pagurus is mentioned.

The "Notes on Crustacea, Ann. Nat. Hist. VL 1850, pp. 109-111. VIL 1851, pp. 297-300,"

also mentioned in Boeck's list, have no reference to Amphipoda.
Another paper by Spence Bate, in which no Amphipoda are mentioned, is likewise included in

Boeck's list,
" On some Crustacea dredged by Mr. Barlee in Shetland, Ann. Nat

Hist. X. 1852. pp. 356-357."

1850. Dana, James D.

Zoology. A new genus of Orchestidas. The American Journal of Science and

Arts. Second Series. Vol. IX.—May, 1850. New Haven. Number XXVI.

p. 295.

Dana here says :
—" In a synopsis of the genera of Gammaracea, in this Journal, volume viii.

p. 135, three genera of Orchestidse are mentioned, Talitrus, Orchestia and Allorchestes. We
here add a fourth

;
and for the purpose of giving a fuUer comparative view of the four, and

correcting a misprinted word, we insert the generic characters for the group.
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" Pedes primi non clieliformes nee subcheliformes, articulo styliformi

confecti
; secundi saepe subclieliformes, manu sive parvul^ efc debili

sive nulla. Antenna^ superiores basi inferiomm breviores. . . TalUnis (Latreille).
"

2. Talitro pedes primos antenuasque similis. Pedes maris secundi

valde subcheliformes, manu grandL .... Talitronus (Dana).
"

3. Pedes primi seoundique plus minusve subcheliformes. Antenna

superiores basi inferiorum breviores. Maxillipedes apicem obtusi. . Orchestia (Leach).
"

4. Pedes primi secundique plus minusve subcheliformes. Antennfe

superiores breviores, basi inferiorum longiores. INIaxillipedes apicem

unguiculatL ....... Allorchestes (Dana)."

1850. De Ha an, Willem, boru February 7, 1801, died April 15, 1855 (Hagen).

Fauna Japonica, auctore Ph. Fr. de Siebold. Crustacea elaborante W. de Haan.

C. tab. Lith. LXV. Lugd-Bat. 1850.

During the publication of this fine work M. de Haan was stricken down with a grievous illness

which confined him to his bed for years, but did not prevent his courageously completing

the publication (Herklotz).

The only Amphipod dealt with is
"
Caprella Kivyeri," of which the author only had a dried

specimen to describe, hence, Mayer says, in spite of the good figui'e, it cannot be determined

with certainty, though he believes it to be synonymous with Cajrrella mquilihra, Say.

1850. Hosius, A.

Ueber die Gammarus-Arten der Gegend von Bonn. Von Dr. A Hosius.

(Hiezu Taf. HI. uud IV.). Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. Secliszehnter Jahrgaug.

Erster Band. Berlin, 1850. pp. 233-248.

He complains that Gervais and Milne-Edwards, in attempting to distinguish Gammarus fluviatilis

vel ruselii from Gammarus index, disagree with one another, though both dealing with

specimens from the neighbourhood of Paris. He assigns Gammarus pulex to Degeer and

Gammarus fluviatilis to Rbsel, but as he has never met with this latter species in rivers, he

thinks that the name Gammarus ruselii given it by Gervais ought to stand. He enters into

a detailed comparison between these two species and the blind Gammarus imteanus of Koch.

In regard to habitat, Hosius says that Gammarus puteanus is confined to wells, that he has

only found Gammarus ruselii in still or weakly flowing deep waters, but Gammarus pulex in

strongly flowing, shallow, brooks, often only an inch deep. In Milue-Edwards' Manual, he

says, we must cross out Gammarus pulex, put Gammarus pulex, Degeer, in place of

Gatnmarus fluriafilis, and lastly insert Gammarus rdselii, Gervais (or Gammarus fluviatilis,

Rosel), and Gammarus puteanus, Koch.

1850. LiLJEBORG, V.

Bidrag till den hognordiska hafsfaunan. Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-

Akademiens Forliandlingar. Arg. 7. 1850. No. 3. (Sjunde Argangeu. 1850.

Stockholm, 1851). pp. 82-88.

In a letter to Hr Lov(5n, Liljeborg mentions that in Russian Lappland he had observed among
other Crustacea, Gammarus locusta, Mont., Kroy.j

"
Anonyx Edwardsii, Krdy."; Caprella
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lohcda (JIuell.), Kroy. In tlie neigliljourliood of Tromso, he mentions " Gammarns lociista

Mont., Kroy. Varietas : Antennae superiores inferioribus longiores, et earum pedunculi

articulum peniiltimura ped. antenn. infer, excedentes. Pardalisca cuspidata Krciy.
—

Leucothoii norvegica n. sjj. L. clypcatffi Kroy. sat affinis. Antennne .superiores inferioribus

longiores, flagello pedunculo longiore, articulo primo secundum superante, et art. tertio

minimo ; flagelhim antenn. infer, ultimo pedunculi articulo hrevius vel eequale; manus pedum
secundi paris maxima, dilatata, axrice vera acuminato, aculeoque marginis posterioris terminal!

validissimo et ungui xquali ; epimora quarti annuli thoracici maxima, latitudine vero

altiiudine parum majore.
—Anonyx ampulla (Phipps), Kroy.

—
Caprella lobata (Muell.).

Ivroy." Both by Spence Bate and Boeck Leucoihoii norvegica is considered as probably

identical with Zeucoihoe dypeafa, Kr0yer, 1842, becoming in that case Metcypa dypeata.

Bate and Westwood in their Appendix, vol. ii. p. 500, retain it as a distinct species,

Montagua norvegica. Kr0yer's Leucotlioe chjpeata they think may be the female of

Montagua pioUexiana, Spence Bate. Any one who has seen the figure of the hand of the

second gnathopod of Leucotlioe norvegica given by Liljeborg in the K. V. A. Handl., 1851,

will be convinced that he has anticipated Bate's Montagua pollexiana, with which also his

description minutely agrees. If tliis be a variety only of Meiojm chjpeata, as Boeck

supposes, it is at any rate a very striking one. For the present it may stand as Metopa

norvegica, Liljeborg, with Leucotlioe norvegica, Liljeborg, Mcmfagua pollexiana, Sp. Bate,

and Montagua norvegica, Sp. Bate, and Bate and "VVestwood, for its synonyms.

1850. Natale, Giuseppe de.

Descrizione zoologica d'una nuova sjDecie di plojaria e di alcuni crostacei del

porto di Messina con poclie considerazioni generali suUa uatura delle appendici

aculeiformi delle piante e degli animali. Messina, 1850.

After describing the insect, Tav. I. fig. 1, which he names "
Plojaria Amhigua," n. s., at page 8

de Natale begins the following account of Cheirojiristis messanensis :—"
II genere Cheiro-

pristis (Tav. I. 6g. 2.) formato dal Prof. Cocco, sopra certi Crostacei del nostro porto, ei son

parecchi anni, merita di essere illustrato come siugolarissimo per le forme esterne.

" La famiglia degl' Iperidi, tra i Crostacei Amphipodi, distinta da molti e razionali caratteri da

quella dei Gammaridi
;
come si sa, pu6 dividersi in tre sottofamiglie. La prima, che si potrJi

dir degli Iperidi Gammaroidi, distinguesi bene dalle due altre
; perche sempre presenta nei

suoi generi un piccol capo, un corpo compresso, con gambi palpiformi rudimentali ai piedi

masoellari. Anzi, indipendentemente dagli altri caratteri, si potrebbe, come principale,

assegnar la picoiolezza relativa del capo per distinguerla dalle due sottofamiglie seguenti le

quali, tranne il solo Oxycephalus, ci presentano un capo grosso ed enormo. Ma di queste
due la prima, che si disse dall' Edwards Iperini Normali, presenta le antenne del secondo

pajo stiliformi, non ripiegabili su di se; ed in ci6 distinta dalla terza sottofamiglia detta

degl' Iperini Anormali, le cui antenne ripiegabili su di s6 costituir potranno di tre a quattro
fratture.

" In quest' ultima sottofamiglia, che potrebbe dirsi dei Tifini, perchfe il genere Typhis ne e il tipo,

vanno fiiior classati tre generi ;
cioi : Pronoe, Typhis ed Oxycephalus. Distinti i due

primi dal terzo ad un capo corto, arrotondato, e portante le antenne del primo pajo alia sua

faccia anteriore, meutre il terzo ha un capo lunghissimo, e puntuto colle antenne del primo

pajo inserite sulla sua faccia inferiore. Distinto il Tyjihis dalla Pronoe, poichfe questa non

presenta, come il primo, i piedi del secondo pajo prensili, ed il primo articolo dei piedi deUe

due ultime paja clipeiforme grandissimo. Dalla Typhis, non si conosce nostrale che Tunica
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T. Ovoides clie, come vedremo in appresso contrariamente al parere di M. Edwards, differisce

assaissimo dall' Orio Zandeus del Prof. Cocco. La Pronoe, e I'Oxycejjhalus sono esotici a noi.

"Fra questi tre generi, che sinora compreudono la sottofamiglia degli Amfipodi, Iperidi, Tifini,

deve oramai intercalarsene un quarto, scoperto da parecchi anni dal Prcf. Cocco, e da lui

chiamato Cheiropristis. Di esso daremo la descrizione ed 11 disegno sopra individui soggetti

ad osservazione microscopica.
" Tra i tre generi Iperini menzionati, piii al Typhis rassomiglia il Cheiropristis. Com' esso,

infatti, ha un capo corto e grosso, le anteniie ripiegabiLi in fratture e le anche dilatate. Ma
se ne distingue per importanti earatteri.

Cc.De KUaAM.'

Fig. 23.

" I Typhis distinguonsi eminentemente per una speciality, di struttura deUe anche dello due

ultima paja, che larghissime sono, e clipeiformi in modo che formano come due valve, le

quali, riunite ed approssimate in mezzo, I'animale ripiegando i piedi, e la coda al di sotto,

chiudono inferiormente il corpo, e gli danno la forma d'uno sferoide. La estremit.'i posteriore

della coda fe seiiza appendici.
"

II Cheiropristis per6 non presenta per nulla questa straordinaria dilatazione delle anche delle due

ultime paja di piedi, le quali se non dilatate, sono incapaci ad occultare U corpo come fra

due valve
;
la sua coda ha delle appendici ;

ma come U Typhis presenta i piedi del secondo

pajo prensUi, ma un pochino diversamente conformati.

" Esso ha un capo corto, ma largo, verticale, ribattuto sul corpo, piu largo arrotondato in sopra,
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pill stretto, con alcune smarginatiire suUa faccia inferiore. Le antenne, situate sul mezzo

della sua faccia anteriore, sono inserite sopra due peduncoli cortissimi che si toccano alia

base. Da ciascun peduncolo corrono infuori due altri articoli, di cui il secondo piii lungo, e

come che si biforcasse, caccia le due antenne, composte di un gran numero di articoli

ripiegabili con fratture o no. Le inferiori sono sempre piii corte delle superiori. Gli occhi

son posti obliquamente ai lati del capo ;
son triangolari, coll' apice del triangolo in alto, e

coir angolo esterno della base che tocca il margine esterno del capo. Sotto il margine

inferiore del capo, e cominciando d'avanti in dietro, stanno due palpi mascellari gracilissimi,

corti, fiUformi, sporgenti in avanti, con tre articoli disfcinti. Dietro questi si osservano due

steli palpifurmi, cortissimi, ad un' articolo poco distinto, e dietro di questi i piedi mascellari

lunghetti, filiformi, di tre articoli di cui Tultimo, appena visibile, curvato a gancetto sul

penultimo. Esistono sette paja di piedi diversi tutti di forma, come sette sono gli anelli

toracici che li portano.
—II primo e secondo articolo del primo pajo son cortissimi e gracili,

ma il terzo h lungo, dilatato, arcuato, e porta dietro due o tre pezzi corti interarticolari,

I'ultimo articolo terminato da due robusti denti uno in avanti, e piii lungo del precedente.

I piedi poi del secondo pajo son di diversissima conformazione. II lor primo articolo k

largo, lungo, ad orli angolosi, laminare
;

al suo orlo articolare inferiore preseuta una forte

smarginatura in cui si anuida un articolo stretto e gracile ; questo porta un terzo articolo

lungo quasi quanto il primo, ma dentato a sega sul suo orlo posteriore ;
un quarto articolo si

attacca a quest' ultimo, mobilissimo, e si pu5 piegare sul taglio di esso posteriore in modo da

dar a questo articolo terminale I'apparenza d'una mano subcheliforme.

"
II terzo pajo di piedi contrasta col precedente per la sua esiguitk. i, gracile, cortissimo, filiforme,

con tre articoli appena distinti di cui I'ultimo a punta si finisce. II quarto pajo ci presenta

uno svilujipo molto cospicuo, come i due seguenti ; in esso iufatti, il primo articolo 6

allungato sebbene un po' stretto ; porta in giu di esso altri due articoli, di cui I'ultimo piii

grande da inserzione al terminale che fe edentulo, arcuato e piegato a gancetto su di quello.

I primi articoli dei piedi del quinto e sesto pajo sono piii larghi e forti, ma quel del sesto

piii di quel del quinto ;
ambedue dietro essersi articolati con parecchi anelli picciolini,

esilissimi, terminansi con uno che e arcuato e piegato pure a gancetto sul penultimo. II

settimo pajo di piedi addimostrasi ad un solo articolo cortissimo, e visibile appena.

L'addome in vero e pochissimo sviluppato, con due soli articoli di cui uno rudimentale, e se

le molte analogic che legano il Cheiropristis ai Tifidi non si opponessero, noi, con ragioni

evidenti, lo porremmo per quest' ultimo carattere tra i Ciamidi nei Lemodipodi. La coda

terminasi per una natatoja mediana triangolare terminata a punta, frangiata di cigli lamellosi

agli orli, e di due altre natatoje di forme subromboidale ai fianchi.

"
II corpo h tozzo ; fe largo e corto, altissimo il torace, onde la larghezza si comprende due volte e

mezzo nella lunghezza totale. Alto uniformemeute dal capo fino agli ultimi aneUi toracici,

esso si restringe notevolmente verso la coda, i cui anelli non han la meta dell' altezza del

torace.

" Data cosl la descrizione generica del Cheiropristis, i caratteri suoi speciflci potrebbero formolarsi

cosl brevemente.
"
Cheu'opristis Messanensis. (Cocco) Corpore antice tereti, superiiis rosea, albicanfe inferius,

sesquilongiore quam alto. Aiitennis superioribus longisdmis, inferiorihus ultra earum dimi-

dium porredis ; laminis caudx Jateralibus, subrhomhoidalihus, media iriarujulari mucronata.
" Anco ai Typhis si rassomiglia il Cheiropristis per I'abitudLne che ha di contrarre i piedi sotto

il torace, in modo che, in tutti gl' individui che se ne prendono non comparisce di essi che il

solo torace al di fuori, e non h che con la piii gran pazieuza del mondo che si arriva a

svolgere i lor piedi senza romperli. E lungo da tre a quattro linee. In certi giorni

deir andato Decembre il mare ne gitt6 infiniti lungo la spiaggia presso al nostro porto ; ma,

d'allora in poi sono scomparsi."
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It will be seen iu the note on Cocco, 1832, that in that year Cocco mentions a species which he

calls Chiropristis litorea, but I can nowhere find allusion to any description of either the

genus or the species, and am at length forced to conclude that Cocco never published any.
In this case CJieiropristis messanensis should be cited with de Natale's name both for genus
and species. It is not easy to see what de Natale means by saying that the posterior extremity
of the tail is without appendages in Typltis, while he affirms that in Cherrajmnfis the tail

has appendages. Typhis has in fact three pairs of uropods, whereas he represents his

Cl)eiropristis messanends with only one pair. His statement that the abdomen of Cheiro-

pristis has only two joints, of which one is rudimentary, can scarcely be trusted, and

indeed does not agree with the figure, in which at least two fully-developed pleon segments
are shown and a third not obscurely indicated. In the B. M. Catal., p. 325, under

Anchylomera sedentaria, the Phronima sedentaria of Costa, Spence Bate say,
" I am

inclined to think that Cheiropristis Messanensis of Cocco belongs to this genus and

probably to this species." In agreement with this opinion I consider the species to be

AnchyJomei-u messanensis, de Natale, in the subfamily Phrosininse. In comparing de

Natale's description with others relating to species in the same genus, allowance must be

made for the fact that he obviously took only a lateral view of his specimen, without dis-

section. In such a view, I know from experience that the broad fourth joint in the large
third perfeopods of Anchylomera may appear narrow, and that a telson in reality rounded

may seem to be lanceolate. His attempt to disentangle the limbs without breaking them,

may well excite the commiseration which he invites, since he had evidently not thought of

the expedient of separating them from the body of tlie animal.

Of Orio zancleus, Cocco, de Natale says that MUne-Edwards judged inconsiderately in saying
that it did not appear to differ from Typhis. Besides the characters here derived from a

single damaged specimen in spirits, he gives a fuller account in the appendix.
He institutes a new genus to receive "

Ornithorampihus Coccoi," figured Tav. 1. fig. 3. This,

though he calls it a new Crustacean, had been long before described by Cocco as
" Orio Ornithorampihus" with some doubt whether it should not be put in a separate genus.
Of the necessity of this do Natale was convinced, but was somewhat doubtful whether

it might not belong rather to the Isopoda than to the Amphipoda Hyperina. He describes

it thus :
—

"Esso si presenta d'una forma allungata e rotondetta. II capo, convesso aU'orlo superiore,

finisce in avanti a modo di becco d'uccello
; apparenza tanto piii curiosa, in quanto che

porta ai lati della sporgenza rostriforme, un solco che simula una specie di commissura.

Gli ocohi son piccolissimi, quasi invisibili, e segnati solo da due punti nerastri per ciascun

lato del capo. I palpi mascellari gracilissimi ad articuli indistinti I piedi mascellari cou

un'articolo basilare grosso e piriforme, che porta in fine tre filiformi articoli lunghissimi,
fratti e piegati su di sfe in un solco longitudinale inferiore del capo ;

una strozzatura separa
il capo dal coUo. Dal primo anello toracico, ed inferiormente, sembrano che prendessero
inserzione i piedi mascellari, che son corji, tozzi, robusti, ineguali, ad articoli stretti e

corti, di cui I'ultimo porta una vera mano cheliforme. Simile chela termina pure i piedi
toracici del primo pajo, di cui il primo articolo h lungo, stretto, lineare

;
ma I'ultimo

robusto, dilatato e terminato da mobile gancetto. Tutte le altre sei paja di piedi seguenti,
in generale, tranne una varia lunghezza di esse, e degli articoli che le costituiscono, sono

identiche. II lor primo articolo e dilatato, foliaceo, diafano
;

i seguenti stretti, allungati
simili a palpi, frangiati di peli agli orli. II primo pajo tra esse e il

piti lungo, quindi
vanno gradatamente decrescendo di lunghezza, fin I'ultimo che h cortissimo e con tre soli

articoli lineari. I sette anelli toracici son quasi simili, della stessa altezza del capo.
L'addome si compone di tre anelli ben conformati e distinti, ma I'ultimo porta inferiormente

due lamelle vibratili, diafane, che si piegano I'una sull'altra come valve.—Queste lamelle
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saran, come negl' IsopoJi, una metamorfosi degli ultimi falsi piedi addominali ? Questa

domanda che sinor non abbiam potuto risolvere, a causa del piecol numero d'individui che

si venuer fra le maui, ci impedirk di determinare il posto che dovra oceupare I'Orni-

tboramphus nella serie Cavcinologica.
—Manca I'addome di qualuuque traccia di falsi piedi ;

ma la coda pero si termina per un potente ed allungato articolo, che porta ai fianclii due

lamelle filiformi a mo' di stiletto, cbe son le lamine nuotatrici laterali. Piii indietro, ed in

sotto, stanuo da ciascun lato due lamelle triangolari, mobili, divaricabili tra esse
;
finisce

la coda in un pezzo quadrifido terminale. Avendone rinvenuto uno, ancor vivente,

gettato sulla spiaggia, al veder le lamelle terminali dell'addome vibrar fortemente, mi corse

in mente d'avor per le mani un'Isopoda. Questa idea mi venno confermata, qualor osser-

vandolo al microscopio non mi fu dato osservar traccia alcuna delle vescicole brancbiformi,

respiratrici che caratterizzano eminenlemente gli Amfipodi. Per altro, la total mancanza

di falsi piedi addominali, lo allontana da tutti gl' Isopodi ;
e se le lamelle vibratili si

volessero considerare come trasformazione di tali piedi, converrebbe costituire, tra gl' Isopodi,

una famiglia a parte, in cui esso solo si comprendesse."

He finds it has great analogy with the SphaBromidee, but other points tend towards placing it

with the Typliidae.
"

I caratteri sp)ecifici potranno cosi brevemente formolarsi. Ornithoramphus Cuccoi. Corpore

hyalino, pellucido ; capite subrotundato, rostro brevissimo, teretiuscido, longitudine altitudinis

quintuplum fere xqitante ; capite longiore altitudine corporis. Oculis minimis ; laminis

caudse lateralibus, anterioribus sti/lifoiinibiis valde elongatis.

Having obtained five fresh specimens, de Natale was able to add an "
appendice all' Orio

zancleus." In this he says,
" Eccol descritto con le piu rilevanti diflerenze, che dai Typhis,

lo distinguono
—

" Ha un corpo tozzo, breve, raccolto
;
un capo grosso, con un muso ottuso, e due enormi occhi

triangolari, laterali, con I'apice in alto—Manca di qualunque traccia d'antenne superiori che

nei Typhis costantemente esistono inserte a capo al muso—Egli i vero che potrebbe supporsi

essersi tali appendici perdute e rotte
;
come avvien di sovente nel descritto Cheiropristis,

ed in altri moltissimi
;
ma poich^ tra tutti gl'individui da me, e dal Prof. Cocco osservati,

non ne e stato mai alcuno, che ne avesse offerto traccia
; cosi ci 6 quasi certo di poter

conchiudere die esse manchino affatto—Le antenne inferiori giacciono, come i palpi,

bifratte, annidate, ripiegate in un ampio incavo sottocefaUco— I piedi delle due prime paja

toraciche terminansi a chela didattila, larga, dentata ; ma gli articoli basilari del primo pajo

son lineari, meutre quelli del secondo pajo sono stranamente contorti, e dilatati—Quelli

delle due paja seguenti son gracili ambulatori terminati da valida ugnetta
—Di simil

guisa terminansi i piedi del 5° e 6° pajo ;
ma il lor articolo basilare e dilatato, foliaceo,

applicato sui piedi anteriori nel riposo
—Ma questa dilataziono h un rudimento in jsaragone

a quella, che si vede nei Typhis, in cui puo occultar sovr' essa la coda, e I'addome

interamente. I piedi del 7° pajo sono rudimentali. II torace alto quanto il capo non e

rigonfio come nei T[iphis; in questi, i tre primi anelli addominali son grandi, ma son

picciolini nell'Orio. In quelli i falsi piedi han largo il peduncolo, le cui lamine terminali

son allungate striate a traverso, dentellate agli orli—Nell'Orio ciascun peduncolo porta

quattro laminette stiliformi, acute, non rigide, nh striate, nh dentellate. II 4°, 5°, 6° anello

addominale costituiscono nel Typhis una coda bruscamente ripiegata in giii, con tre altre

paja di falsi piedi, e due lamelle terminali. Nell'Orio i sudetti anelli pivi bassi del tronco,

non son piegati in giii, ma orizzontali, con nessuna traccia di falsi piedi, ma con sei paja

d'appendici nuotatrici, laterali, oltre il pezzo stiliformo terminale—
"

I caratteri specifici deH'Orio Zancleus saranno.

" Orio Zancleus (Cocco)
—

Gryseo-Lutescente, pmiciis nigricantibus adsjierso ; altitudine longitudinis

quartum, et ultra xquante; oculis triangularibus nigris; laminis caudx latei'alibus lanceolatis.—
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"Negli Amfipodi Iperini Anormali si laccoglieranno adunquu i generi Typhis, Orio, Pronoe,

Cheiropristis, Oxycephalus, ed Ornitoramplius— La diversity generica tra quest! due
ultimi potra dedursi da che I'Oxycephalus presenta : occhi enormi, due paja d'antenne, sei

anelli con sei paja di falsi piedi addominali
; rOrnitoramplius mostra : occhi microscopici,

antenne nulle, tre anelli addominali senza traccia di falsi piedi, ma con lamelle vibratili

branchiformi, ond' e che meglio starebbe tra gl'Isopodi—I caratteri della famiglia, come
fm-ono stabiliti dall'Edwards per comprender la Pronoe, il Typhis, e I'Oxycephalus, son da
modificarsi or che se ne trovano intercalati altri tre generi. Essi saranno : capo grosso,
antenne or patenti, or occulte in una smarginatura sottocefalica, ma sempre ripiegabili in

fratture—Cosi la famiglia de'Tifini, verra distinta da quella deglTperini Gammaroidi o

Vibilidi a capo costantemente picciolino
—e daglTperini Ordinari ad antenne superiori

subuliformi, ed alle inferiori non ripiegabili in fratture."

It may be presumed that in the account of Ornitlwramphus Coccoi, by the terms "i piedi
masceUari con nn'articolo basUare grosso e piriforme," and "ipiede mascellari, che son
corti

"
etc., de Natale intends respectively the second pair of antennje and the first gnatho-

pods.
" I piedi mascellari," may be either the first antennje or the raandibular-palps. The

species should be compared with that called Oxi/cephalus ti/phoides, by Glaus, in 1879. This

species, from Zanzibar and from the harbour of Messina, has "
Kopf kugelig aufgetrieben,

mit sehr tiefer Antennengrube und spitzem, ziemlich kurzem Schnabel. Nackengegencl
stark verengert. Die vorderen Antennen des Mannchens gross, mit stumpfon Zahnfortsatz
an dem sehr gestreokten Schaft. Zweites Antennenpaar sehr lang, mit stark ausgebogenen
Gliedern und kurzem Endgliede. Greifhand der vorderen Beinpaare mit ungezahntem, in
eine lange Spitze ausgezogenem Rand." Other particulars are given, concluding with
"Das Caudaldoppelsegment mehr als zweimal so lang wie die kurze Schwanzplatte.
Letztes Uropodenpaar sehr kurz." It is clear from de Natale's figure that he has fallen
into a misapprehension in regard to the "

microscopically small "
eyes, as he indicates their

very considerable extent.

In the account of Orio zandeus, de Natale denies the presence of upper antenna, but fig. 3 on

plate ii., here reproduced in fig. 26, evidently represents this species, though the fact is not
stated in the text, and in this figure three antenna appear.
Glaus gives the following account of Eupronoe maculafa,
n. s., from Zanzibar:— "

Korper gestreckt, 10-12 mm.

lang, mit grossen ramificirten Pigmentflecken. Kopf
ziemlich lang und vorn merklich verschmalert. Der

proximale eiiigekriimmte Abschnitt am Femoralgliede
des vorderen Beinpaares so lang als der nachfolgende
verbreiterte Theil. Scheerenfortsatz am Garpus des

zweiten Beinpaares so lang als das Metacarpalglied.
Distaler Theil des Femoralgliedes keulenformig angesch- p; ge
wollen. Carpalglied des sechsten Beinpaares ohne

Fortsatz. Femoralplatte des siebenten Beinpaares viel kiiizer als die des vorausgehenden

Beinpaares. Schwanzplatte trigonal am hinteren Ende verjiingt, lanzet-formig zugespitzt."
In Eupronoe armata, n. s. {Pronoii hrunnea, Dane?), he gives, "Korper miissig gestreckt,

punktirt, circa 7-8 mm. lang, mit grossem, gerundetem Kopf." A female Eupruiioe, 4 mm,
long, from Lagos, which is, he says, extremely near the preceding species, "entbehrt der

kreisformigen Einkriimmung an den vorderen Gnathopoden." From these accounts it

seems possible that Gocco's Orio may have anticipated Claus's Eiqmmoe, but there are many
difficulties in the comparison.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) X.\.X .'il
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1850. Natale, Giuseppe de.

Su pochi Crostacei del porto di Messina. Lettera del Dottor Giuseppe de Natale

al Sig. Achilla Costa. Con una tavola. Napoli, 1850.

This pajjer is mentioned in Boeck's list. I was unable to obtain a sight of it until too late for

an abstract to be inserted here. See appendix to the Bibliography.

18.50. Steenstrup, Johannes Japetus Smith, born March 8, 1813 (J. J. S. S.).

Forel0big Bemaerkning om Forekomsten af en Otion og en Cyamus paa den

faeroske Grindehval {Delpliinns glohiceps auct.). Videnskabelige Meddelelser fra den

naturhistoriske Forening i KJ0benhavn for Aarene 1849 og 1850, p. 95-96.

The Cyamus sp. n.1 of this jaaper was afterwards described by Lutken under the name Ci/armis

glohicipitis. Liitkeu, 1873, page 48 (276), assigns Steenstrup's paper to the Forening for

1843
;
Boeck gives it as above.

18.50. White, Adam.

List of the specimens of British Animals in the Collection of the British Museum.

Part IV. Crustacea. Printed by order of the Trustees. London, 1850.

The Introduction assigns this Catalogue to Mr. Adam White. The title shows the limitation of

its scope compared with the " List of the specimens of Crustacea," drawn up by the same

author in 1847. The nomenclature is somewhat varied, and numerous synonyms are here

given for the terms adopted. The class Crustacea is adopted from Brisson, 1756
; Subdi-

vision 1. Crust. Maxillosa, from Latreille, 1S25
; Legion II. Edriophthalma, from Leach,

1814-1815; Order III. Amphipoda, from Latreille. In this is placed Tn'te 1. Gammabita,

containing Fam. I. Orchestidas
;
Fam. II. Gammaridse ;

Fam. III. Podocerida;
;
Fam. IV.

Cheluridae ;
and Tribe 4

[2]. Hypeeita, containing Fam. I. Phronimadse
;

Fam. II.

TyphidfE. Order IV. Lxmodipoda, Latreille, contains Fam. I. Caprellidas.; Fam. II.

Cyamidse.

Naturally, many sj^ecies in the former List do not occur in this which is confined to British

Animals. Among the Gammaridae the additions are, Opis typica, Kr0yer's Sea-Screw, from

Ireland
; Anonyx alhuf, British Coast

; Ajioni/x, sp., Thompson, from Ireland
; Ainphifhne

2Mniiata, Johnston's Coast-Screw, referred to
" Gammarus punctatus, Jnlmsion, Zool. Jouni.

iii. p. 177 ; Tliomp. (IF.) Ann. Nat. Hist. xx. p. 243," but without any explanation of its

relations to Amphithoe punctata, Say, mentioned in the earlier list. This is followed by

Amphithoe chihia, referred to "Gammarus dubius, Johnston, Zool. Journ. iii. p. 178." In

place of " Vertumnus Cranchii
"
of the earlier list, the following entry is made :

—
" ACANTHONOTUS.
"
Acanthonotus, Oinen, Ross's Second Voyage, Appendix, p. xc. (1835).

"
Oniscus, pt. 0. Fahr. Faun. Gi-oenl.

"
Amphithoe, j)t. Kroyer.

"Vertumnus, Learh, MSS.: White (1847).
"

1. Acanthonotus (Vertumnu.s) Testudo. Cranch's Sea-Screw.
" Jun. Oniscus Testudo, Mont. Linn. Trans, ix. p 102. t. 5, f. 5 (fig. pessima) ; Leach, Ed. Enc.

vii. p. 405.
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" Vertumnus Crancliii, Leach, MSS.; White, List of Crust, in Brit. Mus. p. 80 (1847).
" Acanthonotus (Vertumnus) Testudo, White, Proa. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1850, t. f."

To the genus Gammarus, Wliitc now adds, Gammarus subterraneus. Leach, which he suspects

may be " Gammarus pulex, var. jun.?
"

; Gammarus caritiatus, the Keeled Coast-Screw,
"
Johnston, Zool. Journ. iv. p. 52

;

" Gammarus mwulatus, the Spotted Coast-Screw,

Johnston, Zool. Journ. iii. p. 176; while Gammarus campylops. Leach, is now given as

Gammarus camptolops, the Bent-eyed Coast-Screw. In the Podoceridje,
"
Jassa, Leach, Ed.

Enc. vii. p. 433 (1814 or 1815)," receives the two species in the earlier list assigned to

Cerapus. To the well-known Cvrophium, is applied the English title of "
Long-horned

Mud-Liver." The Family Cheluridee is occupied by Chelura terebrans,
" Sea Wood-

borer," Philippi's names for the genus and species being rightly preferred to the older MSS.

nameSj Ke/nertes nesxoides. Leach.

To the family Typhidse is added Typhis nolens, for " Gammarus nolens, Johnston, Zool. Journ.

iii. p. 179."

Among the CaprelHdaj, Leach's CapreUa acanthifera, Spined Skeleton-Screw, displaces the name

Caprella acuminifera. Leach, and the additional entry is made of "
CapreUa lobata, Miiller,

Kroyer, Voy. Scand. et Lapon. Crust, pi. 25, f. 3, a.; Tliomp. {W.) Ann. Nat. Hist. xx.

p. 244." Lastly Proto pedatum becomes Proto pedata, Miiller's Spectre Shrimp.
\\\ the family Cyamidse, the species are given as "

1. Cyamus ceti. Common Whale-louse,"

including in the synonymy Cyamtis erraticus, Roussel de Vauzeme, with Oniscus ceti, Linn.,

etc., etc.; "2. Cyamus ovalis. Oval whale-louse," and "
3. C;/a7»M.s //I'aa'/M, Slender Whale-

louse." A concluding observation says, "Here by many anthor.s are placed Nymphon,

Pycnogonum, and their allies."

Most of the species are designated by English names similar in character to those which have

been quoted.

1850. White, Adam.

Descriptions of two species of Crustacea in the British Museum. Proceedings of

the Zoological Society of London. Part XVIII. 1850. London, pp. 95-97.

After describing Potamohius serratus and Gonodacfylus cultrifer, n. s., which are figured on

Pis. XV. and XVI., White says,
" On the same plate with G. cultrifer is figured an

Amphipod, which 7nay be the species figured by Colonel Montagu in the ninth Volume of

the ' Linnean Transactions,' t. 5. f. 5, under the name of Oniscus Testudo. I have named

this on the \Aa,te Aca7itho7iotus Testudo: it belongs to Prof. Owen's genus Acantltonotus :

in the British Museum it bears Dr. Leach's manuscript name, Vertumnus Crancliii. The head

is produced and pointed between the antennse, and instead of the small number of segments

assigned by Colonel Montagu to his Oniscus, there is the normal number of the various

genera of Amphipoda."
It was afterwards recognised that this species has nothing to do with Montagu's Oniscus testudo,

and that it does not belong to Owen's genus Acanthonotus, but to the neighbouring genus,

Epimeria, of Costa, being in fact Epimeria cornigera, Fabr.

1851. Bate, C. Spence.

On a new genus and several new species of British Crustacea. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. Ser. 2. Vol. 7. 1851. pp. 318-320. PI. XI.

figs. 1-8. PL X.
fig. 10.

The species Bi/lia armaria here figured and described was subsequently named Sukator

arenarius, but in the meantime Dana had recognised it as belonging to Say's genus
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Lepidadylis, and S. I. Smith lias identified it with Lepidactylis dytiseus, Say, which is the

same as Oniscus arenarius of Slabber, for which P. L. S. Miiller proposed the generic name

Haustorius. The genus BeUia is thus defined :
—"Back broad, round and smooth. Q^^er

antennse, forked. Lower antenna3 ciliated, having the second joint flattened. First pair

of feet simple : second and third pairs didactyle, remainder simple. The three anterior

jJairs of feet much smaller than the rest ;
the lateral appendage to each annular segment,

together with the joints of the three last pairs of feet, largely developed, so as to appear

like scales. Natatonj feet arranged in double parallel pairs." I may mention that this

creature is very common in stretches of sand round the British coasts, and very vivacious

in appearance when burrowing into the sand. While it is alive in sea-water, the circula-

tion can, under the microscope, be very distinctly seen in the broad plates of the hinder

peraaopods.
"
Amphithoe Moggridgei" here described and figured as new, was in the Brit. Mus. Catal., 1862,

referred to Amathia (Cancer) carino-spinosa, Turton, but in the same year, 1862, in the

" British sessile-eyed Crustacea," it was identified with AmathiUa sabini, Leach, the

Amathilla homari. Fab., of this Report.

1851. Brandt, J. F.

Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Amphipoclen {Crustacea Amphipoda) von J. F.

Brandt. (Lu le 15 novembre 1850.) pages 133-144, and (Lu le 20 decembre

1850). pages 310-313. Bulletin de la classe pbysico-matliematique de I'Academie

imperiale des sciences de Saint-Petersbourg. Tome neuvieme. St-Petersbourg,

1851. PI. IX.

After reviewing earlier opinions on the distinctions between Talitrus and Orchestia, and the

agreement of the two in regard to the second gnathopods of the females, he points out that

in many other classes generic distinctions have been drawn from the peculiarities of a single

sex, but that, apart from this, there is a real though somewhat fine distinction between

Talitrus and Orchestia in regard to the first gnathopods. He therefore defines these as

follows, recognising that "Der zweifeUiafte, vielleicht keinen echten Talitrus darstellende

T. Cloquetii ist dabei ausgesohlossen
"

:—"Genus Talitrus Bosc. e. p. Talitrus Leach, Latr.

M. Edw. Dana. Pedum primi paris ultimus articulus in mare et femina subconious, liaud

cheliformis vel subcheliformis, ungue elongato, parum flexili ipsius articuli marginem

inferiorem longe superante armatus.—Pedum secundi paris ultimus articulus in utroque sexu

imgue obsoleto, margine ipsius inferiore breviore instructus.—Antenna superiores basi seu

pedunculo inferiorum breviores. Maxilhpedes apice obtusi.

" Genus Orchestia Leach. Latr. M. Edw. Pedum primi paris ultimus articulus in maribus et

feminis plus minusve apice dUatatus, ungue flexili, incurvo breviusculo armatus, quare

subcheUformis.—Pedum secundi paris ultimus articulus marium semper maximus, cheliformis,

in feminis mediocris vel parvus complanatus ungue obsoleto ipsius margine inferiore breviore

instructus. Maxillipedes apice obtusL"

Talitrus cloquetii, if rightly represented in the Description de VEgypte should, he thinks, form an

intermediate genus (eine eigene Mittelgattung) between Talitrus and Orchestia, for which

he proposes the name, Talitrorcliestia? He would then follow Gui'rin in making three

sections of the genus Talitrus, thus arranged :
—

" Sectio A. Pedum par anterius secundo longius," with "
Spec. 1. Talitrus saltator Montagu ;

"

"Spec. 2. Talitrus Beauooudraii M. Edw;" "Spec. 3. Talitrus brevicornis M. Edw.;"
"
Spec. 4. Tahtrus tripudians Kroyer."
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"
Sectio B. Pedum primum et secundum x>ar Imifjitudine xqualia," with "Spec. 5. Talitrus

platycheles Guerin.'
"
Sectio C. Pedes primi 2yaris secundi paris pedihus hreviores. {Subg. TalitrnrchesUa Twh.),"

with "
Spec. 6. Talitrus Cloquetii (Audouin) Savigny."

In further remarks on this last species, of the correct figuring of which he is with some reason

rather suspicious, he considers that his proposed new genus or subgenus agrees with Ordiestia

fern, by the structure of the first gnathopods, but by the relations of the second gnathopods

not entirely either with Orcliestia or with Talitrus, except that in " T. Cloquetii
"
the first

gnathopod appears shorter than the second (as in Orchestia mas.); a circumstance, he says,

which led Guerin to make it the type of his Section C.

The genus Orchestia is arranged by Brandt as follows :
—

"Sectio I. Aiitennai superiores piedimndo inferiorum hreviores. Suhgen. Orchestia noh.)
" A. Pedum sextum et septimum par longitudine fere aequales vel septimum paullo longius.
"
a) Marium septimi pedum paris tertius et quartus articulus plus minusve dilatati et incrassati

Gen. Orchestia Leach M-fs.?

"a) Fortiter dilatati." "Spec. 1. Orchestia littorea M. Edw."; "Spec. 2. Orchestia Montagui

Audouin," expressly including
" 0. littorea Rathke."

"
;8) Satis dilatati." "Spec. .3. Orchestia Euchore F. Miiller;" "Spec. 4. Orchestia platensis

Kroyer."

"y) parum dilatati. (Gen. Scamballa Leach. Mss. e. p.)." "Spec. 5. Orchestia chilensis

M. Edw."; "Spec. 6. Orchestia gryllus M. Edw.", the Talitrus gryllus of Bosc.
"
h) Marium septimi pedum paris tertius et quartus articulus nee in maribus, nee etiam in feminis

dilatati. (Gen. Scamballa Leach !Mss. List of the Crust, in the Brit. ]\Ius. p. 86.)
"
a) Chelffi marium inferior margo edentatus." "

Spec. 7. Orchestia ochotensis n. sp."
'

/3) Chelae marium inferior margo plus minusve dentatus." "
Spec. 8. Orchestia BotteeM. Edw.,"

which he thus defines, on the supposition of the name belonging to a form brought by
Nordmann from the Black Sea,

"
0. Bottx (maris nigri). Antennae inferiores corporis

tertia parte longiores flagello 20-articulato instructae. Mauus secundi pedum jjaris marium

in marginis inferioris dimidio inferiore eminentiis tribus munita, uncoque terminali intus

denticulate instructa
;

" "
Spec. 9. Orchestia Deshayesii Audouin Scamballa

Kuhliana Leach. Mss. teste List of Crust, of the Brit. Mus. p. 86;" "Spec. 10. Orchestia

Gryphus F. MiiUer;" "Spec. IL Orchestia Quoyana M. Edw."
" B. Pedum sextum par septimo longius et latius."

"
Spec. 12. Orchestia Fischeri M. Edw."

"
Sectio. II. Antemix supieriores jieduiiculo inferiorum longiores. (Suhgen. Allorchestina noh.),"

"Spec. 13. Orchestia nidrosiensis Kroyer;" "Spec. 14. Orchestia Pereiri Lucas."
" Die als Subgenus Allorchestina aufgestellte Gruppe sind Orchestien, welche in dem ansehnlichen

Langenverhiiltnisse der obern Fiihler zu den untern sich der Gattung Allorchestes anreihea

und sich nur durch den Mangel der .spiitzen Kralle an den Maxillarfiissen davon unterscheiden.

Dass 0. nidrosiensis kein Allorchestes sei, geht aus Krdyer's Mittheilung hervor, denn er

bezeichnet darin deu '
ultimtis piedimi maxillarium articulus

'

bios als
'
conicus.' Von

0. Pereiri ist die Gestalt der Maxillarfiisse leider weder beschrieben, noch abgebUdet, so

dass sie moglicherweise ein echter Allorchestes sein konnte. Uebrigens nahert sich

O. nidrosiensis wegen des ultimas articulus pedum maxillarium conicus auch mehr der

Gattung Allorchestes, als die in der Sectio I. angefiihrten Orchestien."
" Orcliestiarum species non satis vel nondum descriptse." "Spec. 15. Orchestia Tristensis

(Scamballa Tristensis Leach. Mss.)"; "Spec. 16. Orchestia luegalophthaLmos (Scamballa

megalophthalmos Leach. Mss.)." These two might come, he thinks, into his Sect. I. a, y
after Orchestia gryllus or into Sect. I. h. He considers " Oniscus gammarellus PaU. SpicU.

Zool. fasc. IX. p. 57, PI. TV. fig. 8," and "Oniscus Stroemianus O. Fabric. Faun, groenl.

p. 261," also as doubtful species.
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"OrcLestiai ad alia genera spectantcs." "Spec. L Orcliestia gi'andicornis Kroyer . . .

= AUorcliestes grandicornis."; "Spec. 2. Orchestia longicornis M. Edw.," with Talitrus

lowjinyfim. Say, and Scamhalla loiujicornis, Leach, Mss. This species, he thinks, is closely

allied to, if not identical with, his own Megdlorcliesfes californianus.

This portion of Brandt's paper concludes with remarks on Orchestia gryllus, for which the name

Scamhalla Sayana, Leach's MSS., is given in the List of Crust. Brit. Mus. 1847.

The remainder of the paper, pages 310-313, treats of
"
Megalorchestia eine neue Gattung der

Amphipoden aus der Gruppe der Orchestiden." This new genus, he says, to some extent

by the form of the first gnathopods inclines towards Talitrus, hy the second gnathopods more

to Orcliestia, by the maxillipeds to AUorcliestes, from which last it is again removed by the

very short upper antennae. For the name he says,
" Ich bezeichne sie nach Maassgabe der

Grosse der ihr zum Grunde liegenden Art als Megalorchestia." This genus is a synonym of

Orchestoidea, Nicolet, 1849. Brandt defines it thus :
—

"Pedum primi paris ultimus articulus etiam in maribus apice angustatus (Tab. 1.
fig. 12).

—
Pedum secundi paris ultimus articulus marium semper maximus, cheliformis. Pedum
maxUlarium articulus ultimus angustatus, apice unguiculatus. Antennas superiores

pedunculo inferiorum breviores." The type-species, Megalorcliestia californiana, is

described and figured with much detail. The telson is described as " lamina caudalis

simplex cordata in medio dorsi longitudinaliter impressa." The plate shows numerous details.

Talitrus loiKjiemiiis, Say, the 0. {Scamhalla) longicm-nis of Leach's MSS. is discussed as offering
"

? Spec. 2. Megalorcliestia longicornis."

In regard to Talitrus cloquetii, see Note on Savigny, 1825
;
the subgenus Talitrorehestia, resting

only on the obscure figure of that otherwise undescribed species, has never met with

acceptance. Of Orchestia ochotensis, Spenee Bate in the Brit. ISlns. Catal., p. 369, says,
" this species appears to differ but little from Dana's figure of 0. Pickeringii." For Orchestia

nidrosiensis, see Note on Kr0yer, 1845.

1851. Brandt, F.

Dr. A. Til. V. Middendorff's Eeise in den Aussersten Nordeu und Osten

Sibiriens. Band II. Zoologie. Theil I. Wirbellose Thiere. St. Petersburg, 1851.

Krebse, bearbeitet von F. Brandt, pp. 79-148 (1-74). PI. VI.

The Amphipoda occupy pages 130-144 (54-68) and 511 (74). They are placed in the Sub-

classis Crustacea Maxillata, Legio Edriophthalma, and embrace two sections, the Gam-

maracea and Liemodipoda. The new species Orchestia ochotensis is described and figured,

figs. 18-26, and placed near to " Orchestia Bottee," provisionally so-named, from the Black Sea.

(See the preceding Note.) Brandt reports, as taken by Wosnesenski in the Sea of Okotsk,

Anonyx ampulla, Phipps, accepting this designation and a long list of synonyms from

Kr0yer, 1845, for numerous specimens which he had himself examined. On the authority

of a letter from Lichtenstein, he adds to the synonymy
" Gamiiiarus Gryllus Lichenst.

apud M.S. Mandt," but as he also specially refers to the Atlas of the Voy. en. Scand.

(Livr. 37) PI. 13, fig. 2 a-z, there cannot be any doubt that the species intended is Cancer

(Anonyx) nugax, Phipps. He also reports numerous well-preserved specimens of "Anonyx
Edwardsii," Kroyer, as having been taken by Wosnesenski, along with one of the pre-

ceding species, out of the stomach of a whale captured in the Bay of Metschigmensk. In

the genus Gammarus he takes Section 1. A. a. Milne-Edwards, with "the inner branch

of the third uropod as large as, or at least more than half as long as, the outer," to include

"Spec. 1. Gammarus locusta?" from the river Doschkander flowing into the Sea of Okotsk;
"
Spec. 2. Gamviarus pulex, De Geer," taken in the basin of the hot-springs of Natschik,
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and "Spec. 3. Gammarus sitclienda" n. s., fig. 28, a-r., from the Island of Sitcha, inter-

mediate between Gammarus locusta ? and Oammams pulex and fasaiaius, Say. This

Boeck unites to Gammarus locusta, in regard to which species Brandt makes vigorous

eflfbrts to disentangle the confusions of the early writers. Under /3 with '' the inner branch

of the third uropod not even, or at most, a quarter as long as the outer, and often only

rudimentary, he places "Spec. 4. Gammarus atchensis," n. s., fig. 29, a-c, from Atoha and

Unalaschka
; "Spec. 5. Gammarvs loeustoides," n. s., fig. 30, a-c, from Ayan on the sea

of Okotsk; "Spec. 6. Gammarus ochotensis," n. s., fig. 31, a-c, from the same sea, and
"
Spec. 7. Gaumiarus lomjkauda," n. s., fig. 32, a-c, allied to Gammarus dentatus, Kr0yer,

with which Spence Bate was inclined to unite it, while under the name of Melita dentata,

Kntyer, Boeck actually does so.

A form from the Sea of Okotsk, which Brandt at first took for an Ampliithoe ,
he decides to place

in Dana's genus Allorcliestes as AUorchestes ochotensis, n. s., fig. 27, a-f., near to "
AvqiMthoe

Marionis," Milne-Edwards. To AUorrhestes he also refers' Ordiestia grandicornis, Kr0yer.

Both should rather be referred to Hijule, Rathke. (See Note on Rathke, 1837.) Of the

telson of his species Brandt says,
" Der Schwanzanhang besteht aus zwei abgerundet-

rhomboidalen, kurzeu, am Ende verdickten, mit einzelnen Dornchen versehenen Pliittchen,"

thus affording an additional reason against applying the name AUorchestes to species with an

tjntire telson. In the Brit. Mus. Catal., 1862, on Plate la, for "
4. 0. Ochotensis.," should

be read 4. A. Ochotensis., for "6. 0. Ochotensis.," 9. 0. Ochotensis., and for "9. 0.

brevicornis.," 6. T. brevicornis.

Among the Laemodipoda Brandt gives, from Nichta Bay iu the Sea of Okotsk, Caprella affinis,

n. s., like Cajirella linearis, Johnston (1835), but differing from it in the greater size of the

hands of the first gnathopods, which are more than half the size of those of the second

gnathopods, and in the much longer, untoothed, penultimate joint of the hinder pair of

feet, which appears longer than the two jjreceding joints. Caprella nichtensis, n. s., he

compares with Caprella lobata, Miiller (Kroyer, Voy. en Scand. pi. 25. fig. 3). Mayer does

not find himself able to identify either of these two unfigured, briefly described species, or

even to decide whether they belong to the genus Caprella at all.

Spence Bate in his B. M. Catalogue founds a new genus, Brandtia, for a species which he refers

to as " Gammarus latissimus, Brandt, Voi/ar/e de Middendorff," with " Hah. (Arctic Asia ?)

Voyage de Middendorff." The figures and description were taken by Sp. Bate from speci-

mens which Professor Brandt had sent to the Museum at Paris, but the species Gammarus

latissimus was instituted by Gerstfeldt in 1858, and was found by Maack in the Angar;\ at

Irkutsk.

185L Costa, Achille.
March.

Fauna del Eegno di Napoli.

Genere Callisoma
; Gallisoma, (Costa).

The genus Callisoma, named in 1840 by 0. G. Costa, is now described :
—"Generis characteres

essentiales. Anfennx superiores capite paulo longiores, validissimaj, subulatte, pedunculo

crassissimo, bisetse : inferiores graciles, longiusculai. Pedes quatuor antici gracOes haud

oheliformes, secundi longiores. Epimera articuli quarti thoracici clypeiformia, inferne

postice producta. Characteres naturales. Corpus compressum, breviusculum, e latere

subovatum. Antennee superiores breves, capite idem ac inferiorum pedunculo paulo longiores ;

pedunculi articulo primo crassissimo, duobus sequentibus lobgitudine et crassitie decrescen-

tibus
;

setis duabus pluri-articulatis, seta primaria crassa subulata, pedunculo breviore ;

.secundaria minuta gracili. Pedes primi paris graciles, manu simplici unguiculata termiaati :

secundi anterioribus fere similes at longiores : trium pariura posticorum articulo primo
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1851.

April.

dilatato scutiformi. Epimera satis lata : quarti articuli majora, inferne postice distincte

producta, ilia articuli quinti circum-dantia."

"
Callisoina pundaia, 0. G. Costa," is described and figiu'ed. The short definition is :

—
" C. corpore dimidio fere longitudinis alto, epimeris artiouU quarti thoracis postice ad

illorum quinti angulum infero-posteriorem usque productis ; carneus, macuUs punctiformihus

crehris ordinatis rubro-sanguiueis pictus ;
oculis nigris, antennis pedibusque pallidis.

—
Long.

lin. 3J ; alt., max. lin. 1 4/10."
" Gallisoma Hopei

"
is also described and figured, being distinguished from Callisoma pundatum

chiefly by the absence of the dendi'itic spots, and by the different development and shape of

the side-plates. The genus Lysianassa, Milne-Edwards, and the type species Li/sianassa

eostee, Milne-Edwards, are described.

The genus Talitnis, Latreille, is described, and Talitrus platycheles, Guerin, is described and

figured. The genus Orcliestia, Leach, is described, and the species Orehestia desltayesii,

Audouin, is described and figured.

1851. Hope, Frederick William, born January 30, 1797, died April 15, 1862 (J. 0.

Westwood).

Costa, Achille.

Catalogo dei Crostacei Italian! e di molti altri del Mediterraneo per Fr. Gugl.

Hope. Napoli, 1851. 48 pages. 1 Plate.

Though A. Costa's name does not appear on the title page the work appears to be at least as

much due to him as to the Rev. F. W. Hope.

The Catalogue differs so strikingly from most catalogues of Amphipoda that I give the

Amphipodan portion in full.

Phronima, Lat.

1 Sedentaria, For.sk. . . Medit

2 Custos, Risso . . . Nizza

Phrosine, Risso.

1 Semilunata, Risso . . . Napoli
2 Macrophthalma, Risso . . Nizza

Orio, Cocoo.

1 Zancleus, Cocco . . . Sicilia

2 Ornithoramphus, Cocco . . Id.

3 Oxyrhynchus, Prest. . Id.

Cheiropristis, Cocco.

1 Messanensis, Cocco . . Sicilia

Ornithoramphus, Nat.

1 Coccoi, Nat. . . . Sicilia

I Carcinococcus, Nat.

1 Costse, Nat. . . . Sicilia

2 Ovatus . . .Id.
3 Poweriffi . . .Id.

Amphipoda.

Elasmocerus, A. Costa.

1 Speciosus, A. Costa

Orattrina, Nat.

1 PulcheUa, Nat. .

Erpetoramphus, Nat.

1 Costie, Nat.

Gammaridse.

Talitrus, Lat.

1 Locusta, Fab.

2 Nicseensis, Risso

3 Rubropunctatus, Risso .

4 Platycheles, Gu^r.

Orehestia, Leach.

, ( Gammarus, Risso

( Uttorea, Leach

2 Deshayesii, Aud.

3 Montagui. Audouin

Napoli

Messina

Messina

SicUia

Nizza

Id.

Napoli

Nizza

Napoli

Medit.
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Atylus, Leach.
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from wliich it is here distinguished was named CaUisoina punctata by O. G. Costa ia

1840, but not described till 1851 (see preceding Note). It must be considered the type of

the genus, as Spence Bate suggests, Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 84, note, though he had not been

able to find tlie description of it. Costa's species Gammarits montanus from Lago del

Matese, and Gammarus longicaudatus from the drinking water of Naples, are given here

for the first time. They are not mentioned in the B. M. Catalogue, from which Amphiilwr.

inxquipes and Amphitlwe gracilis are also omitted. All these four are described at length

in Costa's E. s. Crost. Amf. d. E. d. Napoli.

The genus Am^Mthonotus, A. Costa, is thus explained :
— "

Illis ex Amphithois speciebus

constitutum est hoc genus, quse dorsum vel omnino carinatum et spinosum, vel saltern

nuibusdam abdominis articulis si non et thoracis postice in spinam vel dentem productis

habent
;
ex quo peculiarem habitum prEebent. Amph. marionis, Edw.

; panopla, Kroyer ;

carinatus, ejusd. et quae sequuntur ad hunc genus pertinent." The type species, Am^JhitJionotus

acanilwphthahvus, A Costa, which is here said to be "
affinii< Amph. marionis," was after-

wards, under the name Amphithonotus marioids, by Costa himself made a synonym of

"
Amphithoe marionis, Edw.," and must, as Boeck says, be included along with tliat

.•species in the synonymy of Dexaminc spinosa. The next species, given as Acanthonolus

(juttatus, A. Costa, and said to be very near to Ampliifhoff carinata, is evidently meant for

Amphitlwnotus guttatus, as given in the addendum above mentioned. Costa in his

subsequent work does not notice this, but silently transfers the species to his genus

Nnfofro2ns, which Spence Bate and Boeck agree in referring to the genus AtyJus, Leach,

and also agree in misspelling Notrotopis, though Costa gives the derivation voItos, back,

and TpoTTts, keel. The species guttatus is omitted from the B. M. Catalogue. Since both

the species, acanthophthaJraiis and guttatus, belonged to genera already established, the genus

AmpMfhanotus, created to receive them, must be considered to have perished at its birth.

The genus jEpimeria, A. Costa, is thus defined :
—" Hoc genus, Amphithois et Amphithonotis

maxime affine, epimeris quarti et quinti articuli thoracis elatis, caeteris valde majoribus,

simul clypeum sjepius inferne emarginatum formantibus, dignoscendum. Dorsum fere ut in

Amphithonotis."

Of this genus, Spence Bate remarks that it apparently
"

differs in nothing from Acanthonotus of

Owen, of which probably it is a synonym." Boeck does not accept this view, but he

identifies both the type species, Epimeria tricristata, A. Costa, and Acanthonotus mrenii,

Bate and Westwood, with Gammarus corniger, Fabricius, 1779, under the name Epimeria

rornigera. Tlie Brit. ISIus. Catal., in rendering the above generic definition, says,
" Coxie

of the first and second pairs of pereiopoda long, the rest considerably broader," but Costa's

meaning is that the coxaj or side-plates of the second and third pairs of perseopods are

prominent, very much larger tlian the rest.

In Hope's Catalogue it may be observed that he inserts Grid ornithoramphus, Cocco, as well as

Ornithoramphus eocmi, N'atale, although de Natale clearly explains that his species is the

same as Cocco's. As to the genus Carcinococcus and the species assigned to it, de Natale,

1850, says, "Finalmeute il mio Carcinococcus andra tra gli Stomapodi Unicorazzati,

Erictini—Dedicandone la specie al mio Maestro il Prof. Costa di Napoli—ho voluto

foggiarue il nome suo Carcinococcus ;
da quello dell' illustro Prof. Cocco, ad imitazione di

Carlo Luciano Bonaparte che sopra uno Scopelino scoperto dal Ch. Ittiologo di Messina

foggi6 il suo Ichthiococcus—di cui le specie Ovatus,.e Poicerix sono proprie del nostro

pnrto." Hence these three species are here quite out of place. Leucothoe parthejiupai a

Costa subsequently withdrew. His later Coropldum aclierusicum and Vihilia speciosa

probably answer to Awlouinia aclierusica and Elasmocerus speciosus. There are several

other genera and species named, of which I can give no account. Some of them are per-

haps described in de Natale's letter to Achille Costa, of which I extremely regret that I have

never been able to obtain or see a copy. (See Appendix.)
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1851. LlLJEBORU, WiLH.

Bidrag till Norra Rysslands ocli Norriges fauna, samlade under en vetenskaplig

resa i dessa lander 1848. Inlemnad d. 11 December 1850. Kongl. Vetenskaps-

Akademiens Handlingar for S,r 1850. Sednare Afdelningen. (This continues

apparently Kongl. Vetenskaps-akademiens Handlingar, for 8,r 1849. Stockholm,

1851.) pp. 233-341.

At page 311 he mentions having observed " vid Schiiretskaja i Eyska Lappland," among the

Crustacea,
^' Gammams locusta, Mont., Kriiy.;"

"
Arwni/.c Edwardsii, Krby.;" "Caprella

lobata (Mnell.) ; Kroy."
At page 346 occurs the heading,

"
Forteckning ofver de af mig i trakten af Troniso i Norge ob-

serverade Diiggdjur, Eoglar etc." Among the Tromsij Crustacea are the following Amphipoda :

—" Gammarus locusta, Mont. ; Kroy. V^arietas : Antennae superiores inferiovibus longiores,

et earum peduncnli articulum penultimum pedunc. antenn. infer, excedentes.—PardaU.ica

cuqndata, Kriiy.
—

Ponfoporeia femorata, Kriiy.
—

Aniphitlio'e alhomaculata, Kroy.
—Auoni/.i-

ampulla (Phipps) ; Kriiy.
—

Ischyrocerus minutus, n. sp. Antennse superiores inferioribus

insignitev longiores, flagello ultimum pedunculi articulum sequante, circiter 6-articulafo,

articulis elongatis, flagello appendiculari vix dimidiam primi articuli flagelli proprii longi-

tudiuem requante ;
ultimus peduncnli antennarum inferiorum articulus flagellum circ.

5-articulatum sequans ; manus primi et senindi pedum parts fere eequales, subangusfee.

Forma minima. Tantummodo specimen unum, feminam oviferam, circ. 4 mm. longam o

profundo majore accepi.
—Leucothoe norveijira, i\. sp. (Tab. xx. fig. 4)." For the description,

see Note on Liljoborg, 1S50. Ischyrocerus minutus is identified by Boeck with Podocerus

atiguipes, Kr0yer, but it is more probably the same as the species described by Sars in 1882

as Podocenis minutus, n. s.

After some Isopods, Liljeborg also mentions "
Caprella lobata (Muell.) ; Krby."

1851. LlLJEBOllG, WiLHELM.

Norges Crustaceer. Crustacea, a clariss. M. W. v. Dueben in Norvegia ad

Christiansund et Bergen 1843-44 collecta. Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-

Akademiens Forhandlingar. Arg. 8. 1851. No. 1. Stockholm, pp. 19-25.

Of the hundred and six species collected by v. Diiben, numbers 34 to 70 belong to the Amphi-

poda. Many are merely named. On a few, notes are given as follow^ :—
"
34. Orchestia litorea, M. E.—Femina a mari tam diversa forma pedum secundi paris, ut ilia

formam typicam generis Talitri M. E. et hie eandem formam gen. Orchestia; efficeri;

videatur. Femina Talilvo frijmdianti Kr. sat similis est
;
forma pedum secundi paris

prorsus eadem est, longitudo vero pedum quarti et quinti paris diversa, quum hi pedes iisdem

secundi paris longiores."
"
42. Anani/J- norvegicus n. sp.

—A. plauto Kr. sat. affinis, divorsus tamen : antennis superiori-

bus feminiB et maris fere ajqualibus, flagello circ. 1 4-articulato, flagello appendiculari

.5-aTticnlato, artic. primo ceteris vix longiore ; antennis inferioribus superioribus insiguitor

—maris plus quam duplo
—

longioribus : epimero quarto posticc profunde sinuato, epimero

quinto mediocri, subquadrato, autecedentibus humilioro. Pra^torea inter se similes." This

in 1865 he identifies witli Anongx i/ulosics, Kr0ycr.
" 51. Amphitoe Pausilipii ? M. E.—Omnino ei similis, oouli vero non visibiles."
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"
57. Gammai'us Duehenii n. sp.

— A.ntecedenti \Gammarus loeusfa, Fabr.] simillimus, tamen

distinctus : magnitudine minori
;
antennis magis hispidis, superioribus longiorLbus ; flagello

appendicular! breviore circit. 5-articulato
;

tuberculis segment! 4 : i, 5 : i et 6 : i abdominis

pilis longis ;
lamis pedum spuriorum ultimorum insigniter inrequalibus, iuteriore tertia parte

minore &c. Haud infrequens videtur, quum multa adsint specimina. Apud omnia ratio

ilia inter ramps pedum spuriorum ultimorum plane constat." This in 18-54 he makes a

synonym of Gammarus loeusfa.

"59. Gammarus Sundevallii, H. Kathke. Femina mari dissimilis mauibus jied. l:i et 2:i

p.iris minutis fere cequalibus." This is now known as Cheivoeratus sunderalJi.

"
60. Gammarus assimiJis, u. sp.

—Prsecedenti simillimus, prtecipue diversus : pedibus maris

secundi paris longiores [longioribus], manu elongata, fere rectangulari, infra pone unguem

oblique truncata et tridentata, antice et postice asqualiter, non dense, pOosa, Inter feminam et

uiarem dissimilitudo eadem ac prajcedentis." This is now called Cheirocrafus assi7m/is.

"
64. Gammarus Zebra, H. Eathke.—Generi Ischyroceri, Kr. potius adnumerandus,"

" 65. Ischyrocerus anguipes, Kr.
"
66. I. (Podocerus) calcaratus (H. Rathke) Sine dubio eadem species ac antecedens, cujus calcar

manus pedum secundi paris non evolutum, sed tantum tuberculo minute indicatum."
"
68. Leucothoe— 1 Sine dubio juniores L. clypeatas, Kr. Femina ovifera minuta : antennis

superioribus inferioribus brevioribus
;
manu pedum secundi paris mediocri, ovata, margine

posteriore medio uni-dentato
; prseterea L. dypeafse similis. Apud qusedam specimina

minutissima, sed tamen ovifera, ovis solummodo paucis majoribus, antennae fere eadem

longitudine sunt, manus pedum, secundi paris vero eodem modo formatce." This is now
known as Mffopa clyjJeafa.

Under "
Loemodipoda (amphipoda)," he gives

"
70. Caprella lobata (Miill) ;

Kr.—Admodum variabilis. Aculei partiiim superiorum corporis

nullam distinctionem specificam prrestare videntur. Feminse plerumque supra sunt aculeatfp,,

earumque annuli thoracici et manus breviores." This may belong to variety y of Krpyer's

Caprella lobata, which Mayer puts, with the other varieties, under Caprella linearis (Linne)
Bate.

1851. Peters, Wilhelm Carl Hartwig, horn 1815 (Hagen).

Bericht iiber die Leistungen in der Naturgeschichte der Crustaceen, Aracliniden

und Myriapoden wahrend der Jahre 1849, 1850 und 1851. Arcliiv fiir Natur-

geschichte. Siebzehnter Jahrgang. Zweiter Band. Berlin, 1851. pp. .393-467.

1852. BURGERSDIJK, LEONARD ALEXANDER JoHANNES.

Specimen academicum inaugurale, continens annotationes de quibusdam
crustaceis indigenis, quod .... publico ac solemni examini submittit Leonardus

Alexander Joannes Burgersduk, e pago Alphen Batavus, ad diem xix. m. Junii

A. MDCCCLii. Lug;duni-Batavorum.

Burgersdijk is at great pains to discriminate Gammarus pulex hovix Rusel's species which Gervais

named Gammarus roeselii. It will be useful to see in juxtaposition the synonymy, as

he has drawn it up for each species.
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" Gammarus Roeselii Geev.
"
Squilla fliiviatilis, Roesel, III, Tab. C2.

" Cancer Inrusta, L., Sulzer, Insect., fig.

152.

"
Crevettes des ruisseaiu; Gboffeoy, Insect.

II, pag. 667, Tab. 21, fig. 6.

" Gmnmarellus pulex, Heebst, Krabben und

Krebse, II, pag. 132, Tab. 36, fig. 4, 5.

" Gammaru-i pulex, Latreille, Hist, natur.

des Crust, et des Ins., VI, pag. 316, Tab.

57, fig. 1.

" Gaiviaarus Roeselii, Gervais, 1. 1.

" Gammarus imle.i-, Kocb, libr. 1. Heft. 36.

• Taf. 21.

" Gammarus Roeselii, Hosius, 1.1."

(In reference to this list he notes that Sulzer's

and Geoffrey's figures are copied from

Roesel's figure.)

" Gammarus pulex
"
Krehsfurmvjer Wassencurm, Frisch, Ins.

VII, p. 26, Tab. 18.
"

Sijuilla pulex, de Geee, M^moires, VII,

p. 525, Tab. 33 (excl. synon.).
" Gammarus pulex, Late., Regne anira. IV,

p. 120 (excl. citat. Linnceana).
" Gammarus pulex, Desmarest, Consid., p.

266, Tab. 45, fig. 8, 8a (excl. synon.).
" Gammarus piulex, Zenker, Comment, fig.

A, C seqq. (excl. synon.).
" Gammarus pulex, Gervais, Ann. des Sc.

nat., 2nie serie, IV, p. 128.
" Gammarus fluriatilis et 2mlex, Milne Ed-

wards, Crust. Ill, p. 45 et 48 (pro

parte et excl. synon. ).

" Gammarus fiuviatilis, Milne Edwards,
Cuv. Regne anim., ed. ill.. Crust., Tab.

60, fig. 1.

" Gammarus fossarum, Koch, Deutschl.

Crust., Arachn., und Myriap., Heft. 5,

Taf. 1.

" Gammarus fucialilis, Zaddach, Prodromus

synops. Crust. Pruss. p. 6.

" Gammarus pulex, Hosius, Wiegm. Arch.

1850, 1, p. 233.
"
Ganrmartcs aquatieus, Leach, Linn. Trans.

XL 359.?"

Zenker's varieties of Gammarus pulex, lomjirauJatus and hreriraudahis, Burgersdijk says he has

found mixed together (promiscue). After giving his reasons in full for the synonymy to

Gammarus pulex, he adds,
"
Neque Linn^um neque Fabricium citavi, quia plures species

confundebant, sic in LiNNiEi Syst. Nat. Ed. XII, Cancer pulex, teste synonymia, continet

Gammarum Roeselii, Gammarmn hunc jmlicem, et Orchesfix speciem ;
Gammarus Roeselii

etiam sub nomine Caneris locustx militat
;

in Fabkicii Ent. Syst. II, pag. 516 sub

Gammaro locusta et puliee similis est confusio." From want of materials he refrains from

discussing Gammarus pmteanus, Koch, called by Gervais Gammarus pndex minutus, and

concludes the subject with the remark, "si tribus hisce speciebus, G. Roeselii, pulici,

puteaiio additur G. amlulans Fe. Muller (Wiegm. Arch. 1846, I, pag. 296), nuUa omissa

erit 6 speciebus aquae dulcis, qua3 hucusque in Europa repertae sunt." Here however he

reckons without the Gammarus (Nipliargus) puwjens from the warm springs in Italy, of

which we find notice in Ray.
A short chapter is given on Gammarus locusta, for which he cites as authorities Leach, Desmarest,

Kri-iyor, !Milne-Edwards and Zaddach. He thinks that Guerin's figure in the Iconographie,
Crust. Tab. 26, probably represents locusta, but points out that the upper antenns in fig.

7 are shorter, in
fig. 7a much longer, than the lower. Nor does he include in the synonymy

Montagu's Cancer (Gammarus) locusta, since it has the upj^cr antennaj much shorter than the

lower.
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1852. Couch, Richard Quiller, bom March 14, 1816, died May 8, 1863 (W. Pengelly).

On some of the rarer forms of Cornish Crustacea. Transactions of the Natural

History and Antiquarian Society of Penzance. Volume II. 1851-1855. Penzance,

1864. (Report for mdcccli, apparently published in 1852.) pp. 95-99.

In '^ Class Crustacea, Suliclass G. mandilmlata," Couch gives dethiitions of the two genera

CapreJla and Pri>tn. In the first he describes 1. Oaprellaphmma, Montagu's Cancer phasma ;

2. "C.4eawi!7w/e)-a," for whichhe gives "a ^ca«Ww/e?-a, Johnston, Mag. Nat. History, Vol. vi.,

p. 40, fig. 7a;—Vol. viii. fig. 70, p. 671.", as his authority ;
3.

"
G. Pe.miantii," with

references to
" Gancer Atomos, Stew. Elem., Vol. ii., p. 317 ; Astanis Atomos, Pennant, Brit.

Zuol., Vol. iv., PI. 13, fig. 2."; 4. "C. Linearis," with reference to Cancer linearis, Liu.,

Cancer lohafm, Stewart, Caprella linearis, Johnston; "the head is obtuse, and the species

the shortest and stoutest of any found in our seas, with no spine along the whole of the

dorsal sm-face." C. spinulafa (Couch), is thus described :
—"

Long and slender
;
the head is

larger than the next articulation, and without a spine; the occipital articulation with a spine

near its posterior margin, and there is one on the next ring above the branchife
;

there are

two on the third, one above the branchiw, one near its posterior margin, and one on the

centre of each of the others. Superior antennce as long as the body, basal joint small, the

second about four times as long as wide, the third long and slender and slightly enlarged

towards its distal extremity, the last multi-articulate and ciliated
;

the inferior autenn»

much smaller than the others
;

at the lower part of the head two pedipalpi, small and bifid

at their extremities. The hand very large, moveable joint long, slender, and hooked, and at

its point, when bent, touches a spine on the hand." Mayer thinks these characters would

suit C. acanthi/era, but recognises the uncertainty. The "occipital articulation with a spine"

is a little suggestive of ^ijiiieUa spinosa, Boeck. Lastly, he describes Protn pedaius,

without naming any authority.

1852. Dana, James D.

Conspectus Crustaceorum quae in Orhis Terrarum circumnavigatione, Carolo

Wilkes e Classc Reipuhlicee Fcederatse Duce, lexit et descripsit Jacobus D. Dana.

Pars III. Amphipoda. No. I. Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences. Vol. II. From May, 1848, to May, 1852. Boston, Cambridge,

1852. pp. 201-220.

This paper contains only Dana's own new species. In "Subtribus 1. Gamniaraoea. Familia 1.

Orchestidai. PaJpzis maiulibularis obsoletus. Corpus compressnm, epimeris latis. Stt/li

ccmdales duo postici breviores," he gives genus I. Talifrus, Latreille,
" Pedes primi stjdi-

formes, secundi vel non subcheliformes vel manu debilissima confecti. Antennx prima basi

inferiorum breviores," with the s]iecies Novi-Zealandia;, gracilis, ornafus; genus II. Talifronus,

Dana,
" Pedes secundi manu valido prehensili confecti. Alias Talitru similis," with the

species inscuJphis which he afterwards identified with Orcliestrndea tuberculata, Nicolet, as

an Orchestia, dropping both his own genus TalHronus and Orchestoidea of Nicolet ; genus III.

Orchesfia, Leach, with the species sijlncola, tenuis, reciimamis, spinipahna, scufiijerula,

nitida, dispiar, quadrimaiius, serrulafa; genus IV. Allorchestes, Dana, with the specie.? coni-

pressa, verticillafa, hirfipalma, gracilis, pierudana, liumilis, australis, hrericornis, Nari-

Zealandix, inirepida, orienialis, and Allorchestes? graiuinea.
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In
" Familia II. Gammaridse. Mandihiilx palpigsrse. C'oijms saepius compressum. Anfennx

flagello confectse, non pediformes. SfijU rawlaJe^ duo postici sive longi sive breves.

Animalia salfafuria vel nafafuria," he gives the following arrangement, "Subfamilia I.

Lysianassinaj. Antennx jjiimx basin erassK. Epiinera grandia. Pedes sex postici non

prehensiles," including Lysianasaa BrcailieJifn's, Uristes ffi'jas, Sfenia Mafjellanira.
" Sub-

familia II. Gammarinre. Aniennx prinix'basmiQ\v\i(i&. EpimerarAve grandia, sive angusta.

Pedes sex postici non prehensiles. Genus I. Gammarus. Pedes primi secundique subcheli-

formes, digito uni-articulato, reliqui non prehensiles, sex posticis similibus. Aniemix

secimdae sub primas insitie, jirimfe apijendiculatre," with the species described under various

sections and subsections, of two main divisions, "I. jNIanus pedum 2dorum pollice elongate

non armata," containing the species, asper, Suluensis, alhidui<, liii-sutirornis, eiidiisitiu^,

tenuis, furcicornis, tenelhis, nrientalis; "II. Manus una paris secuudi validissime

cheliformis, pollice valde elongato; altera parvula. {Gen. Maira, LeacJiii.)," containing

Gammarus {Mxra) quadrimanus, Gammarus (Mxra) va/idus, Gammarus {Mxra) setipes,

Gammarus (ilxra) pilusus. ''Genus II. Amphitoc. Gammaro affinis. Antennx

superiores non appendiculatce. A. Antennas superiores longiores," including in this

division, under sections and subsections, species named peculans, fissicauda, puhesrens,

Amphitoe {Melita) inxquistylis. Peruviana, tennicornis, Indica, riihella, fucorum,

Tdur/ensis, peregrina, lirevipes, and under " B. Antennaj superiores breviores. (Genus

Iphimedia, Rathke.)," Ipliimedia simple.i- and "
Iphimedia (Acanfhosoma, Owen) nod,i.--a."

" Genus III. OJdicerus. (Kroyei-). Amphitoe pedes 4 anticos membraque buccalia affinis.

Pedes septimi valde elongati,^tenues, fere flliformes. Epimera mediocria," with the species

CE'Hcerus Novi-Zealandix. " Genus IV. Erichthonius? {M. Edirards.). Antennx

elongataa. 'Pedes primi plus minusve chelifornies, secundi valde cheliformes, digito

biarticulato, pollice promincnte. Epimera sat angusta aut latiuscula. Cauda subsaltatoria.

" Erichthonii gressorii (cauda non saltatoria), jNI. Edwardsio auctoritate, et epimera carentes.

Forsan genus hie descrijjtum Erichthonio discrepat et novum. Hoc credente, genus

Pyctilus (a irvKT-q';, pugil) in manuscriptis auctore institutum est," with the species

Erichthonius (Pyctilus?) macrodactylus a,ud Erichthonius {Pyctilus?) ptugnax.
" Familia III. Corophida;. Corpus phis minusve depressum, lineare, abdomine recto, articulos

normali, epimeris angustissimis vel obsoletis. Mandiliulx palpigeros. Antennx pediformes.

Animalia gressoria. Genus 1. Corophium. Pedes secundi non subcheliformes digito

nullo 2-articulato. Antennx 2da3 flagellis carentes," has only the obscure species Corophium

quadriceps, described from a specimen perhaps not adult. " Genus II. Clydonia. {Dana).

Corpus elongatum, paulo depressum. Abdomen 6-7 articulatum. Antennae quatuor;
dua3 elongataj, stylifornies, recta; et rigidas, articulo basali brevi, reliqua parte longissimi^

subulata obsolete multi-articulatu. Pedes tenues, 6 postici longv filiformes, quintis

longissimis," has the species Clydonia gracilis and Clydonia longi-pes,
"

C. gracili, similis."

Bovallius, 1886, identifies this genus with 2'yro, Milne-Edwards.
" Familia IV. Icilidffi. Corpus valde compressum, latum, vix lineare, abdomine articulos

normali, valde inflexo. Pedes plerumque late expansi instar Aranei. Ardennx quatuor

flagellis confectaj, non pediformes. Animalia gressoria. Gemis Icilius. Antennx elongata;,

secundfE longiores. Pedes non prehensiles, toti vergiformes, apicem unguiculati. Slyli

raudales sex furcati." This genus receives the single species, Icilius oralis, of which the

specific name was afterwards changed without notice into the better Latin elhpticus. In

regard to his Amphitoe hrevix^es, in which the second gnathopod is large in the male but

small in the female, Dana adds to his description the remark,
"
Jlicrocheli, generi non

vero, ut mihi videtur, femina A. hn ripedix forsan pertinet."
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1852. Dana, James DwicxHt.

On the Classification of the Crustacea Choristopoda or Tetradecapocla. The

American Journal of Science and Arts. Second Series. Vol. XIV. November,

1852. New Haven. Number XLI. Appendix, pp. 297-316.

" The term Choristopoda, applied to the Tetradecapoda, alludes to the subdivision of the thorax

into segments, each devoted to a separate pair of legs ;
this is a prominent peculiarity of tlie

species, distinguishing them from all the Podophthalmia, and with rare exceptions from the

Eutomostraca."
" The Amphipoda are uniformly characterized by having

—
"1. The three posterior pairs of thoracic legs thrown backward and more or less obliquely

forward, and constituting one series, while the four anterior pairs are thrown forward and

outward, in another series
;

this arrangement may be represented by the figures 4 : 3,

(or 2 + 2 : 3, as the four pairs of the first series are often in two sets of two pairs each).
"

2. The branchial appendages thoracic.

"
3. The abdominal members in two sets, the three anterior pairs subnatatory, the three

posterior styliform
—an arrangement represented by the figures 3:3."

From these he distinguishes the Isopoda, and places Arcturus, Tanais, &c., in an intermediate

group or tribe called Anisopoda.
" The Amphipoda contain two prominent divisions, distinguished by the organs of the mouth,

the eyes and general habit, the Gammarus and Hyperia sections, as laid down bj' Edwards.

The addition of the La?mipoda to the Amphipoda introduces a third division. The sections

are hence :
—

" Subtribus I. CAPRELLiDEA.^Maxillipedes elongati, palpiformes. Caput oculique mediocres.

Abdomen obsolescens.

"Subtribus IL Gammaridea.—Maxillipedes elongati, palpiformes. Caput oculique mediocres.

Abdomen appendicibus sex natatoriis sexque styliformibus instructum.
" Subtribus IH. Hyperidea.—Maxillipedes abbreviati, lameUati, operculiformes. Caput grande,

oculorum corneis plerumque tectum. Appendices abdominales ac in Gammarideis, latins

lamellatae.

"The Caprellidea have the habit of certain of the Anisopoda, and their short abdomen calls to

mind the Isopoda. They therefore properly stand first among the Amphipoda."
The first subtribe, Caprellidea, contains :

—Fam. 1. Caprellida;, with the genera, 1. Prota,

Leach; 2. Profella, Dana. "Mandibitlae palpigerje. Branchiffi segmentis 3tio itoque

affixae. Pedes 3tii 4tique obsoleti articulo Imo styliformi excepto. ;

"
3. Caprella, Lamk.}

4. JEgina, Krdyer ; 5. Cercops, Kroyer ; 6. PofJalirius, Krciyer. Fam. 2. Cyamidfe,

with one genus Cymimn.
On subtribe IT. Gammaridea, he remarks :

—"
[Among the Gammaridea, the author finds that

the posterior caudal stylets offer important characters for distinguishing natural groups or

genera, and uj)on this ground, some new genera have been recognized among the Corophida;

and Gammaridse, and others that have been rejected are sustained. Thus Ipliimedia is

distinct from Amphithoe, Mxra and Dercothoe from Gmnmanis, etc.]." He then gives

Fam. 1. DulichidiB. G. 1. Dulichia, Kroyer. Fam. II. Cheluridw. G. 1. Chelura,

Philippi. Fam. III. Corophidae. Subfam. 1. Clydoninoe.
— "

Styli caudales sex simplice.s,

subulati." Chjdonia, Dana, Amer. J. Sci. [2], viii, 140.

"Subfam. 2. Corophina?. Antenna3 plus minusve pediformes. Styli caudales Imi 2dique

biramei. A. Digitus nullus 2-articulatus. 1. Styli caudaleg Stii miiiuti, simplices, 2di

Imique ranw externa adtriformi." G. 1. CoropMum, Latr.; G. 2. Siplionacetes, Kroyer.
"

2. Styli raudaJeK Stii nmiufi, dx exserti, dmpliees, 2di Imiqiie ramis extus nnn pirxcipue
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."pinosix nee ruIfnfornul)U.o, infenluui mults." G. 3. riafopliium, TtSi-na..—"
Corpus superne

visum subellipticum, abdomine bene inflexo. Antennae flagello brevi sajpe^instructae,
inferiores

lonniores, supei'iores appendiculataj. Pedes Imi 2dique subchelati, 2dis validioribus.

Pedes 10 postici mediocres." G. 4. Cijrtophiiim, Dana.
"
Platophio similis. Antennie

superiores non appondiculat.T3." 3. Styli caudales otii parvuli, biramei, ramo extertw non

uncinato, 3di Imique ramis extiis non prxcipue spinosis nee cultriformibus." G. 5.

Uncioln, Say.
"

4. Sti/K raiidales Stii 2^aulo elnngati, biramei, ramo externa uncinato."

G. 6. Podocerus, Leach.—"Pedes Imi 2dique subchelati, 2dis validioribus. Antenna?

superiores breviores, non appendiculataj. [An maris digitus 2dus interdum 2-articulatus

Krdyero teste.]." In a note he observes,
" Jassa of Leach may without inconvenience be

united to Podocerus, as there is no essential generic difference between them." The same

remark has been appHed by later writers to the next genus, G. 7. Cratopldum, Dana,

"Pedes Imi 2dique subchelati, 2dis validioribus. Antennae superiores breviores,

appendiculatre."
"
B. Digitus 2dus 2-articulatu.<!.

"
G. 8. Cerapu^, Say. "Antennte

pediformes, subseqUcB, flagellis carentes. Pedes Imi 2dique prehensiles, Imis parvulis,

2dis manu bene confectis. Styli caudales 3tii biramei, ramis subsequis, longiusculis.

[Tubum membranaceum inhabitat]," in which definition the account of the third uropods

is rather to be remarked than accepted ;
G. 9.

"
Cerapodina, Edw. (Cerapux, Templeton) ;"

G. 10. Erichtlionius, Edw.

Subfam. 3. Icilinas.
" Antennfe non pediformes nee subpediformes, flagelUs sat longis basique

sat brevi instructaj. Styli caudales ac in Corophiiiig." G. 1. Icilius, Dana. Pedes toti

unguiculati et tenues, 4 antici longi, non prehensiles, ciliati, 10 postici fere similes.

Antenna superiores breviores non appendiculatc-e." G. 2. Pferi/gocera, Latr.

Fam. IV. Orchestidfe, is introduced with the note :
— " The author gives a different arrangement

of the species of Orchestidse from that published in this Journal, [2], viii, 135 and ix, 29.5,

and rejects the genus Talitronus, there instituted. He follows Fr. Jliiller (Archiv f. Nat.,

1848, 53) in considering the Talitri and Orchestise as forming a single genus, his recent

investigations confirmiug this view. The Gammaridaj also are rearranged." He then gives

"G. 1. Orchestia.—Maxilhpedes non unguiculati. Antenna; 1ms basi 2darum breviores.

Epimerse 5tae 4tis parce breviores.

"Subgen. 1. Talitrus.—Pedes Imi mans feminxce manu non instructi.

"Subcen. 2. Talorchestia, D.—Pedes Imi maris ac in Talitro, feminx manu parvula instructi.

"Subgen. 3. Orchestia.—Pedes Imi maris feminxque manu plus minusve instmcti.

"G. 2. AUorchestes, Dana.—Maxillipedes unguiculati. Antenna Imaa minores, basi 2darum

longiores. Epimerse 5t8e 4tis ssepius multo breviores." On the three subgenera see the

following note. In the proposed arrangement the older name Talifr>is should have been

assigned to the genus, rather than Orrhesfia.

Fam. V. Gammaridse, contains—
Subfam. 1. Stegocephalins. G. 1. Steijoceplialus, Kriiyer.

Subfam. 2. Lysianassinse. G. 1. Lysianassa, Edw.; G. 2. Pldias, Guerin
;

G. 3. Opis,

Krbyer; G. 4. Uristes, Dana, with a reference to
" Amer. J. Sc. [2], viii, 135. The genus

Stenia is rejected;" G. 5. Anony.r,\i.x6y&x; G. 6. Urothnt; Dana, "Epimera; permagnae,

Otis parvis. Antennae Imse breviores, appendiculatee, basi sat elongato. Styli caudales

postici longi, biramei, ramis foliaceis, ciliatis. Mandibulae palpo 3-articulato."

Subfam. 3. Leucothoinse.—"Antennfe superiores basi plus minusve gi-aciles. MaxUlipedes

elongati, angusti, articulo longo unguiformi confecti, lamelli.': iniernis jKrbredlius.

Inland ibula? sive palpigerse sive non palpigerse, processu molari carentes. [An semper 1]

Epimerse magnae." G. 1. Stvnotlioe, Dana,
"
Epimerie permagnse, 4tse maximae, 5ta>

parvul*. Pedes 4 antici subchelati, 2Jis validioribus. Antennw superiores longiores, non

appendiculatae.
Mandibute non palpigerx, processu molari carejites. Styli caudales Imi

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.— PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 33
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2iliqiie ramis bene subulati, 3tii simplicissimi, subulati, spina crassa confecti." G. 2.

Leunithne, Leach.—"
Epimerce magmae., Stse parvulaj. Pedes 4 antici subchelati, 2dis

validioribus. Antennse superiores longiores, nou appendiculatae. Mandibulse palpigeraj.

Styli caudales toti biramei, ramis subulatis."

"[Cujus sedis est Microcheles, Krciyer, Amphitlioe affinis, cui mandibulse processu molari

carentes : quoque Amphitlioe Marionis, Edw., cui mandibulae non palpigerae.]"

Subfam. 4. Ganimarinse, with various divisions and subdivisions, contains G. L Acanfhrmofiig,

Owen; G. 2. AUbrotus, Edw.; G. 3.
"
Leptochirus," Zaddach; G. 4. IpMmedia, Rathke,

D. "
Epimerfe magnse, 4t8e maximie, 5tis multo brevioribus et vix bilobatis. Stj'li

caudales postici ramis duobus oblongis consimilibus apice setigeris et non uncinatis instructi.

Antennae Imae ssepius breviores," with a note,
" Dexamine of Leach, may perhaps be

included here," to which he adds that the genus Hijale of H. Rathke, contains no characters

in its description by this author which do not apply equally well to species of Iphimedia ;

G. 5. Oedicerus, Kroyer,
"
Iphimedix affinis ;

"
G. 6. Ampliithoe, Leach, D. "

(includes

Plienisa of Leach)"; "Epimerse magnse, 5tre maximas, vix bilobatcB lobo posteriore

minimo. Styli caudales postici ramis duobus brevibus dissimilibus instructi, ramo externo

apice recurvatim bi-unclnato, interno compresso apice non spinuloso sed pilis parce ciliato.

Antennae Imae sjepissime longiores;" G. 7. Gammarns, Fabr. D., with notes upon Amafltia,

Rathke, and Euxirui<, Kroyer ;
G. 8. Pliotis, Kroyer ;

G. 9. Melifa, Leach, D. "
Epimerae

5tae 4tis multo breviores (sic an semper?). Styli caudales uno ramo longo, sive

subcylindrico sive foliaceo, altero brevi vel obsoleto. [Digitus in manus latus sagpe

claudens]. Antennae Imre saepius longiores." To Photis and MeJita be assigns
" Anfennx

Imx non appendiculaix," and then under "antennas Imae appendiculatae," he places G. 10.

Msera, Leach, D.—"
Epimerae et styli caudales postici ac in Melifa." Under the heading

"
Styli caudales postici simplicissimi, ramo uno brevi et rrndo, apice paulo refiexo et spinas

duos pei-hreves paulo exsertas gerente," he places G. 11. Dercotlwe, Dana.—"
Epimerw

mediocres, 5tae bene bilobatae, 4tis saepius vix breviores. Pedes Imi 2dique digito uni-

articulato confecti"; G. 12. Pijctilus, Dana (Erirlithonius, Edw.?)—"Epimerse mediocres

vel breves corpore lineari, subdepresso. Antennae longae, flagellis sat longis. ISIanus lm»
articulis 4to 5toque saepe instructce, digito uni-articulato ; 2da! digito 2-articulato

;

"

G. 13. "(An hujus sedis?) Pardalisca, Kroyer. He then gives in a separate section, G. 14.

Atylus, Leach; G. 15. Isclujrocerus, Kroyer.

The second main division of the Gammaridae has "Pedes 10 postici partim prehensiles."

Subfam. 5. Pontoporinae. G. 1. Lepida^tylis, Say; G. 2. Pontipioreia, Kr.; G. 3. Ampe-

lisca, Kr.; G. 4. Protomedeia, Kr.; G. 5. Aora, Kr.; G. 6. Phoxus, Kr. Subfam. 6.

IsaeiuK. G. 1. Iseea, Edw.; G. 2. Anisopus, Templeton. He doubts whether Laphysfius,

Kroyer, belongs to the Isadnx or Coropliidx.

Of " Subtribus III. Hyperidea," he says,
" In the fii-st family of the Hyperidea, (the Hyperidx),

neither of the 5 posterior pairs of legs are subchelate, and the antennaj are not folded up
beneath the head or thorax. In the second (the Plironimidx), one or more of the 3

posterior pairs of legs are subchelate or much enlarged, apparently for grasping in coition,

and the antennae are as in the Hyperidae. The third family {the Typhidx), differs from both

the preceding in the concealment and folding of the inferior antennre beneath the head or

thorax, and in many of the species, the abdomen closes up against the venter.
"

The Hyperidea he arranges thus:—Fam. 1. Hyperidae. "Antennae 2dae exsertae. Abdomen

in ventrem se non fiectens. Pedes 5ti 6ti Tmique forma longitudineque mediocres, -Stis

6t\sque non percrassis nee prehensilibus." Subfam. 1. Vibilinae. G. 1. Vibilia, Edw.

Subfam. 2. Hyperinre. G. 1. Lestrigonus, Edw.; G. 2. Tyro, Edw.; G. 3. Hyperia,

Latr.; G. 4. Metoecus, Kroyer; G. 5. Tauria, Dana, "Antennas ac in Hyperia. Pedes

2di non prehensUes, articulo 4to apice inferiore non espanso nee producto"; G. 6. Daira,
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Edw.; G. 7. Cydisoma, Guerin. Subfam. 2 [3]. Synopinse.
—"Corpus gracilius. Palpus

niandibularis sat brevis, latissimus. Oouli grandes." G. 1. SyjJo^nVj, Dana.— "
Caput sub-

tiiangulatum, non- obloiigum. Pigmentum oculorum unicura. Pedes Imi parvuli, preheii-

siles; 2di setis longiusculis confecti ;
4ti subprehensiles ;

5tL 6ti Tmique subasqui."

Fam. II. Pbroniniidffi. "Antennae 2da3 exsertas. Abdomen in ventrem se non flootens.

Pedes 5ti 6tive sive crassi sive. elongati, saepius preliensiles, quoque 3tii -itique ssepe

prehensiles." Subfam. ]. Phroniminse. G. 1. Phronima, Latr.; G. 2. Primno, Gaitin.

Subfam. 2. Phrosininpe. G. 1. Anchylomeva, Edw. (//ierftt-owy.r, Guerin) ; G. 2. Phrosina,

Risso {Dacti/lucem, Latreille); G. 3. Themisto, Guerin. Subfam. 3. Phorcinie. G. 1.

Phorcus, Edw.

Fam. III. Typhidae. "Antennae 2dae sub capite thoraceve celatai et saepius replicatae. Abdomen

in ventrem sae.pe se flectens. Pedes 6 postici interdum abbreviati, articulo Imo operculi-

formi, interdum longitudine mediocres." Subfam. 1. Typhinae.
—"Abdomen in ventrem

se flectens." G. 1. Dithyrus, Dana,—"Pedes 5ti Gtique articulo Imo late lamellati,

articiilis reliquis omnino obsoletis. Antennae 2dre breves, sub capite celatas, non replicatae,

articulo Imo longiore quam 2dus." G. 2. Tijplds, Risso.—"Pedes 5ti Gtique articulo

Imo late lamellati, articulis reliquis paulo abbreviatis. Antennae 2dae biplicatae, articulo

Imo longiore quam 2dus." G. 3. Tliyropus, Dana, "(Species Typhis ferox. (Edw.) is here

included),"
—"Pedes 5ti Gtique articulo Imo late lamellati, articulis reliquis paulo

abbreviatis. Antenna; 2dae 4-5-plicatae, sub thoracis latere oelatse, articulo Imo multo

breviore quam 2dus." Subfam. 2. Pronoinaj.—"Abdomen in ventrem se non flectens.

Caput non oblongum, antennis frontalibus." G. 1. Pronoe, Guerin.—"Pedes 2di non

preliensiles. Pedum 6 posticorum articuli Imi lati, reliqua parte paris 7mi fere obsoleta."

G. 2. Lycxa, Dana.—"Pedes Imi 2dique subchelati. Articuli pedum 6 posticorum Imi

angusti, subaequi, reliqua parte paris 7mi paulo abbreviata." Subfam. 3. Oxycephalinaj.

"Abdomen in ventrem se non flectens. Caput oblongum, antennis Imis superficiem

capitis inferiorem iusitis." G. 1. Oxycephalm, Edw.; G. 2. Rhabdosonui, White.

1852. Dana, James Dwight.

United States Exploring Expedition, during the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841,

1842, under the command of Charles Wilkes, U.S.N., Vol. XIII. Part II.

Philadelphia. 1852. pp.689—1618. (Whether this Part really appeared before

1853 seems rather doubtful.)

Pages 8-1 2 of Part I. contain preliminary notes on the classification of the Edi-iophthaknia.

In Part II. the pages refemng to Amphipoda are from 691-696, 80-5-1018, 1440-1443,

1518-1524,159.5-1596.

Taking the Edriophthalmia as Subclass II. of the Crustacea, he makes the Choristopoda, or

Tetradecapoda, the first order of this subclass, and thus defines it :
—"

Cephalothorax

multi-annulatus, segmentis thoracis uumero septem, pare pedum utroque ad segmentum

.singulum pertinente, segmento anteriore cephalico brevi. Pedes thoracis pediformes,

saepissinie unguiculati. Abdomen paribus appendicum pluribus infra instructum. Appen-

dices branchiales sive thoracici sive abdominales." Of this order he makes three ilivisions,

the Amphipoda, Anisopoda, and Isopoda, rejecting the subdivision of Lxmipoda,

introduced by Latreille. "The Amphipoda," he says, "are uniformly characterised by

having—
"

1. The three posterior pairs of thoracic legs in one series, and the four anterior pahs in two

other series of two pairs each. The branchiae are thoracic.
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"
2. The abdominal members in two sets, the three anterior pairs subnatatory, the three posterior

styliform."

Of the intermediate Anisopoda, he says,
"
They have—

"L Like Ampliipoda, the three posterior pairs of thoracic legs in one series, and the four

anterior in a different series.

"
2. Like Isopoda, the three posterior pairs of abdominal members are not styliform, only the last

having this character."

In discussing the question whether the Amphipoda or Isopoda should rank the higher, he remarks,

in favour of the Amphipoda, the position of the branchias on the thorax, as thoracic branchiae

characterize aU the higher Crustacea. On the other hand, he considers that they show

inferiority, by the elongated abdomen, with natatory appendages below, and by the usually

long antenna?, both these being jNIacroural characters. Further, the anterior set of legs

includes four pairs, an evidence, he considers, of less concentration of force in the cephalic

ganglia ; they have a less compact body, are less ajit to take to a habitat on dry land, and

above all, have often the two " dorsal cords
"

distinct between the gangUa, while in the

Isopods there is but a single cord. This double cord is seen in none of the higher Crustacea.

In Tribe III. the Amphipoda (p. 805), he recognizes two types of structure, one, the Hyperidea,

with smaU, operculiform maxillipeds, large faceted eyes covering most of the large head, the

extremity of the abdomen broad and depressed, the natatory abdominal appendages usually

oval, lamellar
;

" in the other type, the outer maxillipeds are elongated and palpiform, the

eyes are small, the head of moderate size, the abdomen, when not obsolete, narrow, and the

natatory abdominal ajjpendages usually slender. This second type comprises two groups.
In one section, the Caprellidea, the abdomen is obsolescent. In the other, the Gammaridea,
the abdomen is fully developed, with three pairs of natatory appendages, and as many of

stylets." This section embraces the typical Amphipods, the Gammari, Talitri, and the like.

His three subtribes, Caprellidea, Gammaridea, and Hyperidea, he divides and subdivides into

families and subfamilies, which are defined as follows :
—

Subtribe I. Caprellidea. FamQy I. CapreUidse.
—

Corpus anguste elongatum, fere filiforme.

Antennae 2dae longitudine mediocres. [Species non parasiticae.]

Fam. II. Cyamidse.
—Corpus late depressum. Antennre 2d£e rudimentarife. [Species parasiticae].

Subtribe II. Gammaridea. Fam. I. Dulichidse.—Habitu Caprelloideae. Corpus lineare,

epimeris obsoletis. Pedes 6 postici longi, subprehensiles. Abdomen 5-articulatum.

Fam. II. Cheluridae.—-Corpus fere cylindricum, epimeris mediocribus. Abdomen abnormale,

segmentis 4to Stoque coalitis et oblongis, stylis inter se valde dissimUibus.

Fam. III. Corophida:\
—

Gressoriae, pedibus partim lateraliter porrectis. Corpus plus minusve

depressum, sive latum sive lineare, epimeris perbrevibus, interdum obsoletis. Abdomen
forma appendicibusque normale. Antennje saepe pediformes.

Fam. IV. Orchestidae.—Saltatorije, pedibus nuUis lateraliter porrectis. Corpus compressum,

epimeris magnis. Abdomen appendicibus normsile. Antennae non bene pediformes. Styli

caudales Imi 2dique biramei; 3tii simpHces, brevissimi et ultra 2dos non prolon^ati. Man-
dibulae non palpigera\ Maxilla Imaj palpo sive parvulo et 1-articulato sive obsoleto

instructje.

Fam. V. Gamniarida;.—Saltatoria:- vel natatoriee, jjedibus nullis lateraliter porrectis. Corpus

sspius compressum, rare subdepressum, epimeris sive magnis sive parvis. Styli caudales

laxiores, duobus altimis oblongis srepiusque ultra 2dos prolongatis, raro simplicibus.
Mandibulaj saepissime palpigera;. Masillw Imae palpo 2-3-articulato (rarissime 1-artioulato)

instructap.

Subtribe III. Hyperidea. Fam. I. Hyperida;-.
—Antennfe 2dK exsertas. Abdomen in ventrem

se non flectens. Pedes 5ti 6tique Tmique forma lougitudineque mediocres, 5tis 6tisque
non percrassis nee prehensililms.
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Fani. II. Phronimidse.—Antennae 2dse exsertae. Abdomen in ventrem se non flectens. Pedes

5ti etique sive crassi sive elongati, scepius prehensiles, quoque 3tii 4tique saepe prehensiles.

Fam. III. Typhida3.
—Antennae 2da3 sub capite thoraceque celatse et saepius replicatre.

Abdomen in ventrem saepe se flectens. Pedes 6 postici interdum abbreviati, articulo Inio

operculiformi, interdum longitudine mediocres.

The family CaprellidiB is not subdivided by Dana into subfamilies, but he distinguishes three

sets of genera in the following manner
;

1. Pedes thoracis numero 14, containing the genera

Proto, Leach, and Protella, Dana. 2. Pedes thoracis Ztii ifique omnino obsoleti, containing

Caprella, Lamarck, ^gina, Kroyer, Gercops, Kroyer. 3. Pedes Mi iti 5tique obsoleti,

with the single genus PodaUrius, Kriiyer.

The family Cyamidre contains but a single genus. So also in the Gammaridea, the families

Dulichidffi and Cheluridae have but one genus apiece.

The family Corophidfe is subdivided into three subfamilies.

1. Clydonina;.
—

Styli caudales ;
—Imi 2dique slices, subulati.

2. CorophinK.
—Antennae plus minusve pediformes. Styli caudales Imi 2dique bii-amei.

3. Icilinio.—Antenn* non pediformes nee subpediformes, flagellis sat longis basique sat brevi

instructa:'. Styli caudales ac in Corophinis.

The family Orchestidse contains the genus Orchestia with three subgenera, Talitrus, Talorchedia,

and Orchestia, and the genus AUorchesfes, but no subfamilies.

The family Gammaridfe contains the following subfamilies :
—

1. Stegocephahnse.—Antenniu breves, superiores basi crassje. Mandibulse acie denticulata,

instructae, palpo brevi, uniartioulato, intus dentato. Epimerae permagn».

2. Lysianassinae.
—Antennae breves, superiores basi crassae. Mandibidte apice parce dentatae et

cuspidatae, acie vix instructae, palpo 2-3-articulato. Maxillipedes lamellis internis grandibus.

Epimera; permagnae.

3. Leucothoinae.—Antennae superiores basi plus minusve graciles. Maxillipedes elongati,

angusti, articulo longo unguiformi confecti, lamellis internis per/jrevibus. Mandibulae sive

palpigerse sive non palpigeraj, processu molari carentes. [An semper f]. Epimeras magna;.

4. Gammarinae.—Antennae Imae basi graciles. ISIaxiUipedes sat lati, lamellis internis sat

elongatis. Mandibulaj acie denticulata instruct;*; et altera accessoria quoque processu molari

et palpo 3-articulato. Pedes 10 postici non subprehensiles.

5. Pontoporeinae.
—Pedes 3tii 4tique plus minusve prehensiles ;

6 postici non prehensiles.

6. Isffiinre.—Pedes quatuor vel sex postici subprehensiles.

In the Hyi^eridea, the family Hyperidse is subdivided into three subfamilies :
—

1. Vibilinae.—Corpus forma paulo Gammaroideum. Caput oculique mediocres. Maxillipedes

palpo parvulo instruct!. Palpus mandibularis tenuis.

2. Hyperina;.
—Caput tumidum. Oculi pergrandes. Palpus mandibularis tenuis.

3. Synopinie.
—Corpus gracilius. Palpus mandibularis sat brevis, latissimus. Oculi grandes.

The family Phronimidae contains three subfamilies ;
—

1. Phroniminae.—Abdomen versus basin sat gracile. Pedes 5ti magna manu didactyla vel niouo-

dactyia confecti, 3tii 4ti extremitate graciles, non prehensiles. [Antenna? breves.]

2. Phrosininae.—Abdomen versus basin sat crassum. Pedes 5ti prehensiles, monodactyli ; quo-

que 3tii 4tique prehensiles. [Antennae sat breves.]

3. Phorcince.—Pedes 5ti 6tique valde elongati et crassi, sed maun non confecti. [Antennae

breves.]

In regard to the genera into wliich the subfamilies are distributed many observations are called

for. Among the Corophina?, genus 3, Piatopbium, Dana, has been considered to be tlie

same as genus 4, Cijrtupliiurn, Dana, but Haswell under another name revives the distmction.

See Note on Haswell, 1885. Genus 7, Cratophium, Dana, yields to genus 6, Podorerns,

Leach. Genus 9, Cerapodiiia, Edw., belongs to genus S, Ccrapus, Say. Pterijrjocera,
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Latreille, the second genus of the Icilinse, is the same as Lfpidactylis, Say, which appears

later on as genus 1, of the Poutoporeinre.

The genus Ovcliestia and its three subgenera, Talitrus, Talorchestia, Orchestia, are defined word

for word as in the previous paper, the definition of Talorchestia, therefore, still being,
" Pedes Imi luaris ac in Talitro, feminee manu parvula instruct!,

"
but, to agree with Dana's

other statements, and with the facts of the case, the definition of Talorchestia should

evidently read :
—Pedes Imi fmainm ac in Talitro, maris manu parvula instructi. It is

probably owing to this misprint that the British Museum Catalogue speaks of the males of

this subgenus as TalUri and the females as Orcliestis. The three subgenera have since

been generally accepted as genera. The whole subject is somewhat involved. The genus

T'difnis, Latreille, at its first appearance in Bosc. vol. i. p. 78, is thus defined :
—"

Quatre

antennes simples ;
les intermediaires superieures, et plus courtes que le pedoncule des

laterales et int^rieures ;
dix k quatorze pattes."

"
Exemple du genre. Gammarus lorusfa, Fab.—Oniscus (jammavellus, Pallas."

In vol. ii. p. 148, a fuller definition is given :
—"

Quatre antennes simples ;
les intermediaires,

superieures, plus courtes que le pedoncule des inferieures. Corps alonge, couvert de pieces

crustacees, transverses, presque egales, et appendicul(5es sur leur cut6s. Dix a quatorze

pattes ;
les anterieures terminees par des mains. Des appendices bifides a I'extremite du

corps."

In 1813, Leach carved a new genus out of Talifrus, giving for Talitrus the character "Pedes

quatuor antici in utroque sexu suba^quales monodactyli ;

"
for the new genus Orchestia,

" Pedum paria quatuor antica monodactyla, pari secundo manu compressa magna, fceminae

pari antico monodactylo secundo didaetylo." Thus the original definition of Talitrus is set

at naught, and those members of tlie group which have " the anterior feet terminated by
hands "

are assigned to Orchestia. MUne-Edwards distinguishes the two genera only by
the second gnathopods, with a large subcheliform hand in Orchestia, non-prehensile in

Talitrus. He takes no notice of the distinction of sex in Orchestia to which Leach refers.

In 1848 Friedrich MiiUer called attention to the fact that the females have sometimes the

characters of one genus, while the males have those of another, the females in certain

Orcliestix being true Tcditri. In Dana's words and according to Dana's definitions,
" in one

group, the individuals of both sexes are Orchestic
;
in another, the males are Orchestiae and

the females Talitri
;
in a third, both sexes are Talitr!.

A further complication is introduced into the group by the genus Orchestnidea, Nicolet, or

Talitronus, Dana. In this it appears that the females are Talitri, while the males are

Talitri in the first gnathopod and Orchestiee in the second. The genus comes therefore

nearer to Tcdorchestia than to Orchestia. Dana's generic name was, according to Dana,

published in the same year with Nicolet's, but may yield precedence, since Dana rejected

his own genus, and, so far as I can make out, dates the publication from the time when his

paper was read, rather than from the time when it was technically pid^lished. On p. 1.59.5,

among the addenda et corrigenda, he says :
— '' Orchestoidea tiiherculata of Nicolet, (loe.

cit., PI. II. f. 4) is the author's Talitronus insculptus, and the genus Talitronus was insti-

tuted and published by the author on July 1, 1849. The name has been since rejected

by him for Orchestia insculpta ;
and as Gay's specific name is the older, it will become

Orchestia tuherculata. We suspect that his Talitrus Chilensis is what we have considered

t"he female of the 0. insculpta." Mecjalorchestia, Brandt, 1851, is an additional synonym.
The second genus which Dana assigns to the Orchestidae, is clearly distinguished from his first

genus, Orchestia, in the following manner :
—" Allorchestes

;
—

Slaxillipedes unguiculati.

Antennas Imae minores, basi inferiorum saepissime longiores. Epimerae 5tae 4tis scepius

multo breviores."

Further on, p. 883, he adds to the generic description, "Feet of first and second pairs subchelate.
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Posterior stylets very short and quite simple, as in Orchestia." He also observes that in

some species the carpus of the second pair of legs in males is
"
produced downwards back

of the hand, between the hand and the anterior extremity of the third joint (while in

Orchestia, the third joint is never separated from the hand by a portion of the carpus, and

the carpus is always short, transverse, and is situated wholly above the third joint)."

But while AUorchedes is with sufficient clearness distinguished from OrchesHa, its own position

is otherwise involved in some obscurity.

On page 1595, among the addenda et corrigenda, Dana remarks, "The genus Nicea of Nicolet

(loc. cit.) may possibly be the same with Allorchestes
;
but the essential characteristics are

not given, excepting the non-palpigerous character of the mandible. Even if identical, tlie

genus does not antedate the author's, as the description of Allorchestes was first published

on July 1st of 1849. The maxillipeds are peculiar in having the surface tuberculate, and

the inner lamella is dentate only at apex, and there sparingly."

Neither Dana, in describing Allorchestes, nor Nicolet, in describing Nicea, mentions the form of

the telson. Hence, in Mr. Faxon's opinion, the names were synonyms, and he agrees with

Spence Bate and Heller in allotting the name Allordiestes to the species which have the

telson entire, and the name Nicea to those in which the telson is divided. As shown in the

note on Eathke, 1837, I myself consider it right to assign the name Hyale to the latter,

and Hijalclla to the former.

In passing on to the GammaridEe, it should be noiiced that, in defining the subfamily Stego-

cephalinffi, Dana follows Kr0yer in erroneously assigning a palp to the mandibles. The

genus Uristes which he places among the Lysianassinae is evidently based on misconception,

as Spence Bate has acutely pointed out. The description in Dana evidently corresponds

with the figure, and of this Spence Bate observes (B. M. Catalogue, p. 89, note),
" In the figure, Dana has drawn one of the first pair of pereiopoda instead of the second

pair of gnathopoda. The meros alirai/s overrides the carpus in the pereiopoda, and

underrides it in the gnathopoda." Dana places Alibrotus, Milne-Edwards, among the

Gammarinae, but it more probably belongs to the Lysianassinae. He separates Meera, Leach,

from Melita, Leach, on the ground that the former has the first antennas appendiculate and

the latter not so, whereas in both genera the upper antennae have an accessory flagellum.

His three species of Msa'a have been transferred by Spence Bate to Melita, and his Melita

tenuicnrnis to Msera, though with the notice that if the original description of this species,

assigning no secondary apjiendage to the upper antennae, is to be relied on, a new genus

must be formed for its reception, along with Melita Fresnelii, Savigny-Audouin. Axel

Boeck rests the discrimination of the two genera apparently only on these two points, that

in Melita the third joint of the mandibular-palp is elongate, and the inner branch of the

third uropods very small, while in Mai-a the third joint of the mandibular palp is not very

long, and the inner branch of the third uropods is nearly as long as the outer.

The genera Dcrcothoi', Dana, and Pi/dihif, Dana, are by S. I. Smith made synonyms of Ei-ir-

fhonius, Milne-Edwards. A7iiso2ms, Templeton, which Dana places in his subfamily, Isapinse,

is doubtless identical with the later genus, Sunampldtoe, but the name Anisopus was

preoccupied. In his notes Dana observes that Glauconome of Kroyer has the hands and

antenme, and apjiarently the other characters of Unrinla, Say ;
to that genus it has in fact

since been united by S. I. Smith. He also remarks that Bellia of C. Spence Bate (afterwards

named Stilcator) falls to Lepidaetylis, Say.

Among the Hyperidw, the genus Lesfrigimns, M.-Edw., is now generally considered to l)elong to

Hj/peria, Latr., though Streets keeps it distinct. Dana gives two genera, distinguished

from one another and from Hyperia by differences in the gnathopods, viz., Metoeoux,

Kroyer, and Tauria, Dana. These two Boeck unites as completely synonymous under the

name Tauria, Meloerus, though the older, being preoccupied ;
but Bovallius, 1886, considers
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Tavria, Dana, distinct alike from H//pma, with which Spence Bate united it, and from

Metnecus, with which Boeck made it synonymous. Daira, Milne-Edwards, is altered by

Dana, on page 1596, to Dairilia, on the ground that Baira was preoccupied. This new

form of the name is incorrectly given as Dairinm in the British IMuseum Catalogue, owing

probably to the misprint in Dana's own work, on page 1442. It is given correctly on

pages 1519, and 1545 and 1604; Bovallius, 1885, says, "I am quite sure that Dana was

wrong in introducing the animals described by him into the genus Daira of Milne-Edwards;"

he is of opinion that Paraphronima, Glaus, comes nearest to, if it be not identical with, the

Daira of Jlilne-Edwards. Si/nojna, Dana, the single genus of his subfamily Synopinae,

must be transfeiTed to the Gammaridea, as Clans has already pointed out. In some of the

species of this genus, besides the confluent principal eyes to which the generic name refers,

there are two small subsidiary groups of ocelli
;
hence the expression

"
pigmentum oculorum

unicum" in the generic character is unsuitable.

For the readjustment of the other two families of the Hyperidea see Notes on Glaus, 1879.

In treating of the Orchestidre, which he takes as the type of the Amphipoda (p. 849), Dana

describes in detail the head and its (theoretical) segments. He considers that the sides and

top of the head correspond to the iirst antennary and ophthalmic annuli, one or both ;
that

the epistome and lateral plates adjoining it represent the sternal and episternal pieces of the

second antennary annulus [against which view see Spence Bate, British Assoo. Eeport, 1885,

p. 26] ;
that the labrum and a lateral piece above the mandible represent the sternal and

episternal pieces of the mandibular annulus
;
that the back piece of the lower part of the

head which supports the maxillipeds is the proper episternal of the maxilliped annulus,

while the first and second maxillary annuli are not represented, unless combined with the

maxUliped segment at the back of the head.

Pages 1395-1413 contain an interesting essay on the classification of Crustacea. "The funda-

mental idea," the author says,
" which we shall find at the basis of the various distinctions

of structure among the species is, the hiijher cenfraNxafion of the su^jerior grades, and the less

mncentrateii central forces of the inferior."
" This centralization is literally a rephdlization

of the forces. In the higher groups, the larger part of the whole structure is centred in the

head, and contributes to head functions, that is, the functions of the senses and those of the

mouth. As we descend, the head loses one part after another, and with every loss of this

kind there is a step down in rank. This centralization may be looked for in the nervous

cords ; but the facts are less intelligibly studied there than in the members, the production

and position of which measure the condition of the forces." At the close he criticises the

names Podophthalmia and Edriophthalmia, on the ground that though all stalk-eyed

Crustacea may belong to the Podophthalmia, there are many sessile-eyed species which

cannot be grouped with the Edriophthalmia. In the classification which follows, pages

1414-1415, he renames his Subclass II., Tetradecapoda, which he thus defines :^" Annuli

cephalothoracis cephalici numero sejytem. Oculi sessUes. Appendices branchiales

simplicissima3, sive thoracicae sive abdominales. Cephalothorax multi-annulatus, carapace

carens, pedibus seriatis instructus. Abdomen appendicibus seriatis instructum, raro

obsolescens." The epithet simj^Hcissiinx applied to the branchial appendages must be

qualified in regard to some species of Amphipoda.
The work concludes with an essay on the Geographical Distribution of Crustacea, pages

1451-1592, in which many interesting conclusions are deduced from the facts at Dana's

command. When he comes to speak (p. 1581) of the "
origin of the geographical

distribution of Crustacea," he says, for the origin of the existing distribution of species
" two great causes are admitted by all, and the important question is, how far the influence

of each extended. The first, is original hn-al creations; the second, migration." The

form of his answer to this question would probably have been different had his book been
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written ten or twenty years later, but lie fully ailmits that migration
"

is an actual fact in

nature, interfering much with the simplicity which zoological life in its diffusion would

otherwise present to us."

The new species, published either in this work or in the two preceding papers also dated 1852,

are as follows :
—in Subtribe I. Caprellidea. Fam. 1. Caprellidse; Proto elongahig, 'lAenii^eA

by jSIayer with Proto venfricosa, 0. F. MiiUer
;
Protella r/mcilift, the only addition to the

variously-worded definition of Protella being, "pedes sex ultimi subaequi"; Caprella rohusta,

according to Mayer the young of Caprella acutifrons, Latr.; Caprella cornutafVnih. a variety

named ohtiisirodris ; Caprella attenuafa, which Mayer thinks may be the same as Caprella

sraura, Templeton ; of this a variety is named suhtenuiit ; Caprella (jlohifeps, which he

thinks may be a variety of Caprella ililatata, Krijyer ;
the last-named species, which Dana

figures and describes, is held by ]\Iayer to be synonymous with Caprella acutifrons, Latr.;

Caprella januarii, Krbyer, which Dana figures and describes, is referred by Mayer to

Caprella xquilibra, Say ;
Dana himself suggests that the animal whicli he figures as the

female may be a distinct species, for which in that case he proposes the name Caprella

humilis ; after Caprella globiceps he describes ^gina ? tenella and yEijina ? aculeata,

suggesting that the latter may be the female of the former.

Subtribe II. Gammaridea. Fam. III. Corophidae. Subfam. 1. Clydonina^. Clydonia gracilis :

Clijdonia longipies, which with the preceding species should, according to BovaUius, be trans-

ferred to the genus Tijro, M.-Edw., among the Hyperidea ;
Subfam. 2. Corophinae.

Corojyhium ? quadriceps, a species, as Dana himself intimates, of doubtful position, and

probably immature, since the length is given as
"
nearly one line

;

"
Platophium bradlieiuse ;

Cijrtopliium orientate ; Cratophium validiim, named by Sjj. Bate, in the Brit. Mus. Catal.,

Podocerus validus ; his Gannnanu^ orientalis he here calls Cratophhnn orientate, and Sp.

Bate, in the B. M. C. renames it Podocerus orientalis. Subfam. 3. Icilinse. Icilius elliptiew,

which had been originally named Icilius ovalis.

Fam. IV. Orchestida3. Orchestia (Tatitrus?) novi-xealamlin', with the suggestion, since proved

correct, by G. M. Thomson, that it may be the female of Talorchestia quogana, M.-Edw.;
Tatitrus Ijreciconiis, M. Edw., which he next describes, is, he says,

" near the novi-

zealandix ;" according to the B. M. C. "Dana likewise considers it a true Talitrus, unless

it should be the female of Talorchestia Quogana," but I do not find this alternative in

Dana's own work ; his next species Orchestia {Tatitrus) insctdpta had been originally

published as Talitronus insculptus for the male and Talitrus oiiiatus for the female
;

in the

addenda he calls it Orchestia tubercidata, Nicolet, for which the Brit. Mus. Catal. restores

Nicolet's name Orchestoidea tubercidata; Orchestia {Talitrus) hrasiliensis is named Orchestoidea

hradliensis in the B. M. C.
;

Orchestia {Talitrus) pugettensis is named Orchestoidea

pugettensis in the B. M. C, but as only the female of this species is described, and the Cata-

logue states that in Orchestoidea " the female is a true Talitrus," it is difficiUt to see how the

determination is arrived at
;
Orchestia {Talitrus ?) scabripies is transferred to Orchestoidea in

the B. M. C. ; Orchestia {Talorchestia) gracilis, of which the female had been already

published by Dana as Talitrus gracilis, is now Talorchestia gracilis, having in the male

"feet of first pair with a small, narrow hand," p. 862
; Orchentia {Talorchestia ?) quoyana,

Milne-Edwards, is now accepted as without doubt a. Talorchestia ; in the subgenus Orchestia

he places Orchestia scutigerula, comparing it with Orchestia chilensis, IM.-Edw. ; Orchestia

ectpensis ; Orchestia chilensis?, Milne-Edwards, the female only, which is accepted in the

B. M. C. without a 1; Orchestia nitida; Orchestia serrulata; Orchestia tenuis; Orchestia

sglvicola, a species which G. M. Thomson, 1880, unites with Orchestia novss-zealandix,

Sp. Bate, and Orchestia tenuis, Dana, describing it as " a strictly terrestrial form, always

occurring among dank vegetation, bush soil, etc., and drowning very rapidly in water
;

extremely common
;

"
Mr. Thomson says,

"
it is singular that Prof. Dana shoidd have

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 34
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described tlie male only of 0. <•///ricofa, for it has been frequently noticed, both by Professor

Hutton and myself, that males are extremely rare," but in fact, thouc;h the B. M. C. only

describes the male, Dana's description is of tlie female, and the male form of uncertain

habitat, of which he apjiends a description, is left doubtful between Orchestia si/?ricola and

Orehestia tenuis : Orchestia spinipahna; Orchestia taintensis, taken, "at fifteen hundred feet

elevation, on the Island of Tahiti, several miles from the sea," must be transferred back to

the name Orchestia rectimana under which it was originally published ; Orchestia dispar :

Orchestia quadrimana; Orchestia hawaiensis; Orchestiapickerinr/ii. To the genus AHorcheste^s

thirteen species are assigned, of which (witli one exception) the true generic position remains

uncertain, as no information is given as to the telson
;
the specific names are "1. Gaimanlii?

(Edw.), D.," in place of compi-essa, Dana, the doubtful corieetion being accepted as certain

iu the B. M. C.
;
Dana says, "the description by Edwards agrees with our specimens in most

points, though dittering iu making the posterior stylets end in two rudimentary branches,

instead of one," a critical point on wluch the B. M. C. gives no information ; 2. verticillata,

to which AUorchestes pertwiana, Dana, is referred as
" female of A. verticillata ?," the

suggestion being here made that Kr0yer's Orehestia grawUcomis from Valparaiso is an

AUorchestes near to verticillata; 3. hirtipalma : 4. gracilis; 5. humilis, "female?;"

6. australis ; 7. Irericornis'; 8. novi-zealandix, the male of which had been originally

described as a separate species under the name intrepida; 9. orientcdis; 10. Allorcliestes (?)

graminea, called AUorchestes gramineus in the B. M. C, which omits the important

observation made by Dana,
" the reniform eye of this species leads me to doubt the

correctness of arranging it with the AUorchestes, and as I made no dissection, I am not sure

that its mandible has no palpus, or that its posterior stylets are simple ;

"
11. media, changed

into medius in the B. M. C.
;

12. "Hawaiensis;" 13.
'^

Fuyettensis." Since Jlr. Faxon

has ascertained that in AUorchestes media the telson is cleft, this species should, according

to Mr. Faxon's view, be called Nicea Dwdia, but, according to my view, Hijale media.

In Fam. V. Gammaridw, Subfam. 2. Lysianassiiiae, begins with the species
"
Lysiaiiassa ?

Brasiliensis," which from the character of the lower antenna? is no doubt described from a

male specimen, but of -what genus there is no decisive evidence
;
the next species Lijsianassa

nasitta is likewise of doubtful genus ;
Urisies gigas, as Sjience Bate has pointed out, is founded

on a confusion, the first perseopod having been described as the second gnathopod ; the

.species has not yet been assigned to any definite position, which the descrijition of the

mandibles "with a pointed dentate apex," the abdomen ending
" in an oblong seventh joint"

and "the antepenult segment of abdomen acute behind "ought to find for it;
"
Aiiom/.r

Fuegiensis," having been originally called Stenia magellanica, must receive the name Anon//j-

magellanicus ; Unithoe rostrafns is changed by Boeck into Phoxus rostratus, leaving the

next species Urotho'i irrostratus, as the type of the genus. Subfam. 3. Leucothoina*,

contains Stenothoe validus. In subfam. 4. Gammarinae, Dana places Iphimedia simplex, in

the B. M. C. renamed Atijlus simplex; Iphimedia nadosa, which according to Dana "is

allied to the Acantliosovia hijstrix nf Owen;" Iphimedia jissicaiula, which he had previously
called Ampihithoe Jissicauda, and which the B. M. C. renames Atijlus fissicauda ; Iphimedia

capensis, of which he says,
"
this species is very near the Gammariis Otlionis, Edwards, but

there is no appendage to the superior antennfe," and which in the E. M. C. is called Af//liis

capends; Iphiniedia pugettensis, which the B. M. C. sets in a new genus Graijia, with only
one other species, called Grayia imhricata, this latter being probably the young nf

Amafhilla homari, Fabr. ; Dana's Iphimedia pugettensis should in my opinion be called

Pleustes pugettensis , (Edicerus noci-zealandix, in the B. M. C. called CEdicerus 7iovx-

zealandix, with the appended remark that,
"
Grayia Pugettensis may belong to this genus

(certainly not to fyhimedia)
"

;
the name is again altered by Thomson and Chilton into

fJSilicerus neo-nelaniens ; to Amphifho'e Dana assigns seven species, rubella, orieid(dis,
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tongensif, pcregrina, hreeijies, hrasiliensis, Jilicornis, names hitherto unimpeached, except

that, in regard to hrasiiiensig, the B. M. C. observes that " the description of this species

closely resembles that of A. GaiuUchawlii of Edwards, the chief distinction being the

length of the flagellum of the inferior antennas," but a more important distinction is that

in Milne-J]dwards' species the first joint of the first and second perseopods is
" ovalaire (au

lieu d'etre presque lineaire comme d'ordinaire);" of the species assigned by Dana to Gammarus,

Spenoe Bate leaves only one in that genus ;
Gammarug asper is called in the B. M. C.

Megammra asjKva ; Gammarus sitlueiifiig, as to which Dana says
"
[Anfemina G. asperi 1],"

is called in the B. M. C.
"
Mer/Miioira Suluemi»," but seeing that the mandibular palp

has the second joint much shorter than the first, it probably belongs to a distinct genus,

perhaps including Gammarus asper, since Dana says of these two, "they are alike in the

very slender mandibular palpi without a ciliated arrangement of hairs on the apical joint
"

;

Gammarus alhidus in the B. M. C. becomes Megama^ra albida; Gammarus tenuis is called

Mirrddeutopux tenuis in the B. M. C, with the remark appended that "
this species closely

resembles M. aiiomalus of the British coast ;" Gammanis fun-icornis, in the B. M. C. Mirra

furcicornis ; Gammarus tenellus in the B. M. C. Moira tenella ; Gumviarm fuegiensis, of

which Dana makes, and, as it were, in the same breath retracts, the suggestion that it may
"be the female of the G. tenellus," is called in the B. M. C. " Mrera Fuegiensis"; Gam-

marus quadrimanus, in the B. M. C. Mara quadrimanus ; Gammarus hrasiliensis called

" Gammarella Brasiliensis" in the B. M. C, although contrary to the definition of the

genus Gammarella the upper antennae are twice as long as the lower, and the third uropods

are evidently regarded as biramous ; Gammarus pugettensis the B. M. C. leaves unaltered.

Between the last and the following species Dana places a heading,
"
appendix to the genus

Gammarus." This section begins with Gammarus 1 peruvianus, called in the B. M. (J.

"
Megamiera Peruviensis ;

"
this species was originally called by Dana Amphitlwi} peruviana,

and is here said to be " near the G. hrasiliensis in many characters
;

" Gammarus 1 puhesams,

previously called Ampldtlwe pidieseens, is named in the B. M. C. Gammarella pubescens, but

it is difficult to see on what grounds, since the upper antennas are " almost twice as long as

the other pair," and the third uropods are not described ; Gammarus ? imlicus in the B. j\I.

C. is named "Megammra Indica;" Melita tenuicornis, doubtfully including what was

originally Amphitlwe. tenuicornis, male, and Amjjlritlwi' {Melita) incequistylis, female, is

given in the B. M. C. as Mcera tenuicornis, though with some doubt as to the genus,

because the species is described " us having no secondary appendage to the superior

antennae
;

" Meera valida in the B. M. C. is named Melita ralida ; Miera setipes, in the

B. M. C. Melita setipes, is distinguished by the most trivial characters in the description

from the following species Meera anisorhir, of which the synonyms given are Gammarus

anisochir, Kriiyer, and G. (Masra) pilosus, Dana, this becoming in the B. M. C. Melita

anisocliir; Dana's figures, however, of the two species setipes and anisochir suggest the

possibility of more considerable differences than those which he mentions in the text. A
fuller definition than in the previous paper is then given of the new genus Dercothoe.

"
Epimenx. mediocres, 5tae submque bilobatse, itis wix breriores. Margo frontis lateralis jwcta

ocvlos ssepe valde saliens. Styli caudales postici simplieissimi, sat longi, ramo breri,

subeonico, apiee jmtdo refl&vo e quo spinis duabus brerissimis exseiiis. Antennx superiores

ssepius longiores, apjJendiculatae." He adds,
" the posterior stylets are like those of Pyctilus,

and unlike those of any of the preceding genera. The carpus in the legs of the first jiair is

often as long as the head, and sometimes longer. The two very short spines at the apex of

the posterior stylets are full half as broad as long."

The new genus Pi/ctilus is more fully defined as follows :
—

"
Epimera; sat breres. Pedes \mi %lique jireliensiles, reliiiui mm preliensiles, secundarum digitu

i-articulat(i, mauii. 1-articii/atii. Antennx ehmgatie, secundee subtus primas affixee. Sti/li
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caudales postki ac in Dercothoe." He adds,
" the genus is near Erichthonius (Edwards), if

not identical with it. The stress which is laid by Milne-Edwards on the rudimentary

character of the epimerals of the anterior thoracic segments, and his reference of his species

to the Coroishidae or gressorial Amphiijods, leads us to doubt the identity. The posterior

stylets have the same form as in Dercothoe, and the form of the head, the projectmg eyes, and

general habit, are nearly as in that genus. The approximation is so close, that the genera

are evidently of one and the same group; we have no evidence in the antennaj, caudal

stylets, or legs, that the species in every case are gressorial. The antennae are .slender, with

long flagella. The epimerals are broader than in some Gammari. The caudal stylets are

rather long." He also says that " a female PyctQus, bearing eggs, has been observed by the

author, which has the same form of hands as is characteristic of the group Erichthonius,"

and that " in this genus as well as the preceding, the first joint of the legs of the fifth and

sixth pairs is very broad, while that of the seventh is narrow."

Spence Bate makes Ericlithonius and Pydilus, and inclines to make Dercothoe, synonymous with

Cerapus, Say. Boeck puts them all three under that genus, which S. I. Smith has shown

to be distinct from them all. S. I. Smith unites Dercothoe and Pyctilus as synonyms of

Erichflionius, but still without noticing the breadth of the side-plates in (some at least of)

Dana's species, which, as Dana himself observes, makes the identification with Erichthonius

doubtful. In the work of Bate and Westwood, vol. i. p. 4-53, Dana is supposed to

have " founded his genus Pijctilus upon a misconception of the figure of Erichtlwniui>

difformis," but Dana clearly alludes not to the mistake in the figure, but to the express

words of the generic account, "I'^tat rudimentaire des pieces epim^riennes des premiers
anneaux du thorax," in the Hi.st. des Crust., vol. iii. p. 59.

Dana's species are named Dercothoe emissitius, previously Gammarus emisdtius ; Dercothoe.

spectdans, previously
"
Amphithoe pecnlans (by mistake for S2}eculans)" ;

Dercothoe?

hirsuticornis, previously Gammarus hirsidicornis ; Pyctihiit macrodaciijlus, previously

Erichthonius ? macrodactylug ; Pyctilus piigna.v, previously Erichthonius p)ucinax : Pyctilus

brasiliensis.

In Family L Hyperidse, Subfam. 2. Hyperinte, contains Lestrigomis ferus ; Lestrigonus fuscns ;

Lestrigoniis rubescens ; Lestrigonus Fabreii ? Edwards; all which may perhaps belong to

the genus Hyperia ; the genus Metcecus, Kroyer, ought, Dana thinks, to be merged in

Hyperia, to which he assigns the species Hyperia agilis ; Hyperia trigona. The genus
Tauria is thus defined :—

" Antennx quatuor breves, bad approximate, Imx crassiusculie. Pedes nuUi siibcheliformes nee

subpreh ensiles, 7mi vix abbreviati," with the type-species, Taiiria macrocepihala.

The new genus CyUopiis is thus defined :
—

"
Tauria; affinis. Pedes 7mi valde abbreviati. Antennx Imx et 2dx ad basin inter se remote,"

with the tyjie-species Cyllopus magellanicus.

Daira? debilis, Daira? depressa, Daira inxquipes, are at page 1596 transferred to the generic
name Dairilia (not Lairinia, as in the B. M. C. and elsewhere), Daira being preoccupied ;

but if Bovallius, 1885, is right in assigning Dana's species, not to Daira, Milne-Edwards,
but to Thamyris, Spence Bate, among the Lycajidae, the name Dairilia, Dana, will displace

Tlianiyris, by right of priority. The definition given liy Dana is as follows :
—

"Antenna' Imx non conspirux, 2dx exsertx. Pedes Imi 2dique plus mimisve p>relieimles : tarsi

pedum reliqnorum breves. Rami siylorum. caudalium longi." It is placed in the second

division of the subfamily, which have "Antennx totx breves. Caput oculique pergrajides."

Subfam. 3. Synopinae, contains the single genus Syncqna, with the further definition,
" Frons subacutus. Antennx 4 longx, apeiix, Imx appendiculatx. Pedes 2 antici subcheli-

/ormes : piroximi duo vergiformes, quatuor sequentes subprehensiles, digito 2-artictdafo :

reliqui inediocrcs, unguiculati." Claus observes that this genus belongs to the Gammarina,
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and Dana himself notices the resemblances. The species assigned are Sijnopia ultramarina,
(with the suggestion that one of the forms figured may be a distinct species to be called

Si/nojna ijradlis), and Sijnoina angusfifrons ; in the former he speaks of the eye as single,

occupying
" the whole breadth of the triangular head," but in the latter species he speaks of

" the eyes
"
in the plural. Bovallius, in 1886, makes the "

Amphipoda Synopidea
"
a separate

tribe, in which "the first family, Synopidaj, is the most closely related to the Gammarids."

In Family II. Phronimidaj, Subfam. 1, Phroniminre, contains only Phronima atlantica, Gu6riii,

not figured, the brief notes indicating that Phronima sedentaria, Forskal, is in question.
Subfam. 2. Phrosinime, contains Ancliijlomem 2nirpurea ; Ancliylomera thyropoda, "length,

one line; specimen probably not mature"; Themisto antarctica.

Subfam. 3. Phorcinfe, contains only Fhom/f' hyalocephalus, on which Dana remarks, "This

species has most of the characters mentioned for M.-Edwards' Phorcus Baynmidu : but, he

observes, that the antennas are 'un peu renflees vers le milieu'; while, in this species,

the basal portion is stout eUipsoidal. Moreover, he states, that the second thoracic ring
is very much developed, and the fifth pair of legs is shorter than the sixth."

In Family III. Typhidw, Subfam. 1. Typhinw, begins with the genus Dithyms, with the foUovcing
addition to the definition :

—
"Abdomen ad ventrem optime claudens. Caput transversum, pigmentis non grandibus.

Antennae 2da3 sub capite celataj, breves, non replicatie. Pedes 6 postici coxis latissinK',-

clypeati, parte pedum reliqua ohsoleta. Pedes 4 antici subcheUformes. Abdomen .5-

articulatum, segmento ultimo triangulato." In the appended remarks Dana says, "the

abdomen, unlike that of Tliyropus, is shorter than the thorax." This genus is identified

by Glaus with Typhis, Eisso, and as Typhis is preoccupied, Dithyrus (not EidypMs, Claus),
takes its place. The species for which Dana instituted the genus is called Dithrjrus faha.

The genus Tliyropus receives the additional definition :
—

" Abdomen ad ventrem claudens. Caput transversum. Pigmenta oculomm non grandia,

quatuor. Antennx 2dee longx, sub thoracis latere celatce, 4-5-plicatx, articulo Imo multo

Ireviore quain 2dus. Pedes 6 postici co.vis late rhjpeati, artiadis reUquis paido abbreviati."

Eemarks are appended to distinguish the genus from Typhis, together with the statement

that, "this genus includes the Typhis ferox of Edwards, Crust., iii. 96." Yov ferox, feriis

should be read. The type-species is Thyrojius diapihanus. Claus, Platyscehden, 1879,
considers that Typhis ferus probably belongs to his genus nemUyp>his ; on the other thi-ee

genera he says there can be no doubt, "dass Dithyrus und Typhis bei Dana ledighch als

weibliche Formen zu Thyropus als dem miinnlichen Typus zu beziehen sind," loc. cit., p. 7,

and he gives the heading,
"
Eutyp)his= Typhis, Eisso, [Thyropus, Dana, Sp. Batec? =

Dithyrus Dana 9, Platyscolus Sp. Bate ?)," but he further says,
" Die Untersuchmig

einer grossen Anzahl kleinerer und grosserer Typhiden aus sehr verschiedenen Meeren

hat mich davon uberzeugt, dass Charakterisirimg der Gattungen auch nach Beseitigung
der durch die sexuellen Verschiedenlieiten veranlassten Irrthiimer viel specieUer gehalten
werden muss, und dass in der Edward'schen Gattung Typliis, dem Z*a?ia'schen Thyropuis,
eine Eeihe von Gattungen enthalten sind." p. 9. At p. 17 he suggests that Thyropus

diapjhanus, Dana, may be the same as his own new species, Tanyscelus spjhsroma.
Subfam. 2. Pronoinse, contains Pronoe brunncti, which may, in Claus's opinion, be the same as

bis Eupronoe armata, and Lycxa ochracea, as type-species of Lycxa, the following addition

being made to the definition of that genus :
—

"Pigmenta ocrilorum grandia. Antennx 2dee sub capite celatx et replicatx et flagello longivs-

eulo con/ectx. Pedes 4 antici subcheUformes, reliqui mediocres ; 2 ultimi breviores ; coxif

sexposticx angustx. Abdomen in ventrem se non fectejis."

Claus, 1879, agrees with Spence Bate that this definition scarcely suffices to distinguish Lyrsea
from Pronoe, but for independent reasons he considers Dana's genus fully tenable.
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In his notes Dana recognizes Leptomera, Latr., as a synonym of Proto, Leach. He remarks,

p. 830,
"

it is possible that the Podocerus Leachii (Krdyer), should form a distinct genus,

as the animal lived in a tube like a Cerapus." At p. 832, he says,
" Glauconome of

Krciyer lias the hands and antenna and apparently the other characters of Unciola. Say

describes the hands of the second pair in Unciola as adactyle ; but they still are probably

like those of Glauconome." In a note to Anoni/x, Krtiyer, he explains that he omits the

genus Epiiippiphora, White, from his synopsis, on account of its insufficient description.

As to
"
Lcptocliirus ^«7osms,

"
Zaddach, he asks, p. 910, "May the form be female only?"

In a note on "
IpJmnedia, Rathke, D.," he says,

" DexamiTie of Leach, may perhaps be

inchided here," and " the genus Hyale of H. Rathke," he says,
" contains no characters in

its description by this author, which do not ajjply equally well to species of Iphimedia."
"
Amphithoe, Leach, D.," he says,

" includes Plierusa of Leach." In a note on "
Gammarus,

Fabr., D.," he mentions Amathia, Rathke, and Eusirti^, Kriiyer, but does not give them a

place in the synopsis. The note on Lipidacfi/lis, Say, remarks,
" here falls Bellia of C.

Sponce Bate." In the addenda, p. 1595, he observes, "Page 908:— Callisoma, Costa

(loc. cit.), appears to be identical with Lysianassa"; "Page 910.—Niphargus is the name

of a new genus near Gammarus, proposed by SchiiMte"; "Page 913. The genus Ldloria

(L. longitarsis) of Nicolet (loc. cit., PI. 2, f. 8), is between the Gammarid* and Corophidaj,

and appears to be identical with Aora of Kriiyer, which was also from Valparaiso."

1852. LlLJEBORG, WiLHELM.

Hafs-Crustaceer vid Kullaberg. Crustacea marina ad KuUaberg in Scania

mense Septembris 1851 observata. Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaj)s-Akademiens

Forhandlingar. Arg. 9. 1852. No. 1 & 2. (Nionde Argangen. 1852. Stockhohii,

1853). pp. 1-13.

Among the Crustacea of this district already noticed by others, Liljeborg mentions "
Gapirella

linearis, Latr., Orsted, De regionibus marinis, p. 73." He observes that in Ampelisca

macrocephala as in "
Ampelisca Gaimardi Krbyer (Voy. en Scandinavie etc. t. 23, f. 1. a, a)

"

there are four eyes instead of the two to which the Amphipoda had hitherto been limited.

In these four he found no trace of facets, or cones, and concludes therefore that they are

simple, as given in the original definition of the genus with a query. In the species which

he describes as Ampelisra Eschricldi? Krciy., he found only two eyes, but with creatures

that burrow in the mud at considerable depths, he thought the eyes too unimportant to

justify a generic distinction depending on their number. However, in 1855, as Haploops

luhicola, this species became the type of his new genus Haploops. Goiis subsequently
discovered that Haploops agreed with Ainpdisra in having four eyes. In specimens

preserved in spirits the lower pair have a tendency to disappear. Liljeborg was the less

inclined to lay stress upon the eyes from noticing that in certain Amphipoda which live at

great depths, they are entirely wanting, "as, e.g., in the genus Sfe/jocephalus, Krijyer, and

probably Pardalisca and CEdiceros Kr." As the last of these examples shows, it must not

be too easily taken for granted that eyes are wanting, because they have not been detected,

in species of Amphipoda, though Liljeborg's conclusion is justified that the possession of

two eyes, given by Milne-Edwards as a general character for the order, cannot be attributed

to it without reserve.

In the Latin description of "
Ampelisca Eschrichti ? Kroy.," corresponding as above-mentioned

to Hapiloops iuhicola, is included a description of the male, which refers to a separate species,

called in 1855 Haploops rarinuta. He here remarks that Orsted,
"
(Naturhist. Tidsskr.
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2:dra ser. 1 band., p. 403)," includes among the Crustacea from Drilbak, a species under

the name of Ampelisca rotundata Kroyer, a name which lapses for want of attendant

description.

Ampelisca maerocepJiala, n. sp., is described, this being a species which in 1851 Liljeborg

had supposed to be "Ampelisca Egchrichfi Kroyer." AinpMthoil jwdoeeroides, Rathke, he

found much smaller here than on the coasts of Norway.

Amphitlwe I'ompresga, n. s., here described, and thought to be very like AmphitJioe tenuicomis,

Rathke, was called Atylus compressus by Spence Bate, and later identified by Boeck witli

Atijlus moammerdamii, M.-Edw.

AmpMtlwe pygmxa, n. s., is identified by Boeck with Photis reinhardi, Kr0yer, 1842. Liljeborg

thought it something like Iphimedia ohesa, Rathke, which, he remarks, had anticipated

Kr0yer's Microchele^ armnta, 1846. In the list of v. Dueben's Crustacea, 18.51, he

had given "44. Ipliimcdia obesa, H. Rathke. 45. Microcheles armata Kr." He there-

fore here observes that the latter had proved to be a young specimen of CEdif.erox

.iaginat?n<, Kr.

Under Gammarus locusta (Lin.), he gives
" G. Duebeni Liljeb.," as a synonym, and this

description,
" Oculi reiiiformes nigri, antennas superiores longiores, flagello appendicular!

5-7 articulate
;
rami pedum spuriorum ultimorum insigniter inaequales, interior exteriore

saltern tertia parte minor.—Vulgaris."

He describes Gammarus maculafus, n. sp., the name being preoccupied by Johnston, and the

species being, as Liljeborg afterwards recognised, Montagu's, now known as Melita ubtusafa.

Gammarus longip)es, n. s., which he thinks very like his own Gammarus assimilis, 1851, was

called Autonor hmgipes, by Bruzelius.

In "
Hyperia LatreilU M.-Edw.," he notes that the young differ from the adult in respect to the

antennte. An account is appended by S. Lov6n of the tubes constructed by Ampelisca

eschrifldi, Kr0yer. Several specimens taken on one occasion in their tubes, proved to be

all females. The close proximity of the tubes taken on another occasion suggested that the

species might be gregarious.

1852. Sutherland, Peter C. White, Adam.

Journal of a voyage in Baffin's Bay and Barrow Straits in the years 1850-1851,

performed by H.M. Ships
"
Lady Franklin" and "

Sophia," under the command of

Mr. William Penny, in search of the missing crews of H.M. Ships Erebus and

Terror. London, 1852.

" In the neighbourhood of Ben-y Island dredging was frequently attended to," and " the display,
'

he says, "of animal and vegetable life before us, when the dredge was emptied, was really

wonderful. Whole heaps of MoUusca, Crustaceans, Annelidans, and Echinodermata t-oiUd

be seen tumbling out from among masses of sea-weed." Sutherland says that the sea-

bottom there is "the habitat of myriads of creatures belonging to the genus Cajvella,

Cyclops, Gammarus, etc." (p. 140). On p. 142 he gives a striking account of the voracity

of the Gammarins, naming especially Gammarus arcticus. Whether it were a dead seal or

a live sucking-fish (Lepadogaster), short work was made of their prey.

In the Appendix, vol. ii. pp. ccvi, ccvii. White describes, according to Boeck,
" Gammarnx

nngax, Sab., Aeantlionohis tricuspis, Kr., Amphitho? Edirardsii, Sab., and Stegoce2:>haln.<

inflatus, Kr.; a species of Anomjx, and lastly Cajjrella eercopoides, n. s., which falls to

CapreUa septentrumah's, Kr." Mayer in 1882 think.s that, judging by the figure, Boeck'.s

view of Caprella rercopioides is probably correct.
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1853. BURGERSDIJK, L. A. J.

Land- en Zoetwater schaaldieren. (In Bouwstoffen v. e. Fauna v. Nederl. I.

bl. 164.) 1853.

This work is included in Maitland's list of authorities, 1875. He refers to it only for one of the

localities of Gammarus jmlex.

1853. Costa, Achille.

Fauna del Eegno di Napoli.

The genus Gnerinia, Hope, is described, with the type species Guerinia nicseetisis, which is

figured.

Phrmiima, LatreUle, i.s described, and the type species Phi: sedentaria, Forskal, to which Pisitoe

levifrons, Raiinesque, is united as a synonym, while Plironima custos, Risso, though not

included in the synonymy, is declared in the " observations
"

to be also identical with

Forskftl's species. The genus Phrosine, Risso, is described, and of Risso's two species,

Phrodne semilunata is fuUy described and figured, while Phrosine macro^jhthalma, which

Costa had not himself seen, is briefly alluded to. Costa would have preferred to name the

two respectively vornuta and inermis. He considers Pisitoe hisjnnosa, Rafinesque, though

inaccurately described, probably the same species as Phrosine semilunata.

1853. Costa, Achille.

Descrizione di tre nuovi crostacei del Mediterraneo discoperti dal Rev. G. F.

Hope. Estratta dal fascicolo 83° della Fauna del Regno di Napoli. 10 pages. 3

plates.

This work is obviously due to tlie pen of Achille Costa, although the new genus, and two out of

the three species, are attributed to Hope.
The new genus Guerinia is thus described :

—" Generis characteres essentiales. Pedes prinii

paris validissimi, prehensiles, manu magna vaHde uncinata
;
secundi graciles, hand prehen-

siles, ungue destituti. Antennae superiores bisetse
;
seta primaria articulo primo maximo.

Oculi magni, reticulati, dorso fere contigui.
"
Characteres naturales. Corpus crassum, parum conipressum, dorso rotundatum. Caput antice

horizontaliter rotundato-productum. Oculi maximi, dorso sub-contigui, totam fere capitis

superficiem occupantes, distincte reticulati. Antennae superiores bisetse
; seta primaria

articulo primo valde elongato, valido : inferiores infra et inter superiores insertse, basi

contiguse. Pedes primi paris manu magna crassa, ungue valde arcuato armata : secundi

longi, graciles, articulo ultimo ciliis fimbriato, ungue nuUo
; reliqui sLmplices. Abdomen

lamina horizontali terminatum."

In the observations that follow, this Crustacean is regarded as a sort of link between the

Amphipoda and the parasitic Isopods, such as Anilocra. By Spence Bate, in the Brit. Mus.

Catalogue, it is placed between Lafijstius and Lepidadylis. The type species is named
Guerinia nicsensis, and is beyond doubt generically, perhaps also specifically, identical with

the laXer
" Trischizostoma Raschii,

"
TtLamark and Boeck, 1860. Boeck, who had obviously

not met ^^^th Costa's paper, fuUy describes the mouth-organs, and points out that the relations

of the genus are with the Hyperidse, Orchestidje and Lysianassinas. He places it by itself
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in the second tribe of the Amphipoda, which he calls Prostomatae, subsequently classing

them as the first family of his second division, Gammarina. He states that the large finger

of the first gnathopod is hinged, not as usually to the anterior, but to the lower hinder,

angle of the hand, and directed forwards. That this is not shown in Costa's figure may
have arisen from an accidental twisting of the hand in the specimen figured, or perhaps
the artist had the unwonted feature before him, but could not believe his own eyes, and

took the liberty of correcting nature, or we may argue from the researches mentioned below

that Costa's specimen had not reached the age at which the peculiarity is developed. Boeck

further differs from Hope by describing and figuring the third joint on the second peraeopod
as greatly expanded, by representing the first joint of the fifth perseopod in the complete

figure as drawn out on the lower hinder angle instead of rounded off, and by describing the

telson as split at the point, while in Hope's figure it is rounded and entire. But the figure

of the telson in Boeck shows no slit, and the downward produced angle of the first joint of

the perajopod is in the text and in a separate figure attributed to the fifth pair of feet, that

is, the third peraeopod, so that I am inclined to unite the two species in spite of differences

which seem to me more likely to be due to inadvertence in the observers than to diversity
in nature. This conclusion, independently arrived at, is more or less confirmed by the

recent investigations of Bovallius, who, in 188G, describes and figures with great clearness

and detail " the adult female
" and " the young male "

of Boeck's species, placing it in his

new tribe of Amphipoda Synopidea. He is evidently, like Boeck, unaware of Costa's

Guerinia, but he tlirows light upon it by showing that the position of tlie finger of the first

gnathopods is normal in young specimens, and that in these the third joint of the second

perseopod is not greatly expanded. On the other hand, he represents the telson as deeply
excavated in the young, but in the adult female as having a smoothly rounded termination,
" The description of Boeck," he says,

"
is not quite accurate

;
it seems that he has taken

some characteristics from the adult animal and others from very young ones."

The second species described and figured is
" Callisoma Barthelemyi, Hope." The differences

mentioned, having to do, it seems, exclusively with comparative measurements, are probably
not of specific value. The name is not included in the Brit. Mus. Catal., and the species is

entered by J. V. Carus, 1885, as " non desoripta." The description is as follows:—"
C.

antennis suporioribus capite thoracisque artioulo primo simul vix longioribus, seta primaria

pedunculo parum breviore, inferioribus thoracis articuli septimi $ , quinti ^ marginem
anticum attingentibus ; epimeris quarti paris postice tertium anticum marginis inferi sequen-
tium non ultra productis ; pedibus spuriis abdominalibus fere seque terminatis. Long. lin.

3; lat. lin. 1.
" Osservazioni. Molto affine al Call. Hopei, A. Cost., dal quale nondimeno

differisce per la falsa unghietta de' piedi anteriori assai piii lunga, per le antenne in ambedue
i sessi rispettivamente piii corte, per gli epimeri del quarto anello un poco men prolongati

posteriormente."

The third Crustacean of this paper is
" Jsera Hopeana" Costa, an Isopod.

1853. Costa, Achille.

Relazione sulla memoria del Dottor Achille Costa, di Ricerche su' Crostacei

Amjipodi del Regno di Napoli. Rendiconto della Society reale Borbonica.

Academia delle scienze. Nuova Serie. Anno 1853. Bimestre di Settembre ed

Ottobre. Napoli, 1853. pp. 166-178.

The report on Costa's paper is dated Napoli, 17 Settembre 1853, and signed by Giovanni Gussone,
Giovanni Guarini, Benedetto Valpes. The characters of the new genera and species are

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART L.xvii.—1887.) Xxx 35
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given in Latin. See Note on Costa, 1857. The names of the genera are Araneops, Iclinopus,

Egidia, Nototropis, Probolium, Elasmopus, Ceradocus, Blicrodeutopus. The new species

are Orchestia mediterraTiea, Orchestia constrieta, Araneops diadema, Araneops hrevicornis,

Lijsianassa spinicornis, Lysianassa loricata, Lysianassa Immilis, IcJinopus taurus, Egidia

pulchella, Notrotopis (sic) spinidicauda, AmpJdthonotus spinicentris, Proholium polyprion,

Ampliithoe babirussa, Amphithoe gasella, Ampihithoe tenella, Amphithoe aquilina, Amphithne

crassicornis, Amphithoe penicillata, Amphithoe elongata, Amphithoe microura, AmphitJwe semi-

carimita, Elasmopus rapax, Gammarus plumicornis, Gammarus obfusunguis, Gammarus

unguiserratus, Gammarus sciasimanus, Gammarus piunctimanus, Gammarus bispinosus,

Gammarus orchestiip)es, Leucothoe denticulata, Eridhonius hideris, Microdeuiopus gryllotalpa,

Corophium acherusicum, Vihilia speciosa, Hyperia pupa.

1853. GossE, Philip Henry, born 1810 (Hagen).

A Naturalist's rambles on the Devonshire coast. London, m.dccc.liii.

At page 367, after describing the chambers in the peduncle of Chrysaora cyclonota, Gosse says,
" a little shrimp-like creature, about half an inch in length, with large lustrous green eyes

(Hyperia medusanim), makes these chambers his residence."
" There were three or four

specimens on this Chrysaora, and I have found it parasitic on other large ]\Iedusa3. But

there were also on the one I am describing a vast number of minute white specks, which

on examination proved to be little Crustacea, and, as I suspect, the larvs of this species.

They are not larger than a grain of sand, shaped somewhat like a toad, with the abdoinen

distinctly separated, narrow, and bent abruptly under, in the manner of the Brachyura.

(See Plate xxii. fig. 15)."

At page 379 (see also page 82), he discusses "The Mantis shrimp." He says "one can never

take a living specimen of that beautiful zoophyte Plumularia cristata, without finding its

numerous pinnated branches inhabited by curious Crustacea of the genus Caprella." He

compares them with the Spider Monkeys of South America, with the tropical genus Mantis

among insects, and for mode of progression, to the caterpillars of geometric moths. He
has "seen the large red species swim, throwing its body into a double curve like the letter

S, with the head bent down, and the hind limbs turned back, the body being in an

upright position." He thinks that the capture of prey is helped by the sudden clutchings

of the lower antennae. "
They consist of four or five stout joints, each of which is armed

on its inferior edge with two rows of long stiff curved spines, set as regularly as the teeth

of a comb, the rows divaricating at a rather wide angle." "The first and second pair of

legs," he says,
"
(but especially the latter), have the last joint but one developed to a great

size, while the terminal joint is so formed as to shut down upon it just as the blade of a

clasp-knife does upon the handle. Then to add to the efficiency of this instrument of

prehension, the great joint which represents the haft is armed with a double row of spines

set at an angle so as to make a groove, into which the blade falls, and this latter is cut

along each side of its edge into fine teeth liie those of a file." He finds "several species

even on the same small fragment of weed, if it be tolerably well peopled with Plumularix

or Pedicellinx, some much larger than others, and beautifully mottled with transparent

ruby colour on a clear horn, and distinguished by variations in the relative size, in the

shape, and in the armature of these formidable weapons ;
and there is a species larger still,

of a dull purplish-red hue. But all have pretty much the same manners, except that the

smaller species are more agile." It is obvious that the differences mentioned may only

refer to age and sex, instead of being specific, as Gosse supposed, but undoubtedly on the

Devonshire coast, Capi-ella acanthifera, Caprella fretensis and Caprella acutifrons may all

bo found in very close proximity.
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At page 382 he introduces " The Caddis Shrimp," which has its tubes on Chondms crispus, and

which he proposes to name "
Cerapiis Whitei." Bate and Westwood with some hesitation

call it Sipho7icecetes whitei, Boeck doubtfully places it among the synonyms of GerapuK

abditus, Templeton. At present the species remains indeterminate.

1853. Lucas, Hippolyte.

Essai sur les animaux articules qui habitent I'ile de Crete. Eevue et Magasin
de Zoologie pure et appliquee. 1855. No. 10. Paris. (Also, according to Hagen,
in a separate form, Paris, 1853.)

Of Amphipoda he enumerates, pp. 465-466,
"
Talyt)'uspIafijcheIes,"GuMa ; Gammarusfluviatilix,

Eoesel, which he says,
" Habite les sources d'eau douce de Stito, dans les environs de la

Cande"; and Gccmmarus marinus, Leach, which "se plait dans les sources saumatres de

TArnegro de Retino."

1853. QiJATREFAGES, A. DE.

On the pliosphorescence of some Marine Invertehrata. Annals and Magazine
of Natural History. Vol. XI L, Second Series. London, 1853. See also Annales

des Sciences Naturelles, vol. liv. 3"''^ Series, and Silliman's American Journal of

Science for March and July, 1853>

In a list,
" cited almost entire from M. van Beneden, in which are enumerated the various

species of invertebrate animals whose phosphorescence has been established," (p. 18), the

only Amphipods mentioned are Erytliroeephalus macroplithalmus \inelmiop)Mluilmus\ and

Gammanis pulex. At page 183 the remark is made, that "the TalUri, so numerous on our

sandy shores,"
" become luminous by contact with the phosphorescent water," not being

phosphorescent in themselves.

1853. Westwood, J. 0.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vol. XIL Second Series.

London, 1853. p. 44.

It is mentioned that in April 1853, Mr. Westwood communicated to the Linnean Society the

discovery in a well near Maidenhead of Niphargus stygius, Schiodte, an animal hitherto only

found in the caverns of Adelsberg. This has been since separated from Schipdte's species

under the name Nipliargus aquilex.

1854. NiCOLET, H.

Atlas de la historia fisica y politica de Chile por Claudio Gay. Fauna. Paris,

MDCCCLIV.

Plates of "
Crustaceos," numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, have on 1, 2, and 4 the inscription

" H. Nicolet ad

nat. del," and on Number 3 " Nicolet del." The figures of Amphipods on Plate 2 are named

at the foot of the plate as follows :
—" 4 Orchestoidea tuhercnlata Nic. 5 Amphifoe chilensis
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Nic. 6 A Gayi, Nic. 7 Nicea Lucasii Nic. 8 Lalaria longitarsls Mc."

Similarly tliose on plate 4 are named " 4 Caprella longicoUis Nic. 5 C hrevi-

cornis Nic." " 7 Cyamus gracilis Anct." Anct. is perhaps a misprint for auct. an abbre-

viation of audorum, but in the text, vol. 3, p. 256, 1849, Cyamus gracilis is properly

referred to Eoussel de Vauz^'nie.

1854. SCHAUEOTH, XOS.

Ein Beitrag zur Palaontologie des deutschen Zechsteingebirges. Von Herrn v.

ScHAUROTH in Coburg. Zeitschrift der Deutschen geologischen Gesellschaft. VI.

Band. 1854. Berlin, 1854.

At page 560, the 15th article of this paper is headed "
Paleeocrangon prohlematica Schloth.

Taf. XXII. Fig. 2." Schlotheim's specimen of his Trilohite^ proUeniatictis is, Schauroth

says on the authority of Bronn's Nomenclator, no more to be found. Schlotheim's collec-

tion went into the Berlin Museum, but there Beyrich informed him the specimen no longer

e.Kisted, and had been in vain searched for by Quenstedt. Schauroth considers that a little

fossU from the Zechsteindolomite of Pcissneck is the same species as that which

Schlotheim described and figured. It has the exterior "iiberall chagrinirt und uberdiess

mit verschiedenen Hockern geziert." "Das Kopfschild ist von der Seite gesehen fast

dreieckig und zeigt an der vorderen Seite knotige Erhohungen, welche als InsertionsteUen

der Fiihler, Fresswerkzeuge und selbst der Augen gedeutet werden diirften,"
" Das

BrustscJald ist das grosste von alien Segmenten." The back is carinate, and the general

appearance agrees very nearly with Kirkby's Prosoponisais problemaiicus, but Schauroth

seems to have regarded the pleon as the head. He thinks the nearest palaeozoic forms are

to be found in Gitocrangon and AdelophtJialmus. Identifying it, rashly as I think,

with Schlotheim's species, he says,
" Ich schlage vor dieses Geschlecht Palteocrangon (aus

TToXatos und
r; Kpayyuiv, ahnlich dem Eichter'schen Gitocrangon, gebildet) zu nennen, den

Korper selbst also Palxocrangon problematica Schloth. zu bezeichnen."

1854. Stimpson, William.

Synopsis of the Marine Invertebrata of grand Manan
;
or the region about the

mouth of the Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick. Smithsonian Contributions to know-

ledge. (Accepted for publication, January, 1858). Washington, 1854.

The Island of Grand Manan "is more properly an archipelago than an island."
"
It is surrounded

on all sides by deep-water (a hundred fathoms or more)." Stimpson adopts Dana's

division of the Tetradecapoda into Isopoda, Anisopoda and Amphipoda. In the second

division he describes Tanais filtm, n. s. Among the Amphipoda he gives Caprella lobata,

Krbyer, which is Caprella linearis, Linn.; Caprella sanguinca, Gould, and Caprella

longimaniis, n. s., both of which in Mayer's opinion are too briefly described for recognition,

though the latter may be Caprella acanthifera, Leach. Caprella rohusta, n. s., which

Spence Bate renamed Caprella stirnpsoni, because the name Cajnella rolnista was preoccupied

by Dana, is restored to its original name by Mayer, on the ground that Dana's Cap>rella

rohusta falls to Caprella acutifrons, Latr. Caprella rohusta, however, must be considered

to have lapsed as a synonym, u^gina spinosissima, n. s., is by A. Boeck with a % and by
Mayer without one, made a synonym of Boeck's later name JEgina echinata. This identifi-

cafcion is disputed by G. 0. Sars, 1885. "
Caprella spinosissima, Norman," from the
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"
Porcupine

"
Expedition, was given in Sir 'Wyville Thomson's Depths of the Sea, by mistake

(according to Norman in Mayer, Caprelliden, p. 35, note 1) for Cajrrella spitwsissima,

Stimpson. Normau, however, in 1886, gives
"
Caprella spinosissima, Norman = C. horrida,

Sars." A specimen supposed to be the female of the species in question was sent by

Norman to Mayer, and proved to be in fact an yEgina, which in Mayer's opinion may

represent a new species, to which he would in that case assign the name ^gina spinosisxima

Norman, but that is surely pre-occupied by Stimpson's species. That the specimen figured

in the Depths of the Sea is a CapreUa, I have satisfied myself by dissection of the

mouth organs, and in fact it no doubt falls to the name Caprella Iwrrida, Sars (see Note

on G. O. Sars, 1885). Unciola irrorata. Say, is mentioned. Podocerus nitidus, n. s., is

described. The new genus Leptotho'e, which Spence Bate identifies with Moira of Leach,

is thus defined :
—

"
Body linear, segments well separated, epimera very small ; superior antennte longest, with a

long accessory fiageUum ;
inferior ones subpediform ; legs of the first two pairs with

subcheliform hands, those of the second pair being largest, with uniarticulate fingers.

Caudal stylets of the last pair very long, with equal lanceolate rami on short peduncles.

This genus differs from Podocerus, Leach, in possessing accessory flageUa to the superior

antenna3 ;
and from CratopMum, Dana, in its long nonuncinate terminal stylets, and in

having the superior antennae longest." The type species is
"
Leptotho'e Dans." now called

Mxra danse. Stimpson's Cerapus ruhricornis which "inhabits flexible tubes, of sizes

corresponding to that of the individuals, composed of fine mud and some animal cement by

which it is agglutinated," is identified by S. I. Smith with Eridhonius difformis, Milne-

Edwards. His Cerapus fucicola is identified by Sp. Bate with Podocirus cijliadricus, Say,

while Boeck doubtfully places both these designations under Podocerus awjuipes, Kr0yer,

Podocerus cylindricus, however, being the eldest of the names. S. I Smith gives Podocei-us

fucicola as an independent species, naming Podocerus cylitidricus, Say, not Bate, Con-op)hmin

cylindrieum. Stimpson's Cerapus Jasciatus is allowed by Sp. Bate to remain in that genus

with a I It cannot stay in that genus as defined by S. I. Smith, since the figure of the

pleon shows that there are at any rate five rami on each side to the uropods, whereas in

Cerapus there are only four. Stimpson doubtfully identifies Orchestia gryllus, Gould, with

Talitrus grijllus, Bosc. His Allorchestes littoralis is recognised by S. L Smith as Hyale

littoralis. The tail is said to terminate in an arched lamella, which may be a way of

expressing that it is cleft.

Lysianassa spinifera, n. sp., according to Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 120 (omitted from

index),
" seems to be closely related to

"
his genus Phmdra. It is thus described :—"

Body

smooth and shining, slightly compressed, but rounded above, broadest anteriorly, tumid at the

head, and much compressed at the abdomen, which constitutes nearly one-half the length

of the body. Epimera not very large. Head rounded, with a prominent down-cm-ving

rostrum, and rather large red eyes. Superior antennae two-thirds as long as the inferior

ones, thick at their bases, but tapering suddenly after the juncture of the long accessory

flageUum, which is nearly one-half the length of the principal one. Inferior antennae

with very thick basal articles, and equalling in length two-thirds that of the body, their

flagella constituting more than one-half their lengtL Legs hairy, all terminating in short

hooked fingers ; those of the first two pairs slender, longer than the rest, with the ante-

penultimate article in each a little expanded, but scarce sufficiently to form a hand.

Posterior legs much shorter than usual, and provided along their edges with short spine-

like hairs. First three segments of the abdomen serrated above on their posterior edges ;

last three compressed above into sharp spine-like projections, of which the middle one is

the longest. Caudal stylets of the first pair \-ery long and slender, projecting beyond the

sharp extremities of the second pair, which are short, while those of the third pair are
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long, with long lanceolate rami projecting beyond the others. The tail terminates in two

long spines. Colour wine-yellow ;
inferior antennae annulate with reddish. Length,

0'32 inch. Dredged in forty fathoms, on a soft muddy bottom off Long Island, G. M."

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the armature of this species must distinguish it in

a striking manner from the Lysianassinoe in general. Of his Armnyx nohilis, Stimpson

says that it most resembles Anonyx appendieulosus, Kr0yer, but the distinctions he

mentions do not suffice to separate the two species, and Anoinjx appencJiculosus itself is not

distinct from Anonyx nurjax, Pliipps. Anonyx politus, n. sp., according to Spence Bate,

has nothing in the description to distinguish it from Anonyx liolbolli. Anonyx Iwlhulli of

Bate, according to Boeck, = Anonyx gulosus, Kr0yer, from which it may be inferred that

Anonyx p)olitus is a synonym of Anonyx gulosus, which is itself probably the same as

" Oniscus Cicada," Fabricius. The new species Anomjx pallidus and Anonyx exiguus are

both endorsed by Spence Bate, as also Stenothoe clypeata and Leucothoe grandimanus,

although of the latter he observes, "this species closely resembles Leucothoe ai'ticulosa.

The only differences seem to be the small coxas, the length of the dactylos of the first

pair of gnathopoda, and the colour of the American species." It may be noted that the

dactylos of the first pair of gnathopoda in Stimpson's drawing agrees with that of Leiicotlwe

{articidosa) spiniearim, so that the species must be considered doubtful.

Oniscus serratus of Otho Fabricius is here named Acanthonotus seiraius, a name which Eoeck

alters into Acanthonoiozoma serratum. Amp)Mtlionotus caiaphractus, n. sp., is regarded by
Boeck as a type for the genus which ho calls Tritrojns, a i^reoccupied name, altered by
S. I. Smith to Rhachotropis. Ampihitlwnotus, Costa, had lapsed as a synonym of

Dexamine.

Ampliitlwe virescens is identified by Spence Bate with Amp)lnthoe jmnctata, Say. Amphithoi:

maculata, Stimpson says,
"
differs from the last species in being more robust and of

a much harder structure; also totally in coloration." As the Amphipoda are sometimes

extremely soft just after shedding the skin, one is inclined to believe that Stimpson may
have laid too much weight on the texture of the integument, in separating this species

from the preceding one. Iphimedia vulgaris, which is said to differ from Amphithoe

inermis, KrOyer, by "its larger eyes and epimera, and much longer caudal stylets," is

renamed by Sp. Bate Afyhis vidgaris. Ampliitlwe inermis is taken by Axel Eoeck as

type of his genus Pontogeneia.

The new genus Monoculodes is thus defined:—"Body tumid anteriorly; head rostrate, with

the eyes so close together as to appear one. Superior antennfe without accessory flagellum ;

inferior ones subpediform. Legs of the first two pairs with large subcheliform hands,

formed of the last two articles of each ;
the antepenult joints having their inferior apices

produced into slender thumbs. Legs of the posterior five pairs unguiculate, those of the

last pair being exceedingly long. Caudal stylets all biramous
;

the rami being equal.

Maxillipeds Large, elongated, with unguiform terminal articles, and internal lamellae of

about one-half their length. Mandibles palpigerous." Stimpson adds,
"
this genus

resembles Eusiriis in the structure of the hands, and CEdicerus in its long posterior feet."

The type species is Monocidodes demissus. The next two species mentioned are

Gammarus sahinii, Leach, and Gammarus macropthalmus, n. sp., the latter of which is

named by Spence Bate Gammaracantlms macropldliahnus. Gammarus pidex, which

Stimpson names as equivalent to Cancer pulex, Lin., Oniscus p>ulex, Mull., 0. Fabr.,

and Gammariis locusta of Montagu, Kr0yer and Gould, is referred by Spence Bate,

who had received specimens from Stimpson, to Gammarus ornntus, Milne-Edwards,
and later on by Stimpson himself to Gammarus locusta, J. C, Fabr. Gammarus

purpuratus, identified both by Bate and Boeck with Gammarus dentatus, Kr0yer, is

placed by Bate in his genus Megammra, by Boeck in the genus Melita, Leach.
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The new genua Ptiloclicirus is thus defined :
—"

Body broad, as in the Coroplddx ; epimera large
and strong, much higher than broad. Mandibles with greatly elongated palpi ; maxillipeds
with their internal lamolke of half their own length. Superior antonniv appeudioulate,

inferior ones subpodiform. Logs of the first pair subohelate, very thick and strong

throughout their length, in the male
;
those of the second pair plumose, without hands,

but minutely unguiculate ; those of the third and fourth pairs small, slender, and tapering,

with the last three articles forming a kind of hooked finger, but with no dilated hand
;

posterior three pairs strongly unguiculate ;
those of the last pair much the longest. Caudal

stylet.? all biramous, those of the first two pairs with a strong spine projecting from

the inferior apex of the peduncle, along with the rami."

"This genus resembles in most characters Leptochirus, Zaddach, and may perhaps prove
the same

;
that name, however, is preoccupied in insects. It has relations with the

Pontoporinx in its plumose hairs, and somewhat in the structure of the legs of the third

and fourth pairs ; while it also approaches those genera of the Gammarinx which recall

the Coruplii.dae." Since, however, Zaddaoh's genus was not, as Stimpson spells it, Lepto-

chirus, but Leptocheirus, Boeck seems to have done rightly in giving it precedence, so

that PHIocheirus jmiguis, which Spence Bate has named Protomedeia pinguis, will now
stand as Leptocheirus p>inguis.

The new genus Pseudophthalmus, or as Stimpson spells it, Psevdopthalmus, is thus defined :
—

"
Body greatly compressed, with large epimera. Head with an irregular deposition of

blackish or reddish pigment anteriorly, in which are one or two orbicular clear spots on each

side, without facets. Maxillipeds with five articles, of which the terminal one is oval
;

internal lamellaj with combs of spines at their apices. Mandibles palpigerous. Autennte

very slender, the superior ones with their basal articles much thickened, and without

accessory flagella ; inferior ones arising much behind the bases of the superior ones. Legs
of the first and second pairs sometimes with small subcheliform hands, shorter than the

antepenult segment, but often simply unguiculate ; those of the third and fourth pairs

elongated, tapering, with their second joints very small, the third expanded into a hand
;

posterior pairs short
;

last pair with very broad basal joints. Caudal stylets all biramous.

Tail terminating in a thin lamella. Epimera and third and fourth pairs of legs with plumose
setse along their edges."

This genus had already been described by Kr0yer under the name Ampeh'sca. The briefly de-

scribed type species, Pseudophthaliinis peJagicus, has become, therefore, Ampelisca pelagica.

Pseudophthalmus limicola, according to Boeck, is obviously synonymous with Ampelisca

tenuieornis, Lilljeborg. Spence Bate describes further from Grand ilanan,
"
Psemlop>hthcdmiis

ingens, Stimpson, MS.," which he had received from the author. Being an inch and a half

in length, it is well named Ampelisca ingens. Phoxus fusiformis is identified by Spence
Bate with Plioxtis plumosus, Kr0yer, which Boeck places in his genus Harpinia.

" Phoxus

Kroyeri
"
of Stimpson Spence Bate accepts, renaming his own later

" Phoxtis Kroyeri," Phoxus

simplex. Boeck, on the other hand, gives up
" Phoxus Kroijeri," Stimpson, as insufficiently

described.

1854. Williams, Thomas.

On the Mechanisin of Aquatic Respiration and on the Structures of the Organs

of Breathing in Invertebrate Animals. The Annals and Magazine of Natural

History. Vol. XIII. Second Series. London, 1854.

On page 294 he discusses Chithie. On page 295 he says,
"
Every Crustacean is a water-breathicg,

every Insect an aii-breathing animal. To this rule there can be found no real, many
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apparent, exceptions." Of the heart, p. 296, he says, in the Poecilopoda, Isopoda, Amphipoda
and Lfemodipoda, it is tubular in form, and occupies the mid-region of the dorsum, sends

off arteries before, behind, and laterally, and receives the venous blood through lateral venous

orifices."
"
CapreUa linearis," is figured, pi. xvii. fig. C, and portions of Talitnis on pi.

xviii., to illustrate the circulatory system and the anatomy of the branchial organs. He

remarks, p. 302, of the Amphipodan family,
" the thoracic limbs are commonly said to be

transformed into branchije at their bases. The depending edges of the dorsal plates (the

epimeral of the tergal arc) are however much more suitably organized than the proximal

articulations of the legs. They are penetrated by a very dense system of canals. The

epidermis is reduced to an extremely thin and transparent lamina. The component

hexagonal cells may be readily observed. The outer or epidermal lamina is united to the

opposite parallel lamina by dots of parenchyma. The blood streams in the intermediate

passages. These parts therefore correspond in ultimate structure in the most exact manner

with leaves of the branchiw of the Crab.
"

1855. BaRTELS.

Gammarus pulex im Menschenmagen von Battels. Mit einem Zusatz von

Troscliel. Verhancllungen des naturhistorischen Vereines der preussischen Rhein-

lande und Westpbalens. Zwolfter Jahrgang. Neue Folge ; Zweiter Jahrgang.

Bonn, 1855. pp. 113-116.

Troschel points out that there are possibilities of mistake in such accounts, the more especially

as Bartels was not an eye-witness of what had occurred. The specimens sent belonged to

Gammarus pulex, Gervais.

1855. Bate, C. Spence.

On the Homologies of the Carapace and on the Structure and Function of the

Antennte in Crustacea. Annals and Magazine of Natural History. 2d Ser. Vol.

XVI. London, 1855. pp. 36-46. (Read at the Linnsean Society, April 17, 1855.)

The subject of this paper, so far as it concerns the Amphipoda, is discussed at large in the

British Association Report by Mr. Spence Bate, for 1855.

1855. Bell, Thomas, born 1792, died 1880 (W. P. Sladen), and Westwood, J. 0.

The last of the Arctic Voyages ; being a narrative of the expedition in H.M.S.

Assistance, under the command of Captain Sir Edward Belcher, C.B., in search of

Sir John Franldin, during the years 1852-53-54. With notes on the natural

history, by Sir John Richardson, Professor Owen, Thomas Bell, J. W. Salter, and

Lovell Reeve. Vol. II. London, 1855.

At page 404 the Amphipoda begin, and contain mention of " GarnmiarUs Sabini, Leach
;

"

" Gamm^crus laricatus, Sabine ;

" " Gavimariis hcrreus, Sabine ;

" " Gammarus Kroyeri

(n. s.). Plate XXXIV. fig. 4. Antennis superioribus inferioribus dimidio longioribus,

abdominis segmentis quatuor anterioribus in medio, secundo et tertio ad angulum inferiorem

posticum, in dente productis," the English description being followed by the remark that
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" This species has a very close resemblance to Amphitoe Inaispis of Kroycr. It is however

a true Gammarus, as the accessory filament of the superior antennae does exist, although

extremely small. Hah. "Wellington Channel, in thirty-five fathoms." The name was

preoccupied by Rathke, in 1843, and the species is identified by Boeck with Melita dentata,

Kr0yer, 1842. This is followed by
"
Lycianassa lagena, Kroy. ;"

"
AmpMtoe Ixviuscula,

Kroy.;"
"
Amphifik JunnWl (Rroy.), a specimen in a broken state occurs, which may

probably be of this species," given in the Brit. Mus. Catal. as a synonym of Pherusa

fucicola, Leach
;

" Acanthosoma lujstrix, Owen.
;

" "
Stegoceplialus (Kroy.) Amimlla (Phipps),

Plate XXXV., fig. 1," which is re-figured by Westwood, "the figures hitherto published
"

by Phipps and Herbst (copying from Phipps) being
"
exceedingly imperfect and incorrect."

Those in Kr0yer's great work had probably not come under the author's notice.

At page 407 the Lsemodipoda contain "
Caprdla spimfera (n. s.), Plate XXXV., fig. 2.

Segmentis omnibus corporis spinis armatis." Figure 2c shows the mandible with its long

three-jointed palp, which transfers this species to the genus JEijina. In the explanation of

the plate it is thus given
"

2c,
'

palpigerous mandibles V " "
2h, terminal segments of the

body seen from above," is followed by
"

2i, the same seen sideways, showing a pair of short

exarticulate filaments attached to the last leg-bearing segment, and a pair of similar

appendages, accompanied by a pair of larger two-jointed ones, attached to the minute

terminal representative of the abdomen." This species is identified by Spence Bate with

^(/i7ia S2nnosismma, Stimpson, 1854.

Mr. Bell concludes by saying,
" For the elaborate anatomical details of the plates, and for the

greater part of the description of them which I have adopted, I have to acknowledge my
obligation to Mr. Westwood."

1855. Dana, James Dwight.

The Crustacea ;
United States Exploring Expedition during the years 1838,

1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, under the command of Charles WUkes, U.S.N. Vol.

XIII. Part. II. Philadelphia; printed by C. Sherman, 1852. Atlas, Phila-

delphia, 1855. 96 Plates. Amphipoda, PI. 54-69.

Most of the drawings for this magnificent work were, the author states, made during the years

1838-1842, in the course of the cruise of the expedition. It is greatly to be regretted that

the portions of the text and the sets of plates relating to the diflerent groups of Crustacea

cannot be separately procured. As it is, the work is rare, expensive, and unwieldy to handle,

alike difiicult for the carciuologist to get or to do without.

After the engraving, but before the colouring, of the plates, a large part of the original drawings
were destroyed by fii-e in Philadelphia. The loss occasioned by this catastrophe is not

likely to be soon repaired.

With the exception of Phronima atJantica, Gu6rin, Dana here figures all the species of Amphi-
poda which he describes as brought home by the expedition.

1855. GOSSE, P. H.

Notes on some new or little-known Marine Animals. The Annals and Magazine

of Natural History. No. XCI. July 1855, and No. XCV. November 1855.

Vol. XVI. Second Series. London, 1855. pp. 27-36, 307.

At page 30, in the " Order Edriophthalma. Fam. Cyamid.e. Genus Cyamus (Fabr.),"

Mr. Gosse introduces "
C. Thomjisoni {m\\n). Plate III. fig. 11. Body about Jth of au

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 36
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inch in length. Five pairs of feet equally developed ;
all five-jointed ;

all with the

penultimate joint large and ovate. Thii-d and fom-th segments each furnished -with a single

small oval appendage."
" It was attached to one of two specimens of Hyperoodon hidens,

the capture of which in Portland Roads was recorded in the ' Annals of Nat. Hist.' for

November 1854." This sjjecies has since been made the type of a new genus, Platijcyamus,

Liitken. See Note on Liitken, 1873.

At page 307, in the " Fam. Corophiad^," Unciola irrorata, Say, is recorded from Weymouth.

1855. GOSSE, P. H.

A Manual of Marine Zoology for the BritisK Isles. Part I. London, mdccclv.

In These are divided into

Losmodipoda.

Isopoda.

Amphipoda."

Subkingdom III. Annulosa," Gosse places
" Class TV. Crustacea."

two sections :
—

" Mouth prolonged into a sucker, ..... Thelastia.

" Mouth armed with jaws, ...... Dadia."

The first section includes the Pycnogonids and other families.
" Section II. Dactia," is divided

into three orders, Eiifomostraca, I^dnojiJitJiahna, Podophthalma. The Edriophthalma are

distinguished from the other two by the following characters :
—" The modified legs per-

forming the office of giUs ; eyes sessile, immoveable ; thoracic feet for walking, usually seven

pairs ;
no carapace." It is thus subdivided :

—
"Abdomen a rudimentaiy tubercle, without distinct members. Branchial

vesicles suspended from the thorax, . . .

" Abdomen well developed, and provided with five or six pairs of members.
" Branchial vesicles almost always absent from the thorax. First

five pairs of abdominal members almost of the same form, un-

suited to locomotion, and apparently serving as gUls, .

"Branchial vesicles under thorax. First five pairs of abdominal

members diversely formed, and serving for locomotion,

To " Suborder I.—Lcemodipoda," he assigns
"
Caprella (Lamk.). Body lengthened, slender,

cylindrical ;
both pairs of antennje well-developed ;

feet long, but wanting on the second

and third segments of the thorax," with the species linearis (fig. 223), Ixvis, acuminifera,

acutifrons, phasma, tubercidata, lobata, acaiithifera, longispina ;
"
Leptomera (G aerin).

As Caprella, but aU the segments of the thorax fui-nished with feet," with the species

pedafa (fig. 224) ;
and "

Cyamiis (Lamk.)," with the species erraticus, ovalis, gracilis,

Thojnpsmd (fig. 225). His "L. pedata
"
can be recognised from the figure as Proto ventri-

cosa, but the figure of C. linearis is useless. No authorities are mentioned for the species,

nor are any descriptions given.
" Sub-Order III. Amphipoda "

is thus subdivided :
—

" Fourth and fifth abdominal segments united
;
fourth and fifth abdominal ap-

pendages dissimilar, .......
" Abdominal segments distinct

; abdominal appendages similar.

"
Foot-jaws covering only the bases of the preceding appendages,

and forming a lip with thi-ee plates, but deprived of palps,
"
Foot-jaws very large, covering the whole mouth, and forming a Up

terminated by four great horny plates and two very long palps, .

In the first Tribe, the Cheluracea, stands, as might be expected, only Chelura terebrans, PhUippi

(fig. 250). In " Tribe 11. Hypbriacea," he places
"
Hype^ia (Latr.). Second pair of

antennse style-shaped and unfolded ; body inflated. H. Latreillei. Fig. 251
;

n. s. [H.]

galba," and,
"
Typilds (Risso). Second antennae folding on themselves so as to form three

Chehiracea.

Hyperiacea.

Gammaracea."
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or four elbows
;

first joint of fifth and sixth feet forming great oval plates, concealing all

the others. T. monoculoides. Fig. 252
; mag. |. [T.] nolens." Figure 252 is not a

Typhis, but' probably the Cancer Gammarus monoculoides of Montagu, now called Stenothoe

monoculoides. It should be noticed that the letters n. s. after Fig. 251, do not mean new

species, but natural sixe.

Tribe III. Gammaracea," are thus subdivided:—
Body depressed ; epimera very small or obsolete ;

abdomen straight, normal
;

three last pairs of false feet tipped with swimming-plates ;
antennse foot-

shaped, ........ Corophiadx.
"
Body much compressed ; epimera very large, scale-like, and encasing the

bases of the first four jjairs of feet, posterior extremity formed for leaping.
"
Superior antennas longer than the footstalk of the inferior, and

much longer than the head
; mandibles carrying long palps ;

antennae lash-like, ...... Gammaridm.
"
Superior antennae much shorter than footstalk of inferior, and

scarcely longer than head
;
mandibles without palps, . . Orchesfiadse."

"
Family I. Corophiadx, contains 1.

"
Gerajjus (Say). Second feet fanged ; fang two-jointed ;

all the antennae without many-jointed lashes at the tip. C. pelagicus. [C] falcatus. C
Whitei Fig. 253; mag. f;" 2.

" Poc^ocerifs (Leach). First and second feet fanged; fang

one-jointed ; inferior antennre without lashes. P. variegatus. [P.] pulchellus. Fig. 254
;

mag. f;" 3.
"
Corophium (Latr.). Second feet not fanged; inferior antennae without

lashes. C. longicorne. Fig. 255
; mag. f ;" 4.

" Unciola (Say). First and second feet

fanged ;
aU the antennae tipjjed with many-jointed lashes

; superior pair furnished with a

minute appendage at the base of the lash. U. irrorata. Fig. 256
; mag. i."

The small figure of Cerapus whitei seems to show a second gnathopod with a dilated wrist and

narrow hand quite unlike the small cup-shaped wrist and dilated oval hand depicted for

Cerapus whitei in "A Naturalist's Rambles on the Devonshire Coast," but the figure in. this

work is too small to build any argument upon. The generic description, it should be

observed, says
"
fang ^;po-jointed."

"
Family II, Gajimaeid^," contains Gammarus (Fabr.), with the species locusfa (Fig. 257),

marinus, rampitolops, jnde.e, grossimanus, longimanus, Cranchii, prmctatus, carinatus,

maculatus ; Amp)hithoe (Leach), with the species punctata, fucicola, ohtusata, Moggridgei,

ruhricata (Fig. 258), dubia, spinosa (Fig. 266), carino-spinosa (this and spinosa being
bracketed as " = Dexamine (Leach) ;

"
Leucothoe (Leach), with the species articulosa

(Fig. 259) ;
Acantlionotus (Owen), \nth the species testudo ; Anomjx (Kroyer), with the

species alhus (Fig. 261) and elegans ; Opis (Kroyer), with the species typica (Fig. 262).

"Fanuly III. OncHESTiADiE," contains Talitrus (Latr.), with the species locusta (Fig. 263);
Sulcator (Bate), with the species arenarius (Fig. 264) ;

and Orchcstia (Leach), with the

species littorea (Fig. 265) and Deshayesii.

As ''Genera apparently intermediate between tlie Edriophthalma and Podophtlialma," he places
the Family CuMADiE, containing the genera Cuma (M.-Edw.), Alauna (Goodsir) ; Bodotria

(Goodsir).

1855. LeYDIG, FeANZ.

Zum feineren Bau cler Artliropoden. Arcbiv fiir Anat. uud Physiol. Jahrgaug,
1855. pp. 376-476. Taf. xv.-xviii.

See Note on Leydig, 1878. Pages 444, 445, 452 of this work are mentioned in the references.
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1855. LiLJEBORG, W.

Om Hafs Crustaceer vid KuUaberg i Sk^ne. Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-

Akademiens Forliandlingar. Tolfte Argangen, 1855. Stockholm, 1856. pp.

117-138.

This is an appendix to the contribution of 1852. Attention is called to the neglect of the

sexual characteristics in the Amphipoda, a better acquaintance with which would probably
'

necessitate some changes in the established genera and species. As marks of the female,

LUjeborg notes relatively larger epimera, more or less developed ovarial appendages by the

side of the branchias, smaller antenna and gnathopods, and often the presence of eggs in

the pouch. Under the heading
" Crustacea marina ad KuUaberg in Scania mense Julii

1852 collecta," he records, with full descriptions of the new species, Avipelisca Isevigata,

n. s.; Ampelisca tenuicm'nis, u. s.;
" Gammarus Sabini," Leach; Gammarus angulosus,

H. Katlike; Gammarus 2>oecilurus, H. Eathke; Gammarus eryfhrophtJialmus, n. s.;

Gammarus macronijx, n. s.; Leucothoe articulosa (Montagu), with a long description, an

account of its differences from Leucothoe furina (Savigny), and a concluding observation

that Kroyer's Leucothoe clypeata and glacialis as well as Leucotlwe norvegica LDjeborg can

scarcely be included in this genus ; Ischyroceras minutus, Liljeborg, with a description, and

a discussion of its relationship to Ischyrocerus auguipes, Krtiyer, and Jschyrocerus latipes,

Kroyer, which are both, he says, several times larger than Ischyrocerus minutus; Eriethonius

difformis, M.-Edwards, with a long description, and a discussion of the relationship of

Ericthonius to Podocerus, etc.; Laphystius sturionis, Kroyer, with a description ; Capiella

lohata (0. F. MiiUer) ; Leptomera pedata (AbUdgaard).

Gammarus erythrophthalmus has been confused by Boeck, as we learn from G. 0. Sars, with a

different species. Liljeborg's account of his species is as follows :
—"

Corporis forma sat

robusta
; epimera parva. Longit. cu'c. 7 miUim. OcuU magni, renifornies, rubri. Frons

inermis. Dorsum laeve. Annuli tres postici abdominis sine aculeis. Antenn?e longitudine

mediocres, hirsutse
; superiores inferioribus parum longiores, pedunculi articulo primo ceteris

ctassiore, quam secundo vero breviore. Articulus secundus tertio non multo longior.

Flagellum pedunculo pauUo brevius, articulis ciro. quindecim. Flagellum appendiculare

longum, articulis sex. Antennas inferiores pone superiores fixes. Pedunculus earum eidem

antennarum superiorum circ. longitudine aeqnalis, articulo basali infra processu longo,

articulo secundo non plane apicem articuli primi pedunculi antenn. sui)eriorum attingente,

articulo tertio et quarto inter se circ. sequalibus. Flagellum articulis duodecim. Pedum

thor. primi et secundi paris manus valde inaequales, hae illis multo majores. lUae fere

ovatiE, carpo magnitudine circ. sequales, prKsertim jjostice setosse. Margines postici palmte

et carpi angulum acutum formantes
; apud marem et feminam inter se similes. Hae apud

marem validse, carpo multo majores, oblique triangulares, margine antico arcuato, postico

infra oblique truncato, crenulato, setifero, processibusque tribus brevibus instructo. Apud
feminam paullo minores sunt, ovatai, et postice tantum processibus duobus praeditas. Pedes

tertii et quarti paris sequentibus breviores, articulo tertio sat dilatato, ungue vero forma

solita. Pedes sexti et septimi paris ceteris longiores, inter se ciroiter cequales, apicem pedum
abdominaUum ultimorum attingentes, articulo basali valde dilatato. Rami pedum
abdominalium ultimorum conici vel stiliformes, supra et ad apicem aculeati, inter se et

trunco longitudine circ. tequales, antecedentes paullum superantes. Appendix caudalis

brevis et crassa, postice truncata, supra postice eminentiis duabus parvulis lateralibus

aculeatis.—Color flavescenti-albidus fasciis dorsalibus lutescentibus. Rarus ;
in retibus

piscatorum e 14-16 orgyai'um profundo acceptus." From all known species within the

genus {Gammarus) it differs, he says, by its red eyes. It is not an uncommon species,

I may remark, on the south coast of Devonshu-e.
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For Endhonius, Milne-Edwards, Liljeborg proposes the following new definition :
—"

Caput ah

annulo primo thoracico disjundum. Antennx mediocres, non pediformes, ef flagello

appendicidan carentes. Oapitis testx lohuli oculiferi mucronati. Pedes primi et secundi

pans suhdieliformes, illi his ininares. Femur pedum tertii et quarti parts dilatatum, et

eodem pedum ierpientium latino. Pedes ahdominales idtimi vel sexti parts tantum uno ramo

apicali, unguiformi. Appendix caudalis duplex, ntrinque processu brevi formata."

Under the heading, "Tilliigg och annidrkningar vid de uti den fiirra uppsatsen ofver Grustaceerna

i hafvet vid Kullaherg i Slcane lemnade heskrifningarne," in place of "
Ampelisca

Eschriddi? Kroyer; Liljehorg : Ofvers, af Kongl. Vet. Akad:s. Fcirh. 1852, p. 6," he

describes Haploops, n. g., thus :
—

" OcuU duo simpilices, mimdissimi. Capid mediocre. Corpus compiressum, epimeris modids.

Antennx sat tenues, interdum longissimse, apipendice carentes, neque inferiores pone superiores

insertx. Mandihularum pars dentalis bifida. Palpus mandibularis longus, triarticulatus,

2]rocess7ii magna, articulo primo palpi longiori, adfixus. Maxillx solito modo formatx.

Laminx maxillarum secundi paris breves et latx, exteriores majoi'es, iriteriores suhtilissime

ciliatx. Palpus maxillarum tertii paris quadriartieulatus, articulo secundo reliquis majore

et articido ultimo minimo, non unguiformi, apice setifero. Pedes primi et secundi paris

graeiles, et sequentibus minores, tamen suhclieliformes, manu et ungue parvis instrudi.

Pedes tertii et quarti paris fere xquales, ungue longo et parum arcuato, et articulo pemdtimo
et anteptemdtimo sensim confluentibus, ut una cum ungue quasi digitum mobilem forwent,

et Id pedes cpwdammodo piTehensiles sint. Pedes quinti et sexti paris eequales, antecedentibus

duobus paribus breviores, pone vergentes, ungue parvulo retro flexo, articulo basali valde

dilatato, et articido secundo et tertio bremhus. Pedes septimi paris articulo basali eodem

antecedentium minore, ohlongo, fere redangulari, articulo quinto minimo, fere rudimenfari,

et unguis loco stilum minimum setiferum gerente. Pedum abdominalium ultimum

par antecedentia superans, ramis duobus lamellosis. Apperidix caudalis unica parvu,

lamellosa d profunde divisa. Mares et feminx inter se parum dissimiles. Feminarum

pedes thoracici apipiendice flabelliformi, ova iegente, carentes, ejusque loco apjxndicem

linearem mimdam habentes." The assigning of only two eyes to this genus is perhaps due

to an error of observation.

"
Haploops tubicola, mihi," is described as the type species, with the same reference as that for

the genus. This is followed by the description of "Haploops carinata, mihi," with a

reference to "
Ampelisca Esehricliti ? mas, Liljeborg ;

1. c."

Additional characters are given for the genus Ampelisca, Krijyer. Ampelisca jnacrocephala,

Liljeborg, is redesoribed, with a note that it stands very close to "Ampelisca Eschrichti,"

Kr0yer. Gammarus mactdatus, Liljeborg, is recognised as a synonym of Cancer Gammarus

obtusatus, Montagu, and Gammarus longipes, Liljeborg, is redescribed. The latter has been

referred by Bruzelius to his genus Autonoe, of which Boeck retains it as the type.

1855. Liljeborg, V.

Ofversigt af de inom Skandinavien hittills funna arterna af sltigtet Gammarus

Fabr. af V. Liljeborg. (Inlemiiad den 10 Maj 1854). Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akade-

miens Handlingar for §,r 1853. Stockholm, 1855. pp. 443-460.

Accepting the genus Ganunarus as defined by Milne-Edwards, Liljeborg here refers to a sub-

division of it or a subgenus, for which he proposes the name Gammaropsis, those species

which have the third uropods not laminar but stiliforra, conical, and the telson single,

tuberculiform. He notes that Gaininarus zebra, Rathke, is a Podorerns ; he de.'scvibes his

own species Gammarus mutatus, which Boeck identifies with Gainmartis locusta ; he
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unites Gammarus Jn'^yeri, Rathke, to Gammarus pmcihtrus of the same author, both of

which are synonyms of Gammarus marinus, iu Boeck's view. Under the Gammaropsis

division he describes Gammanis erytkrophthahnus, u. s., which Boeck accepts as type of

the genus Gammaropsis. Spence Bate and Bruzelius did not take account of the name

Gammaropsis, as in Liljehorg it was only provisional, but to Ewystheus erytlirophthahnus,

Spence Bate, Boeck gives the name Gammaropsis erythrophthalmiis. G. O. Sars, however,

maintains that the species which Boeck describes under this name is not Liljehorg's species,
"
which, among other things, has the secondary flagellum on the upper antennse consider-

ably longer and consisting of numerous articulations, the lateral angles of the head

rounded off, and the third pleon-segment's lower hinder angles not acute. Lastly, in

Boeck's species, the pigment of the eyes is not red as in the typical form but black." A
point which Sars does not mention is that in Boeck's species the fourth pleon-segment has,

on the middle of the hinder rim, two small teeth, whereas Liljehorg expressly says

"annuli abdominis supra sine aculeis." On the other hand, Boeck says nothing of the

colour of the eyes, and Lnjeborg says nothing as to the other points mentioned by Sars,

except that the accessory flagellum is long, six-jointed. As Boeck does not appear to have

himself taken the species which he describes, he probably had no means of ascertaining

the colour of the eyes, but it still remains rather remarkable that both in his species and

in LUjeborg's, the hands of the second gnathopods should be tridentate in the male and

bidentate in the female. To Boeck's species Sars gives the name Gammaropsis melanops.

Eor the opinion that Gammarus (Gammaropsis) erytlirophihalmus, LUjeborg, had been

earlier described as Gammarus niaculaiiis, see Note on Johnston, 1827-1828. The other

species here described as new, Gammarus (Gammaropsis) macronyx, is assigned by Boeck

to Protomedeia fasciata, Kr0yer.

The subdivision or subgenus Gammaropsis is thus defined :
—

"t Rami pedum spuriorum ultimorum depressi, lamellosi Gammarus."
"
tt Rami pedum spuriorum ultimorum stiliformes, conici. Appendix caudalis unica, tuberculi-

formis, Gammaropsis." a) Pedes thor. 3:tu et 4:ti paris solito modo formati. Gammarus

erythrophthalmus, n. s. h) Pedes thor. 3:tii et 4:ti paris forma singulari, ungue

longissimo, parum arcuato, articulo 5:to et 6:to una formato. Gammarus anomalus,

H. Rathke ;
Gammarus longipes, Liljehorg ;

Gammarus macronyx, n. s.

1855. LiNDSTROM, G., boru 1829 (G. 0. Sars).

Bicbag till kannedomen om Ostersjons invertebrat-fauna. Ofversigt af Kongl.

Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhaudlingar. Arg. 12. 1855. No. 2. Stockholm,

1856. pp. 49-73.

Lindstrom here describes the new genus Bathyporeia as follows :
—" Antennse superiores articulo

primo peduncuH magno et tumido, flagello appendiculari perpusillo. Antenna inferiores

pedimculo gracili, fere duplo longiore pedunculo superiorum. Mandibute apice valde

acuminate, palpo triarticulato, articulo secundo crasso. Palpus pedum maxiUarium

articulatus, articulo secundo lato et foliaceo, articulo tertio gracili, curvo et non ut

plerumque ad ajjicem articuh prsecedentis, sed, palp)i quasi appendicularis modo, ad

marginem extcriorem afiixo. Pedes thoracici primi jsaris perbreves, debiles, articulo

ultimo pyiiformi, ungue valido. Pedes secundi paris prsecedentibus duplo longiores,

ungue carentes. Pedes tertii quartique paris inter se similes, ultimo articulo longo, gracili,

curvo, ungue rudimentario. Quinti paris pedes femore magno, clypeiformi, articulo tertio

lamelloso, articulo quinto sine ungue. Epimera parva, margine inferiore setis instructo.

Pedes natatorii forma vulgari. Pedes spurii quarti quintique paris breves. Pedes spurii
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sexti pai'is forma singulari : pars basalis duplo longior quam latior
;
ramus finalis interior

rudimentarius et forma folii acuminati
;

ramus exterior magnus, biarticulatus
;

articulo

primo lamelloso, parte basali ter longiore ;
articulo secunclo parvo, acuminato, setis

instructo."

Tho type species is described under the name Bathyporeia pilosa, and figured Tab. ii. figs. 1-11.

Po7itoporeia afflnis, n. sp., is thus described :
—" OcuU nigri, elongati. Antennae inferiores

superioribus longiores ;
antennce superiores flagello appendiculari triarticulato. Annulus

abdominaHs quintus setis ilUs, quas habet P. femorata, carens. Partes femorales pedum,
ut etiam epimera, ornatse textura singulari cellulosa, quse globulis adiposis formata est."

It is figured Tab. ii. figs. 1-4. Lindstrom comments on the relationship of his species to

the Arctic Pontoporda femorata, to which, in the fuller description, he recognises it

as coming very close. It was the only Amjjhipod he found at 40 fathoms, the greatest

depth his dredging reached. Subsequently, he seems to have given up its specific

distinctness. See Note on Mobius, 1873. Gammarus locusta, he says, may be found

wherever sea-weed grows. He notes too, that there are certain forms of Crustacea which

can stand great variations in the saltness of the water they inhabit. He mentions also

Amphitoe rathkii, Zaddach, and GoropMum longicmme, Latr.

1855. MeISSNEE, GeORG.

Beobachtungen iiber das Eindringen der Samenelemente in den Dotter {Gam-
marus pulex). Zeitschrift fiir wissensehaftliche Zoologie. VI.

pj). 272-294.

Taf. IX. 1855.

1855. SCHI0DTE, J. C.

Om den i England opdagede Art af Hulekrebs af Slgegten Niphargus. Over-

sigt over det Kgl. danske Vidensk. Selskabs Forhandlinger. Kjdbenhavn, 1855.

pp. 349-351.

This paper is intended to show that the English well-shrimp, which Schiodte named Niphargus

aquilex, is distinct from his Nipliarcjus stygius, out of the caverns of Adelsberg and Lueg in

Carniola. Bate and "VVestwood, i. 317, say that Schirtdte has been misled into describing

Niphargus aquilex with " dorso carinato," by examining dried specimens, but on other

grounds they incline to agree with his discrimination of the two species in question.

1855. Stimpson, William.
or 1856?

Descriptions of some of tlie new Marine Invertebrata from the Chinese and

Japanese Seas. By Wm. Stimpson, Zoologist to the U.S. Surveying Expedition to

North Pacific, Japan Seas, etc. Lt. John Rodgers, Commander. [From the Pro-

ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, May and June, 1855. J Vol. VII.

1854, 1855. Philadelphia. 1856.

The Amphipoda of this paper include Phoxvs geniculatus and Phoxus obtusus, both, in Loeck's

opinion, insufficiently described for identification. The three-jointed outer ramus of the

last uropod in Phuxus geniculatus probably only indicates a two-jointed ramus with a

terminal spine. Derccthoo? producius is another among the many riddles presented by
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these numerous species briefly described and unfigured. The expression,
"
posterior caudal

stylets with short rami, the outer ones uniform, the inner minute, spine-like," though not

very intelligible, does not seem to suit either the genus Gerapus or the genus Namia which

are suggested by Spence Bate as alternatives for the reception of the species. Amphithoe

filigera, Gammarus flahellifer, Gamraarus tenuiecyrnis, Leucothoe stylifera have not so far as

I know been subjected to criticism or re-examination. AUorchestes ruhricornis, AUorehestes

pmicUlafa, and AUorchestes japonica, in none of which is the telson described, will, I

suppose, until further knowledge stand in the genus Ilijale. Orchestia pollicifera is trans-

ferred by Spence Bate to Talm-clieatia, as the description shows that in this species the male

is of the Orchestia-, the female of the Talitrus-, form. The next species described is

Corophium eonfractum, and the two last are Gaprella lurfator' and Capjrella gracilis, which

from the brief descriptions Mayer finds absolutely impossible to determine. Future

investigation in the same locality may perhaps settle what species Stimpson meant by
Gaprella lucfator with its second gnathopods

"
large, tridentate below, teeth unequal," and

by Gaprella gracilis "with a slender curved rostrum."

1855. Stimpson, William.
or 1856?

Description of some new Marine Invertebrata. By Wm. Stimpson, Zoologist to

the U.S. Surveying Expedition to North Pacific, Japan Seas, etc., under direction

of Commander C. Einggold, U.S.N. [From the Proceedings of the Academy of

Natural Sciences, July, 1855.] Vol. VII. 1854-5. Philadelphia. 1856.

Under the heading Choristoj^oda are given four new species of Anthura. After these comes

Gaprella soJitaria, which Mayer pronounces absolutely unrecognisable ; Iphimedia obesa,

named apparently in ignorance of Eathke's species, and renamed "Iphimedia Stimpsoni" in

the British Museum Catalogue, p. 374. Mr. Haswell in his Australian Catalogue gives

Iphimedia ? amhujuu, but does not mention Stimpson's species, which was taken also at

Port Jackson. Mr. HasweU does not specify reasons for doubting the genus of his species.

There is more obvious reason for hesitating to keep Stimpson's species in Eathke's genus

as he speaks of the gnathopods having "equal subcheliform hands of moderate size,"

whereas in species of Ipliimedia (Eathke, not Dana) they are generally very

small.

(Edicerus fossor is described at some length. It was taken at Botany Bay. Mr. Haswell

considers that his own species (Edicenis arenicola from Shark Island, Port Jackson, may
be identical with it. Gammarus ruhro-maadatus from Port Jackson, referred to the genus

Mnera by Mr. Haswell, is now considered by that author to cover his own species Mwra

sptinosa and Mmra ramsayi, and Mr. Chilton's Mara J'esliva. Difi'erences in the form of

the second gnathopods had been the chief ground of distinction, but he finds " on examining
a series of specimens, a perfect series of gradations in this respect from the form figured by

Stimpson to typical forms of M. sjnnosa and 31. Ranisai/i." Tliere are no references to any

figure of Stimpson's species either in Mr. Haswell's own works or in the British Museum

Catalogue or in the copy of Mr. Stimpson's work kindly lent me by Mr. Spence
Bate.

Leucothoe affimis, from False Bay, Cape of Good Hope, will be difiicult to distinguish from its

immediate relations. Anonyx variegatus from Simon's Bay, Cape of Good Hope, has been

taken again in the same locality by the Challenger Expedition. It is re-described as

Li/sianassa variegata in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue.
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1856. Bate, C. Spence.

On the British Ecbiopiithalma. [From the Report of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science, for 1855. Meeting held at Glasgow in September].

London. 1856. pp. 18-62. Plates XII.-XXII.

This Report considers the second division of Crustacea as Edrioplithalma, using Leach's term as

synonymous with Tetradccapoda of Blainville, and Ohoridopoda of Dana, though recognis-

ing that not all sessile-eyed Crustacea belong to the division, and that not all members of it

have fourteen legs. Dana's view is accepted that the Lxmodipoda of Latreille cannot rank

as an order parallel to the Ampldpoda, but his order of Anisopnda is not approved, the true

view being supposed to be that Lccmodipoda and Ajiisopoda should be separated from Ajiqihi-

pods and Isopods proper as subordinate groups.

In a discussion headed " The Homologies," the following opinion is advanced :
—" The epistome

appears with little doubt to be the inferior aspect of the mandibular ring, which is seen on

the external lateral surface of the head, and which can be identified from the fact of its

carrying the mandibles. This relation of the epistome to the mandibular segment is not

admitted by Mr. Dana, who rather, from analogy with the higher types, than by diiect

evidence of the subject before him, identifies the epistome as belonging to the inferior (or

external) antennal segments." Two modes of expression are applied to the Amphipod
extremity or telson. In one it is spoken of as the twenty-first ring, only

" to be contem-

plated in the character of an obsolete segment with its rudimentary appendages ;

"
in the

other,
"

it is a rudimentary appendage, modified upon the type of the preceding three
"

(pairs of appendages). I may here remark that Milne-Edwards, Hist. Nat. des Crust., pi. i.

p. 23, regards the telson definitely as the twenty-first ring or segment. He considers that

the cleft telson in certain species of Amphipods offers a strilcing example of the division of

a ring into two symmetrical and lateral halves. He adds in a note that this is seen in

Gainmarus othonis, Gammarus locusta, &c.
;
but tliat in most Amphipods these rudiments

of the seventh abdominal segment are completely wanting. This is a very strange observa-

tion for him to make, and quite the reverse of the fact. Huxley, The Crayfish, p. 161,

regards the telson as a median outgrowth of the sixth abdominal segment, which has

become moveably articulated therewith.

After a detailed account of the mouth-organs, gnathopods and perseopods, Mr. Spence Bate

produces many arguments to show that the epimeron or side-plate in the Amphipoda
"
belongs to the log and homologically is the first joint (or coxa), and that it is not a

lateral or separate portion of the annular segments of the body of the animal, and in fact

that no side pieces or epimerals exist." He maintains the following propositions :
—

"
1st. That seven joints are the normal number in the legs of all the Malacostracous Crustacea.

" 2nd. That the branchia is normally an appendage of the leg and attached to the coxa.
"
3d. That the moveable power of the leg is always between the coxa and the leg, and never

between the coxa and the body.
"4th. That the coxa (the so called epimeral) in AmpJiipoda overlaps the segment to which it is

attached, and except by a small portion only, is not united by the whole of the margin in

juxtaposition with the segment.
"

5th. That tliin-e are no epimerals where there are no legs.
" 6th. That epimerals are found in no other type, except the Edriophihalma among Crustacea."

It does not seem inconsistent with these arguments to suppose that the first joint of the leg is iti

fact coalesoent with the side plate, and that the side plate is a protective outgrowth from

the segment.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 37
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The microscopic structure of the Integumentary Skeleton is discussed
;
the process of moulting

described
;
the fact noticed that the Amphipoda do not appear to be capable of throwing

off a wounded limb
;
the "

auditory ciHa
"
of the upper antennae are considered; the denticle

at the base of the lower antennae is regarded as an olfactory organ ; this is now generally

recognized as a duct for the excretion from the antennary gland. The internal structure of

an Amphipod is very fuUy described. Some remarks are made upon the development of the

young. The paper concludes with a list of all the then known British species, including many
new ones in various genera to be subsequently described. The names which do not reappear,

or reappear with important changes, in Mr. Spence Bate's list in 1857, are as follows :
—

Montagua duliius, perhaps represented by
"
Montagua Alderii

;

"
SrojJelocheirus hreviatus,

for which ajipears Scopelocheirus crenatus ;
"
Amanonyx Gueriniamw," omitted ; Wesiwoodea

coeculus, altered to Westiooodia ccecula ; Weshvoodea carinatus, altered to Kroyera carinata ;

Gammarus elegans, altered to UrofJioe elegmis ; TJiersites Guilliamsonia, altered to Thersites

Guilliamsoniana ; Podocerus pelagicus, Edwards, omitted
; Siplwnocetus duhms, omitted

;

Lxstrigonus Fahreii, Edwards, omitted
; j^gina longispina, Kroyer, referred to Dana's genus,

Protella ; Cap)-ella Ixvis, Goodsir, omitted
; Caprella acanthifera. Leach, placed as a

synonym of "Caprella acuminifera, Edwards;" Caprella acuHfro7is, Desm., omitted;

Caprella phasma, Latr., omitted,
"

C. Phasma ? (Latr.)," being given as a synonym to

Protella longispina.

Plates xii. to xxii. give valuable illustrations of the structiu'e, both external and internal of the

Amphipoda. They do not, however, supply the want of descriptions, so as to give any
scientific value to the names of new genera and species here first published. On plate xvi.

the terms applied by Milne-Edwards to the seven joints of a leg or equivalent appendage are

contrasted with their abbreviated equivalents as used by Mr. Spence Bate, (1) Coxopodite
shortened to coxa, (2) Basopodite to basis, (3) IscMopodite to ischium, (4) Meropodite to

meros, (5) Oarpopodite to carpus, (6) Propodite to prop>odos, (7) Dactylopodite to daciylos.

In view of their forthcoming work on the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, the following Table was

drawn up in concert by Messrs. Bate and Westwood on this occasion :
—

Classis Crustacea. Subclassis I. Malacostraca.

EDRIOPHTHA.LMA (Legio II).
"

Order. Division. SubtUvisiou. Group. Tribe. Family. Division. Subfamily.

/Saltatoria, OrchestidiE,

I

( Vagantia, "i

I

l-Natatoria, Gammaridfe,

(-Gammariua, J

CNidiflca, Podocerides,

.Corophiids,] Cerapides,
[Tubifica,.} c„„phiides,

-Nonnalia,

Amphipoda, .

<-Aberrantia,

Isonoda \
Normalia."

'

t Aberrautia.

. Domicola,

1. Stegocephalides,
2. Lysianassides, .

3. Tetromatides, .

4. Pontoporeides, .

5. Gammarides, .

^6. Leucothoides, .

r
1

Genus.

Orchestia.

Montagua.
Lysianassa.
Tetromatus.
Sulcator.

Gammarus.
Leucothoe.

Podocerus.

Siphonocetus.
Corophium.

L Clielurida; Chelura.

{Hyperidffi,

.

Phronimidae,
Tyijhidse, .

Caprellid;?, .

Hyperia.
Pnronoma.

Typhis.

Caprella.
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1856. Dana, James Dwight.

Catalogue and descriptions of Crustacea collected in California l^y Dr. John L
Le Conte. Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. Vol.

VII. 1854, 1855. Philadelphia, 1856. pp. 175-177.

The Amphipoda are thus described :
—

" Oreliestia Piclieringii, D., Rep. Crust. Exp. Exp. p. 882, pi. 59, f. 9.

"
Oreliestia Californieiisis, D. Oculi majusculi. Antennae Ima perbreves ;

2dae crassoe, dimidio

corporis multo longiores, marginibus subtilissime setuloste; flagello pares longiore quam
articulum precedens, depresso, ferme 18 articulate, articulis non oblongis, partim transversis.

Pes Imus articulo 4to angusto, infra una spina arniato ; 5to angusto, breviore, processu

parvo infra armato, apice oblique truncate
; ungui brevi, vis digitiformi. Manus 2da

grandis, subovata, infra palnia subexcavata, spinam versus apicem acutam gerente, digito

sat longo. Pedes sex postici spinulis brevibus niultis ornati.—Long. 7'".

" The 7th pair of legs is but little longer than the 6th, and much longer than the 5th.

" Allcnxhestes angustus, D. Epimerse perlatse, 4ta multo latiore quam longa, 5ta angusta subajque
bilobata. Pedes Imi debiles, manu paulo oblonga, apice truncata, palma terminali bilobata,

carpo subtriangulato. Manus secunda, subovata, palmii rectiuscula, inermi, parce pubescente ;

carpus brevis, processu tenui infra prolongatus. Pedes sequentes nudiusculi, marginibus
articulorum postici nudis, sj^inulis totis parvuUs et remotis. Long.' 4|"'.

"
Owing to the broad epLmerals, the animal is narrow with high sides."

1857. Anonymous (? Halliday).

Description of Crustacea (with a Plate). The Natural History Eeview : A

quarterly journal of zoology, botany, geology and palaeontology. No. I. January,

1857. London and Dublin.

The Latin diagnoses are given of Schipdte's genus NijjJiargus, and his species stygius and

aquilex. The full account of the former is given in English, as applying equally to the

latter, except for the differences mentioned in the diagnoses. As these amounted to Httle

more than assigning a smooth back to stygius and by mistake a keeled one to aquilex,

Spence Bate was misled by this paper, he says, to assume the identity of the two species.

The paper also gives the Latin diagnosis of Bathyporeia, Lindstr0m, and in English the full

description of Batliyporeia pilosa, the type species. A comparison is instituted between

this genus and Aiionyx, Kr., and the observation made that " the form of the first pair of

feet has a remarkable resemblauce to that in Anonyx." As no jjarticular species of Anonyr
is mentioned, it is difficult to estimate the merit of this comparison.

1857. Bate, C. Spence.

A Synopsis of the British Edi-iophthalmous Crustacea. Part 1. Amphipoda.
The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Number CX., for February 1857.

Ser. 2, Vol 19, pp. 135-152. London, 1857. 21 pages.

The classification adopted in the genus Oreliestia is that given by Dana, including the three

subgenera, Talitrus, Talorchestia and Oreliestia. The new species briefly described

are Oreliestia Ixvis, later removed to Oreliestia mediterranea, Costa;
" Al/orcltestes Danai," in
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the Brit. Mus. Catal., transferred to AUorcheste^ nilssonu,'Rat\ike ;
Allorcheistes imhricatus

now Hyale x'ontica, Eatlike ;

" Galanthis Luhbockiana" which does not differ from Allor-

chestes imhricaius ; Montagua marina, now Steiiothoe marina ;
"
Moniagua Alderii," now

Metqpa alderii, aceording to Boeck ; Montagua pollexiana, now Metopa pollmiana,

according to G. O. Sars, but see also Note on LUjeborg, 1850; Danaia dubia ;

"
Lysianassa Audouiniaita," by Boeck referred to Aristias (Arwnyx) tumidus, Kroyer;

Lysianassa marina, afterwards referred to Lysianassa atlantica, Milne-Edwards
; Scopelo-

cheirus m-enatus, later transferred to CaUisoma crenafa ; Tetroiiiatus typicus, transferred by

Spence Bate to Anipelisca gaimardii, Kioyer, by Axel Boeck re-established as an inde-

pendent species, Ampelisca typica, Spence Bate, while the species described by Boeck is

said by G. 0. Sars to be undoubtedly the male of Ampelisca temdcornis, Lilljeborg, with

which again Bate's species does not agree. Hoek, Carciu. p. 145-6, decides for calling

it Ampelisca carinata, which (with Norman) he supposes to be the male of Ampelisca

eequieornis, Bruzelius ;

" Tetromatus Bellianus," transferred by Spence Bate to Ampelisca

helUana, by A. Boeck to Ampelisca Ixvigata, Lilljeborg ; Westwoodia ccecula, afterwards

changed to Westwoodilla ccecula; Kroyera carinata, changed to Monoculodes carinatiis ;

" Phoxiis Kroyerii," transferred to Phoxus simplex, Spence Bate
;

" Phoxus Holbolli," after-

wards recognised as Kroyer's species of the same name ;
Sulcator marinus, later transferred to

Urotho'e marirais ; Darwinia compressa, identified by Boeck with Laphystius sturionis,

Kroyer;
" Acanthonotus Owenii," afterwards referred to Acantlwnotus {Oniscus) testtulo,

Montagu, then reinstated as Acanthonotus oicenii, and finally, Brit. Sess. Crust., vol. ii.

p. 528, referred to Epimeria (Gammanis) cwnigera, Fabricius; Dexamine bispinosa, placed

by Boeck in his genus Halirages ; "Dexamine Oordoniana," afterwards recognised as a

synonym of Atylus (Amphitoe) swammerdamii, MUne-Edwards ;

"
Ccdliope Leachii," later

referred to Ccdliopius {Amptliitlioe) Ixviusculus, Kroyer ;

" Lembos Camh-iensis," transferred

to Microdeutopvs (Gammarus) anomalus, Rathke ; Lembos verdeidatus, transferred by Spence
Bate to the genus Microdeutopus, by Boeck thought probably to belong to Autonoe ;

" Lemhos Damnoniensis," later recognised as synonymous with Alicrodeutopiis gryllotalpa,

Costa; Lonchomerus gracilis, later placed in Kroyer's genus Aora, as Aora gracilis;

Eurystheus tridentatus, later seen to be a synonym of Gammarus erijtlirophthcdmus,

Liljeborg, and by Boeck therefore named Gammaropsis erythrophthahnus, though he

seems, according to G. O. Sars, to have confused with it a different species ; Gammarella

orchcstiformis, later found to be synonymous with Gammarella {Gammarus) brevicaudata,

MLbie-Edwards ; Gammarus inseqidmanus, subsequently found to be a synonym of Melita

(Cancer Gammarus) pialmata, Montagu; Gammarus ? pallidus, afterwards placed in anew
genus as Liljeborgia pallida ; UrotJwe elegans, stated scarcely to differ from Urotho'e

irrostratus of Dana, but separated from it because forms from the Sooloo Sea can scarcely
be supposed to belong to the same species as British forms—an unsafe ground of distinc-

tion
;

" Thersites Guilliamsoniana" afterwards found to be a synonym of Bathyporeia pilosa,

Lindstrom ; Thersites pelagica, the (? of the preceding species ; Leucothoe procera, subse-

quently made a synonym oi LeucotJioe {Lycesta) furina, Savigny;
" Pleonexes Gammaroides,"

later named Ampihitoc gammaroides, and probably belonging to the division that has been

named Sunamphithoe, the Anisopus of Templeton ; Amphithoe littorina, referred by Boeck

to Amphithoe podocm-oides, Eathke, probably the same as Amphithoe rubricata, Montagu ;

Sunampihitoe hamulus; Sunamphitoe conforinata, probably the male of the preceding

species; (in this and the preceding genus the spelling -thoe was afterwards adopted for

the termination of the names) ;

"
Cyrtophium Daru-inii," better named Platophium

darwinii ; Ericthonius difformis, here entered without name of any author for the

species, but afterwards in the Brit. Mus. Catal. distinguished from Erichthonius difformis,

Milne-Edwards, and made .synonymous with Cerap)us abditus, Templeton;
"
Siphonocetu
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Kroyeranus," afterwards assigned to SiphoiuBcetes {Cerapus) ivMtei, Gosse, witli a suggestion

in the Brit. Sess. Crust., p. 467, that it may probably be the female of Siplionaecetes

ty2ncus ; by Boeck it is united to Ccrajius ahlitu^, Templeton ; Siplwnocetus crassicornis,

by G. 0. Sars renamed Ceraptcs erasdcornis ; Dyopedos porredus, afterwards named

DulicMa porreda ; Dyopedos faleatus, afterwards named Dulichia falcata;
" Proto

Goodsirii," no doubt the same as Proto vpntricosa, 0. F. Miiller.

The new genera are exjalained as follows :
—Family I. Orchestidee ;

thus defined :
—" The

upper antenna shorter than the lower. The coxae well-developed ;
the posterior pleopoda

short and robust, the last being single." Genus 3, Galanthis, "Lower antenna scarcely

longer than the upper. Mandible non-palpigerous. Posterior pleopoda Orchestiform.

Telson divided." This genus, in the Brit. Mus. Catal., is made a synonym to Nieea of

Nicolet, in my view identical with Hyale, Rathke.
"
Family II. Gammaridaj. Body compressed. Legs long and slender. Posterior pleopoda well-

develoi)ed, the last being generally the longest.
"
Subfamily I. Stegocephalides. Antennae subequal. Coxpe of the four anterior legs immensely

developed."

Genus 1, Montagua, "Upper antenna without secondary appendage. Mandibles non-palpi-

gerous. Hands of both gnathopoda subcheliform. Posterior pleopoda single-branched.

Telson entire." The name Montagua was pre-occupied. The genus falls to the earlier

Stenotlioe of Dana. Spence Bate included in it some species which had the mandibles

j)alpigerous ;
these have been referred by Boeck to his genus Metopa. Proholium, Costa,

is likewise a synonym of Stenotlioe. Costa did not describe the mandibles, but in the

type-species, Proholium polyprion, Boeck found them to be non-palpigerous.

Genus 2, Danaia,
" First pair of gnathopoda simple ;

last pair of pleopoda with a single stylet."

In the British Sess. Crust., vol. i. p. 67, a fuller definition is given as follows. " Antennae

subequal. Superior antennae without secondary appendage. Mandibles destitute of a

palpiform appendage. First jsair of gnathopoda simple. Second subchelate. Telson single."

Boeck in 1870 established a new genus Cressa, with type-sjiecies, Cressa Schtodtei,

distinguished from Bate's Danaia by having a very long triarticulate mandibular palp.

G. O. Sars, 1882, says that my figure of Danaia duhia, 1876, shows clearly that it is

identical with Boeck's Cressa Sdiiodtei. In that case the later definition of Danaia requires

amendment. My own specimens of Danaia duhia were destroyed by an accident, before my
attention was called to the special interest attaching to the mandibles.

"
Subfamily II. Lysianassides. Upper antenna short, pyriform. Second gnathopod long,

feeble, and obsoletely subcheliform." Genus 4, Scopelodieirus :—Upper antenna furnished

with a secondary appendage. First pan- of gnathopoda terminating in a brush; second

cheliform. Telson double." This geniis had been anticipated by Gallisoma, Costa. See

Brit. Mus. Catal. p. 84.
"
Subfamily III. Tetromatides. Eyes foui'

;
not compound. Upper antenna in advance of the

lower." Genus 6, Tefroinafus:—"Head projecting forward as a snout. Upper antenna

proceeding from the extremity ;
lower situated far posteriorly. Mandible palpigerous.

Gnathopoda but imperfectly prehensile." This genus was soon after recognised as equivalent

to Ampelisca, Kroyer.
"
Subfamily IV. Pontoporeides. The .shell of the head developed anteriorly beyond the head so

as to look like a hood. Upper antenna situated in advance of the lower." Genus 7,

Westwoodia :—" Shell of the head produced to a point. Upper antenna not appcndiculated.

Telson entire." The name Westwoodia being pre-occupied was soon after altered to

Westivoodilla. Genus 8, Kroyei-a :—" Head like Westwoodia. Hands of gnathopoda well-

developed, and formed by the carpus being produced so as to meet the apex of the dadylos."

In the Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 104, Kriiyera carinata, the only species assigned to the genus
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in this Synopsis, is referred to the genus Monoculodes, Stimpson. But in the Catalogue the

name Kroijera is retained for a genus thus defined :
—"

Cephalon produced and anteriorly

depressed. Eyes not coalesced into one. Superior antenna not appendiculate. First pair

of gnathopoda subchelate; carpus inferiorly produced along the inferior margin of the

propodos. Second pair chelate ; carpus produced along the inferior margin of the

propodos. Fifth pair of pereiopoda considerably longer than the preceding. Posterior pair

of pleopoda biramous. Telson squamiform, entire." Boeck spells the name as Kroyeria,

and then rejects it, as pre-occupied in a different group of Crustacea, in favour of his own

later name, Po7ifocrates. Kroyera having in fact lapsed as a synonym of Monoculodes

could not properly be revived, and must therefore yield to Fonfocrates, Boeck, unless it

should prove that Kroyera carinata has a right to be restored. See Note on J. Sparre

Schneider, 1885.
"
Subfamily V. Gammarides. The upper antenna not in advance of the lower, and never

rudimentary. Gnathopoda generally prehensile. Last pair of posterior pleopoda terminating

in two stylets which are more or less fringed with cilia." Genus 11. Darwinia :—" Pereion

inflated. Upper antenna without secondary appendage. All the feet terminating in simple

hooks, not subcheliform." This genus Boeck identifies with Lafystius, Kr0yer. Genus

15. Ccdliope, now CaUiojnus, is given from Leach, MS., and thus defined :
—"

Upper
antenna without secondary appendage. All the feet with strong semi-prehensile claws.

Telson single. Mandible palpigerous." Genus 17. Leiitbos :—"Upper antenna with

secondary appendage small. First gnathopod larger than the second. First of the

posterior pereiopoda very short, the last very long. Telson rudimentary." Afterwards

referred to Microdeidopus, Costa. Genus 18. Lonchomerus:—" Like Lcmhos. Meros of first

gnathopod produced into a long spine." Afterwards identified with Aai'a, Kr0yer.

Genus 19. Eurystheus :—"First gnathopod smaller than the second. Upper antenna with

secondary appendage. Telson cylindrical ;

"
recognised later by Spence Bate as belonging to

a special division of the genus Gammarus which Liljeborg established
;
but the fact was not

recognised, as Boeck points out, that to this division Liljeborg gave the name Gammaropsis,
which therefore supersedes Eurysthe^is. Genus 20. GammareJla :—" Antennas like

Gammarus, and upper with secondary appendage. Last pair of pleopoda with a single

branch. Telson single." Genus 25. Thersifes :—"
Upper antenna with second joint of

peduncle produced from the inferior side of the first. Second gnathopod terminating in a

brush. Telson double;" afterwards recognised as identical with Bathyporeia, Lindstrum.
"
Family IIL Corophiidse. With the segments of the pleon not fused together." Subfamily T.

Podocerides :
—" The peduncle of the upper antenna much shorter than that of the lower.

Lower antenna very strong, and used in climbing. Last pair of pleopoda terminating in

short strong hooks." Genus 1. PZewjejrfe' .•—" Upper antenna without secondary

appendage. Peduncle of the lower antenna reaching nearly to the extremity of the upper

antenna. The gnathopoda subcheliform. Posterior jiereiopoda prehensile." Afterwards

referred to jl?H^7wV//oe, Leach. Genus 3. Sunampliitoe :—"Second gnathopod larger than

the first. Posterior pleopoda with one branch squamiform, the other terminating in two

hooks. Telson terminating in a single strong hook." This is doubtless the same as

Templeton's Anisopus, but the name Ariisojms, being pre-occupied, must yield to

Stmampltiflioe.
"
Family VIII. Dyopedidse. The last segment of the pereion and the last of the pleon absent.

Coxae of last two pereiopoda fused with the body of the animal." Genus 1. Dyopedos:—
" The sixth and seventh pairs of legs attached to the sixth segment of the pereion. The last

pair of pleopoda absent. Telson single." This was afterwards found to coincide with

Didiehia, Kr0yer, and Dana's name Dulichidee was therefore accepted for the family.
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1857. Bate, C. Spence.

British Amphipocla. Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vol. XIX.

2d Ser. London, 1857. p. 271.

In a letter dated February 16, 1857, Mr. Spence Bate says "having liad an opportunity, since

the publication of the synopsis of the British Amphipoda, of comparing the necessary works

at the British Museum, I am enabled to make the following corrections and addenda :
—

After 0. litforea read (Leach). After O. De-thayesu read (Savigny). Acanthonoius Oioenii

(mihi) is A. testudo of (Montagu). Tliersites (mihi) must yield to BatJiyporea (Lindstrom),

and probably the species B. Guilliamsonia is the pilosa of that naturalist. Leucotlioe

procera (mihi) is probably furina of Savigny ;
and also the genus Dyopedos (mihi) is

DulicMa of Kroyer ; consequently the family Dyopedidx will for the future be changed to

DitlicMadse."

1857. Bate, C. Spence.

British Edriophthalma. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

Vol. XX. 2d Series. London, 1857. pp. 524-5.

He here divides Talitrus " into two genera, as has been done by Nicolet and Stimpson," adopts

Orehestoidea, Nicolet, which is synonymous with Alegalm-ckestia, Stimpson, thus producing

the classification, Talitrus, Orehestoidea, Talorcliestia, Orchestia.
"
Lysianassa CJiausica

in the synopsis (not Edwards's) is evidently L. longieornis of Lucas (Exped. to Algiers)."
" The genus Tetromatus, mihi, Pseudophthahnus, Stimpson, is synonymous with Ampelisca

of Kroyer." Hence, he says, the subfamily Tetromatides should be re-named Ampeliscades.

Pontoporeides is given up as name of a subfamily, because Pontoporeia of Kroyer must go to

the "
Lysiassides." Phoxides is proposed as subfamdy for Phoxus, etc.

" Phoxus Kroyerii,

mihi, wiU be changed into P. simplex," the other name being pre-occupied. "After

P. HolbiJlU, read Kroyer instead of milii
"

in the synopsis.
" The genus Lonchomerus is

evidently that of Lalasia of Lucas (Exped. to Algiers)." "There is to be added to the

genus Siphonocefus of Kroyer the species Cerapus Wliitei of Gosse
;

this may probably be

synonymous with S. Kroyeranus, mihi." "
Cyamus gracilis (Gosse) should have been

C. Thomsoni, Gosse." There are also two or three other notes about names of species.

1867. Bate, C. Spence.

On a new Amphipod. Ipldmedia Ehlanse. Dublin Natural History Society,

pp. 58-59. PI. XVL Fig. 1-7. October, 1857. The Natural History Eeview.

Vol. IV. London, Dublin, 1857. pp. 229-230. PI. 16. fig.
1.

This species is in my ojiinion but doubtfully distinct from Iphimedia obesa, Rathke, the

variations being perhaps only due to age or sex.

1857. Costa, Achille.

Ricerche sui crostacei Amfipodi del regno di Napoli. Memorie della Reale

Accademia de Scienze di Napoli. Vol. I. Napoli, 1857. pp. 165-235. Tav.

I.-IV.

The introduction briefly reviews the progress of knowledge in regard to the Amphipoda since

1830, and gives an account of the results at which Costa bad himself arrived.
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He classifies the "
Amfipodi genuini

"
in this way :

—Fam. I. Gammaeidei. Subfam, L

Ampeliscini. Genera Ampelisca. ArrineojJS. Subfam. II. Talitrinl Genera, Orchestia,

Talitrus. Subfam. III. Lisianassini. Genera, Lysianassa, Gallisoma, Ichnopus, Alibrotus,

Phlias, Acanthonotus. Subfam. IV. Gammarini. Genera, Egidia, Melila, AmxiMihoe,

Amjiluthonotus, Nototropis, Epimeria, Proholium, Gammarus, C&'adocus, Elasmopus.

Subfam. V. Leucotoini. Genus, Leueothoe. Fam. II. Podoceridei. Subfam. VI.

PoDOOERiNi. Genera, Eridhonius, Cerapodina, Cerapu.% Podocerus. Subfam. VII.

Unciolini. Genera, Microd.eiitopus, Unciola. Subfam. VIII. Corofiini. Genus, Gcn-o-

phiiwi. To illustrate the incompleteness of this classification, he notices that he has

forthwith to add two other genera,
"
Pontoporcja," Kriiyer, and "

Bathyporej'a," Lindstr0m.

Of his new genus Araneops, he gives the following description :
—"

Caput elongato-conicum.

Ocelli guatuor in capitis vtiargine antico posUi. Antennx superiores unisetx; inferiores

longiores, pone illas insertx. Epimera quatuor anteriora infra valde producta, media

augustiora. Pedes primi et secundi pans subxquales, prehensiles, wigiie intus serrato ;

tertii et quarti cylindracei, ungue longo, articul.um antepenultimum, ultimis duobus sivml

valde majorem, apice attingente. Pedes quinti, seti
[se«ft']

et septimi paris articulo primo

valde elato, laminari." He recognises its close affinity with Ampelisca, Kr0yer, of which it

is in fact a synonym. The type species, Araneops diadema, Tav. i. fig. 1, is set down by

Sp. Bate, Heller, and J. V. Carus, as a synonym of "
Ampelisca Gaimardii," Krpyer, by

Boeck as a synonym of Ampelisca tenuicorms, Lilljeborg, 1855. Costa's second species,

Araneops hrevicornis, Tav. i. fig. 2, is by Carus named Ampielisca brevicornis (Marion), but

by Boeck made a synonym oi Ampelisca macrocepliala, LUljeborg, 1852.

After mentioning Orchestia littorea, Costa describes his species Orchestia mediterranea, and

Orchestia constricta, the latter of which Heller identifies with "
Orcliestia Montagui," Aud.

Of Lysianassa, Costa describes and figures his three species, 1. Lysianassa spinicm-nis, Tav. 1,

fig. 4, a species not to be confused with Lysianassa (Ichnopus) spinieornis, Lilljeborg, 1865
;

2. Lysianassa loricafa ; 3. Lysianassa humilis, which HeUer thinks may be the same as

"Lysianassa Costse," M.-Edw., which Costa mentions as being found with it.

Oallisoma punctatum, Costa, and Gallisoma hopei, A Costa, are mentioned, but as nothing is

said of Gallisoma barthelemyi, Hope, it may be presumed that Costa had ceased to consider

it a distinct species.

The genus lehnopjus, evidently by the derivation intended to be Ischnopus, is thus defined :
—

" Antennm longx, graciles, superiores bisetse. Pedes quatuor anteriores longi, graciles, filiformes,

hand prehensiles, primi unguiculo minuto infra pectinato terminati; secundi submembranacei,

manu apice longe fimbricda, unguicido vix consp>icuo." From Gallisoma, which it resembles

in the gnathopods, it dififers, he says, in the antennas, while from Alibrotus, which it

resembles in the antennse, it differs in the gnathopods. He adds,
" 6 in questo genere die

abbiam trovate quelle appendici simQi alle branchie de' decapodi, inserite aU'origine de'

picdi toracici in forma piramidale, con uno stelo mediano, ed vma serie di lamine da cadaun

lato, accoUate le une aUe altre, e decrescenti dalla base all' estremiti, che rappresenta I'apice

della piramide." For tliis form of the branchiae, see also Grube's account, 1866, of his

Lysianassa longicornis ? , (which is probably Costa's L:hnopus taurus), and Boeck's remark,
De Sk. eg arkt. Amph. p. 323, that it is especially characteristic for many species of the genus

Atylus, that, like Ichnopus, their branohise have "en ophaist Ribbe langs Midten, hvorfra

der udgaar talrige Folder som Sideribbe i et Blad." I have called attention to a similar

structure also in Byhlis hallarthros from Singapore. The type species of Costa's genus,

Ichnopus taurus, is figured Tav. i. fig. 3.

The genus Egidia is thus defined :
—

"Antennx superiores bisetx ; inferiores artindo prrimo inerini. Pedes quatuor anteriores minuti,

prehensiles, siibxquales ; tertii paris articulo ultimo spatuliformi ; quarti compressi, valde
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elati, articulo ultimo tantuin tereti ; reliqui simplices." This genus is not noticed in the

Brit. Mus. Catal. Boeck points out that it is a synonym of Dana's genus Urothoe, 1852,

which, ho says,
" can better be seen from Costa's drawing of Egidia pulchella than from his

description." The type species, Egidia pulcliella, is figured Tav. iv. fig. 3.

Of Melita, Leach, a fresh definition is given, and Melita palmata, Montagu, is figured, Tav. ii.

fig. 4.

The genus Noiotrojils is thus defined :
—

" Antennx superiores unisetx. Pedes qicatuor anteriores prehensiles, filiformes, subsequales.

Corpus valde conipressum, dorso actde carinatum, ssepius segmentis aliquot in spiiuuii pro-

duetts ; epimeris mediss magnitudinis." Spence Bate, Heller and Boeck make this a

synonym of Atylus, Leach, and Costa's two species, Nototropis guttatus, Tav. i. fig. 7, and

Nototropis sjnnulirauda, Tav. i. fig. 8, are both united by Heller under the name "Atylus

Costx." As Costa identifies Nototropis guttatus with " Acanihonotus guttatus, A. Cost, in

Hop. Cat. p. 46," the specific name guttatus must obviously take precedence of Heller's

specific name "
Costx," which will enter into the synonymy, along with spinulicauda, if, as

seems probable, that is not a distinct species.

The genus Amphitlionotus is thus defined :
—

"
Corpus modice compressum, dorso capitis thoracisque rotundtdo, abdominis carinato, segmentis

2jluribus abdonmiis, aut etiam ultimis thoracis postice spinosis. Antennx superiores unisetx.

Pedes quatuor anteriores prehensiles, filiformes, subxqiiales." This genus, already briefly

characterized in Hope's Catalogue, 1851, is a synonym of Dexamine, Leach, and the species

Amphitlionotus aeanfhophthalmus, which, together with Amphitlioe marionis, Edw., Costa

here places in the synonymy of Amphitlionotus marionis, is by Boeck identified without

doubt with Dexamine spnnosa. The remaining species, Amphitlionotus spiniventris, Tav. ii.

fig. 1, is likewise by Grube and Boeck assigned to the genus Dexamine.

The genus Epimeria, already instituted in 1851, is here more fully defined :
—

" Antennx superiores unisetx. Pedes quatuvr anteriores prehensiles, filiformes, suhxquales.

Corpus dorso in postica thoracis parte ac in abdomine carinatum et spinosum. Epimera

quarti et quinti articuli thoracis mcuiina, simul chjpcum semilunare formaniia. Abdomen

lamina horizontali terminatum." The type species, Epimeria tricristata, Tav. ii, fig. 2, is

identified by Bate and Westwood, ii, p. 528, and by Boeck, with Gammarus corniger,

Fabricius, so that it becomes Epiitneria cornigera, Fabr.

The genus Probolium is thus defined :
—

" Antennx supei-iores unisetx. Pedes quatuor anteriores prehensiles, primd minores, secundi valde

majores, manu maxima. Corpus dorso rotundatum inerme, utrinque lorieatum, lorica ex

epimeris tertii et quarti articuli eonnatis pi'xcipue constituia." The type species is Probolium

polyprion, Tav. ii. fig. 3 (not 5), which Boeck found, upon examination, to be without

mandibular-palp. The genus he was accordingly able to identify with Stenothoe, Dana,

1852. The second gnathopods in Stenothoe polyprion have a remarkable likeness to those

of Microprotopus rnacidatus, Norman.

IJndiM Amphitlioe, Leach, Costa places several species; Section A, 1.
"
Amjjhithoe Prevostii,"

M.-Edw., which is rather to be called Hyale prevostii ; 2. Amphitlioe bahirussa, A. Costa,

Tav. ii, fig. 5, called Allorchestes Babicus in the Brit. Mus. Catal.; 3. Amphitlioe garxlla,

Tav. ii, fig. 6
;

4. Amphitlioe aquilina, Tav. ii, fig. 7
;

5. Awpliithoe tenella, Tav. ii, fig. 8,

which, with the two preceding species, may be called Hyale gazella, Costa himself noticing

that aquilina is intermediate between the other two
;
in Section AA, 6. Amphithoe inxquipes,

Tav. ii, fig. 10, already established in 1851 ; 7. "Amphithoe Pausylipi," a change in the

spelling of "Amphitoe PausilijJx," M.-Edw., 1830
;

8. Amphitlioe crassicornis, Tav. iii, fig. 1
;

9. Amphitlioe penicillata, Tav. ii, fig. 9, which is probably a synonym of "
Ampliithoe

Vaillantii," Lucas, 1849 (see Note on Catta, 1876); 10. Amphithoe gracilis, Tav. iii, fig. 4
;

(zooL. CHALL. EXP.—PART Lxvu.—1887.) Xxx 38
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IL AmphitJioe elongata, Tav. iii, fig. 5
;

12. Amphithoe micrura, Tav. iii, fig. 2, referred by

Spence Bate to Pherusa fuctcola, Leach.; in agreement OTth Costa's own suggestion; 13.

Amphithoe semicarhiafa, Tav. iii, fig. 3, identified by Heller with Oammurella hrevicaudata,

M.-Edw., Costa himself suggesting that it may be the female of his own Oammanis

punrtimmms, for which see below.

The genus Elasmopus is thus defined :
—

" Antennss superiores hisetm; inferiores artimdo prima inermi. Pedes qnatuor anteriores pre-

hensiles, secundi primis ma/ores ; sexjMstici elati, laminares, aiiicido ultimo iantum tereti."

By Spence Bate and J. V. Carus this is made a synonym of Podocerus, Leach, but Boeck points

out that the cleft telson, the laminar branches of the third uropods and the large side-plates

exclude that identification. The type species is Elasmopus rajjax, Tav. IV. fig. 5.

Li the genus Gammanis, Fab., Costa mentions numerous species ;
1. Gammarus locusta, Fab.;

2. Gammarus marinus, Leach
;

3. Gammarus fluviatilis (to which he gives the confused

synonymy,
" AstacMs fluviatilis, Roes.—Squilla pidex, Deg.

—Gammarus Roeselii, Gerv.—
Gammarus fluviatilis, Edw.") ; 4. Gammarus plumicornis, Tav. IV. fig. 1

; 5.
" Gammarus

OKvii," M.-Edw.; 6. Gammarus index (with the synonymy. Cancer pidex ? Lin.—
Gamm.arus pulex. Fab.—Gammarus fluviatilis, Edw. An. Sc. nat.—Gammarus pulex,

Zenk., Edw. Suit. h. Buff.," and the remark "Trovasi neUe acque dolci, al pari del gamm.

fluviatilis"); 7. Gammarus unguiserratus, Tav. IV. fig. 2, accepted as a Gammarus hj Sp.

Bate and J. V. Carus, though the back "
perfettamente liscio

"
does not agree with their

definition of the genus, while by the upper antenuEe much longer than the lower, the

side-plates not very deep, and the three pairs of uropods reaching equally far back, it

establishes a provisional claim to stand in the genus Mxra (Leach) Sp. Bate
;

8. Gammarus

longicaudatus, Tav. IV. fig. 6, abeady mentioned in Hope, Catal. p. 45, a species
" trovato

nelle acque potabili fluenti della cittk," apparently identical with Niphargus aquilex,

Schi0dte ;
9. Gaminarus montanus, Tav. IV. figs. 7, 8, also from Hope's Catalogue,

" raccolto nel lago del Matese," and said to come very near the preceding species, but to

differ essentially in the tliird uropods
" notabilmente pid corti, sorpassando di poco quelli

del quarto [aneUo] ; per modo che il primo articolo dell' appendice primaria k poco piii

lungo del peduncolo, ed il secondo e poco piu della metJi del primo," differences perhaps

not of the highest importance (see Bate and Westwood, i. pp. 315, 317); 10. Gammarus

oMusunguis, A. Cost. (n. sp.) Tav. III. fig. 8, referred by Heller to Gammarella hrevi-

caudata, M.-Edw., as the male form, and so accepted by Carus on the authority of Sp.

Bate, who however retains Gammarus ohfusunguis, Costa; Heller's identification being

indeed not a little doubtful from the great diflference between the second gnathopods
of Costa's form and those of Gammarella brevicaudata, ^ ,

as generally known; 11.

Gammarus scissimanus, Tav. III. fig. 7, named by Heller Meira scissimana, and clearly

the same as Amphithoe truncatipes, Spinola, from Italy, mentioned in White's Catalogue,

1847, and afterwards described as Mxra truncatipes by Sp. Bate, in 1862, Costa's specific

name scissimanus therefore taking precedence; 12. Gammarus punctimanus, Tav. III. fig. 6,

referred by Heller, no doubt correctly, to the male of Gammarella brevicaudata, M.-Edw.,
the likeness to which is noticed by Costa himself; 13. Gammarus hispinosus, Tav. III.

fig. 9. The Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 224, gives Gammarus punciatus, Costa, seemingly by
mistake for Gammarus punctimanus, with the observation,

" Costa says that it is nearly

allied to Gammarella brevicaiulata. It appears to me to be nearly allied to the genus
Melita."

The genus Geradocus is thus defined :
—

" Antennx superiores bisetse ; inferiores processu trabeculiformi cuspidato, cum earum pedunculi

articulo primo articidato anteaque porrecto prxditss. Pedes quatuor anteriores prehensiles,

secundi multo majores; sex postici articulo primo tantum dilatato." The process of the
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lower antennse, from which Costa derived the name, and, as he thought, the most strikino-

peculiarity, of this genus, is rarely absent from the Gammarina. Spence Bate made the

genus a synonym of Melita, Leach, Grube referred it to Megamoera, Spence Bate, and
Heller to Blxia, Leach. The type species Garadocus mxhestiipes, Tav. iv. fig. 4, becomes
Mxra orcliestiipes.

In the genus Lew-otlwc, Leach, Costa describes Leurothov (lentimlatu, A. Costa, with a reference

to " Fn. Nap. Tav. ix., fig. 3. (senza testo)," and the remark that it is
" diversa dalla

L. Jurina per le proporzioni degli articoli delle antenae, e pel margine unguicolare dell

mani del secondo pajo fornito di dentelli piii fini e tutti eguali." It has been identified with

Leucotlwe spinicavpa, Abildgiiard, from which Lmcotlioi- furina, Savigny, is only separated

by subtle distinctions. Costa points out that his Leucotho'd partlienopxa, in Hope's

Catalogue, needs confirmation.

A fresh definition is given of Uricthonius, Milne-Edwards, in which genus Costa describes,

1. Ericthonius diffmmis, MQne-Edwards, Mas, and 2. Eridlimius Udens, A. Costa,
Tav. iv. fig. 9, which J. V. Carus names Cerapus hidens, while Boeck makes it a synonym
of Cei-apus ahditus, Templeton. S. I. Smith having shown that Cerajmts is distinguished
from Ericthonius by having the second uropods uniramous, the species assigned to either of

these genera without description of the pleon are left in confusion. The peculiar form of

the second gnathopods in the male seems to be common to both genera.

After mentioning Podocerus calcaratus, Eathke, Costa defines the genus Microdeutopus as

follows :
—

" Antennse superiores seta multi articulata terminatx ; setaque accessoria rudimentali prseditx ;

inferiores pediformes. Pedes qiiatuor anterioresprehensiles ; primiparis inajores, in sexuhus

difformes, (mas) carpo maximu, manu parva, unguiculum gerente ; (fern.) manu majore fere
ut in g. Ariip)hitlioe: secundi minuti, filiformes." The type species is Mierodeut(ypus

gr>illotalpa, A. Costa, Tav. iv. fig. 10.

Corophium aclierusicum, A. Costa, is not figured, but thus described:—" Antennis superioribus

hreviorihiis et graeiliorihus ; inferiorihus corporis fere longitvdine, validissimis, pedunculi

articulo tertio infra ad apicem spinis duabus vel tribus decrescentibus armato (mas) ;

brevioribus, minus crassis, inermibus (fern.); pedibus secundi paris ungue infra bidentato.—
Long. lin. 2." Boeck and Carus doubtfully identify this with Corophium crassicorne, Bruz.

In the "
Amnpodi anomali," Costa gives Vibilia speciosa, A. Costa, and a reference to Fn. Nap.

tav. ix. fig. 1 (senza testo). Carus gives as doubtful synonyms of
"

Vibilia Jeangerardi,"

Lucas, both this species and Vibilia mediterranea, Glaus.

Hijperia pupa, A. Costa, Tav. iv. fig. 11, is thus described :
—"Pedibus quarti paris illos tertii

paido superantihus, quinti paris casteris distincte longioribus ; sexti et septimi decrescentibus :

jiedibus spuriis abdominalibus quintis quartis brevioribus, sextis pedunculo hrevissimo,

appendicibus valde inxqualibus, interna majori laminam apicalem paulo superaiite, externa

augusta quarto breviore.—Long. lin. 3i." Unfortunately only a gnathopod and part of the

pleon are figured, but there is enough to show that this species does not belong to Hyperia,
but more likely to a genus of the Lycieidai.

Costa further mentions Phrosina semilunata, Eisso, Plinmiina sedentaria, Forsk., and Typhis

ovoides, Eisso.

1857. Huxley, Thomas Henry, bom 1825 (Hageu).

Medical Times and Gazette. Vol. XXXVI. p. 467. 1857.

Bate and Westwood, vol. i. p. xvi, say that Professor Huxley here gives the name of Endo-

pliragmal arch to the long processes in the head of TalUrus, by which the stomach is

supported in its position.
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1857. KiRKBY, J. W.

On some Permian Fossils from Durham, Plate VII. The Quarterly Journal

of the Geological Society of London. Volume the Thirteenth, 1857. London.

MDCCCLVII. pp. 213-216.

For a fossil from the Magnesian limestone of Durham, -which Kirkhy considers to be the same

as Trilohites prohlematicus, Schlotheim, and Palxocrmujon prohlematica, Schlauroth, he

gives the name Prosoponiscvs jiroVlematicus, deriving the new generic name " from Trpocrwrrov

a face or mask, and oi-t'o-Kos, oniscus," as better expressing the affinities of the fossil.

" In aU," he says,
" six specimens have been obtained

;
two from Humbleton Quarry,

three from Field House, Ryhope, and one from TunstaU HLU." He does not say on what

he relies for the generic characters, but describes the fossil as follows :
—

referring first to a

specimen
"
showing the cephalic segment or carapace, with two body-segments attached

(PL VII. figs. 1, 2, 3)."
" The carapace is about as long as four of the succeeding body-rings, somewhat less in depth, and

slightly compressed laterally ;
it is carinated along the back and wedge-shaped in front

;
tlie

eyes are large, round, and prominent, and are placed far forward
;
from the lower part of

each eye runs an indented Une, at a short distance from the margin, up to the dorsal region,

where it curves forward.
" The other five specimens consist of body-rings (2 to 6 in number) and the two great posterior

or caudal segments ;
and are very similar to the figures given by Schlauroth. In one of the

Dui'ham specimens (fig. 7) there are six body-rings, and two posterior segments ; the others

(figs. 4, 5, 6) have likewise the two latter segments, but not so many of the former. The

body-segments are narrow, almost uniform in size, but varying a little in depth, the central

ones appearing to be the most produced ; they overlap each other and the penultimate

segment posteriorly ; they are slightly compressed, and have traces of a median dorsal

ridge ; those in front have their extremities turned a little forward, while the posterior ones

are bent in the contrary direction. The large penultimate segment is greatly developed

laterally ; it is strongly carinated dorsaUy ;
its ventral margins are slightly convex, as is also

the posterior border, which has a deep notch not far from the dorsal ridge ;
the ridge or

keel of this segment is very prominent except anteriorly, where at each side of the dorsal

ridge is a transverse swelling ;
it is compressed also posteriorly. The next segment, which

is the hindermost known, is more compressed than the preceding one, and considerably

smaller.

" None of the English specimens show the true external surface, nor have any traces of feet or

of antennae been found.
" The specimen with the carapace (figs. 1-3) is one-eighth of an inch long. The largest of

those with the body-segments only (fig. 4) is nearly half an inch in length."

Since Prosoponiscus is no more appropriate to an Amphipod than Palsmcrangon, it is obvious

that Sclilauroth's earlier name must take precedence.

1857. Leydig, Franz.

Lehrbuch der Histologie des Menschen und der Thiere. Frankfurt a/M. 1857.

Leydig in 1878 gives references to this work, pages 341, 342, 362, 441, with regard to the

adipose body, the liver, and the circulation in Gammanis.
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1857. LiNDSTROM, G.

Note on the Invertebrate Fautm of the Baltic Sea. By G. Lindstrdm. The

Annals and Magazine of Na-tural History. Number CXIV. pp. 496-497. Vol.

XIX.—Second Series. London, 1857.

This is a good resume of the account given by Lindstrom in 1855, Ofr. K. Vet.-Ak. F6rh>,

pp. 49-73, of life at various depths in the Baltic. A reference for a like account is given

to the "Biblioth^ue Univ. de Genfeve, January 1857, p. 71."

1857. Lucas, Hippolyte.

Animaux nouveaux ou rares recueillis pendant I'expedition dans les parties

centrales de I'Amdrique du Sud, de Rio de Janeiro h, Lima, et de Lima an Para ;

executee par ordre du gouvernement francais pendant les annees 1843 a 1847, sous

la direction du comte Francis de Castelnau. Tome troisieme. Entomologie par

M. H. Lucas. Paris, 1857.

At page 13 he describes Lysianassa magellanica, with a reference to "Ann. des sc. nat., 3° s^rie,

t. Ls, p. 398," and figures it "de grandeur naturelle," pi. i. fig.
3. "Longueur, 70 miUim.,

largeur, 31 miUim."

1857. Eeinhardt, J. Th., born 1816, died October 23, 1882 (Friedlander, Naturae novitates).

SCHI0DTE, J. C.

Fortegnelse over Gr0nlands Krebsdyr, Aunelider og Indvoldsorme af Professor

J. Eeinhardt. Gr0nland geographisk og statistisk beskrevet af H. Rink. Andet

Bind. Kj0benhavn, 1857. Naturhistoriske Tillaeg Nr. 2. pp. 30-34.

Udsigt over Gr0nlands Land-, Ferskvands- og Strandbreds-Aithropoder, ved

J. C. Schi0dte. Tillaeg Nr. 3. Amphipoda, p. 72.

Reinhardt gives the following list of Amphipoda :—" 34. Orchestia.—Fn. gr. Nr. 235. Oniscus

Stroeniianus. Gr^nl. Kingupek. 35. Anonyx gulosus Kr. Nat. Tidssk, 2 R 1, 611.

? Fn. gr. Nr. 233, Oniscus cicada. Gr^nl. Kingungodk-aukpilartok."
" 36. Anonyx

Holb0llii Ki-." "37. Anonyx plautus Kr." " 38. Anonyx Edwardsii Kr." "39. Anonyx
minutus Kr." "40. Anony^ ampulla (Phipps)." "41. Anonyx Vahlii Rhdt. (sen.)

Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. vii, 233." 42. "Opis typica Kr." "43. Stegocephalus

inflatus Kr." "44. Phoxus Holb0llii Kr." "45, Phoxus plumosus Kr." "46. Ponto-

pareia femorata Kr." "47. Pardalisca cuspidata Kr." "48. Protomedeia fasciata Kr."
" 49. Ampelisca Eschrichtii Kr." " 50. Photis Reinhardi Kr." " 51. Acanthonotus

inflatus Kr." "
52. Acanthonotus serratus (Fbr.) Fn. gr. Nr. 237. Vid. Selsk. nat. math.

Afh. VII, 266. Amphithoe serra Kr. Gvi]}nl. KingimgoalirKappinartaUk." "53. Acantho-

notus tricuspis Kr." "
54. Acanthonotus cristatus Owen." " 55. Amphithoe laeviuscula

Kr. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 281." "56. Amphithoe crenulata Kr. Vid. Selsk.

nat. math. Afh. VII, 278. S 275. ? inermis Rhdt sen. Nat. Tidsskr. IV, 165." "57. Amphi-
thoe bicuspis Rhdt sen. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 273." "58. Amphithoe hystrix

(Owen.) App.tothe2Voy.of SirJ. RossXCI. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 259." "59.
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Amphithoe panojila Kr. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 270." "60. Amphithoe carinata

Khdt. seu. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 2.56." "61. Amphithoe Edwardsii (Sab.)."

"62. CEdiceros saginatus. Kr." "63. Gammarus Sabini Leach." "64. Gammarus loricatus

Sab." "6.5. Gammarus pinguis Kr. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 252." "66. Gammarus

dentatus Kr." " 67. Gammarus mutatus Liljeb. Vetensk. Akad. Hndl. 18-53, S. 427.

Fn. gr. Nr. 231. Oniscus pulex. 1 Gam. locusta Mont. Trans, of the Linn. Soc. Vol. 9.

p. 92, Tab. 4, Fig. 1. Griml. Kinguk."
" 68. Gammarus ^-? Fn. gr. Nr. 234. Oniscus

arenarius. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 322." " 69. Ischyi'ocerus anguipes Kr.

Vid. Selskr. nat. math. Afh. VII, 283." "
70. Ischyrocerus latipes Kr." " 71. Leucothoe

clypeata Kr." "72. Eusirus cuspidatus Kr." "73. Sijjhonocoetes typicus Kr." "74.

Glauconome leucopis Kr." " 75. Dulicbia spinosissima Kr." "
76. Metoeciis Medusarum

(Fbr.) Fn. gr. Nr. 232. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 288. Gh-it>nl. Urkstirmk"

"77. Temisto crassicornis Kr. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 295." "78. Lestrigonus

exulans Kr. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 296." "79. Hyperia? Cyanea; (Sab.)."

"80. Hyperia oblivia Kr. Vid. Selsk. nat. math. Afh. VII, 298." " 81. Cercops Holb0llii

Kr." "82. ^ginalongicornis Kr." " 83. Caprella septentrionoalis Kr. Nat. Tidsskr. IV,

590. Fn. gr. Nr. 225, Squilla lobata. Gr^nl. NapparsariaJi." "84. Cyamus Ceti

(Lin.*).i Fn. suec. Ed. alt. 1761. p. 499 Nr. 2056. Martens, Fr. Spitzb. o. Gr0nl.

Reisebeschi'., S. 86. & 109, Walfisches Lauss. ? Fn. gr. Nr. 230, Oniscus Ceti. ? Nat.

Tidsski'. IV, 476, Cyamus Ceti. Gr^nl. Arheruh-koma." Liitken has made the investiga-

tion suggested in the note, and has named the parasite of the Krepokak Cyamus hoopis.

Schi0dte remarks upon the Amphipoda at page 72, "Den almindeligste gr0nlaudske Tangloppe
er ligesom paa vore Kyster Gammarus locusta Mont. (Oniscus pulex Fn. gr0nl. 231).

Som en Art, der ogsaa undertiden stiger op i Tangen eg ligeledes er aadselasdende, naevner

Fabricius en Oniscus cicada n. 233), der af Kr0yer ansees for at vaere en Anonyx og
naermest A. gulosus Kr. (Naturh. Tidsskr. N. R. I. 611); hvorledes den samler sig ved

Blodet af en draobt Sselhund og om dens Krigsforhold til Gammarus locusta berettes p. 256

og 259. Som forekonimende par Strandbredde'ne nsevner Fabricius endnu to andre, ikke

nfermere bekjendte Amphipoder, Oniscus arenarius n. 234 og 0. Str^mianus n. 235."

1857. SCHUE.

Systematiscli Aufzahlung der Crustaceen, Arachuiden und Myriapoden welche

ich bisher in der Umgebung von Trier aufgefunden liabe. Jabresbericlit der Gesell-

schaft fiir niitzliclie Forschungen zu Trier vom Jahre 1856. Trier, 1857. pp. 53-55.

He only mentions one Amphipod ;
—"Gammarus Pulex (Cane, pulex L.). In Quellen und

Biichen; nicht selten."

1857. Stimpson, William.

On some Californian Crustacea. Proc. Californ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Vol. I. 1854-

1857. (April 28, 1856). 2d Edition. San Francisco. 1873. pp. 95-99.

The species here described are
"
Caprella Californica" Covophium spinicorne,

" Orchestia

Traskiana," Allorchestes seminuda, Maera confervicola, for all of which see next paper.

' "* Detturde fortjene en naermere Unders0gelse, om deu af Faliriciua og Prof. Kr0yer beskrevne, paa Keporkaken

{Balienoptera boops) levende Ciiamus vii-kelig'er samme Art som a-gte Cyamus Ceti Lin. fra Gr0ixlandshvalen."
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1857. Stimpson, William.

The Crustacea and Echinodermata of the Pacific Shores of North America.

[Extracted from the Journal of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. VI.]

Riverside, Cambridge. 1857. 92 pages. PI. xviii.-xxiii. Amphipoda, pp. 73-82.

Gaprella califomica is accepted somewhat doubtfully by Boeck. Mayer, without definitely

uniting Boeck's species with Stimpson's, refers each to ft linearis L. CoropJiium spiniccrne,

Stimpson, was apparently unknown to Spence Bate, as in the Brit. Mus. Catal. he makes a

new Corophium spinicorne, which Boeck identifies with Corophium crassicorne, Bruzelius.

CoropJiium sabnonis, which Stimpson took,
" not in a very good state of preservation," out

of the stomach of a salmon, had almost better have been left there, instead of being drawn

forth to create a very indistinct species. Erichthonius rapax, n. s., here described, is rede-

scribed by Boeck in his Californian Amphipod-fauna, and transferred to the genus Gerapus,

but if S. I. Smith's definition of the latter genus be accepted, Stimpson's nsnae Uriel/ tJi on his

rapax must be restored, "as the second uropods are biramous. Orchestia scahripes, Dana, is here

referred to Megalorchestia, Brandt, which is superseded by the earlier OrcTiestoidea, Nicolet,

Megalorchestia california7ia, Brandt, is here distinguished from Megalorchestia scahripes,

in common with which it is referred to the genus Orchesfoidea in the Brit. Mus. Catal.

Orchestia californiensis, Dana, 1854 [1856], is here mentioned, a species which does not

appear in the Brit. Mus. Catal. Orchestia trasldana is described, and distinguished from two

closely allied species, Orchestia pugettensis, and Orchestia piclceringii, Dana. AUorcliestea

seminuda is described and distinguished by minute characters from Allorchestes pugettensis,

Dana. Allorchestesplumidosus, n. s., is distinguished from Allorchestes semhmda by characters

doubtfully of specific value. Both species are described as common at San Francisco.

Dana's species Allorchestes angustus, Gammarus pugettensis, and Iphimedia pugettensis, and

Brandt's Gammarus sitchensis and Gammarus atchensis are recorded. Mcera confervicola,

Stimpson, is renamed Gammarus conferviaolus. It "
differs from G. Atchensis in the

smoothness of the dorsal surface of the first three abdominal segments." The last

species described is Phoxus grandis, n. s. Like several others from this paper, it is not

recorded in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue. The description is as follows :
—" This species is of

a much larger size than is usual in the genus. Body broad and robust. Rostrum lamelli-

form, expanded over the bases of the superior anteuuse, with a broadly rounded extremity.

Superior antennae bi-flagellate, the inner flageUa very little smaller than the outer ones
;

both 12-articulate ; penultimate article of peduncle entirely concealed beneath the rostrum.

Inferior antennae a little longer than the superior ones
;
terminal article of peduncle broad

at its extremity where its outer angle is produced and rounded
;

its inner angle bearing the

1 5-articulate flagellum. Eye transversely oblong. Feet covered with simple hairs. Those

of the first and second pairs with small subcheliform hands
;
those of the third and fourth

pairs with the third and fourth articles dilated, the fifth slender, the sixth very small.

Feet of the posterior three pairs very much widened
;
those of the sixth pair largest. Caudal

stylets of the first and second pairs with short styliform rami, the inner ones being a little

shorter than the outer ones
;
those of the third pair with long, flattened, equal rami, the

outer ones spinulose along their outer edges, both fringed with long setre on the innei'

sides. Terminal caudal spines of considerable length. The color is yellowish-white.

Length, half an inch. It was dredged on a sandy bottom in ten fathoms, in the channel

near the entrance of San Francisco Bay."
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1857. Valette St. George, Adolphe Jean Hubert, Baron de la, born November 14,

1831 (Valette).

De Gammaro puteano. Dissertatio inauguralis. Accedunt duae tabulai seri

incisEe. Berolini, 1857. pp. 5-16.

The Gammarus puteanm, Koch, of this dissertation is referred by Bate and Westwood to

Niphargus aquilex, Schi0dte. La Valette gives numerous measurements of the animal at

different ages and in both sexes, as well as of various parts of it. The statement of Hosius

that the third joint of the mandible-palp in all Gammari ends in an incurved naU will not,

he says, apply to Gammarus puteaniis. He never found more than two articulations in

the secondary flagellum of the antennse. In the very short, leaf-like branch of the third

uropods, he could not find the plumose seta described by Caspary, though he found, as

Caspary had done, several setie on the long two-jointed branch. He corrects some oversights

committed by Milne-Edwards and Hosius in regard to the telson, and denies the statement

of Caspary that the first perceon-segment carries branchiae, and of Hosius that all the feet

but the first are furnished with them, there being in fact only five pairs.

He reckons 12 ganglia in the nerve-chain
;
refers doubtfully to the cone at the base of the 2d

antenna as subservient to the sense of hearing ;
describes the organs on the antennae since

known as "
calceoli," questioning whether they may be olfactory organs, and remarking by

the way that their size increases towards the end of the antennoe, which, however, I may
say, is certainly not the case in all Amphipods. He describes the oesophagus, stomach and

intestinal canal, mentions the liver-tubes as having been already observed by Siebold and

Leydig in Gammarus piilex, and further states that the intestinal canal about the beginning

of the fourth pleon-segment sends forth two cfecal tubes directed forwards. He thinks that

these may have a renal function, but cannot decide the question, not having succeeded in

obtaining evidence of the jjresence of uric acid. Together with other anatomical observations

he notices that the heart has three pairs of lateral valves for the introduction of the venous

blood, situated in the second, third, and fourth periBon-segments. For his priority in this

observation, Delage by an oversight has omitted to give him his due credit.

1857. White, Adam.

A popular history of British Crustacea ; comprising a familiar account of their

classification and habits. London, 1857.

In the preface White says,
" the general arrangement is that of the classical

' Histoire Naturelle

des Crustac6s,' by Professor Milne-Edwards. Among the Amx>ldpoda, I have been chiefly

guided by Mr. Spence Bate's synopsis, pubHshed in the February number of the ' Annals

and Magazine of Natural History.'
" Of the " Division Edriophthalma, Leacli," the two

Orders, Amphipoda and Lsemodipoda, occupy from page 158 to page 220.

Of Talitriis loeusta he says,
"

it is to this species Archdeacon Paley alludes in the 26th chapter

of his ' Natural Theology,' as an instance of the abundance of happiness in the lower

creatures." The notion appears to be that as children skip when they are in good spirits,

the skipping of Talitri must be due to mental emotion rather than the structure of their

tails. Mr. Halliday's observation, Ent. Mag. iv. 252, is cited, that a small beetle, Cillenum

laterale, feeds on this sandhopper.

On plate x., which is due to Mr. Spence Bate, there is figured Orchestia littorea, var., which

Spence Bate subsequently identified both with his own Orchestia Ixvis, and the earlier

Orchestia mediterranea, Costa.
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As first genus in the family Gammaridae, Opis, Kr0yer, is here mentioned, on account of a species

from Ireland, said to be Opis tijpica, which does not appear in the Synopsis.
"
Montagua

monoculoides, Montagu, sp.," is figured. In the genus Anonyx, is introduced, besides the

species of the Synopsis,
"
Anonyx albus. A small species, of a white colour

;
has been

found at Clevedon, in Somersetshire, by the Rev. A. Norman. It is perhaps to this genus

that the Gammarus nolens, Johnston, Zool. Journ. iii. p. ] 79, may be referred
;

it is about

three or four lines long ;
the antennae have a whorl of short spines at each joint ; the arms

and legs are monodactyle. It is found at Berwick amongst confervEe." Anonyx elegans,

Thompson, another species not mentioned in the Synopsis, likewise appears here.
"
Anonyx

Edwardsii," is figured as Kr0yer'8, on the authority of Spence Bate, but wrongly according

to Boeck, 1870, and Sars, 1882. Tetromafns tyjncus, Spence Bate, is figured.

White notes that the name Westwoodia is pre-occupied among Hymenopterous insects. Iphiniedia

obesa, Rathke, is figured, pi. x. fig. 6.
" AcantJwnotus Owemi" oi the Synopsis is here

given as AcantJwnotus testudo ; the name which White himself gave to the species after-

wards known as Epimeria rornigera, Fabr. After describing Dexamine sjmiosa, figured pi. x.

fig. 7, White says,
" to the genus Dexamine belongs the Cancer carino-spinosus, Turton,

which Mr. Spence Bate has more fully described under the name Gammarus Moggridgei."

In regard to Bate's
" Lenihns Websterii," which has "

first hand with a thumb on proijodos,"

and his " Zembos Damnoniensis," which has "
first hand with a thumb on carpus," he merely

says,
" Mr. Bate has described two other species from the south of England—L. Websterii

and L. Danmoniensis—both furnished with a thumb on the first hand," as though it was

indifferent whether the thumb was on carpus or propodos.

He omits, not without reason, the description in the Synopsis of Gammarus pidex, Fabr.,

borrowed from MUne-Edwards. He also omits the " G. ? subterremeus, Leach," and accepts

Gammarus maculatus, Johnston, without hesitation.

The "
Niphargus Sfygius," of Westwood, he changes into Nipliargus aquilex, Schioedte, and

asks whether this may not be the Gammarus subterrcmeus of Leach.

He notices under Bathyporeia, Lindst., that " Mr. Spence Bate now refers his genus Thersites

to this, and the species T. GuiUiamsoniana to Bathyporeia pilosa."

Leucothoe procera, Spence Bate, at its author's own instigation, is identified with Leucothoe furina,

Savigny.

Some account is given from Say of Gerapus tubularis, though not a British species, to introduce

an account from Gosse of his Cerapus whitei. D'Orbigny's account of CoropMwn longicorne,

figured pi. xi. fig. 1, is quoted from, and mention made that Gosse had taken XJnciola

irrorata. Say, in our seas.

Jassa pelagica. Leach, figured pi. x. fig. 8, and Jassa falcata, Montagu, are given, with a notice

that " Mr. Spence Bate believes that this genus [/«*««] is founded merely on females of the

preceding
"
\^Podocerus\ and the further remark that "

it is jjerhaps to this genus [./assa]

that the Gammarus spinipes of Dr. Johnston is referable (Zool. Journ. iv. p. 417)."

Under AmpiMtlioe, Leach, besides the species assigned in the Synopsis to Ampliitoe, Leach, Wliite

gives
"
Ampliithoe obtusata, Leach's Coast Screw," which is ]Montagu's species, both before

and since known as Melita obtusata. He also gives Ampliithoe dubia, evidently as the

name of Johnston's Gaminarus dicbius from Berwick, and therefore not to be confounded

with Amp)hit]we dubia of the Brit. Mus. Catal., which is the Aninnpms dubius of Templeton.
The name Simamphitoe is altered to Synamphithoe, obviously on philological grounds.

Chelura terebrans, Philippi, is figured pi. xi. fig. 2. Allman's remarks on its habits are

quoted.

The "Tribe Htperita "
is then described as follows:—"Head very large. ^Mandibles large,

generally ending in crests rather than teeth. First pair of jaws, of three joints, the two

last lamellar, the thorax of six or seven joints ;
some of the legs prehensile and of curious

(zool. chall. EXP.—PART Lxvii.— 1887.) Xxx 39
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form
;
end of abdomen adapted for swimming but not for leaping. The species of this tribe

are more or less parasitic, some of them being attached to Fishes, and others to Medusae."

The "Fam. Phronimadw," and " Fam. Dulichiad^, Sjience Bate," are placed in this tribe.

To the Phronimadas he assigns L Hyperia, with the species
"
LatreiUii," MLbie-Edwards,

figured plate xi. fig. 3, and ohlivia, Milne-Edwards, remarking that Spence Bate regards
"
Hyperia LatreiUii

"
as synonymous with "

C. Gammarus Galba "
of Montagu ;

2. Metoecus,

Kr0yer, with the species
" Metoecus Medusarum, O. Fabr., sp.," as described by Gosse ;

3.

Phronima, with the species sedentaria, figured pi. xi. fig. 4, the account of which is

followed by the remark,
" "We have apparently in the British Islands more than one species

of the family Typldilx; they are not well made out. The antenna; in this family are

inserted on the lower part of the head, and are folded three or four times on each other."

This is no doubt added to explain the omission of Typhis nolens, Johnston, which is

included in the Synopsis.

The " Fam. Dyopedid^ "
of the Synopsis, with the genus Dyopedos, Spence Bate, and the two

species Dyopedos porredus and Byopedos falcatus here become on Spence Bate's authority
" Fam. DuLiCHiADiE, Spence Bate," Gen. Dulicliia, Kr0yer, species, Dulicliia porrecta,

Spence Bate, and Didicliia porrecta, Spence Bate.

Of " Order II. Ljimodipoda," White remarks that " Mr. Spence Bate merges this Order in

Ampliipoda." Several of Gosse's observations on the shape and habits of Caprella are

quoted. The arrangement, not of the Synopsis, but of White's own Catalogue of British

Crustacea, 1850, is here followed. Caprella tuberculata, Goodsir, is figured pi. xi. fig. 5,

a representation which, but for the size of the species, would suggest rather Caprella

acuUfrons, Latreille, than CapircUa tuberculata. Bate and Westwood, or Ccqirella linearis

(Linn.), Bate ;
the figure appears to have been copied on a reduced scale from Goodsir,

with the line indicating the natural size reduced to match ! Caprella lohata, MiiUer, of the

Catalogue, does not re-appear, Caprella spinosa, Goodsir, is added, and described as similar

to Caprella phasma, ^Montagu, but differing
"
chiefly in the first thoracic segment having

five spines." Its segments also, he says, are considerably longer, and adds that " Mr. Bate

refers this with doubt to the genus Protella of Dana, and to the species named ^gina
loncjispina by Kr0yer." To Proto he adds the species

" Proto Goodsirii," Spence Bate.

The " Fam. Ctamid^ "
are thus described :

—
"
Body depressed, oval. Eyes compound ; two very small ocelli on vertex

; antennae very close

together at the base. Five pairs of legs, more or less prehensile ; second and third joints

of the thorax without legs, but bearing very long cylindrical respiratory appendages, which

are generally bent over the back. The species of this family are parasitic on the whale and

dolphin. They gnaw the rough thick skin of these marine animals more or less deeply.

There seem to be several species of Cyainus, attacking different parts of the bodies of these

bulky beasts, some preferring the head and others the fins and other parts of the body."
" Gen. Ctamus, Latr. Head small, truncated, united to first thoracic segment. The characters

of the genus are those of the family.
" Cyamus ceti, Wliale Louse (Plate XI. fig. 6.)

—Branchial appendages simple, and furnished at

the base with two unequal and pointed upper edges. Under the fins, etc., of the whale.

" Cyamus ovalis.—Body much wider than in last, fom- pairs of branchial appendages in both

sexes, those of third ring with a single short slender appendage at the base, those of the

fourth ring with two of unequal length. Lives in clusters on the hard projections of head

of whale.
" The Cyamus (jracilis and Cyamus TJwmpsoni are also recorded as British

;
the latter was found

on a dolphin and is described 1 / Mr. Gosse."

Savigny's mistake about the eyes is retained in the description of the family. The figure of

Cyamus ceti is criticized by Liitken as not good. Lutken also thinks it quite unreasonable
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that English authors sboukl include Eoussel's South Sea species, Cijamiis ovah's and Cyarmis

gracilis, in the English Fauna. Only on the supposition, he says, that the Cyamid para-

sites on the Southern Whale are possibly also to he found on the Basque Whale, could these

species be included in the Fauna of Great Britain.

1858. Bate, C. Spence.

Description of Two Rare Crustaceansfrom the Coast ofDurham, one of them

a New Species. Transactions of the Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club. Volume IV.

Part I. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1858. pp. 15-16. PI. II.

Kroyera arenaria, Spence Bate, the new species, is thus described :
—

"
Antennee. inferiores quam siiperiores sunt loncjiores. Qnathopoda secuiida sunt cheliformes;

rarpi producuntur ultra dadylomm extremitates. Super regiones dorsales posterimvs,

nullx dentes."

" This species differs from the one on which the genus was founded, chiefly in the absence of the

carinated dorsal ridge, and in the peculiar form of the second gnathopoda. In K. Cariruita

they are subcheliform, but the carpi are produced so that they reach beyond the extremity

of the fingers
—a peculiarity T neper saw in any other Crustacean." After further descrip-

tion, Mr. Spence Bate says,
" this genns belongs to the subfamily Phoxides, the habits of

which are not much known." If Kroyera carinata, the type species, be identified with

Alonoculodes, the name Kroyera would lapse as a synonym, and Boeck's Pontocrates, 1860,

would take its place. On the other hand Spence Bate's specific name arenaria has preced-

ence of Boeck's norvegicus, 1860, so that if Boeck is right in identifying his species with

Bate's, the species becomes Pontocrates arenarius, Spence Bate, sp., with CEdiceros norvegicus,

Boeck, 1860, and Pontocrates norvegicus, Boeck, 1870, for its synonyms. But for a

different view see Note on J. S. Schneider, 1885.

The other species here mentioned is Sidcator arenarius, Spence Bate, properly Haustorius

arenarius, Slabber, a species by no means rare.

1858. Bate, C. Spence.

On the nidification of Crustacea. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,

3 Ser. Vol. 1. 1858. pp. 161-169, 317. Ann. Sci. Nat. ix. (Zool.) 1858. pp.

255-264. Trans. Plym. Inst.. & Devon & Corn. N. H. Soc. 1858, pp. 1-9. PI. 1.

Interesting particulars are given in regard to the homes constructed in various ways by creatures

belonging to the genera Cerapms, Unciola, Siphonoecetes, Ampliithoe, Podocei-us, CoropMnm,
Chelura and Phvonima. The connection between the animal's structure and the character

of its dwelling, in regard to the Podocerides, Coropliiides and Chelura respectively is

pointed out. The nature of the habitation of Phronima sedentaria had not as yet been

decisively made out.

1858. Bate, C. Spence.

On some new Genera and Species of Crustacea Amphipoda. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. 3 Ser. Vol.1. May, 1858. pp. 361-362.

From the Collection of the Eoyal CoUege of Surgeons are described the following :
—

"
Macrocephalus, n. g.

"
Cephalon horizontaliter porrectum. Antemix inferiores nullae. Pedum roxx corpore fusre.
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Pleopoda posteriora tria duplicatis partibus divisa. Telson cylindraceum. Maerocephalus

lonriirostris n. s. M. ceplialo perlouge rostrato (rostro corporis totius § longitudinem

aequante). Aiiiennis siiperioribus rudimentariis. Gnatliopodis primi et secundi parium
chelatis. Carpis dactylorum apice productis. Presented by Sir E. Belcher.

"Pleustes, n. g. Ceplialon rostro piroductum. Antennje superiores quam inferiores longiores.

Coxse, anteriores quatuor permagnse. Gnathopoda subaequalia et subobeliforme. Pleopoda

posteriora in duplicatis partibus divisa. Telson squamiforme. Pleustes iuherculata, n. s.

P. pereii segmentis omnibus, p)^Bi anterioribus duobus tuberculo dorsali medio ornatis.

Pereii segmentis posterioribus tribus, plei omnibus lateraliter tuberculatis. Segmentis pereii

omnibus, p)lei anterioribus duobus coxarum marginibus tuberculatis. Pereiopodis posteri-

oribus tribus coxis tuberculatis. Pleopodis posterioribus appendice interiore permagno.
"
Ampliitoe lacertosa, n. s. Ut genus sed gnatliopodo secundo permagno et chelato. Arctic

regions.
"
Lysianassa bidenticulata, n. s., L. antennis inferioribus superiores non superantibus.

Gnatliopodis paris ]}vmi\ propodo carpo longiore. Gnaiho2Mdis paris secundi carpo propodo

longiore. Plei segmento tertio margine posteriori denticulis duobus utrinque producto."

In tbe Brit. Mus. Catal., Spence Bate identifies Maerocephalus longirostris with the earlier

Oxyceplialus armatus, M.-Edw., which had been made the type of the genus Rhahdosoma

by Adams and White. Pleustes tuherculata is identified by Boeck with Ampluthoe 2Mnopla,

Kr0yer, and as Pleustes panoplus, is accepted as type of the genus Pleustes. Lysianassa

bidenticulata, in the Brit. Mus. Catal., becomes a synonym of Lysianassa nugax, but by Miers

and G. 0. Sars its right to specific distinction is vindicated. Sars names it Socarnes

hidenticulatus, Bate.

1858. Bemmelen, a. a. van.

Bijdragen tot de Kennis ouzer inlandsclie Diernameu. (lu Bowstoffen v. e.

Fauna v. Nederl. 11. bl. 132). 1858.

R. T. Maitland in 1875 includes this work in his list of authorities. In regard to Orchestia lit-

torea, Leach, he refers to it for the remark that " Deze soort en Talitrus saltator worden

aan onze stranden zee-luizen, zee-vlooien en strand-vlooien genoemd."

1858. Chenu, and Desmarest, E. (See under the date 1874.)

1858. Gerstfeldt, Georg.

Ueber einige zum Tlieil neue Arten Platoden, Anneliden, Myriapoden und

Crustaceen Sibirien's, namentlicli seines dstlichen Theiles und des Amur-Gebietes.

(Aus den Memoires des Savants etrangers T. VIII. besonders abgedruckt. )
St.

Petersburg. 1858. pp. 20-31 (280-291), 35-36 (295-296).

The first species mentioned among the Amphipoda is Gammaruspulex, de Geer, which he con-

siders to be as much at home in the whole of Siberia as in Europe, while " the Gammarus
from the hot springs of Natschik in Kamtschatka, of which Brandt makes mention, stands

at least very near it, if it be not quite identical." This comes under section a of the genus,

in which " das Innenglied des 6. falschen Fusspaares ist so lang oder miudestens halb so

lang als das aussere (Brandt)."

Section
/?, in which " das Innenglied des 6. falschen Fusspaares ist noch nicht oder hochstens

ein Viertheil so lang als das aussere und oft nur rudimentar," contains the following :
—
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"Spec. 2. Gammarus I'errucosus, mh. n. sp. Corpore lateraliter compresso ; thorace et abdomine

inermibus, segmentis postabdoiuinalibus prKsertim, secnndo et tertio, tubercuKs numerosis

spinosis instructis
;
ramo stylorum caudalium posticorum externo longissimo, margine longe

ciliato," found in the Angara at Ii-kiitsk, with Gammarus atchensis, Brandt, for its nearest

relation. This species is partially described and figured in the Brit. Mus. Catal., but there

by a misapprehension referred to "Brandt, Middendorff's Sibirische Reise." Spence Bate's

description of the pleon includes a feature not alluded to by Gerstfeldt in the " infero-

posterior angle of the third segment produced into a long upturned tooth." Dybowski,

however, in his account and figure of the species, does not give this tooth or anything more

than an ordinary angle to the segment in question.

Spec. 3.
" Gammarus Maackii, mh. n. sp. Corpore lateraliter compresso, thorace et anteabdomine

inermibus
; segmentis postabdominalibus singulis duabus vel quatuor carinis spinosis armatis

;

ramo stylorum caudalium posticorum externo longissimo, margine breviter aculeato." It

comes near to Gammarus oeliotensis, Brandt, and is almost as common in the Angara at

Irkutsk as Gammarus verrucosus. In the Brit. Mus. Catal., where it is figured, it is

attributed to Brandt, instead of Gerstfeldt. It is redescribed by Dybowski in 1874, but

not figured.

As distinguished from the foregoing species, in which " Die Riickenseite des 4. und 5. Schwanz-

giirtels erscheint mit Stacheln besetzt," in the following species the fourth and fifth pleon-

segments are dorsally
" stachellos."

"
Spec. 4. Gammarus eaneellus, Pallas," is described, with " tuberculorum (doKalium) par

quintum maximum." In 1862 Spence Bate took this as type of his new genus Pallasea.

In 1874 Dybowski again describes it as Gammarus eaneellus, Pallas, of which he describes

and figures a variety named GerstfeldtU."
"
Spec. 5. Gammarus cancdloides, mh. n. sp.," from the Angara at Ii'kutsk, is thus described :

—
" Gammaro Cancello Pall, similis, tuberculis tamen dorsalibus minus elevatis

;
a capite ad

caudam crescentibus, neque vero pari quinto, sed paribus octavo et nono maximis
;

in seg-

mentis thoracis et anteabdominis carinarum lateralium loco tuberculis valde prominentibus."

Spence Bate, in the Appendix to the Brit. Mus. Catal., inclines to regard this as a variety

of Pallasea eaneellus, but Dybowski retains it as a distinct species, Gammarus eancelloides,

Gerstfeldt, of which he gives a description and figures.
"
Spec. 6. Gammarus latissimus, mh. n. sp.," also from the AngarA at Irkutsk is thus described :

—
"
Corpore latissimo, fere ouisciformi

;
fronte producto et quatuor paribus aculeorum, mediis

duobus verrucis impositis, armato
; segmentis thoracis et anteabdominis carinatis et tubercula

supra laminas laterales sita versus declivibus; segmentis postabdominalibus tuberculis

lateralibus destitutis, anterioribus tribus tuberculis dorsalibus, quorum duo posteriora aculeata,

prseditis." As already explained, this species was subsequently under a misapprehension

attributed to Brandt in the Brit. Mus. Catal., and is there made the type of a new genus
Brandtia. Dybowski, who had not met with it in Lake Baikal, retains it under the name
Gammarus latissimus, in 1874.

Among those Gammari in which "der Hinterrand des 3. Postabdominalsegmentes und meist

auch derjenige der beiden vorhergehenden verlangert sich in der MittelHnie in Art eines

Zahnes oder Stachels nach hinten," Gerstfeldt places "Spec. 7. Gamrnar)is kiirgensis mh. n.

sp. Corpore lateraliter compresso, margine posteriore trium anteriorum segmentorum

postabdominalium et interdum etiam nonnuUorum aut omnium anteabdominis et thoracis

in spinam acutam tenuemque segmento sequenti incumbentem producto,"
" aus einer Pfiitze

an der KUrga." This does not appear to be mentioned in the Brit. Mus. Catal. Nor does it

appear in Dybowski's long list of species from Lake Baikal. The fuller description is as

follows :
—" Der Korper ist ziemlich stark seitlich zusammengedi'iickt ; die Stirn bildet nur

era kurzes dreieckiges Spitzchen ;
die Augen sind oval-niereuformig. Die nur schwach
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behaarten Eiililer liabeu etwa die halbe Lange des Kdrpers und von ihnen iiberragen die

oberen mit ibrem letzten Drittheile die unteren
;
das Ende des Stieles der oberen Antennen

reicht nur bis zum Anfange des letzten Stielgliedes der unteren oder wenig weiter ; erstere

besitzen an der Hauptgeissel 10-14, an der kleinen Nebengeissel, welcbe nur wenig langur

ist als das erste Glied der Hauptgeissel, 2-3 Glieder
;
die Geissel der unteren Antennen

libertrifft ibren Stiel kaum an Liinge und besteht aus 4-5 Gliedern. Die vorderen Fiisse

SLtid mit Haaren, Wimpern und Stacbeln besetzt. Die vorderen Hande sind kleiner als uie

binteren, aber verbiiltnissmiissig breiter, rhoraboidal und am Vorderrande scbrag abgestutzt,

wogegen die binteren grosser und namentlicb liinger und fast eiformig erscbeinen
;

bei

beiden Paaren ist der Innenrand an der oberen Halfte mit kleinen Ziibncben, an der

unteren mit stacbelartigen Borsten besetzt.-—Der Hinterrand der drei ersten Scbwanzseg-

mente und gleicbzeitig zuweilen derselbe Eand aller oder einiger BrustbaucbrLnge verliingort

sicb in der Mittellinie des Eiickens in einen nacb hinten gerichteten, feinen, spitzen,

dornartigen Fortsatz, welcber dem niicbstfolgenden binteren Segmente aufliegt und nur bei

gekriimmter Lage des Eiickens sicbtbar wird.—Das 4. und 5. mit Stacbeln besetzte After-

fusspaar gehen etwas iiber das Ende des Ktirpers binaus und das letzte falscbe Fusspaar triigt

auf ziemlich langem Basalgliede zwei am Rande mit Stacbeln versehene, fast gleicb lange

Bliittchen, die kiirzer als die Basis erscbeinen.—Die Seitenplatten der Ktirperringe vor der

Basis der Fiisse sind verbaltnissmassig lang.
—Die Farbung ist gelblicb und die Liinge

des Kbrpers betragt nur 2-2^"'.

"Von den Gammarus-Arten mit nacb hLaten verlangerten Riickenkielen der ersten Scbwanz-

segmente, von. G. Sahinii Leacb, G. lorkatus Sabine, G. angulosus Eatbke, G. (Amathia)

carinatus Eatbke, G. mucronatus Say (G. horeus Sabine, Suppl. to tbe Appendix of Capt.

Parry's first voy. ccsxLx. u. Ann. des sc. nat. 1830, xx, p. 368) etc. entfernt sicb Gamm.

Tcilrgensis dadurcb, dass er nur feine Stacbeln, jene aber biihere zabnfcirmige Riickenkiimme

besitzen. Naber scbeint ihm in dieser Beziebung G. alhidus Dana (Unit. Stat. expl. exped.

Crust. II., 948 u. Atlas Tab. 65, fig. 4) von Tongatabu zu steben."

Tbe principal divisions of tbe genus Gammarus bere adopted by Gerstfeldt are taken from

Milne-Edwards' Hist. nat. des Crustaces.

1858. Hancock, Albany, born 1806, died October 24, 1873 (R. Howse).

Remarks on certain Vermiform Fossils found in the Mountain Limestone

Districts of the North of England. Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

Ser. 3. Vol. II. December 1858. pp. 443-457. PI. XIV.-XIX. (Read at the

British Association Meeting, Leeds, September 22, 1858). Also in Transactions of

the Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club. Vol. IV, Part I. Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

1858. pp. 17-33, Pis. III. IV.

The fossil marks are explained by comparison with those wliich Crustaceans make at present.

The tracks or runs of Sulcator arenarius are carefully described and figured. On sandy

shores upon tbe north-east coast of England, "they are to be seen," Mr. Hancock says,

"everywhere between tide-marks, but are most numerous about half-way down the beach,

on inclined, oozy, glistening spots, where tbe sand is firm, and yet the moisture so profuse

that it mirrors the light." The phenomenon is far from being confined to tbe north-east

coast; it was moreover noticed by Say in his account of LepidacttjUs, in 1818. Besides

the tunnelling of Sulcator arenarius, tbe surface track of Kruyera arenaria is likewise

described and figured. It is curious that no mention should be made of the species which,

so far as my experience goes, is much commoner than Kroyera arenaria in the situations
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described, namely, Bathypureia pilosa, wliicli leaves its little labyrinthine tracks, and

sometimes short straight ones, in vast numbers over such stretches of sand as Mr. Hancock

describes. In regard to the species Sulcator arenarius and Kroijera arenaria, sec Notes

on Sp. Bate, 1851, 1857, and 1858.

1858. Saussure, Henri F. de.

Memoire sur divers crustaces nouveaux des Antilles et du Mexique. Mem.

de la Societe de Physique et d'Histoire naturelle de Geneve. Tom. XIV. P. 2.

Geneve 1858. pp. 417-496. Ordre des Amphipodes, pp. 474-475. Fig. 33.

The new species described is called .4 Hi^/wfoe as<e««. "Halite ; Le Mexique; pris en abondance

dans une citerne de Vera Cruz." W. Faxon says,
" After an examination of a large niimber

of Hyalella dentata und H. inerrnis from Utah, I am satisfied that they are but varieties of

one species. The form with dorsal teeth on the first and second abdominal segments is

very probably synonymous with Aryjhitoe aziecus Saussure and AUorchestes Knickerbocl-eri

Bate, as pointed out by Professor Smith himself." Hyalella azteca will therefore, in my
opinion, be the best name for Saussure's species.

1859. Bate, C. Spence.

On the fossd Crustacean found in the magnesian limestone of Durham, and on a

new species of Amphipod (1858). Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, Vol. XV. 1859.

pp. 137-140, PI. VI. figs. 1-8. Nat. Hist. Review. VI. 1859 (Proc.)pp. 163-166.

The fossU Crustacean is that supposed to be identical with the Trilobites problematicus of

Schlotheim and by Schlauroth named Palxocraiigon prohlematlcus, which Kirkby changed

into Prosoponiscus jn-oblematicus, thus far the only British fossil Amphipod. See Notes on

H. Woodward, 1871 and 1877.

The new Amphipod is Phiedra antiqua, founded on a damaged specimen, which closely agreed

with the fossil fragments. The new genus Phsulra is thus defined in the Brit. Sess. Crust.,

vol. i. p. 208 :—
PJixdra :

—"
Cephalon produced anteriorly. Segments of the pereion short, of the pleon long.

Superior antennae shorter than the inferior, furnished with a secondary appendage.
Posterior pair of pleopoda considerably elongated, biramous. Telson simple or notched."

1859. Bate, C. Spence.

On the genus Nvphargus, Schiodte. Dublin Univ. Zool. and Bot. Assoc. Proc.

I. 1859. pp. 237-240. Figs. 1-4.

After a discussion of earlier notices of weU-shrimps, the new species Nipliargus fontanus and

Nipltargus kocltianus are figured and described, a new genus Crangvnyx is instituted, with

the species, Crangonyx subterraneus, to the description of which is appended the remark,
"

it is not improbable that this may be the Ganimarus subterraneus of Leach ; but we have

no means of ascertaining."

The name Crangonyx is derived from Kpayyuiv and vvi.

The genus is thus defined :
—" Like Gammarus, but not having fasciculi of spines upon the
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posterior segments of the pleon, and having the posterior pair of pleopoda unibranched.

Telson single."

De Kougemont is inclined to unite all these three species under Gammarus puteanus, Koch.

The matter perhaps is not yet ripe for final determination.

1859? Bruzelius, Ragnar Magnus, born 1832.

Bidrag till kannedomen om skandinaviens Amphipoda Gammaridea. Med

Taflorna I.-IV. Till k. vet. akad. inlemnad d. 17 mars 1858. K. Svenska

Vetenskaps Akademiens Handlingar, 3:dje Bandet N:o 1. (1859-60). Stockholm,

1862. pp. 1-104.

In a brief notice of earlier classifications, Bruzelius explains that he follows Dana, and divides

the Scandinavian Amphipoda Gammaridea into four famihes, Dulichidje, Orchestidae,

CorophidcB, and Gammaridse, but defines the latter two differently from Dana. He

mentions the writings on the Amphii^oda with which he was acquainted. He then gives a

definition and general description of the group.

In "Familia I. DulichidjE, Dana," he places LsdmatopMlus, n. g., thus defined :
—

"
Corpus elongatum, gracile. Antennae longte, superiores flagello appeudiculari destitutae et

processui magno frontali aifixK. jSIandibulae palpo triarticulato, maxillae primi paris

lamina interna inchoata et tuberculi-formi, palpo biarticulato instructse. Palpus pedum
maxillarium e quatuor articulis compositus. Pedes primi secundique paris thoracis manu

subcheliformi armati, articulo quiuto manum formante, ungue ex uno tantum articulo

constante. Reliqui pedes thoracis fere sequales, elongati, graciles, unguibus validis

armati. Pedes abdominales quarti paris elongati, ramis binis styliformibus instructi, pedes

quinti paris e singulis articulis constantes." The type species, LeetmatopJiUus fuberculatus,

n. s., pi. i. is described.

In "Familia II. CoEOPHiDiB, Dana," Bruzelius arranges the genera Gorophium,
"
Erichtonius,"

Jassa, Podocerus, Autonoe, AmphUhoe. To CorojMum, Latreille, he assigns, 1. Coropihium

longicorne, Fabricius, which he describes ;
2. Gorophium crassicorne, n. s., pi. i. fig. 2

;

3. Gorophium affine, n. s. He next describes Erichtonius, as he sjjeUs it, with the type-

species difformis, Milne-Edwards, to which he makes "Podocerus LeacMi," Kroyer, a

synonym.
He re-establishes Jassa, Leach, to receive Podocerus capillatus, Eathke

;
but Jassa, Leach, had

lapsed as a synonym of Podocerus, Leach, and the genus Janassa, under which name
Boeck revives Jassa, Bruzelius, is only separated from Podocerus by absurdly trivial

distinctions. To Podocerus, Bruzelius assigns 1. anguipes, Kroyer, of which he remarks

that Gammarus zehra, Eathke, is in all probability the female; 2. calcaratus, Eathke,
which Boeck makes a sjiionym of falcatus, Montagu.

The new genus Autonoe is thus defined :
—

"
Corpus subdepressum, epimeris mediocribus aut parvis. Antennae superiores graciles, flagello

proprio multiarticulato et flagello appendiculari instructae. Antennae inferiores non sub-

pediformes. Palpus mandibulae triartioulatus, maxillae primi paris biarticulatus et pedum
maxillarium e quatuor articulis compositus. Pedes primi secundique paris manibus

instructi. Pedes abdominales ultimi paris biramei, ramis styliformibus."

To this genus Bruzelius assigns, 1. Autonoe p)unctata, n. s., pi. i. fig. 3, which is a synonym of

Aora gracilis, Spence Bate
;

2.
" Autonoe anomala (Rathke) ?," pi. i. fig. 4, since called

Microdeutopus anomalies; 3. Auto7ioe grandimana, n. s. pi. i. fig. 5, which Boeck

identifies with Microdeutopus gryllotalpa, Costa, with which Bruzelius himself compares
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it
;

4. "Autojwe erythrophthalma (Liljeborg)," for the Gammarus (Gammarojms) erythroph-

thalvms of Liljeborg, since called Gammaropsis erythropldlialmus ; 5. AutoTwe longipes,

Liljeborg, for Gammarus longipes, LDjeborg, 1852, which Boeck accepts as the type of the

genus Autonoii ; 6. Autonoe macronyx, Liljeborg, pi. i. fig. 6, for Gammarus macroiiyx,

Liljeborg, 1853, identified by Boeck with Profomedeia fasdata, Kr0yer, 1842. To

Amphifhot', Leach, Bruzelius assigns the species, 1. podoceraides, Rathke, with alho-

VMculata, Kroyer, for a synonym, and 2. pygmxa, Liljeborg, which Boeck identifies with

"Photis EeinJiardi," Kr0yer, 1842.

In "EamiliallL Orchestid^, Dana," Bruzelius places, 1. Orchestia, Leach, with the species

littorea, Leach, including Euchore, F. MiiUer; 2. Allorcliestes, Dana, with the species "Allor-

ehestes Nilsoni (Eathke)," in the synonymy of which he gives
"
Amphithoe Prevosti?, H.

Kathke; Amyhithoe Nilssoni, H. Rathke; Orchestia Mdrosiensis, Krojei
"

; remarking also

that he feels tolerably certain that Rathke's and Kroyer's species are identical with the one

he himself describes, but of Milne-Edwards' he is doubtful, as the figure seems to show two

rami on the last uropods. Brandt's subgenus Allorchestina he considers unnecessary.

In " Familia IV. G-AMMARiDiE, Dana," Bruzelius describes nineteen genera. The species which

he calls Anonyx nanus, Kroyer?, was called Anonyx nanoides by Lilljeborg in 1865,

while the Anonyx minutus, Kroyer, which he thinks perhaps identical, is called Orcliomene

ininut'us by Boeck. "
Anonyx Kroyeri," n. s., pi. ii. fig. 7, was transferred to Callisoma by

Spence Bate. Ponioporeia furcigera, n. s., pi. ii. fig. 8, is said by Sars in 1882 to be the

same as the earlier Pontoporeia femm'ata, Kr0yer. Bruzelius says that in his species the

accessory flagellum of the upper antennae has three joints as against two in Kr0yer's

species, and that Pontoporeia furcigera is much smaller Xhwa. femorata, while he has always
found that iu individuals of the same species the number of joints in the flagella increases

or diminishes with the size of the animal. Also the fork-like process on the fourth

segment of the abdomen is considerably larger than in Pontoporeia femorata.

For Gammarus, Fabrioius, Bruzelius draws up a scheme including thirteen species, which have

since been distributed among various genera.
" Gammarus Loveni," n. s., pi. ii. fig. 9,

was transferred to Mxra by Spence Bate. Gammarus Ixvis, n. s., pi. iL fig. 10, was

identified by Spence Bate with Gammarus longimanus (Leach), Thompson, which Spence
Bate places in the genus Meganiosra. Gammarus brevicornis, n. s., pi. iii. fig. 11, is

identified in Bate and Westwood with Liljehorgia pallida, Spence Bate.

The new genus Eriopis, is thus defined :
—

"Corpus elongatum, parum compressum, epimeris parvis. Antenna superiores pedunculo

gracili et flagello appendiculari perpusillo instructje
; inferiores subpediformes. I\IandibuloB

duobus ramis, tuberculo molari et palpo triarticulato instructse. Maxilla primi paris palpo
biarticulato ornata. Palpus pedum maxillarium e quatuor articulis compositus. Pedes

primi secundique paris manu (articulo quinto) subcheliformi armati. Tria paria

posteriora pedum thoracis postice gradatim longiora. Rami pedum abdominalium ultimi

paris valde intequales ;
interior brevis, exterior abdominis longitudinem fere requans,

duobus articulis complanatis iustructus." This genus is identified by Boeck with

Niphargus, Schi0dte, 1851, which had hitherto contained only fresh-water species.

Eriopis elongata, n. s., pi. iii. fig. 12, "habitat in locis profundis maris Bohusiae." This is

called by Boeck Niphargus elongatus.

The new genus Paramphithoe is thus defined :
—

"Corpus compressum, epimeris mediocribus aut magnis. Oculi duo compositi. Antenna

superiores gi-aciles, articulo tertio pedunculi articulis flagelli crassiore, sed flagello appendi-
cular! carentes. Mandibula palpo triarticulato. Palpus maxillae primi paris biarticulatus,

pedum maxillarium e quatuor articulis compositus. Pedes primi secundique paris manu
subcheliformi instructi. Pedes septimi paris reliquis pedibus nou duplo longiores. Pedes

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 40
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abdominis ultimi paris biramei, ramis elongatis." To this genus Bruzelius refers nine

species ;
in section a,

" dors^Lm magis minusve carinatum, posticum saepe dentibus

armatum," L ParamphWioe panopla, Krbyer, by Bate, Boeck and Sars now called

Plcustes panoplus ; 2. Paramphithoe pulcliella, Kroyer, by Bate called Pherusa pjulchella,

by Boeck Pleustes pulchellus, by Sars, 1882, Paramphithoe pulchella ; 3. Paramphithoe

hystrix, Owen, for wliich see Note on Lepechin, 1780
;

4. Paramphithoe compressa,

Liljeborg, identified by Boeck with "
Atylus Sicammerdarnii" MUne-Edwards

;
in section

J,
" dorsum rotundatum, segmentis duobus aut pluribus postice dentatis ;" 5. Paramphi-

thoe hicuspis, Kroyer, by Bate referred to Ph.erusa, by Boeck to Pleustes, by Sars, 1882,

back to Paramphithoe; 6. Paramphithoe tridentata, n. s., pi. iii. fig. 13, by Boeck in

1870 named Halirages tridentatus ; 7. Paramphithoe elegans, n. s., pi. iii. fig. 14, by
Boeck identified with Dexuinine bispinosa, Spence Bate, under the name Halirages

hisjnnosa; iu section c, "dorsum rotundatum, carina et dentibus destitutum;" 8. Par-

amphithoe Ixviuscula, Kroyer, now known as Calliopius Ixviusculus ; 9. Parampihithoe

norvegiea, Eathke, now known as Calliopius norvegicus, Eathke. Thus it appears that all

the species assigned to Paramphithoe by the founder of the genus fall t6 older genera,

with the exception of Owen's hijstrix and the new species tridentata; this latter he

defines :
—"

Caput rostro perpusillo iustructum. Dorsum rotundatum, Iseve, segmenti

septimi thoracis, primi secundique abdominis margine medio posteriore dentem acutum

formante. Antennae superiores inferioribus longissimis multo breviores. Pedes primi

secundique paris manu fere oblongo-ovali, mediocris magnitudinis, instructi. Appendix
caudalis indivisa, margine posteriore truncato efc dentato." If Boeck's Acanthozone is

accepted as the generic name for Owen's hystrix, Paramphithoe tridentata, Bruzelius,

I
remains over to represent the new genus, and would, I imagine, take precedence of

Boeck's Halirages, unless we may argue- that the genus instituted by Bruzelius lapsed

through the want of any suitable definition, coupled with the want of any species selected

as the type.

After describing Acanthonotus serra, Kroyer, Dexamine tenuicornis, Eathke, and Iphimedia ohesa,

Eathke, Bruzelius proceeds to define the genus Ampelisca, Kroyer, identifying with it

Costa's Araneops. He assigns to it six species (1) xquicornis, n. s., pi. iv. fig. 15
; (2)

tenuicornis, Liljeborg ; (3) Ixvigata, Liljeborg ; (4) macrocephala, Liljeborg ; (5) ^^Gaimardi,"

Kroyer, by Boeck in 1870 named "
Byhlis Gaimardi ;" (6) Ampelisca carinata, n. s., pi.

iv. fig. 16, in which the front part of the back is rounded, and which therefore differs from

the Ampelisca Gaimardi {Tetroinatus tyjiicus), Spence Bate, which has "
cephalon and

pereion laterally compressed and dorsally cuneated."

Bruzelius next describes Haploopis tiMcola, Liljeborg ; Haploops carinata, Liljeborg ; Bathyporeia

pilosa, Lindstrom. In the last he has noticed the variations in the antennae, which subse-

quently occasioned the institution of new species.

In the genus (Ediceros, he describes (1) CEdiceros obfusus, n. s., pi. iv.
fig. 17, identified by

Boeck with Leucothoe phyllonyx, M. Sars, under the name Aceros pihyllonyx ; (2) (Ediceros

affi.7iis, n. s., pL iv. fig. 18, by Boeck called Monoeidodes affinis, as also earlier by Spence

Bate, who gives it priority over his own Monoculodes stimpsoni, whereas J. S. Schneider

inclines to identify Monoeidodes affinis, Boeck, with Alonoculodes stimpsoni, Bate, and

definitely makes (Ediceros affinis, Bruzelius, a synonym of Monoculodes carinatus, Spence
Bate

; (3) (Ediceros saginatus, Kroyer.

He describes " Leucothoe clypeata (Kroyer) ?," which Boeck calls
"
Mefopa Bruzelii," Goes.

Bruzelius notices that his specimens diifered somewhat in the antennae and gnathopods from

Kr0yer's description, but was content to regard them as the young of Kr0yer's species. Sars,

in 1882, considers that the form described by Boeck is not the true Metopia Bruzelii, Goes,
but a distinct species, which he names Metopa borealis, distinguished by its more considerable
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size, shorter antennas, and clifTerences in the gnathopods. He gives its length asf3 mm.

The length given by Boeck is 2 mm. Bruzelius says the body's length is about 2 mm.

Leucothoa norvegica, Liljeborg, is next described. Of this he says in a note that it is possibly

the male, and Leticotlwe chjpeata the female of one and the same species, an opinion in

which Bate and Boeck agree with him.

After describing Leucotlwe articulosa, Montagu, and "
Laphystius Sturionis," Kroyer, he defines

the new genus Nic.ippe :—
"
Corpus crassiusculum, epimeris mediocribus. Antennae graciles, superiores flagello appendicular!

ornatae. Mandibulae dissimiles, palpis e ternis articulis compositis instructs, altera processu

accessorio sive ramo interno carens, altera eodem priedita. Palpus maxillae primi paris

biarticulatus. Pedes maxillares laminis minutis et palpis e quaternis articulis compositis.

Pedes primi secundique paris manu subcheliformi armati. Tria paria posteriora pedum
thoracis postice gradatim longitudine crescentia. Pedes abdominis sexti paris biramei, ramis

nniarticulatis." The type species is Nicippe tumida, n. s., pi. iv, fig. 19. Lastly he

describes Pardalisca ciisjndata, Kroyer.

1859. Bruzelius, Ragnae, M.

Bidrag till kannedomen om Amphipodernas inre byggnad. Ofversigt af Kongl.

Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar. Arg. 16. 1859. No. 1. pp. 1-18. Tafl.

I. (Traduit par M. le Dr. Creplin, daus Wiegmanns Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte,

T. 25, Sars.)

The investigations were made upon
" Gammariis locusta, Linn6, and Ampldtlwe podoeeroides,

Rathke." Sars, 1867, in regard to the inner structure of the Amphipoda, says,
" nous devons

les Etudes les plus consciencieuses et les plus exactes au savant suedois, M. Ragnar Bruzelius,

. qui a ecrit sur ce sujet un m^moire accompagne d'une planche lithographiee dans '

Ofversigt

af Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar, 1859.' Ainsi que le lecteur le verra dans la

suite, mes recherches sur cette espfece [Gammarus neglectu8\ s'accordent parfaitement, dans

tous les points essentiels, avec les communications de ce naturaliste, fait qui merite ici une

attention particuliere, attendu que les renseignments fournis par d'autres savants, entre autres

par M. Spence Bate, semblent s'en ^carter sous plusieurs rapports."

1859. Danielssen, D. C, born 1815 (G. 0. Sars).

Beretuing om en zoologisk Reise foretagen i Sommeren 1857. Nyt Magaziu

for Naturvidenskaberne. lite Binds Iste Hefte. Christiania, 1859. (The Volume,
' ' EUevte Bind." is dated 1861.)

Amphipoda are mentioned on pages 7-9, but without any descriptions. One new species is

noted under (Edicerus, Kr0yer,
" 0. arcticus u. spec. Af denne nye Art fandt jeg nogle

faa Exemplarer ved Vads0e paa sandig Leerbund fra 40-60 Favne." This is regarded by
Boeck as a synonym of CEdiceros lynceus, M. Sars, 1859.

1859. Gegenbaur, Carl, born 1826 (Carus), 1827 (Hageu).

Grundzuge der vergleichenden Anatomic. Leipzig, 1859. Arthropoden. pp.

193-286.

For an account of this work remodelled, see Xote on Gegenbaur, Grundriss, &c., 1878.
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1859. Geevais, Paul, et Bexede^', P. J. van,

Zoologie Medicale. ExjDose metiiodique du regne animal base sur raiiatomie,

rembryogenie et la paleontologie comprenant la Description des especes employees

en medecine de celles qui sont venimeuses et de celles qui sont parasites de rhomme

et des animaux. Tome premier. Paris, 1859.

The Crustac^s are the Classe Qiiatrifeme of the " Deuxieme Embranchement. Animaux articnl^s."

Of the "
Sous-classe des Crustaces Edriopbthahnes," the authors say, page 486,

"
les Edri-

ophthalmes sont generalement partages en trois ordres, nomm^s Isopodes, AmjiMpodes et

Leniodipodes, auxquels on en ajoute maintenant un quatri^me pour les Pycnogonides, qui

semblent etre, h. plusieurs egards, un arret de developpemeut des Lemodipodes cyamides."

This view of the Pycnogonides is no longer generally held. On page 488, they define the

Ordre des Amphipodes, dividing it into two families,
" les Gammarides et les Hyperides."

To the former belongs the genus Crevette (Gammarus), of which they have at least three

species in France,
" deux d'entre elles vivent dans les cours d'eau et dans les etangs (Gam-

marus jmJex et Roeselii) ;
ce sont ces Crevettes que Ton trouve souvent dans le cresson. La

troisieme n'a encore ^te observee que dans I'eau de puits. EUe est plus petite que les

precedentes et ^tiolee. Nous I'avons appellee Gammarus ladeus." This can scarcely be

called a scientific description of a new species; but see Notes on Gervais, pp. 156, 160.

In the family of the Hyperides, les Phronimes (g. Plironima) are mentioned with the species

sedentaria. The Lemodipodes are divided into, "1° les CapreUides," with the genus

Caprella, and " 2° les Cyamides," after briefly defining which they say,
" L'ancien genre Cyame (Cyanius), qui constitue k lui seul cette famille, comprend plusieurs

espfeces que Ton trouve sur le corps des grands C^taces. On les nomme Poux de Baleines.

"Le Cyame du Dauphin {Cyam.us delphhii, Gut^rin) doit former un autre genre que nous nom-

mons Isocyamus." Notliing is said of the characters of this new genus. The Pycnogonides,

among other habitats, live
" sur le corps des poissons."

1859. HoGAN, Arthur R.

On the habits and localities of Niphargus fontanus (n. s.), N. Kochianus {n. s.),

and Craugonyx subterraneus (n. g. & s.), Spence Bate. The Natural History

Eeview, and Quarterly Journal of Science. Vol. VI. 1859. London, 1859.

pp. 166-169.

This paper discusses the habits, food-supply and habitat of the species described in the

immediately preceding paper by Spence Bate. As to their food, Mr. Hogan says,
" some

water drawn from the pump at Ringwood, has been proved, by microscopical examination,

to contain numerous animalcules
;
and this will probably turn out to be the case with

all other waters in which Niphargi are found." Some six or seven specimens of JViphargus

aquilex, from a well near Tunbridge Wells in Kent, lived in my room from January 28,

1886, till March 3, 1886. As they all died at about the same time, it may have been the

coldness of the night which killed them. Though they were very active in walking about

the bottom of their jar, whenever I happened to look at them during their life-time, I never

saw them attempt to swim. Another set of about a dozen were placed in a jar, b\ inches

high by 2f inches broad, on June 1 5th, 1 886. Two of these were females with eggs. These

two died within a couple of days, surrounded by some rapidly developed parasitic growth.
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The rest lived on for a considerable time, the last not dying till November 24th, 1S86.

The water in which they were at first placed came from their native well, and contained a

very little sediment. Every four days a small portion was poured away and replenished

with water from the town waterworks.

1859. KiNAHAN, JoHN RoBERT, bom 1828, died February 2, 1863 (Busk).

Notes on dredging in Belfast Bay, with a list of species. (Proceedings of

Dublin Natural History Society.) The Natural History Eeview, and Quarterly

Journal of Science. Vol. VI. 1859. London, 1859. pp. 79-85.

In the list of Crustacea Amphipoda, Professor Kinahan avails himself of a list of William

Thompson's collection furnished him by Spence Eate. Twenty-eight names of species are

given, among them being Orchestia Ixvis and Orchestia deshayesii (Savigny). Gammarus

fiuviatilis is mentioned and distinguished from Gammarus pulex, but the proper use of the

names is evidently inverted. "
Hyxjeria Galba" vfas found "in thousands in Acalephfe,

floating through the Bay." The next entry is
"
Lesirigojius FabricH (?).

—This occurred

with the last, but in fewer numbers. It is singular that in the supplement to Parry's
'

Voyage,' this is figured as having occurred also along with the last. Can there be any
intimate connexion, such as sexual, between them? I find some trifling differences between

my specimens and L. Fabricii (MLlne-Edwards), but await my friend Spence Bate's

judgment on the point. I strongly suspect that Gosse has mistaken this animal for

Metoicus medusarum, the distinction between the genera being such as to easily cause a

mistake. This is doubtless the species "W. Thompson failed to identify, owing to the bad

condition of his specimens." The name borrowed from Milne-Edwards should no doubt

have been "
Lestrigonus Fabreii," not "

Lestrigonus Fabricii."

1859. Lachmann, Johannes.

Uber einige Parasiten des Brunnen-Flolikrehses (Grammarus puteanus). Sitz-

ungsberichte der niederrheinischen Gesellschaft fiir Natur- und Heilkunde zu Bonn.

Sitzung vom 2. Marz 1859. Verhandlungen des naturhistorischen Vereines der

jareussischen Rheinlande und Westphalens. Sechszehnter Jahrgang. Neue Folge :

Sechster Jahrgang. Bonn, 1850. (Appendix? pp. 33. 37.)

Grammarus is obviously in error (maintained throughout the paper), for Gammarits. The

parasites found by Lachmann in the intestine (Darm) of the well-shrimp, are said to belong

to the pu2zling group of the Gregarines.

1859. Sars, Michael, born 1805, died 1869 (G. 0. Sars).

Oversigt over de i den norsk-arctiske Region forekommende Krebsdyr.

Forhandlinger i Videnskabs-Selskabet i Christiania Aar 1858. Christiania 1859.

pp. 122-163. Amphipoda, pp. ]29-150.

The Amphipoda recorded are
; 29. Anonyx ampuUa (Cancer) Phipps ;

30. Anonyx gulosus

Ki-0yer ;
31. Anonyx Vahlii Krpyer ;

32. Anonyx Holbpllii Krpyer ; 33. Stegocephalus spec,
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a species found by Kroyer but left indeterminate
;

34. Pontoporeia femorata Ivr0yeT ;

35. Pardalisca cuspidata Ivr0yer; 36. "Ampelisca Gaimardii
"
Kr0yer; 37. "Ampelisca

Eschrichtii" Kr0yer; 38. Ampelisca laevigata Liljeb.; 39. Amphithoe serra Kr0yer, with the

remark that the fourth .side-plate is much too small in the figure in Kr0yer's Gr0nl,

Amphip., it being both in Norwegian and Greenland specimens, -which Sars had examined,

double as long as the third and somewhat deeper. 40. Amphithoe cristata (Acanthonotus)

Owen, a species said to be very like Amphithoe serra, but still more like a remarkable new

species from the coast of Norway, Amphithoe parasitica, which is fully described, the Latin

description being :
— "A. serrsn affinis, dignoscitiir carina in medio dorso segmenti thoracici

qvinti oriunda et usqve ad segmentum qvartum abdominis porreda, postice in qvoque

segmento in dentem, triangvlarem acidum desinente; oeulis magnis, paululum ovalihus,

convexis ; epimero qvarto et qvinto insolita magnitudine, anterioribus duplo longiorihis, qvarto

infra et antice, qvinto infra etpostice in spinam fortem conico-acuminatam exeunte (in epimero

qvarto uncinatam, in qvinto rectam); pedibtts thoracicis primi et secundi paris magnitudine
mediocri et mami subcheliformi prseditis ; antennis fere seqiialibus aut inferioribus paulo

longioribus, dimidiam longitudinem corporisparum superantibus." This species was referred

to Acanthosoma by Boeck in 1860, to Acanthonotus by Sp. Bate in 1862, and subsequently
identified by Boeck with Epimeria cornigera, Fabricius.

A full description is given by Sars of Owen's Amphithoe cristata, which " in the short form of the

body, the sharp serrate-like back, and strong development of the fourth and fifth side-plates

much resembles Amphithoe serra and still more Amphithoeparasiiiea, but is distinguished from

both inasmuch as the dorsal carina extends over all the peraon-segments and the four first

of the pleon (while in both those species it is wanting on the four first perason-segments) or,

as Owen expresses it,
'

segmentis 4 anticis in crista continua superne elevatis.' Where,

however, the same author adds,
'

reliqvis in spinis retrorsum inclinatis productis,' he is so

far incorrect as in fact these spines or processes are entirely wanting on the last three

abdominal-segments." By Boeck this species is called Acanthonotozoma cristatum. The

list continues with 41. Amphithoe hystrix (Acanthosoma) Owen. Comparing his specimens
with Kr0yer's description, Gr0nl. Amph., p. 260, Sars was inclined to regard the Norwegian
form as a distinct species from the Greenland, but by comparison of these with Owen's

figure, which he says is more correct than his short description, he was convinced of the

identity of the forms from the two localities. To Kr0yer's description he offers coiTections ;—" Hovedet bar i Midten af Panderanden et meget lidet, men tydeligt, horizontalt, tiJsindet

Horn, ikke, som Kr0yer siger, kun en stump Vinkel. De ipverste F^lere ere noget inere end

halvt eller nsesten Totrediedele saa lange som de ncderste (efter Kr0yer naae de ikke disses

halve Lajngde) ;
Skaftets f0rste Led udsender fra Enden af sin 0verste Band en opad og

udad rettet steerk og spids Torn, som nxsten cr ligesaa lang som selve Leddet (efter Kr0yer
er denne Torn lang mindre) eller som andet Led, det tredie Led er kun halvt saa langt.

Svijiben, unders0gt kun hos et enket Exemplar, bestod af 79 Led (efter Kr0yer 'af 20 Led og

derover'), af hvilke de 7 (efter Kr. de 4) f0rste Led have i deres underste Band smaa

Haarknipper, men af alle de folgende Led viser, som Kr0yer meget rigtigt anforer, kun

hvert andct Led Haar og hvert andet er blottet for dem. Sv0bens f0rste Led er af Lsengde

som Skaftets tredie Led (efter Kr. er det betydeligt Ifengere). / de nederste Fi^leres Sv^be

taltes hos det samme Exemplar 111 Led (efter Kr. bestaaer den ' af i det mindste 50 Led ').

Be sijv Brystsegmenter ere, som Kr0yer rigtig fremstiller det, bedsekkede m^d 5 eller, naar

man regner Sidepladernes Pig med, 7 Rsekker af Pigge ; Bagkroppens 2 f(j>rste Segmenter

vise derimod hvert 9 Pigge (af hvilke de 2 nederste ere de mindste), det tredie 5, det fjerde

3, det femte og y'ette 2 (idet Piggen paa Midtlinien af disse Segmenter mangier), og det

syvende ingen. Heraf sees, at det rette Forhold ikke rigtigt fremstilles af Kr0yer, naar ban

kun augiver 7 Pigge paa Bagkroppens andet Segment og slet ingen paa det femte og sjette.
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Owen's Afbilduing stemmer dQi-imod med Hensyn til alle disse Pigges Form, Antal og

Anordning ganske overeens mod Forlioldet hos vor norske Form. Mindre n0iagtig er lians

Beskrivelse, naar det liedder, at '

fjerde og femte Caudal-segment have 3 og de audro kun 2

Pigge.' Dette er urigtigt for det femte Segments Vedkommende, som i Virkeligheden kun

tar 2 Pigge, saaledes som Owen's Fig. 7 ganske rigtigt udvi.ser. Det f0rste Brystsegment

bar, som baade Owen og Kr0yer angive, 10 Pigge, idet de 3 midterste ere dobbelto
;
den

forreste Pig paa j\Iidtliuien er den laengsto og ligger horizontalt fremad strakt og ligesom et

Horn fremragende over Hovedet.—Hos Exemplarer af ^
'

Laengde befandtes alle Kroppens

Pigge allerede fuldkommen udviklede ligesom bos de voxne. AUe Sideplader ende nedentil

med en Pig, den fjerde og femte, bvilke ogsaa ere laengere end de andre, bver med 2 Pigge.

Da hverken Owen eller Kr0yer bar iagttaget Dyret i levende Tilstand, tilfoies sluttelig, at

Kroppens Farve er guulbrun, Brystf0dderne og F0lerne med rosenr0de Ringe, oftest ere

ogsaa Kroppens Pigge i Sj)idsen rosenr0de. 0iuene ere brunsorte, temmelig store (ikke
' smaa og hvide,' som Owen siger), cirkeLrunde, halvkugleformig fremragende, deres ydie

Flade viser talrige polygonale Facetter." For discussion of tbe species of Acanthosoma,

Boeck's Acantlwzone, see Note on Lepecbin, 1778. Bucbbolz, in bis description of

" Acanthozone hystrix Owen," in 1874, does not allude to Sar's description. Tbe long and

strong spine of the ujoper antennas which Sars mentions is not shown in Bucbbolz's figure,

though to an unfigured small specimen be attributes "am ersten Basalglied der obern

Antenne ein ziemlich langer schlanker, am iiussern obern Ende befindlicher Stacbel."

Tbe next species is 42. Ampbitboe panopla Kr0yer % in regard to which Sars finds that

"
Bagkroppen hos vor norske Fannn er meget mere knudret," and after mentioning some other

variations from Kr0yer's description, suggests tbe name AmpMtJioe panoploides, in case tbe

Norwegian form should prove to be specifically distinct, which, however, Boeck does not

consider it to be. 43. Ampbitboe latipes Sars, nov. spec, is by Boeck called AmpMtlwpsis

latipes. 44. Ampbitboe serratioornis Sars, nov. spec, is identified by Boeck with

Calliopius Issviusculus, Kroyer; 45. Ampbithoii fulvocincta Sars, nov. spec, becomes in

Boeck's work Halirages fulvocinctus ; 46. Ampbitboe macrocephala Sars, nov. spec, is

identified with Dexamine hispinosa, Spence Bate, as Halirages hispinosiis ; 47. Ampbitboe

albomaculata Kr0y6r (A. podoceroides H. Rathke), is probably Arnphithoe ruhricata,

Montagu. Of tbe following many are discussed elsewhere ;
48. CEdiceros saginatus Kr0yer ;

49. ffidiceros lynceus Sars, nov. spec. ;
50. Gammarus locusta (Cancer) L. ; 51. Gammarus

mutatus Liljeb. ;
52. " Gammarus Sabinii

" Leach ; 53. Gammarus dentatus Kr0yer,

redescribed; 54. Gammarus fissicornis Sars, nov. spec, by Boeck called LiUJeboj-gia

fissicornis; 55. Podocerus capillatus H. Rathke ;
56. Iscbyrocerus minutus Liljeb. ;

57.

Leucotboe norvegica Liljeb. ;
58. Leucothoii pbyllonyx Sars, nov. spec, by Boeck made

the type of a new genus, as Aceros plujllonyx ; 59. Glauconome leucopis Kroyer, in regard

to which Sars says that the eyes which Kr0yer describes from examples in spirits as " smaa

og lidet tydelige," are in the living animal "
stasrkt ioinefaldende ved deres afstikkende

opak melkebvide Farve," and "paa de Z fi/irste Ahdominalsegmenter findes paa liver Side af

Rijggen en lav, men temmelig bred, conisk-tilrundet Knude, som ikke omtales af Krpyer, og

efter Figuren i Gaimard's "Voyage en Scandinavie, Crust. Tab. 19 Fig. 1, synes ogsaa disse

Segmenter at vaere ganske glatte. De under disse 3 Segmenter siddende saakaldte '

falske

F0dder' finder jeg tenunelig store (ingenlunde
' smaa og korte

' som Kr0yer Siger)."

60. CapreUa lobata (Sqvilla) Miill. ; 61. Caprella septentrionalis Kr0yer; 62. Leptomera

pedata (Gammarus) Abildg.
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1859. Valette, St. George, A. J. H. de la.
I860.

Ueber die Entwicklungs-geschiclite der Amphipoden. Sitzungsber. Nieder-

rhein. Gesell. f. Natur- u. Heilkunde zu Bonn, XVI. pp. 94-98, 1859.

Studien iiber die Entwickelung der Amphipoden, Mit 2 Tafeln. Halle. 1860.

14 pages. 2 Plates.

The ovaries are described as lying dorsally upon the gut and liver-tulDes on either side of the

heart, forming two cylindrical tubes closed at either end, reaching from the second to the

sixth peraeon-segment with an oviduct opening in the fourth segment. The inner surface is

covered by an epithelium layer which is supported by a Tunica ^wopria of finely granular

appearance, and that in turn is surrounded by an outer skin which is homogeneous.

[Bruzelius traces the ovaries from the first to the seventh segment, with the opening of the

oviduct at the base of the marsupial plate of the fifth segment. G. 0. Sars traces the

ovaries from the second to the seventh, with the opening of the oviduct as stated by
Bruzelius in the fifth segment]. Neither la Valette nor Bruzelius could discover the lobes

of which according to Spence Bate (1855) the ovary of Gammarus is composed.

The fiist origin of the Amphipod-egg is derived by la Valette from an epithelial cell of the ovary.

In eggs not far developed he found a sharply defined membrane, a finely granular content,

a germinal vesicle and many germinal spots. With further development of the egg-cell

violet-coloured drops appear in the hitherto colourless contents, which soon as smaller or

larger strongly refracting globules fill the whole egg and conceal the germinal vesicle. The

coloured yolk develops itself within the cell-membrane.

La Valette could never succeed in observing zoosperms in immediate proximity to the egg or

within it. Of the two skins of the egg one in later stages of the embryo's development

sometimes disappears, but the one remaining is not, he says, as Meissner supposes, the

chorion or outer, but always the inner, or yolk-skin. The inner skin has a finely shagreened

appearance ; the outer is completely homogeneous.
He thus sums up his view of the earlier stages of the development of the egg. An epithelial cell

of the ovary increases in size, its nucleus becomes the germinal vesicle and fills itself with

germinal spots, while within the ceU-membrane the development of the fine-grained yolk

begins. Along with this and perhaps partly at its expense along with the increasing size of

the egg appears the violet yolk. The former he calls the formation-yolk, the latter the

nourishment-yolk, which at successive stages changes from violet to brown-red and finally

to yellow-brown. The formation-yoLk divides and perhaps with it the germinal vesicle.

In this way arise the yolk-balls including a nucleus, and these after continued division by

hardening at the periphery obtain a membrane and become the cells of the embryo-skin.

When this has completely sheathed the nourishment-yolk, the whole egg-content draws

back on one side from the egg-skin, and by a constriction on that side is divided into two

unequal portions still connected on the opposite convex side. On the side where the con-

striction has taken place the cells of the embryo-skin put out isrotuberances, marking the

position of arteries, mouth-organs and limbs.

A full discussion follows of the micropylic apparatus of the Amphipod-egg, which Meissner fii-st

discovered in Gammarus pulez. It is confined to the inner or yolk-skin, the outer skin or

chorion being completely closed. It lies, not as Meissner supposed, at the pole of the egg,

but near the greatest diameter of its breadth. At its central point is a small tap with two

small openings. The apparatus occurs at the part of the egg corresponding with the back

of the embryo and the third perseon-segment of the developed animal. It is attached to a

spherical sack which extends into the heart of the embryo, and which is still observable in
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a young animal just escaped from the pouch, though it afterwards disappears. In regard to

the use of the apparatus, reference is made to the observations of Leukart [Leuckart] upon the

development of the Pupiparse, showing that the micropyle may have another function than

the reception of zoosperms, namely to act as a funnel for the introduction of nourishment.

In the case of Amphipods la Valette suggests that it may serve as a respiratory apparatus.

He recognises that the outer egg-skin is completely closed, as well as the sack in connection

with the micropyle, hut he thinks that both might be permeable to the medium surrounding

them.

1860. BoECK, Axel, bom 1833, died 1873 (G. 0. Sars).

Bemserkuinger angaaende de ved de norske Kyster forekommende Amphipoder.

Forhandlinger ved de Skandinaviske Naturforskeres ottende Mdde i Kjdbenhavii

8-14de Juli 1860, pp. 631-677.

Boeok thinks it likely that the division of the Amphipoda into the three principal groups,

Hyperidse, Gammaridie, Caprellidre, will always retain its value, while with growing knowledge
the minor subdivisions must be subject to variations. In his own classification he has paid

regard, he says, not only to the form of feet and tail, but even more particularly to parts

less open to view, the mouth-organs, the marsupial lamelte and the branchia;. Besides the

characters already in use, namely the presence or absence of palps in maxillae and mandibles

and the number of joints to the maxillipeds, he considers the form of the inner plate in the

first pair of maxillaj and its garniture of hairs to be of high importance. He attaches weight

also to the arrangement of teeth and hairs at the upper end of the ojsophagus, although from

the difficulty of the investigation he will not for the time delay over these points. He calls

attention to a double armature of teeth which the males of many species possess as opposed
to the females, and which he notices especially in the mandibles and first and second

maxillae. This, on which he no longer lays stress in his great work, is no doubt only a

misapprehension caused by the appearances which precede the moulting of the Crustacean

skin.

In his Classification of the Norwegian Amphipoda Boeck places first the tribe Hyperidaj, Dana,

because he considers it to be united by a new and very remarkable form, Trischizostoma, to

the family Orchestidse, as well as to the genera Anonyx and Opis among the Gammaridae.

In the subfamily Hyperinae he places
"
Hyperia Galha, Mont. (Latreillu Edw.)"; Ilyperia

spnnipes, n. s.
; Lestrigonus exulans, Kr0yer, and "

Lestrigonus Boeclcii," n. s. (presumably
named after Professor Chr. Boeck), both of which he subsequently united with Hyperia

galha as synonyms of Hyjjeria medusarum, 0. F. Miiller.

In the second tribe, Prostomatre, Boeck, he places the single new genus and species,
"
Trischizo-

stoma Raschii" Esmark and Boeck, in which, however, the genus at least is assuredly a

synonym of Gjierinia, Hope and Costa.

In the third tribe, Gammaridae, for the first family Orchestidse, he refers to two genera occurring
on the Norwegian coasts, but only makes mention of "

Allorehestia Nilsonii," Eathke's species

which has since been named Hyale nilssonii. In the second family, Gammarida;, he gives

the following new species, Anonyx serratus, which he afterwards named Orclwmene serratus;

Anonyx pinguis, which becomes Orcliomene pinguis in his later work; Anonyx oltusifrons,

changed later on into Menigrates ohtusifrons; '^Anonyx Bruzelii," dropped out of his later

works except for a reference in the Index of De Skand. og. Arkt. Amph., to p. 157, from

•which it may be inferred that he identified his species with Anonyx gulosus, Kr0yer ;

Ichnopus spinicornis ; Urothoii norvegica. Ho then mentions Bailiyporeia pilosa, Lindstr0m,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 41
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from the description and figures of -wliicli his own specimens somewhat varied. His next

new species is Pcmtoporeia armaia, which he afterwards named Prisdlla armata. The

genus CEdicems, Kroyer, he thinlis should form two separate divisions, one containing

sarjinatus, Kr., affinis, Bruz., lynceus, Sars, and norvegicus, n. s., the other novi-zealandlx

Dana, and oMusus, Bruz. For the latter division he institutes a new genus, Aceros, using a

name pre-occupied among Aves (although there with a diilerent meaning and pronunciation),

and taking Aceros obtusus, Bruzelius, as the type, which he afterwards named Aceros

plujllonyx, Sars. His new species, (Edicerus norvegicus, he renamed in 1870, Pontocrates

norvegicus, giving it as a synonym Kripyeria arenaria, Spence Bate, 1863. Spence Bate's

genus is in fact not the pre-occupied Krijiyerich but Kroyera, which perhaps lapsed as a

synonym of Monoculodes, and the species Kroyera arenaria dates, not from 1863, hut

1858, taking precedence, therefore, of Boeck's norvegicus. Boeck next gives Ampelisca

spinipes, n. s., stating that it is very like Ampelisca xquicornis, Bruzelius. For a specimen

described by Lilljeborg as LeucotJioe articulosa, Montagu, he proposes a distinct name

"Leucothoe Lilljehorgii," which in his later works he hesitates to uphold. He recognises that

LeucotJioe articulosa should be called Leucothoe spinicarjM, Abildgaard. Making Prololium,

Costa, a synonym of the earlier Stenothoe, Dana, he adds a new species "StenoiJioe Danai,"

which he afterwards found to be synonymous with Stenothoe {Montagua) marina, Spence

Bate, 1855. After pointing out the resemblances between JEusims and Leucothoe, he adds

a new species, Eiisinis longipes. For Gammarns brevicornis, Bruzelius, and Gammarus

fissicornis, M. Sars, he establishes a new genus, Iduna, a name pre-occupied among Birds

and Annelids, and consequently in Boeck's later works giving place to the synonymous

Liljeborgia, Sp. Bate, 1862. Iduna brevicarnis he afterwards identified with Liljeborgia

pallida, Sp. Bate. To Dexamine he adds a new species, "Dexamine Tliea." For Amphiihoe

compressa, Lilljeborg, he establishes the new genus, Epidesura, which was dropped when

later on he found the species in question to be Atylus {Amphitlwe) su-ammerdamii, Milne-

Edwards, 1830. He makes a new species, "Gammarus Batei," of which no notice is taken in

his subsequent works, probably because be thought it too obviously a Gammarus locusta to

be worth further mention. To the genus Parampldthoe, Bruzelius, he leaves the species

panopla and piulchclla, but establishes a new genus AmpUthopsis to receive the species,

bicuspis, elegans, Ixviuscida, tridentata, and the two new species Ampliithopsis glaber and

Amphithopsis longicaudata, the former of which he transferred first to Paramphithoe, and

afterwards to Pleusfes, retaining the latter as type of the genus Amphithopsis. He discusses

the genus Acanfhonotus, Owen, which he afterwards called Acanthonotozoma, and the

neighbouring genus, Iphimedia, Eathke. To Acantbosoma, Owen, he assigns the species,

Acanthosoma hystrix, Owen, Amphitlwe parasitica, Bats, and Epimeria tricristata, Costa.

He afterwards found reason to name the first Acanthozone cuspidata, Lepechin, and the

other two, Epimeria ccn-nigera, Fabricius.

In his third family, Corophidae, Dana, Boeck places a new genus, Podoceropsis, with a new

species,
"
Podocnrop»is Sophia" (afterwards Sophia:), for its type. After some discussion

of species which he considers to belong to Leptocheirus, Zaddach, and to Gammaropsis,

Lilljeborg, respectively, he describes a new species, Ampliitho'e grandimana, and a new

genus, Uela, with a new species, Hela monstrosa, for its type. The name Hela, being

pre-occupied, has been changed by S. I. Smith to Neohda.

The fourth tribe he calls CapriUidea. In it he places Proto pedata, afterwards recognized as

P7-oto ventricosa ; yEgina longispina, Kr0yer, he here assigns to Protella, though he after-

wards called it ^gina phasma, Montagu, it being properly Protella phasma ; to ^gina,

Kroyer, he adds the new species, yEgina (Caprella) echinata, Esmark, which he afterwards

claims as his own species, and ^gina leevis, which, according to Mayer, is the young of

^gina longicornis, Kr0yer. He next establishes a new genus, jEginella, with a new
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species, ^ginella spinom, as type, also assiguing to this genus ^gina tenella, Dana, and

^ijina aculeata, Dana, but in both cases according to Mayer without good reason for so

doing. To CajireUa, Lamarck, he adds three new species,
"
Caprella Egmarlxii," Caprdla

latieornis, Caprella pnmdata, tlie two first of which Mayer identifies with Caprella xquiUhra,

Say, and the third a little doubtfully with Caprella septenirionalis, Krpyer. Boeck himself

in his last work inclines to identify Caprella esmarkii with Caprella eequilihra.

In this work the descriptions of new genera are not very formally drawn out. That of Trischi-

zostoma follows the statement that three specimens, all females, were captured by Professor

Easoh off S0ndm0r, by sinking a dead bird, if he remembered rightly, to a depth of about

100 fathoms, and is given thus :
— " Det st0rste Individ maalte 45 m., og den er saaledes en af

de st0rste blandt Amphipoderue. Legemet er stagrkt bygget, noget sammentrykt fra Side til

anden
; Ryggen rund uden Kiyl ; Hovedet springer fortil frem 1 et langt og bredt Rostrum,

der daskker Eoddelene af de 0vre Antenner
; 0inene ere meget store og dsekke som hos

Hyperidwne najsten hele Hovedets Sider samt st0de nsesten sammen oventil
;
de 0vre

Antenner ere do korteste
; Skaftet lidet og kort

; Svfiben dannes af et noget langt, paa den

indre Side haarbedrekket f0rste Led, samt 12 til 14 andre kortere
; Bisv0ben bestaaer

ligeledes af et langt f0rste og to meget mindre folgende Led. De nedre Antenner ere en

Trediedeel laengere end de 0vre ;
Skaftets tre f0rste Led ere meget korte

;
de to f0lgende

laengere og indbyrdes af samme Lsengde, hvorhos det f0rste af disse er paa den nedre Side

saugtakket; Sv0ben bestaaer af henved 20 Led. De stemme saaledes overeens med
Antennerne hos Hypericin og Shegten Anonyx. Munddelene see ud som en trespaltet

fremstrakt Tubus, som er dannet af den overordentligt forlasngede Overlaebe og de omdannede

!Maxillarf0dders ydre Plader. Indenfor denne Tubus, efter hvilken Sla?gtsnavnet er givet,

findes de spidse, starkt forlasngede, men spaade Mandibler og Maxiller, der ligne et Slags
Braadde. Maxillarf0dderne ere forsynede med fiirleddede og Mandiblerne med treleddede

Palper. F0rste Par Fodder er omdannet til stajrke Griberedskaber af en eiendommelig

Bygning ;
femte Led eller Haandeu er meget stor, opblaist, og fsestet ved den indre Side til

det foregaaende Led. Kloen er ikke som ssedvanligt faastet til den nedre Vinkel, slaaende

sig mod den bagre Rand med Spidsen opad, men er faestet til deu bagre 0vre Vinkel med

Spidsen nedad
;
den stemmer saaledes i dette noget overeens med Kr0yer's Slasgt Opis.

Det andet Par F0dder er dannet som hos Slsegten Anonyx. Det tredie og fierde Par ere

ulige ;
fierde Pars f0rste og isser tredie Led ere stterkt skioldformet udvidede, medens de hos

tredie Par ere smallere. De tre f0lgende Par ere af den ssdvanlige Bygning og tillage

efterbaanden i La?ngde. Halen er meget bred og stemmer i sin Form meget overeens med

Eyperidernes, men. de tre bagre Par Hale-beens Pedunkler ere kortere end hos disse.

Andet Par Epimerer er sserdeles stor, trekantet med Basis nedad og den afstumpede Spids

opad og skiuler naesten det f0rste Par.

"
Dyret liguet saaledes Hyperiderne i Hovedets, ^inenes, Antennernes og Halens Bygning, til-

deels ogsaa ved Maxillarfpddernes ydre Plade, der er operculiform ; men her findes Palper,

som Hyperiderne mangle. I det Hele taget ere Munddelene hos dette Dyr eiendommelige,

og synes at vsere bestemte til Sugning. Det ntermer sig i flere Henseender Orchediderne,

men har ogsaa meget tilfselles med Sla;gterne Opris og Anonyx blandt Gammarideme ved

Antennernes og F0ddernes Dannolse."

I have given the above in the original language, as the translation by Dallas is accessible in the

Annals and Magazine for May, 1869, and the Latin description will be given further on.

The following remarks on the two species CEdiccrus 7iovi-zealandise, Dana, and CEdicerus ohtusus,

Bruzelius, supply all that is here given by way of definition for Boeck's new genus, Aceros ;

as distinguished from the other species of (Edicerus, iu these two, he says, the upper
antennte are elongate, the rostrum is wanting, the eyes have their ordinary lateral position.

The point of the mandible is not dentate, and the second joint of its palp differs in form
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from that in (Edicerus saginatus. The inner plate of the first maxilla is large and furnished

with several strongly ciliated hairs. From regard to the marsupial plates and their relation

to the branchioe, he would place (Edicerus and Aceros rather with Plwxus and the like than

near to Gammarns. In the form of the hands of the gnathopods he finds an approach to

the subfamily of which Leucothoe is the type. Whether Aceros with a short penultimate

syllable should be considered pre-occupied, because a genus of birds was called Aceros, with

a long penult, is perhaps an open question.

For the new genus, Iduna, or at least for the two species which constitute it, he gives the

following characters :
—The accessory flagellum is especially long, while the principal

flagellum of the upper antennse is short. The lower antennae are strong and almost subpedi-

form. The molar tubercle of the mandibles is small
;

tlie inner plate of the first maxillaj is,

as in Eusirus, oval and furnished with a single plumose seta
;

the biting-plates (Tygge-

plader) of the maxillipeds are small and their palps much elongated. The first two pairs

of legs are provided with strong clasping hands, their fourth joint sending out from the

lower hinder angle a strong process, as in Leucotlio'e ; the following pairs of legs are very

thin and long, the last pair is very long; the uropods (Halef0dderue) are long and the telson

deeply cleft. The first side-plate (Epimer) is strong, larger than the next one. Thus they

show great agreement with Eusirus, and differ much from the typical species of Gammarns.

The marsupial plates, he says, in this genus are small, the branchite long and broad
;
the

palp in the first maxillee has the first joint short. Alike, he says, in Eusirus and Iduna, the

inner plate of the first maxillfe is larger than [in] the other [members of the group], but

in all furnished only with one bristle. In 1876, he says that this plate in Lilljehorgia

Jissicm-nis has one very long plumose seta and a smaller seta not plumose, and that in

Eusirus cuspidatus it has two plumose setae.

His genus Epidesura, he says, in many characters approaches Dezamine, Leach. The form of the

antennae is as in Dexamine; the mandibles, however, have a very thin, weak, triarticulate

palp ;
the palp of the first maxillae is bi-articulate, and the inner plate is furnished with six

ciliated hairs
;
the biting-plates of the maxillipeds are large, the palps small, thin, with their

fourth joint forming a small finger (Klo). The marsupial plates are especially large,

furnished on the edges with close-set, long hairs
;
the branchiae of the last thoracic legs are

of the same peculiar form which is found in Ichnopus ; the two last segments of the pleon

are coalesced and the telson is divided
;
the body is strongly compressed.

The new genus Amphithopsis is instituted for those species (taken from Paramphifhoe, Bruzelius,

and united to two new ones), which have—an elongate, compressed body with moderate

epimera and long antennae
;
the inner plate of the first maxillre furnished with four to five

long, thick, plumose setse ;
the inner plate of the second maxillie with many simple

setae at the extremity, but several on the inner side very strong and plumose ;
the

maxillipeds large, with palps of moderate length ;
the two first pairs of feet with hands of

nearly the same size, small
;
the third and fourth pairs of legs with the fifth joint very long,

longer than the third joint ;
the telson simple ; the last uropods with the branches long,

often unequal; the marsupial plates much larger than the branchiae, closely margined with hairs.

In the new genus Podoceropsis, the body is somewhat depressed, the epimera small, the

antennae long and thin, the upper attached far in advance of the lower at the point of the

projecting head. Their peduncle is very long, longer than the flagellum and without

accessory flagellum. The mandibles are large, at the extremity divided and dentate, with

long triarticulate palp. The palp of the first maxiUae is biarticulate, the inner plate

small and thick. The maxUlipeds are long, narrow, with the fourth joint of the palp

divided into two joints, of which the last forms a pointed nail (Klo.). The two first

("sidste," last, by an obvious mistake for "fcirste," first) pairs of feet having the fifth joint

forming a clasping hand, which in the second pair is much larger than in the first, and not
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of the same size in both sexes. The three hinder abdominal-feet are biramous, the rami

conical, without spines. Telson small and thin.

Of Hela, he says :
—"This remarkable new geuus is characterized b3'-

a loug, narrow, depressed

body ; small, nearly rudimentary epimera ; very long legs, of which the first two pairs are

furnished with strong clasping hands, the first larger than the second ;
the last three pairs

have the first joint not at all dOated, but narrow and cylindrical like the following joints ;

the fingers long and conical. The tail is of the usual form, without any of its segments

coalesced. Its first three pairs of feet are especially long and thin, the two following

pairs biramous, and the last particularly thin, uniramous [grenet for eengrenet], the ramus

longer than the peduncle. The mandibles have a divided, dentate point, a prominent

molar tubercle, and a thin, triarticulate palp. In the first maxillae the palp is long, thin,

two-jointed, the inner plate small, furnished with a few bristles. The maxillipeds are

very strong, with four-jointed palps. The branchial vesicles are found at the bases of the

legs from the second to the sixth pair."

As to the new genus ^(jinella he gives his views in two passages ;
first he says, p. 670, under

JEgina, Kr0yer :
—"

Kr0yer characterizes this genus by the triarticulate palp of the

mandibles, and the biarticulate tail with two pairs of appendages, of which the first pair

are biarticulate, the second uniarticulate. Dana refers to this genus some species, which

differ from the type species longicornis by the structure of the tail, and he believes that

this is of little systematic importance. But, as I have found two new species which

completely agree with Kr0yer's characters for ^gina, and besides, a species which is like

these in that the mandibles have palps, but the tail of which is constructed as in the

genus Cajirella, I think that Dana's species must be transferred from j3Sgina to a new

genus, of which this species of mine is the type. To this genus I have given the name

^ginella." On p. 673, under jEginella mihi, he says,
" This genus, which forms a link

between the preceding genus [yEgina] and that which follows [Caprella], I have already

characterized by its not having palps on the mandibles, and by the tail being, as in the

genus Caprella, biarticulate, with unjointed appendages" ("ved at den mangier Palpe paa

Mandiblerne, og ved at Halen er, som hos Slasgten Caprella, toleddet med uleddede

Appendices"). The discrepancy in the second statement is no doubt accidental, there

remains, therefore, the single point in which ^ginella difTers from JSgina, namely, in

having the abdominal feet unjointed. But Mayer points out, Caprelliden, p. 36, that Boeck

is wrong in supposing the abdominal feet in Caprella to be unjointed. It is easy, there-

fore, to suppose that he may have made the same mistake in regard to the specimen which

he names JEginella, in which case that genus will fall to yEgina, unless, since that is a

preoccupied name, ^ginella may be accepted as its substitute.

1860. Leydig, Franz.

Ueber Geruchs- imd Gehororgane der Krebse und lusekten. Arcliiv fur Anat.

und Physiol. Jahrgang 1860. pp. 265-314. Taf. VII.-IX.

See Note on Leydig, 1878.

1860. LtJTKEN, Christian Frederik, born 4 October, 1827 (C. F. L.).

Bemaerkninger cm Cyamus, Forliandlinger paa Skandinav. Naturf. ottende

Mode i Kj0benhavn. 1860. pp. 590-592.

The preliminary object of these remarks was to show the error of the common supposition that

there was only one species of Cyamus in the North Seas. Liitken here distinguishes six
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species, leaving the name Cyavius ceti, Lin., to that parasitic on Balema mysticetus, and

giving the name Cyamus nodosus, Ltk., to that living on the Narval, figured in the

Zoologia Danica, tab. 119.

1860. Philippi, Rudolph Amandus, born 1808 (Hageu).

Reise dureh die Wueste Atacama auf Befehl der ehileniselieii "Reoieruns; im

Sommer 1853-54 unternommen und beschrieben von Doctor Rudolph Amandus

Philippi. Halle, 1860.

Among the Crustacea Philippi describes one Amphipod, at page 170, thus:—"
AmpMthoe

andina Ph.
" Die obem Fahler sind so lang wie der vierte Theil des Kdrpers ;

die drei Glieder des Stieles

siiid gleich lang, nehmen aber von der Basis an allmiihlig an Dicke ab
;

die einfache,

vielgliedridge Geissel ist so lang wie der Stiel. Die untern Fiihler sind etwas langer als

die obem, etwa so lang wie der dritte Theil des Korpers, im iibrigen sind sie denselben

iihlich [iihnlich]; das Grundglied des Stieles ist etv?as kiirzer als das zweite, welches so

lang ist wie das dritte
;
die Geissel ist etwas langer wie der Stiel. Die Augen sind klein

und eiformig. Das erste Fusspaar ist sehr kurz, kaum so lang wie das erste Brust-

segment ; seine Glieder sind ziemlich gleich lang ;
das drittletzte und das vorletzte sind

dreieckig, das letzte klauenartig gegen das vorletzte umgeschlagen und so lang, wie der

Vorderrand desselben. Das zweite Fusspaar ist wenigstens doppelt so lang, gleichfalls zum

Greifen eingerichtet ;
das drittletzte Glied ist viel breiter als lang und nach liinten in eineu

Lappen vorgezogen ;
das vorletzte ist gross und dreieckig ;

das Klauenglied ist ebenso lang

wie der Vorderrand des vorletzten Gliedes. Das dritfe und vierie Fusqjaar sind so lang

wie das zweite imd haben cylindrische Glieder. Das fiinfte, sechste und siebente Fuss-

paar sind bedeutend langer als die vorgehenden, zeigen aber sonst die gewbhnliche Bildung,

dasselbe gilt von den Anhangseln des Schwanzes.—Die Farbe ist grau.
"
Bemerkung. Diese Art weicht etwas von Amphitoe ab, indem die Hiinde dreieckig und nicht

eiformig, und die obem Fiihler kiirzer als die untern sind, doch scheint mir der Untei-

schied nicht erheblich genug, um eine generisehe Trennung zu rechtfertigen.
"
Hiiutig in den Gewiissern des hohen Theiles der Wiiste : z. B. Cachinal de la Sierra, Agua

de Profetas, Rio frio etc."

The account of this species I have quoted in full, as I was neither able to find it mentioned in

Jlr. Spence Bate's Catalogue, nor to find Philippi's work in the British Museum. It may,
I think, be presumed that the species belongs to the genus Hyalella, S. I. Smith, and may
even be identified with the species HyalcUa inermis. Smith

;
the name would be Hydlella

andina. Philippi calculated the height of Cachinal de la Sierra by the quick-silver

barometer at 7516 feet, by the Aneroid, in which he placed less trust, at 6200 feet, above

the sea. Agua de Profetas, he says, lies 9180 feot above the sea, therefore, about at the

height of Quito. At this place, he says, p. 50, "im Wasser waren Flohkrebse, Amphitlioe

andina, n. sp., Elmis, und kleine schwarze Blutegel, aber keine Schnecken, Miickenlarven

etc. Auch sah ich sonst kein Insekt irgend eiaer Art." At page 89 he says,
" Der Lager-

platz von Rio frio Uegt 10500 Fuss liber dem Meere," and at page 91, after describing
" die Vegetation des Thales von Rio frio," he says,

" im Wasser waren die gewbhnliohen
Flohkrebse und Elmis."

Hyalella inermis, S. I. Smith, has been taken by Mr. Edward Wliymper at heights still greater

than those mentioned by Philippi for the habitat of his Amphipod.
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1S60. VOLLENHOVEN, SaMUEL CONSTANT SNELLEN, VAN.

Naturlijke Historic van Nederland. De dieren van Nederland. Overzigt der

gelede dieren. Haarlem, 1860.

Under " de Amphipoden of vlookreeften," he mentions Roeeers species imder the name " Gam-

marus Roeselli Gerv.," PL ii. fig. 1, distinguishing it from " Gammarus Puleic L.," and

Gammarus puteamis Koch. He mentions also Talitrus saltator, Edw., PI. i. fig. 5
;

Orchestia littorea, Leach, PI. i. fig. 6, of which he discusses the phosphorescence ;

"
CoropMum

longicorne Desm.," PI. i. fig. 7
;

"
CapreUa lohata Latr.," of the female of which he gives a

woodcut; and lastly,
''

Leptomera pedata Latr.," PI. ii. fig. 2, with a reference to Slabber,
" Natuui-k. Verlust. Plaat X, fig. 1, 2." The figure shows that Proto veniricosa, 0. F. M.^ is

in question, though the explanation of the plate calls it Ccqn'ella linearis, probably by an

accidental slip.

1861. Bate, C. Spence.

On the Morphology of some Amphipoda of the division Hyperina. The Annals

and Magazine of Natural History. 3 Ser. Vol. VIII. 1861. pp. 1-16. Pis. I.-II.

A new species, "Vihilia Edwardsii" is described, and tho differences between the mother and the

young taken from the incubatory pouch are given in detail. A new genus, Platyscelus, is

thus defined :
—" This genus agrees in every respect with Dana's genus Dithyrus, except

that, after the basa in tlie third and fourth pairs of pereiopoda, the remaining joints are

developed, whereas in Dithijrus they are wanting." In the Brit. Mus. CataL, p. 329, Spence

Bate adds a note to his description of this genus,
"

it appears to me to be not improbable

that Platyscelus may prove to be the female of Typhis, from which it differs only in the

form of the superior and length of the inferior antennae." With Tijp)his ovoides, Risso,

Claus decisively identifies the species Platyscelus serratus here described as new. Typhis

being preoccupied, Claus renames the genus Eutijphis, though on his own showing, Dithyrus,

Dana, Thyropus, Dana, and Platyscrlue, Spence Bate, have each, in the order named, a

prior claim.

The new genus Brachyscelm is thus defined :
—"

Cephalon anteriorly rounded. Eyes occupying

the lateral walls, which encroach upon the inferior margin. Pereion not distended, nearly

as deep as the eephalon, and not wider. Pleon nearly as broad as the pereion ;
fourth and

fifth segments fused together. Antennse obsolete or very rudimentary. Oral appendages

membranous and rudimentary. Gnathopoda completely subchelate. Pereiopoda having the

basa of tho three posterior pairs largely developed ;
fifth pair having the remaining joints

not obsolete. Pleopoda biramous. Telson single." The type species is Brachyscelus crus-

culum, of which the female and young are described and figured.

!Mr. Spence Bate remarks in regard to the young of the genera he has been discussing, that the

adult form which approximates nearest to them is that of the genus Oxycephalus,
" which

bears so close a resemblance to the young of Platyscelus, that they might readily be accepted

as belonging to one genus." Again, he says, M. Gm^rin-Mcneville's
"
figure of the young

of Rhahdosoma appeared to me to be a fair representation of an adult Oxycephalus." He

thinks that the unimpoverished type in many genera of the Hyperina is to be found nearer

to the young than to the adult form. Alluding to the dwelling of many Hyperina in the

gill-cavities of Medusw, he thinks we may assume that eyes, small in the type, have been

monstrously increased in these creatures to make up for the depreciation of light tliat reaches

them through the transparent animals they lodge in. To find out their nearest allies among

the normal Amphipods, we must compare their young with tho more aberrant forms, and
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the link Mr. Bate considers is certainly to be found in Phoxus and otlier genera of the

subfamily Phoxides.

Claus, in 1879, identifies Brachyscelus, Spence Bate, 1861, with TJiamyris, Spence Bate, 1862,

and adopts the later Thamyris as the name of the genus, perhaps regarding Brachyscelus as

pre-occupied, but the only earlier name like it in Scudder's nomenclator is Brachyscelis.

1861. Bate, C. Spence, and Westwood, J. 0.

A History of the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea. Part I., October 1, 1861. Part

II., November 1. 1861. Part III., December 2. 1861. Pages 1-144. London.

(The dates at which the Parts were published have been kindly supphed by Mr.

John Van Voorst, the publisher.)

As this work, now complete in two volumes dated respectively 1863 and 1868, is now in the

hands of every one who studies the Amphipoda in earnest, only such notes upon it will be

given as are absolutely necessary to the plan of this Bibliography. In the first tlu'ee parts

no new species are includecL A " tabular arrangement of the Amphipoda
"

is given, at page

10, in the following manner :
—

Order. Group. Division. SuMivision. Tribe. Family,

f Saltatoria = OrcliestiidEe.

Subfamily.

L <i{

'StegocephaliiTes,

Lysianassides, .

Ampeliscides, .

Phoxides, ,

Natatoria = Gammaridse \

Gammarides,

Genus.

Talitrus, Orchestia, Allorcliestes,
Nicea.

Montagua, Danaia.

Lysianassa, Callisoma, Anonyx.
Ampelisca.
Phoxus, Sulcator, Kroyera, West-

woodilla, Grayia, Monoculodes,
Amphilochus, Darwinia, Urothoe,
Liljeborgia, Pli.-eilra, Isaa, Iphi-
media, Otus, Acanthonotus.

Gammarus, Dexamine, Atylus,
Pherusa, Calliope, Eusiru.s, Leu-
cothoi;, Aora, Stimpsonia, Proto-

media, Batliyporeia, Niphargus,
Crangonyx, Gammarella, Melita,
M«ra, Megamoera, Eurystheus,
Amathia, etc.

rPodocerides, . . Podocerus, Cyrtophium, Amphi-

Corophiidaj \ *'?''t'
Sunamphithoe, Cerapus,^

biphonoccetus, etc.

LCorophiides, . . Corophium, Dryope, Cratippus.

Cheluridse, Chelura.

Hyperiidfe, Hyperia, Lestrigonus.
Phronimid£e, Phronima.

Dulichiidfe Dulichia.

Caprellidae, Proto ?, Protella, Caprella.
Cyamidae, .... . Cyamus.

1861. BeNEDEN, p. J. VAN.

Recherches sur les Crustaces du littoral de Belgique. Memoires de I'Academie

Royale de Belgique. Tom. xxxiii, Bruxelles, 1861. pp. 1-174. PL i.-xxi.

(Presente h, 1' Academie le 6 mai 1860).

The same, as a separate extract, Bruxelles, 1861.

The part of this work relating especially to the Amphipoda extends from page 95 to page 99

and is devoted to "les Caprellides." The five genera allotted to this family are called
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Leptomera, Naupredia, Cercops, JEginn, and Caprella. Cyamus is spoken of as non-para-

sitic, and the Cijamus from BaJxna australis is supposed to be identical with that from

Balxna viysticetus. The genus Nmipredia, Latreille, is uphold against those carcinologista

who have supposed it to represent a mutilated Leptomera. A new species, Naupredia

h-ist/s, is figured and, described, but it is very obvious that a young and mutilated specimen

of Proto ventricosa is in question. Considering the habit of the Caprellidse of clinging to

supports by their hind perseopods, to liave one of the family naturally destitute of these

limbs would be most surprising. Caprella ohesa, also described as new, is thought by

Mayer to be possibly the young of Caprella acutifrons, Latreille. The specimen was only

two millimetres in length.

1861. Grube, Adolph Eduard, born 1812, died June 24, 1880 (Friedlander, Naturse

novitates).

Ein Ausflug nach Triest und dem Quarnero. Beitrage zur Kenntuiss der

Thierwelt dieses Gebietes. Berlin, 1861.

The following species are described as new, pp. 135-138, 1. Lysianagea ciliafa, said by Grube to be
" L. humili Cost, simillima," by J. V. Carus, 1885, who quotes the description, thought to

be possibly the same as Lysianassa audouiniana, Sp. Bate, but separated both from that

species, and from the genus Lysianassa by the telson, see Note on Grube, 1866. 2.

Amphifhoe hrevitarsis, which Grube in 1864, re-named Dexamine hrevitarsis ; 3. Amplntho'd

{Hyale) istrica, which he called Nicea istrica in 1864, and which may stand as Hyale

istrica, or as Hyale prevostii, M.-Edw. (see Sp. Bate, 1865); 4. Ampldtlioe {AmpiJiitonotus)

anisopus, which in 1864 he called Dexamine anisopus, a species obviously founded on a

malformed specimen of Dexamine spiniventris, Costa; 5. Amphifhoe (Amphitonotus)

leptonyx, in 1864 re-named Dexamine leptonyx, and separated by some not very striking

marks of distinction from Dexamine tenuicornis, Eathke
;

6. Gammarus recurviis, which in

1864 he named Crangonyx recurvus ; 7. Colomastix piusilla, the typ)e of a new genus thus

defined :
—

" Genus ad Podocerum accedens, corpore depresso-rotundatum epimeribus humilibus. Antennx

breves, articulis paucis, flagellis distinctis nullis, nee tamen pediformes. Pedis paris Imi

styliformes, 2di subchelaeformes, proximorum 5 ambulatorii."

In the list headed,
" Ausbeute von Triest, Fiume, Portor6 und Cherso," besides the species

already mentioned, Grube records, p. 125, the capture of Lysianassa longicornis, Lucas ;

Lysianassa spinicornis, Costa; AmphUhne piida, Eathke; Gamraanis olivii, M.-Edw.;
Gammarus Tocnsta, Linn.; Leucothoe denticulata, Costa. At page 24 he mentions Podoccrus

pulchellus in a sponge, and at page 73 "eine Gammarine," taken among stones on the

banks of the Wanasee, therefore no doubt the Crangonyx recurvus, already named.

1861. Heller, Camil.

Synopsis der im rothen Meere vorkommeudcn Crustaceen. (Aus den Ver-

handlungen der k. k. zoologisch-botanischen Gesellschaft in VYien [Jahrgang 1861]
besonders abgedruckt.) 30 pp.

C)rchesti^ bottae, M.-Elw., is the only Amphipod mentioned.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVIT.—1887.) XxX 42
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186L Heller, Camil.

Beitrage zur Crustaceen-Fauua des rothen Meeres. (Aus dem XLIV. Bande des

Jahrganges 1861 der Sltzunffsberichte der mathem.-natnrw. Classe der kais.

Akademie der Wissenschaften besonders abgedruckt.) II. Tlieil. Wien. 1861.

(pp. 289-290, 294.)

The only Ampliipod described in this work is Orcheafia incequalii', which is said to be strikingly

distinguished from all other known species by the nnequal development of the gnathopods
of the second pair. The expression may be intended to refer only to other species of

Orchestia, otherwise the Mdifa jxiTmata which Spence Bate at one time established as a

distinct species under the name Gamnmrus hifeqnimanus-^ and MeJifa (Gammarus) fresnelii of

Savigny's Egypt would constitute other well-known species exhibiting the same unequal

development. The fact that in Heller's specimen not only was the right gnathopod much

larger thau the left, but all the five perfeopods on the right side showed a somewhat stronger

development than those on the left, makes it highly probable that he had before him a

monstrosity rather than a true species. Grube's Dexamine anisopus seems to be a parallel

case.

1861. Heller, Camil.

Vorlanfiger Bericht liber die wabrend der "Weltum.segkmg der k. k. Fregatte

Novara gesammelten Crustaceen. (Aus der Verb, der k. k. zool.-botan. Ges. in

Wien [Jahrgang 1861] bes. abgedruckt.) 4 pp.

Reports Amphipoda collected from Madeira, 2 species; St. Paul .3; the Cape 1; Chili 2; a total

of eight species.

1861. Herklots, Janus Adrian.

SymbolfB carcinologicte. Etudes sur la classe des Crustaces. Leyden, 1861.

The introductory heading well expresses the contents of this pamphlet;
—

"Catalogue des

crustaces qui out servi de base au syst^me carcinologique de ]\I. "W. de Haan, r&lig^ d'apres

la collection du Musee des Pays-Bas et les .crustaces de la Faune du Japon."
" Ordo

IV. Tetradecapoda de Blainv." has "
Sectio 4. Amphipoda Latr." and "

Sectio 5.

Lxmodipoda Latr." The latter wrongly includes " Gen. Cecrops Leach," and under

Caprella gives
" Modesta Tempi." instead of nodosa. No new species are mentioned.

1861. Hogan, a. R.

Notice of British Well Shrimps. Report of the thirtieth meeting of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science ;
held at Oxford in June and

July 1860. London, 1861. pp. 116-117.

See Note on Hogan, 1859.
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1861. KiNAHAN, J. E.

Report of the Committee appointed to dredge Dublin Bay. Eeport of the

thirtieth meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science ;
held

at Oxford in June and July 1860. London, 18G1. pp. 27-31.

At " the Cnook, a bauk about seven miles from land iu an easterly direction," he met with

several species of Crustacea rare elsewhere, among which he mentions " Tetromatun

Bellianus." In tiie
^^ List of Species obtained in Kingstown and Killineij Bays, and a few

from Baldotjle," the Apphipoda are "
Lysiauassa lougicornis, Auonyx denticulatus,

Ampelisca typicus, Urothoe marinus, Urothoo elegans, Iphimedia obesa, Iphimedia Eblanae,

Acanthonotus testudo, Dexamine spinosa, Gammarus locusta, Gammarus fluviatilLs,

Gammarus palmatus, Gammarus Othonis, Gammarus longimanus, Amphithoe rubricata,

Amphithoe littorina, Podocerus falcatus, Podoeerus variegatus, Corophium longicorue,

Chelura terebrans, Hyperia Galba, Caprella tuberoulata," without further information,

except a notice that "detailed notes on the species will accompany the final Report."

1861. LOVEN, SvEN, born 1809 (G. 0. Sars).

Om nigra i Vettern och Venern i'unna Crustaceer. Ofvers. K. Vet.-Akad.

Forhandl. [Foredrag den 10 October I860]. 1861. pp. 285-314.

An account is given of a remarkable marine fauna found in the large fresh-water lakes of Southern

Sweden, called on our English maps Wetter and Wener. The Amphipods mentioned are

Po7ifoj}Greia ajinis, Lindatr0m, Gammarus {Gammaracanthus) loricatus, Sabine, and Gam-

7iiarus caiicelloides, Gerstfeldt. The inference from the whole fauna, of which these are a

small portion, is that the lakes just mentioned were at one time part of the sea, but cut ofi"

from it, along with tlieir inhabitants, by the rise of the land desciibed iu ^vorks on geology.

1860-Nardo, Giovanni Domenico.
1861.

Cenni illustranti de cinque specie di animali invertebrati (Apus, Branchipus,

Gammarus, Gordius e Nais). Venezia, Atti, VI., 1860-61. pp. 341-344.

1861. Pagenstecher, Heinrich Alexander, born March 18, 1825 (G. Pfeffer).

Phronima sedentaria. Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. 27 Jahrg. 1 B. p. 15.

1861.

Some account of this important paper is given in Eate and Westwood, ii. pp. 25, 26. Glaus,

1862, makes some observations upon it. See also Delage, 1881, p. 90.

1861. Steenstrup, Japetu.s, og LtjTKEN, Chr.

Mindre Meddelelser fra Kjobenhavns Universitets zoologiske Museum. Forelobig

Notits om Danskc Havkrebsdyr. Naturh. Forenings Vidensk. Meddelelser. 1861.

p. 278.
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1862. Bate, C. Spence.

Cataloo-ue of the specimens of Amphipodous Crustacea in the Collection of the

British Museum. London. 18G2. iv and 399 pages. Plates I.-LVIII. with Plate

la. Plate XXI. has its lower half devoted to Plate XlVa.

This ambitious work, beyond the promise of its title, aims at bringing together, in systematic

arrangement, all the Amphipoda then laiown to science. The preface explains that the

arrangement of the species follows the classification proposed in the British Association

Eeport for 1855, and adopted in the " British Sessile-eyed Crustacea
" then in course of

publication, but that observation during the progress of the Catalogue had "
suggested a

more natural arrangement by the absorption of the Orchestida3 as a subfamily into the

Gammaridaj, establishing the Phoxides as a distinct family, and placing them between

Corophiidffi and Hyperidse."

The new species described and figured are, in Fam. 1. OncHESTiDJi :
—Talorchestia ? Africana,

with the remark that "
it may be the female of the OrchesHa that Krauss supposed to be

O. Bottle ;

" " Orchedia Auclilcmdix," Hah. Auckland, as to which ilr. G. M. Thomson

writes to me from New Zealand, expressing the opinion that Auckland Islands must be

intended. Orcliestia Fuegensis ;
" Orchestia Novx-Zealandiai," -which, alojxg with Orchestia

tenuis, Dana, G. M. Thomson unites under the common name Orcliestia sijlvicola, Dana ;

" Orchestia Telluris," of which G. M. Thomson remarks that it "is by no means a terrestrial

species. It lives in burrows in the sand just above tide-marks ;

"
Orchestia mecjalophthalma

(Orchestia megalophthalmus. Leach MS., and White's Cat. Crust. B. M.) ; Orchestia triyono-

cJieiriis (Leach MS. B. M.) ;

" Allorchestes Piedmoniensis";
" Allvrchestes Enickerhockeri,"

a species which W. Faxon thinks may be synonymous with Amphithoe aztecus, Saussure,

1858, and the later Hyalella dentata, S. I. Smith, as Professor Smith had' himself

suggested, in which case the name would be Hyalella adeca ; Allorchestes carinatus ;

" AUorchestes Sayi"; Allorchestes inicrojMhahmts {Gamm&mii microphthalmus, 3IS. Brit.

Mus.) ;
^^Allorchestes Inca," said to be perhaps a sex-form of Allorchestes hirtipalma, Dana;

(for reference of species of Allorchestes to the genera Hyalc and Hyalella, see 'Note on

Eathke, 1837).

In Fam. 2. GAMMAKiDiE. Subfam. 1. Stegocbphalides :
—Montagua longinmna, perhaps only a

variety of Stenothoe monoculoides ;
^^

Montagua (r^jecHiu'," which Spence Bate says bears a

strong resemblance to Stenothoe vcUidus, Dana.

In Subfam. 2. Lysianassides :
—Anonyx longicornis, subsequently transferred by its author to

the genus Lepidepecreum ; Anonyx ohesiis, subsequently made the type of the genus Acido-

stoma, Lilljeborg; Anony.v ampidloides, Stimpson, MS.; Anonyx imnctatus, StLmpson, ]MS.;

Anonyx anmilatus, Stimpson, MS.; Anonyx longipes, which with Bate's "
Anonyx ampulla,

Kroyer," Boeck renames Tryphosa longipes, as respectively female and male of one species ;

Phlias rissoayius.

In Subfam. 3. Ampeliscades :
—Ampielisca ingens (Pseudophthalmus ingens, Stijnpson, MS.):

"
Ampelisca Japonica," (Ampelisca Japonica, Stimpson, MS.).

In Subfam 4. Phoxides :
—

Grayia, new genus, is thus defined :
—"

Cephalon produced, hood-shaped. Eyes two. Superior

antennte not appendiculate. Gnathopoda subchelato. Pereiopoda subequal, and terminating

in a sharp-pointed curved dactylos. Posterior pleopoda biramous. Telson squamifonn, entire !

"
Tliis genus differs from CEdicerus of KrSyer in having two eyes, and in the fifth pair of

pereiopoda not being longer than the preceding."

To this genus two species are assigned, Grayia indjricata, n. s., which, in the opinion of A. M.

Norman and myself, is the young of Amathilla sabini, and Grayia piugettensis, Dana, as to
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wliicli Spenco Bate in a note, page 104, remarks that Gratia pugettensis may belong to the

genus (Edicerus, certainly not to Iphimedia, in wkich Dana had placed it.

Westwoodilla hyalhm, n. s., seems to me not distinguishable from Westwoodilla cuicula, Speuce

Bate
j

" Monoculodes Stimpsoni" I should have been inclined to unite with Moiwculodes

carinatus, Spence Bate, but that J. S. Schneider keeps them distinct. Spence Bate in his

appendix sinks the name Monocidodes stimpsoni in favour of Monoculodes affirm,

Bruzelius, Boeck makes Monoculodes carinatus, Spence Bate, = Monoculodes affinis, which

G. 0. Sars thinks very doubtful. Schneider accepts Spence Bate's second thoughts.

Amphilochus, new genus, is thus defined:—"Cephalon produced, anteriorly depressed. Eyes two>

posterior to the superior autennte. Superior antenna not appendiculated. Gnathopoda

subchelate
;
in both, the carpus is inferiorly produced. Pereiopoda subequal ;

coxae of the

third pair not so deep as the preceding. Posterior pair of pleopoda double-branched (1).

Telson single."

"This genus is distinguished from Monoculodes by having two eyes situated laterally, from

Kroyera by having the second pair of gnathopoda not chelate, and from both by the

shortness of the posterior pair of pereiopoda."

Boeck accepts the name of this genus, but suggests that it ought to be changed as being

preoccupied among the Coleoptera, but the name to which he refers is, according to

Scudder, differently spelt, Amphilocus. ITie third uropods are in fact double-branched.

The type species of the genus is Ampldloclius manudens, n. s.

" Urothoe Bairdii, n. s." is a synonym of the earlier UrotJioe norvegica, Boeck, 18G0; Urothoe

hrevicornis, n. s., as suggested in the Brit. Sess. Crust, i. 198, is not distinct from Urothoe

marinus, Spence Bate.

Liljehorgia, new genus, is thus defined :
—"

Cephalon not much produced. Pereion long,

slender, and compressed. Inferior antennte longer than the superior. Coxae not deeper

than their respective segments. Gnathopoda resembling each other in form ; second pair

larger than the first, subchelate
; carpus continuous with the propodos, and produced

anteriorly along its inferior margin. Pereiopoda having the dactyla styliform. Posterior

pair of pleopoda biramous. Telson single, entire,"

" This genus is distinguished from Urothoe by the large gnathopoda, small coxie, and the form

of the telson."

The type of this genus is Gammarus picdlidus, Spence Bate, 1855. Boeck established a genus

Idiina in 1860, which is synonymous with Liljehorgia, but though prior yields to it, the

name Iduna being preoccupied. It should be noted that the telson, described as entire, is

in reality deeply cleft.

"Phxth-a Kinaliani, n. s." Boeck thinks may belong to the genus Liljehorgia. Lysianassa

spinifera (Stimpson, Mar. Invert. Grand Mauan, p. 49) is not mentioned in the index, but

the description is quoted under the genus Phxdra, with the remark that it
" seems to be

closely related to this genus, only differing from it, apparently, in the telson consisting of

two long spines."

Otus, new genus, the name of which being triply preoccupied, was changed by LiUjehorg into

Odius, is thus defined :
—"

Cephalon produced anteriorly. Pereion distended. Pleon

compressed. Antennte simple, subequal. Mandibles having an appendage. Maxillipeds

unguiculate. Ischium having a broad plate nearly as long as the four succeeding joints ;

bases furnished with a long narrow process. First pair of gnathopoda chelate ;
second sub-

chelate. Pereiopoda short, robust, strong. Posterior pair of pleopoda biramous. Telson

single, squamous."

"This genus differs from Iphimedia in the form of the maxillipeds, in the distinctly chelate

character of the first pair of gnathopoda, and in the larger relative proportions of the'

second." The type species is Otus carinatus, n. s.
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In Subfam. 5. Gammarides :
—

Brandtia, uew genus, is tlius defined :
—"

Cepbalon not produced into a rostrum, but elevated

into a crest. Antennae subequal ;
the superior without a secondary appendage. Gnatho-

poda subequal, subchelate. Four anterior coxa; as deep as their respective segments of

the pereion, not narrow or pointed. Three p)Osterior pairs of pereiopoda short, subequal,

having the base dilated at the upper posterior extremity, and narrowing with a concave

sweep to the lower. Posterior pair of pleopoda biramous. Telson squamiform, divided."

The type species, Brandtia latissima, is referred to
" Gammarus latissimus, Brandt, Voyage

de Middendorff," the figures and descriptions having been "taken from specimens sent by
Professor Brandt to the Museum at Paris," but, as already explained, that species was in

reality instituted by Gerstfeldt, and is retained by Dybowski in the genus Gammarus.
" Dexamine Blosserilliana n. s.";

" Dexamine Loughrini, n. s.," in the ajspundix held to be a

variety of Atijlus swammerdumii ; ''Atglus Huxleyanus n. s.," probably belonging to

Boeck's genus Halirages ; Atylus villosus, n. s.; Atylus gihhusus, u. s., called Tritseta

gibbosa, in Boeck's arrangement; Atylus aiistrinus, u. s.; Pherusa cirrus, n. s., identified

by Boeck with Amphithoe bictispis, Kr^yer, wliich G. 0. Sars places in the genus

Param/phitho'e, Bruzelius;
" Pherusa Barretti, n. s.; Calliope Ussiani, n. s.," united by Boeck

to Amj)liitliopsis latipcs, M. Sars, 1858; Calliope grandoculis, n. s., a variety of CalUopius

Ixviuseulus, Kr.;
" Eusirus Helvetia;, n. s.," which Boeck assigns to his own Eusirus

longipes, 1860.

The genus *Se&a is thus defined:— "Slender, smooth. Antenna3 long, subequal. Cox;« small,

four anterior deeper than the three posterior. Gnathopoda uniform, subequal, chelate." The

type species is Seba innominata. For both genus and species the authority is hesitatingly

given as "A. Costa, Pochi Crosf. di Messina." Professor A. Milne-Edwards has kindly
searched for the paper referred to, but without success. The genus is not mentioned in

de Natale's letter to Costa, 1850 (see Appendix). See also Note on Seba, 1758-1760, p. 18.

G'ossea, new genus, is thus defined :
— "

Slender, compressed. Superior antennae without a

secondary appendage, and having the joints of the peduncle short and subequal. Gnathopoda
subchelate

;
first pair larger than the second. Posterior pair of pleopoda biramous

;
rami longer

than the peduncle and extending considerably beyond the telson. Telsou single, squamiform."
" The animals of this genus are very likely, ujion a superficial examination, to be confounded

with those of Microdentopus ; but the differences in the superior antennae, posterior jsair of

pleopoda, and telson, are considerable and important." The type species is Gossea micro-

dentopa, of which the spelling was afterwards corrected to microdeutopa ; both here and in

the "British Sessile-eyed Crustacea" it is figured from a defective speciQien, only ^"^ths of

an inch long, and bears a suspicious resemblance to a young CalUopius Ixviusculus. M.

Chevreux mentions a specimen in his list, 1883, but this he afterwards identified as

CalUopius norvegicus, Rathke, as he himself informed me.

Stimpsonia, new genus, is thus defined :
— "Slender; the inferior pair of antennaj considerably

longer than the superior. First pair of gnathopoda larger than the second
; carpus

broader and longer than the proj)odos ;
second pair imperfectly chelate, having the carpus

much longer than the propodos. Posterior pereiopoda long. Posterior jsleopoda biramous.

Telson tubular." The type species is Stimpisonia clielifera, n. s. Since the generic name
is preoccupied among Vermes, this species may well be placed under Costa's genus

Microdeutopus.

Protomedeia hirsulimanus, n. s., description subsequently completed by A. M. Norman, 1868;
" Protomedeia Whitei n. s.," = Cheirocraftis sundn-alli, $, Eathke, according to Norman and

Boeck. "
Bathyporeia Rubertsoni, n. s."; both this and Spence Bate's other species,

• Bathi/jJoreia pelagica, are in my opinion synonyms of Batlujporeia pilosa, Lindstrom.

G. 0. Sars in his Oversigt, 1882, speaks of having convinced himself that Bathyporeia
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roberfsoni is a distinct species, though very near to Bathi/poreia pilosa. He does not give

his reasons. Henri Blanc, 1884-, accepts ray view. Mclita proximri, n. s., according to

Norman, Melifa ohtumfa. ^ ;
Mtlifa ghjdiosa, n. s. The genu.s Mxra, Leach, is given

as Mo;ra ; the new species assigned to it are Moera iruncatijies (Amphitoe truncatipea,

Spinola, MS. B. M. Wliite, Cat. of Crust, in B. M. 1847); "Mara Blanchardi":

Mcera jiofillimanus ; Mwra pederdcrus. Eurystheus hispinimamis, n. s., an obscure species

founded on a single imperfect specimen, is perhaps the female of the preceding species in

the same genus, named erytlu-nphfhalmus. Ariiailiia tinnfafa is given as the name of a

species from Pondioherry, with the synonym
" Gammarus dentatus, Catalogue of thf

Crustacea in the Mngeum of the Jardin des Plantes." It is neither described nor figured,

but said to resemble closely Ainathia sahinii and Amathia carmata ; the genus Eurystheus
falls to the earlier Gaiuivarop>sig, Liljeborg, 1854.

Pallcisea, new genus, is thus defined:—"Superior antennae longer than the inferior, and furnished

with a secondarj' appendage. Inferior antennae subpediform, having the peduncle con-

siderably longer than the iiagellum; the flagellum short and stout. ]SIandibles having an

appendage. ]Maxillipeds subpediform, having a small squamiform plate to the ischium

only. Gnathopoda uniform, moderately large. Pereiopoda suhequal. Posterior pleopoda
biramous. Telson single, cleft."

"This genus is very nearly allied to Amathia, from which it differs more in the general aspect

of the animal than in structural details. The form of the inferior antennfe, together with

the altered condition of the maxillipeds, are appreciable characters that distinguish the

genera from each other." The type species is Oniscus cancdlus, Pallas, from which

Pallasea cancelloides, Gerstfeldt, differs apparently in a very slight degree, according to the

Appendix, p. 380. The name Pallasea, according to Boeck, is preoccupied for a Dipterous

insect, but the insect's name in Scudder is given as Pallaaia.

Oamniaracantlais, new genus, is thus defined:—"Dorsal margin carinated, and having the

posterior central margin with one or more segments produced posteriorly. Pleon without

fasciculi of spines. Superior antenn;e having a secondary appendage. Inferior antenna?

longer than the superior. JIandibles with an appendage. Maxillipeds subpediform,

unguiculate, having the squamiform internal processes but slightly developed. Gnatho-

poda subchelate and suhequal, having the carpus inferiorly produced. Coxae of the third

pair of pereiopoda not so deep as the fourth. Posterior pair of pleopoda biramous
;
rami

foliaceous. Telson double."
" This genus is selected from that of Gammarus of authors generally, comprising the Division

AA. of M.-Edwards, and +\a of Liljeborg." Boeck remarks that it is not the inner, but

the outer, plates of the maxillipeds that are little developed. The type species is

Gammarus loricatus, Sabine.

Upon Gammarus semicarinatus, n. s., the remarks are added that "
this may be the Gammarus

miicronatus of Say," and that "the species is of considerable interest, as associating the

genera Amathia and Gammararanthus with Gammarns." Sp. Bate knew of no other

distinctly carinated species carrying the dorso-caudal fasciculi of spines. Previously,
on p. 203, he gives Say's species as Gammaracanthtis mucronatus. Garnmarus svh-

earinatus (Gammarus subcarinatus, Stimpsim, MS.) comes from Behring's Straits. Gam-
mams midtifasciatus (Gammarus multifasciatus, Stiwp.-^on, MS.) is from Grand Manan.

Gammarus Redmanni (Gammarus Eedmanni, Lmrh, MS. B. M., Gammarus ornatus, White,

Cat. Crust. B. M. 1847 (not Edu-ards)) is from Jamaica. Gammarus temiimanu.t, n. p., is

probably an accidental variety of Gammarus locusta, as indeed is hinted in the Brit. Sess.

Crust, vol. i. p. 384.

Megamoera, new genus (answering to Gammarv.% Div. A.aa. M.-Edwards and Gammarus, Div.

-I- 2, Liljeborg), is thus delined :
—" Dorsal segments of the pleon without fasciculi of .spines.
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Eyes round. Snperior antenna long ;
inferior about half the length of the superior.

Gnathopoda suhchelate, the second pair being the larger. Posterior pair of pleopoda

biramous. Telson double."

" This genus is distinguished from Mcera by the relative size of the second pair of gnathopoda,

by the greater size of the coxae, and by the more compact form of the animal generally ;

and from Gammarus by the absence of the fasciculi of spines upon the dorsal surface of the

caudal segments and the shortness of the inferior antennre. It is included by most authors

in the genus Gammarus, but distinguished as a group by itself." In the Brit. Sess. Crust.

p. 400, it is said to be distinguished from Mara, as well by the coxre and second gnathopods,

as "generally by the greater length of the posterior pair of caudal appendages." Heller and

Boeck make it a synonym of Mxra. The new species assigned to it are Megamfsra seirata,

n. s., which is no doubt a synonym of Meera ruhromaculata, Stimpson ; Megamxra

semiserrata, n. s.
;

"
Megamcera Alderi, n. s.," which in the Brit. Sess. Crust, vol. i. p. 407,

occurs as Megavuera 1 alderi, with the rather singular observation that " the character of this

animal appears to justify its admission as a species in the present genus, but we desire to

express our conviction that it will ultimately be ascertained to be the female of a species

of Melita, probably Melita jvoxima." This conviction is confirmed by A. M. Norman,
who considers Megamosra alderi the 9 and Melita proxima the cJ of Melita ohtusata.

Fam. 3. Corophiidse. Subfamily 1. Podocerides, receives "
Amphithoe Falklandi, n. s.

"
;

"
Amphithoe Australiensis, n. s.";

"
Amphithoe Desmarestii, n. s.," identified by Catta, 1876,

with Amphithoe penicillata, Costa, but which is more probably a synonym of Amphithoii

vaillantii, Lucas, 1849; Podocerus ociiis, n. s. ;

"
Cerapus Hunteri, n. s.," entered by

S. I. Smith as a synonym of Erichthonius difformis, M.-Edwards.

Nxnia, new genus, is thus defined:—Antennae subequal; superior without a secondary appendage ;

inferior arising posteriorly to the superior. Gnathopoda subchelate
;

second pair very

large. Pereiopoda strong, subequal. Posterior pair of pleopcda biramous, rami styliform.

Telson tubular, tipped with one or two rudimentary denticles.

"This genus differs from Eiirystheus chiefly in the absence of the secondary appendage to the

superior antennae and in the larger size of the second pair of gnathopoda." The type

species is Nsunia tuberculosa, n. s., which Boeck considers a synonym of his Podoceropsis

sophix; Nxnia rimapalma, n. s., is changed to Nxnia rimapalmata, in the Brit. Sess.

Crust., p. 474. Nxnia excavata, n. s., is doubtfully distinct from the preceding ;
Nxnia

undata, n. s., may perhaps belong to some other genus.

Cratippus, new genus, is thus defined :
—"

Body long. Antennae short ; flagella rudimentary ;

superior pair without any secondary appendage. Coxae not so deep as the pereion.

Gnathopoda subchelate
;
second pair having the propodos much larger than that of the first.

Pereiopoda subequal. Three posterior pairs of pleopoda having short rami. Telson

squamiform {%)."
" The rudimentary character of the flagella of the antenna^, the absence

of the secondary appendage, and the shortness of the coxre are characters that separate this

genus from Podocerus ; the size and form of the second pair of gnathopoda distinguish it

from Corophium ; and the shortness of the antennfe and relative proportions of the gnathopoda

separate it from Dryope and Unciola." The type species is Cratippus tenuipes, n. s., but both

genus and species have been anticipated by Colomastix p)usilla, Grube, 1861. Grube (and

subsequently Norman in his also synonymous Exungiiia stilipes), shows that the first

gnathopods, instead of being subchelate or "
scarcely subchelate," are exiingues, without a

finger.

Dryope, new genus (answering to Unciola, Gosse, Marine Zool. i. p. 141, not Say) is thus defined :

—" Animal long and slender. Superior antennae without a secondary appendage ;
inferior

antennae not longer than the superior. Coxae not so deep as the pereion. First pair of

gnathopoda larger than the second, subchelate
;

second pair small, imperfectly chelate.
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Posterior pair of pereiopoda longer tliau the others. Posterior pair of pleopoda short,

almost rudimentary, double-branched. Telson single, squamiform."
" This genus differs from Unciola of Say in the absence of a secondary appendage to the superior

antennae, in the form of the second pair of gnathopoda, in the shortness of the posterior pair

of pleopoda, and in the character of the telson." The type species is Unciola irrorata,

Gosse (not Say). Drijope crenatipalma, n. s., re-named crenatipalnuda in the Brit. Sess.

Crust., seems to me to be only a variety of Dryope irrorata. The secondary appendage,

though very small, is not wholly wanting to the upper antennae.

OoropMum sjnnieonw, n. s., is considered by Boeck a synonym of Corophium crassicorne,

Bruzelius, 1859. The name too was preoccupied by Stimpson in 1856.

Division Hypeeina. Fam. 1. Htperid^. "
Lcstrigoiius Kinahani,i\. s.," is held by Boeck to

be a synonym of Hijperia medusarum, Midler, which Meinert rejects, considering Midler's

description too indefinite, and therefore adopting the name Hyperia galha, Montagu.

Streets would keep Lestrigonus distinct from Hypcria.
"

Vihilia Edicardsii" though here

given as new, had been already published in the Annals and Magazine of Nat. Hist., 1861.

Vihilia affinis (Vibilia affinis, MS. Cat. Musee Jardin des Plantes) is from Java. "
Cyllopus

Liicasii, n. s.," is from " the Powel [Powell] Islands," now known as the S. Orkneys ;

"
Cyllopjus Danse, n. s.," from " near the Powel Islands," is probably a younger form

of Cyllopus lucasii.
'' Themisto Guerinii, n. s.,"

" Hab. (In the Atlantic?) Latitude

of La Plata {3fS. lahel)," is said to resemble closely the much larger Tliemisto antardica,

Dana.

Fam. 2. Phronimidje. Subfam. 1. Phronimides. " riironima Borncpnsis, n. s." (Phronima

Atlantica, White, Cat. Crust. B. M. 1850) is no doubt, as Spence Bate himself suggests, to

be identified with Phronima sederdaria, Forskal. Subfam. 2. Phrosinides. Phrosina

longispina, n. s., is doubtfully distinct from Phrosina semilunata, Risso, with which Sp.

Bate is inclined to unite Phrosina niceten.ns, M.-Edwards. Anchylomera antipodes, n. s.,

was taken " near the Antipodes,"

Fam. 3. Platyscelid.e. Platyscelus, here given as a new genus, though already described in

the Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist., July 1861, is a synonyui of Ditlujrus, Dana. Of

the species
"
Platyscelus Rissoins, n. s.," and Platyscelus serratus, n. s., the latter is

united by Claus to Typhis ovoides, Eisso, and he inclines to treat the former in the same

manner.

Brachysceliis is here given as a new genus, but the description of it and of the type species,

Brachyscelus crusculwni, appeared in the Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist, for July 1861.

Tliamyris, new genus, is thus defined :
—"

Superior antennjB short, three-jointed. Inferior

antennae obsolete. Posterior pair of pereiopoda represented by a basos in the form of a

membranous scale only."
" In all other respects this genus so nearly corresponds with Brachyscelus, that future research

will probably demonstrate their closer connection." The type species is Thamyris antipodes,

n. s. Claus decides that Tliamyris is the male of Brachyscelus. His own genus Schiwha-

genia he recognises as an additional synonym, and names the genus Tliamyris, but

Brachyscelus has the priority. Brachyscelus in turn must yield to Dairilia, Dana, if the

suggestion of Bovallius be accepted, that Dairilia is identical with Thamyris.

Ampildpronoe, new genus, is thus defined :—" Cephalon round, anteriorly oblique. Pereion not

broader than the cephalon. Pleon having the fourth and fifth segments fused into one.

Superior antennne having the peduncle three-jointed; third joint large, inferiorly convex

and anteriorly produced, having the superior margin subapically excavated to receive the

short flageUum. Inferior antennas five-jointed. First pair of gnathopoda complexly
subchelate

;
second pair not subchelate. Third and fourth pairs of pereiopoda largely

dilated, having the remaining joints as long as the basa
;

fifth pair rudimentary. Posterior
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pair of pleopoda biramoiis, foliaceous. Telson nearly as broad at the base as the preceding

segment of the pleon."
" This genus is very closely allied to Pronoe, but diifers in the form of the superior antennae

and of the gnathopoda, and in the fusion of the fourth and fifth segments of the pleon into

one." The type species is AmpJiipi-onoe cuspidata, n. s. Claus gives up this genus as not

defined with sufficient accuracy. On the supposition that the first and second gnathopods

have been interchanged in the description, he thinks it might be the same as his own genus

Parapronoe. In any case the distinction drawn between Amphipronoe and Pronoe

grounded on the fusion of the fourth and fifth segments into one, seems untenable, the rule

in the Hyperina being that the fifth and sixth segments, not the fourth and fifth, of the

pleon, coalesce.

In Fam. 5. Oxtcephalid;e,
" Subfam. 1. Synopiades

"
is certainly out of place. In Subfam. 2.

OxYCEPHALiDES, Oxyceplicdus tuberculatum, n. s., is, according to Claus, a synonym of

Ox'ijcephalus piscator, M.-Edwards
;

'^ Rhahdosoma Whitei, n. s.," according to Claus, is the

male of Rhabdosoma armatmn, M.-Edwards.

Group Aberrantia. Fam. 2. CAPEELLiDiE. Caprdla ccdva, n. s., is recognised in the Brit.

Sess. Crust, as = CapreUa acanthi/era, Leaeli
; CapreUa ultima, u. s., according to Mayer

= 1? Gaprella xqmlibra, Say.

1862. Bate, C. Spence.

Note on tlie s-apposed
"
Discovery of an extremely minute Vertebrate Lower

Jaw in mud dredged at St. Helena, by Dr. Wallich, F.L.S." The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. 3 Ser. Vol. X. December 1862. pp. 440-441.

The supposed jaw in Mr. Spence Bate's opinion may be the dactylos or last joint of a leg of a

small Syperine Crustacean. He figures a leg of Phroslna longispina for comparison,

and supposes that Dr. Wallich may have been misled by seeing a second row of mar-

ginal armature within the external one, such as appears in Crustacea near the period

of moulting.

1862. Claus, C,

Bemerkungen iiber Pkronima sedentaria Forsk. und elongata n. sp. Abdruck

aus der Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Zoologie. Bd. XII. Hft. 2. 1862. pp. 189-196.

Mit Tafel XIX.

In the heart of Phnmima sedentaria,
" the three pairs of lateral openings, which serve as venous

Ostia for the reception of the blood flowing back from the body to the heart, are found in

the second, third, and fourth thoracal-segments." From the point of the heart an arterial

vessel, constituting the abdominal Aorta, stretches from the middle of the sixth peraeon-

segment almost to the middle of the third pleon-segment. The Aorta cephalica is also

mentioned. Claus also here speaks of two fine strings in the third and fourth peraeon-

segments running
" von der ventralen Fliiche des Herzens aus schriig nach oben und vorn

zum Magen," which he supposes may serve for fastening, although at first inclined to regard

them as arteries. In his later work on the Phronimidie 1879, he finds that these are really

lateral arteries, constant in the genera of the Phronimidte, and in Paraplironima and several

other Hyperina supplemented by a third pair. He says that Pagenstecher has attributed
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to the tliorax a ganglion-pair too many, and in the last peraeon-segment figured a ganglion in

a place, where none such exists. The habitation which the female Phronima sedentaria

occupies is discussecL

Phronima elongata, n. s., Taf. xix. Figs. 2, 3, 7, is described. This subsequently became the

type for a new genus as Phronhnella elongata.

Phronima sedentaria, Taf. xix. Figs. 1, 4, 5, 6, is described, and the suggestion made that

Phronima atlantica of Gu6rin and M.-Edwards {Phronima custos, Risso) is the not completely

adult form of Phronima sedentaria. With reference to the sort of metamorphosis which

Pagenstecher had shown that this species undergoes as it advances in age, Glaus states that

he has noticed similar facts in regard to Phronima elongata, in which, he says, the most

interesting peculiarity is
" die Anwesenheit zweier einfacher stummelfcirmiger Fiihlhorner

unterhalb der grcisseren 2gliedrigen Antennen (Fig. 7.). Die junge Ph. elongata hat also

wie die iichten Hyperinen zwei Antennenpaare und es ist das obere Paar, welches in der

spateren Zustanden persistirt."

1862. ClAUS, C.

Ueber Plironima elongata Cls. Hierzu Tafel VI. (Fig. 6-11). Wiirzburger natur-

wissenschaftliclie Zeitschrift. III. Band. 18G2.
,

Glaus gives a further description, believing that he has found the male form. This in 1872 he

decided to be "das noch junge Mannchen vor Eintritt der Geschlechtreife und vor der

Entfaltung siimmtlicher Antennenglieder." He corrects an oversight in the previous account,

where the fourth pair of feet, instead of the third, was stated to be the longest. Of the

second uropods, he says,
" das mittlere Paar der 3 Springfiisse sehen wir an dera

ausgebildeten Weibchen voUstandig hinwegfallen, bei dem Mannchen dagegen entwickelt

sicli dasselbe jederseits zu einem engen und kurzen Schlauche, der an seiner Spitze einfach

bleibt und kaum iiber das letzte Leibes-segment hinaus ragt. Die hakenformige Anlage

dieser Extremitat, wie wir sie in den 4-5 Mm. langen Jugend-stadien antretfen, wiirde

demnach in beiden Geschlechtern eine versehiedene Veriinderung im Laufe des weiteren

"Wachsthums erleiden." He figures and describes the mouth-organs.

1862. Costa, Achille.

Osservazionc sidgenere Lysianassa e descrizione di una novella specie. Annuario

del Museo zoologico della E. Universita di Napoli per Achille Costa. Anno 1.

Napoli, 1862. pp. 79-82.

In a species discovered by Costa the lower antennae are furnished with a slender flagellum as

long as the body. This seemed to him a difference of almost generic value, but the rest

of the organization was so perfectly identical with that of Lysianassa that he was content to

let it rank as a specific distinction. It is now known to be only a sexual character of the

adult male. He names the species Lysianassa fllicornis. The Latin description of it is :
—

" L. aiitennis siqjerioribus corporis quarto brevioribus, jyedunculi articulo j^i'i'ino valde

incrassato, infra spina acuta terminate'; inferioribus seta gracillima corporis longitudinem

lequante ; piedibus primi pans mann elongato-conica, imguiculo validiusculo preedita, secundi

paris lojigioribus, grantioribus, manu ovato-rotundato, setis terminata ; pedibus spuriis

abdominalibus xqtie terminatis. Longit. corp. millim. 10." Tav. II, fig. 18-23.
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1862. Costa, Achille.

Aiinuario del Museo Zoologico della R. Universita di Napoli per Achille Costa.

Anno I. Napoli, 1862.

Articolo 10°. Osservazioni sulla Dipliya quadrivalvis e su' Crostacei die si

svihqjpano entro i bottoni delle appendici urticanti. pp. 90-94.

"While watching some specimens of Dipliya (Galeolaria) quadrivalvis, Costa noticed some move-

ments in the urticating apparatus which surprised him. He found them due to a little

Crustacean encased in the "bottoni," which stand at the extremity of the secondary fila-

ments. " Entro que' bottoni, come entro di un sacco cistico, era un piccolo Crostaceo,

nello stato quasi embrionale, co' piedi toracici ripiegati contro il petto ed immobili, e con i

falsi piedi addominaU in continuo movimento. L'abito generale dell' animale ci porterebbe

a vedervi qualche affinity con le Phrodne ; pert) la struttura de' piedi non presenta nulla

de' caratteri proprii de' Crostacei di tal genere ;
siccome non ci h permesso vedervi con

esattezza alcuno de' generi gia noti nello stato adulto. Laonde, salvo sempre a ben fissarne

le note caratteristiche, noi le chiameromo Dipiiyicola ruhens." He proceetls to ask, whence

come the eggs of the Crustaceans, in what way do they penetrate into the appendages of the

Dipliya, when do they leave this receptacle, etc.? The observation is most interesting, but

it seems rash to have constituted a new genus, with practically no characters. Figures 5,

6, are given on pi. iii., of the animal in a very embryonic condition in its involucre, and
"
figura 7, II Crostaceo osservato in altro bottone piii sviluppato, ed avente gia tutte le

parti ben determinate. Esso riraanova avvolto da una sempUce membrana, la quale come

per un funicello era attaccata al filamento accessorio indicata."

1862. Bate and Westwood.

A History of the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea. Part IV., January 1, 1862.

Part v., February 1, 1862. Pai-t. VI., April 1, 1862. Part VII., May 1, 1862.

Part VIIL, July 1, 1862. Part IX., November 1, 1862. Part X., December 1,

1862. pp. 145-480, each Part in this work containing 48 pages. London.

At page 161 Q^dicerogpiarvimanus, n. s., is figured and described, on which the aixthors remark

that "
Kroyer in his generic description states that both pairs of hands are very large,"

whereas in their species
" neither of the hands can be described as being large, and the

second is decidedly smaller than the first." In vol. ii. p. 528, 1868, the authors mention

specimens which they think must be the male form. "They differ from that described in

having the upper antennoe but little longer than the peduncle of the lower, the lower

antenuffl as long as the entire animal, and the gnathopoda with hands somewhat larger, but

scarcely equal to the '

very large
' hands as described by Kroyer in his description of the

genus.
"

At page 177 Kroyera altamarina, n. s., is figm-ed and described. By J. Sparre Schneider, 1885,

this is made a synonym of Pontocrates norvcgicus, Boeck. See Note on Schneider, 1885.

At page 206 Liljehorgia slietlandica, n. s., is figured and described. This appears to be a

synonym of Cheirocratus simdeoalli, Eathke, lSi3.

At page 226 is given the new genus Per&ionotus, thus defined :
—

"
Ccphalon short. Pereion distended. Pleon compressed. Antennfe very short. Superior

longer and more robust. Gnathopoda subchelate, subequal. Pereiopoda short, robust.
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Antepenultimate pair of pleopoda having the peduncle very sliort, rami long, subfoliaceous.

Penultimate pair having the peduncle long, rami styliform. Ultimate pair short, unibranched.

Telson single." The authors remark further,
"
this genus bears a near relationship to that

of Phlias of Guerin. The only distinction of importance which we are enabled to discover

exists in the form of the posterior pair of caudal appendages ;
these are biramous in the

description and figure of Phlias, as given by the author in the '

Magasin de Zoologie
'

for

1836." Of Phlias rissoanus the authors had a specimen at command, but they say
" the

specimen being small, we were not able to make out the form of the last pair of caudal

appendages without dissection, and we felt unwilling to destroy our only specimen," by this

means saving their specimen and destroying its use. Such economy was particularly

undesirable in the present instance. The genus Perdonotus was instituted to receive the

Oniscus tesiudo of Montagu, which was preserved in the British Museum, and had been

supposed by Adam White to belong to the genus Acantlwnotus, Owen. See Note on

Montagu, 1808. It is only by a minute comparison of the figures as well as the descriptions

given by the various authors, respectively, of Phlias serratus by Guerin, 1836, of Pereionoius

testudo by Bate and Westwood, and of Icridium fusmm by Grube (1863) 186'!, that the

close connection between these three forms can be appreciated. When also the minuteness

of the specimens is borne in mind, the possibility of error in one or more of the descriptions

will be taken into account.

At page 242 Dexamine vedlomensis, n. s., is figured and described. This is named Ati/lus

vedlomensis, by Boeck.

Calliope fingalli, n. s., figured and described at page 263, may possibly, the authors say, "be

only an exaggerated variety of C. Ossiani." By Boeck both of these species are considered

to be synonyms of AmphUhopsis latipes, M. Sars, 1858.

At page 333 GammareJla normanni, n. s., is figured and described, with the remark that "
this

animal bears so close a resemblance to the preceding that we are incUned to think that it

may only be the female of that species," i.e., Gammarella hrevicaudata, M.-Edw. The

specimen described has the flagella of the upper antennae longer than those observed in

Gammarella hrevicaudata, though in other respects agreeing with the female of that species.

It is possibly a young male.

The genus Amathia, Rathke, is here (p. 359) renamed Amathilla, Amathia being pre-occuiiied

among Polyps, Decajjod Crustacea, and Moths.

At page 411 is introduced the new genus Elsdadus, thus defined :
—

"
Slightly compressed. Eyes on a prominently-advanced lobe between the superior and inferior

antennae. Superior antennae without a secondary appendage. Gnathopoda subchelate.

Coxae of the third pair of pereiopoda having the anterior lobe as deep as the coxoe of the

second. Posterior pair of pleopoda biramous, rami unequal. Telson squamiform, single."

This genus has since been recognised as a synonym of Photis, Kr0yer, 1842. The type

species, Eisdadus longicattdatus, 6g\iTed and described as new at page 412, is by Boeck

considered a synonym of "Photis Reiiihardi," Kr0yer, with which it agrees in the excavate

and dentate palm of the second gnathopods.

1862. Gerstaecker, Carl Eduard Adolph, born 1828 (Hageu).

Bericht liber die wissentchaftlichen Leistungen im Gebiete der Eutomologie

wabrend des Jahres 1861. Arcbiv fur Naturgescbichte. Berlin, 1862. Crustaceen.

pp. 528-571.
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1862. Gerstaecker, C. E. a.

Handbuch der Zoologie (mit V. Carus und Peters). Leipzig, 1862.

The Articulata by Gerstaecker (Hagen).

1862. HOEVEN, J. VAN DER.

Determinatio Icouum Slabberi. Verslagen en mededeelingen der Kon. Akademie

van Wetenschapjien XIV, 1862. pag. 270 sqq.

I take the notice of this work from K. T. Maitland, 1876. See Note on Maitland, under that

date, for the information affecting the Amphipoda.

1862. LOVEN, Sv.

Till frao'an om Ishafsfaunans fordna utstrackning ofver en del af Nordens

fastland. Ofvers. af K. Vet.-Akad. Forh. 1862. N:o 8. pp. 463-468.

This paper gives further particulars of the distribution of tlie three species of Amphipods
mentioned in the author's previous paper (see Note on Lovon, 1861), and compares the shape

and size of various specimens of the fresh-water Gammarus loricatus, with a specimen from

Spitzbergen.

1862. Meyer, H. Adolph, und Mobius, Karl.

Kurzer Ueberbliek der in der Kieler Bucbt von uns beobachteten wirbellosen

Tbiere, als Yorlaufer einer Fauna derselben. Archiv fiir Naturgescbichte. Acht

und zwanzigster Jabrgang. Erster Band. Berlin, 1862. pp. 229-237.

Of Amphipoda they mention Gammanis locusta, Montagu,
" Gammarus Sahinei," Leach, two

species of "
Amphitoe,"

"
Leptomera pedata, Miill.," and "

Caprella linearis, Hbst."

1862. Milne-Edwards, Alphonse.

Notes sur I'ile de la Reunion, par L. Maillard. Faune carcinologique par M.

Alpb. Milne-Edwards. Annexe F.

It may save trouble to future enquirers to quote the negative observation in this work
;

"
il est

aussi <i noter que, dans les collections que nous avons pu consulter, il ne se trouve aucun

Ampliipode." Milne-Edwards suggests that new researches might well be undertaken to fill

up this and other lacunte.

1863. Gerstaecker, A.

Bericbt liber die wissenscliaftlicben Leistunsren im Gebiete der Entomologie

wahrend des Jabres 1862. Arcbiv fiir Naturgescbichte. Berlin, 1863. Crustaceen.

pp. 566-598.
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1863. Bate and Westwood.

A history of the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea. Part XL, April 1, 1863. Part

XII., August 1863. pp. 481-507, and (Vol. II.) pages 1-64. London.

At page 490, the species Drijope crenatipalma, Spence Bate, is renamed Dryope crenatipalmata.

At page 497, a species is given as Corophium- honellii, Milne-Edwards, which Norman

regards as unquestionably the female of Corophium crassicorne, Bruzelius. To the Ooropihium

loneUii here figured and described, Coropliiwn spinicorne, Sp. Bate, is made a synonym.

Chelura terebrans is misprinted as Chelura terehmis, and the figures of the gnathopods are

wrongly lettered.

At page 51 (Vol. II.) the genera Podalirius and ^gina of Kr0yer are rejected, but on insufficient

grounds, so that for Caprella tijpica (page 75), Podalirius typieus, Kr0yer, must be rein-

stated.

Cyamus erraticus, Roussel de Vauz^me, is, at page 86, regarded as a synonym of Cyamus cefi,

Linn., but erroneously in the opinion of Liitken, who also considers it rash to include

Cyamus ovalis and Cyamus gracilis, as is here done, in the British Fauna. (N.B.
—Part

XIII. containing pages 65-112 was published July 2, 1866. The Amphipoda end at page

98. For the Appendix see under 1868. The intervening parts containing the Isopoda

were published—Part XIV., October 1, 1866. Part XV., December 2, 1866. Part XVI.,

May 1, 1867. Part XVII., June 1, 1867. Part XVIIL, August 1, 1867. Part XIX.,

October 1, 1867. Part XX., April 1, 1868. Part XXL, August 1868.)

1863. Carus and Gerstaecker.

Handbuch der Zoologie. 1863.

Mayer notes the eiToneous statement, vol. ii. p. 363, that the mandibular palp is wanting in all

the Caprellidoe.

1863. Claparede, Jean Louis Rene Antoine Edouard, born 1832 (Hagen).

Beobachtungen liber Anatomic und Entwickelungsgeschichte wirbelloser Thiere

an der Kiiste von Normandie angestellt von Dr A. Rene Edouard Claparede. Mit

18 Kupfertafeln. Leipzig, 1863.

Pages 101-102 contain the section " Ueber die Blutbahnen bei den Caprellen," illustrated by

Taf. xvi. Fig. 17-18." He says that in all the Caprellae he examined the arterial current

of the blood took its course along the side of the foot occupied by the flexor muscles, and

the venous current along the extensor side ;
he points out that Frey and Leuckart were in

error in saying that the whole arterial stream ran to the end of the leg, there to bend round

into the venous stream. " Am peripherischen Ende jedes Fussgliedes (vgl. Fig. 17) spaltet

sich namlich die arterielle Blutstromung in zwei Zweige, wovon einer als arterieller Strom

in das folgende Glied dringt, wiihrend der andere sofort umbiegt und auf der Streckseite in

den vencisen Strom iibergeht." The arterial and venous currents are kept separate, he
say.'!,

in the long legs by a very transparent membrane, in which he detected an elongate sharply

defined opening, just where one part of the blood-corpuscles passed over from the arterial

into the venous stream. On this subject Delage, p. 130, says in 1881, "dans Ics pattes, les

vaisseaux afferents sent places du cute de 1' extension. lis suivent done le bord suprrieur

dans les deux premiers paires de pattes, et I'inferieur dans les trois derniercs paires. Chacun
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se continue au sommet de I'appendice avec le vaisseau efferent correspondant qui suit le bord

oppos^ et communique avec lui en plusieurs points de son trajet par de petites ^chappees

qui s'ouvrent dans les lacunes du membre." Mayer observes that in the hind legs of Cai^rella

the back-currents are not nearly so frequent as Claparode might lead one to suppose, since

many blood-corpuscles, which disappear between muscles and seem to pass over into the

venous division, circle round one muscle or another, and win their way back into the

arterial main stream.

1863. KiNAHAN, JoHN RoBERT.

Notes on the Marine Fauna of tlie Coast of Clare. (Read before the Natural

History Society of Dublin, June 21, 1861). The Dublin Quarterly Journal of

Science, No. IX. January, 1863. London, pp. 7-11.

"The only Amphipod I could meet in this [the littoral] zone," the writer says, "after much

research, was Orchestia littorea, although 0. Mediterranea occurs abundantly in Dublin and

Plymouth. In the other zones were met, along with a multitude of others, Caprella

tuberculosa, Na'ara hicusjn'dafa, Ampliitoe ruhricata and littorina, Lestrigonus falcatus
;

but I met with no specimen of Gammarus palmatus, although this latter occurs at Dublin."

1863. LORENZ, JoS. RoM.

Physicalische Verhiiltnisse und Vertheilung der Organismen im Quarnerischen

Golfe. Wien. 1863.

Twelve species of Amphipods are named as distributed in the Quarnero, from the surface down
to 4.5 fathoms. See pp. 288, 293-295, 303-326, 349.

1863. Packard, Alpheus Spring, Jr., born February 10, 1839 (S. I. Smith).

A list of Animals dredged near Caribou Island, Southern Labrador, during

July and August, 1860. The Canadian Naturalist and Geologist. December,

1863. Vol. VIII. No. 6. pp. 401-429.

At page 419 he mentions " Unciola irrorata Say. Anonyx sp. In 15 feet gravel. Aiio7i>/x sp.

Ampeliscus pelagica Stm. A. Eschrichtii Kr. Gammarus purpuratus Stm. In 10 feet

mud and sand. G. mutatus, Liljeborge, (G. pulex). Occurs as in Maine."

At page 425, in " a List of "the Invertebrata collected at Anticosti and Mingan Islands, by
Messrs A. E. Verrill, A. Hyatt, and N. S. Shaler, in 1861," he mentions " Gammarus
nnitatus Leily. Low water, abundant." "

Caprella. Two species, 20 feet, common.

Calliope Ixviiiscula. Magdalen Isles. Abundant at the surface of the water in the caverns

under eroded cliffs. Themisto sp. Anticosti, common."

In regard to the typographical errors, see ISTote on Packard, 1867. The lists, he says (of course

with no special reference to the Amphipoda), "seem to affords very satisfactory evidences

that there are three distinct assemblages of marine invertebrates intermingled on the coast

of Southern Labrador." See also Note on S. I. Smith, 1883.
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1863. SaeS, M.

Zoologiske Notitser fra Christiansund og Bejan. Nyt Magazin for Naturvideu-

skaberne. Tolvte Binds tredie Hefte. Christiauia, 18G3.

At page 290 he records "^ginella spinosa A. Eoeck. Ikke sjelden mellem Sertulariner paa
30-40 F. D. ved Bejan. Defc levende Dyrs Farve er hvidagtig og stserkt marmoreret eller

plettet mad rustbruunt, 0inene iuinier0de."

1863. Saes, Geoeg Ossian, born 1837 (G. 0. Sars).

Beretning om en i Sommeren 1862 foretagen zoologisk Reise i Christianias og

Trondhjems Stifter. Nyt Magazin for Naturvidenskaberne. Tolvte Binds tredie

Hefte. Christiauia, 1863. pp. 193-252.

Pages 205-212 relate especially to the fresh-water Amphipoda observed on this journey. First

Sars discusses Pontoporeia femorata, Kr0yer, Var., to which he strongly inclines to make

Pontoporeia affinis, Lindstrom, a synonym. Secondly, he gives a full description of a

species under the following heading,
" Gammarus I'ulex De Geer, an a specie vulgo hoc

nomine descripta diversus ?
" As to its habitat he says,

" har jeg altid kun truifet vor

Gammarus in st0rre stillestaaende Vande, aldrig i Elve." If it should prove a distinct

species, he proposes to name it in correspondence with its habitat Gammarus lacustris, a

name which he afterwards changed to Gammarus negledus. Thirdly, he describes
" Gammarus canceUoules Gerstfeldt, Var. (?)." This form, he says, had been already
described by A. Boeck as a new species, under the name Gammarus qvadrispinosus. It is

rather in deference to Loven's opinion, than upon his own judgment, that he hesitates to

accept Boeck's view.

1863. Stimpson, William.

Synopsis of the Marine Invertebrata collected by the late Arctic Expedition
under Dr. J. J. Hayes. From Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, May, 1863.

The Amphipods recorded are Anmii/x ampulla, Kr0yer, which is a synonym to Anonijx miga.i;

Phipps ; Pherusa trimspis, n. s., which is identified by Boeck with AmphUhoii fulvocinrta,

M. Sars, 1858, under the name Halirages fulvocinctus ; Gammarus locusta, J. C. Fabr.

and Tliemisto arctica, Kr0yer ? Gammarus pulex, Stimpson, from Grand Manan, is here

placed as a synonym to Gammarus locusta, Fabr.

1864. Bate, C. Spence.

Characters of New Species of Crustaceans discovered by J. K. Lord on the

coast of Vancouver Island. [From the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of

London. December 13, 1864.] pp. 662-668.

A new species
" Mm-a fusca," is thus described :

—"The body is long and slender; the superior
antennae are about half the length of the animal, the peduncle being scarcely longer than

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 44
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the flagellum; tbe secondary appendage being half the length of the primary, the second

joint of the peduncle being about the same length as the first. Second pair of gnathopoda

having the propodos large ; palm without teeth, and defined by a small pointed process.

Posterior pair of pereiopoda having the posterior margin of the base smooth.

" In its general appearance this species bears a near affinity to Moera grossimana, as well as to

M. tenella, from the Eeejee Islands, the only appreciable distinctions being in the shorter

length of the second joint of the antennse, the absence of teeth from the palm of the hand

in the second pair of gnathopoda, and in the even margin of the last (the only remaining)

pair of pereiopoda, and perhaps also in the shortness of the peduncle of the ultimate pair of

pleopoda." Habitat, a sponge in Esquimalt Harbour.

Tanais loricatus, n. s., is also described in this paper.

1864. Costa, Achille.

Di due nuove specie di Crostacei Amfipodi del golfo di Napoli. Aunuario del

Museo zoologico della R. Universita di Napoli per Achille Costa. Anno II. 1862.

Napoli, 1864. pp. 153-157.

He first describes "Ampelisca rubella, nob. Tav. II. fig. 7. A. saturate rosea; antennis

capite thomceqicp. parum longioribus, siibsequalihus ; scapo in siqxriorihus eix quartum, in

inferioribus tertium totius anteyinx formante : pedibus prinii et securidi paris subcylindraceis,

longe pilosis (secundi gracilioribus paullumque longioribus), ungue arcuaio, infra de^itato ;

ferfii et quarti articido secundo et quarto brevissimis, ungue redo aactissimo ; quinti et sexti

articulo primo valde dilatato, orhiculari-cordato, ungue minutissimo retrum verso ; septimi

coeteris bremoribus, articulo primo 7ninus elato, inferius lobato-producto, articulis 2-5

brevibus siibaeqiialibus, ungue spurio, obtuso ; lamina caudali ovato-elliptica, postice profunde

scissa.—Long. miU. 7." He says that from Araneops diadema and Araneops longicmnis,

the two species of Ampjdisca which he had previously described from the Gulf of Naples,

the present species differs sensibly, in colour, smaller size and other more important

organic characters. He gives a fuller description in Italian.

He next describes " Protomedeia fasciata, nob. Tav. II, fig. 8. P. cdbida, fasciis fuscis nigro

punctutis, antennis subxqualibus, scapo superiornm illo inferiorwn bremm-e; pedibus thoracici

quinti, sexti et septimi pans articulo p)rimo margine integro.
—

Long. milL 7-8." It has, he

says, great affinity with Protomedeia hirsutimana. Bate and Westwood, but differs in having

the first joint of the fifth pair of feet not serrate, in the distribution of the hairs (peluria)

of the feet of the second pair and in the antennse. It keeps its colour in alcohol

1864. Costa, Achille.

Di alcuni crostacei e di un distomideo parassito degli acalefi. Eendiconto della

R. Accademia delle Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche di Napoli. Fascicolo 4°—
Aprile 1864.

Costa here notices that in 1850 Natale had placed Cocco's Orio omitJwramphus in a new genus,

as
"
Omithm-amphus Coccoi." With this Costa himself proposes to arrange three new

species in two new genera, forming a little natural group, the Oenitoramfini. The genus

Natalius is thus defined :
—

"
Corpus elongatum, dorso rotundatmn. Caput antrorsum ad rostri instar conice productum,

rostro infra canaliculato. Antenns, duo, infra rostrum in canaliculo insertx, mimiix.

Oculi elongati, subreniformes. Palpi maxillares duo, corporis dimidiatn longitiidinem
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superantes, gracillimi, triyeuiculati. Pedes primi et seeundi paris minuti, validiusculi,

suhprehensiles ;
—tertii et quarti coeteris longiores, gracillimi, JUiformes

—
quinti, sexti et

sepiimi normales. Pedes spurii primi, seeundi et tertii segmenii ahdomiiialis biremes, remis

setosis, setis utrinque Jimhriatis
—

quarti, quinti et sexti stylis hiarticulatis." The type species,

Natalius candidissimus, A. Costa, is defined as follows :
—" N. (dims, immaculatits, oculis

tantum ruhris, antennis sex-articulatis, articulo prima valde inerassato, setoso ; pedibus p>rimi

et seeundi paris carp)0 elongato, infra in spinam validam antrorsum producto ; vianu

cylindracea, ungue parum arcuata ; tertii paris illis quarti paullo longioribus ; illis quinti,

sexti et septimi longitudine deci'escentibus, margine antico minutissime serrulatis ; articulo

prima parum dilatato ; pisdibus spuriis quarti, quinti et sexti segmenti abdominalis xque

terminatis. Longit. milKm. 13."

The genus Natalius may perhaps be identical with Oxijcephalus, M.-Edw., with which Cams

doubtfully unites it, citing the palpi maxillares dua as "
[? antenns. //.]," but that they are

the lower antennas is beyond question. The genus might be distinguished from Oxijceplialus

on the ground of its subprehensile gnathopods, did not the description of the type species

indicate that they are in fact complexly chelate. The species Natalius candidissimus.

Cams gives doubtfully as a synonym of Oxyccphalus similis, Claus, 1879; but except

that the specimens were taken in the same waters, the authors do not happen to take any
common characters, on which a comparison can be founded, unless the slenderness of the

first and second pera3opods be considered such. It is strange that Costa makes no reference

to OxycepJialus, and stranger still that he does not refer to Eipetoramphus costse, described

by de Natale, 1850, in a letter to Costa, beginning
" Carissimo Achille."

The genus Carcinarnis, A. Costa, is thus defined :
—•

Corpus elongatum, campiressum, darso subcarinatum. Caput antrorsum ad rastri instar conice

productum, rostra infra canaliculato. Antennx duo, infra rostrum in canalicida insertx,

minutx. Oculi avato-reniformes. Palpi maxillares minutissimi, quadriarticulati, haud

fracti. Pedes primi et seeundi paris minuti, validiusculi, prehensites
—tertii et quarti

fUifomies
—

quinti, sexti et septimi normales. Pedes spurii primi, seeundi et tertii segmenti

abdominalis biremes, remis setosis, setis fimhriatis
—

quarti, quinti et sexti stylis biarticulatis."

The type species, Carcinornis acutirostris, A. Costa, is described as follows :
—"

C. albus,

utrinque vitta Ixte purpurea per totum fere corpus excui-rente notatus ; capite cum rostra

tertiam fere tatius corporis partem formante, rostro acmninato ; antennis setaceis ; piedibus

tertii et quarti paris subxqualibus
—

quinti, sexti et septimi longituAine decrescentibus,

margine antica minutissime serrulatis, artiado prima madice dilatato; 2Jedibus spmriis

quarti, quinti et sexti segmenti abdominalis fere xque terminatis. Longit. millim. 5-6."

The second species, Carcinornis inflaticeps, A. Costa, is very briefly described in this way :
—

" C. capnte inftafo, cum rastro minus acuminato quartum tatius corporis partem formante;

coeterum prxcede7iti similis. Longit. millim. 5-6."

The genus Carcinornis, if reaUy distinct, may eventually be identified by the coloration assigned

to the type species. Carcinornis inflaticepjs is suggestive of Oxycephalus typlwides, Claus,

from the harbour of Messina, which has been already mentioned (p. 241) for comparison

with Ornithoramphus coccoi, de Natale.

186-1. Grube, a. E.

Besclireibungen einiger Amphipoden der istrischen Fauna. Archiv fiir Natur-

gescHchte. XXX. Jahrgang. I. Bd. 18G4. pp. 195-213. Taf. V.

He here renames several of the species described by him in 1861 ;
see Note on Grube, 1861.

He says that the Amphipod, which Spence Bate treats as Rathke's Dexamine tenuicornis,
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differs from it in several respects. He figures as a new species Iphhnedia multisjdnis, and

describes it in great detail. It seems closely to resemble Ipldmedia ehlanx, Spence Bate,

which, is itself probably a form of Iphimedia obesa, Eathke.

The genus Colomastix, Grube, 1861, is here more fully defined :
—

"
Corpus subteres, depressum, postice attenuatum, coxis humUibus. Antennee breves, fortes

flagellis maxime obsoletis vel nuUis, superiores inferioribus vix longiores, iiagello secundario

nuUo. Pedes niaxillares exungues. Pedes parts Imi tenues, exungues, 2di fortiores, sub-

chelati. Pedes spiirii omnes biramei, spinulis nullis, ramo paris 3ii exteriore neque

uncinato, neque uncinis armato. Telson simplex, laminare." The species Colomastix

pusiUa is partly figured.

The new genus Icridiian is thus defined :
—

"
Corpus depressum ex ovali oblongnm, postice elongatum. Antennx breves, articulis paucis,

inferiores superioribus breviores, tenuiores. Caput (deorsum visum) quadrangulum, angulis

anterioribus prominentibus, oculos ferentibus. Pedes omnes ambulatorii, longitudine

sensim crescentes. Postahdomen ex segmentis 5 compositum, apipendices anteriorum

i biramese, setigerte, segmenti 5ti brevissimse, simplices esetes. Telson nullum." The

type species, Icridium ftiscum, Grube "(Sitzungsberichte der Schles. GeseUsch. vom ISten

Februar 1863)," is described and figured. The specimen, 3'5 mm. in length, a female with

young in the brood-pouch, was taken at Neresine on the Island of Lussin. Compare
the Notes on Montagu, 1808, Gu6rin, 1836, Spence Bate, 1865, for the affinity of this

genus with Oniscus testmlo, Montagu, and PMias, Guerin.

1864. Grube, Adolph Eduaed.

Die Insel Lussin und ihre Meeresfauna. Nach einen sediswochentlichen Auf-

enthalte geschUdert von Dr. Adolph Eduard Grube. Breslau, 1864.

A list of the Amphipoda observed is given on pages 72 to 75.

A new species is described as follows :
—"

Kroyei-ia Sp. B. ? Kr. haplocheles Gr. n. sp. ? Hat

den Habitus einer Kroyeria, wiirde sich aber von den anderen Arten dieser Gattung dadurch

unterscheiden, dass der Carpus des zweiten Fusspaares in keinen unteren Fortsatz ausliiuft,

die schmale Scheere also einfach ist, auch durch die beiden stachelartigen Zacken des

Telson
;

allein das 7. Fusspaar ist abgebrochen, und es bleibt daher uusicher, ob dies Thier

liberhaupt zur Gattung Haplocheles [Kroyeria] gehort ;
Lussin." In this passage Haplocheles

is evidently a slip of the pen, Kroyeria is a mis-spelling of Kroyera ; for the position of

Kroyera itself see Note on Spence Bate, 1858. Under "
Meyamoera Sp. Bate," he places

Ccradocus orchestipes, A. Costa, of which " die Antennen siud roth, der Hinterrand der 6

letzten mit Extremitaten versehenen Segmente liiuft in einen Eiickendorn, am zehnten auch

seitlich in Zahnchen aus." The observation is added that,
" Die Gattung Ceradocus von A.

Costa lasst sich nach den von ihm aufgestellten Charakteren nicht halten und es liegt keine

Nothwendigkeit vor, sie neu zu begrlinden ;
wenn man bei aibnlicher Beschaffenheit der

Antennen und der Hand des zweiten Fusspaares wie billig, das Hauptgewicht auf die

Beschaffenheit des dritten Paares des Springfiisse legt, so liisst sich dieser Amphipode der

Gattung Megamoera unterordnen, deren bei Spence Bate abgebildete Arten aUerdings siimmt-

lich keinen Eiickendorn auf den hinteren Segmenten besitzen, sich aber durch den

geziihnelten Hinterrand an dem Seiten- oder Hiifttheil des zehnten Segmentes auszeichnen.

Die Gattung Melita, deren hintere Segmente bei mehreren Species Euckendornen tragen,

zeichnet sich durch die ungleiche Grosse der Aeste des letzten Springfusspaares aus, und

die Einordnuug des in Rede stehenden Amphipoden in diese Gattung wiirde die Umiinderung
eines sonst durchgreifenden Gattungscharakters erfordern

;
ich muss hierin Herrn Professor

Heller beistimmen."
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Under Cerapiis Say, he thus describes " C. latimanus Gr. n. sp. Jahresbericht d. Schles.

Gesellsch. fiir 1863. Zeigt grosse Uebereinstimmung mit dem Mainnchen von C. abditus

Templet. (Spence Bate Brit. Sessil-eyed Crust. I. p. 455. Fig.), aber die Hand des zweiten

Fusspaares ist iiber halb so breit als das vorhergehende Glicd, ihr Unterrand nur mit 1

zwischen die beideu vorderen Zacken desselben eingreifenden Vorsprunge verseheu, sonst

glatt uiid die flach sichelformig gestaltete Klaue vom Grunde an allmiilig verjiingt zulaufend.

Die Liinge von C, abditus wird auf etwa 1 1 Lin. angegeben, unser Cerapus misst 5 mill.
;

bei Neresine gefunden." Under Caprella Lam., he describes "
C. inermis Gr. n. sp. ohne

alls Eiickenstacheln und Hoker, der oben gewolbte Kopf mit dem ersten Segment zusammen

beinahe ebenso lang als das zweite, die oberen Antennen etwa nur \ kurzer als der Korper ;

ahnelt der C. I'obusfa Dana, doch ist der Unterrand der langlich ovalen Hand des zweiten

Fusspaares zahnlos
;
die iihnlich gestaltete Hand des ersten ist wenig kleiner, das letzte

Fusspaar war nicht erhalten. Lange etwas iiber 3 mill.; Lussin piccolo." Mayer thinks

that this may just possibly be the young of Caprdla aautifrons, Latreille.

1864. Leydig, Franz.

Vom Bau des thierischen Korpers. Handbuch der vergleichenden Anatomie.

Tubingen, 1864.

On plumose hairs, p. 35, n. 2
;
on olfactory tubes and calceoli, pp. 98, '99, n. 4

;
on the brain of

the Arthropoda, p. 185.

1864. MuLLEE, Fritz.

Fiir Darwin. Leipzig, 1864. 8 maj. m. 67 Holtzschn.

Facts and arguments for Darwin, by Fritz Miiller. With additions by the

Author. Translated from the German by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S., &c., with illustrations.

London; Murray, 1869.

In this translation of the celebrated work, Fiir Darwin, are figured Melita exilii, n. sp.,
" Orchestia

Darwinii," n. sp., two forms of the chelte of the male of this species, portions of the penulti-

mate perajopods of " Melita Messalina " and " Melita iiuatiabilis," an embryo of a

Corophium, portions of the legs of "
Hyperia Martinezii," n. sp., and the second gnathopod

of the male and of the female of
" Orchestia Tuniratinga," while mention is made of Coro-

phium dentatum, n. sp., without either figures or description, and of
" Orchestia Tucurauna,"

n. sp., which is apparently the same as " Orchestia Tucuratinga."

A protest may be entered against the inconvenient course of publishing new species at various

points of a highly argumentative essay, especially when the descriptions are almost of

necessity confined to those isolated characters with which the argument happens to be con-

cerned.

Fritz MUHer has found the secondary flagellum on the upper antennse " in species of the genera

Leucothoe, Cyrtophium, and Amphilochus, in which genera it was missed by Savigny, Dana,
and Spence Bate." "A species proved by the form of the epimera (coxx Sp. Bate) of the

caudal feet (uropoda Westw.), etc., to be a true Amphithoe possesses it."
" In many .species

of Cerapus it is reduced to a scarcely perceptible rudiment." "
It is sometimes present in

youth and disappears (although perhaps not without leaving some trace) at maturity, as was

found by Sjjence Bate to be the case in Acanthonotus Owenii and Atylus carinaius, and I
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can affirm with regard to an Atylus of these [Braailian] seas, remarkable for its plumose
branchiae."

He regards the telson as a segment, notwithstanding its want of appendages. In favour of this

view he says,
" we have the relation of the intestine, wliich usually opens in this piece, and

sometimes even traverses its whole length, as in Microdeutopiift and some other Amphipoda.
In Microdeutopus, as Spence Bate has abeady pointed out, one is even led to regard small

processes of this tubular caudal piece as rudimentary members." He speaks of the append-

ages of the first three pleon-segments as being
"
reproduced in wearisome uniformity through-

out the entire order
"
of Amphipoda. This remark is not very applicable to Cerapus (see

S. I. Smith, 1880), and has a disadvantageous tendency to discourage the examination of

these organs in other genera.

In " Orchestia Daninnii" n. s., he figures two forms of the powerful chelse of the second pair of

feet in the male,
" two forms united by no intermediate terms." Faxon, on Dimorphism in

the Genus Cambarus, 1884, thinks that possibly "these are to be explained iu the same v^ay

as the two forms of the male Cambarus, which apjjear to be "
alternating periods in the

life of the individual," the one form assumed during the pairing seasons, the other in the

intervals.

In Melita Messalina, n. s., and Meh'fa insatiabilis, n. s., in the case of the females " the coxal

lamellae of the penultimate pair of feet are produced into hook-like processes, of which the

male lays hold with the hands of the first pair of feet."

He remarks that generally throughout the Amphipoda the heart " extends in the form of a long
tube through the six segments following the head, and has three pairs of fissures, furnished

with valves, for the entrance of the blood, situated in the second, third, and fourth of these

segments," as found by La Valette in Niphargits and by Claus in Phronima. Only in

Brachyscelus he found the first pair of fissures wanting to the shortened heart.
" The Amphipoda," he says,

" are distinguishable from the Isopoda at an early period in

the egg by the different position of the embryo, the hinder extremity of which is bent

downwards. In all the animals of this order which have been examined for it, a

peculiar structure makes its appearance very early on the anterior part of the back, by which

the embryo is attached to the ' inner egg-membrane,' and which has been called the
'

micropylar apparatus,' but improperly as it seems to me." To this statement he appends
a note,

" Little as a name may actually affect the facts, we ought certainly to confine the

name '

micropyle
'

to canals of the egg-membrane, which serve for the entrance of the semen.

But the outer egg-membrane passes over the '

micropylar apparatus
'

of the Amphipoda
without any perforation, according to Meissner's and La Valette's own statements

;
it appears

never to be present before fecundation, attains its greatest development at a subsequent

period of the ovular life, and the delicate canals which penetrate it do not even seem to be

always present, indeed it seems to belong to the embryo rather than to the egg-membrane.
I have never been able to convince myself that the so-called ' inner egg-membrane

'

is really

of this nature, and not perhaps the earliest larva skin, not formed till after impregnation, as

might be supposed with reference to Ligia, Cassidina, and Philoscla."
" The young animal, whilst still in the egg, acquires the full number of the segments and limbs."

In the Hyperinas, indeed,
" the young and adults often have a remarkably different appear-

ance
;
but even in these there is no new formation of body segments, and limbs, but only a

gradual transformation of these parts." The sexual differences in Uie Amphipoda are also

discussed.
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1864. Norman, Alfred Merle, bom August 29, 1831 (A. M. N.).

Eeport of Dredging Operations on the Coasts of Northumberland and Durham,

in July and August, 1863. Edited by George S. Brady. Eeport on the Crustacea,

by the Rev. Alfred Merle Norman, M.A. Transactions of the Tyneside Naturalist's

Field Club, 1863-64. Vol. VI. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1864. pp. 183-187.

No new Amphipoda are iucladed in the list of Crustacea. Otus carinaius, Bate, is recorded

among those taken.

1864. Sars, G. 0.

Beretning om en i Sommeren 1863 foretagen zoologisk Reise i Christiania Stift.

Nyt Magazin for Naturvidenskaberne. Trettende Binds tredie Hefte. Christiania,

1864. pp. 225-260.

At page 231 he mentions, OammariM cancdlmdeB, Lov., as occurring in various localities, and

his own Gammarus lacudris as a characteristic form for their Aljaine regions, in still waters.

He is confirmed in the view that it is distinct from Gammarus pulex.

1864. Stimpson, William.

Descriptions of new species of Marine Invertebrata from Puget Sound, collected

by the Naturalists of the North West Boundary Commission, A. H. Campbell, Esq.,

Commissioner. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia. June 1864.

A note is prefixed saying
—" The following descriptions are extracted, by permission, from

the Zoological Report of the Boundary Commission. They were written in the year 1860,

and accompanied by illustrative drawings of all the species, which, it may be hoped, will

soon be published." Whether the hope has been gratified I am unable to say.

The first Amphipod described is
"
Caprella Kemierliji" which Mayer considers indeterminate.

Amphithoe humeralis, more than an inch long, a little resembles AmpJu'thoe falldandi,

Spence Bate, from the Falkland Islands, in the dilated first joints of the first and second

peraiopods. Of Anomjx filiger I give the description for convenience of comparison

with the Challenger species :
—" Head with a strong triangular process on each side

beneath the base of the superior antennas ; extremity of this process not acute. Superior

antennae very short, about as long as the head, with a long thick pencil of hair on the

inner side of each ; basal joint large, with a strong protuberance above, forming a

prominent angle at its anterior extremity ; flagellum seven-jointed, the fii-st joint con-

stituting one-third of its length; accessory flagellum tri-artieulate. Inferior antennae

longer than the body ;
the peduncle, however, constitutes but a small part of their length,

teing but little larger than the superior antenna ;
the very slender filiform flagellum

appears as if serrated above, but is not provided with calceolas. The first pair of feet in

our single specimen appear to be pointed and simple, the dactylus not being retracted

against the manus, which has no palm. Second pair with a minute truncate hand,

supporting a small tuft of hair at the base of the dactylus. The dorsum In this species is

sharp, or carinated, but not dentated, being entire and smooth in outline for the greater

part of its length, and similar in the thoracic and first three abdominal segments. There
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is, however, a deep, triangular sinus between the third and fourth abdominal segments,

the latter being strongly protuberant, projecting over the very small fifth segment. The

second abdominal segment is subtruncate below, and has a deep semicircular sinus on the

anterior lateral margin, near its lower extremity. Eami of the last pair of caudal stylets

shorter than those of the second pair, and telson rather elongated and slit in two down the

middle. Length about one-third of an inch. It resembles an English species of which a

figure has been privately circulated by C Spence Bate, Esq., under the name of Lydanassa

Chausica, M.-Edw. Dredged in deep water by Lieut. White."

The Lysianassa chausica here referred to was afterwards identified by Spence Bate with

Lysianassa longicornis, Lucas, as to which see Note on G. O. Sars, 1882.

Gammarus suhtener has the "
first, second and third joints of the abdomen armed above with a

sharp central spine on the posterior margin, and with four or five minute spines, or sharp

comb-like teeth on each side of the middle spine, the margin bearing these latter spines

being a little concave. At the corresponding part of the fourth and fifth abdominal

segments, there are also two or three spines similar to the central spine of the other

segments though not quite so large." Stimpson thinks it no doubt closely allied to Gam-

marus longicauda, Brandt, a spedes which Spence Bate renames Megam.cera longicauda,

and inclines to identify with Gammarus dentatus, Kr0yer. Amphithonotus septemdentatus

is "strongly compressed and carinated, like A. carinata." AmphUlionotus occidentalis

is
"
closely allied to the Arctic A. panopla, Kr., and the east coast species, A. cataphractus,

Stm., but difi'ering from both in being more elongated, having less height and breadth."

The generic name Amphithonotus, as already observed, is inadmissible, having lapsed as a

synonym of Dexamine before it was adopted by Stimpson. Of the species which Stimpson
here mentions for the sake of comparison, Amphithoe carinata, Kr0yer, is now called Atylus

carinatus, Fabr.; Ainphitho'e pmnopila, Kroyer, is called Plevstes piamyplus, and Amphithonotus

cataphractus, Stimpson, is called Rhachatropis eataphracta. In Ampelisca pugetica
" the

last three joints of the abdomen are separated from the preceding ones by a deep notch,

and project into two sharp teeth."

1864. Zaddach, Ernst Gustav, born 1817, died 1881.

Ein Amphipode im Bernstein, entdeckt durch Herrn Pfarrer von Duisburg und

beschrieben von G. Zaddach. Taf. 1. 12 pages. Schriften der koniglicben

physikaliscb-okonomisclien Gesellschaft. 5. Jahrg. Konigsberg. 1864.

To the existing fauna of the neighbourhood in which this fossil was found Zaddach ascribes seven

species of Amphipods, viz., the fresh-water " Gammarus fluviatilis, Raj.," four species which

he dredged in the Bay of Dantzig, at some distance from the coast, and only two, he says,

which live near the coast, Gammarus locusta, Mont., and Talitrus saltator, Klein. Of

these he says that they frequently let themselves be thrown by the'waves on to the strand,

where, by help of their styliform uropods, they make powerful leaps, or with great dexterity

bury themselves in the wet sand in order to be washed back into the water by the next

wave, or gather round the remains of a dead fish for a meal, but never go beyond the

narrow selvage of shore which is regularly washed to a greater or smaller extent by the

waves. In these remarks Zaddach can scarcely be accurate. The sand-hopper, Talitrus

(saltator) locusta, lives at the edge of high water-mark, and may follow down the ebb and

retreat before the flow of the tide, but does not surely play with the waves in the manner

described. The dexterous delving in the sand seems also more appropriate to species of

Urothoe, Lepidactylis and Eurydice than to the sliddering Gammarus locusta.
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Zaddach supposes his species to be the first fossil Amphipod discovered, since, he says, the genua

Gampsonyx Jord. from the carboniferous period, which Bronn mentions in his Lethaea

geognostica, 1856, is remote from the present Amphipods, and represents a special order of

Crustaceans intermediate between Amphipods, Stomatopods and Decapods, or rather

antecedent to them all and belonging to a time when their several characters were not yet

separated. He is apparently unaware of the Permian fossil, called Palxocrangon prohle-

maticus by Schauroth in 1854, and Prosoponisciis prohlematicus by Kirkby in 1857.

After a careful and detailed description of the fossil, Zaddach establishes for its reception a new

genus, PaJsnogammcmis, which he thus defines :—"
Caput altius quam longius. Antenn»

et superiores et inferiores vahdse, scapis triarticulatis, longitudine subaequalibus, illee flagello

appendiculari ornatse. Epimera longa, duo anteriora angustissiraa, primo cingulo dorsali

subjecta, quartum maximum, apice diiplo latins quam basi. Postabdominis segmenta
anteriora propriis laminis lateralibus instructa. Pedes quarti paris infirmi, ad ambulandiim

apti, quinti et sexti paris coxis permagnis in laminas ovales mutatis, ceteris articulis

gracilibus, unguibus minimis reotis." For this genus he would find a place among the

genera Gammarus, Pontoporeia and Tulitrus. In 1878, however, he recognises that the

characters on which he had relied for separating it from Gammarus were probably only due

to the accidental condition of the specimen. He speaks of the peduncles of the lower

antennae as triarticulate, but they are from his figures clearly of the ordinary structure,

though the composite basal joint is not visible. The amber being found on the coast of

Samland, he names the species Palseogainmanis samhiensis, with this definition :
— " antennis

superioribus inferiores longitudine superantibus, inferiorum flagello ex octo articulis com-

posito, segmenti undecimi et duodecimi margine dorsali spinis obsito, pedibus spuriis

longitudine sequalibus, appendicibus in abdominis apice nuUis." The absence of the

terminal appendages, as he afterwards noticed, should not have been included in the

specific character, that being almost certainly due only to the defectiveness of the specimen.
To the question how this broken Amphipod got into the amber, the answer is suggested that the

amber-producing woods probably came down in former ages close to the sea-shore, and that

the creature with the sand attached to it may there have been introduced into a mass of

resin. In 1878, he says with regard to it,
" die Uebereinstimraung zwischen der tertiaren

Art und einer jetzt lebendeu liisst sich nicht nachweisen, aber wahrscheinlich ist jene den

Arten Gammarus marinus, locusta, EdwarsLi sehr ahnlich gewesen. Der Stammbaum
unseres gemeinen Flohkrebses reicht also bis in jene langst vergangene Zeit hinauf, in der

sich die oligocanen Schichten ablagerten." The fresh-water Gammarus pulex might well

have been added to the list of species compared.

1865. Bate, C. Spence.

Crustacea. The Eecord of Zoological Literature. 1864. Volume First.

London, MDCCCLXV. pp. 257-311. Amphipoda, pp. 287-289.

Grube's Nicea istrica is considered identical with Kicea prevostii, M.-Edw. Anonyx filigei;

Stimpson, is said to be closely allied to Lysianassa longicornis, Lucas,
" or L. chausica

(Spence Bate), not Alihrotus chausicus (Milne-Edwards)." "The female of the genus
Gammarella approximates so nearly in form to Crangonyx, only having the eye coloured

with black pigment, that we have little doubt," Spence Bate says,
" of the near relationship

of Professor Grube's Gammarus recurvus to Gammarella normani, which is probably the

female of G. brevicaudata." IjMmedia miiltispinis, Grube, which Grube himself likens to

fylnmecUa nodosa, Dana, shows, in Spence Bate's opinion, "a closer approximation to

/. eblanx, the dorsal teeth being less strong (probably a sexual distinction)." The difi'erence

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.^FART LXV[I.— 1887.) Xxx 45
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of Colomastix imsilla 5 , Grube, "from Cratijjpus tenuipes consists in the form of the first

pair of gnathopoda, which in ' Colomastix terminate in several curved spines, whereas in

Cratippus it is scarcely subchelate.' Even this distinction as suggested by Prof. Grube,

may be only of sexual importance ;
and we think it insufficient to warrant the formation of

a new genus." It may be observed that Colomastix was not instituted in 1864, but in

1861, and therefore takes precedence of Spence Bate's Cratippus.

On Icridium fuscuvi, Grube, Spence Bate observes :
—" There is a slight discrepancy between

Prof. Grube's excellent figures and the description. First, the telson is undoubtedly

present ;
and since the ante- and peniiltimate pairs of pleopoda are attached to one somite,

we must rather consider that the two somites are fused into one than that one is wanting.

We therefore perceive that one, instead of two somites, only is wanting ;
but it is contrary

to previous observation that this deterioration takes place in the anterior portion of the

pleon instead of the posterior; for undoubtedly one of the anterior pairs of pleopoda is the

missing pair."

1835. Costa, Achille.

Sopra una specie mediterranea del genere Lestrigonus. {letta nella tornata

del di 14.febbrajo 1865). Rendiconto dell' Accademia deUe scienze fisiche e mate-

matiche. Anno IV. Napoli, 1865. p. 34.

He mentions "
Lestrigomis i?'a6nm "

(MOne-Edwards) (no doubt meaning Lestrigonus Fabreii),

from the Indian Ocean, Lestrigonus ruliescens (Dana), from the Pacific, Lestrigonus exulans,

from Chili, as the earliest known members of the genus, followed by "-Lestrigonus

Kinahani," Spence Bate, from the British waters. To this he considers a form recently

taken in the Gulf of Naples upon a Medusa to be closely allied. The distinguishing

characters he takes from the proportions of the upper compared with the lower antennae,

and from the form of the uropods. He thus describes the species :
—"

Lestrigonus mediter-

raneus, nob :—L. antennis superis inferiorihus pjaidlum brevioribus ; pedibus spuriis quarti

et quinti segmenti abdominnlis stijlis lanceolatis, externo parum longiore, in margine interno

toto mimite dentato-serrato ; in margine externo integro ; stylo interno margine utroque

integerrimo ; fusco-rufus, antennis, pedibus (articulo primo excepto) caudaque albidis.

Longit. millim. 5."

1865. Goes, Axel Theodor, born 1835 (Hj. Theel).

Crustacea amphipoda maris Spetsbergiam alluentis, cum speciebus aliis arcticis

enumerat A. Goes. Tab. XXXVI.- XLI. [Acad. Scient. Suecise propos. die .XL

Octobris 1865]. Ofversigt. af K. Vet. Akademiens Forhandlingar. 1865.

pp. 1-20 (517-536).

From this brief but learned work notes will be quoted under the numbers which Goes attaches

to most of the species he mentions.

He begins with the Gammaridas :

1. Pontoporeia femorata, Kroyer. "Forma minor, depauperata = P. furcigera, Bruzel."

Opis typica, Kroyer, Nat. Tidsskr. 2. R. 11, 46,
" = Opis Eschrichti, Keoy., Nat. Tidsskr. I. R.

IV, 149." This is now called Opisa eschrichti.
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Lydanassa grylliis, Mandt. fig. 1,
"
Eurytenes Magelhanicus, Lilljeboeg." Why he rejects

Lilljeborg's genus is not explained.
2. "Lydanassa Vahli," Kroyer,

" in itinerariis arcticis cum sequente omnino confusa, sub nomine

Talitro nugace (Ross, Parry's attempt to reach the North Pole, 205), sive Gammaro nugace

(Sabine, Append, to Parry's First Voy., 229) edita.^Var. segmenti ahdominalis tertii

angulo postico rotundato, neque truncato nee omarginato, statura niinore."

3. Lysianassa lagena, Kriiyer,
" = Cancer 7iugnx, Phipps." Of these, between three fathoms

and sixty, there is
"
copia stupenda, eo ut, si perite ac prudenter in captui'a versaris, hos

pelagi voracissimos vespillones molibus milliariis cadavere avium vel phocarum brevi e fundo

elicere potes."

4. Lysianassa tumida {Anonyx),. 'Kmye.x,
" = An. tumidus, Bruzel." "In spongiis et sacco

branchiali ascidiarum vitam saepe degens."

5. "Lysianassa Martend" n. s., fig. 2, which Boeck transfers to Anonyx.
6. Lysianassa crispata, n. s., fig. 3, considered by Boeck to be a synonym of his OrcJwmene

serratus.

7. Lysianassa produda. n. s., fig. 4, identified by Boeck with the earlier Anonyx pumilus

Lilljeborg, 1865, to which Goes himself says it is
"
proxima et vix distincta."

Lysianassa ahyssi, n. s., fig. 5, called by Boeck Hippomedon ahyssi.

8. Lysianassa hoWolli {Anonyx), Kroyer. 9. Lysianassa minuta {Anonyx), Kroyer,
" vix An.

minutus, Sp. Bate. Cat. of Amiihip." 10. Lysianassa gulosa {Anonyx), Kroyer.
11. Lysiaiiassa umho, n. s., fig. 6, by Boeck referred to his own genus Orchomene, by Sars,

1882, to Lcpidepecreimi, Bate and Westwood. A comparison of the description and

figures of Lepidepecreum cantiatum, Bate and Westwood, with those of Lysianassa

umbo, Goes, excites the strong suspicicm that they are the same species, and that the

English authors have not noticed the boss (umbo) on the fifth side-plates, while the little

two- to three-jointed accessory flagellum has been accidentally wanting in their specimens.

The definition of Lepidepecreum will in that case need some alteration. The type species

would stiU be Lepidepecreum longicorne, Sp. Bate, 1862, with carinatum and wnho for

synonyms.
12. "Lysianassa Edwardsi" {Anonyx), Kroyer, "Nat. Tidsskr. 2 R. II. 1; Voy. en Scandin.

t. 16 f. 1 (icone vix fida) ;
non Sp. Bate, Brit. SessUe-eyed Crust. II. 94, nee Catalogue of

Amphip. in Brit. Mus. 73, t. 11, f. 5."

13. Lysianassa plauta {Anonyx), 'K.r'6'^eT. 14. Lysianassa litoralis {Anonyx), Kroyer,
" =

Alibrotus litoralis, Sp. Bate."

15. Lysianassa ? cymba, n. s., fig. 7. "Medium tenet inter Lysianassas et Stegocephalos." On
this Boeck observes,

" Whether this form belongs to Lysianassa or is an intermediate

form between that and StegocepJiahis I cannot decide as I have not seen the animal.

Among the Lydanassinm we have a form in which the back is carLnate, Orchomene umbo,
while I do not know of any with carinate back belonging to the Stegocephalinx. The
hand of the second gnathopods also refers this form to the LysianassiuBe, but the very

elongate hand of the first gnathopods shows that it cannot belong to the genus Orchomene,
which it otherwise resembles by its deep side-plates. Before it can be placed in a new

genus of the Lysianassinai fresh investigation is required."

16. Stegoc.ephalus ampulla {Cancer), Phipps,
" = Gammaru3 ampulla, Eoss,"

" =
Steg. inflatus,

Kroy.,"
" =

Stegocephalus ampulla. Bell." "FormaB duae occurrunt :
—Altera epimero

quarto seque fere alto ac lato, articulo pedum sexti et septimi paris primo dilatato, angulo
infero postico subrecto aut acuto.—Fig. 8. Altera epLm. quarto latioro quam altiore,

articulo pedis sexti primo angusto, angulo infero postico lobulo rotundato determinato,

pedes septimi articulo eodem dilatato margiue infero postico rotundato nee angulato.—
Fig. 9. An differentia sexualis 1

"
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17. "
Montagua Alderi," Sp. Bate, called Metopa Alderii by Boeck.

18. Moniurjua dypeaia {Leucothoe) Krtiyer, called Metopa chjpeata by Boeck.

19.
"
Mnntagua Bruzelii," n. s., fig. 10,

" = Leucothoe clypeata, Bruz." See Note on Bruzelius,

1859.

20. Montagua glacialis (Leucothoe), Krciyer, called Metopa glacialis by Boeck.

21. Otus carinatus, Sp. Bate.

22. Vertumnus cristatus, Owen,
"
Acanthonotus, nomen generis piseium anno 1801 editum)."

23. Vertumnus serratus (Ontsais), Fabr.,
" = Ampli. serra Kroy.,"

" = Acantlionotus serra Bruz."

24. Vertumnus inflatus {AcantJionotus), Kroyer, fig. 11.
"
Paramphithoe, Bruz. A. Epimera quarta dilatata (Pleustes, Sp. Bate)."

25. Paramphithoe exigiia, n. s., fig. 12, identified by Boeck with his Ampkithopsis glaber, 1860,
which he afterwards called Pleustes glaher.

26. Paramphithoe media, n. s., fig. 13, by Boeck called Pleiistes med.ius.

27. Param2Mthoe panopila {Amphithoe), Kroyer,
" = Paramph. panopla Bruz.;"

" = Pleustes

tuberculatus S. Bate," called Pleustes panoplus by Boeck, 1876.

"B. Epimera quarta non dilatata.

"a. Caudse appendix fiss^ aut iucisa {Atijlus, Leach—S. Bate)."
28. Parampihithoe carinata (Gammanis), Fabr.,

" = Atylus carinatus. Leach;" = Amphithoe
carinata, Kroy.;" now accepted as AtijJus carinatus.

29. Paramphithoe Smitti," n. s., fig. 14, by Boeck called "
Atylus Smiffi."

Paramphithoe inermis {Ampiliithnc), Kroyer, is mentioned.

30. Paramphithoe fragilis, n. s., fig. 16,
" Forma Amphithonotis propinqua." In accordance with

this suggestion Boeck calls it Tritropis fragilis, which will now become Bhachotropis fragilis.
"

b. Caudae appendix indivisa vel obsolete incisa [Calliope, Pherusa, Leach, et

Paramphithoe, S. Bate]."

31. Paramphithoe Ixviuseula {Amphithoe), Kroyer,
" = Amphithoe serraticornis, Sars, 1858;

= Paramph. Iseviuscula, Bruzel.;"
" = Calliope lawiuscula, S. Bate."

32. ParamphitJioe licuspis {Amphithoe), Kroyer. See Note on Bruzelius, 1859.

Paramphithoe tricuspis {Acanthonotus), Kroyer.

Paramphithoe tridentata, Bruzelius. "An = Amphithoe macrocephala, Sars 1" 1858.

33. Paramphithoe fulvociiicta {Ampihithoe), Sars, 1858, fig. 15;
" = Pherusa tricuspis, Stimps.,"

1863. 34. Paramphithoe pulcheUa {Amphithoe), Kroyer. 35. Paramphithoe Jiystrix

{Acanthosoma), Owen.

36. Amphithonotus aculeatus {Oniscus), Lepechin,
" = Talitrus Edwardsi," Sab.,

" = Amphithoe
Edwardsi Owen."

37. "Amphithonotus Malmgreni," n. s., fig. 17. This in 1870 was made the type of a new genus,

Acanthostepheia, by Boeck in the subfamily Oedicerinae.

38. Oediceros saginatus, Kroyer, fig. 18. 39. Oediceros propinqmis, n. s., fig. 19, by Boeck

made a synonym of Oediceros hjnceus, M. Sars, 1 858.

40. Oediceros longirostris, n. s., fig. 20, called Monoculodee longirostris by Boeck.

41. Oedic&)'os affinis, Bruzelius, Amphip. Gammar., "93, f. 18 (nou rite delineata) secundus

articulus pedunculi antennar. sup. apice iuterdum dilatato
;

rostrum variat, nunc leviter

curvatum, nunc fere geniculatum ; segmenta abdominis quatuor antica dorso interdum

carinato.—Fig. 21 et 21\" Boeck refers Oediceros affim's, Goes {7ion Bruzelius), partly to

Monocidodes norvegicus, Boeck, 1860, and partly to Monoculodes horealis, Boeck, 1870,
•with which J. Sp. Schneider, 1883, agrees, but "non sine dubio," the geniculate rostrum

represented in Goes' fig. 21' being the attribute of Monoculodes horealis.

42. Oediceros brevicalcar, n. s.. Fig. 22, by Boeck named Hcdimedon h-evicalcar.

43. Oed.iceros latimanus, n. s.. Fig. 23, by Boeck called Monoculodes latimanus.

44. Oediceros ohtusus, Bruz., Amph. Gamm. "p. 92, f. 17. Alia forma etiam occurrit : secundo
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antennar. supern. pedunculi articulo valde abbreviato, pedes ordinis tertii et quarti articulo

quarto valde dilatato, unguis pedum 3, 4 et 5 obtusns, foliaceus, angustus elongatus.-
—

Fig. 24 et 24',." See Note on Bruzelius.

The new genus Syrrlwe is thus described :
—

" Frons producta, oculi oedicerorum, antennaa supernae flagello appendiculari instructse, mandibula

palpo triartieulato."

45. Sijrrlioe crenulafa, n. s., Fig. 25.

Sj/rrhoe hicuspis, n. s., Fig. 26. This is identified by Boeck with the earlier Tiron acanfJiwus,

Lilljeborg, 1865
;
Boeck calls attention to the fact that Lilljeborg's work is referred to by

Goes, and must therefore have priority, though both authors published in 1865.

46. Phoxus plumosus, Kroyer. He also mentions Pltoxus Holholli, Kroyer, and Bathyporeia

pilosa, Lindstrbm, 1855, for" this giving also a reference to "
Loven, Ofvers. af K. Vet.

Akad. Forhandl. 1861?"

47. Haploops tuhicola, Lilljeborg.
" Ex abysso ad Aukpadlartok Groenlandise copiam magnam

retulit ToRELL speoiminum valde robustorum et oculis quatuor, duobus in vertioe, duobus

in angulo infero lateral! antico capitis insignium,
—ceterumcum nostra plane congruentium."

Boeck refers to this statement by Goes as to the eyes, without being able to confirm it

from his own experience, so that in his generic account of Haploops he writes " Oculi duo

(qvatuor ?)

"
;

but he considers that the genus is distinguished from Ampelisca by other

characters, especially- the peculiar form of the last perseopods.

48. "
Ampelisca Eschricliti," Kroyer,

" = A. macrocephala Lilljeb." These two species are

however, kept apart both by Boeck and J. Sp. Schneider.

49. "
AmpjeliscaGaiinardi,"'Ks'6jer. 50. Pardalisca ctispidata, Kibjar. 51. Eusirus ciispidatus,

Kroyer.

52. Gammarus pallidus {Lilljehorgia) Sp. Bate, "=G. fissicornis Saes," 1858; "=G.
brevicornisBRUZEL.;"—Fig. 27. "ad Spetsbergiam in .sinu Storfjord paucos fundo argill.

. org. 5 prof, prehendit Malmgrek 1864, validiores quam nostros quadruple statura, fere

poUicares, spinis segmentorum abdominis 4:ti et 5:ti sat longis surrectis, pedibus septimi
ordinis valde incrassatis, oculis indistinctis." Boeck separates Lilljehorgia pallida, Sp. Bate,

1855, and Lilljeborgia JissiMrnis, M. Sars, 1858, but the distinctions are tolerably subtle.

He assigns Gammarus pallidus. Goes, fig. 27, to the latter species.

53. " Gammarus Loveni" Bruzelius, by Bate called Moera loveni. "Gammarus Torelli," n. s.. Fig.

28, by Boeck called ileera torelli.

54. Gammarus dentatus, 'Kxoje.v, "=G. Kroyeri Bell;" "=Megamaera dentata S. Bate."
" Formas duas occurrunt paullum diversse

;
vide Fig. 20 et 29'." By Boeck called Melita

dentata.

55. Gammarus spinosus, n. s.. Fig. 30, by Boeck called Mtlpihidippa spinosa.

56. Gammarus locusta {Cancer) Linu., in the synonymy of which he mentions Gammarus boreus,

Sabine
; Gammarus arcticus, Scoresby ; Oniscus pidex, Fabr., Fn. Gr. 1780 ; and says that

it scarcely differs from Gammarus sitchensis, Brandt. He gives notes on its distribution,

and remarks " Oculorum forma variat, nunc oblongo-reniformis, nunc angustissime linearis,

nunc evanescentes."

57. Gammarus loricatus, Sabine,
" = Gammaracanthus loric. S. Bate."

58.
" Gammarus Sahini," Leach,

" = Amathia Sabini S. Bate ;"
" = Cancer macrourus articu-

laris, dorso carLnato serrato, spinis caudie bifidis Strom."

59. Gammancs pinguis, Kroyer.

60. Autonoe macrongx, {Gammarus), Lilljeborg, "Forma aretica, elatior, manus (J secundi pedum
ordinis subquadrata, margine postico crenis 5-6 obsoletis (nee tuberculis) spina angulari

interdum evanescente, ungue crassiore atque breviore
;
antennse pedesque omnino longiores.—

Fig. 31." This is identified by Boeck with Protomedeia fasciaia, Kroyer.
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61. Autonoe depressa, n. s., Fig. 32, transferred by Eoeck in 1870 to a new genus Goeda, near

to Leptocheirus.

At this point Goes passes from the GammaridaB to the Corophidae.

Ampldthoe rcinlmrdi {Pliotis), Krdj-er,
" = Amph. pygmaea Lilljeb." Eoeck restores the name

Photis reinhardi, Kroyer.

62. Podoceros anguipes (Ischyrocerus), Kroyei.
" Statura corporis atque forma antennarum

valde variat."

63. Erichtlionius difformis, M.-Edw. " = Podocenis Leachii Keoy.;"
"
=C6rapus difformis S.

Bate, Brit. Sess.-eyed Crust. II, 457.—Validus, quam nostras duplo-triplo elatior."

Siphoncecetes typicus, Kroyer.

64. Glauconome leucopis, Kroyer,
" =Unciola leucopis S. Bate."

In the Hyperidce he gives

65. Tliemisto lihefhda (Gammarus), Mandt, "=Th. arctica Kroy.;"
" =Th. crassicornis

Kroy.;" "Antennae interdum elongatae, multiarticulato flagcllo.
—

Fig. 33,33'." Among
the places of cajjture he names " Finmarkiam (Malmgren), ubi alia etiam forma occurrit a

typica paullum disorepans : pedes tertii et quarti articulo 4:to angustiore, art. quinto longiore ;

pedes quinti septimis pauUo breviores aut inter se longitudine sequales."

Themisio compressa, n. s., Fig. 34, 34', referred by Eoeck to his new genus Parcdliemisto.

66. Hyperia exulans {Lesfrigonu»), Kroyer,
"

=Lestrig. exulans Sp. Bate, Brit. Sess.-Ey. Crust.

I. [II]. 5; =L. Kinahani ibidem p. 8 ; 5 =Hyp. oblivia Keoy. GronL Amphip., D. Vid.

Selsk. Afh. 298, t. iv, f. 19 (non Sp. Bate et Westwood, Brit. Sess.-ey. Crust. II. p. 16)
= H. medusarum Sp. Bate, Catal. of Amph. in Brit. Mus. 295, t. 49, f. 1.-—An Hyp. galba

Mont., Transact, of lin. Soc. XI. 4 2, f. 2 et Sp. Bate et Westwood Brit. Sess-eyed Crust.

I. [II]. 12?"
" Ad nostras oras alia etiam forma occurrit paullum diversa, pedum primi ordinis articulo quinto

fere cylindrico undique setoso, ungue minuto." This variety Boeck identifies with his own

Hyperia spinipes, 1860 ; the Hyperia exulans with Hyperia medunarum, 0. F. Miiller.

67. Hyperia medusarum (Metoecus), Kroyer,
" = ? Cancer medusarum Mull.," 1776; "?Oniscus

medusarum Fabe., F. Groenl. 1780 p. 257; Ico prototypica ab his relata Stromi (Cm
SSndmor etc. I, t. 1, f. 12) non sat distincta."

"
(J antennis longissimis multiarticulatis."

Goes notes of this and the preceding species, that they are found free as well as on Medusae.

In the Dulichidae, he mentions 68. Didicliia spiinosissima, Kroyer.

In the Caprelhdse, he mentions 69. Caprella septentnoualis, Kroyer,
" -- Squilla lobata Fabe.,

Faun. groenL 1780, p. 248 (non Mdllee) ; =Capr. cercopoides White, Append, to

Southerland's Journ. 203 f. 1 et p. 207
;
nunc tuberculatus nunc fere laevis."

70. Caprella spinifera, Bell, Append, to Belcher's, list of Arct. Voy., p. 407. t. 35. f. 2.

1865. GOSSE, P. H.

A Year at the Shore. London, 1865.

Pages 151-154 discuss some Amphipods. The habits of Gammarus locusia, "the common

Locust Screw," and Gammarus pidex are mentioned, and some of Lov6n's remarks are

reproduced, in regard to the discovery of Gammaracanthus loricatus, Sabine, Pontoporeia

affinis, Lindstrdm, and Gammarus cancelloides, Gerstfeldt, in Lakes Wetter and Wener in

Sweden.
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1865, Heller, Camil.

Kleine Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Siisswasser-Ampliipoclen, Mit 1 Tafel :

(Taf. 17.) (Aus den Verliandlungen d. k. k. zoologisch-botanisclier Gesellschaft in

Wien [Jahrgang 18G5] besonders abgedruckt.)

The new species O-irliedia mvimana is here described and figured. It was taken on Mount

Olympus in Cyprus, at a height of 4000 feet by Dr. Kotschy. The new species, "Gammarus

Veneris" wae also taken by Dr. Kotschy in Cyprus, 50 feet above the sea. This species is

said by Heller to be intermediate between Gamiiircnis warinus and Gammarus piilex. In
" a review of the hitherto known South European fresh-water amphipods," he says that

"
they all belong to the genus Gammarus Fabric." He arranges them as follows :

—
" A. First gnathopod somewhat larger than the second, telson simple, undivided ;

third uropod

with a single ramus. (Subg. Crangonyx, Sp. Bate.)

"1. G. recurvus.

" AA. First gnathopod not larger than the second, telson deeply split, or double ;
third uropod with

two rami :
—

"a. First gnathopod almost as large as the second, eyes rudimentary, the three last

segments of the pleon without bundles of spines, the outer ramus of the third

uropod bi-artieulate. (Subg. Niphanjus, Sch.).
"

2. 6r. puteanus.

"
b. First gnathopod smaller than the second, eyes well developed. The three last pleon-

segments with bundles of spines, the outer ramus of the third uropod uni-articulate.

(Subg. Gammarus, Sp. Bate).
"

a. The three first pleon-segmeuts prolonged backwards to a pointed spine-

tooth.

"3. G. Boeselii.
'

"
p. The three first pleon-segments straight behind, without spine-tooth.

"
t The outer ramus of the last uropod only a little longer than the

inner.

"
4. G. pulex.

"
tt The outer ramus of the last uropod much longer than the irmer.

"5. G. imngens."

These divisions are founded on 1. Crangonyx recurvus, Grube
;

2. Niphargus {Gammarus)

puteanus, Caspary, with which Heller unites Niphargus siygius, Schiodte, and Niphargiis

aquilex, Sp. Bate
;

3. Gammarus roeselii, Gervais, identified with Squilla fluviatilis, Eosel,

and Gammarellus pulex, Herbst
;

4. Gammarus pulex, Desmarest, identified with Gammarus

fluviatilis, M.-Edwards, and 5. Gammarus pungens, M.-Edwards. Of this last he says that

it closely agrees with his own new species Gcommarus veneris, only that, according to

M.-Edwards' short description, Gammarus pungens appears to have the inner ramus of the

last uropod quite rudimentary. Of Gammarus veneris itself. Heller thus describes the last

uropod, "ramus interior pedum sexti paris postabdominis exteriore multo brevior, ramis

hirsutissimis." Gummarus roeselii, he says,
" lebt in tiefen stehenden oder schwach

fliessenden Gewiissern. Ich kenne ihn aus der Umgebung vou Salzburg, Wien und Ofen, in

Tirol habe ich ihn noch nicht angetroffen,"
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1865. LiLLJEBORG, AV.

Bidrag till kannedomen om underfamiljen Lysianassina inom underordningeii

AmpMpoda bland kraftdjuren.

On the Lysianassa magellanica H. Milne Edwards, and on the Crustacea of the

suborder Amphvpoda and subfamily Lysianassina found on the coast of Sweden

and Norway. By William Lilljeborg. With 5 Plates. Upsala, mdccclxv. (Nova
Acta Reg. Societ. Scient. Upsal. IIP Serie.)

The two papers, written in different languages by the same author, are essentially the

same. In the suborder Ampbipoda Lilljeborg mentions as common to both the arctic and

antarctic zones the genera Orchestia, Leach, Anonyx, Kroyer, IpMmeclia, Rathke, Atylus,

Leach, AmpliHhoe, Leach, nijperia, Latreille, Themisto, Gueriu-MeueviUe, Ctjamus, Lamarck

(properly Latreille). He speaks of Themisto and Anonyx as peculiar to the zones in

question, but immediately after qualifies this statement. Lysianassa magellanica, he makes

the type of a new genus Euryteiies, which he thus defines :
—

"
Corporis forma crassa et rohisfa, epimeris magnis et p)edihus hrevihus. Antennse supieriores

flagello apperidicuJari preeditse, pedunculo crasso et ejus segmentis 2:do et Sdio hrevihus,

et flagelli segraento l:mo longo. Antennse inferiores segmento pedunculi l:mo magna et

inflate et extus visihili. MandibnJse. palpigerae acie Ixvi et tuberculo molari magno iiistructx,

Maxillse l:mi paris jjaJpo hiarticulato angusto, apice duas vel tres setas vel aculeos minores

mohiles gerente, et earum ramus interior latus et h-evis et setis multis ciliatis instrudus.

Maxillip)edum lamina trunci segmenti 2:di, sive lamina exterior margine interiore tenuissime

noduloso, et eorum palpns quadriarticulatus et unguiferus. Pedes tniiici sive thoracici

l:mi et 2:di paris suhcheliformes, illi validi et breves, ungue hene evoluto, hi longiorss et

graciliores, ungue minutissimo. Reliqui pedes trunci forma solita, rohusti. Laminx

hranchiales simpllces minimegue pectinatim plicatx. Pedes caudales ultimi paris ramis

lamellosis. Segmentum 7:mum sive idtimum caudx profunde hifidum, laciniis acuminatis

ad apieem vera non spiniferis.
—Tantummodo una species :

—
Eurytenes 7nagellanicus

(H. Milne Edwards)." The definition inserted in the Swedish paper adds to the account of

the mandibuliE,
"
processu accessorio vero minimo et simplice," which in the English paper

appears in the description of the species. The species is now known as Eurytenes gryllus,

having been identified by Boeck with Gammarus gryllus, iVIandt, (rather Lichtenstein

in Maudt), 1822. A full and interesting account of the species is here given, with good

figures. Plates I., II., III., figs. 19-22. Lilljeborg agrees with Spence[Bate in numbering
the limb-joints, not from the first free joint, but from the true first joint, "to which the gill-

sack and lamina for covering the eggs are attached.

A tabular view of the families of the Amphipoda gives them in two groups ; those in which

"Pedum caudalium omnia paria adsunt-—Normdlia, S. Bate," are 1. Gammaridae, Dana.

2. Orchestidfe, Dana. 3. Corophidse, Dana. 4. Cheluridse, Allman. 5. Hyperidse, Dana.

Those in which "Pedum caudalium unum vel pluria paria absunt—Aberrantia, S. Bate,"

are 6. Dulichidse, Dana. 7. Caprellidae, Dana. 8. Cyamidas, Dana. The Hyperidse are

distinguished from the four preceding families by having the "
maxillipedes imperfect! et

palpo carentes." The Cheluridee are separated from the three preceding by having the
"
Segmenta caudalia posteriora coalita ;" but since the establishment of the genus

Gopilana, Wrzesniowski, this character has lost some of its definiteness.

In a tabular view of the genera of the Gammaridae, Lilljeborg introduces Microplax as a new

name for Iduna, Boeck, Iduna being preoccupied, but Liljeborgia, Spence Bate, 1862, has

the priority. Odius is substituted for Otus preoccupied, and Calliopius for Calliope
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preoccupied. The genus Tiron is
"
typified

"
in a new species called Tiron acanthurus, and

thus defined :
—

" Forma capitis ex parte cum eadem gen. Oediceri congruit, antenuK superiores vero flageUo

appendiculari longo sunt praeditse, et pedes trunci 7:mi paris longitudine pedes anteriores

sequanfc, et breves, crassi et unguiferi sunt. Pedes trunci l:mi et 2:di paris graciles,

unguo tamen non flexibili instructi. Segmenta caudalia superne in medio longitudinaliter

carinata, carina ad marginem posteriorem segrnentorum in aouleum, qui in segmentis

4:to et 5:to magnus est, et adhuc in segmento 6:to observatur, excurrente. AntennjB

superiores longitudine pedunculo antennarum inferiorum cequales. Prons aliquanto producta,

basin antennarum superiorum obtegens, rostro brevi sed acuto. Oculi rubri. Longitudo

circ. 10 millim."

The new genus Oediceropsis is also typified by a new species, which, because the upper antenna

are particularly short, is called Oediceropsis hrevicornis, with this definition :
—

" Forma corporis eidem gen. Oediceri valde similis, caput tamen rostro caret, et pedes trunci

7:mi paris, qui lougum et rectum unguem habent, et longi et graciles sunt, tamen pedibus

anterioribus 6:ti paris non duplo
—circ. sesqui

—
longiores sunt. Antennse superiores non

finem articuli penultimi pedunculi antennarum inferiorum assequuntur, et flagello appendiculari

carent. Antenuse inferiores magns, fere pediformes, articulo penultimo pedunculi ceteris

majore et ad apicem infra setam magnam gerente. Oris partes appendiculares et hujus et

anterioris speciei structura solita. Pedes trunci l:miet 2:di paris forma inter se similes

manu subcheliformi, ovali, carpo postice aliquantum producto. Pedes trunci 3:tii et 4:ti

paris parvi et graciles. Segmentum caudale 7:mum integrum et parvum sed laminare.

Pedes caudales ultimi ramis duobus angustis, fere oequalibus. Color flavescens
;

oculi

rubescentes, sed parura visibiles. Longitudo cir. 8 millim."

In the subfamily Lysiauassina Lilljeborg gives five genera, which correspond to thirteen out of

the seventeen which Boeck has assigned to it.

Lysianassa, Milne-Edwards, he defines as follows :
—

" Pedes trunci s. fhoracici l:mi paris manu suhcheliformi carentes, ungue non flexibili, segmento

6:to sive manu apicem versus attenuate ibidemque hasi unguis vix crassiore. Mandibulx

tuberculo molari mininw. Laminx exteriores maxillipedum margine interiore noduloso vel

Iseviusculo.'' Within this he distingaishes three species thus :—

"
Lysianassa.

Segmentum

7:mum caudae

fissum.

Lamina3

branchiales .
-{

'

pectinatim plicatse . 1. q}inicornis{A. Boeck).

L
non plicatas . . 2. Vahli (Krciyer).

non fissum, margine posteriore convexo . 3. Costm, M. Edwards."

Of these the first is Ichnopus spinicornis, Boeck, 1860, the second was called " Soeames Vahli"

by Boeck in 1870, the third is the original type species of Lysianassa.

The second genus, Eiiryienes, has been already described. The third genus, Anonyx, Kroyer, is

thus defined :
—

" Pedes trunci {thoraciei) l.mi pans manu subcheliformi armati, ungue flexibili, margine

inferiore inamis plus vel minus definito, Mandibulx tuberculo molari mediocri oel magna.

Laminee exteriores pedum maxillarium margine interiore plerumque noduloso, raro dentato

vel acideato." To this he assigns the following fifteen species, 1. Anonyx ampulla (Phipps);

Kroyer, PI. iv. fig. 52, which is rather to be called Anonyx nitr/ax, Phipps ; 2. Anonyx

longipes, Sp. Bate, PI. iii. figs. 23-31, called Tryphosa longipes by Boeck, 1870;

3. Anonyx gulosus, Kroyer, including his own Anonyx narvegicus, 1851, and the Ayionyx

holbolli of Bate and "Westwood; -i. Anonyx nanoides, n. s., PI. iiL fig. 32-34, called

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) • Xxx 46
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Trypliosa nanoides by Boeck, 1870; 5. Anoriyx pumilus, n. s., PI. iv. fig. 35-41;
6. Anonyx hraclujcerais, n. s., PI. iv. fig. 42-49, called Menigraies hraclujcercus by
Boeck in 1870; 7. "Anonyx Bruzeln," Boeck, which is recognised as standing near

Anonyx gulosus, and was subsequently regarded by Boeck himself as a variety only of that

species, see the table of errata and addenda to De Skand. og Arkt. Amph.; 8. Anonyx

nanus, Kroyer, by Boeck in 1870 called TryjjJiosa nanus; 9. Anonyx pinguis, Boeck,

later called Orelwmene pinguis by Boeck; 10. Anonyx serrahis, Boeck, PI. iv. fig. 50,

afterwards called Orchomene serratus by Boeck
;

it is here identified with Anonyx
Edtpardsii (Spence Bate), but wrongly according to Sars ; 11. "Anonyx Edwardsii,"

Kroyer, afterwards called Onesimiis edwardsii by Boeck; 12. Anonyx litoralis, Kroyer,
called Onesimus litoralis by Boeck; 13. "Anonyx HolholUi," Kroyer, called Hipp)omedon
liolbulli by Boeck

; Anonyx denticulafns, Spence Bate, is here said to be the male of this

species; 14. Anonyx ohtusifrons, Boeck, which was afterwards called Blenigrates obtusi/rons

by Boeck
; 15. Anonyx tuniidus, Kroyer, PI. iv. fig. 51, which Boeck calls Aristias tumidus.

Boeck, it will be observed, requires seven genera for these fifteen, or perhaps thirteen, species.

Anonyx hruzelii falls to Anonyx gulosus (cicada), and Anonyx hracliycercus is considered

by Boeck, in 1876, to be a synonym of Anonyx (Menigrates) ohtusifrons. In Lilljeborg's

synoptic table Anonyx hrachycercus is separated from Anonyx ohtusifrons by the maxilli-

peds. In bracJiycercus these have the outer plates large, "ultra medium articuli 3:tii

palpi extensse, ad marginem interiorem tantummodo apicem propius nodulosae, nodulis

discretis 4, et ad marginem exteriorera setam unam et pilos minimos gerentes," while in

ohtusifrong he finds from Boeck's description that these plates
" have some few scattered

coarse teeth on the inner margin." These delicate characters seem little suited for important

subdivisions. I am inclined to think that the teeth on the inner margins of the outer

maxilliped-plates are very liable to accident, so that their absence cannot always be depended
on as characteristic.

The fourth genus, Callisoma, Costa, has the species Callisoma Tiriiyeri, Bruzelius.

The fifth genus, Acidostoma, which is new, is thus defined :
—

" Forma corporis et antennarum cum genere Anonycis congruif, oi'is partes ajjjjendiculares tainen

plane diversx. Lahii rami latei-ales angusti. Mandihulx processu accessorio, maxillx l:mi

parts pcdpo, et palpus maxillipedum ungue carentes, et hx paries oris eonjunctim acumen

productum prsehent. Pedes trunci l:mi paris rohusti, manu prelieusili. Pedes 2:di imris

graciles, ungue carentes." To this genus, as the type species, is referred Anonyx ohesus,

Sp. Bate, which is described and figured, PI. v.

1865. MuLLEK, Fritz.

Description of a new genus of Ampliipod Crustacea. The Annals and Magazine
of Natural History. Series 3. Vol. XV. 18G5. pp. 27G, 277. PI. X.

The new genus, Batea, is thus defined :
— " Antenna? simple. Coxa of the first pair of gnathopoda

rudimentary, those of the second pair of gnathopoda and the first two pairs of pereiopoda

largely developed. Coxa of the second pair of pereiopoda deeply excavated upon the upper

part of the posterior margin. Eirst pair of gnathopoda rudimentary, consisting of coxa and

basis only ;
second pair of gnathopoda subchelate. Mandibles having an articulated

appendage. MaxiUipeds having a squamiform plate on both the basis and ischium joints.

Fourth and fifth pairs of pleopoda with styliform rami, sixth pair with subfoliaceous rami.

Telson single, deeply cleft."

"Species Batea Catharinensis, F. M."

Fritz Mtiller dates from Desterro, Brazil. He gives figures of the male, and notes in his
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description several differences presented by the female. Among other points he mentions

that " the first pair of gnathopoda are shorter in the male, with but few hairs near the top ;

they are as long as the basis of the second pair of gnathopoda in the female, slender,

flexible, with long hairs on the anterior margin, and shorter curved hairs at the distal

extremity."

1866. Bate, C. Spence.

Crustacea. The Record of Zoological Literature, 1865. Volume Second.

London, mdccclxvi. pp. 306-366.
^&

In reviewing Lilljeborg's work on the Lysianassina, Spence Bate remarks,
" the closest inspection

of specimens of Caprella eequilihra from the United States of America has not enabled us to

distinguish it from specimens found at Hong Kong and England by so much as a variation

that could be tortured into being of specific value. This, moreover, appears to be true of

forms that we find described as specifically distinct
;
but as yet no forms have been

determined by competent zoologists as specifically identical in both extreme zones, there

being no intermediate locality in which they are known to exist." He thinks " the carcino-

logist may have confidence that the figure in the British Museum Catalogue fairly and

faithfully represents the general form of the type specimen of Lijsianassa magellanica."

Part of the inferior antennae "may have been hypothetically inserted." He draws the

conclusion that Lilljeborg's identification cannot be maintained between his Eurytenes

magellanica and the Lt/siaiiagsa magellanica of Milne-Edwards. He compares the Anonyx

ampulla of the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea with Kr0yer's figure in Voy. Scand., pi. xiii.

fig. 2, with which he thinks it identical.

Spence Bate objects to the placing of Iiis Anonyx ohesus in the new genus Acidostoma "as all

the distinguishing conditions are changes in degree only."

1866. Costa, Achille.

Descrizione di una specie di Cyanius parassita de' Delfini. Annuario del Museo

zoologico della R. University di Napoli pel Cav. Achille Costa. Anno III.—1863.

Napoli, 1866. pp. 82-83.

He notices that Gu(5riD, in the Icon. Regn. Anim., figures a species of Cyamus parasitic on a

species of DeJpliiwis, which he calls Cyamus delphini, and which differs from the parasites

on species of Balama in important characters, and that Gervais and Van Beneden have

proposed for it a separate genus Isocyamus, without however formulating the generic

characters. As he has himself found a Cyamus differing apparently from Guerin's, he

concludes that there must be more than one species parasitic on the Delphini. He describes

and figures (pi. iv. fig. 2) the new species as Cyamus chelipes, remarking,
" Ne possediamo

un solo individuo femmina rinvenuto sopra un Delfino comune pescatosi nel golfo di Napoli.

Osservazioni. Se la fignra data dal Guerin del Cyamus Delphini h esatta, la nostra specie
ne differisce per le antenne interne men lunghe, pe' piedi del primo pajo a mano prensile,

per quelli del secondo proporzionalmente meuo grossi e per una diversa forma delle mani

de' medesimi, pel primo articolo de' piedi del quinto sesto e settimo pajo non fortemente

intaccato nel margine posteriore." Liitken gives no opinion upon this species, probably not

having met with the account of it.
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1866. DoHRX, Anton, born December 29, 1840 (Paul Mayer).

Zur Naturgescbiclite der Caprellen. Mit. Taf. XIII. B. Zeitscbrift fiir wissen-

scbaftlicbe Zoologie. Bd. XVI. 1. Heft. 1866. pp. 245-251,

Dolirn remarks, as Gosse had done before him, that Caprellse can upon occasion swim with

activity. In his account of the nervous system, he says that " the hrain mass consists of

two large, differently-formed swellings, of which the upper is considerably larger than the

lower. The former shows three distinct sections, a larger upper, a central giving off the

optic nerves, and a small anterior one. The upper mass is pierced by the two branches of

the aorta, the lower by the oesophagus ; behind this the broad oesophagean commissures

pass obliquely backwards, entering the first mass of the ventral chain, which likewise consists

of two coalescent ganglia. The hinder smaller ganglion belongs to the coalescent tirst

perfeon-segment and is considerably smaller than the anterior, properly subresophagean

ganglion." Mayer observes that the coalescence here spoken of is true of the genus Proto,

but in most genera and species of the CapreUidse, the ganglia in question come together

without actually coalescing. Dohrn cannot agree vnth Frey and Leuckart in the view that

the ganglion of the second periseon-segment is more powerfully developed than any other,

although he thinks that no doubt the importance of the ganglia depends on the extent of

the regions they have to supply. He studied the nerves in the young animal, but as a

matter of fact in some adult Caprellre the second pair of limbs are so greatly developed that

the statement by Frey and Leuckart is just in accord with the general principle which

Dohrn accepts. Dohrn found that the last perfeon-segment and the rudimentary pleon, at

any rate in the young animal, were without nerve-masses, but on the other hand he

discovered that the last ganglion, in the sixth periEon-segmerit, corresponded not merely to

two coalescent nerve-masses, but rather to five, some of which he naturally supposed were

derived from the pleon. Mayer, investigating young animals of Caprella and Protella, has

since seen " behind and between the two strong nerves that run from the seventh perron-

ganglion to the corresponding pair of legs, no less than seven ganglia, three pairs and an odd

one. The second and third pairs rapidly unite into a single mass, and do not appear to give

off any nerves. The last odd one shows traces of coalescence out of an original pair. It is

the largest of the pleon-ganglia, and no doubt, as Mayer says, corresponds to the single

ganglion which provides in the normal Amphipoda for the three segments preceding the

telson.

Dohrn finds only two liver tubes in the CapreUidse, and therefore concludes that when Speuce
Bate speaks of the liver in the Amphipoda as consisting of four tubes, it is an error of

observation. The number, however, varies in different genera.

In treating of the circulation, Dohrn attributes to the heart five pairs of fissures instead of three.

The first, he says, is in the cephalic segment, where the aorta parts from the dorsal vessel
;

the second, third and fourth lie in the middle of the corresponding segments. The fifth

lies in the middle of the fifth segment at the end of the dorsal vessel. The fourth is by
far the largest.

In regard to the sexual organs, Dohrn supposes, but erroneously, that there are two pairs of

testes in Caprella, though in the other Amphipoda he is aware from concurrent testimony

that there is but one pair.
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1866. GrUBE, a. E.

Beitriige zur Kenntniss der istrischeu Amphipoclenfauna. Arehiv fiir Natur-

geschichte. Zwei und dreissigster Jahrgang. Erster Band. Berlin. 18G6. pp.

377-417. Taf. ix. x.

Grubo explains, to begin witb, tbat lie names the seven joints of the leg numerically according

to their position, except the seventh, -which for brevity he calls the finger (die Klaue). On
the first joint his remark is that he reckons " das Basalstiick, an welchem die Kieme und

das zum Tragen der Eier bestimmte borstenrandige Blatt befestigt ist, und das zwar von der

Epimeralplatto aussen iiberwachsen aber doch von dieser unterscheidbar ist, als Ites Glied

oder Hiiftglietl." He defines the Amphipoda genuina, the Gammarina, and the two families,

OrchestidK and Gammaridae.

After discussing
" Orchestia littorea" and " Orchestia Montagui, Aud.," Taf. ix. fig. 1, with

some of their synonyms, Gruhe gives a definition of Allorcliestes, Dana, including
" Telson

simplex vel bipartitum." To this genus he assigns 1.
" Orchestia Perieri, Lucas," Taf. ix.

fig. 2
; 2. anew species,

" AllorcheMes HcUeri," Taf. ix. fig. 3, which he had previously classed

as "Allorcliestes imlricatus, Spence Bate? juv.," but which is probably Hyale nilsonii,

Rathke
;
and 3. a new species, Allorcliestes stylifer, Taf. ix. fig. 4,

"
carpo . . satis lato,

postice in processum styliformem curvatum exeunte," a peculiarity which, with some other

slighter distinctions, separates it, he says, from Amphitlwe {Allorcliestes) prevosti, Milne-

Edwards. He then gives a definition of Nicea, Nicolet, including
" Telson profunde

divisum," and, depending apparently only on comparative lengths of the antennse for the

generic distinction, he assigns his Awpldthoe (Hyale) istrica to this genus as Nicea istrica

(? ,
Taf. ix. fig. 5. He describes a new species, Nicea longicornis, from a single female

specimen, 4 mm. in length, having
" antennse superiores inferioribus paulo longiores et

fortiores, usque ad segmentum 5tum pertinentes, articulis 14, 2'''' longitudine 1"°', dupla 3"."

It reminds him of Callioije, but for the last uropods, while Gammarella and Crangonyx are

excluded on other accounts. The character of the antennse at any rate seems little to accord

with Nicea (Hyale), and, as no figure is given, it might be rash to suggest Pherusa fucicola,

Leach, for this species, on the presumption of some error in Grube's description.

In defining the genus Lysianassa, Grube gives
" Telson squamiforme integrum vel fissum," and

in it describes, 1. Lysianassa spinicornis, A. Costa, Taf. ix. fig.
6

;
2. ? Lysianassa loricafa,

A. Costa
; 3. his own Lysianassa ciliafa, Taf. ix. fig. 7, which has the " telson oblongum

longitudine appendicum pedes bistyli 3", usque ultra medium fissum," and is thereby

excluded from the genus Lysianassa as generally defined, and from identity with Lysianassa

aiidouiniana, Sp. Bate, as proposed by Heller
;

4. Lysianassa humilis, A. Costa, which in

Heller's opinion is probably the same as Lysianassa costx, M.-Edw.; 5. Lysianassa longi-

cornis, Lucas, Taf. ix. fig. 8, with remarks on the differences between the two sexes, extending
not only to the size and shape and armature of the antennse, but also to the form of the

first gnathopods and of the telson.
" Das Telson, dessen Form als charakteristiech fur die

Species gilt, war hier hei Miinnchen und Weibchen verschieden gestaltet, bei beiden zwar

langlich, oben etwas verschmiilert mit geraden Seitenrandern, aber bei jenen ganzriindig und

abgerundet bei diesen hingegen liinger und scharf und tief eingesclinitten, daher zweispitzig,

jede Spitze mit einem Stachelchen besetzt" Though he had specimens with eggs %vell

advanced in development, Grube states that he had sought in vain for the marsupial plates.

On the whole I incline to infer that, while assuming to describe the female of Lysianassa

longicornis, Lucas, he has had before him not onl}' a distinct species, but the species of a

distinct genus, probably Iclinopus taurus, A. Costa. He figures and describes (seemingly
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from the female only), what he calls
"
gefieJerte Kieme," the branchise not simple, but

carrying symmetrically arranged supplementary vesicles, an arrangement now known to

exist in several species, and already described by Costa in Ichnopus. He also draws dis-

criminating characters from the mouth-organs of the three species longicornis, (probably the

? so-called), spinicornis and ciliata.

Grube makes LeptocJieirus, Zaddach, and Ptilocheirus, Stimpson, synonyms of Protomedeia,

Kr0yer, in agreement with Spence Bate and other writers, but Boeck places Leptocheiru$,

with Ptilocheirus for a synonym, in his subfamily Leptocheirin<e, and Protomedeia in the

subfamily Microdeutopinge, the differences being in the maxillipeds, the side-plates, the

sesond gnathopods, and the last uropods. In the Leptocheirinae, moreover, it is noted that

' the first joint of the mandibular palp is elongate. Grube describes 'Protomedeia

hirsutimana, Sp. Bate? Taf. x. fig. 2," but in the description of "
Taf. x. fig. 2," he calls it

" Protomedeia pilosa (Zadd.)," having apparently convinced himself of the identity of his

own specimen with Zaddach's species. His new species, Protomedeia yuttata, Taf. x.
fig. 3.

as well as the old one, must evidently be placed in the genus Leptocheirus.

He figures his species Crangonyx recMrvus, Taf. x. fig. 1, and describes it anew.

Being unacquainted with Garmnarus marinus, Leach, Grube refers a species, which he had

previously called Gammartis olivii, M.-Edw., to Gammarus pwcilums, Eathke. He describes

Gamviarus gracilis, Eathke, recognising that it may be only a variety of Gammarus

pcecilurus. All these Gammari are by Boeck accepted under the name Gammarus marinus,

Leach. Grube concludes tlus paper with a description of Gammarus locusta, Linn.

1866. Heller, Camil.

Beitrage ziir naheren Kenntniss der Ampliipoden des Adriatisclien Meeres.

Wien. 18GG in 4to. 62 pp. u. 4 Kpfr. Denkschiiften der k. Akad. d. Wissensch.

Mathem. naturw. CI. B. 2C. 2 ALth. pp. 1-62. (Vorgelegt in der Sitzung am
3 Nov. 1865).

Orehestia montagui, Audouin, is given as a distinct species from Oreltestia littorea, Leach, but

Orchestia constricta, Costa, is made synonymous with Orehestia montagui. The new species

described and figured a.v& Nicea pilumicornis ; Nicea fasciculata ;
" Nicea DuccMchi" Nicea

nudicomis ; Nicea macronyx, which will be Hyale prevostii, if Catta is right in identifying

it v!\i\\ Ampihithoe prevostii, M.-Edw.; Nicea camptonyx ; "Nicea Schmidtii ;" Nicea ritdis ;

Nicea ci-assipes ; Proholium megacheles, which being without mandibular palj) must be

transferred to Dana's genus Stenothoe, and, for the species, is identified by Catta, 1876, with

Costa's ProhoJium poJi/j^rion ; Lysianassa pilicornis ; Ichnopus affinis ; Irhnupus ccdceolatus,

identified by Boeck with his own Ichnopus spinicornis, 1860;
'^

Anomjx Schmardse," in

Boeck's opinion, perhaps, together with the next species, belonging to his genus Amliasia ;

Anonyx Jilicornis ;
"
Anonyx Nardonis" (at p. 59 by a misprint assigned to Kr0yer), said

to differ little from Anonyx nanus, and by Boeck referred to his genus Tryphosa; Iphimcdia

carinuta, not figured, and not in my opinion specifically distinct from Iphimedia obesa,

Eathke, which includes two other synonyms or varieties, Iphimedia ehJanx, Sp. Bate, and

Iphimcdia multispinis, Grube
;
Eusirus hidens, already described by Boeck as Eusirus

longipes;
" Melita Coroninii;" Mara integrimana; "Mara Donatoi," which, like

Mxra grossimanus, Montagu, and Mara Loveni, BruzeUus, has the finger of the second

gnathopods fringed with hairs on the outer margin ; Amphithoe hicuspis, a name preoccupied

by Kroyer, and the species identical with Snnamphitho'd confurmata, Sp. Bate
; from

Sunamphithoe hamulus Heller himself observes that it is distinguished only by the greater
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length of the upper antoiiiiEe and by the presence of two terminal hooks on the telson ;

"
Aiiqikifhoc Brusinx ;" Podocerus monodon, identified by Boeck with Podoeerus falcaius,

Montagu ;
Heller himself distinguishes it from Podocerus vaviegatus,

"
especially by the

presence of a simple hook on the outer branch of the third uropods," {com^axe, AmpMtlwides,

Kossmann, 1880) ;
Podocerus largimanus, with forty joints to the flagellum of the upper

antennaj, yet given by Boeck as a synonym of Podocerus amjiiipes, Krpyer, which has that

flagellum of six to eight joints; Podocerus longicornis, said by Heller to approach Amphitho'd

erassicornis, Costa, and by J. V. Carus, 1885 (probably on Nebeski's authority) entered

together with the preceding species in the genus Ampihifhoe, without special

notice of the secondary flagellum in each of these species ; "Microdeufopus Titii,"

CyrtopMum Ixve, probably the same as Cyrtopldum darwinii, Sp. Bate, Dr. Heller having

apjjarently taken the account of the transverse ridge to mean a longitudinal carina
;

Cratippus crassimanus, without much doubt to be united with Crafipipus tenuipies, Sp.

Bate, and Exunguia stilipes, Norman, under the common name Colomastix pusilla, Grube ;

Caprella ohtusa, which Boeck identifies with Caprella septenirionalis, Kr0yer, and Mayer
with Caprella actitifrons, Latreille, $ juv.; Cajirella monacantha, which again according to

Boeck is Caprella esmarMi, Boeck, but according to Mayer, Capi-ella eequilibra, Say, $

juv.; Caprella aspera = Caprella aranthifera, Leaeh ; Caprella lepionyx = Caprella acanthi/era

juv.; and Caprella anyiata, according to Mayer another synonym of Capirella acanthifera, Leach.

Costa's Lysianassa filicornis is said to be a synonym of Lysianassu longiccn-nis, Lucas;

Lysianassa humilis, Costa, possibly of Lysianassa costee, Milne-Edwards, and Lysianassa

cilicda, Grube, of Lysianassa audouiniana, Sp. Bate. Boeck regards Grube "s ciliata and

possibly Costa's humilis as belonging to his genus Arigtias, of which he makes Anonyx

tumidus, Krpyer, the type, with Lysianassa audouijiiana, Sp. Bate, (wrongly given) as a

synonym. Amphithonoius spiniventris, Costa, is renamed Dexamuie sjriniventris, Amplii-

thonotus, Costa, being synonymous with Leach's genus Dexamine. Under the name of

"
Atylus Costx" are united Costa's two species Nototropis spinuUcauda and Nototropis

guttatus, though surely guttatii$, in right of priority, should have been retained. The close

agreement between Leucotltoe a)iiculosa, Leach, and Leiicotlwe detificulafa, Costa, is pointed

out Both these species are united by Boeck under the older name Leucothoe spinicarpa,

Abildgaard. Three species described by Costa under the names Gammarus pundimanus,
Gammarus obtitsiinguis, Ampjhitlwe semicarinata, are all referred, the two former as males,

the last as female, to Gammarella hrevicaiulaUi, Sp. Bate. Ceradocus orchestiipes, Costa,

which vSp. Bate transferred to Melita, here becomes Miera orcliestiipes. It is in all

probability the Gammarus fasciafus of O. G. Costa. Attention is called to points of

agreement between Msera grossimana, Leach, Msera scissima?M, Costa, and Msera integri-

mana, Heller's own species. Megamcera hrevicaud.ata, Sjx Bate, is transferred to the genus
Mxra. A species supposed to be Eitrysflieus erythrophthalmus, Sp. Bate, but with cleft

telson, receives the name Msera erythroplithalrtia. Since, however, Spence Bate's

species is the same as Ganmiarojms erythrophihalmus, Liljeborg, Heller's species, with the

cleft telson, must not be confounded with it. The similarity of Araphithoe penicillata,

Costa, to AmpJtithoe albomaculata, Krbyer, is noticed. It is pretty certainly the same as

Amphitlioe vaillantii, Lucas, 1849, if it may not be carried still further back to Amphithoe

ruhricata, Montagu. Ericldhoniiis Indens, Costa, is said to be identical with Cerapius

aMitus, Templeton. CorojjMum crassicorne, Bruzelius, is identified with the earlier named

CoropJiium adierusicmn, Costa, an identification which Boeck accepts with a 1 Caprella

tahida, Lucas, is made a synonym of Caprella ariitifrons, LatreiUe.

A table is added of all the Amphipods found in the Adriatic up to the date of thi.s work.

Valuable descriptions and figures are given of several of the previously known species,

as well as of the species discovered by Heller himself.
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1866. SCHI0DTE, J. C.

Krcbsdyrenes Sugemund. Naturliistorisk Tidsskrift. 3. Eaekke. 4. Bind.

Kjebenhavn, 1866. pp. 169-206. Tab. X og XL

This paper deals priacipally with the mouth-organs of the Isopoda. Of the biting Isopoda the

mouth is said to present three principal types, and the first type is said to comprise Onigci,

AseUi, Idotheas and Si^hxromata, and to be essentially the same as the type met with in the

majority of the Amphipoda.
This paper is translated in "The Annals and Magazine of Natural History," ser. 4, vol. i. Na 1,

January 1868, pp. 1-25. Hate 1.

1867. Bate, C. Spence.

Crustacea. The Eecord of Zoological Literature. 1866. Volume Third.

London, mdccclxvii. pp. 216-250.

Spence Bate demurs to Grube's view that "
Allorchestes imhricatus (Sp. B.), is but the young of

A. helleri." He "
suggests to continental carcinologists to determine whether or not there

be two freshwater species [of Gammarus\, viz., G. pulex and G. fluviatilis, as, from the

great confusion of the two names by various authors, he is inclined to think that they, and

also the figures, are but the result of imperfect drawings and descriptions of one and the

same species." Oammariis torelli, sp. n., Goes, he says, "evidently belongs to the genus

Megamcera of the Brit. Sessile-eyed Crustacea.'' In the " Naturalist in Vancouver Island

and British Columbia, by J. Keast Lord. London, 1866," vol. ii., ch. xiii., pp. 262-284,
with a plate, a description is given by Spence Bate of the "Vancouver Island Crabs." In

this chapter, he mentions from Esquimalt Harbour, Allorchestes verticillatus, Dana ;

Allorchestes hrevicornis, Dana; Mmra fusca, Sp. Bate; Amphithoe pcregrina, Dana;

Am2Mth{)e orientalis, Dana ; Amphithoe lilicornis, Dana.

1867. Costa, Achille.

Saggio della coUezione de' Crostacei del Mediterraneo Del Museo Zoologico della

University di Napoli spedito alia Esposizione di Parigi del 1867. Annuario del

Museo Zoologico della R. Universita di Napoli. Anno IV., 1864. Napoli, 18G7.

pp. 38-46. PI. IIL

It mentions 72 species of Crustacea, the principal object being to show the sjiecialities of the

Italian waters, as discovered by Cocco, De Natale, O. G. Costa, Hope, and A. Costa

himself. The numbers 32-59 refer to the Amphipoda. 35 is Orchestia crassicornis, n. s.,

near to Orchestia littorea, "but differing in the proportions and robustness of the lower

antennw, especially of the male. They are shorter and more robust than in the three

allied species, littorea, mediterranea, and constricta." On 37, Orchestia deshayesii,

Audouin, it is remarked that the hand of the second gnathopod varies greatly. 40,

Lysianassa Jilicornis, A. Costa, "by the length and tenuity of the lower antenna;

approaches L. longicornis, Lucas, from which it is distinguished chiefly by the proportions

of the upper antennte, those of the abdominal false feet and other characters. Neverthe-

less, the two species in question, on account of the extreme length of the lower antennae,

may very well constitute a distinct group or subgenus, for which we have proposed the
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name of Lysianassina." On 45, Epimeria tricristata, A. Costa, the observation is made

that it is very close to Acanihonofus owenii, Bate and Westwood, so that at first sight

they might be thought the same, but that specifically they differ much in the length of the

antenna! and the hands of the second gnathopods. Nor does Costa admit the propriety

of placing the species in the genus Acantlwnotibs. Boeck, who has not apparently seen

this paper, makes both names synonyms to Epiineria cornigera, Fabricius. As to 47,

Oammarus longicaudatus, A. Costa, and 48, Gammarus montanus, A. Costa, it is

recognised that these two fresh-water species, of which the first is identified by Bate and

"Westwood with Niphargus aquilex, Schi0dte, may be only varieties of one and the same

species. 49. Guemiia nicseensis, A. Costa, is figured. In regard to 51, Microdeitfopus

gryUotalpia, A. Costa, the form of the carpus of the first gnathopods is said not to be

accurately given in the figure of the species by Bate and Westwood. As a matter of fact,

their figure probably represents a difierent species. Costa further observes that the carpus

of his species is found to vary in regard to the number and proportions of teeth on its

lower margin. 59 is Caprella gigas, A. Costa, from the Bay of Naples, undescribed. 54

is Orin zandeus, Prest. 55, Cheiropristis messanensis, Cocco. 56, Omitliorhamphvs

coccoi, De Nat. 57, Carcinococciis costx, De Nat. (not an Amphipod).

1867. Gerstaeckeb, a.

Bericht liber die wissenschaftlichen Leistungen im Gebiete cler Entomologie
walirend der Jahre 1865-66. Archiv fiir Naturejeschichte. Drei und dreissigster

Jahrgang. Zweiter Band. Berlin, 1867.

The works on Amphipoda are described in pages 487-495.]

1867. Marcusen, Joh.

Zur Fauna des scliwarzen Meeres, Vorlaufige Mittheilung. Archiv fiir

Naturgeschichte. Drei und dreissigster Jahrgang. Erster Band. Berlin, 1867.

pp. 357-363. (Also in the Transactions of the first meeting of Russian Naturalists

at St. Petersburg, 1868. pp. 176-179. In Russian.)

The list of the Amphipods which Dr. Marcusen had obtained is given as follows :
—" Talitrus

locusta Linn. Orchestia Uttorea Montagu. Orchestia mediterranea Costa. Montagua

pontica mihi—abnlich der JI. marina Sp. B. Bathyporeia pontica mihi—ahnlieh der B.

Robertsonii Sp. Bate, mit calceola am unteren Flihler, aber auch einer calceola am oberen.

Ampelina Gaimardii Sp. Bate. Dexamine pontica mihi—mit gefiedertem Kiemen-

pliittchen. Calliope grandocuUs. Microdentopus gryllotalpa Sp. Bate. Alicrodentopus

nov. spec. Mierodentb^ms nov. spec. Gammarus glaciHs Rathke. Gammarus locusta

Linn, pilosus var. mihi. Amphitoe picta Rathke. Podocerus pulchellus i\I.-Edw.

Podocerus abnlich dem falcatus Sp. Bate. Podocerus iihnlich dem pelagicus S. Bate,

Cerapus ponticus mihi. Siphoncecetes n. sp. Corophium BoneUii M.-Edw. Corophium
bidentatum mihi. Corophium iChnlich dem crassicorne." The description of the new

species, with figures, is promised for a later opportunity. The question is discussed

whether the Black Sea should be reckoned as part of the Mediterranean, a question wliich

C. HeUer answers in the affirmative. Of Amphipoda, it is said that there are in the

Black Sea representatives of almost all families, among them species not as yet found in

(zOOL. CHALL. ESP.—PART LXVII.—1887). XxX 47
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the Mediten-anean, as Batluj]}oreia poniica ; there are several nest-builders, as species of

Podocerus, Gerapus and Siphonceeetes. The resemblance of its Crustacean fauna to that

of the northern seas is illustrated by the presence, among others, of species of Bathyporeia,

Podocerus and SipJionoecetes.

1867. Norman, Alfked Merle.

Reports of Deep Sea Dredging on the Coasts of Northumberland and Durham,
1862-4. Edited by George S. Brady. Report on the Crustacea, by the Rev.

Alfred Merle Norman, M.A. Natural History Transactions of Northumberland

and Durham: 18G5-67. London, 1867. pp. 12-29.

The new genus Clieirocratus, assigned to Fam. Gammaeid.*, Norman. (Subfam. Gammarides

B. & W.) is thus defined :
—"

Superior antennae shorter than inferior, having a secondary

appendage. First gnathopods not subchelate. Second gnathopods subchelate, very large.

Telson double. Last pair of pereiopods very long." The type species, Clieirocratus

mantis, here fully described as new, is identified by Boeck with Gammarus assimilis,

Lilljeborg, 1851.

In the family Corophiidae, Bate and Westwood, the genus Unciola, Say, is described as having

the "last uropods double-branched," which is not in accordance with Say's own account.

In the description of the new species, Unciola pJanipes, we also read,
"
uropods of last pair

two-branched, small, scarcely reaching beyond telson, or the basal joint of preceding pair ;

outer branch tipped with long simple hairs ; inner branch terminating in a single spine."

The figure (G. S. Brady del.) gives only a single branch, and a prolongation of the peduncle

tipped with a spine. Boeck gives the species as a synonym ? of his Glauconome Jcr^yeri,

1870. The Museum Normanianum, 1886, gives "Unciola planipes, Norman, = Unciola

leucopis, B. & W. (non Kroyer)."

1867. Norman, A. M.

Report of the Committee appointed for the purpose of exploring the coasts of

the Hebrides by means of the dredge.. Part U. On the Crustacea, echinodermata,

polyzoa, actinozoa, and hydrozoa. (From the Report of the British Association, for

1866.) pp. 193-206. 1867.

Eight Amphipods are added to the British Fauna. Among these are the new species

Anonyx melanopliilialmus, the new genus, Euonyx,
"
differing from Anonyx in having the

first gnathopods chelate, and the second stronger than the first, subchelate, nail large and

strong. Posterior uropods two-branched. Telson cleft," with its new species Euonyx

chelatus, "dredged parasitic on Echinus esculentus, L."; and the new genus Microp)roto2rds,

"allied to Microdeuteropus" hut with differences shown in the italicized part of the following

definition :
—" Antennae with secondary appendage. First gnathopods subchelate. Second

gnathopiods larger than first, subchelate, greatly developed in $ ,
much smaller in f .

Uropods terminating in simple spines, those of last pair with a single ramus. Telson

tubular." The new species for which this genus was formed is named Microprotopus

inaculatus.
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1867. Packard, A. S., jr.

View of the recent Invertebrate Fauna of Labrador. Memoirs read before the

Boston Society of Natural History ; being a new series of the Boston Journal of

Natural History. Volume I. Part. H. Boston, 1867. (Bead October 4, 1865.

pp. 262-303. PL Vni.

Packard's article on the marine invertebrates found at Caribou Island, Straits of BeUe Isle, which

was published in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist for December 1863, is, he says,

embodied in the present article, with typographical corrections.
" Valuable information

regarding the identification of several species of Amphipoda has been kindly communicated

through Dr. Liitken by Mr. A. Boeck." The Amphipoda occupy pages 297-301.
" Monoculodes nuhitaltis nov. sp. [PI. VIII., fig., 4.]," is thus described :

— ' Female. Cephalic

ring produced into an obtuse, tumid rostrum, smaller than in M. carinatus Bate, of

the British shores ;
the segments of the thorax and abdomen are not carinated above as in

that species, being nearly smooth, while the abdominal segments are slightly sinuated just

behind each suture. Eyes small, round, situated just above and opposite the insertion of

the superior antennfe ; not colored in the adult, but black in the young. Superior antennfe

a little longer than the peduncle of the inferior pair ; inferior antennae reaching to the hind

edge of the fourth thoracic, including the cephalic, ring ;
the penultimate and last joint of

the peduncle equal in length ; flagellum about half the length of the whole antenna. Both

pairs of gnathopoda very equal in size, the propodos being long, ovate
; anterior pair

slenderer than in M. carinatus, palm very oblique, with minute hairs
; dactylos two thirds

the length of the propodos; carpos minute, not prominently produced as in M. carinatus, but

rather continuous with the propodos. The second pair are much stouter and more ovate than

in M. carinatus, according in this respect more with that of M. demissus, Stimps. In form it

closely repeats that of the anterior pair ; carpus with a long, slender, spine-like prolongation

from the palm, forming a thumb closely appressed to the propodos, but not extending to the

middle. Palm of the propodos on the anterior half fringed with hairs. Dactylos one-half

as long as the propodos. Anterior pair of thoracic legs subequal ; posterior pair of thoracic

legs twice as long and much larger than the anterior, coxse regularly short, pyriform.

Abdominal legs large, equal in size, reaching nearly to the tip of the caudal stylets, which

are lanceolate, very slender, acute
j
the first pair being a very little longer than the third.

Color pale, mottled with slate. Length, -50 inch.

" It differs from M. demissus of Grand Menan, in its color, and the very unequal antennas.

From M. carinatus of the British Isles it may be readily distinguished by the very equal

gnathopoda and non-carinated segments, the slenderer antennae, and the smaller, round eyes.
" Caribou Island, eight fathoms, sand." See also Note on S. I. Smith, 1883.

1867. Sars, Georg Ossian.

Histoire Naturelle des Crustaces d'eau douce de Norvege. V livraison. Les

Malacostraces. Avec 10 Planches. Christiania. 1867. pp. HI + 146. (Amphi-

poda, pp. 41-90. PL IV., v., VI., VIL, VIII. fig. 1-5.)

In this masterpiece Professor Sars has taken the opportunity to describe, with great fulness of

detail and a clearness that leaves nothing to be desired, the whole structure of an Amphipod,

illustrating the description by figiues which are not only elaborate and artistic but possess the

further virtues of being in the most satisfactory manner explanatory and intelligible. In the

period of active investigation since this work was published, one or two of its statements
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have been called in question. In a note to p. 41 Professor Sars says that in some males of

the genus Tanais the eyes are not only pedunculate (pedicell(5s) but even mobile. This

statement, to say the least, requires confirmation. In regard to the apparatus for the

circulation of the blood, Delage observes that, while Sars is the first who clearly pointed out

the existence of a posterior aorta with definite walls, he reproduces the old mistake of

attributing to the heart six, instead of three, pairs of lateral slits (valvules) ;
nor does he

recognise the delicate walls which more or less confine the currents of the blood. In

regard to the species Gammarus negledus, which Sars describes with so much valuable

detail, Fr. Meiaert inclines to believe that it should not be separated from Gammarus

jmlex, auctoTum, the difi"erences being at best minute, and these capable of being bridged
over by intermediate examples. If the species stands, Meinert thinks it should retain the

name Gammarus lacustris, which Sars gave it in 1863. For altering this Sars gives the

insufficient reason that he had met with a casual reference in Nilsson's " Skandinavisk

Fauna," tome 4, page 420, to a species named in parenthesis
"
(Gammarus neglectus

Lilljeborg)," on which the trout, var. Salmo 2mndatus, fatten in the Scandinavian

mountain-tarns. It is certainly an error to suppose, as Sars appears to do on the authority

of Hosius, that Gammarus pulex is only found in very rapid rivers.

On page 59, under the heading Organes excreteurs, Sars observes " Comme organes excr^teurs at

avant tout urinaires, correspondant aux vaisseaux de Malpighi des insectes, on doit indubi-

tablement considerer les 2 minces appendices cyliudriques (pi. 5, fig. 25 p.), qui

debouchent en haut dans I'iutestin k la naissance du rectum. Places I'un tout centre I'autre

et centre la face dorsale de I'intestin, ces appendices pentStrent profondemeut, chez les

individus adultes, avec leurs bouts obtusement arrondis dans le dernier segment thoracique.

.... On doit sans doute encore faire entrer dans cette categoric un canal flexueux en

forme de fronde, de structure glanduleuse, qui se trouve dans le premier article fortement

tumefie des antennes inferieures et d(5bonche sur la poiute du proces conique que le 2''

article envoie en bas, la soi-disant c'pine olfactoire." The reader therefore must not be led

astray by the references to the "
olfactory spines

" on page 48, and in the descriptions of

pi. iv. fig. 21 and pi. vi. fig. 27. A further safeguard is supplied on page 62, where

Professor Sars says,
" Le sens olfadif on le sens qui chez les crustaces semble s'en rapprocher

le plus, est, comme chez le genre Mysis, restreint a la tigelle exterieure des antennes

sup^rieures; chacune de ses articulations porte generalement au bout, dans le bord superieur, un

appendice cylindrique tr^s petit, correspondant exactement dans sa structure aux papiUes

appelees olfactoires des d^capodes." As to the analogy of the urinary organs first mentioned

with the Malpighian tubes of insects, see Note on Spencer, 1885.

Of the pleopods Sars figures and describes the peculiar spines and special setse {k bout

bifurqut), which have either escaped the notice of authors in general or not been thought

worthy of attention.

The other Amphipods described in this work are Pallasea cancelloides, Gerstfeldt, var. quadri-

spinosa, Esmark
; Gammaracanthus loricatus, Sabine, var. lacustris; Fontojporda ajinis,

Lindstrcim, said to come very close to Pontoporeia femorata, Kr0yer.

1868. Bate and Westwood.

A history of the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, Part XXII. and Part XXIII.

December 31, 1868. pp. 497-536, and Introduction, signed (C. S. B.), j)p. iii.-lvi.

London.

The gnathopods of Orchestia hrevidigitata, n. s., from Banff are figured and described. The

length is given as about eight-twentieths of an inch, the colour a light olive-green. It is
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said to bear a close resemblance to Orchestia euchore, Miiller. As Boeek identifies the latter

with Orchestia gammarellits, this species also may be a variety of the same.

A short account is given, and the second gnathopod figured, of Kr0yer's Leucothoe clypeata,

under the name Montagua clypeata, with the suggestion that Mo7itagua pollexiana, Spence

Bate, may be the male of Kr0yer's species ;
in that case it would become a synonym of

Metopa di/peata, Kr0yer. The second gnatliopod of Montagua norvegica is figured and

described, with a reference to Leucothoe norvegica, Liljeborg, 1850, and to the Brit. Mus.

Catal., p. 370, where Spence Bate expresses the opinion that this species is most probably a

synonym of Montagua chjpeata. Boeck agrees with this view, naming it therefore Metopa

chjpeata, Kroyer (but see Note on Liljeborg, 1850).
At page 501, Opis leptochela, n. s., is figured and described. Of this Norman, Last Eeport, etc.,

p. 335, 1868, says,
"
this I find to be the species described by me under the name Euonyx

chelatus (Brit. Assoc. Report 1866 (1867), p. 202). My specimen differs from that described

by B. and W. in having the second gnathopods larger and stronger than the first, and the

hand furnished with a strong nail. This difference is perhaps one of sex. The species

cannot, I think, be placed in the genus Opis." Boeck, apparently unaware of Norman's

genus, says of Opis leptochela, that it cannot belong to Opis,
" as the first gnathopod has a

very elongate wrist and an elongate chelate hand, thereby resembling the genus Kroyeria,
which belongs to the subfamily ffidicerins. It ought therefore to become the type of a

new genus, which might be called Leptochela."
At page 503, Opis quadrimana, n. s., is described, and the first gnathopod figured. On the

ground that this does not agree with Opis either in the mouth-organs or the structure of the

first gnathopods, Boeck, in 1870, makes it the type of a new genus, under the name

Normania quadrimana. Bate and Westwood.

A species is partly figured and described as probably belonging to Anipelisea Iwoigata, Lilljeborg,

but by Norman and Boeck the form in question is said to be Ampielisca tenuieornis,

Lilljeborg. Haploops tuhicola, Lilljeborg, is figured and described, and said to have been

taken by Mr. Norman " in the Shetlands," where " Hebrides
"
should be read instead of

" Shetlands."

At page 507, Monoculodes longimanus, n. s., from Banff,
"
length about one-fifth of an inch," is

briefly described, and the first and second gnathopods are figured.
"
Specific character.

Dorsal surface slightly carinated. First pair of gnathopoda long and narrow, resembling the

second pair."

At page 508, Kroyera hrevicarpa, n. s., is described. The gnathopods are figured. This is

identified by Boeck with Kroyeria haptlocheles, Grube, 1864, and therefore named Ponto-

crates haplocheles.

At page 509 the new genus Lepidepecreum is defined as follows :
— "

Cephalon having the orbital

or intra-antennal process considerably developed and produced. Pereion well-developed.
Pleon having the last four segments very short. Eyes not made out

; supposed to occupy
the intra-antennal process ;

—
superior antennre having the upper surface of the first two

joints of the peduncle considerably produced anteriorly, having no secondary appendage.
Inferior antennaj posterior to the superior. Mandibles furnished with a biarticulato

appendage. First pair of gnathopoda moderately robust, subchelate. Second pair feeble

and chelate or subchelate. Posterior pair of pleopoda short, biramous. Telson ?
" The

type is figured and described as Lepidepecreum carinatum, n. s. It was " taken at Banff

by Mr. Edward, associated with Anonyx longicornis, with which it is very closely allied,

being perhaps a young female." There seems little, I think, to justify the establishment of

a new species, and the name for the two forms should therefore stand as Lepiidepecreum

longicorne. In the description of Anonyx longicornis, the telson was given as "
very long

and deeply cleft," so that "
telson cleft

"
may be presumed to be properly part of the generic
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character. G. 0. Sars, 1882, mentions the capture at Lorlshavn of a single specimen (?) of

"
Lepid&pecreum carinatum, Sp. Bate," but does not describe the telson. In a specimen

wliich I owe to the kindness of Mr. David Robertson of Glasgow, I find the telson very

narrow, cleft almost to the base, each tip having two small spines. Sars thinks that

Lysianassa umbo of Goes should be included in this genus, and not in Boeok's Orcho7nene.

See Note on Goes, 1865.

Nicippe tuviida, Bruzelius, is figured and described.

Cheirocratus mantis, Norman, is figured and described, but with some variations in the generic

character, which need correction. The upper antennas are much shorter than the lower,

not subequal, and the third uropods are not unibranched, but biramous. The species is

identified by Boeck with the earlier Cheirocratus assimilis, Liljeborg.

At page 515, Megamcera multidentata (Norman, MSS.), from Guernsey, is figured and described.

This is
" Moera Batei," Norman, published in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History

for December 1868, and therefore taking precedence by a few days of the name Megavicera

multidentata. This is indicated at page 530 by the citation,
" Mcera Batei Norm. (See

our Vol. ii p. 515)," but no notice is there taken of some slight discrepancies between the

two accounts, which were no doubt drawn up from different specimens.

On pages 517-518, Norman's Unciola planipes \s figured and described as Unciola leucopes,

Kr0yer, Krpyer's genus Glaiiconome being identified with Unciola, Say. Norman, Last

Report, etc. 1868, says,
" Unciola leucopes, Kroyer. B. and "W. consider my U. planipesas

'

probably identical
' with this species. It may be so, but there are points of difference

which make me think it wiser to keep them apart until the examination of GreeiJand

specimens should settle the question definitely." Kr0yer's species, it should be observed,

was named leucopis from "Xcvkos, albus, et o^, oculus." Boeck gives
"

? Unciola planipes,

Norman," as a synonym to his own Glauconome kr(pyeri, 1870. Sars in 1882 accepts

Glauconome leucopis. Kr0yer, as identical with Unciola irrorata. Say.

Hyperia tauriformis, n. s., from Banff, briefly described and partly figured on page 519, is

identified by Norman with Metoecus medusarum, Kr0yer, which Boeck names Tauria

medusarum, O. Fabr., 1780, but Bovallius, 1885, points out that Bate and Westwood, and

Boeck likewise, have misunderstood Dana's account of his genus Tanria, so that neither the

name Hyperia tauriformis nor Tauria medusarum is admissible. The name wiU perhaps

become Hyperia ahyssorum, Boeck.

On page 520, Hyjieria prehensilis, n. s., from Banff, is figured and described. "
Sj/ecijie char-

acter. Superior antennae about the length of the head. Both pairs of gnathopoda vnth the

carpus and propodos simple. Three liind pairs of pereiopoda subprehensile at the tips."

Length, three-twentieths of an inch.

On page 521, Hyperia cyanex, Sabine, is described.
"
It looks like a young H. Galba, with

rudimentary antennse, but one of the specimens sent to us had the incubatory pouch of the

adult female fully developed, so that we cannot mistake it for a young animal." By Boeck

Sabine's species is identified with Hypei-ia medusarum, 0. F. MiiUer.

Themisto crassicomis, Kr0yer, is next figured and described, a species which Boeck identifies

as Tliemisio libellula, Mandt.

On pages 534-535, Vibilia horealis, u. s., from Banff, is figured and described, a letter from

Thomas Edward, on its habits and colouring, being quoted.

In the Supplemental Notes, among other matters of interest, the names are mentioned of the

genera and species of which A. M. Norman had published descriptions in December

1868.

The Introduction, signed C. S. B., is a general account of the structure, functions and distribu-

tion of the Amphipoda.
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1868. Brady, George Stewardson, born April 18, 1832 (G. S. B.).

Notes on the Crustacean Fauna of the English Lakes. Intellectual Observer,

XII. 1868. pp. 110-130, with plate.

" Gammarus and Asellus are scarcely to be found in
"

the British lakes, according to this

observer
;

" marine forms of Amphipoda, analogous to those of the large lakes of Sweden,

have not been found." (Zool. Eecord, 1869.)

1868. CZERNIAVSKI (or TsCHEENJAFSKi), WOLDEMAR.

Materialia ad Zoographiam Ponticam comparatam. Studiosi universitatis

charcoviensis Voldemari Czerniavski.

At page 78 is given
" Ordo VI. Artlu-ostraca Cls. s. Edriophthalmata. Subordo. a. Isopoda."

At page 90, "Subordo. b. Lsmodipoda," contains Fam. 24. Caprellid». Gen. 41. Profella,

Dana. 51. Protella typica, n. s., (juv.l), Tab. vi. fig. 7-10; 52. Profella intermedia, n.
s.,

Tab. vi fig. 11-13. Gen. 42. Caprella, Lamarck. 53. Caprella proielloides, n. s., Tab.

vi. fig. 14; 54. Cap,rella ferox, Tab. vi. fig. 15-20; 55. "Caprella Danilevskii," n. s.,

Tab. vi. fig. 21-34. Of these, the two species of Protella, both less than 4 mm. in length,

are considered by Mayer to be certainly young, possibly female, forms, with nothing to

show whether they belong to Protella or Caprella. Caprella proielloides is in much the

same indefinite situation. Caprella dcmilerttlii he considers to be either identical with or

extremely like Caprella inermis, Haswell, but he leaves the names undisturbed, while he

makes Caprella ferox definitely a synonym of Caprella acanthi/era, Leach. From a com-

parison of specimens brought by the Challenger from the Bermudas with a specimen of

Caprella inermis sent me by Mr. Haswell from Australia, and a further comparison of these

specimens -with Czerniavski's figures, it becomes, I think, quite clear that we have in

Caprella danilevskii to deal with a species of very wide range, and that the name danilevsldi

must take precedence of inermis, which is moreover preoccupied.

At page 93, "Subordo. c. Amphipoda. Divisio. Gammarina, Kroyer, Subdivisio. I. Domi-

cola," contains Fam. 25. Cheluridae Allman. "Gen. 43. Clielura (Philippi), emend."

To this is assigned Chelura pontica, n. s., Tab. vii. tig. 1-18. But the figures and long

description do not seem to distinguish it from Chelura terebrans, Philippi.

"Fam. 26. Corophiidas Sp. Bate and W.," contains "a. Subfam. Corophiides Sp. Bate and W.

Gem 44. Corophium Latr.
;

" "57. Corophium Bonellii Edw.," on which he says,

"Additio. Artiouli pedunculi antennarum inferiorum 3-ius et 4-tus margine interiore

spinis fortibus insiti, art. 5-tus spinis duabus armatus et unguibus duobus terminatus ;

"

"b. Subfam. Podocerides Sp. Bate and W.;" Gen. 45. Dercothoe (Cerajms ^) Dana;

58. Dercothoe {Cerapus'i) punetatus, Edw.; Gen. 46. Cerapus, Say, with Eriehtmiius,

Edwards and Bruzelius, Cerapodina, Edwards, Podocerus (pars) KrOyer, and Pyctilus,

Dana, as synonyms; 59. Cerapus maerodactylus (Dana), with Pijctihis macrodactylus,

Dana, for a synonym, followed by a quotation of the description, and " Varietas pontica

mUii," thus described :
—

" Mas. Aniennx infmores articulo 3-io breviore quam 4-to, flagello multo breviore quam basis,

sed multo longiore quam art. 4-tus. Manus 2-da fere parallelogramo-forma, digito immobili

basi incraseato, manu ultra hujus digiti [basin] abbreviate-producta, digito paulo longiore

quam manus, articulo ejus 1-mo paulo longiore, incrassato, 2-do curvo, paulatim attenuate,

apice obtuso setis obsito. Articulo 5-ti paris 2-do (art. 1-mus Dana) postice obtuso.

Additio. Oculi rubri. Antennx inferiores flagello 7-articulato. Articulus 2-dus pedum
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S-ii-7-mi parts latus. Long. corp. usque ad 5 mm. Colore griseo cum maculis parvis

nigris. Eemina feminse G. diformi similis."

60. CeiujMS pugnax (Dana), is followed by a quotation of the description, and " Var. Pontica

m. Antennx superiores flagello longitudine variabili, plus minusve breviore quam

pedunculum. Pedes 2-di parts digito minus elongate, articulo ejus 1-mo crasso, 2-do

margine posteriors incrassato, apice obtuso setis nonnullis obsito. Oculi rubri. Long.

Corp. usque ad 3'8 mm. Color ut in prfecedente." The quotations which I have omitted

in regard to this and the preceding species are given in V. Cams, prodr. Faun. Medit.,

p. 393, but Czerniavski's own descriptions of his varieties are omitted by Carus.

"61. Cerapus bidens, nov. sp. Varietati jMnticx Cerajji macrodadyli simillimus, nisi

pedes parts 2-di digito iramobili paulo curvato et in apice bidentato, articulo 5-to intus

maxime erroso, tuberculo subbasali valde forti. Long. corp. usque ad 5 '2 mm." These

differences, from a species confessedly variable, are but of doubtful specific value. The

species is not noticed by Victor Carus, Faun. Medit., except in so far as he intimates

that the name is preoccupied, by giving
"
C. bidens, V. Crs. (nee Czern.)," to take the place

of Costa's Eridhonius bidens.

Gen. 47. Podocerus, Leach, is given with the synonyms, Ischyrocervs, Krciyer, Cerapus (pars),

Milne-Edwards, Jassa Leach, Milne-Edwards, Gammarus (pars), Eathke, Cratophium,
Dana. "62. Podocerus Oeitis, Sp. Bate;" 63. Podocerus dentex, n. s., Tab. vi. fig. 35,

is thus described :
—" Mas. Frons obtusa. Antennx superiores inferioribus paulo breviores

et multo debiliores, flagello 3-articulato, articulo priecedente non multo longiore, articulis

valde decrescentibus, fills olfactoriis tenuioribus in margine inferiore instructo, flagello

secundario rudimentario
;

a. inferlores incrassatse, flagello 3-articulato, articulis valde

decrescentibus, sub apice spinis unguiformibus duabus armato. Ambo paria antennarum

margine inferiore sat setoso. Pedes piaris 1-mi manu pyriformi, triplum majore quam
carpo, palma setulosa et spinulis nonnullis (3) subbasalibus armata, ungue forti, curvato,

margine posteriore paulo dentato
; p. 2-di manu magna, elongata, palma exoavata, dentibus

duobus posterioribus magnis et duobus vel tribus subapicalibus multo minoribus terminata

setis plumosis dense obsita, ungue curvato, margine posteriore incrassato ; p. S-ii et 4-ii

breviores ungue minore, vix curvato. Long. corp. usque ad 4 '3 mm. Color flavescente-

brunescens, maculis nigris. Octdi nigri."
" Gen. 48. Sunamphithoe (Sp. Bate), emend.," is thus defined :

—•

" Ut Amphiilioe. Telson crassum et vel uno hamulo vel duobus terminatum. Pedes parts 5-ti,

6-ti, 7-mi tarso (articulus 6-tus Sp. Bate) ad apicem dilatato." In the synonymy
Czerniavski refers to Ampliithoe podoceroides, Rathke, and Amphitlioe hiciispis, Heller. He
also assigns to this genus,

" 64. Stmamphithoe valida nov. sp., Tab. vi. fig. 36.,"

thus described :
—" Mas. Oculi ovales. Antennx superiores segmentum 6-tum thoracis

attingentes, inferioribus paulo longiores, pedunculo apice articulum 3-ium inferiorum

sequante, flagello filiformi duplo longiore quam pedunculus, 12-15 articulato (articulis

in apice filo olfactorio instructis) ;
a. inferiores validiores, pedunculo longissimo (flagello

superiorum tequali), flagello brevissimo, fere triplum breviore quam pedunculus (3/4
articuU 4-ti sequante), articulis 7-9 valde decrescentibus. Ambo paria antennarum

setulis-fjaucis perbrevibus instructa. Pedes paris 1-mi et 2-di maxime intequales, p. 1-mi

carpo sat magno, triangulari, manu subpyriformi, palma obliqua, denticulo spiniformi

postice terminata, ungue in margine posteriore leviter dentato
; p. 2-di manu valida semi-

ovali, palma transversa, coucava, postice dentem (fere indicem) validum, rotundatum

exhibente, ungue maxime curvo, postice dentato. Pedes ceteri ut in S. hamulo Sp. Bate

conformati, p. 7-mi tarso ad apicem maxime dilatato. Telson crassum, retrorsum paulo

angustatum, marginibus lateralibus rectis, hamulis duobus fortibus terminatis. Flavescens,

cum maculis nonnullis parvis fuscis. Femina. Pedes paris 2-di 1-mo non majores.
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manu simili, nisi abbreviate et dilatata, carpo multo minore postice in processum

elongatum, obtusum egresso. Laminm fotorix ellipticse, margine longe-cirrato. Ova

ovalia, flavescentia, long. 0'36 mm. Long. corp. $ usque 6'3 mm., 9 usque 6i mm."

The fig, 36, referring to the $ of this species, only represents
"
corpuscula setigesta

sensitiva," not therefore greatly contributing to the understanding of the species

itselt

"Gen. 49. AmpJiithoe Leach. 65. AmpTdtlwe VaUlantii Lucas." In the synonymy to this

species he gives, "(An Cyniadusa Sav. = Amphithoo ^osa Aud.?)," and then describes
" Varietas pontica mihi. Tab. vii. fig. 19-27. Mas, Antennse superiores inferioribus

longiores, reversse usque ad abdomen pertinentes, pedunculo articulum 3-ium inferiorum

non superante, dimidium flagelli sequante, articulo 1-mo incrassato, breviore quam caput,

vix longiore quam 2-do, 3-io trientem 1-mi aquante, flagello filiformi, articulis circ. 30,

in apice filo olfactorio munitis. Antennx inferiores incrassatae, setosee, pedunculo longo,

articulo 1-mo (brevissimo) et 2-do junctis 3-io brevioribus, 4-to longiore, flagello brcvi, non

multo longiore quam articulus pracedens, articulis 18 (apicalibus exeeptis) brevibus.

Oculi parvi, rotundati. Pedes paris 1-mi et 2-rli longissimi, fortiores, unguibus fortibus,

in margine posteriore denticulatis, ^). ^-jh,/ paulo minores, articulis 2-do et 3-io (art. 1-mus

et 2-dus Luc.) in apice autrorsum spatuliforme fortissimo productis, carpo et manu maxime

elongatis, carpo in margine posteriore piloso, margine inferiore recte truncato, manu

longiore et fortiore, pilosa, palma brevissima, leviter excavata, p. 3-di articulo 2-do (art.

1-mus Luc.) angustiore quam in primis, in apice late spatuliforme fortissimo producto,

carpo elongato, triangulari, manu maxime elongata, dilatata, in apice antrorsum maxime

producta et rotundata, palma breviore, profunde excavata, postice dente forti obtuso

terminata. Peiles paris 3-ii, 4-fi et 5-tl breves, p. 6-H et 7-ini valde elongati, sed anteriori-

bus breviores. Pedes spurii p. postremi ramis brevissimis, externo hamulie duobus

fortibus armato. Telson triangulare, angulis obtusatis. Corpus sordide-flavescens, maculis

fuscis aggTegatis. Long. corp. 9-46 mm. Femina. Pedes parts 1-mi s.r:iiaM\o Z-io in apice
baud producto, carpo abbreviate, margine inferiore curvo, palma hand convexa, p. 2-di

carpo baud elongato, latiore, postice in processum rotundatum producto, manu baud

elongata nee in apice protlucta. Long. corp. usque ad 8'73 mm.
Gen. 50. Gruliia, nov. gen., is thus defined :

—
" Antennse, superiores filiformes, pedunculo longo, tribus articulis, 1-mo incrassato, 2-do et 3-io

maxime attenuatis, paulisper in flagellum longissimum multiarticulatum exeuntibus, flafello

secundario uniarticulato, rudimentario ; a. inferiores iis breviores, sed pedunculo

longissimo, articulis 4 composito. Pedes paris 1-mi et 3-<lt subchelati, 2-di multo majores,
fortissimi. Ped^es spurii paris postremi biramei, sed ramis ambobus minutissimis, rudi-

mentariis, antecedentibus paris 2-di pequales, paris 1mi paulo prominentes. Se^'menta

11-mum et 12-mum spinis binis subter armata, 13-mum inerme. Telson squamiforme

integrum." This contains one species,
" 66. G-ruhia taurica nov. sp., Tab. viii.

fig. 1-10 [11]. Antenna; pilis tenuibus sparsis instructs}, superiores reversaj usque ad

segmentum 7-mum vel multo longius pertinentes, articulis 29 ad 45, pedunculo dupla
fere capitis longitudine et quarta flagelli principalis, articulo 1-mo vix breviore quam caput
et vix longiore quam 2-do, 3-io trieuti 2-di jequale, flagello principali fills olfact. tenui-

oribus instructo, flagello secundario uniarticulato, minutissimo
;

a. inferiores § superiorum

sequales, articulis 29 ad 31, 1-mo (breviore) et 2do junctis 3-io pEene sequantibus, 4-to vi.x

longiore quam 3io, | suae longitudinis pedunculum superiorum superante. Oculi subor-

biculares, rubri. Pedes piUs sat longis, tenuibus instructi
; p)- l^dris 1-mi carpo elongato

postice in processum obtusum piligerum exeunte, manu subovab, teque longa et lata ac carpo,

palma pilosa, ungue forti curvato, margine posteriore moUissime dentate. Pedes 3-ii, 4-ti et

5-ii validi, articulo 2-do maxime dilatato, 4-to et 5-to dilatatis, ungue curvo, paris 54i multo

(ZOOU CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 48
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minores, uugue parvo, minus cuvvato, p. 6-ti et 7-mi multo longiores, longitudine 2-ili paris,

aiticulo 2-do dilatato, 6-to (tarsus) teuui et multo longiore quam in antecedente, ungue tenui

curvo. Pedes spiirii paris 1-mi et 2-di fortes, spinalis multis armati, pedunculo maxime

dilatato, ramis longis, ^a?7s l-ini multo majores, spina magna inter ramos posita, paris

postremi pedunculo maxime incrassato, margine apicis externo-inferiore piloso, ramis

bi-evissimis—ramo interno vix longiore
—in apioe spinulis et pilis parvis armatis. Telson

basi lata, fere recta, lateribus maxime convexis in apicem obtusum convenientibus, dorsaliter

postice carina Iffivi in denticulum parvum antrorsum producta, subtus fasciculum minutum

spinarum gereus. Color lucide-brunneus vel subgriseo-flavus. Mas. Pedes parts 2-di 1-mo

majores, fortissimi, carpo brevi triangulari, manu valida oblonga, pasue alteram tantum

longiore quam lata, margine anteriore convexa, ungue fortissimo curvo, | articuli proximi

asquante. Femina. Pedes paris 2-di 1 mo simillimi. Laminx fotorix longie, ad apicem

paulo latiores, cii'ris longis mollibus dense marginatK. Ova ovalia, flavescentia, long. 0,54

mm. Long. (? usque ad 12 mm., $ 8,7 mm."
" Subdivisio. II. Vagantia Sp. Bate and W. Tribus. A. IS'atatoria Sp. Bate and W. Fam. 27.

Gammaridie Sp. Bate and "VV.," contains
" Subfam. a. Gammarides Sp. Bate and "VV. Gen.

51. Gammarus, Fabr." 67. Gammarus pcecilurus, Ratlike, Tab. vii. fig. 28-36, with

Gammarus gracilis, Rathke, and " Gammarus Krijyeri," Eatbke, for synonyms, followed

by a description and this
"
Additio,"

" Nonnulla exemplarium sinus Tahanrohensis aber-

rantia : alia de, pedes sp)urii paris postremi spinis tantum armati, setis destituti (cbaracteres

essentiales Gammari Kroijeri T\.dXhkQ), a].ia. i.t, p. spurii paris p)ostremi ramo majoro setis

plumatis densis ornato, spinis tantum duabus lateralibus et spina magna apicali nulla
;

praeter ea, nonuulli $ $ aberrantes de, ante/mm inferiores pilis longis crispis densissimis,

permultis pedibus 1-mi—4-ti paris, ornatje." By Boeck Eathke's three species here men-

tioned are regarded as synonyms of Gammarus marinus, Leach.

Gen. 52. Mdita, Leach. 68. Melitapalmai-a (Montagu) Leach, with " Gammarus Dugesii (
= ? ).

M.-Edwards," among the synonyms, followed by a long description.

Gen. 53. Niphargus, Schiodte. 69. Niphargus ponticus, n. s., Tab. viiL fig. 12-14. "Caput

segmentis tribus insequentibus jimctis paulo brevius. Segmentorum abdominalium quodque

in dorso postice setulam spiniformem gerens. Antennm superiores abbreviatas, reverse

segmentum 4-tum attingentes, paulo setosie, pedunculo paulo breviore quam caput, articulo

1-mo oblongo, crasso, 2-do dimidium 1-mi vix excedente, paulo longiore quam 3-io, flagello

4-articulato, longitudine pedunculum ajquante, articulis longis, deorescentibus, flagello

secundario bi-articulato, ajque longo ac art. 3-ius. pedunculi. Antennse inferiores pedunculo

hand incrassato, articulo 1-mo (brevissimo) et 2-do (paulo longiore) junctis 3-io brevioribus,

3-io elongato, longiore quam art. 2-dus superiorum, 4-to Oculi subovales, sat

magni. Pedes paris l-mi ei 2-di carpo elongato, subtus dilatato, latiore et longiore quam

mauus, manu quadrangulare-elongata angulis rotundatis, palma transversa, convexa, postice

setulis spiniformibus armata, ungue curvato acuto, in basi dilatato et in margine posteriore

setulas 3 emittente, p. 3-ii et Jf-ti articulo 2-do lato, 4-to antrorsum dilatato subtus latiore, 5-to

paulo dilatato, ungue brevi basi incrassato, vix curvato
; pi. posteriores 3 vaUdiores, spinis

nonnullis armati, articulo 2-do latissimo subtus angustato, ungue majore. Pedes spuriiparis

postremi pedunculo crasso, ramo interiore minutissime-tuberculiformi, vix distincto, exteriore

magno, crasso, longe-conico, segmentis tribus posticis junctis longiore, articulo 1-mo fere

duplo longiore quam pedunculus et in apice spinis 3-4 armato, 2-do dimidium fere primi

ff.quante, in apice bisetoso ; p. parium antecedentium fere Eeque (usque ad basin ramorum

ultimi) prominentes. Telson lateraliter oblongum attenuatum pedunculo pedis postremi

longius, apice bi-spinuloso. Color brunnescens. 1 exempl. long. corp. 2,1 mm.; ant. sup.

0,73 mm.; pes caudalis 0,31 mm."

Gen. 54. Pherusa, Leach, with Ampldtlwe (pars), M.-Edwards {iiec Dana) ; Plierusa, Sp. Bate
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and Westwood, Grube, Heller; and Paramx>hithoe (pare), Bruzelius, in the synonymy, receives

70. Pherusa pontiea, n. s. Tab. viii. fig. 15, thus described:—
"

Ati/Io hispiiioso Sp. B. permulto similis.

"Caput rostro acutissimo, leviter curvato, f articuli 1-mi antennse sup. requante. Segmenta

abdominis 1-mum et 2-dum dorso (cujusque) in dentem posticum acutissimum excurrente,

segmenta tria anteriora angulis inforo-posterioribus retror.sum acute productis, 3-ium margins

posteriore in lateribus excavate, infra 3-dentato supra unidentato. Antmnx siiperiores

inferioribus longissimis multo brevioree, reversse segmentum 5-tum attingentes, pedunculo

breviore quam caput, artioulo 1-mo incrassato ambobus ceteris junctis longitudine, flagello

filiformi, articulis 17 elongatis, paribus vel imparibus, quoque in apice paulo latiore et

filo olfactorio setulisque minutissimis instructo, ceteris kevibus. A. inferiores reversse

abdomen attingentes, superioribus duplo longiores, pedunculo incrassato, duplo longiore quam

pcdunculus superiorum, articulis 1-mo et 2-do brevibus, junctis 3-io fequantibus, 3-io et 4-to

seque oblongis, flagello articulis 37-40, primo elongato, ceteris initio brevibus ad apicem

crescentibus. Oaili magni, ovales. Pedes paris 1-mi et 3-di mediocres, similes, carpo

elongate-triangulari, sed multo breviore quam manus, p. 1-mi vix fortiores quam 2-di. Pedes

eeferi fortes, creseentes, ungue magno forti curvo, p. idtimorum 3 spinosi, articulo 2-do

ovali, postice serrate et infra rotundate-producto. Pedes spurii similes, ramis styliformibus

spinulosis, in apice ungue vix curvato instructis, p. 1-mi et S-di pedunculo gracili, ramo

exteriore breviore, 1-mi 2-dum prominentes, usque ad basin ramorum ultimi pertinentes,

p. potsfremi {S-ii) pedunculo segmentorum 12-mi et 13-mi junctorum longitudine, incrassato

ramis fere asque longis, pedunculo longioribus, prreter spinulis eetisque plumatis ornatis.

Telson e latere visum acute acuminatum, supero visum ovato-lanceolatum, acuminatum.
" Mas. Pedes paris 1-nii et 2-di manu carpoque sat fortibus, multo latioribus quam articuli ceteri,

manu sajpissime elongate-pyriformi ad apicem angustiore, palma obliqua, convexa, spinulis

debilibue dense obsita, ungue longiore quam palma, paulo curvato, debili
;
rarissime manus

(adulti) forma ut in femina.
" Femina. Pedes paris 1-mi et 2-(li manu carpoque minoribus, nee latioribus quam articuli

ceteri, manu subquadrangula longioi'e quam lata, in medio marginis anterioris fascicule

setularum ornata, palma oblique-convexa, tenuiter spinulosa, ungue in margine posteriore

setulis nonnullis tenuioribus ornate. Sacadus oviferus [oviger] maximus ;
laminse fotorix

permaximfe, elongate-evales, epimeras permulto excedentes, margine lenge-cirratae.
"
Junior. Dentibus centrodorsalibus segmentorum 1-mi et 2-di abdominis vix exeuntibus,

obtusissimis.
"
Long. Corp. (J et 5 usque ad 5 mm.

" Color variabilis; griseo-flavescens, sEepe rubro tenuiter maculatum
;
rariter in parte anteriore vel

omne rubro fuscissime pigmentatum, aspectu nigrum.
" Ova late ovalia, flavescentia, long. 0,4 mm."
"
71. Pherusa sp. ? an nova? {inermis m.)." Only the liahitaculum is mentioned.

Gen. 55. Dexamine, Leach, receives, under 72. Dexamine spiniventris (Costa) Grube,
" Varietas

pontiea mihi. Tab. viii. fig. 16. Caput marginibus ante-ocularibus dentiforme acute

productis. Segmenta abdominis tria anteriora in margine posteriore dersi denticulis

lateralibus carentia, 3-ium et 4-tum denticulis anterioribus nullis, 6-tum dentibus tribus

posticis fortibus. Antmnx superiores articulis 23-24, a. pedmiculi 1-mo h longitudinis 2-di

longiore, infra in tuberculum obtusum fertem exeunte, articulis flagelli anterioribus filum

olfactorium gerentibus ;
a. inferiores illis duplo breviores et tenuiores, articulis 16-17, 1-mo

et 2-do brevibus, 2-do (articulus 1-mus Hell.) supra in denticulura exeunte. Pedes parif

7-vu tarso paulo breviore quam tibia. Laminx fotorix feminas elongatissimje, in dimidio

basali angustae, dimidio apicali oblongo, cirris paucis marginatfe. Cetera ut a Hellerio

observata. Long. corp. o usque ad 6 mm., 2 usque ad 7 mm. Ova ovalia, flavescentia,
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long. 0,53 mm. Variatio. A. Antennx inferiores superioribus paulo breviores, artictilis

18-23. Variatio. B. Antennx inferiores superiores longiores et fortiores, articulis 28 valde

crescentibus, 1-mo infra in tubulum acutum (organ, audit.), 2-do supra producto, margine

sui>eriore nt 3-ii dense piloso ;
trausitionem ad D. sjnnosam faciens."

" Subfam b. Stegocephalides, Sp. Bate and W.," contains Gen. 56. Proholium, Costa, Czerniavski

not recognising that this had been anticipated by Dana's Stenothoe. He gives 73. Proholium

ponticum, n. s.. Tab, viii. fig. 17-23. " Proximum ProhoHo (Montagua) monoculoidi (Mont.,

Sp. B.), epimeris iitriusque speciei simillimis.

"Caput rostro brevissimo, obtuso. OcuK rotundi. Antennx siqjeriores usque ad dimidium

segmeiiti 4-ti pertinentes, 10-articulatae, pedunculo incrassato dimidio flagelli paulo longiore,

articulis decrescentibus, flagello ad apicem sensim attenuate, articulis in apice filum olfact.

gerentibus ;
a. inferiores breviores et multo debiliores, pedunculo seque longo ac superiorum,

articulo 1-mo et 2-do brevissimis, junctis 3-io baud longioribus, 4-to paulo longiore quam

3-ius, flagello seque longo ac pedunculo, 5-articulato. Pedes paris 1-mi et 2-di fere similes,

carpo triangulari, manu subquadrangula antice leviter convexa, palma obliqua leviter convexa,

spinulis minutissimis obsita, p. 1-mi palma asque longa ac margo posterior, postice spinulam

minutam gerente, ungue crasso paulo curvato, p. 2-di multo majores et validiores, carpo

postice anguste-producto, manu subtus latiore, palma multo longiore quam margo posterior,

postice leviter excavata et denticulis spiniforraibus 4 armata, ungue elongato leviter curvato.

Pedes ceteri longitudine crescentes, tarso curvato subtus latiore, ungue forti, p. S-ii et 4.-ti

articulo 2-do (basis Sp. B.) hand multo dilatato, fere reque lato, 3-io antrorsum dilatato et in

apice producto, p. 5-ti, 6-ti, 7-mi articulo 2-do retrorsum maxirae dilatato et in apice

lotundate producto, margine posteriore l£Evi, 3-io retrorsum dilatato et in apice producto,

ungue curvo. Pedes spurii elongati,p. 1-mi et 2-di ramis styliformibus leviter curvatis, jeque

longis ac pedunculus, intequalibus, p. 2^i f primi longitudine, p. postremi simplices,

3-articulati, articulis asque longis, 1-mo et 2-do spinis singulis (2-4) armati. Telson oblongum,

Ifeve, postice rotundatum, marginibus lateralibus rectis. Long. corp. usque ad 2-i mm.

Color flavescens. Oculi rubrL"
" Tribus E. Saltatoria Sp. B. and W.," contains Earn. 28. Orcbestidse Dana. In this he places

Genus 57. Nicea, Nicolet, with HyaJe, Eathke, Amphifhoe (pars), M.-Edwards, Eathke,

Grube, Orchestia (pars) Lucas, AUorchestes (pars), Dana, Bruzelius, Grube, in the synonymy.
In the genus Niceahe gives 74. Nicea istrica, Grube, Tab. viii. fig, 24-25, which he describes,

and "
75. Nicea Perieri (Luc.) mihi. Tab. viiL fig. 26-27," with the synonymy,

" Orchestia Perieri," Lucas, and " AUorchestes Perieri" Grube, describing
" A. Varietas

pontica m. JIaxime proxima varietati maris Adriatiei. Mas. Antennx superiores segmentum
4-tum attingentes, articulis 12-16, inferiores usque ad segmentum 6-tum pertinentes,

articulis 23-33. OcmZi ovales vel suborbiculares. Pedes paris ^-f?» articulo 2-do antrorsum

fortiter dilatato et in apice paulo subtus producto, 3-io antrorsum maxime rotundate-producto ;

pedes piosteriores 3 articulo 4-to retrorsum dilatato. Femina : ut in varietate adriatica.

Laminx fvtorix oblongse, sat longe cirrataj. Long. corp. $ usque ad 6 mm., J usque 5 mm.
Color ut in prsecedente [sordide flavescens, saepe dorso rubrescente-flave scente]."

" B. Varietas brevicornis m. IMas. Praacedenti simillimus
;
sed antenna abbreviatie, paulo cras-

siores, superiores segmentum 3-ium psene attingentes, articulis 11-12, inferiores usque ad seg-

mentum 4-tum pertinentes, 1 4-articulat8e. Oculi ovales. Pedesparis 2-di articulo 2-do et 3-io ut

in varietate Adriatica baud dilatatis. Long. corp. usque 6,6 mm. Color sordide-flavescens."

"Genus 58. Orchestia (-hTalitrus) Leach," receives "76. Orchestia Bottx, Edw.," Tab. viii.

fig. 28-32, with " 0. constricta, Cost.,"
" 0. littorea, Grube,"

"
0. Mo7dagui (pars), Eathke,"

in the synonymy. A description of the species is followed by the description of a
variety,

" Varietas feminxformis mihi. Tab. viii. fig. 33. 0. Bottx simillima,nisi pedes 2-di piaris

articulo 2-do oblonge-ovato, carpo baud abbreviato, longiore quam lato, in margine anteriore
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convexo, manu subquadrangula, marginibus anteriore et posteriore parallelibus, palma vix

obliqua, fere transversa, brevi, leviter convexa, spinosa, ungue leviter curvato, obtuso.

1 exempl. long. corp. 8,1 mm.
; long, manus 2-d£e 0,66 mm."

"
77. Orchesfia Montagui, And. Tab. viii. fig. 34-39," has in the synonymy "0. littorea, Rathke,"

Talitrus saltator, 51.-Edwards, Zaddach, Lucas,
"
Talitriis locusta, L., Sp. Bate and West-

wood, British Sessyle-eyed Crustacea, p. 16-23
( ? et (J secund. ?), fig." Czerniavski

remarks,
"
Species maxims variabilis, transitionibus gradatis cum 0. Bottx omnino juncta.

Long. Corp. c? usque ad 19,1 mm., long, manus 2-da3 usque ad 2,8 mm.
; long. ? usque ad

18 mm., long, manus 2-dfe usque ad 0,8 mm." Whether the attendant remarks in Russian

would throw any light upon the novel identification of Talitrus with Orchestia in this

synonymy, I am unable to say.

The remaining species given are 78. Orchestia mediterranea, Costa, Tab. viii. fig.
40—il.

79. Orchestia littorea, Leach. "80. Talitrus (lociista L.) saltator, Edw. Tab. viii. fig.

42-44. Vide apud 0. iloritagui et mediterranea."

In the Appendix at page 130, under Amphipoda are given, 91. Gammarus locusta (L.).

Gen. 66. Amathilla Sp. Bate and W. " 92. Amathilla carinata (Rathke) Sp. Bate and

"W.," a species in the opinion of those authors doubtfully distinct from Amathilla sabini.

A remark in Russian is here made upon Nicea i^ontica and " Nieea Perieri."

"
93. Oixhestia Deshayesii Aud.," has a " Yariatio localis. Tab. viii. fig. 52-53. Antennx

superiores capite paulo longiores, dimidium articuH 3-ii inferiorum superantes, usque ad

. articulum 4-tum pertinentes, 8-articulat£e, inferiores dimidio corporis magis minusve

breviores, articulis 18, 1-mo et 2-do brevissimis, 3-io iis junctis duplo longiore, dimidia

longitudine 4-ti, flageUo aeque longo ac art. 4-tus vel illo breviore. Oculi suborbiculares.

Pedes parts 1-mi spinulosi, carpo postice tuberculLforme producto, manu subtus dilatata,

ungue curvato, acuto. Pedes ceteri spinulosi, postei'iores 3 articulo 2-do subquadrato

rotundato, art. 4-to subtus dilatato, ]}. 6-ti paulo longiores quam p. 44i, multo breviores

quam p. 6-ti; p. 7-mi proximis paulo longiores. Telson triangulare rotundatum, fere

tecfuilaterum. Color sordide flavescens. ]\Ias. Pedes parts 2-di manu permagna subpyri-

formi, ad apicem maxime angustata, palma concava dimidium marginis posterioris occupante,

dente subbasali vaUdo acutoque, subtrorsum producto, apicem manus attingente, ungue
valido curvato, cum dente quasi chelam formante, prasdita. Femina. Pedes paris 2-di

manu breviore quam dimidium manus maris, latissime subrhombea, pakua transversa (per

prolongationem subtrorsum laminis duabus ferme approximatis, a margine posteriore medio

exhibitis, anteriore subquadrata, posteriore multo longiore angusta, plicata), profundissime

bilobata, lobis ambobus inter se ferme approximatis (posteriore magis prolongato), apice

rotundatis et molle spinulosis, ungue abbreviate, crasso, curvato, obtuso. Long, corp cJ

millim., 2 8 millim." The length of the male accidentally omitted.

As already hinted, in order to derive the full advantage offered by this work, the carcinologist

who knows not Russian, must either find leisure to learn it, or venture on the perhaps more

difficult task of finding an interpreter,

1868. Edward, Thomas, born Dec. 25, 1814 (Smiles), died Apr. 27, 1886 (Pall Mall Gazette).

Stray Notes on some of the smaller Crustaceans. Note I. On the Habits &c.

oi the HyperiidiB. pp. 143-147. (Read June 21, 1866). Note II. pp. 165-170.

(Read December 6, 1866.) The Journal of the Linuean Society. Zoology. Vol.

IX. London, 1868.

This acute and ardent naturalist is able, from personal observation, to deny that the Hyperiidae
" exist 07ily in the gill cavities of the medusae." He maintains that they exist far more
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commonly STvimming freely. In regard to the species which had been established, he says,

" I consider the genus Lestrigonus of Milne-Edwards and subsequent writers to be nothing

more nor less than the male of Hyjieria. I am led to this conclusion from the remarkable

similitude which exists among them, and from the fact that in all the species {jive in numher)

which I have met with, the sexes have always been associated, except in the case of

Lestrigonus Kinahani." Lestrigomis exulans he positively identifies as the male of Hyperia

galba. He has found the males, not yet described, of Hyperia ohlivia and Hyperia

medusarum, and of a new species, which he provisionally names Hyperia minuta.

Although Lestrigonus Mnahani "
may be, and is occasionally, found in company with H. galba,

the one is easily distinguishable from the other. They are nothing alike, either in form or

colour ;
not to speak of the long and slender antenna of the one in comparison with those

of the other. H. Kinahani is longish, more shrimp-like, especially behind, and not so

round and dumpy as H. galba, and the colour is always much darker. The eyes too are

dark instead of being of a light green." [Compare Note on Montagu, 1813]. He further

says of Lestrigonus kinahani, "there appears to be little or no difference between the

young and the old. They are both slender, and of a dark lead colour, and both have the

remarkable long and hair-like antennfe."

In his second note Edward says that of Hyperia ohiicia he has seen "
thousands, nay, millions,

or countless hordes." He has never found them parasitic on fish, but in examining the

stomachs of herrings on two successive days, he found them all full of this Amphipod.
" From one," he says,

" I took 59, from another 47, and from a third 33
;
and all the others

were more or less weU crammed." As contrasted with " the vast legions which occasionally

appear
"
of Hyiyeria obKvia, he says,

"
I have only taken H. medusarum on three or four

occasions, and but a few each time. This species is decidedly the gem of the whole. It is

partially pellucid, being beautifully banded, alternately, with rings of a crystal hue and

others of a deep red. As regards H. minuta, I have only taken it twice, and even in fewer

numbers than the last." Of the species just mentioned, he adds,
" in their general manners

all three resemble each other, their restlessness and activity being one of their most

remarkable traits, and beyond the power of description. But if I were to particularise any

of them as being more lively and more restless than the rest, I certainly should give

H. minuta the character, as being the most active species which, so far as I remember, I

have as yet seen. All three seem to me far more active in their whole movements than

either of their congeners, L. Kinahani or H. galba, and they do much better in confine-

ment."
"
Lestrigonus Kinahani and Hyperia galba generally appear here [at Banfl"] about the beginning

of July, and disappear again towards the end of September; H. oblivia usually about

August, and continues till spring ;
H. medusarum in December, and remains till March (on

one occasion I took two of this species as late as the mouth of May) ;
and the time I found

H. minuta was from October to December. During these periods, too, I have never failed

to find the females of all, save the first, to contain, in some cases eggs, in others well-

developed young. With reference to H. oblivia, I not unfrequently find females of this

species with young from September to January, thus extending over a period of five

months."

Recognising Lestrigonus as applying onlj' to male forms of Hypieria, Edward retains the name

only provisionally for "
Lestrigonus Kinahani," to which he had not definitely been able to

assign a female. He does not give authorities for the specific names he adopts, but there

is good reason to believe that he uses the nomenclature of " The British Sessile-eyed

Crustacea."
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1868. Heller, Camil.

Reise der osterreichisclien Fregatte Novara um die Erde in den Jahren 1857-

58-59 unter den Befehlen des Commodore B. von Wallerstorf-Urbair. Zool.

Tlieil. 2. Bd. 3. Abth. Crustaceen. Mit 25 Tafeln. Wien. 1868. Ampliipoda,

pp. 128-9. PI. XL Fig. 4. 5, 5a-c. (Tauais. pp. 133-4. PL XI. Fig. 3.)

The new species of Ampliipoda described and figured are, 1.
"
Allorcltestes Paulensis," which is

stated to be rather lilce Allorchestes verticillata, Dana, apparently belonging to the genus

Hijale; 2.
"
Anonyx Chilensis," said to approach the genus Callisoma in the almost cheliform

sti'ucture of the second gnathopod, but appearing to correspond more nearly, so far as

described, witli Boeck's genus Orclwniene.

As only two or three pages referring to the Amphipoda are embalmed in this handsome and

expensive work, for the benefit of students who may not be able to consult it, I here append
the Latin descriptions of the new species :

—
Allorcliestes paulensis,

" antennae seoundcB primis fere duplo longiores, pedunculo et fiagello fere

aeque longis, articulo pedunculi secundo tertio breviore, flageUo 1 2-articulato, articulis

oblongis, setis brevibus dense verticiUatis. Antennae primse nudiusoulaj, flagello pedunculum.

paulo superante, 11-articulato. Pedes primi parvuli, secundi sat fortes, manu subovata

palma inferiore rectiuscula pubescente, dactylo longo ;
antibrachio infra producto. Pedes

quinti, sexti septimique subsequi, breves, setis paucis sparsis instructi. Abdominis

eegmentum ultimum latum, postice arcuatum. Longitudo 12 millira."

Anonyx chilensis, "Oculi reniformes. Antennae primas secundis plus duplo breviores, pedunculi
articulis duobus ultimis brevissimis, flagello pedunculo longiore 11-1 2-articulato. Anteniice

eeeundas fere dimidiam corporis longitudinem sequantes, pedunculo dimidium flagelli

antennularum superiorum attingente, supra ciliato, flagello 2't-25-articulato, parce setoso.

Pedes antici subcheliformes breves; secundi elongati, graciles, cheliformes. Abdominis

segmentum ultimum acutum, medio divisum. Longitudo 7 millim."

1868. Hesse, EuGi;jfE.

Observations sur des Crustaces rares ou nouveaux des cotes de France. 15™ art.

Description d'un nouveau Crustace appartenant au genre Limnorie. Annales des

Sciences Naturelles. 5^"°' ser. Zool. ct Paleont. X. Paris, 1868. pp. 101-120.

PL 9.

Under the name Limnorm xylophaga, as though the species were new, Cltehira terdirans,

Philippi, is elaborately described and figured. Hesse considers that the function of respira-

tion is discharged not only by the " vesicules branohiales
"

at the base of the peraiopods,

but also by the "fausses pattes branchiales flabeUiformes
"

{i.e.,
the anterior pleopoda). The

heart, he says, is a longitudinal, cylindrical vessel, reaching from the base of the head with

a gradual contraction to end in a point at the extremity of the seventh peraaon-segment.

The stomach and digestive tube have very solid walls, suitable to the ligneous diet of the

animal. Of the "
pattes thoraciques

"
he says there are seven pairs, which all have four or

five joints. [As a matter of fact they have the usual number]. Of the eyes he states that

they are not, as usual, "recouverts d'une cornee simple dans laqueUe sent enchassdes

des corndules, qui forment un ensemble collectif; ces corneules paraissent, au contraire,

composees de lames plates et squameuses, iudependautes, fixees verticalement par la base et
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groupees circulairement autour d'un centre vers lequel elles convergent at s'inclinent ou se

redressent, sui-\'ant I'occurrence de maniere k augmenter ou a diminuer les saillies et

cons<5quemmeiit a eviter les dangers dii contact." This seems to want confirmation.

1868. Jarschinski, F. (? Iarzynsky, Th.)

[On the Leydigiau organs at the antennae of the Crustacea Amphipoda. Trans-

actions of the first meeting of Eussian naturalists at St Petersburg, 1868, 4to,

pp. 176-179 (written in Russian).]

" The so-called Leydigian organs on the first pair of antennae, first observed by La Valette m
Gammarus imtemms, and afterwards accurately described and stated to be sensitive organs

by Leydig, are the subject of a paper by F. Jarschiuski
(7. c), who has observed them in

various genera of Amphipoda." (Dr. von Martens, Zool. Record for 1870.)

1868. Joseph, Gustav.

Jahresbericht der schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir vaterlandische Kultur. Jahr-

gang 1868.

Fries refers to a paper in the above Transactions, and another in "Amtl. Bericht derMtinchner

ISTaturforscher-Versammlung, 1877 (p. 172)," in which G. Joseph records the occurrence of

a blind Gammarid {Nlplianjus orcinus, n. s.) in the brooks of the hill-grottoes of Carniola,

which probably from these reaches the lake of Zirlenitz, where it can be freely gathered.

It comes to the surface after sunset in calm weather.

1868. Martexs, Eduard VON, born 1831.

Crustacea. The Record of Zoological Literature. 1867. Volume Fourth.

London, mdccclxviii. pp. 611-622.

Packard's new species, Monoculodes nuhilatus, mentioned on p. 613, is called Monoculodes

nuheculatas on p. 617. It is stated that "the genus Pontoporeia is reunited with

Lysianassa
"
by G. 0. Sars in his Hist. Nat. des. Crust, d'eau douce de 'Novv&ge, p. 82, note.

But Sars only says, "0. vaudrait peut-etro mieux les r^duire, en attendant, k un seul

genre." In the text he retains the name Pontoporeia.

1868. Martens, Eduard von.

Ueber einige ostasiatische Siisswasserthiere. Arehiv ftir Naturgeschichte.

Vier und dreissigster Jahrgang. Erster Band. Berlin, 1868. pp. 1-64.

At page 56, under the heading
"
Tetradecapoden," Martens notices the continental and terrestrial

habits of some members of the genera Gammanis, Talifrus and Orchesiia. In Madeira he

had met with a Gammarus, which was more frequently to be found on the banks of the

brooks than under water
;
in Japan an Orcliestia presented itself

" am Waldrande, Zwischen

abgefallenem feuchtem Laube, aber doch nicht im Wasser." After referring to Dana's

Orchesiia sylricola from New Zealand and Orchesiia iahiieiisis from Tahiti, and Heller's

Orchesiia cavimana from Cyprus, he describes the Japanese species as Orchesiia humicola,
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witli the description :
—" Die vier vorderu Epimeralstiioke verhaltnissmassig gross, gerundet,

das fiiiifte etwas kiirzer uud viel sclimiiler als das vierte. Die obern Fiihler nicht langer als

das erste Basalglied der imtern. Diesc lialb so lang als der Keirper, die Geissel ungefahr
eben so lang als der Stiel. Glieder der Geissel kurz. Zweites Fusspaar fast doppelt so

lang wie das erste mit einer kleinen, flachen, langlich-elliptisclien Hand, deren Daumen
kaum zu erkennen ist. Drittes und viertes Fusspaar um weniges langer, aber diinner, mit

einfachem spitzigeni Endgliede, wie die folgenden ; das fiinfte wicderum etwas langer, sonst

gleich. Das sechste und siebente unter sich gleicli, selir lang und kriiftig. Afterfiisse mit

mehreren kurzen Endborsten, aber an den Seiten obne Borsten." The genus Amphitoe,

without the accessory flagellum that distinguishes Gammarus, is not, be remarks, found in

the fresh waters of Europe, although in Eastern Siberia
"
Amphitoe muricata Pall, sp." is

found in the Angara (Jenisei), and in North America Amphitoe dentata. Say, in the fresh-

water marshes of South Carolina. Corophium, the Hyperina, and the Lsemodipoda, have,

so far as he knows, no fresh-water representatives. It is not, I should think, by any means

certain that Say's
"
Ampitlioe dentata" really belongs to the genus Amphithoe as now

accepted, while the Oniscus muricatus of Pallas is clearly excluded from it by having an

accessory flagellum.

1868! Milne-Edwards, Alphonse.

Description de quelques Crustaces nouveaux provenant des voyages de M. Alfred

Grandidier a Zanzibar et a Madagascar. Nouvelles archives du Museum d'histoire

naturelle de Paris. Tome Quatrieme. Paris, 1868. pp. 69-92.

Caprella megacephala, n. s., from Cape Sainte-Marie, where it was dredged up from a rocky
bottom at a considerable depth, is described on pages 89-91, and figured pi. 20, figs. 12, 13.

The chief character relied on seems to be the head, of which Milne-Edwards says,
" chcz le

male, la tote, legerement renfl^e, est arrondie en avant, et ne porte ni poiute ni tubercule
;

elle SB retrecit un pen posterieurement, mais on n'apergoit cependant pas le sillon qui la

separe du premier anneau thoracique, avec lequel elle est completement confondue. La

piece, ainsi constituee, cet remarquablcment allongee." After further description, the

remark is made,
"

la Caprella scaura (Temp.) provieut de la merne localite
;

elle se rapproche

davantage de notre espece, a raison de la longueur du premier segment, mais la tete est

surmontee d'une pointe conique et les pattes de la deuxiime paire sout pourvues d'une main

tridentee en dessous." The corresponding hand in this species is described as "
trcs-longue,

cintree en dessus ou en avant, pourvuo sur son bord posterieur de deux denticules trfes-

eloign^es I'une de I'autre. Le doigt terniinal est robuste, trcs-arque, et offre, pres de sa base

sur son bord superieur, une petite echancrure ou eneoche." In Caprella januarii, Dana,
from Piio Janeiro, the hand is more elongate

"
et pourvue de trois denticulations en

dessous." Mayer thinks that Milne-Edwards' species may just possibly be Caprella

xquilibra, Say.

1868. Norman, A. M.

On Crustacea Ampliipoda new to Science or to Britain. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. Series 4, Vol. ii. December, 1868. London,

1868. Plates XXL, XXIL, XXIIL figs. 1-11.

This paper gives the definition of the genus Haploops, Lilljeborg, which includes the character
"
eyes two, simple," but the British specimens of Haploops tubicohi, Lilljeborg, are described

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVIL 1887.) XxX 49
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as agreeing witli tliose found by Torell off the coast of Greenland, in having four simple

eyes.
" The niimher of eyes, therefore, would not seem to he constant." Compare Kote on

Goes, 1865.

A new genus, Tes^arops, is thus defined :
—"

Eyes four—two (large, compound) situated above the

origin of the sujjerior antennae, and two (nearly simple) below the others, at the base of the

superior antennae. Superior antennae furnished with a very slender secondary appendage.

Both pairs of gnathopods simple, not subchelate. Last pereiopods short, stout. Pleon

having dorsal margins of segments toothed. Telson squamiform. Last uropods two-

branched." To the description of the species Tessarops hastata are prefixed as possible

synonyms, 1 Tiron acaiithurus, Lilljeborg, 1865, and ? Syrrhoe liicuspis, Goes, 1865.

Boeck has decided that the three species named are iu fact but one, and that Tiron

acanthurus has priority.

A new species,
" Mcera Batei" is described and figured. Attention is called to the difference in size

and structure of the second gnathopod in the two sexes of this genus. Megamcei-a othonis

is assigned as female to Mcgamcera lonyimana, Megamcera alderi as female to Melita ohiusata,

to which Melita proxima is united " as another and the more usual form of the male."

The genus Mcgamai-a, Bate, is thought to be in effect not distinct from Meera.

The new genus Helleria is thus defined :
—"

Eyes compound. Superior antennre slender, much

shorter than inferior, with[out] secondary appendage. Both gnathopods subchelate. Last

pereiopods rather short, furnished with long plumose setae. Fifth and sixth segments of

pleon coalesced into one. Last urojjods two-branched. Telson squamiform, cleft almost to

the base." The new species is named Helleria coalita. But the name Helleria must be

changed, beiug preoccupied among Isopoda.

1868. Norman, A. M.

Preliminary Report on the Crustacea, Molluscoida, Echinodermata, and Coelen-

terata, procured by the Shetland Dredging Committee in 1867. Eeport of the

Thirty-seventli Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science ;

held at Dundee in September 1867. London, 1868. pp. 437-441.

" As a rule," Mr. Norman observes,
" those Amphipods which occur also on the British coast

attain a much greater development within the Arctic circle." He notices, without naming,

new species of Afglus, Cyrtoplmim, GoropMum, Pleudes?, and one "allied apparently to

Callioj'iiis," with "a new genus allied in general characters of eyes, of gnathopods, and

pereiopods, especially in the broadly flattened meros and carpus of the last pair, to

Haploops, but having the antenna furnished with an appendage."

1868. Plateau, Fi;Lix.

Recherches sur les Crustaces d'eau douce de Belgique. 1^ Partie. Genres

Gammarus, Linceus et Cyims. Memoires Couronnes Acad. Eoy. de Belgique,

XXXIV. 1868. 1 PI.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Ser. 4, Vol. iii. p. 12.

" Gammarus puteanus (Koch) is not blind, but sensible to light." (Zool Eecord, 1870.)
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1868. Saus, Michael.

Fortsatte Bemasrkniuger over det dyriske Livs Udbreduing i Havcts Dybder.

(Saerskilt aftrykt af Videusk.-Selsk. Forhandlinger for 1868.) pp. 246-275.

Ou p. 260 twenty species of Amphipods are mentioned as occurring at depths between 250 and

300 fathoms. For one of them,
"
Ljjsianassa inagellanica, Lilljeborg, vix M.-Edwards," the

depth is given, 300 to 400 ?

1868. Wagner, Nicol.

[Hyalosoma dux, a new form of Ampliipod Crustacea. Transactions of the first

meeting of Eussian Naturalists at St. Petersburg, 1868. pp. 218-238, 4 pis.].

Zool. Eecordfor 1870.

Of this paper, which I have not seen, Messrs Friedliinder assure me that the exact title in

German is :
—"

Hyalosoma dux, eine ncue Form aus der Gruppe der Daphniden," so that

the attribution of Bijalosoma to the Amphipoda is no doubt accidental.

1869. BeSSELS, Emil.

Einige Worte liber Entwickelungsgeschiclite und morpliologischen Wertli des

kugelformigen Organes der Ampbipoden. Jenaische Zeitscbrift fiir Medicin und

Naturwissensbaft. Bd. V. Jena, 1869. pp. 91-101.

" E. Bessels has given a resume of his researches into the development of these Crustaceans

[Amphipoda], the detailed description having been unfortunately lost during his journey."

(Zool. Record, 1870).

1869. Cajander, Alfred Henrik, born 1843, died 1868 (Note to bis Contribution).

Bidrag till kilnnedomen om sydvestra Finlands krustaceer. Notiser ur Sall-

skapets pro Fauna et Flora fennica forbandlingar. Tionde biiftet. Ny serie.

Sjunde bfiftet. Helsiugfors, 1869. pp. 371-376.

He remarks that the Crustacea of Finland were all but uninvestigated up to that time. In the

list which he here gives only one Amphipod is included, thus mentioned :
—"

Cm-opliium

lorif/icorne Latr. Alands och Abo skiirgard h. o. d." The notes say, "h. o. d. = har och

der.," and " Niir en art uppgifves for skarg3,rden menas dermed, att den forekommer i

hafvet." The author's early death precluded him from advancing the subject.

1869. Dallas, William Sweetland, born January 31, 1824 (W. S. D.).

Observations on tbe Amphipoda occurring on the Norwegian Coasts. By Axel

Boeck. Translated from the Forhandlinger ved do Skandinaviskc Naturforskeres,

Ottende Mode, 1860, pp. 631-677, by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S., etc. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History, Ser. 4, Vol. iii. May and June, 1869.
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1869. FOKEL, F. A.

lutroduetion h, I'etude de la faiine profonde du lac Lernan. Bulletin de la

Societe Vaudoise d'Histoire Naturelle. Tome X. No. 62. 1869. pp. 220-224.
" Oue species of Gammarus, two of Cijclojjs, two of Baphnia, two or three of Cypris, have been

found at a depth of 75 meters, ahout 250 feet, in the Lake of Geneva; at 300 meters one

species of the order Amphipoda, one Cypris, one Cyclops." (Zool. Record, 1870.)

1869. Gkube, a. E.

Mittheilungen iiber St. Vaast-la-Hougue und seine Meeres-, besonders seine

Annelidenfauna. Verhandlungen der schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir vaterlandische

Kultur. 1869. pp. 1-39. Taf. 2.

In this paper Grube describes and figures
" Urothoe marinus Sp. Bate. 1 var. pectinatus Or.," in

whicli the third perKopod appears not only very much broader and flatter than eitlier of the

following pairs, but has the liand and two preceding joints in their whole breadth on the

lower rim, the hand and wrist also in the centre, armed with a comb of spines. The
telson is split only to the centre, and is much longer than broad. Other differences con-

cern the last uropods and the eyes. At page 35 a list is given of the Amphipods, eight

species, which Grube obtained at St. Vaast.

1869. Heller, Camil.

Zur naheren Kenntniss der in den siissen GewJissern des sltdlichen Euroj)a

vorkommenden Meeres-crustaceen. Zeitschrift fiir wissensch. Zool. XIX. Bd.

1. Heft. Leipzig, 1869. pp. 156-162.

Of " Gammarus Veneris, Heller," he says, we have in this species obviously a Gammarus

marinus, cut off from the sea and forced to live in fresh water, becoming changed accord-

ingly to suit its new conditions of life. His Orchesiia cavimana he considers in like manner

derived from " Orchesiia Alontagui."

1869. HlLGENDORF, FraNZ.

Von der Decken's Reisen in Ost-Afrika in den Jahren 1859 bis 1865. 3 Bd.

1 Abtli. Zoologie. Crustaceen. Bearbeitet von Franz Hilgendorf. Mit fiinf

lithographii-ten Tafeln. Leipzig, 1869.

In the "Uebersicht der ostafrikanischen Crustaceen," pp. 103-115, he names the following

Amphipoda,
" Talitrus CJoquefii, Aud.,"

" Orchesiia Bottm, M. E.,"
" Orchestia inssqualis,

Hell.,"
" Orchesiia Deshayesii, And.,"

"
Ampihiihoe filosa, Sav.,"

"
Amphiihoe cosiata, M. E.,"

"
Amphiihoe Fresnelii, And.,"

" Leucothoa furina, Sav.," and under the head of Lsemodi-

poda he gives
"
Caprdla scaura, Templet.," and "

Caprella nodosa, Templet."

1869. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Record of Zoological Literature. 1868. Volume Fifth.

London, mdccclxix. pp. 510-533.

Martens notes Tessarojis hasiaia, n. g. et. s. "to be compared with Tiron acanthurus (Lilljeb.)

and Syrrhoe bicu^pis (Goes)." Boeck places the three together under the name Tiro7i
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aranthurus. On the new genus, Ilclleria, Xorman, in the Annals and Magazine, 1868,

Martens observes that "the paper is published in the December part, therefore later

tban Helleria of Erber," Verhandl. zool.-bot. Gesellsch. Wieu, xviii. 1868, pp. 95-114,

pi. 1.

1869. MtJNTER, JuLius, died Februaiy 2, 1885 (Friedlander, Naturae novitates), and

BucHHOLZ, EuDOLPH, died Aj)ril 17, 1876 (Tascheuberg).

Ueber Balanus improvisus Darw. var. gryphicus Mtinter. Beitrag zur carcino-

logischen Fauna Deutsclilands. Mittheil. a. d. naturwissensch. Verein v. Neu-

Vorpommern u. Rugen. I. 1869. pp. 1-40.

In the Crustacean Fauna of their district, the autliors say,
" aus der Ordnung der Amphipoden

sind bis jetzt nachgewiesen :
—Gammarus Locusta Fair., G. JluviaUlis Eclw. (pulex L.) und

G. anibulans Fr. MiiUer ; ferner CoropMum longicorne Latr., Talitrus saltator Milne

Edw., Orchestia Eudurre Fr. Miiller, 0. Giyplms Fr. MiiUer und L&ptodheirus pilosus

Zaddach."

1869. Nardo, Giovanni Domenico.

Annotazioni illustranti cinquantaquattro specie di crostacei Podottalmi, Endot-

talmi [Edriottalmi] e Succbiatori del mare Adriatico, alcune delle quali uuove o

male conosciute, accompagnate da trentatre figure litografate, e precedute dalla

storia della carcinologia Adriatica antica e recente. (Presentata il 27 dicembre

1868.) Memorie del R. Istituto Veueto. Vol. XIV. Venezia, 1869. pp. 217-343.

Tav. XII.-XV.

The Bibliography extends from the year 1524 to the year 1868, occupying the first part of the

work. The second part, pages 283 to the end, is concerned with the fifty-four species

mentioned in the title. The "Edriottalmi amfipodi" are described on pages 330-332.

First Nardo gives
"
Sp. 46.) Orchestia littoeea ? Leach. Cancer locusta, L., Chier., sp.

58, fig. 74.—Volg. Saletto defosso," with a note to the effect that, since his work in 1847,

lie had noticed characters which seemed to distinguish this species from Orchestia littorea.

Fig. 9, on pi. XV., purporting to be copied from Chiereghin, negatives all idea of an

Orchestia, the upper antennas, though shorter than the lower, being far too long for that

genus. The proportions of the antenn;e, coupled with the large rami of the third uropods,

would point rather to some genus like Cheirocratus, Norman.

Nardo next gives
"
Sp. 47.) LysianassaI Cancer salecfus, Chier., sp. 59, fig. 75.—

Volg. Saletto de war." He repeats the Latin description quoted in 1847, and adds an

Italian quotation, "L'esterna superficie di tutto il corpo, aggiunge, rilevasi liscia e tutta

seminata di piccole macchietto di color rosso sopra un foado biancastro, ed ha sul margine

superiors tanto del quinto che del sesto pezzo delle articolazioni del tronco caudale, un paro

per cadaun pezzo di lunghetti, sottili ed avvicinati pungiglioni, rivolti verso la parte

posteriore. Abita il nostro golfo ne'siti fangosi. Nou serve ad alcun uso per essere

minutissimo, ed h difficile raccoglierne in qualche numero." The extreme minuteness of

the specimen leads Nardo to suspect that it had not attained its fuU development.

Chiereghin's figure is reproduced, pi. xv. fig. 8, with a line a tenth of an inch long to show

the natural size. The upper antennas are much shorter than the lower, but filiform,
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quite unlike those of Lijsianassa. Five short filiform legs are represented, followed by

two very long ones, witli the first joint in each dilated, the rest slender. The pleon is

elongate.
" Genere Lusyta, Nardo," follows, containing
"
Sp. 48. Lusyta algensis, Nardo

;
Sinon. moderna cit. Cancer alr/ensis, Chier., sp. 60,

fig. 76-79. Podoceros Leach.; Annot. aid. aWopera ms. del ChieregMn." Nardo

says that Leach wrote with his own hand at the foot of the page containing the figure

given by Chiereghin, the generic name Podoceros, without indicating the species. Nardo

himself considers it to differ from Podoceros and also from Cerapus and Cerapodhia,

though like the two last, especially from its habit of living in a case. As the genus is not

separately defined, its characters must be derived from those which are said to be the essential

ones of the species :
—" Estremita della testa un poco prolungantesi in rostro

;
occhi posti

lateralmente alia base di tal rostro, alquanto peduncolati ;
due lunghe anteune sorgono dal

dissotto del rostro terminate in punta ; hanno ciascuna nove articolazioni, e lungo il loro

lato inferiore dci lunghi sottilissimi peli ;
al dissotto ne sorgono altre due piii corte, di sole

sei articolazioni, pelose anch' esse come le prime.
"

I primi due piedi sono grossetti, eguali, di cinque articolazioni, aventi il quarto pezzo pii;

grosso degli altri, e su di questo nasce un dito incurvato verso Fingiii, terminante in punta

ed atto a piegarsi sul lato inferiore del detto quarto pezzo.
"
Seguono cinque altri piedi per ogni lato. I tre primi paja sono sottili, composti di sei pezzi,

I'ultimo de'quali termina in una punta rivolta un poco verso ringiii. Gli altri due paja sono

\\R poco piu grossi e pih lunghi coH'ultimo pezzo die e piti ingrossato e parimenti

terminante in punta alquanto piti aguzza. Altri due paja di piedi aualoghi, sono posti

sotto I'ottavo pezzo. Nel quinto, sesto e settimo nascono invece che piedi delle ajspendici

membranose e filamentose.

" La superficie del corpo e liscia e di color bianco candido."

Its dwelling is said, on Chiereghin's authority to be on the leaves of the Zostera marina in tubes

shaped like a Cornucopia, formed of very fine threads agglutinated together, out of which it

thrusts its upper half, when seeking food, and by rapidly waving its arms and antennaa puts

the water into movement to draw small animals towards its mouth. The original Latin

definition is quoted, without the improvements upon the Latinity given in 1847, thus:—
" Cancer algensis, macrourus, thorace rostrato, vianihus aducfylis, i^edihus decern, termine

caudx triphylo." The figures 7, 7b, on plate xv., show the shape of the tube, slightly

curved, narrow at one end, widening gently to the mouth at the other extremity ; figures

7a, 7c, portray the animal very indistinctly, but with the upper autennas decidedly longer

than the lower, which is unsuitable to Podocerus. The description of "i primi piedi," i.e.,

evidently the second gnathopods, suits the genus Gei-apus, but in the well-ascertained

species of that genus the tubes are straight, and open at both ends. J. V. Carus 1885,

gives Lusyta, Nardo, as a synonym of Podocerus, Leach, but without explanation and

without mention of the species algensis.

The " Edriottalmi lamedipodi
"
are described on pages 323-.324. In this division Nardo gives

"
Sp. 49.) Capkella linearis, Milne Edw. Cancel- linearis, L., Chier. sp. 61, fig. 80.

— — Olivi
;
Zool. Adr. Oniscus Linearis, Latr., Martens

;
Reise nach Venedig, p. 497."

He says that in 1847 he erroneously marked it as "
Caprellx nova spiecies ?" He fmds that

it differs from Caprella monocantha [monacantlm], HeUer, by not having the spine at the

base of the second pair of feet, and some other trivial characters. Heller's species is

identified by Haller and Mayer with Caprella xquiUhra, Say ; Mayer gives up Nardo's

species as undecipherable. The fig. 4, on plate xv., however, will fairly suit Caprella

eequilihra, in which the spine above-mentioned has escaped the notice even of good
observers.
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He next mentions "Sp. 50.) Caprella Fabris, Nardo. Cancer linearis, L,, varietas. Chier., sp.

61, fig. 81-82. Caprellae nova S2xcies1 Nardo ; Sinon. mod. citata." The specific name, he

says, was omitted in the " sinonimia
"
by a typographical error. He finds it very near to, if

not the same as, Caprella armafa, Heller, Both are by Mayer made synonyms of Caprella

acanthifcra, Leach. It is figured on pi. xv. figs. 5, 5a, the magnified figure leaving no

doubt of its identity.

The last species is
"
Sp. 51.) Caprella Cornalia, Navdo," not derived from Chiereghini's work.

Nardo recognises its likeness to Caprella acutifrons, Heller [Latreille], with which the

description and figure, pi. xv. fig. 6, justify Mayer in identifying it beyond doubt.

1869. Norman, A. M.

Notes of a "Week's Dredging iu tlie West of Ireland. By George Stewardson

Brady, C.M.Z.S., and David Robertson. The Annals and Magazine of Natural

History. May, 1869. Ser. 4. Vol. III. London, 1869. pp. 353-373. Pis.

21, 22. (The Amphipoda and Isopoda by the Eev. A. M. Norman.)

Numerous species of Amphipoda are recorded, with occasional notes on the nomenclature. The

genus Exmiguia is thus defined :
—" Antennas short and strong ; flagella rudimentary, upper

pair without a secondary appendage. Body wide ; coxae shallow. First gnathopods long,

slender, filiform
; dactylos obsolete. Second gnathopods subchelate, slender, but yet

much stouter than the very delicate first pair. Pereiopods rather short, subequal ; pro-

podos longer than carpus. Uropods all two-branched
;

branches short, simple. Telson

squamiform.
" This genus seems to be most nearly allied to Cratippus, from which it is distinguished by the

remarkable character of the first gnathopods." The type species, Exunejuia sfilipes, is also

fully described, and partly figured, pi. xxii. figs. 7-12.

The genus is, like Cratippus, Sp. Bate, a synonym of Colomastix, Grube, 1861. The species is

no doubt the same as Cratippus tenuip)es, and probably also the same as Colomastix pusilla,

Grube.

1869. SaeNGER, N.

[Preliminary account of an exploration of the Fauna of the Baltic] in [Com-
munications of the Imp. Society of Nat. Sc, Anthropol. and Ethnol. of the Univers.

of Moscow] vol. viii. 1869, pp. 22-34.

" The journal and paper are written in the Russian language."
" At Reval . . . occur . . .

species of Crangon, Mysis, Gammarus, and Corophium longicorne (Fabr.) at about 40 feet."

(ZooL Record, 1870.)

1870. BeNEDEN, jfecOUARD VAN.

Recherches sur la Composition et la Signification dc I'CEuf, basees sur I'i^tude do

son Mode de Formation et des premieres Phenomenes embryonnaires (Mammifercs,

Oiseaux, Crustaces, Vers). Mem. couronnes et Mem. des savants etrangers publies

2Xir VAcademie Royale de Belgique. Vol. XXXIV. 1870, 283 pp., 12 pi.

(Crustacea, pp. 107-143, PI. VII.-X.).
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1870. BenEDEN, i^DOUARD VAN, et BeSSELS, i^MILE.

Memoire sur la Formation du Blastodenne chez les Ampliipodes, les Lemeens et

les Copepodes. Mem. cour. Acad Roy. de Belgique. Vol. XXXIV. 1870. 59 pp.

5 pi.

" The development of the ovum of various ordei's of Crustacea is the subject of several papers by

Ed. van Beneden. ... It is very remarkable that there is a difference between the fresh-

water and marine species of Gammarus ; in the latter the separation of deutoplasm and

protoplasm occurs immediately after the complete cleaving of the yolk, as in Clwndra-

canthus and the Copepods ;
in the fresh-water species, on the contrary, the deutoplasm is

not included in the multiplication of the egg-cells. An abstract of these papers will also

be found in the Quart. Journ. Microsc. Scienc, January 1870, pp. 81-84." (Zool Eecord.,

1870.) Compare Note on Claus, 1884. ^For Dermophilus lophii, see Note oq Huxley, 1877.

1870. Beneden, Pierre Joseph van.

Les Cetaces, lews commensaux et leurs parasites. Bulletins de I'Acad^mie

royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts de Belgique. Trente-neuvifeme

annee.—2""= Serie, T. XXIX. Bruxelles, 1870. pp. 347-3G8.

Van Beneden says at the outset,
" Nous ferons suivre le noni des c6taces de I'l^numeration des

commensaux et des parasites qu'ils hebergent." He then gives
" Bakena niysticetus.

Cyamus ceti Linn.—Cijamus ovalis. Ce crustac^, commensal comme les Cirripedes, vit sur la

peau et a dth signale par la plupart des baleiniers qui out fait la peche au Nord." Lutken

olijects to the synonymy here given, and also to classing the parasitic Cyamus with animals

that are merely commensaux. The next entry referring to the Amphipoda is
" Balisna

biscayensis, Eschr. Cyamiis biscayensis. Le docteur Monedero a publie la figure qui repre-

sente la jeune baleine qui a et^ capturee en 1854 sur la plage de Saint-Sebastien, dans le

golfe de Gascogne, et k cote de la baleine il a donne le dessin d'un Cyame qui a et(5 probable-

ment trouvc sur elle. Malheureusement on n'cn a pas conserve pour les comparer." Under

these circumstances it is a rather strong measure, as Lutken thinks, to establish a new

species.

Under Balxna australis, is mentioned Cyamns erraticus, Roussel de Vauzfeme, and two figures

are given, with the remarks that Roussel de Vauzfeme " aduiet trois especes sous les noms de

Cyamus oralis, Erraticus, et Gracilis. Nous avons tout lieu de croire, comme le pensaient

Audouin et Milne-Edwards, que ce naturaliste n'a pas tenu assez compte des modifications

que I'age apporte dans la forme. Nous avons trouve de jeunes animaux au milieu d'adultes

auxquels les caractiires du Gracilis convenaient fort bien. Nous reproduisons la forme d'un

de ces jeunes individus."
,
Liitken upholds all the three species as distinct. Van Beneden

refers also under this heading to Latreille's three species of Cyamus, two brought by De
Lalande from the Cape of Good Hope, the other coming from some eastern Cetacean.

Under Physeter macroceplialus, he mentions " Oniscus. L'espfece n'est pas indiquee ; occasionallj'

adhere to the skin, dit F. Debell Bennet." " Proc. Zool. Soc, 1837 april, p. 30."

Under Hyperoodon (rostratum) hutzkopf, he mentions "
Cyamus (Platycyamus) Thompson! (Gosse).

Ce Loemodipode vit egalement sur la peau mais sans s'y fixer."

Under Globiceps melas he mentions,
"
Cyamus globicipitis, Lutk. Comme les autres Cyames,

on I'a trouv(5 k la surface de la peau.

Under Monodon monoceros he mentions "
Cyamus monodontis et C. nodosus Lutk. Ces Cyames

sont signalus sur ce c^tace par M. Lutken."
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In the concluding observations he says,
" Parmi les commensaus libres se trouvent les Cyames

qui se cramponnent a la peau des Mysticfetes et sur plusieurs Cetodontes. C'est le seul

commensal de la baleine du Groenland."

1870. BoECK, Axel.

(Appendix by Lutken).

Crustacea amphipoda borealia et arctica. (Sserskilt aftrykt af Vidensk.-Selsk.

Forhandliiiger for 1870.) 200 + viii. pages.

In this prodromus to his greater work, Boeck accepts only two divisions of the Amphipoda,
which he calls

"
HyperidEe. Dana 1852," and " Gammaridee Dana 18-19," although in point

of fact, the names which Dana employed for his subtribes of the Amphipoda in 1849 were

Gammaracea and Hyperiacea, and in 18.52 were Caprellidea, Gammaridea and Hyperidea.

In the division Hyperidx Boeck includes two families, Hyperidas and Tryphanid^. Among the

former he describes Metoecus dbyssonim, n. s., which he afterwards called Tauria ahyssorum,

by G. O. Sars identified with Tauria {Oniscm) Medusarum, 0. Fabr., 1780, for which see

Note on BovalUus, 1885. In a new genus, Parathemisto, he includes Tliemisto comjjressa,

Goes, and Parathemisto ahyssorum, n. s., synonymous, according to G. 0. Sars, with

Hyperia oNivia, Sp. Bate (non Kr0yer), so that the name will be Parathemisto ohlivia. To

Tliemisto, Guerin, he assigns Gammarus lihellula, Mandt, and Tliemisto bisjnnosa, n. s. In

his family Tryphanida;, he places the new genus and species,
"
Tryphana Malniii," but

according to G. O. Sars, the genus Tryphana is a synonym of Lycxa, Dana, in the family

Typhidse, as limited by Glaus.

In the division Gammaridse. he places :
—

Family I. Prostomatai, containing only Trischizostoma raschii, Esmark and Boeck.

Family II. Orchestidae, with three genera, Orchestia, Talitnis, and Hyale.

Family III. Gammaridte, with twenty-two subfamilies, as follow.s :
—Subfam. I. Lysinassina (se),

Dana, 1849, comprising, together with species not new, Lysianassa pilumosa, n. s., which,

according to G. 0. Sars, is the male of Lysianassa costx, Milne-Edwards;
" Ambasia

Danielssenii," n. g. et s.
; Ichnopus minutus, n. s.; Socarnes, a new genus doubtfully identi-

fied with Ephippiphora, White, 1848; Callisoma, Costa, 1851
; Hippomedon, a new genus

to include Anonyx holh<j>lli, Kr0yer, and Lysianassa alnjssi, Goes
; Cyphocaris anmiyx,

n. g. et s., named by Lutken, but described by Boeck
; Euryienes, Lilljeborg ; Arisiias,

a new genus to receive Anonyx tumiJus, Kr0yer ; Anonyx, Kr0yer, with a new species,

"Anonyx Lilljehorgii ;
"
Onisimus, afterwards corrected to Onesimus, n. g., doubtfully identi-

fied with Alibrotiis, Milne-Edwards, 1840, but not including any new species ; Me7iigrates,

a new genus to receive Boeck's own species, Anonyx oldnsifrons ; Orchomene, a new genus

embracing Anonyx pinguis, Boeck, Anonyx serratus, Boeck, Anonyx minutus, Er0yer,

Lysianassa umbo. Goes, which Sars refers to Lepiidepecremn, Sp. Bate, and Orchomene

Goesii, n. s.; Trypihosa, n. g., with four species, of which only
"
Tryphosa H^ringii" is new

;

Normania, a new genus to receive Opis qiiadrimana, Spence Bate et Westwood, 1868;

Opis, Kr0yer, afterwards altered to Opisa ; Acidostoma, Lilljeborg, Of the new names,

Tryphosa is inconveniently near to Triphosa among Lepidoptera.

Subfam. II. (by mistake printed III.),
"
Pontoporeinae. Dana 1852," contains Pontoporeia,

Kr0yer, witli the species Pontoporeiafenwrata, Kr., Pontoporeia fureigera, Bruzelius, accord-

ing to Sars not distinct from /eworate, and Pontoporeia affinis, Lindstr0m ;
Priseilla armata,

described here as a new genus and species, but in the later work accompanied by the

synonym Pontopcn'eia armata, Boeck, 1860
; Argissa It/pica, n. g. et s.; Bathyporeia,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 50
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Lindstrrim, including Tlm-mfes guilliamsoniana, Sp. Bate, and Thersifes pelarjica, Sp. Bate,

as synonyms, female and male respectively, of Bathyporeia pilosa, Lindstr0m.

Subfam. in. "
Stegocephalinse, Dana 1852," contains Sfef/oce/i/iatos, Kr0yer, with the species

Stegocephalus amptiUa, Phipps, and "
Stegocephalus Clirisfianensis," n. s.

; Andania, n. g.,

\Tith the new species, Aridania abysd, and Andania nordland.ica.

Subfam. IV. Amphilochims, contains Amphilochus, Sp. Bate, including, besides the type species,

Amphilochus manuidens (more correctly manudens), AmpliUochus odontomjx, n. s., Amplii-

lochus hispinosa, n. s., Amphilochus tenuimanus, n. s.; Gitana, n. g., with " Gitana Sajsi,"

n. s., and Gitana rostrata, n. s.; Astyra ahyssi, n. g. et s.

Subfam. V. "
Phoxinas, Spence Bate 1857," embraces Phoxus, Kr0yer, with the species Phoxus

holHlli, Kr., and Phoxus simplex, Spence Bate, 1857, the latter in Sars' opinion being a

wrong identification, so that he names Boeck's species Phoxus falcatus on account of the

peculiar rostrum ; Harpina (a preoccupied name afterwards changed to Harpinia), a new

genus to receive Phoxus plumosus, Kr0yer, and Earpina crenulata, n. s.; Sulcator arena-

tins, rather to be called Haustorius armarius. Slabber
; Urothoe, Dana.

Subfam. VI. Stenothoinoe, new, includes Stmothoe, Dana, Boeck's own Stenothoe danai, being

here recognised as a synonym of Montagua marina, Sp. Bate, with the name Stenothoe

marina ; Metopa, a new genus to receive Leucothoe clypeata and Leucothoe glacialis of

Kr0yer, Montagua alderii, Sp. Bate, Montagua hruzelii, Goes (as to which, Sars, in 1882,

points out that Boeck's species is distinct from that of Goes, and he therefore names it

Metopa borealis), Metopa affinis, n. s., Metopa longicornis, n. s., Metopa megacheir, n. s.,

Metopa longimana, n. s., and Metopa nasuta, n. s.; Cressa, a new genus with the new

species,
" Cressa Schiijidtei" and Cressa minuta. If the species Schiipdiei be, as G. O. Sars

considers it, H synonym of Danaia dubia, Spence Bate, the genus Cressa will become a

synonym of Danaia, in which Boeck's species minuta, is very doubtfully distinct from its

congener. The difficulty with regard to the mandibular palp has been abeady mentioned.

Subfam. VII. Syrrhoinae, new, receives Syrrhoe, Goes, with the species Syrrhoe cremdata, Goes,

and Syrrhoe levis, n. s.; Tiron acanthurus, Lilljeborg ;
Brueelia typica, new genus and

species.

Subfam. VIII. Pardaliscinae, new, has Fardalisca, Kr0yer, with the species Pardalisca cuspidata,

Kr0yer, Pardalisca boeckii, Malm, and Pardalisca abyssi, n. s.; the new genus Ealice, with

the new species Halice abyssi and Halice grandicornis, the latter, according to G. 0. Sars, Ov.

Norg. Crust, p. 106, being undoubtedly the male of the former ; Nicippe tumida, Bruzelius.

Subfam. IX. "Leucothoinae, Dana 1852," includes Lilljeborgia pallida, Sp. Bate, and Lilljeborgia

fissicornis, M. Sars, the latter doubtfully distinct from the former
;
Eusirus cuspidatus,

Kr0yer, and Eusirus longipes, Boeck ;
Leucothoe spinicarpa, Abildgaard ;

the new genus

Tritropis (a preoccupied name), for the species aculeata, Lepechin,
"
Helleri," n. s., and

fragilis. Goes, of which the first two .should perhaps be called Rharhotropis aculeatus, and

the third Ehachotropis fragilis.

Subfam. X. "Oedicerinse, Lilljeborg 1865," contains Oediceros, Kr0yer, with the species saginatus,

Kr., lynceus, M. Sars, borealis, n. s.; Acanthostepheia, a new genus to receive "Am.phithonotus

Malmgreni," Goes ; Monoculodes, Stimpson, to receive the species Oediceros affinis, Bruzelius,

Oediceros norvegicus, Boeck,
" Monoculodes Grubei," n. s., Monocidodes loiigicornis, n. s.,

which in the opinion of J. S. Schneider is very near the preceding Mo7ioculodes grubei,
" Monoculodes Kr^yeri," n. s., '^Monoculodes Pacltardi," n. s., Monoculodes tenuirostratus,

n. s., Monoculodes tubercidatus, n. s., Monoculodes borealis, n. s., both this and Mmiocidodea

norvegicus in Boeck's later work receiving the same synonym,
" Oediceros affinis, Goes,

Crust. Amphip. maris Spetsb. p. 11. fig. 21 (non Bruzelius)," Oediceros latimanus. Goes;

Hnlimedon, a new genus, with the species,
" Halimedon M^lleri," n. s. (afterwards spelt

Miilleri),
" Halimedon Saussurei," n. s. (criticised by J. S. Schneider), Halimedon longimanus,
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n. s., and Halimedon hrecicalcar, altered from Oediceros bremcalcar, Goiis ; Pontocrates

a new genus, with Oediceros norvegicus, Boeck, 1860, for the type, a species which was

named Kroyera (or Kroyera) arenaria, by Sp. Bate, and Hancock, in 1858 (see Notes

under that date) ; Pontocrates haplocheles, Grube, 1864
; Aceros, Boeck, with the species

Aceros phyllonyx, M. Sars ; Halicreion lonyicaudatus, new genus and species ; Oedicejvpsis

brevicornis, Lilljeborg ; Paramphithoe, Bruzelius, 1859, to receive the species Ampliithopsis

glaber, Boeck, Paramphithoe media, Goes, Ainphithoe panopla, Kr0yer, Paramphitlwe

ptarva, n. s., Ampliithoe piulchella, Kr0yer, Amphithoe bicuspis, Kr0yer, all of which in the

later work are transferred to Pleustes, Sp. Bate, 1858.

Subfam. XI. Iphimedinse, new, contains Vertummcs, White, 1847, altered in tlie later work to

Acanthonotozoma, here receiving the species Acanthonotus cristatus, Owen, Oniscus serratus,

O. Fabricius, and Aca?ithonotus inflatus, Kr0yer; Iphimedia obesa, Rathke; Odius,

Lilljeborg, 18G5, to receive Otus carinatus, Sp. Bate; Laphystius sturionis, Kr0yer, the

original spelling Lafystius being subsequently recognised.

Subfam. XII. Epimerinas, new, has " Acanthozone n. g. (Acanthosoma, Owen)," for Oniscus

cuspidatus, Lepechin ;
and Epimeria, Costa, for Gammarus corniger, Fabricius.

Subfam. XIII. Dexamininse, new, receives Dexamine spinosa, Montagu, Dexamine thea, Boeck,
" Dexamine Heibergi," n. s.; and Lampra, new genus, afterwards named Tritaeta, for the

single species Atylus gibbosiis, Sp. Bate.

Subfam. XIV. "
Atylinae. Lilljeborg 1866," has, in the genus Atylics, Leach, 1817, the species

Gammarus carinatus, Fabr., Paramphithoe smitti. Goes, Amphithoe swammerdamii;

M.-Edwards, Dexamine vedlomensis. Bate and Westwood,
"
Atylus Nordlandicus," n. s.;

Pontogeneia, a new genus to receive Amphithoe inermis, Kr0yer ; Halirages, a new genus
for Dexamine bispinosus, Sp. Bate, Halirages borealis, n. s., Paramphithoe tridentata,

Bruz., Amphithoe fulvocincta, M. Sars; Calliopius, LiUjeborg, 1865, for Amphithoe
Ixviuscula, Kr0yer, and Amphithoe norvegica, Rathke; Amphithopsis, Boeck, 1860, with
"
Amphithopsis Malmgreni," n. s., Amphithopsis longicaudata, Boeck, Ampthithopsis longi-

mana, n. s., and Ainphithoe latipes, M. Sars
; Cleippiides, a new genus for Acanthotwtus

tricuspis, Kr0yer ;

" Laotlwes Meinerti," new genus and species.

Subfam. XV. " Gammariuse. Dana 1849," contains Gammarus, Fabricius, 1776, with the species

locusta, Linn^, 1867, marinus. Leach, 1815, pulex., Pennant, 1777, and neglectus

(Lilljeborg), G. O. Sars, 1867,' in all of which the synonymy given demands attention;

Pallada, Spence Bate, 1862, in the later work spelt correctly Pallasea, with the single

species, Pallasia quadrispinosa (Esmark), G. 0. Sars, 1867; Mxra, Leach, for the species

Gammarus loveni, Bruzelius, Gammarus torelli, Goes, and Gammarus longima7ius,

Thompson ; Melita, Leach, for the species obiusata and palmata of Montagu, and for

Gammarus dentatus, Kr0yer; Elasmopiis, Costa, 1856, for Elasmopus latipes, n. s.;

CJieirocratus, Norman, 1865, for " Gammarus Sundewalli," Rathke, and Gammarus assimilis,

Lilljeborg; Gammaracanthus loricatus, Sabine; Nijihargus, Schi0dte, 1851, for Eriopis

elongata, Bruzelius
; Amathilla, Bate and "Westwood, for Gammarus sabini, Leach, Gam-

marus angulosus, Eathke, and Gammarus p)i)vjuis, Kroyer ; Melphidippa, a new genus to

receive Gammarus spinosus. Goes, and the new species longipes and borealis.

Subfam. XVI. "
AmpelisDinse. Spence Bate 1857," includes under Ampielisca, Kr0yer, 1842, the

species tenuicornis, Lilljeborg, assimilis, n. s., typica, Sp. Bate (according to G. 0. Sars,

Ov. Norg. Crust., p. 107, 1882, undoubtedly the male of teMuicornis), xquicornis, Bruzelius,

spinipes, Boeck, dubia, n. s., eschrirhti, Kr0yer, macrocepliala, Lilljeborg, propinqva, n. s.,

Isevigata, Lilljeborg, a group of species which no doubt stands in need of some revision
;

under Haploops, Lilljeborg, 1855, tubicola, Lilljeborg, carinata, Lilljeborg, and setosa,

n. 8.; under Byblis, a new genus, the single species Ampelisca gaimardi, Kj0yer,
"1846?"
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Subfam. XVI. Leptocheirinse, new, contains Leptocheirus pilosus, Zaddach, and tlie new genus

Goeda, for Autonoe depressa, Goes.

SuLfani. XVII. Photins, new, said by a slip, which is repeated in the larger work, to have

" Pedes 7mi paris breviores quam 6ti paris," receives Photis reinhardi, Kr0yer,
" Photis

Liitkeni," n. s., which Norman identifies with the earlier Eiscladus longicaudatus. Bate and

Westwood, while Boeck makes longicaudatus a synonym of Eeinhardi ; Mieropi'otopus

macidatiis, Norman ;

" Xenoclea Batei," a new genus and species, which is so like the

earlier Nxnia rimapalma of Spence Bate, that I do not think they should be kept distinct,

although Boeck says that the apex of the telson in his species is cleft or sinuate. On the

other hand the genus Nmiia, 1862, must yield to Podoceropsis, 1860.

Subfam. XVIII. Microdeutopinse, new, contains Microdeutopus, Costa, 1853, for the species

Microdeutopus gryllotalpa, Costa, and Gammarus anomaliis, Eathke
;
Aora gracilis, Sp.

Bate; Autonoe, Bruzelius, 1859, for Gammarus longipes, Lilljeborg, and Autonoe pilumosa,

n. s.; Protomedeia fasciata, Kr0yer, and Protomedeia longimana, n. s.; Gammaropsis

erythrophthalmus, Lilljeborg, the species described by Boeck being, according to G. 0. Sars,

Ov. Norg. Crust., p. Ill, quite distinct from Lilljeborg's, on which account he renames it

Gammaropsis melanops, although it must be observed that in this work the eyes are said

to be "
rubri," an expression omitted from the later work, where no coloiir for the eyes is

mentioned
; Podoceropsis sopliiee, Boeck.

Subfani. XIX. Amphithoinae, new, contains Amphithoe podoceroides, Eathke, Amphithoe

grandimana, Boeck
; Sunamphithoe hamulus, Sp. Bate, Sunamphitlwe longicornis, n. s.

Subfam. XX. Podocerinas, new, includes Podocerus, Leach, to receive Ischyrocenis latipes,

Kr0yer, Podocerus megaclieir, n. s., Ischyrocenis anguipes, Krpyer, Cancer (Gammarus)

falcatus, Montagu ; Janassa, a new genus for Podocerus variegatus. Leach, which is

probably only a form of Podocerus falcatus, while the name Janassa is preoccupied among
fo.ssil fish; Cerapus, Say, 1817, to receive Cerapus abditus, Templeton, Cerapus difformis,

IMilne-Edwards, Cerapus longimarms, n. s., and Cerapus hunteri, Sp. Bate, the last three of

which S. I. Smith places in the genus I<Jrichtho7iius, Milne-Edwards, making the species

hunteri synonymous with difformis.

Subfam. XXI. "
Chelurinae,. Allman 1837," has only Clielura terehrans, Philippi.

Subfam. XXII. "
Corophinse. Dana 1849," contains Corophium, Latreille, 1807, to receive Cancer

grossipes, Linn^, CwopMum crassicorne, Bruzelius, 1859, with "? Corophium acherusicum,

Costa," 1856, and "'! Corophium crassicorne (Bruzelius), Spence Bate and Westwood,"

1863, given in the synonymy, Corop)hium affine, Bruzelius, with "? Corophium Bonellii,

Milne-Edwards," 5 , 1830, in the synonymy, this last being, according to G. 0. Sars, Ov.

Norg. Crust., p. 112, distinct from Corophium crassicorne, Bruzelius, to which Boeck in

his later work doubtfully makes it a synonym, withdrawing it from Corophium affine ;

Siphonoecetus, afterwards corrected to Siphonoecetes, Kr0yer, 1845, to receive Siphonceeetes

typicus, Kr0yer, "Siphonoecetes Colletti," n. s.; Glauconome, Kr0yer, 1845, a preoccupied

name, which must yield, as pointed out by S. I. Smith, to Unciola, Say, but here used

for the three species, leucopis, Kr0yer, which Smith identifies with Unciola irrorata, Say,
"
Kr^yeri,^' n. s., and "

Steenstrupi,'' n. s.; and lastly Hela (now Neohela) monstrosa, Boeck.

Fam. IV. "Dulichidie. Dana 1849," comprises Didichia, Kr0yer, 1845, with six species,

spinosissima, Kr0yer, falcata, Sp. Bate,
"
Nordlandica," n. s., tuberculata, n. s., curticauda,

n. s., porrecta, Sp. Bate; Paradulichia typica, new genus and species; Lxtmatophilus,

Bruzelius, 1859, with the species tuberculatus, Bruzelius, and spinosissimus, n. s.;

" Xeiiodice Frauenfeldti," new genus and species.

Fam. V. "
CapreUidai. Leach 1815," has two subfamilies:—

Subfam I. CapreUinse, new, contains Proto goodsirii, Sp. Bate, which is now made a synonym of

the following species, Proto ventricosa, Miiller
; Oercops holb^i, Kr0yer ; .^Egina, Kr0yer,
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1843, for the species ^gina longicornis, Kr0yer, Cancer phasma, Montagu, which properly

belongs to Protella, Dana, ^gina ecJiniata, Boeck, and ^gina Ixvis, Boeck, which Mayer

unites to ^gina longicornis, Kr0yer ; JEgineJla spinosa, Boeck; Caprella, Lamarck, 1818,

with the species liiiearis, Linne, laficornis, Boeck, longicornis, n. s., eemarkii, Boeck, '^Loveni,"

n. 8., eeptentrionalis, Kr0yer, punctata, Boeck, hystrix, Kr0yer, of which Mayer makes lati-

coi'nis and esmarldi synonyms of Caprella xquilihra, Say, and queries whether longicornis,

loveni and punctata be not synonyms of Cajrrella sepdentrionalis, Krpyer ;
Podalirius

typicus, Kr0yer.

Subfam. II. "Cyaminee. Kr0yer 1843," in a "Conspectus Cyamidarum borealium hujusque

[hucusque] cognitarum. Auctore Chr. Liitken," contains Platycyamus, Ltk., new genus for

Cyamus thompsoni, Gosse ;
and Cyamus, Latreille.

The latter genus has the species
"
Cyamus Mysticeii Ltk.," wdth the "

Synonymia : Oniscus ceti

Pall., Squilla Baleeni de Gesr, Cyamus ceti Auct. plerumqve. (Oniscus ceti Linn, inde-

terminabilis?) ;"
"
Cyamus Monodontis Ltk.;"

"
Cyamus Boojns Ltk.," with "

Syn. Oniscus

ceti Fabr. Faun. Gr0ul. 330."; Cyamus nodosus, Ltk., with "Syn. Oniscus ceti Zool.

Dan. iii. tab. cxix. f. 13-17."; "Cyamus Globicipitis Ltk.," with "Syn. Cyamus sp. n.

Stp." It may be, and has been questioned, whether Liitken is justified in superseding

the old name Cyamus ceti for the species parasitic on the Greenland whale.

The new genera are described as follows :
—

Div. I. Fam. I. Hyperidse. Gen. III. Parathemisto. "
Corpus sat compressum ;

dorso

carinato. Mandibulas in apice perlatae, serrata, a?qve ut mala interna
;
tuberculo molari

latissimo, in margine crenato
; palpo longissimo. Maxillfe Imi jjaris dentibus qvatuor

perlongis et firmis annatse. Pedes 2di paris (non pedis Imi paris) carpo in angulo

inferiore posteriore valde producto ;
manu eheliformi. Pedes 3tii 4tiqve paris articulo 4to

subdilatato. Pedes trium parium ultimorum subseqvales."

Fam. II. Tryphanidce. Gen. I. Tryplmna.
" Truncus segmentis septem perangustis. Post-

abdomen segmentis tribus anterioribus perlatis. Caput permagnum antiee obtusum.

Pedes Imi 2diqve paris sat parvi; articulo 5to non subeheliformi. Pedes 3tii et 4ti paris

magnitudine et forma aeqvales. Pedes trium parium ultimorum gradatim magnitudine
valde decrescenles

; pedes 5ti paris pedibus 7mi paris plus duplo majores."

Div. II. Fam. III. Gammaridse. Subfam. I. Lysianassinae. Gen. II. Amhasia. "
Hypostomum

valde gibbosum, prominens. Mandibulse palpo elongato et tenui, profundius qvam
tuberculo molari parvo affixo. Maxilte Imi paris lamina interiore minima, ovata. IMaxilte

2di paris breves, non lati. Pedes maxiUares laminis exterioribus permagnis, ovatie, vix

in margine interiore nodulosis
; palpo brevi

;
articulo 4to tuberouliformi. Antennse in-

feriores articulo 3tio prselongato. Pedes Imi paris gracUes, manu subeheliformi destituti.

Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris breves ;
ramo interiore multo breviore quam exteriore.

Appendix caudalis brevis, fissa."

GeiL IV. Socames. " Labium superius praslongatum, prominens, acerrimum, cum hypostomi

apice acuto conjunctum. Mandibulse mediocriter elongataj ; palpo multo profundius qvam
tuberculo molari prominenti afBxo. Maxillse Imi paris dentibus perlatis ;

lamina interiore

prtelongata, angusta et in apice duobus setis plumosis instructa. Maxillse 2di paris laminis

angustis, elongatis. Pedes maxillares laminis exterioribus ovatis, in margine interne nodulos

parvulos gerentibus ; lamina interiore prfelongata ;
articulo palpi 2do elongato ; articulo 4to

ungviformi. Antennae breves. Pedes Imi paris breves; manu apicem versus attenuata et

haud subeheliformi. Appendix caudalis longitudine mediocri, usqve ad medium fissa."

Gen. VI. Hippomedon. Mandibular breves
;
mala exteriore angusta ;

in sinistra dente parvulo
accessorio instructs ; palpo in eadem altitudine ao tuberculo molari permagno affixo.

Maxillae Imi paris palpo in apice multis, brevibus, latis, parum serratis dentibus instnicto

lamina interiore sat brcvi, in apice duabus setis plumosis instructa. Maxillre 2di paris
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laniinis brevibus. Pedes maxillares breves, lati
; lamina exteriore ultra articulum palpi

2dum porrecta, in margine interno dentibus crebris, validis armata
; lamina interiore brevi.

Antennae elongatae ;
antennae inferiores articulo 5to multo longiore qvam 4to. Pedes Imi

paris sat elongati ; imprimis articulus 4tus ;
manu invalida, suboheliformi. Appendix

caudalis elongata, profunda fissa, ultra pedunculum pedium saltatoriorum paris ultinii

porrecta."

Gen. VII. Cyjilioearis, Liitken, n. g.
" Mandibula brevissimae ; palpo longo et latissimo, in

eadem altitudine ac tuberculo molari robusto affixo. Maxillae Imi paris palpo apicem

versus dentibus paucis sed validis et una seta prgelongata plumosa armato ; lamina interiore

elongata, et in margine interno setis multis phimosis instructa. Pedes maxillares lamina

exteriore brevissima, in margine interno dentibus paucis sed validis armata
; palpo prselongato ;

articulo Imo et 2do eadem longitudine ;
articulo 4to cylindrico, non ungviformi, seta

robusta plumosa instructo. Antennae inferiores articulo Imo ab integumentis capitis non

tecto, sed extus visibili, in incisura eorundem sito. Pedes Imi paris parvi ;
manu apicem

versus acuta, vix subcheliformi. Pedes 2di paris elongati, ungve destituti. Appendix
caudalis profunde fissa, longe ultra articulum basalem pedium saltatoriorum paris ultimi

porrecta. Segmentum trunci Imum valde gibbosum ; caput sub anulo situm, ex parte

tectum; epimerum Imum nullum, 2dum parvulum; 3tium et 4tum coalita, magna."

Gen. IX. Aristias.
" MaudibultB elongatae, angustae, in apice vero latas, sine dente accessorio ;

tuberculo molari prominenti, acuto, palpo in eadem altitudine infixo. Maxillae Imi paris

perlatae ;
in margine crebras setas plumosas gerentes ;

lamina interiore etiam brevi, ovata, in

apice crebris setis plumosis instructa ;
at palpo angusto, in apice paucis spinis instructo.

Maxillae 2di paris item laminis latissimis, in margine setis multis instructis; lamina

exteriore angustiore qvam interiore. Pedes maxillares lamina exteriore permagna, in margine

setis paucis modo armata et ferme ad finem articuli palpi 3tii porrecta ; articulo palpi 3tio

brevi et gracili ; 4to ungviformi ; lamina interiore brevisaima, triangulari, ad basin lata, et

in apice uno dente et setis pluribus plumosis armata. Antenute superiores pedunculo

elongato, angusto. Pedes Imi paris manu apicem versus angustiore. Pedes 2di paris

elongati ; manu sat angusta. Pedes saltatorii paris ultimi ramo interiore paulo breviore

qvam exteriore
;
ramo interiore in margine externo et interno serrulato, exteriore in margine

interno modo. Appendix caudalis brevissima, non ad finem peduuculi pedum saltatoriorum

ultimi paris porrecta, usqve ad basin fissa."

Gen. XI. Onidmus. "
Hypostomum prominens. Mandibulse palpo in eadem altitudine ac

tuberculo molari mediocri affixo
;
in apice dente firmo et dente accessorio angusto instructae.

Labium inferius laciniis in apice spina una armatis. Maxilla Imi paris lamina interiore

parva, ovata, in apice setas duas plumosas gerenti ; palpo in apice 5-6 spinis instructo.

Maxillae 2di paris laminis brevissimis
;
exteriore duplo fere longiore qvam interiore. Pedes

maxillares laminis exterioribus parvis, non ad finem articuli palpi 2di porrectis ;
in margine

interno nodis paucis et in apice dente una instructis. Epiraera qvatuor anteriora angusta ;

epimerum 4tum subcurvatum. Angulus inferior posticus segmenti postabdominis 3tii acutus.

Antennas plus minusve praelongatK. Antennae inferiores articulo 5 to breviore qvam 4to.

Pedes Imi paris brevissimi, robusti ;
manu qvadrangulari, in acie obliqve truncata. Pedes

saltatorii ultimi paris ramis brevibus. Appendix caudalis sat brevis, non ad finem pedunculi

pedum saltatoriorum ultimi paris porrecta."

Gen. XII. Menigrates.
" Mandibulse brevissimae

; palpo brevi, profundius qvam tuberculo

molari robusto affixo. Maxillae Imi paris lamina interiore ovata, in apice setis duabus

plumosis instructa ; palpo in apice paucas spinas gerenti. Maxillas 2di paris laminis medio.

criter elongatis. Pedes maxiUares latissimi, breves
;
lamina exteriore ultra finem articuli

palpi 2di porrecta, paucis spinis gracilibus et nodis et in apice spina una vaUda armata
;

articulis palpi brevissimis et latis
;
articulo 4to processum brevem, obtusum, tuberculiformem
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formanti. Corpxis peraltum et crassum. Antennoe sat breves. Pedes Imi paris robustissimi
;

manu vix subcheliformi. Pedes saltatorii brevissimi et crassi."

Gen. XIII. Orchomene. "Hypostomum prominens, cassiforme. MandibuL-e longpe, angustse ;

palpo profundiiis qvam tuberculo molari prominenti affixo. Maxillse Imi paris lamina

interiore praelongata, angusta, infra in apice setas duas plumosae gerenti ; palpo in apice

dentibus multis, minutis instructo. Maxillm 2di paris laminis perlongis et perangustis ;

exteriore paulo longiore et angustiore qvam interiore. Pedes maxillares lamina exteriore

ultra finem articuli palpi 2di porrecta ; articulo palpi Imo magno. Corpus sat altum.

Epimerum 5tum altius qvam latius. Angulus inferior posticus lateralis segmenti post-

abdominis 3tii noii sursum productus et curvatus. Antennae inferiores articulo pedunculi
3tio prselougato, angusto. Pedes Imi paris brevissimi, robusti ;

manu qvadrangulari,

longitudinem carpi triangularis superanti. Pedes 2di paris manu in angulo inferiore postice

produota. Appendix caudalis brevissima, in apice parum fissa, uon ad finem pedunculi

pedum saltatoriorum ultimorum porrecta."

Gen. XIV. Tryphosa.
"
Hypostomum plus minueve prominens. Mandibulae palpo gracili fere

in eadem altitudine ac tuberculo molari affixo
;
articulo palpi 3tio brevi. Maxillae Imi

paris lamina interiore ovata, in apice setas duas plumosas gerenti ; palpo in apice dentibus

nonnullis obtusis instructo. Maxillje 2di paris laminis baud valde praelongatis. Pedes

maxillares lamina exteriore lata, ovata, in margine interiore nodis multie, in apice spinis

duobuB armata, ultra finem articuli palpi 2di porrecta. Pedes Imi paris elongati.

Appendix caudalis prielongata, ultra finem articuli ultimi pedum saltatoriorum porrecta."

Genus XV. Nwmania. " Mandibulag palpo gracillimo, elongato. Maxillae Imi paris palpo

latissimo, ovato
;

lamina interiore angusta, non vero praelongata, setas duas plumosas

gerenti. Maxillae 2di paris laminis angustis, non vero longis. Pedes maxillares lamina

exteriore latissima, in margine spinis paucis gracilibus instructa
;
lamina interiore prae-

longata, angusta ; palpo multo breviore qvam lamina exteriore, triarticulato ;
articulo palpi

4to absentL Antenna3 superiores breves, non crassi. Antennae inferiores breves
; segmento

pedunculi Imo inflato et extus visibili. Pedes Imi paris manu magnopere inilata, lata,

valde subcheliformi. Pedes 2di paris elongati. Pedes saltatorii elongati. Appendix
caudalis perbrevis, lata, non fissa."

Subfam. II. Pontoporeinae. Gen. II. PrisciUa. "
Epimera anteriora qvatuor rigida, longa,

attenuata, in apice setis longis phimosis instructa. Pedes Imi et 2di paris inter se eadem

fere forma
;
manu parva, subcheliformi instructi. Pedes 3tii et 4ti paris robusti

;
articulo

ultimo serie setarum validarum instructo. Pedes 5ti et 6ti paris articulo Imo perrigido,

parum dilatato, in angulo superiore producto. Pedes 7mi paris articulo Imo valido, clipeo-

formi, dilatato
; articulo 5to in apice spinis multis, rigidis armato. Pedes saltatorii ultimi

paris ramo interiore parvulo. Appendix caudalis latissima, insinuata modo, non fissa."

Gen. III. Argissa." Antennae superiores inferioribus multo breviores. Epimerum Imum

magnum, in margine inferiore rotundatum. Epimera caetera magnitudine valde decres-

centia; epimerum 3tium parvulum, sed 4tum pergrande, clipeoforme. Pedes Imi et 2di

paris inter se eadem forma, eed infirmi; manu subcheliformi. Pedes 3tii et 4ti paris ungve
minimo. Pedes 5ti et 6ti paris articulo Imo postice sat dUatato

; ungvibus parvulis. Pedes

7mi paris articulo Imo pergrandi, clipeoformi ; ungve parvo. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris

ramis universis inter se fere eadem longitudine. Appendix caudalis elongata, usqve ad basin

fissa."

Subfam. III. Stegocephalinse. Gen. II. Amlania. " Mandibulae in apice non aut minime modo
dentatae

;
mala interiore mandibulae sinistrae item minima. Maxillaj Imi paris palpo elongato,

lato, 2articulato. Maxillae 2di paris lamina exteriore multo breviore qvam interiore et

parum modo angustiore qvam longa. Appendix caudalis Integra, minima."
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Subfam. IV. AmpliilocliinEe. Gen. II. Gltana. " MandibulEe articulo palpi 3tio breviore qvam
'2do. Maxillae Imi paris palpo uniarticulato, in apice angusto. Pedes Imi et 2di pavis

manibus angustis, vix subcheliformibus. Pedes maxillares palpis perangustis, elongatis ;

articulo 3tio in extremo margine interiore producto."

Gen. III. Astyra.
" Mandibulse in apice dilatatae et dentatae

;
tuberculo molari prominenti sod

tenui, apicem versus angustiore ;
articulo 3tio palpi breviore qvam 2do. Maxillae Imi paris

lamina interna latiore, setis multis instructa. Maxillse 2di paris lamina interna perbrevi

sed lata. Pedes maxillares lamina externa permagna, in margine interiore dentibus multis

armata; palpo brevi. Antenna3 breves
; superiores inferioribus breviores; flagello accessorio

parvo ; pedunculo brevi, sed crasso. Pedes Imi et 2di paris vix subcbeliformes. Pedes

trium parium ultimorum articulo Imo non perdilatato. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris ramo

interiore breviore qvam exteriore. Appendix caudalis brevis, in apice incisa."

Subfam. V. Phoxinae. Gen. II. Harpi7ia.
" Maxillce Imi paris palpo 2articulato. Pedes 5ti

paris articulo Imo non dilatato. Caeteroqvin ferme ut apud genus Phoxus."

Subfam. VI. Stenothoins, Gen. II. Metopa.
" Mandibulae palpo brevi, Sarticulato

; articulo

3tio fere obsoleto. Maxillae Imi paris palpo larticulato. Eeliqva cum genere Stenotboe

ferme conveniunt."

Gen. III. Cressa.
" Mandibulae palpo

'

elongato, Sarticulato. Antennae superiores inferioribus

multo crassiores et longiores. Epimera non permagna; 4tum in supremo margine postico

profunde incisum. Pedes trium parium ultimorum articulo Imo postice valde dilatato.

Reliqva cum genere Stenothoii ferme conveniunt."

Subfam. III. Syrrboince. Gen. III. Bruzelia.
" Mandibulae crassissimae, latae, pyramidales, in

apice insinuatae, non dentatae. Maxillae Imi paris palpo angusto. Corpus subdepressum ;

epimeris perrigidis, prominentibus, magnitudinis mediocris
; epimero 4to maximo. Pedes

Imi et 2di paris manu parva, subcbeliformi. Pedes 3tii et 4ti paris perangusti, elongati ;

articulo 3tio perbrevi. Pedes trium parium ultimorum elongati; articulo Imo parum
dilatato. Pedes saltatorii Imi paris ramo exteriore breviore qvam interiore; 2di paris ramo

interiore latissimo, exteriore parvo. Appendix caudalis longa, non fissa."

Subfam. VIII. PardaUscinae. Gen. II. Hullce. " Instrumenta cibaria aeqve ut apud genus

Pardalisca. Caput parvum, non inflatum ; rostrum frontale elongatum. Antennae inferiores

pedunculo praelongato, angusto. Pedes Imi et 2di paris carpo angusto; manu elongata ;

ungve gracili. Pedes trium parium ultimorum sat prajlongati."

Subfam. IX. Leucothoina;. Gen. IV. Tritropis. Antennae superiores inferioribus breviores.

Epimera parva ; Imum in angulo inferiore antico productum. Pedes Imi et 2di paris manu

sat magna, ovata ; ungve longo ; carpo brevi, in angulo inferiore postico producto. Pedes

3tii et 4ti paris perlongi, graciles ;
articulo 3tio brevi. Pedes trium parium ultimorum

gracillimi et longissimi; articulo Imo dilatato. Appendix caudalis praelongata, in apice fissa."

Subfam. X. Oedicerinae. Gen. II. Acanthostepheia.
" Pedes maxillares lamina externa parvula,

non ad medium articulum palpi 2dum porreota ;
lamina interna etiam parvula. Antennae

praelongatsB, tenues
; superiores inferioribus paulo breviores. Corpus valde carinatum

;

segmentis trunci posterioribus et segmentis postabdominis postice in processus longos et

dentiformes exeuntibus
; epimeris posterioribus valde acuminatis

; capite antice in rostrum

longissimum producto. Caeteroqvin ferme ut apud genus Q5dioeros."

Gen. IV. Halimedon. " IMandibulae in apice parum modo dentatae et crassje
; palpo prtelongato

et angusto. Pedes Imi paris carpo tam longo aut multo longiore qvam manu ovata et in

angulo inferiore postico parum dilatato. Pedes 2di paris carpo praelongato, angusto, calce

parvula praedito aut destituto ;
manu tam longa aut breviore qvam carpo."

Gen. V. Pontocrates. " Pedes Imi paris pervalidi ;
manu magna, lata ; calce carpi eadem longi-

tudine ac margine manus posteriore. Pedes 2di paris mauu prajlongata, cbeliformi
; calce

carpi praelongata aut absenti. Caeteroqvin ferme ut apud (Ediceros."
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Gen. VII. Halkreion. "Pedes maxillares lamina utraqve minima; palpo prtelongato.

Antennae elongatae ; superiores articulis pedunculi longitudine parum modo decrescentibua

et apud marem minimis
;
articuHs flagelli anterioribus maris coalitis. Pedes 7mi paris

pedibus 5ti et 6ti paris paulo, non multo, longiores. Pedes saltatorii Imi et 2di paris

postice ad apicem pedunculi ultimi paris porrecti. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris prselongati.

Cseteroqvin ferme ut apud genus Qj^diceros."

Subfam. XII. Epimerinre. Gen. I. Acanthor.one. "
Segmenta trunci et postabdominis seriebus

pluribus dentium armata. Epimera qvatuor anteriora nou permagna sed rigida, in apice

acuminata. Pedes trium parium ultimorum articulo Imo valde dilatato et spinis armato.

Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris ramis lanceolatis."

Subfam. XIII. Dexamininae. Gen. II. Lampra.
" Pedes maxillares laminis exterioribus

angustioribus, valde curvatis et modo in summo dimidio spinis paucis sed validis armatis
;

laminis iuterioribus latioribus et longioribus qvam apud genus Dexamine, spinis multis

curvatis et gracilibus armatis. Epimera minima
; epimera qvatuor anteriora 5to non altiora,

in margine inferiore armata. Pedes qvinqve parium ultimorum articulo 4to et 5to perbrevi-

bus
; ungve parvo."

Subfam. XrV. Atylinoe. Gen. II. Ponfogeneia.
" Mandibulse palpo valido

;
articulo 3tio

multo breviore qvam 2do. Maxillse Imi paris lamina interna paucis (3-6) setis plumosis

instructa. Pedes maxillares lamina externa et interna spinis (non dentibus) elongatis

instructis
; palpo brevi

;
articulo ejusdem 3tio in fine marginis exterioris producto.

Antennae superiores inferioribus paulo longiores. Pedes saltatorii Imi et 2di paris ramis

exterioribus brevioribus qvam interioribus. Pedes saltatorii 3tii paris pedunculo perbrevi,

breviore qvam appendice caudali. Appendix caudaUs duplex. Corpus leve, non carinatum
j

epimeris parvis ; epimera ito altiore qvam 5to."

Gen. III. Halirages. Mandibulae palpo elongato; articulo 3tio breviore qvam 2do. Maxillae

Imi paris lamina interiore ovata, in margine interiore setis paucis plumosis (3-6) instructa.

Pedes maxillares lamina exteriore maguitudinis mediocris, non ad finem articuli palpi 2di

porrectaet in margine interiore spinis tenuibus armata. Corpus non valde compressum ;

dorso rotundato, non carinato
; segmentis trunoi ultimis et postabdominis anterioribus

plerumqve in medio margine posteriore in denies retroversos desinentibus
; epimeris magni-

tudinis mediocris vel parvis. Antenna pedunculis brevibus sed flagellis prajlongatis,

multiarticulatis ; superiores inferioribus multo breviores. Pedes Imi et 2di paris elongati,

angusti ;
manibus parvis. Pedes saltatorii Imi 2diqve paris ramis exterioribus brevioribus

qvam interioribus
; pedes saltatorii ultimi paris pedunculo longiore qvam appendice caudali.

Appendix caudalis parva et Integra."

Gen. VI. Gleippides.
" MandibuliB articulo palpi 3tio perlato et brevi. IMaxill» Imi paris

lamina interiore elongata, in margine interiore setis midtis plumosis instructa. Pedes

masLUares lamina exteriore spinis elongatis plumosis armata; palpis brevibus, latis. Epimera

qvatuor anteriora parva. Antennae flagellis elongatis, multiarticulatis ; superiores inferi-

oribus longiores. Pedes Imi et 2di paris manu parva. Pedes trium parium ultimorum

articulo Imo non multo dilatato. Pedes saltatorii ultimi piaris pedunculo elongato. Ap-

pendix caudalis Integra."

Gen. VII. Laothocis.
" MandibuliB articulo palpi 3tio perlato, dimidiam longitudinem articuli

2di ferme seqvanti. Maxillas Imi paris lamina interna parva, ovali, in margine setis p]umo.sis

paucis instructa
; palpo uniarticulato, parvo. Maxillae 2di paris laminis angustis. Pedes

maxillares lamina interna longitudinis mediocris, in apice dentibus tribus armata; lamina

externa permagna, in margine interiore dentibus multis, parvis sed firmis, apicem versus

paulo majoribus, armata
; palpo parvo, parum modo longiore qvam lamina e.\terna

;
articulo

palpi ultimo ungviformi Corpus elongatum, angustum, non carinatum
; capita inllato

;

epimeris parvis ; epimero 4to altiore sed breviore qvam 5to Antenna pedunculis brevibus
;
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flagollis praelongatis, multiarticiilatis
; superiores inferioribus longiores. Pedes Imi 2Jiqve

paris graciles, longitudine et forma fere aeqvales. Appendix caudalis Integra."

Subfam. XV. Gammarinse. Gen. X. Melphidippa.
" Mandibula palpo brevi atqve perangusto ;

articulo palpi 3tio breviore qvam 2do. Maxillae Imi paris lamina interiore sat lata, non

vero longa, in margins interiore setis compluribus plumosis instructa. Pedes maxillares

palpis angustis, elongatis ;
lamina exteriore brevi, lata, in margine interiors dentibus paucis,

parvis armata. Corpus elongatum, masime postabdomen. Segmenta postabdominis in

margine posteriore dentibus majoribus aut minoribus armata. Epimera sat parvula.

Antennae elongatse, graciles ; superiores et inferiores longitudine fere seqvales. Pedes

angusti, elongati ; pedes Imi et 2di paris manu subcheliforrai, parva ; pedes trium parium
ultimorum articulo Imo parum modo dilatato. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris ultra finem

eorundem Imi et 2di paris longe producti. Appendix caudalis elongata, plus minusve

fissa."

Subfam. XVI. Ampeliscinfe. Gen. IIL Byhlis.
" Oculi qvatuor. Mandibulse articulo palpi

3tio multo breviore qvam articulo 2do angusto. Pedes maxillares articulo palpi 3tio vix

dilatato. Epimera minora qvam ajjud genera praecedentia [Ampelisca and Haploops].

Antennae inferiores articulo pedunculi Imo et 2do extus visibUibus, in incisura capitis sitis.

Pedes 7mi paris articulo Imo deorsum et postice perdilatato ;
articulo 3tio brevi

;
articulo

4lo et 5to elongatis. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris perbreves. Appendix caudalis brevis,

lata, parum fissa."

Subfam. XVII. Leptocbeirinae. Gen. II. Goesia. "
Corpus subdepressum ; epimeris non altis

;

epimero 2do minore qvam apud genus Leptocheirus. Antennse superiores flagello accessorio

fere obsolete. Pedes 2di paris iisdem Imi paris vaUdiores, sed non multo longiores, in

margine anteriore setis longis plumosis instruct!
;
manu magna, subcheliformi

; carpo non

prselongato. Cseteroqvin ferme ut apud genus Leptocbeirus."

Subfam. XVIII. Photinre. Gen. III. Xenodea. " Antenna; superiores articulo pedunculi 3tio

elongato ; flagello accessorio absenti. Pedes Imi paris carpo elongato. Pedes 3tii et 4ti

paris articulo 1 mo latissimo. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris biramei
;
ramis invicem longi-

tudine fere feqvalibus. Appendix caudalis in apice insinuata."

Subfam. XXI. Podocerinse. Gen. II. Janassa. " Mandibulfe palpo perlato, non vero longo ;

articulo palpi 3tio obovato. Antennae robustae, setis densis instructae ; superiores flagello

perbrevi, ex articulis paucis (3) constanti ;
articulo ejusdem Imo perlongo ; flagello

accessorio fere obsoleto. Antennte inferiores superioribus multo longiores et crassiores
;

flagello ex articulis paucis constanti; articulo ejusdem Imo permagno, praelongato.

Corpus subdepressum ; epimeris parvis. Keliqva cum genere Podocerus ferme con-

veniunt.
"

Fam. IV. Dulichidae. Gen. II. ParadulicMa. " Antennfe multo breviores qvam apud genus

Dulicbia. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris 1 ramosi
;
ramo niinimo. Eeliqva cum genere prs-

cedenti conveniunt."

Gen. rV. Xenodke. " Pedes maxillares 2di paris lamina interiore magnitudinis mediocris, in

margine interiore setis pluribus (7) instructa. Antennae superiores et inferiores longitudine

fere aeqvales ; flagellis multiarticulatis sed multo brevioribus qvam pedunculo. Antennas

superiores flagello accessorio instructfe. Pedes Imi 2diqve paris magnitudine et forma fere

aeqvales ;
manu parva, subcbeliformi. Pedes 3tii ct 4ti paris ejusdem magnitudinis,

elongati. Pedes trium parium posteriorum longitudine gradatim crescentes, filiformes.

Pedes saltatorii Imi 2diqve paris elongati, biramei."

Fam. V. Caprellidffi. Subfam. II. CyamiuEe. Gen. I. Plafi/ci/ainus (Liitken),
"
distinguitur a

Cyaviis propriis annulo primo corporis a capite sejunctb, pedibusqve primi paris pedes secundi

paris fere aeqvantibus bisceque antepositis."

It may be proper to observe tbat tbe generic characters above quoted are more or less dependent
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on the cliaracters of the families and subfamilies, which Eoeck describes at great length.

Occasionally there are discrepancies between the one set of characters and the other, wliich

is excusable in so comprehensive a work. For instance, the character of P/afi/cyamus does

not suit the words "
segniento trunci Imo cum capite coalito

" included in the definition of

the family Caprellidee. Several of the subfamilies have been by some accident wrongly
numbered in the original.

1870. Brady, George Stewardson.

On the Crustacean Fauna of the Salt-marshes of Northumberland and Durham.

Nat. Hist. Trans, of Northumberland and Durham, Vol. III., pp. 120-136. PI.

IV. V. London, 1870.

Mr. Brady says,
" The higher orders of Crustacea are almost always represented in salt-marsh

pools by Careinus mxnas, Palannon varians, Crangon vulgaris, Mysis vulgaris, Gammarus

locusta, Gorophium longicorne, and Spheeroma rugkauda; in Hylton Dene I met also

with Orchestia Uttarea, and at Seatou Sluice with Oniscics asellus." In the " debateable

ground" between fresh and brackish water at Hylton Dene he found Coropliium longicorne

along with Palsumon varians and Mysis vulgaris,

1870. DoHRN, Anton.

Die Ueberreste des Zoea-Stadiums in der ontogenetisehen Entwickelung der

verschiedenen Crustaceen-Familien. Jenaische Zeitschrift fiir Medicin und Natur-

wissenschaften. Bd. V. pp. 471-491.

"He regards the dorsal spine as a very essential character of Zoea, and thinks that the dorsal

accumulations of cells in the embryos of some Isopods and Amphipods, the so-called

micropyle-apparatus in the Amphipods, the dorsal sucker of the larvae of Limnadia and the

Cladocera, the frontal fixing apparatus of Caligus and Ghdlimus, and the peduncle of the

Cirripeds are to be regarded as transformations of the dorsal sjsine of Zoea" (Dr. von

^lartens in Zoological Kecord for 1870).

1870. Iarzynsky, Th.

Praemissus catalogus Crustaceorum amphipodum, inventorum in mari albo et in

mari glaciali ad litus murmanicum anno 1869 et 1870. S. Petersburg, L. Uni-

versitat. Zool. Museum. Tome i. Pt. ii. pp. 315-316. St. Petersburg, 1870.

In all, fifty-two species are named in this catalogue, but, as usual in such lists, some deduction

must be made from the total, on the score of synonyms entered as separate species.

Notice is given, without any description, oi Montagua variegata, n. sp.,
"
Lysianassa Goesi,"

n. sp.,
"
Ampelisca Koreiii," n. sp.,

" Oediceros Brandtii," n. sp., Uruios, n. gen., Uruios

viridis, n.
.sp., with the remarks "

similis Gammaro longicaudas Brandt (mari Ochotico).

Hab. mari glaciali ad litus murmanicum (ad insulas Gavrilienses)," and " Duliclda

Malmgreni," n. sp.

It is not easy to see what object is served by publishing names of undescribed species and

genera, which neither convey any information of importance, nor can reasonably establish

any claim to priority of discovery.
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1870. Malm, August Wilhelm, born 1821, died March 4, 1882 (Hj. Theel).

Om tvS, for vetenskapen nya Amfipod-species fr^n Bohuslan, af hvilka det ena

ar typ for ett nytt genus inom Pontoporeinernas grupp. Ofversigt af Kongl.

Vetenskaps Forhandlingar, 1870. No: 6. Stockholm, pp. 543-548. Tafl. v.

This short paper describes a new genus, BoecMa, which is said to come close to Pontoporeia,

Kroyer; BuecMa typica, n. sp., in which the second gnathopod has a very long wrist and a

very short hand, with the side-plate covering tliat of the first gnathopod and exceeding in

size each of those that follow it. There is further a description of " Pardalisca BoecMi," n.

sp., and figures of both species.

The new genus BoecMa is thus described :—" Epimera primi paris ab iis secundi paris occulta,

hiEC omnium maxima. Carpus pedum secundi paris vakle elongatus ;
manus perbrevis,

vix prehensilis. Pedes qiitnti, sexti, septimi paris longitudine sensim accrescentes
;

articulus primus paris septimi parum dilatatus. Pedes saltatorii perbreves, aculeis validis

armati. Appendix caudalis perbrevis, postice leviter emarginata, non vero fissa. Lamina

interior maxilte primi paris elongata, perparum lata, extremitate setis nonnullis praedita.

Pedes maxillares elongati ;
lamina exterior angusta, margiue interiore dentibus elongatis

instructo
;

articuli palpi graciles." The genus is named in honour of Axel Eoeck, who
mentions Pardalisra Boecldi both in 1870 and in his later work, but in neither takes any
notice of the genus Boeclda. Yet the description which Boeck himself gives of

Leptoclieirus pilosus, Zaddach, tallies so completely with Malm's figures of BoecMa typica,

as to leave no doubt that they refer to the same species. Since, however, Malm's name is

not included in Boeck's list of authors, and his name only, without the title of his work, is

cited as authority for Pardalisca BoecMi, it is possible or even probable that the work

itself for some reason never came into Boeck's hands.

1870. Martens, Eduakd von.

Crustacea. The Kecord of Zoological Literature. 1869. Volume Sixth.

London, mdccclxx. pp. 598-623.

1871. Cunningham, Robert Oliver, born March 27, 1841 (R. 0. C).

Notes on the Reptiles, Amphibia, Fishes, Mollusca, and Crustacea obtained

during the Voyage ofH.M.S.
" Nassau" in the years 1866-69 (Plates LVIIL, LIX.).

Read June 16th, 1870. The Transactions of the Linnean Society of London. Vol.

XXVIL London, mdccclxxl pp. 465-502.

Under Amphipoda, page 497, he mentions the following species :
—" 61 . OirJtestoidea tuherculata,

Nic. Common on the sandy beach of San Carlos de Ancud, Chiloe." "62. AUorchestes

p)atagonicus, n. sp. (PI. LIX. fig. 14). A single specimen of an AUorchestes, apparently

undescribed, was taken by me in a freshwater stream in the neighbourhood of the Chilian

settlement of Punta Arenas (Sandy Point) in the Strait of Magellan. Unfortunately it is

considerably injured ;
so I abstain from describing it, and content myself with bestowing

upon it the above provisional name." It may be presumed that this is some species of

Hyalella. The figure appears to give nine pera'on-segments with ten side-plates attached to

them. "
63. Atylus 1 Batei, n. sp. (PL LIX. fig. 9). Cephalon not produced into a rostrum.

Eyes oblique. A mesial dorsal carina. Last segment of pereion, and first four of pleon,

produced into dentiform processes."
" A single specimen from Possession Bay, Strait of
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IMagellan." In tho figure tbo last segment of the person, the first two and the fourth of the

pleon, are produced into dentiform processes. It is likely enough that it is identical with,

or at most a variety of the species next mentioned. " 64. Afi/7vs Huxleyamis, Bate.

Taken in tho Strait of Magellan."
" 65. Tliemisto antarctica, Dana. Taken in numhers

in the towing-net between the river Plate and the Strait of Magellan, during a calm which

succeeded a violent gale, in November 1867." " 66. Jpliimedia Normani, n. sp. (PI. LIX.

fig. 7). Cophalou produced into a sharp-pointed rostrum. First three segments of pleon

having a sharp-pointed tooth on each lateral margin. Eyes subreniform. Superior and

inferior antennse of nearly equal length. Colour purplish. Length 4 lines. One specimen
of this species, named in honour of the Eev. A. IM. Norman, was dredged ofi' Elizabeth

Island in February 1867." The figure shows a perseon of six segments with only five side-

plates ! Neither figure nor description is adequate for the determination of a species.

"67. Caprella dilafafa, Dana. Taken in numbers on the screw of H.M.S. 'Nassau' in

August 1867," Dana's species is considered by Mayer to be the same as Caprella acutifrons,

Latreille.

1871. Brandt, Alexander,

Ueber die Haut der nordischen Seekuli (Rhytina horealis IHig.). Memoires do

I'Academie imperiale des sciences de St. Petersbourg. Ser. vii. t. xvii. No. 7.

1871. pp. 17-23, fig. 17-19.

Dr. Brandt supposes a piece of whale-skin beset with Cyami which he found in the St. Peters-

burg Museum to be the skin of the extinct Rhytiiia horealis bearing the parasite for which

J. F. Brandt proposed the genus Sirenocyamus. He notices the great similarity between

the specimens thus found and Cyamus ovalis, Koussel de Vauzeme, and Liitken subse-

quently came to the conclusion that the supposed
"
Cyamus Rhytinx

" was actually Cyamus

ovalis, attached to the skin, not of Rhytina horealis, but of Balxna japonica.

1871. BucHHOLz, Rudolph.

Erlebnisse der Mannscbaft des SchifFes Hansa. Konigsberg, 1871.

" Gammarus arcficus and Tliemisto horealis occur in large swarms in the Arctic Sea, and form

the jjrincipal food of many marine animals, probably also of the Eight Whale." pp. 3-5.

1871. BuTSCHLi, Otto.

Vorlaufige MittheiliTUg iiber Bau und Entwickelung der Sameufaden bei

Insecten und Crustaeeen. Zeitscbrift fiir wissenschaftlicbe Zoologie. Tom. XXI.

1871. pp. 402-415. Nabere Mittbeilung iiber die Entwicklung und den Bau der

Samenfaden der Insecten. Tom. cit., pp. 526-534, pis. 40, 41.

The spermatoids of Gammarus pulex described ou pp. 415, 533, pi. 40, fig. 7.

1871. Glaus, C.

Untersucbungen iiber den Bau und die Verwandscbaft der Hypcriden. Nacb-

ricbten von der K. Gesellscbaft der Wissenscbaften und der Georg-Augusts-

Universitat aus dem Jabre 1871. pp. 149-157. Gottingen, 1871.

This paper describes the discovery of an organ of hearing in the Oxycejshalidre, and many other

details of great interest; alludes to Phronima clomjata undev the new name Plironimella
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elongata; brings Oxycephalus oceanicus, Guerin, as a male not fully developed, mider

Oxyceplialus jdscator, Edw.
; assigns Elwbbdosonia whitei, Sp. Bate, as the male form, to

Rhahdosoma armatum, Edw.; describes Oxyceijlidliis tenuirostris, u. sp.; Simorlujnchus,

n. g. ; Simorhynclms antennarius, n. sp. ; Schnehagenia, n. g., afterwards recognised as

= Tliamyris, Sp. Bate ; Schnehagenia rapax, n, sp. ;
and in conclusion remarks that the

genus Synojna, Dana, belongs not to the Oxycephalida, but to the Gammaridae.

For the descri^jtions of the genera, etc., see Notes on Glaus, 1879.

1871. Cope, Edward Drinker, born July 28, 1840 (S. I. Smith).

Life in the Wyandotte Cave. The Aunals and Magazine of Natural History.

No. 47, for November 1871. Vol. VIII. Fourth Series. Loudon, 1871. pp.

368-370.

This account, borrowed from "
Indianapolis Journal, Sept. 5, 1871," refers to a Gammaroid

Crustacean, not found in the Wyandotte Cave, but in the waters of the Mammoth Cave.

Cope afterwards called it Stygobromus vitreus. See Note on Cope, 1872.

1871. Darwin, Chajiles, born February 11, 1809, died April 19, 1882.

The Descent of Man, and Selection in relation to sex. Second edition. 1885.

(First Edition, 1871.)

Remarks bearing on the Amphipodaare made in "
Chapter VIII. Principles of Sexual Selection,"

and "
Chapter IX. Secondary Sexual Characters in the Lower Classes of the Animal

Kingdom." See pages 209, 233, 237, and especially 265-271, in which Fritz Midler's
" Facts and Arguments for Darwin "

are utilized, together with information received from

Mr. Spence Bate.

On page 485, note 39, these observations are made, "Fritz MiiUer has shewn ('Facts and

Arguments for Darwin,' Eng. Trans. 1869, p. 79) that the males of several Amphipod
Crustaceans become sexually mature whilst young ;

and I infer that this is a case of

premature breeding, because they have not as yet acquired their fully developed claspers.

All such facts are highly interesting, as bearing on one means by which species may
undergo great modiKcations of character."

On page 568 Darwin says,
" an ear to be capable of discriminating noises—and the hi"h

importance of this power to all animals is admitted by every one—must be sensitive to

musical notes. We have evidence of this capacity even low down in the animal scale
; thus

Crustaceans are provided with auditory hairs of dififerent lengths, which have been seen to

vibrate when the proper musical notes are struck. (Helmholtz, Theorie Phys. de la

Musique, 1868, p. 187)."

1871. DoHRN, Anton.

Geschichte des Krebstammes, nach embryologischen, anatomischcn und palseon-

tologischen Quellen. Jenaische Zeitsehrift fiir Medicin und Naturwissenschaften

Bd. VI. pp. 95-156.

An account of this paper is given in the Zoological Record for 1870, by Dr. von Martens.
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1871. Grube, a. Ed.

Mittlieilungen iiber St Malo imd Roscoff, unci der dortigen Meeres-, besonders

Annelidcnfauna. Ablidl. d. Schles. Ges. f. vateii. Cultur, (1870-72), 1872.

According to Dr. von Martens, in the Zool. Record for 1871, he enumerates sixty-two species of

Crustacea, observed in the neighbourhood mentioned, and describes " Urothoe mariniis,"

Sp. Bate, p. 55, pi. iL fig. 4.

1871. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1870 ; being volume seventh of the

Eecord of Zoological literature. London, m.dccc.lxxi. pp. 188-206.

1871. Metzger, Ad.

Die wirbellosen Meeresthiere der ostfriesischen Kiiste. Jahresbericht der natur-

forschenden Gesellschaft zu Hannover. No. XX. for 1869-70. pp. 31-33.

Abstract, Archiv f d. gesammt. Naturwiss. xxxvi. Bd., 1870, pp. 523-526.

According to Dr. von Martens, in the Zool. Record for 1870, he gives a list of Crustacea

observed hitherto on the coast of East Friesland (between the mouths of the rivers Ems and

Jahde), containing nineteen Amphipoda, including two Lsemodipoda. He describes
"
Orchestia, sp., from the strand of East Friesland, allied to A. [O.] mediterranea, and

supposed to be perhaps a second male form of 0. littorea, Leach." "
Bathyporeia, sp.,

dredged and found in the stomach of haddocks," is shortly indicated
;
so also,

"
Podocerua,

sp., frequent between Sertularije in the Estuaries." The number was not obtainable at the

British Museum Library.

1871. Metzger, Ad.

Die wirbellosen Meeresthiere der ostfriesischen Kiiste. Zweiter Beitraw. Ergeb-

nisse der im Sommer 1871 unternommenen Excursionen. Einundzwanzigster
Jahresbericht der Naturhistorischen Gesellschaft zu Hannover, von Michaelis 1870

bis clahin 1871. Hannover, 1871.

The Amphipoda are referred to on pages 28-32. Atylus falcatus, n. s., is thus described :
—

"
? . Carina segmenti j)ostabdominis 4ti dentes duos, anteriorem minorem quam posteriorem,

formans. Oculi ovales nigri. Rostrum frontale parvum, subrectum. Antennse inferiores

superioribus longiores, longitudiuem animalis dimidiam fere asquantes, articulo quinto

longiore quam quarto.
" Pedes 2di paris longiores et parum angustiores quam Imi paris, manu ferme eadem longitudine

ac carpo.
" Pedes 3tii paris articulo quarto perbrevi, multo breviore quam quinto ; articulo utroque con-

junctis longitudiuem tertii vix aequantibus ; articulo quinto subcurvato, in margins interiore

basin versus spinis validis et obtusis armato
; ungue pervalido, incurvato (falcato).

" Pedes 4ti paris articulo quarto perbrevi, articulis quarto et quinto conjunctis multo brevioribus

quam tertio
• articulo quinto subrecto, ungue parvo.

" Pedes 5, 6 et 7mi paris articulo quarto eadem ferme longitudine ac tertio, longitudiuem quinti

multo superanti.
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"
Appendix caudalis duplo longiov quam ad basin lata, fere usque ad radicem fissa

;
lacinia utraque

in apice spinis singulis armata.

"
Longitude animalis 10 mm."

It can be recognised at the first glance, Metzger says, by the great sickle-sliaped finger of the

first peraeopod. The upper antennee are somewhat shorter than the lower. The hinder

edges of the three first pleon-segments are slightly crenulate, their lower angles are almost

rectangular, and only a little drawn out posteriorly. (The species described under the name

Atylus uneinahis by G. 0. Sars, in 1882, seems to be identical with Metzger's Atylus

falcatus. It must, I should think, belong to the genus Tritmta, Boeck, but, as unfortun-

ately neither description takes note of the mandibles, tlie generic position is left a little

uncertain.)

The male of Bathyporeia pilosa, Lindstrom {Bathyporeia pelagka, Bate) is not rare, he says,
" im flaohen Wasser am Straude der Inseln und selbst im Wattenmeere (Osterems, Memmerts-

balge)," but with the female he has never happened to meet. (On British coasts, in the sand,

uncovered by the fide, I may notice that the female is far more frequent than the male.)

He confirms the supposition that "
Megamoera Alderi," Bate, is the female of Melita proxima.

Bate.

Nxnia excavata, Bate, is found along with Nxnia rimapalmata. Bate, the latter the more rare.

Siphonoecetes cuspidatus, n. s., is thus described:—" Eostrum frontale gracile, aculeiforme, paulo

longius quam anguli laterales capitis, oculos gerentes. AntenniB inferiores longitudine

animalis parum modo breviores.

" Pedes Imi paris manu vix longiore quam carpo oblongo.
" Pedes 2di paris manu multo longiore quam carjjo triangulari.
" Pedes 3 et 4ti paris articulo tertio paulo longiore quam lato ; ungue longitudinem articuli

quarti et quinti junctorum .'equanti.
' " Eamus exterior pedum saltatorius. Imi paris in margine exteriore spinis brevibus circiter 8

instructus, in margine interiore inermis ; ramus interior in margine exteriore spinis 3

armatus, in margine interiore minutissime denticulatus.

" Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris ramo parvo rotundato, eadem fere latitudine ac longitudine.

"Appendix caudalis spatiis binis scabridis instructa. Longitudo animalis 6 mm.

In further description he says, among other things,
" das erste Fusspaar zeigt einen ovalen, am

Ende abgestutzten Carpus, dessen innere Vorderecke mit einem liingern Dorn versehen ist
;

die Hand ist kaum so lang wie der Carpus, und der schriige Palmarrand mit zwei grosseren

Domen bewafi'net, zwischen welchen der an der Innenseite sagezahnige Finger einschlagt.

Das zweite Fusspaar ist etwas kraftiger als das erste, der dreieckigo Carpus kiirzer als die

Hand und an dem nach innen gerichteten Winkel mit einem kurzen aber kriiftigen Dorn

endend." At the first glance Metzger took it for a species of Corophium.

1871. Sars, G. 0.

Beskrivelse af de paa Fregatten Josephines expedition funde Cumaceer. K.

Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademieus Haudlingar. IX. no. 13. 1871.

" G. O. Sars states that in several genera of Crustacea there are two sorts of males, one nearly

resembling, the other very different from, the females
;
the former is much more common

and may be found all the year round, the other only in one season ;
the latter may be the

fully developed and the former the incomplete stage of the male. This has been observed

in DiastyUs, Pontuporia, Apseudes, and Philomedes, and exists therefore in very difierent

orders." (Dr. von Martens in Zool. Kocord for 1872.)

Compare Note on Faxon, 1884, and Note on Chilton, 1885.
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1871. Smith, Sidney Irving, born February 18, 1843 (S. I. S.).

Dredging in Lake Superior under the direction of the U. S. Lake Survey.

pp. 373-374. Number XI.

Notice of the Invertebrata di'edged in Lake Superior in 1871, hy the U.S.

Lake Survey, under the direction of Gen. C. B. Comstock, S. /. Smith, naturalist,

by S. I. Smith and A. E. Veerill. pp. 448-454. Number XII. The American

Journal of Science and Arts. New Haven, 1871.

Along with Mysis relida, Loven, Pmitoporeia affinis, Lindstrcim,
" was found at every haul from

the shallowest to the deepest." Cranrjonyx gracilis. Smith, n. s., was also taken, and is

here described, with the remark that " the incubatory lameUte of the female are very large,

projecting much beyond the coxae of the anterior legs, as in C. remrvutus, Gruhe, which

our species much resembles in the form of the antennulse, antennae, gnathopoda, etc., while

it difEers much in the ultimate pleopoda and in the form of the telson." Garnmarus

lacustris, Smith, n. s., length 15 to 20 mm., is also here described. It was afterwards

named Garnmarus limnxios.

1871. Tkoschel, Feanz Hermann, born October 10, 1810, died November 6, 1882

(P. Bertkau).

Handbuch der Zoologie. 7th Ed. 1871.

Mayer notices the inaccurate supposition, page 515, that the pleon is entirely wanting in the

Caprellidse.

1871. Woodward, Henry, born November 24, 1832 (H. W.).

On Necrogammarus Salweyi (H. Woodward) an Amphipodous Crustacean from

the Lower Ludlow of Leintwardine. (February 23, 1871.) Transactions of the

Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club. 1870. Hereford, mdccclxxi. pp. 271, 272,

and Plate.

It is explained that the Crustacean fragment, on which this new genus and species were founded
" was noticed and figured in Messrs. Huxley and Salter's important work on the Eurypteridje

(Memoirs of the Geological Survey, Monograph I., 1859, p. 25, pi. XIIL, Fig. 7). Professor

Huxley observes,
' The fossil figured is evidently Crustacean, but it exhibits no character by

which it can be identified as a part of a Pter-ygotus.' (See Fossil Sketches, No. 11, Fig. 2)."
"

It presents us with the side-view or profile, of what appear to be three laterally-compressed and

thin-crusted somites or body-rings." The feet "are articulated along the border "of the

somites. From the dorsal line to the border these somites are said to measure between 1|
and 2\ inches, while from front to back they measure 10 or 11 lines.

"The third segment (c) is 10 lines broad and measures 2 inches from the dorsal line to the

sharply-pointed epimeral border
;
from the posterior side of this the limb (c .3)

is given off

of which six joints are visible, the first or basal joint not being seen. Joint (2) is broadly

rounded, joint (3) is narrower and more elongated ; joint (4) is hollowed out to receive

joint (5) which is larger but similar in form to (4) and also to joint (6) which is, however,
the smallest of the three

[;] joints 4, 5, and 6 have each their distal borders sharply pointed.

The 7th and terminal joint is a simple claw, not chelate. The total length of this entire

appendage is 2 inches."

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 18S7.) Xxx 52
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It is referred
" to the order Amphipoda—Normalia and to the division. Ganvmaridx among some

of the natatorial forms of which occur limbs not unlike the fossil before us." It is therefore

named "
Necrogammarus Salweyi, after its discoverer." What forms among the Gammaridse

are here intended it is not easy to guess. The appendage as figured is more suggestive of

an antenna or limb of an Isopod than of any form with which I am acquainted among the

limbs of the Gammaridae or any other division of the Amphipoda Gammarina. The

combination of a transverse first "(2)" joint with a second "(3)," of great relative size,

articulated to the middle of it, is, I should say, quite unknown in the group, and almost

impossible as an ancestral character.

1872. BoECK, Axel.

Bidrag til Californiens Ampliipodefauna. Sserskilt Aftryk af Forliandlinger i

Videnskabs-Selskabet i Christiania Aar 1871. Cliristiania 1872. pp. 32-51.

The species described are Caprella caUfornica, StimTpson = 1 1 Caprella linearis, see Mayer,

Caprelliden, p. 79; Caprella verrucosa, A. Boeck = 1 CapreZ?a acanthi/era, Leach, juv.,

see Mayer, Capr., p. 82
;
Erichthonius rapax, Stimpson, which Boeck transfers (erroneously)

to the genus Cerapus; Podocerus californicus, A. Boeck
;

"
Amphithoe Stimpsoni," A. Boeck

;

"
Paramphithoii Bairdi," A. Boeck, and "

Metopa EsmarJa," A. Boeck. An explicatio tabulae

concludes the paper, but unfortunately the plate to which the explanation refers never

appeared. The report of the Society's meetings during 1871 states, under March 10th,

p. 532, that " A. Boeck indleverede Tegninger af 6 nye Arter Amphipoder, som Esmark

havde sendt ham fra CaHfornien, og fremsatte nogle Bemerkninger om Amphipodernes
Udbredelse og Udseende i de forskjellige Egne af Jorden." If the drawings are still in

existence, it is very desirable that they should be published.

1872. Boeck, Axel.

De Skandinaviske og Arktiske Amphijioder, beskrevne af Axel Boeck. Forste

Hefte. (Med 7 Kobberstukne Tavler.) Cliristiania, 1872. pp. 1-160.

This, and the succeeding volume published in 1876, constitute a work of vast labour and

research, of foremost importance to the student of the Amphipoda. The introductory part

contains, first, a general account of the bodily structure in this group, dealing chiefly with

the mouth-organs, on which Axel Boeck laid special sytematic weight ; secondly, an

alphabetical list of nearly three hundred authors with the titles of their works relating to

the Amphipoda, down to the year 1870 ; and thirdly, a chronological review of the

development of this branch of natural history from Aristotle down to the year 1855. It

winds up with an article on the geographical distribution of the Amphipoda, and an account

of various systems, including the author's own, which have been proposed for the

classification of this group.

It is to be regretted that this ingenious author should have in some cases thought it necessary to

ground generic distinctions on very minute differences
;
and it sometimes detracts from the

pleasure and facility of consulting his accurate plates, that many of the figures are

exceedingly small, and that not unfrequently the parts of animals in diflerent genera are

represented in embarrassing confusion on the same plate. Most of all it is to be regretted

that by his early death this author was prevented, not only from putting the last touches

and corrections to his almost completed work, but from further pursuing a study in which

there is so much still to be done, and in which he was so eminent a master.
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To the following Table, drawn from Boeck's work, I have only added, for facility of reference,

the numbers of the pages on which the several groups are described ;
—

Divisioner.

AmpMpoda
Hyperina, p. 76.

AmpMpoda
Gammarina, p. 94.

AmpTiipoda
Caprellina, p. 668.

{

Familier.

Hyperidae, p. 77.

Tryphanidas, p. 90.

Prostomatidfe, p. 95.

Orchestidse, p. 99.

Gammaridae, p. 111.

Underfamilier.

Leucothoidse, p. 418.

Ampeliscaidfe, p. 516.

Photidae, p. 546.

Podoceridae, p. 586.

{

Lysianassinse, p. 112.

Pontoporinse, p. 194.

Phoxina;, p. 212.

CEdicerinae, p. 254.

Epimerinffi, p. 227.

Dexaminai, p. 310.

Atylinse, p. 320.

Gammarinse, p. 362.

Stegocephalinfe, p. 419.

Amphilochinae, p. 430.

Stenothoinae, p. 445.

Syrrhointe, p. 470.

Pardaliscinae, p. 480.

Leucothoiuae, p. 494.

Iphimedina, p. 235.

i LeptocheirinEe, p. 546.

J Photinse, p. 552.

( Microdeutopinae, p. 563.

{

Corophidae, p. 619. <

Cheluridae, p. 645.

Dulichidie, p. 649.

Caprellidfe, p. 669.

Cyamidae, p. 703.

Amphithoinae, p. 586.

Podocerinfe, p. 598.

Corophinae, p. 621.

Helainae, p. 642.

There are no new species described in this volume, but the descriptions of those already known
and the attendant observations are of the highest value.

Of the family Prostomatidae he gives the following definition :
—" Instrumenta cibaria valde

prominentia et conjuncta processum 3 fissum, tubiformem formantia. Labium superius

praslongatum, angustum. Mandibulae styliformes, acutae, palpis longis triarticulatis

instructae. MaxLUas angustae, elongatae, in apice acuminata. Pedes maxillares laminis

interioribus angustis, exterioribus brevibus et latioribus; articulo palpi 4to longo, non

ungviformi. Corpus compressum, latum
; epimeris latis. Antennse superiores breves,

flagellis accessoriis instructae. Pedes Imi paris manu pervahda subcheliformi. Pedes

2di paris elongati, angusti; manu subcheliformi, parva. Pedes saltatorii biramei
; ramis

latis. Appendix caudalis parvula."
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The genus TriscMzostoma is thus defined :
— "

Caput antics in rostrum frontale crassum, latum,

in apice rotundatum, productum. Antenure inferiores artioulo 4to longitudinem 5ti super-

anti. Pedes Imi paris manu permagna, inflata, ovata
; ungve non in angulo inferiore

anteriore, ut solito, sed in angulo inferiore posteriore inarticulato, antice verso. Pedes 4ti

paris articulo 3tio valde dilatato et latiore quam pedum 3tu paris. Epimerum Imum

parvum. Epimerum 2dum deorsum valde dUatatum, Imum partim tegens. Oculi

permagni. Appendix caudalis lata." In regard to this genus see Note on Costa, 1853.

1872. Brandt, Alexander.

Bericht iiber die Cyamiden des zoologischen Museums der Kaiserlichen

Akademie der Wissenschaften zu St Petersburg.
"

., ^.^ 1872. Melanges Bio-° 4 Jum °

logiques tires du Bulletin de I'Academie imperiale des sciences de St.-Petersbourg.

Tome VIII. pp. 673-702. (Aus dem Bulletin, T. XVIII, pp. 113-133. Oct.

1872.)

A new species,
"
Cyamus Kessleri," is figured and described, with the following diagnosis,

"
Corpus maris pyriforme, feminse ohverso-pyriforme vel rhomboideum. Maris primi

paris manus dente armatae, feminae fere edentulae. In utroque sexu manus secundi paris

duobus dentibus munitse, quorum basalis multo major. Branchia simplicia, elongata,

longitudine coi-pus fere aequantia. In mare appendicum branchialium sex paria insequalia.

Habitat in sinu Metschigmensi Maris Beringii, in Balsnis." Liitken considers that the

accessory branohise on tlie third and fourth segments are double, not triple, and that Brandt

has confused with these appendages the postero-lateral angles of the segment which form a

process bent downwards and forwards.

Cyamus ovalis, Roussel de Vauzeme, is recognised as including
"
Cijamus Ehijtinx (?)" which

in 1871 Brandt supposed that he had re-discovered, though with notice of its great

resemblance to Cyamus ovalis.

The name Cyamus ceti, auctorum, is upheld for Onisciis ceti, Lin., against the proposal of

Liitken to institute the designation Cyamiis mysticeti. For Cyamus ceti, Sp. Bate (Catal.

Amph. Crust, [p. 366, pi. Iviii. fig. 2), a very narrow elongate form from Talcahuna, which

has nothing in common with Oidscus ceti, Lin., he gives a name proposed by Liitken,

Cyamus pacificus. Without absolutely deciding, Brandt seems inclined to regard Cyamus
mmiodontis, Liitken, as a variety of Cyamus ceti (to which Liitken himself regards it as

"valde affinis"), and to agree with Bate and Westwood (Brit. Sess. Crust, vol. ii. p. 86) in

making Cyamus erratieus, Roussol de Vauzt>me, a synonym of the same Cyamus ceti, which

Liitken regards as a very decided error. Brandt notes that Cyamus hoojns, Liitken, is

recognised by its author as in close relationship to Cyamus erratieus, and this latter he is

willing to regard as a link between Cyamus ceti and Cyamits boopts, leaving it perhaps an

open question whether they may not all be one species. Cyamus glohicijntis, Liitken, he

thinks probably identical with "
Cyamus Delphini," Guerin (Icon, du Eegne Anim. T. III.

p. 25, pL xx'riii. fig. 5). Eemarks are made on Cyamus nodosus, Liitken, and Cyamus

gracilis, Eouss. de Vauzeme. Cyamus thom2')soni, Gosse, which Liitken transferred to a new

genus, under the name of Platycyamus ihompscmi, Brandt would have been content to leave

united to the other Cyami.
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1872. Glaus, C.

Zur Naturgeschiclite cler Phronima sedentaria Forsk. Mit Tafel xxvi. xxvii.

Zeitschrift filr wissenschaftliche Zoologie. Bd. XXII. pp. 331-338.

Claus here states his conviction that the cell inhabited by Phronima is derived exclusively

from smaller or larger specimens of Pyrosoma eaten out for the purpose. He describes

the dLfferences presented by the male form of Phronima sedentaria. Gu&in's Phronima

atlantica he regards as nothing but " das noch jugendliche, kleine, aber doch schon fort-

pflanzungsfiihige Weibchen "
of the same species, and thinks that Spence Bate did wrong in

giving a separate specific name, "Phronima Borneensis," to White's variety of Phronima

atlantica from Borneo. Compare Note on Streets, 1877.

Referring to his own earlier observation of rudiments of a secojid jiair of antennas on the head

of the young PhronimeUa elongata, he says that he wrongly concluded that the Phronimidaj

in general might have both pairs of antennse in rudiment to start with, the females

eventually developing only the front pair. He found, however, that in the little, sexually

indifferent, young ones of Phronima sedentaria there was no trace of the hinder pair ;

in individuals 4 mm. long sexual difference was shown in the front antennse, and in larger

forms the position of the coming second pair of antennse was indicated. The sexual organs

of the male are described and figured.

1872. Cope, E. D.

Descriptions of speciesfrom the Mammoth Cave. The American Naturalist.

Vol. VI. July, 1872.-NO. 7. Vol. VI. Salem, Mass. Peabody Academy of Science,

1872. pp. 421-422.

The new genus which Cope established for the Gammarid, which he found in the Mammoth

Cave, is thus described :
—

,
"
Sti/gobromus, Cope, Gen. nov. Gammaridarum. Near Gammarus. The first antennae with

flagellum, and much shorter than the second. Two jjairs of limbs chelate by the inflexion

of the last claw-like segment ; other limbs clawed. Terminal abdominal segment very

short, spiniferous ; the penultimate segment with a stout limb with two equal styles, the

antepenultimate short, two-jointed and undivided. Eyes none.
" This genus is nearer to the true Gammarus than the allied genus described from the Austrian

Caves, the Niphargus of SchiiJdte (Proc. Entom. Soc. London, 1851, p. 150). In the

latter the first antennte are the larger, and the body terminates in a very long style ;
the

last abdominal limb is undivided like that which precedes it. In Stygohromits the

penultimate limb is like that represented by Schiodte for Niphargus, though I am not

certain whether it is homologically identical. The last limb is about equally divided, but

the simple basis is long and stout.

" It is just possible that the antepenultimate limb represents the basis and one style only, for in

that of one side a sliglit process appears at the extremity of the basal segment, though it is

not visible on that of the other. The terminal limbs are recurved and appressed to the

last abdominal segment, forming a fulcrum or prop. The animals of tliis genus are aquatic,

and swim much as the common Gaminari. The absence of eyes is another example of the

adajjtation to darkness."

The type species he describes thus :
—"

Stygohromus vifreus, Cope.
' Gammaroid Crustacean

'

Cope, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov., 1871. Two last pairs of Umbs appressed to last
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abdominal bristles and of nearly equal length, forming a brush. Last segment of abdomen

with two terminal bristles. Last segment of the limbs from the third to the seventh,

with a long, straight claw directed forwards. Fringed limbs behind this point very small.

Outer or second antennas half as long as the first, which embrace eleven segments, and are

about as long as the last five abdominal segments. Total length of head and body 2'1 lines

or -0045 m. There are few conspicuous hairs, the most so are those which stand at the

extremity of the last joint of the limbs, rising from the base of the claw. Color trans-

lucent."

S. I. Smith, 1875, considers Cope's description very inadequate, but identifies the genus Stygo-

hromus with the earlier Crangonyx.

1872-3. Dall, William Healey, born August 21, 1845 (S. I. Smith).

Descriptions of three new species of Crustacea parasitic on the Cetacea of the

N. W. Coast of America. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Number

LXII. Vol. XL—Fourth Series. London, 1873. pp. 157-158. (From Pro-

ceedings of the California Academy of Sciences, November 1872.)

He describes the three species as follows :
—

"
Cyaiims Scammoni, n. sp.

—Male. Body moderately depressed, of an egg-ovate form;

segments slightly separated ;
third and fourth segments furnished with a branchia at each

side
; this, near its base, divides into two cylindrical filaments spirally coiled from right to

left; at the base of each branchia are two slender accessory filaments not coiled, quite

short, and situated one before and the other behind the base of the main branchia ; second

pair of hands kidney-shaped, with the carpal articulation halfway between the distal and

proximal ends, and having two pointed tubercles on the inferior edge, before the carpal

joint ; third and fourth segments somewhat punctate above, all the others smooth, the

sixth and seventh slightly serrate on the upper anterior edge, and without ventral spines.

Colour yellowish-white. Long. -70, lat. '39 in., of largest specimen.
" Female similar to the male in all respects, except in being a little more slender, and in

wanting the accessory appendages to the branchise
;

the ovigerous sacs are four in

number, overlapping each other.

" Hah. On the California grey whale {Rhaeliianedes glaucus of Cope) on the coast of

California, very numerous."
"
Cyamus siiffusus, n. sp.

—Body flattened, elongate ; segments subequal, outer edges widely

separated; branchias single, cylindrical, slender, with a very short papUliform appendage
before and behind each branchia ; superior antenn* unusually long and stout

;
first pair

of hands quadrant-shaped ; second pair sUghtly punctate, arcuate, emarginate on the

inferior edge, with a pointed tubercle on each side of the emargination ;
third joint of the

posterior legs keeled above, with a prong below
; pleon extremely minute

; segments all

smooth
;
no ventral lines on the posterior segments. Colour yellowish-white, suffused

with rose-purple, strongest on the antennre and branchia. Length '4:1, breadth (of body)

25 in. All the specimens which have passed under my observation, some eight or ten in

number, were males.

"Hah. On the 'humpback' whale (Megajiiera versabilis, Cope), Monterey, California."

"
Cyamiis mysticeti, n. sp.

—Body flattened, subovate, segments adjacent; branchiae single,

short, stout, pedunculated, a single papUliform appendage behind each; head short and

wide ;
first pair of legs very small

;
hands all simple and smooth, fingers greatly

recurved ; carpal articulation in the second pair of hands halfway between the proximal
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and distal ends of the hand
; pleon very minute. Colour dark brownish-yellow. Length

•33 in., breadth (of body) -16 in. Two female specimens.
" Hah. On the northern ' bowhead ' whale (probably Balima w.ysticetm, Linn.), near Behring

Strait.

" This is the most compact of the three species, as well as the smallest. I find, in comparing

large series of C. Scammoni, that a considerable variation in form obtains, so far as regards

comparative length and breadth, even in adult specimens, and these differences are greater

than those observed, in the same characters, between the sexes."

Liitken is of opinion that the Cyamns mysiieefi here mentioned is the same as his own Cyamus

mystketi, 1870. A. Brandt, 1872, as already noticed, does not admit the propriety of giving

up the old name, Cyamus ceti, for this species. Indeed, no names would be safe, if subse-

quent confusion of heterogeneous animals, under a name rightly established to begin with,

were allowed to make such a name void. For "no ventral lines," in the description of

Cyamus suffusus, Liitken thinks " no ventral spines
" should be read. The species may,

he supposes, be the same as his own Cyamus paciflcus, which also lives on Megaptera

versabilis, C.

1872-3. DaLL, W. H.

On the Parasites of the Cetaceans of the N. W. Coast of America, with Descrip-

tions of New Forms. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Number

LXIII. Vol. XL—Fourth Series. London, 1873, p. 238. (From Proceedings of

the California Academy of Sciences, December 18, 1872.)

He here adds, in regard to Cyamus suffusus,
" the females, which were unknown at the date of

my description, now prove to resemble the male in every respect, except in regard to the

sexual organs, and in being a trifle more slender in form." All the specimens came from

the humpback {Megaptera versabilis. Cope). DaU favours " the hypothesis that each

species of whale has its own peculiar parasites, and that there is rarely more than

one species of Cyamus found upon one animal."

1872. Fric (Fpjtsch), Anton.

Die Krustenthiere Bohmens. Archiv fiir die naturwissenschaftliche Landes-

forschung von Bohmen. IL Prag, 1872. pp. 203-269.

Among the Crustacea which have been observed in Bohemia, and are here described, Dr. von

Martens, Zool. Record for 1872, says that two Gammaridaj are included.

1872. Hoy, p. Pi.

Deep-water Fauna of Lake Michigan. Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy
of Sciences, Arts, and Letters, 1870-2. Madison, Wis., 1872. pp. 98-101.

(Also in the Annals
'

and Magazine of Natural History. Vol. XL—Fourth Series.

London, 1873. p. 320.)

He records from the stomachs of white-fish, and from dredgings at depths of 50 to 70 fathoms,

throe species of Amphipods determined by Dr. William Stimpson. Nothing, however, but
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tlie names is given. They are styled "Gammarius Hoyi—Stimpson; Gammarius brevistLlus

—Stimpson ;
Gammarius filicornis—Stimpson." Gammarius is of course an accidental

error for Gammarus. S. I. Smitb, 1874, calls the first two of these species
"
Pontoporeia

Hoyi," the third "
Pontoporeia filicornis." See p. 433.

1872. MuRiE, James.

On the Skin &c. of the Ehytina, suggested by a recent Paj^er ofDr A. Brandt's.

The AnnaLs and Magazine of Natural History. Number LII. Vol. IX. Fourth

Series. London, 1872. pp. 306-313. PI. XIX.

Dr. Murie does not agree with some of Dr. Brandt's deductions in regard to the skin of the

Rhytina. He quotes or refers to his remarks upon
"
Ciiamus Ehytinx," and reproduces

Brandt's figures of it. But the paper was written before Liitken had criticised Brandt's

supposed discovery.

1872. Nicholson, Henry Alleyne.

Preliminary Report on Dredgings in Lake Ontario. The Annals and Magazine
of Natural History. Number LVIII. Vol. X. Fourth Series. London, 1872.

pp. 276-285.

Under Crustacea he enumerates two species of Gammarm, one of Gramjonijx ?, and Pontoporeia

qffinis, Lindstrom. The specimens to which he applies the last name are, lie says,
" small

Amphipods varying in length from j3^ up to ^ inch, of nearly uniform flesh-colour. They
are referable to the genus Pontopoi-eia ; and though they have not yet been satisfactorily

examined, I have little doubt as to their being identical with the Pontoporeia affinis of the

Swedish lakes and of Lake Superior. They occur in great plenty in from 30 to 45

fathoms."

1872? Packard, A. S., jr.

Annual Eeport of the Trustees of the Peabody Academy of Arts and Sciences.

V. p. 95.

In regard to his Crangomjx vitreus, see Note on S. I. Smith, 1875.

1872? UljANIN, B.

Izvestia Imperatorskeio Obshtshestva Ljubiteloi Testestvasnanija (Trans. Imp.

Soc. Nat. Sci. Moscow). IX. pp. 68-79.

Thirty-eight species of Amphipoda are enumerated as inhabitants of the Black Sea. (Dr. von

Martens, Zool. Kecord for 1872.)
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1872. Whiteaves, J. F.

Notes on a Deep-Sea Dredging Ex'pedition round the Island of Anticosti, in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Number

LIX. Vol. X. Fourth Series. London, 1872. p. 341.

Under Crustacea he says,
" Several curious Ampliipods were taken, among the more conspicuous

of which, were fine specimens of an Epimeria, which Mr. Smith refers doubtfully to

E. coniger of Boeck." Epimeria eornigera is obviously intended.

1873. HaRTMANN, R.
t

Sitzungsberi elite der Gesellscbaft naturforscliender Freunde zu Berlin, 1873.

p. 94.

"The strange shovel-shaped appendages in the male of Gammarus 2Jule.c are mentioned." (Dr
von Martens, Zool. Record for 1873.)

1873. Hesse, E.

Memoire sur les Crustaces rares ou nouveaux des cotes de France. (Vingt et

unieme article.) Description de Crustaces nouveaux appartenant a la legion des

Edrio2')htalmes, de I'ordre des Am2)hipodes, de la famille des Piscicoles, de la tribu

des Enoplopodes, Nobis, du genre des Ichthyomyzoques, Nobis. Annales des

Sciences NatureUes. Cinquieme serie. Tome XVII. Paris, 1873. pp. 1-16.

PI. IV.

The new genus Ii-ldhijomyr.ocus is thus defined :
—

"
Corps ovalaire, legerement deprime, bombe en dessus, plat et meme un peu creux en dessous.

" Tete petite, aplatie, triangulaire ;
front lamelleux s'avancant horizontalement en pointe arrondie et

recouvrant la base des antennes
;

celles-ci grosses, courtes, k peu pris d'^gale longueur et

composees de cinq i sept articles.

" Yeux grands, r^niformes, trfes-dcartes, places obliquement, en dessus de la tete et formes de

corneules bien distinctes.

" Abdomen moins large que le thorax, forme seulement de cinq ou de deux anneaux, egalement
sans bordure (§pim6rienne, les derniers portant de chaque cote des tiges arrondies terminees

par de petites lames ovales et pointues.
" BoucJie proeminente, formee d'un labre supcrieur, de pattes-machoires laterales armies de

grifFes, et d'autres plates, sous lesquelles ou aper^oit de petites mandibules qui environnent

I'orifice buccal.
" Pattes thoraciques au nombre de sept paires, dont les trois premieres sont ancreuses et dirigees

du cotd de la bouche
;

les quatre autres paires plus greles et plus longues, terminees par un

ongle legferement recourb(5, quelquefois I'article femoral etant large et plat. Les fausses

pattes hranchiales composees d'une double tige cylindrique, fusiforme, divis^es en nombreux

anneaux garnis de longs polls rigides et penn<5s. L'abdomen, dans IV^tat de repos, se

reployant sous le thorax, et celui-ci garni, chez la feraelle, de Jarges plaques membraneuses

qui, en s'imbriquant les unes dans les autres, forment une poche incubatoire.

" Ces Crustaces vivent en parasites sur les Poissons."

(zool. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 53
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The species are described and figured under the following headings :—
" A.—Abdomen forme de

cinq articles et termini par trois tiges." Ichtliyomyzoque orn^.—Ichthyonujzoms oniatus

n. s., figs. 1, 2, on Moirhua vulgaris.
" C'est probablement un mile."

"
B.—Abdomen forme de cinq articles et termini par trois paires do tiges." Ichthyomyzoque du

Gade morue.—Iclithijomyzucus Morrhuse, u. s., figs. 3-7, on Morrhua vulgaris.
"
C'est un

individu femelle." Ichthyomyzoque de la Baudroie commune—Ichthyomyzoeus Lojihii, n. s.,

figs. 8-18, on Lopldus 23iscatorius.
" Notre dessin represente une femelle adulte, mais sans

oeufs."

" C.—Abdomen forme de deux articles et termine par deux paires de tiges." Ichthyomyzoque
de la Squatine unge—IcJithyomyzocns Squat ina:, n. s., figs. 19-27, on Squatina angehis.

In Ic/ithyomyzocus hjjyhri, a singular appendage is described on the thoracic feet of the first three

pairs,
"
place k leux extremite et i la base des griffes qui les termiment. Get appendiee

ressemble, pour la forme, k un pistil dont ou aurait conserve settlement Vovaire et le style.

Nous ignorons si les autres especes ont aussi des appendices de ce genre, ou s'Us sont propres

a celle-ci seulement." He compares it to the gaffe which sailors use.

By the front of the body, M. Hesse considers that these animals come very near to the Isopods,

but by the lower extremity of the body they resemble the Amphipods. The upjjer part of

the head is broader than the lower, at the extremity of which the buccal opening is placed.

"Du haut du front et de la base du prolongement frontal part une ligne verticale en relief,

nasiforme, qui descend perpendiculairement en dimmuant de longueur jusqu'a I'orifice de

la Louche, dont elle forme le Jabre sup&ieur. De chaque cote et au dessus de cet orifice, on

apergoit une paire de pattes-machoires composees de deux articles, dont le second est

termine par une longue grifFe crochue et acumim^e, dont la pointe est dirig^e vers le bas.

Au-dessous de celle-ci sont egalement placees deux paires de pattes-machoires plates et ovales,

dont la premiere, qui est la plus grande, est large, plate et accompagnee de son fouet ; I'autre,

plus petite, se trouve des deux cotes de la bouche. Enfin, entre celui-ci on aperQoit les

mandibules, qui sent petites et cachues, en ne laissant voir que les denticules dont elles sont

bordees. La region thoracique est, comrae cela a lieu pour les femelles de Cymothoadiens

ravisseurs, entiferement recouverte de larges lames ovalaires membraneuses et tr^s-minces, qui

partent de I'insertion de chaque patte et se portent horizontalement eu dedans, de maniere,

en s'imbriquant les unes dans les autres, k former une yoche incuhatoire. Les fausses pattes

dbdominales ou les organes de la respiration ne se composent pas, comme dans les

Cy7nothoadiens, de grandes lames plates, ovalaires, membraneuses, recouvrant en se super-

posant ; elles se rapprochent, par leur conformation, de cclles des Arnphipodes. Elles ont

un pedoncule ajJlati, presque aussi large que long, sur lequel sont fixees, de chaque cote,

deux tiges assez loiigues, presque cylindriques, multiarticulees, larges au milieu et etroites k

leur extremite, chaque auueau etant horde d'une serie de polls longs et rigides, et pennees.

Les pattes ilioraciques sont au nombre de sept paires. Les trois premieres, et la premiere

surtout, sont ancreuses."
" Les quatre autres paires de pattes sont ambulatoires." " Elles

sunt formees de cinq ou six articles, dont le premier et le dernier sont les plus longs. On

remarque aussi que, dans les pattes ambulatoires, Particle femoral est trfes-large et tres-plat,

et que, sous ce rapport, ils ressembleraient aux Antphipodes." In the abdomen, which is

much narrower than the thorax, the last segment
"
se termine par un prolongement gros et

arrondi, vers le bas duquel on aperjoit facilement I'orifice anal qui est relativement tres-

grand. Les trois derniers anneaux donnent attache, de chaque cote, k deux ou trois paires

de tiges arrondies, dont les extr^mites ne se depassent pas, bien que cependant elles soient,

k raison de leur point de depart, d'une longueur inegale. Elles sont termintes chacune par
deux jjetites lames ovales et pointues a leurs deux extremites

; et sous ce rapiDort, ils

resserablent aux Amphipodes de la division des Crevettines marcheuses, tel que les CoropMes
ou les Hypcrines, ainsi que les Vihilies et les Phronimes."
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The expressions
"
les fausses x'attes IrancMcdea

" and " les faasses pattea ahdominales on les

organes de la respiration
" would appear to be incorrect ;

if accurate, they would he

inconsistent with the arrangement of this genus in tlie order Amphipoda. That one species

of the genus should have a pleon of only two segments, while its congeners have the five

segments which are the normal number for the pleon among the Hyperina, is a very strange

peculiarity. But as to this and other points, see additional Note on Hesse, in Appendix.

1873. LtJTKEN, Chr. Fr.

Bidrag til Kundskab om Arterne af Slaegten Ci/amits Latr. eller Hvallnsene.

Med 4 Tavler og et fransk Eesume. Videusk. Selsk. Skr. 5 Eaekke, natnrviden-

skabelig og mathematisk Afd. 10 B. III. Kjobenhavn, 1873. (Memoires de

I'Academie Royale de Copenhague. 5"" seiie. Classe des Sciences Vol. X. iVo. 3.)

After repeating the observations on Cyairms which he had made in 1860, Liitken gives an

exceedingly valuable report \vgon the historical development of our acquaintance with the

group of Crustacea, which are called whale-Hce. From Frederik Martens in 1675 to the

date of his own work, Liitken's vigorous research can scarcely have let any statement of

importance on the subject escape him, or any serious error pass the ordeal of his criticism

without correction.

The definition he gives of Ci/amus, Latr., is as follows :
—

"
Corpus cras.mm, havd laminare. Pedes pnimi parts minuti, sub pedibus secundi parts fere vel

omnino ahsconditi ; ammlus corporis primus a capite indistincte sejundus vel aim hoc plane

confivsns. Pedes maxillares quinque-articulati. (Mares foeminis vidgo majores.)"

The species described are, 1. Cyamus m.ijsticeti, Ltk., from BaJsena mysticefus, the common, or

Greenland Whale; 2. Cyamus monodontis, Ltk., horn Mo7iodo7i monoceros, the Narwhal;

3.
"
Cyamus Kessleri," Brandt,

"
coming from the northern part of the great eastern ocean,

probably from a true whale of the group of Balama ausfralis and Balssna biseayensis" ;

4. Cyamus erraticus, Roussel de Vauzkne, from Balxna ausfralis, the Cape Whale; 5.

Cyamus boopis, Ltk., the Oniscus ceiioi 0. Fabricius, 1780, from the Northern Hump-back,

the Krepokak of the Esquimaux, Mnjaptera boops, and possibly parasitic on other species of

MegaiJtera ; 6. ? Cyamus pacificus, Ltk., from a whale (of unknown genus and species) in

the Pacific in the neighbourhood of Panama, a species nearest iu form to Cyamus boopis,

but also near to Cyamus erraticus; 7. Cyamus ovalis, Rouss. de Vauz., from protuberances

- on the head of Balxna australis and from the North Pacific
"
Sletbag

"
[Balxna japonica ?};

8.
"
Cyamus Rhytinx," J. F. Brandt, Steller's species, for which Brandt proposed a new

genus Sirenocyamus, and which Liitken agrees with Brandt in thinking possibly akin rather

to Proto than to Cyamus; 9. Cyamus nodosus, Ltk., the Oniscus ceti of the Zoologia

Danica, III. p. 69, pi. 119, f. 13-17, 1789, from the Narwhal, Monodon monoceros; the

name "
Cyamus Belugse

"
sometimes given to this species being rejected by Liitken as

grounded on the mistaken supposition that the creature is also a parasite of DelpMnapterus

beluga; 10. Cyamus globicipitis, Ltk., a species already noticed as possibly new, but not

named, by Steenstrup in 1843 [nS50], parasitic on the Caaing, or Pilot Whale, Globio-

ceplicdus melas ; 11. CyamMS gracilis, Rouss. de Vauz., from the protuberances of the head

oi Balse.na ausfralis and Balxna japonira? ; 12. Plafycyamus fhompsoni, Gosse, parasitic

on the Bottlehead, or Beaked Whales, Hijpcroodon rostraliis and Hyperoodon lafifrons.

The new genus, Plafycyamus, instituted to receive Gosse's Cyamus thompsoni, is defined as

follows :
—

"
Corpiis valcle depressum, laminare fere; pedes primi paris pedes secundi paris magnitudine
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fere xquanfes hisceque aniepositi, anmilo primo corporis a cciptite bene sejundo ; pedes

maxWares haud articulati. [Mares fmminis minores.)"

The opinioa tliat Cyamns pacificus may perhaps better be classed as a variety of Cyamus hoopiis,

"seems confirmed," Llitken says, "by the fact that young Cyami, taken upon unknown

Cetacea, in the Pacific, near the Isles of Tonga and Earotonga, come extremely near to

the species parasitic on the Merjaptera of the northern seas, and are probably identical

-ivith it."

In addition to the ten well-defined species of the above list, Liitken calls attention to various

others less well-known. These are :
—

\. The species which, according to Bennett, are parasitic on the Cachalot and several Delpldni
and Globiocephali (plusieurs Dauphins et Globiocephales) of the southern seas. The

parasite of the Cachalot, he notes, may possibly be Cyamus pacificus, though Roussel de

Vauzfeme did not find any Cyamus upon the Cachalot.

2.
"
Cyamus Belphini," Guerin (from some species of Delphiitus in the West Indies), "very near

to Cyamus glolncipiitis, if not identical with it."

3. A Cyamus, also from some unknown J)elpihinus, regarded by Liitken as certainly a distinct

species, though as the specimen is not full grown, and its habitat uncertain, he leaves it

iTnnamed.

4. A whale-louse, which according to a plate published by Dr. Monedero, is, or used to be,

parasitic on the Sarde or Basque w-hale {Nordkaperens eller Sardeiis Hvallus), instead of

which on the plate in question a Pycnogonum is figured.

The species are pretty equally divided between the Mysticete, or "Whalebone whales, and the

Denticete, or Toothed whales, but hitherto not a single species has been found on a

genuine Fin-whale (Balxnoptera). One species of Cetacean may entertain more than one

species of these parasites, and the same species of Cyamus, just as the same species of

Cirripede, may occur on very nearly related species of Cetacea, especially on species of the

same subgenus.

A postscript mentions Ball's new species
"
Cyamus Scammoni," which lives on the Californian

Grey whale, Hhachianectes c/laucus. Cope, and which Liitken thinks will stand between

Cyamus ovalis and "
Cyamus Kessleri." Another species, Cyamns sufusiis, Dall, from the

Humpback, Megaptera versabilis, he considers to come near, perhaps to be identical with,

Cyamus pacificus.

1873. Martens, Eduakd vox.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1S71 ; being Volume Eiglith of the

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxiil pp. 179-196.

A synopsis is given of Boeck's Amphipoda, 1870. The name Tryphosa is noted as preoccupied
in Lepiidoptera, but I am informed by Mr. Edward Saunders, the entomologist, that the

name as used by Stephens for a genus of Lepidoptera has a different spelling, Trlphosa,
not Tryphosa, and that without variation so far as he could trace it.

1873. MoBius, Karl, and Metzgee, A.

Jahresbericht der Commission zur wissenschaftlichen Untersuchung der deutschen

Meere in Kiel fur das Jahr 1871. 1. Jahrgang. Berlin, 1873. (With second

Title page); Die Expedition zur physikalisch-chemischen und biologischen Unter-
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suchuug der Ostsce im Sommer 1871 auf S. M. Avisodampfer Pommerania nebst

jDhysikalischen Beobachtuugen an den Stationen der preussiscben Ostseekiiste,

Berlin, 1873.

On behalf both of those who have to make catalogues of books, and of those who have to consult

them, it is much to be wished that short titles should be used to name rather than to

describe a work, and that above aU things double title pages should be avoided.

"IV. Die faunistischen Untersuchungen. A. Die wirbellosen Thiere der Ostsee," pp. 97-144.

K. ]\Iobius.

The Amphipoda are catalogued on pages 117-119, with particulars as to the place of capture,

depth, nature of ground, and distribution. Fifteen species are named, beginning with

"Caprella linearis L.," and "Leptomera pedata Abildg.," and ending with "Talitrus

locusta L." To Puntoporeia femorata, Krpyer, Pontoporeia affinis is made a synonym, with

the remark,
" Herr Lindstrom schickte mir Exemplare, die er bei Gotland gefangen hatte,

mit dem Namen P. femorata zu
;

er hat also seinen Speciesnamen affinis selbst

zuriickgenommen." To "Orchestia littorea Mont.," the remark is appended, "Der

Vorsprung am unteren Eande des 5. Gliedes des 2. Fusspaares ist bei Exemplaren von

Stnbbenkammer und Kiel kleiner als bei Exemplaren von Greifswald
;
bei Exemplaren von

Sylt fehlt er ganz. Im Uebrigen stimmen alle iiberein." To this species "Orchestia

Eucliore," Fr. Miiller, is assigned as a synonym. MiiUer's " Orchestia Grijplius
"

is made

synonymous with " Orchestia Deshayesii Savig." In the general observations, Gammarus

locusta and Pontoporeia femorata are mentioned among those species which occur in the

greatest numbers. Gammarus loacsta was occasionally found along with the Temora

longicornis which made up the chief part of the contents of the stomachs of herrings. In

various other fishes, less Suited for consuming the Temora, Gammarus locusta was found as

one of the constituents of the food.

In the preface, Mobius remarks that " Die Fauna der Ostsee ist ein verkiimmerter Zweig der

reichen Fauna des nordatlantischen Oceans und des nbrdlichen Eismeeres." One of the

conclusions drawn is that " Die Ostsee enthalt iiberlumpt nur eine Ausicald soldier

atlaiitischen und Eismeerthiere, ivelche grosse Temperaturdifferenzen zu eriragen im Stande

sind." Such animals are distinguished as eurtjtherm, in opposition to sienotherm animals,

which can live only in warm or only in cold water. All Baltic marine animals can live in

water of varying saltness, and are therefore said to be eurylialine. In Section " C. Die auf

der FahrtnachArendalgefangenen Thiere," on page 153, he mentions,
"
Caprella linearis L.

"
;

"Protella phasma Mont.";
"
Ampelisca Gaimardii Kroy.";

" Gammarus longimanus Leach."

Anliang I. Physikalische und faunistiche Untersuchungen in der Nordsee wuhreud des Sommers

1871, von A. Metzger in Hannover, pp. 165-176.

la this Appendix the Amphipoda are described on pages 173-174. They are fourteen in

number. Among them is mentioned "Kroyerea arencma Sp. Bate." This is no doubt

Spence Bate's KrOyera arenaria, which Boeck calls Krijyeria arenaria, and identifies with

his Pontocrates norvegicus. "Atylus (Dexamine) Vedlomensis Bate and Westwood" was

dredged "zwischen Helgoland und Spiekeroog." Atylusfalcatus and Siphonoscotes cuspidatus

are described as new species, but the descriptions had aheady appeared in 1871. See Note

on Metzger under that date. It is here noted that "
Lestrigonus Kinahani Bate," given as a

separate species in the earlier list, must be referred as the male to "Hyperia Medusarum

Mull. (
= Hyp. Galba Montagu)." At page 176 a preliminary list is given of seven species

of Amphipoda obtained by the "Pommerania" in the summer of 1872.

A translation of the paper above-mentioned by Karl Mobius, "On the invertebrate Animals of

the Baltic," is given by Dallas in The Annals and IMagazine of Natural Histor}'. Nn. 68.

August 1873. Vol. XII. Fourth Series. London, 1873. pp. 81-89.
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1873. Parfitt, Edward.

The Fcauna of Devon. Part. IX. Sessile-eyed Crustacea (Read at Sidmouth,

July, 1873.) Report and Transactions of the Devonshire Association for the

advancement of Science, Literature and Art. Vol. VI. Part I. 1873. pp.

236-251.

The opening remarks include observations on the heart and circulation in Nij^hargus aqtiiler,

Schiodte, in which, he says, "the pulsations of the heart are at the rate of 100 in fifty-

seconds." In the catalogue there are some remarks on the habits of Corophium longicorne,

Latr. Eighty-two species of Amphipoda are named
;
some of the names, however, can

only rank as synonyms.

1873. Thomson, Charles Wyville, born March 5, 1830, died March 10, 1882 (John

Murray).

The Depths of the Sea. An account of the general results of the Dredging

cruises of H.M.SS. "Porcupine" and "Lightning" during the summers of 1868,

1869, and 1870, under the scientific direction of Dr. Carpenter, F.R.S., J. Gwyn

Jeffreys, F.R.S , and Dr. Wyville Thomson, F.R.S. 1873.

On page 125, Eudrus cuspidatus, Kr0yer, is figured, and the remark made that it "had previously

been known only in the Greenland seas," whereas this specimen was dredged on tlie third

cruise of the "Porcupine" in 1869, among the fauna of the "Cold Area" in the channel

between Eeeroe and Shetland. Fig. 19 is said to be "a large and hitherto unknown

species of the genus CapreUa." It is named CapreUa spinosissima, Norman. But INIayer,

CapreUiden, p. 35, quotes a letter from Norman saying that this was a mistake on Thomson's

part.
"
It should have been CapreUa spinosissima, Stimpson. It is = ^gina ecMriafa of

Boeck." Judging from a Spitzbergen specimen, which Norman sent as a female of the same

species, Mayer inclined to regard the species as new, under the name jSgina spinnsissima,

Norman. This name, however, is preoccupied. The original specimen, which I have had

an opportunity of seeing, confirms the view taken by G. 0. Sars, 1885, that it is the same

species as his Capn'eUa horrida, and since the name Caprella spinosissima is preoccupied,

CapreUa horrida wiU be the name of the species. The remarkable resemblances between

this species and ^gina spinifera, Bell, will easily account for any confusion that has arisen

between them, in spite of their belonging to difierent genera.

1873. WiEDEESHEIM, R.

Beitriige zur Kenntniss der mirttembergischen Hohlenfauna. Verhandlungen

der physikalisch-medicinischen Gesellschaft in Wiirzburg. Neue Folge IV.

Bd. pp. 207-222. [pp. 4, 5 of separate copy].

He records, according to Fries, the finding of an eyeless Gammanis on a stone of the brook at

the entrance of the Falkenstein cavern, strikingly distinguished by its milk-white colouring

from its brownish companions with well-developed eyes.
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1S73. WiLLEMOES SuHM, RuDOLPH VON, borii September 11, 1847, died September 13,

1875 (John Murray).

"
Oil a uew genus of Amphipod Crustaceans." (March 6, 1873.) Proceedings

of the Royal Society of London. Vol XXI. London, mdccclxxiii. pp. 206-208.

The now genus Thaumops is thus defiuod :
—

"
Cajjut oblonguru, intlatum, oculis maxiniis superiorem capitis partem tegentibus. Segmenta

thoracica 6, abdominalia 5. Antennarum in feminis par unum, maxillarum par unum,

pedum paria duo minima maxLUaruni locum tenentia. Mandibula? nulla3. Pedes thoracici

5, abdominales 3 in quoque latere. Appendices caudales 4. Gangliorum pectoralium

paria 5, abdominalium 3."

The type is given as "Thaumops pellucida, n. sp. Corpus lougitudiue 14 [84] mm., latitudine

21 mm., pellucidum."

The full description, with plates, was afterwards publislied in the Transactions, with, various

corrections, but both genus and species were, shortly after their institution, identified by their

author with Gu^rin's "Cystisoma Neptunus." The "new family, Thaumopidoe, belonging

to the tribe of Ilijperina," which he here jsroposes to establish, was dropped, and a uew

family, Cystisomidae, proposed. See Notes on WUlemoes Suhm, 1874, 1875, 1S79.

1874. Bos, Jan Ritzema.

Bijdrage tot de kenuis van de Crustacea Hedriophthalmata van Nederland en

zijne kusten. Groningeu. 1874.

The introduction contains a short historical review of carcinology, and, among other points,

suggests that the Hedriophthalmata, in spite of their comparatively small size, are the

highest representatives of their class, on account of their dispensing with the nauplius-

and zoea-stages, on account of their including many terrestrial forms, aud on account of

their late appearance in the strata of the earth, the Podophthalmata having been met with

as early as the carboniferous, the Hedrioj^hthalmata not till the Jurassic period.

Descriptions are given of several well-known species, with interesting remarks upon them
;
the

" calceolus
" on the antennse of Gammarus pulex is figured and discussed.

1874. BucHHOLZ, Rudolf, died April 17, 1876 (Taschenberg).

Die zweite Deutsche Nordpolarfahrt in den Jahren 1869 und 1870 unter

Fiihrung des Kapitan Karl Koldewey. Zweiter Band. AVissenschaftliche Ergeb-

nisse. Zoologie. Leipzig, 1874. pp. 262-270, 294-388—Pis. L-XV.

This report opens with some occasional remarks on the appendages of the antenna', the eyes,

comparative measurements, and classification of Amphipoda.
Valuable remarks are made on the Lysianassida;, with the species Anonyx larjena, Kr., projjerly

Awjuyj; nugax, Phipps ; Anonyx littoralis, Kr.; Anonyx plautus, Kr., for this and the pre-

ceding species the genus Anonyx being adopted in preference to Onesimus, Boeck
;

the

SyrrhoLnse, species Syrrhoii crenulafa, Goes ;
the Pardaliscina^, species Pardalisca cuspidata,

Kr., which, as well as most of the following, is fully described and strikingly figured ;
the

Leucothointe, species Uusirus cusjndatus, Kr., Avqihithonotus acideaius, Lepechin, identified

with Tritropns lieUeri, Boeck, as well as his Tritropis aculeata ; Tritropis {now Rhachotropis)
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fragilis, Goes ;
the (Edicerinse, species CEdiceros hoi-ealis, Eoeck, retransferred from

Monoeulodes to CEdiceros ; CEdiceros hjnceus, Sars ;
the Pleustinae, a new family, species

Pleustes panoplus, Xr.; Parapleristes gracilis, n. g. et s., perhaps the same as Paramphithoe

exigua, Goi?s, and Paraivphitlwe glabra, Boeck : the Iphimedince, species Vertumnus serratus,

Fabricius (of which the name Vertumnus, White, being preoccupied, has since been changed

by Boeck to Acanthonotozoma) ;
the Gammariufe, species Gammarus locusta, L. (not figured),

AmathiUn sahini, Leach, Amathilla ping^ds, Kr.; the Atylinae, species Aiylus carinatus,

Fabricius, Atylus smittii, Goes (not figured), Acanthozone hijstrix, Owen, probably, as

Miers has pointed out, a new species, distinct from Owen's
; Paramphithoe inemiis, Kr.

;

Paramphithoe fulvocincta, Sars; Parampildthoe megalops, n. s.; the Ampeliscinse, species

Ampelisca eschrichtii, Kr., with the suggestion that Ampelisca viacrocephala, Lilljeborg, may
be only a local variety ;

the Podocerinse, species Podocerus anguipes, Kr.; the Corophinse,

species Glauconome leucopis, Kr. (not figured) ; the Hyperidfe, species Themisto lihellula,

Mandt
;
the Caprellida;, species JEgina spinifera. Bell, with which he identifies Aiginella

echinata, Boeck (the name JEginella being probably an accidental sUp of the pen for

^gina).
The Syrrhoinee are said to come near the CEdicerinK in general form and in the structure of the

mouth-organs, although having this distinction that only the left mandible is provided with

a 2^>'("'essus accessorius. (But this distinction is not universal in the group.)

In the Pardaliscinse, Dr. Buchholz corrects the supposition of Boeck that a processus accessorius

is wanting to the right mandible. He also considers that Bruzelius and Boeck have both

of them confused the joints in the gnathopods of Pardalisca cuspidata, that which they

have taken for the wrist being really the hand, and the finger being, contrary to the general

rule in Amphipods, two-jointed. This would be extremely remarkable, and would contra-

vene the rule well laid down by Spence Bate that in the Amphipoda the third (free) joint

always underrides the fourth in the gnathopods and overrides it in the peraeopods, but my
own observation of members of the genus Pardalisca compels me to believe that the earlier

authors are right, and Dr. Buchholz himself in error. It is in any case clear from the

figures that Dr. Buchholz and Boeck are not referring to the same species under the title

of Pardalisca cuspidata, Kr. The species so named by Buchholz agrees with Pardalisca

abijssi, Boeck, a specimen of which was brought home by the Challenger and is figured in

this Report..

From the Leucothoinfe, which he considers too heterogeneous a groujj, Dr. Buchholz is inclined

to transfer the genus Tritropis (since called Rhachotropis by S. I. Smith) to the group

containing Paramphithoe.
For the Pleustiuas, a new family, he mentions as characteristics, the antennje rather short, the

lower shorter than the upper (sexual differences not ascertained); the head small, with dis-

tinct, well-developed rostrum, the eyes small and lateral
;
the body frequently carinate, the

first four side-plates well developed ;
the mandibles with broad dentate process but no molar

tubercle
;
the gnathopods large, subchelate, the three last pairs of pera3opods not much

elongated, and the seventh not especially so
;
the uropods slender, pretty strongly elongated.

It is a little difficult to reconcile the expression
" das giinzliche Fehlen des Kauhockers der

Mandibeln
"
in the above account of the family, with the description

" des sehr verkiim-

merten Kauhockers "
of Pleustes p)anoplus. This degenerate molar tubercle is figured by

Buchholz himself, as well as by Kr0yer and Boeck.

The new genus Parapleustes is thus defined :
—" Corpus epimeris quatuor anterioribus mediocribus,

dorso rotundato epidermide tenui. Rostrum exiguum. Antenna3 breves, inferiores [quam]

superiores breviores. ^landibulte processu dentali brevi, lato cum jDrocessu accessorio coalito,

tuberculo molari nullo. Labium superius breve et latum, profunde emarginatum. Ceterum

generi Pleustes valde affinis."
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The differences in the mouth organs, the absence of a dorsal carina, and the very weakly developed

rostrum are thought to justify the establishment of this new genus.

Among the Gammariuie, a species taken by von Heuglin at Spitzbergen, is described in a sup-

plementary note, p. 345, as being probably new and coming near to Amuthilla 2>inguis.

It is named "Amathilla Heuglini (Buchh.)." The diagnosis is as follows:—"Corpus sat

altum, magnum, epidermide crassa, quasi loricatum, dorso rotundato lato, medio tumidum.

Oculi nigri, mediocres, reniformes. Antennas superiores inferioribus paullo breviores

tertiam fere corporis longitudinem jequantes ; flagello accessorio mediocri quatuor articulos

prajbente. Epimera anteriora mediocria, quartum multo latins, postice in spinam validis-

simam acutam horizontalem productum. Epimera segmentorum abdominalium ; secundum

et tertium angulo posteriore in denteni acutum producta, primum rotundatum, tertium

pra'terea in margine posteriore in dentem acutum sursum spectantem productum.

Appendix caudalis elongata indivisa, apice incisura media perparva emarginatum. Pedes

saltatorii tertii paris, ramis sequalibus compressis, anterioribus non longiores. Color

pallide flavus. Long, total. 36 mm."
A full account, illustrated by numerous figures, is given of the differences between the young

and adult forms of Amathilla aabini {Iwmari, Fabr.). These, as Buchholz observes, had

been already noted by Bruzelius, Skand. Amph. Gamm., p. 51. See also what is here said

of Grayia imbricata, Spence Bate, p. 332.

Among the Atylinaj, the genus ParampMthoe, Bruzelius, is thus limited, to comprise
—

small,

delicate Atylinae, thin-coated, with slender bodies, very elongate filiform antennje, slender,

elongate feet, gnathopods with linear, weakly-developed, subchelate hands; back rounded,

body compressed, rostrum very small
; uropods very slender, elongate, the last pair with

lanceolate compressed rami
;
the males uniformly possessing numerous specific appendages

to the antenna. The genus, besides including species assigned by Boeck to Pontogeneia

and Halirages, contains the new species Paramph itlioe megalops, with the following diagnosis :

—"
Corpus parvum gracile, tenerum, dorso rotundato ubique inermi, oculis permagnis nigris,

transversis, ovali-reniformibus, antennis perlongis, subaequaliius, longitudine totius animalis

paullo brevioribus, pedum anteriorum manibus parvis ovatis
; epimeris quatuor anterioribus

parvis, illis segmentorum trium abdominalium primorum margine postico fortiter serrato

dentatis
; pedibus saltatoriis elongatis gracilibus. Longit. tot. ad 7""." The application

of the term epimera to the hind margins of the first three pleon-segments cannot, I think, be

justified.

In regard to the account given by Buchholz, pp. 375-377, of the Ampeliscinte, Spence Bate,

and the species,
"
Am]3eKi>ca Eschriehtii, Kroyer, Taf. XIII. Fig. 1," Metzger, in 1875 (p. 298,

note), says of Buchholz's work, "Auf. p. 375 u. ff. ist Anqielisca Eschrichfi zum Theil

ziemlich ausfiihrlich beschrieben und auf Taf. VIII. Fig. 1. durch Abbilduugen erlautert.

Beschreibung und Zeichnung weichen ebenfalls von Boeck's Diagnose in verschiedenen

Punkten ab
; leider hat ausserdem der Verfasser gewisse specifische Merkmale giinzhch

unberiicksichtigt gelassen, so dass ich in meiner Hoflhung, hiernach die Eichtigkeit meiner

Bestimmung zu priifen, getauscht wurde. Zuniichst muss ich der Behauptung von Buchholz

entschieden widersjjrechen, dass die beiden vorderen Fusspaare nur einfache KrallenfiLsse

seien mit nicht gegen das vorhergehende Glied zuriickschlagbarer Kralle, ein Charakter,

den Verfasser auf Grund dreier intersuchter Individuen sogar der gauzen Familie der

Ampeliscinen vindicirt. Allerdings ist bei alien bis jetzt bekannten arten der Pahnarrand

nicht deutlich ausgepragt und geht unmerklich in den Hinterrand iiber, nichts destowen-

iger kann aber die Kralle gegen diesen eingeschlagen werden ;
beide Glieder bilden also

das, was man allgemein als manus subcheliformis zu bezeichnen pflegt.
—In der Figur 1,

Tab. XIIT, hat das 7. Bein nur 5 Glieder ! Die Contouren des oberen und hinteren Randes

vom zweiten Gliede sind offenbar in der Zeichnung vergessen. Sodann ist auf die Beschaffen-

(ZOOL. CHALL.. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 54
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lieit dieses Beines aiicli in der Beschreibung wenig Gewicht gelegt, obschon docb die

Diagnosen von Boeck und die Bescbreibungen von Bruzelius genugsam beweisen, wie

dasselbe fast fiir alle Ampelisca-Arten gute speoifisclie Merkmale darbietet
;
dafur ist die

Bewaffnung des 6. Beines, Fig. lb, vorziiglich detaillirt dargestellt, nur Scliade, dass darin

fast alle librigen Arten bis auf geringe Dimensionsverbaltnisse genau iibereinstimmen.

Spracbe der Fundort nicht fiir Kroyer's Ampelisca Eschrichti, so kcinute man nach dei-

Abbildung unbedenklich auf die miinnliche Form von macrocephala scbliessen. Die

sexuellen Unterscbiede der Anipeliscinen, liber welche der Verfasser kurzweg als ' nicbt

bekannt '

binweggeht, siud von Lilljeborg und Bkuzelius fiir maorocepbala, laevigata und

icquioornis ganz bestimmt angegeben." Buchholz says that his specimens were collected
" zwei im Germania-Hafen, ein kleineres von Sabine-Insel 10 Faden."

1858- Chenu and Desmarest, E.
1874.

L'Encyclopedie d'liLstoire naturelle. Crustaces—MoUusques
—

Zoophytes. Paris,

1858. Table Alphabetique des noms vulgaires et scientifiques de tous les sujets

decrits et figures dans cette encyclopedie. Crustacds, MoUusques et Zoophytes.

Paris 1874.

In this work, which should rather have been mentioned under the earlier date, the Crustacea

probably, and the Alphabetical Table certainly, should be ascribed to Desmarest alone.

Accepting the "
Edriojihthalmes, Leach "

as deuxieme legion of the " Crustaces maxilles,

Edwards," he makes the "Amphipodes, Latreille," the premier ordre, p. 46. All the species,

he says, are very small,
" car on n'en connait pas qui dejjasse une longueur de ,002.''

The " Premiere Famillo, Crevettines, LatreiUe," includes two tribes. The first tribe

has twelve genera assigned to it, the fifth being given as Philius, Guerin. Of Gammarus,
the tenth, he say.s, "Le type est la Crevette des ruisseaux ou Chevrette {Gammarus fliivia-

tilis, Edw.). Longueur, O",©!© a O^jOlS." "Fig. 27.—Crevette des ruisseanx "
has a

perfectly smooth back
;
nevertheless the text says, p. 48,

" une esp^ce que Ton confond

souvent avec la Crevette des ruisseaux, ayant les memes moeurs, se trouvant dans les mcmes

lieux, et n'en differant gufere que parce que son abdomen est lisse, est la Crevette puce

{Gammarus pulex, Fabr.)" The second tribe has seven genera, the third being thus

given,
"
Cesapodina, Templeton (C. obdita, trouvee en mer)."

The " Deuxieme Famille, Hyp^rines, Edwards," includes three tribes, the first being
"
Hyp-

orines grammaroides," with one genus; the second,
"
Hyperines ordinaires" has thirteen

genera, among which it may be noted that Lanceola is kept distinct from Hyperia ; to the

seventh "
iesfngroBMs, Edw.," L. Fabricia" is assigned as the type; Anchylomei'a is the

ninth, and its synonym Hi'eraccmi/x the tenth, while the thirteenth is
"
Sperchius, Leach,"

Sperc/nus being, in fact, an obscui-e genus instituted by Eafinesque. The third tribe,

"Hypi5rines anomales," receives four genera, the second being given as "
Orione, Cocco,'

by a substitution of the Italian for the Latin name Orio.

"The "Deuxieme ordre, Lcemodipodes, LatreiUe" is said to correspond with the "genre

Cyame de De Lamarck," and contains two families, the first Caprelliens, with three genera,

Oapjrdla-, Leptomcra and Naupridia ; the second Cyamiens, with the one genus, Cyamus.
In the Alphabetical Table Phlias, Gerapodiiia abdita, Hypirities gammaroides and Lxmodipodes

are given correctly;
" L. Fabricia" becomes Lestrigune Fabreii." The preface (avis),

dated "15 octobre 1858," thinks that the table, like the body of the work, will be "d'un

tres-grand secom's pour les recherches des naturalistes et des gens du monde." Yet in

1858 no notice had been taken of Dana's researches, and in 1874 no hint is given that

carcinology had made any advance in the preceding sixteen years.
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1874. Dybowsky (Duibovsky), Benedict N.

Beitriige zur naheren Kenntniss dei" in clem Baikal-See vorkommenden niedereu

Krebse aus der Gruppe der Gammariden. Herausgegeben von der Russisclien

Entomologischen Gesellschaft zu St Petersburg. Beiheft zum X Bands der Horae

Societatis Entomologicae Rossicae. Mit 3 colorirten und 11 schwarzen Tafeln. St

Petersburg, 1874.

lu the Preface, lie mentions Piscicola torquata, Grube, as a parasite on the branchial plates of

species of Gammarus.

In the Introduction, he says that the Crustacean fauna of Lake Baikal consists mainly of

Amphipoda, all belonging to the Gammarina. Between " Gammurus Petersii, with slender

body, long extremities and extremely long antennre, and on the other side Gammarus

injiatus, with short thick body, short extremities and short antennoe," he finds so many
gradations of form and combinations of likeness and difference, that he cannot venture

under existing circumstances on separating more than a single species from the genus
Gammarus. This one species he places in a new genus, Constantia, a name unfortunately

preoccupied among MoUusca in 1860. The accidental misspelling Cosiantia had therefore

better be adopted for this genus.

A full table of terminology is given, in which the homologous joints of the appendages receive a

needlessly great variety of names.

General remarks on the genus Gammartis, Fabr., are concluded by the following diagnosis of it,

as applicable to the species from Lake Baikal :
—

" Die Fiililer sind als Gefiihlsorgano ausgebildet ; an den Stielgliedern kommen namlich einzelnc

Fiederborsten, an den Geisselgliedern der oberen Fiihler Leydig' sche cylinder und an den

Geisselgliedern der unteren Fiihler oft Lavalett' sche Kolbenorgane vor. Die Stiele der

oberen und der unteren Fiihler sind immer liinger als das Kopfsegment, Die Nebengeissel

ist immer vorhanden, sie ist l-40gliedrig. Die Geissel der oberen Ftihler ist immer langer

als ihr Stiel. Der Richconus [Eiechconus] endet mit einem cylinderformigen Eohrchen.

Die Seitenplatten der Rumpfsegmente tragen oft an ihren unteren Eiindern einfache Borsten,

nie Fiederborsten. Die Oberkieferbeine haben 4gliedrige Taster. Die Basalglieder der

Hand und Afterhandbeine sind cylindrisch, schmal, nicht erweitert. Die Hande haben eine

deuthohe Palmarrinne. Die Basalglieder der Gangbeine sind meist erweitert, oft mit

langen einfachen Borsten am Hinter-rande besetzt, nie mit Fiederborsten. Der Schwanz-

anhang ist zweitheilig oder einfach. Die Steuerbeine sind einbliittrig oder zweiblattrig.

Die Tliiere dieser Gattung sind eigeutlich Grundthiere, welche sich nie weit von dem Boden

entfernen." The two gnathopods are called Handbeine
;
the first two perseopods Afterhand-

beine ; the last three Gangbeine ;
the pleopods Schwimmbeine ;

the first and second

uropods Springbeine ;
the third uropods Steuerbeine

;
the telson Schwanzanhang.

The species are grouped into two sections, with numerous divisions and subdivisions, and are

thus numbered and named in the preliminary review:—"Erste Abtheilung. Die

Nebengeissel vielgliedrig : zwei- bis vierzig-ghedrig." 1. G. Flori, n. s.
; 2. G. Flori

var. albula, n.; 3. G. calcarahis, n. s., Taf. vii, Fig. 4; 4. G. margaritaceris, n. s.
;

5. G. Kietlimlcii, n. s., Taf.
i, Fig. 1; 6. (?. Stanislavi, n. s.; 7. G. pulex, De Geer, Taf. viii.

Fig. 1; 8. G. testaeeus, n. s.; 9. G. SopMee, n. s.; 10. G. fuscus, n. s., Taf. v. Fig. 2;

11. G. murinus, n. s., Taf. v, Fig. 1; 12. G. aheneus, n. s., Taf. vii, Fig. 2; 13. G. verrucosm,

Gerstf., Taf. iv, fig. 1; 14. G. lividus, n. s., Taf. vi, Fig. 1; 15. G. lujacintMims, n. s.
•

16. G. alhinus,n. s., Taf. ix. Fig. 3; 17. G.flavw,n. s.,Taf. ix, Fig. 1; [misprinted Taf. xi.

Fig. 1, in the general account]; 18. G. carwolus, n. s.
;

19. G. amethystinus, n. s., Taf. ix,
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Fig. 6; 20. G. violaceus, n. s., Taf. x, Fig. 3; 2L G. toxopUhalmus, n. s.; 22. G. ibex, n. s.;

23. G. longicornis, n. s. [a preoccupied name]; 24. G. longkornis, var. polyarthrus, n.,

Taf. X, Fig. 2. h', c'.; 2.5. G. Parvexii, n. s., Taf. x, Fig. 2; 26. G. vittatus, n. s.; 27. G.

Petersii, n. s., Taf. x, Fig. 1; 28. G. leptocerus, n. s., Taf. viii, Fig. 2; 29. G. leptocerus

var. nematoccrus, n., Taf. viii, Fig. 3; 30. G. Sarmatus, n. s., Taf. i, Fig. 3. Taf. viii,

Fig. 4; 3L G. capreolus, n. s., Taf. xi, Fig. 1; 32. G. Ussolzevii, n. s., Taf. ix, Fig. 2 (in

the full account given as G. Ussolzewii, with a note,
" wird gelesen Ussoltzewii ") ;

33. G.

Ussolzevii var. ahyssorum, n.
;

34. G. atenopldhalmus, n. s. ;
3.5. G. scltarnaneiisis, n. s. ;

36. G. cyaneus, n. s.; 37. G. CzersMi, n. s., Taf. i, Fig. 2. Taf. iii, Fig. 8 [note "wird

Tscherskii gelesen"]; 38. G. viridis, n. s., Taf. vi, Fig. 2; 39. G. viridis var. canus, n.,

Taf. V, Fig. 3. Taf. iv, Fig. 4; 40. G. viridis var. olivaceus, n. ;
4L G^. Maackii, Gerstf.

;

42. G. saphirinus, n. s.
;
43. (?. eapellus, n. s.

;
44. G. Sophianosii, Taf. x. Fig. 4; 45. G.

Sopliianosii var. Scirtes, n., Taf. xi, Fig. 2; 46. G'. hifasciatus, n. s., Taf. xii. Fig. 6;

47. G. pidus, n. s., Taf. xii, Fig. 3; 48. G. pidus, var. a, n.; 49. G. pidus vax. ft, n.,

Taf. xii. Fig. 2
;
50. G. ordiestes, n. s. ;

5L G. taliirus, n. s.
,
Taf. xi, Fig. 5

;
52. G. araneolus,

n. s., Taf. xi. Fig. 3; 53. G. araneolus var. quinquefasdatus, n., Taf. xi, Fig. 7; 54. G.

araneolus, var. ephippiafus, n., Taf. xi, Fig. 8; 55. G. Gerstaeekeri, n. s., Taf. xiv. Fig. 5
;

56. G. ignotus, n. s., Taf. iv. Fig. 3; 57. G. hrandiialis, n. s., Taf. xiv, Fig. 4; 58. G.

Straudiii, n. s., Taf. xii, Fig. 4; 59. G. Carpenterii, n. s., Taf. xiii. Fig. 2; 60.

G. cinnamomeus, n. s., Taf. vii, Fig. 3; 6L G. rhodophthalmus, n. s., Taf. xiv. Fig. 10;

62. G. rhodophthalmus va,v. microphthalmus, n.
;

63. G. fmldielhis, n. s., Taf. v, Fig. 4;

64. G. Seidlitzii, n. s., Taf. v. Fig. 5; 65. G. Wayii, n. s., Taf. i, Fig. 4; 66. G. Cabanisii,

n. s., Taf. xiii, fig. 5; 67. G. Zienkowiczii, n. s., Taf. iii. Fig. 5; 68. G. Reissnerii, n. s.,

Taf. iii, Fig. \. Taf. iv, Fig. 7; 69. G. cancellus, Pall.; 70. G. cancellus var. Gerstfeldtii, n.,

Taf. ii, Fig. 1; 7L G. cancelloides, Gerstf., Taf. xiii, Fig. 6; 72. G. Grubii, n. s., Taf. i.

Fig. 5; 73. G. Kesslerii, n. s., Taf. i, Fig. 7; 74. G. Kesslerii var europems KessL; 75. G.

Brandtii, n. s., Taf. xiv, Fig. 1; 76. G. Lovenii, n. s., Taf. xiii. Fig. 7; 77. G. BorowsMi,

n. s., Taf. ii, Fig. 3; 78. G. BoraicsJiii var. didirous, n.; 79. G. Boroicskii var. ahyssalis, n.;

80. G. Zagoicskii, n. s., Taf. ii, Fig. 2; 81. G. Puzyllii, n. s., Taf. iii, Fig. 4; 82. G.

Godlewskii, n. s., Taf. i, Fig. 6; 83. G. Godlewskii var. Vidorii, n. s.
;
84. G. armatus, n. s.,

Taf. xii, Fig. 1; 85. G. parasiticus, n. s., Taf. iii. Fig. 3; 86. G. Radoszkowskii, n. s.,

Taf. xiii. Fig. 3; 87. G. Grewingkii, n. s., Taf. ii, Fig. 4; 88. G. Reidieriii, n. s., Taf. xiii.

Fig. 4; 89. G. Solskii, n. s., Taf iii, Fig. 2.

" Zweite Abtheilung. Die Nebengeissel eingliedrig."

90. G. Czyrnianskii,n. s., Taf. ix, Fig. 5; 91. G. aspier, n. s., Taf. xiii. Fig. 1 (name preoccupied);

92. G. Taczayiowskii, n. s., Taf. xiv. Fig. 9; 93. G. latior, n. s., Taf. iv, Fig. 6; 94. G.latus,

n: s., Taf. iv. Fig. 5; 95. G. latissimus, Gerstf. (desci'ibed from Gerstfeldt, Dybowsky
himself not having found it in Lake Baikal); 96. G. tuberadatus, n. s.

; 97. G. Morawitzii,

u. s.
;

98. G. smaragdinus, n. s., Taf. xi. Fig. 6; 99. G. smaragdinus var. intermedins, n. ;

100. G. zebra, n. s., Taf. xiv, Fig. 7 (name preoccupied); 101. G. littoralis, n. s., Taf. xiv.

Fig. 2; 102. G. inflatus, n. s., Taf. xii. Fig. 4; 103. G. pullus, n. s., Taf. xi, Fig. 4;

104. G. talitroides, n. s., Taf. xiv, Fig. 3; 105. G. Fi.rsenii, n. s.
;

106. G. rugosus, n. s.

Taf. xiv, Fig. 8; 107. G. piuella, n. s.; 108. G. glaber, n. s., Taf. xiv, Fig. 6 (name

preoccupied): 109. G. vortex, n. s., Taf. ix. Fig. 4; 110. G. Wahlii, n. s.; 111. G. Wahlii

var. platycercus, n.; 112. G. Elukii, n. s.
;

113. G. padtyfus, n. s. ; 114. G. jMdiytns vslt.

dilatatus, n.
;
115. G. perla, n. s.

Of the new genus Constantia {Costantia), the following diagnosis is given :^" Die beiden

, Fiihlerpaare sind zu Locomotionsorganen umgewandelt, die oberen Ftihler sind miichtigcr

und liinger als die uuteren. Die beiden Endglieder der oberen Stiele etwas flach gedriickt,

ihr Innenrand mit einem dichten biirstenformigen Borstenbesatze versehen. Die Geissel-
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glieder beider Fiihlerpaare trageu aussen und innen gleich lauge, stcife, einfache Borsten,

was ihnen eine Aelinlichkeit mit einer Federfahne verleiht. Die Nebengeissel fehlt, der

Leydig'sche Cylinder, die Lavalett'schen Kolbeiiorgane iind die Stiibchenorgane nicht

vorhanden. Der Riechconus uiit einem Endcylinder. Die Augen seitlich gestellt, flacli.

Die Oberkiefer mit dreigliedrigen, stark eniwickelten Tastern, die Unterkiefer mit zwei-

gliedrigen, die Uiiterlippen mit eingliedrigen, die Unterkieferbeine mit viergliedrigeu

Tastern versohen. Der KiJrper schwach seitlicli zusammengedriickt. Der Schwanztheil

stark entwickelt. Der Schwauzanbang lang, zwei-tbeilig. Die Seitenplatten klein,

niedrig, obne Borsten. Alle Beine sind zart und lang, besonders aber das zweite Paar dei-

Gangbeine und das vordere Paar der Springbeine. Die Hande liaben eine sehr schwach

angedeutete Palmarrinne. Die Basalglieder der Gangbeine schmal. Das innere Scheeren-

glied der hinteren Springbeine und die beiden langen Blatter der Steuerbeine sind mit langen

und kriiftigen Fiederborsten bewachsen."

The type species is named " Constantia Braniclii," n. s., Taf. iii, Fig. 7; var. Ale.mndri, Taf. iii,

Fig. 6, is only distinguished by the greatly developed dorsal spine-process on the first

pleon-segment.

1874. GrENACHER, H.

Gottinger Nachrichten. N' 26. 1874.

See Note on Grenacher, 1879.

1874. Hoffmann, C. K.

Recherches sur la Faune de Madagascar et de ses dependances, d'apres les

decouvertes de Francois P. L. Pollen et D. C. van Dam. 5""^ Partie. 2"° Livraison,

Crustacea et Echinodermes par C. K. Hoffmann. Leyde, 1874.

In the " Enumeration des Crustac^s trouves k jMadagascar et les Mascareignes," pp. 37-44, he

mentions as Amphipoda,
" Gammarid.e. 168. Amphitboe costata Milne Edwards.

Reunion. Hyperina. 169. Anchylomera Hunteri Milne Edwards. Reunion," and as

Lsemodipoda,
" Caprellid^. 170. Caprella scaura Tempi. Mauritius. 171. Caprella

nodosa Tempi. Mauritius. 172. Caprella megacephala Milne Edwards. Cap. St. JIarie

(Madagascar)."

1874. Humbert, Alois.

Die Falkensteiner Hohle, ilire Fauna und Flora. Jahreshefte des Vereins

flir vaterliindisclie Naturkunde in Wlirttemberg. 30 Jahrg. 1874. jjp. 86-163.

Gammarus 2ndeanus is recorded on p. 114
;

lists of species from other caves are also given.

1874. Macdonald, John Denis.

" On the Anatomy and Habits of the genus Phronima (Latr.)." (Read February

5, 1874.) Proceedings of Royal Society of London. Vol. XXH. London,

MDCCCLXXIV. pp. 154-158. PI. L

A description and figures are given of "a species of Phronima captured in lat. .30° 16' S., long.

176° 27' W."
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187-1. M'Intosh, William Carmichael.

Ou the Invertebrate Marine Fauna and Tides of St. Andrews. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. No. 82. October 1874. Vol. XIV. Fourth Series.

London. 1874. pp. 258-274. Also published separately.

The liabits and special habitats of some of the sessile-eyed Crustacea are noticed. Acknowledg-
ment is made to Mr. Spence Bate and the Rev. A. M. Norman for assistance in determining
doubtful forms. In the list of Amphipoda, AUorchestes nihsonii of Bate and Westwood is

transferred to "
Hyale Nilssoni, H. Ratlike;" the spe,cies monoculoides, Mont., marina,

"
Alderi," pollexiana, dypeaia, assigned to Monfagua by Bate and Westwood, are here

referred to Stenotlwi', Dana; their Anonyx denticulatus to Anonyx holboUii, Kroyer, their

Ampelisca gaimardii to Ampelisca carinata, Bruzelius, their Ampelisca belliana to
{
= A.

macrocephala, Lilljeborg ?).
"
CaUiopms btdentatufi (n. sp.), Norman, Nat. Hist. Trans.

Northumb. & Durham, vol. i. 1865, p. 24," said by Mr. Norman to be not uncommon all

along the east coast, is thus described :
—" The body J0 about two-fifths of an inch long, of

a pale straw colour, tinted with brownish at the joints and the bases of the limbs.

Superior antenn<e twice as long as the inferior, beautifully banded with red. Eyes

irregularly rounded, brownish red or pale brick-red. The first and second gnathopods are

nearly equal (the second, however, being larger) and similar in structure. Hand almond-

shaped, the palm being furnished with a series of very distinct stout spines, and a row of

smaller spines reaching the base of the finger ;
the latter is long, boldly curved, and

regularly divided on the concave side. The first and second pleopods [? pleon-segments]
have spines, that of the former, however, being sometimes indistinct. A very characteristic

convexity occurs at the junction of the third and fourth pleopods [? pleon-segments] ;
and

the dorsal margin of the latter is concave."

Eiscludus longicaudatus of Bate and Westwood is here given as Heiscladius longieaudatus, their

Amj)ldilwe lUtorina as Ampliitlwe p>t>doceroides, H. Eathke, and distinct from Amphithoe

ruhricata, Mont. " Most of the fine specimens," it is said,
" have the hand of the second

pair defined by a distinct tooth, as Rathke and Dr. Johnson state." Podocerits falcatus,

Mont., is given as including Podocerus pulchellus and Podocerus pelagiais of Bate and

Westwood, Podocerus variegatus, Leach, as including their Podocerus capiillatus.
"
Siphonoecetus Whitei," Gosse, is said to be probably the female of "

Siphonoecetus

typicus," Kroyer. The three species, tuberculosa, rimapalviata and excavafa, assigned by
Bate to Nxtiia, are all recorded as found together in the "

debris from the coralline ground."

Hyperia medusarum, O. F. !Miiller, is given as including Hyperia galba of Bate and

Westwood, with the remarks " The Lestrigonus Kincdiani, Bate, is a sexual variety (male).

Some large specimens are found swimming freely on the surface of the water." "
j^gma

pliasma, Mont.
;
B. & W. op. cit. ii. p. 45," appears without notice that the authors quoted

do not asoign it to ^gina.
"
Caprella iuherculata, Guerin ; B. & W. op. cit. ii. p. 68," is

said to be common on Ceramium ndn-um in rock-pools, and in the stomachs of cod and

haddock. Mr. Norman's opinion is given that the Caprella hystrix of Bate and West-

wood is not the Caprella liystrix of Kroyer, but rather is Caprella septenlrionalis. The

list includes several other Amphipoda, with occasional notes on colouring.
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1874. Marion, Antoink Fortun:^.

Eecherclies sur les animaux inferieurs du golfe de Marseille. Description des

Crustaces Amphipodes parasites des Salpes. Annales des Sciences nat., 6 ser.

Zool. et Paleout. Tome I. Article No. 1. Paris. 1874. pp. 1-19. Pis. 1, 2.

The Salpse are, he says, extremely abundant in some years, and then may not reappear during

several springs. They were found in long chains in 1SG9, wiih Salpa maxima predominant,

which he never took without finding upon it the parasitic Amphipods which he here describes.

The first is Vihilia jeanyeranlii, Lucas, 1849, of which he considers Vihilia speciusa,

Costa, 1853, and Vibilia inediterranea, Claus, GrundzUge der Zoologie, 2d Ed., to be in all

probability synonyms. In describing the maxillipeds,
"
la Icvre inferieure, constituee par la

K^union des deux^ siagonopodes de la troisieme paire, appeles souvent pattes-machoires," he

remarks, "il est trfes-important de constater que cette Ifevresternale est totalement d^pourvue

d'appendices palpiformes, tandis que M. Milne Edwards decrit et figure chez le Vihilia

Peronii deux petites tiges rudimentaires representant ces organes developpes dans les

Gammarines." Secondly, Lycxa pidex, n. s., is figured and very fully described. It is

compared with Lijcxa ochracea, Dana. G. O. Sars in 1882 considers that it comes very

near the northern species Lycxa (Trypihana) vralmii, Boeck. Claus in 1879 establislies

Lycxa rohusta, n. s., but gives as a synonym
" L. pidex Marion 1 . . . Junges ^ ."

1874. Maetens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1872 ; being Volume Ninth of the Record

of Zoological Literature. Loudon, m.dccc.lxxiv. pp. 185-204.

1874. Smith, S. L, and Haeger, Oscar.

Report on the Dredgings in the region of St. George's Banks, in 1872. From

the Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. Ill, Part

I, 1874.

Lists are given of the Crustacea taken at the various localities in which dredging was carried on.
" Notes on some of ihe Species enumerated ; by S. I. Smith," include remarks on the following

Amphipoda, pages 29 to 35
;

" Plioxus Kroyeri, Stimpson,"
"
very closely allied to, and pro-

bably identical with, the P. Holhollii Kroyer which is found in Greenland, Iceland

and northern Scandinavia ;

"
Ilarpina fusifurmis, Smith [Plwxus fusij'ormis, Stimjjson),

" this species is very likely identical with the H. plmnosa Boeck {Phoxus plumosus

Kroyer), which has very nearly the same range as Phoxtis Holbollii ;
"

Stenoihoe peltata,

Smith, n. s., PL IV [III], figs. 5-8
; Sijrrhc/e crenulata, Goiis, "seems to be an exceedingly

arctic form, being found in Europe from Spitzbergeu to the western coast of Norway ;

"
Tiron

acantliurus, Lilljeborg (Syrrlioe hicuspis, Goes ;
? Tliessarops [Tessarops'] hastata, Norman) ;

CEdiceroa lynceus, Sars (CEdiceros p-opinquus, Goes; Monoculodes nuhilius, Packard, Mem.
Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. i. p. 398, 1867) ;

Monoculodes horealis, Boeck (CEdiceros affi?iis,

Goes) ; Parainphithoo pulchella, Bruzelius (Kroyer sp.) ; Purampihithoe cata^iliracta,

(Amphitlionotus cataphractus, Stimpson),
" this species is apparently a true ParampJnthoe,

as restricted Ijy Boeck, and closely allied to, if not identical with, P. j;awo^)Za

Bruzelius (AmpJiithoii panopla Kroyer). Boeck places Pleustes tuberculatus Bate as a
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synonym of Kroyei's species, and if he is correct in this our species is undouhtedly distinct
"

;

Vertummi.i serratiis ?, Goes (Fabricius sp.), {Acanthonoius serratus, Stimpson),
" Our

specimens all differ from the descriptions and figures given by Boeck and Kroyer in the

armature of the posterior margin of the third segment of the abdomen. In our specimens

the upper process from this margin is armed with four or five teeth above and at the tip,

while the lower process is armed with five or six teeth simOarly situated, but with no teeth

on the lower margin except just at the tip. In Kroyer's figure (Gronlands Amfipoder.

plate ii. figure 8) the upper process is represented as terminating in a single tooth and the

lower process as toothed along both sides; Boeck's description agrees with this, except that

he says there are two teeth at the tip of the upper process "; Boeck afterwards changed the

name to Acantlionotozoma senritum ; Acanthozone citsjddata, Boeck
; Byhlis gaimardi,

Boeck (Kroyer sp.), "the Ampelisca Gaimardi of Bate, and Bate and Westwood, is not this

species, but a true Ampelisca. All the species of this subfamily are undoubtedly tube

dwellers. ... In this species, the glands which secrete the cementing fluid are situated

principally in the meral and basal segments of the third and fourth pairs of thoracic legs ;

"

Xenodea viegacidr. Smith, n. s., PI. IV [III], figures 1 to 4.
" ' Pedes Stii et 4ti paris

articulo Imo latissimo
'

of the generic description would scarcely apply to our species, but in

all the other generic characters it agrees perfectly, as it does also with the diagnosis of the

subfamily Photinae, except that the mandibles each bear six serrated spines instead of the

usual number, four." In this species Professor Smith noticed a peculiar
"
glandular structure

fiUing a large portion of the third and fourth pairs of thoracic legs."
" The terminal seg-

ment (dactylus) in these legs is not acute and claw-like, but truncated at the tip and

apparently tubular." " A large cylindrical portion of the gland lies along each side of the

long basal segment, and these two portions uniting at the distal end pass through the ischial

and along the posterior side of the meral and carpal segments, and doubtless connect with

the tubular dactylus. There can be no doubt that these are the glands which secrete the

cement with which the tubes are built, and that these two pairs of legs are specialized for

that purpose." In AmjjMthoe maculata the gland is in the middle of the basal segment.
Other arrangements with reference to this gland are mentioned for Cerajms mhricorni)',

Ptllocheirus pincjuiif, Byhlis gaimardi, and a species of Anqxlisca.

1874. Smith, S. I.

Tube-huilding Amphipoda. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

No. 81. September 1874. Vol. XIV. Fourth Series. London, 1874. p. 240.

Silliman's American Journal, June, 1874.

The cement-glands are described in Xenodea sp., and noted in Amphitho'e maculata, Pfiloclietrua

pinguis, Cerapus rubricornis, Byhlis gaimardi, Ampelisca sp. In the Cerapus
" the

orifice in the dactylus is not at the very tip, but subterminal on the posterior side." In

Ampelisca and Eijhlis
" the remarkable elongation of the two distal segments in the third

and fourth pairs of legs is perhaps a special adaptation to enable them to reach back over

the deep epimera." See Note on Smith and Harger, 1874.
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1874. Smith, S. I.

The Crustacea of the fresh waters of the United States, pp. 637-661.

Sketch of the Invertebrate Fauna of Lake Superior, pp. 690-706. Food of

fresh-water fishes, pp. 708-709. Extract from the report of Prof. S. F. Baird,

Commissioner of fish and fisheries, Part II, Pieport for 1 8 72-'73. Washington, 1874.

At page 645, the account of the AmphiisoJa begins with the family ORCHESTiDiE, and the new

genus HiialeUa, thus described :
—

" First pair of maxilk* with rudimentary, very short, and uniarticulate palpi. Palpus of the

maxillipeds composed of five segments ;
the terminal segment being slender and styliform,

and the penultimate broad. Antennula;, antennse, and thoracic legs much as in Hijalc.

Telson short, stout, and entire.

" This genus seems to be closely allied to Hyale, but differs from it and from the rest of the

Orchestidx in the palpus of maxillipeds, which has five instead of four segments, showing

in this respect a remarkable approach toward the gammaroid group of Amphiiwda. From

Hyale it differs also in the telson."

For a discussion of the genera Hyale and Hyalella, see Note on Rathke, 1837. Hyalella dentata,

n. s., pi. ii. figs. 8-10, is here described. After the description had been sent to the

printer, Professor Smith received many additional specimens from Lake Okeechobee, Florida.

In some of these, he says,
" the dorsal teeth upon the first and second segments of the

abdomen are very small
; and, in a very few specimens, they are wholly, or almost wholly,

wanting." The Ariiphitlwr aztecus, Saussure, "undoubtedly belongs to this genus, and may
be called Hyalella azteca." Allorchestes kmclcei-boclieri of Bate "

belongs probably to this

genus"; "the palpus of the first pair of maxillae, in Bate's species, is figured (perhaps

incorrectly) as composed of two segments."

In the family Lysianassid^,
"
Pontoporeia Hoyi," pi. ii, fig. 5, is entered as a new species, with

the synonymy,
"
Ponioporeia affinis Smith, American .Journal of Science, 3d series, vol. ii,

p. 452, 1871
;
and Preliminary Report on Dredging in Lake Superior, p. 1022, 1871.

Gammarus Hoyi Stimpson, MSS., (full-grown male form.) Gammarus hrevlstylis Stimp-

son, MSS., (female)
"

Professor Smith had originally regarded his specimens
"
as specifically

identical with the Pontoporeia affiniis of the Scandinavian lakes and the Baltic. A subse-

quent and more minute comparison has, however, revealed some differences, which are

apparently constant." " The most remarkable differences are in the peculiar, elongated,

papilliform appendages upon the sternal portion of the thoracic segments." These, it

appears, are more numerous in the American specimens than in the European, as described

by G. O. Sars in 1867. A second new species, Pontojwreia filicornis {Gammai-us filicornig

Stimpson, MSS.), is founded on a single specimen. "This species differs remarkably from

all the heretofore known species of Ponfoporeina: in the excessive elongation of the flagella

of the antennul» and antennas, a character which might be regarded by some naturalists as

of generic value. The very close agreement with P. affinis and Hoyi in all other parts

of the animal, however, seems to indicate a very close affinity with those species,

especially the latter
;
and as this one peculiarity is very likely only a sexual character of

the old males of the species, I retain the species in the genus." The detailed account seems

to make it doubtful whether the name Pontoporeia affinis would not suffice both for this

and the j)receding species.

In the family Gammaeid^, is described Garniimrus limnxus, Smith, pi. ii, figs. 6, 7, (Gammarus
lacugtrit!, Smith, 1871), "this species is very closely allied to the Gammartif neylectus of

G. O. Sars, which inhabits the lakes of Norway," of which lacudris is a synonym, or

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—18S7.) XxX 55
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perhaps rather the rightful name, and from which Professor Smith says that his species,

though differing only in minor details, is undoubtedly entitled to be considered distinct.

Very large specimens had been obtained in Colorado, from an elevation of 9000 feet.

He next describes Gammarus fasciatus, Say. Of Gammarus minus, Say, he remarks that

he has " not yet been able to rediscover this species, which is very likely not a true Gam-

marus.'" The Gammarus ininus of De Kay, he says,
"

is made up principally of Say's

original description," with a " rude attempt at a figure
"
apparently from some other species,

probably Gammarus fasciatus. He describes both sexes of Crangonyx gracilis, Smith, 1871,

and mentions Grangonyx vitreus, Packard, 1873, giving under protest as a synonym,
"

?? Styguhromus vitreus Cope, American Naturalist, vol. vi, p. 422, 1872 ; Third and Fourtli

Annual Eeports of the Geological Survey of Indiana, p. ISl, 1872." He describes

Grangonyx tenuis, n. s.,
" a slender, elongated species, with very low epimera, resembling

more in form the species of Niphargus than the typical species of Grangonyx."

In the " Sketch of the Invertebrate Fauna of Lake Superior," four Amphipoda are mentioned,

Hyalella clentaia,
"
Pontoporeia Hoyi," Gammarus limnseus, Grangonyx gracilis, with refer-

ences to the descriptions already given.

In the Section on the " Food of Fresh-water Fishes,"
"
Pontoporeia Hoyi," is mentioned as found

in the stomach of the White-fish {Coregonus alhus), at various stations.

1874. Stebbing, Thomas Roscoe Rede, bom February 6, 1835.

Amphipodous Crustacea. A new species, and some items of description and

nomenclature. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, July 1874. Ser. 4.

Vol. 14. Loudon, 1874. pp. 10-15. Pis. III.

"
Liljeliorgia Normanni "

is described and figured as a new species, near to Liljehorgia

shetlandica. Bate and Westwood, both species being synonyms of Cheirocratus sundevalli,

Eathke. A variety of Iphimedia ehlanse is described and figured, as intermediate between

that species and Iphimedia ol/esa, with the suggestion that distinction implied by the two

specific names may, in fact, be one of sex. The male of Mierodeutopus versiculatus,

Sp. Bate, is figured and discussed. This species, in Boeck's opinion, may be the same

as Autonoe longipes, Lilljeborg, but the first gnathopods do not suit that view. The

alteration of 3Iicrodeufopus to Microdeiiterojnts, accejited in this paper, I no longer think

necessary. Micropirotoptus macidatus, Norman, is figured, and some notes are given on that

species. Gammarella bi-evicaudata, ?, Milne-Edwards, is figured and discussed to show

that " Gammarella Normanni," Bate and Westwood, is in fact the female of Milne-

Edwards' species. This had been abeady suggested by Mr. Spence Bate in the Brit.

Mus. Catal., p. 379.

1874. Stebbing, T. R. R.

On some species of Amijhitlioe and SunamphitJioe. The Annals and Magazine
of Natural History, for August 1874. Ser. 4. Vol. 14. Pis. XL XIL j^p. 111-

118.

AmpMtlwe ctmiculus, n. sp., is described and figured. Amphitlwe ruhricata, Montagu, is

compared with AmpMtlioe littorina, Sp. Bate, and the inference drawn that they are

varieties only of the same species. Amp)lrithoe littorina is by Boeck identified with

Amphitlwe pjodoceroides, Eathke, but Montagu's name being still older will take
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precedence. Figures and descriptions are given of both sexes of Sunamphithoii gam-
maroides. This I believe to be identical with the partially described Amphithoe

gammaroides of Spence Bate. Both sexes are described of Sunamphithoe conformata,

Sp. Bate, with the suggestion that Sunamphithoe liamulus, Sp. Bate, is in fact not a

separate species, but the female of Sunamphithoe conformata. The name of the species,

however, should be hamulus, although the synonjTuy, as given both in the Brit. Mus.

Catal. and in the Sessile-eyed Crustacea, leads to the (erroneous) inference that conformata

was the earlier established. As a matter of fact hamulus stands first at the original

contemporary institution of the two names.

1874. Stebbing, T. R. R.

The sessile-eyed Crustacea of Devon. (Read at Teignmouth, July, 1874.)

The Transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science,

Literature and Art. Vol. VI. Part II. Plymouth, 1874. pp. 764-773, with plate.

No new species are described in this paper, which was intended as a supplement to Mr. Parfitt's

Catalogue, 1873. Cf-rayia imbricata, Sp. Bate, is figured, and notice taken that, contrary

to one of the characters assigned to the genus Gratjia, it has an accessory flagellum on

the upper antenns. This species has since been recognised as the young of Amathilla

sdbini (homari, Fabr.). The suggestion is made that Sulcator arenarius, Sp. Bate, is

probably the same as the Lepidacti/Us of Say. This surmise has since been confirmed by
S. I. Smith. Phxdra Icinahani, Spence Bate, was included in the list by mistake.

1874. Verrill, a. E., and Smith, S. I.

Report upon the invertebrate animals of Vineyard Sound and adjacent waters,

with an account of the physical features of the region. Extracted from the Report

of Professor S. F. Baird, Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, on the condition of

the sea-fisheries of the South Coast of New England in 1871 and 1872. Washington,

1874.

The Amphipoda in this report were identified by Mr. S. I. Smith. At page 19 (313)

Mr. Verrill says,
" these small Crustacea .... together with the shrimps, constitute

a very large part of the food of most of our more mluable edible fishes, both of the fresh

and salt icaters." The Orchestia agilis of Smith, "occurs in countless numbers beneath

the masses of decaying sea-weeds." "A much larger species, and one of the largest of all

the amphipods, is the Gammarus ornatus." " The males are much larger than the

females, and sometimes become nearly an inch and a half long."
" The only good

English name that I have ever heard for these creatures is that of '

scuds,' given by
a small boy, in reference to their rapid and peculiar motions." Other species are

mentioned, which will be noticed further on. In a "
list of species inhabiting the rocky

shores of the sounds and bays," p. 37 (331) eleven Amphipods are named.

Of Talorchestia longicornis and Talorrhestia megalophthahiia, of the sandy shores, he says,
" when driven from their burrows by unusually high tides or storms they are capable of

swimming actively in the water," p. 42 (336). Of the sandy shore species he mentions

also Orchestia agilis, Lepidaciglis dytiscus, Unciola iirorafa. To the muddy shores six

species of Amphipoda are assigned, p. 83 (377). Among the species commonly found on
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submerged woodwork six Ainphipoda are mentioned, p. 98 (392), among wldcli it is

curious to note that Chelura terehrcms is nut included. Of Amphipods ordinarily found

on the bottoms of the bays and sounds, he enumerates for those that are rocky, p. 115

(409), nine species; for those that are gravelly and shelly, p. 128 (422), seven species;

for those that arc sandy, p. 134 (428), two species, Leimlactylis dytisms being included in

this and the two preceding lists; lastly, for those that are muddy, p. 140 (434), "several

species
"
of Lysianassinse, and eight of genera in other families.

In the section on "
free-swimming and surface animals," he says,

" several species of Amphipods
are also common at the surface. The most abundant were Callinpius Ixniiscuhis, of

which Mr. V. N. Edwards also took numerous large specimens in February and March
;

Gammarus natator, which was usually common, and occurred in immense numbers

August 10 and on several other occasions
;
and a Hjiperia, which infests several species

of large jelly-fishes, and also swims free at will. The Plironinia is a related genus, but is

very remarkable for its extreme transparency, which renders it almost invisible in water."

The list, p. 158 (452), mentions "several species" of Lysianassinee, and eleven species of

genera in other families.

At p. 163 (457), he says, "among the Crustacea there are a few species of Amphipods that are

l^arasitic. One of these, Lapln/stius siurionii^, lives upon the gills of fishes and upon the

surface of the body. It was found on the gills of the "goose-fish" (Lopliius), in Vineyard

Sound, and on the back of skates at Eastport." In the list of external parasites, he

mentions, besides Laplnjiifius durwnis,
"
Hyperia, sijeuies, on jelly-fishes."

On the sandy shores and bottoms of estuaries, three Amphipods are recorded, p. 170 (464);

on the muddy shores and bottoms of brackish waters, eight species, p. 177 (471); on

oyster beds in brackish waters, four species, p. 182 (476); among eel-grass in brackish

waters, eight species, p. 186 (480); on piles, etc., in brackish waters, four speyes, p. 188

(482); on outer rocky shores, nine species, p. 193 (487); on sandy shores of the open

coast, four species, p. 196 (490); on the stony and rocky bottoms on the open coast, nine

species, or more, since he says, "species of Caprella occur in considerable numbers,"

p. 200-204 (494-498); on sandy and gravelly bottoms off the open coast, eight species,

p. 210 (504); on soft mud and sandy mud off the outer coast, seven species, p. 217

(511).

In the "lists of species found in the stomachs of fishes," pp. 220-227 (514-521), he mentions

"Scup; Forgek; (Sfeyiohmuif- airiyropx.) Forty young specimens, one year old, taken at

Wood's Hole in August, contained large numbers of Amphipod Crustacea, among which

•were Unciola in-orafa, Ampelisra, s-p.,
etc." "Haddock; {MeJanogrammiig ecglifinus.) . . . .

A specimen taken at Wood's Hole, November 6, 1872, contained a large quantity of Gam-

marus natator." "Tom-Cod; Fkost-Fish; (Microgadus tom-codus.) Several specimens

from New Haven Harbor, January 30, contained numerous Amphipods, among which were

Mwra levis ; Gammarus, sp.; Ampelisca, sp.;" others at Wood's Hole, in March, contained
"
large quantities of Amphipods, especially of Gamraarus animdatus, G. 7iatator, Calliopius

Ixviusc.ula, and Microdeufopus mina.i:; and smaller numbers of Gammarus ornatus and

G. mucronatus. Another lot of twelve, taken in April at the same place, contained most

of the above, and in addition several other Amphipods, viz., Mwra levis, Pontogeneia

inermis, PHloclieirus pinguis, and Caprella."
" Ocellated Flounder; Summer

Flounder; {Chxtiopsetta ocellaris.) . . contained . . . Amphipod Crustacea belonging to

the genus Aiiipelisca." "Spotted Flounder; {Loplwpseifa mandata.) . . contained

. . . numerous Amphipods, Gammarus mucronatus." Sea-Herring; (Clupea elongata.)

. . contained . . . large numbers of an Amphipod, Gammarus 7iatato7\"

The Systematic Catalogue of the Amphipoda inhabiting the coast between Cape Cod and New

York, drawn up by Mr. S. L Smith, occupies pages 261-273 (555-567). It includes
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Orchesfia agilis, n. s., pi. iv. fig. 14; Orchesfia palustris, n. s.; Talorchestia longicornis,

Smith (TaJitnis lontjieoniis, Say, Orchedia lonr/icoimis, M.-Ed\v., and De Kay); Talorchestia

'
megalopJilhalma, Smith {Orchcstia riiegalophthalina, Bate, Talitrus quadrijidus, De Kay,
"
may bo based on the female of one of the preceding species, but it is so badly

described and figured as to be indeterminable ") ; Hyale littoralis, Smith {Allorchesfes

KttoraUs, Stimpson); Lyifianassa, species; Lepidadylis dytiscus, Say; Phoxvs kroyeri,

Stimpson: Urothoe, species; Monoculodes, species; Laphystius durionis, Kroyer {Dar-

winia compressa, Bate); Calliopius Iseviusculus, Boeck (Kroyer); Pontogeneia inermis,

Boeck [Aiiipliithoe iiiermis and rrmulafa, Kroyer, Iplrhnedia vulgaris, Stimpson; Afylus

inermis, crenulatus, and vulgaris, Bate
; Aiylus vulgaris, Packard, not Atylus (Paramphitue)

inermis, Packard, Mem. Boston. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. i. p. 298, 1867); Gammarus ornatus,

M.-Edw., pi. iv. fig.
15 {Gammarus lucusta, Gould; Gammarus piulex, Stimpson); Gam-

marus annulahis, TL. s.; Gammarus natator, n. s.; Gammarus marinus. Leach; Gammarus

mucronatus. Say (Gammaracanthus mucronalus, Bate, on which Smith remarks, "our

specie.^ cannot be referred to Bate's genus Gamniaracantlms, for the dorsal margin is not

distinctly carinated, and the third, fourth, and fifth segments of the abdomen are furnished

with fascicles of spmes."); Mara levis, n. s.; Melila nitida, n. s.; Ampelisca, sp,, pi. iv.

fig. 17, undescribed; Byhlis serrata, n. s.; Ptilocheirus pinguis, Stimpson, which falls to

Zaddach's genus Lcpilocheirus ; Microdeutopus minax, n. s.; Autonoe, sp.; Amphithoe

maculata, Stimpson, pi. iv. fig. 16; Amphitlwe valida, n. s.; Amphithoe longimana, n. s.;

Amphithoe compta, n. s.; Podocerus fucicola, Smith (Cerapiis fucieola, Stimpson); Podo-

cerus, sp.; Cerapus rulrrieornis, Stimpson, pi. iv. fig. 18, which Smith later identifies

with Erichthonius difformis, M.-Edw.; Cerapus minax, n. s., presumablj' Erichthonius

minax, since in 1880, Smith attributes to the genus Cerapus, tuhularis. Say, as the only

species); ? Gerap)us tuhidaris, Say, subsequently identified without doubt; Corophium

cylindricum. Smith (Podocerus cylindrieus. Say, not of Bate); Siphonoecetes euspidatus,

n. s.; Unciola irvorata, Say, pi. iv. fig. 19; Hyperia, species, "upon the large red

jelly-fish (Cyanea)
"

;

" another species of Hyperia was taken at the surface in company
with Salpa:" Phronima, species, "closely allied to the P. atlantica of Guerin. According

to Professor Verrill's notes it is, in life, translucent, scarcely tinged with yellowish-white,

and nearly invisible in the water
;

the eyes red. Another form allied to the last was

taken with it, and is possibly the male of the same species, but differs from it, and from

the characters usually assigned to the genus, in possessing well-developed autennulse. In

life, according to Professor Verrill, it was translucent whitish, the body spotted with dark

brown, and the eyes blackish."; Thyropus, species; CapreUa geometrica. Say, pi. v.

fig. 20, which Mayer identifies with CapreUa acutifrons, Latreille
; Capirella, species.

In the addenda, p. 451 (745), is given, Themisto, species undetermiued. " It occurred swim-

ming at the surface in vast numbers, and was thrown up by the waves in windrows,

extending several miles along the shores of Martha's Vineyard."

1874. WiLLEMOES SuHM, EuDOLPH VOK

On a new Genus of Ampliipod Crustaceans. Eeceived February 27,—Eead

March 6, 1873. Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society of London. For

the year mdccclxxiii. Vol. 163. London, mdccclxxiv. pp. 629-63G. Pis.

XLIX., L.

Thaumiips pellucida, already mentioned in the Proc. E. S., 1873, but here figured and more

fully described, was atterwards recognised as Cystisoma nepfu7ius or neptuni, Guerin, 1842,
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for which see Note under that date, and compare the account of Oniscus spinosus, Fabr.,

1775. Some mistakes made in this paper -were corrected in an appendix. See the

following Note. The specimen was included in a haul made by the Challenger on January

28, 1873, when " the trawl was sent do-svn, in lat. 35° 47', long. 8° 23', to a depth of 1090

fathoms." Among other points of interest Dr. Willemoes Suhm here mentions that the

muscles of the thoracic legs are only very weakly developed, from which he infers " that

the movements of the animal are not very rapid when it is obliged to walk over the sea-

bottom." " The transparency of the body makes it possible likewise [to distinguish clearly

the cephalic ganglion and the ventral chain, consisting of five thoracic and three abdominal

ganglia (Plate XLIX. fig. 1). The cephalic ganglion is situated in the anterior part of the

head, more on the dorsal than on the ventral side
;

it is 3-50 millims. in width, and is horse-

shoe-shaped with pointed ends. From the middle of its anterior margin two large nerves

run straight to the end of the antenna;, whUe from the opposite side two commissural cords

run backwards, traversing the head and, after having encircled the mouth, uniting with the

first thoracic ganglion. The nerves passing from the sides of the cephalic ganglion are all

employed as ocular nerves to supply the huge compound eyes. Those of the anterior end

are better seen, as they go to the anterior part of the eyes, while those of the posterior end

seem to go to the posterior parts.
" The first thoracic ganglion is seated just underneath the ovary in the second segment, and sends

out the nerves for the mouth and the genital organs. The two cords then separate till they

are united again in the third segment in the second ganglion ;
thence they run backwards

in a single chain and form a ganglion in each of the subsequent segments, sending nerves

to the legs. Altogether we find five thoracic gangHa for six segments, and in the abdomen

three ganglia for five segments. The last ganglion of the abdomen is more slender than

the preceding ones, and seems to send out nerves in different directions, especially to the

anus and caudal appendages. In Phronima there are ten pairs of ganglia, five of which, as

in the present case, are thoracic and five abdominal." Claus, 1879, it will be found, assigns

only four ganglia to the abdomen in the Phi'onimidfe.

The cjecal appendage of the stomach, described by Claus for Phronima, "has, in the present

species, assumed so large dimensions as to have replaced the stomach, which does not exist

morphologically, but is physiologically represented by the ctecum."

" The heart is an elongated tube extending from the second to the fifth segment (Plate XLIX.

fig. 3, (). Probably there are three openings in it as in Phronima, one in each segment; but

of these nothing could be made out.

" The respiratory organs consist of three pairs of small transparent sacdO^e giUs at the bases of

the second, third, and fourth pairs of feet (Plate XLIX. fig. 1, hr). They are in form and

number nearly the same as in Phronima."
" Genital Organs.

—The single specimen taken is a female. There is a large ovary, distinguished

by its rose-colour, occupying the middle portion of the first body-segment (Plate XLIX.

fig. 3, ov). I suspect that it consists of two ovaries lying close together, and having two

excretory ducts leading to the genital papilla." "The genital papilla is an elevation in the

centre of the ventral surface of the first thoracic segment between the two limbs [the first

pair of ambulatory legs], which, as I have already mentioned, are destined to bear the eggs

at their base, as in the females of Nymphon. The colour of the papilla is rose, with scattered

scarlet points produced by smaD spines on the surface of the carapace. In the centre of the

genital papilla there is a large spine (Plate L. fig. 6, il)
with a groove leading into a

depression (c),
in which I believe are seated the apertures of the ovarian ducts. This pit

is protected by two soft appendages (Plate L. fig. 6, I), answering to the valves which

are to be found in most female Amphipods, and in which they keep their eggs. In

the present species, however, they are only rudimentary, and they do not seem to be
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used for that purpose, as I found the eggs attached to the bases of the first pair of

ambulatory legs.''

The defimtion of the genus is given as in the "Proceedings," 1873. Willemoes Suhm thinks it

nearly related to Phronima, but as " the genital papilla in Thaumops is in the centre of

the first thoracic segment, while in Phnmima it is in the seventh body-segment," and for

other reasons, he thinks it cannot form a member of the family Phronimidse. In

mentioning the seventh body-segment of Phronima, instead of the fifth, he was probably

thinking not of the female but of the male.

Bovallius, 1886, says, "for my part, I am convinced that the .specimen first described as

Thaumops pellucida, must be ranged as a distinct species, which still may keep its [specific]

name. The males described 1875
(1. c.) [Trans. Linn. Soc] are perhaps identical with

Gu<5rin's species and may be placed there, awaiting a closer examination." This point, and

others connected with the specific distinctions necessary to be established in this genus, will

be more conveniently discussed later on in this Report.

1874. Willemoes Suhm, Rudolph von.

Appendix. On the Male and the Structure of Thaumops pellucida. Received

October 24,
—Read December 11, 1873. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society of London. For the year mdccclxxiil Vol. 163. Loudon, mdccclxxiv.

pp. 637ff.

Since the preceding paper was read three males had been caught, the largest
" 103 millims. in

length, exceeding in length the large female by 19 millims." "These males difi'er from the

females by the absence of the genital openings at the base of the first segment and of the

breeding lamellae. The two elongate testes begin just behind the caecum of the stomach, and

their vasa deferentia run down to the last segment of the pereion, where they terminate by
two simple openings between the last pair of pereiopods." "There is not a trace of a

second pair of antennae, either in the male or in the female. In the former, however, the

first pair of antennae, the five pairs of ambulatory pereiopods, and the caudal appendages
are distinguished by the want of the glandular apparatus. In the females these glands

cause an enlargement at the top of each of the appendages in question, and this enlargement
is of course also wanting in the male." " The mandibles, which at first I thought were

entirely wanting, have now been found. They are very much like those of Phronima, only

shorter and not so elongate as in that animal; the palpus, which is present in the mandibles

of the male Tyjyhidx, could not be detected in Thaumops. The first maxillae are also very

small, and differ by their shortness from those of Phronima, but otherwise show the same

characters. The second maxilte could not be found with certainty; they are either wanting
or represented by an organ which I thought was the labium (Plate L. fig. 6, Jah). This

organ arises from the second joint of a very jieculiar appendage, which I have interpreted in

my first paper as maxillae (Plate L. fig. 6, ma). I am now satisfied, however, that those are

the maxillipeds, consisting of three joints. Two of these joints are united together, the first

being attached to the oral apparatus, and the second giving rise to a peculiar organ which
consists of two chitinous claws united by a thm layer of the same substance, so as to form

a sort of plate. I have already mentioned that I am not quite sure whether this is a labium

or, as it seems more probable, the result of the displacement and union of the second

maxillae. This organ is situated at the inner side of the maxillipedes, the third joint of

which consists of two strongly denticulated and separate claws. The two appendages

(Plate XLIX. fig. 1, mx) which I first thought act as maxillce are the gnathopoda of Spence
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Bate, followed by five pairs of pereiopods. The pleopods or swimmerets consist in the

male, as well as in the female, of only three pairs."

He still thinks it represents a new family of Hyperidae, to he placed next to the Phronimse. It

approaches the Typhidse, he says, by
" the elongate shape of the head, with the mouth

underneath and the claws terminating the gnathopods. On the other hand, however, the

want of the second antennae in the male, the elongate slender shape of its first antennae,

whicli show nothing of the enlargement and the olfactory hairs peculiar to the male TyjMds,
and the want of the palpus in the male mandible, show that it differs widely from the

Typhidx."

He now defines it thus :
—

"
Caput oblongum, ooulis maximis superiorem capitis partem togeutibus. Segmenta thoracica

septem, abdominalia quinque. Antennarum in utroque sexu par unum. Mandibulse et

maxillae minimaj. Maxillipedum par unum conjunctum. Pedum thoracicorum paria septem,

anteriora duo parva et chelis armata. Pedum abdomiualium paria tria." There is no doubt,

he says, that Thaumops pelhicida is a pelagic Crustacean, retreating sometimes to considerable

depths, and coming up only in the night.

1874. WiLLEMOES SUHM, E. VON.

The largest Ampliipocl. Nature. January S, 1874. Volume IX. Loudon and

New York, 1874. p. 182.

This is a letter remarking that Tliaumo^is pellucida "has been already described by Gu^rin-

!Meneville under the name of Cijsfnsoma nepitwm," and that the female caught in the Atlantic

"had a length of 84 mm., not of 14 mm.," as had been erroneously reported.

1874. Wrzes^niowski, Augustus.

On Callisoma Branickii, a new Species from Nice. The Annals and Magazine

of Natural History. No. 79. Vol. XIV. Fourth Series. London, 1874. pp.

15-16.

The new species is compared with "
Callisoiiia Ilojjei and C. crenata," which it is said to resemble

in the first and second gnathojioda, and in the coxa of the five anterior pairs of appendages,
" but those of the fourth pair of pereiopoda considerably deeper than the ones appertaining

to the fifth pair."
" The basis in the fourth pair" of pereiopoda "considerably broader and

higher than in the fifth pair." There are notches on the dorsal surface of the fourth and

fifth pleon-segments. "Telson deeply cut, but single."

1875. CaTTA, J. D.

Amphipodes du Golfe de Marseille. Comj^tes rendus hebdomadaires des seances

de TAcademie des Sciences. Tome Quatre-vingtieme. Paris, 1875. p. 831.

In this extract, Catta says,
" en resume, des Amphipodes normaux sont deja reprosent^s, dans le

Golfe de Marseille, par une trentaine de genres, dont un au moins nouveau, et par soixante-

dix a soixante-quinze espfeces diflferentes. Six especes nouvelles et deux varieties, de

formes svL'-tout adriatiques, donnent pour ainsi dire la physionomie de la faune locale."
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1875. CaTTA, J. D.

Note pour servir a I'histoire des Amphipodes du Golfe de Marseille. Eevue

des Sciences Naturelles. Tome IV.—No 1. 15 Juiii 1875. Montpellier.

pp. lGl-169.

The Brst species mentioned is
" Irridium liuwanimi," for which the synonymy is thus established :

Icridiuin fmncm, Grube, 1863, Phlias rimiaimt-, Sp. Bate, 1862. Pereuimtus testuao,

Sp. Bate au<l Westwood,
" ne saurait se distinguer d'l. liissuanum que par la petitesse

de ses yeux et par les dents qui garnissent le bord interne de son antenne sup^rieure. Ce

sont la fowi! au plus des differences spccifiques ;
les deux Amphipodes appartiennent done

au nieme genre, et, comme la publication de Grube est de quelques mois anterieure a celle

des auteurs anglais, Pereionotus testudo doit devenir aussi Icridium teshido." Professor Catta

had previously said,
"

si on ne met pas en doute la description de Guerin de Menneville, le

genre Phlias doit rester pour ne renfornier uniquement que le P. sfmdu><, dont le Pleon

serait tout-a-fait normal." The question of the telson seems here to be left still in obscurity,

unless we may presume that it is present, from the identification of the names given above,

since, although Grube's Icridium is described as having
" telson nullum," both Plilias and

Pereionotus are described with a teison. In my opinion Phlias should be accepted as the

generic name in preference to Icridium and Pereionotus. But of the two latter, Pereionotus,

having been instituted in 1862, has the f)recedence.
" Peltocoxa Marioni "

(n. g.) is thus described :
—

" Ce nouveau Crustace a etc trouve dans les fonds coralligeres de la calanque de Podesta. Sa

longueur, du bout des antenues a I'extremite du pleon, n'atteintpas 1 millim. Deux de ses

cosas sont enormement developpes et forment par leur reunion un veritable bouclier rond,

large et bombe. Comme cette disposition se repete des deux cotes du corps, I'animal pent
se rouler completement entre ses deux armures et ne plus ofFrir dans cette position que

I'aspect d'une lentille microscopique. L'antenne superieure, courte et trupue, est terminee

par un singulier flagellum dont les articles decroissent trte-brusquement et tres-inegalement

de diamfetre. Je ne connais rien, cliez les Amphipodes, d'analogue a cette antenne
; aussi

est-ce avec quelques reserves que je rapproche ce nouveau genre de la famille des Stego-

cephalides, Je dedie cette espece typique a M. Marion." In 1880 Mr. Haswell instituted

the genus Cyproidia, with the species omata and lineata, to which in 1885 I added an

English species, daiunoniensis. In 1882 Sars instituted the genus Steijop)lax, family Amphi-
lochidse. It is possible, or even probable, that Cijproidia and Stegoplax are synonyms of

Peltocoxa, but with so brief a description as the above, it is difficult to decide either as to

genus or species.

Phoxus erijtlirophthahiius, n. s., is said to come near " /\ HolhiiUi de Kriiyer," from which

it diifers,
" surtout par la presence d'un oeQ tres parfait de chaque cote de la tete."

This eye, he says, does not disappear even whwi the creature has been long kept in

spirit.

"
Anonyx BroccMi," n. s., is said to be near " A. Edicardsii (Krdyer), dont il se distingue

par la forme plus ramassee de l'antenne superieure, par quelcpies particularites caracteris-

tiques du cinquifeme siagonopode et par le telson, dont chaque moitie se termine par un

poin^on tres aigu."
" Niceu Pontica (Eathke sp.)," is mentioned as belonging to Nicea, rather than to Hyale, because

of Rathke's error in describing the last uropod as bifurcate. But this seems an insufficient

reason for cancelling a generic name. It is noted that Czerniavski, though knowing
Rathke's species, nevertheless institutes a variety of " Nicea Pereiri," under the name of
" Pontica."

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 56
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" Nicea Prevostii (H. Milne-Edw.)," is given, with "
Aniphithoe Prevostii," M.-Edw., and " Nicea

Macronyx," Heller, for its synonyms.

Of Liljehorgia pallida," Sp. Bate, lie confirms Sp. Bate's suspicion, that the telson is not only

cleft, but double.

Of Microdeutopus anomalus (Rathke), he thinks it probable that it is the female of Microdeutopux

gryllofaJpa. He mentions Eurijstheus erythropidhalmus ; Iphimedia ohesa, Rathke;

Ampelisca helliana, Sp. Bate
;

Leucotlwe denticulata, Costa
;

Leucoilioe artieulosa,

Montagu ;
Bloera truncafipes, Spinola, with which he thinks Heller's Micra scissimana

identical ; Moera integrimana. Heller
; Lysianassa audouiniana, Sp. Bate ; Lysianassa

spinicornis, Costa ;
and alludes to unnamed species in various other genera of Amphipods,

which may be found in tlie gulf.

1875. Grimm, Oscar.

Briefliche Mittlieiluno-en an C. Th. v. Siebold iiber eine zoolooische Unter-

sucliungs-Expeditioii nach dem Kaspiselien Meere. Zeitselirift fur wiss. Zool.

25 Baud. Leipzig. 1875. pp. 323-326.

He collected 3.50 specimens of Gammarids, belonging to four or live species, some of them

colossal forms.

1875. Heller, Camil.

Die Crustaceen, Pycnogonideu und Tunicateu der K. K. Osterr-Ungar. Nordpol-

Expedition. Mit fiinf Tafelu. Vorgelegt iu der Sitzung am 19 Juli 1875. The

plates are inscribed
" Denkschriften d. k. Akad. d. W. matli. uaturw. CI. II. Abth.

XXXVI. Bd. 1875." The Imck of the title page says
" Besouders abgedruckt aus

dem XXXV. Bande der Denkschriften," etc.

A fidl description and figures are given of the new species Cleijjpides (ptadricuspis and

Amathillopsis spinigera. Some of the differences pointed out between Cleippides quad.ri-

cugpAs and Amntlionotus (CJeippides) triruspis, Krtiyer, may be due to age or accident; it

is highly improbable, for example, that the mandible in the one should possess an accessory

cutting-plate and a spine-row, and the other be without them. These would rather be

generic differences, of which there does not seem to be any question.

The new genus Amafhilloptfi^ has its definition included in the Latin descrijjtion of the

species :
—

"Corpus compressum, dorso carmato, carina segmentornm in spinas retrover.sas exeunti
;

epimeris parvis, rigidis, extrorsum flexis. Antennce superiores inferioribus longiores,

pedunculo elongate, flagello appendicular! brevi. Mandibulfe robustse, in apice deutata;,

processu accessorio etiam dentato, palpo triarticulato, articulo tertio breviore quam secundo.

Maxillae primi paris lamina interiore lata, longa, in margine anteriore satis sex plumosis

instructa. Pedes maxillares lamina exteriore brevi, vix ad dimidium articulum palpi

secundum elongatum porrecta. Pedes 1"" et S*"' paris ferme eadem forma, subcheliformes,

non pervalidi; articulo quarto et quinto longitudine fere sequahbus, oarpo in angulo

inferiore posteriore iu processum parvum producto, manu ovali in margine interiore setis et

spinis tenuibus instructa. Pedes trium parium ultimorum articulo jirimo sat angusto,

pedes septimi paris iisdem parium duorum prajcedentium breviores. Caput rostro frontali
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brevi instructum, oouli rotundati. Dorsum carinatum, omnia segmenta thoracis et quatnor

segmenta postabdominis anteriora carina in margine posteriore in dentes acutos desinenti.

Angulus inferior posticus lateralis segmenti postabdominis l"', 2'" et 3" in dentem

acutum productus. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris pnelongati, ramis laminiformibus, in

margine spinulosis. Appendix caudalis obovata, usque ad dimidiam partem styli pedum
saltatoriorum ultimi paris porrecta, in margine posteriore sinuata." It is further remarked

that this new genus stands between Ainathilla and Gammararrmfhus, that it has in common
with Amathilla the compressed carinate body, the small similarly shaped subcheUform first

and second gnathopods, and the simple emarginate telson, while it Is distinguished from it

by the elongated upper antennro, the presence of an accessory flagellum, the slender form of

the first (femoral) joints of the three last peraeopods, the elongate third uropods and the

shortened third joint of the mandibular palp. With Gammaracanfhus it agrees in the

form of the antennae, in the shape of the first joints of the three last peraeopods, as well as

in the elongated last urojjods. It is easily distinguished from it by the short rostrum, the

feeble gnathopods, the form of the telson, the structure of the mandibles and mandibular

palp, the strongly outward curved lateral edges of the perseon-segments, and the small

inferiorly toothed side-plates.

It is rather doubtful whether this genus belongs to the Gammarinse, among which Heller in the

above remarks seems inclined to place it. It seems to approach the subfamily Epimerinse,

Boeck, notwithstanding the minute secondary aj)pendage to the upper antenna, in the

presence of which it iir fact resembles AmafliiUa as well as Gammaracanthus. An additional

species, Ainatkillojjsis affinis, from Franz-Josef Land, has been contributed to the genus by
Mr. E. J. Miers.

Figures and descriptions are given of "
Anoni/x lagena Kroyer,"

" Aristias tumidus Kroyer,"

Onisimiis littoralis Kroyer," with some notes on "
Aranthostcpheia Malingreni Goiis," and

some other known species. To Krfiyer's Anonyx lage^ia,
" Cancer ampulla Phipps

"
is

given as a synonym, obviously only by a
slij)

for Cancer nugax.

1875. Lenz, Heinrich.

Die wirbellosen Thiere der Travemiinder Buclit. Berlin, 1875. pp. 14-17.

Also ill Schrift. d. Naturwiss. Ver. Schleswig-Holstein. I. Bd. pp. 291, 292,

1875.

Seven species of Amphipoda occur in the inlet of Travemiinde, Baltic. (Dr. von Martens, Zool.

Record for 1875.)

1875. LOCKINGTON, W. N.

Observations ou the genus Caprella, and description of a new species. Pro-

ceedings of the California Academy of Sciences. Vol. V. 1873-4. (San

Francisco, June 1875) pp. 404-406.

Of this paper P. Mayer, Caprelliden, p. 70, gives the following account,
"
Caprella xpinosa.

Lockington, from Hakodadi Bay, is distinguished by the considerable length of the male

(body exceeding 1 inch, anterior antennas 1 inch long). From the description, however,

nothing further can be derived, than that the author does not know the genera with more

than five pairs of legs, and also that he takes no account of the mandibular-palji, etc. The

species must therefore be considered indeterminate."
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1875? Maitland, R. T.

Naamlijst van Nedeiiaudsclie scliaaldiei-en. Tijdschrift der Nederlaudsche

Diei'kuiidige Vereenigung. Eerste Deel. 'S Gravenliage, Rotterdam, 1875 ?

pp. 228-269.

The Amphipuda, pages 24:1-246, include the names and localities for species of Gammarina

numbered 45-60, one of the Hyperina, 61, and Caprellina numbered 62-68. For

Gammanis fluviatili!:, Roesel, jNIaitland gives the localit}' as " Onder steenen in een helder

stroomende beek buiten de tolsteeg-barriere nabij Utrecht en in't Gein bij Abkoude."

Of Gammarus puJex, Fabr., he says,
" In groote menigte in bijna alle slooten en staande

wateren onder steenen en balken, tussclien waterplanten enz. zeer gemeen." Lysianasm,

Edw'., he naturalizes into Lysianassa.
"
Amjjhitoe Jurini, Edw." he gives doubtfully.

He retains the name Lepinmera in place of the earlier Profo. "
Caprella acutifrons, Edw.

Ill, pag. 108, No. 5. Bate & Westw. II, p. 60," be also gives doubtfully, and likewise

"Caprella obesa, v. Bened." Of "iVazy^cjVZm tristis, v. Bened.," he is doubtful. He closes

the list with "
Ci/romit!, Lam. 68. ceti. Lin. Edw. Ill, pag. 113, No. 1. Bate & Westw.

II, p. 85. AValvischluis. Op een vinvisch, Bal»noptera rostrata, den 10 Dec. 1862 in 't

IJ, nabij Zaandam, gestrand." It would have been interesting to have had some description

of this Ci/amus, since Liitken in 1873 says that " hitherto not a single species has been

found on a genuine Fin-whale [Balie?iopfera), although some Fin-whales, for instance

B. Sihbaldii, have been the object of fishery, and the opportunity has been used for looking

after parasites. See S. Hallas, Vidensk. Medd. fra den naturhist. Forening for 1867,

p. 162."

Among the Isopoda, after Anceus is given on page 248,
"
Pterygocera Latr. 76. arenaria. Latr.

Zandpissebed. Slahher. bl. 92, PI. XI, Fig. 3, 4. Aaii de kust van Walcheren (Slabber.)

N. B. Waarschijnlijk de larve toestand eener Idotea-soort." It is curious that in

Slabber's own country he should not have accredited to him the specific name which he

gave to this now well-known Arapbipod, Haustoritis arenarius.

1875. Martens, Eduard vox.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1873 ; being Volume tenth of the Record

of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxv. pp. 183-196.

TJiaumatops is suggested in place of Thaumopa as the name of the Hyperid (C>/sfos(i>iia)

[Cystisoma] described as a new genus by "Willemoes Suhra. Hesse's Iclithyomyxoaiji, 1873,

is criticised.

1875. Metzger, a.

Jahresbericht der Commission zur wissenschaftlichen Untersuchuucr der

deutschen Meerc in Kiel fiir die Jabre 1872, 1873. IL and IIL Jahrgang.

Berlin, 1875. (With second Title page) ; Die ExjDedition zur physikalisch-chemischen

und bioloo-ischen Untersucbuns; der Nordsee im Sommer 1872. Die Resultate der

Beobachtunsfen an den Statiouen der deutschen Ostsce- und Nordsee-Kii.sten in

den Jahren 1872. 1873. Berlin 1875.
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V. Zoologisclie Ergehnisse dcr Norclseefahrt.. X. Crustaceen aus den

Ordiiungen Edriophtlialmata und Podophthalmata. Bearbeitet von Prof. Dr. A.

Metzger in JMlinden. Hiezu Abbildungen auf Kupfertafel VI. pp. 277-310.

A list of Ampliipoda is given, pages 278 to 284, numbering eightj-tliroe species, with particulars

as to place of capture, depth, nature of ground and geographical distribution. Species

previously taken by Leuckart or by Metzger himself, even if not observed on the present

exi^edition, are included. On Ampliithoe gibba, E. Leuckart, the note is given, "Von

spiiteren Forschern uicht wieder aufgefunden, oder docli nicht erkannt. Die 1. c. [Frey und

Leuckart, Beitriige p. 162] gegebcne Beschreibung ist zu unvollstiindig. Nach der

Uebereinstimmung mit A. Eathkei zu urtheilen, gehort die Art wahrscbeinlich der Gattung

Calliopius an." See Note on Frey and Leuckart, 1847. Of Gammarus eJongatus,

Leuckart, he says,
"

Spiiter, wis es scheint, noch nicht wieder aufgefunden." He notices

Boeck's opinion that it may be Ma:ra longimana, Thompson. He here gives Knnjera

arenaria, Bate, with Boeck's Pontoerates norvegicus as a synonym.
Fuller notes and descriptions of new species are given on pages 296-300. Dulichia wonacanilia,

n. s.. Tab. vi.
fig. 8, is thus described :

—
"
Caput antice paulum productura et rotundatum. Epimerum primum in spinam longam

jiroductum, epimerum secundum margine posteriore rotundato, marginc interiore recto et

parum modo producto. Pedes secundi paris manu longiore quam latiore, dontibus duobus

instructa, dente postico longiore et acuminato. Pedes quinti et sexti paris articulo tertio

longitudinem quarti et quinti junctorum vix superanti. Pedes septimi paris articulo quarto

longiore quam quinto, articulo tertio prajlongato, longiore quam primo. Pedes saltatorii

ultimi paris pedunculo vix dimidiam longitudinem rami interioris aequanti. Longitudo
animalis c. 5 mm." It comes, he says, very near to Dulichia porrecta. Of another

Duh'rJiia, spec, dubia, he had only a single defective specimen, a female with eggs. This

he describes, as also the female of Hela mmtrosa, Boeck, in which his two specimens
.showed the first gnathopods larger than the second, having the hand curved, not with three,

but only two teeth. He describes the tubes of Slphomxeetes cuspidalus, Metzger, as

apparently very fragile.

BgbHii crass^icornis, n. s., Tab. vi. fig. 9 is thus described :
—

" Femina. Corporis forma angustior, antennne vero robustiores quam in B. Gaimardi
;

segmentum postabdominis quartum in anteriore parte paulum transverso impressum, postice

obtuso carinatum
; segmentum postabdominis tertium in angulo inferiore posteriore

rotundatum. Caput inter antennas superiores parum productum. Antennae superiores

inferioribus baud multum breviore.s, articulo pedunculo secundo pralongato, ter longiore

quam primo. Antennae inferiores articulo quarto parum longiore quam quinto. Pedes

primi paris manu paulum breviore quam carpo ; jjedes secundi paris manu multo breviore

quam carpo angusto. Pedes tertii et quarti paris ungue tam longo quam articulo quinto.
Pedes quinti paris articulo jirimo altiore quam lato, ovali, iu margine posteriore lobo lato

semiorbiculari instructo. Pedes sexti paris articulo primo marginibus fere rectis. I'edes

septimi paris articulo primo ad marginem inferiorem articuli tertii deorsum et postice

productum, articulo quinto lineari, vix breviore quam quarto, ungue styliforme paulo
breviore quam articulo quinto. Appendix caudalis parum longior quam ad basin lata,

postice angustior et rotundata in summo dimidio fissa, lacinia utraque in superficie spinis

singulis armata. Longitudo corporis 8mm.—Habitat extra oras Norvegi;e Jsederenses in

profunditate 106 orgyarum."

On "
Ampelisca Esrhriditi," Kroyer, he notes some difJerences fiom Boeck's account. For his

criticism of the description and figures assigned by Buchholz to this species, see Note on

Buchholz, 1874. He gives some account of Tritwpis heUeri. Boeck, and observes that,
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according to Buchliolz, it is probably the young of Tritropis aculeafa, Lepecliin. He

comments on StenotJioe marina, Bate, Steiuifhov monoculoides, IMontagu, ifetojKi ixAlexiana,

Bate. He retains the last name, though agreeing with Bate and Westwood (vol. ii. p. 499),

in the view that Kroyer's Leucotlwe chjpeata is probably the female of Metopa poUexiana.

Lepidepecreuvi, Bate and Westwood, distinguished, he says, from Orchomene, Boeck, only by the

want of an accessory flagellum, should find its jjlace in Boeck's arrangement of the

Lysianassina just after Orchomene. To supjjly defects in the original desorijstion of the

genus, he gives the following :^
" AUe Mundtheile von dem seitlichen Kopflapp)en und der erste Epimere bedeckt. Mandibeln viel

liinger als breit, an der lofTelfbrmigen oder flach-helmfrirmigen Spitze ungezahnt ; Palpus

sehr lang und schlank, 2gliedrig, Sformig geschwungen and weit hinter dem elliptischen,

nicht sehr hervortretenden KauhiJcker eingelenkt. Innere Lade (lobus interior) des ersten

Maxillenpaares kurz und schmal, am Ende mit zwei Borsten
; aussere Lade kriiftig, an der

Spitze mit ungleichen und unregelmiissig zweireihig gestellten Zahnen ; Palpus zweigliedrig

mit feinzahnigem Endrand und hinter demselben schwach gerieft. iMaxiUen des zweiten

Paares mit schmalen und nicht sehr langen Laden, die aussere unbedeutend liinger als die

innere, beide nach den Enden zu mit Borsten bewaffnet. Die hintere oder aussere Lade der

Maxillarfiisse, welclie eben Uber das dritte Glied des Palpus reicht, hat einen crenulirten

Innenrand und ist hinter der Creuulirung bogenformig gerieft ;
innere oder vordero Lade

viel kiirzer und schmaler, nur bis zum Ende des ersten, verhaltnissmassig starken, Palpus-

gliedes reichend, an dem scliief abgestutzten Ende mit einigen kleinen zahnartigen

Vorspriingen und am Innenrande mit spiirlichen Borsten bewaffnet." This is followed by
a description of the species Lepidepecremn carinatum, Bate and Westwood.

Callisoma Imhjeri, Bruzelius, was found in great numbers within dead specimens of Ediinocardiuni

cordatum.

Section III. is
" Ueber die Crustaceenfauna der Nordsee diesseits und jenseits der Doggerbank,"

pp. 30G-309. From the Deutsche Bucht, 97 Crust. Podophthalmata et Edriophthalmata

were known, of which 46 species were Amphipoda, from Northumberland a total of 167, of

which 89 were Amphipoda, and of this 89, 41 were common to both districts. The five

Amphipods not known to occur from the Northumberland side were Ampihithoe gibha and

Aitjlus fah-utus, from Heligoland; Orchomene pdmjuis from the west coast of Norway; and

the southern species Melita palmata and Orchestia deshaijesii. Various speculations are

entered into, to account for the facts of distribution so far as ascertained. The districts

compared were " von Texel (Holland) bis Blaavandshuk (Jutland)
" and the Nordsee-

gebiet
" zwischen dem westlichen Abhang der Doggerbank und den Kiisten von Yorkshire

bis zum Firth of Forth." Among the important relations of temperature it is said that
"
alle Wasserschichten der Nordsee diesseits der Doggerbank, oder, um die Lage genauer zu

fixiren, diesseits einer Linie etwa von Scarborough bis zum siidlichen Eingang in den

Skagerrack oberhalb Houstholmen und Hirshals, im Monat August von der Oberfliiche bis

zu 20 bis 30 Faden nahezu eine gleiohhohe Temperatur besitzen, wiihrend jenseits dieser

Linie die tieferen Wasserschichten erheblich kiihler bleiben als diejeniger der Oberflache."

Among the species, six in number, named as likely still to be found in the Deutsche Bucht,
" Noenia caudadcniata" is given, perhaps by mistake, for Neenia tuberculosa, Sp. Bate, as it

is accompanied by
" Noenia undaia," and Spence Bate's two other species of Neenia are

recorded as actually found.

1875. The Micrographic Dictionary. London, mdccclxxv.

An article on_ Gammarus mentions the species ^;?iZe.i;
and fluviatilis, adding that "

there

are twenty-three species of Gammarus, many of them marine." It also names Talifrns
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saltator as belonging to the Gammarina. The l:)ibliograpliy refers to Desmarest,

Milne-Edwards, Gervais, Westwood, Bate and Westwood in the Annals and Magazine of

Natural History.

1875. MiERS, Edward John, born 1851 (E. J. M.)

Descriptions of new species of Crustacea collected at Kerguelen's Island by the

Rev. A. E. Eaton. Annals and Magazine of Natural History, for July and August
1875. Ser. 4. Vol. XVI. pp. 73-76, 115-118.

"
Lysianassa KenjueJeni," n. s., is described. This species was subsequently transferred by Mr.

Miers to the genus Anonijx. It was again found by the Challenger Expedition.

A new genus Pavaiiurra is thus defined :
—"

Superior antennae exapjpendieulate, but little

longer than tlie inferior. Gnathopoda subequal, well-developed ; dactylos closing along the

inferior margin of the palm. Posterior pair of pleopoda with the rami very unequal, the

inner ramus short or rudimentary. Telson cleft nearly to tlie base."

" This genus will apparently include Melita Fresnelii, Audouin, and Melita tenuicmiiis, Dana,
which latter species is placed by Mr. Spence Bate provisionally in the genus Mcera." The

type species is Parainu-ra australis.

In the August number of the Annals, p. 117, Mr. Miers changes the name of Paramoei'a

australis to Atijlus australis, and in the Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. for 1879, he says, "it is

probable that a separate genus will eventually have to be formed for the receistion of

the two species just mentioned [Atylus australis, Miers, and Atijlus (Iphimedia) Jissirauda,

Dana], and A. austrinus, Speuce Bate. They differ from the normal species of the

genus Atylus, as restricted by Boeck, in being destitute of dorsal carination, and in some

other particulars. For A. australis I originally founded a new genus Paramcera, allied to

Melita in having the inner rami of the posterior pair of pleopoda short or rudimentary, but

differing from it in the absence of an accessory appendage to the upper antennae. A
subsequent examination of a series of younger examples showed, however, tliat my original

types had sustained injury, the rami in question having been broken off and lost, and that

in reality the inner rami are as well developed as the outer in A. australis. Yet though the

genus Puramara is unavailable for A. australis, it will hold good for the reception of Melita

ienuicor7iis, Dana ^ ,
and Gammarus Fresnelii, Audouin, mentioned at the time of its

publication as apparently included in it
; unless, as is probable, there be some error in the

figures and descriptions published of these species." In a letter dated October 19, 1885,

Mr. Miers says, "I suppose the genus Paramcera will hardly stand." The species Atylus
australis is, I think, without doubt the same as that described by S. I. Smith, under the

title Atylus (?) australis, Miers
(1),

of which Mr. Smith has very obligingly .sent me

specimens, which will be further noticed later on in this Pieport.

Podocerus ornatus, n. s., is briefly described, the length given being ^ inch, which is probably a

misprint, as the length mentioned in the subsequent fuller report is 1 3 mm.

1875. Norman, A. M.

Submarine-cable Fauna. By J. Gvvyn Jeffreys, LL.D., F.R.S., and the Eev.

A. M. Norman, M.A. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History for March 1875.

Among the animals found attached to the Falniouth-and-Lisbon telegraph-cable laid in June

1870 and taken up for repairs in the autumn of 1871, Mr. Norman mentions four

Amphipoda; Anqjliithcqisis latipus (Sars), giving reasons for using this name in preference
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to Calliope ossiani or Calliope fingalli, Bate and Westwoud
;

"
Gammarojms eiijtliroph-

fhalinii'-', LiU^(ihoTg
=

-Euryytlieuif eri/throplithalmui', B. &, W.;"
" Proholium

{
= Moiitagua,

Bate): fragment"; and "
yEgina 2jliasma (Montagu) = Protella ^Aasma, Bate."

1875. Packard, A. S.

Life-histories of tlie Crustacea and Insects. The American Naturalist. Volume

IX. Salem, Mass., 1875. pp. 583-622.

At page 599, speaking of the embryo in Oniscus and Asellus, he says, "The abdomen is curved

up and backwards, while iii the Amphipods it is bent beneath the body, as in Fig. 254, and

this is really, as Fritz Miiller observes, the only important dill'erence between the embryos,

at an early stage, of the two groups. The embryo Isopod at the time of hatching closely

resembles the adult, there being no metamorphosis.
" The development of the Amphipods or beach fleas, is nearly identical with that of the Isopods.

The eggs of certain species undergo total segmentation, while those of other species of

the same genus (Gammarus) partially segment, as in the spiders, and in a less degree the

insects, showing the slight importance to be attached to this matter, and that Haeckel's

term Morula when used for the total segmentation of Crustacea is of little significance, how

[ever] much it may be in the lower animals."
"
Summary of changes :

—
"L Segmentation of the yolk partial, or total (Morula).
"

2. Nauplius state in the egg.
"

3. Larva hatching in the form of the adult with the full number of feet
;
no metamorijhosis."

He refers to the woks of E. van Beneden, Dohrn, Eathke, and Bol.iretzk}', all concerned with

the embryology of Isopod.s.

1875. Powell, Ll.

Description of a new Crustacean, Phronima novw-zealandLv. Transactions

and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute, 1874. Vol. VII. pp. 294, 295,

pi. xxi. figs. 1-2, 1875.

This species will be considered later on in this Report. It bears a strong general resemblance to

Phronima seilentaria, Forskal, the distinction between the two being based on characters

which are not very striking at first sight.

1875. KouGEMONT, Philipp de, born 1850, died 1881.

Qusestio inauguralis: Die Fauna der dunkeln Orte. Miinchen, 1875. 13 pp.

The author bases an argument on the relationship between Gammarus pulex and Gammarus

pmteanus. He makes the pungent observation that the errors which zoologists have made

in the establishment of species during the last fifty years it will take a hundred years to

correct.

1875. Rougemont, Ph. DF.

Natur-Geschiclite von Gammarus imteanus Koch. Inaugural-Dissertation.

Miinchen. 1875. 40 pp.

The general structure of the Gammaridfe is described and the sensory appendages discussed.

The cylindrical appendages to the flagellum of the upper antennae are recognised, in
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agreement with Leyilig and contrary to the view of Speuce Bate, as organs of smell. The

fact that they are longer in the blind Gammanis puteanns and AseUiis from the wells than

in Gammanis pulex and Asellus aquaticus is regarded as a natural compensation made to the

former for their want of sight. To the plumose hairs at the base of the upper antennae,

which Sars and others accept as auditory organs, like those described by Hensen for the

Decapods, Eougemont disallows this function, on the ground that to the well- and cave-

shrimps hearing would be of no particular service, and that in Amphipods neither auditory

vesicle nor otolith has been discovered. He regards the hairs in question as ministering to

the sense of touch, and were there any word to express something intermediate between the

senses of touch and hearing, he would be willing to adopt it for the function of these

organs. He agrees with some earlier writers in ascribing to the cone of the antennary gland a

sense of smell, and supposes, while the cylinders of the tlagellum smell more distant objects, the

cone takes cognizance of food approaching the mouth, an ingenious but not highly probable
'

suggestion. He mentions that Felix Plateau, who like Spence Bate recognised eyes in Gam-

marus puteanus, briefly described these organs as "dreieckig mit spharischen Winkeln,

klein und pigmeutlos." But de Eougemont himself had never been able to find any

Krystallkorperchen, and is convinced that these animals cannot see and distinguish objects,

though the light, penetrating their transparent skin to the rudiment of the optic nerve, may

produce a disagreeable impression, whicli leads them to prefer a safe obscurity.

To the single species, Gammarus puteanus, Koch, are referred all the following forms:—I. Form.

Gammanis minutus, Gervais. Crangonyx subterraneus, Sp. Bate. II. Form. Niphargus

Jcochianus, Sp. Bate. III. Form. Gammarus puteanus, Caspari. Gammarus puteanus.

Hosius. Nipihanjus fontanus, B'p.'^a&B. lY.'EoTim. Gammarus puteanus, Yi.oc\i. V. Form.

Niphargus stygius, Schiodte. Gammarus pideanus, Koch, de Lavalette St. George, and Felix

Plateau. VI. Form. A colossal specimen, 33 mm. long, from Neuchatel. These identifica-

tions were sharply criticised by Alois Humbert, in 1876.

1875. SCHI0DTE, J. C.

Krebsdyrenes Sugemiiiid. Med fern Kobbertavler. Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift

3. R. 10. B. Kj0benliavii. 1875. pp. 211-252.

Schi0dte considers that the structure of the mouth in the Amjjhipoda offers three princijiul

types, best distinguished by the connections which determine the movements of the

mandibles. The first type belongs to the Gaiirmarus- Caprella-iorms. Here the mandibles

are short, three-sided, with broad triangular base, the outer angle of which is socketed by
a short process in the pleural border of the head. On this process and the outer side of

the shaft they have an oscillating movement, but being free from the special arrangements
for regulating their movements which are found in the other two types, he calls this

group Eleutherognatha, defined by the formula,
" Mandihulx trigonal, conchjlo articulario

anticd carentes. Lahruin pjlnniusculum, fransversuin, simp}le.i\" The lower lip he describes

as having four comparatively soft cushion-like lobes and two more strongly chitinized and

calcified horns directed backwards, stifTer than the cushions, yet yielding towards their

free ends, so as to constitute a spring stiff enough to hold the mandibles up for their

oscillation, yet elastic enough to yield to pressure, and which he therefore designates as
''

ptrocessus mandihularii lahii inferioris."

The second type includes most of the Lysianassina, Dana. Here, in addition to the arrange-

ments above mentioned,
" from the front end of the shaft, on the upper side, in front of

the palp, there issues a club-shaped, articular process, rounded at the end, which fits into a

corresponding cup on either side of a .saddle-shaped process on the palate, close behind

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVIL— 1887.) XxX 57
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the upper lip, descending into the mouth-cavity." It is this arrangement in connection

with the development of the upjser and lower lips, that determines the soissor-like move-

ment of the mandibles in this group, which he therefore calls Trochalognatha, thus

defined,
" MandihiiJae 2^rofluctx, condylo aiiiadario iiistruda: aniico, acetabulo epipharyngif

accommodato. Lahrum crassum, ccmicum, simplex." Of this group he considers that

there are, as suggested by Kr0yer, only two principal types, Anonyx and Opis, and as the

first group correspond with the Onisci, as defined by Schipdte, so this with the Cirolaua'

under the same limitation.

The third type includes the Hyperina, and because the outer lobes of the mandibles are

pressed into a transverse furrow of the upper lip he calls this group Piezognatlia, thus

defined,
" Mandibidx pmdudx, condylo atiiculario aniico carentes, mala exteriorc fossx

transvorsie lahri accovimodata. Labruin planiuscid.um, transversum, duplex."

As abnormal among the Eleutherognatha, the mouth-organs are described of Sterjocephalus,

Cyamus and Laphystius. The illustrations are taken from "
Caprella septenlrionalis Kr.

9 "; "Laphystius Sturionis Kr. $ "; "Cyamus ovalis Eouss. de Vauz. 9 "; "Anonyx

Lagena Kr. ? ";
"
Stegoceplialus Ampulla Kr. 9 ";

" Themisto libellula Mandt. ?"
"
Ancbylomera sp. ? ."

The English reader will be glad to know that there is a translation of this highly important

paper,
"
partly condensed with the sanction of the author," in the Annals and Magazine

of Natural History, for September, 1876. The beautiful and elaborate plates of tlic

original do not, however, accompany the translation.

1875. Simon, Eugene.

Journal de Zoologie. IV. pp. 114-116.

He enumerates and shortly describes several species of Crustacea living in ca,ves, among them,
"

j\'iplia>-(jus subterraneun (Leach) = pjidcanus (C. Koch) aquilex and styyius (Schiiidte),

Carniolia, also in wells." (Dr. von Martens, Zool. Eecord for 1875.)

1875. Smith, Sidney I.

Report on the Ampliipod Crustaceans. Reports on the Zoological collections

of Lieitt. W. L. Carpenter made in Colorado during the summer of 1873. (Ex-

tracted from the Annual RejDort of the United States Geological and Geographical

Survey of the Territories for 1873.—F. V. Hayden, Geologist in charge.)

Washington, 1875. pp. 608-611. Pis. I. II.

"
Hyalell.\, (jenus 7iov," is here defined as in 1874, except that the penultimate segment in the

maxilliped-palpus is here said to be "longer than broad." Hycdella dentata, pi. i. figs. 3-6,

is again described as "
sp. nov." Hyalella inermis, n. s., pi. i. figs, 1-2, is described,

"
closely allied to the last species, but whoUy without teeth upon the dorsal margin of any

of* the abdominal segments." On this, Faxon in 1876 .says, "after an examination of a

large number of Hyalella dentala and //. inermis from Utah, I am satisfied that they are

but varieties of one species." The policy of coining, or retaining, names for varieties is

open to question. Where the variation is not sufficiently important to be regarded as specific,

it might well, in my opinion, be left without a special name. In the present instance it

seems highly inconvenient to have a species named from a particular character, and a

variety named from the absence of that very character. If it is impossible to retain both
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names as specific, this would seem to le one of the rare cases in which original names

might justifiably be changed on account of their inappropriateness. The difficulty, however,

will not arise, if, as already suggested, the names may be considered synonyms of HyaleUa

andina, Philippi, 1860. Gammarus limnxus, Smith, pi. ii. figs. 13-14, from "Lake near

Long's Peak
; elevation, 9000 feet," is described, and Gammarus rohustvs, n. s., pi. ii. figs.

7-12, from Wahsatch Mountains, Utah.

1875. Smith, Sidney I.

Tlic Crustaceans of the Caves of Kentuchj and Indiana. From the American

Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. IX., June, 1875.

Sfijfjohromus vitreus. Cope, from Mammotli Cave, is said to be really a Crangonyx, which

should stand as Crangonyx vitretis (Cope). Crangomjx vitreus, Packard, from Indiana, is

very different from Cope's species, but closely allied to Crangonyx gracilis, from Michigan,

Lake Superior, etc., differing principally in the structure of the eyes. Since Packard's

species in any case must yield its specific name, one is led by Professor Smith's account to

regard it as a synonym of Crangonyx gracilis.

1875. Stebbing, T. R. R.

On the genus Bathyporeia. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History for

January 1875. Ser. 4. Vol. 15. PI. III. pp. 74-78.

Bathyporeia pilosa, Lindstrom, is figured and described, with an argument to show that

Bathyporeia pelagica, Sp. Bate, is the adult male, a.nd" Bathyporeia Eobertsoni," Sp. Bate, a

younger form of the male, of the same species of which Bathyporeia pilosa is the female.

G. O. Sars, has expressed the opinion that Bathyporeia rohertsoni is a distinct species. H.

Blanc accepts my view.

1875. Stebbing, T. R. R.

On some new exotic Sessile-eyed Crustaceans. The Annals and Magazine of

Natural History for March 1875. Ser. 4. Vol. 15. PI. XV. A. pp. 1-4.

In this paper a new sjjecies is described under the name Dejximine antarctica. This in

November 1878 I transferred to Atylus on the ground of its likeness to Atyltis gibbosus,

Sp. Bate, and of its residing, like that species, in a sjionge. Atylus gibbosus, however,

having no palp to the mandibles, belongs not to the Atylinw, but to the Dexaminae, and is

made by Boeck the type of a new genus Tritxta, which name he derives from the Greek

TpLTaia, without explaining why he introduces an additional letter into the Latinized form of

it. :My species will become Tritseta antarctica, and will probably include as synonyms,

Polycheria tenuipes, Haswell, from Port Jackson, and Polycheria obtusa, Thomson, from

New Zealand.

Another new species, described and figured as " Seba Saundersii," is said to come from Algoa Bay,
South Africa. In 1883, a new genus and species from New Zealand was described by
Mr. ChUtou under the name Teraticum typicimi. This is probably the same as my
Seba saundersii. A specimen brought home by the Challenger was taken in the Strait of

Magellan, so that the range of this little species in the south would seem to be very
extensive.
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1875. WiLLEMOES SuHM, R. VON'.

Briefe von E. v. Willemoes-Suhm an C. Th. E. v. Siebold. III. Zeitschrift fiir

wi.sseuschaftliche Zoologie. Fiuifuiidzwanzigster Band. T^eipzig. 1875. pp.

xxxvi- xxxvii.

In this letter, dated "H.M.S. Challenger, Cap York, in September 1874," under the heading
"die Thiere der Oberflaohe," he says, "Die Crustaceen traten namentlich auf der Fahi't

von den neuen Hehriden nach Cap Y''ork massenhaft auf, docli fangen die EuphaumJen,
die bei den Fidschi-Inseln noch gemein waren, an, seltener zu werden.—Is^amentlich schon

war die Ausbeute an Stomatopoden Decapodenlarven und an Hyperiden. Von letzteren

waren diesmal nicht nur Iluperia, Phronima, CyllopuK, Cijstosoma, und Oxiicejjlialm

sondern aucli RhabJosoma vorlianden, die abenteuerliche langgestreckte Ti/jihida, die

wohl zu den seltensten Bewohnern der Oberflache gehtirt, da es uns bisher noch nie gelang
eines Exemplars derselben habhaft zu werden."

1875. "WiLLEMOES SuHM, R. VON.

On some Atlantic Crustacea from the '

Challenger' Expedition. (Read May 7th,

1874). The Transactions of the Linnean Societ}' of London. Second Series.—

Zoology. Volume I. Part the First. London, m.dccc.lxxv. Plates VI.-XIII.

pp. 23-59.

The part of the paper referring to the Amphipoda is on pp. 21-26, under the heading "On Cystl-

goma Neptunus (Thawnopj^ p)eUucida). (PL XL figs. 4-8)." Willemoes Suhni here objects

to supposing that the antennae in Cysiisoma represent the .second pair, an opinion which he

wrongly attributes to Guerin-Meneville. "
Against a union of Cystisoma with the

Hyperids may be advanced," he says,
" besides the form of the head (which is more Typhid-

like) and the absence of tlie second antennas in both sexes, the absence of a palpus on its

mandible (PI. XI. fig. 6). Tlie palpus is always present, according to Glaus, in Hyperids,

but is wanting in Phronimids." (But on this last point see Note on Claus, 1879.) "The

male," he says,
"

diilers by tlie absence of glands at the top of nearly all the appendages,

especially in the last pair of pereiopoda, which, according to this, have not the same clumsy

appearance as in the female. The two testes begin just behind the stomach (fig. 5, t), and

send vasa deferentia to the last segment of the porcion, where two simple genital openings
are to be seen between the last pair of legs (fig. 5, a ;/)." He further says somewhat

mysteriously,
"
probably (as in Plironima) the full-grown male is somewhat smaller than the

female
;

it seems that Cydisoma Nejiiimiis can attain a very considerable size
;

for the last

and largest male which we got in the trawl has a length of 103 millims." This male is the

largest sjiecimen of Cystisoma as yet on record, so that the probability that the female grows
still larger seems to be but slight. The figure 4, apparently of this specimen, is drawn

rather less than life-size, although the "
Explanation of Plates

"
gives it as

" Nat. size."

1876. Bate, C. Spence.

Report on the present state of our knowledge of the Crustacea. Part I. On

the homologies of the dermal skeleton. [From the Report of the British Association

for the Advancement q/" Science ybr 1875.] Plates I. & 11. pp. 41-53.

Eeferring to his earlier report, in 1855, Mr. Spence Bate says that in the present report he is

desirous " to show :
—that the epimera, as sectional pieces in a theoretical construction of a
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somite, caunot exist
;

that tlie so-called epimera are portions only of tlie integumentary
structure of the appendages of the animal, and that the apodema are formed out of this

structure, more or less tliinned out by lateral 'pressure and internal arrangement ;
and that

the head of the lower types and carapace of the higher are homologically the same, the

carajjace being a monstrous development intended for the covering and protection of the

more complicated branchial appendages of the higher types" (p. 47). On page 41 it is stated

that "the third pair of maxillipedes in the Brachyurous Crustacea are identical with the

first jiair of walking-legs in the Stomapoda, Amphipoda, and most of the Isopoda." But,

at least as regards the Amphipoda, second gnathopods must have been intended instead of

the first pair of walking legs.

1876. BoECK, Axel.

De skandinaviske og arktiske Amphipoder, beskrevne af Axel Boeck. Andet

Hefte. (Med 25 kobberstuknc Tavler.). Efter Forfatterens Dod udgivet ved

Hakon Boeck. Christiania, 1876. pp. 161-713.

A preface in French by Hakon Boeck explains that, when Axel Boeck died in May 1873, he

left his IManuscript almost complete, but the figures not in all cases named. This

deficiency Hakon Boeck had to supply to the best of his ability. In regard to the

synonymy he was obliged to depend in part, he says, upon the data supplied by Bate and

Westwood. His editorial task must have been one of no slight difficulty, and he deserves

the gratitude of the student for his labours.

At page 190 is given Opisa, new genus, thus defined :
—

"Mandibulse palpo profundius qvam tuberculo molari affixo. Maxillre Imi paris lamina

interiore angusta, non longa, in apice setas duas plumosus gerenti, Maxillse 2di paris

laniLnis angustis, non vero longis. Pedes maxillares lamina exteriore elongata, angusta,

in margine interiore dentioulis instructa, fere ad finem articuli palpi brevis 3tii porrecta ;

articulo palpi 4to ungviformi. Pedes Imi paris manu permagira, inflata, in angulo
inferiore antico producta et acuta. Appendix caudalis praelongata, profunde fissa."

Kr0yer's name for this genus, Opts, was preoccupied.
For Opis le2jtofhela. Bate and Westwood. 1868, Boeck here proposes a new genus, to

be called Lepitochela, of which he says,
" I Munddelenes Bygning afviger den ikke saa

meget fra slaegten Anonyx, men dog isser derved, at KJ8ebef0ddernes ydre Plader ere

temmelig smale og Vfebnede med smaa Tsender istedetfor Knuder paa den indre Rand.

Springffldderne ere forlasngede, og Halevedhsenget er sairdeles langt, dybt kUivet." By
the structure of the first gnathopods it ajsproaches, he says, the Oedicerinje. Besides that

Lejitochela contravenes the rule against adopting a specific name as generic, it falls as a

synonym to the earlier Euontjj; Norman, 1867.

The Iphimedinae are accidentally introduced at page 235, as Subfamilia V. of the Gammaridic,
instead of coming later as Subfamilia VII. of the Leucothoidas. Among these the first

genus is Acanthonotoxnma, A. Boeck. This name supersedes the earlier Acanihomitus of

Owen and Verfumrms of White, both of which are preoccupied. Acantltonotozoma itself

might have been presumed to be an accidental misspelling or misprint for Acantlwnotosoma,
but that it occurs several times without variation. It is thus defined :

—
"Labium superius prrelongatum. MaxilliB Imi paris palpo 2articulato

;
articulo Inio longo ;

lamina interiore permagna, triangular!, multis setis plumosis instructa. Pedes maxillares

palpo robusto
; articulo palpi ultimo parvo. Pedes Imi et 2di paris graciles, manu sub-

cheliformi destituti
;
articulo .5to Imi paris prrelongato, gracili ; ungve in margine postico

perserrato. Corpus compressum ; epimeris magnis, rigidis."
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In the Subfamily Dexamins, for liis genus Lampra, 1870, a preoccupied name, Boeck now

gives
" Tritaeta. n. g." It is thus defined :

—
" Pedes maxillares laminis exferioribus angustioribus, valde curvatis et modo in summo dimidio

spiuis paucis sed validis armatis
;
laminis interioribus latioribus et longioribus qvam apud

genus Dexamine, spinis multis curvatis et gracilibus armatis. Epimera minima
; epimera

(jvatuor anteriora 5to non altiora, in margine inferiore armata. Pes qvinqve parium

ultimorum articulo 4to et 5to perbrevibus ; ungve parvo." The type is Aiijlus gihhosus, Sp.

Bate.

In liis notice of the genus Haploo2:is, Liljeborg, Boeck says, "Hos denne Slsegt fandt jeg

f0rst og npiagtig underspgte den eiendommelige Halsring, eller rettere (3sophagusring,

som ligger indenfor Lasberne og er saalede den inderste og en constant Del af

Tyggeapparatet."

1876. Catta, J. D.

Note sur quclques crnstaces erratiques. Annales des Sciences natiirelles. 6"

Serie. Zoologie. Tome 3, Janvier 1876. Paris, pp. 1-32. PL 1. 2.

From some Algre attached to a vessel, which had come from India round the Cape of Good Hope
into the harbour of Marseilles, were taken a group of Crustacea. Among others there were

specimens of Proholium poli/prirm, A. Costa, and Ampldthoij peniciUatu, A. Costa. Professor

Catta gives a full description and figures of Proholium poJijprion, showing that Proholium

megaclieJes, Heller, cannot properly be distinguished from it. He applies the rather incon-

venient nomenclature of 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th siarjoiwpodes respectively to the first and

second masillaB, the maxillipedes, and the first and second gnathopods. Both in the descrip-

tion and figures, however, it is clear that the premier siagonopode represents the second

maxilla, and the deuxirme siagonopode the first maxilla. The "saillie trts-volumineuse,

arrondie et surmontee d'un long poll cylindrique
"
given as part of the "

premier siagono-

pode
"
is probably the base and inner plate of the first maxilla. The palp or "

piece externe
"

of the " deuxiJ'nie siagonopode
"

(first maxilla) should no doubt have been represented as two-,

instead of one-jointed. The species should moreover have been assigned to Stetwtlw'e, Dana,

as the mandibles are without palp.

Under the heading, AmphifJwe peniciUata, Professor Catta investigates the relationship between
"
Ampliithoe DesmaresHi," Sp.-Bate, and AmpiMthoe p)eniciUata, as described first by Costa

and then by Heller. He points out that the figures given by the Italian and Austrian

authors do not correspond with their descriptions. Carefully figuring and describing the

second gnathopod of his own specimen, he decides that the species
" Desmarestii

"
of Bate

must be united Avith penicillaia of Costa. In my opinion the name must be carried back

a step further to "
Amphithoe Vaillantii," Luca.s, 1849, in which the hand of the second

gnathopods
"

est profond^ment fechancr^ k son bord inferieur, et qui, a la naissance de

cette cchancrure, est arme d'une epine forte et trcs-saillante." Costa describes this hand
" col dorso prolungato un poco al di la della insersione dell' unghia ; il margine unguicolare

assai oblique ed a curva rientrante
;

il margine dorsale ornato di lunghi peli, che all'

estremitk formano un folto pennello." Sp. Bate gives it in his species, "ovate, the upper

margin furnished with four or five fascicuK of hairs ; palm oblique, deeply concave, defined

by one or two .short spines." "When it is remembered that in the species of Amphitho?,

the second gnathopod varies with age and sex, but little confidence will be felt in the

midtitudinous species at present established on subtle distinctions, referring to the shape

of the gnathopods, the length of the antenna, the colouring of the animal, or perhaps even

the locality in which it was captured.
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1876. ClauS, C.

Untersuchimgen zur Erforschung der genealogischen Grundlage des Crustaceen-

Systems. Ein Beitrag zur Descendenz-lelire. AVien, 187G.

1876. Faxon, Walter.

Exploration of Lake Titicaca by Alexander Agassiz and S. W. Gaeman. IV.

Crustacea. By Walter Faxon. BuUetiu of the Museum of Comparative Zoology,

at Harvard College, Cambridge, 1876. Vol. iii. pp. 3G1-375.

Of tlie Crustacean fauna of tlie lake, Mr. Faxon says,
"
excepting a species of Cijpris, all the

specimens collected belong to one aniphipodous genus, AUorchede-s, which had hitherto

afforded but one or two authentic fresh-water species, ranging from Maine to Oregon and

the Straits of Magellan. Seven new species are described in this paper from Lake Titicaca.

Several of them are remarkable among the Orcliesfidx for their abnormally developed

epimeral and tergal spines. Some are also noteworthy as comparatively deep-water forms of

a family commoidy regarded as pre-eminently littoral."

The genus Allo-rcliestes is thus defined :
— "

First maxillae with small uniarticulate palpi. Palpus

of the maxillipeds composed of four segments, the distal segment usually bearing a movable

spine at its ajiex. First antennte shorter than the second antennae, longer than the peduncle

of the second antennae. First and second thoracic legs subcheliform. Propodite of

second pair larger than propodite of first pair, and much larger in the male than in the

female. Telson .short and entire." HyaldJa, Smith, 1874, is given as a synonym. My
reasons for preferring Eyalella to Allorchestes are given in Note on Eathke, 1837. Mr.

Faxon Atscx'ih&s xilloreliestes armatus, n. s., figs. 1-18; Allorchestes echinus, n. s., figs.

19-21 ; Allorchestes longijKS, n. s., figs. 22-2-5
;

Allorchestes lucifugax, n. s., fig.
26

;

Alloi'cliestes latimanus, n. s., figs. 27-28 ; Allorchestes longipalmus, n. s., figs. 29-31
;

Allorchestes ciq^reus, n. s., figs. 32-34. He also figures Allorchestes dentatus, var. intrmis,

fig. 35, for Hyalella inermis, Smith. Of his specimens he says,
"
they differ from speci-

mens from the United States in having a firmer and less transparent shell, and a little

difierently shaped propodite to the second pair of thoracic legs in the male ; hardly enough
to warrant the establishment of a new species when one considers the variability of the

species within the limits of the United States."

In a note Mr. Faxon says, "Among the Crustacea collected by the Thayer Expedition in Brazil

are two species of Allorchestes. One is represented by a unique female specimen taken

from a canal at Campos by C. F. Hartt. It differs from A. dentatus, var. inermis,

only in the second pair of antennae, which are half as long as the body and twice as long as

the first pair ; flagellum composed of thirteen segments. Length of body, 4"™. In the

absence of more specimens, I would consider this a variety (gracilicornis) of Allorchestes

dentatus," fig. 36. " The second species is repre.sented by several specimens. It may be

called Allorchestes longistilus, sp. nov." Fig. 37. " Differs from A. dentatus, var.

inermis, in its slenderer body, longer antennae, and especially in the length of the third pair

of caudal stylets."
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1876! Forbes, S. A., born May 29, 1844 (S. I. Smith).

Bulletin of the Illinois Museum. 1. [1876], p. 6, Illinois.

Eecords Crangonyx mucronatus, n. s. See Zool. Record.

1876. Fries, S.

Description du Niphargus puteanus, var. Forelii., in Forel'.s Materiaux pour

servir a I'etude de la Faune profonde du lac Leman. Bulletin de la societe

Vaudoise des sciences naturelles. 2. 3. Vol. XIV. N''. 7G. 1876,

1876. GiARD, Alfred Mathieu.

On an Amphipod (Urothoe marina), a Commensal of Ecliinocardium cordatum.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Number XCIX. Vol. XVII. Fourth

series. London, 1876. i)^.
261-263. (Comptes Rendus, Jan. 3. 1876, p. 76.)

" Urothoe marinus presents a strongly marked sexual diniorpliism. The most striking character

of the male sex is the length of the inferior antennas, which greatly exceeds the superior

ones. It is well known that it is a character of the same kind that distinguishes the male

Hijperiee (Lestrigonm) from their females." Judging from the 'antennte,
'

as figured by

Spence Bate, he argues that "Urothoe Bairdi and Urothoe elegans must be regarded as

representing male individuals
;
while Urothoe brevicornis and Urothoe marinus are, on the

contrary, figured from the female sex."

1876. HOEK, P. P. C.

Crustacea, meegedeeld in het P''' Jaarverslag omtrent het Zool. Station der

Nederl. Dierk. Vereen. 1876.

In all seven Amphipoda are enumerated, none new.

1876. Humbert, Alois.

Description of Niphargus puteanus, var. Forelii. By Alois Humbert. (Trans-

lated by AV. S. Dallas, F.L.S., from an abstract by the author in the "
Bibliotheque

Universelle : Archives des Sciences," 15th January, 1877, pp. 58-75. The original

paper appeared in the "
Bulletin de la Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles,"

tome xiv. 1876. pp. 278-298, pis. 6 and 7.) The Annals and Magazine of

Natural History. Number CXI. Vol. XIX. Fourth Series. London, 1877.

pp. 243-254.

Humbert assigns the first discovery of well-Ampliipods to the year 1835, in point of time, and

for the persons, to Gervais and Koch, but Leach's Gmnmarus subterraneus, which he after-
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wards mentions, is earlier. SchiiJdte followed with his Niphargus from the caverns, and

then new species of Nij'Iianjiiti and even new genera allied to it wore discovered in wells,

caverns, and in the sea.
"
Finally, in 1869 M. F. A. Forel indicated for the first time the

existence of l:>lind Gamniaridte (Niphanjufi) in tlie depths of the Lake of Geneva, and in

1873 he found the same animals in the Lake of Neuchfitel."

After mentioning the different species belonging to Niphargus and its synonym Eriopjis, and the

Crangony.r siMerraneiis of Sp. Bate, he reviews the work of de Rougemont, with whose

conclusions he is unable to agree. He has himself found forms agreeing with none of the

six described by de Rougemont. One of these, from tlie Lake of Geneva, he calls

"
Niphargus pideauus, Koch, var. Forelii "; the other from a well at Onex, in the environs

of Geneva, he calls Niphargus puteanus, var. onesieiisis. In the species of Niphargus he

has examined, he has " been unable to perceive the least trace of eyes or even of a deposit of

pigment."

He minutely describes, and gives the name of sensitive capsules to, the very small organs on the

dorsal parts of the segments already noticed by de la Valette. These he finds also along

the anterior margin of the head and on the first two joints of the peduncle of the superior

antennae. On the autennas lie enumerates sensitive seta.', olfactory rylinders, sensitive

rapsules, olfactory sefee, and hyaline bacilli. The last he describes
;
he says that they

"perfectly resemble those figured by Sars upon the joints of the outer branch of the

superior antennse of Mysis orulata. He thinks that Jarschinski may refer to them in his

paper (in Russian) On the Leydigian organs of the antennae of the Crustacea Amphipoda,
1868.

As to the idea of practically making (iaiumarus pjulex one and the same species with those

assigned to Crangonyx and Nipjhargus, he points out that, "in the Gatiunari proper the

last pair of saltatory feet are biramose
;
Gainriiarus pndex even has the two branches nearly

equal. The Niphargi have these branches very unequal, but both of them still exist. In

Crangonyx, on the contrary, there is only a single branch." Also the telson "
is double

in Gainmarus, of a single piece but deeply cleft in Niphargus, and completely entire in

Crangonyx." He believes that Nip)Uargus is an ancient genus descended from a form now
extinct.

1876. Maitland, R. T.

Determinatie der dieren beschreven en afgebeeld in de werken van Job Baster

en Maetinus Slabber. Tijdschrift der Nederlandsclie Dierkundige Vereeniging.

Tweede Deel. 'S Gravenhage & Rotterdam, 1876. pp. 7-15.

For Easter's work he gives in I'^ Deel,
" Tab. IV. Fig. II. Caprella linearis, Latr.," in 11" Deel,

"Tab. Ill, Fig. VII. VIIL Orchestes littorea. Leach." For Martinus Slabber, he gives

"Tab. X, Fig. 1. 2. Leptomera pedata. Mull.," and "Tab. XI, Fig. 3. 4. Pterygocera

arenaria. Latr. (door v. d. Hoeven de soort ongedetermineerd gelaten)." See Notes on

Baster, 1759, 1762, and Slabber, 1769.

1876. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1874; being volume eleventh of the

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxvi. pp. 199-220.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 58
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1876. MiERS, E. J.

Catalogue of the Stalk- and Sessile-eyed Crustacea of New Zealand. London.

1876.

Dana's classification, with some slight alterations and additions, is adopted in the catalogue.

The Amphipoda occupy pages 117-130. The genus Paramcera is provisionally retained for

Dana's MelUa tenuicornis. No new species are described, but, as was reasonable to expect,

and as Mr. G. M. Thomson recognises, the publication of the Catalogue gave an impulse to

the study of local zoology in New Zealand which has produced many excellent results.

1876. MiEES, E. J.

Description of a new species of Talitrus from Rodriguez. Annals and Magazine
of Natural History for May 1876. Ser. 4. Vol. XVII. p. 406.

The species in question is named " Talitrus Gulliveri," after Mr. Gulliver who found it.

1876. Norman, A. M.

The "Valorous" Expedition. Eeports by Dr. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S., and Dr.

Carpenter, C.B., F.R.S. [From the Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XXV.
No. 173, 1876]. London: 1876. (Crustacea, etc., by the Rev. A. M. Norman,

M.A.)

No new Amphipoda are recorded, but Tables are given showing that the " Valorous
"
brought

home from Greenland and Davis Strait 39 species of Amphipoda, of which 12 were

previously known as North-American, 32 were known as European, 9 were known as

British, while the total number of species brought home by other British Arctic Expeditions

had been 18. 6 species were brought by the "Valorous" from the North Atlantic, its total

of Amphipod species being 42.

1876- ROUGEMONT, Ph. DE.

iltudes de la Faune des Eaux privees de Lumiere. Histoire Naturelle du

Gammarus puteanus, Koch. Paris, 1876.

See Notes on Eougemont, 1875.

1876. Sars, G. 0.

Prodromus descriptionis crustaceorum et pycnogonidarum, quse in expeditione

Norvegica anno 1876, observavit G. 0. Sars. Separataftryk af Archiv for

Mathematik og Naturvidenskab. Kristiania. 1876. pp. 337-371.

The new Amphipods here described are:—103. LilJjeborgia lequicorms; 110. Pleustes euacanthus,

with the observation "PI. pulchello Kr. affinis sed di versus dorso toto carinato et spinoso,

spinis multo majoribus," subsequently called Paramphitlwe euacaniha; 116. Haliragesi

quadridentatus, with the remark " H. tridentato affinis, sed major et diversus spinis

dorsalibus 4, oculis multo majoribus, antennis et pedibus magis elongatis, segmento 3"°
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postabdominis in margine postico non serrato ;" 117. AmphUhopsis piulchella, "A. latipedi

M. Sars affinis sed diversa segmeiitis postabdominis non carinatis nee spinosis, antennis

superioribus longioribus, podibus angustioribus ;

"
119. Moira tenella, a name preoccupied

by Spence Bate for the still smaller Gammarus tenellus of Dana, and since changed to Moera

tenera ; 134. DulicMa Jdrticornis. 131. Glaucnnome planipes, Norm.? is given, with the

following notice,
" ' Unciola planipes, Norman, Rejaort of deep-sea dredging off the coast

of Northumberland and Durham,' pg. 3, PI. VIII. fig. 9-15.—Speciraina observata a forma

typica difierunt manu pedum 2'*' paris elongato-quadrangulari carpi longitudinem sequante

adqve apicem fere ad lineam rectaiu truncata, antennis inferioribus maris structura valde

singulari, articulo pedunculi penultimo et antepenultimo insolito mode dilatatis et com-

planatis articulationem mobilissimam inter se formantibus." This, in 1879, is given as a

distinct species, Glauconome petalocera, and in 1885 is renamed Unciola petalor.era.

137. "
Caprella Iwrrida, n. sp. (

= CapreIla spinosissima Norman, non Stimpson)
"
has been

already mentioned in the Notes on Stimpson, 1854, and Wyville Thomson, 1873. It is

clearly not an yEgina, since Sars expressly describes it as having
" Mandibulfe palpo

carentes." In 1885 he names it Caprella spinosisdma, Norman. For his reasons see

Note on his work of that date.

1876. Smith, Sidney I.

Contributions to the Natural History of Kerguelen Island, made in connection

with the United States Transit-of-Venus Expedition, 1874-75. By J. H. Kidder,

M.D. Washington, 1876. Crustaceans. Described by S. I. Smith, pp. 57-64.

The Amphipoda include Hijale villosa, n. s.; Lysianassa kidderi, n. s., in which "the antennulse,

mandibles, second maxilte, maxiUipeds, and posterior uropods are more like some of the

species of Orchomene than they are like the species of Lysianassa, as described and figured

by Boeck, and the characters assigned to Lysianassa by this author would require consider-

able modification to admit our species." Lysianassa kergueleni, Miers,
"

is quite a different

species, and not a Lysianassa," having the first gnathopods subchelate. Lastly, Professor

Smith describes "
Atylus (?) australis, Miers

('!),"
with references to ? Paranuera australis,

Miers, and ? Atylus australis, Miers. Dr. Kidder's specimens have " minute secondary

flageUa upon the antennulae." "This sp)ecies cannot be referred to the gomis Atylus as

restricted by Boeck." It will be discussed among those brought home by the Challenger.

1876. Stebbikg, T. E. E.

Description of a new species of Sessile-eyed Crustacean, and other notices. The

Annals and Magazine of Natural History for January 1876. Ser. 4. Vol. XVH.
PL IV., V. pp. 73-80.

The species here figured and described as new, under the name Microdeuteropus hidentatus, is

probably at most not more than a variety of Autonoe longipes, Lilljeborg. Notes are made

upon Acidostoma ohesurn, Lillj.; Kroyera arenaria, Sp. Bate; Lilljehm-gia nonnanni,
which is a synonym of Cheirocratus sundevalli, Eathke

;
Mdita gladiosa, Sp. Bate; Proto

goodsiri, Sp. Bate. It is remarked that the last species possesses two pairs of styliform

appendages of the pleon, not a single pair as Spence Bate had stated. It is further

suggested that Proto goodsiri is a form of Proto pedata, Leach. This suggestion is

confirmed by Mayer, who unites them as synonyms of Proto ventricosa, 0. F. M.
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1876. Stebbing, T. R. R.

Ampliipodous Crustaceans. On the genera Hyale and Anonyx and a new species

of Probolium. The Annals and Magazine of Natural Histoiy. May, 1876. Ser. 4.

Vol. XVII. London, 1876. pp. 337-346. Pk 18. 19.

The species named in the Brit. Sess. Crust.,
" AUoirhestes N/lgoiiii," Eatlike, and " Nirea Luh-

hucldana," Sp. Bate, are here called respectively
"
Hyale Nilsonii," and

"
Hyale Luhbocldana,"

Boeck's view being accepted that AUoirhestes and Nicea are both synonyms of the earlier

Hyale of Rathke. Boeck's opinion that the two species in question are also identical is

rejected. I am at present inclined to believe that HyaJc hihhorliiana is a synonym of

Hyale pontica, Rathke. Under the heading
"
Anonyx serratus, Boeck," the suggestion is

made that Orchomene jnnguis, Boeck, Orcliomene serratus, Boeck, and Orchomene minutus,

Kr0yer, are but one species, which might be retained in the genus Anonyx. It is proposed

that "
Anonyx Edirardsi" and Anonyx minutus of the Brit. Sess. Crust., i. pp. 94, 108,

should fall to the same name. G. 0. Sars decides, in 1882, that Lysiaiiassa longicornis,

Sp. Bate, and "
Anonyx Edwardsi," Sp. Bate (non Kr0yer), are respectively the male and

female of one species, which he names " Orchomene Batei;" but the first gnathopods of

the species which Spence Bate accepts as Lysianassn longicornis, Lucas, will not admit of

this identification. The male specimen which I have described in this paper is no doubt
" Orchomene Batei^'' Sars.

" ProJiolium Spence-Batei," n. sp., is described and figured, but as nothing is said about the

mandibles, and the specimen itself has perished, the true position of this species must remain

indefinite. It may possibly belong to Amphilochus, rather than either to Sien.Qtho'e or

Metopa, to one or other of which species of Probolium are generally synonymous.

Some notes on Urothoe are given.

1876. Stebbing, T. R. R.

On some new and little-known Amphipodous Crustacea. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. December 1876. ger. 4. Vol. XVIII. PI. XIX.,

XX. pp. 443-449.

AmpMloelius concinna is described as a new species, but as subsequently explained in the Annals

for November 1878, it is probably identical with Amphiloclnis mamidens, Sp. Bate, though

differing to some extent from that author's account of his species. Meinert records it from

Storebelt. Danaia dubia, Sp. Bate, is figured and described. Callimerus acudiyitata is

described and figured as a new genus and species, but this is subsequently cancelled in the

Annals for November 1878, as being a synonym for Amphilochus mamidens. Exunguia

stiliptes, Norman, 1868, and Cratippus tenuipes, Sp. Bate, 1862, are compared, the conclusion

drawn being that the genera are the same. No doubt the species are also identical.

Colomastix pusilla, a new genus and species described by Grube Ln 1861, bears a strong

resemblance, and in regard to the generic name, Colomastix supersedes both Cratippus and

Exunguia.

1876. WiLLEMOES SuHM, RuDOLF VON.

Preliminary Report to Professor Wyville Thomson, F.R.S., Director of the

Civilian Scientific Staff, on Observations made during the earlier part of the Voyage
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of H.M.S. Challenger ;
and on Crustacea observed during the cruise of H.M.S.

Challenger in the Southern Seas. (Eead March 16, 187G.) Proceedings of the

Royal Society of London. Vol. XXIY. London, mdccclxxvi. pp. 569-592.

On page 570 he refers to the capture of " a large female of Cystisoma Neptunus," on the way
from Gibraltar to Madeira. In the "

List of the land animals collected in the Tristan

d'Acunha group," for Crustacea, he gives, p. 585—
"

1. Oniscus, everywhere under stones
;

2. Gammaruft, everywhere under stones."

After describing, page 587, a gigantic Ostracod brought up by the deep-sea dredging Tietween

Prince Edward Island and the Crozets, he says,
"
this is not the only example, however,

of gigantic forms in the deep sea, for the same trawlings brought up two specimens (from

1375 and 1600 fathoms) of a Gammarid Amphipod, the larger of which has a length of 60

millims. and a height of 35 miUinis. Though we now know that certain Hyperids (Cysti-

aoma Neptunus, both sexes of which we found in the Atlantic, and described in the Phil.

Trans. 1873
;
see also Trans. Linn. Soc. 1875, 2nd ed. Zool. i. p. 24) attain the considerable

length of more than 4 inches, these transparent and elongated animals do not make such an

impression as the Gammarids, which are besides in no way peculiar, being perfectly normal,

and approaching perhaps most the genus Typhhnedia. I shall therefore give later a more

accurate description of them, and here only direct attention to the fact that in the deep sea,

as ivell as in the sedimentary strata, animals arefound which, compared with their relations

living now-a-days, and in shalloiv icater, are of a very considerable size ; and I may perhaps
best in this place add that in this dredging of 1375 fathoms a Nymphoid (Pycnogonid)
was got measuring nearly two feet across the leys." The Gammarids referred to I have

described under the name Andania gigantea. The genus Typhimedia is probably an error

for Iphimedia.

On i^age 589 he says,
" In Ivergnelen Island, where we stayed nearly a month, much shallow-

water dredging took place in the ditt'erent harbours, most of which was done by Professor

Wyville Thomson himself, while I was on shore collecting the land animals of the place.

There is no Gammarus with terrestrial habits nor any Oniscus to be found in these barren

islands, animals which still exist on the Tristan d'Acunha Islands." Nevertheless, for

Amphipods found on the rocky beaches of Kerguelen, see Note on S. I. Smith, 1874.

On page 590, he says, still referring to Kerguelen, "the Crustacea inhabiting the shallower water

are several species of Serolis, Sphseroma, Arrtitrus, some Gammarids, several species of

Capirella, one of which has a very slender and long manus, and some Pycnogonida. There

is scarcely anything interesting to be found in that zone [going from a few fathoms down to

forty]. In the second zone [40-120 fathoms] of deeper water (though not deep-sea fauna,

which we scarcely ever have found in less than 500 fathoms) we had a richer harvest;

Tanais and Praniza, very curious Amphipods, Mysids, and Nehalia are the inhabitants,

about which I shall now say a few words."

The long-handed Caprella is no doubt the species since named Dodecas elongata.

In this second zone, with a larger species of Serolis,
" an Amphipod occurred, a Gammarid, dis-

tinguished by a bright ?"e(^/ro7jtoZ^?'oZoK(7afcm of the head and having no eyes. These I

first thought might be discovered in some form or other in the red proboscis ;
but my

expectations were not justified by the results of the dissection. The organ is divided by a

line along its top into a right and left portion. The chitinous layer has got no facettes,

and the whole organ is filled by a finely granulated red pigment. What its function may
be I cannot say, having never met with anything like it." This is no doubt the species

named CEdiceropsis rostrata, in the Annals and Slagazine of Natural History for March

1883, but transferred to a new genus, (Ediceroides, in this Eeport.

On page 591 he says,
" between Kerguelen and Heard Islands we dredged in 150 fathoms, but
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got only a Scalpellnw, an Ardurug, and a spiny Amphipod, which is the corresponding

form to the Gammanis lorieatus of the Xorth. Near Heard Island, in 75 fathoms, we

found the same animal and a Sph^roma, but no other Crustacea at all." The spiny

Amphipod is named in this Eeport Acanthechinus iricarinatus. I have seen no second

specimen of this striking species, but as Iplnmedia pulchridentata was dredged in 75

fathoms near Heard Island, it is probable that on a cursory inspection this species was

mistaken for the other.

1877. Bate, C. Spencb.

Eeport on the present state of our knowledge of the Crustacea. Part I. On

the homologies of the dermal skeleton {continued). [Fiwn the Eeport of the

British Association /or the Advancement o/" Science /o?^ 1876.] London. 1877.

Plates II. & III. pp. 75-94.

At page 81 Mr. Spence Bate says, "the fact that the supposed side-plates, or epimera, were

merely the first joint of the normal legs or appendages has been satisfactorily demonstrated

in the Edriophthalmia, as far as relates to the somites of the pereion ;
but hitherto the

relation of the side-plates of the pleon to the normal condition of the mobile appendages

had not been demonstrated until the structure of the dermal anatomy of the genus Apseudea

had been made out. [Hist. Brit. Sessile-eyed Crust, vol. ii. p. 146 {Apseiides)]; that 'one

interesting and, as far as we know, unique feature in these Crustacea yet remains to be

noticed. The segments of the pleon have the lateral walls (long known as the epimera of

Milne-Edwards, called also the pleura by many authors) existing as articulated appendages,

demonstrating two important features in the homologies of these parts : 1st, that they are

all really portions of the appendages, being the first joint or coxse of the pleopod . . . and

2nd, that, since the peduncle consists of three joints, the second branch in the appendages

of the pleon, as in other parts, is shown to take place invariably at the extremity of the

third joint.'
"

It seems to me, however, that the force of this argument is weakened or

destroyed, by the fact that numerous species of Apseiides have now been examined and

described by various authors, and in regard to no one of the species has any author followed

Jlr. Spence Bate in speaking of the epimera of the pleon as articulated.

As a curious fact in comparative carcinology, Mr. Spence Bate observes, that "
contrary to a

possible condition of all other appendages, the coxal joint of the first pair of antemiEe is never

absorbed into or fused with the sternal portion or ventral arc of the somite to which it

belongs
"

(p. 85). Numerous allusions to the Amphipoda occur, as might be expected, in

difierent parts of this memoir.

1877. Chatin, Joannes.

Eecherches pour servir a I'histoire du batonnet optique chez les crustaces et les

vers. Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Sixieme serie. Zoologie, Tome V.

Paris, 1877.

A list is given of earlier works bearing on the subject. In regard to the cone,
" cette pi^ce

generalement brillante et refringente qui surmonte le batonnet optique dans les Arthropodes,"

he says,
" La forme du cuno est, de tons ses caracteres, celui qui prdsente les variations les

plus nombreuses et les plus considerables. II est en g(5ni5ral prismatique chez les Tijpton,

Epimeria, Lkliomolgus; ovoide dans les EupaguruD, Pagurides, Caprella, Notopiteroplwms;
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pyramidal oliez les Cijpridina e.t Lijsianassa; claviforme chez les Isaa ; cylindro-conique

daus certains Squilla, etc."

1877. HOEK, P. P. C.

Carcinologische Aanteekeningen. Bijdrage tot cle Kennis der Noordzee-Fauna

(2de Jaarslag, 1877).

No new Amphipoda are reported.

1877. Huxley, Thomas Henry.

A Manual of the Anatomy of Invertebratcd Animals. London, 1877.

The Edriophthalmia are described on pages 359 to 367. " These resemble the Podopldhahnia
in never possessing a greater than the typical number (20) of somites, though, in some

members of the group, the body is composed of fewer somites, in consequence of the abortive

or rudimentary condition of the abdomen." The genus Amphitlwe is chosen for special

description, but it is not easy to see why this name should have been chosen for the

animal figured, which has a large rostrum, the back carinate and almost every segment

dentate, the fifth side-plate shorter than the fourth, and the upper antenna showing a

secondary flagellum, suggesting, therefore, Gammaracanthus loricatus rather than any

AmpJnthoe. The head proper, in Professor Huxley's view, has only five pairs of appendages,

the sessile eyes not being counted. These are the antennules, antennas, mandibles, and two

pairs of raaxillfe. The first pair of thoracic api^endages
" are applied against the mouth,

and form a large lower lip." "The ' head '

of AmpMfhoe, therefore, is formed by the

coalescence of the seven anterior somites of the body ;
but I believe that the tergum of the

seventh (or first thoracic) somite is obsolete, as in a Stomatopod, and hence that the tergal

surface of the head of the Edriophthalmia corresponds exactly with the cephalostegite (or

that j)art of the carapace which lies in front of the cervical groove) in Podopjldhalmia.

Mr. Spence Bate has shown in his valuable '

Report on the Edriophthalmia,' that, in the

Crustacea at present under discussion, a strong apodeme arises on each side from the

posterior part of the sternal region of the head, and passing inwards and forwards meets

with its fellow, to form an endophragmal arch, which supports the oesophagus and stomach

and protects the nervous commissure between the first and second sub-oesophageal ganglia,

which runs under it. The discoverer of this structure conceives that it represents the terga

of the three somites immediately succeeding the mouth
;
but I cannot see that it is other

than the representative of the precisely similar niesophragm formed by the anterior apodemes
in Astacus. In fact, the correspondence in structure between the head of an Amphitho'r
and the cephalic portion of the cephalo-thorax of Astacus is not a little striking. There is

the same sternal flexure, the same relative position of the stomach, and of the insertions of

the mandibular muscles. The great difference lies in the abortive condition of the

ophthalmic appendages." In treating of the embryology the remark is made that "
in

certain Amphipods (Gammarus locusta and Desmophilus) the viteUus undergoes complete
division

; while, in closely allied forms {Gammanis fluviutilis and pule.r), and stUl more

completely in those Isopoda which have been studied, the part of the vitellus which divides

into blastomeres, becomes more or less completely separated from the rest immediately after

fecundation, and the so-called partial yolk division, take place." A note gives a reference

to "E. van Beneden, Eecherches sur la Composition et la Signification de I'CEuf, 1870."

By consulting this work Mr. W. E. Hoyle has found for me the clue to the mysterious
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word Desmoi^hilus. In the first place it is a misprint for Dfrntophilus, which should have

been noticed under the date 1870. la that year Beneden and Bessels, in their Mem. sur

la Formation du Blastoderms chez les Amphipodes, etc., p. 26, footnote, say,
" JSTous avons

eu roecasion de constater le portionnement total du vitellus et un mode de formation du

blastoderme tout k fait identique k celui que nous avons reconnu chez le Gammarus locusta,

dans un groups d'Amphipodes tout nouveau, dont nous proposons de donner prochainement
la description.

" Ces crustaoes remarquables vivent en parasites sur le Lojjhius piscatorius, et les modifications

qu'ont subies les caracteres du groups auquel ils appartiennent, par I'iufluence de leur

vie parasitique, sont d'un haut interet ;i divers points de vue. Nous proposons pour cet

animal le nom de Dermoplnlus loplvii.
" On connaitra bientot des parasites dans tous les groupes de crustaces. On connait des

cyrrhipedes parasites en grand nombre
;
certaines especes de baleines en sont litteralement

couvertes
;

les Lern^ens sont veritablement des Copepodes parasites ;
on connait depuis

longtemps des Isopodes parasites ;
enfiu nous venons de deoouvrir un parasite qui,

anatomiquement comme embryogeniquement, est un veritable Amphipode."
E. van Beneden, in the paper to which Professor Huxley refers, says at p. 132,

"
I'epitheleon

envois souvent a I'iuterieur des tubes ovariens des prolongements, en forme de cloisons

transversales . . . .
; quelquefois comme dans le genre Dermophilus (Ed. van Ben. et Em.

Bess.), ces prolongements sont de veritables lames cellulaires qui s^parent completement dans

le vitellogcine deu.x reufs voisins." At page 136, a footnote gives a reference, in regard to this

genus, to fidouard van Beneden et Emils Bessels. Mem. cour et des sav. etr. de TAcad. roy.

de Belg., t. xxiv.," by error for t. xxxiv. It is obvious that van Beneden applies the term

parasitic to any creature which lodges upon another, whether it feeds upon the carcase of

its host or not. It is probable that the Dermophilus lophii here mentioned is ths same as

the Idttlujomyzocus lophii of Eugene Hesse, 1873, while Hesse's Ichthi/omijiMcus appears
to be partly, if not entirely, identical with Kroyer's Lafijstius, 1842. See additional Note

on Hesse, 1873, in Appendix.
For the comparative anatomy of the Crustacea, the English student will do well to read what

Professor Huxley has to say in this volume on all the groups, or to study his work entitled,

The Crayfish, an introduction to the Study of Zoology.

1877. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Eecord for 1875 ; being Volume twelfth of the

Record of Zoological Literature. Loudon, m.dccc.lxxvii. jjp. 213-234.

The following account is given of M. Hesse's curious new genus :
—

"
Piscicolae. A new family proposed for the reception of Ichthyomyzonis, g. n.; 3 anterior jjairs

of feet directed forwards with hooked claws ; the 4 posterior longer, with nearly straight

claws
; abdomen composed of 2 or 5 segments ; respiratory organs in the form of a double

cylindrical multiannidated hairy rod on the under side of the abdomen
;
end of the abdomen

two-branched, each branch terminated by several leaflets. This family connects ths

Amphipoda with the Jsopoda. I. ornafus, morrhuse, lopjltii, and squatinx, spp. nn.,

living as parasites on the cod, toad-fi.sh, and angel-fish on the Atlantic coast of France.

Hesse, Ann. Sci. Nat. (5) svii, pp. 1-16, pi. iv. [The description is not quite satisfactory;

according to the position of the respiratory organ, this genus should be placed rather with

the Isopods than with the Amphipods.]" There seems here to be some misconception in

the account of the abdomen. The pleopods also, to which Hesse attributes respiratory

functions, are, according to his description, of the character usual among the Amphipoda,
not like those of Isopoda. Compare the Note on Hesse, 1873.
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1877. Meinert, Frederik Vilhelm August, born March 3, 1833 (J. J. S. Steeustrup).

Crustacea Isopoda, Amphipoda et Decapoda Danise : Fortegnelse over Dan-

marks Isopode, Amphipode og Decapode Krebsdyr. Naturliistorisk Tidsskrift.

III. Raekkes, 11. Bind. 1877-1878. pp. 57-248.

A list of Crustacean literature is given, pages 58 to 68. The discussion of the Amphipoda begins

at page 91. Meinert prefers to reinstate INIontagu's specific name for Hyperia galba, on the

ground that 0. F. jMiiller's account of Cancer medusarum is too indefinite, and not like

Montagu's, supported by figures. But Montagu's figure is of so little service for specific

distinction as to constitute but a weak reason for displacing the older and well-established

name medusarum. ^Meinert includes in the synonjnny Hijperia obliria, Kroyer, and

Lestrigonus kinahani, Sp. Bate, in regard to which compare Note on Thomas Edward,

1868. Meinert also prefers the name Orchestia littorea, Montagu, to Orchestia gammarellus,

Pallas, on the ground that the figures and descriptions in Pallas are " insufficient to dis-

tinguish his Oniscus Gammarellus from his 0. Locusta." But the Notes on Pallas, 1766,

1772, will, I think, show that this opinion is erroneous.

Pontoporeia fiircigera, Bruzelius, is kept distinct from Pontoporeia femorata, Kr0yer, on the

ground that Kriiyer could not possibly have overlooked the striking furcate process on the

back of the fourth pleon-segment. But it seems that Kr0yer did not do so, although in his

specimen it may have been weakly developed. It is figured in the "
Voy. Scand. Crust.,

t. xxiii., f. 2, a-y ;" to which Meinert himself refers under Pontoporeia femoraia, Kr.

To Bafhyporeia pilosa, Lindstr0m, are assigned as synonyms
"

\ Bathyporeia Eobertsonii Sp.

Bate," and "
Bathyporeia pelagica Sp. Bate," both as male forms. Batlujporeia tenuipes,

n. s., is thus defined:—-"Antenna; superiores subnudoe, flagello appendiculari biarticulato.

Antennse inferiores articulo tertio et quarto longis atque tenuibus. Angulus capitis acutus,

productus. Pedes omnes tenues, modice hirsuti ; pedes saltatorii ultimi paris setis

simplicibus instructi."

Under " Pho.rus HoIMlH KrOyer," is given
" Forma altera maris : Antennfe superiores paulo

longiores. Antennse inferiores tenuissimffl, fere corporis longitudinis. Pedes saltatorii paris

ulcimi niulto longiores, setis longis phimosis obsiti."

Urotho'e marina, Sp. Bate
( (J ), and Uroihoe hrevicornis, Sp. Bate

( $ ),
are accepted, in accord

with Bate and Westwood's suggestion, as the two sexes of one species.

Paramphitho'e glabra, Boeck, and Parampliitho'e bicuspis, Ej0yer, are the names given to two

species which Boeck in his latest work assigned to Pleiisfes.

Of CaUiopius norvegicus, Rathke, Meinert remarks that it is by no means easy to distinguish it

from Calliopiris lasviuseuliis, in which I quite agree with him. He thinks it may be no more

than a variety of Ixviusculus. Of Gammarus locusta, Linn., he says that the young difi'er

from the adults in having the eyes small, round or oval, and the rami of the last uropods
often of different lengths. He agrees therefore with the general view in making Gammarus

poecilurus, Rathke, a synonym of locusta ; but he also thinks that Gammarus marinus is

only a shallow water variety.

In the synonymy of Gammarus pulex, Pennant, he places Gammarus pulex, of Hosius and others,

"Gammarus Koeselii Gervais," Gammarus fluviatiUs, Milne-Edwards, ? Gammarus lacustris,

G. 0. Sars, ? Gammarus neglectus, G. O. Sars. Between Gammariis pulex and Gammarus

neglectus he has met with the intermediate gradations. If Sars' species is maintained, he

thinks that the earlier name for it should not have been altered, in which also I agree with

him.

Pallasea, Sp. Bate, he spells Pallasia, but this improvement must be avoided, as with it the

name is preoccupied.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVH. 1887.) XxX 59
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" AmatliiUa sabini Leach," is considered to include as a variety, Gammanis anrjulosus, Eatlike,

and Amathia carino-spinosa, Sp. Bate. Zaddacli's Le];itodieirus is (not rightfidly) made a

synonym of the later Ptiloclieirus, Stimpson. To the species Leptocheirus pilostis,

"
? Protomedeia hirsutimanus Sp. Bate," is given as a synonym. Eisdadus lonrjicaudatus,

Sp. Bate and Westwood, is retained as a sejsarate species under the name PhoHs longi-

caudafa. To Protomedeia faseiafa, Kr0yer, are assigned as synonyms Autonoe macronyx,

Lilljeborg, and "
Microdeidopus Weljsteri," Sp. Bate.

Under Gammaropsis erythropldhalmus, Lilljeborg, he mentions that a specimen from Nyborg
vpas labelled "Autonoii Karmoensis Boeck." "Without doubt," he says,

"
hereby a new-

species is desigQated, which, however, I have not found described by Boeck. I found no

difficulty in determining it as above."

Of "
Podoceropsis Sophix," Boeck, he mentions finding a specimen labelled,

"
Harplia typica

Bk." In this genus he gives Podoceropsis excavata, Sp. Bate, and Podoceropisis rimapalmata,

Sp. Bate, both transferred from Sp. Bate's genus Naaiia.

"With "
Siplionwcetm Colletti, Boeck," he found one of Boeck's labels bearing the name

"
Coropliium Steenstrupii" and with " Glaiiconome Steenstrupli," Boeck, he found a label,

" HarmopMa Kr^yeri, B."

The localities and synonyms of various other species are given in this work, but without

descriptionSj as indeed is the case with most of those above-mentioned.

1877. MiEES, E. J.

List of tlie species of Crustacea collected by the Rev. A. E. Eaton at Spitzbergen

in the summer of 1873, with their localities and notes. Annals and Magazine
of Natural History for February 1877. pp. 131-140. Vol. XIX. Fourth Series.

London, 1877.

No new species are here recorded, but for Lysianassa {Anonyx) lagena, Krayer, is substituted

the name Aiionyx nugax, Phipps, with the remark,
"
Phipps's figure of this common Arctic

sjsecies is quite recognizable; and his name must therefore be adopted for it." Lysianassa

hidenticulata, Sp. Bate, 1858, which its author had in 1862 transferred to Cancer

(Lysianassa) nugax, Phipps, and which Boeck identified with Gammarus nugax, Owen,
under the name Socarnes vaJdi, Kr0yer, is liere re-established as Anonyx lidentiadafus,

Spence Bate, being
"
distinguished by the form of the third segment of the pleon, which

has a second tooth on its jaosterior margin above that of the postero-lateral angle," instead of

being
" valde rotundatus" as in Socarnes vahli. Sars, in 1885, calls it Socarnes Mdenficu-

lafiis, Sp. Bate. Acantlwzone (Aca7dhosoma) hysirix, Owen, is re-established, with the

observation,
" This species has been referred by Boeck to the Oniscus cuspridatiis of Lepechin

(Acta Acad. Sci. Petrop. p. 249, pi. viii. fig. 3, 1780); but the species figured by that

author differs in having vertically pirojecting spines upon only the first four segments of

the pereion. The species figured by Buchholz (Zweite deutsche Nordpolarf. Zool. Crust,

p. 362, pi. xi.) as Acantlwzone lujstrix differs from that figured by Owen in the more

numerous and closely placed spines upon the posterior margins of the basa of the pereiopoda,

and in the form of the rostrum, and is, I think, distinct."
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1877. MiEES, E. J.

Report on the Crustacea collected by the Naturalists of the Arctic Expedition

in 1875-76. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Number CXV. pp.

52-66. Number CXVI. pp. 96-110. Vol. XX. Fourth Series. London, 1877.

The account of tlie Crustacea "
is confined to the species collected between lat. 78" and 84° N."

" The most northerly species collected is Arinnijx migax, one of the commonest and most

abundantly distributed of the Arctic Amphipoda, and first made known to science a

hundred years ago by Phipps." At page 56 a table is given of "the Geographical

distribution of the Crustacea collected by the Arctic Expedition north of lat. 78° N." This

includes 1 2 species of Amphipoda, common to Greenland and Spitzhergen, 9 of them being

also Scandinavian, 5 or 6 of them belonging to Arctic America, 3 to Iceland, 4 to Britain, 2 to

north-east Asia. A species of Amphipod, "perhaps belonging to the genus Pherusa," is men-

tioned as having been collected by A. C. Horner, Esq., while on board the yacht "Pandora,"

On Anonyx nugax, Phipps (Anomjx lagena of Sp. Bate, Boeck and Buchholz), Miers says,
" my

observations scarcely agree with those of Hr. Buchholz and other authors as regards the rare

occurrence of the males of this very common and well-known Amphipod." The far longer

flagella of the inferior antennae distinguish the males. The largest male taken measured

li inch, the largest female 1 inch 9 lines.

For "
Anoni/x gvlnms ? PI. III. fig. 2," the synonymy gives Anonyx gulosus, Kroyer, Sp. Bate,

and Boeck
; Anonyx norveginis, Lilljeborg, and "? Anonyx Iwlhiilli, Sp. Bate, Brit. Mus.

Catal., p. 75. The description is followed by these remarks,
" I have referred the

specimens collected by Mr. Hart with some doubt to the Anonyx gulosus of Kroyer, as the

antero-lateral margin of the head is less broadly rounded, and the accessory flagellum is

longer than that of A. gulosus according to Boeck's diagnosis. In the form of the first and

second pairs of legs and of the terminal segment they agree well with the descriptions of

A. gulosus, and particularly in the presence of a tooth on the inner margin of the dactyl,

which is mentioned by Lilljeborg as characteristic of that species. From A. pumilus they

difier in the shorter antennse, and in the absence of a tooth on the posterior margin of the

fifth postabdominal segments."
" Oiiesimus Edicardsii. I'l. III. fig. 3," has for synonymy, "Anonyx Edtcardsii, Kroyer,"

"
Lysianassa Edwardsii, Goes," and " Onesimus Edwardsii, Boeck." After the description,

Miers says,
" the specimens collected differ from Boeck's diagnosis in one particular, the third

segment of the postabdomen is slightly produced upwards at the postero-lateral angle.

Nothing is said of the form of this segment by Kroyer in his description of the species or in

the Latin diagnosis that follows. In Kroyer's figure of the species in the Atlas of the
'

Voyage en Scandinavie,' the postero-lateral angle of this segment is represented as not

produced upward, but acute. There is, however, a manifest inconsistency between the

diagnosis of Boeck and the figures in the Atlas referred to ; e.g., in OnesimMS j^lautus the

third postabdominal .segment is described by Boeck as ' sursum productus acutus,' but

figured by Kroyer as broadly obtuse and rounded at the postero-lateral angle. Onesimus

edicardsii has been recorded from Greenland, Spitzbergen, and Britain."

Notes are given upon Atylus carinatus, Fabr. To Araniho:xmc hyslrix is attached the synonymy,
Acanthosoma hystrix, Owen and Ross, Bell; Ampliithoe hystrix, Kroyer, M.-Edw.

;

Paramphithoe hystrix, 'Rvaz&Wus, Sp. Bate; Acanthosone eusjn data, 'Boeck, nee 'Le'pechm ;

Aranthozone hystrix, Miers, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (ser. 4) xix. p. 137 (1877); with

the remark,
" in the elaborate plate that illustrates this species in the ' Zweite deutsche

Nordpolarf.' [1874], the rostral spine is represented as conical, straight, and acute, and the

basos joint of the sixth and seventh pairs of legs as armed with four strong spines upon its
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posterior margin. In all tlie specimens of botli sexes tliat I have examined the rostral

spine is laterally compressed and bent near its base, projecting horizontally forwards, and

there are but two spines upon the posterior margins of the basos joint of the sixth and

seventh pair of logs. It is probable, therefore, that a distinct species is figured by Buchholz

in the plate referred to." Halirages fulvocindus, Sars, is next mentioned, followed by

Gammams locusta, Linn.; Gammaracanthus loricahis, Sabine; Amathilla jjinr/uis, Kroyer.

Eusirus cuspidatus, Kroyer, is thus remarked upon, "The single example in the collection

is fully adult and bears ova. Lengtli 1 inch 7-J lines (-11 millims.).
" The basos joint of the sixth and seventh pairs of legs is considerably narrowed to its distal

extremity. The second and third segments of the abdomen have the posterior margins

rounded and very finely serrated. This species lias been described at great length and

figured by Buchholz, /. c.
;
but either the figure is carelessly executed as regards many details,

or it represents a very distinct species. The rostrum is represented as much longer than in

the specimens I have seen
;
the coxa of the fourth pair of legs with its inferior margin

straight (not rounded as in the examples I have examined), the second and third segments

of the abdomen with the posterior margins strongly angulated, &c."

Kotes are given on "
TritrojJis aciilcafa," chiefly referring to the development of the ovigerous

lamellae in the females.

jEgina spinosissima is given with references to JEgina spinosisshna, Stimpson, Gaprella spinifera,

Bell, IJEgina ecMnata, Boeck, Capirella sinnosissima, Spence Bate. "The largest

specimen, length nearly 2 inches 2 lines (54 millims.) is very robust, of a green colour, and

with but very few small spines and many indistinct very small tubercles
;
the second pair

of legs has the hand armed upon its inferior margin with two very strong teeth, and a third

small tooth close to the distal extremity ;
the finger is strong and very much curved

;
the

first joint of the first pair of postabdominal appendages is short and much broader than

the second joint.

"The smaller specimen, length a little over 11 lines (24 millims.), is of a whitish colour, purplish

brown at the bases of the spines, which are numerous, especially on the back. The hand of

the second pair of legs is nearly of the same form as in the preceding, but the finger is less

arcuate ;
the basal joint of the second pair of legs not broader than the second joint.

" In the specimens I have before me the teeth on the inferior margin of the palm of the second

pair are not only much larger than in JE. echinafa, but tlie palm itself is not tuberculated

as in that species, as figured by Boeck
(/. c.) [pi.

38. fig. 6. 1876]. It is possible that the

two forms are distinct ;
but the variation in the sjjines of the body and its limbs are known

to be very great in some species of the genus.
"
Probably the specimens referred by Eoss in Parry's 3rd and 4th Voj'ages to Caprella seolo-

yendroides, and which he describes as having
' a great number of small spines along the back,'

should be referred to uE. spinodssima. They were collected at Port Bowen and Low Island.

" This species has been recorded from the coasts of Greenland, Spitzbergen, and Norway ;
and if,

as I believe, the species of Stimpson is identical, from the Grand Manan at the entrance of

the Bay of Eundy."

1877. Stalio, Luigl

Catalogo metoclico e descrittivo dei crostacei podottalmi ed edriottalmi dell'

Adriatico. Estr. dal Vol. III., Serie V degli Atti del R. Istituto Veneto di scienze,

lettere ed arti. Venezia, mdccclxxvil

The preface briefly reviews the literature of Adriatic carcinology. The Edriophthalmia are

divided into three orders, Amphipoda, Lasmodipoda, Isopoda. Among the characters of the
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Amphipoda, p. 162, are included "a pair of mandibles with two palps," although on the

same page, in the first family, the Orchestidas, the mandibles are rightly said to be without

palps. In the second family, the Gammaridse, the mandibles are said to be provided with

palps ; but that is not the case with two of the genera here mentioned, Proholiwin and

Dexamine. The only other family assigned to the Amphipoda is the Corophidaj. No new

species are described or mentioned. Proholium polyprion, A. Costa, is given without

explanation as a synonym of the later Pruholium megacheles, Heller. Elasinopus rapax,

A. Costa, is given as a synonym of Podocerus largimarms, Heller, although Heller himself

points out that the last uropods and telson of Elasmopus rapax do not admit of its inclusion

in the genus Podocerus, where nevertheless J. V. Cams has since placed it under the name

Podocerus rapax.

In the Lajmodipoda, according to the definition here given,
" the mouth is furnished with a

circular labrum, with two maxillEe strongly dentate and without palps, and with a pair of

maxillipeds provided with palpiform branches." It is possible that by tlie
" due mascelle

fortemente dentate e prive di palpi," not maxillai, but mandibles are intended, but
" mandibole "

is elsewhere used for mandibles, which in many of the Caprellidte are

furnished with palps, though not in the genus CapreUa, which alone claims Stalio's notice.

In the Caprellidfe he says "I'apparato orale ha la medesima conformazione dei Gammaridi

saltatori," probably by this phraseology intending to intimate that in Caprella as in

OrcheMa, the mandibles are palpless.

1877. Streets, Thomas H.

Contributions to the Natural History of the Hawaiian and Fanning Islands and

Lower California, made in connection with the United States North Pacific

Surveying Expedition, 1873-75. Bulletin of the United States National Museum.

No. 7. Washington, 1877. Amphipoda, pp. 124-138.

The lower antennae and "
posterior stylets

" which were missing in Dana's specimen of Chjdonia

lorujipes arc here described. Lestrigonus rubescens, Dana, is reported. Hijperia tricuspidata,

n. s., is described, in which the first gnathopods have " the meros produced antero-inferiorly,"
"
carpus broad, produced inferiorly, but not anteriorly," while " the second pair has none of

the joints produced."
" When the animal is at rest, the inferior antennae are evidently

folded up, .... in the concavity in the front of the head." At the end of the description

the opinion is urged that the genus Lestrigonus should be retained, instead of being regarded

merely as the male sex of Hyperia, but the argument seems to rest entirely on the account

given of the inferior antennae in the male of the so-called Hijperia tricuspidata, which,

however, with its folded antennae, cannot be a Hyperia, but must belong to the Platyscelida:.

Phronima pacifica, n. s., is described from the " North Pacific Ocean. Latitudes 4° and

21° north; longitudes 127° and 151° west." "This species is distinguished from P.

sedentaria by the broadly-quadrate form of the carpus of the third pair of thoracic feet,

and by having the carpus of the gnathopoda less produced anteriorly. In other respects

they are similar. The shape of the hand more nearly resembles the hands of P. custos and

P. horneensis ; but it is distinguished from both of the latter, by the character of the anterior

surface of the carpus and of the propodus. In the latter both the carpus and propodus

are furnished with a crenulated tubercle
;
in custos the tubercle is single and tooth-like.

There is a striking resemblance between the propodus, and the anterior surface of the carpus

of the third pair of thoracic feet, of the smaller specimens of ^jac(/?ca, and the corre-

sponding parts of P. atlantica, which is said to be the female of sedentaria ; the broad hand,

however, separates them. It is a remarkable fact, that in all the species of Phronima
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that have heen described, even from widely-separated localities, the variation is very slight

indeed." See also Note on Streets, 1882.

Anchylonyj;, new genus, is thus described :
— " Head moderately large, broad and rounded

at the top, tapering inferiorly to the oral apparatus, and excavated in front. Eyes on the

lateral and dorsal surfaces of the head. Loth pairs of antennae present, long ;
base of the

superior pair long and stout, three-jointed ;
inferior pair slender, four-jointed. Flagellum

very attenuated and elongated. Thorax broad, somewhat compressed ; segments sis.

Abdomen narrow. The gnathopoda not subchelate, nor much reduced in size, when

compared with the following feet
;
the first and second pairs of thoracic feet long, slender

;

carpus and meros linear. The third pair enlarged ; carpus and meros dilated, with the

anterior margin armed with teeth
; propodus flexes on the carpus, impinging against the

teeth on its anterior margin ; dactylus fused with the propodus. The fourth and fifth pairs

of feet subequal, shorter than the preceding. The three posterior pairs of abdominal

appendages biramous, lanceolate; rami pointed." In the additional observations it is

noted that " the mandibles are without appendages," and that, as in PJironima,
" a pair of

wing-like plates exist at the base of the dactylus of both pairs of gnathopoda."

The type species is Anchylonyx hamatus, but in 1882 Dr. Streets makes it a synonym of

Plironima elumjafa, Glaus, 1862, and PJinniiiiieUa elongafa, Glaus, 1872.

Ancliyluinera thijropoda, Dana, is reported, with the additional observation that
" the inferior

distal angle of the propodos of the third and fourth jjairs of thoracic feet is produced, and

when the joint is flexed this projection impinges against the antero-inferior angle of the

carpus."

Platyscelus batei, n. s., is described, with the remark that "
this species is closely related to

P. rissoinx; the differences are chiefly in the structure of the gnathopoda, and of the third

and fourth pairs of thoracic feet. The gnathopoda bear a striking resemblance to those of

the young of P. serraius, but as the rest of the structure of the animal shows no evidence

of immature development, this is undoubtedly their normal adult condition." Yet, as the

length is given as " .12 of an inch," and the inferior antennae are said to be short, the

specimen could scarcely bo full-grown, and the independence of the species is therefore very

doubtful. Platyscelus serraius, Bate, is regarded by Glaus as a synonym of Typhis oroides,

Eisso, and Platyscelus rissoinx as perhaps a synonym of his own Eutyplm armatus. Dr.

Streets' work does not seem to have come under the notice of Claus. Ampldpronoe

serrulata, n. s., is described, and Oxycephalns tidieixulatus, Sp. Bate, a species which Claus

identifies with Oxycephaly piseaior, Milne-Edwards.

The new genus Leptocotis is thus described :
— " Animal long and slender. Head large and

produced anteriorly into a rostrum ;
narrowed behind the eyes ;

the constricted portion

short, and not narrower than the thorax
;
under surface excavated anteriorly on each side

for the reception of the superior antennre. Superior antennte short, sickle-shape. Inferior

antennaj five-jointed, folded upon themselves four times, and concealed beneath the head
;

first and second joints distally enlarged. An elongate mandibular appendage. Gnathopoda

short, and complexly chelate. Third and fourth pairs of thoracic feet having the coxae

dilated
;
the fifth pair small. Fourth and fifth abdominal segments fused into one

;
sixth

small. Caudal appendages long, biramous. Telson cylindrical, long." The type species,

Leptocotis spinifera, is described in detail.

This genus. Dr. Streets says, exhibits a remarkable blending of the characters of Oxycephalns and

Rhabdosoma. Much the same is said by Claus of his species Oxycepihalus fenuirostris,

1871, to which, in 1887, he makes Leptocotis spinifera, Streets, a synonym, without

explaining why he rejects the genus Leptocotis. Streets here speaks of " a long, acute

spine, pointing upward, on each side of the fifth
"
segment of the abdomen. In 1878, he

says nothing of this, but describes " the first three segments of the abdomen subequal,
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inferior margins finely serrated, the third segment with the postero-inferior angle produced

into a long, spinous process, the angle of the first and second segments square behind, not

produced." Ciaus, on the other hand, for his species gives
" die Seitenfliigel der Abdominal-

segmente unbewcaffnet," yet he figures the postero-inferior angle of the third pleon-segment

produced into a sharp point, the same angle on the two preceding segments being wel'

rounded.

1877. Theel, Hjalmar.

Eelation de I'expedition Suedoise de 1876 au Yenissei. Upsala, 1877. p. 33.

" Gammarus xivlex found in lakes of the Tundra, near Doudino, Siberia, at 69° N. lat." (Dr.

von Martens, Zool. Eecord for 1877.)

1877. Thomson, C. Wyville.

The Voyage of the
'

Challenger.' The Atlantic. A prelimiuary account of the

general results of the exploring voyage of H.M.S. '

Challenger
'

during the year

1873 and the early part of the year 1876. Vol. I. London, 1877.

There is but one passage specially referring to the Amphipoda (pages 129-132). On January

28, 1873, the trawl was employed successfully
"
at a depth of 1090 fathoms, about

90 miles to the south-east of Cape St. Vincent." " The trawl on this occasion contained

a single examjile of the female of a very large amphipod crustacean, briefly described under

the name of Cystosoma neptuni by Guerin-M^nevLlle from a single specimen obtained in

the Indian Ocean. We have since takeu several specimens at different stations in the

Atlantic
;
and as a small male was in one case captured in the towing-net, there can be

little doubt that, like Plironima, to which genus it is allied, Cystosoma is a pelagic animal,

probably retiring during the day to a considerable depth, but occasionally coming to the

very surface of the water. The male example figured (Fig. 27), which is 103 mm. in

length, was taken in Lat. T 22' K, Long. 26° 36' W., a little to the east of St Paul's Eocks,

where the depth was 1500 fathoms.

" The animal presents a very remarkable appearance. It is absolutely colourless and transparent,

so that by transmitted light the internal organs can be perfectly seen through the test—the

cephalic ganglion with the nerve-fibres running to the antennae and the eyes ;
the ganglia

of the double ventral cord with the filaments passing to the appendages ;
the heart, an

elongated tube with three openings ; the stomach, a large sac with a small intestine leading

from its base to the excretory opening in the telson
;
in the female two large rose-coloured

ovaries, the oviducts passing to an opening covered by ivio small lamellae, at the base of the

first segment of the pereion ;
in the male two elongated testes, their ducts opening between

the appendages of the seventh segment.
" The head is large and greatly inflated, and its upper surface is entirely occupied by two

enormous facetted eyes, reminding one of the eyes of ^i/lina among trilobites. There are

two rows of spines along the lateral borders of the head, and some spines are placed round

the mouth, which is in the usual position at the base of the cephalic segment on the lower

surface of the body. The first pau' of antennae only are developed in either sex. The

antenna consists of two joints, and is attached to the anterior margin of the head.

" The parts of the mouth and the maxillipeds are very small
;
the two gnathopods are terminated

by claws as in the Typhids, and act functionally as second and third maxiUipeds.
" The pereion consists of seven segments ;

and the pleon of five, to the two last of which the
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caudal appendages are attached. The five pairs of ambulatory legs are long and slender,

and the three pairs of
' swimmerets

'

are normal. The eggs are large and few in number ;

some of those observed contained embryos in which nearly all the appendages were de-

veloped, showing that the young undergo no metamorphosis.

"Dr. von Willemoes-Suhm, who has carefully described this singular form, has proposed to

establish for the genus a family Ctstosomid^, holding a place intermediate between the

Ttphid^ and the Phronomid.«."

A casual allusion to Amphipods occurs on p. 388.

1877. Woodward, Henry.

A Catalogue of British Fossil Crustacea, with their synonyms and the range in

time of each genus and order. London, 1877.

The notices of Amphipoda in this work are as follows :
—

Introd., p. vi.
" The order Amphipoda

has one representative in the Upper Silurian (the Necrogammarus Salweyi, H. Woodw.) ; it is

represented by Gampsonux in the coal of Eheuish Prussia, and by the genus Proscqjonisms

in the Permian of Durham. Other (Secondary) species occur in Bavaria, etc. The living

genera of Amphipoda are abundant, both marine and freshwater
;
and some species are even

terrestrial in their habits."

The table of genera and species, etc., on p. viii., assigns but one genus and one species to the

British fossil Amphipoda.

Page 62 gives
" Order V. Amphipoda.

"
Prosoponiscus, Kirkby, 1857.

"Trilobites, Schloth. 1820, Petrefact. p. 41.

"Prosoponiscus, Kukby, 1857, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xiii. p. 214; Spence Bate, 1859, ib.

vol. XV. p. 137.

" Distrilndion. Permian.
"
Prosoponiscus problematicus, Schloth. sp. 1820. Magnesian Limestone, Durham.

" Trilobites problematicns, Schloth. 1820, Petrefact. p. 41.

"Prosoponiscus problematicus, Kirkby, 1857. Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xiii. p. 214, pi. vii.

figs. 1-7 ; Spence Bate, 1859, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xv. p. 137, pi. vi. figs. 1-7."

In regard to the above, see Notes on Schlotheim, 1820, 1822
; Schauroth, 1854

; Kirkby, 1857 ;

Woodward, 1871.

1877. Wrze^niowski, August.

Ueber die Anatomie der Amphipoden. ProtocoUe der Sitzungen des Section fiir

Zoologie u. vergleichende Anatomie des V. Versammlung russischer Naturforscher u.

Aerzte in Warschau in September 1876, mitgetheilt von Prof. Hoyer. Zeitschrift fiir

wissenschaftliche Zoologie. Achtundzwanzigster Band. Leipzig, 1877. pp. 403-404.

Sijniirella piolonica, a new genus and species, is here introduced, but not described, since the

account of its circulation can scarcely stand either for generic or specific description. The

name Synurella was afterwards, with perhaps unnecessary purism, changed to Goplana.

The change indeed would have scarcely been legitimate, had Synurella at its first introduc-

tion been attended by sufficient description to give it a status in scientific nomenclature.

The interesting details in regard to the heart, etc., were subsequently repeated with

improvements. Eeference is made to " Callisoma BranicJcii," earlier described, and to

"
Hyale Jehlii

"
described subsequently.
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1878. Bate, C. Spence.

Two new Crustacea from the coast of Aberdeen. Annals and Magazine of

Natural History for May, 1878. p. 411. Fig. 2.

The new sjaecies Lestriijonas spinidursalis, closely resembling Lcdrigonus exiilans, differs from

any species of the genus known to Mr. Spence Bate in having the last two somites of the

pereion and the first three of the pleoa produced in the median line of the dorsal surface

posteriorly to a sharp-pointed tooth or spine. [Surely this is Parathemists compressa (Goes)

1865.]

1878. Bate, C. Spence.

On the Willemoesia Group of Crustacea. Annals and Magazine of Natural

History for December, 1878. pp. 484-489.

The name Lestrigonus spinldorsalis is here altered to Huperia (Lestrigcmus) spinidorsalis, since

Hyperia is the older name, and Lestrigonus is probably founded not on specitto but sexual

differences, containing the male forms, as suggested in the British Museum Catalogue, 1862.

1878. Bate, C. Spence.

The Crustacea in Couch's Cornish Fauna revised and added to by C. Spence

Bate, F.R.S. 1878. Reprintedjrom Part II, No. XIX. Journal Royal Institution

of Cornivall.

The Amphipoda, pages 43 to 62, are not a revision of Couch's work but an addition, taken from

Mr. Spence Bate's own writings. On page 47 the genus Grayia is given as Graya. There is

reason to believe that this only represents the young of Amatliilla homari. Acantlwnotus

oioenii is here said to have been taken from Maia squinado, but the remark properly applies

to Isxa montagui, Mihie-Edwards, as may be seen in the Brit. Sess. Crust., i. p. 216.

Siljeborgia is printed by mistake for Liljehorgia.

1878. Bate, C. Spence.

Report on the present state of our knowledge of the Crustacea. Part HI. On

the homologies of the dermal skeleton {continued). [From the Report of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1877.] London, 1878.

pp. 36-55.

In discussing the first pair of antennae, Mr. Spence Bate remarks that " in Amphipoda there is

never more than one secondary appendage, and that is always of a rudimentary character,

and frequently only determinable in the very young stage of the animal and obsolete ia

the adult." Dybowsky, however, among the Gammari of the Baikalsee found the secondary

appendage sometimes consisting of forty articulations, and therefore scarcely to be called

rudimentary.
" As we descend," Spence Bate observes,

" in the scale of Crustacean forms

the antennae naturally become simplified ;
but as they lose their internal structural

character they increase their external functional arrangement. Thus in Amphipoda the

auditory chamber and otolithes are wanting, but in all the aquatic normal forms the

(ZOOL. OHALL. EXP.—PART LXVH.—1887.) Xxx CO
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filaments are long, and richly studded with those memhranous organisms that I have

named auditory cilia." The discovery by Claus of otoUths in the Oxycephalidai is not

noticed.

In speaking of the second pair of antennse, Spence Bate says,
" in the Amphipoda this antenna

is simple and normally well defined, the five joints of the peduncle and the flagellum being

separate and distinct." But according to my experience the two first joints of the peduncle

are as a rule more or less fused together.
"
Among the Hyperidaj," he further says,

" the [second] antenna is considerably impoverished,

and in many genera it is rudimentary, while in Phrosina it appears to be absent." In

regard to Phrosina, however, I may state that I have just 'received (June 27, 1887) from

Dr. Bruce specimens taken at Iilalta, of Phrosina semilunata, Eisso, i ,
in which both

pairs of antennae are well developed with long flagella.

The three sections of this paper are headed respectively
" Correlation of Appendages,"

" On

Exuviation," and " On Eenewal of Appendages."

1878. BovALLius, Cael, born 1849 (Hj. Theel).

Notes on Ptcrygocera arenaria, Slabber. (Bihang till Svenska Vetenskaps-

Akad. Handlingar, IV, No. 8), pp. 1-27, pis. 1-4. 1878.

It has been shown by S. I. Smith that the names Sulcator, Sp. Bate, 1854, and Pterygoeera,

Latreille, 1825, must yield to the earlier name, Lepidadijlis, Say, 1818, but in my opinion

the name Haustorius, proposed by P. L. S. IMiiUer in 1775, has the preference over all its

competitors. The elaborately and beautifully illustrated notes by Bovallius (in English)

open with an account of the adventures of Slabber's species, not however taking into

account Lepidadylis dytiscus of Say. A chronological list of the literature is given,

with a corresponding omission. A new subfamily is created, Pterygocerinae, thug

defined :
—

"
Cephalon rostrum ferens minimum, articulum primum antennarum non tegens.

" Labium superius breves, apice rotundatum.
'• Mandibulffi magnae, palpo elongato, articulo palpi secundo tertio longiore.
" Maxillte primi paris parvje, palpo biarticulato.

" Pedes maxiUares palpo laminari.
" Antennae superiores flagello appendiculari instructae.

"
Gnathopoda primi paris dactylo unguiculato, secundi paris dactylo minimo duplici.

"
Pereiopoda primi et secundi paris articulis ultiniis ligulas formantibus.

"
Pereiopoda sequentia dactylis carentia.

" Telson simplex.
"
Corpus non valde compressum.

" The family Pterygocerinae is distinguished from the Pontoporeiinaj and Phoxinfe by its general

form as weU as by the abnormal structure of the dactyli of the gnathopoda. Another re-

markable character is presented by the peculiar form of the carpus and propus of the first

and second pairs of the pereiopoda, which I have thought proper to denote as spoon-shaped
'

liguliformis.' Pterygoeera differs, moreover, from the Plioxinse by the second joint of

the mandibular palpus being larger and longer than the third, and also by the telson net

being bifid, but simple and only incised."

In the very fuU and detailed account of the species it is mentioned that " with the age of the

animal the size of the eyes diminishes also, and in the oldest they are discovered only with

difficulty. Ths pigment is red, the eye-lens short, thick, bluntly conical, the surface of the

eye irregularly facetted."
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1878. Catta, J. D.

Sur un Amphipode nouveau, le Gammarus Rhipidiopliorus. Actes de la

Society Helv^tique des Sciences naturelles reunie h, Bex les 20, 21 et 22 aotit 1877.

60^ session. Compte-rendu 1876/1877. Lausanne, 1878. pp. 257-263.

The Amphipod in question has been only found in a well at La Ciotat (Bouches-du-Rhone,

France), a hundred yards or so from the Mediterranean. The water of the well becomes

brackish in summer. Professor Catta observes that in the carpus and propodus of the

first periBopod his new species has, with exaggerated development, a character common also

to Gammarus 2iiilex and Gammarus locusta, in that these joints are "
garnis d'immenses

polls plumeux disposes par rangees transversales et entremel^s de piquants." From the

sweeping movement of these setae he formulates the name "Rhipidiopliorus {pnrihiov,

halai do plumes)." The first perteopod in this species, he says, is much longer than the

second
;

the first uropods are much shorter than the second
;

the third are enormons,

whether compared with those that precede or with the size of the animal, and have one

branch rudimentary ;
the other branch "

garnie de nombreuses rangees de grandes soies et

de piquants, est comi^osee de deux articles dont le dernier est assez reduit."

An argument follows to show that the genus Niphargus ought to be again nerged in Gam-

marus. It is urged that in Gammarus pulex, and in Gammarus neylecfus, Sars, one ramus

of the third uropod is biarticulate, as in Niphargus; that Humbert's "Niphargus

puteanus, var. Forelii
" has " des polls et des poinQons sur le bord post6rieur des dernlers

Somites," as in Gammarus; that the presence or absence of eyes is not of great im-

portance ;
and that the telson is practically alike in the species assigned to both genera.

As to the dorsal hairs and prickles, he says,
" G. Rhipidiopjhorus qui est Niphargus par

les antennes, le cinquieme Siagonopode et le Pl^on, porte aussi ces polls et ces piquants."

It may, on the other hand, be argued that in Niph.argus aquilex the biarticulate ramus of

the third uropods is strikingly distinguished from that in any species of Gammarus by the

length which the second articulation attains, as well as by its cylindrical shape. The

discovery of transition-forms between two genera will always cause some difficulty, but as

such forms have probably existed in innumerable cases where they have not been

discovered, it is a question how far the discovery of them should be allowed to interfere

with well-established distinctions either of genera or species. When Niphargus aquilex

and Gammarus pulex are side by side, it is rather the difiFerence of the fades than the

likeness which attracts attention.

1878. Chatin, Joannes.

Recherches pour servir h, I'histoire du batonnet optique chez les crustaces et les

vers. (Suite l). Annales des Sciences naturelles. Sixieme serie. Zoologie. Tome

VII. Paris, 1878.

Accounts are given of the eye in Lysianassa sjnnicornis, Costa, fig. 24; Isxa nicea, Thor., fig.

25, 26
; Caprrella acanthifera. Leach, figs. 28, 29

; Epimeria, nov. sp., Catta, figs. 30-34.

This new species lives parasitic upon Suherites domuncula, Nardo. The pigment-sheath is

rouge vif, while other species of Epimnria have it brown, and others again almost black.

The genus, he thinks, requires a complete revision.
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1878. Claus, C.

Ueber Herz und Gefass-system cler Hyperiden. Zoologisclier Anzeiger. 1.

Jahrgang. No. 12. Leipzig, 1878. pp. 269-271.

He here notices the two lateral pairs of arteries belonging to the heart of Plironima, which he

had at one time supposed to be merely strings of connective tissue. The same pairs of

vessels, he says, are found also in Phronimella, and in two new Mediterranean Phronimidae

from Messina, for which he institutes the new genera Phronimopsis and Paraphronima. In

the latter genus there is a third pair of arteries in the fifth perajon-segment. This he finds

also in Plirosina, Hijperia, Oxycephalus, Thamyris, Plaiyscelus {Typhis) and Vihilia. He is

inclined to consider three pairs (in the third, fourth, and fifth segments) the normal number

for the Platyscelidae and Oxycephalidse, especially as three is the prevailing number for

the pairs of venous ostia (in the second, third, and fourth segments) in the Phronimidas

and Gammaridse. Sometimes the first pair of ostia is wanting, and sometimes the third

pair of arteries.
" Two pairs," he says,

" of lateral slits, which then uniformly belong to

the third and fourth perreon-segments, I find in almost all Platyscelida?, e.g., Typhis,

Lycoeopsis, n. gen., and in Oxycephalus, Vihilia, and Hyperia'''

He assigns three pairs of lateral ostia (in the second, third, and fourth perseon-segmcnts) alike to

the Gammaridffi and Caprellidae. In the genus Tanais the elongate heart is, he says, quite

Amphipod-like in its relations, but has only two lateral openings in the third and fourth

very elongate perason-segments.

The heart as a rule runs from the beginning of the first to about the middle of the sixth peraBon-

segment, but in Oxycephalus the cephalic aorta begins at the beginning, and in Typhis and

Lycmopsis at the end of the second segment. The two pairs of valves are described which

are found at the origin both of the cephalic and abdominal aorta, and some other details

are entered into.

1S78. Dezs6, Bela.

Ueber den Zusammenhang der Kreislaufs- und respiratorisclien Organe bei den

Arthropoden. Zoologisclier Anzeiger. I. Jahrgang. Leipzig, 1878. p. 274.

Tlie general results only of Dr. Dezs6's investigations are given in the following terms :
—

" Bei Cmstaceen, die ihre Kiemen als Korperanhange an der Bauchseite des Abdomens und

Postabdomens haben, kommen ebenfalls so viele Paare von Spalten am Dorsalgefiisse vor,

wie viele Paare von Kiemen existiren.

" Bei Crustaceen, die ilire Kiemen unter der Thoraxschale beherbergen, kommen am Hcrzen so viele

Paare von Spalten vor, wie viele Paare von Kiemen sioh unter der Thoraxschale vorfinden."

These results do not seem to tally with those arrived at by Fritz MiiUer, Claus and Delage, with

regard to the heart in the Amphipoda, among which five pairs of branchiae are commonly
combined with three pairs of lateral slits in the heart.

1878. FOREL, F. A.

Faunistische Studien in den Siisswasserseen der Schweiz. Zeitscbrift fiir

wissenscbaftlicbe Zoologie. Dreissigster Band. Supplement. Leipzig, 1878.

pp. 383-391.

In respect to the general conditions of life in a fresh-water lake he distinguishes three regions,
" die littorale, die jKlagische und die tiefe Eegion." The deep fauna is tolerably rich in
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species and in number of individuals
;
most types of fresh-water animals have their repre-

sentatives there (mit Ausnahme der Najaden und der Spongien). In this region in the

Lake of Geneva he found, among others,
"
Niiiliargiis puteanvs, var. Forelii, Al. Humbert."

References are given to Professor Forel's earlier %vritings on lake-fauna.

1878. Gamroth, Alois.

Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Naturgeschichte der Caprellen. Mit Tafel VIII-X.

Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie. Einunddreissigster Baud. Leij^zig,

1878. pp. 101-126.

Tlie investigations were made on "
Caprella ajquilibra Sp. B. (?)." Its food Gamruth considers

to be the larva; of Eryozoa and perhaps the adult Bryozoa likewise. The work is one of

importance, discussing the whole organisation of the creature in question, but it has been to

some extent superseded by the later labours of Paul Mayer and Delage. Mayer points out

that Gamroth erroneously attributes only one joint, instead of two, to the flagellum of the

lower antenna in Caprella «quililrra; that he figures on the first maxilla an inner basal

plate (Kaulade) with setre, as found in the normal Amphipoda, but not present in any of

the Caprellidaj with which Jlayer is acquainted ;
and that he leaves unnoticed the want of

symmetry in the mandibles, and makes no mention of the Paragnath (lower lip). He
calls the hairs on the lower antennje "

Strudelorgane," a term which Mayer considers

appropriate, as well as Haller's "
Euderhaai'e," and "

Fangorgane
" which would suit Gosse's

description. The "Frontal organ" or "
Nackenorgan," which Gamroth discovered, one on

either side the median line of the body, in front of the brain, and above the origin of the

upper antennas, is considered by Mayer to be a gland rather than, as Gamroth suggested, an

organ of sense. His mistake in supposing that the colouring matter was in the epidermis
instead of under it, is explained by !Mayer by the fact that the Chromatophores do push
excrescences in between the cells of the epidermis, giving an appearance as if the epideimis
were itself pigmented.

1878. Gegenbaur, Carl.

Grundriss der vergleiclienden Anatomie. 2te Aufl. 1878.

Elements of Comparative Anatomy. By Carl Gegenbaur, Professor of Anatomy
and Director of the Anatomical Institute at Heidelberg. Translated by F. Jeffrey

Bell, B.A., Magdalen College, Oxford. The translation revised and a preface written

by E. Ray Lankester, M.A., F.R.S., etc. London, 1878.

The Arthropoda occupy the fifth section, pages 228-305. The Crustacea are divided into

a) Entomostraca, li) Malacostraca. The latter are divided into 1. Thoracostraca (Podoph-

thalma), and 2. Arthrostraca (Hedriophthalnia). The latter are exhibited as follows :
—

"Ampihipoda. Gammarus, Orchestia, Hyperia, Phronym.a.
"
Lajniodipoda. Caprella, Cyamus.

"
Isopoda. Bopyrus, Cymothoa, Spheeroma, Onisrus, Asellus, Hothea."

In the preface, pages xiii-xv, there are some iuiportant remarks on " Nomenclature of the Parts

of the Digestive Tract." Mr. Lankester proposes
"
to distinguish the primitive digestive

space which develops from the endoderm (in fact the gastrula stomach) as the '
enteron.'

The anterior passage leading into this from the mouth, and formed by an ingrowth of
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ectoderm," he says,
" I have termed the '

stomodiieum,' and the corresponding passage

leading from the anus I similarly propose to call the '

proctodaeum.' These three primary

factors of the alimentary tract are most equally developed in the Arthropoda and some

MoUusca."

In Professor Lankester's Classification the Arthropoda are the " Branch. Gnathopoda
"

of the

"
Appendiculata," which " include animals with lateral locomotive appendages, and usually

a segmented body," a group, "excepting that it has the addition of the Rotifera, nearly

coextensive with the Annulosa" of Huxley's Classification in 1869.

1878. GoDET, Paul.

Note sur le Gammarus puteanus. Bullet, de la soc. des Scienc. nat. de

Neufchatel. XL 2. pp. 284-5. 1878.

Gives measurements. See also Note on Godet, 1873, in Appendix.

1879. Hallee, Gottfried Otto, born May 30, 1853, died May 1, 1886 (Mile. A. Haller).

Vorlaufige Notizen iiber die Systematik der in Mittelmeer vorkommenden

Caprelliden. Zoologischer Anzeiger. II. Jahrgang. Leipzig, 1879. pp. 230-233.

Short descriptions are given of the following species, Protella major, n. s., subsequently recog-

nised by Haller as the male of Protella ^Aasma, Montagu ; Gaprella liparotensis, n. s. ;

"
Caprella Helleri" n. s.

;

"
Cajprella Dohrni," n. s. ; Caprella elongata, n. s., for which,

and for the two preceding, see the next Note
; Caprella antennata, n. s., identified with

Caprella acanthifera by Mayer, who notices that Haller himself does not again mention

this species ;
and lastly,

" Podalirius KriJijeri," n. s.

1879. Hallee, G. 0.

Beitriige zur Kenntniss der L^modipodes filiformes. Mit Tafel XXI.-XXIII.

Zeit.scbrift fiir wissenscbaftlicbe Zoologie. XXXIII. Band. Leipzig, 1879. pp.

350-422.

Of the genera Podalirius, Proto, Protella, and Caprella, Dr. Haller found Protella most, Poda-

lirius least, suited for his anatomical investigations. His discussion of the :Merve-system

should be read under the light thrown by Mayer's later investigations. In the section

headed "
Sinnesorgane," Haller denies the existence of the "

triehterformige Frontalorgan
"

which Gamroth discovered lying immediately behind the origin of the upper antennje. But

the existence of this frontal- or nuchal-gland is reaffirmed by Mayer. After the discussion

of various hairs destined for sensation, Haller gives in his third section,
"
ELnige mikro-

skopische Beobachtungen iiber Haargebilde, welche theils zum Ergreifen und Festhalten,

theils zum Sehwimmen dienen." While, he says, the upper pair of antennaj is
"

stets und

iiberall Sinnesorgan," and therefore beset with all sorts of hairs for purposes of sensation,

the hinder pair does not always agree with it in this purpose. It often loses almost entirely

the importance of an organ of sense, and by way of compensation becomes destined to sup-

port the organs of locomotion. Hence arise swimming-antennse, as among the Copepoda.
In the genus Caprella it is possible to form two subgenera, one with the lower antennae

acting as organs of sense, the other in which they have become swimming organs. In this
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latter case they Lave the whole under side closely set with long stiff hairs, arranged in two

simple rows. These swimming-bristles are movably socketed, and on each joint increase in

size from behind forwards. Their peculiar structure is described. The structure, positions

and uses of various spines are investigated.

Sections of the work are devoted to the heart and circulation, the organs of reproduction, the

apparatus of nutrition and glands of the intestine, a gland in the hand of the second gnatho-

pod of some CaprellidaB (e.g., Caprella dolirnii and Protella phasma), remarks on large

connective-tissue cells in the bodies of the Caprellidas, sexual differences, adaptability, mode

of life, epizoic plants and animals, classification.

Prnto pedata, Fleming, and " Proto Goodsiri," Spence Bate and Westwood, (Figs. 2-3-25), are

given as distinct species, but the better opinion unites them under Proto ventricosa, O. F.

Miiller. Proto lirunneovittata, n. s., is described and figured. Remarks are made on the

genus Protella, Dana, and the species Protella phas7na (Fig. 26). Caprella, Lamarck, is

defined, and in "
Subgenus I. Caprellen, deren unteres Fiihlerpaar Ruderborsten triigt," he

places 1. CapireJla xquilihra ; 2. Caprella amtifrons ; 3. Caprella liparotensis, n. s. (Figs.

41, 42), which is described in detail
;

4.
"
Caprella Helleri," n. s. (Fig. 43), which Mayer

considers to be the young form of some Caprella which cannot be determined.

In "
Subgenus II. Die unteren Antennen sind Sinnesorgane." Here are placed, 5. Caprella

linearis ; 6.
"
Caprella Dolirnii," n. s. (Fig. 44), which is given by Mayer as a synonym

of his subsequently published Caprella grandimana; 7. Caprella acanthi/era. Leach
; 8.

Caprella elongata, n. s. (Fig. 45), which Mayer considers to be a smooth variety of Caprella

acanthi/era.

Of Podalirius, Kroyer, two species are given, Podalirius typicus, Krciyer, and Podalirius kroyeri,

n. s. (Figs. 46-49), both species being described in detail.

In the conclusion, Haller draws out the following genealogical tree of the Caprellidae, which he

regards as probably Crevettina metamorphosed by a parasitic mode of life.

Crevettina

{AMphitlwe)

Proto

I

Protella

1 (Protella gracilis Dana

I
Protella phasma Mont.)

CyamidEB. |

.iEgina

I

Caprella

I

Podalirius.

1878-Hayek, Gustav von.
1879.

Handbucli der Zoologie. Siebente, (des II. Bandes erste) Lieferung. Wien,

1878. Achte (de.s II. Bandes zweite) Lieferung. Wien, 1879.

Von Hayek divides the "
Unterreich, Arthropoda, Gliederfiissler," into four classes, Crustacea,

Arachnoidea, Myriopoda, Insecta. In the higher forms, he says, the body is clearly divided

into three principal sections, constituting the head, thorax, and abdomen, but " bei den

Krebsthieren, als den niederst organisirten Gliederfiisslern, ist eine derartig ausgesprochene

Sonderung niemals zu bemerken, sondem eine mehr oder weniger weitgehende Verschmel-
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zung des Kopfes mit den folgendeu Segmenten, und ware es auoli nur das vordetste des

Bruststiickes, der sogennauten Prothorax, zur Eegel geworden." He divides the Crustacea

into seven orders, the Amphipoda standing sixth, between the Isopoda and Decapoda. At

page 89 he defines the Amphipoda ( Flohkrebse), as " Getrennt-schechtiiche Krebsthiere mit

cntwickeltem Bruststiicke, von den Seiten her zusammengedriicktem Leibe, und kiemenlosen

Postabdominal-Gliedmassen." The ilhistrations are taken from "
Arapiiithoe Jurinii"

M.-Edw.; Gammarus iieglecius, IaH].; Gammarus locusta, Montagu; Caprella linearis, h.;

and Fhrom'ma sedentaria, Forsk. Fig. 10-14,
" Gammarus iiegleetus, Lillj. Partie eines

sehi' vergrosserten Embryos," exhibits the heart with six "
seitliche Spaltijffnungen." Of

the eyes it is said,
" Die zusammengesetzten, sitzenden Augen werden von der zu einer Horn-

haut umgewandelten, ganz glatten, niemals facettirten Kbrperdecke iiberzogen."

1878- Kirk, T. W., bom 1856 (Chilton).
1879.

Additions to the Crustacean Fauna of New Zealand. The Annals and Magazine
of Natural History. Vol.11. Fifth Series. London, 1878. pp. 465-466.

On Additions to the Carcinologiccd Fauna of New Zealand. [Read before

the Wellington Philosophical Societt/, 3lst August. 1878.] Transactions of the

New Zealand Institute. Vol. XL pp. 392-397. 1879.

"
Caprella nova-zealandix, sp. nov.," is described. It is said to approach

"
C. geometrica, Say,

from which it differs, however, in the form of the spine on the cephalon, in the length

of the antennae, and in the articulation and arming of the second pair of gnathopoda."

Mayer considers that this, together with Caprella caudata, G. M. Thomson, is probably a

local variety of Caprella sequilibra, Say. A second species is described as "
Caprella lohata,

Gudrin."

In Notes on Some Neio Zealand Crustaceans, [Read, hefore the Wellington Philosophical Society,

Ufh January, 1879]. Trans. N. Z. Inst. Vol. xi. pp. 401-402, Mr. Kirk mentions the

capture of Podoccrus cylindricus, Say, and Pleusfes panoplus, Kroyer, at Worser Bay. He

says,
" these are both Arctic species, and their occurrence on our coast is somewhat remark-

able." It has since been suggested that the Pleustes is a variety.

1878. Leydig, Franz.

Ueber Amphipoden und Isopoden. Anatomische und zoologische Bemerkungen.

Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Zoologie. XXX. Bd. Suppl. pp. 225-274. Mit

Tafel IX-XII. Leipzig, 1878.

On the antennse of the Amphipoda, Leydig distinguishes :
—

1 Gewohnliche Borsten. These ordinary bristles, for most of their length dark-rimmed,

but with bluntish ends of finer, clearer structure, and often a fine hair given off some way

short of the termination, are found on other parts of the body as well as the antennae.

2. Fiederborsten. These plumose bristles, spoken of by Humbert as "
capsules sensitives," may,

Leydig says, be sensitive, but they are not capsules, they are modified pores (Hautcaniile).

For the explanation of the like in other Crustacea and in insects, he refers to his own

work Ueber Geruchs- und Gehororgane der Krebse und Insecten., Archiv f. Anat. u.

Physiol., 1860. Between this and the preceding class he places a sort of Halbfiederborsteu,

such as are found on the rim of the head and the back of Gammarus puteanus.

3 Cylinder oder Keulen. In these cylinders or clubs, the end swelling into a sort of knob
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shows a pale, fiue structure, but no opening. They may he seen on the flagellum of tha

lower antennse of Gammarus puteanus.

4. Riechzapfen. These olfactory tubes are on the flagellum of the upper antennse. They have

a narrower dark-rimmed .stem and a paler, broader body, in which there is a slight indenta-

tion at about midway. A cloud of fine granular substance may sometimes be seen issuing

from the terminal aperture.

5. Schuhartige Anhiingsel. Calceoli. These shoe- or slipper-like stalked appendages are supposed

to belong only to the lower antenna of the male, but it is now known that they occur on

both pairs of antennfe and in both sexes.

In the ordinary bristles, called by de Eougemont tactile bristles, Leydig could not find a nerve,

though inclined to regard both the bristle and still more the fine offshoot near the tip as the

sheathing of a nerve-end. That Glaus should have seen the nerve in other Crustacea [the

Argulidfe] he thinks open to doubt. This doubt Glaus criticizes in " der Org. d. Phron. p.

10-11, n. The plumose bristles Leydig had always regarded as tactile bristles, having in

other subjects shown how they were placed upon indubitable ganglia. If the view of

recent observers, that these are auditory hairs, be justified, the sense of sound, Leydig

infers, must be distributed over a considerable portion of the surface of the body, a con-

clusion not of necessity to be rejected.

He defends his attribution of an olfactory function to the "
Riechzapfen

"
against the objections

of Grabor in 1877. In the lower animals he considers that the different senses are not

necessarily very sharply distinguished, so that one and the same nerve-end-apparatus

may serve for the sense of touch, taste and smell, may even not be quite inaccessible to

light and sound. He illustrates his meaning by the popular use of the German word
" Witteru

"
(compare English "savour") employed sometimes of taste and sometimes of

smell.

In Gammarug fluviafilis and Gammarus pulex he thinks the eyes are pretty much alike in shape.

In both the cornea is smooth and without facets. The crystal cone, he says, consists of

four pieces, which can scarcely be correct ;
see Note on Grenacher, 1879. In view of the very

varying statements of authors on the eye of Gammarus puteanus, he made investigations

from which he determines that the optic ganglion is present, but not the eye, though

pigment-spots mimicking the eye have led some observers to believe that an eye existed in

fact.

Under the heading,
" Ueber die Schalendrlise," Leydig reminds us that in his Naturgesch. d.

Daphniden, 1860, pp. 28, 29, he had described his discovery in Gammarus of the

homologue of the "
green gland

"
in Astanis, but when he says that O. Sars seven years

later only knew of the presence on the lower antennas of
" un proems conique dirigc; en has

et appelt^ I'epine olfactoire," he is very much in error as to the state of Sars' knowledge.

See Note on Sars, 1867. Glaus, in 1879, objects that the name " Schalendruse
"
has no

sense when applied as by Leydig to the gland in the base of the antennae, "sondern passt

lediglich fur das in die Schale geruckte Driisenpaar der Phyllopoden, welches der

Kieferregion gehort." The pair of glands corresponding to the shell-gland is entirely

wanting, he adds, in all developed Malacostraca, and has hitherto been made out only during

the larval life in Sergestes and Eup)liausia, while on the other hand in the Phyllupuda and

many other Entomostraca the antennary gland corresponding to the green gland of Astacus

only exists in the larval stage, but afterwards becomes completely degraded (Der Org. d.

Phron., p. 13).

On the digestive system, Leydig recalls the investigations he had described in 1855 in regard to

the stomach, histological structure of the intestine, liver and adipose body. He here

remarks that the fat-drops are always colourless, and that in the fatty body of the body

cavity, round the intestine, there are besides the fat-drops also layers of those concretions

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART Li'VII.—1887.) Xxx 61

M>a,
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which he had formerly pointed out as existing in Asellus aquaticns, and in some insects and

Myriapods. On the term Kaumagen here employed for the stomach, Glaus says that in the

general use by authors of this terminology obviously borrowed from the Decapoda, we must

not lose sight of the fact that for the Amphipoda
" die Kaufunction des Vormagens bislang

keineswegs bewissen worden ist." In fact, he continues, the importance of the supposed

Kauplatten (triturating organs) at least in the Phronimidfe appears to be limited to a closing

apparatus (as in a lobster-pot), whereby the food that has passed into the Vormagen (cardiac

portion of the stomach) is restrained on the one hand from returning into the oesophagus,
and on the other from passing over too rapidly into the Magendarm (pyloric portion of the

stomach) (Der Org. d. Phron., p. 25).

On the circulation, Leydig calls attention to the presence (observed apparently in Gammarus

puteanus) of a sharply defined aorta proceeding from the anterior end of the heart, with a

furcate division in the head. Also, he says, in the antennae and pleopoda the arterial course

is so definitely distinguished from its surroundings that the expression vessel (Gefiiss) is

more appropriate for it than lacuna. I do not therefore understand the criticism of Delage

(p. 89) upon this paper by Leydig that " cet auteur, au lieu de faire avancer la question,

reproduit, au contraire, line erreur ancienne en niant absolument que les courants sanguins
des membres possijdent des parois."

Eemarks are made by Leydig on the distribution of, and distinctions between, Gammarus pulex,
de Geer, Gammarus fluviatilis, Rosel, and Gammarus (Niphargus) jmieanus, Koch.

Adopting the view of de Rougemont that Gammarus pulex minutus, Gervais, is identical

with Koch's puteanus, he says that this last was made known by Koch and Gervais at the

same time.
" Wenn man freilich, wie es bin und wieder geschieht, zu Koch citirt :

' Faunas

insectorum Germanise initia, 1798,' so kiime die Beobachtung von Koch weit vor jener
Gervais'

;
allein das erste Heft des Koch' schen Werkes, welches als Fortsetzung der von

Panzer begonnenen und bis zum 109. Hefte fortgefiihrten Fauna insectorum Germanias

auftritt, erschicn 1835, nachdem zuvor Herrich-Schaffer die Hefte bis zum 132.

herausgegeben hatte. Dieselbe Jahrezahl, 1835, tragt auch der Band der Annales des

sciences, welcher die Beobachtungen von Gervais bringt."

Leydig in this work gives a summary of his earlier investigations on the structure of Gammarus,
which may be quoted in his own words,

" So habe ich die histologisohe Beschaffenheit der

Haut schon im Jahre 1855 erortert und spiiter im Jahre 1860, da ich friiher die Cuticula als
' nicht verkalkt

'

bezeichnet hatte, aufmerksam gemacht, dass doch auch bei Gammarus
nach Essigsiiurezusatz die Haut Luftbliischen entwickle. Ferner wurde, was unten noch

einmal zur Sprache kommen soil, die Schalendriise nachgewiesen, auf die Anwesenheit

eines Kaumagens hingedeutet, und die histologische Beschaffenheit des Darmes, der Leber

und des Fettkorpers dargethan. Endlich habe ich bereits im Jahre 1848, also um 20 Jahre

vor E. van Beneden's Arbeit iiber die Furchung der Amphipoden, den Furchungsprocess
von Gammarus beschrieben und abgebildet."

1878. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1876; being Volume thirteenth of the

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxviii. pp. 1-18.

An analysis is given of Glaus' "
Untersuchungen zur Erforschung der genealogisohen Grundlage

des Crustaceen-Systems. Wien, 1876." " N^ebalia and Bra7ichipus among the living forma

may give an approximate idea of those primordial forms, from which the Decapods,

Stomapods, Amphipods and Isopods are to be derived."
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1878. Mayer, Paul, bom July 20, 1848 (p.m.).

Carcinoloo'ische Mittheilungen. Mit einer Tafel unci 4 Holzsclin. Mittheil-

ungen aus der Zoolog. Station zu Neapel. 1. Bd. 1. Heft.
jap. 40. Taf. 1.

The first chapter is
"
liber die Drlisen in den Boineu der Phronimiden," the second discusses

"die Gehause der Phronimiden" (Gerstaecker).

This paper, according to Haller, explains in great detail the gland in the grasping-hand of

Phronima sedentaria, pointing out its position, form, number of outlets, microscopic

constitution, and suggesting that it is either a poison-gland, or more probably emits a

secretion necessary for dissolving the interior of the creature used by the Phronima as a

nest or nursery.

1878. MiERS, E. J.

Narrative of a Voyage to the North Polar Sea, by Captain Nares. 8vo.

2 vols. 1878. Appendix (No. VII.). pp. 240-248. Crustacea.

The account of the Crustacea appeared in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History in 1877.

See Note on Miers, 1877.

1878. Schmidt, Oscar.

Die Form der Krystallkegel im Arthropodenauge. Zeitschft. f. wiss. Zool.

Vol. XXX. Suppl. pp. 1-12. Plate 1. Leipzig. 1878.

This paper raises certain objections to the views of Exner and Grenacher on " mosaic vision,"

which are met by Grenacher in an appendix (pp. 168-170) to his great work on the

subject, Untersuch. iiber das Sehorgan, 1879.

1878. Stebbing, T. R. R.

Notes on Sessile-eyed Crustaceans, with Description of a new species. The

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. January 1878. Ser. 5. Vol. 1.

London, 1878. pp. 31-37. PI. 5.

Caprella fretensis, n. sp., is described and figured, from two specimens found at Salcombe in

South Devon, at which place the estuary yields Proto ventricosa, 0. F. M., and many other

Amphipods. Meyer accepts Caprella fretensis as a distinct species, but considers it

extremely close to Caprella septentrionalis, Kr0yer. It is abundant at Ilfracombe, and

very variable, some specimens coming far nearer than others to the pubUshed accounts of

Kr0yer's species just mentioned.

The correlation between the spines on the pabns of the hind legs, die Einschlagdorne, in the

Caprellida;, and the generic divisions of that family, is noticed. Mayer, die CaprelHden,

p. 13, remarks that it would be difficult to carry through the employment of this character

for generic division, since Caprella acanthi/era, for example, would then have to be

transferred to another genus. This indeed is on other grounds suggested by Boeck, who

thinks that Caprella acanthifera may belong to his genus ^giiiella. Of Stimpsonia
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chelifera, Sp. Bate, the male is figured and both sexes are described. The female is said to

bear a close resemblance to that of Aora gracilis and that of Microdeutopus anomalus.

Of the genus Callimerus, Stebbing, the following characters are given :
—

"Antennfe subequal; superior antennre without secondary appendage; first pair of gnathopods

simple ;
second pair having the carpus infero-anteriorly produced, the coxcB of the second

pair covering those of the first. Penultimate pleopoda shorter than either of the other pairs.

Telson simple." This genus is a synonym of Amphiloclnis, Sp. Bate, the maxillipeds

having given rise to the description of the first gnathopods as simple.

1878. Stebbixg, T. R. E.

On two new species of Ampliipodous Crustaceans. The Annals and Magazine of

Natural History. November 1878. Ser. 5. Vol. 2. London, 1878.

pp. 364-370. PL 15.

"
AmpJiilocJius Sahrinm," n. sp., is figured and described. It is very like AmpMIocJius hispinosus,

Boeck, but the second side-plate is not serrate as in Boeok's species, having only a single

indentation. The two first segments of the pleon have not a dorsal tooth, and in the last

uropods the rami are very much shorter than the peduncle, instead of being only slightly

so. There are other minute differences, but not such as I should venture to rely on without

an examination of fresh specimens. I am aware also that in creatures whose full size is

one-twelfth of an inch, the presence of the dorsal teeth on the pileon may sometimes be

overlooked.

This paper contains the remarks on AmpJiilochus coneinna and Callimerus acudigitata, which

have been already referred to.

Under the name Podoceropsis intermedia, a species is described as new, which is no doubt a

synonym of "Podoceropsis SopMx," Boeck, 1860.

An additional note mentions various "
Amphipoda in Sponges."

1878. Streets, Thomas H.

Pelagic Amphipoda. Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia. 1878. pp. 276-290. PI. 11.

The collection described was made by Surgeon William H. Jones, U. S. Navy, according to

whose experience night is
" about the only time when surface dredging can be carried on

with any prospect of success." Dr. Streets gives a definition of the Oxycephalidse, and in

a note observes, "Glaus classifies the Oxyceplialidae along with the Phronimidee in his

family Plironimides, and states that the mandibular palpus is absent, which is an error.

Though absent in both sexes of the Phronimidx, it is present in the male of the

Oxijcephalidse." (On these points see Notes on Glaus, 1879.) Descriptions and (small,

inadequate) figures are given of Oxijcephalus tubercidatus, Sp. Bate, which Glaus identifies

with O-rijcephaliLs piscator, M.-Edw. ; of Oxycephalus hulhosus, n. s., taken between Lat.

28°00 and 35-45 N., Long. U0°00 and 141°25 W., and given doubtfully by Glaus in 1877

as a synonym of his own Oxycephalus tijplwides, 1879, from Zanzibar and Messina; of

Oxyceplialus scleroticus, n. s., which shares with Glaus' Oxycephalus fyphoides the peculiarity

of having
" on the fifth ejjimeral a jjrominent spine, directed backwards "

;
and of Leptocotis

spinifera, Streets, 1877. The new genus Calamorhynclms is thus defined :•
—"Body elongated,

slender, almost rod-like. Head large, dejiressed, produced anteriorly to the eyes in a broadly-
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expanded, triangular rostrum
;

constricted behind the eyes into a short, narrow neck.

Superior antennae with the peduncle three-jointed; in the female straight. First and

second pairs of thoracic legs small, chelate, the fourth joint broad and long, the fifth short

and narrow. The last three pairs of legs with the basal joint narrowly dilated ;
the seventh

pair diminutive. The sixth segment of the abdomen long and narrow. Caudal appendages

long and linear. Telson short, triangular." The type species, Calamorhynclms pelhicidus,

n. s., is described from a female specimen, the head and second thoracic foot being figured.

Rhahdosoma ichitci, Sp. Bate, and "Ehabdosoma armatum (Edw.), Adams and White," are

figured and described, two species which Claus unites as identical. Rhahdosoma armafum,

Sp. Bate, is curiously treated by Dr. Streets as a separate species, to which he gives
"
provisionally the name Rhahdosoma Jomjirostris (Bate)," although he recognises that

Spence Bate took his description and figure from the same specimen that furnished White'.s

figure.

1878. UhLEE.

Chesapeake Zoological Laboratory. 1878. p. 26.

Two Amphipoda {Gammarus sp. 1 and Caprella geometrica, Say), along with other Crustacea,

observed at Fort "Wool.

1878. WOODWAED, HeNEY.

Crustacea. The Encyclopseclia Britannica. Ninth Edition. Vol. VI. 1878.

pp. 632-666.

1878. Zaddach, G.

Die Meeres-Fauna an der preussischen Kliste beschrieben von Professor G.

Zaddach. Erste Abtheilung. Konigsberg, 1878. 31 pages.

Zaddach here expresses the opinion that the epimera or side-plates of the Amphipoda are parts

of the segments, an inheritance from the unarticulated pleura of the Trilobites, and a higher

development of these. For the first joint of the leg after the epimera he adopts the term

Hiifte, for the second and third Drehgelenk and Schenkel, for the fourth and fifth

Schienenglieder, and for the sixth Tarsus. He gives a table to show the differences between

the eight species which he has to describe, namely, Talitrus locusta, Gammarus locusta,

Melita palmata, Calliope Ixviuscula, Protomedeia pilosa, Pontoporeia femorata, Bathyporeia

pilosa, Corojihium longicorne. In 1843, he says, specimens of Coropihrum longicorne and

Protomedeia pilosa were taken by Rathie in lake Geserich. Zaddach himself had not

been able since to find them in that, or hear of them in any other, inland water of Prussia.

In describing the family Orchestidse, he calls attention to the "
endophragmal arch," which is

wanting in other Amphipoda, with a reference to Bate and Westwood, i. p. xvii, fig. 3
;
he

says that the maxillipeds bear not two, as in the Gammaridce, but three laminar processes

on the three lowest joints, and that they are only five-jointed, because the claw-shaped

terminal joint is wanting ; the telson, he says, is wanting. But the telson, though small in

Talitrus, is not wanting in this or any other known genus of the Orchestidie, and the

fourth joint of the maxilliped-palp, though rudimentary or obsolete in Talitrus and Orchestia,

is developed in Hyale and Hyalella ; while, lastly, it is not correct to give as a family
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characteristic that the three lowest joints of the maxilUpeds are expanded, since alike in

Talitrus, Orehestia and Talorchestia it is not the first but the second joint of the palp that

has an expansion, nor is that one of such a laminar form as to be properly comparable with

the plates attached to the two joints below the palp. The remark that the palp is wanting

to the first maxillae also requires qualification, since in Talitnis locusta, for example, one is

present though rudimentary in size.

In describing Talitnis locusta (Taf. 1) Zaddaoh affirms that there is no trace of a mandibular

palp ;
he says that the function of the mandibular spine-row is obviously to pass on the

morsels bitten oif by the cutting-edge to the molar tubercle. What is commonly called the

under lip should, he thinks, be called the tongue, both from its function and from its

answering morphologically to the tongue of many insects. He considers that Linna3us in

the description of his Cancer locusta in the Fauna suecica could not have intended any other

species of Amphipod than this.

In describing the family Gammaridse, Zaddach maintains that the peduncle of the lower antennse

has but four joints, not admitting the composite character of what he caUs the first joint. In

the description of Gammarus locusta (Taf. 2) he points out that young specimens (Taf. 3)

differ from the adults in the size and shape of the eyes, in the number of the joints of the

antennary flagella, in the rami of the third uropods, and in the telson. He argues that

Linnaeus in the Fauna suecica, No. 204] and No. 2042, by Cancer pulex, which gnaws the

fishing-nets, meant only Gammarus locusta, and by Cancer locusta meant only Talitrus

locusta, since that alone by its leaping, its powerful head and long antennae, was fit for

comparison vpith a grasshopper or locust. At the same time he considers the name

Gammarus locusta too firmly established for alteration. He here recognises that the

Amphipod in amber, Palaeogammarus sambiensis, which he described in 1864, may belong to

the genus Gammarus, or come very near it.

In describing Melita 2Mlmata (Mont.) Leach, (Taf. 4), Zaddach mentions that the side-plate of

the sixth perseon-segment in the female, and not as Boeck states in the male, is prolonged

downwards at the front angle and bent upwards into a blunt hook, destined, he thinks, to

provide the large claw of the male with a holdfast. (Bruzelius had already, in 1859,

rightly ascribed the peculiarity in these side-plates to the female.) Amphitoe iwrvegiea,

Rathke, he does not consider distinct from Calliope Ixviuscula (Kr0yer) Bate, which he

figures (Taf. 5) and describes.

It may be noticed that in this paper Zaddach accepts the name Protomedeia pilosa for the species

which he himself in 1844 named Leptocheirus pilosus, but Boeck maintains that Leptocheirus,

Zaddach, is a genus quite distinct from Protomedeia, Kr0yer.

1879. Brandt, A.

Von den armenischen Alpenseen. Zoologischer Anzeiger. 11. Jalirgang. 1879.

p. 525.

In a letter to the editor, dated from Dorf Elenowka am Goktscbai, den 26. Juli 1879,

Dr. Alexander Brandt reports that in the Goktschai there were swarms of Gammarids,

especially on the shore. Those discovered were very uniform, corresponding in size and

habit to Gammarus index. Individuals brought up from a depth of 34 fathoms showed a

brighter colouring than those from the upper waters. He remarks that their eyes are not

dark or continuously pigmented, but offer only lighter pigment-flakes of a roundish stellate

form, so that at first sight he could fancy them destitute of eyes. Have we, he asks, by

any chance here to do with a blind variety in statu nascenti 1
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1879. ClaUS, C.

Der Organismus der Phronimiden. Mit. 8 Tafeln. Wien, 1879.

Following Milne-Edwards, Claus here sets tlie Typhidae or Platyscelidae (Hyperines

anormales), distinguished by a marked sexual dimorphism as well as by the zig-zag antennte

of the male, over against the Hyperina with normal antennte. In the latter group he

arranges, in tliree families, the Phronimidse, Hyperidae and Vibilidas. The VibUidae are

easily distinguished by the general form resembling the Gammaridte, the small size of the

head and eyes, as well by the short dilated anterior antennae. The border line is less easily

marked out between the other two families. He characterises them as follows :
—

"
Hyperidae. Head of considerable size, more or less globular, with large pair of eyes,

extending over almost tlio whole surface of the head. The antennaj in both sexes with

multiarticulate peduncle, in the female without or with rudimentary, in the male with long

multiarticulate, flagellum. Gnathopods frequently armed with weak clasper (Greifhand);
the rest of the thoracal-limbs end with simple claw and are formed like one another

(Hyperia), those of the fifth (TJiemisto), and sixth pair (Ci/llopu,s, Cystosorna) are sometimes

considerably elongated, those of the seventh or last pair only as an exception {Cyllopus)

rudimentary.
" Phronimidae, Head of considerable size, generally with strongly prominent snout, and

divided pair of eyes extending over almost the whole surface of the head. The anterior

antennae with multiarticulate peduncle, in the female short and without flagellum, in the

male long with multiarticulate flagellum. The antennae of the second pair in the male like

those of the Hyijeridfe, in the female reduced to the coxal-joint coalescent with the cephalic

integument and accompanied by the antennary gland. The thoracal legs partially (principally
the fifth pair) armed with powerful chelae (Greifzange), often of dififerent form and size.

Elongate backward directed liver-tubes absent from the stomach (am Magendarm fehlen)."
The Phorcinse, Claus here says, are to be referred to the Typhidae. The Phronimidae he

subdivides into two subfamDies thus :
—

"1, Phrosininx. Form of body broad and compact. The three pairs of uropods broad-leaved

with fin-like rami. Besides the powerfully developed fifth pair of legs of the perjeon

(Primno Gu^r.), generally also the third and fourth pairs {Anchylmnera Edw. = Hie)-acimyx

Gu^r.), as well as the sixth (P7trosma Risso = Dacfylocera Latr.) armed with powerful

claspers (Greifhand).
"

2. Phroniminx. Body slender and extended, with the last segment of the peraeon elongate.
The three pairs of uropods elongate stiliform, with narrow lanceolate rami Thoracal legs

extremely varied, those of the fifth pair [third peraeopods] often armed with broad or more

elongate (compound) chelae."

The genus Phronima, Latr., is thus defined :
—

"
Ktirper gestreckt mit stark verjiingtem und langgezogenem Endsegment der Brust, mit drei

Paar wohlentwickelter stilformiger Uropoden. Kopf kurz, aber hoch mit sehr verlangerter

Scheitelmundaohse. Vorderantennen des Weibohens zweigliedrig. Basalglied des hintern

Antennenpaares im weiblichen Geschlecht kuglig gewiilbt und mit kurzer Borste besetzt.

Die Mandibeltaster fehlen auch dem Miinnchen. TJnterlippe (Maxillarfusspaar) stark

comprimirt, mit lanzetformig zugespitzten Laden und conischer Zunge. Die beiden

Gnathopodenpaare schmiichtig, mit schwacher zusammengesetzter Greifhand, fiinftes

Beinpaar mit miichtiger (zusammengesetzter) Scheerenhand bewafihet. Drei Paare von
Kiemenschlauchen am 4., 5. u. 6. Thoracal segment."

PhronimeUa, Cls., is thus defined :
—

"
Kdrper sehr gestreckt, iiberaus pellucid, mit nur 2 Paar stilformiger Uropoden. Kopf kurz,
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mit hohem, gewolbtem Scheitel, Sclieitelmiindachse sehi verliingert. Die zwei vordern

Brustsegmente ohne Grenzen verschmolzen. Mandibeltaster fehlea auch dem Mannchen.

Zunge der Unterlippe (Maxillarfusspaar) auf einen warzenformigen Hocker reducirt. Die

beiden Gnathopodenpaare scbmaclitig mit scliwacher (zusammeugesetzter) Greifhand. Das

dritte Beinpaar etwas weniger, das vierte stark verlangert. Das fiinfte Beinpaar endet mit

sehr langgestreckter (zusammengesetzter) Greifhand. Drei paare von Kiemenschlauchen

am 4., 5. iind 6. Brustringe." Phronimella elongata is the type species, with which Dr.

Streets has identified his own Anchylonyx hamahis. In fact, as Streets has ah-eady

observed, there are in the male three pairs of uropods, and I find that a rudiment of the

middle pair is, at any rate sometimes, persistent in the adult female. The first perajopod

(das dritte Beinpaar) is longer than the second, not vice versa. The error in the generic

definition was made by Glaus in his original account of " Phronima elongata," but corrected

by Claus himself in the same year, 1862.

Phronimopsis, n. g. (figs. 1-3), is thus defined :
—

"
Korper zoea ahnlich, mit gedrungenem, fast kuglichem Vorderleib, schmalem, langgestrecktem

Abdomen und 3 Paar langer stilformiger Uropoden. Kopf kurz und hoch. Die beiden

vordern Brustsegmente ohne Grenzen verschmolzen. Vorderantennen des Weibchens

zweigliedrig, relativ lang, hiutere Antennen mit Stachel. Das Mannchen mit dreigliedrigem

Mandibeltaster. Zweites Gnathopodeupaar dick und stark, mit voUkommener Soheere

bewafi'net. Die ftinf nachfolgenden Beinpaare des Thorax diinn und langgestreckt, sammt-

lich mit schwacher langgezogener Greifhand endigend. Die Uropodenaste schmal und

grilFelformig, fast so lang als das stilfijrmig gestreckte Basalglied."

Phronimopsis spinifer, n. s., is the type species, for which the numerous red-brown stellate

pigment-spots on the sides of the perteon, the spine-processes on the antennae and upper

hp, and the angular curvature of the femoral-joint of both gnathopods, are given as

distinguishing characters.

Parapihronima, n. g. (figs. 4-10), is thus defined :
—

"
Korjjer ziemlich stark comprimirt, miissig gestreckt, mit nur schwach verjiingtem, wenig

verlangertem Endsegment der Brust, mit 3 Paar stilformiger Uropoden. Kopf sehr

umfangreich, in Seitensicht fast quadratiseh, mit gewolbtem Scheitel. Vorderantennen des

"Weibchens viergliedrig, mit kurzen Zwischengliedern. Hinterantenne des Weibchens

rudimentiir, grifFelfclrmig, Mandibeltaster fehlen auch dem Mannchen. Laden der Unter-

lippe (Maxillarfusspaar) breit, lamelliis. Das vordere Gnathopodeupaar endet mit schwach

ausgepragter (doppelt zusammengesetzter) Greifhand und bleibt ebenso wie das zweite

Gnathopodeupaar kurz. Die nachfolgenden Beine gestreckt und wie bei Hyperia unter

einander gleich gebildet. Vier Paare von Kiemenschlauchen am 3. bis 6. Brustringe."

Paraphronima gracilis, ? ,
n. s. (fig. 4), and Paraphronima crassipes, n. s.

(fig. 4. and

fig. 10), are the two species assigned to tliis genus.

From page 8 to page 78 the investigation is conducted which is indicated in the title of the

paper. The principal results are thus summarised by the author himself :
—

1. The two new genera PJironimopsis and Plironimella prove that the armature of the fifth pair

of legs [third perreopods] with a chelate hand (Scheerenhaud) is a character only of generic

value.

2. The females of the Phronimidas possess a rudiment of the second pair of antennae, which

is generally reduced to the spherically protuberant coxal-joint containing the coUed

antennary gland.

3. In front of the mouth lies a rudiment of the upper lip, an atrium bounded by the side-plates

of the mandibles and the lower lip (Paragnathen), into which cavity flows the secretion of

powerful glands when food is being taken.

4. These glands are complexes of four gland-ceUs with long emission-ducts, and lie partly in
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the periphery of the oesophagus, partly in the maxillT, in which in point of form and

structure they repeat the leg-glands.

5. The function of these glands is the preparation of the ferment (Enzyme), which is mixed

with the food at its entrance into the cesophagus, to facilitate the digestion of starch and

albuminoid substances.

6. The alimentary canal (Darmcanal) is devoid of every form of gland-cells. To the muscular

cesophagus of complicated structure, lined with chitinous Intima, succeeds the ccsophageal

stomach (Schlundmagen, Vormagen), with two caaca (Nebentaschen), stretching into the

crop (Magendarm). In this digestion is carried out. The crop which surrounds it,

situate in the head and the two first perreon-segments is, like its two forward-directed pairs

of so-called liver tubes, lined with a deep cylindrical epithelium, which repeats the structure

of the epithelium of the mid-gut (Diinndarm-epithel), and serves for resorption. The

narrow intestinal tube (Darmrohr), is lined with a polygonal pavement epithelium,

and in the sixth pleon-segment passes over into the short rectum (Afterdarm), which is

fastened to the integument by means of dilators. [At page 23, in the Munddarm of

Phrcmima three sections are distinguished as Mundlwhle, ScJdundkopf and Sehlundrohr or

cesophagus.]

7. The annular muscles of the intestinal tube correspond to single muscle-cells, the nuclei of

which follow one another in a median row on the dorsal side of the intestine.

8. The heart stretches from the boundary of the heai.l to the middle of the sixth peraeon-segment,

and possesses, besides the three pairs of ostia provided with valves and the two aortas, two

pairs of lateral arteries.

9. Each artery arises over an oblong slit bounded by two side-flaps (Seitenklappen) while at

the base of each aorta lie two obliquely set ostia with a pair of flaps (valve-opening) to

each.

10. The obliquely transverse mu.5cle-rings of the heart are developed from two lateral rows of cells,

between which a dorsal and ventral median-suture remains.

11. Under the heart, adjoining the ventral wall of the heart, there stretches across through the

body-cavity a septum composed of large cell-plates. Besides this there is a second septum

which occupies a similar position in regard to the intestine, so that the space of the body is

divided into three blood-channels bounded by connective-tissue, and communicating with

one another by definite openings. Besides these main channels, which are continued on

into the head, there exist a number of more peripheral accessory channels, likewise bounded

by connective-tissue, which represent the blood-courses of the regular circulation.

12. The ventral ganglionic chain contains, excluding the subcesoi^hageal ganglion-mass, nine

ganglia, of which five belong to the pereeon, four to the pleon. The last peraeon- (thoracal)

ganglion, just as the last pleon- (abdominal) ganglion, follows the next preceding ganglion

immediately. The last pleon-ganglion has arisen out of the concretion of three ganglia for

the fourth, fifth and sixth pleon-segments, these ganglia in the embryo being separate.

1 .3. The subcesophageal ganglion-mass corresponds to six ganglionic nuclei, or to seven if we take

into account the ganglionic centre belonging to the commissures which provides for the

nerves of the second antennae. Besides the nerves of the second antennae also all the

maxillary nerves are derived from the oesophageal commissure, to which their place of

origin has shifted itself.

14. The peripheral nerves are rooted, not in the so called
" Puuktsubstanz

"
[Dietl's Mai-/,-

substanz, p. 57, inijeloid substance, Packard], but derive their fibres from ganglion-cells partly

of the corresponding ganglion
—as well crossed as uncrossed fibres—partly of the preceding

ganglion, partly from the brain.

15. The fibre-tracts of the so-called oesophageal commissure which enter the brain pass partly to

the ganglion-layers of the same half of the brain, partly in crossed course to those of the

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 02
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opposite side. In the brain tliere exists a powerful commissural system, from whicli

jiortions reach laterally into the powerful optic-ganglia.

IG. The ganglion-cell-lavers are thickenings of the superficial layer. Inner ganglionic nuclei do

not exist. The small-celled ganglion formation of the cap-shaped hinder lobe answers to the

fungus-like structure on the brain of the higher Crustacea and insects.

1 7. Tlie optic-fibres of the lateral eye and of the frontal eye run in planes that cross at nearly a

right angle.

18. Each eye is surrounded by a firm sheath, the continuation of the outer nerve-sheath of the

brain, which also wraps itself over the front surface^ and before each complex of two

crystal cone-cells between the rounded vesicles of theii- nuclei contains two flat oval nuclei.

19. The cuticular cornea is not derived from the crystal cone -cells, but from a special hypodermis-

layer separated from those cells by the eye-sheath, and is renewed at the time of exuviation.

20. The eye continuously increases in extent with the growth of the bodj', by the formation of

new peripheral elements.

21. The objection to the possibility of mosaic vision based on the form of the crystal cone is

thoroughly untenable. [At p. 72, Glaus expresses his agreement with Grenacher's oisinion,

that the HyperidiB are not dim-sighted.]

22. At the ovary there is a special germinal layer. The geniculate terminal section of the oviduct

ends with a sack-like expansion in a seminal pocket.

Of parasites, Claus found in the crop of Plironima and PhronimeUa almost constantly a little

oval Gregarine, free or encysted ; more rarely, in the body-cavity of Phronima, embryos of

Ecldnorliynehi, and sometimes in the brain a young Nematode, spirally rolled.

To judge by the short list of literature on page 81, Claus was unacquainted with the papers on

the pelagic Amphipoda by Dr. T. H. Streets, which are dated 1877 and 1878.

1879. Claus, C.

Die Gattungen unci Arten der Platyscelicleu in systematisclier Ubersiclit. Wien,

1879. (Separat-Abdruck aus den Arbeiten des Zoolog. Instituts zu Wien, Tom. II.,

Heft 2.)

This work, which has been since its publication the leading authority on the group with which

it deals, is practically embodied, though with a few modifications, in the larger and finely

illustrated work by the same author published this year (1887).

It is noticed that in external form the Platyscelidae show an astonishing number of gradations

from the egg-like Typhidse to the rod-like Oxycephalidre. The common features are to be

found in the structure of the antennse in the male and of the fifth and sixth thoracal legs

(third and fourth perfeopods) in both sexes. Five families are established, in two divisions,

division A. containing the Typhidse and Scelidaj, division B. the Pronoidae, Lycaeidte and

Oxycephalida?. In 1887 the Lycaeidje form a sejaarate division.

The Typhidre contain five genera:
— 1. Eufi/phis, taking the place of Tijplns, Eisso, preoccupied,

and having in the synonymy
"
{Thyropus, Dana, Sp. Bate $ = Dithyrus Dana J, Platy-

ifcelus Sp. Bate ? )," of which names Dithyrus, Dana, must take precedence of Eidy^ilds.

In this genus both pairs of gnathopods have compound chelae, the two end-joints of the

hinder antennas in the male are very much shorter than the two preceding joints, and the

lobes of the maxillipeds (Unterlippe) are slightly concave on the inner edge. The species

assigned to it are— 1. ovoides, Eisso (including Platyscelus serratus, Sp. Bate
( 9 ),

and

Tliyrojms ovoides, Sp. Bate((^)); 2. arinahis, n. s.; 3. serratus, n. s.; 4. fjlohosus, n. s.

In 1887 Qaus adds " E. inermis Cls. (Dithyrus Faba Dana?)."
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2. HemH)jphis, ii. g., thus defined :
—

"
Kdrpergestalt iiiid ebeiiso die Bewaffnung dei Gnathopoden wie bei EulijjiJii^- Die beiden

Endglicder der hiuteren Antenneu des Miinnchens sehr lang, nur wenig klirzer als

die beiden vorausgeheuden Glieder. Die Seitenladen der Unterlippe durch eine tiel'e

Ausbuclitung getrennt, Subterminaler Zahn der linken Mandibel sehr gross und geziihnelt.

Driise im Schenkel der Gnathopoden nnd in der Tibia des dritten und vierten Eeinpaares.

Femoralplatto des seclisten Eeinpaares mit kleiner, kurzer Grube oberhalb der Firste des

Unterrandes." ("Die Oberlippe bildet eine helmformig gewolbte Klappe mit zwei seitlich

vorragenden FlUgeln," 1887.) Hemittjphis tenuimanus, n. s., and Bemiti/ijhis crustulum

{crusfulccfus, 1887), n. s., are described.

3. ParatijiiliU, n. g., thus defined :
—

"
Kcii'pergestalt ganz ahnlich wie bei Hemiti/phif. Die beiden Endglieder der hinteren Antennu

des Miinnchens lang. Die vordei'n Gnathopoden oline, die des zweiten Paares mit kurzem

7md sclnradtcm Scheerenfortsatz des Carpus. Driise im Sohenkel der Paragnathen [lower

lip, for which in 1887 Gnathopoden is substituted] und im proximalen Abschnitt von

Tibia und Carpus des dritten und vierten Eeinpaares. Femoralplatte des fiinften Eein-

paares schlank und gestreckt. Femoralplatte des sechsten Eeinpaares mit grosser taschen-

formiger Grube oberhalb der (linearen, 1887) Firste des Unterrandes." (" Abdomen relativ

umfangreich. Das Easalgleid der hinteren mannlichen Antenne etwa halb so lang als die

nachfolgenden Glieder. Femoralglied des siebenten Eeinpaares miissig breit, blattfijrmig,

gekriimmt, mit rudimentiirem ungegliederten Anhang. Die Epimeren siimmtlicher segments

stark vorspruigend, die des fiinften Eeinpaares mit Zahnfortsatz. Uropodeniiste

lanzetfiirmig. Aussenast des letzten Paares sehr klein. Telson gross," 1887.) The type is

Puratijplns maculatus, n. s. Paredijphis ^mrvus, n. s., is added in 1887.

4. Tetrathyrus, n. g., thus defined :
—

"Kopf breit und kurz mit dreieokiger Stirn. Kdrpergestalt wie bei Eutijpfds. Die beiden

Endglieder der hintern mannlichen Antenne mit den vorausgeheuden nahezu gleich lang.

Oberlippe helmformig erhoben und seitlich umgebogen. Seitenblatter der kahnfdrmig

gekriimmten Unterlippe iiber die Zunge und Oberlippe hinausragend. Mandibel relativ

kurz und geradgestreckt. Die beiden Gnathopodenpaare enden mit kleiner einfacher Zange.

Driise im proximalen Theil der Tibia des dritten und vierten Eeinpaares. Femoralplatte

des sechsten Eeinpaares miissig lang und booh, ohne spaltfdrmige Grube der Ausscnfliiche.

8iebentes Bein anf die langgestreckte Femoralplatte leducirt." Type Tetrathyrus forci-

patus, n. s.

5. Amphdhyrus, n. g., thus defined :
—•

"Kdrpergestalt ahnlich wie bei Eidyphis. Mundwerkzeuge kegelfdrmig vorgestreckt.

Mandibeln kurz und gedrungen. Die beiden Endglieder der hinteren mannlichen

Antennen mit den vorausgehenden nahezu gleich lang. Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden

mit zusammengesetster Zange. Driisen im. proximalen Abschnitt von Femur und Tibia

des dritten und vierten Eeinpaares. Femoralplatte des fiinften Eeinpaares gestreckt

eifdrmig, die des sechsten Eeinpaares relativ kurz und hoch, mit hoher taschenfdrmiger

Grube an der Aussenflache. Stiel des ersten und zweiten Uropodenpaares gestreckt."

("Unterlippe zu einer kurzen Saugi-dhre umgestaltet," 1887.) The species described are

Amphithyrus hispinosus, n. s.; Amphithyrus sculpturatus, n. s.; Amphithyrus similis, n. s.

The remaining genera must be described in the less detailed form, which is given in advance of

the fuller definitions.

The second family, Scelidse, contains :
—

1. Eusceliis, -D. g., in which "Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden mit zusammengesetzter Scheere.

Femoralplatte des sechsten Eeinpaares ohne Spalte." Type, Eusaelm rohnstus, n. s.

2. Schizoscehis, u. g., in which " Das vordere Gnathopodenpaar endet klauenfdrmig, das
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hintero mit znsammengesetzter Scheere. Temoralplatte des sechsten Beiupaares init laiiger

sichelfcirmig gebogener Langsspalte." Type, Schkogcelus ornatus, n. s.

3. Tani/scelus, n. g., in whicli " Beide Gnathopodenpaare euden klauenformig. Femoralplatte

des sechsten Beinpaares sehr lang gezogen uud vorn verscbmalert mit taschenformiger

Grube der Aussenflache. Endglied der liinteren miinnlichen Antenne kurz. Uropodenaste

flossenformig verbreitert." Type,
"
TanysceliLS sphxroma, n. sp. {Tlujropus diaphanuf

Dana?)."

4. Parascelus, n. g., in which " Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden klauenformig. Femoralplatte

des sechsten Beinpaares relativ kiirzer und ohne Grube an der Aussenflache. Endglied

der hintern mannlicheu Antenne von mittlerer Liinge. Uropodenaste relativ schmiiler,

fast lanzetformig." Species,
" Farascelus Edivarddi," n. s.; Parascelus fiji>lioides, n. s.;

Parascelus -parviLs, n. s.

The third family, PronoidaB, contains :
—

1. Pronoe, Gu^rin, in which " Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden klauenformig, vordere Antenneu

des Miinnohens mit zweigliedrigem Geisselanhang. Hintere Antennen kurz, nur ein- oder

zweimal gefaltet." Type species, Pronoe capito, Guerin.

2. Eupn-onoe {Pronoe, Dana, ex parte), in wliich " Das hintere Gnathopodonpaar mit znsammen-

gesetzter Scheere, vordere Antenneu des Mannchens mit dreigliedrigem Geisselanhang.

Hintere Antennen lang, zickzackfcirmig gefaltet, mit sehr kurzem Endglied. Doppel-

segment des Abdomens (5 und 6) relativ kurz. Aeste des letzten Uropodenpaares sehr

lang, flossenformig," with the species Eupronoe maculcda, n. s.; Euprcmoe armata, n. s.

{Pronoe hrunnea, Dana, ?) ; Eu-pronoe mimdct, n. s. For the opinion that this genus is a

synonym of Orio, Cocco, see Note on de Natale, 1850
;
to the small female specimen from

Lagos there mentioned, Glaus in 1887 gives the name Eupronoe serrata, n. s.

3. Parapronoe {Ampliipronoe, Spence Bate, 1), which resembles the preceding genus, except that

it has "
Doppelsegment des Abdomens ungewcihnlicli verlangert. Aeste des letzten

Uropodenpaares kurz." This has the species Parcqjronoe crustidwn, n. s.; Paraproiwe

parva, n. s. Spence Bate assigns to Ampliipronoe,
"

first pair of gnathopoda complexly
subchelate

;
second pair not subchelate." On the supposition tliat the words "

first
"
"and

"second" in this account ought possibly to be transposed, Glaus gives Ampliipronoe as a

doubtful synonym of Parapronoe. Ampliipronoe serrulcda, Streets, 1877, has the gnathop'ods

described in accordance with Spence Bate's generic account.

The fourth family, Lycaiidae, contains :
—

1. Thamyris, Spence Bate (with Bracliyseelus, Spence Bate, ? ,
and Sclineliagenia, Glaus, for

synonyms). In this genus
" Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden mit zusammengesetzter

gezackter Scheere. Stiel des ersten Uropodenpaares kaum liinger als die Aeste. Fiinftes

Beinpaar mit dem sechsten ziemlich gleich lang." It receives the species Thamyris rapax,

Glaus {Sclmclicigenia rapax, Glaus, 1871), and Thamyris gJohiceps, n. s. Glaus has also

examined a female specimen of a much smaller and perhaps distinct form. Independently
of this, and another larger specimen of some species of Thamyris of unknown locality.

Clans describes in 1887 two fresh species, Thamyris lyceeoides, n. s., and Thamyris

mediterranea, n. s. Whether Spence Bate's Thamyris antipodes and Thamyris {Bracliy-

seelus) eruseuhim are separate species he cannot determine with certainty ;
in 1887 he thinks

it probable that they are.

2. Lycxa, Dana, in which " Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden mit scharfrandiger zusammen-

gesetzter Scheere. Das erste Uropodenpaiar stielformig verlangert, mit kurzen Aesten.

Fiinftes Beinpaar stark verlangert." Species, Lycsea 7iasufa, n. s.; Lyesea similis, n. s.;

Lycsm. serrata, n. s.; Lycxa robusta, n. s. {Lyesea pulex, Marion
{1). Junges ^ ).

To the

description of Lyesea robusta in 1887 Glaus adds,
" Hier schliesst sich die von Marion

beschriebene Lyesea pulex an, von welcher lediglich jugendliche Indi\'iduen in der
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Athemtohle von Salpen gefunden wurden," without explaining wliy he does not in that

case adopt ]\rarion's earlier specific name.

3. Simnrlujnclms, Claus, in which "Dasvordere Gnathopodenpaar endet eiufach klauenfiirmig,

das hintere mit halber Scheerenhand. Stiol des ersten Uropodenpaares so lang als die

Aeste. Flinftes Beinpaar nur wenig verliingert," with the species Shiiorhnnrlius aidemiarius,

Claus. In 1887 Simorhyneliun rapax, Claus, is given as a synonym, with a reference to the

Untersuchungen, 1871, but this is probably an accidental confusion with Sehneliagenia

rapax, the synonym of TltamyrU vapax.

4. Pseudohjcxa, n. g., in which " Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden einfach klauenfiirmig.

Fiinftes Beinpaar ungefiihr so lang als das sechste. Stiel des ersten Uropodenpaares lang,

zwei- bis dreimal so lang als die Aeste. Siebentes Beinpaar mit breiter Femoralplatte,

ungewohnlich gross und vollziihlig gegliedert," with type species Psewlohjcxu padii/-

]-)oda, n. s.

5. Parahjcxa, n. g., in which also "Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden einfach klauenformig," while

it has " Fiinftes Beinpaar stark verliingert. Stiel des ersten Uropodenpaares so lang als die

Aeste. Siebentes Beinpaar mit diinnen, gebogenen Femoralplatten und rudimentiirem

, Anhang." Type species, Parah/cxa gracHis, n. s.

6. Lycxopds, n. g. "Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden einfach klauenformig. Sechstes

Beinpaar stark verlangert, siebentes Beinpaar diinn und gestreckt, vollzahlig gegliedert."

Type species, Lycxopdg themidoides, n. s.

In 1877 Claus remarks that Pliorcus, M.-Edw., belongs to the Lycreidse, while he no longer

definitely includes Li/cxoj^sis in that family. Among other exceptional characters of that

genus, he notes that there are only two pairs of branchial vesicles. These are on the third

and fourth peraeopods.

The fifth family, Oxycephalid*, contains :—
1. Oxijceplialus, ^Milne-Edwards, in which " Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden mit zusammen-

gesetzter Scheere. Korper massig gestreckt, Stirnschnabel nicht merklich langer als der

Kopf, die Femoralstiicke des fiinften und sechsten Beinpaares sind ziemlioh hohe Flatten."

The species assigned are Oxtjcephalus pisrafor, M.-Edw., with Oxi/repludug oceanicu.% GuiJrin,

and Oxijcephalus tuhermlahts, Sp. Bate, as synonyms (to which in 1887 Oxijcephalus

hiherculatus, Btieets, 1878, is added); Oxycephalus similis, n. s.; Oxycephahis latiKmtris,

n. s.; Oxycephalus tenuivostris, Claus, 1871 (to which in 1887 Lepitocotis Kpimfera, Streets,

1878, is given as a synonym); Oxycephalus porcellus, n. s.; Oxycephalus hmr/icejis, n. s.;

Oxycephalus typjhoides, n. s. (to which in 1887 Oxycephalus hulhosus, Streets'? 1878, is

assigned as a possible synonym). For the suggestion that Oxycephahis typhoides might

be the Oniiihoramphus coccoi of de Natale, see Note on de Natale, 1850. De Natale's

species is clearly an Oxycepihalus, but further than this its identification perhaps cannot be

carried.

2. Rhahdosoma, White (properly Adams and White), in which " Beide Gnathopodenpaare enden

mit zusammengesetzter Scheere. Korper stabformig verliingert, Stirnschnabel zu einem

langen Stachel ausgezogen ; ebenso die Uropodenpaare. Die Femoralglieder des fiinften

und sechsten Beinpaares diinn und gestreckt, denen der vorausgehenden Beine iihidich."

(" Siebentes Bein auf die Femoralplatte reducirt," 18S7.) The single species is Rhahdosoma

nrmatuni, Jil.-Edw., of which " Rhahdosoma Whitei," Spence Bate, is the male.
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1879. Edwaed, Thomas.

Selections from the Fauna of Banffshire, by Thomas Edward, A.L.S., in Life of

a Scotch Naturalist, by Samuel Smiles. Sixth Edition. London, 1879. pp. 391-

438.

The list of Amphipoda extends from page 432 to page 435. Some notes are given on the

colouring of various species, and on the times of the year at which specimens were taken

with eggs. The colouring of the eggs of sundry species is also noticed. To Nsenia tuber-

culosa the note is appended,
" With eggs in December. The female has the palms of the

two first pair's much narrower than the male." After the names Lestrigonus exulans and
"
Kiiiahani," Hyperia galha and Hypeiia ollioia, the observation is made,

" These are the

only species of this family which I have ever found on the Medusae. I consider Lestri-

gonus Exulans to be the male of Hyperia Galba, and L. Kinahani the male of H. oblivia."

After the names "Hyperia tauri/ormis, n. s.," "prehensiUs, n. s.," "cyanea, n. s.," he writes,

"All these three new species were first taken at Banff by T. E.; the males and females of

aU three being procured. The males differ but little from the females, except that they are

somewhat larger." No notice is taken of the name Hyjjcria miiiuta, which he spoke of in

1868. Of Dulichia porreda and Dididda falcata he says, "I look upon these as being

male and female of the same species."

The list, like the rest of ISIr. Smiles' entertaining book, is disfigured by numerous misprints.

Plioeus is given for PJioxus, Zeflandica for Shetlandica, B&Uomensis for Vedlomensis,

PhersuatoT Fherusa, yrandaculis ior gra7idocuNg, Horaior Aora, Megarndera ior Megamoera,

Siphondecefes for Siphonmcetes, Protomedia for Prof", the last being perhaps due to a slip

of the pen on the author's part.

1879. Fries, S.

Mittheilungeu aus dem Gebiete der Dunkelfauua. Gammarus {Niphargus)

puteanus, l^och. Zoologischer Anzeiger. II. 1879. pp. 33-38, 56-60, 129-134,

309.

The occurrence of well-shrimps in the slightly brackish weUs of Heligoland and in England is

discussed, and the view advocated that they must have existed in these localities before the

islands were separated from the mainland. Fries has examined specimens from the above

mentioned wells of Heligoland, from the Falkenstein caverns, from the springs running

out of the caverns, from the Hilgerhiiuser caverns, and from the depths of the Lake of

Geneva. In all he finds no greater differences than would justify the naming of varieties.

He therefore adheres to the view of Eougemont in uniting the various so-called species of

the well-shrimp, and considers that the name Gammaruf: pnfeanus, as the earliest and best

known, should be retained, though appearing unduly to restrict the distribution of the

species to wells. Humbert's definition of the genus Niphargus, he considers, maybe applied

to the specific definition of Gammartis pufeaniis. The addition, however, to
" Oculi nulli

"

of " vel rudimentarii
" must be struck out. In the second maxillae, which according to

Humbert have the setoe of the inner lobe only at the apex, specimens from the Falkenstein

spring show three bristles somewhat further down the inner rim than is the case in Humbert's

drawing, PI. VI. Fig. 8a. A constant character in all specimens of Gammarus p)idea7ius

examined by Fries is, that the secondary flagellum of the upper antennae has only two joints,

not four or three as in Gammarus pidex (J and 9 respectively.

At pages 129-134 he discusses the Isopod
" Asellus cavaticus, Schiiidte (in litt.) (

= Asellus Sieboldii,
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Rougemont)." He has uniformly found tliis in company with Gammarus pideaims,

which, according to Rougemont, is its mortal foe. He agrees with Rougemont in con-

sidering that AseUus camticns is related to Asellus aquaticus very much as Gammarus

puieanus is to Gammanis piilex.

At p. 309 other localities are mentioned for the occurrence of Gammarus puteanus and AseUus

cauaticus.

1879. Grenacher, H.

Untersuchungen liber das Sehorgau der Artliropoden, insbesondere der Spinnen,

Insecteu und Crustaceen. Gottingen. 1879.

Preliminary notices of these investigations were given in the Gottinger Nach-

richten, 1874, Nr. 26, and in the Klinischen Monatsblatter fiir AugenheHkunde,

supplementary number for May, 15th year, 1877.

The elaborate and exquisite illustrations to this work seem to show all that is at present

known as to the organs with which the book is concerned. Greuacher maintains " the

theory of Mosaic Vision," propounded by Johannes Midler in 1826, and gives references to

numerous works more or less opposed to or agreeing with his own views. In pages 109-114,
and on Plates IX. and X., he treats of the eyes of the Amphipoda, referring especially to

Gammarus locusta, Talitrvs saltator, Gammarus iiegledus, Hyperia galha, Phronima

sedentaria. Fig. 99 gives a "
Schnitt, parallel der Liingsase des Thieres und senkrecht auf

die Langsaxe der Gesammtauges, von Gammarus locusta." Pig. 100 shows a single ocellus

from the same animal with the " nuclei of Semper
" on the surface over the crystalline cone,

composed as usual of two longitudinal segments. Fig. 102, A. and B., shows two

ocelli of Talitrus locusta, one from the middle, the other from the rim of the eye.

Fig. 103 shows the " ZeUkerne der Retinula" on either side of the inner end of the

crystalline cone of one of these ocelli. Fig. 104 shows the "
Krystalkegel mit Retinula

aus dem Auge von Hyperia galba (H. Latreillei). Der Krystalkegel aus dem peri-

pherischen Theileu des Auges ist von einer weiten Hiille umgeben, deren Kerne vorn

gelegen sind. Besondere Zellen, um das Hinterende des Krystalkegels. Das fein quer-

gestreifte Rhabdom hat iu seinem Innern eiuen deutlichen Canal." Fig. 105, a.b., is a
"
Querschnitte durch den Krystalkegel desselben Thieres in verschiedene HiJhen, um das

Verhalten desselben zu seiner Hiille zu zeigen." Fig. 106, a.b.c, shows "Querschnitte
durch die Retinula desselben Thieres in drei verschiedenen Gegenden. An alien ist die

Zusammensetzung der Retinula aus fiinf Zellen, an den beiden ersteren auch die des

Rhabdoms aus ebensoviel Stabchen, sowie der centrale Canal desselben zu erkennen."

1879. HOEK, P. P. C.

Carcinologisches, grosstentheils gearbeitet in der zoologischen Station der

niederlandischen zoologischen Gesellschaft. Tijdschrift der Nederland. Dierkund.

Vereeniging. DeellV. 1879. pp. 97-lGl. Mit Taf. V.-X.
t

The work contains five chapters :
—

I. On the anatomy and classification of the CapreUidae.

II. Contributions to the knowledge of the Corophidae. Dr. Hoek here goes into detail to

confirm the opinion of A. M. Korman that "Coropldwn Bonellii," Bate and Westwood, is the

female of Corophium crassicorne, Bruzelius. He unites, in agreement with Axel Boeck,
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Podocerus pulcliellus, Leacli, and Podocerus 2KJariicus with the earlier Pudocenis falcatus,

Montagu. He describes a new species,
"
Oiihopalame TersclieUingi" thus defining the new

genus Orthopalame, "Epimera anteriora quinque magna, quinto iu margine posteriore non

inciso. Antenna? superiores flagello elongate, flagello accessorio parvo 2-articulato. Antennae

inferiores non subpediformes, superioribus parum breviores, flagello multiarticulato.

MandibuljB robustse, palpo elongato, 3-articulato, articulo tertio palpi non perdilatato.

Pedes 2di paris iisdem primi multo validiores. Pedes saltatorii ultimi paris uniramosi.

Appendix caudalis recurvata, hamulo parvo armata," and further remarking that it has

affinities in some repeats with Cerapus, in others with Ampihithoe. He suggests that the

gland in the first joint of the first and second perseopods will be found common to all the

Corophida3, and connected with their mode of life in building nests or lining their excavated

passages, a matter on which S. L Smith in the following year puhlished some interesting

observations (Trans. Connect. Acad., vol. iv., July 1880).

ni. On an Orcliestia from terra firma. The OrcJiestia in question was found in a walled garden
in the town of Zalt-Ijommel iu the province of Gelderlaiid, many miles from the sea, and is

identified by Dr. Hoek with Orcliestia cavimana, HeUer, taken on Olympus in Cyprus at a

height of 4000 feet.

IV. On some insufficiently known Gammarids. These are— 1. Afi//us sicannuerdammii, Miliu;-

Edwards
;

2. CaUi(qdu^ /ccriusruinf, Krciyer, on which Dr. Hoek observes that the genus

Calliopius is intermediate between the Atylinae, to which Boeck assigns it, and the

Gammarina3
;

3. Mdita ohhisata, Montagu, as to which he adopts Norman's statement that

Melita proxima, Bate and Westwood, is the most frequent form of the male of MelUa

ohtusata, and Megamoera alderi, of those authors, its female; 4. Gheirocratus hrevieornis, n. s.,

which, however, is the same as Cheirocratus sundevalli, Rathke, and has also been described

under the names Li!Jehoir/ia sJietlandica, Sp. Bate, and Liljehorgia norrii.anni, Stebbing,

though some of its characteristic points were first clearly brought out by Dr. Hoek
;

5. Ampelisca aeqinroryu'g, Bruzelius, is distinguished from Ampclisca leevhjata, Lilljeborg ;

Tetromcdus typicus, Sp. Bate, later incorrectly identified by Sp. Bate with Ampi'lisva

fjaimardi, Kr0yer, and by Norman and Boeck and Hoek considered synonymous with

Avqielisca carinafa, Bruzelius, and by Sars with Ampelisca tcnuicornls, Lilljeborg, is here

attached, in accordance with Norman's suggestion, to Ampelisca xipucornis, Bruzelius, as the

male form. But Bate's species is distinct, and is entitled to the name Ampclisca fijpica, if a

species which is not the type can lawfully be called ti/pica; see discussion in Note on Sars,

1882.

V. Short anatomical notes on Gammarids, referring to the structure of the anteuuie with their
"
calceoli," etc., and to the branchiae of Atylus swammerdammii.

1879. Joseph, Gustav.

Zur geographisclien Verbreitung vou Niphargus 2)iiteamis, Koch. Zoologischer

Anzeiger. II. Jalirg. 1879. pp. 380-381.

In regard to the Niplinnjus indeanus from Venice, it is shown that their introduction into the

carefully covered wells (Pozzi) of Venice is best explained by the transport of water from

the mainland to replenish these wells in the dry season.

1879. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1877; being Volume fourteenth of the

Record of Zoological Literature. Loudon, m.dccc.lxxix. pp. 1-36.
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1879. MiEES, E. J.

Japanese Crustacea. Proe. Zool. Soc, 1879.

Only an incidental allusion to the Ampliipoda is here made.

1879. MiEKS, E. J.

An account of the petrologieal, botanical and zoological collections made in

Kerguelen's Land and Rodriguez during the transit of Venus expeditions. Philosoph.

Transact, of the Eoyal Society of London. Vol. 168. Crustacea, pp. 200-214,

485-496. PI. XL 1879.

The description of Talitrus gidliveri from Rodriguez is here repeated. In the account of the

Kerguelen Amphipoda, notice is taken of Hijale villosa, Smith, Lygianasxa Iddderi, Smith
;

Lydanassa kergudeni, Miers, is transferred to Anonyx, and will be discussed further on in

this Report. Tliis species, together with Afyliis australis and Podocerus ovnatus, is figured

and more fully described than when first published.

1879. Pagenstecher, H. Alex.

Ueber die Thiere der Tiefsee. Samndung gemeinverstaudlicher wissenschaft-

licher Vortrage, heraus2;eo;ebcn von Rud. Virchow uud Fr. von HultzcndortF. XIV.

Serie. Heft 315 und 316. Berlin, 1879. 64 pages.

On pages 25 and 26 Pagenstecher describes the coiuse of the Challenger's voyage. On page 39

he gives the following account of Amphipoda found " in grosseren Tiefeu." "
Sitzaugige

[Crustacea] treteu mit sonderbaren Formen reichlich auf. Unter den Amphipoden zeichnet

sich durch GrLisse mit uber 10 cm Cystosoma Neptimi Gumn Meneville aus in 1096 F. bei

Cap S. Vincent, 1500 bei S. Paul's Felsen, auch an den Aru. Der Kopf dieses ganz durch-

sichtigen meist in 50 bis 100 F. sohwimmenden, wenig Eier flihrenden Krebses ist fast so

gross als die sieben Rumpfsegmente zusammen und wird oben giinzlich von den Augen

eingenommen. Dabei haben, was Krebsen iiusserst selten und bei Phronima dem Weibe

allein zukommt, beide Geschlechter nur ein Fiihlerpaar. Den Gammarus loricatits des

hohen Nordens vertritt bei Heardinsel eine iihnliche stachliche Art. Ein Amphipode, dessen

Kopf in einen Augonlosen Riissel ausgezogen ist, lebt bei Kerguelen in 40-120 F., ein

gigantiscber nahe Iphimedia in 1600 F. zwischen diesen und den Crozet's, eine Hyperide
von 7 cm nur mit rothen Pigmentflecken statt der Augen in grossen Tiefen der Anisee.

Amphipoden in grosser Zahl fand Nordensl{joId mit dem Proven 1875 im nordischen

Eismeer. Den arktischen Strom begleiten nordische Arten wie Euxlrus cU'<pidatu^ Kroyer,

welche man auf Gronland beschrankt hielt, in englische Meere. Ein bei den Meangisinseln

auf Comatula in 500 F. schmarotzender, in don Magensack eingegrabener Amphipode hatte

gleich seinen Nebenparasiten die schwarz- und weissgeseheckte Farbe des Wohnthiers

angenommen."

Compare the Note on Willcmoes Suhm, 1876.

(zool. chall. Esr.—pap.t lxvii.— 1887.) X.xx 63
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1879. Saes, G. 0.

Crustacea et pycnogonida nova in itiuere 2do et 3tio expcditionis Norvegicse

anno 1877 & 78 collecta. (Prodromus descriptionis.) Separataftryk af Archiv for

Mathematik eg Naturvidenskab. 4de Bind. 1879. Kristiania, 1880.

The new species of Amphipoda described are:— 12. Anonyx tijplilo^K ; 13. Anonyx (Onisimus)

turgidus, since called Onesimus turgidus ; 14. Anonyx (Onisimus) leucoyis, since called

Onesimus leucopis ; 15. Anonyx (Tryjihosa) ^<?(s;7Zms, since called Tryplwsa pusiJla ;

16. Anonyx [Hippomedon ?) calcaratus, since called Anonyx calcaratus ; 17. Acidostuma

laticornis, since called Acidostoma laticorne ; 18. Plioxus oculatus ; 19. Harpinia abyssi,

"Syn: Harpina [Harpinia] crenulata, G. 0. Sars, Prodromus descriptionis etc.: non Boeck.";

20. Hmyinia carinata ; 21. Harpinia serrata ; 22. Harpinia mucronata ; 23. Urothoe

dbhreviata ; 24. Bruzelia serrata ; 25. Oedicerus macroeheir, since called Oediceros

macrocJinr ; 26. Epimeria loricata ; 27. Tritrop>is ? app)endindafa, oi which Bzx&vam&xks,

"specimen singulum speciei liujns anomalie, verosimile ad novum genus referenda. .... in

prof. 1280 orgyar. captum"; -which, will probably he the type of the new genus Gleonardo

established in this Eeport ;
28. Metopa specfahilis,

"
Syn : Metopa Alderi, G. O. Sars.

Prodromus descriptionis etc, ex parte; non Sp. Bate"; 29. Metopa stqvieornis ; 30. Cressa

ahyssicola, since called Danaia abyssicola ; 31. Ampelisca odontoplax ; 32. Ampelisca
minuticornis ; 33. Byhlis ahyssi ; Si. Meliia pallida ; 35. Autonoc megadieir ; 36. Podo-

cericg assimilis ; 37. Podoceriis brevicornis,
"
Syn : Podocerus latipes, G. 0. Sars, Prodr.

Crust, et Pycnogonid., non Kroyer"; 38. Podocerus longicomis, a preoccupied name since

changed to Podocerus tenuicomis ; 39. Gerapms megalops, since called Erichtlionius

megalops ; 40. Gkmconome petalocei-a, "Syn: Glauconome planipes, G. 0. Sars, Prodromus

descriptionis etc,; non Norman," since called Unciola petaJocera ; 41. Dulichia seplen-

trionalis, since identified with Dulichia tuherculata, Boeck; 42. Dulichia macera ;

43. Caprella microtuherculata. For further observations on some of these species see Note

on G. 0. Sars, 1885.

1879. Smith, Sidney I.

Occurrence of Chelura terebrans, a crustacean destructive to the timber of

submarine structures, on the coast of the United States. Proceedings of United

States National Museum, pp. 232-235. Fig. 1.

The synonymy is given, as well as a description, and other notes. Compare Note on Verrill and

Smith, 1874, p. 436.

1879. Stebbing, T. R. E.

Sessile-eyed Crustacea of .Devonshire. Supplementary List. (Read at Ilfracombe,

July 1879.) The Transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement

of Science, Literature, and Art. 1879. 9 pages.

A suggestion made by the Rev. A. Jl. Norman is here mentioned that Grayia iinhricata,

Sp. Bate, is the young of Amathilla sabini, Leach. It is proposed to unite the sjiecies

Nxnia excavata, Sp. Bate, with that author's Nxnia rimapalmata.
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1879. Stebbing, T. E. R.

On Hyale Lubbockiana
(
= AUorchestes imbricatus, Sp. Bate, and Nicea

Xubbockiana, Sj). Bate). The Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

Vol. IV. Fifth Series. November. London, 1879. p. 396.

These names I now regard as synonyms of Hijalc po7itka, Rathke.

1879. StUDER, Th.

Verzeichniss der bis jetzt auf Kerguelensland beobachteten Thierspecies nebst

kurzen Notizen iiber ilir Vorkommen und ihre zoogeographischeu Beziehungen.

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. Fiiuf und vierzigster Jahrgang. Erster Band.

Berlin, 1879. pp. 104-141.

Lists are here given both of the literature of the subject and of the species of animals. The

Amphipoda are enumerated at page 126. They are named as follows :
—

Afijlus australis,

Miers; Atijlus, n. s.;
"
Anonijx Kergueleni," Miers

;

"
Lijdanassa Kidderi," Smith;

Hyale villosa. Smith; Leucothoe sp.?; Podocerus ornatus, Miers.

In the "
Vertheilung der Meeresthiere," I notice also, at p. 136, among Crustacea, "Eusirus?

150 Faden Sandschlamm." Atylis australis, Miers, is noted as approaching Atijlus

fissicauda, Dana, from Valparaiso.

1879. Thomson, George M., born 1848 (Chilton).

New Zealand Crustacea. Transactions of the New Zealand Institute. 1878.

Vol. XL 1879. pp. 235-248. PI. X. B. c. D.

Of " Talitrus 1 novx-zealajidix, Dana {Orchedoidea ? novi-zealandix)," Mr. Thomson remarks,
" This species is certainly the female of Talorchestia quoyana," M.-Ed"W. " The males of

the Talitrus, and the females of the Talorchestia, have never yet been described as such."

The new species described are Nicea nova-zealandix ; Nicea fiiuhriata ; Nicea rubra;

Dexaviine pacifica ; Atylus danai; Pherusa novx-zealandix; Calliope didactyla; Calliope

fluviatilis ; Gammarus harhimamis ; Plafyscelu-s interinefliic!<, with the remark appended,
" I have named this species as above, from the fact that it is almost intermediate between

the only two species hitherto described—P. rissoinx. Bate, and P. serratus, Bate
"

; CapreUa

caudafa, recorded by Mayer as a near relation, if not a local variety, of Ciqirella acquilihra.

Say ; CaprelUna novx-zealundix, according to Mayer identical with CapreUa lowjicollis,

Nicolet, the genus only, not the species, being new.

CaprelUna, new genus, is thus defined :
—"

Body cylindrical. Cephalon confluent with first

segment of pereion. Pleon rudimentary. Gnathopoda subchelate; branchia3 attached to

second pair. First two pairs of pereiopoda represented by the branchiae attached to their

respective segments ;
third pair feebly developed ;

two posterior pairs well developed,

subequal. First and second pairs of pleopoda rudimentary in the male, rest obsolete."
*

" This genus appears to be intermediate between Ce^'cops and Caprella. From the former, it

differs in not having the pleopoda developed, but agrees with it in having branchias attached

to the second gnathopoda. In respect to this latter character it differs from its nearer ally

Caprella, and also in having the third pair of pereiopoda feebly developed." ISIayer,

instead of placing the genus between Cercops and Cap)reUa, sets it next to Proto, in common
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with whicli it has a mandibular palp, the flagellum of the lower antennse consisting of more

than two articulations, branchia3 on the second, third and fourth peraeon-segments, and a

pleon with two pairs of appendages in both sexes.

The three species of Nicea may be assigned to the genus Hyale, as in each the telson is deeply

divided
;
for the species of Calliope, the altered generic name Calliopius has since been

adopted ; Gammarus harhimaniis has been recognised as identical with Coroiihium lemlen-

feldi, Chilton, 1883, and by Thomson and Chilton, 1886, called Corojihium harhimanum,

with Haplocheira typica, Haswell, in the synonymy ;
but the right name will, I think, be

Haplocheira harhimanus ; Platijscelus intermedms, if really distinct from sei'ratus, which

Claus identifies with ovoides, will become Dithyrus intermedius. For the species described

as Lysianassa liroyeri, Spence Bate {EpMppipjlwra kriiyeri, White), see Note on Miers, 1884,

and Note on Thomson and Chilton, 1886 ; Paramosra tenuicornis, Miers, Mr. Thomson says

"must be replaced in the genus proposed by its original describer, Dana, viz., Melifa."

The sexes and young of Themisto antarcfica, Dana, are described, but specimens which

Mr. Thomson has had the kindness to send me, with this name attached, belong, I believe,

to the genus Parathemido. The minute illustrations to this paper by no means fairly

represent Mr. Thomson's own drawings, for
" instead of lithographing the plates, the

draughtsman traced them on to a large sheet, from whence they were photo-lithographed."

1879. Thomson, George M.

Additions to the Amphipodou.s Crustacea of New Zealand. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History. Vol. IV. Fifth Series. No. 23. November.

London, 1879. pp. 329-333. Plate XVI.

A short description is given of Mr. Thomson's earlier paper in the New Zeal. Inst. Trans.,

and four more species are added to the local fauna:—"L AmpJiitJionotus Isevis, sp. nov.

(PI. XVI. figs. 1-4.)." "Though agreeing closely in generic characters, this species is very

di.stinct in appearance from A. Edwardsii, as figured in the British Museum catalogue, and

also apparently from A. spiniventris, Costa," in regard to which it must be observed that,

of the two species compared, the former belongs to the genus RTiachotropis, the latter to

Dexamine ; "2. Aora typica, Kroyer," in which "the superior antennae were about as

long as the animal
;
the propodos of the first gnathopoda, as well as the last four joints of

the second gnathopoda, were very hairy ;
telson quite smooth ";

"
3. Microdeutopug

maculatus, sp. nov. (PI. XVI. figs. 5-8)," accepted by Thomson and Chilton, 1886, as the

female of Aora typica, Kroyer; "4. Cyrlnphiiim cristatum, sp. nov. (PI. XVI. figs. 9-15)."
" This species differs from the generic characters of Cyrtop>hium in possessing an appendage

on the superior antennae
;
but as it agrees in every other respect, I do not feel justified in

placing it in a new genus. It comes nearest to C. hrasiUense, obtained by Dana in the

harbour of Kio Janeiro." Dana's species here referred to is Platopldum brasiliense.

1879. Wrzesniowski, August.

Vorlaufige Mittheilungen iiber einige Amphipoden. Zoologischer Anzeiger.

II. Jahrgang. 1879. pp. 175-178, 199-202.

This paper, the first of an important series, is on new Peruvian species of the genus Hyale,

Rathke, which genus, in the wider sense accepted by Boeck and Stebbing, he thinks may
be conveniently divided into two subgenera, the one AUorchestes, Dana, with telson simple
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rim entire, the other Hijale sensu strictiore (Nicea, Nicolet), with the tclson more or less

divided. Professor Wrzes^niowski does not appear to have seen Faxon's paper, dated June

1876, on the Fauna of Lake Titicaca, which discusses the genera AUorchestes and Hyale,

and also shows that the species of Hyale here described from the fresh-water springs of the

Peruvian Cordilleras are not the first of their genus or subgenus known from fresh water, as

the Professor supposes.

To the subgenus AUorchestes,
" Telson einfach, ganzrandig," are assigned three new species,

"
Hijale Jelshii,"

" Fundort. Siisswasserquelle am Ostabhange der Cordillereu. Pumamarca,

8000' iiber der Meeresoberflache
"

; "Hijale Luhoiiiirsldi," "Fundort Siisswasserquelle am

westlichen Abhange der Cordilleren. Pacaunayo, 8000' iiber der Meeresoberflache
"

;

"
Hyale Dyhowskii,"

" Fundort. Siisswasserquelle am Westabhange der Cordilleren. Paucal.

Montana de Nancho, 7000' iiber der Meeresoberflache."

In the remarks common to all the species it is stated that, in the side-plates of the last six or

five pairs of feet, above the branchite, are inserted cylindrical structures, closed at the point,

which are considered to be accessory branchiae (Nebenkiemen). To "Hijale JehMl" he assigns,
" Nebenkiemen am 2-5. Fusspaare einfach, von vorn nacli hinten immer an Lange zunehmend,

am sechsten Fusspaare am liingsten und doppelt, am siebenten Paare fehlend." "
Hijale

Lubomirnldi" has "Nebenkiemen einfach, am 2.-7. Fusspaare eingefiigt. Am zweiten

Fusspaare erscheinen sie ganz rudimentar, an den zwei folgenden etwas grosser, doch immer

sehr klein, an den drei folgenden Fusspaaren liinger als die eigentlichen Kiemen." "
Uijale

DijhowsJiii" has "Nebenkiemen am 3.-7. Fusspaare, einfach."

With these species Wrze^niowski would group Hijale (Allarehestes) jncdmcmtensis, Sp. Bate,

Hijale {Allorcliestes) microphfhalma, Sp. Bate, Hijale {AUorchestes) hirtipalma, Dana, Hi/alr

(AUorchestes) media, Dana, and Hi/cde (AUorchestes) ruhricornis, Stimpson.

To the subgenus Hijale,
" Telson mehr oder weniger gespalten," are assigned the new species,

"
Hijale Stokriiani,"

" koine Nebenkiemen," found under stones on the sea-coast, and as its

nearest relations, Hyale (Nicea) ijlumicoriiis. Heller
; Hijale (Nicea) fasciculata, Heller

;

Hyale (Nicea) nudieornis. Heller
; Hijale (Nicea) macromjx, Heller

; Hijale (Nicea)

camptonijx. Heller
; Hyale (Nicea) sclimidtii, Heller

; Hyale (Nicea) rudis, Heller
; Hyale

(Orcliestia, AUorchestes) perieri, Lucas, Grube
; Hyale (AUorchestes) imhricata, Bate,

Stebbing.

1879. Wrzesniowski, August.

Vorliiufige Mittlieilungen iiber einige Amphipoclen. Ueber Gojjiana polonica

11. g. et sp. Zoologisclier Auzeiger. II. Jalirgang. 1879. pp. 299-302.

The name Goplana is said to designate in Polish a water nymph. The genus is thus defined :
—

Upper antennas longer and stronger than the lower and provided with a short accessory

flagellum. First and second gnathopods subcheliform, subequal. Last uropods one-

branched. Telson simple, emarginate. The three last pleon-segments coalesced.

The last character is said to be its chief distinction from Cramjonyx, Sp. Bate. A description

of the species and its habits follows, containing some sufficiently remarkable particulars.

On the second gnathopod and first peraeopod of both sexes on the front rim of the fleshy part of

the side-plate are seated a pair of cylindrical accessory branchiae ;
to the fourth and fifth

perseopods and to the front rim of the first abdominal segment similar but simple accessory

branchiae are attached. They are entirely wanting on the second and third peracopods. [In

the original some errors have crept into the printing, which I have ventured to correct

according to what I suppose to have been the author's intention.] In tlio male from the
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second gnatliopod to the fifth perfeopod lamellate appendages are present, homologous

according to their position and structure to the lamellae of the female brood-pouch.

In copulation the considerably smaller male attaches itself with its subcheliform gnathopods to

the back of the fifth or sixth person-segment of the female so that its body forms almost a

right angle with that of the female. Then it bends its body in an arc towards the

abdominal surface of the female, the point of its tail remaining at a good distance off from

her. Spasmodic movements are made by the male from time to time. As a rule two

suitors attach themselves at the same time to the female. The brood-pouch of the female

at tliis period appears always to be filled with eggs.

Goplanapolonica generally progresses with an upright walk, and even climbs the smooth walls of

a glass aquarium. It swims on its back, but not with facility ;
at the bottom of the water

it hops about in an agile manner.

Gammarus amhulans, Eriedrich Miiller, is a near relative of this fresh-water species, and is

therefore renamed Goplana amhulans. It may well, I think, be questioned whether

Goplana polonica is more than the adult of Miiller's species.

1879. Weze^niowski, August.

Vorlaufige Mittlieilungen liber einige Amphipodeu. Zoologischer Anzeiger,

II. Jahrg. 1879. pp. 322-325, 348-351.

" Lada Chatuhi-Askii" is described, a new genus and species from shore-pools in the Gulf of Chin-

bote, Peru. It is distinguished from the hitherto described species of Melifa by the absence

in the male of a finger on the first gnathopods, and by the peculiar structure of the hand, in

which the front and upper edge forms a short, thick, hook-formed, downward-curved process.

The finger in the second gnathopods closes against the inner sm-face of the hand, as is the

case with Melita palmata, Leach, and the Brazilian species, Melifa messalina, F. Miiller,

and Melita insatiabilis, F. Miiller. The author is rather doubtful whether to insist on a

new genus for his species, or to regard it as a subgenus of Melita, in close relationship with

the species just mentioned.

Lada in the Slav mythology represents the goddess of love.

The females are distinguished from the males by shorter antenna;, differently formed hands of the

gnathopods, the first not being fingerless, and by a hooked process on the antero-inferior

edge of the coxa of the fourth perseopod. It is remarked that a similar process in Melita

pialmata is wrongly attributed by Boeck to the male instead of the female.

" Mai7-a Miersi" a new species collected by Herr J. Stolzman together with Hyale stolzmani and

Lada chatnhiAsIm, belongs to the division of the genus Mmra which is made by Sp. Bate

to form a separate genus Megamoera. The differences between the two appear so slight that

Wrzesniowski follows Heller and Boeck in re-uniting them.

Callisoma Branicldi, a new species briefly described by Professor Wrzesniowski in 1874, is here

compared with Calliisoma kripyeri, Bruzelius. The latter species is stated to have, in common

with Callisoma hranickii, Callisoma crenata and Callisoma Jwpei, on the back of the fourth

pleon-segment a saddle-shaped depression, the existence of which is not noticed by

Bruzelius, and expressly denied by Boeck. The distinctions given between Callisoma

hranickii and Callisoma kr^yeri refer to measurements of the eyes, antennte and hand of

first gnathopods, to the number of joints in the flagella of the upper antennas, and to the

armature of the inner rim of the finger of the first gnathopod. To my mind they together

barely amount to the value of specific difference. In regard to the saddle-shaped depression

on the fourth pleon-segment, it may be noted that this is extremely common among the

Amphipoda, but that, even in species which have the character well developed, it is often
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concealed beneath the preceding segment. The telescoping of these two segments is

facilitated by the depression, and is of obvious importance for the bending and unbending
of the pleon.

1879. Weze^niowski, August.

Vorliiufige Mittheilungen iiber einige Amj)hipocIen. Beitrage zur Anatomie cler

Amphipoclen. Zoologischer Anzeiger. II. Jahrgang. 1879. pp. 447-450, 465-

469, 487-491, 511-515, 536-540, 564-569.

Also in a Separat-Abdruck, 24 pp.

These valuable contributions to the anatomy of the Amphipoda are based chiefly on Gophma

polonka, Pallasea cancelhcs, Callisoina hranickii, and two varieties of Gammarus pulex.

The matrix or hypodermis is shown to be completely distinct from the adipose tissue, the

former, as examined' in PaUasea canceUug, presenting a typical stratified cylindrical

epithelium, having its small granular cells provided each with a nucleus and nucleolus, the

latter consisting of relatively large, rounded and somewhat angular, very pale cells connected

together without intercelhilar substance. This latter forms a sheath for the alimentary canal,

and fills the space between it and the heart, for which it forms the serous covering, inter-

cellular substance here making its appearance. By flat or string-like offshoots it connects

the various internal organs with one another and with the external covering of the body.

On various parts of the inner surface of the matrix it forms a layer of connective tissue to

which the ofishoots above-mentioned are fastened. The fat-drops, which are met with

most constantly between the alimentary canal and the heart, are rare or almost entirely

wanting in fasting Amphipods, but abundant in well-fed specimens.

The muscular system in Gopilana p)olonica is thus described. The flexors of the back present

two separate systems. The one consists of oblique muscles running from above and behind

obliquely forwards and downwards. Each muscle begins halfway up the segment and

inserts its lower end on the ventral surface of the preceding segment. These are wanting
in the four first segments of the body, but present from the fifth to the tenth, the three

following segments, which in Goplana polonica are coalesced, possessing a common very

strong oblique flexor. The other set of flexors is thus constituted. On either side in the

lower part of the segments run, from one segment to the next, and interlaced, pairs of

muscles parallel to the ventral surface of the body. These muscles are united at the places

of insertion, so that they form elongated links. These "Wrzesniowski calls longitudinal

flexors of the back. The regular arrangement of these prevails from the fourth to the ninth

segment of the body. Oidy the upper muscle enters the tenth segment. The three

coalesced segments have a single very long longitudinal flexor, In the front part of the

body these muscles run without interruption from the hinder rim of the head to unite at a

common place of attachment in the fourth segment of the body.

The extensors, which are considerably stronger than the flexors, form strong tracts on either side,

extended between the front rims of neighbouring segments. The front divisions of the

extensors and flexors raise and lower the head.

The abdominal feet are moved by a complicated system of muscles. The first basal joint of

each foot possesses an extensor and a flexor, which draw the whole foot forwards and

backwards. The two terminal branches of the foot have each a very thin and broad

extensor and flexor, running from the upper rim of the basal joint to the commencement

of the corresponding branch. Each branch has its own abductors and adductors, the outer
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possessing two abductors and a very strong, thick and long adductor, the inner branch

having simple and very weak muscles.

Notes are given (pp. 465-6) on the nerve-system as displayed in Goplana polonica and the

varieties of Gammarus puJe:i: The "auditory hairs" on the upper antennse of Callisoma

hranickii are minutely described, and from their hkeness in structure and nerve-apparatus

to the auditory hairs and auditory nerves of the Decapods, as described by Hensen, it is

argued that a like function may be reasonably attributed to these organs in the Amphipods,

notwithstanding Leydig's doubts on the subject. The plumose hairs of the last uropods

are not considered to have anything in common with the function of hearing. A detailed

account is given of the antennary nerves in OalUsoma hranicldi.

In describing the so-called "calceoli," the author refers to the work of Dybowsky as showing in

agreement with his own observations that these organs are to be found sometimes on the

upper as well as the lower antenna?, and in the female as well as the male sex. He thinks

it clear that the "
trumpet-mouthed auditory cilia

" on the upper antennae of Gossea

microdeutopa, Sp. Bate, and the oval "
auditory cilia

"
on the upper antennse of Batlujporeia

rolertsoni of the same author, are really
"
calceoli."

In Callisoma branicliii the calceolus presents a thin-walled, flattened, pedunculate vesicle, nearly

of the same form as figured for Gammarus pulex and Gammarus nefjledus by de la

Valette, G. O. Sars and Leydig. A large circular ganglion-ceU lies close to the base of the

calceolus, but the entrance of the nerve into it could not be made out. In the peculiar

lanceolate calceoli of Gnp)lana piohmira, nerve-flbrillfe were traced right to the sharpened
rims of these organs, with a fan-Like distribution. The calceoli are here regarded as

apparatus for smelling in agreement with the view of G. 0. Sars. [This view had earlier

been advocated by de la Valette and by Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., vol. i. p. 87,

1863
;
H. Blanc would refer them to the sense of hearing.]

In Ilyale jelskii, the author found on the front rim, both of the outer and of the inner lobe,

of the second maxillae three rows of bristles, each row consisting of differently formed

bristles. In the uppermost row no connection was found with the nerves, but in the lowest

and middle rows this connection was made out, and the suggestion is offered that the

lowest row are perhaps organs of touch and the middle row organs of taste.

Numerous observations are given (p. 511 f.) on the intestinal canal and its api^endages. The

whole length of this organ appears to be sheathed in a layer of the adipose tissue (Leydig's

serosa). The muscular covering of the mid-gut consists chiefly of transverse threads, that

of the hind-gut of an outer layer of transverse, and of inner, thick, separate, longitudinal

muscles. The membrana propria of the mid-gut is very thin, that of the hind-gut thick,

consisting of a transparent, homogeneous matrix, including groups of spindle-shaped cells

which run out into thin, long processes at both ends. In the central part of the mid-gut
he believes that no cuticula or intima exists. [In the Caprellida;' Mayer (p. 147) find.'=,

apparently throughout, a fine, not chitinous, intima.] Between the mid- and hind-gut is an

outer projection and an inner, ring-shaped flap or valve, with its free edge directed back-

wards, so that what is passing through the body can easily go from the mid- into the hind-

gut, but nut easily on the reverse route. In Pallasea cancellus the hind-gut has six rows

of dilators (not to be confounded with sphincters).

The appendages of the intestine are next discussed. The cascal diverticulum behind the stomach

is designated neck-gland (Nackendrtise.) To this expression Mayer takes exception as not

very appropriate, ilayer also remarks that in the Caprellidae there are at this part of the

intestine not one diverticulum only, but a pair. The muscles, cells and vesicles of the

liver-tubes are minutely described. The cylindrical glands, opening, according to the author,

at the beginning of the hind-gut, close behind the above-mentioned valve, are called rectal-

glands (rectaldrusen.) The view of G. 0. Sars that these cylindrical glands are homologous
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with the Malpigliian vessels of insects is accepted. Mayer maintains that these structures

which lie on the borders of the mid- and hind-gut belong morphologically to the former,

the mid-gut and the cajcal appendages being sharply distinguished from the hind-gut by an

interruption of the epithelium, and by the absence from the former of the cliitinous intiraa.

He agrees with Nebeski that, whatever their function, they cannot be morphologically

compared with the Malpighian vessels of insects. In addition to the other appendages, in

Goplana polonira Wrzesniowski finds a previously undescribed gland, which lies in the telson,

and has a round opening in the terminal part of the hind-gut just before the anus. This

he calls the anal gland (Afterdriise).

A description is given (p. 537) of the windings of the antennary gland in Gopiana i^olonica, and

of the structure of its tissues. A very accurate account follows of the circulation of the

blood, mostly already published in 1877. For a summary of the results see Note on Delage,

1881. Wrzesniowski justly gives de la Valette the credit of having observed the three

pairs of venous ostia of the heart in the second, third and fourth segments of the perfeon

respectively, with their oblique direction, on the right side from above and in front

downwards and backwards, and on the left side from behind and above forwards and

downwards, so that in each pair the slits cross one another at an acute angle. The heart

extends from within the hinder limit of the head to the middle of the sixth perseon-segment

in Goplana polonira, to nearly the end of the fifth in Pallasea canceUus. In each segment

of the peroeon it is fastened to the back by a pair of upper, and to the sides of the body by

a pair of lower, wing-shaped muscles
;
the front end in the head has only the upper pair.

The arterial ostia, one in the hindermost part of the head, the other in the fifth or sixth peraeon-

segment, are provided with a complicated valve-apparatus. In each a membrane-like

diaphragm is extended, with a simple slit in the centre. The edges of the slit are provided

with a sphincter-like muscle, and in the whole surface of the diaphragm the author thought

he could perceive annular, very delicate muscle-threads. From the edges of the diaphragm

on either side ascends a muscular membrane, finding attachment to the dorsal wall of the

heart. During the systole the lateral muscular membranes contract energetically, opening

the slit in the diaphragm ; in the diastole they relax, while the muscle-threads of the

diaphragm contract, and act as sphincters to close the slit, so that the cavity of the heart is

now completely shut off from that of each aorta. To prevent the valves bulging in into the

cavity of the heart, a pair of trabeculas are fastened, on one side to the rims of the diaphragm-

slit, on the other to the ventral wall of the heart. The lateral, venous ostia have each an

inwardly projecting valve, with its outer and inner lips provided with sphincter-like muscles.

The sphincter of the outer lip is formed by muscles of the wall of the heart, which at the

lower angle of the slit separate, to re-unite at the upper angle. The inner lips are provided

with a separate sphincter. At the systole first the inner and then the outer slit of the

ostium closes.

Lateral arteries are not found in the Gammaridse, so far as observed by Wrzesniowski, Claus,

[and Delage], although in the Hyperina two or three pairs have been found by Claus. The

anterior aorta clings to the upper wall of the stomach, bends sharplj' down over its front

upper edge, descends the front wall of the ojsophagus and ends abruptly close to the floor

of the head. During this course, in Goplana pulonica, three branches are given off on either

side. The uppermost branch originates just in front of the geniculate bend of the aorta, and

provides for the upper antennre. The middle branch goes down from the bend of the aorta

and runs to the eye, where it appears to end. The lowest branch separates from the main

stem close to its termination, and provides for the lower antennse. [In Talitrus locusta,

Delage describes three arteries proceeding from the anterior extremity of the heart, centrally

the upper aorta with a valve, on either side facial arteries, in which he could not discover

valves, though for all that they might exist. The facial arteries run at first upwards and

(ZOOL. CH.1LL. EXP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx Gl

I
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outwards towards the eye, then, making a somewhat abruj^t elbow, advance into the lateral

parts of the face, ending on a level with, the base of the mandibles. Tlieir ramifications

supply the massive muscles of the mouth-organs. The upper aorta at first ascends towards

the antennae, then bends forwards and terminates in the upper lip. In its course the aorta

forms two vascular rings situated in a vertical median plane, the one round the brain, the

next round the cohering bases of the antonnary or " renal
"
glands. From the lower branch

of the pericerebral ring springs a minute single artery which supplies the oesophageal nerve-

ring. From the upper branch of the pericerebral ring two pairs of lateral branches are given

off to the antenna;. Two other pairs originate, one between the pericerebral and perirenal

rings, the other beyond the perirenal ring. Finally, a fifth pair of branches forms a

pericBSophageal vascular collar, with various ramifications to supply the mouth-organs.]

Tlie hinder aorta runs above the intestinal canal to the telson. In Goplana polonica it is furcate

at the end, each terminal branch being very short and opening abruptly into the body-

cavity. Almost in the middle of the compound segment, the aorta gives off a pair of very

short lateral branches, embracing the rectal gland and ending abruptly. The aorta,

however, terminatw-differently in other species.

The anterior blood-current flowing from the terminal opening of the corresponding aorta moves

in the head from before backwards, rises obliquely upwards, enters the thorax just below the

stomach, and pursues its course on either side of the intestine and over the liver-tubes.

On the way it gives off lateral currents to the mouth-organs and the four first feet with

their branchiae, but does not reach beyond the fourth perKOu-segment. From the hinder

aorta arise on either side two currents, an anterior from tlie lateral branch (in Goplana

piolonica) or the anterior opening (in Gammarus p)uh.t), a posterior from the terminal fork .

(in Gammarus polonica) or the terminal opening (in Gammarus pulex). Both currents on

either side of the body descend to begin with towards the ventral surface, unite between

the articulations of the second and third uropods, and form a common stream which runs

forwards on the ventral surface, but at the articulation of the first urojjods with most of its

mass ascends, and then flows forwards, divided into two parallel streams. The one stream

approaches the intestine just under the hinder aorta, the other, somewhat deeper, approaches

the liver-tubes. The ventral stream appears to be of subordinate importance. From the

hinder streams lateral currents go to the pleon-appendages and to the four hinder perseopods.

Thus the fourth perseon-segment is a boundary which is overstepped neither by the anterior

nor the posterior blood-currents, and in it they all unite, and flow on into the second

peraBopod.

In the pleopods the arterial current descends the front margin, in the uropods the hind margin,

while the venous current ascends the opposite side in each set. [Between the four first and

the three last feet of the perceon, there is a similar diversity in the direction of the currents.

See Delage, 1881, and' Claparfede, 1863; Wrzesniowski gives a reference also to Claparfcde,

Etudes sur la circulation chez les aranees du genre Lycosa, 1875.] Into each foot of the

pera3on two arterial currents enter, but only a single venous current returns. All these streams

pass special openings in the articulation between the side-plate (coxa) and the segment, as

.> well as in that between the side-plate and the first joint of the limb (coxa and basis). Each.

foot possesses a common venous sinus, lying in the under part of the segment above the side-

plate, and bounded by the flexors and extensors of the foot. Into this sinus gathers all the

blood running back from the foot and its appendages towards the heart. In each branchia

the arterial current traverses the hinder rim and passes over by means of numerous tranS'-

verse currents into the venous current which pursues its course on the front rim. The venous

current of each branchia opens into the common venous sinus of the foot, so that the blood

oxidised in the branchia flows direct to the heart, without contributing to the nourishment

of the foot.
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In each foot of the pera3on the arterial blood courses as well by the anterior as the posterior rim

of the side-plate. In the four first pairs the anterior stream supplies the side-plates and the

accessory branchite (whore such exist). The cavity of the side-plate is formed into three

longitudinal canals, which on the lower rim unite, and besides communicate with one another

by numerous cross canals. The arterial current flows down in ther front and middle canals,

while the venous current ascends in the hinder. The hinder arterial current of the foot

passes partially into the branchia>, partially into the foot itself, and partially into the

lamella of the brood-pouch in the female or its homologue in the male. In the three last

pairs of perteopods the front arterial current provides for the foot and its accessory branchia,

the hinder sends its secondary currents into the branchia, the side-plate and the marsupial
lamella. In the side-jilate the current runs round beside the rim. [With this account

should be compared Dr. Delage's account of the circulation in corresponding parts of

Talitrus locusfa.]

From each appendage of the perreon and pleon a single venous current proceeds. All these take

their way to the dorsal side of the body-cavity and debouch in a spacious venous sinus,

bounded below by the intestine and its adipose -tissue, on the sides by the muscles of the

back, and above by the back of the animal. [This Delage calls the pericardiac sinus, and

assigns it a bounding membrane of its own, open only to the thirteen pairs of peritotr^Tiac

vessels.] In this sinus, which lies over the hinder aorta and over the heart, a hinder and

an anterior current are to be distinguished. The former flows from the hinder end of the

body forwards to the third perfeon-segment, the other has a backward direction and reaches

the same segment. In the hinder current debouch the venous currents of the five last

perajon-segments and of the whole pleon, to the anterior belong the venous currents of the

antennae, the head and the two first perseon-segments.

At the diastole the blood collected in the (pericardiac) sinus passes through the gaping ostia into

the heart. This movement is helped by the upper wing-like muscles, as by their contrac-

tion the sinus in its horizontal and perpendicular diameter is contracted, and its two

streams in ,this way are pressed towards the third perseon-segment, and rush with greater

energy through the slits, the heart acting like a suction pump. The front slit takes only
the blood of the front current, the hindmost of the hinder, the middle the leavings of

both.

It thus appears that tlie arterial currents from the two aortas and their branches wash various

organs of the body, as the intestinal canal and the nerve-centres, and then in full tide press
into the articulated appendages, finally to c^uit them as venous currents and pass into the

dorsal sinus. Wrzesniowski found no direct bending round of the hinder arterial current

into the dorsal sinus, such as Clans has described in Phronima sedentaria. The whole blood-

content of the venous dorsal sinus passes, he says, direct into the heart, without previously

traversing the branchias as Spence Bate states, Sessile-eyed Crustacea, i. p. xxxii. On the

contrary the branchiae receive their blood from the same arterial streams which supply the

feet, and the contents of the venous dorsal sinus present a mixture of the blood returning
from all parts of the body, which has been subjected not only in the branchia?, but, at least

partially, also in the antennae, side-plates and legs, to oxygenation. A separation o£ the

arterial and venous blood is therefore not arranged for.
\

The blood-plasma in young specimens of Goplana polonica appears of a yellowish-red colour, in

adults of more or less greenish, sometimes even emerald-green hue. The body becomes

paler, when the blood is drained away. The blood-corpuscles in this species are of

considerable size, consisting of a soft, granular protoplasm, in which clear, pseudopodial-like

processes sometimes make their appearance. More or less numerous fat-drops in the plasma
of the blood circulate with it throughout the body.
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1880. i^SPER.

Beitrage zur Kenutuis der Tiefseefauna der Schweizerseen. Zoologischer

Auzeiger. III. Jahrg. 1880. pp. 130-134, 200-207.

In some of tlie lakes a Gammarid was met with, which strikingly reminded Dr. Asper of the

common Gammams pulex. The lake-form, however, was smaller and of a glassy

transparency. Specimens from depths of 140 and of 60 metres possessed beautiful organs

of vision, with clearly observed crystal-cones. At Wiidensweil, at a depth of 40 metres,

along with seeing forms were found blind specimens agreeing in the smallest detail with
"
Niphargus Foreli" from the lake of Geneva. Specimens from Oberrieden Dr. Asper regards

as intermediate forms between Gammants pulex and the " Foreli
"
variety of Niphanius

puteanus.

1880. Glaus, C.

Grundziige der Zoologie. Vierte durchaus umgearbeitete und verbesserte

Auflage. Erster Band. Marburg, 1880.

The Arthrostraca (Amphipoda and Isopoda) occupy jsages 576-600. The Amphiijoda are

defined as "
Ringelkrebse mit seitlich comprimirtem Leib und sieben (seltener sechs) freien

Thoracalsegmenten, mit Kiemen an den Brustfiisseu und langgestrecktem (ausnabmsweise

rudimentiirem) Abdomen, dessen drei vordere Segmente ebensoviel Schwimmfusspaare tragen,

wiihrend die drei hintern mit ebensoviel Paaren nach hinten gerichteter sog. Springfiisse

besetzt .sind." The first suborder Lajmodipoda has two families, 1. Caprellidse; 2. Cyamidre.

The second suborder, Crevettina, has five families, 1. DuHchiidse
;

2. Cheluridre;

3. Corophiidae, with two subfamilies, Corophiinaj and Podocerinse
; 4. Orchestiidse ;

5. Gammaridse, with seven subfamilies, Atylinas, Oedicerinw, Leucothoinre, Phoxinse,

Gammarinfc, LysianassinEe, Pontoporeina?. The third suborder, Hyperina, has four

families, 1 . Vibilidse
;

2. Hyperidae ;
3 Phronimidfe, with two subfamilies, Phrosininse,

and Phronimina3 : 4. PlatysceUdse, with five subfamilies, Typhinte, Scelinte, Phronoinse,

Lycceina3, Oxycephalinte.

Vibilia niediterranea, Claus, is retained. At page 605 it is said that " die iiltesten bis jetzt

bekaunt gewordenen fossilen Podoph thalmen sind langschwanzige Decapoden und

Schizopoden aus der Steinkohlen-formation (PaJeeocrangrm, Palxocarabus, Pijgocephalus)."

Palxocrawjon, however, is an Amphipod, but with a misleading name. See Note on von

Schauroth, 1854.

1880. D'Ueban, W. S. M.

The Zoology of Barents Sea. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

No. 34. October 1880. Vol. VI. Fifth Series. London, 1880. pp. 2.53-277.

The Crustacea brought home from the " Willem Barents
"
expedition by Mr. W. J. A Grant,

were sent by Mr. D'Urban to the Kev. A. M. Norman and Professor J. 0. Westwood, and

the Amphipoda are named as follows "
Anonyx nugax (Phippi:), Acanthonotosoma inflatum

(Kruijcr), Gammaracanthus loricatus (Sabine), Amphithoii lajviuscula. Bell
1, Acanthostephia

!Malmgreni (Goes), Tritropis HeUeri, Boeck, Unciola leucopos {Kri'njer), Hyperia cijaneee

(Sab.)." The dates, latitude and longitude, and depths, of the "finds
"
are given.
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1880. Grimm, Oscar.

Beitrag zur Kenntniss einiger blindeu Amphipoden des Kaspisees. Archiv fiir

Naturgescliichte. Sechs und vierzigster Jahrgang. Erster Band. Berlin, 1880.

pp. 117-126.

On some Blind Amphipoda of the Casjnan Sea. By Dr. Oscar Grimm.

Translated by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S., from the " Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte," 1880.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. No. 26. February 1880. London,

1880. pp. 85-92.

Dr. Grimm says,
" Ganiuiaracanthus caspius, milii, from a depth of 108 fathoms in the Caspian,

Boeckia spinosa, nasuta, and Injftfrix, mihi, from depths of 70-1.50 fathoms in the Caspian,

and various species of Mi/ds from the same sea, and from depths down to 500 fathoms,

all have well-developed, large, prominent, and black-pigmented eyes. This sufficiently proves

that at the depths indicated the visual organ can be and is made use of, as here absolute

darkness does not prevail, but only a dark night."
" In the Caspian Sea, at 0° 12' E. long, (from Baku) and 39° 51' jS!. lat., I obtained in a single

cast of the dredge ten new species of Gammarida3 (namely Gammarus pau.viUus, G. erawsMs,

G. Gm/orlv/oii, G. portentosus, G. coronifera, G. thaumops, Pandora caca, Ipjldgeneia

ahyssorum, Gammaracanthus caspius, and Amatliilinella cristata), aU of which are furnished

with eyes, but in very different degrees of development : thus Gammaracanthus caspius has

very large round eyes, Gammarus coronifera and AmathilineUa cristata long but narrow

eyes, Gammarus thaumops triangular unpigmented eyes, and Pandora cceca small unpig-

mented eyes, which can hardly be endowed with the faculty of sight. A still better example

is furnished by the following new Amphipoda discovered by me in the Caspian Sea :
—

Onesimus caspius from the depth of 75-250 fathoms,

,, pomposus ,, ,,
180 ,,

,, platyuros ,, ,, 40 and 48 „

Pantoporeia microphthalma ,, ,, 80-90 „

Niphargus caspius ,, ,, 35-90
,,

of which the last two species, together with Onesimus caspius, were also taken in one cast,

and, indeed, at a depth of 80-90 fathoms, at 0" 26' E. long, and 41° 6' N. lat. Pantoporeia

microphthalma and Niphargus caspius possess pigmented but small eyes ; of the species of

Onesimus some possess red, others (On. casijius) perfectly unpigmented eyes, which, in the

last-mentioned species at least, are deprived of the faculty of sight ;
and with these more or

less blind species there live Mysid», the large, convex, and black eyes of which certainly

absorb a sufficiency of light even in the darkness of the depths."

While taking the quotations from Mr. Dallas's version, I have not followed him in altering his

author's Gammarus coronifera into Gammarus coronlfer. It may be observed that the

generic name Boeckia, is preoccupied, having been used by JNlalm in 1870, when it forth-

with lapsed as a synonym of Leptocheirus. PantojMreia, if it be not intended for Panto-

poreia, is inconveniently near it. Iphigeneia makes an even closer approach to Ipihirjenia,

a genus of molluscs. Pandora is preoccupied over and over again.

Of Nipjhargus caspius, Grimm says, "from this species N. jjuteanus is probably derived. It is

possible that it is identical with iV. ponticus, Czern. ; unfortunately I have been unable

rightly to determine the latter, as the description which Hr. W. Czernjawsky has given of

it appears to be very defective. (See his ' Materialia ad zoographiam ponticam compara-

tam 1868.') It must, however, be remarked that our j!f. caspius differs in many respects from
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the other species of Niphargus, and, indeed, from N. puteamis, as in its shorter antennfe,

the. differently formed hand of the last pair of limbs, etc.; so that, perhaps, our species may
be regarded as the representative of a new genus between Niphargus and Gamnuirus."

This, however, he does not establish, but remarks that "
Niphari/us ccwpms is very probably

the ' extinct Gammarid '

(see Leydig, Ueber Amphipoden und Isopoden, Zeitschr. f. wiss.

Zool. XXX. p. 249) which the other species of Nipliargiis have as their ancestor."

Defective eyes, Grimm explains, are compensated for by other sense-organs ;
for example, in the

male of Nipliargus caspias the five-jointed main flagellum of the upper antennae has on its

first four joints very large olfactory cylinders, with an aperture at the free extremity of each,

"from which, perhaps, as Leydig states, thin hairs may actually be exserted
;
and from

within a nervous branchlet penetrates into each cylinder, and forms a cellular inflation (in

the cylinder itself) only to disappear immediately afterwards, as I have observed still better

in living examples of another species, namely Gammarus priscus, mihi, at Krasnovod^."

The species of Onesiimis being mud-burrowers " have no sense-organs on the antenna; and

other external parts of the body, as in Nipthargus," but, on close examination,
" we find

very highly developed, although concealed, sense-organs on the outer lamellie of the

maxillipedes, which have already been described or figured by different authors. These are

short thick stumps with rounded ends, which stand in corresponding cylindrical depressions

of the lamella, from which they usually have only the rounded portion projecting. Some

of them, however, appear much longer, inasmuch as they project more and also have

the extremities more acute
;
these are the two cylinders standing at the apex of the lamella,

which present a transition towards the ordinary setse, and thus also prove that we have to

do vidth chitinous setae metamorphosed for a particular purpose." These he proposes to call

" taste cylinders."

1880. Geobben, Carl.

Die Antennendriise der Crustaceen. Separat-Abdruck aus den Arbeiten des

zoolog. Instituts zu Wien, Tom. III. Heft 1. 18 pp. m. 1 Taf. 1880.

The antennary gland, originally discovered by Leydig, Naturgeschichte der Daphniden, 1860,

is described as consisting of two histologically distinct parts, a terminal pocket, Endsiick-

chen, and a convoluted tube, Harnkaniilchen, which, for the Amphipoda, opens in the

well-known generally cone-shaped process of the compound basal joint of the lower

antenna?. In Gammarus marinus, Grobben says, the terminal pocket lies in the dilated

basal-joint of the lower antennae, quite close to the integument, connected with it by
trabeculje. Its shape is reniform ;

at the hinder end, comparable to the hilus of the

kidney, rises the renal tube, which at first runs a short space back, then bends forward,

at the same time inclining towards the middle, presently turns upward, again turns back

downward, and now in a great arc winding close to the terminal pocket, after a short

geniculation runs into the antennary cone, in the apex of which the gland has its outlet.

The terminal pocket is lined by an epithelium, the cells of which are arched forwards

into the interior of the pocket. The protoplasm is coarsely granular. The exterior is

sheathed in a delicate supporting membrane. The protoplasm of the cells lining the renal

tube shows a finely fibrous structure, as abeady noticed by "Weismann. The nuclei are oval
;

towards the cavity the cells were covered by a noticeable cuticula. The terminal section of

the tube is formed by cells which completely agree with the matrix-cells of the skin, and

which also develop a chitinous cuticula, which passes direct into the cuticula of the skin.

This terminal section, which in structure does not agree with the renal tube, but shows the
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same structure as tlie skin, he designates Harnleiter. The expressions Harnleiter and

Harnkanalchen sufficiently indicate Grobben's own opinion that the gland in question has

a renal function.

1880. HaLLER, G.

Miscellanea arthropodologica. Besclireibuug zweier ueuer Caprellen. Zeitsclirift

fiir die Gesammten Naturwissenscliaften. Di'itte Folge. 1880. Band VI. Berlin,

1880. pp. 742-749.

Haller saj's that he gave the name Caiyrella gigantea to a new species from the North Sea, which

he here describes and figures, on account of its great length, 30 mm., before he was aware

that Hoek had observed a specimeii»-of Caprella linearis 26 mm. long. He likewise

describes and figures the male and female of Caprella dentata, n. s., from Ischia.

He refers to "
MittheHungen der schweiz. entomolog. Gosellschaft. No. 10. Jahrgang 1880.

pag. 671 nebst Tafel," for a preliminary notice of Capreila gigantea.

1880. HAS^A^ELL, William A.

On Australian Amphipoda. From the Proceedings of the Linnean Society of

New South Wales. Vol. IV. pp. 245-279. Pis. VII.-XII. 1880.

The new species described and figured are Talitrus sylvaticus; Tdlorehestia diemenensis ;

"Orchestia Macleayana;" Allorchestes rupicol(f; AUorchestes longicornis; AUorchestes crassi-

cornis; Stegocephahis latus; Amaryllis macrophthalmus ; Amaryllis hrevinornis, evidently

the same as Amaryllis inacroplithalmus ; Neohule algicola; Lysianassa nitens; Lysianassa

affinis, not distinguishable from Lysianassa nitens
; Glycera tenuicornis; Ampelisca

aiistralis; Plioxus villosus ;
" Phoxus Batei ;" Pherusa leevis ; Leucothoe commensalis ;

Leucoihoe diemenensis; LeiicotlwH gracilis, recognised later, together with Leucothoe

diemenensis, as falling under Leucothoe commensalis ; Melita australis ;
" Melita (?)

Ramsayi," afterwards transferred to Mcera ruhromaculata, Stimpson ;

"
Megamwra

Mastersii;" Megamcera diemenensis; McBra spinosa, afterwards identified with Mcera

ruhromaculata, Stimpson ; Amphithoe cinerea, to which jirobably the two described but

unfigured species, Amjjhithoe grandimanus and Ampldthoi' setosa, must be united; Micro-

deuteropus aiistralis; Xenocheira fusciata ; Haplocheira typica, probably the same as

Haploclieira harhimanus, Thomson, sp. ; Cyrtopihium parasiticum ; Lcilius australis ;
" Proto

Novx-Hollaiulix" ; Protella australis; Caprella tenuis, a species since relinquished by its

author. Besides these, Talorchestia quadrimana and Mcera ruhromaetdata are described

and figured as synonyms respectively of Orchestia quadrimana, Dana, and Gammariis

rahro-maculcdus, Stimpson.
In this group are included five new genera; in the family Gammaridae, subfamily Stego-

cephalides, the genus Amaryllis, thus defined :—
"
Superior antennae with a well-developed appendage. Mandibles with a palp. Maxillipedes

with well-developed squamiform plates. Anterior gnathopoda sub-pediform. Posterior

gnathopoda imperfectly subchelate. Eami of the fourth" and fifth pleopoda styUform ;

those of sixth pair broad-lanceolate. Telson squamiform, cleft." This genus differs from

Stegocephahis by the possession of a mandibular palp, and cannot, I think, for that and

other reasons, stand in the same subfamily with it.

The genus Neohule is thus defined ;
—"

Superior antennae simple. Mandibles without an
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apijendage. Masillipedes with a squamiform process on the basos only. Gnathopoda
subchelate ;

second pair the larger ;
coxaj of anterior pair well-developed. Fourth pair of

00X38 wide, excavated behind to receive the anterior part of the fifth pair. Posterior

pleopoda biramous. Telson squaniifonn." Neohule was subsequently transferred by
Mr. Haswell to the Orchestidse, and perhaps is synonymous with Hyale, Eathke.

In the subfamily Lysianassides, the genus Ghjcera is defined as follows :
—"

Superior antennas

slender, rather long, provided with an appendage. Mandibles with a palp, the incisive

edge not toothed
; no accessory plate ; anterior margin with a prominent tubercle.

Maxillipedes with large squamiform processes on the basal joints. Four anterior pairs of

cosfB deeper than their respective segments, the fourth pair slightly produced inferiorly and

posteriori}'. Gnathopoda filiform, slender
;

anterior pair smaller than the posterior,

imperfectly subcbelate
; posterior pair subchelate. Posterior pleopoda biramous

;
the rami

broad-lanceolate. Telson double." The name Ghjcera, being preoccupied, was sub-

sequently changed to Gli/cerina.

In the famUy Corophiidse, subfamily Podocerides, the genus Xenucheira is thus defined :
—"

Body
slender. Coxse small. Superior antennae very long, longer than the inferior pair, with a

secondary appendage. ]\Iandibles with an appendage. P)0th pairs of gnathopoda non-

subchelate, armed with very long hairs
; carpus of posterior pair broad, plate-like, applied

to the anterior (dorsal) border of the meros. Posterior pleopoda biramous. Telson

simple."

The genus Haplochcira is thus defined:—"Body not much compressed laterally. Upper and
lower antennaj subequal ; superior pair without an appendage ; inferior subpediform. Both

pairs of gnathopoda simple, fringed with long hair. Posterior pleopoda biramous, with

unequal rami Telson single ?
"

1880. Haswell, William A.

On some additional new genera and species of Ampliipodous Ci'ustaceans.

From the Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales. Vol. IV.

pp. 319-350. Pis. XVIII.-XXIV. 1880.

The new species described, and in almost all cases figured, are, Allwchestes niger (not figured) ;

Gyp'oidia ornata; Cijxwoidia lineata, not improbably female or young form of Cyp'oidia
oniata ; Lysianassa australiensis, to be placed with Lysianassa nitens, Haswell, as at most

a variety ;

"
Moniagua Miersii;" Mmitagua longicornis (in which, as in the preceding

species, the mandibles not being described, the genus remains doubtful between Stenothoe

and 3Iefopa) ; CEdicenis latrans ; CEdicerus arenicola, perhaps, according to Haswell,
identical with CEdicerus fossor, Stimpson ;

Urothoe pinguis ; Jphimedia ? amhujua ; Atylus
inonondoides ; Atylus lijjpus ;

Leucofhoe norse-hoUandix; Harmonia crassipes; Eiisirus

[really Liljehorgia] duhuis; Mo'rcc [Paramenia Chilton] dentifera; Mwra hamigera;
Mcera viridis; Ma'ra apjrroximans, probably to be imited with Mo;ra [Paransenial']

dmiifera; Megamxra szihcarinafa ; Megaman-a suensis ;
"
Megamara Boeckii;" Wyoillea

Jongimanus ; Ampldthoe quadrimayms ; Podocerus australis ;
"
Microdeuferopus Mortoni;"

Microdeuterop>us tenuipes (this being in Chilton's opinion the female, and the preceding

species the male, of Aora ///j)/fa, Kr0yer) ; Microdeideropus chelifer; "Coloniastix Brazieri;"

Ci/iiophium dentaturn (in 1886 re-named Dexiocerella deiitaia) ; Cyrtophium minufum ;

Icilius pninciatus, afterwards identified with Icilius australis; Pohjchei'ia [properly Tritecta]

tenuipes ; PoJycheria [Trifa;ta] hrevicornis, unfigured and probably a form of the preceding

species ; Caprella echinata, since transferred to Protella ; Caprella corniyera, referred later
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on to Ilircella ; Caprella inerniis, a preoccupied name for a species almost beyond doubt

identical with Caprella danilevskii, Czerniavski, 1868
; Caprella ohesa, also a preoccupied

name, the species itself being recognised hj Mayer, and accepted by Haswell, as identical

with Caprella xquilibra, Say.

The new genus Ci/pruidia, in the family Gammaridaa, is thus defined :
—"

Body broad. Pereion

and pleon of equal length. Coxse of gnathopoda very small. Coxa3 of the first and second

pairs of pereiopoda enormously developed ;
and cemented together to form broad and deep

lateral shields, concealing almost entirely the gnathopoda and pereiopoda, and extending
forwards to the sides of the cephalon, and backwards as far as the posterior border of the

sixth segment of the pereion, excavated posteriorly for the amalgamated shallow coxae of

the third and fourth pereiojjoda. Coxae of the last pair of pereiopoda very small. Antennae

subequal, superior without an appendage. Mandibles with a palp. Maxillipedes unguiculate ;

both basos and ischium armed with small squamiform plates. Gnathopoda subcheliform.

Pereiopoda slender. Posterior pleopoda biramous. Telson single." Mr. HasweU

subsequently discovered that the coxae of the third and fourth pereiopoda were not

amalgamated, but that the coxa " of the fourth pair is entirely rudimentary and covered by
that of the third." This character does not apply to the closely related European species

Stegoplax longirostris, G. 0. Sars, or to Cyproidia damnoniensia, Stebbing. The genus

Peltocoxa, Catta, briefly described in 1875, is perhajas tlie equivalent both of Cyproidia and

Sterjoplax.

The genus Harmonia (misprinted Harmomia on p. 330, but given correctly on p. 349), is defined

as follows,
" Coxae not so deep as their respective segments. Superior antennae with an

appendage. Inferior antennae longer than the superior pair. Jlandibles with a palp.

Maxillipedes unguiculate subpediform, provided with a squamiform plate on the basos only.

Gnathopoda subchelate, unequal, posterior pair very large. Pereiopoda stout. Posterior

pleopoda biramous, the rami short, conical. Telson single, elongate." Mr. Haswell further

remarks of this genus that it
" has affinities with Eurystheus and Amathia, but is

distinguished from the former by the form of the telson and the stoutness of the pereiopoda,

and from the latter mainly by the large size of the posterior gnathopoda." For a different

view adopted later, see Note on Haswell, 1885.

The description of the genus Wyvillea gives
" Coxae scarcely so deep as their respective segments.

Superior antennce shorter than the inferior pair, appendiculate. Mandibles with an

appendage. Maxillipedes exunguiculate, squamiform processes rudimentary. Gnathopoda

subchelate, posterior pair very large. Posterior pleojDoda uniramous— the ramus large.

Telson simple, undivided." The description of the species, Wyvillea lonf/imanua, speaks of

the "posterior pleopoda with the outer ramus broad," as though there were more than one

ramus. The figure which Mr. Haswell gives much resembles Ischyrocerus (Podocerus)

anffuipes, Kroyer. Mr. Chilton supposes that the description given of the pleopoda
is the result of an oversight, and that the genus must be cancelled in favour of

Podocerus. It must, however, be observed that Mr. Haswell's description of the

maxillipeds is quite inconsistent with this conclusion.

As a ge7ius incerfx sedis is given the genus Polycheria, with these characters,
"
pereion broad

;

pleon compressed, more or less carinate. Antennae subequal ; sujjerior pair without an

appendage. Mandibles exappendiculate. Maxillipedes with well-developed squamiform

^ process. Gnathopoda small, subchelate. Pereiopoda all prehensile, with narrow basa.

Posterior pleopoda biramous with equal rami. Telson double." This genus is evidently

synonymous with the genus Tritxta, Boeck, included in Boeck's subfamily Dexaminse.

It will probably be right to include Polycheria tenuipies, Haswell, Polycheria hrcvicornis,

Haswell, Polycheria ohtiisa, Thomson, and Dexamine antarctica, Stobbing, all under the

name of Tritxta antarctica.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PAET LXVII.—1887.) XxX 65
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1880. Haswell, William A.

Preliminary Report on the Australian Ampliipoda. The Annals and ]\Iagaziue

of Natural History. No, 25. January 1880. Vol. V. Fifth Series. London,

1880. pp. 30-34.

" Between the amphipodous faima of Temperate Australia," Haswell says,
" as exemplified in

Port Jackson and that of tropical Queensland, a well-marked dividing line may be drawn."

The characteristic Australian Amphipoda are to be found on and near the shores of the

temperate latitudes
;
within the tropics they are comparatively few and not characteristic.

" The Orchestidae, however, are quite as abundant on sandy and stony beaches in the tropics

as in temperate latitudes."

Descriptions are given of the new genera Cyproidia, Amaryllis, Glyeera, Polycheria, Xenocheira,

Haijlocheira, for which see Notes on Haswell, 1880, pp. 511-513. From the present paper

the following quotations may be given :
—

"
Probably nearly allied to Euslrus and Iduna is a new generic form, which I have named

Macleayia. It has the superior antennae appendioulate, shorter than the inferior pair ;
the

mandibles are provided with an appendage ; the maxiUipedes are exunguiculate, with the

squamiform processes rudimentary ;
the gnathopoda are subchelate, the posterior pair being

very large ; the posterior pleopoda have one large ramus
;
and the telson is small and

undivided." [The same definition (see p. 513) is given for Wyvillea, the name Macleayia

being dropped without explanation.]
" In Chloris (mihi) the antennae are well developed, the superior pair shorter than the inferior

and provided with an appendage ;
the mandibles are palpigerous ;

the maxiUipedes

unguiculate, subped-iform, provided with a squamiform process on the basal joint only ; the

gnathopoda are subchelate, unequal, the second pair being very large; the posterior

pleopoda are biramous, with short, conical rami
;
and the telson is single and elongate."

The same definition is given for Harmonia (see p. 513), the name Chloris being dropped,

no doubt for the sufficient reason that it was preoccupied.

1880. Haswell, William A.

On some new Amphipods from Australia and Tasmania. From the Proceedings
of the Linnean Society of New South Wales. Vol. V. pp. 97-105. Pis.

V. VI. Vn. 1880.

This paper includes figures and descriptions of Talifnis assiniilis, n. a.; Talorchestia limicola,

n. s.; Talorchestia terrx-reginx, n. s.; Talorchestia (?) mcLrmorata, n. s.; Talorchestia

pravidactijla, n. s.; Talorchestia quadrimana (Dana), var.'?; As2}idoj}horeia diemenensis,

n. s.; Atylus microdeuteropus, n. s.; Atylus megalophthalmus, n. s.; Pherusa australis, n. s.;

Mixra erassipes, n. s.; Gyrtophium (?) hy,<iri.r, n. s. In the Australian Catalogue, 1882,

Talitrus affinis is given, apparently by mistake, for Talitrus assimilis, and in 1885, Mr
Haswell makes Talitrus affinis a synonym of Talitrus sylvaticus, Haswell. Cyrtophium (?)

hystrix he subsequently named "
Lsematophilus hystrix."

The new genus Aspidophnreia is thus defined :
—" Coxse of the posterior gnathopoda and of the fu'st

and second pairs of pereiopoda greatly expanded, deeper than the respective segments those

of the three kst pairs of pereiopoda small, that of the third pair hilobed-—the posterior lobe

larger than the anterior. Antennae simple; the superior pair shorter than the inferior

Mandibles without an appendage. MaxUlipedes with a pointed dactylos. Gnathopoda
subchelate—the posterior pair much larger than the anterior. Posterior pleopoda uniramous
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—the ramus uniarticulate, Telson sqiiamiforni, cleft to the base." Mr. Haswell adds the

remark that iu most of its characters this genus
"
approaches Allorchestes—being

distinguished from that genus only by the largely developed anterior coxaj and the

character of the telson." For his subsequent view of the position of this genus, see Note

on Haswell, 1885.

1880. Joseph, Gustav.

Ueber Niiohargus puteanus aus Venedig. Bericht d. naturw. Sektion d.

Schlesisch. Gesellschaft ftir vaterland. Cultur. 1879/80. pp. 35 etc. 1880.

See Note on Joseph, 1879.

1880. JOUEDAIN, S.

Sur les cylindres sensoriels de Tanteiine interne des Crustaces. Comptes rendus.

Vol. 91. Paris. 1880. pp. 1091-1093.

M. Jourdain concludes that the cylindres a batonnets so commonly met with on the upper
antenna) (antenne interne) of Crustacea, both podophthalmic and oligognath, are certainly

organs of sense
; but, relying only on anatomical structure apart from physiological

experiment, we have no right to affirm that these cylinders "sent affect^s a I'olfaction."

1880. KossMANN, RoBBY, bom November 22, 1849 (P. Mayer).

Zoolosrische Er2;ebnisse einer im Auftraa;e der koni^lichen Academic der

Wissenschaften zu Berlin ausgeftilirten Reise in die Kustengebiete des rothen

Meeres. Herausgegeben mit Unterstiitziing der koniglichen Academic von Robby
Kossmann, Zweite Halfte, Erste Lieferung. Leipzig, 1880.

In the order Lsemodipoda, pages 126-128, Kossmann describes " ProteUa Danx," n. s., Taf. xii.

Fig. 1-7, and Protella nuhspinosa, n. s., Taf. xii. Fig. 8, 9. Both of these are considered

by Mayer to be young forms of Protella phasma, Montagu.
In the order Amphipoda, pages 129-140, he first of all observes that he cannot acquiesce in that

accentuation of small, and generally merely sexual, distinctions in the form of the gnathopods,

which has led to the separation of the genera Talitnis, Orcliestia, Orcliestoidea and

Talorchestia. He prefers to group in the genus Urchestin all forms of the family with short

upper antennce and without ungues on the maxOlipeds. He then describes Orcliestia

fissispinosa, n. s., Taf. xiii. Fig. 1-5, from a form probably female, in which the first

gnathopod is not in the least cheliform, the second gnathopod has a dactjdus which ends in

a pointed spine, and also has fine spinules on the whole inner rim, while the rest of the

rim is quite bare. The figure shows a hand, terminally rounded, projecting much beyond the
•'

daotylus.

It must here be observed that, if the four genera above-named are united, Talitruft takes

precedence of Orcliestia, and, in fact, if they are kept separate, Orcliestia is the only one of

the four in which Kossmann's species cannot stand. Provisionally it may be called Talifrw

fissispinosus, but the possibility remains that a single specimen 5 mm. iu length may be the

young of some previously known species.
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Professor Kossmann uses the tarm first jwreio^jod as an alternative iorfirst gnatlwpod ,
thus adding

one more to the many confusions in the nomenclature of our subject. It is surely of the

first importance in scientific language that as far as possible one word should he restricted

to one meaning. Since the inventor of the term first 2^ei'eiopod applied it to the limb

behind the second gnathopod, it is open to other naturalists to reject the term altogether as

inconvenient or erroneous, but not to apply it to the limb in front of the second gnathoj)od.

For other confusions in nomenclature see the Note on AVrzesniowski, 1881.

In the family GammaridEe, to the genus CEdicerus, Ivr0yer, Kossmann assigns the synonyms

Westwoodilla, Spence Bate
; Monoculodes, Stimpson ; Krfyera, Spence Bate. To show

the close connection of the four he gives the following table :
—

" Z welter Gnathopode:
" A. scheerenfcirmig ..... Kr0yera, Spence Bate.

" B. subcheliform, Carpus

a. bis gegen den Dactylus verliingert . . Nonoculodes, Spence Bate.

b. nicht bis gegen den Dactylus verliingert . . CEdicerus, KrOyer.

"C. weder subcheliform, noch scheerenfdrmig . . Westwoodilla, Spence Bate."

The other distinctions, he says, depend only on the proximity or separation of the eyes. For

CEdicerus he offers the following diagnosis :
—

"
Kopf in ein spitzes, abwiirts gobogenes Eostrum ausgezogen. Vorderantennen ohne Nebenast.

Mandibel mit dreigliedrigem Taster. Maxillarfiisse mit starker Endklaue. Letzter

Pereiopode ausserordentlieh verliingert, mit griffelforniigem Endgliede. Hintere Pleopoden
siimmtlich zweiiistig, die Aeste ganz oder fast vollig nackt. Telson einfach."

He describes CEdicerus xquimanus, n. s., Taf. xiii. Fig. 6-8, in which, he says, the eyes appear

to be separate; the pigment was no longer visible, but there were two lateral facetted corneae

to be seen.

Leucotlioe crassimana, n. s., Taf. xiii. Fig. 9-10, is probably, as suggested by Miers in his "Alert"

Report,1884, a synonym of Leucotlioe spinicmpa, Abildgaard. Kossmann's largest sjiecimen

was a female with eggs, 7 mm. in length. Under Mo'ra (properly Mecra), he describes Mcera

enjtlvrxa, n. s., Taf. xiv. Fig. 1-8, which he says is very like Dana's Gammarus brasiliensis.

That species, he thinks, Sp. Bate ought to have placed in the genus Mcera, not in

Gammarella. It may indeed be noted that the description of the antenna does not agree

with Sp. Bate's own definition of Gammarella. Meantime Kossmann's species does not

well agree with Mara, but suits very fairly with Elasmopus, Costa, as defined by Boeck,

both in respect of the mandibles, antennae, uropods and telson. It may well stand at

present as Elasmopms errjthrxus.

Mcera iiiassavensis, n. s., Taf. xiv. Fig. 9-11, is described as belonging "to that subdivision

of the genus Mara of which M. tenella, Dana, is typical. It would perhaps not be

impossible to characterise it as a new genus. Apart from the slenderer habit, its characters

are the presence of a double claw on the pereiopods (see Dana, Expl. Exp. Crust., Atl.,

pi. 65, fig. Id) and the peculiarity, that the second joint of the upper antennfe is much

longer and thinner than the preceding." It is perhaps by some oversight that Kossmann

describes " the hinder pleojsoda
"
as quite like those of the preceding species, although with

less numerous, finer spines. This is, with little doubt, a species of Mxra, and in that genus
the last uropods have long rami projecting beyond the first and second pairs.

In the family Podoceridas he mentions Anqdilthoii filusa ?, Savigny's species, and AmpMthoe

erythrxa, n. s., Taf. xiv. Fig. 12, 13, with the "general form quite as in Amphithoe

filicornis, Dana ;
stellate pigment distributed over the whole body." I do not think this

species can be sejjarated from "
Amphithoii Vailla7itii," Lucas, 1849.

Under Amphithdides, new genus, Kossmann remarks that " Claus says in his Lehrbuch,

(3rd Edition, p. 515) of the genus AmpMthoe: 'die vordern (Autennen) meist ohne
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Nebeliast,' while Dana says expressly
' Antennaj prinife uon appendiculatse,' and Spencc

Bate does not attribute an accessory flagellum to a single one of his 39 species of

Amphithoii." (Compare Note on Huxley, 1877.) Kossmann having found a form, in other

respects near to Ampliitlioe, but with an accessory flagellum, not without show of reason

institutes a new genus for it, which he regards as a link Ijetween Gammariis and Ampliitho'd.

The Podoceriis longicornis, Heller, and Podocerus largimawus, Heller, 1867, which Nebeski,

1880, transfers to Amphitlwe, although they have an accessory flagellum, should perhaps

rather be placed in Kossmann's genus Anipliithdides, unless that itself should yield to Gruhia,

Czerniavski, 1868.

The new genus is thus defined :
—" Schaft der obern Antenne kiirzer, als der der untern, tragt

eine Nebengeissel. Gnathopoden ungefiihr gleich gross ( ? f). Epimeren wie bei

AmphWwe. Aussenast der letzten Pleopoden niit nur oinem ausgebildeten Haken versehen.

Telson einfach, flach, ohne Bewaffnung. Breite Brutbhitter."

The type-species, Ampliithdides longicornis, n. s., is not figured. The upper antennae are as long

as the animal. The second joint of the peduncle is more slender and somewhat longer than

the first ;
the third much shorter. The principal flagellum consists of twenty-two (with the

terminal rudiment twenty-three) joints distally increasing in length ;
the accessory flagellum,

consisting of one long and one short joint, does not attain the length of the first joint of the

principal flagellum. The mouth-organs answer to Dana's figures for Amphithuii. Other

particulars are given, but it is a great disadvantage that the establishment of a new genus

should be unattended by illustrative figures. The specimens did not exceed a length of

4 mm. In the two-jointed accessory flagellum and the last uropods this species agrees with

Podocerus monodon, Heller, 1866, but the principal flagellum of the upper antennae is quite

distinct.

In the family Corophiidfe, he notes that Colomastix, Grube, is earlier than either Exunguia,

Norman, or Cratippus, Spence Bate. He describes Colomastix hamifer, n. s., Taf. xv.

Fig. 1-10, which seems to be separated by very fine distinctions from Colomastix p)usilla,

Grube, as Cratippjus tenuipes, Sp. Bate, by equally subtle difl'erences from Grube's species.

In Colomastix liamifev the second gnathopod, however, is described as having the second,

third and fourth joints very short
;

this probably indicates that the specimen was a male

form.

lu the tribe Hyperina, family Synopiadas, Kossmann describes Sijnopia oricntalis, n. s., Taf. xv.

Fig. 11-13. Only the first pera;opod, part of the second, and the maxillipeds, are figured.

In many respects the species is stated to agree with Dana's Sijnopia idtramarina. The

mouth-organs obviously remove this genus, as has been pointed out by Claus, from the

Hyperina.

1880. Markham, Albert Hastings.

The great frozen sea. A personal narrative of the voyage of the "Alert"

during the Arctic Expedition of 1875-6. Fourth Edition. London, 1880.

On the nth of May, 1876, within about 400 miles of the North Pole, in a depth of 71 fathoms,
" a bread bag, filled with the scrapings of our pannikins and a little pemmican, was lowered

to the bottom, and, having been kept there some hours, was hauled up, and to our great joy

was found to be almost alive with numerous small crustaceans and foraminifera
; specimens

of which were, of course, collected and preserved, being the most northern animal life yet

discovered." A footnote to the word " crustaceans
"
says, "Anonyx nugax, a fine adult male

example, and several smaller ones. The length of the largest specimen is 1 J inch. This

species is one of' the commonest and most abundantly distributed of the northern
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Amphpoda. It was discovered by Captain Phipps in 1773, and is found along the shores

of Arctic America, in the White Sea, on the coasts of Greenland, Iceland, Spitzbergen,

Norway, and in the Sea of Okhotsk" (p. 309). On the following day Captain Markham

with his party, by a walk of about a mile, reached latitude 83° 20' 26" N., 399i miles from

the North Pole.

1880. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1878 : being Volume fifteentli of tlie

Eecord of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxx. pp. 1-47.

1880. Mayer, Paul.

Arthrostraca, in Zoologisclier Jahresbericht fiir 1879. Herausgegeben von der

zoologiscber Station zu Neapel. Redigirt von Prof. J. Vict. Carus. Leipzig, 1880;

pp. 415-426.

1880. MiERS, E. J.

Crustacea collected by E. Whymper, Esq., chiefly in the North Greenland Seas.

Journ. Linn. Soc, Zoology. XV. (1880), pp. 59-73.

No new Amphipoda are reported.

1880. Nebeski, Otmar.

Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Amphipoden der Adria. Arb. zool. Inst. Wien,

Bd. in. 52 pp. Mit 4 Tafelu. Also separately, Wien, 1880.

The first section is on the unicellular glands in the first and second peroeopods of the

Corophiidae. Counting seven joints to the leg, the gland-cells are found as a rule in the

second, third, fourth and fifth joints. Each single element of the gland presents itself as

one cell, with a special cuticular duct, hence the epithet chosen. There are two kinds of

cells, the opaque and the clear, the former found only in the second joint, the latter both

in this and the three following.

In the unguis there is a little reservoir into which the ducts of the glandular apparatus open to

let out the house-builJing secretion at the point of the finger. The form of the glandular

complex varies, but for the same species, or even genus, is constant. Nebeski found the

secretory apparatus in all Corophiidse which he was able to examine
;

" these were species

of the genera Microdeutopus, Microprotoptis, Amphithoe, Podocerus, Cerapus and CoropMum.
The genus Cyrtophium, which hitherto has been included among the Corophiida^, but which

is devoid of the glands and so appears to be an exception, diflfers in many respects

essentially from the Corophiidse, and on the other hand stands so near to the Dulichiidaj

that it ought to be reckoned in this family, and so the exception is only apparent." In

Ofchestia the arrangement is different
;
in the Gammaridse, he says, the glands are, so far as

he knows, entirely wanting. He considers that the possession of the secretory apparatus in

the first and second perasopods may be regarded as the characteristic mark of the Corophiid*.
"
It has been long known," he says,

" that species of the genera Cempiis, Sipho7wcmtes and

Undola, Say {
= Microdeutopus, Costa) through cementing sand, mud, particles of wood,

etc., by means of a secretion hardening in water, form tubes into which they withdraw
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when disturbed." He refers to the method, mentioBed by Sp. Bate, adopted by species of

Amphithoe of wrapping themselves about with sea-weed. This he observed in the case of

Amphithoe xienidJlata, Costa, and also in Heller's two species of Podocerus, which he names

Amphithoe lonr/ieornis and Amphithoe largiviana. (See Note on Kossmann, 1880.) The

Corophiinje adopt a third mode of using their secretion, in lining the walls of the channels

which they burrow in the mud.

The second section treats of the unicellular glands in the genus Orehestia. Here the gland-cells

are distributed in different places over the whole body, but principally
" in the coxal-plates

and the analogously formed lamellar expansions which are found on the bases of the three

hinder perteopods of both sexes and on that of the second pair of gnathopods of the female."

Small groups are found in the other joints of the legs, and in small numbers the cells are

found in the antennaj, mandibles, maxillipeds, last uropods, and elsewhere ;
in the last pleon-

segment they form a large dorsal complex, reaching into the telson. The outlets are not as

in the Corophiidre by numerous tubes of various lengths, often uniting into a bundle before

reaching the common exit, but by short courses to independent pores opening in the

chitinous walls of various parts of the body. They are found in both sexes of Orehestia, of

terrestrial habit, but in Nlcea, more attached to the water, they are wanting, and may hence

have the function of preventing too rapid exhalation of moisture.

Comparing his own observations with those of others, Nebeski concludes "that in the

Phronimids: and CapreUidx three to five or more gland-cells are united in the forn'.ation

of a secretory element and from this proceeds a cuticular emission-duct, while in the

Crevettina this formation of a complex does not occur, inasmuch as the secretory element

coincides with the histological, that is with the cell, and so a special cuticular passage

belongs to each cell. The Htjperidx seem to possess both types of glands, so that in this

respect they occupy an intermediate position ;
at least Paul Mayer mentions that in these

Amphipoda
' in opposition to the Phronimidie the complex-formation only occurs in a

limited degree or is entirely wanting,' which would consequently betoken a nearer approach

to the Crevettina."

The section on the renal glands attached to the intestine of the Crevettina is of considerable interest.

Nebeski cannot confirm Spence Bate's view that in Gammarus and Mxra there is but one

gland-tube, at least he himself always found two in Gammarus marinus and Gammarus

locusta as well as in Alsera hrevicaudata, and with this the statements of Wrzes^niowski

on Gammarus pmlex agree, although in Goplana polonica the right gland suffers

degradation in course of development. In Melita Nebeski found the gland unpaired.

In all the Corophiidse, ho says, we have two small tubular or vesicular structures

which rise obliquely li'om the intestine. Among the Gammaridas they are small

in Mxra, but in most they stretch in adult specimens through more than three

segments. For these the peculiarity is characteristic, that at their origin they bend

forwards, and, lying close to the intestine, run forwards more or less far. In Cyrtophium

they pass backwards through the long fourth, to the beginning of the fifth, pleon-

segment. In Nicea to begin with they turn backwards, but again bend forwards and end

just over the place of origin. In Orehestia they difi"er both in size and position. While in

all other forms, where the rectum quite uniformly occupies the tliree last pleon-segnicnts,

the tubes are placed on the intestine at the boundary between the third and fourth pleon-

segments, in Orehestia they arise in the seventh perajon-segment at the sides of the

intestinal canal, and with gradual elevation run backwards
;
between the third and fourth

pleon-segments they lie dorsally on the intestine and here form the same flexure which

Nieea exhibits. The difference between Nicea and Orehestia is shown to depend on the

modification which the rectum has undergone in Orehestia. That the glands belong to the

mid-gut is a point on which Nebeski is in agreement with Mayer, 1882, and Baldwin
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Spencer, 1885. In regard to the concretions found in the gland-tubes of Orehesfia he is

also corroborated by Spencer, Tyho found such in Talitrus locusta, though apparently of a

somewhat different chemical composition.

A section is devoted to the rectum of Orchestia, and another to a comparison of its branchiae

with those of other Crevettina. A further section discusses the production of ova in the

testes of Orchestia. The curious fact is affirmed that the males of Orchestia produce, not,

as the Cymothoidse, at one time spermatozoa and at another time ova, but both sexual

products in parallel development at one and the same time, although the eggs are never

laid, and there is no brood-pouch for hatching them if they were.

In the section headed "
Beobachtungen iiber die Crevettinenia,a.na. des Triester Hafens," under

Orchestia cariviana, Heller, Nebeski remarks that this, which was originally regarded by
Heller as a fresh-water form, must really be considered, like Talitrus, a land-Amphipod, since

it soon dies whether placed in fresh or salt water.

In the Gammaridffi, subfamily Stegocephalinaj, Nebeski gives Protjolium tergestinum, n. s.

(fig. 39),
" Artcharaktere : 3. Glied der ISIaxillarfiisse bedeutend verlangert. 6. Glied des

ersten Fusspaares langHch viereckig, vorne abgestutzt, 4. und 5. Glied vorue in nach unten

Torspringende Lappen ausgezogen." It is said to be very near Proholiuni monoculoides, nor

am I inclined to separate it from that species (Stcnothoe monoculoides, Montagu), even as a

variety. The figures given by Nebeski seem to me to agi-ee with those given by Boeck

with even more than the usual exactness to be found between authors figuring quite

independently of one another.

In the subfamily Gammarinse, under Dexamine, Loach, he notices the large comparative size of

the first three pleon-segments as well in this genus as in Atylus, Pherusa and Calliope,

giving room for powerful muscles to work the relatively large pleopoda of these capital

swimmers. He gives Dexamine dolichonyx, n. s. (fig. 40),
" Artcharaktere : 1. Glied der

oberen Antennen kurz und gedrungen, ohne Zahnfortsatz ; das breite Handglied des

zweiten Gnathopodenpaares beim Mannchen am Oberrande tief ausgebuchtet : Klauen

der Thoracalbeine sehr lang ;
das 2., 3. und 4. Segment des Abdomens am dorsalen

Hiuterrande in einem spitzen Zahn ausgezogen." The deep narrow cavity in the back of

the hand of the second gnathopod was only found in the two male specimens, not in the

females. A specimen of this curious species, from the Clyde, sent me by Mr. David

Robertson, of Glasgow, shows in the perieopods a short hand and wrist preceded by a very

long joint, which is characteristic of Boeck's genus Tritxta. The species should, I think,

be named Tritxtcc dolichonyx. The branehire have lateral dilatations.

Nebeski gives "Pherusa Mspinosa [
= Atylus hispinosus Sp. B.)," with the remark that "this

species, as long as the artificial separation of the genera Pherusa and Atylus is maintained,

must be referred to Pherusa, as it possesses a completely lanceolate telson, which is

precisely the character that differentiates Pherusa from Atylus." He seems unaware that

Boeck has already named it Halirages hispinosus.
" Gammarus Edward.si," Sp. Bate, is considered by Nebeski as undoubtedly not more than a

variety of Gammarus locusta.

In the Corophiida», subfamily Podocerinoe, he discusses the connection of the telson and the last

uropods with the mode of life. He thinks that Aora and Stimpsonia will probably have

to be transferred to the Podocerinee, in which Heller has already placed Microdeutopius.

(It is, indeed, quite certain that those three genera cannot stand in different subfamilies.)

Very near to Amphithoe pe^iiciUuta, Costa, which is among the commonest Amphipods of

Trieste Harbour, he places Amphithoe lonyicornis and Amphithoe largimana, placed by

Heller in the genus Podocerus because of the uniarticulate secondary fiagellum, although

in other respects, Nebeski says, they clearly belong to Amphithoe. The four so-called

species of Podocerus, named variegatus, x>elagicus, pulchellus and falcatus, he unites into one
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species, tlie females, and especially the younger specimens, agreeing with Podocerus j)elafjicus,

Sp. Bate, the adult females having often the varlegatus form
;

the males being either of

the pulchellus or falcatiis form. Boeck and Hoek, he thinks, were wrong in regarding

these two latter as stages of growth, for they attain an equal size, and series of the two

forms do not seem adapted for passing one into the other. Podocerus ocius, Sp. Bate, he

regards as quite distinct.

To Ccrapus abditus, Templeton, he assigns Dercothoe pmiciata, M.-Edw., as the female, but

without giving reasons.

In Cyrtophium he points out that the 1-2-articulate accessory flagellum has been overlooked.

He considers that the genus should bo transferred from the Corophiidffi to the Dulichiidre.

The species CyrtopMum darwinii, Spence Bate, to which Nebeski is referring, ought no

doubt to be placed in Dana's genus Platoplmim, which Dana himself distinguished from

CyvtopMum by the presence of an accessory flagellum.

Pages 47-48 contain the list of " Literatur." Fig. 41 refers to Microdeutopus gryllotalpa,

Costa
; Fig. 42 gives the telson of Podocenis falcatus, Amphithoe longicornis, Ampthitlioe

largimana, Amphitlioii penicillata, Microdeutopus, Ampltitlioe hicuspis, Microprotopms. Fig.

42 refers to Podocerus falcatus ; Fig. 43 to Podocerus ocius. The earlier figures illustrate

the anatomical details given in this important paper.

1880. Nicholson, Henry Alleyne.

A Manual of Zoology for the use of students with a general introduction on

the principles of zoology. Sixth Edition, revised and enlarged. Edinburgh and

London, mdccclxxx.

In the Arthropoda, Class I. Crustacea, has in this work, p. 302, Subclass IV. [III., see p. 283],

Malacostraca {Tlioracipoda, "Woodward), in which Division A. Edriophthalmata, is spUt up
into three orders, Ltemodipoda, Amphipoda, Isopoda. In the definition of the Lsemodipoda,

they have " The first two seginents of the tliwax amalgamated with the head and. carrying

legs," which is no doubt a theoretically accurate description, if the maxillipeds are regarded

as legs, but in the account which follows the statement is retained from earlier editions that

" the first thoracic segment is amalgamated with the head, and the limbs of this segment

appear to be inserted beneath the head, or, as it were, beneath the throat
;
hence the name

given to the order." Here the first thoracic segment is the second thoracic segment of the

definition. The mandibles are stated to be without palps, which is not the case in all, or

even most, genera of this order. A figure is given of "
Caprella phasma," which belongs

to a genus possessing mandibular-palps. The species is known as Protella phasma,

Montagu, and has rudimentary peraeopods, which are not indicated in the figure.

The second order, Amphipoda, is exemplified by Talitrus locusta, which is figured, and

Gammarus pidex. It is remarked that "
all the Amphipoda are small," a rather indefinite

statement, scarcely indicating the actual range from about a tenth of an inch to something

over four inches.

The statement that " the earliest known Isopod is the Prosoponiscus of the Permian rocks
"

is a mistake obviously due to the misleading name Prosoponiscus, which is as uusuitcd as

its predecessor Pdlxocrangon for a genus of fossil Amphipods.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LSVII.— 1887.) XxX 66
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18802 Paeona.

Atti della Societa Italiana di Scienze natural! (Modena). XXIII. pp. 42-50.

"
NipJiai-gus pnfeanus (Koch). Variety from a cavern in Monte Fenere Val Sesia, Piedmont

;

with historical account of that species generally." (Dr. von Martens, Zool. Eecord for

1880.)

1880. Smith, Sidney I,

On the Amphipodus genera, Cerapus, Unciola, and Lej)idactylis, described by
Thomas Say. The Transactions of the Connecticut Academy, Vol. IV., July, 1880.

pp. 268-284. PI. Ilcf.

Professor Smith gives a full description of Cerajms tuhuJaris, Say, which he partially figures.

It is, he thinks,
" not congeneric with any descrihed species, and the genus cannot properly

he placed in any of the numerous subfamilies defined by Boeck, though it is probably most

nearly allied to his Podocerinse." He proposes for it a new subfamily, Cerapinse, thus

described :
—

" The single known genus differs from the Podooerinre and allied groups in the following

characters. There are only three pairs of branchial lamell;e, which are borne on the third,

fourth and fifth segments of the perreon, and only three pairs of ovigerous lamella, which

are borne on the second, third and fourth segments. The second and third pleopods are

much smaller than the first, and their inner lamella are rudimentary or very small. The

second and third uroijods are uniramus and nearly alike, the distal segment in each being
short and terminating in a hooked point.

" The only known species inhabits unattached, portable tubes, and, as in many allied genera,

has large cement glands in the bases of the first and second perteopods."

Professor Smith at this date regards Cerapus tubularis as the only species, without, however,

taking Cerapus aiditus, Templeton, into account. For other species that had been

referred to Cerapus, he adopts Eridlionius, M.-Edw.

Unciola irrorata, Say, is stated to have precedence over GJauconome leucopis, Kroyer. Lepi-

dadylis, Say, is preferred to the other names which compete for the designation of Slabber's

Oniscus arenarius.

1880. Stossich, Michele.

Prospetto della Fauna del mare Adriatico. Parte 3. BoUetino della Societa

adriatica di scienze naturali in Trieste. Vol. 6. 1880.

This paper, included in P. Mayer's list, 1882, I have not been able to obtain.

1880. Stuxberg, Anton.

Evertebratfauuan i Sibiriens Ishaf. Forelopande Studier grundade pS, de

zoologiska undersokningarna under Prof. A. E. Nordenskiolds Ishafs-expedition
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1878-79. Mecldeladt dcu 12 November 1879. Bihang till K. Svenska Vet. Akad.

Haudlingar. Band 5. N:o 22. Stockholm, 1880. pp. 1-76.

At pages 62-66 Stuxberg enumerates one hundred and fifteen Arctic Amphipoda, which are met

with in various localities in the numbers and proportions exhibited by the following

table :
—

"1) GriJnland ....
2) Spetsbergen ....
.3) Skandinaviens N. och V. kust .

4) Sibiriens Ishaf....
5) Murmanska och Hvita hafvet, Jugor schar

6) Matotschkin schar

7) Arktiska Amerika

8) Britannien

9) Island .

10) Danmark

/ deraf a)

•'
/') Ofriga danska sund

'

',•)
Danmarks vestkust

11) Ostersjon

Skagerrak och Kattegat
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latior; supra finem pedunculi pedum ultimi paris spuriorum porrecta, sursum paullo curvata,

non fissa, margine postico 3 sinibus baud profundis, quorum medius latus, laterales arcti,

setis singulis pra^diti. Infegtimenta cephalooormi et caudas nitida, punctis impressis

rotundis coufertissime collatis.—CorporU longitudo 51""°, laiitudo maxima 17,5""", aliitiido

maxima 11°"". Longitudo antennarum mperiorum a) pedunculi 5°"°, h) flagelli primarii

10""™, c) fiageUi accessorii SjS"". Longitudo antennarum inferiorum a) pedunculi 7,5"™,

h) flagelli accessorii 17™™.

"Hahitat in Mari Sibirite Glaciali inter promontorium Vankaiema et Fretum Beringianum fundo

arenoso, orgyarum 4-6 profunditate."

No doubt tbe word " accessorii
"

is applied to tbe flagellum of the lower antennae in the above

account by an accidental mistake in writing.

1880. Thomson, George M.

New Species of Crustacea from New Zealand. The Auuals and Magazine of

Natural History. No. 31. July 1880. Vol. VI. Fifth Series. London, 1880.

pp. 1-6.

The observations refer to the Crustacean fauna of Dunedin Harbour, the maximum depth of

the bay being probably about 6 fathoms. Under "Amphipoda Normalia. Fam. Gam-

maridse. Subfam. Stegocephalides." there is instituted the new genus Panoplcea, thus

defined :
—

" Coxae of the four anterior segments well developed, those of the second pair of pereiopoda

excavated on the upper part of the posterior margin. Antennaj subequal, without a

secondary appendage. Mandibles -with an appendage. Maxillipeds with a squamiform

process on the ischium. Gnathopoda feeble, almost chelate. Three posterior pairs of

pleopoda double-branched. Telson simple, squamiform." Mr. Thomson says,
" I have

formed this genus to include two species which appear to me to be the southern representatives

of the arctic genus Pleustes. It differs from Pleustes only in the weU-developed squamiform

plate on the ischium of the maxillipeds, and in the gnathopoda being slender and more

or less chelate. In the general appearance of the species, however, there is a very perceptible

difference." The new species, figured PI. I. figs. 2, 3, are named PanojUoea spinosa and
> PanopUta dehilis. Of these, through the kindness of Mr. Thomson, I have been able to

examine specimens, and it appears to me that Panoploea spinosa is certainly an Ipliimedia,

while Panoplosa dehilis has numerous points of resemblance to Amphithopsis longimana,

Boeck, but as the species has three dorsal spines, it may be more correct to place it in the

closely allied genus Halirages, Boeck. It cannot be generically united with Panoploea

{Iphimedia) spinosa. In " Subfam. Phoxides. Genus Amphilochus, C. Spence Bate," is

described "
Amjjliiloclms squamosals, n. sp. (PI. I. fig. 4.)." In "Subfam. Gammarides.

Genus Eusirus, Kroyer.,"is described "Eusirus euspidatiis, Kroyer, var. antardieus, n. var."

Of "Melita tenuicornis, Dana {Mcera tenuicm-nis, Sp. Bate, Paramosra tenuieomis, Miers),"

it is said, "the females are remarkable for possessing a hook-like process on the coxal

lamellae of the fourth pair of pereiopoda, almost exactly similar to that figured and described

by Fr. Miiller (Facts for Darwin, p. 27) as occurring in At. insafiahilis." In "Genus

Megamoera, Spence Bate,"
"
Megamoera fasciculata, n. sp. (PI. I. fig. 5), is described.

In "Fam. Corophiidae. Genus Corophium, Latr." a description is given of Gorophium

contractum, Stimpson.
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1880. UliANIN, B.

Untersucliungen liber Blastoderm- unci Keimblatterbildung bei Orchestia

Montagui und Mediterranea. Zoologischer Anzeiger. III. pp. 163-165. 1880.

(Verhandl. d. zoolog. sect. d. VI. Versamml. russisch. Naturf. u. Aerzte.)

The results of the investigation are here given in summary. There is a notice of this paper by

P. Mayer in Zoolog. Jahresher. (1880), II. Abt., pp. 53, 54. 1880. An account of the

investigation was published in extenso in 1881. See Note on Ulianin under that date.

1880? Weber, Max.

Uber den Bau und die Thatigkeit der sogenanuten Leber der Crustaceen.

Archiv fur mikroskopische Anatomie. XVII. Bonn, 18801 pp. 385-457.

Pis. XXXVI-XXXVIII.
" M. Weber has examined histologically and cliemically, and described the so-called liver of

terrestrial, fre.sliwater, subterraneous, littoral, and truly marine species of different orders,

viz.:—several Oiiiscidx, including the blind Tijphloniscus steini, Asellus aquaficus, and the

subterraneous A. cavatieus, Gammarus pulex, fluviatilis, puteanus, marinus, and locusta,

Talitrus and Orchestia, and Asiacxis fluviatilis. He comes to the conclusion that in the

Decapoda, Amphipoda, and Isopoda, this gland is tubular and contains at least two sorts of

cells, one of which secretes a fluid acting as a ferment (enzyme) on albuminous substances,

and the other a pigment allied with a fatty substance and cholestearin, serving for the

emulsion for fat. He calls the first ferment-cells, the second liver-ceUs, and the whole

organ
'

hepato-pancreas,' as it combines the function of the liver and that of the true

digestive glands of the Vertebrates. During the embryonal stage the liver is developed

and active in the Crustacea, as in the Feriebrafa, which proves that its function is not

only digestion, but also excretion. In some Amphipods and Decapods, there is a third sort

of cells, probably reserve-ceUs, which are destined to supply, if necessary, the others." (Dr.

von Martens, Zool. Eecord for 1880. He says there is an abstract also in the Journal of

the Eoyal Microscopical Society, iii. p. 424.)

1881. Buckley, Arabella B.

Life and ber Children. Fifth Thousand. London. 1881.

In a popular account of the Crustacea, pp. 153-177, the expression "insects of the sea" for

these animals is approved and adopted. The figure, 57. C, to which the name Caprella is

assigned, really represents Proto ventricosa, 0. F. Mliller.

1881. Delage, Yves.

Contribution ^ I'etude de I'appareil circulatoire des Crustaces edriophthalmes

marins. Paris, 1881. pp. 173. 12 Plates. From Arch, de Zool. Exp. et Gen.

Vol. IX. 1881.

This admirably lucid essay discusses the subject successively in regard to the Isopoda, Amphi-

poda, Lsemodipoda, and Tanaidae. An account is given of the ingenious methods of
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investigation employed, a historical review is drawn up of the results obtained or errors

committed by previous writers on this branch of research, and after a careful record of Dr.

Delage's own observations, a graphic representation is submitted of the affinities between

different groups of Crustacea to which those observations seem to point :
—

Podophthal-mes Isopodes Amphipodes Laemodipodes

Cumaces Anthunidds

Apseudes

anaid^s

Dr. Delage confirms the view of Fritz Miiller that the number of lateral slits in the Amphipodan
heart consists, with rare exceptions, of three pairs [without, however, noticing that la

Valette had already in 1857 plainly stated this fact in regard to Gammarus pufea7ms, and that

Spence Bate, Sessile-eyed Crustacea, vol. i. p. xxxii., 1868, describes the course of the blood

in the Amphipoda returning to the heart, "which it enters by three lateral pulsating oblique

apertures"];, he gives G. 0. Sars the credit of having first clearly indicated the existence

of a posterior aorta with definite walls
;
he finds that Wrzesniowski has recognised the

existence of the hinder cardio-aortic valve
;
has described exactly the lower aorta with its

termination in the hinder part of the ventral sinus by three openings, two lateral and one

terminal
;
has described the course and branches of the upper aorta, but without seeing the

valve that separates it from the heart, or the pericerebral vascular ring ;
has been the first

to recognise that the blood which circulates in the appendages is contained in true vessels,

and, lastly, has had a glimpse of the pericardium, since he speaks of a venous cavity above

the heart. [In the Zoologischer Anzeiger for 1879 Wrzesniowski very minutely describes

the valve apparatus at both extremities of the heart.] Delage believes himself to have

proved by injections that, in the principal joints of the legs, instead of occupying half the

total breadth, leaving the other half to the venous current, the arterial vessels wind,

perfectly rounded and defined, between the muscles, only communicating here and there

with the corresponding venous vessels, which are also on their part perfectly individualised.

He therefore rejects the view that the cavity of each limb is simply subdivided into two

compartments by a single longitudinal membrane. His further discoveries concern the

existence of the anterior cardio-pericardiac valve [abeady known to Wrzesniowski], a peri-

cardium with perfectly definite and continuous walls, a peri-oesophageal vascular collar

formed by two branches of the anterior aorta, and a vascular ring formed by the aorta

round the brain, a ring characteristic alike of the Amphipoda and the Ltemodipoda. His

observations were made principally on Talitrus locusta, Latr., Gmnmai-us locusta, Fabr.,

in both of which the lateral orifices of the heart are found in the second, third and fourth

segments of the perfeon ; on Montagua monocuJoides, Sp. Bate, in which he could not

discover an orifice in the second segment; and on CoroxjMiim lontjicorne, Latr., in which

there is but one pair of lateral orifices, situated in the fourth segment. The Corophinae

are separated from the (other) Amphipoda, not only by this distinction, but also by the

absence of two vessels proceeding from the upper extremity of the heiirt and designated
" facial arteries," as well as by the absence of a vascular ring round the so-called

" renal

organ," and by the circumstances that the lower aorta is not terminally divided, and that

the pericardium, instead of occupying the whole length of the body, is limited to the perseon.
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In the Caprellina, observations based on CapreUa acanthifira, Leach, Caprella aeuiifrons, Latr.,
"
Protellaithasma (Sp. Bate),"

" Protn jieilafa (Flemm.) et P. rjoodsirii (Sp. Bate)," show an

absence of the peri-oesophageal collar, though the blood-current pertaining to it exists in

the usual place. The three pairs of lateral orifices in the heart are present, but the two

first pairs are narrow and wanting in activity, especially in Caprella acutifrons, thus

indicating an affinity between the Caprellina and the Corophinae, in which the two first

pairs of orifices have completely disappeared. They agree with the Corophinae also in the

circumstance that the hind limbs receive their blood from the aorta and return it to the

ventral smus, and do not, as in Talitrus, receive it from the ventral sinus and return it to

the pericardium.

Of the Tanaida; Dr. Delage examined more particularly Paraianais savignyi {Tanais savignyi,

Eroyer), in which the heart has two pairs of lateral orifices, situated in the third and fourth

segments, Tanais vittatus, Lillj., with a single pair in the fourth segment, and Apseudes

latreillii, Sp. Bate. He thence tabulates the affinities of the Tanaidse with the Isopods,

Amphipods and Decapods respectively. He connects them with the Amphipods by the

form and position of the heart ; by the absence of arteries springing from the heart with

the exception of the aortas ; by the small number of arterial ramifications ; by the fact that

the ventral sinus is arterial and not venous
; by the pericardiac vessels

; by the loose

peri-cesophageal vascular collar not giving origin to a ventral median vessel, and, above

all, liy the peri-cerebral vascular ring characteristic of the Amphipoda.
For the Hyperina, which he had no opportunity of examining, he refers to Pagenstecher's

account of Phronima sedenfaria, 1861 (on p. 90 misprinted 1761), and various treatises

by Glaus, who has shown that in the Hyperina the heart has three pairs of lateral orifices

besides two aortas with valves, the lower aorta communicating with the heart by a double

opening, showing perhaps an indication. Dr. Dolage suggests, of a tendency to the bifid

arrangement actually found in the Isopods and in the two abdominal aortas of the Tanaidse.

For the whole subject, compare JS'ote on Wrzesniowski, 1879
;
for the Tanaidie, Note on Blanc,

1884.

1881. Gordon, G.

Phronima sedentaria and its Beroe. The Scottish Naturalist. A Magazine of

Natural History. Edited by F. Buchanan White. Volume VI. Edinburgh
and London, 1881-1882. pp. 56-59.

Mr. "William Eobertson, residing in Shetland, having procured specimens of Phronima

sedentaria from TTrrafirth, and kept them alive for some time in confinement, informed

Dr. Gordon " that the tail of the crustacean was the sole moving power that carried both itself

and dwelling round the sides of the vessel
;
that the Phronima often left and returned to

its Beroe; that hundreds of them were cast ashore about the same time, January 1880, at

Konas Voe." Of the young, two or three days after their birth, he says,
" these young

crustaceans kept to the surface of the water, but if it was stirred, they then sank to the

bottom, lay on their backs, and kept constantly working with their tails. The adults lay

the same way when they were out of the Beroes." The way in which the Beroe is spoken
of in parts of this paper might easily produce the impression that it was a still living

animal, in which the Plironimu was ensconced.
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1881. Hartwig, G.

The Sea and its living wonders, a popular account of the marvels of the deep

and of the progress of maritime discovery from the earliest ages to the present time.

New Edition. London, 1881.

Among the "
Edriophthalmia

"
he mentions, page 247,

" the saltatorial sandhoppers (Talitrus),"
" the ill-famed Chelurse,"

" the parasitical Cyami which gnaw deep holes into the skLa of

the whale." Figures are given of Chelura terebrans and a "
sandhopper," presumably

Talitrux locusta. The frequency of the sandhoppers on the shores of the Arctic seas is

illustrated by HolbtiU's account of his experiment with bait in an open basket let down to

a dejjth of seventy-five fathoms. It is scarcely necessary to remark that the Amphipods
taken in that instance were not the sandhoppers of the shore.

1881. Leslie, George, and Herdman, William A.

The invertebrate Fauna of the Firth of Forth. Part IL comprising the

Protozoa, Polyzoa, Crustacea, and Tunicata. From the Proceedings of the Eoyal

Physical Society of Edinburgh, vol. vi., 1881. Edinburgh, 1881.

The Crustacea extend from page 42 to page 52. " In the arrangement and nomenclature of the

Amphipoda and Isopoda," the authors say,
" we have followed Bate and Westwood's ' British

Sessile-eyed Crustacea,' a work from which we have derived the greatest assistance." They
enumerate only sixteen species of Amphipoda, without any descriptions. The "

Gaprella

linearis (Linn.)," may probably be the same as the "
C. lobata (Miill.)," which they identify

with " the C. Ixvis of Goodsir." This will reduce the number of species to fifteen, of which

five are Caprellidae. It wiU be tolerably safe to say that such a list gives no idea what-

ever of the Amphipod-fauna of the Firth of Forth. Six out of the ten species of normal

Amphipoda are given on the authority of Metzger.

1881. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1879 ; being Volume sixteenth of the

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxxi. pp. 1-45.

It is here noted that Glycera, Haswell's name for a new genus in the Lysianassinse, is preoccupied

in Annelides.

1881. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1880
; being Volume seventeenth of the

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxxl pp. 1-61.

It is noted that the name Chloris, used by Haswell for a new genus among the GammaridK, is

twice preoccupied in Aves, and once in Botany.

1881. Mayer, Paul.

Arthrostraca, in Zoologischer Jahresbericht fiir 1880. IL AbtheUung. Leipzig,

1881. pp. 51-63.
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1881. Meinekt, Fr.

Crustacea Isopoda, Amphipoda et Decapoda Danise : Fortegnelse over Danmarks

Isopode, Amphipode og Decapode Krebsdyr. Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift. III.

Eaekkes 12 Bind. 3. Heft. pp. 456-512.

Lists are given of species and the localities at which they were taken, and an account from

Professor Schi0dte of the tubes of HapJooi^s hihicola, Lillj., which has small jiurple-red

eyes. No new species of Amphipoda are described in this paper.

1881. MiERS, E. J.

Account of the Zoological Collections made during the Survey of H.M.S.
" Alert

"
in the Straits of Magellan and on the Coast of Patagonia. Proc. Zool.

Soc. Lond., January 1881.

There is here only an incidental allusion to the Amphipoda.

1881. MiEES, E. J.

On a small collection of Crustacea and Pycnogonida from Frauz-Josef-Land

collected by B. Leigh-Smith, Esq., lat. 79° 55' N., long, about 51° E., in the

"
Eira." The Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Ser. 5. Vol VH. pp.

45-49. PL Vn. London, 1881.

On Acantlionotozoma inflatum (Kroyer), Mr. Miers remarks,
" A single female was obtained.

This specimen agrees very well with Goes's figure of the species ;
but the anterior margin of

,

the coxa of the 4th thoracic limb is regularly rounded, whereas in Goes's figure it is repre-

sented as somewhat angulated. The dorsal carina, which is described by Boeck as very

high (altissima), on the first 3 post-abdominal segments, in Goes's figure and in our

specimen is distinct, but not much elevated."

Acantlwstepheia puldira, n. s., is figured and described, with a comparison between it and

Acantlwsteplieia malmgreni, Goes. Amathillopsis affinis, n. s., is figured and in like

manner compared with its near ally AmatlnUopsis spinigera, HeUer.

1881. MiERS, E. J.

Crustacea, in Markham's Polar Eeconnaissance, 1881.

No new Amphipoda reported. Compare Note on Markham, 1880.

1881. MiEES, E. J.

On a collection of Crustacea made by Baron Hermann-Maltzan at Gorce Island,

Senegambia. Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Septeml)er, October,

November, 1881.

The only Amphipod included in this account is Arnpelisca tenuicornis, Liljeborg, of which a

detailed description is given.

(zool. chall. EXP.—PART Lxvii.— 1887.) Xxx 67
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188L MosELEY, Henry Nottidge.

Report on certain Hydroid, Alcyonarian and Madreporarian Corals procured

during the Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger, in the years 1873-1876. Zool. Chall.

Exp., Part vii. London, Edinburgh, Dublin, 1881.

At page 204, Mr. Moseley says that "in nearly all the mesenterial cavities [of 8teplia'no2yliyUia

formosissima] were found one or two small Crustacea (a Gammarid 1),
which, must apparently

live as commensals within the cavities of the living coral." Three specimens of the coral

were obtained at "Station 192, off the Ki Islands. Lat. 5° 42' S., long. 132° 25' E.

129 fathoms;" and several specimens at "Station 209, off Zebu, Philippine Islands.

Lat. 18° 10' K, long. 123° 55' E. 95 fathoms."

As I have not found any Gammarids in the Challenger coUection from the stations here

mentioned, there is little doubt that the Crustacea referred to belonged to the Hyperina.

1881. Packard, A. S., jr.

The Fauna of the Nickajack Cave. By E. D. Cope and A. S. Packard, jr.
The

American Naturalist, November, 1881. Volume XV. Philadelphia, 1881.

pp. 877-882.

" Many miles of galleries have been exp)lored, and no end has yet been reached
"
of this cave on

the southern boundary of Tennessee. The Isopod, Gecidutxa niclMJackensis, Packard, n. s.,

is not uncommon in the waters of the cave.
" The second crustacean discovered swimming

about in the subterranean stream, was a species of Amphipod belonging to the genus

Crangonyx, and which may be called Crangonyx antennatum Packard." The description

of pi. vii. fig. 2, gives Crangonyx antennatus. " It is a large and purplish species ;
the

first antennas very long ;
the flagellum with 20-24 joints ;

the entire antenna being over

one-half, and nearly two-thirds as long as the body ;
the last joint of the peduncle being

slightly more than half as long as the penultimate joint." A comparison of it is made with

Crangonyx gracilis, Smith. " It is very different from C. vitreus Cope, of Mammoth Cave,

and from C packardii Smith, differing in its distinct eyes, and larger, more numerously

jointed antennte."

1881. Smith, Sidney I.

Preliminary notice of the Crustacea dredged, in 64 to 325 fathoms, off the

south coast of New England, by the United States Fish Commission in 1880.

Proceedings of the National Museum ; Washington. Vol. III. for 1880, January,

1881. pp. 413-452.

Among the Amphipoda, pages 447-452, is described " Neohelaphasma, sp. nov.—Neoliela, nom.

nov., vice Hela Boeck, prseoc."
" This species is apparently very closely alhed to N.

monsfrosa Boeck, but has well-developed eyes, and the propodus in the second pair of

gnathopods is different in form, besides other shght differences." Altogether seven species

of Amphipoda are here recorded.
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1881. Smith, S. I.

Recent Dredging hy the United-States Fish Commission off the South Coast

of New England, tt'ith some Notice of the Crustacea ohtained. The Aunals

and Magazine of Natural History. No. 38. February, 1881. Loudon, 1881.

pp. 143-146.

"Few species of Amphipoda were found; but the Arctic species, Steffocephalus ampulla^

Haploops setosa, and Epimeria loricata, G. 0. Sars, occurred, the last in abundance."

1881. Ulianest, B.

Zur Eutwicklungsgeschiclite der Amphipoden. Zeitschr. f. wissensch. ZooL,

XXXV. pp. 440-460, Taf. XXIV. 1881.

Abstract in Journ. Roy. Microscop. Soc. [2], I. pp. 599, 600. August 1881.

After explaining his methods of investigation, Ulianin refers to eight authors, who have

previously treated the same subject. Of H. Eathke's Reisebemerliungen aus Taurien, 1837,

he says, "Enthalt Beobachtungen iiber Entwicklung der Amphithoii picta, Gammarus

gracilis, Amathia carinata und Hyale pontica.
—Die Beobachtungen von Rathke haben

Bedeutung nur in historischer Hinsicht." Of Meissner's paper in 1885, he says, "Enthalt

die ersten sehr diirftigen und grosstentheils unrichtigen Angaben iiber das kugelformige

Organ," and at p. 451,
" Nach den von Meissner verijffentlichten Abbildungen zu urtheilen,

untersuchte er ein zerstortes Organ, das an Lappeii dor zerrissenen Cuticularhaut hing. Die

Einstiilpung der Cuticula in das kugelformige Organ wurde von ihm als eine Offnung in der

Cutioula, niimlich als eine Micropyloflfnung erkliirt. Da er die Membran, in der er eine

Mikropyloffnung zu finden glaubte, irrthiimlich fiir die Dotterhaut hielt, so zog er den

Schluss, das die Befruchtung des Eies der Amphipoden noch im Eierstocke vor der Bildung

des Chorions gesohehe." In MiUler's Fiir Darwin, 1864-, he says, "Das Vorhandensein der

Larvenhaut bei Amphipoden-Embryonen wird zum ersten Male gezeigt." He finds the

statements of do la Valette on the first developmental stages in Gammarus x>ulex very like

what he has himself observed in the eggs of species of OirJifxtia, but 1. the latter undergo

"wenn auch einer sehr oberflachlichen ixnd kurzen doch einer echten Furchung;" 2. "bei

den Orchestien . . . treten aus dem Inueren des Eies nur vier grosse amiiboidc Zellen, die

nur nach mehrfachor Theilung und Wanderung auf der Obertliiche des Eies in ruhende

BlastodermzeUen ubergehen ;
wiihrend der Wanderung der amdboiden Zellen auf der

Oberfliiche des Eies wird ausserdem der Nahrungsdotter wieder einer Art oberfliichhcher

Segmentation unterworfen
;

"
3.

" bei don Orchestien ist es moglich gleich nach der ersten

Theilung der vier grossen aus dem Inneren des Eies aiisgetretenen amoboiden Zellen den Pol

zu unterscheiden, an welchem das Blastoderm angelegt wird und der spiiter der Bauchflache

des Embryo entsprecben wird."

In Bessels's paper in 1869 and Dohrn's in 1870, Ulianin says, "das kugelfiirmige Organ wird

mit dem Euckenstachel der Zoiia homologisirt," but, he thinks, without good reason. Sars'

opinion that the organ in question was of service for the nourishment of the embryo, he

considers quite untenable. He himself agi-ees with those who regard it as an inherited

organ, having no special physiological function, but of high morphological importance.

It is, he says, "als eine lokale Einstiilpung des Ektodemis angelegt; die Zellen dieser

Einstiilpung scheiden eine Cuticula aus, die mit der zur selben Zeit von der Oberfiache
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des Embryo ausgeschiedenen Cuticularhaut im Zusammenhange steht." It has, he continues,

the most striking resemblance to " der sogenannten Schalengrube der Mollusken."

Having previously observed that,
"
vorausgesetzt das bei den Orchestien, ahnlich dem, was hei

anderen Crustaceen beobachtet wurde, die das Zerfallen des Letters in Dotterschollen

hervorrufenden Zellen zum Aufbaue des Mittel-darmes verbraucht werden, nimmt das

Entoderm seinen Ursprung von dem Zellen des kugelformigen Organes," Ulianin thus

concludes :
—"ahnlich wie bei anderen Crustaceen entsteht bei don Orchestien das Mesoderm

durch Zersplitterung des Blastoderms, walirend das Entoderm aus vom Ektoderm

abstammenden und iu den Dotter einwandernden Zellen zusammengesetzt wird. Die

Thatsache, dass die in den Dotter einwandernden Zellen voti den Zellen des kugelformigen

Organes abstammen, kanu uns auch nicht sehr befremden : das kugelformige Organ ist, wie

oben gezeigt wurde, ein ererbtes verkiimmertes Organ, das seine friihere Bestimmung mit

der Zeit verloren hat und dem im Laufe der Zeit neue Funktionen bei der Bildung des

Entoderms aufgelegt warden."

188L Wkzesniowski, August.

Goplaua polonica nowy roclzaj i gatunek skorupiaka obunogiego z okolic

warszawy opisal August Wrzesniowski. Warszawa, 1881.

A very useful comparative table is given of the terms used by nine authors in describing the

mouth-organs and external parts of Amphipoda, omitting mention, however, of the labrum

or upper lip. The lahium or lower lip is called lanrjuette by G. 0. Sars, zunge by

Dybowsky, Paragnathen by Glaus, but IMerJippe is used by Dybowsky for the second

maxillcB, and by Glaus (as an alternative) for the masillipeds. Dybowsky is here said

to call the uropoda Schioimnibeine and Springbeine, but that does not quite accurately

represent him, since in reality he calls the three pairs of pleopoda ScTiwimmleim, the first two

pairs of uropoda Springheine, and the last pair das Steiierhein. It is a mistake also to say

that Dybowsky gives metacarpus as an alternative for the " Handwurzel "
or wrist of the

gnathopods; in fact he gives the word carpus, as might be expected, though for the

corresponding joint in the first two pairs of pereeopods he gives
" Afterhandwurzel

(pseudocarpus)," and in the last three pairs
" Fusswurzel (metatarsus)." According to the

lists here given, tarsus is used by Glaus and Heller as an alternative for carpus, by

Dybowsky as an alternative for Fusstiick (the name which he gives to the hand in the last

three pairs of perfeopods), and by Milne-Edwards, iu the form tuvse, as an alternative for

doigt or dactylopodite.

The structure of Goplana polonica is illustrated by Plates X. and XL, of which the explanation

is given in French as well as in Polish.

1882. Chilton, Charles, born 1860 (Chilton).

Additions to the New Zeah^nd Crustacea. (Eead before the Philosophical

Institute of Canterbury, 13th October 1881.) On some Subterranean Crustacea.

(Read before Phil. Inst. Cant., 3d November 1881.) Art. XXIV., XXV. From the

Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, Vol. XIV. 1881. Wellington, 1882.

pp. 171-180. PI. VIII. fig. 3a, 3&. PI. IX. X.

Ai't. XXIV. points out the resemblance of the first gnathopods of Microdeutopius macidatus, G. M.

Thomson, to those of Aora gracilis and Aora tijpica. Art. XXV. describes and figures the

new well-shrimps Crangonyx compactus, Calliope subterranea, and Gammarus fragilis.
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1882. Faxon, Walter.

Bibliography to accompany "Selections from Embryological Monographs"

compiled by Alexander Agassiz, Walter Faxon, and E. L. Mark. 1. Crustacea. By
Walter Faxon. Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, At Harvard

College. Vol. IX. No. 6. Cambridge, 1882.

1882. Haswell, AV. a.

Catalogue of the Australian Stalk and Sessile-Eyed Crustacea. The Australian

Museum. Sydney. 1882. pp. xvi-xx, 212-275, 310-314, 325. PL IV.

Ttiis inaportant work gives in the Introduction a general account of the structure of the

Amphipoda. The accounts of Sir. Haswell's own species are reproduced from his earlier

publications already noticed. Among the addenda et corrigenda at the end of the volume,

he remarks tliat "the species on which the genus Neoliule was founded belongs to the

Orehestiilx, and is allied to the form afterwards named by me Aspidoplioreia." He had

previously placed Neohule in the subfamily Stegocephalides. The name Glycera is now

altered to Ghjcerina, Ghjcera being preoccupied. The species Icilius pundatus is recognised

as only a variety, and therefore a synonym, of Icilms australis.
,

1882. Hay, 0. P.

Notes on Some Fresh-water Crustacea, together with Descriptions of Two New

Species. The American Naturalist. February, 1882. Vol. XVI. No. 2.

Philadelphia, pp. 143-146.

Crangonyx lucifiigiw, n. sp.
" a small, rather elongated species, that was obtained from a well in

Abingdon, Knos county, Illinois,"
"
appears to resemble C. tenuis Smith, but is evidently

different. In that species, as described by Prof. S. I. Smith, the first pair of feet are

stouter than the second, and have the palmar margin of the propodite much more oblique.

The reverse is true of the species I describe. Nor do I understand from the description of

C tenuis that the posterior caudal stylets each consist of a single segment. There are

some minor difl'erences. From C. vitreus, judging from Prof. Cope's description in

American Naturalist, Vol. vi. p. 422, it must differ in the caudal stylets.
' Penultimate

segment, with a stout limb with two equal styles,' is a statement that will not apply to my
species, whichever the 'penultimate' segment may be."

ilr. Hay nfext describes "
Crangonyx hifurcus, n. sp.

—General form and appearance those of the

Western variety of C. gracilis." "This species," he says, "differs from C. gracilis more

particularly in the form of the telson, and in the length of the outer ramus of the posterior

stylets as compared with the peduncle. From C. antennatum Packard (American

Naturalist, 1881, p. 880), it differs in the form of the telson, and in the much greater

size of the eyes." Found in a rivulet at Macon, Miss. "The three species, C. gracilis,

C. hifurcus and C. luci/ugus present an interesting gradation in the form of the posterior

caudal stylets. In the first-named the outer ramus is twice the length of the peduncle, and

the inner ramus is present, but rudimentary. In C. hifurcus the outer ramus is but two-

thirds as long as the peduncle, while it is doubtful whether there is anything whatever

to represent inner ramus. In C. Iwifugus both the outer and inner rami arc absent, and

the peduncle itself is much reduced."
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1882. HOEK, P. P. C.

Die Crustaceen, gesammelt wahrend cles Fahrten des " Willem Barents
"
in den

Jahren 1878 und 1879. 75 jjp. mit 3 Taf. Separ.-Abdruck aus dem "Nied.

Arch, fur Zool." Suppl. Band I. 1882.

The part concerning the Amphipoda, beginning at p. 41, describes the new species, Socarnes

avails, Taf. III. fig. 29-29/-., given as a link between Socarnes and Ichnopus, but recognised

by G. O. Sars, in 1885, as a synonym of Socarnes bidenticulatus, Sp. Bate (sp.); Anonyx

dehruijnii, Taf. III. fig. 30-30*'., noted as having much in common with Anonyx amjmlla;

Haploops Ixvis, Taf. III. fig. 31
; Podocerus tuherculatus, Taf. III. fig. 32. Brief observa-

tions are made upon Onesimm leucopis, G. 0. Sars; Trypliosa horingii, Boeck; Acanthozonc

CTispidata, Lepechin (with criticism of the figure given by Buchholz, in 1874) ; Gamniarus

locusfa, Linn.; Ampelisca eschrichti, Kroyer, and others. A short ajjpendix refers to

Stuxberg's recently published Evertebratfaunan i Sibiriens Ishaf. There is a Literatur

Verzeichniss, pages 71-73.

A species closely resembhng Hoek's Arctic Podocerus tuherculatus was taken by the Challenger
near New Zealand.

1882. LeNZ, HeINRICH.

Die Wirbellosen Thiere der Travemiinder Bucht. Theil II. Vierter Bericht

der Commission zur wissenscliaftlicben Untersuchung der deutsclien Meere, fiir

die Jahre 1877 bis 1881. VII. bis XL Jabrgaug. I. Abtbeilung. Berlin, 1882.

pp. 169-179.

On pp. 174, 175, CoropMum longicorne, Latr.; Bcdhyijoreia pilosa, Liudstr.; Calliope Ixduscula,

Kr0y.; Melita palmata (Mont.); Gammarus sabinei (Leach); Talitrus locusfa, L., are

mentioned, with notes as to their occurrence, and on p. 178, in a summary of the

investigations in this region, nine Amphipoda are recorded.

1882. Martens, Eduakd von.

Crustacea. Tbe Zoological Record for 1881; being Volume Eigbteentli of tbe

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxxii. pp. 1-38.

1882. Mayer, P.

Die Caprellideu des Golfen von Neajjel und der angrenzenden Meeres-abscbnitte.

Fauna und Flora des Golfen von Neapel und der angrenzenden Meeres-abscbnitte

berausgegeben von der zoologisclien Station zu Neapel. VI. Monograpbie :

Caprelliden von Dr. P. Mayer. Mit 10 Tafeln in Litbograpbie und 39 Zinco-

grapbien. Leipzig, 1882.

It is safe to affirm that for a long time to come this work will be absolutely indispensable to

every genuine student of the CaprellidEe. The scope and comprehensiveness of it may be

inferred from the principal headings in the long table of contents. Under "
Systematik,"
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are given, historical review
; special classification ; alphabetical table of the genera and

species. These are followed by
"
Geographische Verbreitung." Under "Anatomie und

Histologie," are given, general form of the body, segments, limbs
; integument ; glands ;

nervous system ; organs of sense
;

muscles
;

connective tissue
; organs of respiration ;

circulatory apparatus ; organs of nutrition
;
sexual organs. Next come "

Entwickelungs-

geschichte,"
"
Biologie,"

"
Phylogeiiie." under which the structure of the Cyamidje is

considered, and lastly
" Literaturliste." The various topics are handled with great

thoroughness, and the opinions of earlier writers are minutely and carefully criticised.

Mayer thus defines the family CaprellidsB :
—

"
Lsemodipoden mit sohmalen, auf dem Querschnitt annahernd kreisrundem Korper. Kopf

und 1. Brustsegment zu einem Cophalothorax verschmolzen, 2.-7. Segment frei.

Epimeren fehlen. Kiemen am 2., 3. und 4. oder nur am 3. und 4. Brustfnsspaare,

schlauchformig. Abdomen aus hochstens 5, wenigstens 1 Segmente zusammengesetzt, mit

hoohstens 3, wenigstens 2 stark riickgebildeten Beinpaaren. Vorderfiihler stots 1 linger als

Hinterfuhler. Fiisse an Zahl verschieden
;
die nioht riickgebildeten siebengliedrig, ohne

Scheere, aber mit einschlagbarer Klaue."

Up to the date of Mayer's treatise there had been established eight genera, for the arrangement of

which various useful tables are given. Cercops, Proto and Caprellina agree in having

branchiae on the second, third and fourth segments ;
the rest have them only on the third

and fourth. Proto and Caprellina have more than two joints to the flagellum of the lower

antennae
;
the rest have only two. CapreUa and Podalirms are without the mandibular

palp, which is present in the rest. Proto stands alone in having seven pairs of complete

limbs on the perseon ; Protella has five pairs complete and two pairs rudimentary ;

Cercops, JEgina, ^ginella, Caprella, have only five pairs ; Caprellina and Podalirius have

four pairs complete and one pair rudimentary. In Cercops the pleon has five segments, in

Protella two, in the rest only one. In jEgiiia, the abdominal feet are jointed, in ^ginella

not jointed. But of Cercops and ^ginella Mayer does not speak from his own observation.

Within the genus Caprella, the species may be divided, as pointed out by Haller, into two

groups, those in which the lower antennaj carry
"
Ruderborsten," and those in which they

carry
" Sinnesborsten." They may be otherwise divided into two groups, according as in

the male the basal joint of the second gnathopod is very long or is short.

To Cercops is assigned the single species
"
Ceraps Holholli, Kroyer." Proto, Leach, has the

synonymy, Leptomera, Latreille; Naupredia, Latreille; Naupridia, Milne-Edwards;

Proton, Desmarest. The species assigned to it are, ventricosa, 0. F. JNIiiller
; hrmineovittata,

Haller;
^^

Novx-Hollandise," Haswell; and "? Proto cornigera," Haswell, for Capii-ella

cornigera, Haswell. This last species has three pairs of branchiae arranged as in Proto, but

the first three pairs of pera30pods have not been observed, only the muscles of the body

going to them are so little developed, as to produce the impression that the limbs themselves

may be rudimentary, in which case Mayer would place the species in a new genus, Hircella,

a name adopted by Haswell in 1884, without further observation of the appendages in

question.

The genus Caprellina, Thomson, has the one species longicollis, Nicolet, with "Novje-

Zealandiae," Thomson, and brevicollis, Nicolet, for synonyms.

Protella, Dana, has the species phasma, Montagu ; gracilis, Dana, with australis, HasweU, as a

possible synonym; ecliinata, Haswell, for Caprella ecMnata, HasweU; and "Haswelliana,"

Mayer, n. s., in which the last two segments of the perseon are coalescent. Haswell, in

1885, says of his Protella australis that "it is a very well-marked species and quite

distinct from P. gracilis of Dana, to which Mayer is inclined to unite it, both in the form

of the head and of the gnathopoda. The gnathopoda are not unlike those of P. dentata

[1
C. dentata] but in other respects the two species are quite different." Mayer remarks
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that if Boeck's JEgma ecldnata should prove to be a ProtelJa, Haswell's Protella echinata

might be renamed erMnimana.

To the genus ^(jina, Ejciyer, Mayer assigns ^gina longicornis, Kroyer, with ^gina Ixvis,

Boeck, for a synonym; and ^gina ecldnata, Boeck, with the synonymy, Ai^gina

spinosisdma, Stimpson ; Caprella spinifera. Bell
; Caprella spinosissima, Bate, and

? Caprella qnnosdssima, Norman. Of these, however, the first three represent ^gina
spinosissima, Stimpson, 1854, and the fourth is Caprella Jiorriila, Sars (see Note on Sars,

1885). As doubtful species oi JEgi^ia are mentioned Dana's "AJ aculeata" and "A. 7

tenella," from the Sooloo Sea, of which Dana thought the former might be the female, the

latter the male, of one and the same species. uSSginella, Boeck, distinguished from ^Eghia

only by having the appendages of the pleon unjointed, has the solitary species jEginella

spinosa, Boeck, also marked out by the strong dorsal spine at the beginning of the first

perEeon-segment. A spine on this segment is to be noted also in Caprella spimilafa, Couch,

1852.

In regard to the genus Caprella, Lamarck, Mayer calls attention, as Kroyer had already

done, to the great variability in the species, which has led to the introduction of

many needless specific names. He lays down a sort of canon, that " a single specimen of

small size can only be determined with any certainty under favourable circumstances."

New species ought not as a rule to be established without an opportunity of examining an

adult male specimen. Of about ninety named species Mayer has been able to refer ten to

other genera of CaprelUdas, about ten he has had to leave uninvestigated; of the remaining

seventy he has been able to recognise ten as undoubted species, the remainder consisting

partly of synonyms, partly of species perhaps good and tenable, partly of such as are

absolutely indefinite (uubestimmbar). His ten weU-ascertained si^ecies are thus classified:—
" A. Hinterfiihler mit Sinneshaaren. Dimorphismus bedeutend.

Stamm vollig glatt ; 2. Arm des erwachsenen Miinuchens lang.

Hand desselben ausserordentlich gross und dick . C. graiuUmana, n. s.

Stamm entweder auf alien oder wenigstens den drei letzten

Segmenten mit jjaarigen oder unpaareu dorsalen Hockern

oder Dornen ; 2. Arm des erwachsenen Miinnchens kurz,

Hand desselben im Verhaltniss nicht so stark entwickelt

wie bei der vorigen Art. . . . . C. acanthi/era, Leach.
" B. Hinterfiihler mit Euderhaaren. Dimorphismus wechselnd.

Stirnstachel fehlt.

Korper ungemein bestachelt. 2. Arm kurz. . . C. tuberculata, Bate and

Westwood.
— dorsal ganz glatt. 2. Arm kurz. . . C. lerjuilibra, Say.— nur auf Segment 5-7 bestachelt. 2. Arm des

erwachsenen Miinnchens lang . . . C. linearis (Linne) Bate.

Stirnstachel vorhanden.

2. Arm des erwachsenen Mannchens kurz.

Geissel des Vorderfiihlers mit 19-20 Gliedern . C. sep>tentrionalis, Kroyer.
Geissel des Vorderfiihlers mit 14 Gliedern.

Kiemen liinglich. 5. und 6. Segment mit Hockern C. dentata, HaUer.
— rund. 5. und 6. Segment glatt . C. acutifrons, LatreiUe.

2. Arm des erwachsenen ^Miinnchens lang.

2. Hand desselben normal . . . . C. attenuata, Dana.

2. — —
ungewohnlich lang . . C. inermis, Haswell."

To this table I have added the names of the authors of the species from the accounts given by

Mayer further on.
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To his new species, Caprella grandimana, Mayer assigns the earlier
"
Caprolla Dohrnii," Hallcr,

as a synonym, apparently rejecting Haller's name on the ground of some uncertainty

connected with his species, and what seems to be an error in the description. It must be

observed also that the name CtqireUa inermis, Haswell, requires to be changed, having been

already used by Qrube for a different species. As it appears to be undistinguishable
" from Caprella DimUevsMi," Czcrniavski, it may as well be known by that name. With

Caprella tuherculata, Bate and Westwood, Mayer suggests the possible identification of de

Queronic's Puce de Mer arpenteuse. Fig. A., B. (1780), which in my opinion is quite out of

the question.

The genus Podalirius, Kroyer, receives three species, distinguished in the following table :
—

" Palmarrand der Grossen Greifhand beim Mannchen mit einem

kleineren proximalen und einem grosseren medialen Fortsatz, .

" Palmarrand der Grossen Greifhand ohne den medialen Fortsatz :

Hinterbeine enorm verliiugert, Palmarrand ohne Einschlag-

haken, ......
Hinterbeine kurz, Palmarrand mit Einschlaghaken,

Traces of the first and second peraeopods are stated to be present in " Podalirius Kniyeri
Podalirius ininuttis is assigned as a synonym Podalirius typictis, Hoek.

Under the head of Phylogenie, at page 192, the following hypothetical table of genealogy is

given :
—

P. typieus, Kroyer.

P. Kriiyeri, Haller.

P. minutus, n. e."

To

Podalirius ?

Cyamiden.

Caprella.

Cercops.

Procaprellide.

One hundred and thirty-one works are mentioned in the Literaturliste and Nachtrag, page.<?

194-201, which, with a few unavoidable exceptions, have been carefully studied and

are here minutely criticised by Jlayer.

Taf. i., a double plate, gives figures, lateral and dorsal, of both sexes of the following species,

Profo venlricosa, Proiella phasma, Podalirius krijyeri, Podolirius niinutus, Caprella

(ZOOI;. CHALU EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 68
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(imndiinana, Caprella acanthifera, Caprrlla xquilihra, CajJreJIa denfata, Caprella acidifrons,

all found in the Gulf of Naples. The remaining nine plates give numerous and important

details of the structure both external and internal of various species. There are also various

illustrations interspersed with the text.

Attention may be called to the section on the salivary gland, a? Mayer say.s, p. 145, that
" AUe

Autoren ohne Ausnahme schweigen von den Speicheldriisen."

1882. SaES, G. 0.

Oversigt af Norges Crustaceer med forelobige Bemserkninger over de nye eller

mindre bekjendte Arter. (Podophthalmata
—Cumacea—Isopoda

—
Amphipoda)

(med 6 autograpliiske Planclier) (Christiania Videnskabsselskabs Forbaudliuger

1882. No. 18. Fremlagt i Modet deu 13de Oktober).

A list is given of 294 species of northern Amphipoda, 8 of them Htiperina, 268 Gammarina,

and 18 CaprelUna. The Gammarina are distributed among 22 families, the subfamilies of

Boeck being dropped. Forty new species are figured and described, namely ;
95. Chjdonia

lorealis, rather to be called Ti/ro horealis ; 97. Lysianella petalocera,s. new genus, of which

the special characteristic is said to be the peculiar development of the penultimate joint

of the peduncle of the lower antennae,
"
insolito niodo dilatato, laminari, facie interna

seriebus uumero.sis transversis ciliorum exornata." The undivided telson brings it near

to the genus Lysianassa, from which it is distinguished by the antennae, the first

maxillae "lobo incisivo angusto spinis niinutis crebris armato, paljjo brevi, lobo interno

angusto, bisetoso," and the first gnathopods
"
sat breves, distincte subcheliformes, manu

carpo parum longiore leviter attenuato, apice oblique truncato ;" 98. Ichnopus umhonatus
;

99. Orcliomene pectinatus, said to be distinguished from Orchomene serrafus, Boeck, by the

pale, narrow, subsigmoid eyes, the high, compressed gibbosity on the fourth pleon-segment,

and other details; 100. '^ Orcliomene Batei,"
" = Anonyx Edwardsii Sp. Bate (nonKr0yer) ?

= Lysianassa longicornis Sp. Bate $ ." Professor Sars says that Boeck seems not to have

had this form under his notice, otherwise he could not have identified it with his Orchomene

serratus, which is very distinct and the same as Lysianassa crispata, Goes. As it is not

the same as Kroyer's Anonyx edwardsii, with which Bate had identified it, Sars renames it

Orcliomene liatei, which, however, cannot rightly, I think, be made to include the species

which Sp. Bate calls Lysianassa loni/icornis, Lucas
;

102. Tryphosa riJiafa, apparently very

near to Tryphosa nana, Kr0yer ; 104. Normania latimana, provisionally referred to the

genus Nonyiania, but without examination of the mouth-organs; 110. Plioxus falcatus,
" = PIio.vus simplex Boeck non Sp. Bate," the name proposed fortius species (already

described by Boeck, but by him incorrectly identified with Bate's species), referring to the

characteristic form of the rostrum
;

112. Stegoceplialus gibhosus said to be easily distinguish-

able from the two other northern species by the "
Epimera 4ti paris permagna, antecedentibus

junctis plus duplo majora, postice valde producta et seqvaliter rotundata, distincte latiora

quam altiora" and by the "segmentum 3tium corporis postici supine in gibberum acutum

desinens, epimeris in medio niarginis posterioris processum acuminatum leviter recurvum

formantibus, angulis inferioribus obtuse rotundatis;" 113. Stegoceplialus anratus, said to

resemble Stcgocephalus cliristiaiiensis, Boeck, but to be distinguishable by its smaller size,

a broad orange stripe over the back, and the structure of the fifth peraeopods with "
articulus

basalis permagnus, laminaris, ceteris junctis multo longior, ad marginem posticum dense

serratus et deorsum in angulum valde prominentem et ultra articulum 4tum porrectum

excurrens;" 114. Andania pectinata, said to be near Amlania nordlandica, Boeck, but to
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be distinguished from it by the firet guathopods
"
ungve terminali spinis 4 pectinatim

ornato," the second gnathopods,
"
ungve terminali spinis 2 armato," the "

epimora 4ti paris

anteoedentibus juuctis circiter reqvalia, obliqvo triangularia, postice obtuse producta, margine

inferiore parum arcuato," and by the "
pedes ultimi paris articulo basali subelliptico deorsum

rotundato-producto, margine posteriore Isevi
;

articulo 3tio qvam in A. nordlandica minus

dilatato
;

"
for the relationship of this species to Stegocephalns, see Note on Aurivillius,

1885 ; 115. Amphilodius inermis, said to be very like Amphilodius manudens, Sp. Bate, but

having the hand of the first gnathopods
"
angulo anteriore non in spinam producto," and

distinguished from Amphilochus odoiiivnijx, Boeck, by the second gnathopods, in which tlie

hand is much larger than in the first pair,
"
aiiicem versus dilatata, acie arcuata calce carpi

angusta et elongata ad aciem manus porrecta," and by the very elongate telson
;

"
116.

Stegoj/Iax loiujirostiis, new species of a new genus, of wliich Sars says
"
this curious little

Amphipod obviously belongs to the Family Amphilochidaj, but is so different from the

forms hitherto known that it must be made the type of a new genus. The chief characters

are the enormous development of the third and fourth pairs of side-plates, and the

rudimentary structure of the two first pairs, also the narrow linear form of the basal-joint

of the third and fourth perteopods, by which it recalls the genus Stegocephalns." It is

very near to, if not synonymous with, the earlier genus Peltocoxa, Catta, 1875, and the

genus Cyproidia, Has well, 1880
;
see Notes on Catta and Haswell under those dates

;
117.

Stenotho'e tenella, distinguished from the two other northern species of StenotUoe by the less

strongly built bodj', the thin antennee and perieopods and light- coloured eyes; 118. Stenotho'e

hrevicornis, like Stenotho'e vionoculoides in the very short antennae, distinct in the much
less developed side plates ;

119. MetojKi rulrovMata, recognised by Sars as standing very
near to Metopa alderi, Sp. Bate, but distinguished from it by its far smaller size, the

antennae of uniform length, the hand of the second gnathopods, thus described, "pedes
2di paris robusti, manu magna, oblonga, acie brevi, fere transversa, subtiliter serrulata,

inferne processu dentiformi sat prominente apici quani basi multo propiore definita;"

and the colouring,
"
corpus peUucidum fasciis transversis angustis ex parte interruptis

colore intense purpureo oruatum;" 120. Meiupa leptocarpa, "pedes primi paris forma

insolita, tenuissimi, fere filiformes, carpo valde elongato et angusto, manu apicem versus

leviter dilatata, acie transversa et inferne distinctissime definita;" 122. Metopa horealis,

synonymous with Metopa hruzelii, Boeck, non Goes, being distinguished, Sars says, from

Metopa hruzelii, Goes, by its more considerable size, shorter antenna?, first gnathopods
"articulo 3tio inferne parum producto, manu medio leviter dilatata carpi longitudinem

sequante," and by the second gnathopods in which the palm is more coarsely serrate and

the lower angle more prominent ;
1 23. Metopa calcarata, distinguished by the relatively

large oval eyes, the much dilated and downward produced third joint of the hinder

peraeopods and by the second gnathopods in the male, which are "
permagni, manu valde

elongata, subarcuata, margine inferiore dense ciliato et antice eminentiam serratam

praebente, ungve terminali fortissimo margine altero ciliato;" 124. Metopa gregaria, the

hand of the second gnathopod in the male " valde prajlongata, subarcuata, margine inferiore

toto dense ciliato in medio dentibus 2 et prope apicem eminentia subtiliter serrata armato,
acie non definita, ungve terminali validLssimo manu longiore in margine interno ciliato ;

"

128. BruzeJia fuhemilata, near Bruzdia serrata, but distinguished from it, Sars says, by
want of any proper dorsal carina, though all the segments are raised above into protuber-

ances, also by the blunt lateral carina, and by the lower hinder angles of the third pleon-

segment, which are "acuminati et valde sursum curvati margine inferiore serrate;" 129.

(Edicerus microps, near CEdieerus lynceus, M. Sars, but scarcely half the size, with a

shorter, less inflated rostrum, smaller eyes, second joint of upper antennae linear, hands of

the first and second gnathopods more elongate, third uropods very long; 131. Ilalimedon
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meijaliips, distinguished by the uncommonly thick arched rostrum and large, confluent eyes ;

132. Halicreion (?) latipes, only provisionally referred to Boeck's genus, as Sars recognises

that the third uropods are not longer than the second, which is the case in the typical

species, Halicreion longicaudatus, and that the proportions of the first four pairs of

peraeopods in the two species are very diflerent; 133. Paramphitlwi} hrcricuniis, with

a general resemblance to species of Mcfopa, to be distinguished from its own allies by its

small size, pale colour, and unusually short antenn.e
;
134. Paramphithoe assimilis, nearest

to Paraviphitlwe glabra, Boeck, but distinguished by the eyes,
"
magni, rotundato-

triangulares," the "
epimera anteriora mediocria, dente anguU infero-posterioris fere

obsolete," the two gnathopods
" manu elongato-ovata in 2**° pari paulo majore, acie bene

deliuita, obliqva, margine inferiore spinis nonnullis et fasciculis pilorum oruato," and the

considerably greater length of the jaeraeopods ;
136. IphimecUa minuta, distinguished from

IpMmedia ohesa, Rathke, by Professor Sars by its having no spine on the first joint of the

upper antennae and by the different form of the two pointed processes at the lower

hinder angle of the third pleon-segment, as well as by its small .size and very different

colouring ;
distinctions of somewhat doubtful specific value, that of colour above all being

untenable in face of the numerous variations which Iphivwdia ohesa undoubtedly pre-

sents; 137. Atijlns uiirinatus, very like Atijlus su-ammerdami, M.-Edw., but distinguished

by the very remarkable first perasopods
" structura singulari, organa valida afhxionis

formantes, articulo 4to brevissimo, cupuliformi, 5to magno et curvato ad basin fasciculis

2 spinaruni armato, ungve terminali fortissimo, falciformi," a species which appears to

be synonymous with Atylus faJcaius, Metzger, 1871; 138. HaUrages megalops, dis-

tinguished from its ally Halirages tridentatus, Bruzelius, by the enormously developed

eyes and the "
segmcnta 2 priora corporis postici supine medio in processus singulos

acutos producta; segmeutum 3tium ad angulum infero-posteriorem truncatum et fortiter

serratum; 139. Halirages incrmis, to be recognised by its slender body, want of dorsal

processes, thin, elongate peraeopods, and the sides of the head produced downwards

into conical processes; 141. Ampliifhopsis nodifera, distinguished by a pair of tubercles

on the back of the first, and another pair on the back of the second, pleon-segment ;

143. Tritropis inflata ; 144. Tritropis avirostris, which, with the preceding species,

must be transferred to Rhacliotropis, S. I. Smith; 147. Melita piellucida, "corpus

pellucidissimum absqve pigmento. Longit. 5°™." ; 149. AmpieKsca gihha, in the form

of the last peraaopod said to be very like Ampelisca Ixvigata, Lilljeborg, but clearly dis-

tinguished by the different form of the head, although nothing in the figures and descrip-

tions given respectively by Sars and Boeck of Amptelisca gihba and Ampielisca Ixngata
seems to justify the separation of the former from the latter; 151. Ampjelisca anomala, a

species of importance as a link between the two genera Ampielisca and Byhlis, even without

links sufficiently close. In the general form of the body and development of the side-

plates, the new species, according to Sars, is a genuine Ampielisca, whereas the two basal-

joints of the lower antennae are quite uncovered as in the genus Byhlis. The last uropods

extend indeed beyond the others, but still are far from being as strongly developed as is

usual in species of Ampjelisca ; 153. Byhlis erijthrops, distinguished from Byhlis gaimardii

by smaller size, red eye-pigment, longer upper antennae, and by the penultimate joint of the

peduncle of the lower antennae being distinctly shorter than the last joint; 154. Photis

tenuirornis, the antennte shorter and thinner than usual, sparsely pilose with short bristles,

the palm of the first gnathopod obliquely excavate, of the second "bisinuate"; 156.

Gammaropsis melanops,
" = G. erythrophthalma Jioeck., non Lilljeborg," distinguished by

Sars from Lilljeborg's species by the shorter secondary flagellum of the upper antenna', the

acute antero-lateral angles of the head, and the also acute infero-posterior angle of the third

pleon-segment, while, further, the eyes in this species are black, not red, as required by the
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very name of Lilljeborg's sisecies; 157. Podocerus minuius, a minute form distinguisLud by

Professor Sars from Podocerus falcatus, Montagu, on the ground of its far smaller size, the

eyes considerably larger, tlie slighter unciliated lower antennae, the slenderer pera30pods and

the different colouring. As to the last point,
" color flavescens fusco variegatuni

" would

often precisely describe specimens of Podocertis falcatus. The difference in the second

gnathopods of male and female is just what is found in the jiulchellits and rariejatm forms

of Podocerus faJcahis. Boeck speaks of having taken Podocerus falcatus at 20 fathoms

depth, so that the occurrence of Podocerus vnnufus at a depth of 20 to 30 fathoms will not

be, as Sars appears to suggest, an additional evidence of its distinctness. May it not be the

Ischijrocerus minutus of LiUjeborg, 1851; 159. Siplionoretcs liaUidiis, said to be distin-

guished from Siphoncecetes typicus, Kr., and Siphonoecetes colletti, Boeck, by its small

size, pale colour, and the antennae thus described,
" Imi paris dimidio corpore longiores,

articulis pedunculi sensim magnitudine decrescentibus, flagello articuUs peduncidi 2 ultimos

junctos longitudine feqvante vel paulo superante, 6-articulato ;
2di paris validje corporis

longitudinem excedentes, margine utrorive valde setoso, articulo ultimo pedunculi penultimo
nonnihil breviore;" 165. Caprella ciliata, the second gnathopods as figured and described

corresponding so exactly in form and ciliation to those often met with in Caprella acanthi-

fera. Leach, as to raise a presumption that Sars' specimens may belong to that very variable

species. The elongate flagellum of the upper antennae, the only other distinctive mark to

which Sars himself draws attention, is likewise proper to Caprella acardhifera. On the

other hand, the figure does not show the globose head so notable in that species, to the

distinctive shape of which Sars himself calls attention in noticing Caprella acantlii/era, and

the hands of the perajopods are described and figured with " acie prope basin dente minuto

armata," whereas in Caprella acantliifera the place of insertion of the principal spines,

which defines the palm, is not, as in many Caprella?, near the base of the hand but

some way down its margin. In regard to the ciliation or hairiness of the hand of the

second gnathopod, a doubt arises whether it may not be merely an adventitious growth ;

like the hairs depicted by Bate and Westwood on the second perKon-segment of their

Caprella tuherculcda,
" die aber nichts Anderes als Pilzhyiilien sind," in P. Mayer's

opinion.

Besides describing new species. Professor Sars makes important observations on many old ones.

He regards Taiuria abijssorum, Boeck, as a synonym of 91. Tauria medusarum, Fabr.,

so that, combining Sars' view as to the species with that of Bovallius as to the genus,

Pabricius' species should be called Hijperia ahijssorum (Boeck) ;
92. Paratliemisto

abijssorum, Boeck, is obviously identical with Bate's Hijpieria ohlivia, but as this is dis-

tinct from Kr0yer's Hijperia ohlivia, vf\nc]i'= Hijperia galha, Montagu, Boeck's name is

retained. Trijp)hana raalmii, Boeck, is referred to Dana's genus Lijcxa as 94. Lycxa
rnalmii. Lyca:a pulex, Marion, 1874, from the Mediterranean, is said to come very near

the northern species. Lysianassa plumosa, Boeck, is said to be undoubtedly the male of

96. Lysianassa costx, Milne-Edwards
; Lysianassa umbo. Goes, which Boeck gives as

Orclwmene umbo, is considered by Sars as belonging to the genus Lejndepecrcum, Sp.

Bate. Puntoporeia furciyera, Bruzelius, is considered to be scarcely distinct from 105.

Pontoporeia femorata, Ki-0yer, since Kr0yer figures the peculiar process on the fourth pleon-

segment which has suggested the name furcigera. The curious 107. Argissa typica of

Boeck is said in some degree by its general habit to recall the Ampeliscidae, and to be

slower in its movements than other members of the family Pontoporeiida;. 108. Batliij-

porcia robertsonii, Sp. Bate, is held by Sars to be a distinct species from the closely

allied Bathyporeia pilosa, Lindstrom, in which I cannot agree with him. Montagua

(Probolium) pollcdana, Sp. Bate, is mentioned as 125. Metopa pollexiana. Cressa

schiodtei, Boeck, is stated to be a synonym of 126. Danaia duhia, Sp. Bate. 130.
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Monoculodes carinaius, Sp. Bate, is disunited from Monocidodes affinis of Boeck [which

J. S. Schneider thinks ma.y = Mo7ioculodes sHmj)S07u, Sp. Bate]; 142. Leucothoe furina,

Savigny (Sp. Bate), is thought to be easily distinguishable from Leucothoe spinicarpa,

Abildgaard, by its slenderer body, a somewhat different form of the gnathopods, and

difference of colouring. It may be doubted, notwithstanding, whether any or all of these

distinctions suffice to establish the specific difference in question. Halice grandicomis,

Boeck, is undoubtedly, Sars says, the male of 146. Halice ahyssi, Boeck. Bate's Am2Klisca

gaimardii (originally Tetromatus typicus) is stated to be undoubtedly the male of 148.

AmpeUsca temiicornis, Lilljeborg, not a separate species, Ampelisca ti/pica, as Boeck makes

it. But here neither Sars nor Boeck can be right, for the anterior part of the back, both in

Ampelisca tenuicornis and in Boeck's description of Ampelisca typica, is round, while in

Spence Bate's species
" the anterior half of the animal is much more compressed than the

posterior, and narrowed to an angle upon the dorsal surface, the angle increasing anteriorly

to the extremity of the head." Hoek is probably right in adopting Norman's suggestion

that Ampelisca carinafa, Bruzelius, is the male of Amjxlisca xquicoiYiis, Bruzelius, but again

neither Norman nor Hoek can be right in uniting Ampelisca gaimardi, Sp. Bate, to

Ampelisca carinata, Bruzelius, for that species has the front part of the back rounded.

The name Ampelisca typica (Bate, non Boeck) will therefore belong to Ampelisca gaimardii

(Bate, non Kroyer), while Ampelisca typica, Boeck, is united to Ampelisca tenuicornis,

Lilljeborg. The question, however, remains, whether the specific name of TetroriiatuK

typicus can with propriety be retained, when the species to which it refers has been found

to belong to a previously established genus. 158. Corophiwn hoiielli, M.-Edwards, is

distinguished from Coropldum crassicorne, Bruzelius, by the rounded side-lobes of the head

and the far weaker form of the lower antennae both in male and female. SipJwna'cetes

erassicornis, Sp. Bate, under the title 160. Cerapus crassicornis, is referred without doubt

to the genus Cerapus, Say, as characterised by S. I. Smith. It constructs, out of particles

of mud, small, regularly cylindrical tubes, which it carries about with it. The species

referred by Boeck to Cerapus belong to Erichthonius. The females of 163. DulicMa

monacantlia, Metzger, are said to be very like the females of Didicliia porrecta, Sp. Bate,

whUe the males are clearly distinguished by the development of the side-plates of the second

pair into long forward-directed spine-like processes.

1882. Streets, Thomas H.

A Study of the Plironimidse of the North Pacific Surveying Expedition.

Proceedings of the United States National Museum. Vol. V. 1882. jDp. 3-9.

PI. I.

Dr. Streets is of opinion that Claus combines in his description of Phronima sedentaria more

than one species. Phronima sedentaria itself Dr. Streets had not had any opportunity to

examine. He points out that to Claus is due the discovery that such and such a species

known in the female had a male form presenting characteristic differences. He upholds

Phronima atlantica, Guerin (fig. 1, la, 2), as a good species, against the researches of Claus,

and also Phronima j^acijica. Streets, fig. 3, 3a. In regard to the genus Phronimella, Claus,

he says,
" Claus states that there are '

only two pairs of styliform caudal appendages.' This

is true of the female, but not of the male. In one of his plates, where the caudal extremity

of a male is given, the three pairs of styliform appendages are very clearly represented."

Description and figures (4, 4a, 5, 5rt) are given of Phronimella elmigata, Claus, with which

Dr. Streets identifies his own Anchylonyx hamatus, 1877.
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1882. Stuxberg, Anton.

Evertebratfaunan i Sibixiens Ishaf. Forelopande Meddelanden. Vega-Expedi-

tionens Veteuskapliga Jakttagelser. Bd. 1. Stockholm, 1882.

E. von Martens in the Zoological Eecord for 1883 says that Stegocc^ihalus kessleri, sp. u., from

the northern coast of Asia, is figured l3ut not described (p. 713). Of Acanthostephia

malmgreni (Goes) a woodcut is given and an account of its general occurrence in the Siberian

glacial sea (pp. 724, 729). Atylus carinatus (Fab.) is mentioned (pp. 723, 729) for its

occurrence in the same sea.
"

Weijj'/rechfm, g. n., for W. mirahilis, sp. n., 51 mm. long.

Description of the species, but no generic characters given." (See Note on Stuxberg,

1880.)

1883. Blanc, Henri.

Structure des cupules membraneux oix
"
calceoli

"
chez quelques Amphipodes.

Zoologischer Anzeiger. VI. Jalirgang. 1883. No. 143. pp. 370-372.

For the views explained in this paper see Note on H. Blanc, 1884.

1883. Chevreux, Sduard, born November 10, 1846 (]£. C).

Crustac^s amphipodes et isopodes des environs du Croisic. Association francaise

pour r avancement des Sciences. Congres de Rouen. 1883. pp. 517-520.

In this list of Amphipods from the west coast of France, forty species are mentioned, the habitat

being specified from which each was obtained. The determination of the species was made

with the assistance of Bate and Westwood's well-known work, and includes " Gossea

microdeiitopa S. Bate," but this M. Chevreux has since informed me was entered in mistake

for CalUopius norvegicus, Eathke.

1883. Chilton, Charles.

Further additions to our knowledge of the New Zealand Crustacea. (Read
before the Phil. Inst. Cant., 7th September, 1882.) Notes on, and a new Species

of, Subterranean Crustacea. (Read before the Phil. Inst. Cant., 5th October, 1882.)

Art. II. III. Trans, and Proc. New Zealand Inst., 1882. Vol. XV. Wellington,

1883. pp. 77-92. PL II. HI. IV.

The now species described are Nicea egregia, Cyiwoidia (?) crasisa, Mmra inceiia, Podocerus

frequens. Cijpruidia (?) crassa differs so much in the form of the coxa3 from the other

three species belonging to Haswell's genus Cyproidia that, as Mr. Chilton himself suggests,

it will probably have to find a generic place elsewhere.

Article III. describes and Plate IV. figures Phreatoirus fiipicus, a singular well-shrimp, of a new

genus and species, which appears to be an Isopod with some remarkable Amphipodan
affinities. The genus is thus defined :

—"
Body long, sub-cylindrical, laterally compressed.

Upper antenna short, lower long, with flageUum. Mandible with an appendage. First pair

of legs subchelate, others simple ;
first four pairs articulated to body at the anterior ends of
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their segments and directed forwards, last three articulated at posterior ends of their

segments and directed backwards. Abdomen long, of six distinct segments, last joined to

telson. Sixth pair of pleopoda biramous, styliform. Telson large, subconical." See Note

on Thomson and Chilton, 1886.

1883-GeRSTAECKEE, A.
1884.

Glieclfiissler : Ai-tliropoda. Dr. H. G. Brouu's Klasseu uud Orduungen des

Thierreichs wisseDschaftlich dargestellt in Wort und Bild. Fortgesetzt von Dr.

A. Gerstaecker. Mit auf Stein gezeiclineten Abbildungen. Fiinfter Band. II.

Abtheilung. 9.-15. Lieferung. Leipzig und Heidelberg. 1883, 1884. Siebente

Ordnung. Amphipoda. Flolikrebse. pp. 279-416. Taf. XXVII.-XLVIII.

This work contains a full and clear account of the organisation and development of the Amphi-

poda, compiled from all the best authorities, and illustrated by figures given in facsimile

from the original works. There is an introductory account of the history of the subject,

and a list of authors in a chronological order determined by their first publications about

the Amphipoda.
In most cases names of genera and species have been accepted from authors without criticism,

it not being within the plan of the work to rectify minor details of classification. The

transfer, however, of the Tanaidae to the Amphipoda is made without reserve. See further,

Note on Gerstaecker, 1886.

1883. Joseph, Gustav.

Berliner Entom. Zeitschrift. XXVII. p. 7. 1883.

The blind Nipliargus orcinus recorded from the caves of Potis Kawez and Mrzla jama, Carniolia,

51 mm. long. (Zool. Record.)

1883. Marion, A. F.

Esquisse d'une topographie zoologique du golfe de Marseille. Memoire No 1.

Annales du Musee d'liistoire naturelle de Marseille.—Zoologie. Tome 1"''.

Marseille, 1883.

In the "
Description des Faunes," the occurrence of Gammarus locusfa in several localities is

recorded, and of other well-known Amphipods at diflFerent points. In the "zone emergee,"

of the littoral zone, it is noticed that Gammarus mariniis wears "une livree brunatre,

parfaitement en rapport avec la teinte des debris decomposes de zosteres. Souvent, lorsque

la vague accumule des debris d'algues vertes (Ulves et conferves), ces Crustaces changent, par

mimetisme, de coloration" (p. 42). In the "zone littorale immergee a 2 mi^tres,"
" Melita

palmafa et Nicea nudicornis ne sont pas rares," under stones scarcely covered by the waves,

and Gammarella hrevicaudafa among AlgiB (pp. 46, 47). In the "Faune littorale immergee

(0 a 2 metres), dans la region des eaux vives,"
"
les Edriophthalmes des algues encrofltes

comprennent les CapreUa acutifrons, Latr., CapreJla xquilibra, Say, CapreUa grandimana,

P. May., CapreUa deniata. Heller, Tanais vittatus, Eathke, Eurtisfe^is erythrupldhalmus,

Lij., Lepitochelia Edirardsii, Kroy., Podocerus ptdcheUus, Leach, AUorc/iestes imhricahis,

Sp. Bate (nombreuses variations mimetiques dans la coloration), AmpMthoii littm-inay

Sp. Bate (coloration variee)" p. 49.
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At page 84, in a footnote, Professor Marion says, "Les Amphipodes sont excessivement

abondants dans nos graviers coralligenes ;
ils se rapportent pour la plupart h des formes

nouvelles qui devaient etre le sujet d'un memoire special, mais qui n'ont 6te decrites jusqu'ici

que d'une maniere preliminaire (voy. Catta : Note 2>our servir a I'histoire des Amphijwdes dzi

gol/e de Marseille, Revue des So. natur., t. IV, n° 2, septembre 1875).

"L'espfece la plus commune est le Meera fnmcafipes, Spinn., a laquelle sont assocides les Ifiera

integrimana. Heller, Lydanassa Aiidnuiniana, Sp. B., Lysianassa spinicomis, Costa, Meli.fa

• palmata, Leach, Leucothoe articulosa, Mont., Ampelisca BelUana, Bate, Iphimedia ohesa,

Ratbke, Liljeborgia pallida, Bate, Microdmtopiis anomalus, Rathke, Protomedeia hrrsuti-

mana, Sp. Bate, Icridiuni Rissoanum, Grube et Bate
;

et quelques Isopodes, Sphxroma
curium, Leach, Anceus fm-JKvlaris, Risso, Praniza ventricosa, Risso, etc."

1883. Marion, A. F.

Consideration sur les Faunes profondes de la Mediterranee d'apres les dragues

op^res au large des cotes meridionales de France. Memoire N° 2. Annales du

Musee d'histoire naturelle de Marseille.—Zoologie. Tome !". Marseille, 1883.

From the "Sables vaseux au sud de Maire, profondeur = 65 a 70 mfetres; et vase sableuse de 75,

80 et 90 mfetres, par le travers de Riou," Lysianassa longicornis, Lucas, is recorded (p. 16).

Among the species dredged by the Travailleur between Marseilles and Corsica were

Leucothoe denticulata and Lysianassa ciliata, and at the deepest station,
" 234 a 250

mfetres,"
"
Ichnopus taurus, Ichnoptis calceolatus, Ampelisca Gaymardi."

1883. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Eecord for 1882 ; being Volume nineteenth of the

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxxiii. pp. 1-39.

It is noted that fylngenia, G. M. Thomson's name for a genus among the Corophids, is twice

preoccupied in Mollusca.

1883. Schneider, J. Sparre.

Nogle zoologiske iagttagelser fra Vardo i 0st-Fiumarken. Separataftryk af

Troms0 Museums Aarsberetning for 1882. Troms0. 1883. pp. 16-34.

A list, accompanied by short notes, is given, pp. 27-30, of tliirty-five Amphipods, none

described as new, including two littoral forms, Cyamus hoopis parasitic on Alegaptera hoops,

and the rest from depths between five fathoms and thirty.

1883. Schneider, J. Sparre.

Bidrag til en noiere karakteristik af de ved Norges kyster forekommende Arter

af familien Oediceridae. Separataftryk af Troms0 Museums Aarshefter VL Tromso.

1883. 44 pages. 3 PI.

The subfamily Oedicerina, Lilljeborg, 1865, Oedicerinas, Boeck, 1870, was called by G. 0. Sars,

in 1882, the family Ocdiceridse. This change is here accepted. Great weight is laid on the

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 69
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stiliform character of the finger or last joint in the fifth perfeopods, as a distinctive mark

in this family. A general description is given of the head, side-plates, mouth-organs, limbs

and telson. This is followed by a conspectus of the Norwegian genera and species which the

family includes.

Pontocrates norvegicus, A. Boeck, is identified with Kroijera altamarina, Sp. Bate, instead of

with Kroyera arenaria, Sp. Bate, with which Boeck himself made it synonymous. On
tliis see further, Note on J. Sparre Schneider, 1885. Monoculodes affinis, A. Boeck, is

thought to belong rather to Monoculodes stimpsoni, Sp. Bate, than to Monoculodes

carinatus, Sp. Bate. A relationship is suggested between Monoculodes grubei, A. Boeck,

and Monoculodes longicornis, of the same author. A species is described under the title

Halimedon saussurei, A. Boeck % with the authority of Professor G. 0. Sars for its

being so entitled, but it is said not to agree well with the figures and description by

Boeck, and both in appearance and in the structure of the mouth-organs to be unlike the

genus Halimedon.

1883. Smith, Sidney I.

List of the Crustacea dredged on the Coast of Labrador by the expedition under

the direction of W. A. Stearns, in 1882. pp. 218-222. Review of the Marine

Crustacea of Labrador, jip. 223-232. Proceedings of United States National

Museum. Vol VL Washington, 1883.

In the "
List," sixteen species of Amphipoda are recorded, none of them new. To Bhachotropis

andeata, 'Le-pechin s-p., is appended a note, "'Pa;(is et rpoVts, nom. nov., vice Tritropis

Boeck, pra?oc."

The review takes into account Professor Packard's papers :
—" A list of the animals dredged near

Caribou Island, southern Labrador, during July and August, 1880," (Canadian Naturalist

and Geologist, viii., pp. 401-129 (1-29), December, 1863), and his " View of the recent

invertebrate fauna of Labrador "
(Memoirs Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., i. pp. 262-303, pis. 7, 8,

1867). Professor Packard's Amphijjoda had been determined by various authorities, and

much confusion had arisen, which Professor Smith in this paper sets himself as far as

possible to correct. " In determining Professor Packard's species I have been greatly aided,"

Professor Smith says, "by a set of his specimens collected in 1864 and labeled by him for

the Museum of Yale College."
"
Anonyx producfa, fide Boeck," Packard, 1867, is referred to Anonyx pumilus Lilljeborg;

Monoculodes mdnlatus Packard, 1867, to (Ediceros lynceus M. Sars; AmpliHltonotus

cataphracfus Packard, 1867, to Pleu-stes iJanoplus Bate (Krbyer) ; Atylus vidyaris Packard,

1867, to Pontogenia inermis Boeck (Kroyer) ;

"
Atylus {Paramphifoe [

—
thoe'\)

inermis

(Kroyer, fide Boeck)," Packard, 1867, to Halirages fulvoeinctus Boeck (M. Sars);

Ganwiarus mutafus Packard, 1863, to Gammarus locusta Fabricius
; Gammarus purpur-

atus Packard, 1863, and Gammarus denfahis Packard, 1867, both to Blelita dentafa

Boeck (Kriiyer) ; Ampldtonotus Edwardsii Packard, 1867, to Rhachotroins aculmta Smith

(Lepechin) ; Ampelisea pelagica Packard, 1863 and 1867, to Ampelisca macrocephala

Lilljeborg; Ampelisca (?a/??(artZt Packard, 1867, to Byhlis Gaimardii (Kroyer); Amphithoe
mactdafa Stimpson, 1853, Packard {Amphithu:), 1867, Smith, 1874, to AmpMthoe

podoceroides Eathke, 1843; Cerapus ruhricoi-nis Stimpson, 1853, Packard (rubi/ormis),

1867, to Ericthonius diffonnis MUne-Edwards
;
Glauconome leucopis Kroyer, to Unciola

irrorata, Say.
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1883. Stebbing, T. E. E.

The Challenger Amphipoda. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

March 1883. Ser. 5, vol. xi. pjj. 203-207. London, 1883.

A few of the more striking forms among the new Amphipods brought home by the Challenger,

which had been entrusted to me in the summer of 1882, are here briefly described :
—in

Boeck's subfamily Oedicerinse, Acanthosfepheia ornata, n. sp., since transferred to a new

genus as CEdiceroides ornata, and CEdic.eropsis rostrafa, n. sp., now called (Ediceroides

conspicua, the specific name rostrafa having become inappropriate in the change of genus ;

in the subfamily Epimerinre, Epimeria conspicua, n. sp., with the remark that it may

prove to be only a variety of Epimeria loricata, G. 0. Sars, of which I now consider it a

synonym, and Acantliozone tricarinata, n. sp., since transferred to a new genus as

Acmdhechinus tricarinatus ; in the subfamily Gammarinse, Amathillopsis australis, n. sp.,

nearly allied to Amathillojisis spinigera. Heller, and Amathillopsis affinis, Miera
;

in the

subfamily Stegocephalin£e, Andania cjigantea, n. sp.; in the subfamily Iphimedin;e,

Iphimedia pulchridentata, n. sp., and Iphimedia pacifica, n. sp., and lastly, in the family

Caprellidae, Dodecas elongata, n. g. et sp.

The new genus Dodecas is thus defined :—" The mandibles having an elongate triarticidate palp.

Six pairs of feet attached to the pereion, the fourth segment having none. Branchial

vesicles at the base of the second gnathopods, tlie first pereiopods, and attached to the

footless fourth pereion-segment, the rudimentary pleon having two pairs of biarticulate

appendages."

Heller placed his new genus Aviathillopsis between Amathilla and Gammaracanihus, two genera

of the GammariniB. In accordance with this arrangement I placed the new species,

Amathillopsis aiistralis, in that subfamily, but in view of the elongated palps of the

maxillipeds I am now doubtful as to the propriety of this classification.

1883. Woodward, Henry.

Crustacea. Cassell's Natural History. Vol. VI. London, Paris and New-

York, 1883.

The Class Crustacea, page 196, has for its first division the Thoracipoda, with two legions, 1.

Podophthalmia, containing two orders, 2. Edriophthalmia, also containing two orders, the

Isopoda and Amphipoda. The latter, pages 212-213, include the La;modipoda as an

aberrant group. No mention is made of the Hyperina. The statement that the body-rings
"

of the Amphipoda are compressed laterally requires some limitation in regard to such

genera as Lafystivs, Icilius and Corophium. The illustrations given are " Orchestia

Darioinii," male, and " the spectre, or skeleton shrimp {Capretta)
"
S and ? . The

Orchestia is evidently taken from Fritz Miiller's Facts for Darwin, the Caprella from Bate

and Westwood's Capjrella tuherculata.

1884. Beltremieux, £1douard.

Faune vivante de la Charente-Inferieure. Extr. des Ann. de la Soc. des

Scienc. nat. de la Eochelle. 1884. pag. 29 et 30.

"Cite les cinq especes suivantes : Phei-usa fucicola Leach, Talitrus gammarellus Lam. (Orch.

littorea Leach), Talitrus saltator Edw., Corophium longicurne Latr., Hgperia LatrdlUi

Edw." (M. Chevreux in litt.)
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1884. Blanc, Henrl

Die Amphipoden der Kieler Bucht nebst einer histologischen Darstellung der
"
Calceoli." Nova Acta der Ksl. Leop. -Carol. Deutsclien Akademie der Natur-

forscher. Band XLVII. N''. 2. Mit 5 Tafeln N'' VI-X. {Eingegangen bei der

Akademie den 25 Jimi 1883.) Halle. 1884.

According to Dr. Blauc tlie Amphipods of the Bay of Kiel forcibly illustrate the remark of

Professor Miibius that the invertebrates of the Baltic are a degraded branch of the rich

fauna of the North Atlantic and Arctic oceans.

The introduction discusses briefly the external structure, sexual diflferences, places of abode and

length of life of Amphipods, and assigns their colouring to chromatophores in some species,

and oil-drops in others, spread about in the body.

A special account of the "
Calceoli

"
reviews the opinions of earlier writers upon them, describes

their structure, and gives a preference to the view that they may be organs of hearing,

rather than of clasping or smelling. The occurrence of the apparatus in the females as well as

the males is urged against the suggestion that they are organs of clasping. In favour of

Dr. Blanc's own view the cii-cumstance is mentioned that the apparatus is met with in species

which live in small depths, and that the number of the calceoli is greatest in those species

which live on the surface, where enemies threaten most. The parts of the organ in question

are the stem, the cup-shaped base with a central opening above carrying a circlet of very fine

hairs, and, seated with its broader end in the cup, an ovoid bladder-like structure extremely

thin-walled and marked with concentric stripes. Professor Blanc could not discover any
termination of a nerve in the Calceolus or connection with the antennary-nerve, but a dark

stripe within the stem he considers to be a sensory nerve-mass carrying the circlet of hairs.

The so-called Eiechzapfen (batonnets hyalins) he finds on the upper antennse of both sexes

of the Amphipoda, but Hoek's discovery of them on the lower antenna3 of Gheirocratus

brevicornis he is unable to corroborate.

Excellent figures and descriptions are given of the following species, with remarks of value

upon them :
—Hypma gdlha, Montagu, found in late summer lodging in Medusa aurita

and Cijanea capiiata, commonly free in winter : Orehestia littorea, Montagu, with two

forms of the male, on which light has since been thrown by Faxon's observations upon
Camharus ; Ponfoporeia femorata, Kriiyer (with Pontoporeia affinis, Lindstrom, in the

synonj'my), and Pontoporeia fureigera, Bruzelius, which, however, should probably be

named respectively Pontoporeia affinis, Lindstr., and Pontoporeia femm-ata, Ivroyer (see

Sars, Oversigt, p. 83, 1882); Bathyporeia piilosa, Lindstrom; Dexamine spinosa,

Montagu; Atylus hispinosus, Sp. Bate, which Boeck calls Halirages hispinosus ; Calliojnus

Ixviusculus, Kroyer ;
Gammarus locusta, Linne, found in almost fresh water as well

as in salt water everywhere ;
Cheirocratus brevicornis, Hoek, the synonymy of which

seems to be Gammarus simdevnJlii, Rathke, Ldljehorgia shetJandica, Sp. Bate, Protomedeia

whitei, Sp. Bate, Liljehorgia normanni, Stebbing, so that its proper designation is

Cheiroci-atus simdevallii, Rathke
;

" Amathilla Satmiii," Leach
; Microdeutopus gryllotalpa,

Costa, referred in accordance with Heller to the family Corophidas, subfamily Podocerinae
;

Amphithoe jwdoceroides, Rathke
; Podocerus faleatus, Montagu ; Gorophium longicorne,

Fabricius ;
Proto vcntricosa, MiiUer, and lastly Gaprella linearis, Linne, including therein,

in agreement with Hoek and contrary to the view of Mayer, Gaprella liystrix and Gaprella

acuminifera of Sp. Bate.
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1884. Blanc, Henri.

Contribution h, I'histoire naturelle des Asellotes heteropodes. Observations

faites sur la Tanais Oerstedii, Kroyer. Avec les Planches X, XI et XII. Recueil

zoologique Suisse (Dr Hermann Fol). Tome premier. No. 2. Sorti de presse le 28

fevrier 1884. Geneve-Bale. pp. 189-258.

Dr. Blanc agrees with Lilljeborg in referring the two species Tanais rhijncMtes and Tanais

halticus of Fr. Miiller, as respectively male and female forms, to the older Tanais oerstedii,

Kr0yer. The description which he proceeds to give bears on the disputed question, whether

the Tanaida3 should be reckoned among the Amphipoda. In Tanais oerstedii, he says, the

heart extends along the back from the last thoracic ring to the hinder rim of the cephalo-

thorax. In this species, as in Tanais savignii, it possesses only two pairs of ostioles

(venous orifices), whereas for Tanais duhitis ? Miiller reckons three pairs, and Delage

only one pair for Tanais vitfatus. The ostioles are situated in the second and third free

segments of the pereeon. Besides these, the heart has five arteries, the cephalic artery

and two abdominal arteries described by Delage, and in addition two thoracic arteries as

large as the cephalic, arising, opposite one another, from the ventral part of the heart, below

the two ostioles in the second free thoracic segment, and running a ventral course to the

first thoracic feet.

In conclusion Professor Blanc says,
" the characters which bring the Tanaidse near to the

Isopods are more numerous [than those which connect them with the Amphipoda and other

groups]. The general form of the body is that of the Isopods. The body is flattened, the

sixth and seventh segments of the pleon are, as in the Isopods, soldered together and form

a caudal lamella, Avhile in the Amphipods these two segments are distinct. The number of

ganglia in the ventral chain of Tanais Oerstedii is the same as in certain Isopods, as

Cymothoa, Ligidium ;
in the Amphipods the number ig less considerable, the abdominal

ganglia being reduced to four or three. The five pairs of abdominal feet, as in Anceus,
are all alike

;
since they play a part in the act of respiration, they are not the biramous

feet of Amphipods. In the latter group, the urinary secretion is situated in the antennary

glands and the glandular appendages of the rectum [of the midgut, according to P. Mayer] ;

these glands are wanting in the Tanaidae as in the Isopods, in which the urinary secretion is

situated in the fatty bodj'. Lastly, the absence of the seventh pair of feet in the embryos
of the Tanaidaj and the Isopoda is an important character which distinguishes these

Crustacea from the Amphipoda, of which the embryos are born with the same number of

appendages as they have when adult."

One point in this argument loses some of its force from the fact that the sixth and seventh

abdominal segments are occasionally soldered among the Amphipoda, in the tribe Hyperina.
The absence of lateral arteries was considered by Delage to show a nearer connection of the

Tanaidas with the Amphipoda (Gammarina) than with the Isopoda, but this point of

resemblance can no longer be relied on since Professor Blanc's discovery of the lateral

arteries in Tanais oerstedii, nor yet on the other hand can the presence of these arteries be

relied on as any special link between the Tanaids and Isopoda, since Glaus finds lateral

arteries in many genera of the Amphipoda (Hyperina).

Gerstaecker, 1886, is by no means convinced by Professor Blanc's arguments, and, as will

be seen, retains his conviction that the Tanaid® ought to be classed among the

Amphipoda.
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1884. ChEVREUX, fiDOUAHD.

Suite d'une liste des crustaces amphipodes et isopodes des environs du Croisic.

Association fran9aise pour I'avancement des Sciences. Congres de Blois. 1884.

Forty-four species of Amphipods are here enumerated in addition to the forty recorded by

M. Chevreux in 1883. The actual numher of distinct species in the list will be rather

smaller, when allowance is made for the instances in which separate names have been given

to the different sexes of the same species. This will be understood in most cases from the

notes which M. Chevreux has appended.

1884. Chilton, Charles.

Additions to the Sessile-eyed Ct^stacea of New Zealand. {Read before the

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, ^OYemhev 15th, 1883.) The Transactions

of the New Zealand Institute, 1883. Vol. XVI. WeUington, '1884. Art. 14.

pp. 252-265. Pis. XVII.-XXI.

Of a whale-louse, found on Euphijsefes potdi, a species said to be "identical with Viagia

brevieeps of the northern hemisphere," Mr. Chilton writes,
" I can find no important

character by which these specimens can be distinguished from Cyamus ceti, as described

and figured by Bate and Westwood. The penultimate joints of the last three pairs of

legs are not quite so stout as shown in their figure, but this is evidently a character liable

to variation according to age, etc. The young taken from the pouch of the female closely

resemble those figured by Bate and "Westwood on page 90."

WyviUea lowjimanus, Has well, is identified by Mr. Chilton with Fodocerus cylindricus. Kirk,

and renamed Podocerus longimanus, figured pi. xvii. fig. 2, in regard to which see Xote on

Haswell, 1880.'

A new genus, Teraticmn, is thus defined :
—•" Body small. Eyes two. Coxse of first four

segments as deep as their respective segments. Antennas with short flageUa; upper antenna

with a small secondary appendage. Mandible with an appendage. First gnathopod larger

than the second, subchelate
;
second slender, chelate. Posterior pair of pleopoda uniramous.

Telson single, undivided." This must, I think, yield to Seha of A. Costa. The type

species, Teraticum typiciim, seems to be identical with " Seha Saunderdi," Stebbing.

A new genus, Paranssnia, is thus defined :
—" Antennse subequal, superior with a secondary

appendage, both with multiarticulate fliigella. Appendage of mandible with three broad

setose joints, as in Podocerus. MaxiUipedes with well-developed plates on ischios and

meros. Gnathopoda subchelate, first small in both sexes, second small in female, very large

in male. Last pair of pleopoda biramous, rami styliform. Telson single, ending posteriorly

in two conical projections." This genus was instituted to receive Paranseiiia typica, n. sp.

pi. xix. fig. 1, Paransenia longimanus, n. s., pi. xx. fig. 2, and Mxra dentifera, HasweU,

pi. xxi. fig. 2. Of these the first and third have the coxjb of the third person-segment in the

males "
large, and produced along the inferior edge of the second segment." In the females

and in the other species the coxie are normal. In describing the genus Gammaropda,

Lilljeborg, Boeck does not choose the same characters as those used by Mr. ChOton, but when

the description of Boeck's Gammaropsis erythrojMhaJmus {inelanops, G. 0. Sars) is added to

that of the genus, and in like manner Mr. Chilton's specific descriptions are added to that of

his genus, it becomes, I think, clear that Paranee7iia cannot be separated from GammarojMif.
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The mouth-organs and pleon seem to be in minute agreement, while the antenna; and

gnathopods have a full generic correspondence.

Coropliium lewlenfeldi, n. sp., pi. xx. fig. 1, is next described. This, however, cannot stand in

the genus Coro2>hium, since it has a secondary appendage on the upper antennae, the first

gnathoj^ods are not subchelate, the second gnathopods are without the characteristic

prolongation of the third joint, and the third uropods are biramous. The species is,

moreover, now recognised as identical with Gammarus harhimanus, G. M. Thomson,

1879, which no doubt belongs to Haswell's genus Haphicheira. Panoplcea trandurens

n. s., pi. xxi. fig. 3, is next described, as closely related to, and taken in company with,

Panoplcea debilis, Thomson, for which see Note on Thomson, 1880.

The new genus Biirmna is thus defined :
— "

Body broad, coxse very shallow. Antenna

subequal, upper without a secondary appendage. Mandibles without an appendage.

]Maxillipedes with well-developed plates on both basos and ischios. Gnathopoda equal, not

subchelate. Last segment of pleon and its appendages rudimentary. Telson simple, not

divided." The type species is Birrenna fidvus, n. s., pL xxi.
fig.

1 (Birrenna fulva at p.

265). Mr. Chilton thinks it may come near to Plilias, but he is very uncertain.

1884. Chilton, Charles.

Notes on a few Australian Edriophtlialmata. Extracted from Vol. IX., Part

4, of the
"
Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales." 10 pp.

PL 46. 47. 1884.

In this paper Mr. Chilton proposes the specific name
"
Coogeensis" for a variety of AUorchesten

crassicornis, Haswell, pi. 46. fig. 1., but this variety according to Haswell is not Allorchestes

crassiconiin, but the female of TalorrliesUa quadrimana, Dana. He describes Glycerina

afflnis,n. s.,Y>l. 47. fig. 1., which
"
closely resembles G. tenuicornis, Haswell" ; Mcera /estiva,

n. s., pi. 46. fig. 2., which, according to Mr. Haswell, belongs to Miera ruhroniaculata ; gives

notes on Megamxera {Mmra) mhcamiata, Haswell, to which he finds that Mmra petriei,

Thomson, is a synonym, and on Amphithoe setosa, Haswell
;

discusses the relations of

Micfodeuferopus mortoni, Haswell, Mv-rodeuferopus tenuipes, Haswell, MicrodeuUropus

maculatus, Thomson, with one another and with Aora typica, and suggests the possibOity

that Pararwsnia typica, Chilton, is the same as Mnera approximans, Haswell.

Mr. Chilton further suggests that the genera Airra and Microdeuteropus will eventually have to

be combined.

He transfers Montagua miersii, Haswell, which he had previously renamed Montaguana miersti,

to Costa's genus ProhiJium, but without saying whether it has or has not mandibular palps,

so that it remains uncertain whether it should be placed in the genus Stenothoe, Dana, of

which Costa's Probolium is a synonym, or in Hetopa, Boeck.

1884. Chilton, Charles.

The distribution of terrestrial Crustacea. The New Zealand Journal of Science.

Vol II. No. 4. Dunedin, N. Z. July, 1884. pp. 154-157.

Arguing that similar variations ma}' arise independently, where animals of the same family are

.separately subjected to new but similar conditions of life, Mr. Chilton says, "We know that

this is true to a certain extent at any rate, for the teiTestrial Ampbipoda and Isopoda have

without doubt arisen independently, and yet in both tlie inner antenna; have become very

small—rudimentary in the Isopoda, nearly so in Amphipoda,—and in both the mandible
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has lost its palp." He also remarks that "the Amphipoda appear to be only now developing

terrestrial forms, and a splendid series could be made out of existing species, from Nicea,

living wholly in the water, through Allorchestes, etc., which live in rock-pools, but can walk

and live (leap, MS. correction) on land with great agility, Talorch&stia, etc., living just

above high-water mark, and only occasionally splashed with salt water, to species of

Orcliestia and Taliims, such as 0. Sylvieola, which live far away from the sea."

1884. Chilton, Charles.

The New Zealand Journal of Science. Vol. II. No. 5. September 1884.

p. 230.

This note identifies Man-a petriei, G. M. Thomson, with Megamcera (Moera) suhcarinata,

Haswell, the latter name having the priority.

1884. Claus, C.

Elementary Text-book of Zoology. General part and special part ;
Protozoa

to Insecta. By Dr C. Claus. Translated and edited by Adam Sedgwick, M.A.,

with the assistance of F. G. Heathcote, B.A. London, 1884.

At page 405, the Arthropoda are defined as "
Laterally symmetrical animals with heteronomoushj

segmented body and jointed segmental apjyendages; with brain {supraoBSophageal ganglia)

and ventral nerve cord {ganglionic chain)."

At page 411, Class I.—Crustacea are defined as "Aquatic Arthropoda, which breathe by means

of gills. They have two pairs of antennx ; numerous pjaired legs on the thorax, and usually

also on the abdomen." It is observed that " some forms, however, can live on land, and

possess respiratory organs adapted for breatliing air." "The mandibles are simple but very

rigid and hard masticating plates, which are usually toothed and correspond morphologically

to the coxal joint of a limb, the following joints developing into a palp-like appendage

{mandihular-palpi)." "The delicate hairs and filaments of the anterior antenna are probably

olfactory organs." "The so-called shell glands of the lower Crustacea are regarded as

urinary organs, as are also the glands opening at the base of the posterior antenna in the

Malacostraca. In the Entomostraca the latter are only preserved during larval life. Short

tubes, which correspond to the Malpighian tubes of the Tracheata, may also be present on

the rectum {Amphipoda)." [This correspondence, however, is denied by P. Mayer, 1882,

and W. B. Spencer, 1885.]

The Crustacea are divided into four groups, Entomostraca, Malacostraca ("the higher Crustacea

characterised by a definite number of segments and appendages"), Leptostraca (for Nebalia),

and Gigantostraca. The Malacostraca include the two orders, Arthrostraca {Amphipoda and

Isopoda), and Thoracostraca.

At page 449, the Arthrocostraca are defined as " Malacostraca with lateral sessile eyes, usually

leith seven, more rarely with si.r or feiver separate thoracic .segments, and the same number of

pairs of legs. Without a reduplicature of the skin." "The head bears four antennae, the two

mandibles, four maxillae, and a pair of maxillipeds ;
in all six pairs of appendages. A

small bilobed plate, distinguished as the underlip, behind the pair of mandibles, marks

the boundary of the primary region of the head. The two pairs of maxillae as well as

the maxillipeds are secondary cephalic appendages derived from the thoracic region of the

body." I do not know how this last statement is to be reconciled with the previous
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description of the Malacostraca, p. 447, "the head includes in all cases, behind the

mandibular segment on which two paragnathi form a kind of underlip, the segments of two

pairs of maxillae. The latter preserve more or less the character of phyllopod feet. The

head, therefore, consists of five segments, each with its pair of appendages, viz., two pairs

of antennae, one pair of mandibles, and two pairs of maxillse. It is followed by the thorax,

which is composed of eight segments." It may be noticed also that the eyes in some

Amphipoda can scarcely be called lateral, and in others are apparently altogether wanting ;

nor is it quite accurate to say (p. 450) that " the two eyes are always sessile, compound,"
since in Ampelisca they are simple.

At p. 451 the suborder Amphipoda are thus defined :
—" Arthrostraca with laterally compressed

body, with gills on the thoracic feet and an elongated abdomen, of lohicli the three anterior

segments bear the swimming feet, icliile the three posterior bear jwsteriorly directed feet

adapted for sjmnging."

The plates forming the brood-pouch are here called oosfegifes.
" The eggs pass into tbe brood-

pouch and there develop. The yolk sometimes {G. locusta and other marine species)

. undergoes a complete segmentation. Sometimes [G. pulej;), after a superficial segmentation,

a peripheral cell-layer is separated, which develops into a delicate blastoderm beneath the

egg membrane. A ventral primitive streak is then formed, and on the dorsal side, beneath

a differentiation which has been erroneously taken for a micropyle, a peculiar globular

organ makes its appearance; this is the first rudiment of the cervical gland (dorsal orijan),

which is confined to embryonic life. The appendages are developed from before backwards

on the ventrally flexed body of the embryo. The young animals usually possess at hatching

all their appendages and in all essential points have the structure of the adult animal, but

tbe number of joints of the antenna and tbe special form of the legs still present differences.

In the Hyperina alone the just hatched young may be without abdominal feet, and differ

so much in their form from the adult that they may be said to undergo a metamorphosis."

The following classification is made :
—

" Tribe I.—Lsemodipoda. Amphipioda with cervically iilaced anterior legs ami rudimentary

apodal abdomen.^' "The abdomen is small and reduced to a short protuberance destitute of

appendages." This statement requires modification. Caprella linearis, L., and Cyamus

ceti, L., are given as examples.
" Tribe 2.— Crevettina. Amphipoda with small head, small eyes, and multiarticulate pediform

maxillipeds." "The coxal joints of the thoracic legs have the form of broad and large

epimeral plates. The abdomen has always the full number of segments. The three

posterior pairs of abdominal feet {uropoda) are well developed and often much elongated."

The epimeral plates, however, are not always large, nor are all the uropoda always well

developed. Three families are assigned to the Crevettina : the Corophiidte, in which "the

coxal joints of the legs are frequently very small
"

; the Orchestiidaj, and the Gammaridse.
" Tribe 3.—Hyperina. Amphipoda with large swollen head and large eyes, usually divided into

frontal and lateral eyes. Tliey have a pair of rudimentary maxillipeds functioning as

underlipi.
" The antennas are sometimes short and rudimentary, sometimes of considerable size, and in the

male are elongated into a multiarticulate flagellum [Hypfridx). The posterior antennas may
in the female be reduced to the basal joint enclosing the glandular tube {Phroniyna) ;

in the

male, on the contrary, they are folded in a zigzag, after the manner of a carpenter's rule

(Platyscclinse:). A paired auditory vesicle may be present above the brain (Oxycephalus,

Bhabdosoma)." Three families are assigned to this group, the Hyperidae, the Phronimidje

and PlatyscelidcTe. In the description of the family Phronimidse, the statement " Head

large, with projecting rostrum and large divided eye
"
should rather be " Head large, with

projecting snout or muzzle and large pair of divided eyes."

(ZOOL. CHALL. ESP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 70
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The parentbetic statement, on p. 453, tliat
" the presence of Arctic species [of Amphipoda] in the

Swedish and Norwegian seas is very interesting," loses its point by the introduction of the

word "seas" through an oversight instead of "lakes."

The Isopoda axe divided into two tribes, Anisopoda and Euisopoda. The Anisopoda are thus

defined :
—"

Body more or less resembling that of an Ampldpod. Tlie abdomen toith biramoiis

sivimming feet (Tanais), which do not function as gills, or with fin-lik^ feet (Anceus)."

In the "General Part" of the volume, valuable information is to be found under various

headings, in regard to organs of vision, nerves, &c.

«

1884. D'Ueban, W. S. M.

Crustacea on the South Coast of Devon. The Zoologist. Ser. 3. Vol. VIII.

London, 1884. pp. 151-153.

The capture of half a dozen species of Amphipods, not new ones, is recorded.

1884. Faxon, Walter.

On the so-called Dimorphism in the genus Camharus. From the American

Journal of Science, Vol. XXVII. January 1884. pp. 42-44.

"It appears probable that the two forms of the crayfish are alternating periods in the life of the

individual, the 'first form 'being assumed during the pairing season, the 'second form'

during the intervals between the pairing seasons." Mr. Faxon suggests that this curious

discovery may explain the existence of two forms of the male in the genera Tanais and

Orchestia pointed out by Fritz Miiller (Fiir Darwin). It is obvious that, if the phenomenon
in question should prove to be of frequent occurrence among the Crustacea, it may make

necessary an extended revision of specific names.

1884. HOEK, P. P. C.

Schaaldieren van de Oosterschelde. Crustacds de I'Eseaut de I'Est. Overdruk

uit: Tijdschr. Ned. Dierk. Vereen., Supplementdeel I. Afl. 2. 1884. 31 pages.

This paper, in Dutch and French, records from the locality mentioned in the title fifteen species

of Amphipoda, none of them new. Among them was Atylus vedlomensis, Bate and "West-

wood; (also recorded from Guernsey, see Note on Koehler, 1885).

1884. KnsrosLEY, John Sterling.

The Standard Natural History. Vol. II. Crustacea and Insects. Boston, 1884.

Crustacea are Class I. of the Arthropoda. The Edriophthalmia are Subclass IV. of the

Crustacea, and embrace two orders, Isopoda and Amphipoda. The Amphipoda, pages

72-77, include two suborders, Lssmodipoda and Amphipoda genuina. The families assigned

to the first suborder are the Caprellidce and Cyamidaj, to the second, the Oxycephalidse,

Phronimidffi, Hyperidse, Cheluridae, Corophidse, Gammaridse, Orchestidse.

Species are figured under the following names, but without names of the authors of the species ;

fig. 96. Caprella geometrica; fig. 97. Cyamus ceti ; fig. 98. Rhabdosoma batei ; fig. 99.
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Thaumops pellucida ; fig. 100. Hyperia ; fig. 101. Ct/stosoma neptuni ; fig. 102. Cerapus

ruhricornis ; fig. 103. Unciola irrorata ; fig. 104. Gavimarus ornaius ; fig. 105. Orchestia

ar/ilis, heach-^ea,
; fig. 106. AmplLttlioe maculafa.

Among the miscellaneous remarks it is observed that " Unciola does not build a tube, but take s

any that it may find vacant." According to S. I. Smith's account, in 1880, "the animal

apparently does not construct tubes for itself, though often found in the tubes of other

Amphipoda, and in the tubes of Annelida. In the Bay of Fundy," he says, "I have found

it abundantly in small lioles in sandy mud near low-water mark,"

1884. Martens, Eduard von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1883
; being Volume twentieth of the

Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxxiv. pp. 1-34.

1884. MiERS, E. J.

Report on the Zoological Collections made in the Indo-Pacific Ocean during the

Voyage of H.M.S. '

Alert,' 1881-2. London, 1884.

A brief review is given of earlier writings dealing with the Crustaceans of Australia. " In regard

to the Amphipoda," Mr. Miers says,
" the affinity of the Australian with the European

fauna is very remarkable
;
and among the few species included in the present Report

instances {Leucothoe spinicarpa, Caprella eequilihra) occur where I have identified Australian

examples with well-known European types, while in several other instances, the distinctions

are so slight as to be scarcely of sjiecific importance ;
hence I must quaHfy the opinion I

formerly expressed as to the improbability of the species of such widely distant regions ever

being actually identical."

In the determination of the Amphipoda, pages 311-321, 567-569, Mr. Miers has used Spence
Bate's classification rather than Boeck's, presuming that Boeck's, being concerned with North

Temperate and Arctic, would not without much modification suit the southern fauna.

Ephippipliora Icrmjeri, White, which Boeck doubtfully referred to his genus Socarnes, is

here upheld.
" In the specimens from the ' Alert

'

collection the terminal segment is

elongated, narrowing slightly to the distal extremity, with the sides straight, and is divided

by a narrow median fissure." White's type specimens from Tasmania are unfortunately

dry and broken, so that his species must apparently remain in some obscurity, but the

imperfect terminal segments seem, Mr. Miers says, to show a structure like that of the

"Alert" specimens, differing in this particular from Z/ystawassa nitens, Haswell. Lysianassa

australiejisis, Haswell, is said to come very near to Epliippiphora krijyeri, but to be probably

distinguished from it by the telson, which Haswell leaves undescribed, as though similar to

that of Lysianassa nitens. Mr. G. M. Thomson recorded the species from New Zealand, as

"Lysianassa Kroyeri," but without describing the telson, so that Mr. ]\Iiers could not

express an opinion on its identity. To judge by a specimen which Mr. Thomson has sent

me, the New Zealand form must be quite distinct, since its telson is neither elongate, nor

divided. Mr. Haswell in 1886 explains that the telson in his Lysianassa nitens is not, as

he at first thought, simple, but deeply cleft, and in Lysianassa australiensis also "the telson

is cleft to the base." Leucothoe commensalis, Haswell, is regarded as at most a variety of

Leucotlwe spinicarpa, Abildgaard, and in this Mr. Haswell appears to acquiesce. Koss-

mann's Leucothoe crassimana from the Red Sea is thought to be another synonym of the

same species. A new species, LeucofhuiJ hrevidigitafa, pi. 34. fig. A., is figured and described,

which, it is said, may be regarded as in some sense intermediate between Leucothoe Jiovx-
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liollandiee, Haswell, on tlie one hanJ, and, on the otlier, Leiieotlioe comniensdlis with the

closely allied species or varieties Leucothoe diemenensis, HasweU, and Leucothoii yracilis,

HasweU. MelUa australis, Haswell, is said to be very nearly allied to the Melita setipes,

Dana, from Singapore. Additional particulars are given to supplement the original

description by Haswell of Mcera ramsayi, but that species is now recognised by Mr. HasweU
as a synonym of Mxra ndiromaridata, Stimpson, which is also here described, but from

imperfect specimens. A specimen, from which the head was wanting, is described under the

provisional name of Mcera crassimana. Another imperfect specimen is described, but not

named. "In the form of the anterior legs and in the coloration it resembles .4?«j;7«'ttoe

seiosa, Haswell, from Botany Bay, but diflfers in the form of the palm of the second leg,

and, I suppose, of the posterior uropoda." Megamcera suensis, Haswell
?, is very fully

described, and this description Mr. Haswell accepts as applying to the ordinary form of his

species, so that Mr. Miers' alternative name, Megamcera hagwelli, is not needed. Megamann
tliomsoni, pi. 34. fig. B., is described and figured as a new species, though near to, and

possibly only a variety of, Alegamcera semiserrata, Sp. Bate, or Megamoera hrevicaudaia,

Sp. Bate, which are British species. Its points of distinction from Megamara masfersti,

Haswell, are pointed out, but nevertheless Mr. Haswell in his latest revision considers it a

synonym of that species. Podocerus ausind/s, Haswell, is briefly discussed. Notes are

given upon CapreUa xqnilihra, Say, and a specimen, pi. 34. fig. C, is doubtfully referred to

Caprella attenuata, Dana, of which Mr. Haswell has since observed,
" the species figured

by Miers is very diifereut from the adult G. attenuata, but may be an immature form."

From the Seychelles a new species is described (p. 567) and figured under the name Mcera

diversimanus, pi. 52, fig. D. It is compared with Mun-a truncatipes (Spinola) from the

Mediterranean, and with Moe^i'a ramsayi, Haswell, already noticed, and it is suggested as

possible that more specimens might oS"er transitional characters serving to unite the two

forms.

1884. Schneider, J. Sparre.

Undersdgelser af dyrelivet i de arktiske fjorde. II. Crustacea og Pycnogonida
indsamlede i Kvsenangsfjorden 1881. (Aftiyk af Troms0 Museums aarsliefter VII.)

Troms0. 1884. pp. 56-134. PI. I-V.

A new species is figured (Tab. I. & II.) and described under the title Menigrates {Orcliomene ?)

arcticus. Complaint is made, as has been done by several authors, of the minute and

over subtle distinctions on which Boeck has founded some of his numerous genera in his

subfamily Lysianassinse, the resxdt often being, as in this instance, that the author of a

new species cannot decide in which of the genera he ought to place it. Another new species,

Metopa siplsbergi (Tab. III. & IV.), here figured and described, is said to be akin to

Mefopa longicornis, A. Boeck. A species described and figured in 1883 as Monoculodes

norvegicus is here separated from that species and recognised as a new one under the name

Monoculodes tessellatus, Schneider, agreeing in part with (Ediceros affinis, Goes, the last-

named author being supposed to have confused two species together, one of them being

Moituculodes tessellatus, the other Mo7wculodes horealis, A. Boeck.

Besides the description of new species, many important observations are given in regard to

species already known. Among others, Pardalisca cuspidata, Kr0yer, is discussed.

Schneider, comparing his own drawings with Boeck's, finds that the maxillipeds differ some-

what, and that the second maxillas assigned in Boeck's plate to Pardalisca in fact belong to

Syrrhoe crenulata. In some points he finds that his drawings correspond far better with

Boeck's description of Pardalisca ahyssi than with that of Pardalisca cusjndata. In the full
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description which follows, however, Schneider describes the finger of the gnathopods as oval,

which will not suit Pardalisea ahyssi, Boeok. He then speaks of the finger being two-

jointed, inasmuch as it possesses a curved nail, which is obviously movable, thus making

the number of joints to the limb in all seven. It may however be questioned whether this

nail is anything more than a (possibly) movable spine. Were Buchholz and Schneider both

right in their views as to the gnathopods of Pardalisea cuspidata, these limbs would have

eight joints instead of the usual six.

A single damaged example of a Mel2)hidi2J2M is referred provisionally to Melphidippa horealis,

Boeck. Figures (Tab. V.) and as full a description as circumstances would permit are given

of it.

In the account of Amiwlisca eschrichtii, Kr0yer, notice is taken of the spine-bearing incision in

the side of the outer branch of the second uropods, and the author remarks that he has

found this peculiarity also in several species of Onesimus, Trypliosa, Socames and Anoni/x.

It occurs also Ln Ichnopus. The objection to Boeck's description of Hippomedon ]wlb0i,

Kr0yer, that it makes the hand of the first gnathopod longer than the wrist, instead of the

reverse, does not apply to the Latin account, and the error is evidently due only to the

accidental omission of a word in the printing.

1884. Smith, S. I.

Crustacea of the "Albatross" Dredgings in 1883. American Journal of Science,

July, 1884, pp. 53-56. Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Ser. 5.

Vol. XIV. London, 1884. pp. 179-183.

He records the capture of Eurytenes gryllus, Mandt, over 4J inches long, in deep water off the

middle Atlantic Coast of the United States, thus explaining the apparent anomaly of "
its

occurrence in the extreme arctic and antarctic seas
"
discussed by Lilljeborg.

1885. AuEiviLLius, Carl WiLHELM Samuel, bom August 31, 1854 (C. W. S. A.).

Krustaceer hos Arktiska Tunikater. Hiirtill tre taflor. [Ur Dvega-expedi-

tionens vetenskapliga iakttagelser, Bd. IV. Stockholm, 1885.] pp. 223-254.

Andania pecUnata, Sars, 1882, is described and figured (Taf. 7, figs. 1-12). Of the four

characters by which Boeck distinguishes Andania from Stcr/ocepjliahis, Aurivillius observes

that this species has only two. In regard to the two-jointed palp of the first maxillae, and

the undivided telson, it agrees with Boeck's description of Andania, but in regard to

the mandil)les and the palp of the second maxillte it agrees with Sfcgocephalus. Unless a

new genus were formed to receive it, Aurivillius inclines to leave it in the genus Anda7iia,

but its mandibles, in my opinion, decisively separate it from Andania, and assign it at any

rate provisionally to Sfer/ocephalus.

Variations are noticed in specimens of " Aristias tumidtis Kr0yer," from different localities.

1885. BovALLius, Carl.

On some forgotten genera among the Amphipodous Crustacea. With one plate.

Communicated to the Eoy. Swedish Academy of Science, February 1885. Stock-

holm, 1885. Bihang till K. Svenska Vet.-akad. Handlingar. Band 10. N:o 14.

In this acute and ingenious paper Bovallius vindicates the genus Lanceola, Say, 1818, as distinct

from Hyperia, Latrcille, and Vibilia, Milne-Edwards, and gives preliminary descriptions of the
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following new species,
" Lanccola Loveni" "LanceoJa Sayana" (Fig. 1. la and lb.), Lanceola

felina, Lanceola serrata, Lanceola curticeps, "Lanceola Clausii." He considers that the

genus Daira, Milne-Edwards, 1830, is either identical with or very near to Paraphronima,

Claus, and that Dairinia, Dana, is quite distinct, synonymous with Thamyris, Spenoe Bate,

and belonging to Claus' family Lyca^idse. Dairinia [or rather Dairilia] was substituted

by Dana for Daira, the latter being preoccupied. Bovallius describes the new species

Paraphronima chjpeata (Fig. 2), Paraphronima californica, "Paraphronima Edwardsii,"

and, for the sake of comparison, Parajyhronima gracilis, Claus, and Paraphronima crassipes,

Claus. He argues that Tyro, Milne-Edwards, 1840, is the same as Chjdonia, Dana, which

the latter author placed among the Corophidae instead of the Hyperidas. It may be noted

that G. 0. Sars had already, in 1882, transferred Chjdonia to the Hyperidfe, but without

recognising its identity with Tyro. Bovallius gives preliminary descriptions of the new

species,
'^

Tyro Clausii," Tyro atlantica, Tyro marginata, "Tyro Sarsii" (Fig. 3 and 3a),
"
Tyro TuUhergii." Lastly he upholds the genus Tanria, Dana, 1853, as distinct both

from Hyperia, Latreille, and Metoecus, Kr0yer; he gives figures copied from Dana of

the type species, Tauria macrocephala, and concludes with the following observation :
—

" The Tauria medusarum O. Fabr. [A. Boeck] is to be united with the genus Hyperia,
because the development of the carpal process is gradual through the species and no generic
character. But as the name H. medusarum has been already given by 0. F. Mijller to

another Hyperia, I propose for it the name Hyperia Kroeyeri, the diagnosis being the

same as that given by Boeck 1. c. pag. 83. Tauria abyssorum, A. Boeck, must be named

Hyperia abyssorum, A. Boeck." As already observed, if G. 0. Sars is right in identifying
Tauria abyssorum, Boeck, with Tauria medusarum, Boeck, then Ryperia abyssorum will

take precedence of Bovallius's Hypieria kroeyeri. The remark is scarcely accurate that

Spence Bate " has been deceived into transferring Hyperids with totally opposite characters

to Dana's genus," since Hypjeria tauriformis. Bate and Westwood, the species referred to, is

not transferred to Dana's genus at all, but I think that Bovallius is justified in dropping
the specific name tauriformis on the ground of its misleading character, though otherwise

(see Note on Norman, 1869, in Appendix) it would take precedence of the name

kroeyeri which Bovallius proposes, ^s well as of Boeck's abyssorum.

1885. Bovallius, Carl.

Mimonectes, a remarkable genus of Amphipoda Hyperidea. With 3 Plates.

(Presented to the Eoyal Society of Sciences of Upsala the 10th October 1885.)

Upsala, 1885.

The name refers to the "mimicry" presented by these Amjjhipods ;
the creature offering "a

striking resemblance to a little jelly-fish." A new family is constituted as follows :
—

" j\Iimonectida3. Hyperids with the head and a part or the whole of the pereion developed
into an enormous balloon-shaped globe. Ocelli not united but dispersed on each side of the

head. The upper antennae long, more or less straight. The lower small, four-jointed. The
mandibles without palp. The maxillipeds well developed."

The new genus Mimonectes is thus defined
;
—"

Caput magnum, latum, valde inflatum, simul

cum pereio sphaeram formans. Oculi parvi, dispersi. Anteimx superiores longae, rectse,

flagello articulate. Antennss iuferiores parvse. Plenn compressum non infiatum. Pedes

uri duos ramos gerentes." "The genus Mimonectes is easily distinguished from other

Hyperids by its globular shape, with all the legs, branchial sacks, ovigerous lamellae, and

the urus hanging down, similar to the filaments of a Medusa. But it differs also by
some anatomical and morphological characteristics from all or most of the other Hy^jerids.
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As important points I mention the structure of the eyes and of the nervous system, and

that the interior of the pereion forms a bladder containing a fluid. With the genus

Lanceola, Say, it agrees in the strong development of the maxillipeds, with Ci/steosoma,

Guerin, and Ti/ro, Milne-Edwards, in the form of the upper antennae, with the true Hyperite

in the shape of the urus and its appendages."

The type species,
" Mimonectes Loveni," is very minutely dgscribed. The two other new species are

called Mimonectes sphxricus and " Mimonectes Steenstrupii." They all three come from the

Atlantic, and give the impression of being specifically very closely allied. The fact that

the bell or globe in the first and largest is formed by five segments, in the second by six,

and in the third and smallest by seven segments of the peraeon, though producing a striking

difference to the eye, may well be due to age or sex, and would naturally carry with it some

differences in the proportions of other parts of the animal.

1885. CARRii:RE, Just.

Die Sehorgane der Thiere vergleicliend-anatomiscli dargestellt. Miinclien &

Leipzig.

According to the Zool. Jahresbericht fiir 1885, this paper discusses among others the eyes of

Gammarus, Hyperia, and Phronima.

1885. Carus, Julius Victor.

Prodromus Faunae Mediterranese sive Descriptio Animalium Maris Mcditerranei

iucolarum quam comparata silva rerum quateniis inuotuit adjectis locis et

nominibus vulgaribus eorumque auctoribus in commodum Zoologorum congessit

Julius Victor Carus. Vol. I. Pars II. Arthropoda. Stuttgart, 1885.

Pages 386 to 428 embrace the Amphipoda. These are classified as follows :
—

"
1. Tribus. Laemodipoda. 1. Eam. Caprellidaj. 2. Fam. Cyamidse.

"
2. Tribus. Crevettina. 1. Fam. Duchilidse. 2. Fam. Cheluridie. 3. Fam. Corophiidee.

4. Fam. Orchestiidte. 5. Fam. Ganimaridse.

"3. Txihvsi. Hijperina. 1. Fam. Vibiliidffi. 2. Fam. Hyperidre. 3. Fam. Phronimidse. 4. Fam.

Platyscelidas."

It does not seem consistent, in the definition of the Lsemodipoda to give
" abdomen rudimentare

absque appendicibus," and to follow this by a definition of Proto, including
" abdomen

triarticulatum, pedum paribus duobus hiarticulatis rudimentarihus." The epithet triarticu-

latum is not in agreement with Mayer's account of Proto,
" die Anhange des eingliediigen

Abdomens sind in beiden Geschlechtern 2 Paare zweigliedriger Fuss-stummel."

Caprella grandimana, Mayer, is here made a synonym of "CapreUa Dohrni," Heller. Cyamux

erraticus, Roussel de Vauzeme, is given as a synonym of Cyamus eeti, contrary to Liitken's

view. The genus Cyamus is attributed to Lamarck, instead of Latreille, the actual

author.

In the "Subfam. Coropldnx (Dana) Cls.," are given
"
Cratippus pusillus HeU. (Colomastix pusilla

Grube)," and Cratippus crassimanus, Heller, but Colomastix, Grube, has priority over Cratippus,

Sp. Bate. To Coropliiwra acherusicum, A. Costa, is attached the synonym, "? C. crassicm-ne

Bruz." To Corophium crassicorne, Bruzelius, is attached the synonym
"

C. Bonellii Sp. B.

et W., 9 ." In the "Subfam. Pod.ocerinse. Cls.," to the genus Cerapus, Say, "Erichthonius

et Cerapodina M.-Edw., Pyctilus Dana," are given as synonyms, but the definition does not
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say whether the second uropods are biramous or uniramous. Ericldhonius bidens, A. Costa,

is named Cerapus hideris, V. Crs. (nee Czern.). Of Pi/ctilus macrodadylus, Dana, and

Pyctilus pugnax, Dana, referred to Cerapus by Czerniavski, Carus remarks,
" Hse species

duse maris orientalis (insulse Sulu) a Czerniawski in Ponto Euxino repertae forsan etiani in

Mediterraneo occurrunt." Elasmopus rapcuc, A. Costa, is here named Podocerus rapcur,

V. Crs. Chubia, .Czern., is placed between Podocerus and Amphitlioe.
"
Amphitlioe

SalensMi," V. Crs., is thus described:—"Caput rotimdatum, sine rostro; antennse I.

inferioribus duplo longiores, stipite biarticulato et flagello 16-articulato, antennae II. stipite

triarticulato, flagello 5-6-articulato
;
dorsum leviter rotundatum, absque spinis ;

oculi fere

orbiculares
; pedes I. secundis niulto robustiores, ungue magno terminati ; pedes VII.

omnium longissimi; pedum caudalium pariatriaanteriora niulto longiora; telson triangulare.

Habit. : NapoU (Salensky)." By the biarticulate stipes of the upper antennae it is pre-

sumably meant that the third joint of the peduncle is indistinguishable in size from the

succeeding joints of the flageUum. The first gnathopods stouter than the second, and the

elongate fifth perreopods seem to point in the direction rather of Microdeutopus than of

Amphitlioe, but nothing is said of a secondary flagelluni.

In the family Orchestidse, Dana, Allorchestes, Dana, is given, with Hyale, Eathke, for a synonym,
and thus defined,

" Antennm I. seque Jongx ac stipes inferioruni, articulis hasalibus imperfecte

cum /route connatis; spina olfactoria rudimentaris : mandihulee palpo carentes ; maxilli-

pedes uneino terminali acuminato ; pedes I. et II. suhcheliformes." The tenth species

assigned to this genus is ? Allorchestes ptincfatus, Sp. E. (Euone punctata, Risso). Risso's

definition of his genus is quoted. The name should be Enone, not Euone. This is followed

by
" Nicea Nicolet [Hyale Ethke., Amphithoe M.-Edw. p., Allorchestes Dana p.). Antennx

I. et II. subssquales, viz capite longiores; telson profmide divisum {aut duplex?); pedes

paris I. et II. subchelati ; reliqux notx uti in Allorcheste." Thirteen species are assigned

to Nicea, ending with "A", pontica Catta {Hyale pontica Ethke.)"

In the famUy Gammaridas (M.-Edw.), Sp. B., "subfam. Atylinse Cls.," to Pherusa, Leach, is

given the synonymy, "Amphithoe M.-Edw., Titanethes Schiodte, Paramphithoe Bruz. p."

Titanethes, Schiodte, however, is the name of an Isopod, given in place of Pherusa, Koch,

preoccupied. Proholium, A. Costa, is retained, with five species, but as the definition given

of it includes " mandibulse sine palpo," this suffices to show that the species in question,

polyprion, Costa, marina, Sp. Bate, longimana, Sp. Bate, megacheles. Heller, tergestina,

Nebeski, belong to Stenothoij, Dana, if in each case the character of the mandibles has been

ascertained. The third of these species is entered as " Pr. longimanum V. Crs. {Montagua

longimana Sp. B.)." Amphitonotus, Costa, is given, with Tritropis, Boeck, for a synonym-

Among the species is included " A. BobretzMi Catta. Nondum descri^sta. (Corjjus

omnino inerme.) Habit.: Marseille, Calangue de Podesta (Catta)."

In the second subfam. Ampeliscina3, LiUjeb. (Sp. B.),
" A. Gaimardi Kr.," has the synonyms,

" Tetromatus typicus Sp. B., Araneops diadema Costa, Byblis Gaimardi Boeck." "A.

breviconiis Marion," has the synonyms
"
Araneops brevicornis A. Costa, A. Belliana Sp.

B., A. Ixvigata LiUjeb."

In the third subfam. Leucothoinse, Dana, under Leucothoe, Leach, is given as the second

species,
" L. Eichiardii Lessona. A L. furina differt pari ultimo pedum spuriorum

projiciente uti in L. furina, sed in chelam bidigitalem terminato. Thorax, antenn;e et par

pedum chelatum rubra, abdomen maculis rubris. Habit.: Geneva, sinus (Lessona)." It is

not said whether the peculiarity has been observed in more than one individual, and the

description is the more puzzling, as the words "projiciente uti in L. furina" seem to

contradict what is said in the account given of that species,
"
par ultimum pedum caudalium

extremitatem praecedentium non superans." The account given of " Seba A. Costa" and of

its species,
"
S. innominata A. Costa," agrees exactly with that given in the Brit. Mus.
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Catal. by Spence Bate, except that to the gemric account is added the fact that the upper

antennsB are without accessory flagelluiu, and from the specific account is omitted the

statement that the peraeopods are subequah
In the fourth subfani. Phoxinse, Sp. B., is given

" Phoxus erythropldhalmus Catta. A. Ph.

Holbollii differt oculo perfecto in utroque latere. (Descriptio plenior nondum exstat.)

Habit.: Marseille, jMontredon (Catta)": to Pontocrates, Boeck, is attached the synonym
"
Kroyei-ia Sp. B.," -which should be Kroyera. Acanthonofus, Owen, is retained in

preference to Epimeria, Costa, which, however, rightly supersedes Acanthonofus, preoccupied

long before Owen used it. Here also Carus places
"
Lilljehorgia Sp. B." and Guerinia, Hope.

In the fifth subfam. Gammarinae (Dana), Cls., the habitat of " 3Isera Blanchardi Sp. B.," is

given as "Capo S. Viti, Sicilia (Milne-Edwards)," but the Brit. Mus. Catal., p. 190, gives

for this species "Hah. Cape of Santo Viti, Sicily {M. Entile BJanchard)" and ascribes to

M. Blanchard "the description as well as the figure." To Meera eiythrophthalma, Heller,
"
Eurtjstheut^ eri/tJirophthahnus Sp. B. "

is assigned as a synonym, although the latter

species has the telson tubular, while Heller's sj)ecies has " telson in partes duas triangulares,

invicem imbricatas divisum." Ceradocus, A. Costa, is given as a synonym for Melita,

Leach, as well as for Mxra, Leach, Ceradocus orchestiipes, A. Costa, being assigned under

the latter as a synonym to ilenrc orchestiipes, Heller. Melita oxyura, Catta, is thus

described:—"
Stipitis antennarum I. articulus 1. in extremitate spina forti armatus

;

segmenta caudalia margine postero-inferiore fortiter denticulate ;
stUi caudales posteriores

graciles breves. Habit.: Marseille, Eatonneau, 10-13 org. prof. (Catta)." To Erotomedeia,

Kr., the synonyms
"
LejttochirKS Zadd., Ptilochirus Stimpe.," are assigned. Zaddach's

genus Leptocheirus has, however, been shown by Boeck to be distinct from Protomcdeia.

Some rearrangement therefore is necessary of the species assigned to this genus, viz. 1.

Protomedeia hirsutimcma, ^^. B. ?. "Habit.: Marseille (var. massiliensis) Catta," which

should be Leptocheirus liirsntimanus;
"

2. Pr. pilosa Sp. B. {Leptochirtis pilosus Zadd.),"

which should be Leptocheirus pilosus, Zaddach
;
"3. Pr. guttata Gr. ? ," "4. Pr. fasciata

A. Costa." The name Protomedeia fasciata, was used by Krijyer for the briefly

described type species of his genus. Stimpson's genus is not Ptilochirus, but

Ptilocheiru-s.

In the sixth subfam. Lysianassiuw, Dana, for the eighth species, Lysianassa ciliata, Grube,

the synonym
"

.? L. Audouiuiana Sp. B." is suggested, but whereas in Lysianassa

audouiniana,
" the central tail-piece is simple, squamiform, concave above, and rounded at

the apex," which agrees with the definition of Lysiaiiassa here given {telson simplex

squamiforme), Lysianassa ciliata, Grube, on the contrary, has the telson "usque ultra

medium fissum." Eyidia, A. Costa, has been identified by Boeck with Urotho'c, Dana,

1852. Ichnopus calceolatus. Heller, 1867, i.s identified bj' Boeck with his own Iclinopus

spinicornis, 1860. "
Calliso7na Barthelemyi HoTpe," entered as "non descripta," has been

both described and figured. See Note on Costa, 1853.

In the third tribe Hyperina, i\I.-Edw., in the first fam. Vibiliidoe (Dana) Cls., to
"

Vibilia

Jeangerardi Luc, are suggested as synonyms,
"

? V. speciosa A. Costa, ? V. mediterranea

Cls." In the second fam. Hyperidffi (M.-Edw.), Sp. B., for Lestriyonus mediterraneus, A.

Costa, is substituted Hyperia mediterranea, V. Crs. In the fourth fam. Platyscelida',

Cls., and its first subfam. Typhidse, Cls., the name Eutypihis, Cls., is adopted with the

synonymy
"
Typhis Risso, Thyropus Dana c? , Dithyrus Dana et Pl(.dy.icelus Sp. B. 9 ," of

which, however, Dithyrus, Dana, has the claim of priority over Eidyphis. In the third

subfam. Lycteidse, Cls., to Lycsea rohusta, Cls., a synonym is suggested in "
? L. pulex,

Marion. In the fourth subfam. Oxycephalidie, Cls., Oxycejihalus, M.-Edw., has the

synonymy
" Natalius A Costa, ? Omithorhamphus De Nat.," and the species Oxycephalus

similis, Claus, is accompanied by the synonym, "? Natalius candidissimus A. Costa." In

(ZOOL. Cn.\LL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 71
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this subfamily are also placed, with notes of iuterrogation, the genera Carcinornis, A.

Costa; On'o, Cocco ; Cliiroimsiis, Cocao ;

^'

OniitlwrJiawjiInis," de l^aiaXe.

It would have added to. the usefulness of this exceedingly useful work, had there been an

Index to this Part, in which the Latin descriptions of so large a number of genera and

species are brought together. In regard to the arrangement of the group here adopted, it is

not easy to see why some authors should place the Lremodipoda at the head or in the

fore-front of the Amphiiaoda, since their structure, however well adapted to their modes

of life, points very obviously to degradation, and seems as little as possible typical or

representative.

1885. Chilton, Charles.

On an Example of Polymorphism in the Amphipoda. The Annals and

Magazine of iSTatural History. November 1885. Ser. 5. Vol. XVI. London, 1885.

pp. 368-376. PI. X.

Mr. Chilton gives as the synonymy of Aora typka, Kroyer, the following names, Lalaria

lonrjitarsis, Nicolet, Microdeideropus mortoni, Haswell, Bllcrodeuteropus tenuipes, Haswell,

Microdeuteropus maridatus, G. M. Thomson. He supports his view by minute details and

figures of various specimens, and while giving one description for the female, he describes

the other sex thus :
—" Male. Three forms, all differing from the female in the character

of the first gnathopod, which in each has the meros produced into a long spine reaching

about to the end of the carpus.

"The forms may be distinguished as follows:—
"1. [Aora typica, Kroyer.)

—Easos with a tooth projecting forwards on the anterior margin;

carpus longer than the propodos, but of about the same breadth.

"2. {Microdeuteropus macidatus $, Chilton.)
—

Carpus longer and broader than propodos;
meros with small tuft of seta; on posterior margin.

"3. {Microdeideropus Mortoni, Haswell.)^
—Carpus longer aud broader than the propodos;

meros hollowed anteriorly and with each lateral margin densely fringed with setiB ; dactylos

as long as propodos and with two or three tufts of setiK on concave border."

He repeats an opinion previously expressed that the name Microdeuteropus will have to become

a synonym of Aora.

1885. FiLHOL, H.

Observations relatives aux especes du genre Paramithrax, vivant en Nouvelle

Zelande. Bull. Soc. Pliilom. IX. p. 26.

Contains notes on Allorch.estes sfeicar/i, n. s., and Allorchestes camphellica, n. s., p. 5i. (G.

H. Fowler, Zool. Record for 1885.)

1885. Fkenzel, Joh.

Uber den Darmcanal der Crustaceen nebst Bemevkungen zur Epitlielregenera-

tion. Arcb. Mikr. Anat. 25. Bd. p. 137-190. T. S-9.

According to the Zool. Jahresbericht fur 1885, Phronima is one of the animals investigated in

regard to the subject of this paper.
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1885. GlESBEECHT, W.

ZoologischerJahresbericht fill- 1884. II. Abtlieilimg. Berlin, 1885. Crustacea,

pp. 7-65.

1885. Giles, G. M.

Natural History Notes from H.M.'s Indian Marine Survey Steamer "Investi-

gator," Commander A. Carpenter, R.N. No. 1. On the structure and habits of

Cyrtopliium calamicola, a new tubicolous Amphipod from' the Bay of Bengal.

[Reprintedfrom the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal, Vol. LIV. Part ii.

No. 1, 1885.J Calcutta, 1885.

Tlie careful description and figures of this new species "found in the surface-not about the

Palmyras shoal and the mouth of the Dhanira river on the Orissa Coast," show that it is

not a Cyrto]]hium, but a Cerapiis. Templeton's notes on Cerapus abditus will be

recalled by the remark made upon this species, that " when alive and at ease, it would

frequently turn itself inside its tube, and protrude its head from the opposite extremity."
Observations made on the structure of the tube are here recorded. In this paper the

appendages of the thorax arc reckoned as eight pairs, the first gnathopods being called the
" 2nd pair of appendages

"
as an alternative title, and the fifth peraeopods being spoken of

only as the 8th pair of appendages.

1885. Giles, G. M.

Natural History Notes from H.M.'s Indian Marine Survey Steamer "
Investi-

gator," Commander A. Carpenter, R.N. No. 2. Description of a new species of the

Amphipod genus Melita from the Bay of Bengal. \Rei'>rintedfrom the Journal of
the Asiatic Society, Bengal, Vol. LIV. Part ii. No. 2, 1885.] Calcutta, 1885.

Two specimens, a male and female, were available for the description of the new species, named
MeNta megacheles. They were "brought up by the hempen tangles from 12i fathoms

near the Mutla Light Ship." The species is figured on pi. iii.

1885. GiLSON, G.

La Cellule : Recueil de Cytologic et d'Histologie generale. Lierre, 1885.

"
Spermatogtofese chez les Arthropodes (188 pp., 8 pis.) by G. Gilson; Oniscus, Asellus,

Gammarus, p. 140 et. seq." (G. H. Fowler, in Zool. Record for 1885.)

1885. GuEKNE, Jules de, born August 20, 1855 (J. de G.).

Zoologie. La rade de Dunkerque. Revue scientifique (revue rose). Numero 11.

22" annee).—14 Mars 1885.

M. de Guerne, in discussing the fauna of the buoys, says (p. .327) that upon them "au milieu

des hydraires grouille unc innombrable quautite d'amphipodes {Podocei-us pukhellus)."
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"Cos petits crustaces consiruisent des cellules oh la vasj entre poui- une grande part." He

combats the view expressed in the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, i. 438, that in rough

weather they withdraw to the depths, by the following arguments ;
neither the Podoceri

nor their nests are ever dredged in the neighbourhood of the buoys, although other

Amphipods of similar size and agility are so procured ;
the whole Podocerus family is

found on the buoy, showing that multiplication takes place there, and implying a

permanent residence
;
other creatures less well endowed than the Podoceri, as to means of

adhesion and locomotion, pass their lives on the buoys and lay their eggs there.

1885. HaSWELL, W. a.

Revision of the Australian Lsemodipoda. Extracted from Vol. IX., Part 4,

of the Proceediugs of the Linueau Society of New South Wales. 8 pp.

Pis. XLVIII. XLIX. 1885.

This paper is a commencement of the revision to which Mr. Haswell proposes to subject his

earlier work, now that attention has been so much drawn to the Amphipod fauna of the

south, as well by Mr. Haswell's own writings, as by those of the zealous naturalists of

New Zealand, Mr. G. M. Thomson, Mr. Charles Chilton, and Mr. T. AY. Kirk. The paper

describes and figures parts of two new sjsecies, Proto condi/Iafa and Proto spinosa. It

gives additional figures and particulars relating to Protella australis, Haswell, and states

that "
it is a very well-marked species and quite distinct from Protella (jracilis of Dana, to

which ]\Iayer is inclined to unite it, both in the form of the head and of the gnathopoda."

The description is quoted which Mayer gives of
" Protella Hasicelliana," a species which has

the two last segments of the peraeon coalesced. Caprella cornigera, Haswell, = ? Proto

cornujera, Mayer, is transferred to a new genus, Hircella, somewhat prematurely, on the

supposition that the three anterior pairs of peraeopods are rudimentary. IMayer projiosed

the new genus if it should prove that the' appendages mentioned arc in the supjaosed

condition, but Mr. Haswell does not say whether he has or has not had an opportunity of

determining this point.

1885. Haswell, W. A.

Notes on the Australian Amphipoda. Proceedings of the Linnean Society of

New South Wales. Vol. X. Part. 1. 1885. 20 pp. PI. 10-18.

To Talitrus syhaficus, Haswell, pi. x. fig. 1., Talurus affinU, Haswell, is assigned as a synonym,

affinis being evidently a mistake for assimilis.

Remarks are made on some of the Australian species of Allorchestes instituted by Dana and

by Mr. Haswell respectively. Under Neohule algicola, pi. xi., figs. 4-6, it is suggested that

the genus Neohule, Haswell, may be the same as Hyale, Rathke. Of Aspidoplioreia,

Haswell, it is said:—"This genus stands between Allorchestes and Nicea, dilfering from

both in the large size of the anterior coxaj, from Allorchestes also in the character of the

telson, and from Nicea in the large size of both upper and lower antennfe, and in having

the lower pair much larger than the upper.

Additional details are given as to Stegocephalus latus, Haswell, pi. xi., figs. 7-12, and Anqiellsca

anstralis, Haswell, pi. xii., figs. 7-16, and pi. xiii., figs. 1-4.

Mr. Haswell here refers Lydanassa nitens, pi. xii., figs. 1, 2, to the genus Anonyx. He would

keep Lijsianassa austraUcnsia and Lysianassa affitiis as distinct species, but I still think that

the distinctions he mentions are insufficient to keep them separate from Anonyx nitens. He
mentions that the telson is deeply cleft in all, a character inconsistent with the received
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definition of Li/sianassa. To Eusirus duhius, Haswell, he adds the account of a variety,

])1. xiv., fig. 1, and a new species, Eusirus affinis, pi. xiv., figs. 2-4. Irom the information

given I am inclined to group all three forms with one described in this Report under the

name LiJJehoiyia hasKdli. It -would not, I think, be reasonable to transfer the specific

title (hthius, which was applicable enough in connection with the generic name Eusirus, to

the undoubted position of the new species in the genus Liljehorgia. In the Uritish Museum

Catalogue by some accident the telson in this genus is said to be entire, a mistake corrected

in Bate and Westwood's subsequent work. Probably Mr. Haswell's attention was diverted

from the genus Liljehorgia, when he found the telson in his own species cleft almost to

the root. He accepts the view of Miers that Leucothoe commensalis is a variety of

Leucotlwc spinicarpa, and states that Leucoihoe gracilis and Leucothoe diemenensis are to be

regarded as marked varieties of the same. He describes a new species under the name

Attjlus liornocliir, pi. xiii., figs. 5-7, which will also be found described and figured among
those brought home by the Challenger.

" De.cavmie iliersii," n. s., pi. xiii., figs. 8-12, is

described. Figures, pi. xv., figs. 1-4, and description are given of "a species from Port

Stephens which is very nearly related to Megammra suensis, and yet differs from it in

several particulars." "This species bears a considerable general resemblance also to Mwra

hamigera, but the modification of the left posterior gnathopods in this latter species is

so special as to distinguish it very clearly." Megcmicera tltomsoni, Miers, is identified with

Megamoira mastersii, Haswell. Mcera spinosa, Haswell, Mara ramsaiji, Haswell, and Mcera

/estiva, Chilton, are identified with Mcera rulro-maculata, Stimpson. To this list of

synonyms must no doubt be added Megamwra serrata, Spence Bate. Mr. Haswell speaks

of " the form figured by Stimpson," but without saying where the figure is to be found.

Fresh figures are given of Xenoclieira fasciata, Haswell, pi. xvi., figs. 1-3, with the remark

that " in most of its characteristics this species shows evident relationships with Mirro-

deuteroxjHs. In fact it is only the form
.
and proportions of the gnathopoda (figs. 1 and 2)

that separate it from the normal members of that genus, with which it is connected

through the European M. versiculatus, Spence Bate." Of Haplocheira iijpica, pi. xvi.,

figs. 4-8, Mr. Haswell writes that its relations are rather with the Podocerides than with

the Gammaridse,
" the last pair of pleopods being short, with slightly hooked spines on the

outer ramus, and a very short inner ramus with a simple pointed spine, and the telson

(fig. 8), being a small undivided plate with a strong hook at each of its postero-lateral

angles." He says further,
" the superior antennae have small two-jointed appendages

—a

feature which I overlooked in my first examination. The flagellum of the inferior antenn;e

has three distinct joints. The anterior gnathopods (fig. 4) might be described as very

imperfectly subcheliform—the propus having a small lobe at the base of the dactylus. The

nearest ally of the genus seems to be Coropidum, and C. Lendenfeldi of Chilton (Trans.

N. Z. Inst, etc.) is probably this species." Ganimarus harhimanus, Thomson, 1879, takes

precedence as Haplocheira barbimanus. Of Harmonia crassipes, Haswell, pi. xvi., fig. 9,

he writes,
" The relations of this species were not correctly expressed by the position in

which it was placed in the '

Catalogue of Australian Crustacea.' It is a member of the

family Corophiidee, distinguished from Amphithoii, Sunamphithoi: and Nania, among other

points, by the presence of an appendage on the superior antenna, from Cerapus by the

biramous character of the posterior pleopoda, and from Podocefrus by the multi-articulate

flagella of both pairs of antennae. The genus may be defined as follows :
—Coxaj not so

deep as the corresponding segments ; antenna; both with multi-articulate flagella, the superior

pair with an appendage. Mandibles palpigerous. Maxillipedes unguiculate, sub-peditbrm,

with a squamiform process on the basos only. Gnathopods sub-chelate, unequal, posterior

pair very large. Posterior pleopods biramous, the outer ramus with slightly hooked spines

and straight hairs, the inner with straight hairs only. Telson single, long, pointed." From
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this description it seems jsossible that Harmonia may be a synonym of Gruhia, Czerniavski,

1868, but for that genus the mouth-organs have not been described.

Cyrtaphmm dentatum, Haswell, pi. xvii., figs. S-12, is transferred to a new genus, De.viocerel/a,

described as difl'ering from Dana's genus Cyrtoiiliium as defined by Spenoe Bate, by "the

superior antennas having a short, multi-articulate flagellum and a well-developed secondary

appendage." This is obviously the same as Dana's Plafophium. See Note on Dana,
1852. Dexiocerella Ivhata, pi. xviii., figs. 6-8, and Dexiocerella Ixvis, pi. xviii., figs. 10-12,
are described and in part figured, as new species belonging to this genus. Cyrtopliium

liystrix, Haswell, is transferred to Lxtmatopldhis, Bruzelius, since the superior antennse

have no secondary appendage, and the second uropods are wanting. Cijrtopildum minutum,

pi. xviii., figs. 1-5 and fig. 9, remains as satisfying the requirements of Spence Bate's

definition of CijrtojMum, while Cyrtopliium parastticum, pi. xvii., figs. 1-7, is stated to be

a connecting link between the new genus Dexiocerella and the old CyrtopMum, since

it
" has the flagellum of the lower antennfe well-developed and indistinctly multi-articulate,

but has no appendage to the superior antennae.
" The genus of Bruzelius is given as

Lxmatopihilus, but there cannot be any doubt about the true spelling, as Bruzelius derives

it from XoLT/ia and (f>i\o?. Some additional figures and particulars are given for Proto

novss-hoUandix, pi. xviii., fig.s. 13-16.

1885. KoEHLER, Rene.

Eecherches sur la Faune Marine des lies Angio-normandes. 70 pages. Nancy.
Extract from the Bulletin de la Societe des Sciences de Nancy.

Among the 126 species of Crustacea which Dr. Koehler took in the Channel Islands, and

principally in Jersey, were several Amphipods, which he enumerates. At Sark he took

several specimens of Aora gracilis, which, however, is not, as he supposes it, rare.

A species of Gammarella, closely allied to Gammarella hrevicaudcda, he projjoses to name

GammareUa longicornis, from the length of the antennae, but this is too variable a

character to be any criterion of a distinct species, and the specimens, as Dr. Koehler

informs me, had accidentally been dried up, before he could submit them to detailed

examination. He mentions, among other common Aniphipoda at Jersey, Erystlirmus

edriophtalmus, Sp. B., which is in all probability a slip of the pen for Eurystlieus erythroph-
thahnus. Thirty-two species of Amphipoda were observed. From Guernsey Dr. Koehler

has since sent me a specimen of Atylus vedlomensis, Bate and Westwood.

1885. Martens, E. von.

Crustacea. The Zoological Record for 1884; being Volume the twenty-first

of the Record of Zoological Literature. London, m.dccc.lxxxv.

In the "
Biological Observations," the recorder mentions " Several new Gregarinidx found in

Poriunus, Carrinus, Pachyijrap)sus, JDromia, Nicoea
[

? Nicea], PJnvnima, and Caprella ;

J. Feenzel, Arch. mikr. Anat. xxiv. pp. 545-579, pi. i. figs. 1-69."

Under "Geographical Distribution," he mentions, from papers which I have not seen, the

occurrence in Limfjord, Jutland, of two CapreUidae, on the authority of "J. Collin,

Limfjordens marine Fauna, pp. 21 & 22," and in the Baltic of eleven Amphipods,

including the fresh-water Gammarus pulex, on the authority of " M. Braun, Arch. Nat.

Liv. (2) X. pp. 98-102, 114, & 112."
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1885. Murdoch, J.

Seven new species of Crustacea and one Worm from Arctic Alaska. Proceedings
of the United States National Museum. VII. Washington, pp. 518-522.

Acanilwzone pnlyacantlia, n. s., Melita formosa, n. s., Mdita leonis, n. s. (G. H. Fowler, in

Zool. Eecord for 1885.)

1885. Packard, A. S.

On the structure of the brain of the Sessile-eyed Crustacea. Read at Washing-

ton, April 14, 1884. Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences. Vol. III.

Part 1. 1884. Washington, 1885. pp. 97-110. 5 Plates.

The investigation appears to refer almost exclusively to Isopods, but in the section headed

"Morjjhology of the Brain," Packard says, "the brain of the Isopods and Amphipods is a

syncerehrum, though far less complicated than in the Decapoda. It wiU be remembered

that Professor Lankester, in his memoir on Apus, designates the simple brain of that

crustacean as an arcJu'cerclmm, while the composite brain of 'all Crustacea, excepting Apus,
and possibly some other Phyllopods,' he denominates a syncerehrum." "As seen in Fig. 1,

the brain or supraojsophageal ganglion is a composite mass or group of four pairs of

ganglia, i.e. (1) the brain proper or procerebral lobes, (2) the optic ganglia, (3) the first

antennal, and (4) the second autennal lobes. These lobes are quite separate from each

other in the Isopoda and Amphipoda as compared with the Decapoda."
On "the histological elements of the ganglia," he remarks that "there are in the Asellidse, as in

insects and Decapods, three kinds of elements in the brain and other ganglia, viz.: (1)

ganglion cells
; (2) nerve fibers

;
and (3) Leydig's pimldsiihstanz {ra&v^i-suhstanx of Leydig

and Eabl-Ruckhard, and especially Dietl), which might be called the myeloid tissue or

substance." "This is the central finely granular part of the brain, in which granules have

short irregular fibers passing through them."

Pages 10 to 13 contain a "
Bibliogra^jhy of works on the nervous system of Crustacea."

1885. SaRS, G. 0.

Den norske Nordhavs-Expedition 1876-1878. The Norwegian North-Atlantic

Expedition 1876-1878. Zoology. Crustacea. I. By G. 0. Sars. With 21

Plates and 1 Map. Christiania, 1805.

Not only is the title-page of this fine work given in English as well as in Norwegian, but the

two languages are employed throughout in parallel columns. The description of the

Amphipoda extends from page 139 to page 233, with supplementary notes on page 270.

They are figured on Plates 12 to 18, and Plate 20, Fig. 21, in this author's usual masterly
manner. He reminds his readers on page 1 that the new forms to be discussed in the

present work have already been briefly characterised in earlier papers, the Prodromus

descriptionis of 1876, and the Crustacea et Pycnogonida of 1879. Hence, of the

species here called new all belong in fact to one or other of those dates, with the exception

of the very remarkable "
Hyjjeriopsis Y<t>ringii."

In Tribus I. Gammarina, the genera and species are distributed and numbered as follows :
—

Fam. 1. Lysianassidte. Gen. 1. Socaniea, Eoeck, 1870, with the note, "I retain for the
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present tlie generic subdivision proposed by Boeck, though, in my judgment, a closer

revision of the family will show the need of slightly reducing the number of genera."

31. Socarnes hidenficulatus, Sp. Bate, with the synonymy,
"
Lijsiananna hidenticulaia, Sp.

Bate, Ann. iV Mag. Xat. Hist., Ser. 3, Vol. 1, p. 362. Lijsianassa nugau; Sp. Bate, Cat.

Amphip. Brit. Mus. p. 65. PI. x. fig.
3 (non Phipps). Lijsianassa Valilii, Goes, Crust.

Ampliip. Spitsb. K'o. 2 (ex parte). Anonijj: hidentiruhitwt, Miers, Spitsb. Crust. Ann.

& Mag. Is^at. Hist., 1877. p. 136," distinguished from the closely allied Anonijx vahlii,

to which Goes has referred it, by the bidenticulate lateral plates of the third abdominal

segment; Gen. 2. Hi'ppomedcm, Boeck, 1870. 32. Hippontedo7i liolhiiJU (Kr0yer), var.,

with the synonym,
"
Hippomedon abyss!, G. O. Sars, Prodromus desci iptionis Crust., etc.,

No. 9-i (non Goes)," a variety without eyes. Gen. 3. Anonyx, Krtiyer, 1883 [1838].

33. A)i07i>jx calrarafus,
"
Anoni/x {Ilippoinedon) cdlcaraliis, G. 0. Sars, Crust. &

Pycnogonida nova etc., No 16." "Of the previously known Anonyx species, it un-

questionably approximates closest A. pumilus Lilljeborg, but is easily recognized by the

much more produced posterior lateral corners on the 3rd abdominal segment, as also the

peculiar spur like projection on the basal joint of the last pair of legs, a character that

suggested the specific designation. In the imperfect subcheliform structure of the 1st

pair of legs, it differs from all other known species of the genus, agreeing in this respect

rather with the genera Lysianassa and Socarnes." 34. Anonyx typldops, carinate on the

fourth abdominal segment, totally devoid of eyes. Gen. 4. Onidmus, Boeck, 1870, in the

table of contents and index spelt Oncsimus. 35. Onidmus tiirgidns,
"
Anonyx (Onisimus)

turgidus, G. 0. Sars, Crust, ct Pycnogonida nova etc., No 13," "approximates closest

0. Edn-arddi Kroyer, from which however it may at once be distinguished by the

remarkably clumsy and inflated form of body, a character that gives the animal greater

resemblance to 0. plaidus Kroyer, which, in other respects, however, differs very

decidedly." 35. Oidsinms Jeucopis, "Anonyx {Onisimus) leucopis, G. O. Sars, Crust. &

Pycnogonida nova etc., No. 14," distinguished by "the imperfect development of the

eyes and the shape of the telson," which is "very faintly emarginate at extremity."

Gen. 5. Tryphosa, Boeck, 1870. 37. Tryplwsa imsilla, "Anonyx {Ti-ypilwsi.i) pusiUa,

G. 0. Sars, Crust. & Pycuog. nova etc., No. 15." "The present species I refer here to

Boeck's genus Trypiliosa. In my judgment, however, both this genus and the genera

Onidmus and Oirhomene should, perhaps, more properly be eliminated and their species

ranged under the genus Anonyx. From the other forms referred by Boeck to the genus

Tryphosa, the present species may be recognised by the total absence of eyes, the remark-

ably slender secondary flagellum on the 1st pair of antenns, and the form of the head."

Gen. 6. Acidosfoma, Lilljeborg, 1865. 38. Aeidostmna laticorne, "from the only hitherto

known species of this genus, viz. A. ohesum Sp. Bate, the present is easily distinguished

by the total absence of eyes, the prodigiously develoj)ed 1st pair of antennne, and the

remarkably robust 3 posterior pairs of legs. Moreover, in the rudimentary character of

the last pair of caudal stylets, as also the posteriorly non-incised telson, this species differs

essentially from the typical form."

Fam. 2. Phoxidoe. Gen. 1. Phoxus, Kroyer, 1842. 39. Phoxus oculatus, distinguished by the

well-developed, darkly pigmented eyes, and from Plio.rics Jiolbdlli, Kroyer, "by the more

thickset form of body, the shorter and more obtuse frontal plate, as also by a somewhat

different shape characterizing the basal joint of the last pair of legs." Gen. 2. Hmpinia,

Boeck, 1870. 40. Harpinia ahyssi, distinguished by its size, reaching 13 mm., peculiar

form of basal joint of last pair of legs,
"
by the obtusely rounded lateral plates on the

3rd abdominal segment, and finally by the hunched projection formed above by the

succeeding segment." 41. Harpinia carinata, possibly males of preceding species, but

differing in structure of antennae, and also in " the distinctly keeled posterior division of
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the body, the form of the 2 posterior pairs of legs and of the telson." 42. Harpinia

mucronafa,
"
distinguislied by the strong, hook-shaped point formed posteriorly by the

lateral plates of the 3rd abdominal segment, as also by the very peculiar form

characterizing the basal joint of the last pair of legs." 43. llarinnia serrata, very near

to Harpinia pluviosa, Krciyer, but distinguished by
" the anterior abdominal segments

being densely pubescent above," and by the serrate basal joint of the last pair of legs.

Gen. 3. UroiJioe, Dana, 1852. 44. Urofhoe abhreviata, length, 3 mm.,
"
easily recogniz-

able by its remarkably short and thickset body, the peculiar form distinguishing the first

pair of antennfe, the absence of eyes, and by the short last pair of caudal stylets."

Fara. 3. Epimeridse. Gen. 1. Epitneria, Costa, 1851. 45. Epimeria loricata, "Colour a

gorgeous red. Length reaching 40 mm., distinguished from Epimeria comigera, Fabr.,

by
"

size, remarkably firm integuments, and the deviating armature of the body. Gen. 2.

Paramphitho'e, Bruzelius, 1859. 46. Paramphitho'e euacantha,
" Phustes euacantus [eua-

cantlnin], G. 0. Sars, Prodronius Crust, et Pycuog. etc.. No. 110.," "approximates very

closely P. pulehella Kroyer, but is easily recognized by the thoracic segments, including
the 3 anterior ones, being all of them keeled and running out as dorsal projections,

whereas in the former species this is the case with the posterior ones only. Moreover,
the form of the 2 anterior pairs of legs differs somewhat. The genus Paramphitho'e is

referred by Boeck to the family Oedicerinse. In my judgment it should rather be classed

among the Epimeridfe. Furthermore, I have seen fit to retain Sp. Bate's genus Pleustes

for P. pa7iop)la, Kroyer, and the species nearest related to that form." Sars is here

referring to Boeck's work of 1870, for in his posthumous volume, 1876, ParampihUhoe,
as limited by Boeck, is made a synonym of Plemfes, Sp. Bate, included indeed among the

Oedicerinae, but with the remark,
" Genus Pleustes ad subfamiliam Oedicerinse vix referen-

dum est."

Fam. 4. Oediceridre. Gen. Oedicews, Krojer, 1842. 47. Oediceros macrocheir, to be "recog-
nized by the remarkably small and non-inspissated frontal projection, the absence of eyes,

and the prodigious development characterizing the 2 anterior pairs of legs."

Fam. 5. Atylida3. Gen. Haliraijes, Boeck, 1870. 48. Halirages qvadridentaius, very near

Haliraijes fulvucincius, M. Sars, but distinguished by size, length 24 mm., "greater
number of dorsal spines, and the deviating form and armature of the lateral plates of the

3rd abdominal segment." Gen. 2. Cleippides, Boeck, 1870. 49. Cleippides qvadrimspis.

Heller, total length of specimens reaching 52 mm., the antennjc not included. Gen. 3.

Amphithnpsis, Boeck, 1860. 50. Aviphitliopsis piulchella, nearest Amphithopsis latipes, M.

Sars, but "
distinguished by a less thickset body, the absence of a dorsal keel, less robust

ambulatory legs, as also by its colour. Moreover, the form of the 2 anterior pairs of legs is

rather different."

Fam. Gammaridse. Gen. 1. Maera, Leach, 1813. 51. Maeva tenera,
" Maem tendia, G. 0. Sars,

Prodromus descriptionis Crust, etc.. No. 119 (non Stimpson)," "distinguished by its

remarkably slender body, the evenly rounded 1st pair of epimera, the total absence of eyes,

and the linear form of the basal joint of the 3 posterior pairs of legs." Gen. 2. Mclita,

Leach, 1813. 52. Melita pallida, "posterior margin of all abdominal segments, with

exception of last, jutting out above as 2 flat, appressed spines, from between which rise two

or three considerably smaller one. Lateral plates of 3rd segment produced posteriorly to a

sharp point. No eyes." Gen. 3. Amathillopsis, Heller, 187 5. 53. A»/afhillopsi!< gjmir/era,

Heller,
"
length of largest specimens reaching 50 mm."

Fam. Syrrhoidse. Gen. Bruzdia, Boeck, 1870. 54. Bruzdia serraia, distinguished from

Bruzelia iijinca, Boeck, "by the sharply-marked dorsal keel, with its high, compressed

projections, as also by the posteriorly serrate lateral plates on the 3rd abdominal segment."
Fam. Stenothoidse. Gen. 1. Metopa, Boeck, 1870. 55. Metopa siKdahilis, "length reaching
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14 mm.," very near to Afetopa aldm, Sp. Bate, but "let alone the far greater size, it can

iinmeJiatel^^ be recognized by the very uner[ual development of the 2 pairs of antennae—
perfectly uniform in both sexes

;
whereas the antennae (in the female of M. Alderi at least)

are about equal in length ; moreover, by the armature characterizing the hand of the 2nd

pair of legs ;
and finally, by the 3rd joint of the hindmost pair of legs being less ddated

posteriorly." Sars notes that he has well-marked specimens from Hammerfest,
" which are

indeed a good deal smaller." 66. Metopa eeqvicornis, "length 7 A mm.," distinguished from

Mefcqia S2Kdahilis "by its inferior size, as also by the greatly elongated and equally

developed antenns. From M. longicomis, Boeck, which, in the appearance of the antennae,

approximates closest the present species, it differs by the greater elongation of the 2nd joint

of the 1st pair of anteimEe, as also by the different form and armature of the hand of the

2nd pair of legs." Gen. 2. Danaia, Sp. Bate, 1862, ndth Cressa, Boeck, for a synonym.
57. Danaia ahyssicola, differs from Danaia duhia, Sp. Bate, and Danaia minuta, Boeck,
"
by the total want of eyes, the remarkably elongated first pair of antennae, and by the

form of the first pair of legs." As the oral appendages could not be examined, it remains

uncertain whether this species agrees with Bate's account of Danaia or Boeck's of Cressa.

Fam. Leucothoidae. Gen. 1. Lilljehorgia, Sp. Bate, 1862. 58. Lilljehorgia xqvicornis, marked
"
by its want of distinctly developed eyes, by the presence of only one dorsal spine, by the

uniform development of the antennae, and finally by the peculiar structure of the first pair

of legs in the male." The generic name is properly Liljeborgia. Gen. 2. Tntropis, Boeck,

1870. 59. Tritropis ajypenJindata,
" the form treated of here exhibits in some respects

a rather striking deviation from the other species referred to the genus Tritrojm, and may
possibly be found to constitute a separate genus." See Note on G. 0. Sars, 1880. No. 27.

Fam. Ampeliscidse. Gen. Ampelisca, Kroyer, 1842. 60. AmpeJisca odonfnpJax, "length
24 mm.," distinguished

"
by its total want of eyes and the peculiar dentiform projection on

each of the three anti-rior pairs of epimera, a character that suggested the specific

designation," "presenting in its outer habitus closest resemblance to A. gpinipes, Boeck."

61. Ampelitira minidicornis, "length 8 mm.," to be recognised "by the unusually small

antenna3, its want of eyes, as also the considerable size of the expansion distinguishing the

basal joint of the last pair of legs posteriorly." Gen. 2. ByhJis, Boeck, 1870. 62. ByUis

abyssi,
"
differs from the typical species, B. Gaimardii Kroyer, by the total want of eyes

and the much less elongate head," and is distinguished from Byblis crassicornis, Metzger,

"by the somewhat different structure of the ani^ennfe and the caudal stylets," which "are

all uniform in structure, vnth simple lanceolate and naked branches. They diminish

successively in length backwards, and roach therefore, when stretched back, to about the

same transverse line."

Fam. Microdeutopidae. Gen. Auionoe, Bruzel, 1859. 63. Autonoe megacheir, "distinguished
from the other two Norwegian species by its total want of eyes, the greatly elongated basal

joint of the 1st pair of antennae, and the structure characterizing the 1st, and in part too,

the 3rd and 4th pairs of legs, as also by their far less dense armature of bristles."

Fam. Podoceridae. Gen. 1. Podorerus, Leach, 1815. 64. Podoreru,'< amniiUs, nearest Pudocerm

megacheir, Boeck,
" but differs from that animal in having a somewhat robuster form of

body, larger epimera, the rudimentary character distinguishing the secondary flagellum of its

1st pair of antennaj, as also in the lateral plates of the 3rd abdominal segment not being

angular, but obtusely rounded posteriorly." 65. Podorerus brevicornis, somewhat resembles

Podocerus latipes, Kroyer, but differs
" in its want of eyes, the pointed lateral corners of the

head, the shorter and less abundantly bristle-beset antennw, as also in a somewhat deviating

form distinguishing the 2 foremost pairs of legs." 66, Podocerus tenuicornis,
" Podocenis

longicornis, G. 0. Sars. Crust. & Pycnog. nova etc., No. 38 (non Heller)," "length 3 mm.,"
a species

"
distinguished from the 2 preceding ones by its remarkably elongate and slender
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antennfe, furnislied posteriorly with long fascicles of bristles,
—by tbe greatly produced

lateral comers of the head, and also by the comparatively feeble structure characterizing the

foremost pair of legs." Gen. 2. Erichtlwrims, Edw., 1850. 67. Ericldlwnius mer/aloji'i,

"
Cera2}us viegalops, G. O Sars, Crust. & Pycuog. nova etc., No. 39," distinguished

"
by its

unusually large and dark-coloured eyes, greatly elongated antennae, and the form of the 2nd

pair of legs in the male. The genus Cerapus, Say, of which C. tulndaris is the type,

differs essentially, as shown by Sidney Smith, from the genus Ericldhonius Edw., belonging,

as it does, to the family Corophiidx. The only Northern species of this genus is C. crassi-

cornis (Sijahoncecetes) Sp. Bate, also met with on the coasts of Norway."
Fam. Corophiidie. Gen. t/ncw?fl. Say, 1818. "Syn: Glauconome,Ivroyer, 1845." 68. Unciola

petalocera,
" Glawonome petalocera, G. 0. Sars. Crust. & Pycnog. nova etc., No. 40,"

"
length 10 mm." " The present species bears closest resemblance to U. planipes Norman,

but it is easily recognized by its greater size and the peculiar lamellar form of the 3rd and

4th joints of the 2nd pair of antennae in the male, as also by the structure of the 1st pair

of legs. The 2nd pair of legs differs in the two sexes from those of U. planijjeg, the hand

occurring vertically truncate at the extremity and with a well-defined palmar margin."

Fam. Dulichiidre. Gen. DuUchia, Krciyer, 1845. 69. DuJichia tuherctdata, Boeck,
" DuUchia

septentnoncdis, G. 0. Sars. Crust, et Pycnog. nova etc., No. 41." 70. Didicliia Mrikorriis,

distinguished from earlier species
"
by its remarkably clumsy form of body, comparatively

robust and densely hirsute antenna?, and small whitish-yellow eyes." 71. Didiclria macera,
"
distinguished by its slim form of body and greatly produced limbs, rudimentary eyes, as

also the pecid.iar form characterizing the 2nd pair of legs in the male."

Tribe 3. Caprellina. Fam. Caprellidie. Gen. Caprdla, Lamk. 1818 [1801]. 72. Caprella

microtuhevculata,
" of the previously known species, this approximates closest C. linearis

Lin., but admits at once of being distinguished by the much more produced 1st pair of

antennae, the form of the 2nd pair of legs, and the different colouring." The last of these

distinctions must be noted as of very doubtful specific value. 73. Caprella gpiiwsisaima,

Norman, "Caprella spmosigsima, Wyville Thomson, The Depths of the Sea, p. 126.

Caprella horrida, G. 0. Sars, Prodromus descript. Crust, ife Pycnog. etc., No. 137." "On a

former occasion," Sars observes,
" I recorded this characteristic species under a new name,

viz., horrida, to prevent its being confounded with Stimpson's ^gina spinosissiriia.

Meanwhile, as the latter is identical with the form Caprella spinifera, described somewhat

earlier by Bell, and must, therefore, bear the last-mentioned specific designation, I see no

reason for suggesting any change in the name proposed by Norman for the species treated

of here
;
wherefore it is now retained." As, however, the name Caprella spinosissima has

been used by Spence Bate for the species named ySgina spi7iosissiina by Stimpson in 1854

and Caprella ttpinifera by Bell in 1855, it becomes a synonym of the former, and cannot be

used again for Norman's species, which will therefore revert to the name Caprella horrida,

G. 0. Sars. See also Note on C. Wyville Thomson, 1873. Gen. 2. jEgina, Krb'yer, 1843.

74. yEgina spnnifera, Bell, the synonymy given being Caprella spinifera. Bell, 1855,

JEgina spnnodssima, Stimpson, 1857. ^giiia sjnnusisgtnia, G. 0. Sars, Prodromus descript.

Crust. & Pycnog. No. 135. "Boeck's jEgiiui echinata differs obviously alike in the

armature of the body and the structure of the 2nd pair of legs." The species is therefore,

as just observed, ^;7/);a sjw'?ioszs6'j;/ia, Stimpson, 1854. Indeed, as to Stimpson's priority,

I may here mention that a .separate copy of Stimpson's Synopsis, which I have recently

obtained, shows tlie following dates
;
on the cover,

"
Washington City : published by the

Smithsonian institution, January 1853."; on the title-page, "[accepted for publication

January, 1853.]."; the introduction signed "William Stimpson. Smithsonian Institution,

Fchruarg, 1853."; on the page containing "references to the figures,"
"
published by the

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. March, 1853."
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Tribe 4. Hyperiiua. Earn. Hyperiidte. Gen. Hyperiopsig, n.
" Generic Character.—Body of

the usual form in Hyperidians, tumid anteriorly, with back broad and small epimera.

Head large, with upper part prominently arcuate. Eyes incompletely developed. First pair

of antenna} larger than 2nd, with peduncle short and a well-developed accessory flagellum.

Mandibles furnished with distinctly developed palps. The 2 foremost pairs of legs

feeble in structure, simple, non-subcheliform
;
the 2 succeeding pairs with 3rd joint very

large, compressed, lamelliform
;
the 3 posterior pairs slender, almost filiform, with basal

joint but slightly expanded ;
last joint longest. Pleopods powerfully developed. The 2

foremost pairs of caudal stylets simple, two-jointed ;
last pair biramous. Telson rudi-

mentary."
"
It is far from improbable that a closer examination will show the necessity of

selecting it [Hyperiopsis V0ringii] as the type of a distinct group within the tribe Hyperiina.

The most striking peculiarity in the present form is the distinct and rather large secondary

flagellum on the 1st pair of antennae, a character quite aUeu to Hyperidians in general."

75.
"
Hyperiopsis Vi^ringii," n. sp.

" The specimen examined would appear, judging from

the structure of the antennae, to be a female," length 11 mm., taken ofl' the Norwegian coast

at a depth of 600 fathoms. [The fifth and sixth pleon-segments are not coalesced.]

In the Oversigt af Norges Crustaceer, 1882, Sars divides the Amphipoda into Tribe 1.

Hyperina, Tribe 2. Gammarina, Tribe 3. Caprellina. In the the present work we find

Tribe 3. Caprellina, but Tribe 1. Gammarina, and Tribe 4. Hyperiina, without any Tribe 2.

It may be presumed that the change of order was intentional, and that the numbers would

have been consecutive but for an oversight.

The appendix, p. 276, mentions that Socarnes oralis, Hoek, is a synonym of Socames bidenticulatus

(Sp. Bate), and that in regard to the shallow-water specimen from north of Spitzbergen

referred by Hoek to Onesimus leucojns, G. 0. Sars, the correctness of the determination is

very questionable.

1885. Schneider, J. Sparre.

Pontocrates norvegicus, Boeck, und Dexamine thea, Boeck, Ein Beitrag zur

Kenntuiss der Amphipoden des arktischen Norwegens. Tromso. Mit 2 Tafeln.

pp. 13-26.

Pontocrates norvegicus, Boeck, is described and figured in much detail, distinguished from

Pontocrates (Kroyera) arenarius, Sp. Bate, and identified with Kroyera aJtamarina, Bate

and Westwood. The genus Pontocrates, as defined by Boeck, is considered to be scarcely if

at all distinguishable from Monoculodes. A very striking relationship is pointed out

between Monoculodes carinatus, Sp. Bate, and Pontocrates norvegicus. Since Monoculodes

carinatus was originally instituted as the type-species of Krikjera, Sp. Bate, Schneider's

investigations seem to tend either to the restoration of the name Kroyera, with the species

carinata, arenaria and norvegica, or to the merging of Kroyera and Pontoeintes alike in.

Monoculodes. [The form Kroyera, instead of the earlier and more correct Kroyera, is

uniformly used in the British vSessile-eyed Crustacea.]

Dexamine thea, Boeck, is fully described and figured. On the first maxillae Schneider observes,
" A want of symmetry in the mouth-organs is found in most Amphipoda, especially in the

mandibles, but so irregular a pair of first maxillas I have hithel'to found only in Dexamine."

It is apparently very like Dexamine heihergi, Boeck. " In regard to the telson, Boeck

speaks of it as split to the root; I remarked to be sure," Schneider says, "a suture along

the whole telson, but even under strong pressure could only make the points dehiscent.

The third segment of the pleon is, just as in many Lysianassidc-e, drawn out into a pointed,

somewhat upward curved, hook, whereas Boeck expressly affirms the contrary."
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Schneider prefers to retam the Dexaminae {1 Dexaminidfe), with the palpless mandibles, peculiarly

unsymmetrical first maxillce, and exunguiculate palps of the maxillipeds, as a separate family

for the genera Dexamine and Tritixta, in contradistinction to the Atylidse, with the genera

Atylus, Halirages, Calliopiug, Ainpldtopsis and Laoihoes, "which in these respects are

tolerably normal."

1885. Schneider, Egbert,

Der unterirdische Gammarus von ClaiLsthal. {G. jJtfZex var. subterraneiis.)

Vorgelegt von Hru Schulze am 22. October
;

—
gedruckt im Bericht vom 3.

December [St. XLIX] ;

—
ausgegeben am 10 December.) Hierzu Taf. VII.

Matliematische und naturwissenschaftliche Mittheilungen aus den Sitzungsberichten

der Kgl. preuss Akad. der Wis.senschafteii zu Berlin. Jalirg. 1885, Berlin 1885.

[The cover of the separate part Heft X., December 1885, bears the date 1886.]

Dr. Schneider refers to an earlier essay on
" subterrane Organismen

"
(Abhandlung zum Programm

des Konigl. Real-Gymnasiums zu Berlin. Ostern 1885), in which he had already mentioned

this Gammaruf!. The summary of the present paper says that the subterranean Gammarus

from Claustlial differs from the common form of Garnmarm pulex, and approaches the

bHnd cavern-form in the following points :
— "

1. in der absoluten Bleichheit des Korpers ;

2. in der beginnenden Verkiimmerung des Auges ;
3. in der Form des fUnften Gliedes des

zweiten GreifFusspaaros ;
4. event, in der Streckung der Vorder-Antennen." " Dazu kommeu

noch die Eigenthiimlichkeiten der verstiirkten Kalk- und Eisenaufnahme." It is not, he

says, strictly a "
Mittelform," but at any rate a "

Yermittelungsform." The special interest

of the form lies in its occurrence in the waters of mines of which the age can be more or

less definitely ascertained.
" Zwischen ilir und jenem Extrem, welches der vcillig blinde

G. puteaims in seinen verschiedenen Variationen darstellt, liegt imbestritten eine

ungleich weitere Kluft, als zwischen eben derselben und unseren einheimischen oberirdisch

lebenden Formen. Nocli fiir menschliche Begriffe unendJicli Jange Zeitraume miissen

erforderlich sein und gewesen sein, um jene vollkommen subterran modificirte Form aus

einer unserem Clausthaler Vorkommen entsprechenden Anpassungsstufe entstehen zu lassen,

wenn wir bedenkcn, dass letztere vom Normalzustande noch nicht allzu weit differirende

immerbin eiu bis zwei Jahrhunderte (und vielleicht dariiber) bis zu ihrem jetzigen

Standpunkte gebraucht haben wird."

1885. Simon, Eugene.

Exploration scientifique dc la Tuuisie. Etude sur les Crustaces terrestres et

fluviatiles recueillis en Tunisie en 1883, 1884 et 1885 par MM. A. Letourneux,

M. Sedillot et Valery Mayet. Paris, M DCCC Lxxxv.

On page 6, besides a note on Gammarus pulex, there is given the following description of

Gammarus tunetanus, n. s.

"
Long. 8°'™. Gammari jmUcis valde aSinis, differt tegumentis corporis parcius et minutissime

punctatis, capite paulo longiore et antice paululum attenuate, oculis longius reniformibu.s

supra basin antennanim paululum superantibus (in G. puHn' brevius ovatis et supra basin

antennarum non attingentibus), antennarum superiorum ramo flagelli longiore articulum

flagelli 6"" attingente sexarticulato, articulis 3, 4 et 5 reliquis paulo longioribus et inter se fere

sequis (in G. pulice ramo semper triarticulato, articulo ultimo longiore setiformi, articulum

flagelli 3"" vix aiquantc), antennis inforioribus flagello breviore octoarticulato articulis
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cunctis paulo longioribus quam latioribus (in G. imlice 10-13-articuIato), segmentis cauda?

ultimis ut in G. pulice spinis in fascicules tres ordinatis munitis. Csetera ut in G. pulice.

" Gammari locustse, vakle affinis, oculis antennisque superioribus fere sLmilibus, sed antennarum

iuferiorum flagello multo breviore articulis paucioribus et fere teretibiis differt (in G. loctista

flagello robustiore paulum depresso 15-20-articulato, articulis saltern 2-5 latioribus quam

longioribus)."

1885. Spencer, Walter Baldwin, born 18G0 (W. E. Hoyle).

The urinary organs of the Amphipoda. Reprintedfrom the Quarterly Journal

of Microscopical Science for April, 1885. Loudon, 1885. Micr. Journ.

Vol. XXV., N.S. PL XIII.

The views of earlier writers on these organs are stated. Mr. Spencer has investigated them

specially in Talitnis locusta, in which the two tubes in question open at a considerable

distance from the anus and run backwards instead of forwards, as in Gammarus, to end

blindly in the last segment. Their openings into the gut are lateral, not dorsal as in

Gaimnams. In certain specimens these tubes were found to contain very definite con-

cretions, of which :Mr. Spencer says,
"
distilled water does not dissolve them, nor is there

any uric acid present, but I have been able to clearly detect phosphoric acid, and hence

they seem to differ from those found by Nebeski in Orchestia cavimana, where he states

that they consist of carbonate of lime." The general result agrees with Mayer's view of

these organs, which Mr. Spencer gives as follows :
—

"
Mayer has also described them in the Caprellidie, where he states that they are weU developed

in Caprella, and absent, or only very feebly developed, in Protella, Proto, and Podalirius,

but when present he has never found in them characteristic concretions, and is very

decided in asserting that throughout the Amphipoda these diverticula, whatever may be

their function and whether they contain excretionary products or not, belong morpho-

logically to the mid and not to the hind gut, and that hence they cannot be considered as

analogous to the Malpighian tubes of insecta. He states that there is always present a

sharp break in the epithelium where the mid and hind gut meet, and that the chitin lining

of the latter is not continued into the tubes whose epithelium resembles that of the mid,

and not that of the hind gut."

1885. Stebbing, T. R. R.

Description of a neiv English Amphipodous Crustacean. The Annals and

Magazine of Natural History for January 1885. Ser. 5. Vol. XV. PI. II.

pp. 59-62.

Cijproidia damnoniends, n. sp. is here described and figured, and the correspondence pointed

out between the genus Cyproulia, Haswell, 1880, and the genus Stegoplax, G. 0. Sars,

1882. Both may have been anticipated by Peltocoxa, Catta. See Note on Catta, 1875.

1885. Stebbing, T. R. R.

In Narrative of the Cruise of H.M.S. Challenger. Vol. I. Second Part.

London, Edinburgh, Dublin, 1885. pp. 618-622.

Figures are given of Andania gigantea and Acantliozone tru-arinata, the latter of which is now

transferred to a new genus, Acanthechinus. In this part of the Narrative also the figure by
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J. J. Wild and E. von Willenioes Sulim is reproduced, wliicli had already appeared iu the

Transactions of the Linnean >Society, 1875, with the designation
"
Cystisoma Nepiunus

{Thauinoiis pelhicida)," and in The Voyage of the Challenger by Sir C. Wyville Thomson,

1877, with the designation
"
Cystosoma neptuni."

1886. AUEIVILLIUS, C. W. S.

Hafsevertebrater Mn nordligaste Tromso amt ocli Vestfinmarken. Med 2

Taflor. Meddeladt den 10 Juni 1885. Biliang till k. Svenska vet.-akad. Hand-

lingar. Band 11. N:o 4. Stockholm, 1886.

At page 41 it is mentioned that Ampihithopsis longicaudatn, A. Boeck, is found, as well as

Aristias tumidm, Kr0yer, and Andania yectinata, G. 0. Sars, in the branchial sac of

Ascidians. A specimen, 8 mm. long, the antennse not included, was found in PhaUusia

ohliqun, Heller. On Megaptera hoojis many specimens of Gyamiis hoopis, Lutken, were

found, ijrincipally on the sides of the head, a few on the fins, and one further back on the

whale's body. Curiously, out of 102 individuals only 12 were females. The largest of the

male specimens was 12 mm. long, of the females 9 mm., antennro not included.

1886. BOVALLIUS, CaRL.

Remarks on the genus Cysteosoma or Tliaumatops. With one Plate. Com-

municated to the Eoy. Swed. Academy of Sciences 1885, September IG. Stock-

holm, 1886. Bihang till K. Svenska Vet.-Akad. Handlingar. Band. 11. N:o 9.

Bovallius considers that Guc^rin's Cystisoma must be corrected into Cysteosoma, and then remarks

that "as the name Cysteosoma or Cystisoma has been previously given to a genus of

Coleoptera by Westwood, it must be rejected and consequently the name of Willemoes-

SuHM Tliaumatops be substituted." But in fact Westwood's genus is Cystosoma, and

Gu^rin's name ought neither to be corrected nor rejected. Tliaumatops is itself a

correction of Tliaumops, a correction already suggested in the Zoological Record for 1873,

but these corrections only multiply synonyms needlessly, and are in my ojiinion very unjust

to the founders of genera. If the niceties of classical philology must be attended to iu the

invention of new names, it would be better for authors to beware of Greek and Latin

altogether and adopt Leach's device of throwing letters together into chance names like

Rocinela, at the composition of which no scholar will be able to carp.

The family called by Willemoes Suhm Cystisomidse is renamed by Bovallius Thaumatopsidfe.

This, he says, "is to be ranged between the families Mimonectidai and Phronimidas. It

also shows some relations to the family formed by the genus Tyro, Milne-Edwards." He
has elsewhere shown that Tyro is the same as the later Clydonia, Dana. To Tliaumatops

he assigns four species ;
1. Tliaumatops neptunus, Guerin, 1842, under which he doubtfully

includes Thaumops peUucnJa (the male), Willemoes Suhm, 1874, "Phil. Trans. Roy.
Soc. Lond. vol. 163, part 3, p. 637, (the male)."; 2. Tliaumatops pelludda, Willemoes

Suhm, 1874, "Phil. Trans. Eoy. Soc. vol. 163, ji.
i. p. 629 (non p. 638), pi. 49-50,

fig. l-9a;" 3. "Tliaumatops Lovrui," n. s.. Fig. 1-14, in which "the two fir.st peretonal

segments are free, not coalesced," and " on the under-side of the head there is no shorter

row of spines as in Th. Neptunus and Th. pellucida ;

"
the single known specimen, in

"length, 105 ram., was taken in the Indian Ocean; 4. Tliaumatops Jongipies, n. s..

Fig. 15-23, in which also "the two first pjereiunal segments are free, nut coalesced;" the
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single specimen, in "
length, 57 mm., was taken ofT the west coast of Australia

;

" "
through

the Ion" and coarsely denticulated legs this species," Bovallius says,
"

is easily distinguished

from the others." Detailed descriptions are given of all the four species.

Of the species described by J. C. Fabricius in 1775, under the name Oniscus spinosus, mention

is not made.

1886. Bovallius, Carl.

Amphipoda Synopidea. With 3 Plates. (Presented to the Eoyal Society of

Sciences of Upsala the 10th May 1886.) Upsak, 1886.

Bovallius here divides the Amphipoda into five tribes, distinguished as I. Tanaidea
;
IL

Gammaridea ;
III. Synopidea ;

IV. Hyperiidea ;
V. Caprellidea. In the diagnosis the

distinction between the Amphipoda Gammaridea, and the Amphipoda Synopidea, is made

to depend upon the eyes and the maxillipeds ;
in the former the eyes are described as

"oruli mediocres, sessiles," in the latter as "ociili grandes, maximam partem capitis

occupantes, sessiles
;

"
but when we compare the size of the eyes in such a species as that

which has been named CaUiopius grandoculis, with the size of the eyes in the various

species assigned to Si/iiopia, this distinction seems untenable ;
the maxiUipeds of the

Gammaridea are said to be " non coaliti, palpum quattuor-articulatum gerentes," while

those of the Synopidea are described as "
plus minusve coaliti, palpum quattuor-articulatum

gerentes," but surely in both tribes the maxillipeds are coalesced at the base, and in the

Gammaridea the fourth joint of the palp is occasionally wanting, as in Normania, Boeck, and

occasionally both the third and fourth joints are absent, as in Lafystius, Ivr0yer. The

further character assigned to the Gammaridea,
" nrus mediocre, triarticulatum," is not

universally applicable, since in the family Dulichids, Dana, the uropod-bearing portion

(urus) of the pleon has only two joints ;
and lastly, the character " telson SEPpissime fissum,"

seems out of place when in so many genera the telson is not cleft.

His tribe Synopidea Bovallius divides into three families
;

1. Synopidse; 2. Trischizostomatidae ;

3. Hyperiopsidfc. He admits that the Synopidre
" resemble the true Gammarids in more

points than those of the two following families do." In the diagnosis of this family, he

says that " the eyes occupy the upper median part of the head, and are distinctly faceted."

To the genus Synopia, Dana, he assigns six species, of which he gives descriptions, and,

of all but the last, figures; all the species, he says, "are closely allied and seem rather to

deserve the name of varieties than of species," but, "as their differences seem to be

constant," he keeps them distinct under the following names; 1. Synopia ultramarina,

Dana ; 2. Synopia caraihica, n. s.; 3. Synopia angusHfrons, Dana
;

4. Synopia Sclieeleana,

n. s.; 5. Synopiia gracilis, Dana
;

6. Synopia orientalis, Kossmann. Of these Synopia

scheeleana had long ago been figured for this Eeport, having been taken by the Challenger

at the surface in the Pacific and elsewhere. One or two minute differences between the

description by Bovallius and my own are noticed in the account of the species.

To the family Trischizostomatidw, Sars, the genus Trischizodoma, Boeck, is assigned without

companions, and with the single species Trischizostoma raschii, Boeck. New descriptions

and figures are given of the adult female and young male. For my opinion on the proper

name for this genus, see Note on A. Costa, 1853.

The third family Hyperiopsidai has the single genus Hyperiopsis, Sars, and the one species

"
Hyperiopsis VoerinoH" Sars, the figures and details being borrowed from G. 0. Sars' recent

work on the Crustacea ot the Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition 1876-1878.
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1886. FORSSTRAND, CaEL.

Det arktiska liafsomrS,dets djurgeografiska begransning med ledning af skal-

kraftornas (crustacea malacostraca) utbrcdniiig. Upsala, 1886. 55 pages and

map.

It is mentioned in a note, p. 4, that L. K. Schmarda, in Die geograpliische Verbreitung der

Thiere, Wien, 1853, calls the Arctic maritime region "Reich der Meersiiugethiere und

Amphipoden." The circumpolar realm is thus divided, starting eastward from Behring

Strait; 1. Amerikas ishaf, from Behring Strait to Smith Sound and Baffin's Bay; 2.

Vestgronlandslia liafvet, the tract of sea between the American Archipelago and mainland

and Greenland
;

3. Europeislia Nordliafvet, between East Greenland, West Finmarken and

Spitzbergen ;
4. BarentvJ haf, between East Spitzbergen, Franz Joseph Land, Nova Zembla,

Northern Russia and East Finmarken
; 5. Kariska liafvet, from the east coast of Nova

Zembla to Cape Chelyuskin ; 6. Siliiriens iahaf, from Cape Chelyuskin to Behring Strait
;

7. Beaufort's haf, the sea immediately north of Behring Strait and south of it to the

Aleutian Islands and Sea of Ochotsk.

Referring to the Royal Society Manual of the Natural History, etc. of Greenland, London,

1875, containing the '^Cnistacea of Greenland by CJir. Liitken," he says that the West

Greenland Sea has eighty species of Amphipoda, of which the following are not yet

known from other seas,
"
^gina longicornis Kr., Cercops HolhoelU Kr., Cleippides

tricuspis (Kr.), Cijamus monodontis Ltk., wysticeti Ltk. och nodosus Ltk., Cypliocaris

anonyx Ltk., Monocidodes affinis (Bruz.) och Parathemisto compi-essa (Goes)." At page
36 he remarks that many species, especially pelagic and surface-living animals, such as

Tliemkto, Hijperta, and many Copepoda, may be subject to a 2^<^ssive distribution, due to

marine currents. He finishes by giving a list of 304 Crustacea, of which those numbered

135 to 304 are Amphipoda, showing their distribution in the regions above-mentioned, of

which he subdivides the third into "0. Grbnland, Ishafsdjupet, Spetsbergen." He adds for

comparison two other regions, Great Britain and the Baltic. To the list of species an

addendum gives
" Lanceola Clausii BovaU.," from West Greenland. Hoek's new species,

1882, are not included in the list.

1886. Fowler, George Herbert, born September 4, 1861 (G. H. F.).

List of the Amphipoda of the L. M. B. C. District : in the first Eeport upon
the Fauna of Liverpool Bay and the neighbouring seas, wi-itten by the members of

the Liverpool marine biology Committee, and edited by W. A. Herdman, D.Sc,

F.L.S., &c. London, 1886. pp. 212-218. PI. IV. fig.
1. [Proc. Lit. Phil. Soc.

Liverpool. Vol. XL. Appendix.]

Forty-five species of Amphipoda are enumerated, with here and there a synonym and occasional

notes by Mr. Fowler and Mr. A. 0. Walker. "
Bathypim'eia pelagica, var. robei-tsoni, Sp.

Bate," is separated from Bat/iypm-eia pilosa, LindstriJm, by an accidental misapprehension.

On Dexamine spinosa, Leach, the remark is made that
" two very small specimens lack the

characteristic tooth on the first anteunie, = Dex. temdcornis?" ; on Gamrnarus locusta,

Linn.,
" a black form is common

;
the red spots on the abdominal segments are not always

present ;

" on Gamrnarus marinus. Leach,
" some specimens dredged from Welshman's Gut

are apparently a variety between G. lornsta and G. ritariniirS, having the first two abdominal

segments rounded oil", but stUl not agreeing with G. campijlops in the form of the last pair

(ZOOL. CHALL. ESP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 73
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of feet." Podocerus falcatus, Montagu, Podocerus pelar/icus, Leach, and Podocenis

pulchellus, Leach, are given as three species, but with the statement that " the last two

species may be varieties of P. falcatus. Figure 1 on Plate IV. is an outline of " Protella

phasma, Dana (young)," of which Mr. Fowler observes that " none of the characteristic

spines on the back are developed except that on the head
;
and the palm of the second

cheliped is much simpler than that of the adult, exhibiting only one, not very strong,

tooth."

1886. Fowler, G. Herbert.

The Zoological Eecord for 1885; being Volume the twenty-second of the Record

of zoological literature. London, m.dccc.lxxxvi. Crustacea by G. Herbert Fowler,

B.A., Ph.D. 29 pages.

1886. GeRSTAECKER, A.

Dr. H. G. Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs, wissenschaftlich

dargestellt in Wort und Bild. Fortgesetzt von Dr. A. Gerstaecker. Fiinfter

Band. II. Abtheilung. Gliederfiissler ; Arthropoda. 16. und 17. Lieferung.

Leipzig und Heidelberg, 1886. pp. 417-512.

In this part is finished the discussion of the variety of colouring found among the Amphipoda,

and mention made of the correspondence in some species between the colour of the animal

and its surroundings. A section, number 3, follows on habitat, in which the remark is

made that liitherto only a single species, Orcliestia cavimana, Heller, has been proved (by

Graeffe's experiments) to have entirely given up the water and become an air-breather like

the terrestrial Isopods. It is further said that of the Gammarid group hitherto only a

single species, Pherusa fudcola, Leach, has been observed as an inhabitant of the wrack

thrown up by the sea. But surely the common Gammari, locusta and marinus, are much

more frequently found in such circumstances than Pherusa fucicola, which along with many
other species, haunts the weeds between tide marks. Section 4 describes some of the

contrivances by which Amphipoda provide themselves with dwellings, giving an account,

among other matters, of the investigation by which P. Mayer discovered that Phronwia

sedentaria makes use of other animals for a residence besides Ptjrosoma. In Section 5, on

the means of boring, it is suggested that the large lower antennae of Chelura terebrans may be

of use in removing the gnawed-ofF particles of wood from the passages. Section 6 is on the

period of appearance of some of the Amphipoda. Section 7, on motion, describes Ger-

staecker's own observations on Gammarus pulex. This, he says, swims never on its side

except when the shallowness of the water compels it, but otherwise almost always with the

back uppermost, only occasionally and for a short time back downwards. It always swims

straight forward, with the last three pairs of pereeopods turned upwards, the first two pairs

by their movements assisting the pleopods, the gnathopods held perfectly quiet, the antennae

for the most part kept in motion. In reference to " Talitrus saltator," Gerstaecker makes the

suggestion that the second gnathopod may be employed in digging the hole in the sand for the

creature to bury itself, though the small size and fineness of the integument of the hand of

this hmb are recognised as out of harmony with the suggestion. The first gnathopod would

seem to be a more efficient instrument for the purpose in question. Gerstaecker suspects

that the swimming movements of "
Lepidadijlis (Stdcator) arenaria

" must be especially
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peculiar. lu fact they very much agree with those of the thin and delicate Niiihargus

aquilex. Both species are to all appearance unwilling swimmers, struggling often in a more

or less upright position, then swimming back downwards, and soon sinking to the bottom,

Section 8, on nourishment, gives reasons for the opinion that the Amphipoda principally

if not exclusively feed on animal substances, whether dead or living. Section 9, on

commensalism and parasitism, distinguishes the species which have been noticed as

respectively inhabitants of Sponges, of Hydrozoa, of Echinoderms, of Tunicata, of Mollusca,

of Crustacea, of Fishes, of Eeptilia, of Cetacea ;
those on Reptilia probably belonging rather

to the surface growth of sea-weeds than to the animals on which the sea-weed happens to

grow. Section 10 discusses the good and harm which the Amphipoda are supposed to do,

the good consisting in their constituting the food of various animals of more directly obvious

importance, the harm inculpating only two species, Ghelura terebrans, which bores into

submarine timber, and Gamrnarus locusta, which is supposed to destroy fishing-nets.

Section 11, on parasites, mentions as internal parasites Ecldnorrhynchus polijmorphuts,

Brems., Ecliincyrrhynchus proteus, Westr., Distomum sp., Gregarina longissima, Sieb.,

Zygocystis puteana, Lachmann, Gregarijia elausi, Frenzel, CaUyntrochlamys phronimx,

Frenzel, Gregarina nicex, Frenzel, Gregarina capreUx, Frenzel, and as external parasites
"
Epidylis Steini, Wrzesn., and Carchesium sp., on Gcmim.arus piilex ; Podophrya cydopum,

Clap., and Dendrocometes paradoxus. Stein, on Gamrnarus puteanus ; Vaginicola crystallina,

on Gamrnarus marinus ; VorticeJIa sp. on Darwinia compressa and on Lepidactylis arenaria ;

Carchesium. sp. and Podophrya crusiaceorum on Caprella xquilibra."

Chapter V. is on classification, and begins by describing successively the systems of Mi In p..

Edwards, Dana, Spence Bate (1857 and 1862), Lilljeborg, Boeck, Nebeski and (for the

Hypjerina) Claus, but without recognising the important service rendered by Axel Boeck

in laying stress upon the mouth-organs in addition to other important parts of the structure.

An interesting discussion follows bearing largely upon the Tanaidea, which it seems to be

a point of honour with Gerstaecker to include under the Amphipoda. The order Amphi-
poda itself, as distinguished from the Isopoda, he characterises " als annahernd homonom

segmentirte Malacostraca mit in der Eegel selbststiindigem, seltener (Laemodipoda,

Tanaidea) mit dem ersten Mittelleibsring verschmolzenem Kopftheil, zwei iibereinander

eingelenkten Fiihlerpaaren, nicht facettirtem Augen-Integument, im Mittelleib gelegenem
Herzschlauch und lediglich der Ortsbewegung (nicht der Athmung) dienenden Hinterleibs-

beinen.''

He makes three suborders, thus defined :
—

" Subordo I. Amphipoda genuina. Die sieben MitteUeibsringe frei, der erste nicht mit dem

Kopftheil verschmolzen. Hinterleib normal ausgebUdet, mit sieben (meist) selbststiindigen

Segmenten. Die Pedes sjiurii der drei hinteren Paare von donjenigen der drei vorderen

formell versohieden. Lamellose Kiemen iiach innen oder hinten von mehreren Mittelleibs-

beinpaaren.
" Subordo II. Laemodipoda. Der erste Mittelleiksring mit dem Kopftheil zu einem Cephalo-

thorax verschmolzen. Hinterleib nebst den ihm entsjn-echenden GlieJmassen rudimentar,
auf einen stummelformigen Anhang des Mittelleibs reducirt. Dritter und vierter Mittel-

leibsring mit paarigen Kiemensacken, dagegen nur ausnahmsweise mit regular entwickelten

Beinen versehen.

" Subordo III. Tanaidea. Der erste Mittelleibsring mit dem Kopftheil zu einem Cephalothorax
verschmolzen. Hinterleib normal ausgebildet. Die Pedes spurii der fiinf vorderen Paare

gleich gebildet. Keine Kiemen im Anschluss an die Mittelleibslieine. Die Seitentheile

des Cejihalothorax zu Athemhohlen umgebildet."

A conspectus follows, which is not completed in this part, giving definitions of the divisions,

tribes, families and most of the genera which Gerstaecker accepts. Division I. Hyperina, is
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subdivided into two tribes, of which the first
"
Hyperina anomala, M.-Edw. (Plafi/scelidss

Claus)," follows Claus' arrangement of 1879, adding, however, Phorcns, M.-Edw., as a

fourth genus in Earn. 3. Pronoidas, Claus, whereas Claus, who omitted it in 1879, places

it, in 1887, in the family Lycseidfe. Tribus II. Hyperina normalia, M.-Edw., is divided

into three families. Earn. 1. Phronimidae, Dana, is divided into two grovips, Phrosininae

and Phronimina? (see Note ou Claus, 1879), with the suggestion that Tri/i>hana, Boeck,
should be included in the family Phronimidee, the fact escaping notice that this genus had
been identified by Sars with Lycsea, Dana, a genus belonging to the preceding tribe.

Earn. 2. Hyperidre, Dana, receives the following genera, 1.
" Theinisto Guer. (Parathemisto

Boeck)," 2.
"
Ci/Uopus Dana," 3.

"
CydoMma Guer. {Thaunwijs Willemoes)," 4. ''Tyro

M.-Edw.," 5.
"
Hyperia, Latr. {Hi'ella Straus, mas: Lestrigonus.M.-'Edw., tern: Metoecus

Kroyer, Tmiria Dana)," 6.
" Daira M.-Edw. (Damm'a Dana)," 7.

" Mimonedes Bovallius,"

with the concluding remark " hierher ferner : Gatt. Lanceola Say." Cystogoma should be

written Gystisoma, and Lestrigonus is commonly regarded as the male of Hyperia. Fam. 3.

Vibilidse, Dana {Hyperina Gummaroidea M.-Edw.), contains only the genus VihiJia, M.-Edw.

Division II. Gamniarina, begins with " Tribus I. Corophiina {Marcheurs M.-Edw.)." This has

five families, thus arranged :
—-

Fam. 1. CheluridiB, AUm. Genus Clielura, Phil. (Nemertes, White, Limnoria, Hesse).
Fam. 2. Dulichidse, Dana (Dyopedidffi, Sp. Bate). 1. Gen. Dulichia, Krpyer {Dyopedos,

Sp. Bate, Paradulichia, Boeck). 2. Gen. Lxtmatopilulus, Bruz. 3. Gen. Xenodice, Boeck.

4. Gen. CyrtopJdum, Dana (Platophium, Dana).
Fam. 3. Corophiidae, Dana. Group 1 with the rami in pairs on the first and second, single ou the

third uropods. 1. Gen. Corophluiii, Latr. 2. Gen. Biptlioncecetes, Kr0yer. 3. Gen. Cerapus,

Say {Erkldhonius and Cerapiodina, M.-Edw., Pyctilus, Dana). 4. Gen. Lercotlioii, Dana

(? Cerapus, Say, fern.). 5. Gen. Unciola, Say {Glaiieonome, Kroyer). 6. Gen. Hela, Boeck.

Group 2 with pairs of rami on all the uropods. 7. Gen. Podocerits, Leach {Jassa, Leach,

Ischyrocerus, Kr0yer, Crafophiu/ii, Dana, Masmopus, Costa). 8. Gen. Gummaropsis,

Lilljeb. {Eurystkeus, Sp. Bate). 9. Gen. Aoni, Kroyer {Microdeiitopnis, Costa, Autonoe,

Bruz., Lembos et Loncliomerus, Sp. Bate, Lalaria, Nicol.). Belated genus Xenocheira,
Haswell. 10. Gen. Stimpjsonia, Sp. Bate. 11. Gen. Bryope, Sp. Bate. 12. Gen.

Cratippus, Sp. Bate {CoJomastix, Grube, Exunguia, Norm.) 13. Gen. Podoceropsis, Boeck

{Rxnia, Sp. Bate). 14. Gen. Amphitlwe, Leach {Anisopus, Templet., Pleonexes, Sp.

Bate). 15. Gen. Synaniphithoe, White. 16. Gen. Protomedeia, Krpyer (Leptocheirus,

Zadd., Ptilocheirus, Stimps.). As other genera belonging here, Gerstaecker adds, without

numbering, Microprotopus, Norm., Gossea, Sp. Bate, Goesia, Boeck, Xenodea, Boeck,

Haplodieira, Haswell, and Amphithoides, Kossm.

Fam. 4. Icilinw, Dana. 1. Gen. Icilms, Dana. 2. Gen. Icridium, Grube {Pereionotm, Sp.

Bate). 3. Gen. Phlias, Guer.

Fam. 5. Clydoninse, Dana. Genus Clydonia, Dana.

Tribus IL, Gammarina genuina (Sauteurs, M.-Edw.) ; begins with Fam. 6. Gammaridse. (The
branchial vesicles in subfamilies 1-5 normally developed.)

Subfam. 1. Lysianassina (et Stegocephalina), Dana. a. Mandibles with the cutting-edge quite or

almost undentate. 1. Gen. Lysianassa, M.-Edw. {Idmopus, Costa, Ambasia et Socames,
Boeck. 2. Gen. Eurytenes, Lilljeb. 3. Gen. Anonyx, Kr0yer {Hippomedon, Aristias,

Onisinius, Menigrates, Ordiomene et Trypliosa, Boeck). 4. Gen. Opis, Kr0yer [Normania,

Boeck). 5. Gen. CaUiso7na, Costa (Scopdodieirus, Sp. Bate). 6. G^n. Acidostoma, Lillj

This is followed by three genera given as related,
" verwandte Gattungen," without numbers

or descriptions, namely, Oyphocaris, Boeck, Egidia, Costa, and Glycera, Hasw. The

second group, h. having mandibles with dentate cutting-edge, contains 7. Geu. Stegocephalus,

Krpyer {Andania, Boeck). 8. Gen. Poidopareia, Kr0yer {Priscilla et Argissa, Boeck).
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9. Gen. Bcdhyporeia, Lindstr. (Thersites, Sp. Bate). These ar; followed by
" Verwandte

Gattungen : Amaryllis und Cyproidea Hasw."

Subfam. 2. Phoxina, Sp. Bate. a. Upper antennas witli secondary flagellum not rudimentary.

10. Gen. Lepitladylis, Say {Pterygocera, Latr., Sulcaior, Sp. Bate, Bellia, Sp. Bate, antea).

11. Gen. Phoxus, Kr0yer {Havpina, Boeck). 12. Gen. Urofhoe, Dana. 13. Gen.

LiUjehorgia, Sp. Bate {Microplax, Lilljeb., Cheirocratus, JNorm., Iduna, Boeck). 14. Gen.

Plixdra, Sp. Bate. 15. Gen. Tiron, Lilljeb. (Syrrhoe, Goiis, Tessarops, Norm.). These are

followed by "Verwandte Gattung: Bruzelia Boeck." /'. Upper antennse without secondary

flagellum. 16. Gen. Westwoodilla, Sp. Bate. 17. Gen. Monoculodes, Stimps. (^West-

woodia, Sp. Bate, Halimedon, Boeck). 18. Gen. Kroyera, Sp. Bate {Pontocrates, Boeck).

19. Gen. Ampldloclius, Sp. Bate. 20. Gen. Gitana, Boeck. 21. Gen. Astyra, Boeck.

22. Gen. Cf-rayia, Sp. Bate. 23. Gen. Laiiliystius, Krpyer (Darwinia, Sp. Bate). 24. Gen.

(Edicerus, Kr0yer {AcMithostepiheia, Boeck). 25. Gen. (Edieercrpsis, Lilljeb. 26. Gen.

HaUareion, Boeck. 27. Gen. Pleustes, Sp. Bate {Ampliitlwnohis, Costa). 28. Gen.

Ipliimedia, Kathke (Microcheles, Kr0yer). 29. Gen. Odius, Lilljeb. (Otus, Sp. Bate.

30. Gen. Acanthonotus, Owen {Vertumnus, White). These are followed by "Verwandte {f)

Gattung : Epiriteria Costa."

Subfam. 3. Prostomatie, Boeck. 31. Gen. TriscMxostoma, Boeck.

Subfam. 4. Ampeliscina, Sp. Bate. 32. Gen. Ainpelkca, Kr0yer {Tetrommatus, Sp. Bate,

Araneops, Costa, PseudopMlialmus, Stimps.). 33. Gen. HapAoops, Lilljeb. 34. Gen.

Byhlis, Boeck.

Subfam. 5. Gammarina. 35. Gen. PhoHs, Kr0yer {Eiscladus, Sp. Bate). 35. Gen. Leucothoe,

Leach (Lycesta, Sav., ? Seha, Costa). 37. Gen. Strmothoe, Dana {Proholium, Costa,

Montagua, Sp. Bate, Metnpa et Cressa, Boeck).
" Verwandte Gattungen : AspidopJwreia,

Hasw. und Peltocoxa Catta." 38. Gen. Danaia, Sp. Bate. "Verwandte
(?) Gattung:

Callimerus Stebbing." 39. Gen. Pherusa Leach {Paramphithoe, Bruz., Ampihit}iop)ds,

Boeck). 40. Gen. Calliope, Leach {Calliopius, Lilljeb.). 41. Gen. Atylus, Leach

{Eijidesura, Ponfogeneia et Halirages, Boeck, Nototropii!, Costa). 42. Gen. Helleria,

Norm. 43. Gen. Dexamine, Leach {Lampra, Boeck). 44. Gen. Batea, Fr. Miill.

45. Gen. Brandtia, Sp. Bate. 46. Gen. Pardalisca, Kr0yer (Halice, Boeck). 47. Gen.

Nicip)pie, Bruz. 48. Gen. Eusirus, Kr0yer. 49. Gen. I/^xa, M.-Edw. "Verwandte

Gattungen : Madeayia und Polycheria Hasw." 50. Gen. Melita, Leach (Ceradocus,

Costa). 51. Gen. Msera, Leach {Leptothoe, Stimps., Megamxra, Sp. Bate, Elasmopus,

Costa). 52. Gen. Crangonyx, Sp. Bate. 53. Gammarella, Sp. Bate. 54. Gen. Niphargus,

Schioedte {Eriopis, Bruz.). 55. Gen. Gammarus, Fab. {Goplana, Wrzesn.). 56. Gen.

PaUasea, Sp. Bate. 57. Gen. Constantia, Dybowsky. 58. Gen. Melpliidippa, Boeck.

59. Gen. Amathia, Piathke (Amathilla, Sp. Bate). 60. Gen. Gammaraccmtlius, Sp. Bate.

" Verwandte Gattungen : Weyprechtia Stuxberg und Amathillopsis Heller." Here for the

present this important work makes a halt.

The above classification suggests the following comments :
—

The definition of Fam. 2. Dulichidae, Dana, includes the statements, "Das vierte und fiinfte

Hinterleibssegmeut mit einander verschmolzen
;
von den drei hinteren griffelformigen

Spaltbeinpaaren eines fehlend." But in Platophium, Dana, here given as a synonym of

Cyrtophium, Dana, the fourth and fifth pleon-segments are not coalesced, and there are third

uropods, though small and w ithout rami.

In Fam. 3. Corophiidae, Dana, Cerapus, Say, is identified with Erichthoiiius, M.-Edw., from

which S. I. Smith has shown it to be distinct, and is included in the group which have

pairs of rami on the first and second uropods, whereas the .'econd uropods in Cerapus have

single rami. Dercothoe, Dana, is probably the female of Erichllumiuif, certainly not the

female of Cerapug, Say. Hela, Boeck, being preoccupied, has been changed into Neohela.
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In the second group of the Corophiidfe, Elasmopus, Costa, is given as a synonym o

Podocerus, Leach, but afterwards in the fifth subfamily of the Gammarids as a synonym of

Mxra, Leach, to which it comes in fact much nearer. It is not easy to see why Micro-

deuiopus, Costa, and Autonoe, Bruz., should become synonyms of Aora, Kr0yer, while

Stimp)sonia, Sp. Bate, is retained as an independent genus. Cratippus, Sp. Bate, is of later

date than ColomaMx, Grubs. The preoccupied name Animpug, Templet., should rather

be assigned as a synonym to SunampliitJwe, Sp. Bate, than to Ampliithoe, Leach. The same

may be said of Pleonexes, Sp. Bate, since its type species, Pleonexes gammaroides, is almost

undoubtedly a Sunamphifhoe. Leptocheinis, Zaddach, should not be made a synonym of

Protmnedeia, Krpyer ;
Boeck even put the two genera in different subfamilies.

In Fam. 4. Icilinse, Dana, it should not be given as a generic character of Icilius that the second

uropods are longer than the third
; they are not so represented by Dana in the type species.

If Icridium, Grube, is the same as Pereionotus, Bate and Westwood, as most probably is the

case, the latter name has priority. In the definition of the family, the expression "die

beiden vorderen Beinpaare von den folgenden nicht formell abweichend "
is inaccurate,

since, at least in Id/ius, the gnathopods have the third joint under-ridinfj the wrist.

In Fam. 5. Clydoninas, Dana, Clydonia, Dana, has recently been identified by BovaUius with

Tyro, M.-Edw.

In Fam. 6. Gammaridse, Subfam. 1. Lysianassina (et Stegocephalina), Dana, an attempt, with

which most students will sympathise, is heroically made to reduce the number of genera,

by grouping several that Boeck has established, under earher names and comprehensive

definitions. But it seems hardly just to set aside without argument results at which Boeck

arrived by patient and laborious investigation. Moreover, rejected genera are very apt to

make their reappearance, when fresh research and the discovery of new species makes the

want of them felt, and then the earlier rejection has only the efiect of complicating the

synonymy. Many of Leach's genera were at one time thought superfluous, but are now

firmly established. On the other hand, comprehensive definitions such as that of

Paramphithoe by Bruzelius, are apt to introduce a confusion which it almost needs a

General Council to disentangle. The preoccupied Opis, Krpyer, has been altered by Boeck

into Opisa ; the definition here given does not suit Normania, Boeck, which is made

synonymous with it. Egidia, Costa, here given among the Lysianassina, is no doubt

synonymous with Urothoe, Dana, given later on among the Phoxina, Spi. Bate. Glycera,

Haswell, being preoccupied, has been altered to Glyceriria.

In the second group of this subfamily, Andania, Boeck, is made a synonym of Stegocephalus,

Kr0yer, but I venture to think that a comparison of the mandibles shows such a combina-

tion to be impossible ;
on what grounds Priscilla and Argissci, Boeck, are made synonyms

of Pontoporeia, Kroyer, I can still less understand, since the type species of these three

genera are strikingly different in outward form.

In Subfam. 2. Phoxina, Sp. Bate, the definition begins with the words,
"
Kopf niedrig,

schnabelfdrmig ausgezogen, den Ursprung der oberen Fiihler kappenfiJrmig iiberdachend."

But the first genus assigned to the subfamily is Lepidatiylis, in which there is no such

hood-like prolongation of the head, the small acute rostrum being between the antennae. A
similar remark wUl apply to UrotJwe, of which indeed Gerstaecker himself says,

"
Kopf nur

kurz schnabelformig ausgezogen," as well as to Cheirocratus, Norman, which is here given

as a synonym of Lilljehorgia [rather Liljeborgia] Sp. Bate, although in fact it cannot in

classification be placed even beside it, if any attention be paid to the mouth-organs.

Acanthonotus, Owen, being preoccupied, has been altered by Boeck into Acanfhonotozoma.

In Subfam. 5. Gammarina, Cressa, Boeck, which is given as a synonym of genus 37, Stenotho'e,

Dana, has been identified by G. O. Sars with Danaia, Sp. Bate. Mctopa, Boeck, a genus

in which there is a mandibular palp, is also given as a synonym of Stenotlwe, in which the
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mandible has no palp. The genus CalUmerus, Stabbing, is a synonym of Amphilochuii, Sp.

Bate. CaUio2)e, Leach, being preoccupied, must yield to Calliopius, Lilljeborg. Of the

genera Madeaijia and Pnlijeheria, Haswell, named as genera related to Issea, M.-Edw., the

former is a synonym of Wyvillea (see Notes on Haswell, 1880), the latter is synonymous
with Tritseta, Eoeck. Ceradocus, Costa, in which the third uropods have both rami

elongate, is here given as a synonym of Melita, Loach, although in regard to the third

uropods of that genus it is rightly said,
" ihre lunenlamelle stark verktirzt." Goylana,

Wrzesn., is made a synonym of Gammarus, without notice of the curious coalescence

of segments which distinguishes the former genus from the latter. Amathia, Eathke,

being preoccupied, must give place to Amatldlla, Sp. Bate, and not vice versa.

1886. GlESBRECHT, W.

Zoologischer Jahresbericht fiir 1885. 11. Abtheilung. Berlin, 1886. Crustacea,

pp. 8-60.

1886. Kerville, Henri Gadeau de.

La Fauue de I'estuaire de la Seine. Caen, 1886. Extrait de YAnnuaire

normand.—Annee 1886. 24 pages.

In an "
aperQU de la faune actuelle de I'estuaire," the Crustacea are said to number about sixty-

five species, and
"
parmi les plus interessantes

"
are included six species of Amphipoda, none

of them new. Two other species are named in the following observation,
" deux espfeces

tr^s affines, les Gamnmrns locusta, L. et Gamvi. pulex, L. = Oamm. fluviatilis, H. Milne-

Edwards, sont trfes aboudantes dans la Seine et a son embouchure. La premiere de ces

deux espfeces, le Gammarus locusta, se tient constamment dans I'eau salee, tandis que le

Gammarus pulex, tres difficile a distLnguer du precedent, vit a la fois, d'apres mes

observations, dans les eaux salves, saumatres et douces."

1886. Koehler, E.

Contribution a I'etude de la Faune littorale des iles Anglo-normandes (Jersey,

Guernesey, Herm et Sark). Art. N° 4. Annales des Sciences naturelles. Tome

XX.—N"^ 5 et 6. Paris, 1886. pp. 11-62.

This is practically the same paper as that already noticed in the Note on Koehler, 1885, p. 566.

For "
Erysthrmus edriophtalmus Sp. B.,"

"
Erysfhceus eryfhropldliahmis Sp. B." is here

read, so that Eurystheus erythropldhalmus is clearly intended. Some other obvious

corrections of nomenclature are requisite in the lists given.

1886. Koelbel, Carl.

Crustaceen, Pycnogoniden und Arachnoideen von Jan Mayen, gesammelt von

Dr. F. Fischer, Arzt der osterreicliischen Expedition auf Jan Mayen. Bearbeitet

von Carl Koelbel. Mit Tafel III. und IV. Sonderabdruck aus dem Werke : die

Internationale Polarforschung 1882-1883. Die osterreichische Polarstation Jan

Mayen. III. Band. Wien, 1886.

Out of thirty-four species of Crustacea in the collection, sevontcon were Amphipods, among
which the following were conspicuous for the very large number of specimens met with ;

—
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"
jEgina spinosissima Stinips., Trifropis aculcata (Lepechin), Amathilla Sahinei (Leacli),

Gammarus locusta (Linne), Onesimus littoralis (Kroyer), Tliemisto lihellula (Mandt)."

For these and the other species synonymy is given, witli brief notes in general referring

almost exclusively to measurements, depths, and the various localities from which the

species are recorded.

Of '^ Aiiiathilla Saliinei" the largest example measured, without the antennas, 37 mm. "The

young, 6 mm. long, show considerable differences from the adult, especially in regard to

the antennae, telson and iiropods. The antennse are still sliort ami comparatively thick
;

the flagellum of the upper antennfe with only 6 or 7 joints, of the lower with 8 or 9
;
the

accessory flagellum with 2. The telson is shorter than the preceding segment ;
the two

rami of the last uropods are strikingly unequal, the inner scarcely more than a third the

length of the outer. On the other hand, there is already a clear indication of the dentate

dorsal carina
;
and on the first three pleon-segments the edges could be already perceived

running obliquely downwards to the hinder angle. In the two latter points, therefore, com-

pared with the young form described and figured by Buchholz [1874], notwithstanding the

nearly equal size of the specimens examined, there was here an advance in development."

On " Acanthozime cugpidata (Leisechin)," Koelbel .says, "For this curious .species with its rows

and rows of spines, Hoeck's criticisms on the figure published by Buchholz (Die zweite

deutsche Nordpolfahrt, 1874, 2. B, Taf. XL), as well in regard to tlie equipment of the

first joint of the peduncle of the upper antennas as also in respect to tlie form of the first

joint in the three hinder perasopods and to the origin of the first medio-dorsal spine, are

confirmed by two very large and well-preserved specimens, which were taken at a depth
of 140 Metres. The first median dorsal spine arises from tlie front rim of the first

peraeon-segment, and, running almost parallel with the longitudinal axis of the body, lies

with a gently undulating curve over the head, extending beyond it with the second half of

its length. Also I see the hinder end of the telson with a very shallow emargination, by
no means with an acute-angled slit, as figured by Buchholz." The possibility, however,

should be borne in mind, that Buchholz may have had another species or a variety under

examination.

1886. Norman, A. M.

Museum Normanianum, or a Catalogue of the Invertebrata of Europe, and the

Arctic and North Athxntic Oceans, which are contained in the collection of the

Eev. Canon A. M. Norman, M.A., D.C.L., F.L.S. III. Crustacea. Printed for

private distribution. Hough ton-le-Spring, March, 1886.

Four- tables give the numbers of Crustacea under the following heads
;

"
I. Total Crustacea

described from the AYorld in ]\Iilne-Edwards' Histoire des Crustaces," including Amphipoda
130, "II. Species in IVJ ilne-Edwards from the Area of this Catalogue," Amphipoda 95,

"III. Species now described from the Area of this Catalogue," Amphipoda 663, "rV\

Species in the collection of A. M. N.," Amphipoda 272. A preliminary remark is made
that "while, on the one hand, it is certain that very many of the forms in Column III.

will hereafter prove spurious or synonymous with others
;
on the other hand, we know

little of the Amphipoda of the Western Atlantic, and nothing of the Ostracoda free living

Copepoda and other smaller Crustacea of that district, and very little of those of some
other parts of the area." The total number of specie.s in Column III. is 3209, and Mr.

Norman remarks that "the Crustacea is the class which undoubtedly embraces more forms

than any other outside the Insecta." The species of Amphipoda I'eferred to in Table IV.
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are named on pages 13-18, anol numbered from 528 to 799
; though this is only a list of

names, with synonyms occasionally given, it has its value for the student as showing the

names preferred by an accomplished carcinologist.

1886. Perkier, Edmond.

Les Explorations sous-marines. Ouvrage illustre de 243 gravurcs. Biblio-

theque des ecoles et des families. Paris, 1886.

On pages 19-1, 195, a brief popular account is given of the Amphipoda. In "Fig. 103.—
Caprelle.

—Grossie deux fois," the two antenn.e are represented of equal length. It is

stated that "
I'Eurijtfncs magellanicus, proche parent de la Crevettiue des ruisseaux, atteint

sur les cotes de la Terra de Feu plus de quatre centimetres de long." But Milne-Edwards,
see Note, 1848, p. 225, gives this Amphipod a length of nine centimetres by a depth of

three.

On pages 288, 289, in illustration of " formes antiques [arctiques] d'Amphipodes dans les grands

fonds," the figures of " Eusirus cuqndatus, Kroyer," and "
Caprella qnnosissima, Norman,"

from Wyville-Thomson's Depths of the Sea are reproduced. The rarity of deep-sea

Amphipods is discussed, and in connection with the " Talisman "
expedition, the remark is

made that " une seule fois, sur les cotes du Soudan, le chalut est revenu de 655 metres avec

sou iilefc presque entiferement couvert de Caprelles."

Tlie contents of the concluding chapter embrace the following headings :
—" La population de

la mer s'appauvrit a mesure que la profondeur augments.
—Distinction entre la zone

paleozoique et la zone abyssale.
—

Hypothfese de Louis Agassiz.
—Pretendue origine polaire

de la faune des grands fonds.—Theorie de Fuchs : la faune de la lumifere et la faune de

Tobscurit^—Arguments en faveur de I'origine littorale de la faune profonde.
—Tons les

rivages ont pris part k sa formation."

1886. POUCHET, G., et GUEENE, J. DE.

Siir Valimentation des Tortues marines. Comptes rendus, Paris. 12 avril

1886. 2 pages.

In the stomach of Thalasxochelys caretta, Linne, were found among other animals "
plusieurs

Crustaces amphipodes {Hyperia riiedusarum), absorbes sans doute avec la M6duso dont ils

^taient parasites."

1886. Robertson, David, born 1806 (D. R.).

Jottings from my Note-book. [Read 31st March, 18S5.J The Proceedings
and Transactions of the Natural History Society of Glasgow. Vol. I. (new

series) part ii. pp. 130-132. Glasgow, 1886.

Experiments made with Talitrus locusfa appear to show that with this .species "a few hours

close confinement in fresh water is destructive to life." In sea-water they lived for days,
and when kept for many days without food they never attacked one another. Eighteen
enclosed in a thin muslin bag made no attempt to perforate. Mr. Robertson thereforo

questions the statements of Mr. Swain quoted by Bate and Westwood, i. p. 21, as to the

Talitri lying piled together in cartloads, yet hopping and leaping about, devouring each

other as if for very wantonness, and reducing a lady's handkerchief to a piece of open-work,

apparently before it could be rescued from them.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 74
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1886. Stebbing, T. Pi. R.

On Crustaceans from Singapore and New Zealand. Proceedings of the

Zoological Society of London, January 19, 1886. pp. 4-G.

Preliminary descriptions are given of BijJiUs Tiftllarfhrus, n. s., from Sinj^apore, and of TalorcJiestia

tumida, n. s., and Phernsa cscrulea, n. s., the two latter so named by Mr. G. M. Thomson,
who discovered them in New Zealand. The suggestion that Jlr. Thomson's " Phervsa ?"

should be referred to the genus Amphit/iopsis, Boeck, is withdrawn in the full report on

the species, 1887.

1886. Thomson and Chilton.

Critical List of the Crustacea Malacostraca of Neiv Zealand. Part I. \_Rcad

before the Otago Institute, lOth Novemher, 1885.] Transactions of the New
Zealand Institute. Vol. XVIIL Art. XXXIII., pp. 141-159.

To Tribe I. Lsemodipoda, four species are assigned, of which the fourth is given as :
—

"
Cyamus ceti, Martens (Voy. Spitzbergen, 1671), etc., etc. Chilton (Trans. N. Z. Inst., vol. xvi.

p. 252).
" Hab. Parasitic on whales (Virgia hrevicejis), C. C. It appears to be common on various

whales (and sharks
1).

I have it from several localities in the New Zealand seas, G. M. T.

On small hump-backed whale, Napier, A. Hamilton."

Tribe II. Crevettina, has .sixty-five species divided between three families:—
Fam. I. Corophiidie, has species 5-17, beginning with Curophium roniractum, Stimpson, and

ending with IpJii'jenia tijpica, Thomson. A note on "
Coropliium crassicorne, Bruzclius,"

says, "This species is taken along with C. contractum, and it is probable that they are only

male and female of the same species. C Bonnellii (Milne-Edwards) is probably the

same as C. contracfum.—C. C."

Fam. II. Orchestiidae, begins with species 18, Nicea neo-zelanica, and ends with species 32,

Talitrus hrevicornis, M.-Edw. "
Following Professor von Martens' suggestion," the authors

say, "the specific name neo-zelanicus has been adopted in place of all the various forms of

the word meaning 'of or 'from New Zealand.'" Accordingly they ch.ax\QQ. Allorchestes

novi-zealundix, Dana, into AUorcliestes neo-zelanica, and Nicea novx-zealandix, Thomson,
into Nicea neo-zelanica. But these changes in my opinion are neither lawful nor expedient.

Fa/71. III. Gammarida?, begins with species 33, Gammarus frafjili,-<, Chilton, and ends with

species, 69, Probolium miirsvi (Haswell). Plterusa novx^zealandisR, Thom.sou, is called

Phernsa neo zelanica, and CEdicerus novx-zealandix, Dana, is called CEdicerus Tieo-zelanicus.

43. Aora ti/pica, Krtiyer, has for sj'nonyms
"
? Microdentopus maculatus, Thomson,"

"(J MicrodeutopiLS mortoni, Haswell,"
"

? Microdentopus temiipes, Haswell," and

"t? Microdentopus macnlatu><, Chilton." After species 60, Anonyx corpulentv^, Thomson,
comes the following entry :

—
" 61-63. Ltsianassa sp.

"
Lydunassa Ttrijijeri, Bate (Brit. Mas. Cat. Amph., p. G5, pi. 10, fig. 4). Thomson

(Trans. N. Z. Inst. vol. xi., p. 237).

"The above identification is extremely doubtful; the species referred to it has been found at

Dunedin Harbour and Stewart Island, G. JI. T. I have at least three species of the genus
from Lyttelton and elsewhere, none of them referable to L. hruyeri without considerable

doubt, C. C. [Descriptions of tliese are not published pending the jjublication uf the

Challenger report on the Amphipoda.]
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"[la the 'Zool. Coll. of II.M.S. Alcrt,^ p. 312, Mr. Miers refers to tliis genus and species as

Epliippiphora kroyeri (White), the original designation. Meanwhile the limits of the genus
and the characters of the species require complete revision]." Compare Note on Miers, 1884.

To Tribe III. Hyperina, two families are assigned, emhracing between them five species.

Fatn. I. Phronimidoe, contains Phronima iieo-zelaiiica, altered from Phroniina novas-zealandix,

Powell, and Tlmnisto aniarctira, Dana, for which see Note on Thomson, 1879.

Fam. II. Platysoelidaj, receives the species Flatijscelus intermedius, Thomson, Oxi/cephaliis

edivardsii, Thomson, and Phreatoicus typicus, Chilton, with the following remarks upon the

last :
—" The systematic position of this singular crustacean is doubtful. In general

appearance, I was inclined to place it among the Ampldpoda, but from the fact of the first

five pairs of pleopoda acting as branchial organs, and from the absence of any such organs

attached to the pereion, Mr. Chilton places it among the Isopoda.
—G.M.T." The list

continues with " Suborder II.—Isopoda. Tribe I. Anisopoda. Fam. I. Tanaidae.," and

probably the aftinities of Plireatoicus will eventually prove to be rather with the Tanaida;

than with the Hyperina. I do not know what are the special reasons for classing it among
the Platyscelida;.

1887. Bareois, Theodore Charles, born February 10, 1857 (T. C. B.).

Note sur quelques points de la morphologie des Oechesties suivie d'uno liste

succincte des amphipodes du Boulonnais. Lille, 1887. 20 pages, with plate.

The various forms assumed by the second gnathopods of Orcliestia deshayesi, Audouin, are

described and figured. The lower antennfe in that species have calceoli, whereas in

"
Orcliestia Kftorea Montagu," Blanc's observation that they are not to be found is con-

firmed. Orchestra brevidif/itata, Bate and Westwood, is shown to be in all probability only

a young, though somewhat abnormal, form of Orcliestia littorea. The list of species includes

three Orchestidoe, eleven Gammaridse, nine Corophiidie, two Hyperidoe, four " Laemodi-

podes," but it is recognised that several of the names given are probably synonyms.

1887. BOVALLIUS, C.

Systematical List of the Amphipoda Hyperiidea. Communicated to the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences, 1885. Dec. 9. Bihang till K. Svenska Vet.-Akad.

Handlingar. Band. 11. Isf:o 16. Stockholm, 1887. 50 pages.

For the group Bovallius gives the following diagnosis :
—

" Head free, not coalesced with the first pereional segment.
"
Eyes mostly large, often occupying the whole surface of the head.

" First pair of anteunse without secondary flagellum.
"
MaxiUipeds coalesced into a kind of operculum, without palps.

"
Uropoda more or less laminar, forming natatory organs.

" Telson undivided."

The expression
" more or less laminar "

applied to the uropoda will only be accurate if understood

to include some forms that are narrowly elongate and some that are prismatic. The group
is divided into sixteen families, thus :

—
Fam. 1. Tyronida

Gen. 1. Tyro, M.-Edw., 1840, with ten species, definitions being given of Tyro corniyera,

M.-Edw., 1830, Tyro pacijjca, n. s., Tyro inarginata, Bovallius, 1885.
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Earn. 2. Lanceolidje.

Gen. 1. Lanceola, Say, 1818, with six species, omitting Bovallius' owu Lanceola curticeps, 1885,

and clianying
" Lanceola Claiisii," Bovallius, 1885, into " Lanceola Clausi."

Fam. 3. Vibilid^, Claus, 1872.

Gen. 1. Vihilia, M.-Edw., 1830, with fifteen species, definitions being given of Vibilia

macropis, n. s., Vihilia gihhosa, n. s., Vihilia rohusla, n. s.,
" Vihilia Kroeyeri," n. s.,

Vihilia loiigipes, n. s., Vibilia viatrix, n. s., Vihilia gracilis, n. s., Vihilia gracilenta, n. s.,

Vihilia armata, n. s., Vihilia pyi-ipes, n. s.

Fam. 4. Cyllopodid.!;.

Gen. 1. Cijllojms, Dana, 1852, with six species, of which the first is Cyllopiis magellanicus,

Dana, 1852, the second "
Cyllopus Batei," a new name for the Cyllopus magellanicus, so

called by Spence-Bate. Cyllopus armatus, n. s., and Cyllopus levis, n. s., are described.

The genus Cyllopus is followed by
"

1 Gen. 2. Cyllias, n. g. Typus : Hyperia tricuspidata,

Streets," thus defined :
—

" Head large, irregularly quadrangular from a lateral view. Flagellum of first pair of antennae

ovate, acute at the apex. Carpus of first pair of pereiopoda dilated, twice as broad as meta-

carpus. Carpus of second pair narrow, not produced into a process ; metacarpus slightly

produced into a pointed process on either side of the dactylus. Dactylus of seventh pair?"
The single species is

"
C. trictispidatus, H. Streets, 1877."

Fam. 5. Paraphrommidjj.

Gen. 1. ParapliTonima, Claus, 1879, with five species, of which the fourth, Paraphronima

pectinata, n. s., is described
;

the fifth is given as "
? P. Gaherti, H. Milne-Edwards,

1840," the reference being to Milne-Edwards' " Daira Gahcrtii." No mention is here made
of "Paraphronima Edwardsii," Bovallius, 1885.

"Fam. 6. TnAUMATOPSiDiE, C. BovaUius, 1886."

"Gen. 1. Thaumafops, K. v. Willemoiis-Suhm, 1874," -ivith four species.

Fam. 7. Mimonectid^, C. Bovallius, 1885.

Gen. 1. Mimonectes, C. Bovallius, 1885, with three species.

Fam. 8. HrPERiiDyE, Dana, 1852.

Gen. 1 Hyperia, Latreille, 1825, with ten species, "1. H. medusarum, 0. F. Miiller, 1776;"
"2. H. Latreillei, B. Milne-Edwards;" "3. H. Gaudichaudi, H. Milne-Edwards, 1840;"
"4. H. Fahrei, H. Milne-Edwards, 1840;" "5. H. fera, Dana, 1852;" "6. H. ruhesceiis,

Dana, 1852;" "7. H. galha, Montagu, 1813;" "8. H. agilis, Dana, 1852;" [9]
" H.

minuta, Edward, 1868;" "10. ? H. mediterranca, A. Costa, 1865."

Gen. 2. lulopis, n. g., is thus defined :
—

"Body hirsute. Head very large, deeper than long. Antennre as in Hyperia. Pereional

segments raised, forming rolls. The first two pairs of pereiopoda subcheliform, the spoon-
like carpal jirocesses compressed, narrow. Carpi of third and fourth pairs not dilated.

Three last pairs subequal, metacarpi short but broad. Epimerals distinct. Uropoda short

and broad. Telson large." To this genus are assigned two species,
"
lulopis Loveni," n. s.,

and lulopis mirahilis, n. s.

Gen. 3. Hyperoche, n. g., is thus defined :
—

"
Body smooth. Head large, deeper than long. Antennae as in Hyperia. Pereional segments

even. First two pairs of pereiopoda cheliform, the carpal processes long, knife-like. Carpi

of third and fourth pairs not dilated. Last three pairs subequal, metacarpi not elongated,

narrow. Epimerals distinct. Uropoda tolerably short and broad. Telson large." To

this genus five species are assigned as follows:—"
1. //. Kroeyeri, C. Bovallius, 1885;"

"2. H. abyssorum, A. Boeck, 1870;" "3. H. LiLetkeni, n. sp.;" "4. H. Alartinezi, Fritz

Muller, 1864;" "5. H. prehensilis, Spence Bate and Westwood, 1868." A definition is

given of Hyperoche Luetkeni, the new species.
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Gen. 4. Tavria, Dana, 1852, has one species, Taiiria macrocephala, Dana.

Gen. 5. Hyperiella, n. g., in tlius defined :
—

"
Body smooth. Head large, deeper than long, flattened anteriorly, antennae as in I[yperia,

Pereional segments even. Two first pairs of pereiopoda subcheliform, carpal processes as

in Hyperia. Carpi of third and fourth pairs not dilated. Fifth pair longer than the

following, with elongated metacarpus. Two last pairs with short metacarpi. E|:>imerals

distinct. Uropoda elongated. Telson mediocre." This genus has three species,
"

1. H.

antarciica, n. sp.," with a definition; "2. H. fusca, Dana, 1852;" ".3. ? H. pupa, A.

Costa, 1853."

Gen. 6. Parathemisto, A. Boeck, 1870, receives six species,
"

1. P. ab>jssorum, A. Boeck,

1870;" "2. P. oblivia, Kroeyer, 18-38;" "3. P. compressa, A. Goes, 18G5;" "4. P.

loiujipes, n. Type. Hyperia oblivia, Spencb Bate (nee Kroeyer), 1862;" "5. P. trifjona,

Dana, 1852;" "6. P. japonica, n. sp,," of which a definition is given.

Gen. 7. Euthemisto, altered from Themisto, Guorin, 1828, which is preoccupied, receives the

following six species, "1. E. Gaudichaudi, Guerin, 1828;" "2. E. libellula, Mandt,

1822;" "3. E. antarcHca, Dana, 1852;" "4. E. Ghierini, Spence Bate, I860;" "5. E.

hispinosa, A. Boeck, 1870;" "6. E. Nordenskioldi. n. sp.," which is defined.

Gen. 8. ThemideUa, n. g., is thus defined :
—

"
Body smooth. Head mediocre, deeper than long. First three joints of flagellum of first pair

of antenna; provided with olfactory processes. The second pair like that in Hyperia.
First two jjairs of pereiopoda subcheliform, with narrow, gauge-shaped carpal processes.

Carpi of third and fourth pairs not dilated. Fifth pair are the longest, the following

decreasing in length. ]\Ietacarpi of last three pairs somewhat elongated. Epimerals not

distinct. Uropoda long and narrow. Telson mediocre." This genus receives the single

species,
" Th. Steenstrupi, n. sp."

Gen. 9. Phronimopsis, Claus, 1879, receives two species, "1. Ph. spinifer, Claus, 1879;" "2.

Ph. Sarsi, n. sp.," the new species being as usual defined.

Fam. 9. Pheonimid^, Dana, 1852, is divided into two subfamilies.
"
Subfamily 1. Dairellinte. Diagn. Head almost round. All the pereiopoda are simple,

walking legs. Epimerals marked but not articulated."
" Gen. 1. Dalrella, n. g.," is thus defined :

—
" First and second pairs of pereiopoda simple, with straight, short dactyli. Carpi of all the

pereiopoda elongated. Peduncles of uropoda very broad, with distant rami. Telson very
short and broad." It receives two species,

"
1. D. caUfornica, C. Bovaltius, 1885," the

reference being to Bovallius' Parap)hronima caUfornica; "2. D. latitgima, n. sp."
"
Subfamily 2. Phronimince. Diagn. Head conical. Fifth pair of pereiopoda are transformed

into a strong prehensile organ. Epimerals coalesced with the pereional segments."
" Gen. 2. Phronima, Latreille, 1802," receives five species,

"
1. Ph. s&icrdaria, Forskal, 1775 ;

"

"2. Ph. atlantiiM, Guerin-Meneville, 1836;" "3. Pli. Novx Zealandix, Powell, 1877;"
"4. Pli. spinosa, n. sp.;" "5. Ph. Colletti, n. sp."

"Gen. 3. PhronimeUa, Claus, 1872?" has the species "1. Ph. ekmgata, Claus, 1863;" "2.

Ph. filiformis, n. sp."

Family 10. ANCHYLOMEEiD.ffii.

Gen. 1. Anchijlomera, M.-Edw., 1830, with six species. "Gen. 2. Phmsina, Ri.sso, 1826,"

receives the species "1. Ph. semimdata [semilunata], Risso, 1822;" "2. Ph. N/cefnms,
H. Milne-Edwards, 1830;" "3. Ph. longibpina, Spence Bate, 1862." Gen. 3. Primno,

Guerin-Meneville, 1836, has the one species
" P. maeropa, Gudrin-Meneville, 1836."

Fam. 11. "PnoECiD^, Spence Bate, 1860 [1862]."

Gen. 1. Phorcus, M.-Edw, 1830, receives the species, "1. Ph. Reynaiuli, H. IMilne-Edwards,

1830;" "2. Ph. hrjaloeephalus, Dana, 1852;" "3. Ph. Loveni, n. ap." Gen. 2. Lycaiopsis,
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Claus, 1879, receives the species "1. L. themistoides, Claus, 1S79;" "2. L. Lindhergi,

n. sp."

Fam. 12.
"
Trtph.enidjs, A. Boeck, 1870."

"Gen. 1. Trijphsena, A. Boeck, 1870," receives the species "1. T. Malmi, A. Boeck, 1870;"
"

2. T. NordeTiskiiJldi, n. sp." It will be noticed that Boeck's family Tryphanidae and genus

Trijpliaiia are here altered in spelling evidently on philological grounds, an improvement
which in my opinion is both unlawful and inconvenient, as multiplying synonyms and

making the authority for the names uncertain. Sars' identification of Boeck's Tryphana
with Lycxa, Dana, is tacitly rejected. Gen. 2.

"
Thamyris, Spence Bate, 18G0," receives

six species, "1. Th. rapax, Claus, 1879"; "2. Th. globiceps, Claus, 1879;" "3. Th.

crusculwn, Spence Bate, I860;" "4. Th. antipodes, Spence Bate, I860;" "5. Th.

inxquipes, Dana, 1852;" "6. Th. elegans, d. sp." But the position of Dana's Dairilia

insequipes in this genus seems to warrant the transfer of all the six species to Dairilia,

Dana, 1852, with the species insequipes for tlie type. In Dana's work, under Daira,

M.-Edw., for which Dana furiher on substituted Dairilia, the first species given is

Daira ? dehilis, the second is Daira 1 dejrressa, the third Daira insequipes. As apparently

none of these belong to Milne-Edwards' genus, it is reasonable to take the species

unmarked by a note of interrogation as the type of Dana's own genus.
" Gen. 3. Thamneits, n. g.," is thus defined :

—
" Head small, depressed. Body broad, depressed. First two pairs of pereiopoda similar to

those in Thamyris. Femora of fifth and sixtji pair small. Seventh pair perfectly

developed, with claw-formed dactylus. Telson distinctly articulating with last ural

segment." This has the species "1. Th. rostratus, n. sp.;" "2. Th. dehilis, Dana, 1852,"

the reference being to Daira ? dehilis, Dana. Of Dana's Daira 1 depressa, Bovallius does

not seem to take account. Gen. 4. Lycsa, Dana, 1852, has the following seven species,

"1. L. ochracea, Dana, 1852;" "2. L. pidex, Marion, 1875;" "3. L. similis, Claus,

1879;" "4. L. rohusta, Claus, 1879;/' "5. L. nasuta, Claus, 1879;" "6. L. sei-rata,

Claus, 1879;" "7. L. Stehhingi, n. sp." It is not explained why the Lycxa pmlez of

Marion and the Lycuea rohusta of Claus are upheld as distinct species. Gen. 4
[5].

Paralycsea, Claus, 1879, has the species "1. P. gracilis, Claus, 1879;" "2. P. Newtoniana,

n. sp.," definitions being given of both. Gen. 5 [6]. Pseudolycssa, Claus, 1879, has one

species,
" P. pachypoda, Claus, 1879." Gen. 7. Simorhynchus, Claus, 1871, has the species,

"L S. antennariiis, Claus, 1871 ;" "2. S. Lilljehorgi, n. sp."

Fam. 13. Oxycephalid.«, Spence Bate, 1862.

Gen. 1. Glossoeephalus, n. g., is thus defined:—"Head anteriorly produced into a thick,

rounded, tongue-shaped rostrum. Tibia, carpus, and metacarpus of fifth pair of pereiopoda

very dilated, not tumid. UropoJa short and broad." This receives the species,
"

1. G.

Milne-Edwardsi, n. sp.;"
"

2. G. spiniger, n. sp."

Gen. 2. Oxycephalus, M.-Edw., 1830, receives the species, "1. 0. piscator, H. ]Milne-Edwards,

1830;" "2. O. Clausi, n. sp.;" "3. 0. tuherculatus, Spence Bate, 1862;" "4. 0.

pedinatus, n. sp.;" "5. 0. latirostris, Claus, 1879;" "6. 0. jxjrcellus, Claus, 1879;"

"7. 0. pronoides, n. sp.;" "8. 0. Steenstrupi, n. sp.;" "9. O. longiceps, Claus, 1879;"
"10. 0. typhoides, Claus, 1879;" "11. 0. scleroticus, H. Streets, 1878."

Gen. 3. Lepiocotis, Streets, 1877, has the species, "1. L. LindstriJmi, u. sp.;" "2. L. tenui-

rosiris, Claus, 1871."

Gen. 4. Tullhergdla, n. g., is thus defined :
—" Head anteriorly produced into a short, sharp,

wedge-shaped rostrum. Body thick and broad. First two pairs of pereiopoda strongly

chelate. Femora of fifth and sixth pairs broadly dilated. Seventh pair rudimentary.

Urus and uropoda short; interior rami not coalesced with the peduncles." This has one

species,
" T. cuspidata, n. sp."
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Gen. 5. Calamorhynchus, H. Streets, 1878, has the one species,
"

C. peUucidus, H. Streets,

1878."
" Gen. 6. Rh.ahdonedes, n.," a name suLstituted for Ehahdosoma preoccupied, is thus defined :

—
"Body very elongated, rod-like. Head elongated, with a distinct neck, and a very long,

needle-shaped rostrum. Tibiae and carpi are linear, but periodically intumesced in the

female. Seventh pair rudimentary. Oviteotriees wanting. Peduncles of uropoda very

elongated and narrow. Telson very long, needle-shaped."

The species assigned are "1. HIi. armatu>t, H. Milne-Edwards, 1840;" "2. Rh. Wliitci, Spence

Bate, 1862," the definitions given being inconsistent with Glaus' view that the latter

species is not distinct, but the male of the former. The name Macroceyhalus, given to

this genus by Spence Bate in 18.58, had been used several times before, and therefore, like

Rliahdutoma, must yield to Rhahdonedes.

Fam. 14. PEONOiDiE, Glaus, 1879.

Gen. 1. Pnmoe, Guerin-Menevilie, 1836, has the single species "P. capifo, Guerin-Meneville,

1836." Gen. 2. Euprono'i, Glaus, 1879, haa five species,
"

1. E. maculata, Glaus, 1879;"

"2. E. nmmta, Glaus, 1879;" "3. E. hrunnea, Dana, 18.52," (it being apparently taken

for granted that Euproiwii armata, Claus, is the same species); "4. E. laaerocephala,

n. sp.;" "5. E. ornata, n. sp." Gen. 2
[3]. Amphipjmno'e, Spence Bate, 1862, has the

one species "A. ctiyndata, Spence Bate, 1862." Ampldpronoe serrulata. Streets, 1877, is

not noticed. "Gen. 3 [4]. Parapronoe, Claus, 1879," receives four species, "1. F. crustu-

lum, Glaus;" "2. P. parva, Claus, 1879;" "3. P. agilis, n. sp.;" "4. P. atlantica, n. sp."

Fam. 15. Paeascelid^, Claus, 1879.

Gen. 1. Thyropus, Dana, 1852, is tacitly substituted for the genus Tamjscdus of Claus, and

receives three species, "1. Th. diaphanus, Dana, 1852;" "2. Th. sphxroma, Claus,

1879," [this being Glaus' Tanyscehis sphseroma {Tliyropus diaplmnus, Dana?)]; 3. "Th.

atlanticus, n. sp."

Gen. 2. Parascelus, Glaus, 1879, has the .species "1. P. Edwardsi, Claus, 1879;" "2. P.

typlwides, Claus, 1879;" "3. P. p>arms, Claus, 1879;" "4. P. nasutus, n. sp."

Gen. 3. Schizoscelus, Claus, 1879, has the species
"

1. S. m-natus, Claus, 1879 ;" "2. S. rapar,

H. Milne-Edwards, 1830," the reference being to Milne-Edwards' Typhis rapax.

Gen. 4. Euscehis, Claus, 1879, has one species,
'' E. rohudus, Glaus, 1879.

Fam. 16. EuxYPHiDiE, Dana, 1852."

"Gen. 1. Eutyphes, Claus, 1879," (a note on the name, with •which I by no means agree,

explaining that "Typhis must be corrected to Typhes "), contains five species, "1. E.

ovoides, Risso, 1816;" "2. E. armatus, Claus, 1879;" "3. E. r/lohosus, Claus, 1879;"
"4. E.ferus, H. Milne-Edwards, 1830," [Typhis ferw, M.-Edw.]; "5. E. for/ex, n. sp."

"Gen. 2. Dithyrus, Dana, 1852," which Claus makes a synonym of Eidyphis, is here

re-established as a separate genus, tacitly superseding Ilemityphis, Claus, of which it

is made to include both the species; it receives in all four species, "1. D. faba, Dana,

1852;" "2. D. tenuimamis, Glaus, 1879;" "3. D. cmstulum, Claus, 1879;" "4. D.

stc'Uatus, n. sp."

"Gen. 3. Paratyphes, Claus, 1879," has the spelling altered from Paratyphis, Claus. It receives

the species "1. P. macuJatus, Claus, 1879;" "2. P. Theeli, n. sp."

Gen. 4. Tetrathyrus, Claus, 1879, has three species, "1. T. fordpatus, Claus, 1879;" "2. T.

redangularis, n. sp.;" "3. T. inscriphis, n. sp."

Gen. 5. Aiiiphithyrus, Claus, 1879, receives four species, the fourth being "A. inermis, n. sp."

The new genera here constituted are nine in number, independently of those re-established or

named afresh. Short descriptions are given of forty-live new species. The work contains

diagnoses of the several families, which it will be more convenient to notice in the

descriptive part of this Report.
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1887. ROVALLIUS, C.

Arctic and Antarctic Hyperids. With eight Plates. [Ur
"
Vega-expeditionens

vetenskapliga iakttagelser," Bd. IV., Stockholm, 1887.] pp. 545-582.

In the introductory part Bovallius says, "In my opinion the limits of the zoo-geographical

regions must be taken more generally with regard to truly pelagic animals than regarding

the inhabitants of the depths and the shores. Therefore I shall fix the southern limit of

the Arctic region at Lat. 60° IS"., and the northern limit of the Antarctic region at

Lat. 50° S. Certainly a part of the Gulf Stream will thus be included within the limits of

the Arctic region, but this seems to do but little harm, as is shown by the diagram of the

geographical distribution of the species given below." Then tracing the history of the

discovery of Arctic and Antarctic Hyperids, he says,
" after reducing the various synonyms

to the names, which in my opinion are the true ones, we find in the above cited literature

altogether 15 species mentioned from the arctic region, viz., Tyro horealis G. O. Sars.

Lanceola Lovini C. Bovallius. Lanceola Clausi C. Bovallius. Hyperia medusarum 0. F.

MtiUer. Hyj^eria Latreillei H. Milne-Edwards. Hyperia galba Montagu. Hyperoche

Kroeyeri C. Bovallius. Hyperoche abyssorurn A. Boeck. Parathemisto ohlivia Kroyer.

Parathemisto conijnvssa A. Goes. Parathemisto abyssorurn A. Boeck. L'uthemisto

liheMula Mandt. Eutliemisto hispinosa A. Boeck. ? Euthemisto Nordenskioldi C. Bovallius.

Tryphxiia Malmi A. Boeck. From the antarctic region 10 species, viz., Cyllopus magel-

lanicus Dana. Cyllopus Lueasi Spence Bate. Cyllopus Danx, Spence Bate. Tauria

maerocephala Dana. Parathemisto trigona, Dana. Euiheviisto Gaudichaucli Guerin.

Euthemisto antarctica, Gu(5rin [Dana]. Aiichylomera abhreviata Spence Bate. Anchylomera

antipodes Spence Bate. Thamyris antipodes Spence Bate." In this paper the number of

the Arctic species is raised to twenty-two, and the Antarctic to thirteen.

In the descriptive part, Clydunia borealis, Sars, 1S82, becomes Tyro horealis. Brief descriptions

are given of "Tyro Clausi" PI. 40, figs. 1-3,
"
Syn. 1885. Tyro Clausii, C. Bovallius;"

''Tyro Tidlbergi," PI. 40, figs. 4-10, "Syn. 1885. Tyro Tullberyii, C. Bovallius;"

"Lanceola Clausi," PI. 41, figs. 11-14, "Syn. 1885. Lanceola Clausii, C. Bovallius;"

"Lanceola Loveni, C. Bovallius," 1885; "Lanceola serraia, C. Bovallius," 1885;
" Vibilia Kroeyeri, C. Bovallius," 1887;

"
Cyllopus rnagellaniais, Dana, 1852;"

"
Cyllopus

Lueasi, Spence Bate, 1862. Syn. 1862. Cyllopius Lticasii, Spence Bate"; "Cyllopus

D«M«, Spence Bate, 1862;"
"
Cyllopus armatus, C. Bovallius, 1887. PI. 41, fig. 15-25;"

"
Thaumatopis longipes, C. Bovallius, 1886," on which Bovallius remarks, "One specimen

taken just at the southern limit of the Arctic region, at Lat. 59° 38' N.; Long. 5° 24' W.
The other known specimen is taken off the western shore of the Australian mainland.

Indeed a wide distribution for the species;" "Mimonecies Steenstriipi," PI. 47, figs. 111-

115. "Syn. 1885. Mimonectes Steenstrupii, C. Bovallius;"
"
Hyperia medusarum, O. F.

MuUer, 1776. PI. 42, fig. 26-33
;

" "
Hyperia Latreillei, H. Milne-Edwards, 1830. PL 42,

fig. 34-39; PI. 43, fig. 40-46; Hyperia galba, Montagu, 1813. PI. 43, fig. 47-54;"
"
Hyperoche Kroeyeri, C. Bovallius, 1 885," which would rather seem to be entitled to the

name Hyperoche medusarum, since Bovallius gives as its earliest synonym
" Metoecus

medusarum, Kroyer," 1838; "Hyperoche abyssorurn, A. Boeck, 1870. PI. 44, fig. 55-62,"
the opinion of Sars, 1882, that this is the same species as the preceding, not being noticed ;

"Hyperoche LnHkeni,Q. Bovallius, 1887. PL 44, fig. 63-71;"
"
Hyperiella antarctica,

C. Bovallius, 1887. PL 45, fig. 72-80;" "Parathemisto abyssorum, A. Boeck, 1870.

PL 45, fig. 81-89;" "Parathemisto compressa, A. Goes, 1865," transferred from Themisto

by Boeck in 1870;
" Parathemisto oblivia, KroeyeT, 1838," transferred from Hyperia by

Bovallius in 1887; "Parathemisto trigona, Dana, 1852," in like manner transferred by
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Bovallius from Hyperia;
" Euthemisto Gaudichaudi, Guerin, 1828," with tiie synonjin

" Euthemisto [Themisto] Gaudicliaudii, Gu6rin;" "Euthemisto lihellula, Mandt, 1822.

PL 46, fig. 90-96;" "Euthemisto hispinosa., A. Boeck, 1870. PI. 46, fig. 97-103;"
"Euthemisto antarctica, Dana, 1852;" "Euthemisto Jfm-denskiolJi, C. Bovallius," 1887,

with the synonym
" Eutlicmisto NordeiisldiildU, C. Bovallius," 1887, the observation being

made that "
possibly the Hyperia Cyanex Spence Bate (not Sabine) is identical with this

species;"
"
Anclu/lomera ahhreviata, Gui^rin-M^neville, 1836;"

"
Anchylomera antipodes,

Spence Bate, 1862 ;"
"
Tryphama Malmi, A. Boeck, 1870," with the synonyms

"
Tryphana

Malmii, A. Boeck," and
"
Lycssa Malmii, G. 0. Sars

;

" "
Trypihxna Nordenskiijldi, C.

Bovallius, 1887 ;

" "
Thamyvis antipodes, Spence Bate, 1862,"

As far as Bovallius has himself observed, the Arctic and Antarctic Hyperids do not include

species of the Paraphronimida3, Phronimidse, Phorcidae, Uxycephalidae, Pronoidce, Scelidse,

or TyphidiB. From his whole review he draws the conclusions, that :
—

"
1 :o) the genus Euthemisto (and possibly also Hyperia) is common to both the arctic and the

antarctic regions ; as it has only few representatives in the Northern and Southern temperate

regions and none in the tropical, its centra of development are most likely to be searched

for in both the frigid zones
;

"
2:o) the genus Lanceola is a true arctic form with only a few emigrants in the Northern

temperate region ;

"
3:o) the genera Hyperia and Parathemisto are cosmopolites, probably to be found in all the

seas
;

"4:o) the genus Cylloptts is a true antarctic form with its centre in the American Antarctic

Ocean ;

"5:o) the genus Hyperiella is a connecting link between Hyperia and Euf}(e7nisto, with same

centre as Cyllopus ;

"
6:o) the genus Hyperoche is an arctic form with its centre in the European Arctic Ocean;

"7:o) the genera Vibilia, Thaiimatops, Mimanecies and Trypluena are occasional immigrants
into the arctic region from the tropical and temperate regions, probably to be found

occasionally also in the antarctic region (except Mimonectes) ;

"8:o) the genera Anchylomera and 7'hamyris arc occasional immigrants into the antarctic

region, not likely to be found in the arctic realm."

The Challenger collection, I may observe, shows the genus Lanceola to have an immensely wider

range than that given above. One specimen was obtained, along with a specimen of

Phronima, in lat. 50° 1' S.; another specimen was taken in lat. 8° 37' S. Bovallius himself

records Lanceola curticeps from Cape Verde Islands and Lanceola felina from Tristan da

Cunha. The genus Hyperoche is represented at the Cape of Good Hope.
For Hyperia medusarum, 0. F. Midler, the following synonymy is given :

—Pulex cancriformis

antennis brevissimis, H. Strom, 1762; Cancer medusarum, O. F. Miilier, 1770; Gamrnarus

medusarum [O. F. Miilier], J. C. Fabricius, 1779; Phronima, Latreille, 1818; Talitrus

cyanex, Sabine, 1824; "Hyperia Lesneniii, Latreille," in Desmarest, 1825, and in Milne-

Edwards, 1840
; Hyperia sprinipes, A. Boeck, 1861 [1860] and 1872 ; Hyperia exulans, var.,

A. Goes, 1866 [1865].

To Hyperia Latreillei, M.-Edw., 1830, the synonyms assigned are Lestrigoniis exulans, Kiiayer.

1838; Hyperia Latreillei, M.-Edw., 1840; "Hyperia galha [Montagu] Spence Bate,"

1862 ;

"
Lestrigonus Kinahani. Spence Bate," 1862

; Hyperia exulans, Kroeyer (e. p.).

Goes," 1805; "Lestrigonus Kinahani. Spence Bate," in Bate and Westwood, 1868;

"Hyperia iiudusarum [0. F. Miilier.] A. Boeck," 1872.

To Hyperia galha, Montagu, 1813, the synonyms given are "Hyperia galba, Montagu," 1813,

(which should rather be Cancer Gammaru-t galha); "Lestrigonus exulans. [Krooyer]. Spence

Bate," 1862; "Hyperia medvrsarum [0. Fabricius] Spence Bate," 1862; "Lestrigonus

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PAKT LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 75
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exulans. [Krooj-er]. Spence Bate and Westwood," 1868 [1863];
''

Hyperia galha. Montagu.

Spence Bate and Westwood," 1868 [1863].

To '^

Hijperoche Kroeyeri, C. Bovallius," the synonyms are Metoecus medusarum, Kr0yer, 1838;

Hyperia mcrlusarum (O. Fabr.). Spence Bate, 1862; Metoecus medusarum (0. Fabr.),

A. Boeck, 1870; Tauria medusarum (0. Fabr.), A. Eoeck, 1872;
"
Hyperia Kroeyeri,

C. Bovallius," 1885. Thus Bate's Hyperia medusarum is cited for two genera.

1887. CheVEEUX, £dOUARD.

Sur les Crustaces amphipodes tie la cote ouest de Bretagne. 3 Janvier 1887.

Paris. (" Communication faite h. I'Academie de Paris, le 3 Janvier 1887.")

A short account is given of Amphipods obtained on the coast or by dredging "entre la pointe de

Penmarch et I'embouchure de la Loire," an estent of about 100 marine miles. "La baie

du Croisic
" was specially examined, a locality prolific in forms in proportion to the varied

nature of the ground which its waters cover. Elasmopus latipes, Boeck, was found by M.

Chevreux to be a commensal of Maia squinado, together with Isxa montagui, M.-Edwards.

Twenty other species, he says, are found more or less often on this crab. The total number

of known species obtained in the region examined amounted to 115, to which are to be

added three new forms, briefly described under the names Ptilocheirus tricrisfafus,

Microprofopus longimanus, Miovdeuiopius armatus. The last of these appears to come

very near to Stimpsonia chelifera, Sp. Bate
;

see Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. i.

pi. v., 1878.

Incidentally
" Stenothoe mnnoculoides Mont., Atrjlus Swammerdamii Milne-Edwards, Amathilla

Sahini Leach "
are recorded from the coast of Algeria.

1887. Chevreux, IiIdouard, et Guerne, Jules de.

Notes sur les Amphipodes des Cotes de France. (Extrait des Froces-verbaux

des seances de la Societe Zoologique de France, t. XL seance du 28 decembre 1886.)

Fuller descriptions are here given by M. Chevreu.x of Ptilocheirus tncristatus, n. s., Micro-

protopus longimanus, n. s., and Mierodeiitopus armatus, n. s., from the south-west of

Brittany. M. de Guerne gives a list of thirty species of Amphipods from the north of

France, but he notes that the Podocerus falcatus, Montagu, and the Janassa variegaia,

Leach, which he includes in the number mentioned, are regarded by Nebeski as the male

and female of a single species. In my opinion the Amphithoe podoeeroides, Rathke, and

Amphitho'e riihricata, Montagu, are also a single species, though some specimens are green

and others red. Probably also the .=:pecies named in the list Podoceropsis rimapalmata,

Sp. Bate, and Podoceropsis excavata, Sp. Bate, are identical.

1887. Chevreux, E.

Catalogue des Crustaces Amphipodes marins du Sud-ouest de la Bretagne, suivi

d'un apergu de la distribution geographique des Amphipodes sur les cotes de France.

(Planche V.). Extrait du Bulletin de la Societe Zoologique de France, t. XII.

1887. Paris, 1887. 54 pages.

Among the weeds and Hydroid zoophytes which commonly grow on the carapace of Maia

squinado, M. Chevreux has been able to discover no less than twenty-three species of
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Ampliipods, the list beginning with " Isxa Montagid EJw." and "
Laphi/sfiiii: durionis

Kroy.," and ending with " Pudaliriits typicus Kroy." Altogether the Catalogue enumerates

123 species, with notes principally on synonymy and locality. Bathyporeia roberisoni,

Spence Bate, is upheld as a distinct species, with the remark that " chez ce dernier type, et

quelle que soit sa taille, les articles du fouct des antennes inferieures sont assez allonges, et

garnis do volumineuses baguettes olfactives, tandis que chez les B. pelagica de toutes tallies,

ils sont extremement courts et ne pr(5sentent pas de baguettes olfactives bien ayiparentes."

This distinction between specimens, however interesting in itself, is not, I think, of specific

importance apart from other distinguishing characters. On Uruthoe nmrina, Sp. Bate,

M. Chevreux observes,
"

c'est certainement a tort que Meinert considere U. marina comme

le male d'CT". breviooniis Sp. Bate; chez toutes les Uroflwe, les males se distinguent des

femelles par leurs longues antennes inferieures. M. le Professour Giard a signale, il y a

longtemps dt^jk, ce caractfere sexuel. J'ai trouve du reste un certain nombre d'f/". marina

portant des oeufs." Of Urothoe elegans, Sp. Bate, he says,
"

c'eet tr^ probablement la

forme male d'U. marina."

Of MonocHloiJes hmyimanus, Bate and Westwood, the antennae are described and figured,

PL V. figs. 1-2, and the suggestion is made that this species ought perhaps to be placed in

a new genus.
"
Guernea, nov. gen.

"
in place of Hdhria, Norman, preoccupied, is thus defined:— " Aiitennx

superiores flagello appendiculari instructs^. Pedes 1"' et 2^ paris manu suhcheliformi.

Pedes 7"" paris setts longis pilumosis instnicti. Segmentmn abdominis 5"""- et 6""" coalita.

Pedes saltatorii vltimi paris ii ramosi. Appendix caudalis laminxformis, proftmde fissa."

Of the type species,
" Guernea roalita Norman," figures are given in tlie te.Kt on page 5,

though referring to the description of the female on page 16.

Of Elasmopms latip/es, Boeck, found on Maia squinado, it is remarked, page 21, that the male

difi'ers from the female (which Boeck describes) in the hand of the second gnathopods,

which is much larger, and carries two or three large obtuse teeth on the lower margin, while

in the female it is smooth. The hand of the male is represented, fig. 3, on page 6.

Profomedna pedinafa, Norman, and Protomedeia hirsutimanus, Spence Bate, are here referred to

the genus Ptilocheirus, Stimpson.

Ptiloclieirus trieridatus, n. s., is described at some length, parts of it being represented on page 6,

fig. 4, and on PL V. figs. 3, 4.

Microprotopms longimanus, n. s., is likewise described, with illustrative figures on PL V. figs.

5-10, and fig. 5 on page 8 of the text.

Of Microdeiifopus armafus, n. s., the two sexes are described, and illustrated by fig. 6 and fig. 7

on page 9 of the text, and PL V. figs. 6, 7.

Boeck's Janassa variegata, Leach, is here regarded as an independent species, with " ^ Podocerus

capiflatus Sp. Bate and Westwood," for a synonym.
Under "

Ericlitltonius Edwards," a species is entered as " Ericldhonius abditus Templeton,

Trans. Ent. Soc. (Cerapms).
—

Sp. Bate and Westwood, Brit. sess. Crust. (Cerapus).
" E. bidens, Costa, Cros. amfip). del. Regno di Najioli.
"

$ Dercothoe punctatus Sp. Bate and Westwood, Brit. sess. Crust.;" and a second species as,

" E. diffurrnis Edwards, Hist, des Crust.—Sp. Bate and Westwood, Brit. sess. Crust. (Cerapus)."

But from Templeton's description of the tube and habits of his species, it is probable tliat he

had in view a true species of Cerapus. On the other hand I believe that the forms named

respectively Cerapms abditus, Cerapus diffffrmis, and Dercothoe (Cerapus ?) punctatus, in

the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, are all synonyms of Ericthonius difforniis, Milne-

Edwards. I have f(3und them all at Ilfracombe nesting together on tufts of Chondrus

crispus Iq the same small rock-pool. There can be little doubt that the so-callcil Cerapjus

abditus of this family group is the most fully developed male; Dercothoe I'^'X'datus is
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certainly tbe female, and Cerapus dlfformis is probably the male in a less advanced stage, or

possibly a form assumed between the pairing seasons. The account given by Gosse of

the tubes of his "Cerapus Whitei" taken at Ilfracombe (see Notes on Gosse, 1853 and

1855, and Brit. Sess. Crust., i. p. 468) induces me to suppose that his species ought not to

be referred to SiphoiKecctes but to be made an additional synonym of Ericldhcmius

diffwmis.

Dryope irrorata, Sp. Bate, and Drijope crenaiipalmata, Sp. Bate, are entered as separate species,

but recognised as " deux formes tres voisines." The fact that they were dredged together

tends to confirm my opinion that they are forms of a single species.

In the Second Part, M. Chevreux gives, he says,
" un resume de tous les documents que j'ai pu

reunir sur la repartition geographique des Amphipodes de nos cotes." In the notes he

observes that Sp. Bate has not described any species of the name Iler/amaera suhserrulata,

as in Grube's list from Saint-Vaast-la-Hougue, 1 869. Grube nu doubt intended the species

Megamsera semiserrata, Sp. Bate. Of the existence of the true Mierodeutopus anomalus on

the French coasts M. Chevreux is not certain
;
but in regard to the females of the genera

Microdeutoptis, Aora, and Stimpsonia, he promises soon to publish differentiating characters,

based on the examination of living specimens at the moment of reproduction.

In "la liste des Amphipodes recueillis sur le littoral des Alpes-Maritimes parM. Adrien DoUfus,"

two new species are included:— ^'
Sieitothoe DoUfad n. sp.," thus described:— " Anfemix

pradongafx, siihsequales ;
etiam inferiores flagellum elongatum gerentes. Pedes 2di paris

manii elongata, p>lus quam duplo longiore quam lata, pahna vcdde excavata, in parte

anteriore dentibus duohus instrucfa (fig. 8)," on page 10 of the text.

" Guernea leevis n. sp." thus described :
—" G. coalit£e valde affinis, sed carina segmentorum

abdominis duorum posteriorum non denticulata differf." If there be no other distinction

between the species than that here mentioned, I should be inclined to regard Guernea

laevis as a synonym of Guernea eoaUta.

The "
relev(5 gi5neral de nos espfeces de la MMiterranee " includes the names of 75 species,

beginning with "
Vibilia Jeangerardi Lucas

" and ending with "
Cyamus ceti."

The " Distribution geographique et batbymetrique
"

is given in a tabular form, the "
liste des

espfcces marines signal^es sur les cotes de France
"
in this table numbering 174. As to the

bathymetric distribution M. Chevreux says,
"
Enfin, le fait le plus frappant est la capture

par VExpedition Norvegienne 1876-1878, de VHippomedon HoJboUi, drague par 1215

brasses (2284 m.) de profondeur. Cette forme ne diffore de celle qui habite les fouds de 5

a 10 m. de la bale du Croisic que par I'absence des organes de vision." He remarks in a

note that adult specimens of Podocerus falcatus, AmjMthoe rubricata, and Pruto ventricosa

coming from depths of 80 to 100 m. are much smaller than shore-specimens; but this

observation cannot, I think, have any very general application.

The "Index bibliographique
"
contains sixty-six entries, beginning with Risso, 1816, and ending

with J. de Guerne, 1887.

1887. ClAUS, C.

Die Platysceliden. Mit 26 lithographirten Tafeln. Wieu, 1887.

The preface notices that hitherto sufficient attention has not been paid to sexual dimorphism
and metamorphosis occurring in the Hyperina, and that accurate details in regard to the

mouth-organs and inner structure of the Platyscelidse have been entirely wanting.

The description of families, genera and species, pages 30 to 75, corresponds closely with that

already published by Clans in 1879
;
see Note on Clans under that date. But the value of

that description is here enormously increased by the addition of the beautifully executed

and highly instructive plates.
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The introduction, pages 3 to 29, comprises eight sections, as follows :
—

1. Allgemeine Charaktere. Among these are noted the very striking differences presented by
the antennas in the two sexes, the absence of palp-appendages fi'om the maxillae as well as

the maxillipeds, and the limitation of the triarticulate mandibular palp to the male sex.

H. Aeussere Erscheinung und Korperform. Claus knows of no instance in this group in which

the epimera or side-plates are absorbed in the segment as in the Phroiiima-gToup. The

fifth and sixth pleon-segnients are always coalesced, and sometimes the telson is united to

them without suture.

3. Gliedmassen. The upper or front antenna; never have an accessory flagellum ;
observers

have been misled by the produced peduncle in Phorcus to regard the principal flagellum

as accessory. The second or hinder antennae have the peduncle and flagellum not sharply
defined the one from the other. In almost all cases the first or coxal joint is absorbed into

the integument of the head. Claus notices that there are fine setse along all the joints

except the first of the folding antennas of the male, but of their function he is not quite

certain. The left mandible has a tooth-like process of considerable size, which is either

absent or as a rule very weakly indicated on the right mandible. The first joint of the

mandibular palp, which is generally small in the Gammarina, is generally large, and

sometimes enormous, in the Platyscelidae. For the terminal part of the gnathopods various

expressions are used, Greifhand (Zange) for a subchelate, Scheere for a chelate, hand and

finger, doppelie Scheere when the chelate hand and finger are applied against an immov-

able process of the wrist, and ziisammengasetde Scheere when the chela is formed by a

simple hand and finger applied against the process of the wrist. The marsupial plates of

the female are generally lanceolate, yet widening at the free end, and occasionally so much
so as to be like a stalked leaf.

4. Integument und Hautdrlisen.

5. Nervensystem und Sinnesorgane. The ganglia of the first two peraeon-segments are

drawn together and taken up into the group of the suboesophageal ganglion. The last

peraeon-ganglion is relatively small and united with the preceding, while the fourth pleDn-

ganglion, which provides for the hinder section of the pleon and in the Gammarina remains

separate, is much reduced, united with the third ganglion, and placed in the third pleon-

segment. In the more elongate species lateral nerves issue not only from the ganglion-

masses, but also from the longitudinal commissures in the person-part of the ganglionic

chain. In the genera Eutyphis, Thamijris, Simorhynchus, and the Oxycephalidse there are

centrally from the origin of the great front antennary nerves two short nerves, each of

which provides for a sense-organ lying just in front of the brain, which is evidently an

organ of hearing. The contents of the vesicle in question are a clear watery fluid and

what is obviously an otolith.

Of the eyes Claus says :
—" Eine Facettenbildung der Cuticularbekloidung habe ich in keinem

Falle beobachtet, vielmehr bildet, wie bei Phronima, die zarte durchsichtige Korperdecke
iiber dem Auge eine gleichmaissige Cornea. Immerhin tritt bei tiefer Einstellung eine

sechsseitige facetteniihnliche Felderung hervor, bedingt durch den optischen Querschnitt
der paarigen Krystallkegelzellen, deren zwei grosse Kerne erhalten bleiben. Oberhalb der

Krystallkegelzellen breitet sich eine deutlich nachweisbare Hypodermis als Matrix der

Cornea aus, welche der schon von Claparede vertretenen und von (irenacher aufrecht

erhaltenen Auflfassung entgegensteht, nach welcher iiberaU die BildungzeUen der Krystall-

kegel (mit den Semper'schen Kernen) zugleich die MatrixzeUen der Chitinhaut seien."

On the iSpiirfiiden or Riechhaare he says that here and there the end is open in consequence of

the breaking oif of the point, and that this may have led to the erroneous view "
als

besiissen die Riechhaare an der Spitze Oeffnungen." For the latter view see Note on

Leydig, 1878, with whom Hoek, 1879, agrees.
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6. Darmcanal mid Anliangsdriisen. Among mauy other statements of importance, Claus says,

"der Mitteldarm, in welchen der Vormagen oft mit verengtem Trichter einflihrt, beginnt

iiberall mit der Einmiindung eiues einzigen Paares von Leberscliliiuchen, deren Umfang

und Form ini Verhiiltniss zu dem medianen Darmrohi'e mannigfach wecbselt," and

"
Anbange des Afterdarmes oder am Ende des Mitteldarmes sind mir in keiner Gattung

bekannt geworden."

7. Herz, Gefass-system und Atbmung. In tbe Platyscelidse tbe beart has only two pairs of

venous ostia, the slits being wanting in tbe second perseon-segment ;
besides tbe two aortas it

bas tbree pairs of lateral arteries, occurring respectively in tbe tbird, fourtb and fifth segments.

Of tbe branchial vesicles Claus says,
" mit Ausnabme der maunlichen RluMosomen, welche nur

zwei Paare von Kiemen am fiinften und secbsten Beinpaare der Brust tragen, finde icb die

Funfzahl der Kiemenpaare iiberall eingebaltcn." Lycseopsis, as Claus himself subsequently

shows, is another exception, but whether that genus should hold a position among the

Platyscelidse he is doubtful. Bovallius places it in the family Phorcidas.

8. Gescblechtsorgane. Entwicklung. Claus mentions by tbe way that he is unable to

corroborate the statement of Fr. Miiller that the young of Iliiperia leave tbe egg-sheath

without abdominal feet. From a comparison of young with adult forms he draws the

conclusion that tbe Hyperidse have developed from the Gammarina, and that from tbe

Hyperidae have sprung tbe Platyscolidse as an aberrant offshoot.

1887. Hansen, H. J., and Holm, Th.

Oversigt over de paa Dijmphna-Togtet indsamlede Krebsdyr af H. J. Hansen,

in Dijmplina-Togtets zoologisk-botanische Udbytte. Avec des resumes en frangais.

Udgivet paa Bekostning af Miuisteriet for Kirke- og Undervisningsvaesenet af

KJ0benhavus Universitets zoologiske Museum ved Dr Chr. Fr. Liitken. Kjobenhavn,

1887.

The account of the Amphipoda extends from page 210 to page 234, and is illustrated on

Plates XXL and XXIL, of which tbe explieatio is given on pages 282, 283. Spence

Bate's view is adopted that the so-called epimera are tbe first joints of the thoracal legs, the

joints of which are accordingly in the descriptions numbered from one to seven, not, as

many authors prefer, from one to six. Forty- one specie.s are mentioned. Onisimus caricus,

n. s. (Tab. xxi, Fig. 6-6f), is said to be very near to Onidmus edwardsii, Ivr0yer (Tab. xxi,

Fig. 8, 8a), but distinguished from it by its superior size, and among other things especially

by the second gnathopods, thus described,
" in utroque sexu articulo sexto quam articulo

quinto vix duplo breviore, subtriangulo, ad apicem versus nonnibil dilatato, dimidio

longiore quam latiore, margine anteriore quam posteriore nonnibil longiore, apice

emarginato ; unguis (e articulo septimo et ungue vero formato) sat robusto, valde

curvato, ut intervallum inter unguem et articulum sextum praestet." Besides tbe

differences of the antennae in the male, female, and young of tbe Lysianassidre, Dr. Hansen

says that much difference may be found between the second gnathopod of the male and

that of the female. This he illustrates by Onisimus brevicmidatus, n. s. (Tab. xxi, Fig. 7-7e),

in which the female has the second gnathopod nearly as in the closely allied Onisimus

caricus, while in this limb of tbe male "articulus sextus alio modo formatus est, non

triangulus, marginibus ad apicem versus subparallelis, apice oblique truncate, ut margo

anterior brevior quam margo posterior evadat, 'ungue' breviore et graciliore in medio

margine apicali sito." Onisimus affinis, n. s. (Tab. xxi. Fig. 9, 9r(), is said to be very near

to Onisimus edwardsii, the distinctions being apparently only drawn from measurements of
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the second gnathopods and telson.
" Ettsirus Holmii, n. s. (Tab. xxii, Fig. l-lh), is said

to be very like Eusirus cuspidatus in respect to the carina and dentation of the back and in

the form of the hands, wliile it much resembles Eusirus longipes by the length of its legs,

which, however, are considerably longer than in the last-named species, but it is said to

differ from both the species mentioned by its specially long upper antennte, by the size and

form of the three first pairs of epimera, and in several other respects. The length of

an adult female was 53 mm. Microdeutopus areticus, n. s. (Tab. xxii, Fig. 3), is also

remarkable for its size, attaining a length of 29 ram. Dr. Hansen was under the impression

moreover that none of his specimens were full grown.

A description and figures are given (Tab. xxi, Fig. 5-5c) of the maxillas and maxillipeds of

Socarnes Udenticulatus (Sp. Bate). Of '^

Stegocephalus ampulla (Phipps) (Tab. xxi,

Fig, 10-lOc)" the mandibles and maxilla; are described and figured. In a footnote,

however, Dr. Hansen says that, judging by the length in comparison with the depth of the

fourth side-plato, and by the form of the widened second [first free] joint of the fifth

perjeopod in Phipps' figure, as well as by the size of the animal, Phipps' species must

be the same as Stegocephaliis kessleri, Stuxberg. His own specimens ought therefore, he

says, to have been named StegocepJiahis hiflafns, Kr0yer. Dr. Hansen also states that

Stegocephalus liessleri, Stuxberg, is pretty certainly the same as Stegocepiltalus ainpullu,

forma altera. Goes.

Oi "
Arantlwsfppheia Malmgrenii (Goes) (Tab. xxi. Fig. 11, 11</. )," the maxilhe are described

and figured.
"

? Oediceros micropis G. O. Sars (Tab. xxi. Fig. 12.)," is thought to be possibly an intermediate

form between Oediceros microps, Sars, and Oediceros viacrocheir, Sars.

Boeck's Acanthonotozoma is altered into Araidhrmotosoma for the three species, crisfatum (Owen),

serratum (O. Fabr.), and inflafum (Kr0yer). Of the last species Hansen's largest specimen

was "
18,5

""" ii length, and the postero-lateral angles of the first two pleon-segments were

acute, making it doubtful whether Boeck's Acmithonotozoma inflatum, 6,5
""

long, and

with these angles rounded, is really the same as Kr0yer's species.

To Acanthozone cuspidata (Lepechin) the synonyms assigned are "Oniscus cuspidatus Lepechin,"
"
AmjMthoe Hystrix K.r0yer,"

" Acanthozone cuspidata Boeck," and the species is said to

be easily distinguishable from all other Amphipods, without notice of the doubt thrown

upon this point by E. J. Miers. See Note on Lepechin, 1780.

Of " Gammarus Locusta (Lin.). (Tab. xxii. Fig. 2-26.)
"

the maxilliB and maxillipeds are

figured, with a view more particularly to show the basal joints.

Melita dentata (Kr.) is recorded, and " Gammarus dentatus forma altera Goes "
is described as a

new species
" Melita Goesii n. s. (Tab. xxi. Fig. 13)." It is a little singular, if the two forms

are really distinct, that a single specimen of each should have been obtained at the same spot,

the two specimens also closely agreeing in si^e
;
but the differences are said to be numerous.

"
Melphidippa spinosa (Goes)

"
is identified with " GainmartLS sp)inosus Goes," but doubtfully

with Boeck's Melphidippa spinosa.

A female Podocerus is named "
(?) Podocerus hrevicornis G. 0. Sars." Nine specimens of

"
^Egina spiuosissima Stimpson

" were obtained, and Dr. Hansen observes that the species

from the "Vega" expedition named /Egina ecldnata is obviously this species.

Of "
Caprella spinosissima Norman (Tab. xxii. Fig. 4, 4a.)

" the maxillse are described and

figured, and the statement made that on the second pair and three hindmost pairs of legs

there is a short but weU chitinized and movable first joint. This species should rather be

called Caprella horrida, Sars. See p. 571, in Note on Sars, 1885.

The other species here recorded are named " Parathemisto ahyssorum A. Boeck
;

" " Socarnes

Vahlii (Kr.);"
"
Anonyx lagena Kr.;"

"
Anonyx gjdosus Kr.;"

" Orchomene pectinattis

G. 0. Sars;"
"
Harpinia plumosa (Kr0yer);"

" Ilalicreion latipes G. 0. Sars;"
" Aceros
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phijllonyx (M. Sars);"
"
Alylus Smittii (Goes);"

"
Halirages fidvocindus (M. Sars) ;

"

"
Tritrapis Helleri Boeck ;

" "
Tritropis fragilis (Goes) ;

" "
Tritropis inflata G. 0. Sars ;

"

" Gavwiaracanthus loricatus (Sab.);"
"
ArnpeKsca Eschrichtii Kr.;"

^^

Ampelisca macro-

cephala Lilljeb.;"
"
Haploops tulicola Lilljeb.;"

"
Haploops Ixvis Hoek;"

"
Byhlis

Gaimardii (Kr.) ;

" " Aidonoe longipes (Lilljeb.)
" " Unciola irrorata Say."

The "
Eesum^," pp. 508-511, mentions tliree other species,

" Orcliomene mimdtis (Kr.);"
" Aristias iumidus (Kr., non Boeck) ;"

"
Aviphithopsis gladalis n. sp.," to be described in

a work on the Malacostraca of West Greenland. In discussing the second maxillae of the

Malacostraca, Dr. Hansen says,
" dans les Amphipodes, les 61^ments de la maehoire sont

un peu reduits : le quatrieme article fait defaut, ou bien se confond avec le troisieme, qui se

prolonge en un grand lobe." Of the first maxillae he says, "le premier article, dans les types

que nous venons de nommer (excepts dans les Caprella), est muni d'un puissant lobe,
et la partie basale de ce lobe se continue, dans les Boreophausia, Mijsis, et Diastylis, en un

prolongement lamelliforme dirig(5 en dehors, sur la face inferieure de la maehoire. Le

second article est toujours petit et sans lobe; le troisieme est grand et se prolonge en un

grand lobe. La maehoire n'a pas plus d'articles dans les Isopodes et les Mysis ; dans les

Diastylis et les Boreophausia, on trouve un quatrifeme article sous forme d'une palpe

dirig^e en avant ou (dans les Diastylis) en arrifere
;

les Amphipodes presentent un quatrifeme

et cinqui^me article comme una palpe biarticul^e, dirig^e en avant."

M. Th. Holm, who accompanied the expedition, gives at pp. 495, 496 interesting notes on the

colours of the living Amphipods. Socarnes hidenticulatus " blanchatres avec une coloration

rouge foncee sur le milieu du dos et descendant un peu des deux cotes du corps." Stego-

cephalus injlatus
"
etait le plus souvent d'un brun de bronze reluisant, avec des taches

blanches sur les anneaux du corps et sur les 6pimferes." Acantho7iotosoma inflatum
"

attirait

I'attention surtout par sa belle couleur cramoisie, avec ou sans des ceintures transversales plus
claires. Gammarus locusta "

etait presque blanc, aux yeux noirs." Acanthozone cuspidata
"
se distingue .... par . . . . sa couleur bigarri^e, blanchatre avec des ceintures trans-

versales d'un brun fonce, et par ses grands yeux d'un rouge clair." Acanthonotosoma

serratum is
" blanc avec des bandes transversales d'un rouge jaunatre, VHalirages fidvodndus,

d'un blanc de neige avec une large ceinture transversale d'un rouge vif au milieu du thorax."

"Acanthostepheia Malmgreni, gris."
" Eusirus Holmii, d'un rose pale, presque diaphane."

Their abundance in the region explored (about lat. 71° N., long. 62° E.) maybe estimated

from the fact which he mentions that,
"
quand on descendait, jusqu'au fond, des chiens morts

et qu'on les remontait au bout de vingt-qnatre heures, non seulement ces derniers, niais encore

le grand sac de toile k voiles oil ils dtaient places, etaient garnis de Socarnes hidentiadatus et

de deux ou trois espfeces d'Onisimus si bien qu'on ne pouvait, litt^ralement parlant, distincuer

ni chien, ni sac."

[A jew papers which have not been described in their proper places will befound
recorded in the Appendix.]



DESCRIPTION OF GENERA AND SPECIES.

Class CRUSTACEA.

Subclass MALACOSTRACA.
Thoracipoda, H. Woodward.

Order EDEIOPHTHALMA, Leach, 1815.

TetradecajJodes, do Blainville, 1816.

Arthr'ostraca, Burmeister, 1837.

Choristopoda, Dana, 1846.

Suborder AMPHIPODA, Latreille, 1816.'

Tribe I. AMPHIPODA GAMMARINA.

Head not coalesced with the first segment of the perseon.

Perason of seven distinct segments, very rarely reduced to six {Dulichia) by the

coalescence of the last two.

Pleon of six distinct segments bearing ajDpendages, and the telson
; rarely with two

(Atylus), or with three (Goplana), of the segments coalesced, or with only five distinct

segments and five pairs of appendages (Dulichidse); the telson (probably) never absent.^

Eyes generally two, sometimes four (Ampelisca) or none {Byhlis ahyssi, Sars, &e.),

seldom very large or projecting much above the surface of the head
; generally with many

component ocelli, sometimes simple (Ampeliscidse).

Antenna, two pairs ; the proportions not constant
;

the upper often having a

secondary flagellum, well-developed or rudimentary, but very rarely [Gammarus
sarmatus, Dybowsky) of great length.

Maxillipeds generally with two pairs of plates, neither pair coalesced, and a four-

jointed palp ;
the palp rarely with only three joints {Normania), or only two {Lafystius).

' For definitions, see Glossary, and Notes on Latreille, 1816 (p. 95), 1817 (p. 95), 1829 (p. 137) ; Burmeister, 1837

(p. 170) ; Milne-Edwards, 1840 (p. 184); Dana, 1852 (p. 256); Claus, 1880 (p. 508), 1884 (p. 553) ; Gerstaecker, 1886

(p. 579).
2 But see, in Bibliograph)-, Notes on Icridium, Grube, 1864 (p. 348), Ichthyomyzocus, Hesse, 1873 (p. 417, and in

Appendix), the Orchestidie, Zaddacli, 18"(8 (p. 485).
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The side-plates of the perason varying greatly in size, but those of the sixth and

seventh segments never very large.

Pleopods generally having the inner angle of the peduncle armed with two or

more small coupling spines, and the first joint of the inner ramus furnished with some

apically-cleft spine-like setse.

Family Okchestid^, Leach, 1814.

The following is the definition of the family by Boeck, 1872 :
—

"
Upper Lip strong, rounded at the apex.

" Mandibles very strong, curved, much dentate at the apex, carrying a row of

plumose spines ; inner appendage strongly dentate
;

molar tubercle very prominent ;

palp wanting.
" First Maxillse armed with strong pectinate teeth

; inner plate elongate, narrow,

with two plumose setae at the apex ; palp small or wanting.
" Second Maxillse with broad plates.
"
Maxillipeds with the outer plate small, broad, ovate, having on the margin slender

sjDines or setse; the inner plate elongate, broad, apically truncate, armed with three

strong teeth
; palp strong and broad, the last joint sometimes wanting.

"
Body compressed ;

back rounded
;
side plates well developed.

"
Upper Antennee more or less shorter than the lower, without accessory flagellum.

" Lower Antennse with the two anterior joints very short but pretty broad.
"

Uropods short and strong ;
the first and second biramous, the last pair one-

branched.
" Telson short and thick."

Genus Orchestia, Leach, 1813.

Leach, in 1813, in the first division of his famil}' Gammarini, defines Talitrus as

having "Anterior pair of feet larger than the second jaair; no hands," and Orchestia as

having
" Two anterior pair furnished with a movable thumb, which is capable of being

bent on the edge of the hand
; second pair largest, having a compressed hand." For

further definitions, see Notes on Leach, 1815 (p. 90), Friediich Mliller, 1848 (p. 226),

J. F. Brandt, 1851 (p. 244), Dana, 1852 (p. 257). Boeck's definition, 1872, includes
"
Maxillse Imi paris palpo destitutse," but some species of Orchestia, if not all, have a

rudimentary palp on the first maxillfe
;

it also includes "pedes maxillares palpis per-

brevibus latis ; articulo palpi 2do sursum dilatato, 4to absenti," in which statement it

would probably be more accurate to substitute rudimentari or tuherculiformi in the place

of the word absenti.
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Orchestia selJcirki, n. sp. (Pis. I., II.).

The Head is somewhat longer than the first segment of the pleon ;
rostrum rudi-

mentary. Perseon moderately dilated
; beyond its fourth segment the body tapers

rather rapidly to the telson. Segments not greatly differing in length ;
first of the

pleon the longest. The first three pleon-segments are postero-laterally squared, the

angles very slightly outdrawn, and the margins above them serrate upwards.

Eyes roundish to oval, conspicuously black in the spirit specimens ;
distance

between the two equal to the smaller diameter of one.

Upper Antennae.—Three joints of peduncle small, successively decreasing much in

thickness. Flagellum shorter than peduncle. In the male specimen figured the

flagellum on one side had nine joints, that on the other only eight. In the female the

flagellum had only six joints.

Lower Antennse.—Last two joints of peduncle long and stout, the last thinner than

the preceding. The tapering flagellum consists of about twenty-eight joints, all except

the last one or two distally widened.

Upper Lip with rounded distal border minutely furred, the hairs on either side

inclinino' towards the centre of the margin.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge of each mandible ends in a strong double tooth,

preceded in the left-hand mandible by four, in the right-hand by three or four smaller

teeth ; the secondary plate, on the left mandible, resembles the cutting edge, except that

it ends in a single tooth and is less powerful ;
on the right mandible it has a bidentate

termination, the ridges of the doul^le tooth being minutely denticulate, and preceded by
three inconspicuous teeth. The spine-row consists of four sinuous plumose bristles, two

stout and two thinner ones. The prominent molar tubercle has the oval face set with

numerous rows of denticles. There is a long plumose bristle at one corner, and a sort

of hairy tuft at the opposite corner. I can find no trace of any rudimentary articulated

palp, such as is figured by Savigny for Orchestia montag^d and Gueriu for
" Orchestia

gammarella." There is a prominent lobe rising just above the base of the molar tubercle,

obviously connected with the articulation and movement of the mandible, which has

perhaps in other species suggested the presence of a palp.

Lower Lip.
—The principal lobes very slightly dehiscent ; the mandibular processes

'

broadly rounded, not projecting far.

Fi^'st Maxilla?.—The inner plate narrow, tipped with two plumose bristles, its inner

edge nearly straight, the other edge sinuous ; the broad outer plate is distally edged with

nine denticulate teeth in a double row. Just below the broadest part of the plate,

within the outer rim, springs a minute palp consisting of one slender joint, at the tip of

which a little pimple may be the rudiment of a second joint or of a spine.

' See Note on S(;lii0dte, 1875 (p. 449).
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Second MaxiUa;.—Outer plate longer and slightly broader than the inner one,

distally fringed with a mass of slender curved spines, the outer ones the longer ;
the

inner plate has the distal fringe of short spines passing in an even curve some way
down the inner margin to a plumose bristle much longer and stouter than the spines ;

below this there are some hairs, as there are also on the other margins of both plates.

MaxiUipeds.
—Inner plates rather long, with plumose bristles passing up the inner

margin, within the distal, and down part of the outer margin ;
three short, strong teeth

on the distal margin, and one having its insertion just below the inner angle of the

plate. Outer plates short, not reaching beyond first joint of palp, short spines within

distal margin and upper part of inner margin ; other spines, of various sizes, but none

large, singly or in groups, on the outer side of this and the preceding joint. First

joint of j)alp with outer border much longer than the inner ; second joint distally lobed

on the inner side ; inner margin of this and the next joint fringed with short spines ;

all three joints with small rows of spines on the outer sides
; the fourth joint rudi-

mentary, a tubercle, tipped with spines.

In the so-called triturating orgcm at the anterior end of the stomach a row of

twenty-eight spines is found, becoming longer and thinner at both ends of the row.

First Gnathopods.
—The side-plate almost concealed by that of the second segment ;

spines on its lower border, and on the inner side, and on an inner lobe where the first

free joint articulates. In the male, first joint broad except at its origin ; fourth joint

postero-distally lobed, much longer than fifth ; hand with a conspicuous postero-distal

lobe ; finger short, closing over the slightly concave palm so as to reach the inside of

this lobe
;

distributed over all the joints on margins and surfaces are spines with sub-

terminal accessory threads ; a row of minute straight hairs on the palm ; and a stronger

spine where the tip of the finger closes down ; some fine spines on the finger at the

origin of the nail, where also the inner margin of the finger slightly projects. In the

female, the first joint almost parallel-sided, the fourth joint a long narrow triangle, with

hinder (especially the distal) spines prominent ; hand widening a little distally, the

finger projecting beyond the slightly convex palm.

Second Gnathopods.
—The side-plate fringed below with spinules ; the hinder margin

in this and the next two pairs of side-plates having a projecting process for purj)oses of

articulation ;
branchial vesicle much broader than long, upper border very sinuous ;

in the male first joint shorter than hand, broadest near its origin, lower edge sUghtly

lobed
;
second joint antero-distally lobed on the outside and medio-distally on the inside ;

third joint squared; wrist a small cup, almost lost in the outswelling of the hand

beyond it
; the immensely powerful hand broadest near its origin ; palm sinuous, bordered

with spines of various sizes, and forming a groove on the inner side into which the point

of the finger closes down ; the finger itself strong, inner margin fringed with spinules,

and forming a double concavity, that near the tip leaving an open space between finger
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and hand, even when the two are tightly closed together. The spines on this limb, except

on the palm of the hand, are few and smalh In the female, the first joint is more

narrowed distally than in the male, the second joint is lobed on the front margin ; the

third and fourth joints much resemble in form the corresponding joints in the first

gnathopod of the male, but the hinder margin of the fourth joint is here thin and with-

out spines ; the hand, narrow at its origin, swells out to a postero-distal lobe beyond the

palm, without spines on the thin, curved hinder, or nearly straight front, margin ;

a row of spines along each side, a group close to the hinge of the feeble finger,

spinules along the palm, over which the finger closes tightly ;
fur on the thin lobe which

projects beyond the palm. Wrist rather longer than hand and shorter than first joint.

First Perieopods longer than second ; spines on both edges of all joints but

the second ; third joint longer than any but the first, fourth not much, some-

times not at aU, longer than fifth, both spinous ; finger short, with curved nail ;

branchial vesicle with a large basal, and a narrow terminal, lobe.

Second Perseopods very similar to first, but dimensions smaller in regard to length,

the side-plate somewhat broader, the fourth and fifth joints equal in length ; the finger in

both sexes differing from that of the first perseopod in having its hinder margin sinuous.

There is a corresponding irregularity of outline in this margin in the second perjeopods of

Talitrus locusta, of Orchestia gammarellus, and in an exaggerated form in Tcdorchestia

tumida, G. M. Thomson ; but not, so far as I know, in Hycde or Hyalella.

Third Per^opods very much shorter than the two following, though more than half

the length of the fifth pergeopod ;
front lol^e of the side-plate nearly as deep as that of

the fourth segment ; branchial vesicle with a small basal, and a large oval terminal,

lobe ; first joint oval, with spines on front, and spinules on hinder, margin ; third,

fourth, and fifth joints spined on both edges, not difi"ering greatly in length, decreasing

successively in breadth ; finger small, with curved nail.

Fourth Perieopods.
—Hinder lobe of side-plate larger than the front one

;
branchial

vesicle with a short narrow basal and a long narrow terminal lobe, the latter curving

first backwards and then downwards
;

first joint a long oval, third and fourth joints

subequal, fifth rather longer and considerably thinner
; finger slender, longer than that

in the third perseopods.

Fifth Perwopods.
—

Side-plate not bilobed, deeper behind than in front ; first joint

broader than that of the fourth perseopods, which in most respects these closely resemble,

but with the third, fourth, and fifth joints longer.

Pleopods.
—Peduncles long and slender, longer than the rami, wide apart at the base,

curving in towards one another, armed with a few small spines ;
the joints of the rami

numbering from seven to eleven
;
the setse very finely plumose ;

I cannot perceive any
cleft spines on the long first joint of the inner ramus, such as are commonly found in

other families, nor even a single short one, such as occurs in Talitrus locusta; the
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coupling-spines at the distal end on the inner side of each peduncle are two in number, and

something like those of Tcditrus locusta ; the shafts are a little bent and exceedingly short,

while the heads by comparison are very broad, showing a retroverted tooth on either side.

Uropods.
—The first have the peduncle longer than the subequal rami

; both

peduncle and rami spined on the edges, a group of spines at the tip of each ramus, one

of predominant size. In one of the specimens examined the rami on one side were much

shorter than those on the other. The second uropods similar to the first in armature,

but shorter, the peduncle subequal in length to the rami. The third uropods with short

peduncle and short ramus spined on the outer edges ;
the peduncle tapering distally,

broad below, from above looking as if cylindrically folded over.

Telson.—Broad at origin, tapering to two small distal lobes, these and the lateral

margins set with spines ;
a median suture runs from the base some way towards the

meeting point of the distal lobes. The sixth segment of the pleon scarcely visible from

above folds beneath the whole length of the telson.

Length about half an inch, sometimes reaching seven-tenths, without counting the

antennae.

Locality.
—

Fifty-two specimens were taken on the shore at Juan Fernandez. The

species is named after Alexander Selkirk, whose romantic story is cormected with that island.

HemarJcs.—Orchestia serrulata, Dana, from New Zealand, seems to be its nearest

ally, but the two species ai-e separated by numerous difiereuees in detail, among which

may be noticed the first gnathopods in the female, the palm of the second gnathopods in

the male, the relative lengths of the perseopods.

Family L Y s i A N A s s i D ^, G. 0. Sars, 1882.

For the original definition of the subfamily Lysianassinse, Dana, see Note on Dana,

1849 (p. 229).^ The subfamily Lysianassinee, Boeck, 1870, is changed by Sars into the

family Lysianassid^, without further definition. Boeck's definition of it in 1872 is as

follows :
—

"
Upper Lip and Epistome more or less prominent.

" Mandibles elongate ; cutting edge broad, not dentate or only furnished with very

few teeth on the inner margin ;
an inner plate on the left mandible

;
molar tubercle

small, more or less prominent ; spine-row furnished with few blunt and often very small

teeth
; palp elongate, triarticulato.

" Loicer Lip elongate ;
inner plates little, near the apex [? generally absent].

"
Fii^st Maxillse with two-jointed palp ; rarely without palp.

" Second Maxillse more or less elongate.

1 For Schi0dte's Trochalognatlia, see Note on Schiodte, 1875 (p. 449).
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"
MaxiUipeds robust

; plates more or less elongate ;
last joint of the palp unguiform,

rarely tubercle -shaped or obsolete.

"
Body deep ;

back thick, generally rounded ; very rarely carinate.

"
Side-plates deep, narrow.

"
Upper Antennse with the peduncle very short, thick

;
the second and third joints

very small
; flagellum more or less elongate ;

first joint more or less elongate, always

longer than the following joints, and on the inner side furnished with two brush-like

rows of setse.

" Lower Antennse with the flagellum elongate in the male, shorter in the female.

" First Gnathopods more or less elongate, generally with a small subchelate hand ;

rarely with the hand large or not subchelate.

" Second Gnathopods elongate, filiform, with a small hand
; rarely without a nail.

"
Persejpods of the last three pairs successively longer ;

the first joint posteriorly

laminar, dilated."

In the new genus Soplii'osyne the maxillipeds are rather to be described as slender

than robust
;
the epithet

" narrow
"

is by no means universally applicable to the side-

plates in this family, the fourth pair generally, and sometimes others, being of consider-

able breadth ; occasionally the fourth perseopods are longer than the fifth. Amaryllis,

Haswell, is an aberrant genus in regard to the upper antenute.

Genus Anonyx, Krdyer, 1838.

For the original definition see Note on Kr0yer, 1838 (p. 178). Boeck in 1872 defines

the genus as follows :
—•

"
Epistome helmet-shaped.

" Mandibles with the palp fixed nearer the apex than the very prominent molar

tubercle.

" First Maxillse with the inner plate ovate, small, furnished with two plumose setae

on the apex.
" Second Maxillse with the plates broad and short ; the inner plate much shorter

than the outer.

"
Maxillipeds with the outer plate small, not reaching the distal end of the second

joint of the palp, nodulous on the inner margin ; palp robust ; last joint unguiform.
" First Gnathopods more or less elongate, robust ;

hand quadrangular, obliquel}-

truncate at the apex.
" Telson longer than the peduncle of the last uropods.
" Third Uropods with the branches longer than the peduncles, setose.

"
Body not deep. Side-plates not deep ;

fourth not much excavate, not deeper than

broad. Postero-lateral angle of the third pleon-segment produced, upturned, acute."
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Anonyx ampulloides, Spence Bate (Stimpson, MS.) (PI. III.).

1862. Ano?iyx amjJuUoides, Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 78, pi. xii.
fig. 8.

Rostrum rudimentary ; lateral lobes of the head rounded
;
the head as long as the

first perseon-segment ;
first persecn-segment longer than the second. Perseon dorsally

rounded. First four segments of pleon dorsally acute, the third segment deeply

excavate above the much upturned, slightly produced postero-lateral angles, the lower

margin being as it were bent up so as to form a piece of the hinder margin. The

fourth segment with a dorsal depression, the sixth laterally ridged above on each

side of the telson.

Eyes reniform, occupying a great part of the surface of the head, and nearly meeting
at the top of it, therefore very large. The component ocelli short and small, numbering

certainly more than three hundred.

Of the somewhat projecting connate epistome and upper lip a lateral view is given in

the Plate.

Upper Antennae.—First joint large and tumid, second and third very smaU
;

flagellum incomplete, eleven joints remaining, of which the first, bearing a brush,

equals in length some six or seven together of those which follow
;

the secondary

flagellum, of seven or eight joints, has the first of ec[ual length with the first of the

primary and partially sheathed in a fold of that joint ;
its terminal joints are narrow.

Lower Antenna.—Gland-cone seemingly very obtuse ;
third joint narrow proximally,

widened distally, with spines on the upper distal margin ; fourth joint longer and much

stouter than the fifth, furred on the upper margin, carrying a row of feathered cilia on

the lower, and on its prominent apex a group of long setae ; the fifth joint furred on its

upper margin. Of the flagellum there remained only ten joints, the first of these being

ecjual in length to the two following combined.

Mandihles.—The cutting edge smoothly convex, with a denticle at the top ; the

lower rim in front is cut into four spine-shaped teeth, the margin of the mandible

behind these being straight and smooth ; the secondary plate on the left mandible high

up on the primary, ligulate or spiniform, very small
;
the spine-row consists of four spines

followed by nine branching spiniform setae
;
the molar tubercle long, produced backwards,

strongl}- furred with cilia, but not dentate
;
the palp set far forward, level with the front

of the molar tubercle, the second joint considerably longer than the third, on its outer side

a long row of spines or setae curving round the upper half of inner margin to the outer

apex, three on the upper part of the outer margin ;
third joint widening for rather more

than a quarter of its length, and from that point carrying a row of eighteen spines along

the inner margin to the apex ;
this joint has also five setae in three sets on the inner side

near the outer margin.

Loiver Lip.
—

Strongly ciliated on the inner and apical borders ; the distal portion of
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the front lobes narrow, strongly dehiscent, suddenly widening and therefore coming
nearer together about half-way down the long cleft that separates them.

First Maxillie.—Inner plate small, oval, with two plumose setae on the apex, the

outer the larger ; outer plate with the very oblique apical margin densely ciliated,

especially on the lower part ; its eleven spines strikingly different from one another in

their dentation ; of the two which stand apart from the rest at the lower end one is

slender with many small teeth, the other stout with three large ones ; of those set round

the upper end some are peculiar by their distal widenings. The large second joint of the

palp widens distally, the distal border being cut into six teeth, the tip of each except

the minute inner one having a small spine-tooth inserted in it
;
between the outermost

marginal tooth and the next is an additional small prominence, and again between the

second and third teeth is a small cilium.

Second Maxillie.—The plates are similar to one another in general shape, the convex

margins meeting in a pointed apex, the outer plate considerably longer than the inner.

From the apex down half the inner margin the inner plate has plumose setae ending in

one larger than the rest, and along the same part it has spines shorter than the setse, the

spines being armed midway with straight spine-like cilia. The spines which in like

manner arm the outer plate have these cilia, seemingly limited to four in number, except

on the lowest spines, which become more seta-like.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates small, not reaching nearly so far as the distal end of the

first joint of the palp, apical margin with three tiny teeth inserted on little prominences,

the plumose setae of the inner margin very long, passing over to quite small ones at the

outer angle of the apex ; the outer plates large and long, still not reaching the apex of

the second joint of the palp, the inner border showing some six and twenty minute

prominences as if for teeth, but with no appearance of teeth upon or within them, the

same description applying to two on the rounded apical border ; the second joint of the

palp more slender and somewhat longer than the first ;
the third joint widening from a

narrow neck, with setae on both borders, distally furred ; finger long, with adpressed cilia

on the surface, a dorsal cilium nearer to the acute point than to the base.

First Gnathoj)ods.
—

Side-plates a little excavate in front, much wider below than

above, with the usual little cilium-bearing indent at the lower end of the hinder margin.

First joint broad, about as long as the third, fourth, and fifth together, with setae on both

margins ; third joint with no free front margin, its hinder margin furred, apically

carrying geniculate spines and setae ; wrist equal in length to the hand, dilated below,

furred on the free part of the hinder margin, with spines round the distal part both

before and behind ;
hand less wide than the wrist, widest at the base, but preserving

most of its width all along to the by no means oblique ])alm, which is bordered with

minute cilia, and defined by two spines, between which the finger closes down, the nail

overlapping the palm. There are various spines and setse, singly, in rows, and in groups,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 77
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on the two borders and the sides of the hand. The finger has a denticle on the inner

margin.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates widened below, the front, hind, and lower margins

almost straight ;
the first joint fringed with seta3 behind, parallel-sided, distally bending

backwards ;
second joint as long as the wrist, third with the anterior margin short, the

posterior much rounded, furred, with several long setae near the rounded apex ; the

wrist a good deal longer than the hand, the front margin distally furred, and carrying

long setae near and at the apex ; the hinder margin furred nearer to the third joint, and

carrying eleven groups of setae increasing in length successively to the apex ;
the hand

much longer than broad, much furred, armed with the usual spines, narrowing a little

distally, the finger comparatively long, occupying almost all the apical margin, its

terminal portion not much crooked.

First Perseoiiods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding segment, but larger.

First joint strong, carrying setae on the hind margin ;
third joint large, nearly as long as

the first joint, having groups of setse, short mixed with long, on the hinder border;

fourth joint somewhat shorter, much narrower, armed with spines and setas, narrowing

distally ;
fifth joint as long as fourth, slender, a little curved, on the hind margin

carrying short spines and long ones, and close to the hinge of the finger a minute one

with a hook at the tip, bent toward the comparatively short finger.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with front and lower margins straight, hinder

lunately excavate ; a small smooth ovigerous plate. The rest of the limb missing.

Third Perseopods.
—First joint much contracted below, at the upper part almost as

broad as the side-plate, though not appearing so in the full figure on the Plate, because the

side-plate is seen full, while the first joint is not quite full-face to the spectator ; its hind

margin is nearly straight, shallowly serrated, slightly concave below, while the front margin

is convex and spined all round
;
third joint dilated, a little produced behind, with spines on

hinder rim ;
both second and third joints have spines and setae on the front rim

; fourth

joint as long as the two preceding united, broader above than below, the front margin

with five pairs of short spines, each of the upper four pairs with a long seta between the

two spines, the fifth pair without a seta, a sixth apical pair with a long spine intervening ;

the fifth joint thinner than the fourth, equal in length, straight, with five pairs of spines

on the front margin ; finger rather short.

Fourth Perwopods.
—First joint oval, contracted below, closely spined on more than

half the front margin which is smooth above, the lower margin behind forming a narrow

lobe instead of a broad one as in the third peraeopods ; setae and spines on the front rim

of the short second joint ; the remaining joints similar to those of the preceding pair, but

each longer than the corresponding one in that pair ;
the finger missing.

Fifth Peraeopods.
—First joint of uniform breadth all along, front margin slightly con-

cave, spines increasing in size towards the lower end, and the serrations of the hind margin
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doing the same ; the third joint not dikxted, armed in front with four or five pairs of

spines, behind with one at the apex, and another a little way from the apex. The rest of

tlie limb missing on one side, on the other side represented by a somewhat tapering

stump as long as the third joint and destitute of armature.

Pleopods.
—In the third pair the two blunt-headed coupling spines on the peduncle

were observed to have two or more retroverted teeth, and the rami to consist of twenty-

one joints, the large first joint of the outer ramus having a fringe of thirteen plumose setse.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair considerably longer than the rami, carrying

numerous spines on both the upper edges, those on the outer edge being smaller than

those on the inner ; the outer ramus slightly longer than the inner
;
on its upper edge the

outer has eight spines, the three approaching the tip being much stouter than the earlier

five ; on the inner edge is a row of three very fine spines ;
the inner ramus also has

spines on both edges, and proximally has a little pocket on the under side into which the

projecting edge of the other ramus can insert itself. Peduncles of the second pair

equal in length to the rami, spined on both the upper edges, the outer edge having

twenty-seven nearly uniform spines, the smallest not far from the base, the largest close

to the apex, the intermediate not regularly graduated ;
the outer ramus is bordered with

nine spines increasing gradually towards the apex, but stopping far short of it ; the last

is inserted in a sort of little pocket, as is the case with the last three on the outer ramus

of the first uropods. The inner branch is subequal in length to the outer ;
it has six or

seven small spines on the border, followed bj^ a long one inserted in the curved margin
which abruptly terminates the broadest part of the branch, the remainder forming a

finger-like termination without spines and apparently without any cilium in the angle.

The lower border of this branch is much bent. The peduncles of the third pair are

sliorter than the rami ; the rami are subequal, lanceolate, with spines on both borders.

That which I take to be the outer ramus is represented in the lateral view of the pleon

(fig. PI. L.), without its companion ;
it terminates in a nail

;
the other ramus has on

its margin a row of setae. In the other member of the pair, as the figure shows, the

ramus with a nail seemed to be the inner one.

Telson.—Its upper lateral margins much overlapped by the folds of the sixth pleon-

segment ; the sides straight, only in a very slight degree convergent ; cleft for three-

quarters of its length, the plates becoming gradually dehiscent by the curving away of

tlie inner sides towards the distal end ; each outer apical corner a little produced, with

a small sj)ine between the angle and the adjoining inner curve.

Length from the front of the head to the back of the second pleon-segment, in the

bent position represented, about nine-twentieths of an inch.

iocaZ%.—Station 236, ofi" Japan, June 5, 1875 ; lat. 34° 58' N., long. 139° 29' E. ;

depth, 775 fathoms; bottom, green mud; bottom temperature, 37°'6. One specimen,

female. Trawled.
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Remarks.—This species bears a close resemblance to that which Kroyer described

as Anonyx lagena, Anonyx aiopendiculosa and Anonyx amindla, and which Phipps had

already described as Cancer nvgax. Kr0yer gave the name ampulla under the erroneous

impression that his species was identical with Phipps' Cancer ampulla, and described it

with exact detail in his Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift, 2. R. i. 578-599. Though the name

ampulla is untenable for KrOyer's species, attention is well called to his admirable

description of it by the name given to the present kindred species. Anonyx ampulloides

differs from Anonyx nugax in that the eyes are not lageniform, flask-shaped ; the apical

border of the palp in the first maxillse is peculiarly divided
;
the inner ramus of the

second uropods is not stiliform, but bent on one side and abruptly narrowed on the

other ;
and in other small details.

In the British Museum Catalogue of Amphipodous Crustacea, it is represented

on pi. xii. fig. 8, and the following account is given :
—

"
Anonyx ampulloides, Stimpson, MS.

"In general aspect this species resembles Anonyx lagena.; but close examination

shows the following distinctions :
—

" The inferior antennae are much longer than the superior. The first pair of

gnathopoda have the palm fringed with fine hairs, but not a comb-like margin. The

second pair of gnathopoda have the carpus slight, and much longer than the propodos ;

the dactylos quite rudimentary. Telson deeply divided, becoming almost a double

appendage.
"
Length half an inch.

"
I am indebted for this specimen to the kindness of the author, who brought it from

Japan."

As I had myself chosen the name ampulloides for this Japanese species, before

observing its resemblance to the figures, in Mr. Spence Bate's Catalogue, of the species

no called by Stimpson, the identification seems fairly to be depended upon.

Anonyx cicadoides, n. sp. (Pis. IV., V.).

Rostral Margin forming an obtuse but definite angle ; the lobe of the head between

the upper and lower antennae rounded above and straight below. The three hinder

perseon-segments longer than those which precede, but much shorter than the three

segments of the pleon which follow them ; the fourth segment of the pleon with a dorsal

depression near its origin ;
the fifth and sixth segments very small, the sixth with a

dorsal ridge or fold along either side of the back ; the infero-posterior angle of the third

pleon-segment much produced upwards.

Eyes not made out ;
in one of the specimens appearances suggest that they have

been present, of a long oval shape, near the front of the head.
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Upper Antenrue.—First joint stout, cylindrical, longer than the combined length of

the two following joints, which are very short, and the long first joint of the flagellum.

Flagellum tapering, in the female consisting of twenty joints, of which the first is longer

than the four following united ; besides the usual brush it has two large, slightl)^ curved,

distal spines ;
the second joint has two similar spines, and the fourth joint a similar but

much smaller spine ; the secondary flagellum is of nine joints, the first very long, the

last minute. In the male the primary flagellum has calceoli on most of the joints.

Lower Antennse.—First joint broad ; the gland-cone with a conspicuous orifice, not

spiniform ;
third joint with lower and distal margins lobed, fourth and fifth joints furred

above, and with various groups of setae below, one group in the fourth joint being on a

little prominence near the base ;
the fifth joint somewhat longer than the fourth ;

flagellum in the female of about thirty joints, of which the first is much longer than the

second. In the male the flagellum has about fifty joints, and is furnished with calceoli.

Mandibles with the palp far forward, just over the narrow interval between the

molar tubercle and the spine-row ; cutting edge smoothly convex, but with a small

projection at the top, and an emargination in the return of the curve below. The

secondary plate in the left mandible is short and narrowly ligulate. The spine-row

consists of three curved spines. The molar tubercle is large and prominent, the crown

of it minutely dentate and ciliate, pointing away from the cutting edge, the articular

condyle pointing towards that edge. The first joint of the palp very short, the second

very long, with a row of pectinate spines on the distal part of its margin. The third

joint, about half the length of the first and second united, has two long spines near the

outer angle of its base, and along almost the whole of its inner margin a row of pectinate

spines, of which those at a little distance from the apex are the shortest, those at and

close to the apex the longest.

Lower Lip deeply cleft, much ciliated round the margins of the forward lobes, which

are rather abruptly contracted near their extremities, thus making the inner margins very

sinuous ; the ovate mandibular processes almost smooth.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate small, oval, ciliated along the inner edge, and with two

unequal plumose bristles at the apex ; outer plate much ciliated on the surface and distal

part of inner margin ; at its apex five long spines, this row continued inwards on the

outer side by two more, while a row of four, rather smallei-, descend the sinuous inner

margin ;
all are dentate on their edges some way short of the curved tip, the end one on

the outer side having but one tooth, the end one on the inner side having several

denticles. The two-jointed palp overtops the spines of the inner plate. The second

joint is very much expanded distally, the curve of the outer margin ending in two

microscopic teeth at the point of greatest expansion, the margin then running obliquely

to meet the great distal curve set with nine teeth and a spine, the spine being outermost,

with a short, spiny seta not far ofi".
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Second Maxilla.—Inner plate much shorter and narrower than outer, fringed from the

apex half-way down the inner margin with spines decreasing in size as they recede from the

apex, and with plumose setje the longest of which are beyond the shortest of the spines ;

outer plate fringed with rows of long and short spines from the apex far down the inner

margin, the longer spines curved at the tips. Both plates have their inner edo-es

comparatively straight, the outer much curved, their surfaces and inner edges much
ciliated ;

the outer plate has also a row of small spines from the ap)ex down a small

portion of the outer margin.

Maxillipeds narrow. The inner plates not reaching the distal end of the first joint

of the palp, widening distally, apical border much excavated and forming a projection

at the inner corner, which is set with three broad scarcely prominent teeth, just below

which on the outer side of the inner margin are two small spines ; long jilumose setae

occupy the inner margins, passing over into shorter ones on the distal margins. The

outer plates are long, reaching just to the distal end of the second joint of the palp ; the

lower part of the joint to which they belong is fringed wdth spines on the inner margin,
but this margin of the plate itself is clear of spines, being indented and in each indent

carrying an almost rounded tooth, which scarcely projects beyond the margin ; some

way within the border are small spines, rather less numerous than the teeth. It would

not be unnatural to suppose that the marginal teeth had been rounded by wear
; but

those of the new growth, not yet exposed to wear and tear, exhibit the same shape and

position. On the apical portion of the rounded outer margin there is a row of five small

spines, almost adprcssed to the margin. The second joint of the palp is considerably the

longest ; hke the first and third it is at the outer apex and along the inner edge fringed

with long spines or setae, wdiich, except for the terminal accessory thread, seem to be

quite smooth. The fourth joint or finger is not of any unusual length.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates dilated below and curving forwards, broader though
less deep than those of the following segment. First joint not reaching beyond the side-

plate, fringed in front and on the lower hinder angle ; second joint subequal in length
to third, with some fine setse on the hinder margin ; third joint produced to a sharp

point below," furred behind, carrying groups of setse on both sides near the apex; wrist

furred behind, scarcely broader distally than the hand at its base, setse in groups at both

the lower angles, and a small group near the middle of the front margin ; hand narrowing

distally, so as at the extreme apex to be scarcely broader than the finger, furred on upper

part of hinder margin, with groups of setse along both sides of the front, and along the

hinder margin and palm ; that which may be considered the palm is slightly sinuous,

minutely pectinate, a region shorter than the finger, determined by a short blunt spine ;

finger curved, -with inner edge smooth, but for a tooth near the base of the nail ; a

spiuiform cilium arises in the neighbourhood of this tooth.

Second Gnathopods.
—First joint long, a little dilated below, much more lightly
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fringed than the corresponding joint of the first gnathopods ; second joint longer than

third, fringed in front and at the lower hinder angle ;
third joint rather densely furred

behind, clasping the next joint closely with its dilated distal part, the hinder angle of

which carries numerous long setiform spines, distally pectinate ;
the wrist elongate, much

longer than the hand, densely furred on both sides, carrying spines similar to those of the

preceding joint at the front apical angle and along the distal part of the hinder margin ;

the hand narrow, densely furred, surrounded on both margins with pectinate spines of

various lengths, many both long and short at the jDoint where the minute finger hinges.

Second Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates a little deeper than the preceding, as those of the

third segment are, compared with those of the second. The branchial vesicles are not

pleated. The marsupial plates are long and narrow, with a row of small cilia on one

border, the usual long smooth set^e on the other and round the apex. First joint tolerably

stout and long, with a bunch of setse at each apical angle, and very little other furniture
;

second joint short, with some setse on the hinder margin, chiefly the group at the lower

hinder angle ;
third joint longer and very much stouter than the following, a little

j^roduced downwards in front, fringed behind with several small groups of setse ; fourth

and fifth joints narrow, the latter the longer, narrowing a little distally, both bordered

behind with numerous setaj, the fourth joint showing also two spines near the base, the

fifth joint having twelve or thirteen in a series extending along its whole margin ; the

finger short and much curved.

Tliird Perieopods,
—

Side-plates rather broader below than above, and front margin

slightly more convex than the hinder. First joint subequal in extent of surface to the

side-plate, narrower below than above, front margin fringed with spines, hind margin

serrate, the rounded distal portion overlapping the short second joint ; two or three short

spines and one long one on the front margin of the second joint; the same number on the

hind margin of the third joint, which is short, dilated, slightly produced downwards

behind, and has a row of spines and fine setse on its front margin; fourth joint somewhat

dilated, narrower and longer than third; fifth joint much narrower and rather longer than

fourth, both with spines on front margin. Finger small, curved.

Fourth PeriBopods.
—First joint longer and more oval than that of preceding pair,

rather narrower below than above; third joint much longer than in preceding paii-, broader

and shorter than the fourth joint, which in its turn is a little broader and shorter than the

narrow fifth joint ; armature of the various joints, and the finger, as in the preceding pair.

Fifth Per^ojwds like the fourth pair, not longer.

Urop)ods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, which are narrow, curving

at the tips ; the outer a little longer than the inner, with a row of seven spines on the

inner margin, ceasing some distance from the apex; the inner with a similar row of ten

spines. Peduncles of the second pair (PI. V. ur. 2.) shorter than those of the first pair,

subequal in length to the longer ramus ; outer ramus considerably longer than inner, a
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little curved at the
tij),

bordered within with eleven spines ; inner ramus rather like a

tadpole, attached by a narrow neck to the peduncle, a broad oval portion following with

a row of six sj)ines on the inner margin, a narrow rather sinuous piece forming the

termination, a minute cilium occurring where the ovate portion meets the linear. This

peculiar form of ramus has been noticed in Ichnopus, Costa, and some other genera.

Peduncles of the third pair much shorter than the lanceolate sharply pointed rami, which

stretch further back than either of the other pairs ; outer ramus having a nail at the tip,

spines along the borders, some of them in groups on the outer margin, and plumose setae

on the inner margin ; inner ramus shorter than the outer, with sj)ines and plumose setse

on both margins, terminal nail minute.

Telson reaching further back than the peduncles of the third pair of uropods, narrowing
a little towards the apex, outer edges straight, cleft for three-fourths of its length, the

laminae not dehiscent except where each curves away from the other to form the apical

margin, the outer end of which is produced into a little tooth. At this tooth commences

a row of three spines, diminishing in size from the tooth inwards, and followed by two

minvite cilia. Along the outer edges there is a row of three spines on each side, the

largest a little lower down than the top of the cleft, the middle one the smallest.

Length.
—The pair of specimens, male and female, to which the above description and the

figures of PI. V. refer, measured each three-quarters of an inch, exclusive of the antennae.

Locality.
—Station 149d, Royal Sound, Kerguelen Island, January 20, 1874; depth,

28 fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. Three specimens, which were especially noticeable

as being of a deep brown colour in spirits. Dredged.

Station 149, Accessible Bay, Kerguelen Island, January 9, 1874 ; depth, 20 fathoms;

bottom, volcanic mud. Several specimens. Dredged.

Station 149h, off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen Island, January 29, 1874; depth,

127 fathoms
; bottom, volcanic mud.

Remarks.—The specimens from Stations 149 and 149h were of various sizes, one

reaching as much as nine-tenths of an inch
; they showed the light creamy colour so com-

mon in spirit-specimens, and this difference in colouring, combined with other variations,

made me long hesitate as to whether the species of PL IV. was the same as that of PI. V.

There were differences in the relative proportions of the joints of the antennae, in the

shapes of the spines on the outer plate of the first maxillae, in the proportions of the

second guathopods, in the armature of the uropods, and especially the inner ramus of

the second pair of uropods, though exhibiting the sudden contraction above described,

was otherwise more regularly stiliform. I have, however, convinced myself that none of

these differences are of specific value. Among the light-coloured specimens the relative

proportions of the antennary joints are not constant ;
for example, in the upper antennas

the first joint varies much in the peduncle, the primary flageUum and the secondary
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flagellum ; in the lower antennae the fifth joint of the peduncle may be a little longer or

a little shorter than the fourth
;
the spines of the first maxillae vary much in general

appearance, in this as in other species, according as they are fresh or worn with long use.

To the ramus of the second uropods I should have attached more importance had I not

found in a small light-coloured specimen the ramus shaped just as in the large dark-

coloured specimens.

This species, in respect of the antennae, mouth-organs, second gnathopods, peraeopods,

and general structure of the pleon, closely resembles Anonyx gulosus, Kr0yer, the Anonyx
cicada (0. Fabricius) of this Report (see pp. 46, 47). It differs from it in respect of the

first gnathopods and the second uropods, in these two respects agreeing with Ichnopus,

Costa, as defined by Bocck, but from that genus it difi'ers in regard to the maxillipeds and

the branchial vesicles, which are pointed below, but without the pectinate folds considered

characteristic in Ichnojous. Since, by the omission of the epithet
' '

quadrangulari,
"
as applied

to the hand of the first gnathopod, in Boeck's definition of Ano7iyx, that definition will

include the present species, it seems advisable by that expedient to save the creation of a

new genus. To' point to its agreement with the older species, I have therefore named the

new one Anonyx cicadoides. Anonyx pumilus, Lilljcborg, is retained by Boeck himself

in the genus Anonyx, although the hand of the first gnathopods is not quadi-angular.

Genus Tryphosa, Boeck, 1870.

For the original definition, see Note on Boeck, 1870 (p. 399). The genus is so near

to Anonyx, KrOyer, as defined by Boeck himself, that they ought perhaps to be reunited,

as suggested both by G. 0. Sars and Gerstaecker.

Try2?hosa antennipotens, n. sp. (PI. VI.).

Rostrum obsolete, lateral angles of the head acutely produced ; back well-rounded,

most dilated at the fifth segment of the peraeon ; postero-lateral angles of the third

pleon-segment not acute or upturned; fourth pleon-segment with a dorsal depression,

distally carinate, tip-tilted, the lateral margin continuous with the curve of the lower

margin of the third segment ; the sixth segment ridged on each side of the telson.

Eyes indistinct, but apparently large, set back from the front margin, reniform,

meeting at the top of the head.

Upper Antennas.—First joint long and tumid, second and third joints short,

narrowing distally, the distal borders sinuous
;

first joint of the flagellum short, equal to

the four following, calceoli large and crowded, there being one on each of the fifty-two

joints of the flagellum, with the exception of the first and two or three at the end. The

(zooL. CHALL. EXP.—PART Lxvii.—1887.)
Xxx 78
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flagellum is long and thick, and seemingly little flexible. The secondary flagellum of

four joints together is shorter than the first of the primary.

Loiver Antenna?.—Gland-cone very prominent, third joint short, fourth and fifth

subequal in length, with some cilia on the upper and setae on the lower margins ; flagellum

of fifty-three joints, rather thinner and longer than that of the upper antennse, the

calceoli equally numerous, placed on the upper margin confronting those of the upper

antennse, but in both pairs so placed that, while the calceoli of alternate joints are seen

full face, those of the other alternate joints will be seen in profile.

Epistome a little prominent.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge evenly convex, with a tooth at the top, the lower apex

scarcely indented
; secondary plate of the left mandible small, curved ; spine-row of

three small spines, behind these a long tract of fur leads to and partially lines the molar

tubercle, the crown of which is minutely denticulate, strongly directed backwards, and

carrying a furry tuft above ; the palp is set forward, over the front of the molar tubercle,

its first joint short, the second rather stout, with some five small spines on the inner

margin near the apex, and three or four along the upper half of the outer margiu ; the

thii'd joint much curved, a short piece of its inner margin clear, the remainder fringed

with eight and twenty spines, the first twenty- one pectinate on the upj)er border, the

other seven longer, near and at the apex, pectinate below ; a single long spine or seta

near the outer margin close to the base.

Lower Lip.
—

Apical margins of the forward lobes broad, somewhat squared, much

ciliated, little dehiscent.

First Maxilla?.—Inner plate small, with two unequal plumose setge on the apex ;

outer plate with very oblique apical margin ; of the eleven spines that which stands

inmost has seven marginal teeth, the next above it four
; these are somewhat isolated ;

of the rest the outer are the stoutest, with one, two, or three marginal teeth
;
one about

central has seven
; the second joint of the palp has six or seven small teeth on the apex

and one spine or short seta
;
below the palp the shaft has on its outer border some

groups of long setae.

Second Maxillae.—Outer plate decidedly longer than the inner ; the long curved

spines on its apical border are followed by a row of small ones continued some little way
down the outer border

;
on the inner plate the spines and setse of the very oblique

apical border are terminated by a long plumose seta.

Maxillipeds.—Inner prismatic^ plates broad, reaching nearly to the apex of the first

joint of the palp, the plumose setse in the usual position, the apical border almost

squared, with three close-set teeth, followed by four curved spines decreasing in size as

' The epithet prismatic was applied to these plates first, I believe, hy Kr0yer ; it refers to that which an unshaded

diagrammatic drawing cannot show, namely, that to a spectator looking upon the inner surface of the maxillipeds
the inner edges of these plates are almost invariably nearer, sometimes much nearer, to the eye than their outer edges.
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they pass round to the outer margin, on which lower down there is a fifth
;
below the

corner tooth on the outer side of the plate are two strong spines ;
the broad outer

plates, reaching nearly to the apex of the second joint of the palp, have on the inner

margin a score of small teeth set close together, followed by a separate single tooth on

the apical margin, which in turn is followed by eight spines passing round the apical

and some way down the outer margin ; the second joint of the palp is a little longer

than the first and much longer than the third
;
the finger is not very long.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very broad, broader above than below
;

first joint

extending beyond the side-plate, broad, with setae extending down about two-thirds of

the front margin ;
the third joint with a short front margin and a long hinder one, which

is furred, and near the produced pointed apex carries a row of spines ;
the wrist rather

shorter than the hand, has the long front margin clear, except for the row of long spines

about the apex ;
the hinder margin is furi-ed and also has spines about the apex ;

there

is a ridge or pocket on the inner side parallel with the furred part of the margin ;
the

hand is broad and long, at the base nearlj' as broad as the wrist distally, furred on the

hinder margin near the base, and here having on the side a ridge or fold of the skin

parallel with the margin ; there are various groups of spines or setse on the hind

margin and surface of the hand and at the front apex ;
the finger closes down between

the two spines, which define the sloping apical palm.

Seco7id Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates widening downwards, at the top much less wide

than those of the first pair. Branchial vesicles expanding greatly from a narrow neck,

narrowed below ; marsupial plates moderately broad. First joint extending much

beyond the side-plate, equal in length to the third, fourth and fifth joints together, with

a few setae on the front margin ;
second joint as long as the wrist

;
third joint shorter,

front margin free for some distance, hind margin furred below, and with a large group

of long, thin spines on the rounded apex ;
wrist very lightly furred anteriorly, but

strongly behind, also towards the distal end carrying numerous groups of slender spines

of various lengths ;
one such group at the apex in front ; the hand shorter than the

wrist, but elongate, the sides but little curved, much furred all along, while the centre

of the surface on both sides of the hand is naked or nearly so ; in addition to the

furring, both edges and adjacent parts of the hand are crowded with groups of spines,

those in front when they reach the apex standing out far beyond the finger ; they are

pectinate, very slightly curved ; the finger is very small, closing down on a palm, the

outer part of which is nearly straight, at right angles to the hinder margin of the hand.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with the hind margin straight; marsupial plates

expanded a little below till near the apex, having on the lower half and apex numerous very

long setae in front and a few short ones behind. Fu'st joint of the limb not reaching the

lower rim of the side-plate ;
third joint longer and stouter than either the fourth or fifth,

slightly decurrent in front, with groups of long, slender spines or setae on the hinder margin.
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and the apex in front ; the fourth joint simihirly armed, stouter than the fifth, in length

subequal to it ; the fifth with numerous short as well as long setiform spines on the

hinder margin ; two very short ones at the junction with the slightly curved finger.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates excavate far down, the lower margin curving up to

the excavation so as to form a rounded point. Branchial vesicles broad except at the

neck. Joints of the limb similar to those of the preceding pair.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates rather wider than deep, front margin very convex, hind

margin nearly straight. First joint a round oval, broader above than below, the rounded

lower margin behind reaching as far down as the second joint, front margin with

numerous spines fringing it entirely, hind margin serrate ; third joint much longer than

broad, somewhat decurrent behind, with spines at the back, spines and setae in front,

and a25ical groups of spines ; fourth joint scarcely so long as third, similarly armed ; fifth

joint much narrower but longer than fourth, with eight sets of spines on the front

margins, some spinules on the back border
; finger about half the length of the fifth joint,

slightly curved.

Fourth Perwopods.
—First joint a long oval, narrower below than above, spines on

the front margin few and small on the upper part, numerous and longer below, hind

margin serrate ; third joint as in the preceding pair, but somewhat longer ; fourth joint

longer than third, with nine groups of spines on the front border ; fifth joint scarcely

shorter than the fourth, with ten groups of spines on the front border ; small spines on

the hind margins of third, fourth and fifth joints ; finger not nearly half as long as the

fifth joint.

Fifth Perxopods.
—Branchial vesicles a broad oval, with the hiind margin drawn out

into somewhat pointed processes. First joint broadly oblong with rounded corners, the

front margin as in the preceding pair, the hind margin serrate, rather deeply at the

lower part ; the third joint shorter and narrower than in the two preceding pairs, with

four groups of spines in front, and four behind ; fourth joint longer than third, with

eight groups of spines in front, three behind; fifth joint longer than fourth, with nine

groups of spines in front, five behind, these latter being all very small, except the apical ;

finger not half the length of the fifth joint.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, rami subequal, stiliform,

spines numerous on the peduncles and also on the rami. Peduncles of the second pair a

little longer than the rami
; the rami stout, the outer somewhat longer than the

inner ; marginal spines numerous. Peduncles of the third pair shorter than the rami,

the rami broadly lanceolate, almost equal, extending much further back than the second

pair ; spines on both edges ; plumose set^ also' on one.

Telson long, extending far beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, cleft for

more than four-fifths of its length, narix)wing distally, a series of five spines along each

side ; in each apical cleft two spines, of which the outer is the larger.
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Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, without the antennae,

three-quarters of an inch ; with the outstretched antennae, an inch.

Locality.—^toXion 150, off Heard Isknd, February 2, 1874; lat. 52° -1' S.,

long. 71° 22' E.; depth, 150 fathoms; bottom, coarse gravel; bottom temperature,

35° '2. One specimen, female. Dredged.

Remarlcs.—T\ie specific name refers to the singularly stout and stiff antennee.

This species agrees well with Boeck's definition of his genus Tri/j^hosa, except that

the outer plate of the maxillipeds does not reach beyond the second joint of the palp, in

which respect it agrees better with his definition of the genvis Anonyx; on the apex the

plate in question is armed with the requisite two spines, but it has more than two. In

Anonyx the inner plate of the second maxillae is much shorter than the outer plate,

which is not the case in Tryphosa, but beyond this it is not easy to find any character

on which absolute reliance can be placed for distinguishing the two genera. Boeck, in

his account of TrypJiosa, compares it only with Orchomene, but when discussing the

genus Ayionyx, he says,^ "the mouth-organs in this genus show a certain agreement with

those in some of the following genera, especially in Orchomene, Tryphana \J Onesimus],

and Tryphosa; the upper lip in them all is helmet-shaped and covers the tips of the

mandibles with its thickened end. These genera differ, however, from one another in the

form of the other mouth-organs, the antennae, the two pairs of gnathopods, and the

telson. Thus, the mandibles in Anonyx are very strong but not especially elongate,

with a long but narrow molar tubercle, and the palp is fixed nearer the end than the

molar tubercle. The first maxillae are also very broad, but the inner plate is very short,

only a little longer than broad, with two strong plumose setae on the apex. The plates

of the second maxillae are also short but broad ; the outer plates of the maxillipeds

are very large, and have on the rims a close row of small nodules. The third joint of

the lower antennae is short, and the first gnathopods are more or less elongate. The

telson is also elongate, longer than the peduncle of the last uropods, and deeply cleft.

The body is also on the whole tolerably elongate, and the fifth side-plate accordingly

longer than deep."

Tryphosa harhatipes, n. sp. (PL VII.).

The lateral lobes of the head much produced and sharply angled.

Postero-lateral angles of the third pleon-segmeut not acute and yet scarcely rounded.

Fourth pleon-segment with a dorsal depression.

Eyes not discerned.

Upper Antenna;.—First joint tumid, second and third short, the thii-d, as is often the

case in the Lysianassidae, excavate below ; flagellum of ei^ht jc ints,
'

he first large, slightly

1 De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 151.
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tapering, considerably longer than the other seven together, having the cylindrical hairs

of the brush not very long, and carrying two spines at, and one spine near, the apex ;

the other joints diminishing successively in breadth, and towards the end in length also ;

the secondary flagellum of four joints together equal in length to the first of the primary.

Loiver Antenna.—Gland-cone prominent, third joint somewhat inflated, in length

equal to the composite first and second joints, fourth and fifth subequal, both with small

cilia above and sette l^elow
;
the flagellum tapering, probably consisting of seven or eight

joints; in the specimen (female) examined there were five left on one member of the

pair and six on the other.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge smoothly convex, bounded by a very small tooth

above, pointed downwards, and an equally small one below pointing forwards ; above this

in the left mandible is a minute tubercle breaking the evenness of the convex edge, but this

is probably only an individual peculiarity ;
the top border over the upper tooth is minutely

serrate
;
the secondary plate of the left mandible is short and small, dilated forwards and

apicaUy cut into five or six minute denticles ; the spine-row consists of three slender spines ;

the molar tubercle is prominent, the dentate crown pointing backwards, oval, with three

central teeth apart from the lines of denticles ; the region between the spine-row and the

crown furred with cilia, a long group of these also above the crown
;
the palp not far back,

over the molar tubercle's front part, the first joint short, the second with nine spines

near the apex ;
the third joint with the first subequal in length to the second

; more than

the first third of its inner margin smooth, the remainder fringed with fifteen spines ; one

spine near the base on the outer side. Behind the palp and molar tubercle the shaft of

the mandible is broad.

First Maxillae.—Inner plate short and narrow, with two unequal plumose setae on

the apex ; outer plate long, two of the spines a little below the apical margin, the inner

of the two with fifteen rather elongate teeth, the other spines much crowded together,

nine in number, strong, the outer less dentate than the inner, the longest of all in

company with a short one standing nearest to the two first mentioned ; the second joint

of the palp narrower proximally and distally than in the middle, its apical border set

with seven spine-teeth serrate on the outer border, a single seta near the outer apex.

Second Maxillfe.—Outer plate longer and broader than the inner, apical margin

oblique, with pectinate spines increasing in length to the apex on the outer side, a few

shorter ones following down the outer border
; apical border of the inner plate likewise

oblique, armed with spines, a plumose seta on the inner margin just below the spine-row

longer than any of the spines.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates not reaching the apex of the first joint of the palp, with

plumose setse planted in the ordinary manner on the inner margin and passing across to the

outer corner of the apical ; apical border with three strong teeth, the innermost the most

prominent, beyond these a plumose spine or seta distinct from the series just mentioned ;
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outer plates reaching as far as the second joint of the palp or a little beyond, with ten strong

teeth on the inner margin set close together, an eleventh on the apical margin separated

by a short interval from the rest, and beyond this two spiniform teeth ; second joint of

the palp not longer than the first, the third joint shorter
;
the finger short, with a rather

long nail accompanied by three cilia, the usual dorsal cilium rather nearer the origin of the

finser than that of the nail.

First Grnathopods.
—

Side-plates broader above than below, very convex behind, with

a slight concavity in front. First joint extending much beyond the side-plate, fringed

with long setse in front ; third joint with no free front margin, some groups of setae on

the hind margin ;
wrist subtriangular, much shorter than the hand, and scarcely broader

distally than the base of the hand, very setose on the free hinder margin and the

contiguous portion of the inner side ; hand oblong, longer than the three preceding joints

combined, a little broader at the base than at the palm, front margin continuous with that

of the wrist, having few setae except at the apex, while the hinder margin and contiguous

inner side are densely setose with plumose setae
; palm a little concave, bounded by two

stout spines with fine curved tips ; along the palm are close-set straight cilia, and a row

of longer cilia not close set ; the finger just the length of the apical margin of the hand,

with one tooth on its inner edge, and a dorsal cilium near the base.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates of very even width throughout. Branchial vesicles

large and broad except at the neck. First joint a very little wider below than above,

scarcely curved, the setae on the front margin fewer and much shorter than in the pre-

ceding pair ; the second joint nearly as long as the wrist ; third much shorter, a little

furred behind, with spines on the rounded apex ;
the wrist furred on the hinder margin,

with little fan-shaped scales on the breast, and long pectinate spines near the apex ;

the hand furred but not densely, somewhat narrowed proximally and distally, the hinder

margin a little outdrawn, the overarching spines of the front and apical margins and

those of the hinder margin having their pectinatious confronting in each set those of

the other set
;

the palm sloping inwards, microscopically pectinate, the minute finger

neatly fitting it with its inner edge also for the distal half microscopically pectinate,

and carrying a dorsal cilium on the thick portion near the hinge. The tip of the finger

closes down against spines at the outer end of the palm ;
it is probable that this is the

case in all species of this family, but in regard to many the fact is not mentioned from

the difficulty of observing such spines with certainty in the midst of the dense fur some-

times present.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates long, slightly widening downwards. Branchial vesicles

broad, seemingly without folds. Marsupial plates, in this specimen, narrow, with few

setae. First joint reaching about as far as the side-plate ;
third joint much longer than

fourth or fifth ;
fourth scarcely so long as fifth ; the tliird and fourth bordered behind

with groups of setae of various lengths ;
in the fifth the groups consist of a spine with a
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long accessory thread and a seta, two short straight spines adjoining the hinge of the

finger on the inner side ;
the finger short, little curved, with a small nail, the dorsal

feathered cilium near the hinge.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates of considerable breadth below. The joints of the

limb scarcely distinguishable from those of the preceding pair.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates a little outdrawn below in front, length and breadth

subequal ;
first joint elongate but not narrow, broader above than below, the rounded

lower margin behind descending below the second joint, front margin spined, with a few

setae, the hinder margin not strongly serrate ; the third joint expanded, hinder angle

outdrawn downwards ; fourth joint narrower, perhaps a little longer ; fifth joint narrower

and a little longer than the fourth
; finger short, curved.

Fourth Perwopods.
—First joint similar to that of the preceding pair but larger, not

drawn out below the second joint ; the third joint much longer than in the preceding

pair, and less expanded in proportion to its breadth; the fourth joint longer than the third

or the fifth, which are subequal ; finger short, but longer than that of the preceding pair ;

the whole limb considerably longer than the pair preceding or the pair following.

Fifth Perspojiods.
—The first joint longer and much broader than in the j)receding

pairs, the third joint shorter and less expanded, the fourth equal in length to that in the

third pair, but narrower
;
the fifth joint and the finger rather longer than those in the

third pair. In these three pairs of limbs the armature is similar
;
on the hind borders

of the third, fourth and fifth joints some small spines, with larger ones apically ; setae

and spines on the front margins of all the earlier joints, spines only on the fifth
; a rather

large group of spines on the front apex of the fourth joint.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines on the peduncles exhibit a row of three marginal

retroverted teeth
; the joints of the rami number from fifteen to seventeen ; the cleft

spines form a series of four in the first pair and the second, of three in the third pair.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, rami stiliform, a little

curved at the tips, with four or five marginal spines ; peduncles of the second pair equal
in length to the rami, the rami equal ;

the peduncles of the third pair subequal in length
to the inner ramus

;
the rami short, broadly lanceolate, the outer exceeding the length

of the inner by nearly the length of its nail, the inner having no nail or only a rudiment,

Telson extending beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, cleft for more than

two-thirds of its length, widening from the base to a level with the top of the cleft, then

narrowing with convex outer margin to the apices, which are more outdrawn on the outer

than the inner edges, between the two angles each containing a strong spine with

accessory thread
; on each side is a small spine nearly on a level with the top of the

cleft, and lower down a larger one.

Length of the specimen, in the position figured, about seven-twentieths of an

inch.
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Locality.
—Station 149h, off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen, January 29, 1874 ; depth,

127 fattoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. Dredged.

A minute specimen, not a tenth of an inch long, from the same locality, is probably the

young of this species. Two other specimens were taken at Kerguelen, at a depth not

mentioned.

Remarks.—The specific name alludes to the bearded appearance of the wrist and hand

in the first gnathopods.

In the young specimen there are clear traces of eyes, the mandibles are well developed,

but with few spines on the palp ;
on the palp of the first maxillje there are only four

teeth ;
on the inner plate of the maxillipeds the three apical teeth are well developed,

but the outer plate has on the inner margin but one tooth, which is that near the apex,

and two on the apical margin ; the branchial vesicles are narrow ; the fingers of the

perseopods comparatively more developed than in the adult.

Genus Hippomedon, A. Boeck, 1870.

For Boeck's definition of this genus, see Note on Boeck, 1870 (p. 397). To embrace

the new species here assigned to the genus, the first maxillee should be described as

having two or more setae on the inner plate, and the epithet hroad should be omitted

from the account of the maxillipeds. The description of the lower antennae as having

the fifth joint much longer than the fourth must be cancelled, being in fact contrary to

the descriptions which Boeck himself gives of the only two species which he assigns to

the genus.

Hippomedon kergueleni (Miers) (PI. VIIL).

1875. Lysianassa kergueleni, Miers, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xvi p. 74.

1879. Ano7iyx kergueleni, Miers, Transit of Venus Exped., Zoology of Kerguelen Island,

Crustacea, pp. 8, 9, pi. si. fig.
4.

Lateral lobe of the head acute, produced some distance along the first joint of the

upper antennae. Third segment of the pleon with the postero-lateral angles much

prolonged and curved upwards as narrow pointed lobes. Fourth pleon-segment with a

dorsal depression. There are some small scattered hairs upon the back.

Eyes not discerned.

Upj)er Antenna^.—The first joint long, stout, cylindrical, with a row of minute cilia

near the base, and some larger feathered ones on the opposite margin, distally, such being

scattered also on the two following joints, which are very short, narrowing distally ;
fla-

gellum of fourteen joints, the first as long as the four following combined, carrying the usual

{zooL. CHALL. Exr.—PART Lxvii.—1887.)
Xxx 79
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brush of filamentary cyliDclers
^ beneath

;
the other joints furnished with cilia, and some of

them with cylinders ; the accessory flagellum of five joints, of which the first is the longest.

Lower Antennse.—Third joint as long as first and second united, and but little

shorter than the fifth ; fifth a little shorter and narrower than the fourth
; gland-cone

prominent, as can be seen when the antenn£e are disengaged from the head
; flao-ellum

of sixteen articulations. Feathered cilia on the fourth and fifth joints of the peduncle,

besides smooth setae of various sizes.

Mandibles.—The palp set very far forward ; the cutting edge evenly convex, with a

small projection at the top ; secondary plate of left mandible narrow, seemingly a

little dentate at its slightly dilated apex ; spine-row of three small spines or stiff

curved setse ; molar tubercle with the dentate crown oval, not strongly outdrawn back-

wards as in Anonyx cicadoides ; palp with first joint very short, second joint very long,

with slight bend or constriction below the centre, and a row of seven spines near the apex ;

the third much shorter joint has twelve short spines along the margin, followed by six

more successively increasing in length to the ajaex ; not far from the base, at and near

the convex margin, there are two or three long setiform spines ; the surface of this joint

is as usual striated with closely adpressed cilia.

Loiver Lip ciliated as usual on the forward apices ; the outer margins and mandibular

processes in the specimen figured quite smooth.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate slender, ovate, apically furnished with two plumose

setse, the inner much the smaller ;
outer plate broad, carrying on the obliquely truncate

apex six dentate spines, and others, probably five, in a second row below these ; the

second joint of the palp is laminar, much curved, overarching the outer plate, having its

slightly narrowed apical margin fringed with twelve to thirteen teeth pectinate on the

outer edge, and one cilium or small seta near the margin. In describing these maxillse,

Mr. E. J. Miers^ uses the following words, "the outer lobe strong, truncate, armed at

the apex with three or four spines." When the part in question is examined with a

low power, this would be the natural way to describe it, but under a high power of the

microscope it can be seen that the spines are much more numerous, those actually at

the apex numbering six very much crowded together, and in the specimen here

described very blunt at the tips. That this bluntness is only the efiect of wear is clear

from the sharply-pointed new spines which can be discerned within the plate.

Second Maxillee.—The plates rather narrow, the outer a little longer than the inner,

the apices with the usual fringes of pectinate spines, which pass rather further down the

inner margin in the inner plate than in the outer ;
on the inner plate the row terminates

with a plumose seta.

The Maxillipeds narrow, not broad at the base as might be inferred from the figure,

1 By the expression^femenfary cylinders or cylindrical setx I mean the organs now generally regarded as olfactory.
- Loc. cit., p. 8.
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which represents the two halves much flattened out; inner j)late reaching a little beyond

the first joint of the palp, having three teeth on the apical margin, the plumose setae

commencing near the middle of the inner margin, and passing round to the outer comer

of the apical margin, but not continued down the outer edge ; none of them large ;

the outer plate reaching much beyond the second joint of the palp, its inner border

(beginning from the base) carrying a cilium, then a setiform spine, then a spine, then

two microscopic teeth, then a close row of thirteen small teeth, those at the curve of

the apex being the largest, beyond these the curved outer margin apparently quite

naked ; there is a row of five little spines on the side of the plate, a little removed

from the inner margin ;
of the palp-joints the first is longer than the third, the second

longer than the first, the fourth or finger provided with a sharp nail.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very little dilated below ;
first joint almost straight,

sparingly setiferous in front
;
third joint with the emarginate front border much shorter

than the hind border, which has a group of setse near the aj)ex ;
the wrist rather longer

than the hand, nearly half of its hinder margin coinciding with the distal margin of the

preceding joint, the remainder parallel with the front margin, slightly furred and carrying

two groups of setae ; the hand almost parallel-sided, like the wrist having some groups of

setse near the front border, and a conspicuous group at its apex, on the hinder border

having four groups ; the sloping, rather convex palm, microscopically pectinate, defined by

a spine, bordered with spiniform cilia, in addition to two linear groups of setae, and close

to the hinge of the finger two minute spines; the finger, besides the usual cilium on the

back near the hinge, has one about the middle of its inner margin ; this margin develops

a small tooth near the origin of the nail, two cilia taking rise at this point.

Second Gnatho]yods.
—

Side-plates and the first joint of the leg a little longer and

narrower than those of the preceding segment ; branchial vesicle with a broadly rounded

upper lobe rising above the neck, the central part of the vesicle having the twist of a

screw, the lower part narrowing rather abruptly ;

^

marsupial plate narrow ; second joint

as long as the wrist
; third joint short, furred behind, apically somewhat rounded, and

carrying a group of pectinate spines; wrist much longer than hand, densely furred

behind, less so in front
; pectinate spines near the lower end of the hinder margin ;

hand long-ovate, densely furred, numerous pectinate spines of very various sizes arrayed

on both borders, especially in front apically, the pectination and curvature in both sets

being directed towards the finger ;
the finger itself, as so commonly in this family of the

Amphipoda, minute, almost lost in the surrounding forest of spines, broad at the base,

then narrowing suddenly, the inner edge of the narrowed part microscopically pectinate

and produced into a tooth, over which the nail bends, with cilia at its base ;
there is also

a cilium on the back of the finger.

1 The figure, PI. VIII. gn. 2., unfortiin.ately does not show or even suggest the details above described, but only

gives the shape of the vesicle flattened out and mounted on a slide for the microscope.
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First Perseo2wds.
—

Side-plates a little broader and longer than those of the preceding

pair ; branchial vesicle from a small neck swelling out into a broad sac with a narrow

terminal lobe ;
first joint of the leg with the front margin straight ; third joint stouter

and much longer than the fourth, but little produced downwards
;
fourth joint stouter

than fifth, subequal to it in length ;
fifth joint naked, like the two preceding, on the

forward margin except at the apex ; on the hinder margin all three have groups of spini-

form seta3, one long one at the apex of the fourth joint and some shorter ones on the

border of the fifth seeming to be truly spines ; the finger long, narrow, slightly curved,

with edges bare except for the feathered cilium on its back near the base.

Second PerseoiMds.
—

Side-plates broad below, excavated above ; the marsupial plates

in this and in the preceding segment long and very narrow (in the specimen figured) ;
the

joints of the leg like those of the preceding pair.

Third Perseopods.
—The branchial vesicle broad and squared above, curling round in

a narrow lobe below, with a long thin accessory vesicle starting from the base. First

joint very broad, slightly broader above than below, lower margin behind with a deep

rounded lobe overlapping the next joint, the lateral margins very little curved ;"the third

joint short, broad, somewhat decurrent behind, with spines on the hinder margin, spines

and fine setse on the front margin ; fourth joint ovate, somewhat shorter and much

narrower than the preceding, garnished in like manner ; fifth joint slender, longer

than the fourth, with few spines ; finger long, thin, little curved, seemingly quite

naked.

Fourth and Fifth Perseopods similar in general structure to the third, but with the

first joints longer and about the same breadth, the third joint in the fifth pair less dilated,

the fifth joint longer in proportion to the finger. As the dorsal cilium of the finger is

here present, it may be only accidentally missing from the third pair. Branchial vesicle

of the fourth pair was on one side of the specimen not unlike the accessory vesicle of the

third, but curved instead of straight, and at the top broader, as also in the somewhat

narrowed middle part, while the terminal part is thinner; on the other side the lower part

of the branchia was expanded. The branchial vesicle of the fifth pair is quite small,

irregularly shaped both as regards the neck lobe and the larger terminal one, which has

the appearance of being attached to the other by one corner.

Pleopods.
—In the coupling spines the apex is rounded, undilated ; the lateral retro-

verted teeth are two in number ; on the large basal joint of the inner ramus there

are three cleft spines of the usual form, as described in the account of Cyphocaris

micronyx (p. 660) ; the joints of the rami are from sixteen to twenty in number, the outer

ramus apparently as a rule having one or two more joints than the inner.

Urop>ods.
—The first pair have the peduncles somewhat longer than the rami ; the

outer ramus rather longer than the inner ; both stiliform, slightly curved at the tips ; in

the second pair the peduncle is rather shorter than the rami ; these are subequal, each, as
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in the preceding pair, armed with three spines along the proximal part of the upper
border ; in the third pair the peduncle is short, the rami slenderly lanceolate, the outer

and longer branch terminating with a nail, having fiv-e spines along one of its margins, on

the other two spines and one or two setse near the nail
; the inner branch with spines

and setse along one margin, and some spines near to the other margin.
Telson.—Cleft nearly to the base, evenly narrowing to the apex, each half of which

is emarginate, the inner part more produced than the outer, and carrying a spine and a

feathered cUium in the hollow ; three spines are placed at intervals on the surface of the

telson near each outer margin.

Length.
—The specimen figured measured, without the antennae, about two-fifths of an

inch.

Locality.
—Station 149, Accessible Bay, Kerguelen Island, January 9, 1874; depth,

20 fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. Dredged.

Station 149h, off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen Island, January 29, 1874 ; depth,
127 fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. Several specimens. Dredged.

Remarks.—Mr. Miers, in the Zoology of Kerguelen Island, p. 9, says :
—

" In the form of the antero-lateral angles of the cephalon, and of the postero-lateral

angles of the third segment of the pleon, this species to some extent resembles (1)

Hippoviedon holholli, Kroyer, as described by Boeck, as well as (2) H. abysii [abyssi].

Goes, and (3) Anonyx pumilus, Lilljeborg,
—all from the Northern Seas. But it differs

from these species in having the inner lobes of the maxillipedes proportionately much

longer ; and in this respect it approaches more nearly to the type of structure exhibited

in Orcliomene, Boeck. The eyes also, which are well marked in the species just referred

to, are not visible in any of the specimens of A. kergueleni.
" On account of the subcheliform character of the first pair of the gnathopoda, and

the divided telson, I refer this species to the genus Anonyx, as defined by Mr. C. Spence

Bate, instead of retaining it in Lysianassa, where I placed it at first. I cannot refer it

with certainty to any one of the numerous genera recently established by Boeck in his

systematic arrangement of the Scandinavian and Arctic Amphipoda ; I believe, indeed,

that it will be found necessary to introduce important modifications of the systematic

arrangement and generic characters proposed by this author into any general revision of

this difficult order, which may hereafter be undertaken, based upon the comparison of

species from foreign as well as the European and Arctic Seas."

A specimen, however, of Hippomedon ahyssi (Goes), from the " Valorous
"
Expedition,

lent me by Canon Norman, shows both the inner and outer lobes of the maxillipeds

corresponding in their proportions with those of the present species, which I have

therefore transferred to the genus Hippoviedon, where Mr. Miers himself seems to have

had some disposition to place it.
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Hvpijomedon trigonicus, n. sp. (PI. IX.),

In many respects tliis species shows a very close resemblance to Hippomeclon

kergueleni (Miers), although there are peculiarities which have induced me, after some

wavering, to keep it distinct. In the present form the postero-lateral angle of the third

pleon-segment is but little, instead of greatly, curved upwards. Of the fourth pleon-

segment the proximal portion is very convex, the depression being distal, so that the end

of the segment forms a raised angular apex rising above, instead of forming a continuous

curve with, the following segment.

It originally appeared to me that the dorsal depression in HipjMmedon kergueleni

was in a marked manner proximal, and in the form now under consideration conspicuously

distal, but I find in this and many other species of Amphipods that the dorsal appearance
of the fourth pleon-segment is very essentially altered according as the pleon happens to

be more or less extended or flexed. In the state of extension the proximal portion

of this segment often telescopes far into the third segment, sometimes completely hiding
a dorsal depression, and at others making such a depression appear proximal, when in

regard to the whole dorsal length of the segment it is in fact distal or central.

The other differences between the two forms may be judged of from the following
account.

Upper Antennie.—The peduncles comparatively slender, the first joint longer in

proportion to its breadth than in the form already described ; the flagellum consisting of

eleven joints, the first equal in length to between two and three of those succeeding it ;

the secondary flagellum of three joints, of which the first is not quite so long as the first

of the primary.

Lower Antenna.—Gland-cone prominent, third joint equal in length to the fifth ;

fourth joint decidedly longer than either
; flagellum nine-jointed.

The Mouth-Organs appear to be in close agreement with those previously described. In

the specimen examined there were fewer teeth on the apex of the palp of the first maxiUa.

First Gnathopods.
—There seems to be no difference of importance except in the shape

of the side-plates, which are here of less regular form, shorter and stouter, outdrawn in

front below. At the beginning of the palm of the hand there are two spines.

Second Gnathopods.
—In this species the wrist is a little plumj^er distally, hand and

wrist both densely furred, but the distal spine-armature of the hand both at front and

back less important than in the other species.

Second Perseopods.
—What may be called the shank of the side-plate is here some-

what longer in proportion to the broad lower portion.

Third PersBopods.
—First joint more contracted below, and with margins more curved,

so as to have an oval rather than the square appearance presented in the other species ;

the third and fourth joints longer compared with their breadth.
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Fifth Perieopods.
—The front margin of the first joint is here almost absolutely-

smooth for the upper two-thirds of its length, while in the other species it is spined

almost through its whole length ; on the other hand the cilia on the postero-distal

curve are here more numerous. The fingers in this species are less slender than in the

other.

Phopods.
—Two very small coupling spines, with a row of three back-turned teeth

along the margin ;
the inner ramus with twelve, the outer with fourteen joints, the

first of the outer fringed as in the companion species with numerous plumose setae, the

first of the inner with the cleft spines three in number.

Uropods.
—In the first pair there are four spines on the margin of the outer ramus,

and five on that of the inner, leaving a comparatively small terminal portion free from

sj)ines ; in the second pair the outer branch has four, the inner three, spines ;
in the third

pair the outer branch has three spines on one margin, and on the other one at the base

of the nail ; this branch is not longer than the peduncle, the other, which is much shorter,

has but one spine.

Telson.—This, though similar in the details of its structure to that of Hippomedon

hergueleni, is extremely difi"erent in its proportions, being in fact but little longer than

its greatest breadth.

It is not very safe to establish new species upon small difierences in the relative

lengths of joints of the antennae and limbs, or upon variations in the number of spines

that form a marginal row, since these discrepancies and such as these may be due to age

or sex or individuality, but in the present instance it must be noticed that in regard to

the two forms named Hippomedon kergueleni and Hippomedon trigonicus, specimens of

the same sex have been compared, and that the more striking form of the fourth pleon-

segment, and the larger number of spines on the first and second uropods, belong to the

smaller, not to the larger species.

Length, one-quarter of an inch without the antennae.

Locality.
—

Kerguelen Island ; depth not specified.

Remark.—The specific name trigonicus, triangular, refers to the shape of the hump
on the fourth segment of the pleon.

Hippomedon miersi, u. sp. (PI. X.).

Lateral lobe of the head produced into a rounded angle. Postero-lateral angle of the

second segment of the pleon slightly acute, of the third segment rounded. The fourth

segment with a dorsal depression, the sixth segment with dorsal ridges on either side

of the telson.

There seemed to be a faint indication of eyes.
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Upper Antennw.—First joint short, tumid ; second and third joints very short, the

third a little outdrawn above ; flagellum of eleven joints, the first subequal to the

remainder united, and longer than the four-jointed secondary flagellum ;
on the first

joint of the peduncle a spine-like feathered cilium on the central bulge below, longer

feathered cilia on its distal border, and on the next joint ;
the usual brush on the first

joint of the flagellum, this joint being distally drawn out into a little sharp tooth
;

calceoli on several of the small joints.

Lower Antennw.—First three joints short, gland-cone twisted round towards the

first joint ; third joint shorter on the inner than the outer side
; fourth and fifth joints

furred above, fifth longer and thinner than the fourth ; flagellum of some thirty-eight

joints, with small calceoli seemingly only on every alternate joint.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge as usual convex, with a small projection above, the rounded

part below perhaps a little indented behind ; the secondary plate on the left mandible a

little curved, bluntly pointed, too broad to be called spine-like, probably in a worn

condition ; spine-row seemingly of three small spines ; molar tubercle prominent, the

crown rather elongate ;
the palp long, set as far forward as the front of the molar

tubercle, the second joint but little longer than the third, thirteen spines at the distal

part of the second joint, in the third joint one spine at the back close to the base, on the

opposite border nearly a third part free, the row of spines consisting of twelve decreasing,

followed by six or seven increasing, in length successively towards the apex.

Loiver Lip as in the next species, Hippomedon geelongi.

First Maxillae.—Inner plate not very large, with two plumose sette on the rather

broad apex, the inner one much smaller than the outer ; outer plate with eleven dentate

spines crowded on and about the apical margin, the inner margin furred distally, the

spines near to the inner margin slender, with numerous teeth, the outer more stout with

few teeth ; the palp over-arching the outer plate, wiih. nine teeth round its apical margin,

increasing successively towards the centre, pectinate on their concave outer edges ; one

seta projects near the outer apical angle.

Second Maxilla.—The outer plate longer than the inner, the sloping apical margins

of both fringed with rows of pectinate spines ;
on the inner plate there are stiff" plumose

setfe as well as spines, and a little below the apex a larger and proportionately less stiff"

plumose seta on the inner margin.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates reach about to the apex of the first joint of the

palp, with three teeth followed by two curved ciliated spines on the apical margin, and

one tooth on the inner margin just below the apex ; the outer plates reach as far forward

as the second joint of the palp or a little further, the ten teeth of the inner and apical

margins increasing in size towards the apex, at which the ninth is the longest, though

thinner than the eighth, while the tenth is both shorter and thinner than the ninth ; the

second joint of the palp is but little longer than the first ; the third joint is much shorter
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than either
;
the finger witii its sharp curved nail is as long as the third joint ; it has

some cilia near the nail, and a dorsal cilium much nearer the nail than the base.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small, long-oval, narrowest at the lower end. First

joint strong, projecting much beyond the side-plate ;
third joint very short in front, much

longer behind
;
the wrist not so long as the hand, and scarcely broader, widened beyond

the triangular portion which adjoins the third joint, and furred on the hind margin of the

widened part ;
the hand long, nearly parallel-sided, with a slight curve, hinder border

scarcely furred, some setse on both margins and on the side ; palm sloping, a little

convex, defined by two spines with stout accessory threads ; between these spines the

finger closes down neatly fitting the palm, and having a tooth on the inside just before

the nail is reached.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates deeper than those of the preceding segment, much

wider below than above; first joint long, widening a little and curving backwards as it

approaches the long second joint ;
third joint shorter than second, furred about the middle

of the hinder margin, which carries near the apex long slender spines or setse of

geniculate appearance ; the wrist but little longer than the second joint, furred both

before and behind, and with long slender spines near the apex on both sides ;
the hand

much shorter than the wrist, oval, densely furred, with the usual armature of spines ; the

finger very small, set pretty well clear of the anterior group of spines, lying close to the

produced hinder portion of the hand which provides the palm.

First and Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates of the first similar to the preceding pair,

but larger, side-plates of the second much wider below than above ;
first joint just

reaching the lower rim of the side-plate ; third joint nearly parallel-sided, scarcely produced

downwards, considerably longer than the fourth joint, both fringed posteriorly with setse,

which increase successively in length towards the distal end of the margin ;
the fifth joint

as long as the third, but much thinner, gently curved, posteriorly armed with spines and

setse, and carrying close to the hinge joint of the finger a pair of spines shorter than

those above, blunter, and seemingly with fine backward serratures. Finger about half

the length of the hand in the first perseopod. In the second perseopod the third joint

and the hand are rather shorter than in the fii-st.

Third Perwopods.
—

Side-plates rather broader than deep. First joint as broad as

side-plate, length and breadth about equal, narrowed below, the distal curve behind

produced nearly to the end of the second joint, convex front border set with spines and

setse ;
third joint dilated, not longer than the fourth, except for the produced infero-

posterior angle ; fourth joint more dilated above than below ;
fifth joint longer than

fourth, much narrower, a little curved, with five pairs of spines on the anterior margin ;

finger rather long and slender.

Fourth Peraeopods.
—First joint a long oval, most of the front border spined ; the

third joint shorter than either of the next ; fourth a little wider but shorter than the

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 80
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fifth, a row of four rather long spines on its front margin, each between two short ones ;

the fifth with five sets of spines on the front, each consisting of a long and a short spine,

except the lowest set, in which the spines are equal. The finger is long and slender,

curved near to the small nail.

Fifth Perxopods.
—First joint broader and longer than that of the preceding pair,

widest above ; third joint not dUated ; rest of limb missing. The branchial vesicles were

not in a good state for observation ; they presented many irregular folds, and the usual

gradations of size.

Pleopods.
—So far as examined these correspond very nearly with those described for

Hippomedon geelongi. Six cleft spines were observed on one of the rami.

Uro2Jods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, outer ramus rather longer

than the inner, small spines on the upper margins, four on the outer ramus, three on the

inner, a short bright nail at the tip ; in the new rami in a state of preparation within

the old this bright nail makes itself conspicuous, as though it were already a part of

the outward armature (see fig. i(,r.2.). Peduncles of the second pair shorter than

the rami, which are similar to those of the first pair, except that they are shorter

without being less broad ; peduncles and rami of the third pair shorter than those of the

second pair, though not greatly so ; outer ramus longer than inner, with some small spines

along the side
; each ramus ends in a small nail to which it rather abruptly narrows,

and each has the border fringed with very long plumose setse.

Telson.—Much longer than broad, cleft about four-fifths of its length, distally narrowing
a little, but so as to leave both divisions broad-ended. In a small emargination at the

outer part of each apical border is a stout spine with a cilium close on each side of it.

The inner part of the apical border is rounded. On each side nearly on a level with the

top of the cleft is a feathered cilium, and two spines on the margin lower down.

Length.
—The specimen, without the antennae, was nearly half an inch long.

Zocfliii;?/.—Station 162, ofi" East Moncoeur Island, April 2, 1874 ; lat. 39° 10' 30" S.,

long. 146° 37' 0" E.; depth, 38 fathoms; bottom, sand and shells. One specimen.

Dredged,

Remarks.—There is much agreement between this species and Hippomedon her-

gueleni, Miers. To call attention to this, and at the same time to show respect to the

clever naturalist who first described the species just mentioned, I have named the present

species Hippomedon miersi. It possesses that character of the antennae which Boeck

makes generic, but which is perhaps peculiar to the male. It has many sufficiently distinct

features, in the first joint of the flagellum of the upper antennae, the long third joint of

the mandible palp, the first side-plate of the peraeon, the third pleon-segment, the tips

of the uropods, the broad termination of the telson, and other details.
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Hippomedon geelongi, n. sp. (Ph XL).

The head narrow, much longer than the very short first perseon-segment, produced

into pointed lateral lobes between the upper and lower antennfe. First segment of

the pleon with the postero-lateral angles much, second with the same little, rounded ;

third with the same acute and bent upwards ; the third segment the longest ;
the

fourth segment Avith a dorsal depression.

No eyes were perceived.

Upper Antennas.—First joint large and tumid, upper margin distally produced ;

the second joint almost embedded in the first
;

the second and third both short,

narrowing as they approach the flagellum, of which the first joint is large and long,

adorned with the usual brush ; of the other joints only two remained, the second

bearing a large calceolus, and a row of five cilia near it. The secondary flagellum

consists of five joints, furnished with setee.

Lower Antennae.—Gland-cone rather prominent, third joint not long, still equalling

in length the composite first and second
;
fourth joint thicker, but scarcely longer than

fifth, both furred on the U2:)per margin and carrying feathered cilia on the lower.

Flagellum of thirty joints, each apparently except the last furnished with a calceolus

and a row of cilia behind it. The calceoli seemed to be rather short-stalked and with

the outer rims firmer than usual.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge not well observed, but probably in near agreement

with that of Hippo7nedon hergueleni ; the spine-row of three curved, rather short

spines ; the molar tubercle with the dentate crown oval ;
the palp set just over the

front part of the molar tubercle, its second joint considerably longer than the third,

slightly constricted below the middle, this being the place where the muscles in

connection with the first joint end, and where those in connection with the third joint

begin ; nearer to the apex begins a row of fourteen spines, which increase successively

in length as they approach the outer angle of the apex ; the third joint is long,

slightly curved, narrowing distally, with two long set« near the beginning of the

outer border, and twenty-two pectinate spines along the concave edge ;
these slightly

diminish in size as they approach the apex, till, close upon it, they rapidly increase.

Lower Lip.
—The front lobes ciliated all round, apically as usual with more

fulness ;
the mandibular processes narrow and not produced far back.

First Maxillae.—The inner plate not very long, on the distal portion of its inner

margin and the apex carrying a row of seven plumose setae, graduated in size, the first

of the row being very slight and the apical one very large ;
the proximal part of the

margin is furred by the projection of the fine cilia on the surface of the plate ; the

outer plate carries distally eleven spines all strongly dentate, the six round the apical

border very stout, the five below them on the surface of the plate more slender, not
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in a parallel row
;
the second joint of the over-arching palp distally furnished with

twelve teeth and a seta, in the maxilla examined.

Second Maxillse.—The inner plate with almost its whole inner margin fringed
with plumose setiform spines ;

the outer plate over-topping the inner, its apical border

fringed with pectinate spines ; both plates furred with cUia.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates scarcely reaching as far as the apex of the first joint

of the palp, furnished with the usual setae on the inner margin passing round to the

outer apical corner, and three teeth on the apical margin ;
the outer plates reaching

some way beyond the second joint of the palp, carrying ten teeth on the inner

margin, slightly increasing in length to the apex ;
a few small spines within the

border ; the curved outer and apical margin clean. The first two joints of the palp

equal ; the third joint shorter
;
the finger much shorter than the third joint, with some

cilia on the inner side near the nail.

First Gnathopods.
—These approach closely to the form described for Hippomedon

hergueleni. The hand and wrist are equal in length ; the hand widens a little

distally, and the finger closes very exactly over the sloping convex palm, which the

tip of the finger conspicuously overlaps, without any distinct tooth on its inner side
;

the palm being defined by some slender spines. There is no sign here of any furring
of the hinder border of the third and fourth joints as in the species just mentioned,

and in some other respects, as the figures show, they are somewhat diflferently

furnished. The margins only must be compared in the figures, as of the present

species it is the inside, not, as usually, the outside of the hand that has been repre-

sented.

Second Gnathopods.
—In general appearance these are scarcely distinguishable

from those of Hij^pomedon hergueleni; distally the wrist is a little fulled out, with

short, bent spines or scales on the breast, that is, the postero-distal portion.

First and Second Perseopods as in Hip>po'medon hergueleni, with the upper part of

the side-plate of the second pair somewhat broader and less elongate.

Third Perseopods.
—Branchial vesicle much folded. First joint narrowed distally,

much more prominently spined on the front border than in the species above mentioned
;

fourth joint widest proximally, not ovate
;

fifth joint much longer than fourth, both

armed with rows of long and short spines. Finger long and slender, a little curved at

the tip, naked except for the dorsal cilium near the base.

Fourth Perseopods.
—Branchial vesicle as usual much smaller than in the preceding

pair, on one side of the specimen ending in a narrow sinuous sac, but on the other side

more dilated. First joint a long oval, most of the upper half of the front margin free

from spines ; third joint but little dilated
; rest of the limb missing.

Fifth Perseopods.
—First joint longer and broader than in the preceding pair,

front margin rather sinuous, the concavity about the middle, upper half with only two
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or three very small spines, hind margin very, but not evenly convex, rather deeply

serrate ;
third joint not dilated

;
rest of the limb missing.

Pleopods.
—The round-headed couj^ling spines have from three to four retro-

verted teeth ; the rami have each from nineteen to twenty joints carrying densely

plumose setae ; the first joints vary in the different pairs, being longer in the first

pair than in the second, and in the second than in the third
;
the first joint has in the

first pair thirteen or fourteen plumose setaj on one margin and four on the other, but

fewer in the following pairs ; the first joint of the inner ramus in the first pair has six

cleft spines, in the second pair, I believe, only five, and in the third pair only three.

The number of these spines, therefore, will not be of service as a specific character,

unless all three pairs of pleopods are carefully scrutinized.

Uropods.
—The peduncle in the first pair longer than the slender rami, of which

the outer is but slightly longer than the inner ; peduncle in the second pair equal in

length to the rami, which are equal to one another, shorter than those of the preceding

pair ; peduncle in the third pair much shorter than rami ;
outer ramus with a nail, spines

on or near the outer border, plumose setae on more than half the inner border as far as

the nail ;
inner ramus slightly shorter than outer, with spines on both borders, and

plumose setae all along the inner border.

Telson reaching beyond the peduncle of the third uropods ; cleft for two-thirds or

more of its length, the plates a little dehiscent distally, the apex of each rather more

produced on the outer than the inner side of the terminal spine cavity; on each border

two spines and between them a small feathered spiny seta.

Length.
—The specimen measured, without the antennae, nearly half an inch.

Locality.
—Station 161, ofi" Melbourne, April 1, 1874; depth, 33 fathoms:

bottom, sand. One specimen. Trawled.

Remarhs.—The specific name refers to Geelong, near the Station at which this

species was captured.

I was tempted, chiefly on account of the mouth-organs, to refer this species to a

new genus intermediate between Callisoma and Hippomedon. The mandiliular palp

agrees with that of Callisoma crenatum, Spence Bate, in its shape, but in its position

with that in the species of Hippomedon. The inner plates of the second pair of

maxillaB agree in their armature with Callisoma and not with Hippomedon, those of

the first pair also disagreeing with Hippomedon as described by Boeck. The palps

of the maxillipeds, the antennae, the third uropods and telson nearly resemble the corre-

sponding parts of Callisoma crenatum, while the gnathopods and other features are in

closer agreement with Hippomedon kergueleni. However, on examining dissections of

a specimen of Hippomedon ahyssi (Goes), kindly lent me by Canon Norman, I found

that the inner plate of the first maxilla had, like the present species, more than two
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setfe, in agreement with the figure given by Goes himself. It seemed on the whole,

therefore, better to widen Boeck's definition of Hij)j)omedon than to add to genera

already, as many authors think, too numerous.

Genus Cheirimedon, n. gen.

Epistofne with an ascending lobe.

Mandibles with the palp set far forward, just over the molar tubercle, the third

joint a little shorter than the second
;
molar tubercle prominent.

First Maxillee. with the inner plate carrying two plumose setse ;
the palp not dilated,

with several teeth on the apical border.

Second Maxillse with the outer plate rather longer than the inner, neither of the

plates armed far dowTi the inner margin.

Maxilliyeds with the palp having none of its joints elongate, fourth joint unguiform ;

inner plate reaching as far as the apex of the first, outer as far as the apex of the second,

joint of the palp ; outer plate with well-developed teeth, two at the apex spiniform.

Loiver Antennae with the peduncle elongate, fourth and fifth joints subequal.

First Gnathopods with the wrist very short, hand large, distally dilated, subcheliform.

Body with the postero-lateral angles of third pleon-segment sharply upturned.

Telson cleft.

The generic name Cheirimedon, xdp, the hand, and fjLeSwv, a lord, alludes to

the importance in this genus of the hand of the first gnathopods. As usual, when a

genus is founded for a single species, the characters sliould be regarded as preliminary

and liable to modification, should other closely related species be subsequently found

which could be included by small changes in the original definition of the genus,

Cheirimedon crenatipcdmatus, n. sp. (PI. XII.).

Head with a small rostrum and sharply produced lateral lobes ;
first two segments of

the perseon short, third pleon-segment longer than any other of the segments, its postero-

lateral angles sharp, greatly upturned towards the downward bending dorsal margin, the

hind margin thus forming a deep cavity ;
the fourth pleon-segment with a deej) dorsal

depression, the dorsal margin acutely prolonged backwards.

Eyes not perceived, yet not certainly altogether absent.

Upper AntennsB.—First joint long, cylindrical ; second and third short, narrowing

distally ; flagellum of twelve joints, of which the first is very long, equalling seven or

eight of the following joints combined, cylindrical, slightly tapering, w^ith only one or two

filamentary cylinders in our specimen, but an appearance as if a narrow brush of them
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might have been present originally ; the remaining joints short, successively diminishing

in length and thickness, many of them carrying long filamentary cylinders ; the secondary

flagellum of three slender joints, two long and one very short, the three together not

equal in length to the first of the primary.

Lower Antenna.—The gland-cone prominent, the third joint not much shorter than

the composite first and second, the fourth and fifth long, straight, parallel-sided, the

fourth rather wider than the fifth, equal to it in length, and also equal in length to the

first four joints of the seven-jointed flagellum.

Triturating Organ.
—In the Lysianassidse this organ differs much from the form

presented in the Orchestidse. In the present species the oval organ exhibits round one

margin a row of some two dozen spines, of which the Ijasal half is thick, the other half

becoming abruptly thinner and curved
;
round the opposite margin is a still more closely

set row of some twenty-eight longer spines, nearly straight, pretty evenly thick all along

to the end, which is cut into a short fork ; where the two rows meet at the outer

extremity of the organ there are some ciliated spines.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge smoothly convex, with an upper tooth turned a little

downwards and a lower one turned a little upwards ;^ secondary plate on the left

mandible small, strap-shaped, its edge cut into four or five teeth
; spine-row consisting

of three slightly curved spines (only two present on the right mandible) ; molar tubercle

prominent, its oval crown somewhat ciliated on the edges, carrying four or five teeth

down the centre, the remainder divided into rows of very minute denticles ; the palp

set far forward just over the molar tubercle, the first joint short, the next rather long,

with eight or nine spines near the apex ; the third joint shorter than the second by
about the length of the first. The pectinate spines on the inner margin of the third

joint, beginning below the middle, increase in length to the apex ; they numbered

seventeen on the left, fourteen on the right mandible.

Lower Lip.
—With the forward lobes broad, pretty strongly ciliated.

First Maxillse.— Inner plate smaU, oval, with two plumose setee at the apex, the

inner being the smaller
; outer plate large, the apical margin with six strong dentate

spines, below which are five others, the outermost strong, little dentate, the others a

little more slender, not much curved, each with four or five lateral teeth ; the palp

reaching beyond the outer plate, its second joint nearly parallel-sided, the apical

margin carrying from nine (on the right maxilla) to twelve teeth (on the left maxilla),

the outez'most longest, and one pectinate seta on the surface not far from the outer

tooth.

Second Maxillw.—The outer plate broader than the inner and prolonged a little

beyond it
;
on the apex and a short way down the inner margin of the inner plate

' The true shape of this part of the mandibles was not clearly made out till after the figures, PL XII. m. m., had

been lithographed.
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are about a dozen spines, followed below by half-a-dozen plumose setse ;
the apical

border of the outer plate set with spines curved at the tips, the longest at the outer

apex, followed by two or three short ones down the outer margin.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates reaching about as far as the apex of the first joint

of the palp, with three teeth on the apical margin, of which the outer is much the

smallest, and plumose setse on the inner margin passing over to the outer apex ; outer

plates reaching slightly beyond the second joint of the palp, the inner margin set with

teeth numbering from nine to ten, followed by two longer ones on the apical margin ;

eight or nine small spines may be seen on the outer surface of the plate, at a little

distance from the inner margin ;
the palp compact, the second joint but little longer

than the first
;
the third joint not longer than the finger, which is robust, ending in

a long, thin, sharp nail ;
it has two cilia on the inner margin near the nail, and the

dorsal cilium not far from the base.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates a little widened and much rounded below
; first

joint projecting a little beyond the side-pla.te, of even width, with setae on the front

margin ; second, thu-d and fourth joints difi'ering but little in length, together scarcely

as long as the hand, the third oblong, the fourth triangular ; the hand large, increasing

in width distally, the palm a little sloping, defined by two spines, between which the

finger-nail closes down, the palm-margin crenate, with cilia just within the border and

setfe a little deeper within it
;
the finger has a dorsal cilium near the hinge, and one

at the base of the nail, which in our specimen was broken.

Second Gnathopods.
—The side-plates narrow, slightly rounded below and scarcely

at all dilated
;
the branchial vesicles broad except at the base, without folds. First joint

a little dilated and bent below, nearly equal in length to the third, fourth and fifth

united ; the second joint nearly as long as the wiist
;
the third joint much shorter, equal

in length to the hand, furred behind, with some small setse near the apex ;
the wrist

lightly furred on the distal half of the front and the proximal half of the hind margin,

below this on the dilated breast having tooth-like cilia or little incurved spinules, and,

in addition, numerous scale-like ornaments, not, I believe, uncommon in this family,

minute in size, fan-like in appearance ;
the hand is furred, a quacbangular oval, the

lower part of the front and forepart of the apical margin occupied with the usual rows

of pectinate spines, the small finger being set on beyond these, and antagonizing with

the well-advanced point of the hinder margin of the hand, which is thickly set with

pectinate, geniculate spines. The dorsal cilium of the finger fixed about centrally,

projects over the tip of the finger.

First Peneopods.
—

Side-plates a little dilated below, scarcely rounded ;
first joint

just reaching the lower rim of the side-plate ;
third joint much longer than fourth,

rather broader, scarcely produced ;
fourth joint broader than fifth, but a little shorter ;

fifth joint with the hinder margin straight, with some spines ;
the hind margins of the
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second, third, fourth and fifth joints all carrying setae ; the finger long and slender,

almost straight.

Second Perseopods,
—The side-plates with the excavation of the hind border un-

usually shallow, the lower part of the border showing a serration of three or four teeth ;

the branchial vesicle contracted a little below, very broad centrally. The joints of the

limb almost precisely as in the preceding pair, the fifth joint a little shorter.

Third Peraiopods.
—Breadth and greatest depth of the side-plates about equal, the

anterior lobe produced a little lower than the posterior ; the first joint much longer than

broad, its length surpassing that of the next four joints combined, broader above than

below, spined along the front margin, the hinder serrate ;
the second joint has setse

on the front margin and some minute apical spines ;
the third joint dilated and out-

drawn behind, has setse and small spines on the front, spine-like setse on the hind

margin ;
the fourth joint scarcely equal in length to the third or the fifth joint and

intermediate in thickness, has on its front margin long, single spines set between pairs

of very small ones
;
the fifth joint narrows distally, its spine-groups, except the lowest,

consisting of a long and a short spine side by side
;
the finger is much shorter than in

the preceding pair.

Fourth Perwopods.
—First joint longer and broader than in the preceding pair, but

not as long as the four next joints of the limb, very slightly narrowed below; front

margin spined and ciliate, hind margin serrate
;

the third joint little expanded or

produced, about equal in length to the fifth ; the fourth a little shorter than the third
;

the fifth narrow, narrowest distally ; small spines on the front margins of all these

joints, long ones also on the fourth and fifth, and setae on the second and third
;
the

finger thin and short.

Fifth Perseopods.
—First joint longer and broader than in the preceding pair ;

hind

border much more convex than in the two preceding pairs, but, as in them, deeply serrate,

the upper part of the front border free from spines; the third joint shorter than the

fourth, and the fourth than the fifth
;
the finger small ;

the armature of the joints similar

in character to that of the preceding pair.

Pleopods.
—The pair of coupling spines on each peduncle have two backward-

directed hooks on each spine ;
the joints of the rami appear to vary in number from ten

to twelve for the inner branch, and from twelve to thirteen for the outer
;
the cleft

spines form a row of five on the first pair, of three on the second and third pairs.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the first pair are longer than the slender, almost

straight rami
;
the outer ramus longer than the inner, the margin spines few, none of

them near the sharp apex, which is formed by a minute nail with a cilium at its base on

the lower margin; peduncles of the second pair subequal to the rami, which are more

stoutly spined than those of the preceding pair, the outer ramus but little longer than

the inner
; peduncles of the third pair short, shorter than the outer, longer than the inner,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 81
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ramus ; the outer ramus broadly lanceolate, with spines on one margin, and ending with

a decided nail ;
the small branch ending acutely, without a nail, a slender spine on one

margin near the apex, and some way above it a cilium ; higher upon the other margin

another cilium.

Telson projecting beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, cleft for more than

three-quarters of its length, narrowing distally, where it becomes slightly dehiscent by the

curvino- round of the margins of the cleft ; the inner part of each ajsex a little more

produced than the outer, and in the hollow a stout spine inserted with a cilium by its

side. Near each outer margin, a little below the top of the cleft, the telson has a spine

on the surface, and below this one or two feathered cilia, and here and there a simple

cilium.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured three-tenths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 149h, off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen, January 29, 1874 ; depth,

127 fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. One specimen, female.

Remarhs.—The specific name, crenatipcdmatus, refers to the palm of the first

gnathopods.

The only other species in this group which has a form of hand similar to that of our

species is, so far as I know, Normania latimana, G. 0. Sars, but that species has been

only provisionally assigned to Boeck's genus Normania, with which, as defined by its

author, neither that species nor this agrees. The mouth-organs of Normania latimana

have not yet been described, so that I cannot say whether it belongs or not to the genus

now instituted.

Genus Platamon, n. gen.

Mandibles with the palp set forward over the dentate crown of the molar tubercle.

First Maxillw with the inner plate oval, carrying two plumose setee, the second

joint of the palp greatly expanded, with numerous teeth on the apical border.

Second Maxilla} with the inner plate broader than the outer, its inner border

fringed as weU as the apical.

Maxillipeds with the inner plates remarkably broad, the outer plates with numerous

teeth on the inner border, and two closely adjacent to the rest on the apex.

Both pairs of Gnathopods long and slender, with the fingers well-developed, the hand

in the first gnathopods shorter than the wrist, oval, subchelate.

Tliird Uropods with the rami as long as those of the second.

Telson divided beyond the centre, extending beyond the peduncles of the third

uropods.

The generic name is derived from the Greek word TrXaTajj-av, a broad space, in allusion

to the great breadth of the parts of the maxillae and maxillipeds above described.
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Remarks.—There seem to be many points of affinity between this genus and the

genus Glycerina of Haswell. Of the type species, Glycerina tenuicornis, Mr. Haswell

veiy kindly sent me a specimen, but the bottle containing it being broken in transit, the

specimen was dry when it came to hand, and therefore not well fitted for the observance

of minute details. Mr. Haswell states that there is no accessory plate to the mandibles.

On this I cannot pronounce any opinion from my own observation. I observed three

strong spines in the spine-row, and on the long molar tubercles several (nine or ten) little

bright spines of cylindrical appearance standing out, not closely set, surrounded by a fur

of cilia
;
the spines of the first maxilla run some distance down below the apical margin ;

the teeth on the apex of the palp are only seven or eight in number ;
the outer plates

of the maxillipeds are feebly toothed ; nor are other differences wanting.

Platamon longimanus, n. sp. (PL XIII.).

A small rostrum ; lateral lobes of the head produced to a point, forming an equilateral

triano-le, dorsal line of the head longer than that of the first pergeon-segment ; postero-

lateral angles in the first segment of the pleon rounded, in the second rectangular, in the

third acute and upturned ; fourth segment with a dorsal depression, slightly carinate,

pointed behind; the sixth segment with lateral ridges on the back, which converge

towards the telsou and diverge when they reach its base.

Eyes not observed.

Upper Antenna.—First joint very broad, distally projecting over the two next joints,

which are very short, the projection being (like the rest of the joint) dorsally sharp,

apically rounded ;
the flagellum of seven joints, the first tapering, equalling in length the

other six united, the cylindrical setae short, in some thirty rows ; a long spine is placed

at the distal end of the first joint, a shorter one on the second
;
the secondary flagellum

slender, of three joints, together nearly equal in length to the first of the primary

flao-ellum, the first a little curved, longer than the other two combined.

Lower Antennw.—First joint not greatly dilated, gland-cone of the second joint long

and narrow, third joint short, fourth and fifth joints long, subequal, the fifth the narrower

and rather the longer ; flagellum (on one of the antennae) of thirty-five joints.

Triturating Organs of the stomach present a double very sinuous row of short,

somewhat curved spines on one edge, on the other a projecting row of seta-like spines, set

as the ornamental pipes of an organ-front often are, with the longest in the middle, those

on either side gradually decreasing in size.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge convex, bent out of shape in the specimen examined, but

seemingly with the usual denticle-like prominence above, and the lower apex not divided
;

secondary plate of left mandible strap-shaped, rather long, ending acutely, with two

teeth above the apex ; spine-row not made out ;
dentate crown of molar tubercle very
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prominent ; palp long, set just over the molar tubercle, both being far forward, first joint

of palp short, second with a row of eighteen spines on the upper part ; the third joint

widening a little from the base, then narrowing almost to a point, carrying a row of thirty

spines on the inner border; none were present on the outer border.

Loiver Lip with the distal part of the forward lobes strongly furred, the lobes

seemingly dehiscent.

First Maxillas.— Inner plate oval, rather broad, with two unequal plumose setee on

the rounded apex ;
outer plate broad, not greatly elongated beyond the inner, apical

margin not confluent with the inner margin ;
all the spines and their denticles of stout

structures, but especially the five or six of the upper row
;
the palp with its second joint

remarkably dilated, both lateral margins convex but the outer much more than the

inner, the very broad apical margin set with nineteen spine-teeth, of which the outer two

are excavate on the outer side ; they are followed by a straight pectinate spine at the outer

corner, and a similar one is found at about the centre of the row of teeth but a little

below it.

Second Maxillw.—Inner plate shorter than outer, the lower part very broad, distally

narrowing, its sinuous inner margin set with fifteen plumose setae, the apical margin set

with rows of spines of different sizes, the smaller seemingly smooth, the larger pectinate,

the stoutest of these being at the inner angle near to the setae ; the outer plate less broad

than inner, the outer margin so much folded over that it cannot be flattened out in

mounting for the microscope withoiit separating it from its shaft, the apex rather more

oblique than that of the inner plate, set closely with rows of pectinate spines.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates of very unusual breadth, projecting rather in advance

of the first joint of the palp, the plumose setae of the inner border being comparatively

short, numbering fourteen actually on the margin, the row being continued by shorter

ones passing over towards the outer apex ;
the apical margin carrying three pointed

teeth followed by a row of several jiectinate spines ; the outer plates long, reaching

beyond the second joint of the palp, the straight inner margin smooth for some distance

from its base, then presenting a spine, at a short interval from which begins a close-set

series of eighteen shar]) teeth, succeeded at the apex by a nineteenth tooth and a curved

spine ;
on the surface within the margin are eight small slender spines ;

the second joint

of the palp is longer than the first ; the finger is as long as the third joint ;
its inner

margin is pectinate, the short sharp nail accompanied by some short cilia ; the dorsal

cilium much nearer to the base of the finger than to the nail. In position these maxilli-

peds are by no means broadly flattened out, as represented in the Plate for the sake

of showing the details;^ the two halves fold boatwise upwards, when in situ; in the

1 In regard to all the Plates it will be understood that figures intended to give the minute details are drawn from

dissections laid out as flat as possible with a view to examination under the microscope ; in regard to the figures of this

species that circumstance requires more than usually to be borne in mind.
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figure it should be noticed that the inner plates are not flattened out to their full extent,

the outer part being folded back against the outer plate ; similarly it should be noticed

that there is a folding over of the outer edges of the second and third joints of the palp.

The dilated palp of the first maxillse, likewise, when in situ, was far from being in the

same plane with the rest of the maxilla.

First Gnathoiwds.-
—

Side-plates more than twice as long as broad, with a convex

front margin projecting over the base of the lower antennae, hind margin nearly straight.

First joint equal in length to the three following united, projecting considerably beyond

the side-plate, a little expanded below, with some seven setse on the front margin ; second

joint shorter than third ; third nearly equal in length to the hand ;
wrist longer than

the hand, like the third joint having setse on the hind margin ; hand long-oval, with

setae in various parts, especially several groups on the hind margin, the lower half of

which is marked ofi" as a palm rather by its pair of spines than by any break in the

convexity ; the spines are of unequal length, the palm-margin is ornamented by being

cut into a series of sharp straight denticles, below which are small cilia
;
the finger is

curved to fit the palm ; it has a dorsal cilium near the base, and the tip of the finger

appears as if formed of two plates laid one upon the other, as though the finger itself

ran out to a point, and had a small triangular process (the nail) laid within the point.

Second Gnathoioods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding pair, the bind

margin rather less, and the front rather more, convex
;

first joint as long as the three

following united, a little expanded and bent below, numerous set« on the front margin ;

second joint much longer than third, smooth ; third joint furred behind, with a few

spines on the squared apex ; the wrist longer than the second joint, very much furred

behind and before, with spines on both the somewhat sloping sides of its apex ; hand

subequal in length to the third joint, narrow at base, but immediately expanding, wddest

at the palm, hind margin straight, front very convex, much furred on both sides,

pectinate spines near the outer angle of the palm and round the hinge of the finger, the

palm concave, not a thin edge but broad and set through most of its course with several

rows of short sharp teeth, its sides also fringed with cilia and rows of pectinate spines,

the pectinate spines having a short terminal piece abruptly narrower than the shaft, with

a shorter accessory thread by its side
; the finger is sickle-shaped, the much-curved inner

margin being hairy, with cilia near the origin of the finger. The finger here is as strong

as that in Euonyx chelatus, Norman.

First Perwopods.
—

Side-plates larger than those of the preceding segment, hind

margin straight, front but little curved. Marsupial plates long, slender, the setse

extending along most of the front border. Branchial vesicles without folds, from a

narrow neck expanding at once greatly for some distance, and then very much more to

the long almost straight distal margin. The first joint of the limb broad, extending a

little beyond the side-plate, with some setai on the front margin ;
second joint short.
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third broad, rather longer than either of the next following, with setiform spines on the

front apex and the hind margin ;
fourth joint similarly armed, much broader than the

fifth joint, which is subequal in length to it and similarly armed, gently curved, attached

to the fourth joint at the anterior part of the distal margin ; finger as long as the fifth

joint, slender, curved slightly, and unarmed except for a minute dorsal cilium near the

hinge, and a cap to the nail, the cap being a little broader than the nail and pi'ojecting

slightly beyond it. In the figures giiA. andj^rj^.l. the nail is not shown.

Second Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates not of anj^ unusual breadth below, the greatest

breadth being where the excavation ends about the middle of the plate, giving the

appearance of an upturned point ;
the limb closely resembles that of the first

perseopods.

Third Peneopods.
—

Side-plates rather small, broader than deep, neither lolje produced

noticeably below the other. Branchial vesicles not reaching the dimensions of those of

the first perseopods, broad above, narrow below, with a long and very narrow accessory

lobe and a short one. First joint ovoid, much broader above than below, front margin
with small spines, hinder with slight serrations, a lobe ascending at the top in front,

another descending behind
;

third joint broader but considerabl)'^ shorter than fourth,

little decurrent, with spines on the front margin, and three on the hind margin, two

high up and one apical ; fourth joint broader than fifth but scarcely so long, with five

groups of spines on the front margin, the apical group containing five spines of difi'erent

lengths ;
on the front margin of the fifth joint there are six or seven groups of sjaines ;

the finger is long, very slender, shorter than the hand ; the nail minute.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates not much smaller than the preceding pair. Branchial

vesicle with what appears to be an irregularly branched accessory lobe. First joint

narrower than in the preceding pair, scarcely wider above than below
;

all the joints

except the finger longer than in the preceding pair, but otherwise very similar.

Fifth Perseopods.
—First joint large and long, of even breadth for some way dovm,

the hind margin then rather abruptly sloping forward, little serrate, the front margin
sinuous, little spined except at the lower part ; the third joint narrower than in the two

preceding pairs, the three spines on its hind margin much stronger ; the fourth and fifth

joints shorter and narrower than in the preceding paii-, each with a spine at the middle

of the hind margin, which is not found in either of the preceding pairs ; the armature

otherwise similar ; finger very slender.

Pleojiods.
—The two coupling spines on the peduncles have three retroverted teeth ;

the cleft spines on the inner ramus numbering seven in the first pair, six in the other

two pairs ; joints of the rami twenty-eight to thirty, the first joint of the inner ramus

longer than that of the outer.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair subequal in length to the rami, a little longer

than the inner, a little shorter than the outer, strongly spined on the upper margin ;
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rami long and slender, slightly spined, and only on the proximal part ; peduncles of the

second pair shorter than the rami ; outer ramus longer than the inner, both shorter than

those of the preceding pair; peduncles of the third pair much shorter than the rami,

with groups of spines at the apical points, the rami about equal in length to one another,

and to the longer of the second pair, the outer and under one forming a kind of neck at

the base, with its sides unarmed to below the centre, then with five small spines on the

inner, and four on the outer convex margin, ending with a decided nail
; the upper and

inner ramus broadest close to its base, and here on the inner margin with three spines,

then a long interval followed by three more leading to the apex ;
on the outer margin

five unevenly spaced, three small ones at intervals on the surface.

Telson reaching beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, much wider at the base

than below, cleft for two-fifths of its length, the whole cleft more or less dehiscent,, a

spine in the notch of each narrow apex ;
several marginal spines, seemingly not quite

symmetrically placed.

Length of the specimen from the rostrum to the back of the second pleon-segment,

in the position figured, three-fifths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station I., off Cape Finisterre, December 30, 1872; lat. 41" 58' N.,

long. 9° 42' W.; depth, 1125 fathoms; bottom, blue mud. Dredged. The specimen

when it came into my hands was abeady broken into two portions. There was also the

front portion of a second specimen.

Remark.—The specific name longimanns, long in the arm, refers to the unusual length

of the first gnathopods. In view of the peculiarities of the species, it is of interest to

note the great depth recorded for its habitat.

Genus Onesimoides, n. gen.

Mandibles with the palp set just over the dentate crown of the molar tubercle.

First Maxillw with the inner plate carrying two unequal plumose setfe ; the second

joint of the palp not dilated, with more than six spine-teeth on the apical margin.

Second Maxilla with the plates of nearly equal length, the outer rather the broader ;

the oblique apical margins, but not the inner ones, fringed.

Maxillipeds with the outer plates reaching about as far as the apex of the second

joint of the palp, nodulous teeth numerous on the inner margin, one spine-tooth on the apex.

U2yper Antennw with the first joint of the primary flagellum long, that of the

secondary equally long, spreading its wing (a thin laminar dilatation) over the other.

Loiver Antennas with the third joint short, the fourth and fifth subequal in length.

The side-plates of the perseon not projecting over the mouth-organs and base of lower

antennae. *
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First GnathojMch with a short triangular wrist, a very robust oblong hand, with the

palm at right angles : subchelate.

Second Gnaihopods weak, feebly chelate.

Perseopods all with the nail very short ; perseopods of the last three pairs short,

the first joint of the last pair greatly dilated.

Uropods short, successively decreasing, inner ramus of the last pair almost

rudimentary.

Telson short, broad, entire.

Reraarks.—The generic name is chosen to call attention to the relationship between

this genus and Onesimus, Boeck. In assigning only
" 5-6

"
spines to the apex of the

palp of the first maxillae Boeck unduly limits the number, as there are more in Onesimus

edwardsii (Kr0yer).

Onesimoides carinatus, u. sp. (PL XIV.).

Rostrum, rudimentary, lateral lobes of the head produced not far in a rounded angle ;

a carina scarcely perceptible on the first five perseon-segments, well-marked on the sixth

and seventh of the jDerseon and the first four of the pleon ;
the fourth segment of the

pleon with a dorsal depression, the sixth outdrawn on either side of the telson ; all parts

furred with short hairs
;
a slight dorsal depression on the segments from the fourth of

the perseon to the third of the pleon gives a crenate appearance to the dorsal outline
;

the postero-lateral angles of the third pleon-segment are right angles.

Eyes not made out.

Uppjer Antennse.—First joint of the peduncle much longer than broad, with a

dorsal depression near the base, and many minute feathered cilia along the upper margin ;

second and third joints short ; flagellum of twelve joints^ the first nearly as long as the

first of the peduncle or as five of the following joints of the flagellum ;
this joint tapers

distally, and so does the flagellum as a whole, although all its joints except the first and

last widen a little distally ;
the secondary flagellum of four joints, of which the last

minute, the first as long as the first of the primary, close to which it lies, spreading out a

broad thin membrane over the numerous rows of slender cylinders which form the

brush ;
on the under side of this shield are five or six sets of cilia singly or in groups.

Lower Antennse quite free from the side-plates of the perseon ; rather shorter than

the upper antennse ;
the first joint not greatly expanded, partly covered by the projecting

lobe at the lower front angle of the head
; gland-cone very prominent ;

third joint short ;

fourth joint a little expanded distally, rather longer than the fifth, nearly as long as

the first joint of the upper flagellum ; flagellum of nine joints.

Lower lobe of the epistome projecting a little in front of the upper lip.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge folded back in the specimen so that its contour could not
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be exactly made out, seemingly of the usual form
; secondary plate of left mandible

very small, strap-shaped, curved, microscopically dentate at the apex ; spine-row of three

very small curved spines close together ;
molar tubercle prominent, the dentate crown

showing some fourteen or fifteen transverse blades, and set round the edge with prominent

teeth pointing in towards the blades
;
articular condyle large ;

the palp set just over

the molar tubercle; some eighteen spines form a row on the upper part of the second

joint ;
there are twenty-two spines on the inner border of the third joint, beginning

below the middle, and one spine near the outer border and the base
;
the third and first

joints together about equal the length of the second.

Lower Lip.
—Forward lobes but little dehiscent distally, overlapping below when

flattened, inner and apical margins ciliated, but not the outer margins ; margins of the

mandibular processes ciliated.

First MaxillsB.—Inner plate narrow at the apex, tipped with two plumose setae; outer

plate long, apical margin fringed with six strong dentate spines, with four, more slender,

below them, and the eleventh, a strong one, standing a little apart from the rest on the

inner margin; those in the left maxilla (figured on the right-hand side of the Plate),

seem to have been much more worn than those in the companion maxilla, a rather odd

circumstance; the first joint of the palp'very short, the second long, of almost uniform

width, in the left maxilla showing twelve spiniform teeth on the apex, while on the other

maxilla there are only nine ;
in each there is also a plumose seta.

Second Maxillas.—The plates slender, the outer broader, very little longer than the

inner
;
the apical margins of both very oblique, the fringe of the inner plate being

bounded by a plumose seta much longer than the adjacent spines.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates with plumose setse on the inner margin, nine in number,

diminishing in size towards the apex, which they reach before the series is continued

towards the outer corner by one or two additions
;
the apical margin has three teeth,

the innermost the largest, below which is a smaller spine-tooth ;
on the outer side of the

three is a curved spine ;
the plates themselves, though fiat on the inner surface, on the

outer are so strongly ridged as to be in fact longitudinally three-edged rather than

laminar, answering to the epithet
"
prismatic" applied by Kr0yer to the corresponding

plates in his Anonyx edivardsii; they reach beyond the first joint of the palp ; the outer

plates reach as far as the apex of the second joint of the palp ;
on the inner margin are

four long setse among cilia followed by a long spine, and this by thirteen close-set

nodulous teeth, the two uppermost and largest of which may be reckoned as apical ;

these are followed by a pectinate spine-tooth ;
on the outer surface away from the margin

are seven spines of some length ;
of the palp the first joint is short, the second not very

greatly longer ;
the finger is short, with a narrow nail set among cilia

;
the dorsal cilium

is midway between the base of the finger and the base of the nail.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates leaving the head and mouth-organs almost entirely

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.— PART LXYII.— 1 887.) Xxx 82
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uncovered, broader above than below, the front margin concave, the lower part of the

plate squared, with rounded angles. First joint of the limb extending much beyond
the side-plate, narrowest near the base, then expanding to its greatest width and

narrowing slightly to the end
;
second joint as long as the third, with some long setses

chiefly at the hinder distal end ;
the third joint distally rounded, its whole hinder margin

densely clothed with long setse
; the wrist triangular, cup-shaped, scarcely longer than

the preceding joint, broad distally, the free hind margin setose
;

the hand rather

broader than the wrist and much longer, of equal width throughout, bearded on the

hinder margin with seta3, which become shorter in proximity to the palm ; the front

margin with only a distal tuft
;
the -palm at right angles to the hind margin, defined by

two spines socketed deeply in the surface of the hand
;
a row of cilia on either side of

the palm margin ; the finger much curved, the tip of the nail fitting exactly to the end

of the palm.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates oblong. Branchial vesicles elongate, the part that

rises above the neck rounded, the central part the widest, the end narrowing almost to a

point. The first joint of the limb extending beyond the side-plate, not so long as the

branchial vesicle, straight, only slightly expanded below
;
second joint longer than third

;

third rounded below, minutely furred on the breast or hind margin, which also carries a

few spines or setae
;
the wrist at first a little narrowed, then gradually widening a little,

longer than the hand, furred on the hind margin, carrying very few setse ; the hand oval,

minutely furred and covered with small scales, carrying on the hind margin four groups
of spines short but strongly pectinate on two edges, a larger group in several rows and

of varied sizes on and near the front apex over-arching the minute finger, which is set in

the middle of the apical margin and closes pretty tightly over the inward curving ciliated

palm. In the figure, as in the specimen, the hand and wrist of this delicate and not very

elongate limb are twisted round, and of the wrist it is not a lateral surface that is shown

but rather the reo;ion of the anterior margin.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates similar to the preceding pair, rather broader.

Branchial vesicles long, of nearly uniform breadth except at the neck. First joint of the

limb scarcely reaching beyond the side-plate ; third joint longer than fourth or fifth,

scarcely decurrent, of almost uniform breadth, this and the other joints having setse on

the hinder margin ; fourth joint rather thicker, barely shorter, than the fifth
; fifth joint

with six sets of spines as well as set» on the hinder margin ; finger very short and

stumpy, inner margin furred like the preceding joints ; a minute nail, abruptly narrower,

set among cilia.

Second Perieopods.
—

Side-plates broadly oblong, excavate behind, the hinder margin

forming a slightly outdrawn angle at the bottom of the excavation, lower margin ciliated
;

the joints of the limb in close agreement with those of the preceding pair.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates rather broader than deep, front lobe descending a
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little below the hinder. Branchial vesicle expanding greatly from a narrow neck, then

with a broad triangle ending in a rounded point ;
close to the neck a small, narrow,

accessory vesicle
;

first joint of the limb not so Inroad as the side-plate and not much

longer, broader above than below, with setae on the front margin, serrate on the hinder,

with fine hairs on both ; third joint short, expanded below, slightly decurrent behind,

setse on the front margin of this and the preceding joint, this with slender spines on the

hind margin; fourth joint a little longer than the third, rather broader above than below,

where it is twice the breadth of the fifth joint, the spines on both borders slender ;
fifth

joint slightly longer than the fourth, tlie stoutest of its spines close to tlie hinge of the

short, stumpy, curved finger ; all the joints more or less furred.

Fourth Perieopods.
—

Side-plates produced downwards in a rounded lobe behind.

Branchial vesicle oval, pointed below, shorter than the first joint. First joint a long-

squarish oval, with a few scattered spines above and setae below on the front margin, serrate

on the hind margin ; third joint as in the preceding pair ;
the rest of the limb missing.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates small
;

first joint greatly dilated, narrower above than

below, front margin nearly straight, ec^ualling the length of the third, fourth and fifth

joints united, the serration on the lower margin behind directed to face the serration of

the hinder margin ; the third joint very short, scarcely either dilated or decurrent, with

two spines on the lower part of the hinder margin ;
fourth joint longer as well as broader

than the fifth, of almost even thickness throughout ;
fifth joint longer than the third

;

finger as in the preceding limbs.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines on the peduncles very small ; the cleft spines on the

inner ramus numbered five in the first and second pairs, four in the third pair, the spoon-

shaped branch being nearly as long as the other
;
the joints of the rami numbered from

eighteen to twenty-two ; on the large first joint of the outer ramus of the first pair there

were eighteen plumose setse.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair not much longer than the outer ramus ; inner

ramus with three spines on its upper margin, much shorter than the unspined outer

ramus ;
second pair short and stout, peduncles longer than the subequal rami, which are

slightly curved, sharply tipped, and carry some spines on their edges ; peduncles of the

third pair very short, a little longer than the outer ramus, which has a spine on the

surface and one on either side of the nail
;
the inner branch very short and narrow, with

a spine on the middle of its inner margin and one or two cilia near the apex, which

descends but little below the spined apex of the peduncle.

Telson not extending beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, undivided, its

breadth and length equal, narrowing but little distally, with eight cilia on the more

or less rounded or squared distal border.

Length of the specimen, in the position figured, from the rostrum to the back of the

second pleon-segment, two-fifths of an inch.
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Loccdity.
—Station 184, off the novtli-east coast of Australia, August 29, 1874;

lat. 12° 8' S., long. 145° 10' E. ; depth, 1400 fathoms ; bottom, Globigerina ooze
;
bottom

temperature, 36°. One specimen. Trawled.

Remarks. —By its carina, mouth-organs, short hinder perseopods and short uropods,

this species seems connected with the Lysianassa umbo of Goes, but the antennae, first

gnathopods, and undivided telson again remove it from that connection. It also bears

much resemblance to the genus Onesimus of Boeck, and in particular to Anonyx

edivardsii, Krdyer, which Boeck assigns to Onesimus, but the differences are too

numerous to admit of the present species being brought under the generic definition

given by Boeck. For the definition of Onesimus or Onisimus, Boeck, see Note on Boeck,

1870 (p. 398).

The specific name speaks for itself.

Genus Sophrosyne, n. gen.

Mandibles with the palp set far forward, molar tubercle small or obsolete.

First Maxillas with the inner plate small, the outer plate and the palp with the

apical teeth few.

Maxillipeds with the inner and outer plates very small and the palp long.

First Gnathopods strong, especially the chelate hand.

Tlie Uropods small, successively decreasing in size.

Tlie Telson not projecting beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, more or less

cleft.

The genus is strikingly distinguished by the feeble structure of the mouth-organs and

of the after-part of the pleon in contrast with the powerful structure of much of the

rest of the animal and of the first gnathopods in particular. In Boeck's definition of the

Lysianassinse it will be necessary to qualify the epithet
"
robusti

"

applied to the " Pedes

maxillares
"

by the adverb plerumque, to enable the definition to include the present

senus.

The generic name is derived from aco(j)poavvr], temperance, voracity being probably

precluded where the mouth-organs are so slightly framed.

Sophrosyne murrayi, n. sp. (PI. XY.).

Head slightly produced in an obtuse angle between the upper antennae ; the lateral

angles between the upper and lower antennae rounded. Back rounded, third segment
of the pleon with two latero-dorsal humps near the extremity, its postero-lateral angles

produced into a sharp u^jward-turned process, so as to form part rather of the hinder

than of the lower margin ; fourth pleon-segment with a dorsal depression, abruptly
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narrower across the back than the wide distally squared dorsum of the third segment ;

the first three segments of the pleon large, the remainder small, the contrast between the

two portions when viewed from above being especially conspicuous.

Eyes not observed.

Ujiper Antenme.—First joint of the peduncle shorter than the head, much longer

than thick, upper margin convex, with a slight depression nenr the base ; second joint

longer than third, and longer than the first joint of the flagellum ; flagellum of seven

joints, the first equal in length to the two following, all the joints carrying filamentary

cylinders ; secondary flagellum of four joints, the first as long as the first of the primary,

the other three shorter than the next three of the primary.

Lower Antennie.—Gland-cone prominent ; third joint not very short, fourth longer

than fifth, widening distally, both fourth and fifth with some slender lateral spines ;

flagellum of eight articulations, of which the first is the longest, each with a distal tuft

of cilia.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge very slightly convex, with the upper tooth sharply

produced downwards and the lower' tooth bifid, produced upwards and outwards, the

secondary plate of the left mandible small, spiniform, placed low down ; both spine-row

and molar tubei'cle seemed to be wanting ;
the palp set far forward, the first joint short,

the second with six or eight spines at the upper end, the third joint little shorter than

the second, with six or seven spines at and near the upper end, and numerous adpressed

cilia on the surface projecting beyond the inner margin. The figures in the Plate show

the mandibles as they appear with their edges somewhat bent in
;
the enlarged figure of

the left mandible shows the true outline of its cutting edge ;
that of the right mandible

is probably similar, but it could not be made out with certainty.

First Maxilla?.—Inner plate very short, rounded at the top, carrying a single seta
;

outer plate showing a minute serration with four minute spine-teeth at the upper part

of the inner margin, and apically two powerful bent teeth, the outer much the larger

and over-arching the inner, but whether these two teeth consist of prominences sur-

mounted by spines or constitute simple processes of the margin, could not be definitely

made out ; the second joint of the palp widens greatly from the base, and on the broad

truncate apex carries four or five little spine-teeth, the outermost larger than the others
;

on the inner liorder it has four or five slender spines.

Second Maxillie.—The outer plate seemingly much longer than the inner, with seven

spines dispersed along the upper part of the inner margin and the apex ;
the inner plate,

so far as made out, with few spines.

Maxillipeds extremely slender
; inner plates minute, slender, not reaching even to

the base of the first joint of the palp ;
the apical margin produced into a tooth-like point

on the inner side, near the much lower outer side carrying a long spine, the only

armature of the plate ;
the outer plates slender, reaching but little beyond the first joint
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of tlie palp ;
on the inner and apical margin twelve spines may be counted, those lowest

down being small, the four at the apex the largest, tlie outermost conspicuously

exceeding all the rest ;
the first joint of the palp short, with one long pectinate spine

on the inner, and one spine or seta on the outer, apex ; the second joint larger than the

outer plates, with several spines on the inner and apical margins ; third joint longer

than first ; finger long, with a short nail, dorsum cilium near the base of the finger.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates narrow at the base, very greatly dilated below,

projecting over the base of the lower antennas. First joint of the limb projecting little
.

beyond the side-plate, very broad, dilating downwards, with setae along the front margin ;

the second joint with several tufts of setse or rather long pectinate spines on the hind

margin ;
third joint a long triangle with the point downwards, with no free anterior

margin ;
the wrist triangular, cup-shaped, behind carried out into a lobe flanked by the

apical margin of the third joint and the hind margin of the hand, but with a narrow

interval on each side ; the hind margin of the third joint and of the lobe of the wrist

just mentioned are armed with long geniculate pectinate spines, and also with rows of

shorter, but strong and strongly pectinate spines, increasing in length distally ; the

powerful hand is longer than broad, widest at the palm, with convex front and concave

hind margin, the latter set with six strong spines, increasing in length towards the palm,

and with pectinate spines or setse, such as occur also on various parts of the surface of

the hand
;
the hind margin runs out into a long sharp tooth, the point of which contains

at the back a small spine with accessory thread, just showing its tip beyond the point ;

the inward sloping palm is convex beyond the triangular apex, and is set with spinules,

one stronger and blunter than the rest being close to the hinge of the finger ; the finger

itself overlaps the tip of the palm with its sharp nail, and seems to be without other

armature than the minute dorsal cilium, and a sharp but short projection of its inner

margin one-third of the distance between the hinge and the tip ;
on either side of this

process is a cilia-like spine. The hand may be described as chelate.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates oblong in general character, less wide than the

preceding pair. Branchial vesicles large, narrowed below. The limb weak, first joint

slender, not projecting beyond the side-plate ; second joint much longer than third,

equal in length to the wrist, furred on the lower part of the hinder margin ;
third joint

skort, equal in length to the hand, furred on the hinder margin ;
the wrist strongly

furred almost all over, carrying a few long spines distally ;
the hand expanding distally,

widest at the palm, strongly furred, also with scales over the breast ; the front margin

further produced than the hinder, and occupied at the apex with the usual pectinate

spines over-arching the small much-curved finger which is set close to this point ; the

concave palm is bordered with rather long cilia, and such also are found on the finger at

some little distance from the nail
;
the palm being concave and the finger much bent ;

the latter will not be likely to close on the other without leaving a considerable canity.
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First Perieopods.
—

Side-plates similar to the preceding pair. Branchial vesicles

very large. Marsupial plates narrow. First joint of the limb not reaching the lower

rim of the side-plate, with some setse on the hind margin, very long ones at the

apex ; third joint much longer and broader than the fourth, with long setiform spines at

the decurrent apex in front, and, like the preceding and following joints, with many

groups of them on the hinder margin ;
the fifth joint longer than the fourth, with a few

groups of slender spines on the hinder margin, and some spinules on either side of the

hinge joint of the long, slender finger.

Second Perseopods.
—The side-plates very broad below, a little tooth at the hinder

extremity of the lower margin, and one facing it not far from the front extremit}^ of the

same. The limb similar to that of the preceding pair.

Third Perieopods.
—

Side-plates with the front lobe descending below the hinder one.

First joint broadly oval, strongly spined on the very convex front margin, the hind

margin serrate, the lower margin smooth, rounded, descending below the back of the

second joint ;
the third joint longer than the fourth, spined on both margins, inflated,

decurrent ;
the fourth joint broader than the fifth, but scarcely so long, its lower margin

on the outside flatly rounded, broad
;

all the five joints carrying spines and setiform

spines on the front margin ;
the sixth joint or finger slender, unarmed.

Fotirth Perseopods.
—Branchial vesicles throwing out a narrow, accessory, sac-like

process from the upper part of the hinder margin. The joints similar to those of the

preceding pair, but broader and longer.

Fifth Perseopods.
—The first joint longer and very much broader than in the

preceding pair, very strongly spined on the front margin, more deeply serrate on the

hinder, and with the lower margin behind somewhat squared, not reaching below

the second joint ; the third joint scarcely dilated, spined at the decurrent apex behind

and just above the apex ;
the fourth joint narrower than the third, shorter than the

fifths the spines in front of these joints shorter and stronger than those of the preceding

limbs.

Pleopods.
—

Coupling spines minute, with two retroverted teeth just below the apex

on one edge and a backward serrature along the other edge ; four cleft spines on the

inner ramus of the first and second pairs ;
the joints of the rami from fourteen to sixteen

in number.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair strongly spined, considerably longer than the

rami ;
outer ramus longer than inner, with five spines along the border, stopping some

way short of the apex ; inner ramus with three spines ; peduncles of the second pair

not reaching so far back as those of the first, a little longer than the rami ;
the rami

subequal, short, with few spines remote from the apex; peduncles of the third pair

shorter than the short stiliform rami
;
outer ramus rather longer than inner, both almost

entirely unarmed.
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Telson as broad as long, not reaching to the end of the peduncles of the third

uropods, cleft for less than two-thirds of its length ;
a small lateral spine on each side

level with the top of the somewhat dehiscent cleft, tlic apices rounded not quite

smoothly, less produced on the outer than the inner side, and on the outer side showing

a cavity as if for a spine, above which is a small cilium.

Length of the specimen from the forehead to the back of the third pleon-segmeut, in

the position figured, just under half an inch.

Locality.
—Off Christmas Harbour, Kerguelen. One specimen, female.

Remark.—This being one of the most interesting forms among the Amphipods brought

home by the Challenger, I do myself the pleasure of naming it after Mr. John Murray,

under whose skilful and energetic administration the scientific results of the expedition

are being worked out.o

Genus Cyphocaris, Liitkeu and Boeck.

From the account of this genus given by Boeck in 1870 (see Note on Boeck, 1870,

p. 398) must be excluded the statements that the second guathopods are destitute of a

nail, and that the third and fourth side-plates are coalesced. They may or may not be

characters of the type-species, but the two species here described are without these

characters and yet beyond all question belong to the genus.

Cyphocaris micronyx, n. sp. (PI. XVL).

Head almost concealed in the over-arching first pera^on-segment, the summit of the

head when Avithdrawn from its shelter taking a frontal position, while the lateral margin

excavated for the antennae faces downwards ;
first pera3on-segment rather sharply

outdrawn in front, in one of the specimens, fig. A, forming a peak, and in this exceeding

in length the three following segments combined, in the other specimen, fig. B, not

quite equalling them ; the fifth, sixth and seventh segments successively increasing in

length ;
the first three segments of the pleon each subequal to the first of the perason,

exceeding it in fig. B, falling short of it in fig.
A ; the fourth segment with a deep dorsal

depression near its origin ; the fifth and sixth as long as the fourth and fifth of the

perseon. The first three pieon-segments posteriorly squared below, with the angles of the

second and third a little rounded, those of the first segment more decidedly.

Eyes doubtful.

Upper Antenna}.—First joint stout, longer than the two following together ; second

and third joints short, rather stout and tapering ; flagellum of twenty-one joints, the

first very long, tapering, with a large brush of long and broad filamentary cylinders in
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numerous rows on the inner or under side, second joint with three terminal spines, one

slight, another longer with an accessory thread, third very long, sharply pointed, the

remaining joints small, with distal rows of small cilia, the joints becoming longer and

more slender towards the end of the flagellum ; secondary flagellum slender, scarcely

exceeding in length the first joint of the primary, its first joint far the longest of the five

which compose it
;
some small cilia and filamentary cylinders at the apices of the three

terminal joints.

Loioer Antenna.—First, second and third joints very short, closely united ;
first

rather prominently lobed, cone of second prominent, blunt, third triangular ;
fourth

joint the longest, a little dilated proximally ;
fifth joint shorter and much thinner ;

flagellum of seventy-five articulations, becoming longer and very slender throughout the

distal portion of the antennse; like the last two joints of the peduncle they are slightly

ciliated. As in Onesimoides and Etirytenes, the base of the antenna is uncovered.

Upper Li2) with front edge a little in advance of that of the epistome, apex furred.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge smoothly convex, with a small tooth above and another

below, which on the right mandible is so little prominent as to form rather a notch

than a tooth
; secondary plate on the left mandible small, distally widened, with

dentate edge of six teeth
; spine-row of five or six setae ;

molar tubercle prominent,

crown with numerous rows of denticles ; palp very large, set just above the articular

condyle that rises over the molar tubercle
;

first joint small, second of great size, central

part protruding where the muscles from the first joint end, the muscles which run to the

third joint being inserted very near the first joint and therefore overlapping the others ;

near the distal end of the second joint there is a close-set row of pectinate spines witli

curved tips, twelve in number
;
third joint powerful, subequal in length to the second,

ciliated on the surface, spine-border nearly straight, having some thirty-five spines

pectinate on two edges, and at its curved apex two setules ;
the opposite convex border

naked ;
the pectination of the spines seems to take a new departure at about one-third of

their length from the base, giving the spines a jointed or geniculate appearance.

Loiver Lip ciliated round the edges of the front lobes, the cilia on the apex and inner

border being stouter than the others.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate bordered distally with seven plumose setae ;
outer plate

much ciliated, apical border with its eleven spines in two rows, one set slender,

flexuous, multidentate, the other set straight, stouter, with fewer teeth ; palp with

second joint very broad, six spine-teeth on the apical margin minutely serrate on their

outer edges, a row of cilia near the spines, a long plumose one and a longer smooth one at

the outer corner.

Second Maxillx.—Inner plate broader than outer, and much broader at base than

apex. Plates subequal in length, much ciliated on the surface and edges ;
inner plate with

seven plumose setse along the inner margin, and a double row of pectinate spines about

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 83
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the apex ; outer plate with a double row of longer pectinate spines about its apical border,

with some short setse on the outer margin.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates not extending equally far with the first joint of palp,

bordered with long plumose setae on the inner margin, these passing over into plumose

spines on the squared apical margin which carries three broad teeth ; outer plate with

ten teeth along the serrate inner margin, a row of flexuous spines behind them on the

outer surface, plumose setse on the apical outer border, cilia round the remainder of the

curved outer border and on the surface of the plate. The first joint of the palp the longest,

reaching almost as far as the apex of the outer plate, so that the three remaining joints, which

successively decrease a little in length, project very prominently. All the joints of the

palp except the last are bordered on the inner side with plumose setse ; those which they

carry on the outer distal corners seem to be smooth ; the third and fourth joints are

ciliated on the surfaces
; the last has a single apical plumose seta and a smooth one on

the convex outer border.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plate very small, rounded below
;

first joint longer than all

the rest of the limb, hinder margin sinuous
;
third joint furred on the hinder margin, a

group of slightly crooked spines near the apex ;
wrist furred behind, subequal in length

to the hand, having on the hinder margin a row of spines pectinate on two edges ; hand

narrowed distally, the palm not very clearly defined, microscopically pectinate, set with

various spines and setee, a few of the latter occurring on the anterior borders and apices of

both wrist and hand
; finger microscopically pectinate on the inner margin, with a stumpy

spine and some cilia near to the nail. Of the spines on the palm some are strong, smooth,

curved at the tip, with the accessory thread near the end, others are slender and

pectinate.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small, oval, rather larger than those of the first

segment ; branchial vesicle at its base narrow, main lobe large, longer than the first joint

of the leg ; first joint as long as that of the first gnathopods, but much shorter than the

rest of the leg ; second joint much longer than the third, subequal in length to the wrist;

wrist longer than hand, furred on both margins, on the hinder margin adorned in a

remarkable manner with several rows of peculiar curved spines or setse, of very various

lengths, which thicken apically, there presenting something the appearance of the under

side of a horse's hoof, a thin striated wing on each side leading up to this termination,

the two transparent slightly overlapping ends producing the appearance mentioned
; on

the sides there are some pectinate pointed setse ; the oval hand is much furred behind

and distally in front, the armature consisting of remarkable spines as on the wrist, and

in addition rows of shorter spines bending in the opposite direction, that is, towards the

finger, distally pectinate, an accessory thread extending beyond the apex ; on both hand

and wrist the spines are graduated in length, increasing as they advance distally, so that

the tips form a regular curve ; the setiform spines on the side and infero-anterior corner
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of the hand have flexible ends. The minute finger ends in a kind of double nail, some

minute teeth occupying the inner margin of the outer and longer division, the nail

proper, which curves over towards the palm in the usual manner, while the smaller

division, perhaps only a projection of the finger-margin, curves away from the palm ; at

the origin of the two is a lono- cilium.

First Peneojwds.
—

Side-plates scarcely as large as those of preceding segment ;

branchial vesicle like that of the preceding limb, and both there and here attended by a

very small oval plate, quite smooth, which seems to be an accessory vesicle
;

first joint

of leg much shorter than in the two preceding pairs ; third joint longer than fourth,

subequal to fifth, bowed forwards ;
fourth joint slender, parallel-sided, four small spines

on the back rim, the two longer ones faintly geniculate ; the fifth joint much dilated

distally, presenting a sort of palm with two strong teeth pointing towards the finger-

hinge and beset with strong spines, a single and two pairs ;
these spines are straight,

with tiny curved tips pointing in the same direction as the teeth on the palm, and

with accessory threads springing from about the centre. The finger is powerful, about

as long as the fourth joint, much curved, smooth edged, sharply pointed.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates larger than the preceding three combined, narrow at

the base, projecting far forward so as to cover a considerable piece of both the preceding

side-plates, largely excavated behind for the great side-plate of the fifth segment ;
branchial

vesicles like those already described
;

first joint of leg considerably longer than in the

preceding pair, to which this pair is in other respects similar, except that the third, fourth

and fifth joints, and especially the fourth, are more elongate.

Tliird Perieo2wds.
—

Side-plates very large, as broad as those of the fourth segment,

and at the base very much broader, front lobe incised below, not much deeper than the

hinder part, which has its lower margin straight ; branchial vesicle with small accessory

plate as in preceding segments ; first joint inserted by a bent neck within the incised

lobe of the side-plate, seven short spines along the front margin, the hinder part

produced almost as far as the three following joints, the hind margin divided into eight

very pronounced, sharp, downward-j^ointed teeth, and the inner margin of the process

divided into seven of similar character, the apex of the process forming a sharp terminal

tooth considerably larger than any of the lateral dentations. The second joint is small ;

the third, spined on both edges, longer than the fourth, but shorter than the fifth ;
the

fourth spined in front, and slightly behind ; the fifth similar in structure to the corre-

sponding somewhat smaller joint of the preceding pair, with three pairs of spines at the

palm ; finger as in the preceding pair, not larger. The remarkable decurrent processes

of the first joint do not show an absolute uniformity in the marginal incisures between

the two members of the pair of limbs, a point deserving of attention in view of the

manufacture of species based upon minute difl^erences.

Fourth PersBOiJods.
—

Side-plates rather large, a little deeper behind than in front ;
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branchial vesicle more dilated above than belo^Y ; first joint spined on front margin,

hinder margin not much jjroduced downwards, but cut like that of the preceding limb,

forming eleven teeth, of which the first and last are the smallest, the last not reaching so

far down as the last but one
;
the second joint and the finger as in the preceding limb ;

the third, fourth and fifth joints more elongate, spined on both margins ;
the fifth joint

less expanded near the palm.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates less deep than the preceding, but of equal breadth ;

branchial vesicles less elongated ; first joint much more elongate, scarcely spined on front

margin, narrowing below, not produced far downwards, but overlapping the very short

second joint, the hind margin cut into fourteen teeth, the last two as in the preceding

perseopods ;
the third joint stouter but shorter than the corresponding joint of the

preceding pair and than the fourth joint of its own pair ;
the fourth joint long, a little

shorter than the fifth ; the whole limb very straight, ending in a long, slender, very

slightly curved finger, sharply pointed, without any trace of nail, fringed on the anterior

margin with a close-set row of microscopic spines bending downwards. On the third,

fourth and fifth joints there are various groups of spines on both margins and at the

lower angles, the hand and wrist being sharply indented on the front margin, the hand

not having a palm as in the preceding peraeopods, though its distal edge is cut into teeth,

apparently all round, certainly behind.

Pleopods.
—The peduncles of the three pairs, as is usually the case, decrease a little

in length successively backwards ; on the inside of the peduncle near the infero-anterior

angle are three spines, one small and simple, the other two (the coupling spines) stout

and large, having from four to six teeth on the distal half of the front margin pointed

back towards the base of the spine, and about the middle of the other margin a single

tooth directed forwards ; the rami have the first joints not very elongate, followed by
sixteen to eighteen shoit joints, all with the usual long plumose setae; the first of the

outer ramus has at its origin an irregularly shaped process seeming to serve the double

object of interlocking it with the peduncle and with the other ramus, on the first joint of

which there is a small corresponding process. On the inner side of the first joint of this

inner ramus there is also a row of five cleft spines ; they are thick at the base, plumose

throughout their slightly sinuous length as far as the split termination, the inner portion

of which is of a pointed spoon-shape, the outer and longer spiuiform, with the inner edge

denticulate. The cleft spines in most species are very similar to those here described,

but the details are seldom so easily observed as in this species.

Uroiwds.
—Peduncle of first pair longer than rami, some spines on the upper edges ;

rami slender, spined on the upper edges, outer ramus shorter than inner, both curving

inwards at the tips, both with microscopic pectination on the upper border, the pectination

being much stronger in the outer ramus
; peduncle of second pair shorter and less stout

than in the preceding pair, equal in length to the inner ramus ;
rami similar to those of the
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preceding pair, a little less curved at the tips ;
third pair with short peduncles, rami long,

broadly lanceolate ; the outer with plumose setse on the inner margin, a spine at each

side of the base of the nail, which is pectinate on the inner side ;
the inner branch rather

the longer, with spines and feathered setfe on both sides, inner margin pectinate, no nail.

Telson elongate, narrow, reaching far beyond the peduncles of the third uroj)ods, slit

nearly three-quarters of its length, not dehiscent except apicaUy, the two halves in the

specimen A not quite symmetrical, with three spines on one margin and only two on the

other ; eacL half is apically divided, the shorter tooth being on the outside ;
a spine is

inserted in each cleft.

Length of specimen A, in curved position, half an inch
; specimen B, in the same

position, a little shorter. The details were figured from specimen A.

Locality.
—Station 295, off the west coast of South America, November 5, 1875;

lat. 38° 7' S.. long. 94° 4' W.; depth, 1500 fathoms; bottom, Globigerina ooze; bottom

temperature, 35°'3. Specimen A ;
taken in the tow-net at the trawl.

Station 335, near Tristan da Cunha, March 6, 1876 ; lat. 32° 24' S., long. 13° 5' W.;

depth, 1425 fathoms; bottom, Pteropod ooze; bottom temperature, 37°. Specimen B ;

taken with the deep trawl. The specimen as mounted contains several Globigerina.

Remarks.—Between this species and the type species of the genus, Cyphocaris

anonyx, Liitken, as described and figured by Boeck, there are numerous points of close

resemblance. Liltken's species was named anonyx obviously on the ground that the

second gnathopods were devoid of an unguis or finger. The present species is named

micronyx, to point to the fact of the second gnathopods possessing a finger, though a

minute one. At the same time it is possible that there is one also in the earlier species,

which has been overlooked. Boeck, who gives as part of the generic character,
"
pedes 2di

paris elongati, ungue destituti," only says in the specific account that the finger seems to

be absent. In Cyphocaris anonyx, from Greenland, the third and fourth side-plates are

said to be coalesced, which is not the case in our species, and the remark that, in the

first and second perseopods,
" the fifth joint is somewhat thicker towards the end, and

is on the inner margin armed with some small spines," is all the notice taken of what, if

the species be identical with ours, are the rather remarkable palms on these two and on

the two following pairs of perseopods.

I

Cyphocaris challengeri, n. sp. (PI. XVII. ).

Head having a certain amount of play within the first person-segment, the top of

the head directed forwards, its anterior margin a little sinuous ;
the first periEon-segment

about equal to the third and fourth united, the second shortest of all ; the first three of

the pleon each longer than first of perseon ; the fourth with a dorsal depression near the
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origin, the fifth and sixth equal to the fifth and fourth of the peraeon ;
the lower hinder

ano-le rounded in the first segment, squared and minutely produced in the second and

third segments, of the pleon.

Eyes, apparently none. Some pigment-flecks in the ocular region, probably having

nothing to do with vision.

Upper Antennse.—First joint short, tumid ; second and third together subequal to

first; flao-ellum of fifteen joints, first tapering, as long as the first of the peduncle, with

a not very dense brush of cylinders, the second short, with a long, straight spine at its

end, the following joints quite small, longer and ver}- slender towards the end of the

flao-ellum ; secondary flagellum of three slender joints, together equalling the first four

of the primary.

Lower Antennie.—First three joints very small, the gland-cone not very prominent,

third joint triangular, fourth joint the longest, but not long, dilated near the middle
;

fifth joint shorter and thinner, dilated distally ; flagellum of about forty joints, the later

ones becoming long and thin, the earlier being very short, except the first, which has the

appearance of containing some ten or a dozen rings in preparation to become joints.

Mandibles almost exactly as in Cyphocaris micronyx, the trunk massive, the great

palp fixed far forward over the prominent molar tubercle, the secondary plate on the left

mandilile having six teeth. The palps were destitute of spines, but probably only by

accident, as the inner new growth showed traces of them.

Lower Lip, forward lobes rather broad.

First Maxillse, not conspicuously difi"erent from those of Cyphocaris micronyx. The

same remark applies to the second maxillae and to the maxillipeds.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very small, rounded below
;

first joint longer than

the rest of the leg, lower half a little dilated ;
second joint very small ; third short,

triangular ; wrist a little furred Ijehind, scarcely as long as the hand, but thicker where

distally dilated ; on the lower hinder angle three spines pectinate on two edges of the

distal half; hand narrowing distally, almost all the hinder margin, including the palm,

microscopically pectinate, most of the palm more finely than the rest of the margin ;

besides cilia and pectinate setules, there are on the palm margin three sjiines, one very

slender marking the beginning of the palm, a second rather stouter, with an accessory-

thread, a third shorter, with the hind margin minutely pectinate ; finger with inner edge

denticulate, having a larger tooth and cilia some way short of the nail.

Second Gnathop)ods.
—

Side-plates very small, narrowed below ;
first joint shorter

than that of first gnathopods, a little bent ; second joint as long as the wrist ;
third joint

short ; wrist longer than hand, with some setiform spines near the lower hinder angle ;

hand narrowed distally, furred, set with some spines and cilia; finger small, with a process

antagonistic to the over-arching naU, cilia being set in the cleft bet-ween the nail and the

process.
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First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates very small ;
first joint about as long as in the

preceding pair ;
third and fourth joints subequal in length, third rather the stouter,

with the front margin curved ; fifth joint longer, Imt more slender than fourth, spines on

these joints few and small ; no dilated palm on the fifth joint, a pair of spines at its

junction with the curved, pointed finger.

Second Perieopods.
—

Side-plates very narrow at base, curving forwards so as to hide

much of the three preceding side-plates, almost the whole of that of the third segment,

deeply excavated behind so as on the whole to have the shape of an irregular collar ;

the leg similar to the preceding.

Third Pergeopods.
—

Side-plates large, broad at base, widened below ; the first joint

projecting from the anterior part of the side-plate and tending to bend back underneath

it, its front margin then forming a great forward-projecting knee, while the hind margin

is cut into seven sharp, decurrent teeth, and below these produced into an enormous

process, sharply pointed, extending down almost to the base of the finger ; the second

joint is as usual very small, the third and fourth subequal in length ; the fifth much

longer than eitlier, though shorter than the two combined ; finger curved, equal in

length to the third joint.

Fourth Perwopods.
—

Side-plates rather large, though much smaller than the pre-

ceding pair ; the first joint with front margin almost smooth, and, except at the top,

straight ; the joint, wide at the base, narrows so much below as to become almost

triangular; it is produced halfway down the third joint by the hinder margin, which is

cut into fourteen teeth
;
the third joint stouter and a little shorter than the fourth,

which bears similar relations to the fifth ; spines on both margins of these joints ; the

finger somewhat longer than in the preceding pair.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates rather smaller than the preceding pair, rather deeper

behind than in front
;

first joint long, front margin straight, hind margin cut into

twelve or thirteen teeth, which form a gentle curve overlapping the third joint, but not

so far down as the middle of it
; second joint very short ;

third a little dilated above,

longer than the fourth, shorter than the fifth ; spines on the borders of all three ;

finger short, but straight, sharply pointed.

Pleopods.
—The stout coupling spines near the infero-anterior angle of the peduncle

were seen, but whether their structure was precisely as in Cyphocaris micronyx could

not be determined ; the rami consist of some eight to ten joints ; the cleft spines on the

first joint of the inner ramus are three in number, increasing in size successively

downwards.

Uropods similar to those of Cyphocans micronyx, but the rami with fewer spines,

the outer and inner of each pair nearly equal in length.

Telson similar to that of the preceding species, except that no spines were discerned

upon it except one in each apical cleft.
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Length of the specimen in its bent position about one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—The label on the mounted specimen states that it was taken 400 miles

north of the Sandwich Islands ; probably near Station 256. One specimen.

Remarhs.—The differences between this species taken in the North Pacific and its

congener from the South Pacific and South Atlantic are obvious ; the shape of the first

segment of the pera3on and its size in comparison with the head, the armature of the

second gnathopods, the form of the fourth pair of side-plates, and, above all, the first

joint in the third pergeopods, afi"ord clearly distinguishing marks. It will be noticed that

it is in the smaller species that the third peraeopod has its most striking development,

precluding any probability that this species might be a younger stage of the other.

Genus Cyclocaris, n. gen.

Mandibles broad in front, molar tubercle not dentate, palp central.

First Maxillie vnih. the inner plate bearing more than two plumose setae, spines of

the outer plate slender, teeth of the palp few.

Second Maxillse with the inner plate much shorter than outer, a large part of its

inner margin fringed with setae.

Maxillipeds with the inner and outer plates very broad, the outer with spaced

denticles on the inner margin, spine-teeth and setae round the apex and part of outer

margin ;
these plates reaching as far as the apex of the second joint of the palp.

Upper Antennse with the peduncle very short.

Lower Antennse with the base not covered by the side-plates of the peraeon.

Gnatho2wds very slender and very long.

Side-plates of the first two perseon-segments very small.

Third Uropods with long rami extending much beyond the other pairs.

Telson long, extending much beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, deeply cleft.

The generic name is derived from kvkKo's, a circle, and Kapa, head, it seeming

probable, from the structure of the side-plates, that the animal naturally coils itself into

a circle, bending its head round to the protection of the side-plates of the third and fourth

perseon-segments. The form of the name also points to the afiinity between this genus

and Cyphocaris of Liitken and Boeck.

Cyclocaris tahitensis, n. sp. (PL XVIII.).

Head short, lateral margin sinuous, bowed out between the upper and lower antennae ;

the side-plates of the peraeon not extended forward over the head or base of the lower

antennae ;
the last four segments of the perajon rather long ;

of the pleon-segments the

postero-lateral angles of the first rounded, of the second acute, of the third blunt, lower
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margins of second and third ciliated
;
the fourth segment with a dorsal depression, the

sixth with lateral ridges on the back curving outwards at the telson. The specimen was

coiled almost into a circle.

Eyes not made out with any certainty.

Upper Antenna.—First joint tumid, very little longer than the second and third

united, these being short and thick
; flagellum of ten joints rapidly tapering, the first

stout and large, subequal in length to the following nine together, the brush formed by
some twenty-four rows of setse ; apically the first joint has a long slender spine, the

following joint having two such, the third joint two and a smaller one, the fifth joint two

of the smaller size, all the joints having spiniform cilia ; the secondary flagellum of six

joints, the first long, the six together as long as the first five of the primary ; some

spines at their distal ends.

Lower Antennae.—First joint a little dilated below, the gland-cone small and little

prominent, third joint quite short, fifth joint thinner and rather longer than fourth,

neither very long, both ciliated on the upper margin ; flagellum of twenty-five joints.

Upper Lip projecting a little in a convex lobe between the mandibles.

Mandibles broad in front, the cutting edge long, very convex in the right mandible,

much less so in the left, having a prominent tooth at the top, angled below, with two teeth

or serrations on the lower margin behind the angle ; the secondary plate of the left

mandible placed high up, very small, strap-shaped ; spine-row of nine spines, below and

behind which a space on the outer surface of the mandible is armed with prickles ; molar

tubercle seemingly weak, tongue-shaped, produced far backwards, slightly ciliated, not at

all dentate (not shown in the figure); palp set some way back behind the spine-row ;

between the palp and the cutting edge the top border runs up into a great triangular

lobe, with the small articular condyle rising just over its apex ;
the first joint of the palp

very short
; there are nine spines in the row at the upper part of the second joint ;

the

third joint with the first equalling the length of the second, carrying fifteen spines on

the inner border.

Lower Lip, the mandibular processes long and smooth, apically rounded.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate bordered above with nine long plumose setae ; the outer

plate much longer than the inner, with its eleven spines all slender and long, among
cilia, two of them some way below the apex, those actually on the apex very elongate ;

the denticles of the spines not numerous, and not placed near the apices of the spines ;

the first joint of the palp very short, the second long, of tolerably even width, its apex

cut into five teeth, of which the three central very prominent, surmounted by little spine-

teeth, a little spine also in the cavity formed by the small inner tooth and a longer spine

at the outer almost obsolete tooth ; on the otiter margin, some way below the apex, a

long seta is inserted, and a shorter one near the tooth next but one to the outer mai'gin.

Second Maxillse.—Inner plate much shorter than the outer, l)ordcred on the inner
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margin with about a dozen long plumose setae, and also with spines not reaching quite

so far down the margin as the setse ;
the outer plate bordered with spines on the upper

half of its inner margin and on the apex.

Maxillijoeds.
—The inner plates not reaching as far as the apex of the first joint of

the paljj, widening distally, the outer margin very convex, the apical border very large,

concave, produced at the outer corners ; ten plumose setse passing from the inner margin
at once obliquely across to the outer apex ;

in the concavity of the apical border three

little nodulous teeth at intervals, at the outer extremity three setse, the longer inner-

most ; just below the innermost nodule a longer spine-tooth is placed, as it were crossing

swords with the corresponding tooth of the opposite plate ;
outer plates very broad and

long, reaching as far forward as the second joint of the palp ; on the inner border some

thirteen denticles are spaced, on the apex three or four spines successively increase in

size, and pass over into long feathered setse which fringe the outer margin more than

half-way down ; near the inner border is a row of some nine or ten spinules on the surface

of the plate; the second joint of the palp is considerably longer than the first, which

is nearly equal in length to the third
;

all the three joints have setiform spines on the

inner margins and outer apices, the thii-d joint having also three groups, and the second

joint one group, on the outer margin below the apex ; the finger is rather slender, with a

line of pectination near the inner margin, a very small nail and some cilia near it, and a

dorsal cilium midway between the nail and the hinge.

First Gnathopods.
—The side-plates very small, narrowed below. The first joint

much longer than the side-plate, narrow, of even width throughout, smooth ; second joint

very long, though shorter than the first joint or the wrist, with one or two cilia-like spines

upon it
;
third joint much shorter than the second, with scarcely any free front margin,

having a group of setiform spines on the hind border near the produced acute apex ;

the wrist long and narrow, a little shorter than the first joint, a little longer than

the hand, with a few setiform spines about the centre and at the apex ; the hand long

and narrow, tapering, with setse on lioth edges, these edges, however, representing those

of the hinder surface of the hand rather than those of the hand as usually viewed later-

ally ;
the finger slender, with some cilia near the nail.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates quite small, rounded in front, with two or three

cilia-like spines on the lower margin. Branchial vesicle long, simple. First joint of limb

long, slender, smooth, scarcely dilated below and a little curved ; second joint much longer

than the third but shorter than the wrist
;
third joint with but little free margin in front,

behind furred, having one small spine high up, three longer near the pointed apex ; the

wrist very long and narrow, not dilated, furred on both sides, with five groups of setiform

spines on the hinder margin ;
hand much shorter than wrist, but still comparatively long

and narrow, furred both back and front, with numerous groups of spines on both borders

as well as some on the surface ; the spines show but little curve, the pectination, as
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usual, of those in frout faces backwards, of those behind forwards ;
the palm is defined

by two stout spines, beyond which it forms a pectinate convexity, over which the small

finger closes
;
the finger thick at the base, has a long inner tooth, near to which the

margin is pectinate, and two or three cilia are placed ;
the dorsal cilium is nearer the

base than the nail.

First Perwopods.
—The side-plates are abruptly larger both in length and breadth,

exceeding in size those of the two preceding segments united
; they are much dilated

below and rounded, with some small spines where the lower curves round to the hinder

margin ; the first joint massive, projecting beyond the side-plate, its hinder margin

convex, with spines on the lower half; third joint broad, a little decurrent in front, much

longer and larger than the fourth joint ;
there are some long and short spines on the

hind border of both the third and fourth joints, as well as on the apex in front ; the fifth

joint equal in length to the third, somewhat curved and tapering, its distal rim

microscopically pectinate ;
six groups of spines on the hinder margin, the pair at the

finger-hinge showing oblicjue striae
;
some spiuules on the convex front margin ; the

finger small, unarmed, except for a small dorsal cilium.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates very broad, little excavate, nearly as broad as deep.

The joints of the limb closely resembling those of the preceding pair.

Third PeneojMds.
—

Side-plates much broader than deep, fully as broad as those of

the preceding pair. First joint about as broad as long, with a rounded lobe in front

raised upwards, and the hinder lobe drawn downwards beyond the second joint ; the

front margin much spined, the hinder serrate
;
the third joint not much dilated, a little

decurrent behind, subequal in length to the fourth and shorter than the fifth joint,

like those two in having spines on both margins, and several groups of them on the front

margin ; finger slender, not half the length of the fifth joint.

Fourth Perseopods.
—The first joint with its front margin sinuous, a little contracted

before reaching the lower hinder lobe; the last four joints similar to those of the preceding

pair, but rather longer. The inner margin of the finger was observed in this pair to be

finely pectinate.

Fifth Perxopods.
—The first joint considerably longer and a little broader than that

of the preceding pair, the other joints veiy similar to those of the pair just mentioned.

Pleopods.
—Peduncles broad and long ;

the two coupling spines long, having from

four to five retroverted teeth
; by the side of these coupling spines are three pointed

spines, two of them feathered ; the cleft spines are six in numljer in the first pair, five in

the second and third pairs, as usual increasing in size successively downwards, the spoon-

shaped part running out nearly as far as the serrate part, the shafts thickly plumose.

The joints of the rami number from twenty-one to twenty-three.

Uropods.
—The first pair not reaching so far back as the second, the peduncles longer

than the rami, the rami subequal, rather deeply notched for the few lateral spines ;
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peduncles of second pair equal in length to the shorter of the two rami
;
third pair

reaching much further back than the second, peduncles much shorter than the rami ;

rami lanceolate, spined on both sides, setose on the inner, the outer and under longer
than the sharply pointed inner ramus, and ending in a long naU. Some or all of the

borders of the rami are minutely pectinate ; some of the lateral spines show an oblique

striation, and are finely denticulate.

Telson very long, narrow, tapering, produced far beyond the peduncles of the third

uropods, cleft for nearly five-sixths of its length, the inner part of each apex produced to

a fine point beyond the outer part of the apex, and having in the cavity a spine with

accessory thread and a cilium
; there are five spines along each lateral margin. The

telson, like many other parts of this species, is exceedingly thin and transparent.

Length.
—The specimen in its coiled position was seven-twentieths of an inch long.

The smoothness of the side-plates of the first two peraeon-segments suggests that

the much larger side-plates which follow are in their natural position in relation to the

head and front legs, and from this it may be inferred that the coiled position of the dead

specimen would not be unnatural for the living animal.

Locality.
—It was labelled as taken in the tow-net, ofi" Tahiti, the 2nd of October,

1875. This corresjionds with Station 279 ; lat. 17° 30' 26" S., long. 149° 33' 45" W.;

depth, 420 fathoms
; bottom, volcanic mud. One specimen.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the jDlace near which it was taken.

In regard to the antennae, side-plates and pleon, and in some other points, this species

shows some affinity with the species of Cyj^hocaris ; in regard to the side-plates and

slenderness of the gnathopods it agrees with Lysianassa (?*) cymba of Goes, but differs

from that species in not having a rostrum and in having a long, narrow, much-divided

telson instead of one broadly oval with the apex whole.

Genus Euonyx, Norman, 1867.

The original definition of the genus is :
—

"Difi'ering from Anonyx in having the first gnathopods chelate, and the second

stronger than the first, subchelate, nail large and strong. Posterior uropods two-

branched. Telson cleft."

For the inclusion of the present species, the words "
nail large and strong

"
must be

excised
;
on the other hand it might be well to include in the definition the statement

that the side-plates of the first perteon-segment are short and small.
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Euonyx normani, n. sp. (PL XIX.).

Bostrum rudimentary, lateral lobes of the head rounded between the upper and lower

antennae ; back rounded ; postero-lateral angles of the first pleon-segment rounded, of

the second acute, of the third blunt, fourth pleon-segment with a dorsal depression, sixth

with lateral ridges on the back curving a little outwards as they reach the telson, this

segment on the under side being produced into a point between the peduncles of the

third uropods.

Eyes not very distinct, apparently forming a narrow oval on the sides of the head,

midway between the front and back.

Up'per AntenniB.—First joint stout, subcylindrical, somewhat longer than its thick-

ness at the base ; two following joints very short, the third being deeply excavate for the

brush-surface of the flagellum ; the flagellum of twenty-nine joints, the first with a thick

brush of cylinders in some sixteen rows, the joint equalling in length the five following

united
; stout spines on some of the earlier joints, stifi' little cilia on all, the twenty-eight

joints varying irregularly in length. Secondary flagellum of nine or ten joints, of which

the first three equal the first of the primary.

Loiver Antennie.—Yivst joint dilated below, gland-cone long, projecting nearly as

far forwards as the distal end of the short third joint ;
fourth joint longer and thicker

than fifth, with one or two terminal spines ;
fifth joint long, almost unarmed ; flagellum

of thirty-five joints, with very short, stout, distal cilia.

E'pistome.
—The front edge presents two curved lobes with an emargination between

them, the lower lobe being much the more curved and prominent, the edge becoming

straight lower down to the junction with the upper lip, the frontal portion of which is less

prominent than tlie epistome.

Mandibles.—Q-atting edge convex, with a small tooth above, and two small teeth

behind the lower angle ; secondary plate of left mandible small, strap-shaped, probably
dentate at the tip ; spine-row of three rather stout, curved spines, followed by small

feathered setse or cilia ; the molar tubercle projecting far back, ciliated, not dentate
;

the articular condyle projecting far forward ;
the palp set well back, but not very far

liack as in OrcUomene and Lepidepecreum, its first joint not extremely short, the second

long, narrowest at the base, without constriction, since the muscles of the upper and

lower portions overlap considerably ; the row of spines of the upper portion begins some

way from the inner margin and apically does not reach the outer margin ; it is, as usual,

on the outer surface of the palp ; the third joint is short, narrow at base and apex, with

both margins convex, on the inner one carrying twenty pectinate spines, and two near

the base and outer margin. In the Plate, the outer surface of the right mandible is

figured so that the spine-row and molar tubercle are not visible, and the upper tooth of

the cutting edge is turned inward out of view ; the spines of the second joint of the palp
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are more uumerous than shown in either of the figures m.m., numbering about eighteen

on each mandible.

Loiver Lip.
—

Triangular, the forward lobes being distally narrowed
;
the mandibular

processes straight and narrow.

First Maxillas.—The inner plate short, apically tipped with three strongly plumose

setae, of which the outermost is a little the longest ;
the outer plate long ;

of its eleven

spines three stand at intervals on the inner margin, the lowest with five, the next with

six, the following with seven lateral teeth ;
the next spine is subapical, with six lateral

teeth ;
in the six apical spines the number of lateral teeth varies from six to three, the

subapical tooth on the outer side has four ; the long and narrow second joint of the palp

has four slightly curved spine-teeth and a cilium or short seta. On the left maxilla some

of the spines of the outer plate had one more lateral denticle than the number counted

above from the right maxilla.

Second Maxillie.—Inner \AdXe considerably shorter than the outer, a double row of

spines and plumose setae from the apex about half-way down the inner margin, ending as

usual with a plumose seta longer than the rest
;
the outer plate with the usual pectinate

spines on the apical part.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates not reaching as far as the apex of the first joint of the palp,

the apical margin sloping outwards, with three little pointed teeth, the two innermost close

together, the third standing a little apart, followed by seven or eight feathered setae

which occupy the remainder of the margin ; besides the usual long setae which pass from

the inner margin to the outer apex, the plates have on their outer surface two marginal

spines below the apex and a cross-row of three small seta3 ;
outer plates large, but not

reaching so far as the apex of the long second joint of the palp, teeth of the inner margin

minute and numerous, separated by more than their own width
;
far back on the apical

margin are three spine-teeth, the largest and most-curved outermost, followed by plumose

setae down part of the outer margin ;
low down on the outer surface of the plate are four

groups of setiform spines near the inner margin, and parallel with the marginal teeth

a row of fifteen spinules, with one long spine beneath
;
the second joint of the palp

much longer than the first, the third a little longer than the first
;
the finger small,

its surface striated with cilia, the dorsal cilium small, centrally placed ;
the nail small,

spiniform, with short cilia at the base.^

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very small, almost concealed by those of the next

segment, front margin convex ;
first joint subequal in length to the elongate hand; second

joint much longer than either the third or fourth
; the third and fourth subtriangular, so

placed that the third is almost without free front, the fourth almost without free hind

1 Besides the slender spines with which many parts of the palp are furnished, the tliird joint has at its apex one

spine stouter than the rest, pectinate on both edges, and such a spine is, I le'.ieve, by no means unfrequent in this

position.
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margin ;
the liaiid drawn out into a thumb of the same length as the finger, with which

it forms a complete chela
;

its front margin gently convex, the hind margin straight till

it curves backward at the thumb, which is ciliate on the inner or palm margin with one

or two spines at the tip, against which the curved and ciliated tip of the finger closes

tightly ; the hand tapers gently from the base, and has a few small groups of cilia ;
the

finger is quite small, and so also the dorsal cilium near its base.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates of normal size, excavate in front, dilated below, the

rounded lower part projecting over the base of the lower antennte. The marsupial plate

narrow. The whole of the limb slender, the first joint long, extending beyond the side-

plate; the second joint longer than the third or fifth, but shorter than the wrist; the third

joint furred behind, with some spines centrally and near the rounded apex; the wrist long

and slender, furred, with many groups of spines on the hinder border and the surface,

as also very long ones at the apex both behind and in front
;

the hand long and

slender, somewhat oval, much furred, and beset with fine pectinate spines, some of great

length ;
the small finger closing down among some very short stumpy spines, the outward

sloping palm and inner margin of the finger wearing a pectinate appearance.

First Pera^ojjods.
—

Side-plates longer, first joint shorter than in the preceding pair ;

third joint much longer than fourth, scarcely decurrent ;
artnature insignificant ;

fourth

joint somewhat shorter than fifth, with thirteen spines on the hinder margin, the first

two and last two minute, the others small and short but thick
;
fourteen of these stumpy

spines fringe the hind margin of the hand, followed by a much larger one at the hinge of

the finger; on the convex front margin are five spinules ;
the finger is more than half the

length of the hand
;
in this and other limbs the nail is purplish, suggesting that the

animal when alive may have been of that colour or something akin to it. The bluntness

of the marginal spines is probably in part due to use.

Second Per^ojiods.
—^The side-plates very broad, much broader below than at the

base, the excavation carried only a short way down
;
the limb as in the preceding pair,

but the fifth joint a little longer, and with one more marginal spine.

Third Perieopods.
—The side-plates wider than deep, the hinder lobe descending

below the front one. The marsupial plate short, expanded to some extent in the lower

half, with its front border and apex notched, but without setae present. The branchial

vesicles in this and most of the branchial segments massive, the main sac rather placed

parallel with the neck than pendant from it
;
a small accessory vesicle in one or more

of the centre pairs. The first joint of the limb roundly cjuadrangular, the lower part

descending behind the second joint with a width nearly equal to the basal portion ; the

front margin with small spines, the hinder not deeply serrate ;
the third joint very much

longer and broader than the fourth, sharply decurrent behind, spined on both edges ;
the

fourth joint much shorter than the fifth, with three groups of spines in front; the fifth

joint not so long as the third, with seven groups of spines along the front, followed by a
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larger spine at the hinge of the finger, four spinules on the hind margin ; finger together

with its purple nail half the length of the fifth joint.

Fourth Perssopods.
— First joint much longer than in the preceding pair, and more

narrowed below ;
the f urth joint also much longer, the limbs in other respects being

very similar.

Fifth Perseopods.
—First joint wider and longer than in the preceding pair, its hind

border more convex, but the distal breadth equal to that at the base
;
the rest of the

limb closely similar.

P^eqpod'*.—The two coupling spines on the peduncles with, in some cases, as many as

five retroverted teeth on one margin, the opposite margin being serrate ; along with the

blunt-headed spines there are three or more sharp feathered ones
;
the cleft spines of the

rami numbering from seven to five in a series, preceded by two slender plumose setfe

placed above them, both divisions of the cleft part very long and slender, the spoon-

shaped part much exceeded b) the other ;
the joints of the rami numbering from seventeen

to twenty-one.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair somewhat longer than the longer ramus,

with numerous spines along the upper margins ; eight spines along the margin of the

longer ramus, six (or seven) along that of the shorter, both rami stiliform ; peduncles of

the second pair scarcely as long as the longer ramus, which has ten spines on one margin,

five on the other
; peduncles of the third pair shorter than the rami, with a group of short

spines at the outer corner
;
the rami short, broad

;
the upper lying flatly over the lower

and reaching almost to its nail, with five little spines on each border, the apical portion

forming an equilateral triangle, of which the tip is sharp but not in any way outdrawn ;

the lower ramus with seven little spines on the iuner, and five on the outer side, the

apex being formed by a broad nail, which at its base is observably less broad than the

part of the blade from which it issues.

Telson reaching beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, almost oblong but a

little narrowed distally, cleft three-fourths of its length, the cleft a little dehiscent, three

spinules on each lateral margin, and a fourth in the apex close to the lateral margin ;

beyond this the apex is slightly and squarely prolonged with a small cavity as if for a spine.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured half an inch from the fore-

head to the back of the third pleon-segment.

Locality.
—Station I70a, near the Kermadec Islands, July 14, 1874 ;

lat. 29° 45' S.,

long. 178° 11' W.; depth, 630 fathoms; bottom, volcanic mud; bottom temperature,

39°'5. One specimen, a female. Trawled.

Remarks.—The specific name is given out of respect to my friend, A. M. Norman,

who is highly distinguished in so many branches of marine zoology, and by whom the

genus Exwnyx, to which I have referred this species, was originally instituted.
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The present species resembles the type of the genus in the shape of the hand of

the first gnathopods, but it has the wrist of that hand short instead of long, nor in the

second gnathopods has it a strong nail like that in the type species. It agrees with the

type in the lower antennae, the side-plates of the first and second perseon-segments, and

in the pleon. The mouth-organs of Euonyx chelatus, Norman, so far as I can judge

from mounted dissections of the type specimen lent me by Canon Norman, show a general

agreement with those of the present species, but the palp of the first maxilla has seven

spine-teeth on the apex of the second joint, and what appears to be the outer plate of the

maxillipeds has the inner margin and apex fringed with nine plumose setae, being at the

same time quite devoid of teeth.

Genus Orchomene, Boeck, 1870.

For the original definition of the genus, see Note on Boeck, 1870, p. 399.

Orchomene musculosus, n. sp. (PI. XX.).

Head short, lateral lobes protruding, rounded ; back rounded ; lower and hind margins

of the first three pleon-segments connected by curves in no way angular, fourth segment

with a deep transverse dorsal depression between two humps, sixth segment dorsally

ridged or folded on either side of the telson ;
small hairs on various parts of the

integument.

Eyes not perceived.

Upper Antenyiae.—First joint very tumid, scarcely longer than broad, second and third

very short, the third excavate on the under side ; flagellum of eleven joints, the first as

long as the first of the peduncle, rapidly tapering, the brush formed of very slender

cylinders, the remaining joints small, successively narrowing ;
some calceoli present ;

the secondary flagellum of four joints, the first longer than the other three united.

Loiver Antenna?.—Gland-cone prominent, not acute ; third joint as long as the first

two united, fourth and fifth joints subequal, furred on the upper margin, with some

setae on the lower
; flagellum of thirteen joints, the first six or seven together equalling

in length the fifth joint of the peduncle ; some calceoli present.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge convex, with a small downward-directed tooth at the top,

and a small tooth behind the rounded lower angle ;
the secondary plate of the left

mandible is a narrow, slightly curved strap, with the end divided into four small teeth ;

the spine-row of three short curved spines, broad at the bases ;
behind these the margin

is furred for some distance back to the backward-pointing, narrow, dentate crown of

the molar tubercle, above the hinder portion of which is a bush of fur ; the articular

condyle is directed far forward ; the palp is set far back, behind the molar tubercle, its

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PABT LXVU.—1887.)
XxX 85
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first joint sliort, the second slightly constricted below the centre, with eleven or twelve

spines near the upper end passing round to the outer apex ; the third joint with the first

about equalling the length of the second, widening from the base for the first third of

its length, from that point narrowing to the apex, and fringed on the inner margin with

nineteen or twenty spines ; one spine or seta on the back near the base.

Loiver Lip.
—The front lobes strongly ciliated ; the mandibular processes rounded, a

little ciliated.

First Maxillae.—Inner plate small and narrow, carrying on the apex two unequal

plumose setse of no great length ; outer plate large, apical margin very oblique, furred,

the two lowest spines broad, multidentate, standing rather apart from the rest, the other

nine all powerful, the outermost with three lateral teeth, none of the others with less than

four ; the palp with the inner margin straight, the outer curving as the second joint

expands from a narrow base almost to the apex, which in our specimen in one of the pair

had eleven serrate spine-teeth and a spine, in the other eight spine-teeth and a spine.^

Second Maxilla.—The plates strongly ciliated, rather long and narrow, the outer

overtopping the inner ; the inner plate on the very sloping apical portion carrying

a row of spinules and a row of pectinate spines, ending below in a spiniform

plumose seta ;
the pectinate spines of the outer plate not confined to the apex, but

appearing some little way down the inner margin.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates short, rather rectangular, not reaching so far as the apex

of the first joint of the palp, the apical margin excavate, produced on the inner side, the

process carrying at its tip a minute tooth, two others equally minute being set at

intervals in the excavation ; the series of plumose setse of the inner margin is continued

round to the outer apex by cilia and spiniform setse ; the outer plates large, extending

beyond the second joint of the i^alp, the inner margin carrying fourteen little nodulous

teeth, while the apical border has two much larger teeth, the inner short and broad, the

outer somewhat longer and thinner
;
the plates carry also a row of spinules on the outer

surface near the inner margins ; the first joint of the palp is large, distaUy rounded, very
little shorter than the second joint ; the fourth joint ends in a very minute sharp nail,

and has on its inner border near the nail a row of five cilia.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates nearly as broad as deep, lower part of the plate

produced forwards, hind and lower margins nearly straight ; first joint short and massive,

subequal in length to the wrist and hand combined ; second, third and fourth joints

all short, compact, subequal in length ; the third and the wrist lightly furred

behind, the third having scarcely any free front margin, and the triangular, cup-shaped

wrist a very small free hind margin ;
the hand oblong, thickest near the base, the

front margin slightly convex, the hinder margin a little angularly concave, micro-

1 In Oncsimoides carinaUis in like manner the palp of the left maxilla showed twelve spiue-teeth, that of the right

maxilla only nine ;
see p. 649.
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scopically furred as far as the angle ; tlie palm at right augles to the hind margin,

convex, cut into irregular microscopic -teeth, defined by two strong spines, between

which the finger closes down
;
the finger, which neatly fits the palm, has, besides the dorsal

cilium, one on the inner margin near the hinge, and two on the side near the tooth of

the inner margin. There is a row of cilia on the hand on either side of the palm.

Second GnatJiopods.
—

Side-plates oblong, little rounded, much narrower than the

preceding pair. First joint elongate, narrow
;
second joint a little shorter than the

wrist ; third joint shorter than the second, furred behind, apically rounded and armed

with long pectinate spines ; the wrist furred almost all over, having the not unusual

scale-like ornaments on the breast ; from a narrow neck near the base the joint expands

evenly to its junction with the hand, here carrying on either side long pectinate spines ;

the hand a little shorter than the third joint, narrow at the base, front margin convex,

carrying several rows of curved spines pectinate on two edges, and occupying much of

the apical margin, this part carrying also a row of setules ; the very small finger set far

back closes tightly down upon the small, convex, inward-sloping, pectinate palm ; near

the nail the finger has a denticle on its inner margin ; the dorsal cilium is placed rather

nearer to the nail than to the hinge.

First Peraiopods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding pair-, but larger.

Branchial vesicles broad, without folds. First joint shorter than the second and third

united ; third joint scarcely produced downwards, much longer than fourth, subequal in

length to the fifth joint ; third, fourth and fifth joints with some very slender spines on

the hinder margin ; fifth joint narrow, with some short spines on the hinder margin ;

finger short, curved, with a very small dorsal cilium.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates very broad below, much excavated behind, the

joints similar to those of the preceding pair, the third, fourth and fifth rather smaller.

Tliird Perwopods.
—

Side-plates as broad as long, hinder lobe more outdrawn down-

wards than the front ; first joint broad, a little narrowed below, scarcely longer than its

breadth, attached to the middle of the lower margin of the side-plate by a sort of

pocket or fold of its front margin, front margin with half-a-dozen small spines, hinder

with six or seven minute notches ; the third joint broad, produced downwards behind,

some short spines and spine-like setse or seta-like spines on the margins ; the fourth joint

a little shorter than the third, with spines on the front margin ;
the fifth joint much

longer than the fourth, with very small spines on the front margin ; finger short, curved.

Fourth Perseopods.
—First joint longer than broad, attached as in the preceding pair,

its nearly straight front margin with few spines, the hind margin with distant notches
;

the third joint longer, less expanded in proportion to its length than in the preceding

pair, with two spines on its hind margin ; the fourth and fifth joints likewise longer; the

finger short.

Fifth Perseopods.
—These ore similar to the fourth pair, except that the first joint is
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much larger and much more expanded above and behind; the third joint has three

spines on the hind margin. The last five joints in this, as in the two preceding pairs,

are much smaller than the last five of the first perseopods.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines on the peduncle are slender, with three or four

retroverted teeth. The cleft spines are six in a series in the first and second pairs, five

in the third pair. The outer ramus has seventeen or eighteen joints, the inner from

fourteen to sixteen.

Uropods.
—The first pair with peduncles longer than the slender, pointed rami ; in

the figure, ur. 1., the flat instead of the side view of these is given; the edges of the

subequal rami are almost devoid of spines, but microscopically pectinate ; the peduncles of

the second pair scarcely as long as the rami, which are equal in length, with spines on the

borders as well as pectination ;
the third pair have the peduncles shorter than the rami ;

the outer ramus with a nail, somewhat longer than the inner, both pectinate on both

edges, with few spines and some plumose setae ; though shorter than the other two pairs,

they project further back.

Telson elongate, distally narrowing, projecting beyond the peduncles of the last

uropods ;
cleft not extending to the middle, more or less dehiscent for its whole length ;

the apices somewhat pointed, each containing a spine and a cilium; on each side near

the outer margin there is a feathered cilium above, and a small spine below, the top

of the cleft. In the figure, PI., the base of the telson is concealed by the peduncle of

the third uropods.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured from the front of the head

to the back of the second pleon-segment nearly two-fifths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 230, south of Japan, April 5, 1875 ; lat. 26° 29' N., long.

137° 57' E.; depth, 2425 fathoms; bottom, red clay ; bottom temperature, 35°"5. One

specimen ; surface.

Remarks.—The powerful muscles exhibited by the compact first gnathopods suggested

the specific name musculosus.

For the union of this species with Boeck's Orchomene, it is necessary in some respects

to curtail his definition of that genus, omitting the epithet prselongata, which he applies

to the inner plate of the first maxillae, and the epithet brevissima, which he applies to

the telson, as well as the statement that the telson does not reach the end of the peduncle

of the third uropods. His own figure of Orchomene pinguis disagrees with this part of

his definition, which may therefore well be dispensed with.

Orchomene ahyssorum, n. sp. (PI. XXL).

Head apparently without any rostral prominence, lateral lobes largely developed,

rounded ; back rounded
; pleon-segments as in Orchomene musculosus, except that the
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convexities of the lower and hind margins of the third segment meet in a less-rounded

angle.

Eyes not clearly perceived, but probably large.

U'pper Antennse as in Orchomene musculosus.

Loiver Antennie similar to those in the species just named, but the third joint as long

as the fifth, the fourth longer than either ;
the flagellum of fifteen joints.

Upper Lip.
—Front margin rounded in lateral view, apex strongly furred below.

Mmidihles as in Orchomene musculosus, but having the trunk narrower behind the

palp ;
the second joint of the palp more elongate, with eighteen to twenty spines on the

upper part ; and on the third joint three and twenty spines on the front margin.

Lower Lip and Maxillse as in the kindred species. In the first pair of maxillae the

spines on one maxilla do not appear to agree exactly in dentation with those on the

other, and in the two species some variation would probably be found upon a comparison

of spine with spine.

Maxillipeds differing but slightly from those of Orchomene musculosus, the little

marginal teeth of the outer plates being only eleven in number, the first joint of the

palp rather less developed ;
the slender terminal joint has two ciha beside the slender

spine-like nail, one on the pectinate inner margin not far from the nail, and a longer one

on the outer margin also not far from the nail ; near the base is a small depression on

the outer margin, but without a cilium present in our specimen.

First Gnathop>ods.
—

Side-plates longer than broad, a little widened below, scarcely

produced forwards, front margin nearly straight. First joint reaching beyond the side-

plate, as long as the rest of the limb, not broad or expanded at any part ; the remainder

of the limb not massive as in Orchomene musculosus, but otherwise showing a remarkable

similarity in detail ; the pectination of the palm differs a little in the two species, but

this minute character might vary in difi"erent specimens of the same species.

Second Gnathopods with the hand rather longer than the third joint, its hinder

margin concave, strongly produced to antagonize with the minute finger, the very oblique

lower margin being set with eight or nine curved spines, so graduated that in one of the

gnathopods their tips presented an even line in continuation of the hinder margin of the

hand. These spines are partially serrate on the inner side, and have an accessory thread

at the tip, giving the tip a rather ragged appearance. The limb in general resembles that

in Orchomene musculosus, and has the same delicate furring of the wrist, but the hand is

considerably more produced, so as to be on a minute scale chelate rather than subchelate.

First Peneopods.
—

Side-plates long and narrow, of almost even width throughout.

First joint reaching just to the end of the side-plate, shorter than the second and third

united.

Second Perxop)ods.
—

Side-plates a httle longer than those of the preceding pair, not

double the width at the acute lower angle of the hinder excavation. First joint not
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reaching tlae end of the side-plate, the limb in general like that of the preceding pair,

with the fifth joint rather shorter.

Third Perasoj^ods.
—Branchial vesicles large, with a long slender appendage arising

near the top of the main sac. The first joint longer than broad, with the front margin

nearly straight.

Fourth Perseopods.
—First joint long, not much broader above than below.

Fifth Perseopods.
—The first joint large, of even breadth for much of its length,

below less abruptly narrowed than in Orchomene musculosus, with which in general this

and the other pairs of perseopods closely agree.

Pleopods.
—The two cou^aling spines are very small, each with three lateral retro-

verted teeth in addition to the terminal hook. In the first pair the inner ramus carries

seven cleft spines, in the third pair six ; the joints of the rami number from sixteen

to twenty.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the third pair much longer than the subequal, slender,

stiliform rami, which carry very few and small spines ; peduncles of the second pair

longer than the rami
; the outer ramus longer and broader than the inner, with twelve

small spines set closely along its upper margin, the inner ramus with three spines on its

upper margin at a distance from the apex ; peduncles of the third pair as long as the

shorter ramus, the rami broad, lanceolate, reaching much beyond the preceding paii's,

the lower rather longer than the upper, ending with a nail, the spines on both few and

small, some plumose setse on the margins.

Telson much longer than its greatest breadth, reaching beyond the peduncles of the

third uropods, cleft beyond the middle, slightly dehiscent almost the whole length of the

cleft portion, each apex carrying a small spine ; three small sjiines at intervals along

each lateral margin.

Length.-
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the front of the head

to the Ijack of the third pleon-segment, exclusively therefore of the antennse, three-tenths

of an inch.

ZocaZ%.—Station 323, east of Buenos Ajtcs, February 28, 1876; lat. 35° 39' S.,

long. 50° 47' W.; depth, 1900 fiithoms
; bottom, blue mud; bottom temperature, 33°'l.

One specimen, male.

Remarks.—The specific name has been given in allusion to the great depth from

which the species is reported to have come. The single specimen, a male (as shown by
the ventral appendages of the seventh segment of the perseon), was mounted during the

voyage. Had this species been taken within any reasonable distance of Orchomene

musculosus, the resemblance is so great that one might have been tempted to disregard

the points of difi'erence as due to some other cause than difference of species. It might

be an accident that has caused one to be reported from the surface, and the other
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from so great a depth as 1900 fathoms, but that the Stations at which the two species

were obtained are separated by nearly half the circumference of the globe is a circum-

stance not open to any such explanation. The first pair of side-plates, the hands of the

second gnathopods, and the postero-lateral angles of the third pleon-segment are service-

able marks for distinguishing the two species.

Orckomene cavimanus, n. sp. (PI. XXIL).

Rostrum obsolete, lateral lobes of the head produced, much rounded ; postero-lateral

angles of the third pleon-segment scarcely rounded, fourth pleon-segment with a dorsal

depression, and the hinder part of the dorsal margin forming a sharpened point slightly

tip-tilted and raised above the succeeding segment ; sixth segment ridged on each side

of the telson.

Uyes large, placed near the front of the head, wider below than above.

Upper Antennse.—First joint tumid, second and third very short, third excavated

belows flagellum of thirteen joints, the first as long as five of the following joints together,

the brush of cylinders in ten or eleven rows, cylinders on many of the other joints also ;

secondary flagellum of five joints, of which the first is much the longest.

Loiver Antennse.—Gland-cone moderately prominent but small, third joint longer

than the composite first and second, and as long as the fifth joint ;
fourth joint longer

than the fifth, both being furred on the upper margin ; flagellum of fifteen or sixteen

small joints in the female specimen here described.

Epistome prominent, with a rounded lobe curving down just over and in front of the

top of the upper lip. The Plate gives a figure representing the epistome between the

palps of the two mandibles, with the upper lip, two mandibles, and lower lip in position ;

the left mandible with its secondary plate is shown projecting a little in advance of the

right mandible ;
the inner side of the right mandible is figured on the other side of

the Plate.

The Mandibles and Lower Lip resemble those of Orchomene musculosus, luit with

the parts adjacent to the molar tubercle less furred, and the palps more slenderly built,

the third joint being also shorter in comparison with the second.

First Maxillw similar to those of Orchomene musculosus, but the inner plate more

elongated.

Second Maxillse.—Outer plate broader than inner, not very much longer, spine-

fringed border not very oblique ; armature of inner plate as in Orchomene musculosus.

Maxillip)eds narrow, inner plates reaching nearly as far as the apex of the first joint of

the palp, with three teeth on the straight apical margin ; outer plates scarcely reaching as

far forward as second joint of palp, with fourteen small nodulous teeth on the inner, and

reaching round to the apical margin, with two much larger teeth on the outer part of
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the apical margin, the outer of the two being the longer and thinner; the first joint of

the palp substantial, nearly as long as the second, the fourth joint slender, with a small

nail
;
a dorsal cilium near the nail, and a row of four cilia near it on the inner surface.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates widened below but not much outdrawn in front ;

first joint of great thickness, exceeding in length the third, fourth and fifth united ; the

second, third and fourth subequal in length ;
the second with several setse along its hind

border, the third with no free front border, the hind border furred, carrying a group of

spines near the apex ; the small free hind margin of the triangular cup-like wrist furred ;

the hand oblong, but a good deal broader at the base than at the palm ; both hand and

finger very similar in the details to those of Orchomene musculosus.

Second Gnathopods.
—These difi'er from those of Orchoviene musculosus in that the

wrist is not longer than the second joint, and, instead of being most expanded close to

the apex, is here most expanded midway between the third and fifth joint, so as to have

a plump instead of an elongate appearance ;
the hand is also less elongate, and the little

palm is deeply excavate, the process which bounds it being squared and pectinate

apically, carrying a pectinate spine ; the inner end of the finger appears to be armed wdth

a brush of microscopic cilia or denticles, and when this antagonizes with the hinder

process of the palm there is a clear space left between the palm and inner margin of the

finger. The marsupial plate is narrow, with very long setse.

First Perwopods.
—The oblong side-plates are of even width throughout. The

branchial vesicles are very long and very broad except at the neck, wdthout folds. The

joints of the limb similar to those in OrchoTnene musculosus, with which in general

the other limbs also agree.

Third Perseop)ods.-
—The side-plates rather less elongated behind.

Fourth Pe7-ieopods.
—The branchial vesicle behind the neck presents two lobes, one

ascending the other descending, below and in front of which the main part of the vesicle

consists of a large circular expansion, against which lies a narrow accessory sac of about

equal length, curved at the tip.

Fifth PersBopod.
—The branchial vesicle is here a simple sac which rises a little

above and descends a great way below its point of attachment ; the outline is convex in

front, concave behind, the straight upper margin running obliquely downwards to form

a small but conspicuous backw^ard-directed process. The first joint of the limb is extremely

expanded behind and only very slightly narrowed below.

Pleopods of the third pair with four cleft spines on the first joint of the inner ramus,

those of the second pair with five.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair considerably longer than the rami

;
rami

slender, with few spines, a series of five on one edge of the outer, of four on one edge of

the shorter inner ramus ; edges of the rami microscopically pectinate ; peduncles of the

second pair longer than the rami, which are equal in length to one another ; peduncles of
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the tliird pair shorter than the rami, rami lanceolate, with few spines, the inner finely

pointed, not reaching to the nail of the outer, both bordered within with plumose seta3.

Telson extending fully as far back as the peduncles of the third uropods, cleft for

three-quarters of its length, narrowed distally, a spine above and another below the middle

of each outer margin, and one in each apex ; all these with accessory threads.

Length, without the antennse, two-fifths of an inch.

Locality.
—

Kerguelen Island. The particular place or depth was not recorded in

regard to the specimen figured and described. A second specimen was taken at the

surface in Betsy Cove, and a third at Station 149h, oft" Cumberland Bay; depth,

127 fathoms
; bottom, volcanic mud.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the cavity in the palm of the second gnathojiods.

In the course of the description the differences have been noticed between this and the

very similar species, OrcJiomene musculosus, taken at an enormously distant station to

the south of Japan. The present species agrees better with Boeck's definition of

OrcJiomene in so far as the inner plate of the first maxilte is elongate, but agrees worse

with it, in so far as the large outer plates of the maxillipeds, though perhaps extending

as far as the second joint of the palp, cannot be said, in accordance with the definition,

to extend beyond it. Boeck himself does not seem to have laid much stress on the latter

point, since, in describing Orchomeyie serratus, the type species, he says that the outer

plates of the maxillipeds reach about to the end of the second joint of the palp.

Genus Lysianax, altered from Lysianassa, preoccupied.

LysiaiMssa, Milne-Edwards, 1830.

For the original definition, see Note on Milne-Edwards, 1830 (p. 141). Boeck, in

1872, thus defines this genus, which, since its first institution, has been much

subdivided :
—

" Mandibulse mala in margine anteriore dente parvo, sed longo, tenui instructa ; ^Dalpo

elongato, in eadem altitudine ac tuberculo molari minuto afiixo.

" Maxillae Imi paris lamina interna permagna, in apice setam jiarvam aut obsoletam

gerenti.

"Maxillae 2di paris lamina iuteriore lata, exteriore angusta.
" Pedes maxillares lamina exteriore ovata vixqve in margine interiore nodulosa, uou

ad finem articuli 2di palpi elongati augustiqve porrecta ;
lamina interiore elongata.

" Antennae superiores articulo pedunculi 2do et 3tio paulo elongatis.
" Pedes Imi paris manu non subcheliformi

; articulo 5to elongato, apicem versus

attenuato ; ungve parvo.
" Pedes saltatorii elongati ;

ramis paris ultimi brevioribus qvam pedunculo, setosis.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PAKT LXVII. 1887.) XxX 86
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"
Appendix caudalis parva, Integra, postice rotundata."

In this definition, in the account of the mandibuhir palp, I propose to insert the

words vel profundius before affixo, in the description of the telson to place instead of

postice rotundata the words vel parum incisa, and in that of the maxillipeds to omit the

measurement of the outer plates.

Lysianax variegatus (Stimpson) (PL XXIII.).

1855. Anonyx variegatus, Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliiladelpliia, p. 394,

1862. Lijsianassa variegata, Sp. Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amphip. Crust., p. 67, pi. x.
fig. 7.

Head short, rostrum minute, lateral lobes produced into a rounded angle ; back

rounded, slightly hairy ; third segment of the pleou with lower margin upturned, so that

the postero-lateral tooth, which is not a very sharp one, comes high up on the hind

margin ; the fourth segment but little dorsally depressed, the sixth produced far along

the sides of the telson.

Eyes large, reniform, bending round from the top of the head to the lateral lobes,

very dark-coloured in the spirit-specimens, the ocelli numbering perhaps a hundred and

fifty.

Upper Antennse.—The first joint tumid, not very long, carrying some groups of setae

as well as a row of feathered cilia; the second joint, though much shorter and narrower

than the first, is much longer than the third ; the flagellum of eight joints, of which the

first is rather shorter than the second of the peduncle, the cylinders of the brush forming

some fifteen rows in this narrow space; the remaining joints, becoming successively shorter

and much narrower, likewise have cylinders; the secondary flagellum is of four joints, the

last minute, the first nearly as long as the first of the primary.

Lower Antenii^.—The gland-cone not very prominent, the third joint short, the

proportions of the fourth and fifth not constant ;
in a specimen with an eight-jointed

flagellum the fifth joint of the peduncle, as shown in fig. B, did not very greatly exceed

the length of the fourth joint, whereas in the specimen represented in fig.
C the fifth

joint is double the length of the fourth, and the fourth is much inflated; both joints have

groups of cilia on the upper edge, the fifth joint has its lower margin smoothly convex,

and instead of being widened distally as in the smaller form, is distally narrowed ; this

is evidently the form belonging to the adult male ;
there are calceoli with their attendant

cilia on many of the fifty-three joints of the slender flagellum ;
the calceolus is of narrow

oval form with continuous rim. With the form of the male antennae above described

may be compared the figures in the British Sessile-eyed Crustacea of the lower antennas

of the species there called Lysianossa longicm'nis and Anonyx longicornis ; a similar

form of the lower antennse in the male is to be met with in genera outside of the

Lysianassidse.

Epistome presents a rounded lobe ascending almost to meet the triangular lateral
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lobes of the head ; the front edge of its thin plate seems to be sharp, and is very

straight. In one specimen there Avas a little tooth in the front part of the rounded top.

Upper Lip) short, its distal edge densely fringed with short fur.

Mandibles.—These are very long and naiTOw; the cutting edge has at the top a little

pointed tooth, the lower border almost or quite entire ;
I was not able to perceive any

trace of a secondary plate, though the rudiment of one might have been present

notwithstanding, concealed by the folding of the principal plate, but what could be seen

of the new mandible in preparation, which is perfectly flat, gave no indication of this ;

the spine-row consists of three curved spines not far from the cutting-plate, followed by
a long close-set row of short thick cilia, reaching to the small, triangular, ciliate, not

dentate, molar tubercle
;

at a considerable distance behind this rises the palp, its first

joint comparatively long, the long second joint with its lower part thickest, cariying a

row of eight or nine pectinate spines at the distal end ;
the third joint curved, not twice

as long as the first, the two together scarcely equalling the length of the second, with

spines on the middle of tlie inner margin and on the apex, and adpressed cilia on the

surface. The articular condyle, which in some genera overlaps the base of the palp, is

here at an immense distance from it, being just over the three spines of the spine row.

Loiver Lip much furred round the apex and long inner margins ;
the mandibular

processes narrow, not much produced.

First Maxilla}.—Inner plate long, narrow, ciliated, with an almost pointed apex,

without any setse in the specimens examined
;
outer plate large, the somewhat sloping

apical border fringed with eleven spines, of which seven are stout, those near the inner

margin especially broad and multidentate, but inserted below the uppermost spines are

four slender and curved ones apically forked but not otherwise dentate
;

the palp is

slender, its second joint apically divided into five or six small teeth, beside which a spine

rises from an indent on the outer margin.

Second Maxilla^.—The inner plate as long as the outer, and broader
;
a row of fifteen

pectinate spines from the apex some way down its inner margin ;
the apical border of

the outer plate is crowned with much longer spines which over-arch those of the inner

plate.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates very long, reaching beyond the middle of the second joint

of the palp, inner margins densely clothed with cilia, in the adult hiding the apical

outward-sloping margin, which in a young specimen can be seen to possess three minute

teeth or prominences indicative of teeth ; the outer plates very large, projecting rather

beyond the second joint of the palp, with no sign of teeth or spines on the indentured

inner and apical border ; of the setiform spines on the inner border of the third joint

the shorter ones have unusually thick accessory threads ;
second joint of the palp much

longer than the first ; finger very small, much shorter than the third joint, with a slender

adpressed denticle lying along the base of the small spiniform nail.
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First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates broad, much produced iu front below
; first joint

scarcely reaching to the lower rim of the side-plate, of nearly equal breadth throughout,

with setae on the front margin ;
third joint short, triangular, hind margin convex, furred,

with set£e near the apex ; wrist stout, scarcely as long as the hand, with the front margin

almost adjoining the second joint, the hind margin where free a little furred, with setae at

the apex ; the hand at its base narrower than the wrist, distally scarcely broader than the

base of the finger, where it has a tuft of small spines or setae
;
the borders are rather

sinuous (though considerably less so than in the figure gn. 1. c), with some setae on the

hinder one; the finger is short, very slightly curved, seemingly with no capacity for

bending against the hand ; it has a denticle like that in the finger of the maxillipeds.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates widening gradually and slightly downwards
;

first

joint as long as the third, fourth and fifth combined, distally widening and bending

backwards ; second joint rather longer than the wrist, third joint much shorter, narrow

at the base, then expanding, the very convex hinder margin furred, and having a group

of spiny setae near the apex ;
the wrist starting with a narrow neck swells out and again

narrows somewhat apically ;
it is densely furred almost all over, and has scale-like

ornaments on the breast ; the hand, narrow at the base, widens a good deal towards the

distal end ;
it is densely furred, some of the cilia outstanding, others adpressed and grace-

fully waved ;
near the palm on the breast some scales are conspicuous ;

the convex palm

is set on both sides with minute straight cilia, and forms a recess with the apical portion

of the hind margin, into which the short finger closes down ; the finger, set at some

distance from the front margin of the hand, is thick at the l.iase, over-arched with many

spines set in rows upon the hand's front or apical margin, the spines of various lengths,

but each seemingly having a short tooth on the convex side before the apex is reached.

The branchial vesicles of this and the following pairs exhibit many cross folds or

pockets ; they narrow towards the distal end.

First Perseopods,
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding pair; third joint

longer than fourth, apex produced downwards ; long, finely plumose setae on the hind

borders of both third and fourth joints, and a row of ten spines along the hind border of

the fifth joint, which equals the third in length ; the third, fourth and fifth are edged on

both borders with cilia apparently in simple rows, not thickly set so as to constitute

furring ;
the finger curved, with clean edges, except for the dorsal cilium.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates broad, the excavation not carried far down, the joints

similar to those of the preceding pair, except that the fifth is a little shorter, with nine

spines instead of ten. The branchial vesicle with a large accessory pocket at the top.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates much broader than deep, broader below than above ;

first joint broad, rounded, the very convex front margin furred above, with long set«

below, some short spines on difi'erent parts ;
the serration of the hind margin presenting

only five points above and three small indents lower down, each carrying a cilium ;
the
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third joint dilated centrally and produced downwards behind, with set« on both margins

and spines on the front one ; the fourth joint short, dilated below ; the fifth joint much

longer and narrower, both with groups of spines in front ;
the finger curved, clean-edged,

but at the forward-bulging curve just below the hinge microscopically furred.

The Fourth and Fifth Perseopods are similar to the third, but with the various joints

more elongate, the first joint in each being outdrawn downwards, narrowly in the

fourth and more broadly in the fifth pair.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines, examined only in a small specimen, had two lateral

teeth and a small one at the apex ;
the number of the cleft spines was not ascertained.

Uropods.
—The first pair extend back some way beyond the other two pairs ; they

have the peduncles longer than the rami, carrying a few curved spines, and are, like the

whole group of these uropods, finely ciliated on the edges ;
the rami are straight,

slender, edged with spines, equal in length, the tips scarcely curved ;
of the second pair

the peduncles are equal to the longer of the two rami, which are slender and very

slio-htly curved ;
the peduncles of the third pair are longer than the rami, and have spines

on the outer and plumose setae on the inner of their upper edges ;
of the rami, which are

broadly lanceolate, the outer is rather the longer, both have long plumose setae on the

inner edges, the inner also some spines on its outer edge.

Telson short, not very much longer than broad, reaching but a little way down the

peduncles of the third uropods, not much contracted distally, the distal end squared,

broken by a gaping notch measuring not one-fifth of the total length of the telson ;
on

either side just above the level of the top of the notch is a small spine, above this again

a small and a larger feathered seta.

Length.
—

Specimen A measured, in the position figured, from the forehead to the

end of the second segment of the pleon, two fifths of an inch, so that the total length of

this, which was not the largest specimen, would be nearly three-fifths of an inch.

Locality.
—Simon's Bay, Cape of Good Hope; depth, 18 fathoms.

RemarJcs.—The account which Stimpson gives of his Anonyx variegatus is as follows :

—"
Large, slightly compressed ;

back rounded, smooth and glossy, with a sinus at the

abdomen. Antennae about equal in length, the superior ones thickened to the origin of

the accessory fiagellum, which is short and hair-like, equal in size with the true flagellum.

Eyes large, black, reniform. First pair of legs with an elongated, tapering hand and a

minute finger; basal joints of the posterior pairs smooth. Caudal stylets elongated and

slender. Colour yellowish mottled with brown, with scattered white dots. Length,

•08 inch. On sandy bottoms in the circumlittoral zone. Hab. Cape of Good Hope, at

Simon's Bay."

Spence Bate gives the length of the specimen sent him by Stimpson as
" about ^ths

of an inch," in other words, about three-fifths of an inch. Since Stimpson himself
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describes the species as large, it may be taken for granted that "
"08 inch

"
in his account

is a misprint for
"

'8 inch," equivalent to four-fifths of an inch. There can, I think, be

no doubt that the Challenger species is identical with Stimpson's, and though the incised

apex of the telson and the palp on the mandible set far behind the molar tubercle are

features that will not agree with Boeck's definition of Lysianassa, I think that Spence

Bate rightly referred this S23ecies to that genus. It is the definition of the genus that

must be modified, not the species that ought to suffer exclusion.

Genus Lepidepecreum, Bate and Westwood, 1868.

For the original definition of the genus, see Note on Bate and Westwood, 1868

(p. 373); now that the genus is somewhat better known, it may be defined as follows :
—

Upper Antennw with the secondary appendage small or rudimentary.

Loiver Antennse with the third joint comj^aratively long.

Mandibles with the palp narrow, set well behind the dentate molar tubercle.

First Maxillw.—Inner plate not elongate, carrying two plumose setae at the apex ;

outer plate with one of its eleven dentate spines standing a little apart from the rest ;

the palp carrying several little spine-teeth and one spine on the truncate apex.

Second Maxill^e.—The outer plate a little longer than the inner, hoih plates rather

narrow and elongate.

Maxillipcds.
—Outer plate with a few nodulous teeth on the inner margin, the plate

reaching beyond the rather short second joint of the palp ;
the fourth joint of the palp

ending in a sharp nail.

First GnatJiopods not robust, hand and wrist subequal in length, hand subcheli-

form.
r

Second Gnathopods with the hinder margin of the hand outdrawn.

Telson more or less cleft.

There is only the minute rudiment of a secondary appendage on the upper antennae

of the type species of Lepidepecreum. A small and two-jointed appendage is figured

for Lysianassa umbo, Goes, which Boeck calls Orchomene umbo, but which G. 0. Sars

would refer to Lepidepecreum. The species here referred to that genus has numerous

points of similarity with the species described by Goes.

Lepidepecreumforaminiferunfi, n. sp. (PI. XXIV.).

A small rostrum
;
lateral lobes of the head outdrawn, very long and narrow ; the

whole animal dorsally sharply ridged from one end to the other, on the last two segments

of the peraeon and first three of the pleon the ridge forming a distal tooth ; the lower
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edges of the first four pairs of side-plates and of the first joints of the last three pairs of

perseopods brought so closely into contiguity from either side of the body as to form a

straight ridge scarcely less sharp than the carina of the almost semicircular dorsal line.

From the very narrow front the body bulges greatly to the fourth or fifth peraeon-

segment, and then again narrows to end as sharply as it begins. Of the perseon-segments

the fourth, fifth, and sixth are the longest and deepest. The third segment of the pleon

has the postero-lateral angles sharp, in the slightest degree upturned. The fourth

segment has a deep dorsal depression, the part behind the dorsal depression strongly tip-

tilted, the sixth ridged on the back on either side of the telson.

Eyes not discovered.

Ul^per Antenna?.— In the male, first joint large and broad, the upper ridge continued

into a process overhanging the second joint ; the second and third joints short, very much

narrower than the first
;
the flagellum of six joints, the first broad at the base, tapering,

as long as the other five united, with four rows of cylinders near the distal end
; cylinders

also on the next three joints ; the secondary flagellum very slender, of three joints,

together not equal in length to the first of the primary; of the three, the first longer than

the second, the third minute. In the female these antennae are slightly more slender,

the flagellum of five joints, with the first not quite so long as the other four united, the

secondary flagellum two-jointed.

Lower Antennae.—Gland-cone prominent, third, fourth, and fifth joints subequal in

length in the male, the fifth slightly the longest, the flagellum in one of the pair of

antennae attaining the number of thirty-six joints, the first longer than the next two

together, the joints all gradually tapering, not bulging distally. In the female the third

joint is as long as the fourth, and each of these much longer than the fifth, while the

flagellum consists of four or five slender joints. In both sexes the fourth and fifth joints

of the peduncle are more or less ciliated above.

Epistome.
—The front of the animal is formed by the dorsal ridge of the first perason-

segment, the head and the upper antennae, so that it would be inaccurate to speak of the

epistome as prominent, but when the head and mouth-organs are detached and viewed

without the antennae, the expression would become appropriate.

Mandibles.—The cuttins; edg-e convex, with a small downward directed tooth at the

top, and a very small forward directed tooth behind the rounded lower angle ; secondary

plate strap-shaped, bent, the apex cut seemingly into three denticles ; spine-row of three

slightly curved spines ;
the molar tubercle well forward near the spine-row, its oval crown

set with rows of denticles, and a central row of four or five more prominent and isolated

than the rest ;
the slender palp, set far back, has on the long second joint near the apex

a row of six or seven spines, increasing successively in length as they approach the apex ;

on the upper half of the third joint eleven spines, the first six separated by a slight

interval from the apical five.
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Lower Li]).
—Forward lobes strongly furred on the inner margins, their outer margins

and the mandibular processes uuciliated.

First MaxiUie.—The inner plate rather small, with two plumose setae of unequal

size at the apex ;
the outer plate large, the innermost of the apical spines standing out

a little apart from the other six strong ones, these and the four more slender ones a

little below all strongly dentate ;
the palp with seven small teeth and a ciliated spine on

its truncate apex, the teeth in one of the pair of maxillse appearing to be longer than

those in the other.

Second Maxillie.—The inner plate not much shorter than the outer, with six spines

on the apex, three on the inner border, and a plumose seta, the border below this seta

being, in common with the surface of the plate, very finely ciliated (not coarsely as in

the figure mx, 2, ^ ) ;
several curved pectinate spines on the apex of the outer plate,

one rising from the inner margin just below the apex.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates reaching as far as the apex of the first joint of the palp,

with plumose setse on the inner margin, on the apical margin three teeth, followed by
two curved pectinate spines, the shorter outermost ; the outer plates reaching beyond the

second joint of the palp, with eight small teeth on the inner margin, not adjoining but

spaced, and a single less-embedded tooth on the apical margin ;
second joint of palp

scarcely longer than first ; fourth joint with a slender nail, a dorsal cilium near the centre,

and a cilium on the inner margin near the nail.

First GnatJi02Mds.
—

Side-plates triangular at the base, then oblong, with a slightly

curved lower margin ;
the first joint longer than all the rest of the limb, a little

expanded in the lower half; the third joint scarcely longer than the second, furred

behind, with some spines near the apex ;
wrist long, furred behind

;
hand subequal in

length to the wrist, nearly parallel-sided, much longer than broad
; palm slightly concave

and oblique, defined by two long spines ; finger not longer than palm, with a dorsal

cilium, and one or two cilia near the tooth on the inner margin.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates long. Branchial vesicle with a narrow lobe

below. First joint slightly expanded and scarcely bent below, not reaching to the end

of the side-plate, and not as long as the third, fourth and fifth joints united
;
second

joint subequal in length to the wrist
;
third joint shorter, flask-shaped, furred behind,

two short setse near the rounded apex ;
wrist flask-sha23ed, lightly furred on the front

margin, the side, and the breast, which has also the microscopic fan-shaped scales

common in this family ;
the hand subequal to the third joint, narrow at the neck,

then expanding, the hinder margin outdrawn so that the palm slopes inward with the

minute finger resting close upon it, the anterior part of the apical margin occupied

by a small number of the usual spines ;
on difi"erent parts of the hand there are cilia

longer than those composing the fur
; the finger is set back from the front margin of

the hand, with the outdrawn hinder portion of which it forms a minute chela ; it is
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stout at its base, aud ends in a narrow hooked nail ; the dorsal cilium is fixed at about the

centre.

First Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates long, expanding gradually from above
;

first and

second joints together not reaching to the end of the side-plates ; third joint broader

but not so long as the fourth
;
fourth not so long as the fifth, some fine setae on the

hinder margin of the second, third and fourth joints, on the fifth three or four cilia

at intervals on each margin, and on the hinder two small inward-curving spines

close to the finger-joint; the finger long and slender, with a dorsal cilium close to the

hinge.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with a rather deep but not wide excavation.

Fourth and fifth joints rather shorter than in the preceding pair.

Third Peraiopods.
—

Side-plates with breadth and depth subequal. First joint a

little longer than broad, of nearly even diameter throughout, with spines on the front

margin, the hinder serrate
; the third joint expanded, produced behind, longer and

much broader than the fourth ; the fourth shorter than the fifth, which is straight,

narrow, somewhat tapering ;
one or two spines on each of the three last-mentioned

joints ; the finger long, thin, and straight, but the whole of the limb beyond the first

joint insignificant in size compared with that joint, and that joint itself considerably

smaller than the side-j^late.

Fourth Peraiopods.
—The side-plates with front and hind margins parallel, lower

margin outdrawn behind in a rounded lobe ; first joint longer than that of preceding

pair, front margin not spined above ;
in other respects the joints very similar to those

of the preceding pair, the third a little less expanded.

Fifth Perieopods.
—First joint very large, upper and front margins nearly straight,

hinder very convex, the narrowed part below partly overlapping the third joint, front

margin spined nearly to the top, hinder serrate, this joint much longer than the other

five united
; spines on both margins and some setee on the front margin of the expanded

third joint, which is produced downwards behind
;

the fourth joint short, the fifth

subequal in length to the third, the finger slender, slightly curved at the tip, not

stumpy as it happened to be abnormally in the specimen figured.

Pleopods.
—The cleft spines form a row of five in the first pair, of four in each of the

following pairs. The round-headed spines on the peduncles of the first pair appeared

to have three retroverted teeth. The joints of the rami numbered from fourteen to

seventeen.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of first pair longer than the rami, outer ramus with four

spines along the margin, longer than the inner, which has two spines ; both peduncles

and rami microscopically pectinate ; peduncles of the second pair slightly longer than

the rami ; outer ramus longer than inner and with more numerous spines ;
third pair

with the rami broadly lanceolate, a little longer than the peduncles, each spined on one

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PAET LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 87
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border, the longer, which is the lower and inner, also with plumose setse and a con-

spicuous nail.

Telson, in one specimen, female, not reaching the distal end of the peduncles of the

third uropods, in another specimen, male, reaching beyond them ; cleft not so far as the

centre, not dehiscent, a spine in each half of the apex, a feathered cilium on each side

about level with the top of the cleft, and two spines lower down.

Length of female, in the position figured, one -fifth of an inch ;
two other specimens

the same size ; two much smaller.

Locality.
—Station 149h, off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen, Januar)^ 29, 1874; depth,

127 fathoms; bottom, volcanic mud. Five specimens. Dredged.

Remarks. —The specific name alludes both to the general appearance of this

compact and rounded little species, and to the little bright spots looking like perfora-

tions in the integument, to each of which a microscopic cilium appears to be attached.

The figure of the third perseopod indicates this character. The species seems to have

some affinity with Boeck's genus Menigrates, but in that genus the mandibles are described

as very short, with a short palp, and the first gnathopods as very robust, with the hand

scarcely subcheliform. In Orchomene, which comes near to Menigrates, the hands in

question are very short, robust, longer than the triangular carpus. Ambasia has the

third joint of the lower antennje elongate, but was in other respects unsuitable. Lepide-

'pecreum seems to be the genus in which the present species can be most appropriately

placed.

Genus Socarnoides, n. gen.

Mandibles very elongate.

Lower Lip with front and hind lobes outdrawn, narrow.

First Maxillie having the inner plate devoid of plumose setse, and the second joint

of the palp without apical spine-teeth.

MaxilUpeds with the inner and outer plates long, apically narrowed, the outer plates

extending far along the third joint of the palp, without teeth or nodules on the inner

margin ; palp narrow, second joint very long.

Second Uropods witli the iimer branch incised.

Telson little cleft.

Remarks.—From Boeck's Socarnes (see Note on Boeck, 1870, p. 397) the present

genus difi'ers chiefly in the apically narrowed plates, both outer and inner, of the

maxillipeds, and the smooth inner margin of their inner plates, as well as in the

absence of setse from the inner plates and of teeth from the palps of the first

maxillae.
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Socarnoides hergueleni, n. sp. (PL XXV.).

A compact species with all the side-plates and the coxos of the last three pairs of

perseopods well developed, but the terminal joints of the legs and the uropods of small

size. Scattered hairs rise along the back from the head, the perteon and the three large

anterior segments of the pleon. Eostrum obsolete ;
lateral angles of the head rounded,

projecting. Third segment of pleon with lower hinder angles rounded.

Eyes large, reniform
; crystal cones short, some sixty or seventy in number.

Upper Antennae.—First joint tumid, longer than the two following joints of peduncle

combined, carrying several feathered cilia on the convex upper margin ;
third joint

scarcely if at all shorter than second, both narrowing distally ; flagellum of eight joints,

first shorter and much thinner than third joint of peduncle, as long as three that follow,

but these and the remaining joints are quite small. They carry filamentary cylinders

and cilia. The slender secondar}- flagellum of four joints is nearly as long as the first

four joints of the primary, its first joint shorter than that of the primary, and its fourth

joint minute.

Loiver Antennse.—Slender, first three joints very short, the fourth a little widened

distally, as long as the fifth of the peduncle and the first of the flagellum together ;

flagellum tapering, consisting of seven joints, the first as long as the second and third

united ; the seventh minute.

Epistome prominent, the lower part drawn down into a sharp point in front of the

furred and rounded distal border of the Upper Lip.

Mandibles narrow and elongated ; cutting edge with a small tooth at the top ;

secondary plate of the left mandible linear, perhaps distally dentate
; spine-row of three

short curved spines ;
molar tubercle little prominent, with no show of teeth but bordered

with short cilia. The articular condyle projects forward above the space between the spine-

row and the molar tubercle. The palp is shorter than the trunk of the mandible, inserted

far behind the molar tubercle
;
the first joint short, the third curved, shorter than the

second
;
there are two small setae at the apex of the third, and two near the distal end of

the second. The third joint of the palp was accidentally missing in the specimen from

which the figures m.in. were di-awn.

Lower Lip prominently ciliated round the free borders except on the narrow man-

dibular processes, which have but few cilia. The cilia are crowded on the narrow distal

portion of the front lobes ; centrally these latter are wider in proportion than represented

in the figure, the delicate texture and the structure of the organ making it diflicult to

flatten it out for drawing under the microscope. It should be remembered that the lips

and maxillipeds in situ are often far from being the flattened objects to which it is

necessary to reduce them in mounted preparations for drawing the details under high

powers.
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First Maxillie.—luuer plate slender, distal portion ciliated; outer plate carrpng

distally seven thick dentate spines, the innermost having eight (and sometimes more)

teeth on its edge besides the apical one ;
four other spines, much more slender, of

varying length, and but little dentate, are ranged on the side of the plate ; the surface of

the plate is ciliated near the spines ; the enlarged figure shows the growth of the new

spines within the plate, in which it will be observed that the innermost spine above

mentioned faces in the opposite direction to that which it has when set free. The palp

is a thin broad plate set upon a very short first joint ;
the basal is much broader than the

distal half, which is bluntly pointed, and has slight serrations round the apex.

Second Maxillse.—Inner plate a little shorter than the outer, ciliated on the inner

border, a row of seven or eight serrate spines at and near the apex. Outer plate ciliated,

apically armed with setse and spines ;
the spines more or less serrate distally with curved

tips, one conspicuously longer than the rest, not serrate, a little clubbed at the end.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates reaching as far as the distal end of the second joint of

palp, tapering almost to a point, with one little spine-tooth on the inner side of the

apex, and one or two similar teeth and some small setse on the distally serrate outer

margin. Outer plate large, reaching far along the third joint of the palp or beyond it,

the apex obtusely pointed, the inner margin with a solitary seta. There is an appearance

of canals within the substance of the plate radiating towards the outer margin and distal

part of the inner margin, the margin itself being microscopically indented in corre-

spondence with the ends of these canals. First joint of palp with a seta at the distal end

of its very short inner margin ;
second joint with its inner border twice as long as .the

outer border of the first joint, having three long and one or two short setse at and near

the distal end ; third joint longer than first, longer and less dilated than shown in the

foreshortened figure, borders naked except distally ; fourth joint small, tapering, second

half narrowed somewhat suddenly, ending in a short sharp nail with a cilium on each

side of it.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates broad, with a few cilia on the surface near the front

and lower margins, and a small notch near the distal end of the hind margin. First

joint a little curved, widened distally, having five setse on the front border ; second joint

with five on the hind margin, two of them very short
;
third joint triangular, hinder part

a little furred, with a group of setse distally ;
wrist (not furred as it is in Lysianassa

kidderi, S. I. Smith), subequal in length to the hand, but stouter, with distally a small

group of setse in front and a large one behind ;
hand tapering, having in front some slight

setse, and a row of six behind along the inner side of the margin, with three longer and

two short ones on the outer side of it. Most of these setse narrow a little abruptly near

the middle as if two-jointed. The finger short, with a curved nail, set on the extremity

of the hand so as to leave no palm.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates narrower than those of first segment, cihated and
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notched iu the same way, outer niargm convex, hinder nearly straight. Branchial

vesicle with a fold near the base. First joint a little curved, slightly dilated distally, with

one 01 two fine setse on the antero-distal part of the margin ;
second joint much longer

than third, with the lower half of hinder part furred, and one terminal seta ;
third joint

short, shaped like a pipe-bowl, furred behind, carrying one or two setae
;
wrist equal in

length to second joint, considerably longer than the hand, thickly furred nearly all over
;

hand longer than broad, densely furred, hinder margin running out into a small thumb

beset with short spines ; close to the thumb is set the short finger, thick at the base, the

much-curved nail over-arching the thumb. Between the front margin of the hand and

the finger is a bunch of straight spines, greatly varying in length, with curved tips.

First Perwopods.
—

Side-plates like those of the second segment. Two setse on hind

border of second joint ;
third joint longer and much wider than the fourth joint or the

fifth, with one seta on the outdrawn antero-distal angle, and four on the hind margin ;

fourth joint wider but shorter than fifth, with four setse on the hind margin ; fifth joint

narrow, with four short setse on the hind margin and a spine at the junction with the

finger, a cilium in front not one-third of the margin's length from the end, a bunch of

cilia at the end
; finger curved, with the usual cilium near the beginning of the front

margin.

Second Pera^opods.
—

Side-plates broad, excavated behind. The leg not materially

difi"ering from the preceding.

Third Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates broad, front margin very convex, front lobe descending

decidedly below the hinder one
;

first joint very large, very convex in front, widest

above ;
front margin carrying two spines in the upper part, in the lower serrate part

spines and setse alternating ;
hinder margin notched, with cilia in the notches ; the short

second joint is overlapped by the hinder lobe of the first joint ; the third joint is shorter

than the fifth, distended in the middle, having three setse on the front margin, and two

spines on the hinder one ; fourth joint shorter than third, with one or two spines and

setse ;
fifth joint slender, with three pairs of spines on the front border, the hinder margin

and finger as in the first perseopods.

Fourth Peraiopods.
—First joint much longer and a little wider than that of the third

perseopods ;
its third joint on a larger scale, longer than the fifth joint, the armature of

the joints in general similar to that of the preceding and following pairs of legs.

Fifth Per3B0])ods.
—First joint a very irregular oval, much longer and considerably

wider than the first joint of the fourth perseopods, the third joint less developed than in

that limb ; on the hinder margin of the third joint a row of three spines, on the outdrawn

apex two and a seta.

Pleopods.
—

Eight to ten articulations compose the rami
;
there are ten plumose setse

on the dilated l^asal joint of the outer ramus.

Uropods.
—Peduncle of first pair rather longer than the rami, outer ramus rather
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longer than inner, the latter with one spine, the former with three spines on the margin ;

second pair shorter than first, peduncle a little longer than rami, rami subequal, outer

with four spines on the margin, inner with a small one before the middle and a larger one

some way beyond the middle of the margin, at a point where the ramus is deeply notched

and narrowed, as in species of Ichnopus and some other genera. Third pair shorter than

second, peduncle outdrawn to a spine-tipped point on the inner side
;
outer ramus longer

than inner, with a nail bearing an accessory thread near the tip on the outer side ;

adjoining the nail on the inner side is a spine with an accessory thread on the inner side.

The inner ramus has a cilium on the inner margin near the base, and one in a small slit

in its sharp apex. In the smaller specimen the details of spines and cilia showed some

variation ;
for example, in the second uropods the outer ramus had two spines instead of

four, the inner had one instead of two.

Telson small, reaching beyond the outdrawn sides of the sixth pleon-segment,

narrowing distally, carrying near the border on each side, beyond the middle, a long and

a short plumose cilium ;
a little beyond these the slit begins, each terminal triangle

having in its blunt apex a cilium and a spine with an accessory thread rising nearer the

base of the spine than its apex.

Lengt of larger specimen, with tail folded in and antennae bent down, less than a

quarter of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 1 4 9e, Greenland Harbour, Kerguelen, January 21, 1874; depth,

30 fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. Two specimens. Dredged.

Station 149h, ofi" Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen, January 29, 1874; depth, 127

fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. One specimen. Dredged.
I

Remarks.—Through the kindness of Professor S. I. Smith, I have had the opportunity

of comparing this species with a specimen of Lysianassa kidderi, to which it shows some

resemblance, but the diiferences are very decisive. In that species the outer plate of the

maxillipeds is rounded ;
in the first gnathopods the first joint is not bent ;

in the second

gnathopods the wrist is not so long as in the present species ;
the side-plates in the fourth

segment, and the first joints of the last three pairs of peraeopods, all differ strikingly ; the

telson is slightly excavated, not cleft.

Genus Ambada, A. Boeck, 1870.

For the original definition of this genus, see Note on Boeck, 1870 (p. 397). To

include the species here described, it must be modified by omitting the epithet
" minima"

from the description of the inner plate of the first pair of maxilla3, and the epithet
"

fissa
"
from the description of the telson.
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Amhasia integricauda, n. sp. (PI. XXVI.).

This minute species externally, except in colour, so much resembled Socarnoides

hergtieleni, that the single specimen was dissected before the differences were appreciated,

hence no whole figure could be given, and the line in the plate indicating the natural

size is an estimate instead of a measurement. The specimen was a female with eggs.

There are some small scattered hairs on the back. The hinder lateral angle is rounded

in each of the first three segments of the pleon, rather sharply so in the third, which has

the lower half of the lateral margin outdrawn
;
the fourth segment without any dorsal

saddle-shaped depression.

Eyes present ; shape not observed.

Uiyper Antenna tapering, first joint long and stout, with a few fine scattered hairs,

second joint half the length of first, third not much shorter than second, flagellum of

five joints together shorter than first joint of peduncle. To these joints are attached

cylindrical appendages, most of which surpass in length the whole flagellum. In the

slender two-jointed secondary flagellum the first joint is slightly longer than the first

joint of the primary, the second shorter than the second of the same, tipped with fine

hairs.

Lotver Antenna.—The opening of the coiled gland not conical ; the third joint as

long as the fourth
; the latter a little curved and rather longer than the fifth ; the whole

peduncle slender, not tapering ;
the flagellum of four joints, the last one minute

;
there

are long tapering setse on the three last joints both of the peduncle and of the flagellum.

Mandibles broad at the base, narrowing to a neck in advance of the cutting edge.

The cutting edge is convex, rounded below, with a slightly prominent angle or tooth

above. Behind this angle a sort of dentation or wrinkling appears; the secondary plate

of the left mandible rather broad, with a convex front edge. In the Plate the outer

surfaces of the mandibles are shown, so that the left mandible is represented by the

figure m on the right hand ; the true shape of its cutting-edge and secondary plate will be

best discerned in the interior of the figure, which shows the new mandible in preparation

for appearance after the next skin-shedding. The spine-row consists of three very short

serrate spines. The palp has the first joint unusually long, subequal in length to the

third ;
the margins are naked, the second joint has a small spine or seta close to the

distal end, the third joint is tipped with two setae of about its own length, and has on

the side the fine adpressed hairs usual in this joint.

Lower Lip.
—Mandibular processes elongate.

First Maxilla}.—Inner plate broad, distally rounded, with one short hair-like seta at

the inner distal angle ;
outer plate rather broad, distally edged with a row of seven

variously denticulate spines, the outer ones stoutest and least denticulate, and a row of

four smaller spines, scarcely denticulate; palp with first joint short, second long, over-
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topping the outer plate, tipped with four short slightly sinuous spines, and having its

inner margin and sides hairy. The figure shows the growth of the new inner and outer

plates within the old ones.

Second Maxillas.—Outer plate a little broader than inner and a little overtopping it,

distally tipped with seven or eight weak spines a little curved, and about the same

number of shorter straight ones. The distal end of the inner plate bordered with six

or seven weak spines, the row ending up with a seta on the inner margin. Fine hairs

project along the major part of the otherwise smooth inner margin.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates long, narrow, with outer margin slightly bowed, reaching

beyond the first joint of the palp ;
distal margin indented, and perhaps armed with three

small teeth, a few small setse on the inner distal and near the distal margin ; outer

plates very large, broad, the rounded distal edges reaching halfway along the third

joint of the palp ; inner and distal margins faintly crenulated, quite naked, though
within the border there is a show of preparation for spines or setEe

; some way within

the inner and not very far from the distal border there is one spinule. Palp with first

joint broadest, outer edge much longer than inner, the latter carrying distally one seta
;

second joint with outer edge shorter than inner, the latter fringed with ten or eleven

setse
;
third joint narrow, with five setfe, three on distal half of inner margin ;

fourth

joint very small, divided between nail and finger.

The little triturating organs show on each of the pair a row of from nine to ten

serrate spines.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plate irregularly triangular, with some short hairs within

the broad distal border and a notch at the posterior distal angle. First joint a little

widened distally, two short hairs on front margin ;
hinder part of the short second and

third joints furred with short hairs, wrist and hand subequal in length, wrist a little

widened distally, front margin curved, two or three setae at infero-posterior angle ; hand

tapering, setse on or near hinder margin few and short, no noticeable palm ; finger short.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates less widened below than those of the first segment
so as to form more of a parallelogram than a triangle, otherwise similar; first joint

narrow, with one seta on the front margin ;
second joint longer than third ; third shaped

like the bowl of a pipe ;
wrist longer than hand, a brush of fine hairs on the hinder side

followed by one seta near the distal end
;
hand furred almost all over, hinder margin

longer than front, running out into a small thumb, close to which is placed the finger

with a broad base and a narrow terminal hook beset with short cilia. The sloping distal

margin of the hand in front of the finger carries four large spines graduated in length

from before backwards, all with terminal accessory threads
;
other less powerful spines

are set more on the side of the hand, and the hinder border is fringed with tooth-like

spines.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates like those of the second segment; they fully cover the
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first two joints of the leg ;
third joint longer than fourth, shorter than fifth, wider than

either, a little outdrawn antero-distally, with three longer and two shorter setse on the

hind margin; fourth and fifth joints slender, with few setee, and one spinule at the

postero-distal angle of the fifth joint ; finger long and curved.

Second Pereeopods.
—

Side-plates deeply excavate behind, deeper than their greatest

breadth
;
branchiae on this pair, no doubt accidentally, very small.

T/iiixl Perseopods.
—

Side-plate much larger than first joint of leg, only slightly bilobed,

hinder much less curved than anterior margin ; first joint subcircular, some cilia on lower

part of anterior margin ;
second and third joints both considerably shorter than in the

two preceding pairs.

Fourth Perssopods.
—

Side-plate squarish, smaller than first joint; the latter ovoid,

infero-posteriorly produced, ciliated in front
;
the third joint wider, not longer than in

the preceding pair.

Fifth Pcrieopods.
—

Side-plates smaller than the preceding pair, having like them a

minute infero-posterior notch ;
first joint much broader and longer than in the preceding

pair, front margin naked except at the lower angle, hinder margin irregularly rounded,

crenulate, produced below\ The two next joints as in the preceding pair. The fourth

fifth, and sixth joints were missing from the last four pairs of perssopods.

Pleopods.-
—These are rather peculiar in structure The broad peduncle carries two

branches very differently shaped ;
the outer branch has its first joint nearly as long as

the peduncle, very broad near the base, ciliated on the outer edge round the broadest

part, and wdth six plumose bristles along the lower part, increasing in length as they

approach the short second joint ;
the third joint is narrower than the second ; the fourth,

much narrower and shorter than the third, concludes the series. They are furnished

with the usual long plumose setas. The inner branch has the first joint long and narrow,

together with the short second joint equalling the length of the first joint of the outer

branch, like which it has a third and fourth joint but no more
;
in the third pair the

second joint is coalesced with the first. The two coupling spines are very small and

slender and appear to be quite straight. A single short bent spine at the distal end of

the first joint of the inner ramus seems to be the representative of the cleft spines.

Uropods.
—The first pair have the peduncle equal in length to the outer ramus

;
the

inner ramus is a little shorter. On the peduncle there are three spines with accessor)'

threads near the tips ;
there is one on the outer and probably also one on the inner

ramus. The second pair are shorter than the first
;
the peduncle subequal in length to

the outer ramus, which is rather longer than the inner ; each ramus has one spine and the

inner edge finely pectinate. The third pair is much shorter than the second, the outer

ramus longer than the inner, and about as long as the peduncle, with a terminal nail so

large as almost to look like a second joint. On the inner ramus there is a ciliuni near

the base. The edges of both rami are like those of the second pair.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVn.— 1887.) Xxx 88
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Telson.—Broad at base, tapering to a rounded end, without suture or emargination ;

on either side of the apex there is a long cilium, and a very short one on either side

higher up.

Length less than three-twentieths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 149d, Eoyal Sound, Kerguelen, January 20, 1874; depth, 28

fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. One specimen.

Remarks.—The colour of the specimen in spirit was greyish. The Challenger species

diifers from Boeck's Ambasia daaielssenii by having the inner plate of the first maxillae

moderately large, the first joint of the flagellum of the upper antennae but little longer

than the second, the fourth pleon-segment without a dorsal depression, and the telson

not cleft. The specific name integricauda is intended to call attention to this last-

mentioned circumstance.

Genus Amaryllis, Haswell, 1880.

1880. Amaryllis, Haswell, On Australian Amphipoda, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., vol. iv. p. 253.

1882. Amaryllis, Haswell, Catalogue of the Australian Stalk and Sessile-eyed Crustacea, p. 227.

Mr. Haswell's definition is as follows :
—

"
Superior antennte with a well-developed appendage. Mandibles with a palp.

Maxillipedes with well-developed squamiform plates. Anterior gnathopoda subpediform.

Posterior gnathopoda imperfectly subchelate. Eami of the fourth and fifth pleopoda

styliform ; those of sixth pair broad, lanceolate. Telson squamiform, cleft."

He places it in the subfamily Stegocephalides of the British Museum Catalogue, the

definition of which he gives in Spence Bate's words :^
"
Superior and inferior antennae subequal. Coxae of the second pair of gnathopoda

and of the first and second pairs of pereiopoda monstrously developed ; second ])im

broader than the preceding. Pereiopoda subequal. Last three pairs of pleopoda styliform.

Telson single."

From the Stegocephalides of Spence Bate, however, Amaryllis differs in having only

the coxae or side-plates of the second peraeopods monstrously developed, and in having a

well-developed secondary appendage on the upper antennae, while the genera assigned to

the Stegocephalides have none or only a rudimentary one.

From the Stegocephaliuas of Boeck Amaryllis is separated by having a three-jointed

palp on the mandibles and by not having a palp on the first maxillae, as well as by other

characters. It can better stand among the Lysianassidae. In the definition which Boeck

gives of his subfamily Lysianassinae, it will be necessary, with a view to this genus, and

in a less degree with a view to Boeck's own genus Aristias, to prefix the word 2)lcrumque

to the epithet perimrvo applied to the second and third joints of the peduncle of the
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upper antennjB. In regard to the first joint of the flagellum of the upper antennae,

Amar^yllis must stand as an exception within the family.

To suit the transfer of the genus to a different family, the following new definition is

proposed :
—

Upper Antennie, contrary to the general character of the family, having the second

joint of the peduncle not very short, and the first of the flagellum not very long, devoid

of a conspicuous brush.

Mandibles.—The spine-row containing many spines ; the molar tubercle ciliated, not

dentate
;
the palp set behind the middle of the trunk.

First Maxillw.—The inner plate carrying two plumose setas
; palp wanting.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates reaching beyond the first joint of the palj) ;

the outer

plates large, without spine-teeth ; the fourth joint of the palp small, obtuse, without a nail.

First Gnatliopods, not subchelate.

Side-plates of the fourth person-segment greatly developed.

Telson cleft.

Amaryllis hathycephalus, n. sp. (PL XXVII.
).

Head very deep, rostrum minute, the sides of the head scarcely outdrawn in a

flattened lobe between the upper and lower antennae, this sinuous portion being marked

oS" from the lower part by a small incision ; the last two segments of the perfeon deeper

than those preceding them
;
the first three segments of the pleon with the postero-lateral

angles acute, in the third segment abruptly upturned so as to leave a little pocket low

down in the hinder margin of the segment ; the dorsal depression of the fourth segment

very shallow.

Eyes large, inversely lageniform, being larger above than below, the ocelli small.

Up>per Antennse.—First joint cylindrical, more than twice as long as broad, equalling

in length the two following joints of the peduncle added to the first of the flagellum ;

the second joint rather longer than the third, the third longer than the first of the

flagellum ; the flagellum of ten or eleven joints successively decreasing in thickness, all

provided with long cylinders, the first joint not longer than the second ; the secondary

flagellum of three joints equalling in length the first three of the primary.

Lower Antennse shorter than the upper, the peduncle rather longer than that of the

upper antennse; first joint strongly lobed below, gland-cone slight but prominent, third

joint short, fourth rather longer and thicker than fifth, equalling in length the first three

of the flagellum ; flagellum slender, of nine joints, of which the first is the longest.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge very slightly convex, with a tooth above and another below
;

secondary plate of the left mandible widened distally and divided into five or six not very

prominent teeth ; spine-row of several short spines set among cilia ;
molar tubercle weak,
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armed apparently only with cilia, many of which are directed backwards
; palp set some

way back, over the backward-turned molar tubercle
;

first joint short, second without

spines (in our specimen), third short, together with the first not equalling the length of

the second, with four or five spines on or close to the apex, and many adpressed cilia on

its surface ;
there is a small raised process of the trunk midway between the palp and the

cutting edge.

Loioer Lip with the cilia on the apex of the forward lobes almost spiniform ;
a small

projecting lobe on the inner margin a little below the apex.

First Maxillie.—Inner plate short, an irregular oval, with two short, unequal, plumose

set£e on the inner side of the rounded apex ; outer plate long, with some cilia-like spines

just below the apical margin, the dentate spines strong, no doubt eleven in number, but

so crowded together that they cannot easily be counted
;
the lowest and innermost spine

wdth four or five lateral teeth, that represented in the Plate with only one being no

doubt accidentally broken ;
the next spine to this in the lower row has eleven small

lateral teeth, the others fewer. I have not been able to find any trace of a palp, unless

a little fold of the outer margin of the outer plate may point to a lost inheritance.

Second Maxillie.—The outer plate longer than the inner, and rather broader, both

narrowing distally, the spines of the outer plate descending further along the inner

border than those of the inner plate ;
the outer plate also with three or four small

feathered spines descending its outer margin.

Alaxillijyeds.
—Inner prismatic plates extending much beyond the first joint of the

palp, the upper part of the inner margin strongly furred with cilia which pass over to

the outer corner of the apex ; apical margin undulating into three prominences, the most

advanced being the inner one, each having a spine-tooth which in our specimen does not

project beyond the margin ; a small spine is on the outer margin just below the apex ;

the outer plates of thin texture, broad, apically rounded, extending beyond the second

joint of the palp, seemingly unarmed except for fine hairs on the surface and for cilia-

like spines within the inner margin, not reaching beyond it ; first joint of the palp short,

with a seta at the apex on each side, second joint longer than first, but itself rather

short, with half a dozen setae on the inner margin ; third joint longer than the first, with

a few setse at and near the apex ; finger somewhat conical, very short, without a nail,

at the apex carrying two long setse.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small, triangular, much overlapped l)y those of the

second segment, not reaching down to the lower part of the head or base of the lower

antennfe. First joint of the limb attached low down on the side-plate, beyond which it

projects far, narrow, longer than the third, fourth, and fifth joints united, with very short

setse at intervals on the front margin ;
second joint longer than the third, not quite so

long as the fourth
;
the third triangular, with the point downwards ;

the wrist more or

less triangular, with the point upwards ; there are pectinate spines on the hind margin of
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this and the two preceding joints ;
the hand considerably longer than the wrist, tapering

distally so as to have no palm, almost the whole of the hinder margin pectinate, with

setae at intervals, and a few pectinate spines on the side
; finger short, curved, with a

dorsal cilium near the hinge, one on the inner margin, and one or two at the nail.

Second Gnathojwds.
—

Side-plates small and narrow, longer than those of the first

segment. First joint narrow, a little bent back distally, about equal in length to the

wrist and hand united
;

second joint longer than the third, shorter than the hand ;

third joint with a solitary cilia-like spine near the pointed apex ; wrist longer than the

hand, with the hind margin straight, furred, and carrying some pectinate spines, chiefly

at the lower end, the front margin nearly parallel with it, smooth
; the hand long,

dilating gradually towards the palm, wider than the wrist, furred on the hinder margin,
with groups of pectinate spines on the lower part of it ; the palm oblique, slightly

sinuous, with a row of three short stout spines near the angle on one side and one or

two more on the other, cilia along its course, and some minute pectination ;
the small,

curved finger, hinged very near the front margin amid over-arching pectinate spines,

does not nearly reach the end of the palm ; its dorsal cilium is very long.

First Peraiopods.
—

Side-plates narrow, oblong, with a distally narrowed termina-

tion, a little longer than those of the preceding segment. First joint shorter than

the side-plate, its front margin straight, the hind convex, with very short setae at

intervals
;
third joint broader than fourth, ec[ual in length, scarcely decurrent

;
fourth

joint shorter than the fifth, with three spines along the hind margin ; fifth joint with

the hind margin straight, front convex, armed only with some minute cilia
; finger

straight to the sharp, slightl}^ curved tip ;
dorsal cilium close to the hinge, very small.

Second Peraiopods.
—

Side-jilates greatly developed, the front margin straight, ex-

tending forward below the head, the side-plates of the three previous segments forming
a triangle, the apex of which is shut in below by the lower angle of the head on one side

and the fourth side-plate on the other
;

its lower margin is curved, and the curve is

continued so as to form a large rounded lobe behind, where the excavation causes the

upper part of the side-plate to be not more than one-third the width of the lower part ;

there are minute cilia set round the edge and on some other parts ;
the joints of the limb

are similar to those of the preceding pair, but the fourth and fifth joints are here a little

shorter.

Third Perseopods.
—The side-plates with the hinder lobe produced much below the

front one ; the first joint with the front margin nearly straight and armed with a few

small spines, the hinder margin sinuous, running out into a smooth-edged, rounded,

backward-directed lobe, so as to be much broader below than above ; second joint over-

lapped behind by the lobe just mentioned
;

the third joint very much broader than the

fourth, decurrent, spined on both borders
; fourth joint shorter than the hand, spincd on

the front margin, largely overlapped behind b}^ the decurrent part of the third joint ;
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hand with some small spines on the front margin, this joint and the finger very similar

to these in the two preceding pairs.

Fourth Perwopods.-
—

Side-plates small, somewhat produced downwards behind. First

joint a broad oval, the lower lobe behind overlapping the second joint, the front

margin with strong spines except at the upper part, the hinder margin not strongly

serrate ;
the third joint broad, decurrent, spined on both margins ; the rest of the liml)

Fifth Perwoioods.
—The first joint broader and longer than that of the preceding pair,

front margin spined, hinder serrate, with its broadly rounded lower lobe produced beyond
the second joint ;

third joint narrower than in the two preceding pairs ;
in other respects

the joints similar to those of the third j^erseopods.

Pleopods.
—There are some slender spines on the margins of the peduncles ; the

coupling spines are slender, with two lateral retroverted teeth and the apices acute, little

bent ;
there are two cleft spines in the second pair, only one in the third pair ;

the arms

of the cleft are nearly equal, apparently neither of them having a spoon-shaped

termination; the joints of the rami number from eight to eleven.

Uropods.-
—The ]^)eduncles of the first pair longer than the rami

;
the rami stiliform,

with few marginal spines, the outer ramus longer than the inner
; peduncles of the second

pair about equal to the rami, inner ramus longer than the outer, projecting beyond the

rami of the third pair ; peduncles of the third pair shorter than the rami, which are

subequal, not very broadly lanceolate, with three marginal spines on the outer side of

the outer ramus.

Telson not reaching nearly to the end of the peduncles of the third uropods,

longer than broad, cleft scarcely beyond the centre, not dehiscent, with convex sides

narrowing distally, the apices rounded.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured from the rostrum to the

back of third pleon-segment a little over one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 161, off Melbourne, April 1, 1874; depth, 33 fathoms; bottom,

sand. One specimen. Trawled.

Remarhs.—The specific name, from /3a6w, deep, and KecjyaXy], a head, refers to the

very conspicuous depth of the head in this species.

Through the kindness of Mr. W. A. Haswell I have had an opportunity of comparing
the present species with a specimen of his Amaryllis hrevicornis, which he distinguishes

from his Amaryllis macrophthalmus only by the greater shortness of the antennae. The

specimen he sent me was a female with young, and there can be in my opinion no doubt

that hrevicornis should be entered as a synonym of mcccrophthcdnms. From this the

Challenger sjpecies difters, not only in having much less numerously jointed flagella to

the antennae, the secondary of the upper having three joints instead of thirteen (in the
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specimen sent me by Mr. Haswell), but also in several detcails of the mouth-organs, and

in having a shorter wrist to the first gnathopods, the hand of the second more expanded

distally, the side-plates of the fourth pera3on-segment rounded behind instead of squared,

those of the fifth segment more and more narrowly produced downwards behind, and

the first joint of the third perseopods pear-shaped, being narrow above and postero-

distally expanded.

Amaryllis haswclli, n. sp. (PI. XXVIIL).

Head similiar to that of Amaryllis bathycephalus, with a rather stronger rostrum, the

whole animal of rather narrower habit than that species ; postero-lateral angles of the

third j)leon-segment acute, not upturned, the hinder margin bulging a little beyond
the point and so forming a little pocket, which occurs in all the three species of the

genus at present known.

Eyes probably present, but not clearly observed.

Upper Antennae.—The first joint of the peduncle elongate, with a depression above

near the base, distally prolonged on the inner side into a tooth more than half the length

of the following joint ;
the second joint shorter and much thinner than the first, about

three times as long as the third, having a short distal tooth
;
third a little longer than the

first joint of the twenty-four-jointed flagellum, the joints of which carry not very con-

spicuous cylinders ;
the secondary flagellum of four slender joints, the first two together

scarcely exceeding in length the first of the primary.

Loioer Antenna}.—The first joint very much outdrawn below, the gland-cone small,

the third joint short
;
the fourth joint nearly twice as long as the fifth, as long as the

first of the upper antennae without the tooth
;
the fifth joint rather longer than the

first four of the twenty-two joints of the flagellum.

Triturating Organs.
—These present a row of a few spine-teeth, short, stout, serrate on

both margins, followed by a row of similar spines, but more numerous and rather longer

and thinner, beyond these again a close-set fringe of bristles appearing.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge slightly convex, with a small tooth at the top, the

secondary plate of the left mandible with the distal edge obscurely dentate ; the spine-

row as in the preceding species consisting of numerous spines among cilia ;
that some

of the ten spines were slender and others stumpy was probably due to the more worn

condition of the latter
;
molar tubercle weak, directed backwards, set only with cilia ;

the articular condyle advanced over the spine-row ;
the palj) set rather far back over the

molar tubercle, the long second joint without spines ;
the third joint, together with the

first not quite equalling the length of the second, having nine spines along the upper

part of the inner margin, one at the apex very large, and adpressed cUia as usual on the

surface. In the Plate the outside of the left mandible is represented in the lower
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figure 'HI, so that the secondary plate, spine-row, and molar tubercle are not in view

except so far as their position may be gathered through the partial transparency of the

mandible.

Lower Lip.
—The forward lobes strongly ciliated on the apical and inner margins,

scarcely dehiscent ;
the mandibular processes long, narrow, curving outwards.

First Maxilla).—Inner plate small, with two unequal plumose setae on the apex ; the

outer plate also closely resembling that in Amaryllis hathycephalus, with eleven strong,

variously dentate spines at the distal end, and a small fold of the outer margin near the base.

Second Maxilla) scarcely diifering from those of Amaryllis hathycephalus, the outer

plate less narrowed apically than the inner.

Maxillipeds.
—Similar to those of the species just mentioned, but differing in having

the inner plates rather shorter and broader, with the apical margin less oblique, and in

having the apical margin of the outer plates less evenly rounded. The fourth joint of

the palp is narrow, its obtuse apex carrying two setse ;
it it not quite so small as in the

two comjianion species.

First (rTiai/io^oc/.s-.—Side-plates small, more than half concealed by those of the next

segment, the length and breadth equal, the front and lower margins rounded, the

hinder straight, the first joint attached at the lower hinder extremity, greater in breadth

throughout than any other joint, and nearly or quite equalling the united length of the

four following ; numerous setge on the sinuous front margin, a few on the straight hind

margin, which has a long tuft at the end
;

the second joint widened below, as long as

the third; the third pointed below; the wrist longer than the long tapering hand, carrying
on its hinder margin several groups of spiniform setse such as occur in smaller numbers

on the two previous joints ; the hand is strongly pectinate along the hind border,

where it also has spines and setae ; there are also groups of sette along the surface,

besides some small ones on the front border
;
there is no palm ; the small curved finger

has a tooth lying along the inner edge near the nail
;

it has also a dorsal cilium near the

hinge, and one or two cilia on the inner margin.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates more than twice as long as those of the preceding

segment, the back border angled below the centre, the lower border a little serrate and

crenulate, not ragged as in the figure gn. 2. The branchial vesicles from a narrow neck

expanding at once to the greatest breadth, thence narrow gently downwards, and are

as long as the first joint of the limb. The marsupial plates narrow, with small cilia

on the front margin ; on the hind margin and apex no setae were present in our specimen,
but the points of attachment indicated that they either had been or were to be. The first

joint of the limb not so long as wrist and hand united, attached just above the angle of

the hind margin of the side-plate, below bending a little backwards ;
the second joint

longer than the third
; the thii'd ending in a long triangle with three or four cilia-like

set^ on the hind margin; the wrist very long and narrow, nearly twice as long as the
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liaiicl, the hind margin densely furred for most of its length, the setae few, some long

ones at the apex ;
the hand long and narrow, furred densely along the hind margin ;

with several spine-like setaj on the lower part ; on the lower part of the front margin

some very long spines, besides smaller ones, over-arching the small much-curved finger,

which nearly covers the narrow apical or palm margin of the hand.

First Perxopods.
—

Side-plates oblong, nairow, reaching over the lower front angle

of the head, the lower border serrate at each end and slightly crenate in the middle.

The marsupial plates longer than the first joint of the limb, distally bent. The

first joint long and narrow, reaching beyond the side-plate ; the third joint not so

long as the fourth or fifth, with five groups of setae on the hinder, and two or

three on the front margin ;
the fourth and fifth joints equal in length, both carrying-

setae and spines, the fifth having a row of eight spines on the hind margin ;
the finger

short, worn at the tip.

Second Perseoiwds.
—

Side-plates very broad, except at the excavation, which does

not extend far down, the front margin straight, and so also the hind margin below

the excavation, the front and hind margins slightly diverging downwards
;

the first

joint not reaching beyond the side-plate, the third, fourth, and fifth joints subequal ;

the limb in general like that of the preceding segment.

Third Perieopods.
—The side-plates much wider than the first joint of the limb, the

back lobe produced considerably below the front one. The first joint scarcely longer

than broad, front margin a little convex, with spines at six points, the hind margin

irregular, not much serrate, producing the greatest width two-thii'ds of the way down,

then with an oblique curve reaching but not overlapping the second joint ;
the thiixl

joint somewhat decurrent, longer and much broader than the following joint, with spines

at five points in front and three behind
; the fourth joint shorter than the fifth and

scarcely broader, with spines at four points in front ;
the fifth joint somewhat longer

than the third, with spines at seven points in front ; finger not a third of the length of

the preceding joint, with a rounded end as if worn by use.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates broader below than above, with the angles behind

rounded, but squarish in general appearance. Branchial vesicles of the general form of

an oval, bent very much forwards and in front, at the neck having an accessory vesicle

attached, of something the same shape, on a very much smaller scale. The first joint

is oblong, with a rounded lower margin just overlapping the short second joint, the

front margin spined, the hind margin irregularly serrate ;
the lower joints of the limb

missing.

Fifth Perieopods.
—The side-plates with the hind margin more convex than in the

preceding segment. Branchial vesicles small, looking like a wide flask, narrow-

mouthed, attached by its handle. The first joint similar to that of the 2>receding

pair, but larger, and with the lower margin squared and roughly serrate, the third joint

(zooL. CHALL. EXP.—PART Lxvii.— 1887.) Xxx 89
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a little decurrent, with four groups of spiues on each margin ;
the remaining joints as in

the third pair, but they are now missing.

Pleopods.
—Peduncles with a few setae or slender spines on the peduncles ;

no coupling

spines perceived ;
the cleft spines of the inner ramus four in number ; the joints of the

rami about sixteen to eighteen in number.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the first pair somewhat longer than the stiliform rami;

the peduncles of the second pair shorter than the lower ramus, which stands a little

within the shorter upper ramus ; the latter is bordered with eight strong spines, the

former has half a dozen on its inner edge, and below these a longer one on a rounded

point, below which the ramus is suddenly constricted, as in Ichnopus and various other

genera ;
the peduncles of the third pair shorter than the stiliform, subequal rami, both of

which have some spines on the margins.

Telson not reaching the end of the peduncles of the third pair, narrowed below, cleft

a little beyond the centre, a little dehiscent below, especially at the apices, where the

inner margins curve a little outwards ;
cilia on the apices and near the lateral margins

some way below the top of the cleft.

Length of the specimen, seven-fifteenths of an inch.

Zoco/%.—Station 78, off the Azores, July 10, 1873 ;
lat. 37° 26' N., long. 25° 13' W.;

depth, 1000 fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. One specimen ;
female. Dredged.

Remarks.—The specific name is given in compliment to Mr. W. A. Haswell, by whom

the genus Amaryllis was instituted.

From the other two species of the same genus, as well as from all other known sj^eeies

of the Lysianassidge, this is remarkably distinguished by the long second joint of the upper

antennae. The exceptional character of the form gives a sort of guarantee that it was

actually obtained from the exceptional depth of 1000 fathoms.

Amaryllis macrophthalmus, Haswell, juv. (PI. XXIX.).

It was not tiU very long after the Plate had been engraved for this species that I

received a specimen of Mr. HasweU's Ama7'yllis brevicornis, which is in my opinion

synonymous with his Amaryllis macrophthalmus. The little specimen now to be

described was taken at an enormous distance from Australia, and if no regard be paid to

the differences which exist between the young and adults of Amphipoda, as of most other

animals, it would be easy to consider it a new species.

The bodj^ compact ;
head deep, reaching to the fourth side-plate, between which and

the head the other three side-plates are as it were shut in ; the mouth-organs projecting

conspicuously ;
the postero-lateral angles of the third pleon-segment acute, not upturned.

Eyes small.
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Upper Antennw.—First joint scarcely longer tbiiu the two following united
;

flagellum of five joints, together not longer than the peduncle ; secondary flagellum of

two joints, not so long as the first two of the primary.

Lower Antennse.—Gland-cone prominent, third joint very short, fourth longer and

thicker than fifth
; flagellum tapering, of five joints, the first as long as the fifth joint of

the peduncle.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge smooth, with a small tooth at the upper corner ; secondary

plate of the left mandible with the broad apical margin cut into four or five denticles

facing towards the cutting edge ;
the spine-row of six or seven small spines ; the

molar tubercle not prominent, directed backwards, a little ciliated ; the palp set rather

far back, just over the molar tubercle, the third joint not much shorter than the second,

with conspicuous adpressed cilia, and at the apex three setae. The shaft of the mandil^le

is rather less slender than it appears in the position represented in the figures m.m.

First Maxillfe.—Inner plate oval, only one plumose seta observed on the apex ; outer

plate seemingly with nine denticulate spines, no palp.

Second Maxillie.—Inner plate with seven or eight apical spines or setse
;
outer plate

rather longer than the inner, similarly furnished.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates very long, the apical margin with two little cavities

between the three teeth, below which are some spines on the outer margin ;
outer plates

broad and long, one long seta far down on the inner margin, the rest of which is smooth,

the apical margin scarcely crenate ; the third joint of the palp nearly equal in length to

the second ; the fourth minute, without a nail, tipped with two setse.

First Gnathop)ods.
—The first joint longer than the next three together, the second

longer than the third, and as long as the fourth, all these four carrying apical spines

behind ; the hand longer than the wrist, tapering distally, with a few setse on or near the

hind margin and apically in front
;
the hind margin strongly pectinate, with no palm

margin ; the finger short, a little curved, with a dorsal cilium near the hinge, and one or

two Ipng along the inner edge by the nail.

Second Gnathopods.
—First joint projecting beyond the side-plate, not as long as the

wrist and hand together ;
second joint longer than the third, the wrist longer than the

hand, parallel-sided for most of its length, tufted with fur on the hind margin, where also

apically it has some long setse ; hand long, almost parallel-sided, furred behind, with

long spines at and near the apex on each margin ; palm convex, bordered with minute

cilia and defined by two short spines ; the finger thick at the base, curving over the

palm, with a dorsal cilium and some cilia on the inner edge near the nail.

First Perieopods.
—

Side-plates oblong, the front margin straight, the hinder a little

sinuous and the lower convex
;
the first joint not reaching the end of the side-plate, the

third rather longer than the fourth and shorter than the fifth ; the nail curved, more

than half the length of the fifth joint.
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Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates broad, front and hind margins straight, almost

jDarallel, the excavation behind not carried far down ;
the joints of the limb as in the

preceding pair.

Third Perwopods.
—

Side-plates broader than the first joint, the hinder lobe produced

below the front one
;

first joint irregularly rounded, the front margin being almost

straio-ht, with one spine at the lower apex, the rounded lower margin overlapping the

second joint, which also has a spine at the apex in front; the third joint broad, decurrent,

with spines at two points on each margin ;
the fourth joint shorter than third or fifth,

with sjjines at the apex ;
fifth joint longer than third, with spines at tw^o points in front,

cilia behind ; finger curved, more than half the length of the fifth joint.

Fourth Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates not bilobed. First joint broader than side-plate,

uith two spines in front, a little serration on the hind margin ;
the limb resembles in

general character that of the preceding segment, but with the various joints rather larger.

Fifth Perwopods.
—

Side-plate consisting of a single lobe, rounded behind and below,

narrowed in front ;
first joint broader and longer than in the preceding pair, the rest

of the limb similar but smaller, the third joint being smaller than the third in the third

perseopods, while the remaining joints are rather longer than in that pair.

Pleopods.
—In all the pairs two coupling spines with two retroverted hooks, a single

cleft spine on the long first joint of the inner ramus, the inner ramus three-jointed, the

outer five-jointed.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair but little longer than the rami

;
lower ramus a

little longer than the upper, each with a spine at some distance from the acute, little-

curved apex ; peduncles of the second pair shorter than the rami
;
lower ramus with a

nail, longer than the upper, each with a spine at some distance from the apex, that on

the longer ramus marking the point at which the ramus is abruptly narrowed, a feature

belonging, I think, to all the species of this genus ; peduncles of the third pair shorter

than the rami, lower ramus longer than the upper, with a nail, both finely pectinate on

the edges.

Telson projecting beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, cleft a little beyond the

centre, carrying a couple of cilia inserted a little aliove each apex, and a couple also on

each side below the level of the top of the cleft.

Length of the specimen, from the front of the head to the end of the third pleon-

segment, in the position figured, about one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 313, off Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876; lat. 52° 20'

S., long. 67° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms; bottom, sand. One specimen. Trawled.

Remarks.—Between this specimen and the much lai-ger adult female from Australia,

for which I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Haswell, the chief differences are in the

eyes and antennte. The eyes in the Australian specimen accord with Mr. Haswell's
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description of those in his Amaryllis macrophthalmus, in being
"
vertically elongated,

sub-crescentic" ; the upper antennas have seventeen joints to the primary flagellum, and

thirteen to the secondary. In Mr. Haswell's own description he assigns to the principal

flagellum
" about thirty segments," and seven to the secondary ;

in the form which he

calls Amaryllis hrevicornis he says that the principal flagellum has eighteen joints, and

the secondary five. This part would appear, therefore, to be very variable in the species.

Genus Acontiostoma, n. gen.

Body compact, head scarcely or not at all visible laterally.

Upper Lip with a pointed apex.

Mandibles long and narrow, without molar tubercle ;
a small three-jointed palp set

close to the base.

First Maxillie with the inner plate small, carrying one seta at the apex, the outer

plate with the apical spines set close together, the palp small, not reaching the end of

the outer plate.

Second Maxillie with narrow plates.

Maxillipeds with the shaft strong and bulky, the inner plates with a pointed apex ;

the outer plates more or less apically angular, without marginal spine-teeth, the palp with

its third joint longest, its fourth very small or rudimentary.

First Gnathopods with the hands narrowing apically, not subchelate.

Second Gnathopods with the hand and finger forming a feeble chela.

Uropods short, those of the third pair with no more than a single tuberculiform ramus.

Telson short, whole or emarginate.

The generic name is derived from olkovtiov, a dart, crTofjia, a mouth, in allusion to the

shape of the upper li]D,
and to point to the connection between this genus and Acidostoma

of Lilljeborg. Type species, Acontiostoma marionis.

By Boeck, as well as by Lilljeborg (see Note on Lilljeborg, 1865, p. 362), Acido-

stoma is said to be without palp on the first maxillae; it has in fact a tubercle to

represent this palp, which in Acontiostoma, though small, is more decidedly in evidence ;

in the new genus the spines of the outer plate are not abnormal in structure and position

as in Acidostoma ; the palp of the mandibles is short instead of long ; in the palp of the

maxillipeds the first joint is shorter instead of longer than the second ; the third uropods

are almost or quite without rami, and the telson, instead of being deeply cleft, is whole,

or only a little emarginate.

Acontiostoma marionis, n. sp. (PI. XXX.).

Animal compact, with a remarkably solid integument, opaque, speckled with roundish

semi-transparent spots ;
the head totally concealed in a lateral view, in which the animal
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has the appearance of a deep dish-cover ; the first perseon-segment much longer than the

second, forming in front a h^w narrow arch over the antennae
;
behind it projects back-

wards with a rounded lobe beyond its own side-plate ;
the first three segments of the

pleon with a sharp, very slightly elevated, dorsal carina on the distal end of each, the

first two with the postero-lateral angles rounded, the third having them squared ;

the fourth segment with a dorsal depression, the afterpart with an elevated carina

produced a little backwards ; the two following segments very small.

Eyes comjaaratively large, oval, with the front margin somewhat flattened, situated

near to the slightly convex medio-lateral margin of the head, dark, with the usual light

rim.

Ui^per Antennw.—First joint large, cylindrical, equalling in length the rest of the

antenna ;
second joint almost as long as the flagellum, third narrower and rather shorter

than the second ; flagellum of seven short joints with stout cylinders, five or six on the

first joint, which is not greatly longer than the second ; secondary flagellum slender, of

two joints, the first about as long as the first of the primary, the second minute.

Loiver Aiitennse.—The gland-cone very prominent, standing at right angles to the

third joint ;
fourth joint much longer than the fifth, a little curved, and expanding a

little distally, some setae on the side and at the apex ;
fifth joint not

rj^uite
so long as the

tapering, seven-jointed flagellum.

Upper Lip broad at the base, centrally ridged, narrowing gradually at first, towards

the end more abruptly, as if to end in a broadly rounded point ;
in our specimen the apex

shows a serrate emargination, but whether this is normal or due to fracture I cannot say

for certain
;
there is furring within and on either side of the apex, also the inner plate,

which does not quite reach the apex of the outer, has its own rounded apex densely

furred.

Mandibles very long and narrow and straight ; the cutting edge smooth ; the

secondary plate of the left mandible not perceived, probably very small ; spine-row of

three or four small spines, followed by a long furry tract of cilia, the only representative

of a molar tubercle ; above is a projection corresponding apparently to the "
articular

condyle
"
of Schiodte, and to the part of the mandible of Acidostoma ohesum which Lillje-

borg, on Lysianassa magellanica (pi. v. fig. 56), calls the molar tubercle, but which

from its position can scarcely have an5rthing to do with that organ either in origin or

function
; far to the rear is placed the small three-jointed palp, the base of the mandible

being a little dilated behind it
;
the first joint of the palp comparatively long, with one

seta attached near the outer apex ;
the second joint with two pectinate setae or spines at

the outer apex ; the third joint slender, curved, as long as the second, with numerous

adpressed cilia, and at the apex two unequal pectinate spines.

Loiver Lip strongly ciliated on the forward lobes, which are much narrowed distally ;

the mandibular processes also ciliated.
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First Maxillx.—luner plate slender, with one spine-like seta on the apex ; outer

plate long, straight, apically bordered with eleven (?) dentate spines, the upper and

outer very strongly toothed with few teeth, the lowest on the inner margin having nine

to eleven lateral denticles
;
a little brush of cilia below the latter

;
the palp seemingly

one-jointed, rising on the outer margin of the outer plate at a level with the top of the

inner plate, and reaching with a smooth pointed apex nearly to the base of the outermost

spines of the outer plate.

Second Maxillse not well observed, both plates probably slender, apically narrowed,

the inner rather shorter than the outer.

Maxillipeds.
—The shaft large and strong ; the inner plates narrowing distally, the

outer margin rounded at the shoulder, and the apical running obliquely forwards and

forming an elongate tooth on the inner side ; two strong acute spines and a cilium are

attached to the side of this tooth-hke process ;
the outer plates of solid structure,

reaching a long way beyond the inner, the inner margin unarmed but for a seta near

the middle, the apex almost acute, the apical region, much of the hind margin, and a

tract within the front margin covered with short cilia in regular rows ; first joint of

the palp small, with some long setae at the inner apex ;
second joint shorter than the

third, with some setaj on the inner and apical margins ; third joint nearly straight,

with setse or spines on both margins, a group of six pairs near the inner apex ;
the

fourth joint very short, its nail consisting of a small oval spine sheltered by a cap which

the tip of the fourth joint forms for it ; were the palp straightened, the third joint would

reach beyond the outer plate.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates massive, covered with scale-like markings, of nearly

oblong shape, with the lower front angle rounded off. First joint not reaching the end of

the side-plate, in length about equal to the next four joints, with setae on its rather sinuous

front margin ; second joint stout except at the base, as long as the wrist ; third joint

very short, with five pairs of setse on the hind margin ;
wrist shorter than the hand, but

broader, fringed with setae behind, and carrying them at two points in front ; the hand

long, widest near the base, then tapering slightly, fringed with setse on the hind margin,

groups at three points in front, no palm ; the finger half the length of the hand, the nail

curved, the inner margin of the finger peculiar in being set with four distinct spines at

intervals.

Second Gnathopods.
—The side-plates gently curved, long and narrow, furry on the

middle part of the hinder margin. The first joint not reaching the end of the side-plate,

a little dilated in its lower half, length fully equalling the third, fourth, and fifth joints

outstretched together ;
the second joint longer than the wrist

;
the third joint short, l)ut

much longer than the third of the first pair, lightly furred on the very convex hind

margin ; the wrist a little longer than the hand, and stouter, furred with scales on

both margins, and carrying one or two setae on the hind apex ;
the hand elongate, widest
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distally, much furred with scales, the hinder part produced beyond the front for the full

length of the tiny finger ;
the apex of the front margin is occupied by a group of

short pectinate spines or setae, beyond which the finger is set and almost lost when closed

in its close contact with the projecting part of the hand already mentioned.

First Peraeopods.
—The side-plates with straight hind margin, otherwise similar to

those of the preceding segment, but broader and longer. The first joint attached lower

down than in the two preceding pairs, very broad, not nearly reaching the end of the side-

plate, carrying one group of setaj at the apex of the convex hinder margin ; second joint

subequal in length to the fourth
;

third joint as broad as the first, and not very much

shorter, with setse along the hind margin, and at the apex in front
;

fourth joint only

half as broad, similarly armed ; fifth joint much longer than fourth, but shorter than

third, with seven spines along the hinder margin, that at the hinge of the finger being

the largest, and having a smaller one in its company ;
the finger stout, with sti'ongly

curved nail, together about half the length of the fifth joint.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates not very much longer or broader than those of

preceding segment, excavation behind not wide but carried far down, the hind margin
below it being directed slightly forwards, so that the plate is scarcely broader below than

at the base. The first joint reaching little below the excavation, the second decidedly

longer than the fourth, and with several setse on the hind margin ;
the third joint of

tolerably even width throughout, not greatly expanded below the base as in the

preceding pair, which this in general resembles.

Third Perseopods.
—The side-plates rather wider than deep, the front margin more

convex than the hinder. The first joint broadly oval, with numerous setaj on the front

margin, the hinder very shallowly crenulate, with small cilia in the pits ;
the second

joint overlapped behind by the first, many setse and half a dozen spines along its front

border
;
the third joint greatly expanded and decurrent, with some twenty spines and a

few setse distributed on the front margin and apex ;
the hinder expansion is rhomboidal,

the lower edge descending below the fourth joint, the hinder margin being serrate, and

the apex carrying a spine ; the small fourth joint has spines in front at two points on the

margin and a group at the apex ; the fifth joint is smaller than in the preceding pair, with

spines at five points of the front margin ; the finger like that of the preceding pair, with

the dorsal cilium small, very near the base. A slender accessory vesicle belongs, I think,

to the branchiae of this pair.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with straight, almost parallel sides, the hinder

lobe produced below the front one. The branchial vesicle small, descending little

below the side-plate. The first joint larger than the side-plate, broader than deep,

rounded, larger than the first joint of the preceding pair, the third joint also larger, but

the general structure and armature of the limb similar.

Fifth Perieopods.
—

Side-plates with the hind margin nearly straight, much longer
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than the front one. The first joint mucli larger than tlie side-plate, larger than the first

joint of the preceding pair, longer than Inroad, widest below, the front margin unarmed

in the upper part, the hind margin slightly crenulate, the lower margin overlapping the

second joint, convex, smooth ; the third joint decurrent, with spines on the inner side of

the decurrent part, and a large one at the apex, this joint twice as wide as the small

fourth joint which it overlaps, but without the wide expansion seen in the two preceding

pairs ;
all the joints of this limb except the first are shorter than those of the fourth

pair, the armature not very different.

Pleopods.
—The peduncle short, almost as broad as long, coupling spines very small ;

outer rami with thirteen to fourteen joints, with eighteen plumose setae on the first

joint ; the inner rami with eleven joints, the first joint broader at the base than its length,

narrowed rather abruptly ; the cleft spines three or four in number.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair equal in length to the outer ramus, which is

bordered with seven spines, and is longer than the inner, which has but two ; each has a

small indistinct nail
; second pair shorter than the first, peduncles very stout, longer than

the rami, outer ramus longer and stronger than the inner, with a row of four spines, the

inner without spines, but like the outer tipped with a small nail ; third pair in a lateral

view presenting the appearance of an equilateral triangle, with spines round most of

the upper side to the apex and without any perceptible rami.

Telson not much longer than broad, of the shape of half an egg, the apical part

underneath set about with a collar of some eighteen spines, only those nearest the apex

projecting beyond the margin, each spine carrying an accessory thread
;
an additional

group of spines near the apex is placed within the collar.

Length.
—The specimen in the position figured was three-tenths of an inch long,

with a depth at the centre of rather more than two-tenths.

Locality.
—Station 145, ofi" Marion Island, December 27, 1873; depth, between 50

and 75 fathoms. One specimen ; male
(?). Dredged.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the place of capture.

The species is distinguished from the others of the same genus by its much more

considerable bulk, and the greater solidity of the integument. From Acontiostonia

magellanicum it differs in numerous details of the armature of the joints and in some of

the proportions, l)ut resembles it in so many particulars that some doubt arises whether

Acontiostoma magellanicum may not simply be the young of Acontiostoma marionis.

They were, however, taken at Stations far apart ;
it is, moreover, in the smaller form

that the mandibular spine-row appears to have the larger number of spines, and the

maxilliped-palp to have the finger and nail most developed. Both these forms are

distinguished from the other two species of the genus by the difference in the palp of the

first maxillse, as well as by the more developed finger of the maxilliped-palp.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.)
XxX 90
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Acontiostoma magellanicum, n. sp. (PI. XXXI.).

Head almost entirely covered by the first perseon-segment and its side-plate ; back

round, animal compact ; postero-lateral angles of the first two pleon-segments well

rounded, of the third also rounded but forming almost right angles, with the lower margin

straight ;
fourth segment mth a dorsal depression followed by a small hump overhanging

the very small fifth and sixth segments ;
on each of the first four segments a dorsal hair

is visible.

Eyes small, visible through the transparent side-plate ; each eye is composed of about

fifteen comparatively large ocelli.

Upper Antennse.—First joint twice as long as broad or longer ; second joint nearly as

broad but much shorter, third joint nearly as long as second, narrowing distally ; flagellum

of four very short joints, successively narrower but scarcely shorter ; the first with two

long stout cylinders, the second and third each with one
;
the fourth tipped with a tuft

of setfe
; secondary flagellum of two short joints.

Lower Antennse not quite so long as the upper ; gland-cone prominent, blunt-ended,

third joint short, fourth longer than fifth, fifth almost as long as the small four-jointed

flagellum ; some spiniform setse on the terminal joints of the flagellum, also at the base

of the peduncle a curious parasitic growth, described below.

Mandibles of the same shape as those described in Acontiostoma pepinii, but here

there is an undoubted secondary plate on the left mandible, small, strap-shaped, a little

expanded distally ; the spine-row consists of half a dozen small spines, followed by a long

furry tract of short cilia; the setae at the apex of the third joint of the palp have the

parasitic growth.

Lower Lip with the forward lobes apically ciliated, very slightly dehiscent.

First Maxillis.—Inner plate slender, tijsped with a long, straight seta
;
outer plate

long and narrow, with seven or eight dentate spines closely set on the apical margin, with

a little group of cilia just below on the inner margin ; the unarmed palp appears to be

one-jointed, reaching with its point nearly to the base of the outer spines on the outer

plate, a little constriction below the point giving it in some points of view the appearance

of the nib of a pen ; the curved inner spine of the outer plate has from nine to ten lateral

denticles.

Second Maxillse with both plates slender, the outer rather longer than the inner ;

each with eight or nine apical spines.

MaxiUip)eds.
—Inner plates short, ending in a long tooth which just projects beyond

the short first joint of the palp, and has a long seta fixed at its base ;
outer plates

projecting beyond the second joint of the palp, inner border with a spine about midway,
some others within the margin on the outer surface near the narrowed apex ; the forward

part of the hinder margin scarcely serrate
; the third joint of the palp longer than the
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second, followed by a small but very distinct finger, straight, tapering, ending in a sharp

nail with cilia on either side. At the apices of the third and fourth joints of the palp

are two or three setse ; on most of these the parasitic growth already alluded to is

conspicuously displayed, the seta throughout its length being plumose with long, flexible

cylinders, tapering distally, and presenting a minutely beaded appearance.

Fh'St Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates broad, rounded at the lower front angle, the cilium-

carrying incision of the hinder angle raised a little above the lower margin. The first

joint of the limb attached high up and only just reaching below the side-plate; the

second joint as long as the wrist, the third very short ; the wrist broader but much

shorter than the hand ; the hand tapering, with no palm ; the finger curved, about half

the length of the hand, with a spine on its inner partially pectinate margin near the

nail. The second and thiixl joints each have along apical seta behind, the wrist has two,

the hand has a row of three not so long, and two on the front apex, besides a cilium in

the middle of the convex front margin. Many of the set« have the anguilliform

appendages.

Second GnatJwpods.
—

Side-plates much narrower and not much deeper than those of

the preceding segment ;
first joint not reaching to the end of the side-plate ; second joint

as long as the wrist ; third shorter than the wrist, lightly furred on the veiy convex hind

margin ; wrist shorter than the hand, slightly furred on both' margins ;
hand long, widest

towards the distal end, furred on both sides, the marginal cilia having something of a

scale-like appearance ; the finger minute, as it were an equilateral triangle with a little

hooked nail at the apex, this organ forming a tiny chela with the produced hind margin

of the hand. There are no long spines or setse upon these gnathopods, here and there a

seta is found that might be called a cUium, except for the sake of distinguishing it from

the neighbouring cilia with which some of the joints are furred ;
on the front apex of the

hand the most important group consists of three or four straight and seemingly simple

spines or setaa.

First Perseojiods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding segment, but somewhat

larger. The first joint not reaching to the end of the side-plate.

Second Perieopods similar to the first. Side-plates not very broad, the excavation

behind slight, descending far down, the hind margin being then directed forwards, and

being incised for a cilium just before meeting the lower margin ;
one of the minute cilia

within the lower margin carries anguilliform ajspendages. The first joint rather broad,

not long, not nearly reaching the lower end of the side-plate ;
the second joint longer

than the fourth
; the third broad, not decurrent, as long as the fifth, with one or two

setse on each mai'gin ; the fourth with one apical seta behind, and some microscopical

scales on the breast
; the fifth with its straight hind margin pectinate or squamose like

the preceding joint, the convex front margin smooth, except for a seta at the apex,

which on the other margin carries a spine ;
the finger stout, curved, with a strong nail.
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Third Perieopods.
—

Side-plates broader tliau deep. First joint rounded, not so

large as the side-plate, a spine and seta at the lower end of the front margin, a minute

cilium high up on the hinder
;

the second joint with a seta followed by a spine on the

lower part of the front margin, and some microscopic pectination between
; the third

joint broadly expanded, decurrent behind the fourth joint, with two spines on each

border ; the rest of the limb similar to that of the preceding j^air.

Fourth Pevieojjods.
—

Side-plates with the convex hinder margin considerably longer
than the straight front one. The first joint much larger than the side-plate. All the

joints constructed as in the preceding pair, but somewhat larger, especially the first and

third.

Fifth Pera?opo(^s. ^Side-plates smaller than those of the preceding segment, hind

margin not much longer than the front one. First joint a little larger than that of the

preceding pair, the cilium of the hind margin lower down
; third and following joints

smaller than those of the adjoining pair.

Pleopods.
—Peduncular spines two, perhaps more, the rami with four or five

joints.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair as long as the longer ramus, the rami short,

pointed, the longer with one spine near the centre of its margin, the edges finely

pectinate, the shorter ramus seemingly with smooth edges ; the second pair smaller

than the first, the peduncle about equal in length to the longer ramus, which has

pectinate edges but no spine, the shorter ramus has a cilium near the base ; no rami were

discerned on the third pair.

The Telson appears to be short and broad with a small cleft or terminal emargination,

having each apex capped by two spines, the outer one the larger, each carrying an

accessory thread.

Length.
—The specimen in the position figured measured rather over a tenth of an

inch.

Locality.
—Station 313, off Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876 ; lat. 52° 20' S.,

long. 67° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms ; bottom, sand. One specimen. Trawled.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the place of captiu-e, at the entrance to the

Strait of Magellan.

Acontiostoma 2^epinii, n. sp. (PL XXXIL).

A little, compact, hauy species ; back of perseon well-rounded and broad, afterpart of

pleon pinched in ; the head almost covered by, though jiartially visible through, the

semitransparent first perceon-segment and its side-plate; the fourth to the seventh perseon-

segments deep ; the third pleon-segment dorsally rounded, distally rising above the
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fourth segment, which has a deep dorsal excavation, the end being strongly upturned,

with the process rounded behind.

Eyes very small, components numerous, perhaps thirty.

Upper Antennse.—Peduncle tumid, hairy above, the first joint as long as the rest of

the antennae, the second rather longer than the third
;
the flagellum of five joints, with a

few cylinders, three or four on the first joint, which is shorter than the last of the

peduncle ; secondary flagellum of two short joints tipped with setse.

Lower Antennw.—Gland-cone moderately prominent, with squared apex, third joint

short, fourth and fifth furred above, and carrying a few small setse, the fourth joint

longer than the fifth, the fifth as long as the four-jointed, rapidly tapering

flacjellum.

Upper Lip hairy.

Mandibles long and narrow, broadest at the base, cutting edge smoothly convex,

with a tooth above and a denticulate point below, spine-row containing apparently

seven spines in each mandible, unless the uppermost spine on the left mandible may be

supposed to represent a secondary plate ; the spine-row is followed immediately by a

ciliated tract perhaps representing the molar tubercle, above which is placed the process

which I regard as the equivalent of the articular condyle ;
the whole shaft is dotted with

small cilia
;
far from the spine-row, close to the base, rises the small three-jointed palp,

the first joint longer than usual, the third but little shorter than the second, tipped with

two setae, and having on the surface the customary adpressed cilia.

Lower Lip with the mandibular processes ciliated.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate narrow, with a single short seta on the apex ;
outer

plate elongate, crowned with eight closely-set dentate spines, the innermost showing eight

lateral denticles ; the palp minute, two-jointed, so placed on the outer margin of the outer

plate that the tapering ciliated second joint projects a little beyond the apex of the

inner plate.

Second Maxillie.—The outer plates rather longer than the inner, both with long

spines on the apices, the spines a little curved at the tips.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates not much shorter than the outer, the apical margin

running out furthest on the inner side, there carrying one or more teeth, followed by two

long spines at intervals on the outer margin ; the outer plate having a small spine or

seta on the inner margin about one-third of its length from the base, a group of three

setae at two-thirds, two or three little nodules close to the apex, and the outer rim

serrate or dentate for some distance down, lines or channels in the surface of the plate

leading to the serrations
; the first joint of the palp quite short., the second shorter than

the third, with a cilium and a seta near the top of the inner margin ;
the third joint

slenderer than the second, but as long as first and second combined, with an apical tuft

of six or seven setae, and perhaps a minute rudiment of a fourth joint ;
the palp forms an
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obtuse angle where the third joint hinges on the second, and in this bent position

scarcely overtops the outer plates.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates widest at the centre, closely ciliated on the broadly

rounded lower margin ;
first joint extending beyond the side-plate, nearly as long as the

next four joints united ;
second joint longer than third, as long as the fourth, with two

sct« on the hind margin ;
third joint very small, a little furred behind, with two setae

near the apex ;
the wrist broader but shorter than the hand, slightly furred behind, with

two setse in front at the apex and three at the back ; the hand long, tapering, without a

palm, finely pectinate along the hind margin, with seta-like spines at three points on

that, and at two on the front margin ; finger fully half as long as the hand, with a sharp,

slender nail.

Second Gnathoj)ods.
—

Side-plates oblong, and, like the preceding pair, furred,

especially on the lower margin, besides carrying some stronger cilia. The first joint as

long as the third, fourth, and fifth united
; the second much longer than the third,

subequal to the wrist
;
the short third joint with very convex hinder margin, carrying

one cilium at a little distance from the apex ; the wrist subequal in length to the hand,

with six or seven scale-like cilia on the centre of the hind margin ; the hand long, oval,

finely furred almost all over, also with the squamose cilia on the lower two-thu'ds of the

hind margin, which is produced considerably beyond the front margin, forming with the

palm a triangular process against which the finger closes ;
the finger, which is backed by

three or four setse, is short and stout, the hooked nail, which forms more than a third of

its length, not extending beyond the palm. On a diminutive scale the hand and finger

form a feeble chela.

First Perwo2)ods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding segment, but larger.

The first joint broad, not reaching nearly to the end of the side-plate, shorter than the

fourth and fifth joints united ;
third joint broad, not decurrent, much longer than the

fourth, not quite so long as the fifth ;
the fourth joint short, hind margin straight,

pectinate, with a spine and two cilia at the apex; fifth joint long, slightly tapering,

hind margin nearly straight, pectinate, with acute spines at two points, and at the apex

a pair of blunt spines curving towards the edge of the finger ;
the front margin of the

hand convex, with one or two cilia ; the finger strong, curved, with a very small dorsal

cilium, and one or two cilia near the nail.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates broader and deeper than the preceding pair, the

excavation behind shallow, carried far down, the margin below it taking a forward

direction to join the lower border, so that the upper and lower margins of the plate are

of equal breadth
;
the joints of the limb similar to those in the preceding pair.

Tliird Perieopods.
—

Side-plates very broad and deep, with the breadth and depth

subequal, rather deeper in front than behind. First joint irregularly rounded, two long

setse and a spine on the lower part of the furry front margin, the hind margin
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carrying a cilium in a little emargination at the top ; its rounded lower margin over-

lapping the next joint ; the third joint much dilated, with spines at three points of the

furry front margin, the convex hind margin so decurrent as to overlap not only the next

joint but part also of the fifth
;
the fourth joint very short, a pair of spines at the apex

in front
;
the fifth joint shorter than in the preceding pair, similarly formed, the pair of

spines at the finger-hinge sharp instead of blunt
;
the finger as in the preceding pair.

Fourth Perieopods.
—The side-plates with front and hind margins straight, lower

margin roundly produced behind; first joint rounded, broader than deep, broader than

the side-plate, an emargination with a cilium in the middle of the hind margin ;
third

joint less decurrent than in the preceding pair, the limb in general similar.

Fifth Perieo20ods.
—

Side-plates small
;

first joint of the limb larger than in the

preceding pair, a little wider than deep, front margin very convex, with several setae on

the lower part, the hind margin nearly straight, with a little cilium-bearing incision at the

lower end, the convex lower margin very broad behind the second joint, which it overlaps ;

the third joint less expanded than in the two preceding pairs, the fifth joint shorter,

with no spines on the front margin except the apical pair ;
the finger also shorter.

Pleopods.
—A single cleft spine on the first joint of the inner ramus, which has four

joints, while the outer has five. In the larger specimen mentioned below it was

perceived that the peduncles of the pleopods carried two small spines, each with three

retroverted teeth, the rami had six joints to the inner, eight to the outer, the first joint

of the inner carrying two small cleft spines low down.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair equal in length to the rami, the rami

subequal, the inner with a small nail not reaching quite so far back as the outer ;

peduncles of the second shorter than those of the first, also about equal in length to the

rami, of which the inner is a little shorter than the outer
; peduncles of the third pair

very short, the rami represented by a solitary tubercle, with a cilium at the apex.

Telson short and small
;
in the lateral view it is convex below and concave above,

with strong spines and cilia about the apex.

Length.
—The specimen in the position figured measured scarcely one-tenth of an

inch
;
another specimen measured nearly three-twentieths.

Loccdity.—Station 149b, Eoyal Sound, Kerguelen, January 20, 1874 ; depth, 28

fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. Three specimens.

Eemarh.—The specific name is derived from Pepin, surnamed le Bref, the celebrated

King of the Franks.

This species is distinguished from the following species, Acontiostoma kergueleni,

by its much firmer integument, its much greater hairiness, its much smaller eyes, the

much smaller first joint to theflagellum of the upper antenute, the more developed

spines of the first maxillee, the bulge in the front margin of the first side-plate, the
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difierent armature of the first joints in the last three paii-s of pergeopods, the incision

in the infero-posterior angle of the first joint in the last perseopods, and by the shorter

and stouter first uropods.

Acontiostoma Tcergueleni, n. sp. (PI. XXXIIL).

Head almost covered by the first peraeon-segment and its side-plate ; the postero-

lateral ano-les of the first two pleon-segments well rounded, of the third more squared ;

these three segments a little hairy dorsally near the distal end ; the third segment

distally raised above the fourth, ending with a little upturned tip ;
the fourth segment

with a deep dorsal depression, followed by an upturned process, the dorsal margin of

which is hairy and faces forwards.

Eyes large, oval.

Upper Antennw.—Yiv&i joint broad, as long as the two following and first of the

flagellum united, second joint broad, not long, third short, not broad ; flagellum

rapidly tapering, of five joints, of which the first is the longest, with a brush of very

long cylinders ;
the following joints except the last also have cylinders ; secondary

flagellum of two small joints, together not equalling the first of the primary.

Lower Antenna.—Gland-cone fairly prominent, with blunt apex, third joint very

short, fourth longer than fifth, with some feathered cilia on the side, fifth as long as the

four joints of the short, slender flagellum united.

Upper Lip a long, triangular plate.

Mandibles.—A prominent tooth at the uj^per part of the cutting edge ;
the

secondary j)late of the left mandible small, deeply bifid ; spine-row not clearly made out,

seemingly of two or three minute spines ;
no molar tubercle of any kind perceived ;

palp set close to the base, the first not very short joint rising from a process which gives

the palp a four-jointed look ; second joint with one spine near the inner margin far from

the apex ; third joint very nearly as long as the second, with a constriction near the

base, adpressed cilia on the surface, two plumose setae at apex. The secondary plate

(seen through the semitransparent trunk) of the left mandible is drawn in the right hand

figure on the Plate, the outside of the mandible being here given instead of the inside.

Loiver Lip).
—The forward lobes seem to be very slightly ciliated and not very

dehiscent.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate narrowing distally, with one small seta at the apex ;

outer plate long, apically capped with very short spines, probably denticulate ; a minute

two-jointed palp on the outer margin some way below the apex.

Second Moxillse..—Inner plate a little shorter than the outer, each with about half-a-

dozen spines or setae on the apex.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plate long, reaching beyond the second joint of the palp,
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to II pointed or bifid apex, with two spines on the outer margin ; outer plates rather

longer than the inner, with a small seta at about one-third of the length of the inner

margin from the base, and two larger at about two-thirds
;

the apex almost pointed,

spinules at intervals on the slightly serrate outer margin. First joint of the palp the

same width as the second, with one small seta on the inner margin ;
the second with a

small one, followed by a larger on the inner margin not far from the apex ; the third

joint more slender, rather longer than the second, furred, apically tipped with four or

five set£e, and carrying one or two on the inner margin Ijelow the apex ; perhaps a minute

rudiment of a finger.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates not very broad, incision for cilium on the hind

margin a little above the rounded lower margin. First joint reaching a little below

the side-plate ;
second joint rather longer than the wrist, with setiB at two points on the

hind margin ;
third joint minutely furred behind, with one apical seta ; wrist broader,

but much shorter than the hand, furred behind, with one apical seta ; hand tapering,

without palm, carrying spines or setse at five points on the hinder minutely pectinate

margin, the front margin having two or three cilia
;
the finger more than half the length

of the hand, slender, with a slender naU.

Second Gnathojoods.
—

Side-23lates narrower, a little longer than those of the

preceding segment. The branchial vesicles as long as the first joint of the limb,

which reaches below the side-plate, and about 3C[uals in length the third, fourth, and

fifth united
;
the second joint as long as the hand, not quite so long as the wrist

;
the

third joint short, but longer than the third joint of the first gnathopods ;
the wrist

furred, without spines or setae ; the hand elongate, widening a little towards the

apex, furred, carrjring scale-like cilia on the breast ; the apex of the front margin
carries three or four spines over-arching the minute finger, this being a small triangle

with hooked nail at the apex, which antagonizes with the produced front portion of the

hand, thus forming a feeble chela.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates narrow, similar to those of the preceding segment.

First joint not reaching the lower margin of the side-plate ;
third joint broad, as long as

the fifth, not decurrent, with a seta on the hinder margin, and an apical seta or spine on

the front
;
fourth joint a little broader but much shorter than the fifth, hind margin

pectinate and apically carrpng a spine, a cilium, and a setiform spine ; fifth joint scarcely

tapering, hind margin pectinate, carrying at two points short acute spines, and at the

hinge of the finger a pair of blunt curved ones
; finger more than half the length of the

fifth joint.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates longer and somewhat broader than those of the

preceding segment, the excavation behind not broad but carried far down, the margin

below it bending forwards. The branchial vesicles simple, much longer than broad.

The joints of the limb similar to those of the preceding pair.

(ZOOL. CHALL, EXP. PART LXVII. 1887.) XsS 91
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Third Perwopods.
—

Side-plates subequal in breadth and depth, large, the front lobe

descending a little below the hinder one. The first joint smaller than the side-plate,

rounded ;
on the lower part of the front margin setae at three points, the lowest

accompanied by an apical spine, the hind margin smoothly rounded but for two or

three minute cilia near the top ;
two or three spinules on the front of the second joint ;

third joint much expanded, and decurrent on both sides of the fourth joint, four spines at

four points in front, and at three behind, the two uj)per ones behind being minute ;
a group

of three sj^ines on the front apex of the short fourth joint ; the fifth joint much longer than

the fourth, with one spine at the centre, two at the hinge of the finger ; finger more than

half the length of the hand, with a curved nail ; the front margin of the fourth and fifth

joints is fringed with rows of minute spinules or prickles.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates squarish, hind margin longer than the front. First

joint a little larger than the side-plate, rounded, the lower part of the front margin with

setae at three or four points, followed by aji apical spine, four cilia on the upper half of

the hind margin ; the other joints much as in the preceding pair, but with the fringing

spinules much larger on the fourth joint, and less continuous on the fifth.

Fifth Perieopods.
—Hind margin of the side-plates much longer than the front. First

joint larger than in the preceding pair, front margin nearly straight, with several cilia

along the lower part, the hind margin with two cilium-bearing indents at the lower end ;

the surface, as in the corresponding joint of the two preceding pairs, is downy ; the third

joint is less expanded but equally decurrent, with a spine on the inner side of the

decurrent part ; the fifth joint, pectinate on both margins, has a cilium at the centre of

the hinder margin.

Pleopods.
—Peduncles short, coupling spines two, with three or four retroverted

teeth on one edge and two on the other ; cleft spines on the inner ramus two to three,

the two divisions of the cleft part of equal length ;
the joints of the inner rami from five

to six, of the outer from seven to eight in number.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair equal in length to the longer ramus

;
the rami

stiliform, the lower the longer, each with a spine on the margin at some distance from

the apex ; the second pair much shorter than the first, peduncles as long as the lower

longer ramus, the rami finely pectinate ; the third pair very short, with a tubercular

ramus.

Telson extending beyond the third uropods, short, narrowing distally, with an

emargination of about a quarter of its length, rather deeper than wide, the apices tipped

with spines.

Length of the specimen in the position figirred, from the front of the head to the

end of the third pleon-segment, three-twentieths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 149d, Royal Sound, Kerguelen, January 20, 1874; depth, 28

fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. One specimen. Dredged.
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Remarhs.—The specific name refers to the place of capture. The numerous differ-

ences between this species and Acontiostoma pepinii have been already mentioned, but

it is rather remarkable that two species of a new genus should have been taken at the

same time and place, represented by specimens of the same size and resembling one

another in so many particulars.

Family Valettid^, n. fam.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge strongly dentate ;
a secondary plate only on the left

mandible ;
molar tubercle prominent; palp three-jointed ;

articular condyle wanting.

First Maxilla?.—Spines of the outer plate fewer than eleven ; the palp two-jointed.

MaxiUipeds.
—The inner plates with more than three apical spine-teeth.

Upper Antennse.—The peduncle short and stout, the second and third joints very

short, the first joint of the flagellum long, carrying a large brush of cylindrical filaments ;

a secondary flagellum present.

Second Gnathopods subchelate, slightly weaker than the first.

The body and side-plates not deep.

Perieopods of the last three pairs with the first joints not overlapping.

Remarh.—In establishing a new family for a single genus containing a single species,

the choice of characters must be to a certain extent arbitrary ;
in the above definition

it is the combination of the forms there described for the mandibles and the upper

antennse that may be regarded as the most essential part.

Genus Valettia, n. gen.

Fi7'st Maxilla with the inner plate carrying more than two plumose setae.

Second Maxillae with the plates short, not narrow.

MaxiUipeds w^ith the inner margin of the outer plates almost smooth, apically

produced ; palp four-jointed, second joint not longer than the first.

Gnathopods of the first and second pairs similar, subchelate, both with strong oblong

hands and definite palms.

Uropods biramous, successively shorter ; the upper ramus in each pair shorter than

the under.

Telson short and broad, partially cleft.

The generic name is chosen in compliment to the Baron Adolphe de la Valette, who

early displayed his acuteness as a naturalist in investigating Amphipoda.

By its antenna3 and pleon this genus might belong to the Lysianassidse

of Boeck. The mandibles would rather place it among the Pontoporidae, but that
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the right mandible, as in the Lysianassiclse, is without an accessory plate. From
both of these groups it seems to be set far apart by the firm and definite structure

of the hand and nail in the second gnathopods, and by the general shallowness of the

body and side-plates.

Valettia coheres, n. sp. (PI. XXXIV.).

Rostrum rudimentary ; back round, but not broad
; postero-lateral angles of the

third pleon-segment acute, a little upturned ;
fourth pleou-segment wdth a dorsal

depression, followed by a small distal hump ; sixth segment dorsally ridged on either

side of the telson. The commissures of the ganglionic chain stand distinctly apart ; the

ganglia have at each corner a globular packet of cells.

Eyes not observed.

Uliper Aiitennai.—Peduncle tumid, barrel-like, first joint scarcely longer than

broad, but much longer than the other two united, both of these being short, but broad ;

the flagellum of thirteen joints in one of the pair, of fourteen in the other
;
the first

joint subequal in length to the peduncle, tapering, with a brush of cylinders in numerous

rows, the small joints that follow varying in length irregularly ;
the secondary flagellum

slender, of four joints, which reach to the end of the second of the primary, tlie first of

the four equalling in length the other three united.

Lower Antenna subequal in length to the upper ; first joint broad ; gland-cone of

the second joint prominent, acute ; third joint short, fourth joint as long as the preceding
three united, longer and stouter than the fifth, with setae along the upper edge and

a tuft at the lower distal angle ;
the fifth joint about as long as the first three of

the fourteen joints of the flagellum, which, as in the upper antennae, vary in length

irregularly.

U'p'per Lip.
—Viewed laterally, two distal lobes are seen, one set with small prickles,

the other having a prominent tuft of cilia ; between the two lobes a curved margin
descends, which is also fringed with minute cilia.

Mandibles short, with a broad shaft, cutting edge narrowly produced, not convex,

l^ut divided into five sharp teeth of unequal size
; secondary plate of the left mandible

elongate, projecting nearly as far as the cutting edge, similarly divided into teeth, the

longest tooth being slightly curved backwards ; spine-row of four short spines, of which

the first on the left mandible is bifurcate ; molar tubercle prominent, the crown more or

less dentate, with seven or eight spine-like cilia at the back and a long plumose seta
;

the palp set well forward, just over the molar tubercle, the first joint short, the second

stout, very little longer than the third, with twelve spines on the upper part of the

inner margin, the third joint distally pointed, with twelve spines on the upper part of

the inner margin, most of them smaller than those of the second joint. I can find no
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trace of a secondary plate on the right mandible, nor any trace of an articular condyle

on either.

Lower Lip, seemingly very short, not strongly ciliated, but with a strong tuft of

cilia at the apex of the forward lobes
;
the mandibular processes unusually broad.

First Maxillw.—Inner plate short, irregularly oval, with five plumose setse of no

great length on the apical border
;
outer plate oblong, of no great length, the apical

border almost straight, with eight (or ? nine) slender, slightly curved spines, no one of

which seems to have more than two lateral denticles, the denticles being minute
; the

long second joint of the palp over-arching the outer plate, with six spine-teeth on the

apical margin, the outermost one or two being considerably the longest ; there are

besides one or two spiny cilia on the inner side.

Second Maxilla} short and rather broad, the inner plate with curved spines and

plumose setse, about a dozen in all, passing from the apex half-way down the inner

margin ;
the outer plate but little overtopping the inner, its inner margin straight, its

apical margin carrying a dozen spines of various sizes, curved at the tips.

Maxillipeds.
—The broad prismatic inner plates not reaching quite so far as the apex

of the first joint of the palp ;
the plumose setse beginning high up on the inner margin ;

the apical mai'gin most advanced centrally, carrying five not closely-set spine-teeth on the

inner slope and some elongate slender spines on the outer, also one or two spine-teeth

just below the apex on the inner margin ; outer plates extending beyond the second joint

of the palp, inner margin almost unarmed, but apically produced into a long acute process,

at the base of which on the outer side is a small cilium, followed some way further down

the outer margin by a single long, feathered spine ; within the inner margin are some small

spines, not visible in the figure because they are on the outer surface ; the second joint

of the palp not longer than the first, the third not longer than the fourth
; the first,

second, and third with seta3 only on the apices, the fourth with a distinct nail.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates short and broad, much rounded in front, not

reaching to cover the base of the lower antennse. First joint of the limb projecting
much beyond the side-plate, broad, widening below, the front margin straight, the

hinder convex, with long, distally plumose setse on both margins ; the second joint

broader than the third, and as long or longer, with pectinate spines at the apex ; the third

with no free front margin, distally acute, hind margin bent, the lower part bordered with

pectinate spines ; the wrist not as long as the hand, becoming very broad distally,

where it has pectinate spines before and behind
;
the hand broad, with front margin

convex, longer than the straight hind margin, some pectinate spines on both, and a few

short ones on the inner surface
; the palm rather deeply concave, defined by a large and

a small spine and some cilia at the projecting end of the hind margin ; the finger not

massive, long enough to reach the end of the palm ;
some cilia near the origin of the

nail on the inner margin, the dorsal cilium small, placed near the hinge.
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Second Gnathopods very similar in general character to the first. Side-plates rather

longer than those of the preceding segment, with three small spines on the margin just

above the cilium of the lower hinder angle. The branchial vesicles expanding at once

from the neck and continuing of nearly equal breadth to the lower, almost straight

margin. First, second, and thii-d joints as in the preceding pair, except that the first

and second are somewhat longer and narrower ; the wrist is here longer than the hand,

and the distal half wider, with some spines on the hind margin as well as at the apex ;

the hand oblong, front margin a Uttle convex, hind a little sinuous, with pectinate spines

on the lower part ;
the palm sloping somewhat inwards, defined as in the previous pair,

not concave, but with an irregularly crenate margin, which the finger would apparently

a little overlap.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates broad, most so at the centre, the front margin convex.

The first joint reaching beyond the side-plate, broadest distally, with setse on both

margins, of which the front is concave, the hinder convex ; third joint much longer than

the fourth, broad, very slightly decurrent, spines at six points on the hind margin, at

two in front ; fourth joint shorter and broader than fifth, with a few spines on the back

margin, and an apical tuft in front ;
fifth joint tapering a little distally, slightly armed

on the straight hind margin, and having some spines at, and a little way above, the

apex in front ; finger short, the sharp nail forming a large part of its length.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with length and breadth equal, very slightly

excavate behind. The joints of the limb similar to those of the preceding pair.

Third Perieo2Jods.
—

Side-plates much wider than deep, the hind lobe descending

rather lower than the front, and carrying two or three spines. Branchial vesicles a long

oval, standing out from the narrow neck at the top. First joint a narrow oval, smaller

than the branchial vesicle, with spines on the lower half of the front margin, the hind

margin showing only two notches, not expanded below ;
the four following joints with

spines on the front margin ; the third joint broader than the fourth, subequal in length,

with spines behind at two points ; fourth joint broader than fifth, slightly longer, with

spinules behind ; the fifth joint straight ; the finger small and slender, not nearly half as

long as the fifth joint, the nail short.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding segment, but on a

smaller scale. Branchial vesicles similar in shape to those of the preceding segment, but

smaller, and, instead of descending, being directed abruptly forward, a fold starting

from the neck, as if to form a small accessory sac, reunites with the main vesicle.

First joint longer than in the preceding pair, front margin straighter, with more spines,

a seta near the base, hind margin notched at five points ;
the rest of the limb similar to

the preceding, but all parts longer except the finger, and the third and fourth joints

decidedly longer than the fifth.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates not bilobed. Brancliial vesicles small, twisted upwards
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and backwards. First joint with the front margin very straight, carrying two setae or

cilia above and a few spines along its course, behind much expanded, serrate, narrowing

below and not overlapping the next joint; the third joint a little shorter than in the

preceding pair, the rest similar. Owing to the comparative narrowness of the first joints

in the third and fourth perasopods, and the breadth of the side-plates to which they are

attached, the third, fourth, and fifth perseopods stand well apart, instead of overlapping

above, as they so commonly do.

Pleopods.
—The peduncles powerful, with some setae, and four very slender coupling

spines in which the retroverted teeth are small, seemingly three or four in number ;
the

cleft spines are three in number, placed high up on the long first joint of the inner

ramus ;
the joints of the inner ramus number thirteen, those of the outer fifteen.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, the rami unequal,

the lower with more spines and longer than the upper ;
the peduncles of the second pair

equal to the shorter ramus in length ; peduncles of the third pair shorter than the rami,

which are short and broad, armed with a few cilia-like spines, pectinate on the edges like

those of the other two pairs, the lower longer ramus with a nail.

Telson extending a little beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, not much longer

than its breadth at the base, cleft rather beyond the centre, not dehiscent, with one or

two cilia on each rather broad rounded apex, and one or two on the lateral margins

lower down than the top of the cleft.

Length of the outstretched specimen, without the antennae, half an inch.

Loccdity.
—Station 156, Antarctic Ocean, February 26, 1874; lat. 62° 26' S., long.

95° 44' E.; depth, 1975 fathoms; bottom, Diatom ooze. One specimen. Trawled.

Remarks.—It seems not inconsistent with the great depth from which this species is

reported to have been obtained that it should exhibit some striking peculiarities. The

specific name, coheres, intimates that it has gone shares with various groups in the

inheritance of its characters, as already exj)lained in the note upon the generic description.

The outer plates of the maxillipeds are very remarkable, and so also is the absence of the

accessory plate on the right mandible in combination with the character of a strongly

dentate cutting edge. As the observations are based upon a single specimen, however,

it is necessary to allow for the possibility of the plate being accidentally absent, though

there is no appearance in the specimen of any such loss.

Family Stegocephalid.^, G. 0. Sars, 1882.

Dana in 1852 makes the Stegocephalinae a subfamily of the family Gammaridae ;

Boeek in 1876 makes them a subfamily of the Leucothoidaj ;
Sars in 1882 makes them

an independent family. Boeck gives the following definition :
—
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"
Hypostome produced.

"
Upper Lip broad, cleft at the apex ;

the lobes of unequal length.
" Mandibles elongate, without molar tubercle or palp, apically very broad, much or

little dentate, not a uniform pair ;
the left mandible having an accessory plate.

" Lower Lip narrow, elongate, without inner plates, but furnished at the apex with a

dentate appendage (articulo appendiculari).
" First Maxillse very broad

;
outer plate apically furnished with strong but simple

spines (ungvibus) ; palp one- or two-jointed ; inner plate very broad, very setose.

" Second Maxillse with the inner plate very broad, the outer narrow or very small.
"
Maxillipeds with very broad plates ;

the outer plate furnished with weak teeth or

only serrate
;
the palps slender, narrow ; the last joint of the palp unguiform.

"
Body very deep, but thick. Four anterior side-plates much increasing in size

(successively) ; the fourth side-plate very large. The head very short, but deep.
" Antenna short, but robust

; the upper with a small secondary appendage ; the first

joint of the flagellum elongate and thick.

"
First and Second Gnathopods almost of the same shape and size, scarcely subchelate.

" Third and Fourth Per^opods with the first joint little or not at all dilated.
"
Fifth Peraeopods shorter than the preceding ; the first joint much dilated and

elongate.

" The Uropods each furnished with two cylindrical rami.
"

Telson little, sometimes slightly cleft."

Genus Stegocephcdus,^ Kr0yer, 1842.

Stegocephalus injtatus, Krdyer (PI. CXXXVII. A).

1774. Cancel- ampulla, Pliipps, Voyage towards the North Pole, p. 191, Tab. xii. fig. 3.

1781. Gammarus ampulla, J. C. Fabricius, Species Insectorum.

1 787. „ „ J. C. Fabricius, Mantissa Insectorum, torn. i.

1788. Cancer (Gammarus) ampulla, Gmelin, Linnsei Systema Naturae, t. i. p. v. p. 2991.

1791. Gammarus ampulla, Olivier, Hist. Nat. Insectes, t. vi.

1793. „ „ J. C. Fabricius, Entom. Syst., t. ii.

1796. Cancer gammarellus ampulla, Herbst, Krabben u. Krebse, ii. No. 61, pi. 35, fig. 1.

1802. Cancer Gammarus ampulla, Turton, Translation of Gmelin's Linnaeus.

1802. Gamviarus ampulla, Bosc, Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 146.

1803. „ ,, Latreille, Histoire Naturelle, -vol. vi.

1818. „ „ Latreille, Tableau EncyclopMique, pi. 348, figs. 1, 2, 3.

1820. Cancer ampulla, Scoresby, An Account of the Arctic Kegions.

1821. Gammarus ampulla, Sabine, Appendix to Parry's Voyage, p. 51.

,
1824. ,, ,, Sabine, Supplement to Parry's Voyage, p. ccxxix.

1828. „ ,, J. C. Eoss, Appendix to Parry's Narrative, p. 204.

1835. „ „ Owen, Appendix to Sir J. Ross's Second Voyage.

' For the original definition of this genus, see Note on Kr0yer, 1842 (p. 198).
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1840. Lydanassa (?) ampulla, Milne-Edwards, Hist, des Crust., iii. p. 22.

1842. Stegocephaltis inflatus, Kr0yer, Naturh. Tidsskr., B. iv. H. 2, p. 150.

1845. „ „ Kr0yer, Naturh. Tidsskr., R. 2, B. i. pp. 522-530, t. vii. fi^s. 3a-3(j.

1846. (?) „ „ Kr0yer, Voy. en Scandinavie, pi. 20, fig. 2, a~t.

1852. ,, „ White, Appendix to Sutherland's Journal.

1855. Stegocephalus ampulla, Bell and Westwood, The Last of the Arctic Voyages, p. 406,

pi. XXXV. fig. 1.

1859. Sfcgocephalus injiatus, Bruzelius, Skand. Amiih. Gammaridea, p. 38.

1862. Stegocephalus ampulla, Sp. Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 63, pi. x. fig. 2.

1865. „ ,, Goes, Crust. Amph. maris Spetsb. (two forms), p. 5 (521), figs. 8, 9.

1869. „ „ Norman, Last Report on Dredging among the Shetland Isles, p. 276.

1870. „ „ Boeck, Crust. Amph. bor. et arct., p. 48.

1876. „ „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 421.

1886. ,, ,, Koelbel, Crust., Pycn., Arach. von Jan Mayen, p. 5.

1887. „ ,, Hansen, Dijmphna-Togtets zool.-botan. Udbytte, p. 218, Tab. xxi.

figs. 10-1 Of.

Locality.
—Station 49, south of Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 20, 1873; lat. 43° 3' N.,

long. 63° 39' W.; depth, 85 fathoms; bottom, gravel, stones; bottom temperature, 35°.

Two specimens, the larger a female, nearly three-quarters of an inch long. Dredged.

Colour as in Voy. en Scand., pi. 20, fig. 2.

RemarTcs.—Commenting on specimens from the Kara Sea, many of which were dis-

tinguished for their size, one being 47 mm. long, Dr. Hansen (loc. cit.) observes, "the

species is easy to distinguish from the Steg. Kessleri figured by Stuxberg (Vega B. I.,

p. 713), which last pretty certainly is the same as the 'forma altera' of Stcg. ampidla,

established by Goes {Op. cit, p. 521, Fig. 9). Specimens of Steg. amimlla have the

fourth pair of side-plates deeper than long, and the fifth perseopods' expanded second

joint (first joint, auctorum) ending in a right, or even slightly acute, angle. Young,
taken from the pouch of the female and sufliciently developed to leave it, are dis-

tinguished by the circumstance that the fifth pereeopods' second joint has its expanded

plate prolonged somewhat downwards and evenly rounded, and the side-plates of the

third pleon-segment rounded below ; they are, however, easily distinguishable from

Steg. christianensis, Boeck, in that the fourth peraeopods' second (Boeck's first) joint

is expanded, and from the species described by Sars by the fourth pair of side-plates,

which are quite like those of the adult (see above), and by several other points, which

are easily seen in Sars' figures." A footnote already quoted (p. 599) explains that Dr.

Hansen's specimens ought to have been described as Stegocephalus injiatus, Kr0yer, and

that
"
Stcgocep)halus Kessleri, Stuxberg," is the true synonym of Cancer ampulla, Phipps.'

^ Since Phipps' specimens (uncialia et biuncialia) were as large as Dr. Hansen's, I do not know why Dr. Hansen refers

to the size as a distinction between the two species. Phipps may have had both forms, for his account of the last

perffiopods (femora postremi paris postice acuta) scarcely agrees with the figure. In the synonymy given above the

references to Kr0yer, Hansen, and Goes (fig. 8) clearly refer to Stegocepludus injiatus; in most of the others the name

ampulla has doubtless been used without knowledge of the distinctions which Dr. Hansen draws between the forms

ampulla and injiatus.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 92
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Genus Andania, Boeck, 1870.

Mandibles with tlie cutting edge for the most part smooth
; only one mandible with

a secondary plate, and that minute.

First Maxillse wth a two-jointed palp, which does not always reach so far as the outer

plate.

Second Maxilla} with the outer plate shorter and much narrower than the inner.

Telson very small, whole or slightly incised.

Boeck founded this genus for the two species Andania ahyssi and Andania

nordlandica ; to these Sars in 1882 added a third, Andania pectinata;^ for tlie three

new species now included, it has been necessary slightly to modify the wording of

Boeck's definition (see p. 399). Indeed, his expression,
"

JMaxillae Imi paris palpo

elongato, lato, 2-articulato," does not seem to agree with his description of the first

maxillse of Andania nordlandica, of which he says,
"
Palpen er liden, uden B0rster."

Andania gigantea, Stebbing (PL XXXV.).

1883. Andania gigantea, Stebbing, Aim. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vul. xi. p. 206.

The head almost concealed beneath the large overhanging first segment of the perseon,

the forehead obtusely angled ; the perseon broad and deep, especially from the second to

the fifth segment ; the first segment longer than the rest, from before backwards increasing

rapidly in depth ; from the sixth segment of the perseon the width and depth of the

segments decrease rapidly towards the telson ; the segments of the pleon not exceeding

the average length of those of the peraeon, the third segment with the rounded hind

margin dorsally produced over the dorsal depression of the fourth segment, the sixth

segment dorsally emarginate to receive the telson ; the postero-lateral angles acute in the

second segment, but not in the first, and scarcely in the third, though in that segment
a little outdrawn. In spirit the integument shows prismatic colouring. The larger

specimen is brown and very thin-skinned, while the smaller has a less flexible integu-

ment, and, as is commonly the case with specimens in spirits, is a sort of creamy-white

in colour.

Eyes not made out, probal)ly wanting.

Upper Antenna}.—The first joint stout and short, broader than long ; the second

joint a little narrower and much shorter ;
the third showing little more than a rounded

lobe on each side, the smaller lobe on the inner side having a group of setae ; the flagellum

three-sided, tapering, of about fourteen joints, of which the first is very large, much

longer than either the peduncle or the remainder of the flagellum ;
it tapers strongly

with a slight curve, and in addition to a row of nine or ten large spine-like setae along
1 In regard to tliis, see Note on Aurivillius, 1885 (p. 558).
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its surface, its lower side cai'ries a brush of long hairs or cylinders, consisting of some

seventy rows
; the remaining joints are short, esjaecially the earlier ones ; in a groove on

the inner side of the first joint lies the narrow ribbon-like accessory flagellum, consisting

of one very long joint and two minute terminal joints, the terminal spines or setae

reaching to the end of the first joint of the primary.

Lower Antennse.—The first three joints very short, the first somewhat inflated, the

gland-cone of the second small ; the fourth joint between two and three times as long as

broad, three-sided, with several groups of spines along one side ; the fifth joint much

longer and thinner than the fourth, three-sided, rather wider at each end than in the

middle
;
the flagellum longer than that of the upper antennae, shorter than the peduncle,

consisting of twenty-five joints, of which the first is the longest.

The Epistome carinate ; the distal lobes of the upper lip slightly unsymmetrical. In

fig.
C the upper lip is seen just above the cutting edges of the mandibles, which are in

close juxtaposition ;
the flagella of the lower antennae, and the terminal portions of those

of the upper, are omitted
;
the first pair of side-plates are seen in profile.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge broad, almost straight, but with a little convexity, having
a denticle at the upper end (the lower end in

fig. C) with a small tooth on the upper

margin just behind it
; at the lower end the margin is produced rather into a small tooth-

process than a tooth, the lower margin being finely denticulate nearly as far as the base

of the secondary plate ; this is found only on one mandible, as far as I could judge on

the right, not on the left, mandible ; it lies along the lower side of the principal plate, is

much longer than broad, and has the distal edge denticulate with about ten closely set

denticles, together with three or four on the lower edge ; the neighbouring tract of the

principal plate shows some ciliation ; and beyond this the lower margin runs out to an

olstuse angle, apart from which the mandible would have the figure of a parallelogram ;

the angle or projection perhaps represents the otherwise absent molar tubercle. In the

Plate, figures m.m., the outside surfaces of the mandibles are represented, the right

mandible being on the left hand, with the secondary plate seen through the transparent

trunk ; the curved depression in the corresponding part of the left mandible is likewise

seen through from the inner surface.

Lower Lip.
—The front lobes broad, widely dehiscent, strongly ciliated on the outer

margin, less so on the flattened distal margin, and the inner margin smooth
;
across each

plate from the outer margin to near the centre of the base runs a curved line of short,

stiS" bristles, which at either end of the line are very numerous ; the mandibular processes

are not flat but form a fold with the hollow inwards, the distal end rounded.

First Maxilla.—Inner plates very large, the inner margin fringed with about thirty

strong plumose setae ; the truncate distal margin of the outer plate is armed with six

larger and three smaller spines, variously, but none strongly, denticulate, with numerous

spine-like cilia about their bases ; the palp has a few spines at the apex of the indistinctly
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articulated first joint, and very many long slightly feathered spines on the serrate

margins of the triangular apex of the second joint, which scarcely reaches the bases of

the spines of the outer plate.

Second Maxillw.—The inner plate rather longer than the outer and immensely

broader, especially at the base, from which it narrows gradually to the apex ; the inner

margin armed with about thirty-six long, spine-like, plumose setse, the tips unfeathered,

and a parallel row of some twenty shorter spines, with the distal portion denticulate
;

these spines increase in length as they approach the apex, where there are some long

spines, plumose below, denticulate above ;
the outer plate, of tolerably even width

throughout, has many large spines on the apex, slightly denticulate, and a few slender

and setiform at the tip of the inner margin.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates greatly inflated, not reaching so far as the distal end

of the first joint of the palp ;
the inner margins convex, distally dehiscent, fringed with

long minutely feathered spines rather than set?e, the series passing round to the outer

distal angle, where the flattened distal margin carries a thin spine bending over two

little straight spinules ; some way down the outer margin there are two strong spines ;

the outer plates narrow, not reaching the distal end of the second joint of the palp, armed

along the serrate inner and distal margins with long slender spines, of which there are

groups also on the outer surface near the inner margin ; first joint of the palp subequal

in length to the second
;
both armed on the inner margin, the second also on the outer

apex, with long slender spines ; the third joint much shorter than the second, very slender,

with slender spines along the inner margin and about the apex, one or two of the latter

longer than the finger ; the finger thin and nail-like, with a very small dorsal cUium

at a fourth of the finger's length from the base.

First Gnatliopods.
—The side-plates small, almost triangular, with the free margin a

little curved. The first joint about as long as the next four joints united, the front

margin straight, fringed with setae, the hinder a little sinuous, with many very long

slightly plumose setse on or near it
;
the second joint short, with plumose setee at the

hinder apex ; the third joint with plumose setae at two points of the hind margin, and

along the distal border, which forms a pointed apex in front ; the wrist is longer than

the hand and distally broader, with several strong spines on the hinder margin, as well

as groups of setse here and on both surfaces, and at the apex of the front margin ; the

hand tapers much towards the distal end ; the serrate hind margin is nearly straight,

carrying ten or eleven groups of long spines and setae, and several groups of long setse

also on the surface and on the front margin, the distal part of which is serrate
;
the

finger is small and slender, about half the length of the hand, at the apex of which it is

fixed, having no palm to close against, the long spines and stiff" setae of the hind margin

perhaps for some purposes serving instead of a palm.

Second Gnathojyods.
—

Side-plates parallel-sided, the lower margin continuing the
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curve of the preceding pair. The branchial vesicles, here and throughout, broad and

inflated ;
this pair about as long as the first joint. The limb very similar to that of the

first gnathopods ;
the first joint a little shorter, and at the top a little narrower ;

the

third, fourth, and fifth joints rather longer, the fourth and fifth slightly narrower,

subequal to one another in length ;
the armature similar.

First Perieopocls.
—

Side-plates similar to the preceding pair, but rather longer and

broader, in each pair the front margin a little convex, and the hinder a little concave.

Limb as in the next pair.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates scarcely longer than the preceding pair, but below

the excavation equal in breadth to the two preceding pairs, the lower margin continuous

with theirs, the hind margin rounded below the excavation. The first joint about the

same size as that of the second gnathopod ;
short feathered setse along the front margin,

numerous long ones on the lower part of both margins ;
the short second joint having the

lower half of the hind margin and its apex crowded with them; the third joint nearly

as long as the first, with a group of long seta3 on the slightly decurrent apex of the

front margin, the hind margin straight, slightly serrate, fringed with numerous setse ;

the fourth joint subequal in length to the fifth, the apical group of the front margin

shorter than in the third joint, with a small group a little higher up, the hind margin

rather deeply serrate, fringed with long spines and seta3 of various lengths ;
the fifth

joint narrow, slightly curved, with five groups of setae on the convex front margin, and

many groups of spines on the serrate hind margin ;
the finger short and slender, scarcely

more than a third of the length of the fifth joint. In the Plate this and the succeeding

peraeopods are drawn on a larger scale than the two gnathopods ;
to give warning of this,

as well as could conveniently be managed, on the Plate itself, I have added figures of

the natural size to show the comparative proportions of the second gnathopod and fifth

perseopod.

Third Peraeopods.
—The hind lobe of the side-plates deeper than the front one. The

limb is very similar to that of the two preceding pairs, the undilated first joint rather

longer, the third shorter, with both margins serrate and fringed with setae, some of

those on the front being so strong as rather to deserve the name of spines ;
the fourth

joint has on the hind margin an apical group of spines and setae, and two groups of setae

higher up ; the fifth joint is longer than the fourth or third, and longer than the fifth

joint of the preceding pair.

Fourth Perseopods.
—The side-plates behind nearly as deep as the hind lobe in the

preceding segment. The first joint expanded, the margins nearly parallel, scarcely

serrate ;
numerous very long setae arise on the inner surface along the hind margini

within the wing ;
there is a fold of the integument on the outer surface at the upper part

near the front margin ; upon this margin there are various setae ; the remainder of the

limb resembles the corresponding part of the preceding pair, but with the third and fifth
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joints longer, the fourth pair of i^crseopods being the longest, while the fifth is the

shortest.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates small. Branchial vesicles well developed. First

joint of the limb shorter in front than that of the preceding pair, but longer behind,

the lower well-rounded lobe being produced considerably below the second joint ; the

third joint is shorter than the fourth or fifth, with small groups of spines or sette

on Ijoth margins ;
the fourth joint rather longer than the fifth, with the hind margin

nearly straight, with an apical group of small spines, and one higher up, the front

margin strongly serrate, armed with many groups of long spines ; the fifth joint straight,

with five sets of small spines behind, and nine or ten groups of spines, large and small, on

the serrate front margin ;
the finger straight.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of all three pairs are very long, much longer than the

rami, reaching nearly equally far back, the first pair shghtly further than the thii-d and the

third than the second ; they are carinate below and channelled above, with small spines

along the upper edges, and in the first j^air with setse at the upper part ; the rami are

lanceolate, subequal, with the outer margin of the outer and the inner of the inner ramus

nearly straight, the other two being more convex, all edged with small spines, and each

ha'S'ing a nail at the apex, which seems to be of no very rigid texture.

Tdson very small, the length very little exceeding the breadth, the shape almost

triangular, with curved sides, cleft for a short distance, the apices rounded, scarcely

dehiscent.

Length.
—The two specimens are figured in the Plate of the natural size, the larger in

the position figured measuring in a straight line from the forehead to the extremity of the

third uropods just two inches, with a depth at the third perseon-segment of an inch and

a half ; the smaller specimen, being extended, measured within the same points over an

inch and a half in length, with a depth of seven-tenths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 146, near Marion Island, December 29, 1873; lat. 46° 46' S.,

long. 45° 31' E.; depth, 1375 fathoms; bottom, Globigerina ooze; bottom temperature,

35°'6. One specimen (the larger). Trawled.

Station 147, east of Marion Island, December 30, 1874; lat. 46° 16' S., long.

48° 27' E.; depth, 1600 fathoms; bottom. Diatom ooze; bottom temperature, 34°'2.

One specimen (the smaller). Trawled.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the striking difference in size between this

and the earlier known species of the genus, which range from little more than the fifth

of an inch down to the tenth of an inch. Boeck's Andania ahyssi, it may be noted, is

reported from depths between 100 and 300 fathoms.
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Andania hoecki, n. sp. (PL XXXVI.).

The head almost concealed beneath the overhanging first segment of the perseon ; the

first three segments of the pleon longer than any of the perseon except the first, their

postero-lateral angles not acute, yet scarcely rounded
;
the second, third, and fourth

segments with a transverse dorsal depression, the second and third with small spines

along the lower margin ; the animal more elongate in proportion to its depth than

Andania gigantea ; the integument showing prismatic hues in spirit, much or all of it

covered with hexagonal markings.

Eyes not perceived.

Uj)per Antennse.—The three joints of the peduncle very short and thick, the first as

long as the other two, the third being shaped as in the preceding species ;
the flagellum

of fourteen joints, the first longer than the rest united and longer than the peduncle,

very broad at the base, tapering, bordered with a thick brush of cylinders in about sixty

broad rows, serrate towards the distal end and armed with long spines ; the other joints

have distal rows of spinules ; the secondary flagellum is nearly as long as the first joint

of the primary, in the channelling of which it is lodged ;
it is strongly curved, ribbon-like,

fringed with setules or spinules, and carrying at the apex some very long spines ; there

may be a minute second joint.

Loiver Antenna; considerably longer than the upper. First three joints very short,

gland-cone small, decurrent, blunt ;
fourth joint longer than the preceding three united,

tvith several setse on the surface and lower margin ; fifth joint more than twice as long as

the fourth, thickest at the base, its upper side covered with fine hairs
; flagellum of more

than twenty-five joints, the first the longest, the distal margins of the first eighteen

oblique.

Epistome carinate ; upper lip with two unsymmetrical lobes, which in the Plate are

folded back, but whether that represents their natural position, I cannot say for certain.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge of great breadth, with a small denticle at the top and

with a much smaller just l^elow, and a sort of tooth on the upper margin behind it ; the

edge itself is scarcely convex, drawn out below into a blunt tooth ; the lower margin is

cut into fine teeth or serrations for a short space ;
it then presents a forward-directed

tooth, from which a curved beaded line runs up the surface, the margin itself forming

two overlapping curves ; this applies to what is apparently the left mandible ;
that which

I suppose to be the right is rather shorter, otherwise very similar, l)ut without tlie

prominent tooth of the lower margin, having on the other hand on the surface near tlie

lower apical tooth a curved groove or fold of the integument suggestive of an inchoate

secondary plate ; moreover, near the inner angle of the lower margin there is a small

opening in the integument from within which issues a seta ; at the inner corner of the

upper margin each mandible has what appears to be an articulating process.
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Lower Lip.
—The principal lobes very broad, flat-topped, with a large outstanding

tooth at the outer corner, with some strong cilia behind it, but the margin immediately

in front of it free from cilia ;
from the outer corner a curved baud of long cilia runs

across the lobe towards the centre of the base
;
the inner margin is free from cilia, but

has a small projecting process some way down
;
the mandibular processes are broad,

folded as in Andania gigantea.

First Maxillm.—The inner plate having about twenty strongly plumose setse along

the inner margin, some of the lower ones rather longer than the upper ;
the outer plate

as in Andania gigantea ; the first joint of the palp very short, the second joint with its

apex more rounded than in the preceding species, the spines less elongate, and very

slightly feathered.

Second Maxillse similar to those of Andania gigantea, the row of longer plumose
setse or spines numbering about five and twenty, set in a sinuous row, the centre part of

which is removed from the margin ; the shorter spines almost as numerous, plumose

below, denticulate above ;
the narrow outer plate with about twenty spines of difierent

sizes round its distal margin, and two near the middle of the outer mai'gin, of which

there is no trace in the other species.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates broad and inflated, not reaching as far as the distal end

of the first joint of the palp, the inner margin and adjacent surface having numerous

very long plumose spines, the broad, truncate, indented distal margin also carrying six

or seven similar spines, and the series being continued by seven shorter spines round

the distal part of the outer margin ; the outer plates and palp similar to those of the

preceding species ; the first joint of the palp has, like the second, apical spines on the

outer margin, which in this species is much longer than the inner ; the second joint has

one or two groups of spines on the outer border besides those at the apex, and the narrow

third joint has two or three such groups, the arrangement not being entirely symmetrical.

The dorsal cilium of the finger not perceived.

First Gnathopods.
—The side-plates in this species agree with those described in

Andania gigantea. The first joint reaches beyond the side-plate, the front margin

fringed with short spines, the hind margin carrying long setse on the upper part, and a

small apical group of spines ;
the second joint with a few spines on the hind margin and

its apex ;
the third joint nearly rhomboidal, with a few feathered spines on the front and

hind margins, many and long on the distal ; the wrist triangular, distally cup-like,

broader than the hand, subequal to it in length, with long spines round the serrate hind

margin, a long row round the distal margin, a long row parallel to this on the outer

surface, with a smaller row nearer the base, while on the inner surface there are two long

oblique rows
; the hand tapers distally, -ndth a somewhat ovate form, the hind margin

fringed with finely feathered spines, the front margin having spines at the apex and at

two points above it, the inner surface having two longitudinal slightly oblique rows, or
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succession of groups of spines, the outer surface being similarly adorned, but with rather

less fulness ; the finger slender, short, curved, not nearly half the length of the hand,

mth a minute dorsal cilium close to the base.

Second Gnathopods.
—Branchial vesicles large and inflated. First joint of the limb

reaching beyond the narrow side-plate, the upper part narrow for a short space, then

making a bend and widening slightly, the front margin almost unarmed, the hinder

with long setfe and an apical group of spines; the second with two small groups of

plumose setse on the hind margin and a large group at its apex; the remaining joints

similar to those of the first gnathopods, but the third joint is without spines on the

front margin, the wrist is narrower, the hand is narrower and longer, the armature of

both wrist and hand being slighter, though the same in general character.

Fi7'st Perieopods.
—First joint scarcely reaching beyond the side-plates, the front

margin straight, with three small spines near the apex, the convex hind margin cariying

long setse about the centre, and some spines on the lower part ;
the second joint with

four or five setiform spines on the hind margin ; the third joint longer than the fourth

or fifth, fringed with spines on the hind margin, and carrying some spinules on the

adjoining surface, with eight short spines placed along the convex front margin, the

apex decurrent, fringed on the inner side with spines ; the fourth joint longer than

the fifth, fringed behind like the preceding joint, and also having rows of spinules on the

surface, the front margin carrying four groups of short spines ; the fifth joint slightly

curved, narrowed distally, with nine groups of short spines along the serrate hind margin
and five small groups on the adjoining surface, the convex front margin having spinules at

five or six points; the finger slender, slightly curved, nothalf the length of the fifth joint.

Second Perieopods.
—

Side-plates at the widest point, just below the excavation, very
much wader than the two preceding plates together, the breadth and depth subequal.

The broad branchial vesicles not extending below the side-plates. The first joint not

reaching the lower margin of the side-plate, the long setse of the hind margin extending
to the apex ; the limb in general like that of the first perseopods.

TJiird Perseopods.
—ffind lobe of the side-plates the larger, the front one closely

fitting into the excavation of the preceding plate. The Ijranchial vesicles of this and the

next pair very large. The first joint not dilated, but a little wider above than below,

both margins bordered with rather short curved spines, the lower half of the hind margin

fringed with very plumose setse
;
the four following joints all serrate and fringed -wath

groups of spines in front ; the third joint longer than the fourth, subequal in length to

the fifth, its hind margin slightly serrate, with seven single spines along it and a group

about the decurrent apex; the fourth joint with three groups of spines on the hind margin;

the fifth joint slender, slightly curved, with some spinules behind ; the finger as in the

preceding pair.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates rather broadly and deeply lobed behind. The first

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 93
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joint expanded, though not very widely, the hind margin almost straight, scarcely serrate,

the front margin a little convex, fringed with spines, the inner surface carrying a fringe

of long plumose setee, the lower margin rounded behind, overlapping the second joint ;

the armature of the following joints very similar to that in the preceding pair, but the

fourth joint considerably longer and slightly curved ; the fifth joint also much longer,

this exceeding the length of the fourth, and the fourth that of the third.

Fifth Pera^ojwds.
—

Side-plates not very deep. Branchial vesicles well developed.

First joint much broader above than below, with the front margin much shorter than

the hinder, convex above, straight below, armed with few spines ;
the hind margin very

convex, slightly serrate, the lower lobe greatly overlapping the second joint ; the second

joint with a distal row of small spines in front
;
the next three joints much shorter than

in the preceding pair ; the third joint subequal in length to the fourth and also to the

fifth, fringed in front with many small spines and some larger at the apex, carrying five

spines on the hind margin, and an apical group ;
the fourth joint straight, with seven

groups of large spines in front, and four of small ones behind ; the fifth joint with eight

groups of long slender spines in front, and three of spinules behind
;
the finger very

slender, straight, longer than half the fifth joint.

Pleopods.
—

Coupling spines long and slender, the shafts plumose, the bent apex small,

one margin having four, the other three, small retroverted teeth just below the apex.

Immediately below the coupling spines, there are some slender acute spines, setiform,

plumose. The cleft spines form a series of six
; they are long, especially the lower ones,

but the arms of the cleft are short, the acute arm being coarsely serrate on the inner

side. The peduncles, as usual, are longest in the first pair, shortest in the third ; the

joints of the rami number about twenty-two on the inner, and about twenty-five on the

outer, somewhat curved, ramus.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of all three pairs broad and long, those of the first and

third pairs reaching slightly beyond those of the second, all of them much longer than

the rami, and seemingly all of them carinate and channelled as in the preceding species ;

the first two pairs have very numerous spines fringing the edges, those on the inner side

being the longer ; they have also along the centre fringes of long setae ;
the peduncles of

the third pair seem to be almost unarmed
;
in each pair the rami are a little unequal,

those of the first and second pairs carinate, with many small spines on the edges ; those

of the third pair are broader but not longer than those of the two preceding pairs, not

carinate, carrying but few spines, with the inner edge of the outer and the outer edge of

the inner pectinate, while in the other two pairs the outer edge of each ramus is pectinate.

Telson very small, very little longer than broad, the convex sides converging to an

almost pointed apex.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the front of the head

to the apex of the third uropods, close upon nine-tenths of an inch.
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Locality.
—Station 120, off Pernambuco, September 9, 1873 ;

lat. 8° 37' S., long.

34° 28' W.; depth, 675 fathoms ; bottom, red mud. One specimen. Trawled.

Remark.—The specific name is given in honour of the late Axel Boeck, who instituted

the genus Andania, and who stands in the very foremost rank among the investigators

of the Amphipoda.

Andania abyssorum, n. sp, (PI. XXXVII.).

Lateral lobes of the head rather prominent ;
first segment of the perseon as long as

the next two united, less overhanging than in the two preceding species ; the postero-

lateral angles of the first three pleon-segments not acute, a little rounded ; the following

segments abruptly shallower, the fourth almost concealed beneath the third, the sixth

longer than the fifth, with two longitudinal ridges running from the base of the segment

to either side of the base of the telsou.

No Eyes ^Derceived.

Upjyer Antennse.—Peduncle shorter than the flagellum, the first joint very stout,

scarcely longer than broad, longer than the two next joints united ; the flagellum

tapering, of four joints, the first as long as the other three together, rather longer than

the first joint of the peduncle, with a brush of cyhnders, and at the apex some

spinules and a long spine ; the narrow, slightly curved, secondary flagellum is not half

as long as the first joint of the primary, seemingly one-jointed, with a long subapical

spine.

Loiver Antenna;.—First joint a little dilated
; gland-cone very small

; third joint

forming an angle with the fourth ;
fourth rather longer than the fifth ; the tw^o together

longer than the slender six-jointed flagellum.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge broad, almost straight, with a very minute denticle at

the top, but sharply upturned below, with some conspicuous though microscopic denticles;

on the inner surface near the lower angle, but connected by a groove with the upper, is a

small triangular secondary plate on the right mandible, and some distance behind this on

the outer surface there is a seta
;
on the left mandible there is no secondary j)late, but

the seta is present, arising from a curved groove on the outer surface.

Loioer Li]).-
—The principal lobes apically narrow, with a small tuft of cilia or sctules

standing out at about the centre of the apical margin ;
a band of long cilia appears to

cross the surface as in the other two species.

First Maxillw.—The inner plate carrying seven stout strongly plumose seta3 along

the inner margin ; the truncate distal margin of the outer plate armed w^ith nine

denticulate spines, rising amidst very long and spine-like cilia ; the first joint of the palp

not very short, the second reaching as far as the outer plate, its outer margin convex, its
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apex armed with six spines, of which, the outermost is minute, but the two adjoining it

are very Large;

Second Maxillse.—The inner plate longer and much broader than the outer, with

many plumose setse and spines on the inner margin, probably twenty or thirty in all; the

outer plate carrying eight long spines on the truncate apex.

MaxilUpeds.
—The inner plates not nearly reaching as far as the distal end of the first

joint of the i^alp, the inner margin apically produced into a tooth surmounted by a spine-

tooth
;
the outward slojiing distal margin having two smaller processes, each with a small

spine-tooth, and the outer corner carrying three spines ; the outer plates rather long
and narrow, butnot reaching the end of the second joint of the palp ; the nearly straight,

serrate, inner margin fringed with about fifteen short spines ; there is one on the almost

pointed apex, and a few on the surface; the first joint of the palp rather shorter than the

second, with two plumose setse on the inner margin ;
the second joint with seven setiB on

the inner margin and two on the outer apex ; the third joint very slender, with some

apical spines or setse
;
the finger also very slender, slightly curved, shorter than the

preceding joint.

First Gnatho20ods.
—

Side-plates triangular, deeper than broad, with the front margin

curved, and below forming an acute angle with the hinder margin. First joint reaching

beyond the side-plate, broader below than above, the front margin frmged with small

spines, the lower ones rather longer and plumose ;
the hind margin carrying many long

setse, and an apical group of spines ; the second joint much longer than broad, with some

spinules in front and behind, and a group of spines on the hinder apex ; the third joint

scarcely so long as the second, with a large apical group of spines and some smaller

groups on the hind margin ;
the wrist as long as the hand and much broader, with

groups of spines on the hind margin near and about the apex, also with spines at two

points of the front margin near the apex, and a large group round the apex, some of these

being longer than the hand on one of the gnathopods, though not upon the one figured

in the Plate ; the hand with the distal portion much narrowed, the serrate hind margin

strongly fringed with various spines, one of which near the finger is more strongly

plumose than the rest
; the front margin is more convex near the base than distally, the

two tracts being separated in one of the gnathopods by a group of several spines, in the

other by two spines with an interval between them ; there are some apical setules on

this margin ; the finger is slender and curved, not nearly half the length of the hand.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates narrow and elongate, the front margin very slightly

convex, the hind margin closely interlocking with the following plate, as seems usual in

this genus, the lower margin oblique, helping to form the continuous curve from the

upper front corner of the first side-plate to the excavation of the fourth. The marsupial

plates narrow, -with a few set?e round the apex. First joint of the limb narrow, reaching

beyond the side-plate, narrowest near the base, then making a bend forwards, with some
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long setae at various points iipon the Iiind margin, the front but slightly curved
; the

second joint elongate, with long plumose setae at four points of the hind margin ; the

third joint much shorter than the second, with a group of apical spines behind; the wrist

scarcely as long as the hand, and but little broader, with spines on the lower part and

apex of the hind margin, and on the apex of the front ; the hand with the front margin
almost straight, carrying spines at the apex ; the hind margin smooth for a space, then

serrate, with many groups of spines, many of those which are near the short strongly
curved finger being strongly denticulate ; the bending of the hind margin in this hand

makes an approach to a palm.

First Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates and branchial vesicles similar to those of the preceding

pair, but a little longer, the side-plates also broader. The first joint scarcely reaching

beyond the side-plates, considerably broader than that of the second gnathopods, carrying
a few spinules on the front margin, and a spine on the hinder apex ; the second joint

with two setae on the hind margin and an apical spine ; the third longer than the fourth,

rather shorter than the fifth, with a spinule on the decurrent front apex and one on the

margin a little higher up ; the fourth joint slightly curved, each apex pointed ; the fifth

joint slender, curved, almost unarmed, with a tendency to pectination on tlie hind margin;
the finger very short, curved.

Second Perieopods.
—

Side-plates very broad, very deep in front, with a small

interlocking process near the top of the front margin. Branchial vesicles not very broad,

not as long as the side-plates. Marsupial plates much narrower than the branchial

vesicles, and about as long. First joint of the limb not reaching the end of the side-

plate ;
the limb in general like the preceding, but the fourth and fifth joints smaller, the

third being longer than either.

Third Perwojwds.
—

Side-plates small, the hinder lobe the larger, the front one when

in situ obscured by the preceding plate. The branchial vesicles oval, not very large.

The marsupial plates short, with eleven setae round the apex. The first joint not

expanded, a little narrowed at the centre, with a few spines or spinules on the margins ;

the second joint, as in the preceding pairs, not so short as usual, with two or three small

spines on the front margin ; the third joint much longer than the fourth, a little longer

than the fifth, with short spines at four points of the very decurrent hind margin, and the

same number of spinules on the front
; the fourth joint with some microscopic spinules

on the straight, apically acute, front margin ; the fifth joint a little curved, the front

margin finely pectinate ; finger nearly half the length of the fifth joint.

Fourth Perieojwds.
—

Side-plates rather deeper than broad, front margin straight,

hinder a little convex. Branchial vesicles widening distally. First joint expanded, rather

wider below than above, front margin nearly straight, furnished with a few spinules ;

the hind margin very slightly convex and scarcely serrate, the lower margin smoothly
rounded and partially overlapping the second joint ; the remainder of the limb similar to
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the corresponding part of the preceding pair, but with the third joint still more decurrent,

and the fourth and fifth joints rather longer.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates similar to the preceding pair, but smaller. Branchial

vesicles small. First joint greatly expanded, longer than broad, its length surpassing

that of the next four joints united ; the front margin nearly straight, carrying a few

small spines, the hind margin serrate, very convex, the lower margin rounded, partially

overlapping the short second joint, which has spines at two points of the front margin ;

the third joint has spines at two or three points in front, and at four points of the hind

margin, which is decurrent almost to the apex of the fourth joint ; the fourth joint has

spines at four points of the front margin, the apex of which is acute
; the fifth joint,

which is longer than the fourth, but shorter than the third, has a single spine near the

centre of the pectinate front margin ; the finger is more than half the length of the fifth

joint, its inner margin pectinate.

Pleopods.
—The coupling Spines are very slender, with three or four minute teeth on

either side close to the apex ; near them is a plumose seta ;
from a process at the top of

the peduncle another plumose seta projects ;
the first joint of the inner ramus has two

cleft spines, in which the branches are nearly equal, the outer, as usual, serrate on its

inner margin ; the inner ramus has seven, the outer eight joints.

Uropods.
—As in the two preceding species, the peduncles appear* to be carinate and

channelled
;
the first pair both as regards the peduncles and the rami reaching a very

little beyond the second, and the second beyond the third
;
the first and second pairs,

but not the third, have some spines on the edges of the peduncles ; all the rami have

pectinate edges ; in the first pair the longer outer ramus has two spines on the upper part

of the outer margin, in the second pair there is but one spine ;
in the third pair the rami

are nearly equal in length to the peduncles, the outer ramus being a little longer than

the inner, its distal portion consisting of a nail which is more than a third of the total

length.

Telson about as broad as long, very small, not nearly reaching the end of the

peduncles of the third uropods, its curved sides converging to an acute apex, which is

cleft for about a third of the length of the telson, not dehiscent.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the front of the head

to the back of the second segment of the pleon, one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.—^tsAion 168, ofi" New Zealand, July 8, 1874 ; lat. 40° 28' S., long.

177° 43' E.; dej)th, 1100 fathoms; bottom, blue mud; bottom temperature, 37°'2. One

specimen ; female. Trawled.

Remark.—The specific name refers to the great depth from which this little creature

was obtained, but is principally designed to call attention to its close relationship with

the northern species, Andania ahyssi, Boeck.
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Family A M p H I L c H I D .E, G. 0. Sars, 1882.

Boeck in 1876 constituted the Amphilochinae the second subfamily of the family

LeucothoidiB, assigning to it the genera Amphilochus, Gitana and Astyra; in 1882 Sars

changed the subfamily into a family, and added the new genus Stegoplax, which is near

to the earlier Cyproidia, Haswell, and the still earlier but somewhat obscure Peltocoxa,

Catta. Boeck's definition is as follows :
—

"
Upper Lip much incised at the apex.

" Mandibles strong, not uniform, apically dilated
;
one mandible with, the other

without, an accessory plate (ramo interno) ;
the molar tubercle more or less prominent ;

the j)alp three-jointed, elongate.
"
First Maxillee with the inner plate small

; the palp generally two-jointed, apically

armed with spines.
" Second Maxillw with the outer plate a good deal narrower than the inner.
"
Maxillip>eds with the inner plates long, narrow

;
the outer plates of moderate size or

small ; the palp more or less elongate ;
its last joint unguiform.

" The body tolerably deep, thick
;
the side-plates large.

"
Upper Ante7ina3 short, the secondary flagellum absent or small,

" First and Second Gnathopods generally of the same shape, either subchelate—some-

times powerful sometimes feeble—or scarcely subchelate.
"
First and Second Perseopods slender, filiform.

"
Last three pairs of Perwop>ods successively longer.

"
Urop)ods biramous ; the second jjair very short, the outer branch shorter than the

inner.

" Telson whole or incised at the apex."

Genus ^«i2^Moc^«s, Spence Bate, 1862.

For the original definition see Note on Spence Bate, 1862 (p. 333). Boeck defines it

as follows :
—

" Mandibles with the third joint of the palp as long as the second or longer.
"
First Maxilla with the palp two-jointed ; the second joint broad at the apex.

" First and Second Gnathojwds with large subchelate hands."

Remark.—The name of this genus must not be confounded with Amphilocus, the

name of a genus of Coleoptera.

Amphilochus marionis, n. sp. (PL XXXVIII.).

Animal compact; first three segments of the pleon with the postero-lateral angles

nearly right angles, those of the third segment projecting when the following segments
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are ventrally flexed
;
the sixth segment outdrawn on either side as far as the apex of

the telson.

Eyes small, oval.

Antennse broken.

Upper Lip.
—^The two distal lobes very nnsymmetrical.

Mandibles.—The cutting plate is a rather narrow plate attached as it were by a neck

to the trunk of the mandible, having the distal border cut into about ten small teeth ;

the secondary plate on the left mandible is similar to the principal, but on a smaller scale ;

the spine-row consists of ten curved denticulate spines, graduated in size, the larger being
near to the cutting plate ; the molar tubercle (not shown in the figures m.m.) is conical,

scarcely if at all dentate
;
the palp is set far back, its first joint short, the second straight

and moderately long, but the two together not equalling the length of the thin, curved

third joint, which is a little ciliated at the acute apex.

Loiver Lip.
—The front lobes distally narrow^, armed with strong but short cilia,

widely dehiscent ; the inner lobes narrow
;

the mandibular processes short, distallv

pointed.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate small, oval, with a single short seta at the apex ; outer

plate with, I think, seven spines, some of them denticulate, on the oblique apical

margin, together with some spine-like cilia at the inner corner
; the palp rather broad,

the second joint having four short spines on the truncate distal margin, which is produced
into a small tooth at one corner.

Second Maxillie..—The plates about equal in wddth, the inner with a few setules or

spines at the apex and passing a little way down the inner margin ;
outer plates damaged

in dissection.

MaxiJlipeds.
—Inner plates long and narrow, not reaching the distal end of the first

joint of the palp, the inner margin ending apically in a little tooth, besides which the

distal margin seems to have two scarcely visible spine-teeth ; there are long fine cilia to

be made out with difficulty on various parts of the plate ;
the outer plates are very broad,

not reaching the end of the second joint of the palp, with a very few spinules on the

surface within the straight, smooth, inner margin ; the broad, rounded, distal margin is

finely pectinate on the inner part ;
about the centre it carries a single conspicuous serrate

spine, and the outer part is strongly ciliated
; the first joint of the palp, which is the

longest, has some apical spines on both sides ; the second joint has more ; the third joint

is longer than the second, but narrower, with spines at two points on the outer margin,
and many round the serrate distal margin ; the finger is short, tapering to a very fine

point, its inner margin pectinately fringed with cilia as far as the nail.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small, almost concealed by the following pair, the

hind margin straight, the front almost semicircular. The first joint equal in length to

the hand, with an apical spine on the hind margin, and one or two spinules along the
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front; the short second joint with one apical spine behind, the rhomboidal third joint

with three, and one at the centre of the hind margin ;
the wrist short, broad, distally

cup-like, with nine or ten spines on the inner side of the hind apex, which is produced

along the hind margin of the hand, the tips of the spines reaching the palm ; the hand

large, widest at the palm, the front margin convex, with a submarginal cilium near the

centre, a subapical seta and cilium, and rounded apex, the hind margin sinuous, smooth

or microscopically downy ;
the palm broad, convex, finely pectinate, at right angles with

the hind margin, having two palmar spines at the commencement, followed by a row of

nine submarginal spinules, and two setules close to the hinge ; there are a very few slender

spines on the surface
;
the finger is long, a little curved, tapering to an extremely fine

point, reaching beyond the palm, the inner margin of the broader half near the base set

with about fifteen little spiny teeth.

Second Gnaihopods.
—

Side-plates longer and broader than the first, rather wider

below than above, lower margin rounded and slightly crenate as in the two following

pairs. The branchial vesicles in this and the following segments small, oval. The

marsupial plates very small, and, so far as observed, without setse. First joint of the

limb longer than the hand, slightly curved, with a few setules along the concave front

margin, the hind margin with an apical sj)ine, the first half of which is broad, the distal

half narrow, the corresponding spine on the first gnathopods having probably the same

character; the second and third joints resemble those of the preceding pair, except that

the third joint has three short but stout spines along its hind margin, the largest near

the apex, which has one slender spine ; the wrist is distally cup-like, short except for the

very long hinder process, the apex of which nearly reaches the palm of the hand and is

tipped with three or four spines ; the hand resembles that of the preceding pair, but

like the rest of the limb is very much larger, the suljmargiual spinules eighteen in

number, the front margin having a little cilium-bearing apical point which is not pro-

duced ; the finger has twenty teeth, some of which are submarginal but the majority

marginal as in the preceding pair ; the series ends with a much larger tooth or spine ;

there is a minute dorsal cilium very far from the base of the finger.

First Perwopods.
—

Side-plates larger than the preceding pair, but similar. The

first joint reaching below the side-plate, carrying some setules on the front margin, and

an apical spine on the hinder
; the second joint with two setules on the hind margin ;

the third joint slightly curved, with small spines at four points on each margin, the

front margin apicaUy decurrent. The rest of the limb missing, a defect shared by all the

perseopods.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates much broader than the preceding pair, the excavation

behind not descending far, the broadest part of the plate just below it. The limb like

that of the preceding pair, but the first joint not reaching beyond the side-plate.

Third Perasopods.
—The hind lobe of the side-plate deeper than the front. The

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 94
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brancliial vesicles scarcely reaching beyond the hind lobe of the side-plate. The first

joint expanded, of nearly even -n-idth throughout, but with convex margins, the front

fringed with eight small spines, the hinder serrate, carrying cilia ; the short second joint

has two spines on the front margin ; the third has five on the straight front margin,

three or four on the hind margin, and a group at its very decurrent apex.

Fourth Perxopods similar to the third, but rather larger.

Fifth Perwopods.
—The first joint broader than the preceding, and behind much

longer, the hind margin rising above and descending below the front
; both margins very

convex ; the second and third joints similar to those of the fourth perseopods.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines very short, with two strong, lateral, retroverted teeth

besides that at the apex ;
on the peduncle of the third pair there was observed an apical

spine ; the inner ramus carries apparently only one cleft spine ; the joints of the inner

ramus seven in number, of the outer eight.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the second pair as long as the inner ramus, reaching as far

as or a little beyond the apex of thetelson
;
the inner ramus much longer than the outer,

slender, with three or four spines on either margin, and ending in a sharp nail
; the

outer ramus more than half the length of the inner, with three spines on the inner margin,
not ending in a nail but very acute. The other pairs missing.

Telso7i not twice as long as broad, the sides a little curved, converging to a pointed

apex.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the top of the head

facing forwards to the top of the third segment of the pleon facing backwards, scarcely

one-tenth of an inch
,
a size which may suggest an excuse for the imperfect account of the

mouth-organs.

Locality.
—Station 145, ofi" Marion Island, December 27, 1873; depth, 100 fathoms;

bottom, volcanic sand. One specimen ;
a female, with eggs.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the place of capture. A specimen of Amphi-
lochus from the Clyde, kindly sent to me by Mr. David Eobertson, agrees in most respects

with Boeck's description of his Amphilochus tenuimanus, and has also a great resemblance

to the present species ;
the maxillipeds in the Scotch form and in that from the Southern

Ocean are remarkably alike, but in the smaller Challenger species the outer plates of

these organs are distally broader, and though having the same armature have it differently

arranged ; the third joint of the mandibular palp is much longer than the second, instead

of about equal to it
; the finger in each pair of gnathopods is prolonged beyond the palm,

and is very diS"erent from that of the larger species ; there appear also to be diff"erences

in the shape of the side-plates, and altogether the sum of the diff"ereuces, added to the

great distance between the localities at which the specimens occur, makes it unsafe to

place the northern and southern examples in one and the same species.
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Family Stenothoid^, G. 0. Sars, 1882.

Boeck in 1876 coustituted the Stenothoinse the third subfamily of the Leucothoidse,

assigning to it the genera Stenothoe, Metopa, Cressa, and by implication Danaia, if that

should prove to be distinct from Cressa} In 1882 Sars changed the subfamily into a

family. Boeck defined the subfamily as follows :
—

"
Upioer Lip apically cleft.

" Mandibles elongate, apically broad, dentate, not uniform
;
the left mandible with

an accessory plate ;
the molar tubercle minute or absent

;
the palp absent, or long, three-

jointed.
" Lower Lip little.

" First MaxillsB with the palp one- or two-jointed ; the inner plate small or

wanting.
"
Maxillipeds with long palps ;

the inner plate very small, the outer almost

obsolete.

"The body compressed, but yet thick; the first side-plate little, covered; the

rest of the side-plates much increasing in size
;
the fourth generally very large, shield-

shaped.
" Antennse moderately elongate ; the upper devoid of accessory flagellum.
" First Gnathopods slender ; hand often not subchelate.
" Second Gnathopods with the hand strongly subchelate.

"
Tliird, Fourth, and Fifth Perasopods of the same shape ;

first joint of the Third

and Fourth generally not dilated.

" Last Uropods uniramous
;
the ramus two-jointed ; the last joint stiliform.

"
Telson small, not cleft."

Remark.—A rudimentary accessory flagellum is sometimes present on the upper

antennse. The right mandible, at any rate in some species, has a secondary plate, though
it is less conspicuous than that on the left mandible.

1
Spence Bate says that the maudihles in Danaia are without a palpiform appendage (Brit. Mus. Cat. Amph. Crust.,

p. 59
;
Brit. Sess. Crust., p. 67); the genus Cressa of Boeck is distinguislied from Danaia solely by its possession of a

three-jointed mandibular palp ;
it is therefore worth while to notice that in Spence Bate's British Museum Catalogue, on

pi. X., there is a figure of a mandible with a three-jointed palp in close proximity to the figure of Danaia dubia ;

unfortunately the mandible is by some accident unnumbered, but the figure .shows it to be of such a character that,

unless it belongs to Danaia, it cannot belong to any of the species figured on pi. x. It becomes therefore highly

probable that the definition of Danaia requires amendment, and that Cressa of Boeck is a synonym of it, as already on.

other grounds it has been con.sidered by Sars.
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Genus Stenoihoe, Daua, 1852.

1852. Stenotlwe, Dana, On the Classi. Crust. Chori.stopoda, Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xiv.

1852. „ „ United States Expl. Exp. Crust., vol. xiii. pt. ii. pp. 909, 923.

1853. Proholium, Costa, Rend. d. Soc. r. Borb. Acad. d. scienze.

1857. „ Costa, Ricerche s. crest. Amfip. Nap., p. 199.

1857. Montagua, Spence Bate, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., No. ex.

1857. „ White, Popular Hist. Brit. Crust., p. 166.

1860. Stenotlwe, Boeck, Forh. ved. de skand. Naturf. 8de M0de, p. 655.

1861. Montagua, Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sessile-eyed Crustacea, vol. i. p. 53.

1862. „ Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Cat. Amph. Crust., p. 54.

1862. Stenotlwe, Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Cat. Amph. Crust., p. 60.

1865. „ LiUjeborg, On the Lysianassa magellauica, p. 18.

1866. Proholium, Heller, Beitrage zur naheren KenntnLss der Amph. des Adriat. Meeres, p. 13.

1869. „ Norman, Last Report on dredging among the Shetland Isles, p. 273.

1870. Stenotlwe, Boeck, Crust. Amphip. bor. et arct. p. 59.

1876. „ Boeck, De skand. og arkt. Amph., p. 446.

1880. Proholium, Nebeski, Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Amph. der Adria., p. 33.

1885. „ Carus, Prodr. Faunas Mediterranefe, p. 407.

1886. Stenothoe, Gerstaecker, Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen, Bd. v. Abth. ii. p. 506.

For the original definition see Note on Dana, 1852 (p. 257). Boeck's definition is as

follows :
—

" Mandibles without palp or molar tubercle.

"
First Maxilla wdth the palj) two-jointed.

" Third Perseopods with the first joint not dilated behind.
" Fourth Side-plates not excavate behind, but much rounded."

Stenothoe adherens, n. s. (PL XXXIX.).

Rostrum and lateral lobes of the head not very conspicuously outdrawn
; the postero-

lateral angles of the first and second pleon-segments acute, but not outdrawn, those of

the third segment blunt, the fourth segment with a small dorsal depression, the fifth

segment very short.

Fyes between round and oval, low down on the sides of the head, the crystal cones

very bright ; the figure oc. does not show the whole number.

Upper Antennse.—First joint longer than broad, much broader than the second, as

long as the second and third united
; the third not half the length of the second ; the

flagellum of seventeen joints, of which the first is longer than the third joint of the

peduncle ; they have apical setules and some of them cylinders.

Lower Antennae.—First joint expanded, second very distinct from the first, gland-
cone very small, third scarcely longer than the second, the fourth longer and broader than

the fifth, with some small spines and setules on the convex upper, and setules on the

straight lower, margin ; both margins of _the fifth straight, carrying a few setules ;
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flagellum of fifteen joints, of which the first is the longest, all united rather shorter than

the peduncle.

Upper Lip.
—The distal end unsymmetrically bilobed, the edges not furred.

Mandibles having an appearance as if the front part were folded or a little inflated so

that the spine-row while projecting from an inner edge nevertheless rests against the inner

unbulged surface. The cutting edge of the left mandible (represented on the right of the

Plate) has a broad sinuous edge cut into about eighteen denticles
;
the secondary plate

has a broad edge cut into about a dozen denticles
;
on the right hand mandible the cutting

edge appears to have only seven or eight denticles, but some of these, especially two at

the centre, considerably larger than those on the opposite mandible ; there appears to

Ije a very thin broad-edged secondary plate, with the edge finely dentate, wearing a

striated appearance ; the spine-row of ten or eleven spines ;
molar tubercle and palp

absent.

First Maxillee.—Inner plate with an almost acute apex and a single subapical seta
;

the outer plate short, carrying six spines on the truncated distal margin, the inner one

much shorter than the rest, smooth, the next two long, finely denticulate, the fourth long,

smooth, the fifth very slender, the sixth more slender than the fifth ; the inner margin
almost straight, conspicuously ciliated or edged with spinules ;

the first joint of the palp

as broad as long, the second not twice the length of the first, with two or three spine-

teeth on the apex, a subapical seta, and five small spines along the serrate inner

margin.

Second Maxilla not well made out in the specimen figured. A second specimen
shows them to be short, the outer plate bending over the very short inner one ; the inner

plate has four setae spaced upon its margin, one of them being on the rounded apex ;
the

inner plate has four setge on its somewhat truncate apex and one on the outer margin,
this margin being convex, much longer than the smooth inner margin.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates minute, elliptic, with two apical setae, reaching a very

little way along the inner margin of the broad second joint, which carries no plate, but

appears to be part of the elongate palp, having two apical spines on the outer side, and

half a dozen spines or setae on or near its inner margin ;
the first joint of the palp rather

longer than broad, equal in length to the third, longer than the second, all three carrying

a few spines on the inner margin, the third having a long spine on the inner apex, three

long ones near the outer apex, and the distal part strongly ciliated ;
the finger broad at

the base, tapering, with the inner margin carrying some ten spine-like cilia, the remaining
half narrow, part of it fringed with short cilia, the inner margin being double for a short

distance ; there are two cilia near the tip.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very small, completely covered by the following pair ;

there are one or two setules on the front margin ;
the lower margin not projecting on

either side of the first joint. The first joint entirely clear of the side-plate, equalling
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in length the thii-d, fourth, and fifth joints united; it has some setae along the front

margin, and a short apical seta on the hinder
;

the short second joint has two small

spines or setules on the hind margin ;
the third joint is longer than the wrist, which it

overlaps, subequal to the hand, its free front margin very short, the hind margin

straight, carrying three spines, a little furred below
;
the rounded apical margia carrying

a group of spines ;
the wrist triangular, distally cup-like, with an apical group of spines

behind
;
the hand with a convex front margin much longer than the hind margin, which

carries short stout spines at two points, and a third group at the commencement of the

broad, oblique, finely pectinate palm, which is fringed with a few submarginal setae ; the

finger is broad almost to the end, which is sharp, closing down upon the palmar spines ;

it has two dorsal cilia near the centre, the dorsal margin being much more convex than

the finely pectinate inner margin.

Second GnatJwpods much larger than the first. Side-plates large, almost semi-

circular. The branchial vesicles sac-like, much smaller than the side-plate. Marsupial

plates very large, very broad, and very thin. First joint reaching beyond the side-plate,

a little longer than the hand, distally widened and curved slightly forwards, with some

spines on the hind margin; the second joint short, with one or two setules on the hind

margin ; the third joint short, with no free front margin, the hinder apically acute
;
the

wrist short, cup-like, with a group of spines on the ciliated hinder apex ; the hand large,

not twice as long as broad, with a few spines on the basal half of the front margin ; the

hind margin continuous with the convex palm, which is but slightly toothed or indented,

the chief prominence being a small one near the hinge of the finger ; the finger is very

long and broad, its apex passing beyond the palmar spines and resting against the surface

of the hand just within the margin ;
its inner edge is smooth, with one or two cilia and

a small decurrent tooth preceding the sharp apex.

First Peraiopods.
—

Side-plates very broad, rather broader below than above, the hind

margin longer than the front, the lower margin convex. Branchial vesicles pear-shaped,

nearly as long but not nearly so wide as the side-plates. Marsupial plates smaller than

the preceding pair. The first joint of the limb scarcely reaching beyond the side-plate,

with spines along the front margin and lower part of the hinder
;

as in the preceding

pair, this joint is distally lobed in front on two edges ;
the second joint is short, with a

spine or two on the hind margin ;
the third is longer than the fourth, about equal to the

fifth, with five spines on the front margin, and a group on its decurrent ajDex, some

spinules in front and an apical spine ; the fourth joint has spines at five points of the

straight hind margin ;
the fifth joint is curved, and carries some seven groups of spines

on the concave hind margin, the accessory thread in these and many of those previously

mentioned arising at the centre of the spine ; there are spinules or setules at four points

of the hind margin ; the finger is short and curved, little more than half the length of

the fifth joint.
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Second Perceopods.
—

Side-plates very large, broader than deep, the front margin Ijut

little convex, the upper and lower margins roughly forming with it a very much rounded

triangle. The first joint not nearly reaching the end of the side-plate ; the limlj in

general like that of the first perseopods, the third joint with three spines on the hind

margin, four on the front, and an apical group.

Third Perteopods.
—

Side-plates small, rather deeper behind than in front. Branchial

vesicles broad, broadest about the centre. First joint evenly wide, not expanded, much

narrower than the branchial vesicles, with spines on both margins ;
the short second joint

with two or three spines on the front margin ; the third joint longer than the fourth or

fifth, not very much shorter than the first, with five or six sets of spines on the straight

front margin, and six spines along the convex hind margin, besides a small group on the

blunt, very decurrent apex ;
the fourth joint with four groups of spines on the straight

front margin, and a spinule at the apex of the hinder margin, which is almost completely

overlapped by the preceding joint ; the fifth joint curved, longer than the fourth, with

five groups of spines in front, some spinules behind ; the finger curved, more than half

the length of the fifth joint.

Fourth Perwopods.
—

Side-plates small, lobed behind. Branchial vesicles sharply

bent. First joint widely and evenly expanded, with spines at six points of the front

margin, and some others within the margin, the hind margin very slightly crenate ;
the

rest of the limb resembling the preceding pair, but exceeding it in size.

Fifth Perwopods.
—

Side-plates smaller than the preceding. The first joint larger

than in the preceding pair, not evenly expanded, the breadth contracting below, and the

lower lobe behind much overlapping the second joint ;
the rest of the limb similar to the

preceding pair.

Pleoptods.
—

Coupling spines very slender, much bent at the apex, with one or two

lateral teeth ; the peduncles narrow, the rami closely interlocked at their bases ;
a single

cleft spine on the inner ramus
; joints of the rami numbering from ten to fourteen.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, fringed with spines ;

the rami nearly equal, the outer a little the longer, both pectinate on the upper edge,

apically acute, carrying a few marginal spines ;
the peduncles of the second pair equal in

length to the longer ramus
; the rami apically pointed, pectinate on the edges, the inner

ramus with four, the shorter outer with three mai-ginal spines ; the peduncles of the

third pair about equal in length to the ramus, carrying stout marginal sjaines ; the single

ramus with two spines at the apex of the broad proximal portion, the tapering nail not

forming quite half of the ramus.

Telson twice as long as broad, each lateral margin at the upper part carrying four

stout spines, the two margins curving to an almost pointed apex with a small cilium on

either side of it, the surface carrying two large cilia midway between the apex and the

lowest marginal spines.
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Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the front of the

head to the back of the third pleon-segment, less than one-fifth of an inch. A second

specimen, with numerous eggs, was slightly smaller.

Locality.
—Station 142, ofi" Cape Agulhas, December 18, 1873; lat. 35° 4' S.,

long. 18° 37' E.; surface temperature, 65°"5. Two specimens, both females.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the capture of the specimens while adhering to

the screw of the vessel.

Almost every part of the animal Showed a number of little packets of cells, crystalline

in appearance, embedded in brown matter, which I suppose to be pigment-cells ;
it is to

these that figure p refers. The general efi'ect produced was a series of transverse, some-

what broken, lines of colouring, increasing in breadth towards the lower margins of the

large side-plates.

Genus Metopa, Boeck, 1870.

1842. Leucothoe, Kr0yer, Natnrhist. Tidsskr., E. i. Bd. iv. p. 157.

1845. „ Kr0yer, Naturhist. Tidsskr., E. ii. Bd. i. p. 539.

1846 1 „ Krpyer, Voy. en Soand., pi. xxii.

1850. „ Liljeborg, Ofversigt af Kongl. Vet.-Akad. Forhandl., Arg. 7.

1851. ,, Liljeborg, Ofversigt af Kongl. Vet.-Akad. Forhandl., Arg. 8.

1857. Montagua, Spence Bate, Synopsis; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 2, vol. xix. p. 137 (5).

1857. „ "White, Popular Hist. Brit. Crust., p. 166.

1859. Leucothoe, Bruzelius, Skand. Amph. Gamm., p. 96.

1861. Montagua, Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., i. p. 53.

1862. „ Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Anipb., p. 54, p. 370.

1865. ,, Goes, Crust. Ampb. Maris Spetsb., p. 6.

1868. „ Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., ii. p. 499.

1869. Proholium, Norman, Last Eeport on Dredging among the Shetland Isles, p. 273.

1870. Metopa, Boeck, Crust. Amph. bor. et arct., \>.
60.

1876. „ Boeck, De skand. og arkt. Ampb., p. 451.

1876. ,, Sars, Prodromus descr. Crust., p. 355.

1884. ,, Scbneider, Crust, og Pycn. Kvaenangsfjorden, p. 71.

1885. „ Sars, Den norske Nordbavs-Exp., p. 185.

1886. Stenothoe, Gerstaecker, Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen, Bd. v. Abtb. ii. p. 506.

1886. Metopa, Norman, Mus. Norm., p. 14.

1887. ,, Cbevreui, Crust. Ampb. Bret., p. 45.

For the original definition, see Note on Boeck, 1870 (p. 400). Boeck only gives two

characters to distinguish this genus from Stenothoe. the three-jointed mandibular palp and

the one-jointed palp of the first maxillae
;
of these the latter must be withdrawn, since

some species of the genus clearly have the palp of the first maxillae two-jointed. Boeck

apparently depends on Kr0yer for the description both of Leucothoe clypeata, Kr0yer,
which he makes the type of the genus Metopa, and of Leucothoe glacialis, Kr0yer, which

he calls Metopa glacialis. Though Kr0yer assigns a one-jointed palp to the first maxillae
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of the former, to the latter, as Boeck recognises, he attributes a two-jointed palp. Boeck

unfortunately leaves the first maxillse undescribed in all the other seven species which he

places in the genus Metopa.

Metopa nasutigenes, n. sp. (PI. XL.).

Rostrum wanting, lateral lobes of the head very inconspicuous ; the postero-lateral

angles of the first three pleon-segments not rounded, but not very acute.

Eyes round and bright, placed rather high up on the head
;
the ocelli not numerous,

bright.

Upper Antennse.—The first joint nearly twice as long as the two following united,

excavate beneath and distally prolonged to a point forming a cap over the second and

two-thirds of the third joint ;
the second joint thicker and longer than the third

;
the

flagellum scarcely longer than the peduncle, consisting of ten slender joints, which have

some apical cilia and long cylinders.

Lower Antenna.—First joint a little inflated, gland-cone broad-pointed, third joint

short and curved, fourth joint scarcely as long as the fifth, both slender ; the flagellum of

eight slender joints, not quite so long as the peduncle, nor yet so long as the flagellum of

the upper antennse.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge broad, with a denticle at the top, below this a

smooth rim, and below this an angled piece cut into six or seven teeth or denticles ; the

secondary plate short, with a rather broad edge, finely denticulate ; the spine-row of nine

short curved spines in two detachments of three and six
;
a small process rises close

to the base of the palp ;
the first joint of the palp longer than the third

;
the second

more than twice as long as the first, with two slender spines or setse on the inner margin
and a longer one at its apex ; the very short and narrow third joint is tipped with a

spine more than twice its own length. The mandible here described, and figured in the

Plate on the left, is the right mandible, the secondary plate and sjjines showing through
the outer surface.

First Maxillw.—Inner plate very small; outer plate short, with six spines on the

truncate apex, one very short, of tlie rest the outermost almost setiform, tlic innermost

finely pectinate, the intermediate ones with more or fewer lateral denticles ; the palp

broad, two-jointed, with three small spine-teeth on the distal part of the inner margin,

two on the apical margin with some intermediate spinules, and two submarginal setse.

Second Maxillse.—The inner plate shorter than the outer, with three setules at

intervals on the inner margin, and three slender spines on the almost pointed apex ;
the

outer plate widest distally, with nine long and three short spines round the serrate apical

margin, those on the outer slope being the shortest.

Maxillip>eds.
—The inner plates short and rather broad, with convex outer margins,

(ZOOL. CHALL. KXP.—PART LXVU.—1887.) Xxx 95
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not reaching halfway up the second joint, the inner margin ending in a small apical

tooth, on the outer side of which, not projecting beyond it, is a small spine-tooth, and

beyond this at the outer corner a slender seta ; the large second joint is produced into a

small almost conical plate about halfway along the first joint of the palp, with a spine at

its apex, and a series of six or seven smaller spines along the inner margin of the joint ;

the first three joints of the palp are together but little longer than this joint ; the first is

rather longer than the second, and equal in length to the third ; the spines on these

joints are few ;
the finger is nearly as long as the third joint, broad at the base and narrow

towards the end, with the inner margin pectinate like the corresponding finger in

Stenothoe adhserens.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very small, convex in front, not quite concealed by
the following pair. First joint attached at the lower end of the side-plate, not quite so

long as the third, fourth, and fifth joints united, with two setse about the middle of the

front margin, and some apical cilia on the hind margin ;
the second joint short ; the

third as long as the wrist, with no free front margin, the hinder furred, the apex

carrying a group of spines, of which one is much more conspicuous than the rest in size

and pectination ;
the wrist is much shorter than the hand, distally squared, rather

cup-Hke, with a spine on the hind margin like that at the apex of the preceding joint,

besides two or three others not showing the same pectination ; the hand is long and

narrow, with a bend near the base of the front margin, which below the bend carries four

spines and some apical setse; the shorter hind margin is nearly straight, the proximal half

naked, below which are four setse, at the fourth of which begins a series of palmar spines,

a single one followed by two pairs ;
the finger closing over the very oblique convex palm

reaches with its tip the base of the second pair of spines ; the palm shows very fine

pectination, and is bordered by a few submarginal setse and setules.

Second Gnathojyols.
—

Side-plates more than twice as long as broad, the hind margin

nearly straight, with some small spines in the serrations of the lower end, the front margin

meeting the hinder with a continuous curve. Branchial vesicles so short and narrow

as to seem rudimentary, unless accidentally aborted in the present specimen. The

marsupial plates narrow, with ten or twelve setse around the distal part. The first joint

of the limb not reaching the end of the side-plate, equal in length to the third, fourth, and

fifth joints together, with several setae at the lower end of the front margin ; the second

joint with a small apical group of spines on the hind margin ; the third joint shorter

than the wrist, with a group of spines at the apex of the hind margin, and one spine

higher up ; the wrist much shorter than the hand, distally cup-like though narrow, both

margins convex, the hind part produced beyond the front, furred, with an apical group
of spines ; the hand three times as long as broad, almost parallel-sided, a little widened

at the palm, which is defined by one pair of spines, and along its margin has a second

pair, together with a seta and some setules, all submarginal at their origin, the actual
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palm-rim being almost smooth
; the hind margin carries two or three setse, the front two

apical cilia
;
the finger with its point scarcely reaches the defining palmar spines ; the

dorsal cilium is near the base.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates nearly three times as long as broad, carrying spinules

at the lower part of the hind margin. Branchial vesicles shorter than the first joint,

much narrower than the side-plates. Marsupial plates longer but narrower than the

branchial vesicles, with a few setae round the lower part. The limbs like all the other

perseopods, very slender ;
the first joint not reaching the end of the side-plate, the lower

part of the front margin fringed with setse
;
the third joint longer than the fourth or

fifth, with setules at five points of the hinder, and two of the convex, slightly decurrent,

front margin ; the fourth joint shorter than the fifth
;
the finger more than half the

length of the fifth joint, a little curved tow\ards the acute tip ;
a dorsal cilium very near

the base.

Second Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates very deep, but broader than deep, forming as it were

a triangle with the sides curved and the apex rounded off", reaching back to the pleon ;
the

limb nearly as in the preceding pair ; part of the third joint covered by the side-plate.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates very small, not bilobed. Branchial vesicles scarcely

longer than the side-plate, twice as long as broad. Marsupial plates a little longer than

the branchial vesicles. The first joint not expanded, a little narrowed in the middle,

with an apical spine on the apex of the front margin ;
the second joint with three spines

along the front margin ; the third joint with five in front and two behind ; the fourth

joint shorter than the third or fifth, with spines at two points in front and one at the

apex behind
; the fifth joint shorter than the third, with spines at three points in front,

and setules at two points behind
;
the finger much more than half the length of the fifth

joint.

Fourth Perseopods simUar to the preceding, the first and second joints rather

shorter, the remaining rather longer, the second and third with a spine or two less.

Fifth Perseopods.
—The side-plates less deep ;

the limb similar to the preceding pair,

but with the first four joints rather shorter.

Pleopods.
—

Coupling spines very short, straight, the apex forming a. pair of teeth,

with a lateral pair below
; there appears to be only one cleft spine, long, with long

unequal arms, placed at about the centre of the long first joint of the inner ramus ; the

joints of the rami numbering from eight to nine.

Uropods.
—^Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, the upper margin

pectinate, carrying an apical spine ; the rami (on one side of the specimen) equal (on the

other with the inner shorter, less slender), acute, with pectinate margins, the outer with

three, the inner with two, spinules ; the peduncles of the second pair longer than the

rami, with marginal spines on one of the upper edges, the rami similar to the preceding

pair but shorter, the inner ramus with only one marginal spinule ;
the peduncles of the
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third pair not much longer than the proximal division of the ramus, which carries

three marginal spines, and is itself not much larger than the second joint or nail ;

these uropods reach back a little beyond the telson, but not so far as either the second

or third pairs.

Telson long, more than twice as long as broad, with an acute apex.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the front of the head

to the apex of the first uropods, less than one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 149h, Cumberland Bay, Kergueleu, January 29, 1874; depth,

1 27 fathoms ; bottom, volcanic mud. Three specimens.

Remarks.—The specimen described is a female.

The species is very like Metopa nasuta, Boeck, which also has the large beak or nose

formed by the first joint of the upper antennae. Hence the specific name is a hybrid, to

express "of the lineage of nasuta." In Boeck's species, the beak of the upper antennae

does not quite reach the end of the second joint; the maxillipeds have the second joint

only as long as the two following joints, and the finger much shorter than the preceding

joint ; the first gnathopods have the hand narrow and not subchelate ; the second

gnathopods and the perseopods have not the same proportions as in the Challenger

species ; for instance, in Metopa nasuta the fifth joint of the fifth perseopods is described

as equalling in length the two preceding joints.

Metopa magellanica, n. sp. (PL XLI.).

Rostrum and lateral angles of the head inconspicuous ;
first three segments of the

pleon with the points of the postero-lateral angles not produced ; the fourth segment
with a slight dorsal depression.

Eyes round.

Upper Antennae.—First joint thicker but not much longer than the second
; the

third rather more than half as long as the second ; the flagellum slender, tapering,

rather longer than the peduncle, consisting of thirteen joints ; there is a rudimentary

two-jointed secondary flagellum, but it must not be supposed that this is as obvious in

the specimen as it appears in the figure, where it is isolated from the numerous mai'kings

that are visible on and beneath the surface.

Lower Antennas longer than the upper; first three joints very short, gland-cone very
small

; fourth joint long and slender, rather thicker and a little shorter than the fifth
;

the flagellum of eight joints rather shorter than the fifth joint of the peduncle ; but

perhaps one or two joints of the flagellum may be missing.

Ujjper Lip with the distal margin unsymmetrically bilobed.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge rather broad and angular, divided into ten denticles.
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the upper five very small, the lower rather larger, the lowest but one flat-topped,

perhaps accidentally ;
the secondary plate similar with fewer teeth, but neither were these

nor the spine-row well made out
; the palp with the first joint short, 3ret nearly as

long as the third, the second joint long, with setse on the upper part ; the conical third

joint with two apical setse. The opposite mandible probably with the usual difterences.

Loiver Lip.
—Mandibular processes apicall}^ rounded.

First Maxillai.—Inner plate small, elliptical ;
outer plate strongly ciliated on the

inner edge, the truncate distal margin carrying five spines, the two innermost long and

slender, with a very short one submarginal by their side, the third slender, the fourth

much stouter, the fifth the slenderest of all, these latter three being shorter than the

first two ;
the palp, which is certainly two-jointed, has five spinules on the dentate

oblique apical margin, and two setse on the surface, of the second joint.

Second Maxillse.—The inner plate shorter than the outer, with five or six slender

spinules and spines distributed upon the inner and apical margins ;
the outer plate

having about nine spines, chiefly on the rounded apex.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates reaching halfway along the inner margin of the

following joint, the apical margin sloping a little outwards and carrying two setules, the

inner shorter than the outer ; the second joint produced on the inner side into a small

rudimentary plate with a seta at its apex ; five or six more small setse are distributed

on or near the rest of the margin ; the first and second joints of the palp are sul^equal,

together scarcely longer than the preceding joint ;
the third joint rather longer than the

second, armed like the two preceding joints with a few slender setse or spines, and having
the distal margin ciliated and produced over the base of the finger ; the finger long,

rather broad at the base, but rapidly narrowing, strongly ciliated or spined on the inner

margin.

First Gnathopods.
—The side-plates small, almost concealed by the following pair,

the Mnd margin longer than the front, the lower oblique. The first joint attached at

the lower extremity of the side-plate, subequal in length to the hand and wrist united,

the front margin fringed witli setre, of which there are also a very few on the hind margin ;

the second joint has two apical spines behind
;
the third joint much longer than broad,

narrowing to the blunt apex, which carries a group of spines, much of the hind margin
furred; the wrist not quite so long as the hand, distally squared, the hind margin much
shorter than the front, fringed with a few bent spines ;

some spines also on the surfaces,

especially the inner
; the front margin of the hand much longer than the hinder, the

long, very oblique, finely pectinate palm defined by a pair of spines at the widest part

of the hand
;
these are reached by the point of the long finger, which closes over a series

of spinules and a second pair of spines ; there are a couple of setse on the hind margin,

four or five crossing the inner surface diagonally, and others near the front margin, of

which one pair are long ;
the dorsal cilium of the finger is near the base.
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Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates almost semicircular. Branchial vesicles very small,

much shorter than the first joint. Marsupial plates very broad, rounded, much shorter

than the side-plates, very much broader than the first joint, with several long marginal
setae. The first joint reaching beyond the side-plate, about equal in length to the wrist

and hand, carrying setas on both margins ;
the second joint with some apical setse

behind ; the third joint as long as the wrist, produced behind to a sharp apex, wdth a

group of setee above it and a row of three setse higher up on the hind margin ;
the

wrist much shorter than the hand, triangular, distally cup-like, the hind margin furred,

the blunt apex carrying seven or eight spines ; the front margin of the hand more than

twice the length of the hind margin ;
the hand widest at the commencement of the

very long and very oblique convex palm, along the commencement of which runs a row

of spines set closely together, the remainder of the palm being fringed with some setules

of various sizes
;
the curved finger, besides the dorsal cilium near the base, and one or

two at the base of the nail, has four or five hairs along the otherwise smooth inner

margin.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates broader above than below, both front and hind

margins nearly straight. Branchial vesicles small, pear-shaped, not so long as the first

joint of the limb. Marsupial plates verj^ broad, not very long. First joint reaching
below the side-plates ; many setae, some of them long ones, on the front margin,

chiefly on the lower half; the third joint curved, longer than the fourth, equal to the

fifth, a little decurrent in front ; these joints have a few small spines and spinules on

the margins ; the finger long, thin, pointed and curved, more than half the length of the

fifth joint.

Second Permopods.
—The side-plates of about equal depth and width, rounded

behind. The branchial vesicles rather larger than the preceding pair ; neither first nor

second joint of the limb reaching below the side-plate ; the third joint longer than

either the fourth or fifth
; the fifth longer than the fourth, each with four pairs of spines

on the hind margin ; the finger, like the rest of the limb, stouter than in the preceding

pair, more curved ; the inner margin smooth.

Third Per«opo(is.—^Side-plates small, lobed behind. Marsupial plates very small.

First joint not expanded, with a few spinules on the margins ;
third joint longer than

fourth or fifth, with small spines at seven points of the front, and six of the slightly

decurrent hind margin ; fourth joint shorter than the fifth, with three groups of spines
on the front margin ; fifth joint with four groups ; finger much more than half the length
of the fifth joint.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates similar to the preceding pair, but smaller. First

joint of the limb ovoid, not much narrowed at either end, the sides almost entirely
smooth

; the rest of the limb scarcely diflering from the preceding ;
the fourth joint has

four groups of spines on the front margin.
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Fifth Peneopods.
—

Side-plates small. First joint more dilated than in the preceding

pair, with six or seven spinules on the front margin, the rounded lower margin behind

overlapping the second joint ; the rest of the limb as in the preceding pair.

Pleopods.
—

Coupling-spines very short and small, with an apical pair of teeth and a

lateral pair ;
a single cleft spine below the centre of the first joint of the inner ramus;

joints of the rami numbering from seven to nine.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair not quite so long as the rami ; the rami equal,

the inner with two, the outer with three marginal spines ; peduncles of the second pair

shorter than the inner ramus ; the outer ramus much shorter than the inner, each with

pectinate upper edge, and two marginal spines ; the peduncle of the third pair equal in

length to the basal portion of the ramus, which is considerably longer than the apical

portion or nail, and carries three marginal spines.

Telson not quite reaching the end of the peduncle of the third uropods, twice as long

as broad, fiat at the base, the sides almost parallel to below the centre, armed each with

three spines, the lowest of which is the largest, then converging rapidly to an almost

acute apex.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the front of the head

to the back of the third pleon-segment, three-twentieths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 313, ofi" Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876 ; lat.

.52° 20' S., long. 67° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms; bottom, sand; bottom temperature,

47°"8. One specimen ; female. Trawled.

Remark.—The specific name alludes to the place of capture, the neighbourhood
of the Strait of Magellan seeming to be particularly prolific in small species of

Amphipoda.

Metopa crenatipalmata, n. sp. (PI. XLII.).

Rostrum and lateral angles of the head inconspicuous ; the first three segments of the

pleon with the points of the postero-lateral angles not produced ; the fourth segment with

a slight dorsal depression.

Eyes round.

Upper Antennse.—First joint thicker than the second but scarcely as long ; third

joint not half as long as the second
; the fiagellum of about twelve joints, the first as long

as the third joint of the peduncle ; apparently a rudimentary secondary fiagellum is

present.

Loiver Antennse longer than the upper. First three joints very short, gland-cone

very small
;
fourth joint rather thicker and a little shorter than the fifth ; the fiagellum

of eight joints longer than the fifth joint of the peduncle ; the first joint of the fiagellum
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consideral:)ly longer than any of the others ; one or two of the terminal joints apparently

missing.

Upper Lip with the distal margin nnsymmetrically bilobed.

Mandibles.—^The cutting edge in one of the mandibles with four small denticles at

the top and five larger ones below, in the other mandible with four small denticles

above and four below, and three larger in the centre
;
the secondary plate and spine-row

not clearly made out
;
the palp as in Metopa magellanica.

Lower Lip, Maxillse, and Maxillipeds similar to those of Metopa magellanica, but in

the present species, the first joint of the maxillipeds is much larger m jDroportion to the

second joint than in the species just mentioned.

First (?nai/iopocZs.—Side-plates small, almost concealed by the following pair, broader

above than below, with two spinules on the lower part of the front margin. The first

joint attached at the lower end of the side-plate, fringed with setae on both margins,

a little widened distally, not equal in length to the hand and wrist united ; the second,

third, and fourth joints much as in Metopa magellanica, but the third joint, of which

the lower part is furred, is broader in proportion to its length, while the wrist is

narrower ; the apical spines of the third joint are six in number, of which one is short,

two are much longer, slender, geniculate, with accessory threads, and the other three

are of unequal size but all feathered
;
there is similar variety in the spines on the hind

margin and apex of the wrist, which is almost as long as the hand and rather broader,

and has several spines on the surface ;
the hand resembles in armature that in Metopa

magellanica, except that its palm-margin is finely crenulate instead of pectinate, the hind

margin is longer and the palm proportionately shorter than in that species ; the finger is

finely pectinate on the inner margin, which forms a small denticle at the base of the nail,

where there are two cilia, of which three more are spaced along the margin.
Second Gnathopods.

—
Side-plates tending to a semicircular form, but wdth the lower

j)art much broader than the upper. Branchial vesicles as in Metopa magellanica. The

marsupial plates long and broad. The first joint reaching beyond the side-plate, as long
as the wrist and hand united, with setse on the margins ; the second joint short, with

setae at two points of the hind margin ; the third joint as long as the short wrist, with

setules at one or two points of the hind margin and a group of slender spines at its blunt,

apex ;
the wrist as in the preceding species ;

the hand broad, the front margin not twice

as long as the hinder, which has setules at four points and is apically produced into a

sharp tooth defining the palm ;
within this process are set two palmar spines, between

which the nail of the very broad finger closes down against the process ;
the palm-border

is crenulate in two divisions and fringed with spinules or setules
;
the inner margin of

the finger is smooth, and much less convex than the outer ;
it has a dorsal cilium near

the hinge and cilia at the base of the nail.

First Perieopods.
—

Side-plates broader below than above, front and hind margins
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nearly straight. Branchial vesicles pear-shaped, much broader below than above, not as

long as the first joint. Marsupial plates broad and long. First joint reaching a little

beyond the side-plate, with setse and setules along the margins ; third joint longer than

the fourth, shorter than the fifth, a little decurrent in front ; there are a few setules and

spinules on the margins and apices of these joints ; the finger long, thin, pointed and

curved, more than half the length of the fifth joint.

Second Peraiopods.
—

Side-plates rather deeper than broad. Branchial vesicles pear-

shaped, bent, as long as the first joint. Marsupial plates broad, not as long as the side-

plates. Neither first nor second joint reaching the end of the side-plate ; the third joint

longer than either the fourth or the fifth ; the fourth shorter than the fifth, each with

four groups of spines on the hind margin ; the finger broad, shorter than in the preceding

pair, much curved at the tip, with the inner margin a little serrate.

Third Perieojyods.
—

Side-plates deeper than broad. Branchial vesicles short, widest

just below the neck. First joint of the limb not expanded above, but forming a rounded

lobe below and behind which partially overlaps the second joint, with nine spinules on the

hind margin, and five or six on the lower half of the front
; second joint with spines at

two points in front ; third joint much broader as well as longer than the fourth or fifth,

with spines at six points in front, and spinules at as many on the convex decurrent hind

margin ; the fourth joint shorter than the fifth, each with spines at four points of the

front margin ; the finger much more than half the length of the fifth joint, curved at the

tip, the inner margin smooth.

Fourth Perxopods.
—

Side-plates similar to the preceding pan-, but smaller. First

joint evenly expanded or a little wider above than below, with a few spines along the

front margin, the hinder almost completely smooth, the rounded lower margin partially

overlapping the second joint behind
;
the third and fifth joints rather larger than in the

third perajopods.

Fifth Perasopods.
—The side-plates smaller than the preceding pair. The first joint

wider than in the preceding pair, and behind quite overlapping the second joint ;
the third

joint shorter in front than in the fourth perseopods ; the finger with serrate inner margin.

Pleopods.
—

Coupling-spines seemingly minute ; a single cleft spine on the inner

ramus
; joints of the rami seven to nine in number.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair rather longer than the rami, with spines on the

pectinate upper edges ; inner ramus a little shorter than the outer, with two marginal

sprues, the outer with three, both with the upper edges pectinate ; peduncles of the

second pair subequal in length to the inner ramus ; the outer ramus much shorter than

the inner, with one marginal spine, the inner with two, both with i)ectinate upper edges ;

peduncles of the third pair a little shorter than the ramus, with four spines along the

margin ; the basal portion of the ramus shorter than the naU, carrying two spines on the

upper margin, the upper edge of the nail pectinate.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.^— 1887.) Xxx 96
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Telson long oval, not nearly reacliing the end of the peduncles of the third uropods,

flattened at the top, with a rounded point at the apex, with three spines on each margin,

the larorest and lowest of which is a little below the centre.o

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured in a straight line from the

front of the head to the back of the third pleon-segment, one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 313, off Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876; lat. 52° 20'

S., long. 67° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms; bottom, sand; bottom temperature 47°"8.

One specimen, female. Trawled.

Station 135c, ofi" Nightingale Island, Tristan da Cunha, October 17, 1873 ; depth,

100-150 fathoms. One specimen, female, smaller than that from Station 313.

Remarlcs.—The careful comparison of the specimen from Station 313, point by

point, with Aletopa inagellanica, from the same station, makes it clear that, in spite of

some general resemblance, the two forms are specifically distinct.

The specific name alludes to the palm-margin of the second gnathopods.

Metopa parallelocJieir, n. sp. (PL XLIIL).

Rostrum obsolete, lateral lobes of the head not very prominent ; postero-lateral

angles of the first three pleon-segments not acutely produced.

LJi/es round, rather high up on the sides of the head.

Upper Anteimie,—First joint longer and thicker than the second; third joint about

half the length of the second
; flagellum of eight joints, together shorter than the

peduncle, but one or two joints are probably missing ; accessory flagellum rudimentary,

very thin, two-jointed, tipped with setules, scarcely half as long as the first joint of the

primary flagellum.

Lower Antenna longer than the upper. First two joints very short, the third longer ;

the fourth and fifth elongate, the fifth more so than the fourth, both with several

marginal setules ; the flagellum of nine joints, together scarcely as long as the fifth joint

of the flagellum, the first joint as long as the four following and much broader, its width

irregular, one margin serrate and carrying setules at four points.

Upper Lip with the distal margin unsymmetrically bilobed.

Mandibles, so far as observed, agreeing with those of Metopa crenatipalmata.

Lower Lip.
—The mandibular processes rather narrow.

First and Second Maxilla not materially difiierent from those of the two preceding

species.

Maxillii^eds like those of Metopa crenatipalmata, but with the inner plates shorter,

and with two setse close together on the apex of the rudimentary outer plate.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small, almost concealed. First joint shorter than the
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hand aud wrist united, narrow at the point of attachment, then evenly wide, with one

seta at the middle of the front margin, aud a few minute setules
;
the rest of the limb

almost as in Metoixi crenatipcdmata, but with fewer spines on the inner surface of the

wrist and hand, and the palm of the hand almost smooth.

Second Gnatho2wds.
—

Side-plates broad, the hind margin a little sinuous, the lower

margin convex. Branchial vesicles very small, pear-shaped, much broader below than

above. First joint of the limb nearly as broad, but scarcely longer than the hand, with

small setules on the front margin, the hind margin having only an apical spinule ; the

second joint armed only at the hinder apex ; the third joint having one or two spines or

spinules on the hind margin and a small group on the bluntly-pointed apex ; the wrist

not longer than the third joint, distally cup-like, but narrow, furred behind, and

carrying a couple of spines on the apex ;
the hand long and narrow, almost parallel-

sided, with four setules on the hind margin, which is produced into a tooth at the palm,

near to which is a group of palmar spines, among which the tip of the finger closes

down, not reaching the process of the hind margin ; the palm margin comparatively

short, but oblique, set with numerous spinules, apparently quite smooth ; the finger

much curved, not very long, its inner margin seeming to be quite smooth
;
the dorsal

cilium near the base.

First Pereeopods.
—

Side-plates evenly oblong, not broader than the preceding pair.

Branchial vesicles larger than the preceding pair, of more even width throughout, bent

near the base. First joint reaching beyond the side-plate, the limb in general scarcely

difi"ering from the corresponding limb in Metopa crenatipahnata.

Second Perseopods.
—These are similar to those in the species just named, with

trifling differences of detail ; the inner margin of the finger is smooth, not serrate.

The Third, Fourth, and Fifth Pereeopods closely resemble those pairs in Metopa

crenatip)almata ; there is, however, more crenulation of the hind margin of the first

joint of the fourth and fifth pairs in the present species, and the finger of the fifth pair

has a smooth inner margin.

The Pleopods appear to agree with those of the preceding species, or to have a joint

or two less in the rami.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami ; the rami of equal

length, the outer with two marginal spines, the inner with one, both with the upper

edges pectinate ; peduncles of the second pair not quite so long as the inner ramus
;
the

outer ramus much shorter than the inner, without spines, the inner ramus with one spine,

both with pectinate upper edges ;
the peduncles of the third pair not so long as the ramus,

the proximal portion of which is longer than the apical, and carries a small spine on the

inner margin and two spines at its apex ; the upper edge of both portions pectinate.

Telso7i similar to that of the preceding species, rather narrower, wdth two spines on

the upper half of each lateral margin.
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Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, in a straight line from the

front of the head to the back of the third pleon-segment, scarcely more than one-tenth of

an inch.

Locality.—^ta.tw\i 313, off Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876; lat. 52° 20' S.,

lono-. (37° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms; bottom, sand; bottom temperature, 47°'8. The

specimen was obtained, with perhaps one or two more, associated with Metoj^a crenati-

palmata.

Remarks.—^This species in many respects closely resembles Metopa crenatipalmata.

Had the latter been the male, and the present specimen a female, the differences might
have been regarded as merely sexual, but the species named Metopa crenatipalmata

has the hand of the second gnathopod both stronger and more ornate than that found in

Metopa parallelochcir.

The specific name alludes to the almost parallel sides of the hand in the second

gnathopods, which give it a peculiarly straight and stiff appearance that is

characteristic.

Metopa ovata, n. sp. (PI. XLIV.).

Rostrum inconspicuous, lateral lobes of the head little prominent ; the postero-lateral

angles of the first three pleon-segments not acutely produced, but not rounded ; the sixth

segment of the pleon dorsally two-edged, as is probably the case in the other species.

Eyes round, near the front of the head.

Up)per Antennai.—First joint longer than broad, equal in length to the second and

third united, the third not much shorter than the second, the flagellum longer than the

peduncle, of ten joints, with cylinders rather longer than the joints; the secondary

flagellum as usutil rudimentary, two-jointed.

Lower Antennse scarcely so long as the upper ;
first three joints very short, the first

a little inflated, the gland-cone small, the fourth joint about equal to the first three united,

broader than the fifth but not longer ;
the flagellum longer than the peduncle, ten- or

eleven-jointed, shorter than the flagellum of the upj^er antenna.

Upper Lip with the distal margin unsymmetrically bilobed.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge on the left mandible obtusely angled, divided into

eight denticles, three small ones at the top followed by three larger in the middle, the

next being rather flat-topped, and the lowest acute, as large as those in the centre ; the

secondary plate on the left mandible not so broad as the principal plate, with a slightly

convex edge, cut into seven or eight denticles ; the principal plate on the right mandible

resembling that on the left, but with only seven denticles, the lowest but one very broad,

the secondary plate scarcely denticulate, but with a separate tooth at the lower end ; the
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spine-row of six short denticulate spines, tlie first tliree pointing forwards ; the palp very

small, the first joint very short, the third joint probably occupying the short space

between the apical seta and the seta on the inner margin below it, but I could not

perceive any dividing line to mark ofi" this from the second joint.

Lower Lip.
—Mandibular processes short, apically narrow, divergent.

First Maxilla}.—The inner plate rather flat-topped, with one seta at the inner end of

this margin ; the outer plate as usual strongly ciliated on the inner margin, and with six

spines in the usual arrangement and projiortions on the distal margin, the innermost

being finely pectinate, while the second and third are denticulate for a short space ; the

palp is two-jointed, as in the other species here described.

Second Maxillse.—The inner plate shorter than the outer, with very fine setae or spines
on the apical margin.

Maxillipcds.
—Inner plates reaching halfway along the inner margin of the second

joint, the distal margin sloping a little outwards, with a small spine-tooth just within the

inner apex, and a spinule near the outer corner ; the second joint much longer than the

first, with fine spinules along the inner margin, not spaced alike on the two members

of the pair in the specimen examined, the rudimentary plate rather narrow
;
the first two

joints of the j^alp short and broad, not longer than their breadth, the third joint a little

longer, with adpressed cilia on the back, the outer margin very convex
; the finger of the

usual structure, but the narrow terminal part not elongated.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very small, completely covered by the following pair.

First joint rather longer than wrist and hand united, narrowed at the base and distally,

the front margin carrying a few setules, the hind margin of this and the following joint

carrying an apical seta and setule
; the third joint short, but as long as the wrist, the

lower part behind strongly furred, the truncate apex armed with two spinules and two

spines, one of which is distally serrate ; the wrist triangular, distally cup-like, as broad as

long, with a few spines on the hinder apex ; the hand much longer than the wrist, tending
to oblong, the longer and more convex front margin carrjdng three long spines at

intervals, and on the apex a group of small setfe, the almost straight hind margin having
one seta ; the palm convex, not very oblique, very minutely pectinate, defined by a

minute tooth at the apex of the hind margin, within which are two stout palmar sjjines

and a long seta, followed by a few submarginal setules ; the finger, with a dorsal cilium

near the base, fits closely over the palm, the tip closing down between the two palmar

spines.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates nearly semicircular, but rather more than twice as

long as broad. Branchial vesicles very small, not half the length of the first joint, twice

as long as broad. The marsupial plates considerably longer than the first joint, more

than three times as long as broad, fringed with setse. The first joint as long as the wrist

and hand united, scarcely reaching the end of the side-plate, the margins fringed with
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setules ; the second, third, and fourth joints almost as in the first gnathopods, but the

distal margin of the third joint wider, and the hind margin of the wrist a little longer ;

the hand two and a half times as long as broad, the front margin nearly straight, with

one or two apical setules, the hind margin not much shorter than the front, carrying two

small setEe, apically produced into a small tooth bending a little outwards so as a little to

increase the width of the hand at this point ;
within this tooth is planted a palmar spine,

with two larger spines of the same kind just beyond it, between which the tip of the

finger closes ;
the palm-margin smooth, convex, scarcely oblique, fringed with setules ;

the finger smooth-edged.

First Perseo20ods.
—

Side-plates oblong, more than twice as long as broad. Branchial

vesicles larger than the preceding pair, not so long as the first joint of the limb.

Marsupial plates similar to the preceding pair. First joint not reaching to the end of the

side-plate, fringed with setules ; second joint longer than broad ;
third joint a little

longer than the fourth, subequal to the fifth, with setules at four points behind, and at

two in front, where it is slightly decurrent ; the straight fourth joint with setules at two

points of the hind margin ;
the fifth joint slightly curved, armed at three points of the

hind margin ; the finger curved, more than half as long as the fifth joint, having part of

the inner margin pectinate.

Second Perasopods.
—

Side-plates deep, but much broader than deep, reaching back

to the pleon-segments and completely covering the three following pairs of side-plates.

The branchial vesicles and marsupial plates similar to those of the preceding segment.

The first and second joints of the limb not reaching the lower rim of the side-plate ; the

third joint armed at five points, and the fourth at three points of the hind mai'gin ;
the

limb otherwise similar to that of the first perseopods.

TJiird Ferieopods.
—

Side-plates very small, not bilobed. Branchial vesicles and

marsupial plates very small, but deeper than the side-plates. First joint of the limb

long and narrow, the margins fringed with setules, the upper part a little wider than the

distal, and ciliated on the edges ; the second joint with setules at two points of the front

margin ;
the third joint longer than the fourth, rather shorter than the fifth, armed at

three points in front and two behind, the fourth and fifth each at three points in front ;

the finger much curved, much more than half the length of the fifth joint, having part

of the inner margin pectinate.

Fourth Ferieopods.
—

Side-plates a little less deep than in the preceding pair.

Branchial vesicles very small. The limbs very like the preceding perseopods, but with

the four terminal joints longer, the second armed only at one point, the third and fourth

at two points, of the front margin.

Fifth Perasopods.
—

Side-plates small, broader than deep. The first joint not wider

above than below, shorter than in the two preceding pairs, the third joint also shorter,

so as to be subequal in length to the fourth ; the fifth joint rather longer than in the

preceding pair.
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Pleopods.
—

Coupling spines as usual miuute, seemingly shaped as iu the other

species; a single long cleft spine at the middle of the long first joint of the inner ramus ;

in the third pair the inner ramus had but four joints, the outer ramus five.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair rather longer than the rami, the upper edge

pectinate, carrying one or two small spines ; the inner ramus rather shorter than the

outer, both with pectinate edges, and without spines ; the second pair like the first, but

stouter and shorter, the rami equal ; the peduncles of the third paii- scarcely longer
than the proximal part of the ramus, carrying an apical spine ; the ramus pectinate, with

an apical spine to the proximal part, which is rather longer than the nail.

Telson not clearly made out, but probably equal in length to the peduncles of the

third uropods, narrow at the apex, the length not equal to twice the greatest breadth.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured from the front of the

head to the back of the second pleon-segment, one-tenth of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 313, ofi" Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876 ;

lat.

52° 20' S., long. 69° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms; bottom, sand
; bottom temperature^

47°'8. One specimen ; female.

RemarJcs.—The specific name refers to the shape of the animal with the pleon
folded as in the figure, which is probably its ordinary position when at rest. By the

narrowness of the first joint in the fourth and fifth per^eopods this species is allied

to Metopa nasuta, Boeck, Metopa longimana, Boeck, and Metopa nasutigenes of this

Report.

Metopa compacta, n. sp. (PI. XLV.).

Lateral lobes of the head a little i>romiuent, postcro-lateral angles of the first three

pleon-segments rounded or blunt.

Lyes round.

Upper Antenna.—First joint longer than broad, longer than the second
; third

joint longer than half the second ; flagellum of ten joints, together shorter than the

peduncle, several of them with cylinders longer than the joints ; secondary flagellum

minute, two-jointed, about half as long as the short first joint of the primary flagellum,

tipped with two setules.

Lower Antennee very little longer than the upper ; first three joints very short
;

fourth joint about as long as the first of the upper antennae, rather longer than the joint

which follows, both with several setse upon the surface ; the flagellum short, tapering,

consisting of eight joints, together shorter than the flagellum of the ujaper antennae,

longer than the fifth joint of their own peduncle.

Upper Lip broadly and unsymmetrically bilobed.
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Mandibles.—Cutting plate of the left mandible witli the edge forming an obtuse

angle, cut into eleven denticles, the six uppermost being the smallest, the three

following the largest ; the secondary plate nearly, if not quite, as broad as the

principal, its edge gently convex, cut into about eighteen minute equal denticles
; the

principal plate on the right mandil^le scarcely differing from that on the left, the

secondary plate with a straight edge and smaller denticles ; spine-row of three short

serrate spines and a group of five, that seem to be smooth and not in line with the

others ;
the first joint of the palp shorter than the short third joint ;

the second joint

broad, with a small spine near the middle of the inner margin, and a longer one near its

apex, the distal margin flat, slightly oblique ;
the third joint abruptly narrower, rather

more than a third of the length of the second joint, with two long apical spines.

Lower Lip very broad, principal lobes with the distal margin well cihated ;

mandibular processes apically rounded.

First Maxillae.—Inner plate with one seta on the narrowly rounded apex ; outer

plate with the usual spines a little elongate ; the two-jointed palp as in other species.

Second Maxillse with the plates rather broad, the longer outer one having many
spines on the distal margin.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates broad, reaching more than halfway along the inner

margin of the second joint, carrying a short spine and one somewhat longer on the

slightly curved distal margin ;
the broad second joint has some six spines on the inner

margin, the longest being on the rounded apex of the rudimentary plate ; the joints of

the palp are about equal in length, the first two broader than the third, with some

rather strong spines ; the third joint has many adpressed cilia on the outer distal part,

and four spines at and near the inner apex, of w^hich one is long, with the distal half

pectinate ; the finger is of the usual type.

First Gnathojiods.
—

Side-plates small, nearly concealed by the following pair, the

front margin considerably shorter than the hinder, the oblique lower margin having two

or three small spines. The first joint attached as usual, about equal in length to wrist

and hand united, broad, fringed on both margins with long setfe, those behind being

spine-like ; the short second joint with a group of long and short spines ; third joint

shorter than the wrist, the front margin convex, the hind margin straight, furred below,

the distal margin set with a row of seven or eight strong spines, which have the distal

half pectinate ; the wrist as long as the hand, with about a dozen strong pectinate spines

round the hinder and part of the distal margin, and some long slender spines on the

surface ;
the hand widest at the commencement of the palm, the hind margin unarmed,

the palm convex, rather oblique, finely pectinate and denticulate, fringed with setules,

and having a long seta at the centre and another at the commencement, where there are

a row of palmar spines, three pairs and a single one
;
the front margin has a spinule near

the middle and at a little distance from the apex three strong spines on the surface, this
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part of the hand seeming to have armature in all the species ;
the outer margin of the

finger forms a very regular curve, and has a long dorsal cilium near the base, the inner

margin is less convex, pectinate, and carries six cilia or setules, the two longest at the base

of the nail.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very broad, especially below, the front margin

forming a continuous curve with the broad lower margin. The branchial vesicles not so

small as in some of the species, pear-shaped, broader than the first joint but not so long.

Marsupial plates almost circular, as broad as the side-plates, the distal half fringed with

setse. The first joint of the limb just reaching below the side-plate, fringed as in the

first gnathopods ;
the second joint having a spine on the hind margin above the apical

group ;
the third joint having the front margin short, with a blunt apex, the hind margin

longer, with spines at two points, and a group across the almost acute apex ; the wrist

shorter than the hand, broader than long, not as in the first pair longer than broad,

distally cup-like, furred behind, and having at the apex eight pectinate spines ; the hand

strong, broadest at the palm, there exceeding the breadth of the wrist ; the hind margin

produced into a small tooth which defines the broad, finely denticulate palm ;
within the

process of the hind margin is a group of seven palmar spines, the palm being also fringed

with setae and setules, some of the former being moreover studded about the surface of

the hand ; the finger as in the first gnathopods, except that the inner margin is not

pectinate.

First Peraiopods.
—

Side-jjlates large, oblong, with the front and lower margins a little

convex, and the upper a little oblique. Branchial vesicles like those of the preceding

segment, but larger. Marsupial plates similar to the preceding pair. First joint of the

limb just reaching below the side-plate, the front margin carrying setae, the hinder a few

setules ; the third joint longer than the fourth or fifth, with four setules on the straight

hind margin, a spine near the top and another on the slightly deeurrent apex of the front

margin; the fourth joint with a couple of spinules on the hind margin, and a long spine

at its apex ; the fifth joint longer than the fourth, nearly as long as the third, narrowing

distally, with spinules at three or four points of the straight hind margin ; the finger

short, much curved, about half the length of the fifth joint. The perseopods in this

species are of stouter build than in the others that have been described.

Second Perwo^oods.
—

Side-plates large, broader than deep, of almost uniform depth for

the first half, broadly rounded behind. The limb similar to that of the preceding pair.

Third Per^opods.
—The side-plates rather deeply lobed behind. The branchial

vesicles and marsupial plates deeper and broader than the lobe of the side-plate. The

first joint of the limb not winged, distally a little widened, fringed on both margins with

spinules, behind with a small distal lobe partially overlapping the short second joint; the

third joint longer than the fourth or fifth, with spines at three points of the convex hind

margin, and a group on the deeurrent apex ;
the fourth joint short, -wdth an apical group

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.—1887.) XxX 97
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of spines in front
;
the fifth joint and finger much as in the preceding peraeopods, but the

joint rather shorter, th(? finger a little longer.

Fourth Perwopods.
—The side-plates similar to the preceding pair, but less broad.

The first joint broadly and evenly expanded, the front margin not very convex, fringed

with spinules, the hinder convex, almost smooth
;
the rest of the limb like the third pair,

the third joint rather more decurrent, the fifth rather larger in both length and breadth.

Fifth Perseopods.
—The side-plates small, but as usual rather deeper behind than in front.

The first joint larger than in the preceding pair, the front margin more convex, the lower

margin behind comjjletely instead of partially overlapping the second joint; the remainder

of the limb not materially different, but the fifth joint and finger rather smaller; in one

member of the pair the fourth and fifth joints and finger were much smaller than in the

fellow limb, the fourth joint being completely overlapped by the apex of the third.

Pleopods.
—

Coupling spines slender, curved, with the usual hooks ; a single cleft

spine on the inner ramus
;
six joints to the inner, and eight joints to the outer, ramus of

the third pair.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair much longer than the rami, fringed with spines;

the rami equal, pectinate on the upper edges, the inner carrying two spines, the outer

one
; peduncles of the second pair about as long as the longer ramus ; both rami with

pectinate edges, the shorter with a marginal spine ;
the peduncles of the third pair as

long as the proximal portion of the ramus, with an apical spine, and a second higher up ;

the proximal portion of the ramus much longer than the nail, carrying an apical spine,

and a smaller one on the surface.

Telson very broad, longer than broad, apically converging to a rounded point ; near

each lateral margin there are three small spines, the middle one being at about the centre

of the margin.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the front of the head

to the back of the second pleon-segment, a little under one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 313, off Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876; lat. 52° 20'

S., long. 67° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms; bottom, sand; bottom temperature, 47°'8.

One specimen, female.

RemarJcs.—A total of five species of Metopa were obtained at this one station, the

rest of the voyage yielding but one other.

The specific name refers to the compactness and comparative solidity of this species,

both in the parts of the animal and its whole figure.

The figure lettered par. represents a parasite which infests this specimen, especially

about the telson and uropods.
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Family LedcothoiD/E.

In 1852 Dana^ established the Leucothoinse as subfamily 3 of the family Gammaridaj.

Ill it he includes the genera Stenothoe and Leucothoe, of which the former was placed by

Spence Bate in the subfamily Stegocej)halides, the latter in the subfamily Gammarides.

Lilljeborg in 1865 adopts Dana's subfamily, writing the name Leucothoina, and adding
the genera Pleustes, Spence Bate, and Montagua, Spence Bate. In 1874 Boeck adopted

the name "
Leucothoinae, Dana," as the name of the ninth subfamily of the Gammaridte,

and in 1876 as the sixth subfamily of the Leucothoidse. In it he placed the genera lAlje-

borgia, Spence Bate, Eusirus, Krdyer, Leucothoe, Leach, Tritropis, Boeck, and Pleustes,

Spence Bate.^ The last of these genera was transferred to this subfamily by an after-

thought, and Boeck's own account of the first side-plates, the third uropods, and the telson

in species oi Pleustes does not agree with his definition of the subfamily. In 1882 Sars

adopted the name Leucothoidae for a family containing the genera LeucotJioe, Tritropis,

Eusirus,
"
LiUjeborgia," presumably therefore corresponding with Boeck's Leucothoinae,

minus the genus Pleustes, which Sars places in the family Paramphithoidse. Why Spence

Bate and Boeck and Sars have removed Leucothoe from its proximity to Stenothoe I do

not understand. In Leucothoe the third uropods are biramous, in the Stenothoidae

uniramous, but the mouth-organs bring the former near to the latter, as Dana and

Lilljeborg have evidently felt. Gerstaecker in 1886 places Leucothoe next to Stenothoe.

Costa in 1857 assigns to the Leucotoini only the genus Leucothoe, and I am so far in

agreement with him that I have not seen reason to place in this family the other genera,

assigned to it by Boeck. It must be remembered that the loosely defined family,

Leucothoidae, Boeck, in which there is scarcely a single fixed character (almost everything
mentioned being either large or small, present or absent), is quite distinct from the

subfamily Leucothoinae here changed into the family Leucothoidae in accordance with

the precedent set by G. 0. Sars.

Genus Leucothoe, Leach, 1813.

1813. Leucothoe, Leach, Edin. Encycl., vol. vii. pp. 403, 432.

1815. „ Leach, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., vol. xi.

1816. Lycesta, Savigny, M6m. sur les Anim. sans vert., l'" partie, p. 109.

1825. Leucothoe, Desmarest, Consid. gen. sur les Crust., p. 263.

1829. „ Latreille, Le rfegne anim., t. iv.

1830. „ Milne-Edwards, Ann. d. Sci. Nat., t. xx. p. 380 (29).

1840. „ Lucas, Hist. Nat. des Crust., p. 230.

1840. „ Milne-Edwards, Hist, des Crust., t. iii. p. 56.

1852. „ Dana, U.S. Explor. Exped., vol. xiii. pt. ii. p. 909.

1853. „ Costa, Rend. d. Soc. r. Borb. Acad, di scienze.

1855. „ Gosse, Manual of Marine Zoology.

' See Notes on Dana, pp. 257, 261. '^ See De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 496.
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1855. Leueoihoe, Liljeborg, Ofv. af Kongl. Vet.-Akad. Forh.

1857. „ Speuce Bate, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 2, vol. xix.

1857. „ White, Popular Hist. Brit. Crust., p. 188.

1859. „ Bruzelius, Skand. Amph. Gamm., p. 95.

1860. „ Boeck, Forh. ved. de Skand. Naturf., 8de M0de.

1862. ., Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 156.

1862. „ Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., p. 269.

1865. ,, Lilljeborg, On the Lysianassa Magellanica, p. 18.

1870. ,, Boeck, Crust, amph. bor. et arct., p. 77.

1876. „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 506.

1882. „ Haswell, Catal. Australian Crust., p. 247.

1886. „ Gerstaecker, Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen, Bd. v. Abth. ii. p. 506.

For the original definition see Note on Leach, 1813 (p. 84). Boeck's definition is as

follows :
—

" Mandibles apically much dilated and dentate ;
molar tubercle wanting.

"
First Maxillie with the inner plate very small.

"
Maxillipeds with the outer plate almost obsolete.

"
Upper Antennse without an accessory flagellum.

" First Gnathopods with wrist ovate, at the lower hinder angle produced into a long,

slender, curved, acuminate process ; the hand elongate, hnear, armed with spines on the

hind margin.
" Second Gnathopods having a long heel to the wrist; the hand very large, sub-chelate.

" The Perieopods slender.

•'' Third Uropods with a tolerably long peduncle.
" Telson not cleft."

A rudimentary secondary flagellum is present on the upper antennse, at least in some

species of the genus.

Leucothoe miersi, n. sp. (PL XLVL).

Rostrum minute, lateral lobes of the head prominent ;
the postero-lateral angles of

the first three pleon-segments scarcely acute.

Eyes oval, situated near the lateral lobes of the head, light-coloured in the specimen

preserved in spirit, the ocelli small.

Upper Antenna.—First and second joints long, subequal in length, the first with a

small apical tooth, the second fringed with a few setules ; the third narrow, about one-

fourth the length of the second ; the flagellum slender, shorter than the peduncle, with

seventeen joints on one antenna, and twenty-one on the other in the specimen here

described, the distal joints much longer than those at the base ;
the secondary flagellum

a small rudiment, consisting of a single joint, much shorter than the short first joint of

the primary.
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Lower Anteima}.—First joiut a little dilated, the gland-coue of the second short and

broad, decurrent, the canal within the cone wider than usual, appearing to be surrounded

with sphincter muscles ;
the third joint much longer than broad, a little curved, armed

with spines ;
the fourth joint much longer than the fifth, longer than the first joint of

the upper antennae, its upper margin fringed with setules and having some spines at the

upper part; the fifth joint shorter than the first joint of the upper antennae, the straight

margins fringed with setules
;
the flagellum slender, shorter than the fifth joint of the

peduncle, consisting of twelve joints.

Epistome very sharply pointed.

Upper Lij) with the front margin very unsymmetrically bilobed, the longer and

narrower lobe smooth, the rest of the margin fringed with long wiry cilia.

Mandibles.—The cutting plate widening at the cutting edge, divided into five strong

teeth, the two uppermost on the left mandible being flattened and to some extent sub-

divided ; the secondary plate on the left mandible has its widened edge divided into ten

teeth, of which the sixth from the top and the lowest are the most prominent ; the

uppermost tooth on the principal plate of the right mandible is divided into five denticles,

the secondary plate is very small, almost triangular, placed near and not exceeding in

width the uppermost tooth of the principal plate, its distal border cut into twenty

denticles, the lower part having also two rows of submarginal denticles ; the spine-row

consists of many large curved spines, the largest nearest the cutting edge ; twenty-nine

were counted on the left and thirty-four on the right mandible ;
no trace of molar

tubercle ; palp slender, first joint very short, much broader than the second ; second very

long, carrying numerous long spines which seem to be almost but not quite smooth ; the

third short and thin, about a quarter the length of the second, tipped with a couple of

spines.

Loiver Lip not well observed ; the texture very thin.

First Maxillai.—Inner plate small, oval, with a seta on the inner margin just below

the apex ; outer plate with a row of setae at the top of the inner margin, the apical spines

seven in number, two of them short, several (perhaps all except the outermost) having a

single lateral denticle, which in one or two is large ;
the first joint of the palp fuUy half

as long as the second ; the second reaching beyond the outer plate, its inner margin

straight, the outer convex, the narrowed apex carrying four rather long spines, two of

which are apically curved.

Second Maxillae.—Inner plates much broader than the outer, with three spines on

the inner margin, and six on the broad distal margin, too-ether with two that are sub-

marginal, one very small and one very large ; the spines are spaced, stiS", not setiform ;

the outer plate does not reach beyond the inner, it has three strong spines on the narrow

apex, and the convex outer margin strongly ciliated.

Maxillipjeds.
—The inner plates almost as broad as long, reaching halfway up the
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second joint of the maxillipeds, carrying two spines on a fold of the inner surface, one on

the middle of the fold's distal margin, the other below its inner apex ; the distal margin

of the plate broad, a little sculptured for three spine-teeth, of which two are near the

inner and one near the outer apex; the second joint dilated on the distal part of the

outer side, where it carries many spines on the apical border, and one or two on the outer

border below the apex ;
on the inside the joint is produced into a quite rudimentary plate,

almost conical, with two spine-teeth on the inner margin, one at, the other just below, the

apex ;
the first joint of the palp longer than the second, with many spines along both

maroins and on the outer apex ;
the second joint with spines along the inner margin and

the inner surface near this margin, and with one spine on the outer apex ; the third joint

as long as the second, the outer apex forming a ciliated cap over the hinge of the finger ;

there are spines about the apex both at front and back ;
the finger is nearly as long as the

third joint, with a small dorsal cilium not far from the base, a short curved nail, and the

inner margin closely furred with cilia.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates wider below than above, the lower corner in front

produced over the base of the upper antennse. The first joint long, reaching far below

the side-plates, distally narrowing a little, the margins more or less fringed with setules
;

the second joint longer than broad, with setules on or near the hind margin ; the thii'd

joint very inconspicuous, much smaller than the second, the apex pointed, lying on the

wrist ; the wrist much longer than the hand, longer than the first joint, the basal part

forming a great bulb, from which the long narrow heel is produced behind, apically curving

over the outer margin of the finger (when closed) almost to its base ;
the inner edge set

with small hairs at intervals, rounded and lined with innumerable scale-like minute tubercles

recalling to mind the palate of a dog-fish ;
the hand is narrowly oblong, about as long as

the calx or produced portion of the wrist, the hind margin very finely serrate with a

beaded appearance, set wdth small hairs, and the distal half having eight small spines, to

the seventh of which the tip of the slender curved finger reaches, the hand margin being

at this part gently curved for what may be considered as the palm, though it is continuous

with the straight portion of the hind margin ; the finger half the length of the hand.

Second Gnatliopods.
—

Side-plates squared, but with the corners rounded, the breadth

rather greater than the depth. The branchial vesicles rather longer than the first joint

and of about the same breadth. The marsupial plates as long as the first joint, much

narrower, fringed with long setse. The first joint broad, reaching much below the side-

plates, much shorter and narrower than the hand, with some spinules on the margins, and

setse on the inner side of the apex; the second, third and fourth joints are all channelled

in front, and combine to form a sort of irregular cup for the hand ; the second joint has

the hind margin smooth, and a pointed apex in front on the outer side ;
the third, which

is not longer than the second, has a pointed apex in front on the inner side ; the wrist is

produced along the hind margin of the hand as far as the palm, this long heel or process
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being tlie chief part of the joint, its distal margin truncate and at the corners serrate, its

hinder surface thickly set with groups of spines ; tlie margins serrate ; the hand very

large, its long convex front margin smooth, ending in a sharp apex to which several setae

are attached
;
the hind margin apart from the palm scarcely more than a third the length

of the front
;
the long convex palm is serrate, more and more deeply as it approaches the

hinge of the finger, which is strong, curved, closing over the palm and reaching a small

pocket on the inner surface of the hand just above the palm margin ; a row of setae

traverses the hand's inner surface from the base across to the hinge of the finger.

First Perasojjods.
—

Side-plates deeper than broad, less broad than the preceding pair,

hind margin longer than the front, both convex, lower margin straight (see fig. pr.

segm. 3). Branchial vesicles as long as the first joint Init much broader, widening

distally. The marsupial plates a little longer than the first joint, of the same width with

it, fringed with long setae. The limb narrow, the first joint reaching much beyond the

side-jjlate, almost unarmed ; second joint short
;
third joint longer than the fourth or

fifth, with the apex in front sharp, decurrent, armed with a spine, toothed on the inner

side ; the fourth joint shorter than the fifth, with some minute marginal spines ;
the fifth

joint mth a row of fourteen very small spines on the straight hind margin ; the finger

sharply pointed, not half the length of the fifth joint.

Second Perseopods.
—The side-plates broader than the preceding at the point where

the hind margin forms its rounded angle, the upper part of the margin being very slightly

concave, and the longer lower part as slightly convex. The branchial vesicles broader

than in the preceding pair ; the marsupial plates and the limb in agreement with that

pair.

Third Perasopods.
—The side-plates broader than the preceding pair, the hind lobe

rather deeper and less broad than the front. The branchial vesicles very broad distally,

larger than the first joint of the limb. The marsupial plates rather shorter than the

preceding pair. The first joint of the limb oval, much narrower below than above, with

much of the front margin flattened, fringed with about a dozen very small spines, the

convex hind margin almost imperceptibly serrate
;
the second joint short ;

the third joint

subequal in length to the fifth, the apex behind sharp, minutely bidentate, -^ith two

little apical spines ; there are one or two little spines high up on the hind margin, and

four or five on the front ; the fourth joint, which is much shorter than the fifth, has spines

at five points of the front margin ; the fifth joint has spines at twelve points ;
the finger

is curved, sharply pointed, about half the length of the fifth joint.

Fourth Perieopods.
—

Side-plates less broad than the preceding pair, the hind lobe a

good deal deeper than the front, the front margin straight. The branchial vesicles at the

centre nearly as broad as long. The first three joints of the limb similar to those of the

preceding pair but larger, the front margin of the first joint more, and the hind margin

less, convex than in that pair. The remainder of the limb missing.
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Fifth Perwopods.
—The side-plates small, straight above, otherwise tending to circular

in shape. The first three joints of the limb as in the preceding pair, but rather longer,

the first joint also rather wider in the upper part. The rest of the limb missing.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines are small but strong, stout at the base, the shaft

having on each side in one spine two or three, in the other three or four, retroverted

teeth, besides the two formed by the apex ; there is but a single cleft spine, the

arms of which are long ;
the first joint of the inner ramus carries plumose setse below

the cleft spine ;
fifteen joints were counted on the inner ramus, and seventeen on the

outer.

Urojyods.
—The peduncles of the first pair reaching beyond those of the second, but

not nearly so far as those of the third, subequal in length to the rami ; the rami long,

subequal, reaching back nearly to the end of the rami of the third pair, the outer slightly

shorter than the inner, not spined along the inner margin, but with fifteen or more spines

on the outer
; the inner ramus spined along both margins ;

both rami apically acute ;

the peduncles of the second pair as long as the inner ramus, which is considerably

longer than the outer, spined on both margins, while the outer, which is equally acute,

has only a few spines on the outer margin ; the peduncles of the third pair much longer

than the rami, carinate above, with a few spines along the upper margin ; the rami sub-

equal, lanceolate, the adjacent margins in each pair a little convex, with spines only
on the lower part, the remote margins straight and spined all along.

TeJson very long and narrow, reaching just beyond the peduncles of the first uropods,

armed just above its acute tip with two microscopic cilia or setules.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, in a straight line from the

rostrum to the dorsal apex of the third pleon-segment, a little over two-fifths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 142, off Cape Agulhas, December 18, 1873; lat. 35° 4' S., long.

18° 37' E.; depth, 150 fathoms; bottom, green sand; bottom temperature, 47°'0.

One specimen, female. Dredged.

Eemarks.—The specific name is given in compliment to Mr. E. J. Miers, whose

meritorious labours as a carcinologist are well known.

With Leucothoe commensalis, Haswell, from Port Jackson, the present species has

many points of resemblance. Mr. Haswell accepts the suggestion of Mr. Miers that his

species is only a well-marked variety of the European Leucothoe spinicarjxi of Abildgaard.
A specimen for which I am indebted to Mr. Haswell's kindness shows the following

points of diS'erence from Leucothoe miersi ; in the mandibles the secondary plate on the

left mandible has its edge divided into eight broad teeth, the spines of the spine-row

seem to be less numerous, the third joint of the palp is longer and curved ; the first joint

of the palp in the first maxillge has greater width
;
in the maxillipeds the relative sizes

of the various joints are different, the inner plates are difierently shaped, their texture
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and spines stronger, the rudimentary outer plates are smaller
;
in the second gnathopods

the hand is longer in proportion to its breadth, and the first joint of the limb longer in

proportion to the other joints ;
the peduncles of the third uropods are less elongate in

comparison with the rami, and the long narrow telson is far less sharply pointed, or rather

has the narrow apex rounded. There are other points of difference which a minute

description of the whole animal would display.

Lcucothoc tridcns, n. sp. (PI. XLVIL).

The first three segments of the pleon with the postero-lateral angles scarcely acute ;

those of the second segment in this, as in the preceding species, perhaps having a little

produced point.

Uyes between round and oval in shape, dark in the specimen preserved in spirits.

Upper Antennse.-—The first joint not longer than the second, having a very small

apical tooth ; the second joint with a small spine near the middle of the upper margin,

and a feathered cilium or seta at the ajjex of the lower
;
the third joint nearly half the

length of the second ; the flagellum very short, with five joints remaining, probably not

more than one or two missing, the first the shortest, and the minute narrow secondary

flagellum shorter than this.

Lower Antennse.—Similar in proportions to those of Lexicothoe miersi; the flagellum

consisting of only six slender joints.

Upper Lip narrow, very unequally bilobed, finely fringed with cilia except at the

apex of the longer lobe.

Mandihles.—The cutting-plates nearly as in Leucoilioe miersi; the spines of the

spine-row much less numerous
; the second joint of the palp with two pairs of spines near

the middle of the front margin and one at its apex, the third joint a little more than half

the length of the second, with two spines or setse on its narrow apex.

Lower Lip) of very thin texture, the cilia few on the rounded distal margins of the

principal lobes.

First Maxillie.—Inner plates small, oval, with a very small apical seta ; the seven

spines on the distal margin of the outer plate similar to those in Leucotho'c miersi, the

lateral denticle not large on any of them, the setse at the apex of the inner margin not

large ; the palp as in the other species.

Second Maxillae.—The inner plate broader than the outer, with two small spines on

the apex and one on the inner margin just below the apex ; the outer plate reaching a

little beyond the inner, with two apical spines, and a seta on the outer margin just

below the apex.

Maxillipeds.
—The rudimentary plate of the second joint apj^cars to be extremely

small; the joint has spines on the outer apex, and two on the margin below; the first

(zooL. CHALL. EXP.—PART Lxvii.— 1887.) Xxx 98
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joint of the palp is short and broad, with spines on the inner margin and outer apex,

the second joint is a little longer, similarly armed ;
the third joint is as long as the

second, with apical spines, not produced at the outer apex ;
the finger is as long as the

third joint, with a short sharp nail, and the inner margin ciliated.

The triturating organ of tlie stomach has half of its oval fj-iuged with seventeen

unequal spines, each of which has two rows of spinules.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates broader below than above, the front lower corner

produced, but not reaching the antennjB, the flat lower margin forming more of an

angle with the front margin than in the preceding species, the serrations at the lower

part of the front margin more marked. The first joint much shorter than the wrist, the

margins smooth, the front nearly straight, the hind gently convex
;

the second and

third joints as in Leucothoe miersi, the third with two setge at the apex ;
the process of

the wrist prolonged quite round to the hinge of the finger, thin on both margins, which

have a few hairs at intervals ;
the hand with four to six spines on the distal half of the

finely serrate inner margin ;
the finger short, about one third tlie length of the hand,

not reaching the two uppermost spines.

Second Gnathopods.
—These do not differ very strikingly from those of Leucothoe

miersi. The straight hind margin of the side-plate is a little serrate. The hind margin

of the second joint has some groups of setules ;
the distal margin of the wrist is cut

into five distinct denticles, and one of its inner margins is without any serration, the

hand has two or three rows of spinules not very closely set on each surface near the

palm border, but is without the transverse row of seta3 on the inner surfoce, although

there are some groups towards the hinge of the finger ;
the apex of the front margin is

not sharply pointed.

First Pe?'«opocZ5.—Side-plates nearly square, a little deeper than Ijroad. The

branchial vesicles narrowly oval, not so long as the first joint, the marsupial plates

about as long as the branchial vesicles, narrower, fringed with long setse. The first

joint widening a little distally, with the front margin concave, the hinder convex, both

fringed with spinules ;
the relative proportions of the third, fourth, and fifth joints as in

Leucothoe miersi, the third joint with a spine at the upper, another at the lower part of

the hind margin, and a third at the apex, the fourth joint with three, and the fifth with

four, little spines on the hind margin ;
the finger more than half the length of the fifth joint.

Second Perieopods.
—The side-plates four-sided, the hind margin shorter than the

front ; the lower margin has two little notches indicating the portion perhaps which

technically should be reckoned as hind margin. The branchial vesicles rather larger

than the preceding pair, the marsupial plates and the joints of the limb not showing any
material difference.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with the front lobe wider and rather deeper than

the hinder one. The branchial vesicles rather longer than the first joint, but not so broad.
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The marsupial plates as long as the branchial vesicles, but much narrower. The first

joint not very wide, oblong-oval, with about a dozen small spines along the nearly

straight front margin, and seven or eight minute serrations on the hinder
; the third

joint is longer than the fourth, apically decurrent behind, and with a spine on the hind

margin ;
the fourth joint has two small spines on the front margin ;

the fifth joint

subequal in length to the third, has five small spines along the front margin ;
the finger

is more than half its length.

Fourth PersBopods.
—The side-plates much narrower than the preceding pair, the

hind lobe rather deeper than the front. The branchial vesicles and the limb similar to

those of the third perseopods, but with the first, third and fifth joints larger.

Fifth P('r«o/50f/s.—Side-plates small, broader than deep, not bilobed. The limb as

in the preceding pair, but with all the joints, except the second, longer, and the first

joint more oval.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines are similar in structure to those of the preceding

species, but with the lateral teeth numbering only from two to three
;

the cleft spine

single ;
the joints of the rami about eight or nine in number.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair subeqi;al in length to the long narrow rami,

which have a few spines on the outer margin ;
the outer ramus a little shorter than the

inner ; peduncles of the second pair not reaching so far as those of the first, about as long

as the inner ramus ; the outer ramus a good deal shorter than the inner ; the peduncles

of the third pair longer than the rami, the inner margin apically pointed and carrying a

few marginal spines, the longer ramus with five marginal sj)ines, the shorter and narrower

with only three.

Telson reaching beyond the peduncles of the first uropods, not so long in proportion t(j

its breadth at the base as in Lcucothoe miersi, the minute apex microscopically tridentate.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, in a straight line from the

rostrum to the apex of the third uropods, one-fifth of an inch.

Xoca/%.—Station 168, off New Zealand, July 8, 1874; lat. 40° 28' S., long.

177° 43' E.; depth, 1100 fathoms; bottom, blue mud; bottom temperature, 37°'2. One

specimen, female. Trawled.

Remark.—The specific name refers to the tridentate ajjex of the telson, but this is a

character difficult to observe and not one on which much stress can be laid.

Leticothoe jiindersi,
n. sp. (PI. XLVIIL).

The first pleon-segment with the postero-lateral angles minutely pointed, but with

the hind margin bulging out beyond the points ;
the second pleon-segment with the

angles pointed, not produced beyond the hind margins.
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Eyes oval.

Uiyper Antenna?.—The first joint about equal in length to the next two united, not

twice as long as broad ;
the third joint much more than half the length of the second

;

the flagellum tapering, of five joints, together shorter than the first joint of the peduncle ;

the third joint of the peduncle and the first four of the flagellum carrying long cylinders ;

the secondary flagellum minute, not longer than broad.

Lower Antennie.—First three joints short, the first dilated, the fourth as long as the

three preceding united, the fifth rather shorter ;
the flagellum tapering, of four joints,

together equalling the length of the fifth joint of the peduncle.

U2iper Lip comparatively broad, the narrow lol^e not produced much beyond the

other.

Mandibles.—-The cutting edge divided into nine or ten denticles, on the left mandible

the two in the centre projecting beyond the rest; the secondary plate on the left

mandible nearly as large as the principal, with a straight row of eight denticles
;
on

the right mandible the secondary plate is very small, its distal margin not clearly

observed ;
the spine-row of about ten not very long spines ;

the palp broad, the second

joint with three or four spines near the apex on the inner side
;
the third joint much

narrower than the second, more than half its length, with two apical spines or set*

exceeding its own lensjth.

First Maxillw.—So far as observed, the spines of the outer plate were slender, in

general structure like those of Leucothoe tridens, the second joint of the palp long and

broad, with three short spines on the apex, and some rather long cilia on the outer

margin.

Second Maxillw.—The inner plate scarcely broader than the outer, with a few spines

on the apex ; the outer plate not reaching quite so far as the inner, the narrow apex

tipped with three spines, the convex outer' margin ciliated.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates seem to be slender, nearly as long as the second joint

of the maxillipeds ;
this has a very small rudimentary plate, a spine on the outer apex,

but none on the margin below ;
the first joint of the palp is broad, rather longer than

the second or third ; the first and second joints have three or four spines on the inner

margin, the third has a group of three or four near the inner apex, and one on the outer

apex; the finger is longer than the third joint, with a short sharp nail, and a ciliated

inner margin.

In the triturating organs of the stomach the lower margin has six unequal spines.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates broader below than above, but with the front lower

corner little produced. The first joint as long as the hand, reaching much below the

side-plate, the hind margin gently convex, with an apical seta, the front margin sinuous,

fringed with ten long setae ; the second joint scarcely longer than broad
;
the third rather

longer than the second, more squared than in the preceding species, carrying two setae at
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the apex, oue of them very long ;
the wrist longer than the hand, scarcely bulbous at the

base, the heel broadly tapering, curved at the tip, which reaches, or even reaches beyond,

the apex of the hand, the hind margin fringed with eleven long setse, the front or inner

margin having only a few hairs; the hand a sort of elongate oval, narrow at the l)as(',

with a few spinules on the hinder or inner margin and one at the apex of the outer
; the

finger very small and short, apparently not adapted for closing down between the hand

and the process of the wrist.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates with the front margin convex, forming a little tooth

below, the lower margin also convex. The branchial vesicles of narrow oval shape, longer

than the first joint. The limb shaped nearly as in the preceding species ; the first joint

with two or three setules near the front apex, and two on the hinder, the margins other-

wise smooth ;
the second joint not longer than broad, with two spinules on the apex of

the hind margin ;
the third joint with five setiform spines along its distal border

;
the

process of the wrist not quite reaching the beginning of the palm, its edges not serrate
;

the front margin of the hand nearly straight, not apically produced into a point either

sharp or blunt, with a group of setse a little below the apex ;
the hind margin half as long

as the front, the smooth very convex palm margin and the finger being proportionately

shorter than in the other species ;
there are a few spinules on the surface within the

palm-margin.

Fiist Permoioods.
—

Side-plates more or less oblong, with a small tooth at the bottom

of the front margin. The branchial vesicles widening below, a little shorter and broader

than the first joint. The first joint lageniform, with three or four spinules on the front

margin, the hind margin smooth ; the third joint carrying a spiuule on the decurrent

front apex, and another higher up the margin ;
the fifth joint is longer than the fourth,

as long as the third, the hind margin straight, unarmed, except with a couple of setules

or hairs
;
the finger curved, sharply pointed, more than half the length of the fifth joint.

Second Perwopods.—Th.e short front and hind margins of the side-plates diverge, and

are connected the one with the other by a very long convex lower margin ;
the front

margin ends in a little notch. The limb does not materially difter from that of the first

perseopods.

Third Peneopods.
—The side-plates with the front lube broader and deeper than

the hinder one. The first joint oval, with three or four little spines on the front margin,

the hinder absolutely smooth ; the third joint very decurrent behind, the apex a little

rounded, and the convex hind margin having a spinule near the centre. The rest of the

limb missing.

Fourth Pevssopods.
—The hinder lobe of the side-plates deeper and longer than the

front one. The first joint of the limb larger and much broader than in the preceding

pair, with five spines on the front margin, the hinder perceptibly serrate ; the third

joint as in the third perseopods, but larger. The remainder of the liiub missing.
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Fifth Peneopods missing.

Plcopods.
—

Coupling spines not observed, cleft spine single ; joints of the rami

numbering about five or six.

Uropods.
—The relative dimensions of the first and second pairs much as in the two

preceding species. The third pair missing.

T/ie Telson appeared to be rather shorter in proportion to its length than in the

preceding species.

Length.
—The specimen, in the (curled) position figured, measured, in a straight line

from the rostrum to the back of the third pleon-segment, one-tenth of an inch.

ZocaZi^i/.—Station 186, in Flinders Passage; lat. 10° 30' S., long. 142° 18' E.;

depth, 7 to 8 fathoms ; bottom, coral mud. One specimen.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the place of capture.

Between this species and Leucothoe hrevidigitata, Miers,' the following diff'erences

may be noticed. Mr. Miers' specimen, obtained at Thursday Island, was very much

larger, "length about 7^ lines (16 millim.)" ; the flagellum of the upper antennae

was thirteen or fourteen jointed ;
the first gnathopods

" have their basus joints

moderately dilated, with the posterior margins thin-edged and hairy ;" the front

margin of the wrist is much longer, to judge by the figure, than in the Challenger

species ; in the second gnathopods the carpus is said to be "
very short, and produced

along the posterior margin of the propus for less than half its length," while the figure

shows the palm of the hand very long and concave instead of convex ; nothing is said

of the fringe of sette on the front margin of the first joint and hind margin of the

wrist of the first gnathopods, which are very noticeable features in Leucothoe Jlinderst,

nor is mention made of the long cylinders on the flagellum of the upper antennae.

Nevertheless the possibility remains that the specimen here described may be only the

5^oung form of Leucothoe hrevidigitata.

Genus Seha, Costa.

(1) Sfha, Costa (1).

1862. „ Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 159.

1875. „ Stebbing, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 4, vol. xv. p. 2.

1884. Teraticum, Chilton, Trans. New Zealand Inst., vol. xvi. p. 257.

1885. Seba, Chilton, New Zealand Journ. Sci., vol. ii. p. 320.

The original authority for this genus has thus far eluded my researches. For a

definition, apparently translated from a memoir by A. Costa, see Note on Spence Bate,

1862 (p. 334). For a second, independent definition, see Note on Chilton, 1884 (p. 550).

The genus makes some approach to Ijeucothoii in the proportions of the mandibular

I " Alert" Report, p. 313, pi. xxxiv. fis A, 1884.
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palp, the plates of the first maxillas, the small inner plates of the maxillipeds, but on the

other hand the palp of the first maxillaj is one-jointed, and the outer plates of the

maxillipeds, though small, are not rudimentary. The telson is undivided as in Leucothoe,

but the third uropods are uniramous as in the Stenothoinse. In the gnathopods of Seba

it is not the wrist, as in Leucothoe, but the hand which sends out the chela-forming

process. In the British Museum Catalogue, Spence Bate places Pardalisca immediately

before Seba, and Leucothoe before Pardalisca. Thomson and Chilton in their New
Zealand Catalogue place Seha immediately after Leucothoe. Gerstaecker, with a note of

interrogation prefixed, makes Seha a synonym of Leucothoe, but in the definition of the

latter genus he describes the wrist of the gnathopods as
"
stark fingerformig ausgezogen,"

both this character and the account given of the uropods precluding the union of the two

genera which he suggests. Boeck's definition of the Leucothoinse would require to be

considerably modified for the inclusion of Seha, which for the present I am content to

place rather on the confines of the family Leucothoidae (Sars) than within it.

Seha saundersii, Stebbing, 1875 (PI. XLIX.).

1875. Seba Saundersii, Stebbing, Anu. and ilag. Nat. Hist., ser. 4, vol. .xv. p. 2, pi. xv. figs.

2, 2«-2c.

1884. Teraticum ti/picum, Cliilton, Trans. New Zealand Inst., vol. xvi. p. 257, pi. xviii. figs.

1, 1"-1/.

? 1885. Seha typica, Chilton, New Zealand Jourii. Sci., vol. ii. p. 320.

1886. „ ,,
Thomson and Chilton, Tian.s. New Zealand Inst., vol. xviii. p. 148.

The latei'al lobes of the head narrow, not very prominent, the first two segments of

the pleon postero-laterally almost right-angled, the hind margin of the second segment

faintly serrate upwards, the third segment with the postero-lateral angles somewhat

produced, rounded.

Eyes not observed.

Upper Antennw.—The first joint shorter but broader than the second, the third

scarcely half the length of the second, the flagellum of five joints, together equal to the

second joint of the peduncle, the first equal to the third joint of the peduncle, the fii'st

four armed with cylinders ; the accessory fiagellum not quite so long as the first

joint of the primary, its first joint narrow and tapering, its second rudimentary,

cylindrical, tipped with two setules.

Lower Antennae rather shorter than the upper. The first joint a little dilated, the

second as long as the third, with the gland-cone inconspicuous ; the fourth joint longer

than the three preceding joints united ; the fifth shorter and narrower than the fourth,

tapering slightly ; the fiagellum of three joints tipped with setules, the first joint

longer than the second, and the second than the third, the three toojether shorter than

the fifth joint of the peduncle.
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Upper Lip with the distal border slightly emarginate.

Mandibles with the trunk broad, the cutting edge slightly angled and divided into

about seven teeth ;
the secondary plate on the left mandible with six teeth, its breadth

almost as great as that of the principal plate ;
the secondary plate on the right

mandible less broad and much less strong than the principal plate, its distal edge

minutely denticulate ;
the spine-row begins with three short spines, of which the first

is laminar, with a widened denticulate distal edge, a short ciliated space is followed

by a fourth spine pointing backwards and ending in two unequal teeth ; of molar

tubercle there appears to be no trace ; the palp is broad, set well forward, the first joint

longer than broad, the second joint broad and long, with a couple of setules near the

apex of the inner margin, the third joint much shorter and narrower than the second,

apically pointed, with two spines or setae on the inner side of the apex.

Lower Lip broad, the somewhat narrowed and lightly ciliated apices of the principal

lobes standing wide apart, their inner margins sinuous ; the mandibular processes short,

apically narrowed and rounded.

First Maxillie.—Inner plates small, oval, with one or two hairs observed on the

apex ; the outer plates broad at the base, the obliquely truncate distal margin carrying

seven spines, the innermost with five lateral teeth, followed by two other slender spines

apparently with fewer lateral teeth ;
in the parallel row the two innermost spines are

furcate, the inner branch or tooth being the longer, the other two spines have a single

denticle on the inner side ;
the palp is one-jointed, tapering, reaching beyond the outer

plate, having two small spines on the apex.

Second Maxillse.—The inner plates much shorter and a little broader than the outer,

with two spines on the apex ;
the outer plates with three spines on the apex.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates small, scarcely reaching the base of the palp, carrying a

spine on the upper part of the inner margin, a spine-tooth at the inner apex, with a

slender curved spine on the outer curve of the distal margin ;
the outer plates narrowed,

reaching as far as the distal end of the first joint of the palp, with a small not pointed

spine near the middle of the inner margin, a spine-tooth in an indent just below the apex,

accompanied by a slender spine, and a second spine-tooth at the apex ;
the first joint of

the palp is broad, with one or two spinules on the inner margin ; the second joint is

rather broader and longer, with eight marginal or sub-marginal spinules ;
the third

joint is shorter and narrower than the first, the outer margin produced into a pointed

cap over the base of the finger, the apex and part of the inner surface carrying some

finely pectinate spines ;
the finger is curved, longer than the third joint, with a small

dorsal cilium near the hinge, and a cilium at the base of the short sharp nail.

The triturating organ of the stomach shows a group of some eight broad spines,

distally thorny.

Fit^st GnatJiopods.
—The side-plates broader below than above, the rounded lower
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front corner produced to the base of the lower antennae. The first joint reaching

beyond the side-plates, distally widening, the front margin smooth, rather sinuous ;

the second joint with one pectinate spine low down on the hind margin ; the third joint

a little longer than the second, narrowed distally, with three pectinate spines on the

apical border, the uppermost the longest ;
the wrist triangular, longer than broad,

distally somewhat cup-like, the hind margin near the apex having a fringe of eight

graduated spines, the lowest and longest less conspicuously pectinate than the others
;

the hand much longer than the wrist, the basal part longer than broad, fringed on the

hinder side with thirteen finely plumose setae, and on this side carrying a long thumb,

tapering to an abruptly curved tip, which is set about with four short curved spines,

against which the equally long and almost similarly formed finger antagonizes, making
the hand completely chelate ; the thumb and finger are shorter than the basal portion of

the hand ; the finger has one or two setules or cilia on the outer margin near the base,,

and the thumb has a series along the margin which adjoins the finger.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates with the front margin convex, the width of the

plates nearly even throughout. The first joint rather longer than in the preceding pair,

not distally widened
;

the second joint narrow, as long as the wrist, the hind margin
almost straight ; the third joint a narrow oval, much shorter than the second, like it

armed only with a cilium near the apex ; the wrist narrowly triangular, longer than

that of the first gnathopods, but not so broad distally, with an apical cilium
; the

hand similar in general structure to that of the first gnathopods, but longer and

narrower, the front and hind margins alike unarmed, except for a cilium on the thumb

at some distance from the curved apex, and two spines at the apex ;
the border adjoining

the finger is armed as in the preceding pair ; the finger, which here as there is narrower

than the thumb, has similarly placed cilia. In the Plate the more highly magnified

figure of the apex of this limb has been left without the line of dots which should have

connected it with the smaller figure.

First Perseopods.
—

Side-plates squared, with the front and lower margins convex,

separated by a notch or tooth, the hind margin sinuous, rather longer than the front.

The branchial vesicles narrowly oval, very small, little more than half the length of the

first joint. The marsupial plates rather longer than the branchial vesicles, apically fringed

with long broad setae. The first joint reaching beyond the side-plates, with a few

spinules at distant intervals on the margins, which are nearly straight ;
the second joint

short, with an apical spinule behind
; the third joint with two spinules on the straight

hind margin, one on the convex front margin at the centre, and another on its decurrent

apex ; the fourth joint shorter than the third, with sjiines at three points of the straight

hind margin ; the fifth joint longer than the fourth, suliequal to the third, with spines at

four points of the hind margin ; the finger more than half the length of the fifth joint,

with a small dorsal cilium near the base, the nail short, sharp, slightly curved.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 99
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Second Perwopods. —These, with the side-plates, branchial vesicles, and marsupial

plates, closely resemble the preceding pair.

Third Perwopods.
—

Side-plates broader than deep, the lobes nearly equal. The

branchial vesicles and marsupial plates nearly as in the two preceding segments. The

first joint of the limb oval, with spines at five points of the flattened front margin, and

three or four slight serratures on the hinder one
;

the second joint short, with two

little spines on the front margin ;
the third joint with spines at three points on the front

maro-in, and three on the very decurrent hind margin, the third being just behind the

rather blunt apex ;
the fourth joint shorter than the fifth, with spines at three points in

front ;
the fifth joint a little shorter than the third, with spines at four points of the

straight front margin, and two setules or cilia on the slightly convex hind margin ;
the

finger as in the preceding pair of limbs.

Fourth Perseopods.
—These difi'er very slightly indeed from the third

; they are rather

larger, and the fourth joint has spines at four points of the front margin.

Fifth Perwopods.
—These are very similar to the two preceding pairs, but the first

joint is considerably larger, the front margin nearly straight, the hind margin very convex ;

the remaining joints are not longer than those that correspond in the fourth pair ;
the

fourth joint has spines at three points in front.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines, so far as could be made out, are filiform, witb back-

ward serratures at the upper part ;
there is but one cleft spine ; the joints of the inner

ramus are four, of the outer five, in number.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the first pair are shorter than those of the second,

shorter than the rami, with one or two spinules on the outer, and an apical -spinule on

the inner, margin ; the rami are slender, tapering, without spines, the inner longer than

the outer, tipped with a minute nail ;
the peduncles of the second pair longer than those

of the first or third, a little shorter than the rami, which are subequal, curved at the tips,

with a small spine at about the centre, the inner ramus a little longer than the outer ;

the peduncles of the third pair are shorter than the broad, lanceolate, single ramus, which

reaches back not quite so far as the rami of the second pair, has strongly pectinate edges,

one or two setules on the surface, and a broad apical nail accompanied by a cilium.

The Telson triangular, much longer than broad, the sides slightly convex, the smooth-

ness of each a little interrupted at the point where a submargiual cilium is inserted not

far from the rounded point of the apex, the margin here being almost imperceptibly

serrate.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, in a straight line from the

front of the head to the apex of the second uropods, three-twentieths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 313, off Cape Virgins, Patagonia, January 20, 1876; lat. 52° 20'

S., long. 67° 39' W.; depth, 55 fathoms; bottom, sand; bottom temperature, 47°"8.

One specimen, female.
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Remarks.—The specific uame was given in lionoui' of the kite W. Wilson Saunders

Esq., F.R.S.

There seems little reason to doubt that this is the same species as that described in

the Annals and Magazine of Natural History for March 1875. The specimen originally

figured was obtained from a collection of sponges and other marine objects which had

been gathered partly in Algoa Bay, South Africa, and partly from the neighbourhood of

Swan River, West Australia. As the various objects had been packed together, small

specimens might easily have been shaken out of one into another, and therefore the

proper habitat to assign to such small specimens would become a matter of uncertainty.

Teraticum typicum, described by Mr. Charles Chilton in 1884, must, I think, be identical

with the present species, and from his figures it may be inferred, as he suggests, that the

first gnathopods of the two sexes differ greatly, if we may presume that his figures ih,

Ic represent the first gnathopod of the male. In his account of the antennsB, Mr.

Chilton gives
"

first joint of upper antenna equal in length to the second, but stouter,"

whereas in the specimen described in 1875 the second joint is a little the longer, and in

the specimen here described decidedly longer.

Family Syrrhoid.e, G. 0. Sars, 1882.

In 1870 Boeck established the Syrrhoinse as seventh subfamily of the Gammaridse;

in 1876 he made it the fourth subfamily of the Leucothoidfe ;
in 1882 Sars changed

the subfamily into a family without alteration except in the form of the name. The

genera assigned to the group alike by Boeck and Sars are Syrrhoe, Goes, Tiron, Lillje-

borg, and Bruzelia, Boeck. Boeck gives the following definition :
—

"
Upper Lip broad, apically insinuate.

" Mandibles very strong, broad ;
the pair not uniform

;
the left mandible furnished

with an inner accessory process ;
the palp three-jointed, with the last joint very

short.

" Loioer Lip broad.

" First Maxillm with the inner plate broad, setose
;
the palp two-jointed, narrow,

generally furnished apically with few setae.

" Second Maxillie with broad plates.
"
Maxillip)eds with the outer plates very large, armed with strong teeth on the

inner margin ;
the inner plates broad, long ; the palp broad, short, or more elongate.

" The body more or less sub-depressed ; the head large ;
the side-plates of moderate

size.

" The Eyes often approximate and coalesced.

"
Upper Antennae with an accessory flagellum.
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" First and Second Gnathopods alike in form, thin, narrow ; the hand subcheliform.

" Last three paii's of Pergsopods successively longer ; the first joint more or less

dilated behind.

"
Uropods biramous ;

the first and second pairs with the outer ramus shorter than

the inner ; the third pair with the two rami of almost the same length, laminar, setose

on the margin.
" Telson long, cleft." In Tiron, however, the hand of the gnathopods is not

subcheliform.

Genus Syrrhoc, Goes, 1865.

1865. Syrrhoe, Goes, Crust. Amph. Maris Spetsb., p. 12.

1870.
,, Boeck, Crust. Amph. bor. et arct., p. 67.

1876. „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 471.

For the brief original definition of the genus, see Note on Goes, 1865 (p. 357). The

following more expanded definition was given by Boeck in 1870 :
—

" Mandibles very thick, robust, apically little dentate ; molar tubercle prominent, not

robust.

"Eyes confluent.

"
Side-plates of moderate size.

"
First and Second Griathopods with the hand short, subcheliform ; the second

gnathopods longer than the first.

" The last three pairs of Peneopods elongate, narrow ; first joint more or less dilated

behind.
"
First and Second Uropods with the outer ramus much shorter than the inner.

" Third Uropods with the rami foliaceous, subequal.
" Telson cleft."

In the description of the subfamily, Boeck states that the lip is insinuate at the apex,

which does not appear to be the case with the Challenger species, Syrrhoe papyracea.
In the generic definition Boeck speaks of the mandibles as with " tuberculo molari pro-

minenti, non robusto," while in the specific description of Syrrhoe crenidata, he says
"
Tyggeknuden er bred, men kun lidet fremstaaende

"
; in the Challenger species the

molar tubercle is both robust and prominent. Norman in 1869 gives a definition of

Syrrhoe, including the character,
"
Gnathopods not subchelate," but this evidently has

reference to the species Syri-hoe hamatijjes, Norman, which, as well on account of the

gnathopods as of the short fifth perseopods, ought to be transferred to the genus Tiron,

Lilljeborg. Gerstaeeker in 1886 makes Syrrhoe a synonym of Tiron, which he says

diS"ers from Urothoe " durch das nicht in eine Greifhand endigende erste und zweite

Beinpaar." Yet in this particular character Tiron is as much separated from Syrrhoe as

it is from Urothoe.
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Syrrlwc papyracea, n. sp. (PI. L.).

The Head bent down, with a rounded corner over the first joint of the upper antennae,

forming a depressed rostrum, sharp-edged, and acute at the apex, at right angles with the

top of the head ; the first five segments of the perason very short
; the first three of the

pleon very long, the postero-lateral angles a little produced and very acute in the second

and third, not produced in the first
;
the last segment of the perseon and the first four of

the pleon-segment are provided with a sharp dorsal tooth on the hind margin, small in

the first of these segments, with about eleven denticles on either side, larger in the next,

with thirteen denticles on either side, a little longer still in the next, with as many or more

attendant denticles, very small in the two following segments, with a diminished number

of denticles; the fourth segment of the pleon is long at the upper part, longer than the

two following united. The integument dotted with small round spots in various parts,

elsewhere presenting the appearance of finely ribbed silk
;

the first joints of the last

perseopods showing prismatic colours.

No Eyes perceived.

Upper Antennse.—The first joint rather thick, a little bent, twice as long as broad,

with several setules on the upper margin and the apex of the lower; the second joint

thinner and a little shorter, the third three-quarters the length of the second ;
fifteen

joints of the flagellum remaining, together longer than the peduncle, the first joint much

longer than the rest, shorter than the third joint of the peduncle, smooth ; the secondary

flagellum three-jointed, the first joint longer than the first of the primary, the second

nearly as long, reaching to the end of the fourth joint of the primary, the third very small,

tipped with long setse.

LowerAntennas.—First joint a little expanded, second with a well-developed gland-cone,

third not longer than the second ; fourth narrow, elongate ; fifth as long as the third and

fourth united ; flagellum of eighteen unequal joints, more or less alternately long and short,

with some long setse at the apices of some, the joints together not so long as the peduncle.

Upper Lip with the distal margin not in the least insinuate, forming a rounded apex

to an equilateral triangle, the apical border furred very finely, the hairs as usual on the

right and left pointing towards the centre.

Mandibles.—Cutting plate with a long scarcely indented edge ending in two strong

teeth below; the secondary plate narrow, cut into four teeth, stronger on the left than on

the right mandible
; spine-row of six spines, the first three stronger than the others

; the

molar tubercle strong and prominent, the front edge sinuous, with one or two teeth

stronger than the crowd of denticles, the hind margin nearly straight, with a compara-

tively small seta; the first joint of the palp short, the second very long, narrowing a little

distaUy, fringed with setae, the third joint short, almost rudimentary, tipped with four or

five very long setae.
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Loioer Lip.
—The principal lobes distally rather narrow, little dehiscent, much

ciliated, on the inner margin each carrying two spines, which are short, not tapering, but

ending in a small double tip; the inner plates inflated; the mandibular processes divergent,

apically rounded and narrow.

First Maxillse.—The inner plate fringed on the inner side with fifteen plumose setse,

the two at the apex being the shortest
;
the outer plate having on the truncate distal

margin eleven strong spines in two rows of four and seven
;
in the latter the two inner-

most are jJumose, the next three denticulate with from fourteen to eighteen denticles, the

other two with two or three denticles ;
in the other row the outermost spine is broad,

simple, the other three are furcate, with the inner arm of the fork shorter than the outer,

these spines as well as some in the other row being finely plumose on the upper part of the

outer side
;
the palp is long and slender, reaching much beyond the outer plate, its first

joint a good deal longer than broad, but not nearly half as long as the second, which

has on the apex four finely denticulate or serrate spines, followed by six more along

the inner margin.

Second Maxillse.—The jslates difi"ering but little from one another in length and

breadth, the inner plate having a series of about eighteen long plumose setae, beginning

near the base of the inner margin and passing nearly to the distal outer corner
;
further

from the base begins a series of shorter plumose setae, which keep to the margin till they

approach the apex and become submarginal, the apex itself being fringed Avith plumose

spines not passing down the outer margin ;
the apex of the outer plate is fringed with

long curved spines, showing some plumosity below and pectination above ; shorter spines

pass a little way down the outer margin.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates broad, reaching beyond the distal end of the first joint of

the palp ; nine strong plumose spines pass along the upper part of the inner margin round

to the outer corner, the three along the distal margin being mixch shorter than the others;

near to these are two curved more slender spines on the distal margin, which is broad,

irregularly sculptured, sloping a little inwards, and armed with two strong tapering spine-

teeth
;
on the outer surface at a little distance from the inner margin there is a row of

three spines, as shown in the more highly magnified portion of the figure mxp, the

uppermost of these spines being broad and curved, the next longer and thinner, and the

lowest still longer ;
the outer plates not reaching the distal end of the second joint of

the palp, fringed with a row of some sixteen teeth or spines, eight or nine being regular

spine-teeth on the inner margin, the remainder with increased length passing gradually

into plumose setae round the distal margin ;
there are also several groups of slender

spines on the surface within the inner margin ; the first joint of the palp short, the second

long, fringed with long spines or sette on the inner margin, the third joint longer than

the first, fringed with spines on both margins and round the apex ;
the finger long

and tapering, the dorsal cUium set near the base of the nail, which is as long as or longer
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than the proximal part of the finger, and has at its base, on the inner side, two cilia or

setules, one nearly as long as the nail, the other half as long as the former.

Triturating Organ.
—Twelve or more strong spines are set close together at the bases,

the apices being very divergent ; these spines are of unusual breadth, narrowing with

abruptness apically, denticulate on the inner margin ; they are surrounded by a forest of

slender spines.

First Gnathopods.
—The front margin of the side-plates curved to correspond with

the under margin of the head, forming an acute angle with the lower margin, which is

produced as far as the base of the lower antennae ;
these and the next pair of side-plates,

though deeper than broad, have a shallow appearance through being so much bent

forwards. The first joint of the limb reaching beyond the side-plate, as long as the

wrist and hand united, a little dilated at the upper part behind, at the lower part in front,

fringed on both margins with sette more or less plumose ;
the second joint short, with an

apical group of setae behind; third joint triangular, with a very short free margin in front,

the lower half of the somewhat convex hind margin fringed with plumose setae, some passing

across the acute apex; the wrist long and narrow, more than twice the length of the hand,

slightly narrowing distally, with seven set« along the nearly straight front margin, and an

apical group, the hind margin crowded with plumose spines of various lengths, the inner

surface carr3dng some nine spines not far from the hind margin, some of these spines being

abruptly narrower in the pectinate distal half
;
the central part of the distal half of the

inner surface and the outer surface near the hinder margin is covered with rows of

microscopic spinules, which are continued on the centre of the inner surface of the hand

liut not reaching the palm ;
the hand widens a little distally ;

its front margin has an

apical group of long setae, with a similar group a little higher up, followed by one or two

isolated setee
;
the hind margin is pectinate almost to the palm, near which it has a group

of four spines with long accessory threads, the spines themselves graduated in thickness,

the first being scarcely more than a seta
;
the palm is a little oblique, wavy in outline,

fringed with long setae, at its commencement having two edges, between which rises a

monster palmar spine, on the sinuous inner side of which are from six to seven stout

outstanding denticles, and a still larger decurrent tooth
;
the finger is long, reaching

beyond the palm, the dorsal cilium near the base of the nail, which is much curved,

abruptly narrower, but not much shorter than the proximal part of the finger, and having

at its base on the inner side some long cilia or setules ;
on the inner surface of the hand

there are four spines and two long setae.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates very similar to the preceding pair, but wider above

and less sharply produced below. Branchial vesicles elongate, oval, longer than the first

joint of the limb. Marsupial plates narrower than the branchial vesicles but rather

longer, distally narrowed, fringed on both margins with setae, of which some at least are

lightly feathered. The first joint similar to that of the first gnathopods but longer and
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narrower, and not bulging near the base ;
the third joint narrower than in the preceding

pair, carrying only four or five setse ; the wrist narrow, elongate, almost as long as the

first joint, distally scarcely widened, with five small setae on the gently curved front

margin, and an apical group, the hind margin carrying twelve spaced groups of spines on

the outer surface, and a smaller number on the inner surface, besides rows of spinules ;

the hand, though not half the length of the wrist, is much longer than in the preceding

pair, more slender, very little widened distally, in the armature closely agreeing with the

other gnathopods, the great palmar spine on one of the hands having seven marginal

teeth, on the other only five.

First Perseopods.
—The side-plates much broader than deep, the front margin sloping

forwards, making an acute angle with the long and nearly straight lower margin ; behind

the plates are very broadly excavate so as to entirely overlap tlie following side-plates ;

the hind margin below the excavation is straight, serrate, making almost a right angle

with the lower margin. Marsupial plates long and slender, with very long apical setag.

The limb, like the rest of the perseopods, is long and slender ; the first joint reaching

much beyond the side-plate, equal in length to the fourth and fifth joints united, the

margins carrying some long plumose setae ; the second joint short, the third shorter than

the fourth or fifth, scarcely decurrent, with a curved slender spine at the hinder apex and

two sn:ialler spines on the hind margin, and two on the front
;
the fourth joint rather

longer than the fifth, with seven spines on the hind margin, of which the apical one

is very long and curved ; the fifth joint straight, with mixed spines on the hind

margin, the apical one close to the finger, strong and long, with serrate edges ; at the

front apex is a fan of eight or nine curved spines ;
the finger is slender, more than half

the length of the fifth joint, the proximal part not so long as the adjacent apical spine of

the fifth joint, with a strong dorsal cilium near the base ; the nail almost as long as the

proximal part of the finger, with two small cilia at its base on the inner margin.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates very small, excavate behind, with a short straight

margin below the excavation, while the remaining margin, which is perhaps front and

lower combined, is convex. The marsupial plates and the limb as in the preceding pair.

TJiird Perseopods.
—First joint of the limb almost circular, with five stout spines on

the lower half of the front margin, the hinder margin except at the upper part deej^ly

serrate, the hind margin of the inner surface within the wing is straight and distinct ;

the second joint short; the third much shorter than the fourth, with four spines on the

front margin and an apical group, three on the hind margin and a group on its slightly

decurrent apex ;
the fourth joint has spines at seven points in front and at six behind.

The rest of the limb missing.

Fourth Perieopods.
—The first joint similar in general character and armature to

that of the third perteopods, but much larger, longer than broad, the hind margin more

overlapping the second joint ;
the third and fourth joints also much longer than in the
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preceding pair, the third with the same number of spines, the very much longer fourth

joint with spines at nine points in front, and seven behind
; the fifth joint slender,

straight, broken.

Fifth Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates much broader than deep. Branchial vesicles very

small, not half the length of the first joint. The first joint as broad as the preceding but

much longer, similarly armed, the lower margin produced below the second joint ;
the

third joint longer than in the preceding pair, with spines at five points in front and four

behind, besides the apical groups ;
the fourth joint similar to that of the preceding

pair ;
the rest of the limb missing.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines large, broad at the base, with two or three large

lateral hooks and some smaller ones, besides a small apical hook ; there is a small inter-

locking process at the apex of the peduncle on the outer side ;
the cleft spines are four in

number
;
the joints of the rami numbering from seventeen to nineteen.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the first pair longer than the outer ramus, with five

spines on the upper margin ;
the narrow outer ramus with three spines on the lower part

of the upper margin and two at the apex ; the inner ra,mus broken, but evidently longer

than the outer
;
the peduncles of the second pair reaching a little beyond those of the

first, and those of the third a little beyond the second, but the rami of both broken.

Telson reaching much beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, cleft rather beyond
the centre, much longer than broad, the sides of the cleft curving a very little outward to

the sharp forked apices, which have the outer peak shorter than the inner, and a cilium

inserted at the fork.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, in a straight line from the

front of the rostrum to the apex of the telson, almost half an inch.

Locality.
—Station 24, ofi" Culebra Island, West Indies, March 25, 1873; lat.

18° 38' 30" N., long. 05° 5' 30" W.; depth, 390 fathoms; bottom, Pteropod ooze;

.surface temperature, 76°. One specimen, female. Dredged.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the thin paper-like consistence of the

integument.

Syrrhoe semiserrata, n. sp. (PI. LI.).

Rostrum depressed, acute, carinate ; first six segments of the perseon short, first three

of the pleon long, postero-lateral angles of the first rounded, of the second produced to a

sharp point, in the third the hind margin makes an obtuse angle with the lower, and

its lower part is cut into eight slightly upturned denticles ; dorsally this segment rather

shows a tendency to form a tooth than forms one ; the fourth segment is longer than

the two following united. Besides the ribbed appearance of the integument, this species

(ZOOL. CHALU EXr. PART LXVII.—1887.) Xxx 100
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has rounded spots of a darker colour than the rest of the surface, numerous on the

lower part of the first three pleon-segments, the third side-plates of the perseon and the

first joints of the last three perseopods, but scattered also elsewhere.

Eyes meeting at the top of the head, roundish oval, the ocelli numerous.

Upper AntennsB.—First joint thick, bent, longer than broad, longer than the next

two united ;
second much thinner than the first, nearly twice as long as the third

; only

nine joints of the flagellum remaining, the first much broader than the rest, narrowing

distally, as long as the six following together, fringed with about four and twenty

cross rows of broad filaments
;
the remaining joints carrying small filaments and setse

at difi"erent points of the margin ;
the slender secondary flagellum almost hidden in the

bushy fringe of the first joint of the primary, serrate-edged, its first joint much longer

than the second, fringed on the one side with setse, on the other with spines, the narrower

second joint reaching the end of the first joint of the primary ;
a small third joint is

broken.

Loiver Antennse.—First joint a little expanded, second very short, third rather

longer, bent, fourth twice as long as the third, closely fringed above with setse ;
fifth

considerably more than twice as long as the fourth, thicker near the base than distally,

fringed like the fourth joint ; twenty slender joints of the flagellum remaining, fringed

with setules.

Upper- Lip) with the distal margin slightly convex, not incised.

Mandibles.—The cutting edge as in Syrrhoe papyracea ; the secondary plate of

the left mandible with six teeth
;
the spine-row showing three curved denticulate spines ;

the molar tubercle prominent, wedge-like, strongly denticulate, with a small seta at the

back ;
the first joint of the palp short, bent forwards ; the second joint very long, with

the hind margin concave, the front margin convex, carrying six pairs of spines ;
the

very small thiixl joint carrying six very long spines ;
the muscles of the second joint

appear to run right through from the lower outer corner to the apical inner corner.

The cutting edge of the right mandible is figured in the Plate, not in profile, but flat,

from the outside, with the secondary plate showing through, and not very clearly discerned.

Lower Lip> as in Syrrhoe papyracea.
First Maxillm.—Inner plate fringed with about twelve plumose setse

; on the outer

plate the two innermost spines are long, slender, finely pectinate on the outer convex

edge, the three following are denticulate with from six to eight denticles, the three

furcate spines alongside of them have one arm of the fork much shorter than the other,

the remaining three are as in the preceding species ; the second joint of the palp is

twice as long as the first, and has three curved pectinate spines set round the apex and

six similarly ornamented setse on the inner margin.

Second Maxillw appearing to be very similar to those of Syrrhoe papyracea, the

inner plate, however, broader than the outer.
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Maxillipeds compact, differing but little in general structure from those of the

preceding species ;
the outer plate witli six strong and long spine-teeth on the inner

margin, followed by four longer on the indented apical margin, and one on the outer

margin, rather shorter and more slender than those on the apex, but still more of a

spine than a seta.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small and slender, directed forwards but not

reaching the base of the upper antennae, the front margin little curved, its lower corner

rounded and but slightly produced. The first joint not as long as the wrist and hand

united, a little widened distally, the front margin a little concave, with a few setules,

the hind margin convex or a little sinuous, with some long setse ; the second joint longer

than broad
;
the third joint short, with the hind margin convex, furred below and

carrying three setae and a row of fine graduated geniculate spines, that nearest the apex

the longest ; the wrist nearly twice as long as the hand, narrow at both ends, widest

near the l)ase, the front margin carrying a few setules, the hind margin fringed with

numerous spines of various lengths and some long setae, many of the spines abruptty

narrowing at about the middle and ha\'ing the distal part pectinate ;
on the surface of

this joint and of the hand there are numbers of adpressed cilia ;
the hand is narrow,

widening a little distally, more than twice as long as broad, with groups of long setae

at and near the apex of the front margin; the straight hind margin fringed with a row

of short spines, and having a group of setae at the apex ;
the palm is short, at right

angles to the hind margin, of irregular outline, fringed with long setae and defined by a

great palmar spine, which on its inner margin has a prominent tooth at right angles,

followed by some six slender denticles more oblique, and a rather stouter one that

is decurrent ; the short sturdy finger reaches beyond the palm-margin with its much

curved nail, which equals or exceeds the proximal part of the finger; the dorsal cilium

is close to the base of the nail, which has one or two cilia or setules at its base on the

inner margin. As in the previous species the palmar spine is of such a character, that

were it a process of the hand instead of inserted in it, the limb might be considered

chelate rather than subchelate.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates not unlike the first pair, also directed forwards,

the front margin nearly straight, considerably longer than the hinder margin. Branchial

vesicles elongate oval. First joint thinner than in the first pair, but of about the same

length, equal in length to the wi-ist; the second joint much longer than broad, longer

than the third joint, channelled in front; the third joint shaped as in the first pair, but

armed only with a seta and a setule near the apex ;
the wrist long and narrow,

slightly bent, with some setules on the front margin and a group of sette at its apex,

the hinder margin having some long spines and setae near the apex ;
the hand long and

narrow, scarcely widened distally, about half as long as the wrist, with a large group of

long setae at, and another close to, the apex of the front margin; the hind margin
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pectinate, the upper half fringed with small spines; the palm and finger as in the first

pair, but smaller, the palmar spine not having the tooth at right angles to its inner

margin.

First Perseopods.
—The side-plates narrow above, the oblique front margin forming

an acute angle with the long almost straight lower margin, the plate deeply excavate

behind, so as to receive in the hollow nearly the whole of the following side-plate.

The branchial vesicles like the preceding pair or rather longer, much longer than the

first joint of the limb. The first joint slender, reaching much beyond the side-plate,

with spinules or setules along the front margin, and a long feathered spine at the hinder

apex ; the second joint short, with a very small distal lobe in front, such as there is also

on the first joint ;
the third joint shorter than the fourth, with three very slender genicu-

late spines standing out from the hind margin, the lowest much the longest ; the fourth

joint about as long as the fifth, narrowing distally, with slender spines at two or three

points of the front margin, and five or six of the hinder, the lowest here being of great

length ; the fifth joint with very slender spines at three points of the front margin,

and spines at ten points of the hind margin, the lowest much stronger than the rest

and apieally hooked ; the finger with a small dorsal cilium near the base, a short

nail, and a small decurrent tooth -spine at the base of it on the inner margin.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates small, excavate behind, the hind margin below

the excavation straight, the continuous curve of the front and lower margins scarcely

extending bej^ond the preceding side-plate. The branchial vesicles like the preceding

pair. The limb very little difi"erent from that of the preceding pair, with two or

three long slender spines on the margins of the first joint, perhaps only accidentally

missing in the first perseopods ; the fourth joint with spines of various sizes at eight

points of the hind margin, the front margin of this and the following joint pectinately

furred.

Tliird Perseopods.
—

Side-plates very much broader than deep, bilobed. The

branchial vesicles as in the preceding pairs, but smaller. The first joint longer than

broad, the front margin descending lower than the hinder, which rises higher than the

front, the lower part of the front margin carrying five short stout spines, the central

part of the hind margin having five rather deep incisions, each with the usual cilium ;

the second joint is very short, with one spine at the front apex ;
the third joint is much

shorter than the fourth, with nine long plumose setae on the hind margin, and at its

slightly decurrent apex a short spine and a long one with a very long accessory thread
;

it has short spines at six points in front
;
the fourth joint is long, the margins serrate,

the front with spines at nine points, the hinder with eleven plumose setse interspersed

with long spines at five points, the spines stiff" at first, but where the accessory thread

arises becoming setae-like and very finel)^ pectinate ;
the fifth joint a little shorter than

the fourth, spined at seven points in front and nine behind ; the finger slender, a little
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curved, scarce half the length of the fifth joint, having a short nail, with a spinule on

the inner margin at its base, and another at some distance from the base.

Fourth Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates shallow, oblong behind. The limb similar to that

of the preceding pair, but longer. The first joint nearly as broad as long, with six

spines on the front margin, and six deep slits and one shallow one on the hind margin ;

the third joint with fourteen setae on the hind margin ;
the finger much less than half

the length of the fifth joint.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates shallow, not lobed. The first joint not large, but

larger than that of the preceding pair, longer than broad, j)roduced behind beyond the

short second joint; the third, fourth, and fifth joints longer than those which correspond
in the preceding pair ;

the finger a third the length of the fifth joint.

Pleopods.
—

Coupling spines rather long and slender, with a row of three or four

lateral teeth
;
below the coupling spines there are some acute spines ; the cleft spines

are four in number on the comparatively very short first joint of the inner ramus
; the

joints of the rami vary in number on the different pairs from fifteen to eighteen.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami

; the outer ramus much
shorter than the inner, with two or three spines on the margin and two at the apex,
the inner ramus shorter than the outer of the second pair, spined along the margins and

at the apex ; peduncles of the second pair reaching beyond those of the first, much shorter

than the inner ramus
; the outer ramus spined along both margins and at the apex,

much shorter and more slender than the broad and long inner ramus, which reaches

even beyond the rami of the third pair, is spined along both margins, and apically

pointed ; the rami of the third pair are long, lanceolate, the outer rather shorter than

the inner, with spines on the margins, a nail at the apex, and long densely plumose
setae on the inner margin ; the inner ramus likewise fringed with marginal spines and

plumose setas on the inner margin.

The Telson reaching beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, much longer than

broad, cleft much beyond the middle, the apices probably acute, but in our specimen

broken, hence in the figure appearing truncate.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, in a straight line from

the rostrum to the apices of the third uropods, three-tenths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 161, off" Melbourne, April 1, 1874; lat. 38° 22' 30" S., long.

144° 36' 30" E.; depth, 33 fathoms; bottom, sand. One specimen, male. Trawled.

Remark.—The specific name refers to the partial serration of the hind margin of

the third pleon-segment, which among other things distinguishes this species from

Syrrho'e crenulata, Goes.
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Family Synopid^, Bovallius, 1886.

In Dana's classification, 1852, the Synopinee are the third subfamily of the

Hyperidge ; Sjaence Bate, in 1862, made the Synopiades the first subfamily of the

Oxycephalidee ; Kossmann, in 1880, places the family Synopiadse in the tribe Hyperina ;

Bovallius, in 1886, named the family Synopidse, with the following diagnosis :
—

" The head is triangular, not tumid.

" The eyes occupy the upper median part of the head, and are distinctly faceted.

" The mandibles are well-developed, with a three-jointed palp.
" The maxilUpeds, coalesced at the base, carry strong four-jointed palps.
" The antennsB are fixed on the under side of the head. The second pair- are like

those of the Gammarids.
" The seventh pair of pereiopoda are not transformed.

" The uropoda are like those of the Gammarids.
" The telson is cleft to the middle."

According to Bovallius the Synopidse are the first family of a new tribe which he

names Amphipoda Synopidea, and in which he places two other families, named respec-

tively, Trischizostomatidse, Sars, and Hyperiopsidse. In my opinion the resemblance of

Trischizostoma (or rather Guerinia) to such genera of the Lysianassidte as Acidostoma

and Acontiostoma is far too close to permit of its separation from the Amphipoda
Gammarina (Gammaridea, Bovallius). I have alread)?- (p. 576) expressed a similar

opinion with regard to the Synopidse, and think that Glaus was quite right when, in

1871, he incidentally remarked that the genus Synopia belonged to the Gammarids.

If the tribe Synopidea be set aside, much of the diagnosis above given becomes super-

fluous, since what is said of the maxillipeds, the second j^air of antennae, the seventh

{our fifth) pair of peraeopods, and the uropods, does not require mention for an accepted

family of the Amphipoda Gammarina. On the other hand, the remnant of the diagnosis

would not sufiice to distinguish this family from the nearly related Syrrhoidse and

Pontoporeiidse ;
I propose therefore to add the following characters :

—
Upper Lip apically bilobed.

Mandibles with the second joint of the palp broad, the third minute.

First Maxillie with the inner plate small.

Second Gnathopods not subchelate.

First and Second Peraeopods with the third and fourth joints dilated.

Whether the eyes are in reality faceted I am unable to say.
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Genus Synopia, Dana, 1852.

1852. Synopia, Dana, Amer. Journ. Science and Art, ser. 2, voL xiv.

1852. „ Dana, U. S. Explor. Exped., voL xiii. pt. 2, pp. 981, 994.

1862. ,, Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 341.

1880. ,, Kossman, Zool. Ergeb. Kii.st. des rothen Meeres, p. 137.

1886. „ Bovallius, Amph. Synopidea, p. 4.

For the original definition of the genus, see Notes on Dana, 1852 (pp. 259 and 268).

Bovallius defines the genus thus :
—

" The body is compressed.
" The head is narrow, triangular.
" The eyes are very large, coalesced into one in the middle of the head, with

distinct large ocelli.

" The first pair of antennas with a multiarticulate flagellum ;
the first joint of the

fiagellum very long, beset with long hairs.

" The first four pairs of pereiopoda [first and second gnathopods and first and

second perseopods] are unequal, setose, the three last ones subequal, elongate, with long

dactjdi.
" The last pair of uropoda with the outer rami biartieulate.

" The telson is very large."

The size of the telson, however, seems scarcely suited for a generic character, since

in Synopia scheeleana, Bovallius, the telson is of no great comparative size, and in

Synopia gracilis, Dana, Bovallius himself describes the telson as "
obsolete."

Synopia scheeleana, Bovallius, 1886 (PI. LIL).

1886. Synopia Scheeleana, Bovallius, Amphipoda Synopidea, p. 16, pi. ii. figs. 22-29.

Head as long as the first three segments of the perseon, rostrum or front of the head

bent down at a right angle to the dorsal line, both this front and the whole dorsal line of

the annual being sharp-edged ;
the segments of the perseon short, the first three of the

pleon long and large, the fourth as long as the fifth and sixth united ; the first three

segments of the pleon postero-laterally angled, but not sharply.

Eyes large, oval, meeting at the top of the head, set diagonall}' across the top front

corner of the head. The colour dark in the preserved specimens. Underneath the large

eyes, in more or less close proximity, but externally quite distinct, there are two small

ones of a few (seemingly four) ocelli.

Upper Antennae.—First joint bulbous, as broad as long; second much shorter and

narrower than the first, and the third than the second ; flagellum with ten joints
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remaining, the first longer than the first of the peduncle or the three following of the

fiao-ellum, rapidly tapering, fringed with a brush of long filaments ; the next joint short

and narrow, with a little apical spine and some marginal setules, the other joints longer,

not much thinner, similarly furnished. The secondary flagellum narrow, about as long as

the first joint of the primary, two-jointed, the terminal joint minute, missing in the

present specimen.

Lower Antennse.—First joint little expanded, gland-cone very small, third joint

longer than broad, apically pointed, fourth joint considerably longer than fifth, broader

at the base than distally ; fifth joint longer than the third, narrowest at the base ;

flao-ellum with fourteen slender joints remaining, at the base abruptly narrower than the

peduncle.

Upper Lip unsymmetrically bilobed, both lobes ciliated, the smaller also very finely

denticulate, and carrying some minute spine-teeth.

Mandibles.—^The cutting plate not very broad, with four or five teeth; the secondary

plate on the left mandible with four teeth, that on the right mandible more slender, with

two slender distal teeth and possibly some unobserved denticles ;
the spine-row of six

curved denticulate spines ; the molar tubercle tolerably massive, with a strong tuft of cilia

at the front corner of its multidentate crown, and a small seta behind ; the palp shorter

than the body of the mandible, the first joint very small, the second abruptly broader,

nearly three times as long as broad, with two long plumose setae on the inner margin ;

the third joint minute, but tipped with two plumose setse, still longer than those on the

second joint. In the Plate the mandibles are figured from the outer side, so that the

right mandible is on the left, the left on the right, of the Plate.

Lower Lip.
—The principal lobes closely ciliated on the distal and inner margins ; the

mandibular processes short and narrow.

First Maxillee.—The inner plate with five long plumose setae on the inner margin and

two short setae at the apex ;
the outer plate appears to have eight small spines on the

truncate distal margin, of which the outermost is denticulate, three are distally furcate,

and the rest smooth; the second joint of the palp is strongly ciliated on the outer margin,

and has five spine-teeth on its distal border, the outermost being longer than the rest,

and pectinate.

Second Maxillse.—The inner plate with a row along the inner margin of about eighteen

long setae slightly widened near the base ; the apical border of each plate furnished with

several plumose seta-like spines.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates short, not reaching the distal end of the first joint of

the palp, with about ten ciliated spines or setae on the sloping distal margin and upper

part of the inner edge, which below is strongly ciliated; the outer plate narrow, not quite

reaching the apex of the second joint of the palp, strongly ciliated on the outer margin,

which has at the top two long plumose setae ; there is also a long row of plumose setae
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down the inner margin ;
the first joint of the palp is short, the second very long, fringed

on the inner margin with long plumose setae, which, like those of the outer plate, might

equally well be designated as spines ;
the third joint a little bent, with two plumose

setae on the convex outer margin, and three on the truncate distal border
;
the finger

very small, the long spine-like nail being about twice as long as the base.

The triturating organs appear to have very many slender spines, but not stout strong

ones.

First Gnathojwds.
—Outline of side-plates not clearly made out. First joint reaching

much beyond the side-plate, as long as the wrist, widening distally, near the front apex

having two long plumose setae ;
the second joint with a plumose seta on the hinder apex ;

the third joint with the hind margin almost semicircular, carrying a setule at the centre,

two plumose setae near the apex ;
the wrist a very elongate oval, narrow at both ends,

much longer than the hand, the front margin convex, unarmed, except that at the apex

there are two geniculate spines which have their lower half pectinate ; the hind margin

more convex, fringed with eighteen long plumose setae, near which there are five or six

smaller setae on the surface
;
the hand narrow at the base, thence rapidly widening,

tending to oval, the front margin with two apical spines, one apparently smooth, the

other feathered with six or seven long branches; the convex hind margin carries nineteen

long plumose spines or setae, and close to the finger a geniculate spine much longer than

the rest, and much longer than the finger ;
the surface has many adpressed cilia near

the front, and five plumose spines near the hind margin ;
the finger is nearly as long

as the hand, slender, slightly geniculate, the tip curved.

Second Gnatho^iods.
—

Side-plates doubtful, seemingly with the front and lower margin

forming a continuous convex curve. Branchial vesicles longer than the first joint of the

limb. In a female specimen the marsupial plates were very narrow, but nearly as long

as the branchial vesicles, and having long setae. The first joint of the limb slenderer than

in the preceding pair, about as long as the wrist, but narrower ;
the second and third

joints small as in the preceding pair, the third with two setules but seemingly without

long apical setae
;
the wrist elongate, as long as in the preceding pair, but much narrower,

narrowest distally, the hind margin carrying about fourteen- pairs of long setae, strongly

rather than densely plumose, most of them geniculate, and on a blunt apex having a

little point with two long arms, diverging one on either side
;
the hand longer and narrower

than in the preceding pair, about three-quarters the length of the wrist, narrow at both

ends, with seven of the furcate and six of the unfurcate setae along the hinder margin,

the apex having two of much greater length than the rest, longer than the hand itself
;

between the two latter is the minute finger, of which the basal portion has a tooth on the

inner margin, and the nail, which is equally long but abruptly narrower, has one on the

outer.

First Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates larger than the preceding pair, front margin similar,

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 101
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the hind margin sloping irrcgukrly backwards, to form an acute angle with the convex

lower margin. The branchial vesicles narrow above and below, longer than the first

joint of the limb, the distal end bending a little forwards. The first joint reaching

beyond the side-plate, wider below than above, with three spines on each margin ; the

second joint with one spine at the hinder apex; third joint about as long as the wrist, and

broader, the front margin ciliated, with a long spine at the apex, the hind margin very

convex, with three spines on the lower part; the wrist oval, the distal end narrow, the hind

margin a little crenate, with nine long plumose spines or setae ; the hand narrow, as long

as the wrist, with six slender plumose setee on the hind margin ;
the finger straight, not

tapering, with a little curved nail, the two together not so long as the adjacent spines,

which indeed exceed the length of the hand.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates not clearly made out, but apparently much smaller

than the preceding pair. Branchial vesicles like the preceding pair. First joint of the

limb narrow above, much dilated below, lageniform, with a long apical spine or seta on

the hind margin, and a spine above the apex on the front margin ;
the second joint short,

with an apical seta behind ; the third joint more triangular than in the first perseopods,

similarly armed, not nearly so long as the wrist
;
the wrist long, oval, much larger than

in the first perseopods, attached to the third joint by the top of the smooth front margin,
the hind margin from apex to apex set round with twenty-two long plumose setse, those

below being the longest ;
the hand very much smaller than the wrist, a narrow oval,

rather wider at the truncate distal end than at the base, with an apical seta in front, and

eight verj'' long ones on the serrate hinder margin ; the finger is small, straight, with a

little decurrent tooth or spinule on the inner margin at the base of the short curved nail.

Third Pereeopods.
—The side-plates appear to be small, but the extreme delicacy and

transparency of these and the other side-plates make it extremely difficult to ascertain

their precise boundaries, and in Dana's figures of this genus they are almost concealed

under a blotch of colour.^ The branchial vesicles reach below the second joint of the

limb. The first joint is oval, the front longer than the hinder margin, with three seti-

form spines at intervals and a small apical spine, the hind margin of great tenuity ; the

By Bovallius, Aniphipoda Synopidea, pp. 9, 10, a clear account is given of the side-plates of Synopm ultramarina,

Dana, as follows :
—" The epimerals of the first and second segments are as long as the segments, of an irregular shape

and only half as deep as long. The epimerals of the third segment (PI. L fig. 13) are enormously developed. They are

quadrangular, with the upper corner (the articulation with the segment) truncate, and the hinder margin excavate. At
the inside of the upper corner is a tuberculous prominence, against which the upper end of the femur articulates; the

epimeral is as deep as the length of the femur of the corresponding leg, quite as large as the femur of the fifth pair.

The epimerals of the fourth segment are scarcely as long as the segment (PL L fig. 14), deeper than long, the anterior

margin rounded, the posterior straight ; at the middle of the upper margin there is on the inside of the epimeral a

tubercular projection for the articulation with the leg. The epimeral reaches as far down as half the length of its femur,
and is partly concealed by the femur of the filth pair of pereiopoda. The epimerals of the fifth and sixth segments are

longer than the segments, rounded at both ends, more than twice longer than deep ;
the posterior portion is a little

deeper than the anterior. The last epimerals are shorter than the segment and smaller than the preceding, but of the
same form (PI. I. fig. 17)." Of Synopia scheeleana, he says,

" The epimerals (PI. II. fig. 22) resemble very closely those

of S. ultramarina."
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second joiut short ; the third longer than the fourth, shorter than the fifth, with apical

spines before and behind, and three small spines along the front margin ;
the fourth joint

with apical spines in like manner, and two groups on the front margin ; the fifth joint

with spines at six points in front and three behind, one of those at the front apex being

much longer than the rest ; the finger almost straight, about half the length of the fifth

joint, pectinate.

Fourth Pereeopods.
—The side-plates with the lower hinder corner apparently angled.

The branchial vesicles and limb almost as in the previous pair, but all the joints larger,

the first with one seta instead of three on the front margin, the third with only one

small spine high up on the front, and one low down on the hind margin, besides the

apical spines; the fourth joiut with an extra spine on the hind margin; the fifth with

spines at eight points in front and five behind
;
the front margins of the lower joints

more conspicuously pectinate than in the preceding pair.

Fifth PevEeopods.
—Branchial vesicles nearly as large as the first joint. The first

joint not oval, the front and hind margins nearly straight except at the top, unarmed,

the hinder produced so as to form an acute angle with the lower margin much below the

short second joint ;
the third joint not quite so long as the first or fifth, longer than the

fourth, with spines at three points in front, and the apex behind ;
the fourth joint with

spines at four points in front and two behind ;
the fifth with spines at seven points in

front and five behind ; the finger rather shorter than in the preceding pair.

Pleopods.
—The peduncles of great breadth, the hinder apex rounded ;

the coupling

spines broad for the basal two-thirds, then narrow, with two lateral teeth projecting, not

retroverted ;
the cleft spines two in number, the outer arm not much longer than the

inner, conspicuously pectinate ; the joints of the rami twelve to thu'teen.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair subequal to the inner ramus, with four spines

on the upper margin ; the outer ramus shorter than the inner, with one of its upper edges

finely pectinate, the other pectinate wdth small spines, the apex having three spines, of

which the largest has the appearance of being jointed in the middle ;
the inner ramus is

similarly furnished, but has also a spine at the middle of the finely pectinate margin ;

peduncles of the second pair scarcely so long as the inner ramus, not nearly reaching so

far back as the peduncles of the third pair, carrying three spines on the upper margin ;

the outer ramus shorter than the inner, pectinate with spines along the upper margin,

and tipped with a spine of jointed appearance, the inner ramus armed in like manner,

with the addition of a prominent spine on the proximal part of the upper margin ; the

peduncles of the third pair very much shorter than the rami, which are long, broad,

lanceolate, subequal, fringed on the inner margin with long plumose setae, the outer with

a spine on the outer margin not far from the apex.

Telson short, oval, reaching a little beyond the peduncles of the thiixl uropods, cleft

beyond the centre, each apex forming a double point, the outer advanced beyond the

inner, the cavity containing a small spine.
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Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, in a straight line from the

front of the head to the apex of the third uropods, one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—The specimen figured was taken in the Pacific, at the surface, September

1875. The figure of the fifth perseopods, with the adjacent ventral portion of their

segment, will show that this specimen was a male. A female of the same species was

taken at St. Vincent, Cape Verde, April 26, 1876. A third specimen, small and in poor

condition, was taken at the surface, lat. 24° 49' N., long. 138° 34' E. A fourth specimen

was taken in
" W. Pacific, 16 Febr. 75."

Remarks.—That the species belongs to Dana's genus there can be no doubt, although

he speaks of a single large compound eye, whereas to the present species one might be

justified in attributing two pairs of eyes.

From Dana's Synopia ultramarina the present species diff"ers in having the second

joint of the mandibular palp much longer ; the finger of the first gnathopods in Dana's

species "applies against the rounded terminal margin" of the hand, which it scarcely

seems adapted for doing in our species ; of the first perseopods Dana says that
"
the

finger is slender, with a short claw, the whole about as long as the hand," but in our

species the proportions of the joints referred to are different, the hand and finger together

being considerably longer than the wrist. He says, moreover, that the branchise in his

species are oblong, sublinear, except those of the fifth perseopods. Here the epithet

sublinear would not apply. It is nevertheless still possible that both this and Dana's

own Synopia angustifvons may be synonyms of his Synopia ultramarina, the resem-

blances between the three having a tendency to outweigh the difi'erences.

The figures and description given by Bovallius of his new species so closely agree

with those prepared for the Challenger sjjecimens, that I have little hesitation in accepting

his specific name, to supersede that which I had myself chosen. But here also there are

some slight points of diflerence : Bovallius figures a lageniform eye ; he states that in

the second pair of uropods the outer ramus is totally smooth along both margins, and

he describes the telson as
"
bifid with rounded ends, the fissure scarcely equalling half

the length of the telson," without either mentioning or figuring the small apical cavity in

each half of the telson. He gives the colour of his specimens as hyaline, the length 4

to 6 mm., the habitat "the tropical parts of the Atlantic" and "some twenty miles east

off Barbadoes."

Family P o N T o P o R e 1 1 d xii, G. 0. Sars, 1882.

Dana in 1852 established the Pontoporeinse as fifth subfamily of the Gammaridse.

He placed it under the heading, "Pedes 10 postici partim prehensiles," with the vague
and insufficient definition, "Pedes 3tii 4tique plus minusve prehensiles; 6 postici non
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preheusiles." To it he assigns the genera Lepidactylis,
"
Potitiporeia ," Amjielisca,

Protomedeia, Aora, in one division, and Phoxus by itself in a second. In 1857 '

Spence

Bate made the Pontoporeidae the fourth subfamily of the Gammaridse, with the genera

Westwoodia, Kroyera, Phoxus, Sulcator. In the same year he changed the name of

the subfamily to Phoxides, on the ground that Kr0yer's Pontoporeia belonged to the

Lysianassides. In 1862 he placed in the subfamily Phoxides the genera Phoxus,

Grayia, Westivoodilla, (Edicerus, Monoculodes, Kroyera, Amphilochus, Darwinia,

Lafystius, Guerinia, Lepidactylis, Sulcator, Urotho'e, Liljehorgia, Phsedra, Proso-

poniscus, Isasa, Iphimedia, Otus, Acanthonotus. Lilljeborg in 1865 made the

"
Pontoporeina, Dana," the second subfamily of the Gammaridse, with the genera

Bathyporeia, Stegocephalus, Pontoporeia, and the
" Phoxina (Phoxides, S. Bate)

"

the fourth subfamily, with the genera Phoxus, Urotho'e, Tiron, by implication therefore

including Syrrho'e also. Boeck in 1870 made the "
Pontoporinse, Dana," the second,

and the "
Phoxinas, Spence Bate," the fifth subfamily of the Gammaridse. In 1872-6 he

placed the two subfamilies side by side, as respectively the second and third subfamilies

of the Gammaridaa, the Pontoporinse receiving the genera Pontoporeia, Priscilla,

Argissa and Bathyporeia, the Phoxinse containing the genera Phoxus, Harpinia,

Sulcator, Urotho'e. Gerstsecker in 1866 places Stegocephalus, Pontoporeia, and Bathy-

poreia in the second division of the
"
Lysianassina (et Stegocephalina), Dana," sinking

the names Andania, Priscilla, and Argissa as synonyms, while to the "Phoxina

Sp. Bate," he gives much the same extension as Spence Bate gives to the Phoxides.

Sars in 1882 established, without defining, the Pontoporeiidae, as fourth family of the

Gammarina, placing in it the eight genera which Boeck had divided between the

Pontoporinse and Phoxinse. From the definitions given by Boeck of the two groups,

the following characteristics may be taken as belonging to both :—

Up2)er Lip apically rounded.

Mandibles apically dentate, strong, with a powerful molar tubercle, palp triarticulate.

Upper Antennae short, with an accessory flagellum.

Third, Fourth, and Fifth Perseopods of various forms in the different genera,

especially the third pair; the fourth pair generally longer than the third or fifth,

sometimes much dilated
;
the fifth pair with the first joint much dilated.

The Uropods biramous.

Telson more or less cleft.

The first four pairs of side-plates generally large, plumose on the lower margins.
In 1885 Sars makes the Phoxidse the second family of the tribe Gammarina, placing

in it the genera Phoxus, Harpinia and Urotho'e, but without otherwise indicating the

limits of the family.
' See also Note on Spence Bate, 1856 (p. 230).
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Genus Cardenio, n. gen.

Upper Antennas shorter than the lower ; the first joint not apically clubbed, the

third joint not shorter than the second of the peduncle or the first of the flagellum.

Third joint of the mandibular palp short, but not rudimentary.

MaxiUipeds.
—The fourth joint absent or rudimentary.

The finger rudimentary in the first gnathopods, absent from the second gnathopods,
the first, second, and fifth perssopods, short and blunt in the third and fourth perseopods.

Telsoh long, deeply cleft.

The generic name is taken from a character in Don Quixote.

The genus is allied to Bathyporeia, Lindstrom, by the character of the limbs, the

gnathopods also showing a resemblance to those of Synopia, Dana.

Cardenio paurodactylus, n. sp. (PI. LIIL).

The head projecting over the antennae in what from above or from the side appears
to be a rounded point, but in front appears to be truncate ; the head dorsally as long as

the first two segments of the perseon ; the back rounded, widening to the centre of the

perseon, and then narrowing ;
the hind I'im of the pleon-segments more or less crenate

or dentate across the centre of the back ; the postero-lateral angles of the first two

rounded, of the third acute ; the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments not very short.

Eyes small, reniform, set near the front of the head, near together, forming an

angle one with the other, dark in the spirit-specimen, with the ocelli numerous, more

than sixty in number.

Upper Antemiie.—Peduncle of three short joints, the first a little longer than the

third, both than the second, which is intermediate in thickness
; flagellum four-jointed,

equal in length to the second and third joints of the peduncle, with a pair of stou1»

cylinders on each of the first and second joints ; the secondary flagellum with one long

joint and a minute second one, the two together not equalling the first of the primary,

which itself is longer than the second of the primary, but shorter than any of the joints

of the peduncle. In one specimen the accessory flagellum had an additional joint.

Lower Antennw.—First and second joints short and small, gland-cone not produced;

third joint as long as the two preceding combined, fourth joint stouter but a little

shorter than the fifth
; third, fourth, and fifth armed to some extent with spines ;

flagellum slender, five-jointed, the first joint the longest. In one specimen the

flagellum was seven-jointed.

Upper Lip.
—Both plates broad and thin, squarely rounded distally, the outer

advanced a good deal beyond the inner, its distal margin smootli in the centre, with a

group of cilia on either side.
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Mandibles short and stroug ; cutting edge divided into four teeth ; secondary plate

on the left mandible with a strong upper tooth and three smaller below it, on the right

mandible bidentate, but with denticles on the larger teeth
;
the plan of these plates is

best seen in the unworn condition as it appears through the transparent integument in

preparation for the next change of skin
;
the spine-row exhibits three curved serrate

spines on the left mandible, on the right only two, but one of these two laminar
;
the

molar tubercle very large and prominent, with strongly dentate crown ; the palp set

rather behind the very forward molar tubercle, its first joint very short, the second longer

than the first and third united, with spines on the surface near to both margins ;
the

short third joint, widest about the centre, has spines on the inner side of the upper

half, the longest at the rounded apex.

Lower Lip short and broad, inner lobes stout.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate broadest at the base, with twelve plumose setse round

the inner margin and apex ; outer plate broadest at the base, carrying on the truncate

apical margin nine finely denticulate or pectinate spines ;
the long second joint of the

palp overarching the outer plate, and on its apical margin carrying six slender spine-

teeth, and seven small setse below the apex.

Second Maxillae.—Both plates broad, with long slender spines on the broad apical

margins ; the inner plate also with a row of sette passing from the inner margin across

towards the outer apex, and with two spines or setse on the inner margin just below

the apex.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates rather small, but extending considerably beyond the

very short first joint of the palp, the broad apical margin irregularly denticulate,

carrying several plumose setse
;
there are some long plumose setaj on the inner margin

and a curved spine-tooth at its apex ; outer plates nearly reaching the apex of the long

second joint of the palp, inner edge almost smooth till near and at the apex, where it is

serrate and armed with setse successively increasing in length as they pass to the outer

part of the apical margin ;
within the inner margin, at a little distance from the

base, begin rows of slender spines, not very acute
;

the inner margin of the large

second joint of the palp has abundance of long seta3
;

the short third joint has also

several ; this widens distally, and is apically set about with strong spines, some of them

long, one of them finely pectinate ; the fourth joint or finger seems to be absent or

rudimentary.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates quite small and inconspicuous, front margin rounded.

First joint long, equal to the wrist and hand together, finely pectinate on the lower part

of the almost straight hind margin, there also carrying some long plumose setse, distally

lobed in front, the lobe fringed with plumose setse
;
the second joint shorter than the

small oval third joint, both furred slightly on the hind margin, the third with numerous

spines round the lower part of the hind and the somewhat squared apical margins ; the
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wrist large, twice as long as the hand, and much broader, the front margin straight and

smooth, the hinder convex, fringed almost all round with strongly pectinate spines and

setse, with setse also on its surfaces ; the hand with a narrow neck, the convex front

margin furred slightly, the hind margin straight ; round the serrate distal half of the

hand is set a fringe of spines ; on the apex a little tubercle represents the finger, from

the apex of the tubercle projects a nail or short sharp spine, and a cilium about twice the

length of the naU.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates large and broad, narrowed a little distally, with

cilia round the lower part of front and the lower margin. Branchial vesicles simple, not

very large ; marsupial plates small in the specimen examined, with cilia at intervals.

First joint long, reaching below the side-plate, a little curved, the concavity facing

forwards ; the second and third joints very short and small, the third rather longer than

the second, with an angular lappet on the outer side near the base ; the wrist very

elongate, all but as long as the first joint, narrowing distally but in no part broad,

carrying on either side a series of very long, distant setse, sparsely plumose with long

distant cilia ; the hand long and narrow, narrowest at either end, more than half the

length of the wrist, which it resembles in armature, but with the upper part of the almost

straight hinder margin free from setse
;
there are four long setse at the apex, one point of

which projects beyond the rest, but there seems to be no representative of a finger ; to

the setse in question lines could be traced running the whole length of the hand. The

first joint, wrist, and hand are adapted to fold up closely side by side
;
to a more limited

extent this is the case in the first gnathopods also.

First Perwopods.
—

Side-plates deeper and broader than the preceding pair, widest

distally. Branchial vesicles and marsupial plates much as in the preceding pair. First

joint not reaching to the end of the side-plate, distally in front slightly lobed, behind

carrying a row of long plumose setse ; second joint short, hind margin furred, apex with

setse ; third joint shorter than fourth, dilated, widest apically, scarcely decurrent, with

setse on both margins ; fourth joint dilated, widest proximally, with setse on front, hind,

and apical margins ;
fifth joint shorter and very much narrower than the fourth, straight,

narrowing distally, with spines or setse at two points of each margin, and a group at the

apex, at which a cilium marks the place where the finger is not, unless it be represented

by a little triangular point near the cilium, within the apical margin.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates scarcely deeper than the preceding but much broader,

a little broader than deep, with no excavation behind worth calling such. First joint

not reaching the end of the side-plates, with a longer row of plumose setse on the hind

margin than in the preceding pair ; third joint longer and broader than the fourth, with

spines at two points of the hind margin, and at the apex before and behind
;
the fourth

joint not dilated, a little furred on the front margin, with a spine at the middle of the

hind margin, and a group at its apex ;
the fifth joint straight, slender, narrowing a little
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distally, rather longer than the fourth, with the margins smooth, not as in the preceding

pair notched for the spines ; at the apex a group of spines of various lengths, and a small

feathered cilium ; no finger apparent.

Third Perasopods.
—

Side-plates small, broader than deep, presenting a rounded lobe

pointing forwards and upwards, and a more elongate one pointing backwards and down-

wards, this latter with its lower margin straight and a spine at the apex. First joint

enormously larger than the side-plate, irregularly rounded, broader than deep, the hinder

margin smooth, the front one with a few slender spines round the lower half; the second

joint small, without spines ;
the third very large, equalling the length of the first, and at

the centre more than half its breadth, with spines on both margins, but weak ones ; the

fourth joint insignificant in comparison with the third, which overlaps it partially behind,

but much broader and a little longer than the fifth, with spines on the front margin, and

apically behind ; the fifth joint straight, with smooth margins, widening slightly towards

the apex about which it carries various spines ;
the sixth joint short and stout, not one-

third the length of the fifth joint, with a cleanly rounded, in no way pointed apex, instead

of a nail carrying three spines of very difi"erent lengths, but similar in structure, each

having its distal end bent forward at an obtuse angle, while the hind margin is continued

on for a small distance behind the bent part, so that the effect is that of a long Wellington

boot, with a delicately-shaped foot ; there is one such spine among those on the fifth joint.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding pair, but shallower,

with two spines on the straight lower hinder margin. Branchial vesicles small, bent

directly forwards. The first joint longer than broad, wider above than below, the front

margin convex, with spines at three or four points, the hind margin sinuous, the outer

surface outdrawn below into a lobe which overlaps the short second joint; the third joint

longer than the first, of considerable width, with the sides parallel for most of the length,

the spines few and slight ;
the fourth joint as long as the fifth and sixth together, which

closely resemble those of the preceding pair.

Fifth Perseopods.
—First joint longer than wide, expanding rapidly from a narrow base,

widest below ;
front margin slightly convex, smooth, hinder slightly serrate ;

third joint

not longer than broad, much shorter than the first joint and not longer than the fourth,

with spines on both margins ;
the fourth joint broader but shorter than the fifth, with

groups of spines on both margins ; the fifth long, straight, narrowing a little distally, with

spines at three points on the front, at two on the hind margin, and a group round the

apex, to which in none of the specimens was any finger attached.

Pleopods.
—There are some groups of setae on the peduncles ;

the two coupling spines

are small, one showing four, the other three, retroverted teeth on one of the margins ;

the opposite margin appears to be serrate, but possibly the difi'erence in the aspect of

the two margins is due only to the point of view
;
the joints of the rami vary in number

from seven to eleven ;
there is but one cleft spine to each pair.

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.)
XxX 102
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Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, which are subequal, the

outer rather the longer, each with a distal group of spines ; peduncles of the second pair

shorter than the longer, longer than the shorter, ramus ; both rami with apical groups of

spines, the longer with pectinate margin and spines at two points upon it ; peduncles of

the third pair much shorter than the lanceolate rami, of which the outer is a little the

shorter.

Telson very long and narrow, reaching far beyond the peduncles of the third uropods,

sharply tapering, cleft nearly to the base, and distally scarcely dehiscent, the apex of

each half tipped with a spine.

The Length of the outstretched specimen as figured was rather over four-twentieths

of an inch, of the coiled specimen as figured three-twentieths.

Locality.—Betsy Cove, Kerguelen, January 10, 1874. Four specimens.

Remarks.—The details have been figured from a female specimen. The specific

name, derived from iravpoi, few, and SciktuXo?, a finger, refers to the scarcity of fingers in

this creature, for they seem to be wanting in the maxillipeds, the second gnathopods,

the first, second, and fifth perseopods, to be rudimentary in the first gnathopods,

and very short in the third and fourth perseopods.

Genus Fhoxocephalus, n. n.

1842. Phoxus, Kr0yer, Naturh. Tidsskr., R. L Bd. iv. p. 150.

1845. „ Kr0yer, Naturh. Tidsskr., R. 2. Bd. i. p. 56L

1852. „ Dana, U.S. Explor. Exped., voL xiii. pt. ii. p. 913.

1852. Urothoe (pars), Dana, U.S. Explor. Exped., toI. xiii. pt. ii. p. 920.

1854. Pho:rus, Stimpson, Marine Invert, of Grand Manan, p. 57.

1857. „ Spence Bate, Synopsis, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 2, vol. xix.

1857. „ White, Popular Hist. Brit. Crust., p. 173.

1859. „ Bruzelius, Skand. Amph. Gamm., p. 66.

1860. „ Boeck, Forh. ved de Skand. Naturf. 8de M0de, p. 449.

1861. „ Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., p. 139.

1862. „ Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 97.

I 1865. ,, Lilljeborg, On the Lysianassa magellanica, p. 18.

1870. ,, Boeck, Crust, amph. bor. et arct., p. 54.

1876. „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 213.

1877. „ Meinert, Crust. Isop., Amph., Dec. Daniae, p. 102.

1879. „ Sars, Crust, et Pycn. nova, p. 441.

1882. „ Haswell, Catal. Austral. Crust, p. 236.

1882. „ Sars, Oversigt af Norges Crustaceer, p. 84.

1885. ,, Carus, Prodr. Faunae Mediterraneae, p. 410.

1885. ,, S^rs, Den norske Nordhavs-Exp., p. 154.

1886. „ Gerstaecker, Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen, Bd. v. Abth. ii. p. 501.

From Scudder's Nomenclator Zoologicus it appears that the name Phoxiis,was pre-

occupied among Coleoptera by Billberg in 1820 ;
I have therefore substituted the form
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PJioxocephalus in accordance with the explanatory derivation which Kroyer supplies at

the institution of the genus.

For the original definition see Note on Kr0yer, 1842 (p. 198). Boeck in 1870 and

1876 gives the following :
—

"
First Maxillse with the palp one-jointed.

"
Maxillipeds with the palp narrow, the plates small.

" Third Pereeopods with the first joint dilated behind.
"
Body compressed, deep ; head produced into a broad rostrum, which towards the

apex is acuminate or curved.
" Third Uropods with the inner ramus in the male equalling the length of the outer,

in the female much shorter."

Phoxocephalns bassi, n. sp. [Phoxus bassi, PI. LIV.).

Head a large triangle, longer than the breadth at the base
;
the rostral portion viewed

laterally looks like the nib of a quill pen ;
it projects as far as the outstretched peduncle

of the upper antennae, of which it completely covers the first joint ;
the apex is blunt ;

the first three segments of the pleon much longer than any of the person-segments ;

their postero-lateral angles rounded
; the fourth segment with a dorsal depression ;

the

fifth very short.

Uyes large, irregularly quadrate, very dark in the spirit-preserved specimen, with

very numerous, small ocelli.

Upper Antennse.—Peduncles nearly as long as the flagella, first joint longer than the

next two united, much thicker than the second, which is longer and thicker than the

third
; there are feathered cilia on the first joint, and a group of setaj at the inner apex ;

several setae at the outer apex of the second joint have the distal part plumose ; the thii-d

joint is thicker but little longer than the first of the flagellum ; the eight joints of the

flagellum do not difi"er materially in length but successively decrease in thickness, small

calceoli, cylinders, short setae and cilia are among their appendages ; the accessory flagellum

of five joints does not quite equal in length the first four of the primary.
Loiver Antennae.—The first joint somewhat expanded, the gland-cone obscure, third

joint broad, not long, distinguished by a furry tuft on the distal jjart of the upper border
;

the fourth joint not very much longer, but much broader than the fifth, with partially

feathered setae below, and strong flat spines (each with an accessory thread) on the surface

and round the distal margin, and on the surface within the upper margin a furry brush

of cilia; the fifth joint with a pair of spines about the middle of the upper margin and

at its apex, a few small groups of cilia along that margin, and some setae at the apex and

on the lower margin near it
; the flagellum is of great tenuity, reaching nearly back to

the hinder extremity of the animal
;

it consists of thirty-seven joints bearing calceoli on
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every other one, all the first four, however, being so armed, as well as the apex of the fifth

joint of the jseduncle ;
the calceoli are very small

;
the last joint of the flagellum is

tipped with a long seta, except under a high power scarcelj'' distinguishable from the

slender joint itself; a short thin seta or cilium attends the larger one.

Upper Lip.
—The apical margin of the broad plate shows a central prominence

between two small depressions, the rows of very short cilia over the central part giving it,

when hiohly magnified, a sort of nutmeg-grater appearance.

Mandibles.—A short massive trunk, from which in the left mandible the cutting

plate projects somewhat abruptly, with a strongly sloping front edge, not so much toothed

as having a small unevenness above and a larger one below, the hind margin sloping

upwards from the rounded apex so as to make the whole plate a sort of massive tooth ;

the secondary plate not much smaller, broad, with its front margin divided into four

Itroad teeth ; close behind this the spine-row consists of three strong curved ciliated spines

with the tips bent hookwise ; near to the spine-row is the molar tubercle, small, but

compact and strong, the oval dentate crown set round with long sharp teeth ;
a small

plumose seta at the upper corner ; just over, but a long way above, the molar tubercle,

the palp is placed, having just below it a small tooth-like process, which resembles

Schi0dte's articular condyle in the Lysianassidse ; the first joint of the palp is very small,

the second large, narrowed a little distally, with five setiform spines along the upper half

of the inner margin ;
the third joint, almost as long as the second, from a narrow base

widens a little for more than half its length, with smooth margins, then narrows to the

apex, having the inner margin of the narrowing tract thickly set below with setiform

spines, but above and for the most part with large flat sword-spines, the two sets

together numbering fourteen. In the right mandible the secondary plate has two large

teeth below, and its margin above these cut into a dozen denticles, some more prominent

than others ;
in both mandibles it is probable that the principal cutting plates, when

unworn, would show dentation.

Lower Lip.
—The large outer and the small but tumid inner lobes apically rounded,

the outer plates finely ciliated, and having an indent on the inner margin a little

below the apex ;
the mandibular processes short and divergent.

First Maxillee.—Inner plate broad, with smoothly rounded apex, cilia inconspicuous ;

outer plate short, with nine spines on the apical margin, the innermost long, almost

straight, with its upper half finely pectinate, the next shorter, with a long curved point

and six lateral teeth ; the next two pairs very similar to this first pair, the remaining

three spines somewhat stouter ; the palp one-jointed, slender, scarcely longer than the

outer plate, with four long setiform spines on, and one just below, its narrow apical

margin. In having nine spines on the outer plate this species agrees with Kroyer's

account of Phoxus [Harpinia) p>lumosus.

Second Maxillw.—The inner plate rather broader and scarcely shorter than the outer.
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the rounded apex smooth, eight or nine short, more or less spine-like, plumose setas along

the upper part of the inner margin ; the outer plate with ten longer spines round the

ujiper part of the inner and the apical margins, and a short spine at the top of the outer

margin.

Maxilllpeds.
—Inner plates broader than the outer, short, reaching a little beyond

the base of the first joint of the palp, with three spine-teeth and two spines on the apical

border ;
the outer plates narrow, not reaching quite to the end of the first joint of the

palp, on the inner margin carrying a single spine, a pair of spines, five spine-teeth,

successively larger towards the apex, upon which is a long spine-tooth and a plumose seta ;

the first joint of the palp rather longer than the third ; the second joint considerably

longer than either, with the convex inner margin fringed with numerous slender spines ;

the third joint narrow, oval, with spines along the inner margin, on the surface near the

outer, and at the apex of the outer margin ; the finger slender, nearly as long as the

third joint, inner margin straight and smooth, a spine rather than a nail afiixed to the

apex, with an attendant cilium ;
the dorsal cilium small, near the base.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates expanded in front below, hind margin nearly straight,

lower margin fringed with some fourteen partially feathered setae, leaving a thii-d of the

length in front unarmed except for a single cilium
;
the first joint reaching the end of

the side-plate, with six long set^ along the central part of the convex hind margin ;
the

second joint narrow, as long as the triangular third, of which the front margin is much

longer than the hinder one ;
the wrist, a little shorter than the hand, to which it is

attached by a narrow neck, carries a few setas on the somewhat expanded part of the hind

margin just below the third joint ; the hand oblong, the front margin a little prolonged

at the root of the finger, where it has two or three cilia or setules ;
the hind margin is a

little indented for its second setule a little below the apex ;
the broad palm consists of a

small rounded lobe in front, beyond which the strong palmar spine a Httle projects, while

the small lobe is followed by a broad, slightly convex, margin, bordered on both sides with

numerous spinules or setules
;
the finger is bulbous at the base, the remainder slender,

curved in correspondence with the convexity of the palm-margin, the nail being protected

by a projecting cap ;
the cap being in this, as in many other similar examples, much more

delicate than the naU, has probably some sensitive function.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates similar to those of the preceding segment, but

broader above and therefore more squared. The branchial vesicles of delicate texture,

an elongate oval attached to a narrow neck. The first joint reaching beyond the side-

plate, with setae on both margins ;
the second joint scarcely as long as the third, which

is roughly quadrate and combines with the triangular wrist to form a cup for the broad

hand ;
the wrist forms a bent triangle, the lower apex of which is attached to the base

of the front margin of the hand as in the genus Eusirus, Kr0yer, while the i)ase adjoins

the front margin of the preceding joint, this front margin being, however, no doubt
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homologically not the front but the lower margin ;
the hand is constructed and armed on

the same plan as in the first pair-,
but is of enormously greater breadth, exceeding the

breadth of the side-plate as well as its own length ;
it is rather wider at the palm than at

the rounded base, and the incision in the palm-margin near the palmar spine is very

deep ; the size of the finger matches the requirements of the increased palm.

First Perwopods.
—

Side-plates evenly oblong, armed as in the preceding pairs.

Branchial vesicles as with the preceding pair, but rather larger. First joint reaching but

little beyond the side-plate, with some very long setaj on the lower part of the convex

hind margin ; the second joint short, the third long, broad, as long as the fourth and

fifth together, with setse on the hind, and apex of the front, margin ;
fourth joint oval,

narrower distally than at the base, shorter but broader than the fifth joint, the hind

margin fringed with long setaj and carrying at the apex a long thick spine, nearly equal

in length to the fifth joint ;
the fifth joint slender, of nearly even width throughout,

fringed with setse on the hind margin and carrying four stout spines of different lengths

near its apex ;
the finger not half the length of the fifth joint, of unimportant appearance

among the neighbouring spines.

Second Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates very broad, a little deeper than broad, excavation

behind descending a very small distance, lower margin carrying setse as in the preceding

segments, joining the hind margin with a gentle curve. First joint not reaching the end

of the side-plate ;
details of the limb similar to those of the preceding pair.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates much broader than deep, hind lobe narrower but

deeper than the front one. Branchial vesicles broadest above, forming a triangle with

the neck at one corner of the base. The first joint broadest above, almost oval, but that

the front margin is nearly straight ;
the setse along this are short at the upper and long

at the lower part of it, the hind margin is almost entirely smooth and unarmed ;
the

second joint short
;
the third not long, broad, with setse along most of the front margin,

spines and setse at and near the apex behind ; the fourth equal in length to the third, a

little less broad, with setse on both margins, various groups of spines on the front and at

the apex of the hind margin ; the fifth joint longer and thinner than the fourth, the

armatui'e of the same character ; the finger more than half the length of the fifth joint,

more like a great spine than a joint, at the tip curved a little forward, near the some-

what thickened base carrying two dorsal cilia, one feathered in the usual way, the other

pectinate with long teeth.

Fourth Perseopods much longer than the third or fifth. Side-plates very shallow,

much broader than deep. First joint broadly oval, with numerous and long setse on the

convex front margin, the hinder almost unarmed
;
the third joint subequal in length to

the fifth, with spines and setse on both margins ;
fourth joint a little shorter, with setse

on the hind margin, spines on the front, and apex of the hind, margin ;
fifth joint slender

and straight, with spines and setse on the hind, spines on the front margin, an apical
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spine in front and an apical seta behind nearly as long as the slender finger ; the finger

is more than half the length of the fifth joint, and has two dorsal feathered cilia.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates small. First joint greatly dilated, front margin

smooth, with an apical spine, hind margin slightly serrate ;
the broad lower margin

behind and below the second joint is smooth ; the third joint much shorter than the

fourth, vA\h sette on the front margin, the lower ones long and plumose, a group also on

the apex behind
;
the fourth joint a little longer than the fifth, and much broader, with

numerous feathered setse along the front, and distally and apically on the hinder margin;

the fifth joint with setae on both margins; the finger more than half the length of the

fifth joint, with one dorsal cilium.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines have an oval bulbous base, followed by a narrow

shaft with three small lateral retroverted teeth and a sharply bent tip ; the pair is

accompanied by a plumose seta. The cleft spines are three in number on the first joint

of each inner ramus ; the joints number sixteen on the outer, thirteen on the inner ramus.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair a little longer than the rami, with six or seven

slender spines along the upper margin; the rami subequal, with a coujile of spines on the

proximal half of the upper margin ; peduncles of the second pair stout, equal in length

to the longer ramus, with seven spines on the upper and two near the lower margin ; the

longer ramus with three spines on the proximal part of the upper margin, the shorter

ramus smooth
; peduncles of the third pair short, distally set with spines, the rami long,

lanceolate, subequal, the lower with a narrow nail tipped with two setae ; plumose setae

round most of both margins of both rami, that with the nail having also short spines

along the inner margin.

Telson extending beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, much longer than broad,

not tapering, cleft almost to the root, dehiscent for some distance, though not widely

except where the margins curve outwards to form the rounded apices ; there is a slight

contraction below the centre, the outer margins being here armed with a small row of

setiform spines ; on the outer side of each apex a small cavity contains a spine and a cilium.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured two-fifths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 162, April 2, 1874; Bass Strait; depth, 38 fathoms; bottom,

sand and shells
;

surface temperature, 63° -2. One specimen, surface.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the place of capture. That the specimen was

a male may be taken for granted from the structure of the lower antennae. From Phoxus

villosus. Haswell, this species differs in the size and shape of the eyes, in the flagella of

the upper antennae, in the relative sizes of the gnathopods, and in the third and fourth

joints of the second gnathopods ;
from Phoxiis batci, Haswell, it differs in regard to the

eyes, the peduncles of the upper antennae, the gnathopods, and the ramiof the third

uropods.
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Phoxocephalus kergueleni, n. sp. [Phoxus kergueleni, PI. LV.).

The rostral part of the head projecting with a tolerably sharp apex over the peduncle

of the upper antennae ;
the first three segments of the pleon each longer than any

segment of the perseon ;
their postero-lateral angles rounded, the lower border of the third

long and for the most part straight.

Eyes small, distant, in the spirit-preserved specimens not dark, with few ocelli.

Upper Antennae.—First joint considerably longer than the next two united, its

breadth little less than its length, distally a little outdrawn on one side ; second joint

longer and broader than third, each of a length about equal to its breadth ; the flagellum

of five articulations ;
the first equalling in length the last of the peduncle and also the

last of the flagellum ; the secondary flagellum of three joints, the three together equalling

the first two of the primary.

Lower Antennse.—First joint not much expanded, gland-cone obscure, seemingly
with a broad apex, third joint not very short, the fourth broad, with marginal setse and

apical and surface spines ;
the fifth half the length of the fourth in the male, more than

half in the female, expanding distally, broader in the male than in the female
; the

flagellum in the male specimen examined had fifteen joints, moderately thick, with

quite inconspicuous cilia, except two short ones on the tip of the last joint; in the female

this flagellum had five slender joints.

Upper Lip.
—The broad apical border slightly emarginate.

Mandibles.—Similar to those of Phoxocephalus hassi; the cutting plate, however, here

on both mandibles showing both above, below, and on the oblique margin a certain amount

of dentation, one tooth below being prominent and large, especially on the right mandible;

the secondary plate of the left mandible has its margin divided into five teeth ; on the

right mandible it has two sharp teech below and a row of denticles above ; the spine-

row of each mandible contains three curved spines ;
the palp, as in Phoxocephalus

hassi, is much longer than the trunk ; its third joint in the male was as long as the

second, but in the female not so long ;
there are three or four spines along the upper

part of the inner margin of the second joint, and nine on the apical part of the third

joint.

Lower Lip small and compact, with the mandibular processes seemingly less divergent

than in Phoxocephalus hassi.

First Maxillse.—Inner plate oval, smooth
; outer plate short, with seven spines on

the rather oblique apical margin, the spines similar in character to those of Phoxocephalus

hassi; the one-jointed palp narrow, but little overtopping the outer plate, with four long
setae on the apex. In having seven spines on the outer plate this species agrees with

Kr0yer's account of Phoxus holbolli.

Second Maxillse.—The outer plate extending a very little beyond the inner, each
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with few apical setse, those of the outer plate the longer, those of the inner extending
more down the inner margin.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates not reaching much beyond the base of the first joint of

the palp, Avith two spines on the apical, and one on the inner margin ;
outer plates

narrow, not reaching the end of the first joint of the palp, the inner margin carrying two

small setse and three s^^ine-teeth, the largest of these being apical ;
the first joint of the

palp subequal in length to the third, the second joint longer than either, with seven or

eight setse on or near tlie inner mai'gin ; the third joint with about the same number of

setse distributed over it
;
the fourth joint as long as the third, finger-formed, but with the

inner margin not concave
;
the dorsal cilium short, the nail short and sharp, spine-like,

with a couple of cilia near it on the inner margin.

First Gnatliopods.
—

Side-plates expanded below, the hinder part of the lower margin

carrying five setas and a cilium, another cihum also in advance of the setse. The first

joint not reaching below the side-plate, carrying five setse, four of them very long, on the

hind margin ; second joint as long as the thuxl
;
the third rather broader above than

below, with a small process filling up the narrow space in front between the second and

fourth joints ; the wrist not quite so long as the second and third joints together, broader

above than below, with a group of setse at the top of its free hind margin, its lower apex
attached to the front margin of the hand, which seems partially to rest on its free hind

margin ;
the hand oblong, broad, muscular, the front margin longer than the hinder,

which is outdrawn into a small tooth-process ; on this is seated a strong spine, not

reached by the tip of the finger when closed over the convex, ciliated palm ;
there are

two cilia on the hind margin, one on the apex in front
; a short dorsal cilium on the

finger.

Second Gnatliopods.
—

Side-plates oblong, distally less broad than those of the first

segment, similarly armed. The branchial vesicle narrow, nearly as long as the first joint

of the limb ; the marsupial plates in the female narrower than the branchise, of the same

length, with a few long setse on the front margin. The joints of the limb similar to those

of the fii'st gnathopods, but larger, the third joint longer than the second and as long as

the wrist, with which it forms a small cup for the broad, muscular, oblong hand, which in

both sexes greatly exceeds the size of the hand of the first pair, the palm margin being

also more oblique, and its tooth process stronger.

First Perieopods.
—

Side-jjlates like those of the preceding segment. Branchial

vesicles oval, longer and broader than the first joint of the limb. First joint reaching

fully as far down as the side-plate, with setse on the convex hind margin ; third joint

subequal in length to the fourth and fifth together, with setse on the hind margin; fourth

joint rather shorter than the fifth, narrower than the third, oval, with setse and spines

on the hind margin, an apical spine longer than the fifth joint ; the fifth joint narrow,

with one seta at the centre, and a group of spines and setse at the apex, of the hind

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII. 1887.) Xxx 103
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margin ;
the finger more than half the length of the fifth joint, with a small cap projecting

little beyond its bent tip.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates nearly as broad as long, very slightly excavated

behind, with only two or three sette on the lower margin. Branchial vesicles broader

than in the preceding pair. First joint not reaching the end of the side-plate ; the limb

not materially differing from the first perasopods.

lliird Perieopods.
—

Side-plates broad, front lobe shallow, hinder much deeper.

Branchial vesicles broader but perhaps a little shorter than those of the preceding

segment. The first joint evenly expanded, longer than broad, the front margin rather

sinuous, armed with some long setae near the lower apex, the hind margin smoothly

convex, with a minute cilium here and there, the lower rounded behind and overlapping

the short second joint; the third joint as long as the fifth; the fourth joint a little shorter

than either, and in breadth intermediate; all these three have setae or spines on the front

margins and at the apices both behind and in front
;
the finger slender, acute, but little

shorter than the fifth joint.

Fourth Perseopods much longer than the third or fifth. Branchial vesicles small, of

rounded oval shape. First joint large, wider above than below, longer than wide, front

margin convex, with small cilia on the upper part, but most of it fringed with groups of

long setae, the long hind margin nearly straight, interrupted only by three or four minute

cilia, the lower margin rounded and overlapping the second joint behind ; the third joint

exceeding the fourth in length, the fourth the fifth, and the fifth the sixth, about equally

in each case, not greatly ; the third armed on both margins, the fourth only on the front,

the fifth on neither, but all on the apices before and behind
;
the finger slender, curved at

the tip, with a little cap upon it.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates small. First joint of the limb greatly expanded, espe-

cially below, breadth greater than the length, lower margin behind descending far below

the almost straight front margin, which has two or three setae, three or four cilia and an

apical spine ; part of the hinder and of the lower margin is serrate
;
the third joint a

little longer than the fourth, has a straight hind margin with two spines at, and one a little

above, the apex ; the hind margin of the fourth joint is convex with similar armature
;

l)oth of these joints carry setse or splines in front and are laid back against the wing of

the first joint, not nearly reaching its hind margin ;
the fifth joint shorter and much

narrower than the fourth, has two convex smooth margins, and a lower margin cap-like

over the hinge of the finger with a minutely pectinate edge ; the finger is as long as the

fifth joint, or as its apical spines.

Pleopods.
—The peduncles have, together with a plumose seta, a pair of coupling

spines with very slender stalks on small basal bulbs ; these spines have three minute

retroverted teeth and an apical hook
; the cleft spines are three in number, one arm of

the cleft much longer than the other ;
the joints of the rami number from nine to eleven.
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Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair subequal to tlie rami ; the longer of the two

rami with two or three spines on the upper margin, the shorter with none
; the second

pair smaller than the first, the peduncles with one rather prominent apical spine ; the

rami without spines, equal in length to one another and to the peduncle ; peduncles

of the third pair shorter than the rami, carrying some apical spines ;
the rami lanceolate,

the outer longer than the inner by almost the length of its long slender nail, which has a

couple of cilia at its tip, and spines on either side of the base
;
there is also a small spine

on the outer margin of the longer ramus, the shorter has a cilium at its tip.

Telson extending a little beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, cleft beyond the

middle, the apices somewhat divergent, each armed with a long spine, and a cilium outside

of the spine ;
the outer margins appear to be evenly convex and unarmed ;

the length

not greatly exceeding the breadth.

The Length of the female specimen, in the position figured, was rather less than one-

fifth of an inch. The details were figured from a male specimen, with the exception of

the lower antennae of the female.

Locality.
—Off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen, at a depth of 120 fathoms. Several

specimens.

Remarks.—The specific name is derived from the place of capture.

A dark-coloured specimen, less than a tentli of an inch in length, from Marion Island,

appears to be of this species, though presenting some differences.

The present species differs from Phoxocephalus bassi in many particulars, but the

gnathopods alone suffice to distinguish the one species from the other.

Genus Harpinia, Boeck, 1876.

1842. Pkoxun (pars), Kniyer, Naturli. Tidsskr. R. i. BJ. iv. p. 150.

1845. „ Kr0yer, Naturh. Tids.skr. R. ii. Bd. i. p. 551.

1870. Harjiina, Boeck, Crust, ampli. bor. et arct., p. 55.

1876. Harpinia, Boeck, De Skand. eg Arkt. Amph., p. 218.

1877. Harpina, Meinert, Crust. Isop. Amph. et Decap. Danite, p. 106.

1879. Harpinia, Sars, Crust, et Pycn. nova, p. 443.

1884. „ Schneider, Crust, og Pycn. Kva^nangsfjorden, p. 70.

1885. ,, Sars, Den norske Nordhavs-Exp., p. 157.

For Boeck's definition of the genus see Note on Boeck, 1870 (p. 400). Gerstaecker

in 1886 makes Harpina, Boeck, a synonym of Fhoxus, Kroyer, but in the definition

he includes as a character,
" die drei hinteren Beinpaare mit lamellos erweitertem

Schenkelglied," which is unsuitable to Harpinia, since there the first joint of the third

pergeopods is not expanded. Fhoxus plumosus, Kr0yer, is the type species of Boeck's

Harpinia, so that the writers prior to 1870 who have mentioned Phoxns lilnmosus, as

Spence Bate, Goes, &c., might be included in the above synonymy.
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Harpinia obtusifrons, u. sp. (PI. LVL).

Rostral portion of the head broadly rounded, reaching to the apices of the peduncles

of the upper antennaa. The head broad at the base, longer than broad, the sides

a little sinuous, with a conical plate underneath, situate outside the base of the

upper antennae; j)ostero-lateral angles of the third pleon-segment upturned, forming a

rather long sharp tooth, the lower boundary of a deep cavity in the hind margin

of the segment ;
the sides of the sixth segment are produced some way along the

telson.

Eyes not perceived.

Upper Antennae.—First joint of the peduncle bulky, widest at the base, the inner

border smooth, convex, the other sinuous, with four broad distally feathered cilia at the

apex ;
the second joint small, not twice as long as broad, with long setae and a plumose

cilium on the outer apex ; the third joint much shorter and narrower, with setas at the

apex on both sides
;
the flagellum slender, of seven joints, the first the longest, a little

shorter than the second of the peduncle ; the secondary flagellum of five joints, nearl}^

equal in thickness as well as length to the first five of the primary.

Lower Antennse.—The first joint is bent round at right angles to its base, with a

distally narrowed process on the outer side, the piece which appears to correspond to

the coalescent second joint being rounded on the outer margin, not in any way produced
either conically or otherwise ;

the third joint is nearly as long as the fourth, it has a

group of setaB on the lower part of the outer margin ;
the fourth joint widens distally,

round the apical l^order armed with rows of long setse, setiform spines, and two stronger

spines, on the inner border above having a group of three small spines ; the fifth joint

much narrower and a little shorter, has a straight smooth inner margin, the outer

convex, armed with setae and two sjjines near the apex ; the flagellum shorter than the

peduncle, of eight joints, of which the first is the longest.

Uiyper Lip widening to a broad distal margin.

Mandibles with a longer trunk than in the genus Phoxocephalus ; the cutting edge on

the left mandible showing a tooth above, then a long oblique margin without prominent

dentation, ending with a bidentate apex, the whole plate being itself more or less tooth-

like ; the secondary plate broad, widening slightly to the front edge, which is cut into

six teeth, the lowest being the longest ; the spine-row is long, showing amongst some

accompanying cilia nine curved denticulate spines, the last a very small one ; the

molar tubercle appears to be rather broad, but weak in structure, and unarmed
; the

cutting edge on the right mandible has a tooth above, an oblique, slightly concave,

almost invisibly denticulate, margin, forming at the ajiex a large sharp tooth, with a

little one considerably in the rear below
;
the secondary plate is very different from

that of the left mandible and much smaller, presenting below a spine-like tooth and
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above a shorter broader piece cut distally into three denticles
;
the .spine-row appears to

consist on this side of only seven spines ; the palp, much longer than the body of the

mandible, is attached to the front over the base of the cutting edge ;
the first joint

is short, though not unusually so
;

the second is broader, l)ut slightly shorter, than the

third, carrying three or four short sette on the outer margin ; the long slender third

joint has its sides unarmed, and carries ten spines of different lengths on the obliquely

truncate definite a^jical margin. In Phoxus ^ihmiosus Kr0yer describes the molar

tubercle as insignificant, without teeth, but furnished with three or four long and strong

setse.

Loiver Lip.
—The plates are very broad at the base, with small and narrow

mandibular processes, the forward lobes being rounded, not strongly ciliated, though
some of the cilia are long, the rounded apical margin being produced on the inner side

into a conical tooth traversed by a duct which apparently opens at the apex of the

tooth.

First Maxilla}.—Inner plate with sinuous inner margin carrying a spiniform cilium,

above which is a plumose seta, followed at a distance on the apex by a larger one ;

outer plate short, carrying on the truncate apex nine spines, three pairs with one spine

long and multidentate attended by a short one with a single lateral tooth, and an outer

group of three in which the longest and strongest is not denticulate ; the long rather

narrow second joint of the palp overtopping the outer plate, and carrying a double row

of slender spines ou its apex. The border which connects the two members of this pair

of maxillae is surmounted by a row of seven setse.

Lower Maxilla.—The plates are somewhat curved, the inner not much shorter

than the outer, with ten or eleven plumose setae round the upper part of the inner

margin and the rounded apex, several of them being pectinate in the upper part as well

as plumose ;
the longest are not those lowest on the inner margin, but the two placed

where the inner margin passes into the apical ;
the outer plate has some sixteen spines

or setse passing round the apex and upper part of each lateral margin, the smallest of

the spines being on the outer side.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates not reaching nearl}^ to the end of the first joint of

the palp, the inner margin unarmed, the rounded apex carrying four plumose setse, the

outer surface having a single spine-tooth just within the inner margin and below the

apex ;
the outer plates long and narrow, reaching to the middle of the second joint of

the palp, armed on the inner margin with some fourteen spine-teeth and round the

outer margin with long plumose setas, about seven in number; the spine-teeth gradually

increase in size to the apical one, which is the largest, each near its own apex being

delicately pectinate on both sides for a short distance, some of the upper being also

slightly plumose; the first joint of the palp is almost as long as the third, the second is

nearly twice as long, armed ou the inner border with numerous pairs of spines ;
the
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third joint armed on the inner and apical margins, and on the upper part of the

outer maro-in ;
the finger slender, slightly curved, in conjunction with its long spine-

like nail fully equalling the length of the third joint ; there are two cilia at the base

of the nail on the inner side.

First Gnathopods.
—Side-plates broad, expanded below, with a score of cilia round

the lower margin. First joint rather broad, reaching below the side-plate, with some

setje near the centre of the convex hind margin and at its apex ;
second joint shorter

than the third, the front, or properly lower, margin of which adjoins the hind margin

of the wrist; the hinder margins of the third joint and of the wrist have setse on the

lower part ;
the hand is broad, with the front margin continuing the curve of the wrist

and then becoming almost straight, giving a length to the hand not jnucli le.ss than

that of the first joint, the hind margin being very much shorter, ending in a very

shallow tooth carrjdng a long palmar spine, the palm being convex, very oblique,

ciliated ;
a few small setaj are on the surface of the hand, and one on each lateral

margin, besides longer ones at the front apex ;
the hnger is curved, reaching to the

cavity between the tooth and convex margin of the palm, and carrying a short dorsal

cilium near the middle.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates oblong, the hinder margin straight, the front a

little sinuous, the lower furnished with a dozen setae. The marsupial plates narrow, as

long as the side -plates, with long seta3 on the front and apical margins. The first joint

of the limb broad, reaching the lower border of the side-plate, with six long setae on

the central part, and a tuft at the apex, of the hind margin, the limb in general similar

to that of the first gnathopods, but more massive, the wrist relatively smaller, the tooth

of the palm larger, and the following palm-margin sinuous, being at first concave and

then convex; the hand in front subequal in length to the first joint.

First Pera?opods.
—The side-plates similar to those of the preceding segment, but

larger, with fifteen seta3 on the lower margin. The first joint reaching the lower

margin of the side-plate, carrying four long setae at the centre, and as many in a group

at the apex, of the hind margin ;
third joint broad and long, l)ut not as long as the

fourth and fifth together, with numerous setae along the hind margin and a tuft at

the apex in front ;
the fourth joint oval, shorter than the fifth, bordered behind with

numerous spines, those near the apex being longer than the fifth joint ;
the fifth joint

narrow, of even width throughout, slightly curved, bordered behind with spines ; the

finger slender, curved, more than half the length of the fifth joint.

Second Perseo'pods.
—The side-plates very broad, broader than long, not deeply

excavate behind, with four and twenty short setae on the lower margin. The first joint

not reaching the end of the side-plate, with half a dozen setas on the hind margin, the

lowest two very long, some short setge on the upper part of the front margin ;
the limb

in general similar to that of the first peraeopods.
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Third Per^ojjods.
—The side-plates almost concealed under those of the preceding

segment. The first joint not expanded, the margins almost parallel, seven small setae

along the front, and a tuft of longer ones at its apex ;
second joint short, with setse in

front
;
the tliird, fourth, and fifth subequal in length, the fourth rather shorter than the

other two, intermediate in breadth, all three armed on both margins with groups of setse

and spines ;
the fifth joint somewhat tapering, its apical spines not so long as the

slender, slightly curved finger, which is more than half the length of the fifth joint ;

several of the setse on this limb are very long and plumose, especially at the back of

the fourth and fifth joints.

Fourth Peraso2wds very much longer than the third or fifth. The first joint

broadest above, armed all round the convex front inargin with setse and spines, the

hinder margin smooth, lobed above, then straight or slightly concave ; a ^^ocket is

marked in the surface of the integument at the upper part in front
;
the second joint

short ; the third long, straight, with spines on both margins, those at the apex strong,

and the hinder ones also long ;
the fourth joint rather longer and narrower than the

third, similarly armed, its hinder margin very slightly concave
;
the fifth joint slender,

longer than the preceding, its hind margin rather more concave, carrying some long

setse, the front margin correspondingly convex, fringed with slender spines of difierent

lengths, the finger very slender, long and straight; in one specimen, apparently belonging

to this species, the finger is as long as the preceding joint.

Fifth Peraeopods.
—The first joint greatly expanded, and Ijehind outdrawn much

below the second joint ; the front border comparatively short, fringed with spines, the

lower part of the hind border serrate, and the lower border also serrate but in the opposite

direction, spiny cilia in the serratures
;
the second joint comparatively large, with the

front margin very convex, and having its lower half fringed with spines which at the

apex are very long ; the third joint longer and much stouter than either tlie fourth or

the fifth, with long spines on much of the front, and on the lower part of the hind

margin, one on the hind apex being longer than the fourth joint ;
the fourth joint

shorter and broader than the fifth, spined at three points in front, and at two behind,

one of the apical spines as long as the fifth joint, which is spined in a similar manner,

and has an apical spine nearly as long as the finger ;
the finger slender, nearly straight,

subequal in length to the fifth joint, which has some pectination on the apical margin.

Pleopods.
—A row of five set^ was observed on the peduncle at about the centre,

the two coupling hooks were also seen to be round-headed, bent so as to form a sharp

strong hook, seemingly without other dentation ; the cleft spines were three in number

on the one pleopod examined; the joints of the inner ramus being twelve, those of the

(juter fifteen in number.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair somewhat longer than the rami, fringed with

spines of various lengths, the longer above, at the apex carrying one very stout spine
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on either side; the longer ramus carrying spines on botii margins, but none near the

apex, the shorter ramus with spines only on one margin ; the peduncles of the second

pair shorter than the rami, with some slender spines on the margins, and a shorter, stout,

somewhat curved one at the apes ; the rami not very unequal in length, with a few

spines near the centre of the margin ; peduncles of the thii'd pair much shorter than

the rami, with several spines about the apex ;
the upper and inner ramus shorter than

the lower, broad at the base, but tapering to a sharp point which is formed by an

apical spine, its only armature
; the lower and outer ramus ending in a long nail, with

a spine on either side of its base ;
this ramus has three other spines on the outer margin

a,nd one other on the inner, not far above the base of the nail.

Telson.—Not reaching to the end of the peduncles of the third uropods ; breadth

at the base rather greater than the length ; cleft nearly to the root, not dehiscent
; sides

converging to the broad apices, each of which has a couple of cilia on the outer part
which is not carried back quite so far as the inner

; there are two other unequal cilia on

the surface near the outer margin not halfway down.

Length.
—The specimen, a female, in the position figured, measured a quarter of an

inch.

Locality.
—

Kergueleu. Four specimens, to two of which the depth assigned was

120 fathoms, and to one 30 fathoms
; the depth at which the other was taken not

being sjiecified.

Remarhs.—The specific name, from 6btusus,\ibxa.t, a,\idi frons, forehead, refers to the

breadth of the rostral portion of the head.

There is a strong general resemblance between this species and LLarpinia plumosa,

Kr0yer, but it differs from that species in numerous details
; for examj)le, the outer

plate of the maxillipeds has many more teeth, and the telson is not cleft quite to the

root.

Genus Urothoe, Dana, 1852.

1852. Urothoe, Dana, Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, ser. 2, vol. xiv.

1852. ,, Dana, U.S. Explor. Exped., vol xiii. pt. ii. pp. 90S, 920.

1863. Egidia, Costa, Eend. d. Soc. r. Borb. Acad. d. scieuze.

1857. „ Costa, Eicerche sui Crest. Amfip. Nap., pp. 174, 190.

1857. Sulcator (pars), Spence Bate, Synopsis, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, ser. 2, vol xix. p. 9,i

1857. „ White, Popular Hist. Brit. Crust., p. 175.

1857. Urothoe, Spence Bate, Synopsis, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 2, vol. xix. p. 14.i

1857. „ White, Popular Hist. Brit. Crust., p. 186.

1860. „ Boeck, Skand. Naturf. 8de M0de, p. 646.

1862. „ Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 114.

^ This is the paging of the separate copies. , .
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1862. Urotlwe, Bate and WestwooJ, Brit. Sess. Crust., vol. i. p. 192.

1865. UrotJioe, Lilljeborg, On Lysianassa mageilauica, p. 18.

1870. ,, Boeck, Crust, amph. bor. et arct., p. 57.

1876. „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 224.

1876. „ Giard, Comptes Rendus, Jan. 3, p. 76; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 4, vol. xvii. p. 261.

1879. ,, Sars, Crust, et Pycn. nova, p. 446.

1885. ,, Sars, Den norske Nordhavs-Exp., p, 164.

1886. ,, Gerstaecker, Bronu's Klassen und Ordnungen, Bd. v. Abth. ii. p. 501.

1887. „ Cbevreux, Catal. Amph. Bretagne, p. 10.

For the origiual defiuition of the genus see Note on Dana, 1852 (p. 257). Dana

placed it along with Anonyx in the subfamily Lysianassinse. Costa placed Egidia in

the Gammarini, the fourth subfamily of the Gammaridei. Spence Bate in 1862 placed
Urothoe between Sulcator and Liljchorgla. The identity between Egidia and Urotlwe

was detected by Boeck, who in 1870 and 1876 thus defines the genus :
—

" Mandibles apically only a little dentate.

" First Maxillee with the palp two-jointed ; the two joints of nearly equal length.
"
Maxillipeds with the second joint of the palp much dilated on the inner side.

" First and Second Gnathopods with the hand small, subcheliform.
" Third Perwopods with very broad joints.
" Third Uropods with the outer ramus a trifle longer than the inner.

" Telson cleft to the base.

"
Body much depressed, broad

;
the head in front only a little produced and

rounded ;
the side-plates narrow."

Urothoe lachneessa, n. sp. (PI. LYII.).

Head broad at the base behind the upper antennae, in front of the insertion of

which it is laterally flattened, the upper surface bending down over the base of the

upper antennae in a broad rostral portion, of which the distal margin forms an obtuse

angle with a rounded apex ; the perseon broad and like all the rest of the back covered

wdth a sort of bristly down
; the first three segments of the pleon longer but narrower

than those of the perseon ; the postero-lateral angles of the third segment presenting

a slightly outdrawn rounded point, with a deep re-entering angle above it.

No Eyes perceived.

Uiyper Antennae.—First joint a little longer and a good deal thicker than the.

second, the second longer and thicker than the third, the third not as long as the first

three joints of the flagellum ; the flagellum of five joints, of which the third is the

longest ;
one or two short cylinders were seen on these joints ;

the secondary flagellum

of two joints, the first nearly as long as the first two of the primary, the second

shorter and much thinner.

(ZOOL. CHALL. ESP.—PART LXVU.— 1887.) Xxx 104
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Lower Antennse.—Glaud-cone not very prominent, third joint shorter than the fifth,

somewhat curved; fourth joint longer than fifth, with the lower part thickened, the

lower distal margin carrying setae and an oblique row of four strong slightly bent spines,

alternately long and short ;
the fifth joint with the upper margin straight, the lower

apical oblique, armed like that of the preceding joint ; the flagellum two-jointed, the

first not longer and not a great deal broader than the longest of the spines on the apex
of the peduncle, the second joint much shorter, tipped with two cilia and the rudiment

of a thii'd joint. In a second specimen the flagellum was definitely three-jointed.

Upper Lip.
—The broad distally widened plate seems to be without cilia on the

foremost edge, which has a small incision on each side.

Mandibles.—The part in front of the palp and molar tubercle presents the appear-

ance of a large, bent, blunt tooth
; the apical part of this is found to show a line

marking off" the cutting plate, which shows the traces of a tooth above and below with

a rounded edge between ; there is also a squared secondary plate, rather broader at the

base than at the distal edge ; it would be natural to expect to find this secondaiy plate

on the left mandible, but it certainly appears to me to be on the right mandible, and

tlie figure of the mandible containing it will be found on the right hand in the Plate,

although that on the left hand, both from the absence of a secondary plate and the

shape of the molar tubercle, looks far more like a right mandible. The preparatory

growth seen within the transparent skin shows on both mandibles an edging to the

cutting plate of numerous small teeth turned backwards, while the secondary plate

above mentioned shows a border cut into four teeth. The enlarged figure, m.A., is

from the second specimen already alluded to. The molar tvibercle is prominent and

powerful, but apparently set with but few teeth a.nd many cilia. The palp is very

slight in structure, fixed a little above the molar tubercle, the first joint as long as the

third or nearly so, the second only slightly longer than the third, and on one side in the

second specimen actually shorter; the third joint is apically tipped with two unequal setse.

Lower Lip of delicate structure, the forward lobes very broadly rounded, with a

lozenge-shaped interval between them, which is to a great extent covered by the inner

lobes, also broadly rounded but not dehiscent ; the mandibular processes divergent, with

rounded ends.

First MaxiUse.—Inner plate small, without setae on the narrow apex ; outer plate

having the truncate apical margin occupied by nine spines of no great stoutness, two

of them apically bifurcate ; the palp, reaching little beyond the outer plate, and nut

beyond its spines, consists of two joints, the second scarcely exceeding the first in length,

tipped with three or four setae.

Second Maxillw.—The outer plate longer and broader than the inner, both with

slender spines on the rounded apices, the inner plate having also one or two on the

inner margin below the apex.
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MaxilUpeds.—luner plates not reaching quite the end of the first joint of the palp,

caiTying on the apical margin two or three slender spine-teeth and some small seta3 ;

the outer plates not equalling in breadth the second joint of the palp, nor reaching so

far forward, the inner margin armed with setae and six or seven curved spines, increasing

in size successively to the apex ;
the first joint of the palp short, with a seta at the

inner apex, the second joint long and broad, especially at the distal end, which forms a

produced lobe on the inner side ; much of its inner margin is bordered with bristles

directed backwards, and from its surface start some very long ones, the whole apparatus

of setse and spines in this pair of appendages making a ^^ry close network
;
the third

joint longer than the first, expanded distally ; the finger narrow, curved, ending in a

little peak, from beneath which issue a thin spine and a cilium.

The triturating organs of the stomach exhibit on the inner margin four or five

serrate teeth, more or less curved, and succeeded below by a tuft of long cilia.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small, expanded below, the front part downy like

the back of the animal. The first joint reaching much beyond the side-plate, slender,

equal in length to the four following joints together, with some long setse on the hind

margin ; second joint very short
;
third not much longer, distally pointed ;

the wrist

longer and broader than the hand, its hind margin fringed with bristles of various

lengths, a row of these also on the surface, the lower margin making a sharp angle with

the hinder ;
the cross-banding of the principal muscles in this joint very conspicuous ;

the hand oval, narrow at both ends, more bowed behind than in front, some setae or

seta-like spines on the hind margin and surface
;
the finger thin, and long enough with

a slight inclination of the hand to touch the wrist, while what may be considered the

palm-margin is defined by a minute emargination and a spine with a long accessory

thread at about the middle of the hand's hinder margin. In the second specimen the

finger was longer and more curved than in that figured.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates narrow, distally rounded, with a pocket in the

integument near the upper front border ; the front half of the surface very hairy. The

branchial vesicle long and narrow. The first joint reaching much beyond the side-plate,

longer than the branchial vesicle, but not so long as the four following joints united,

with some long setse on the hind margin ;
the second and thii'd joints like those of

the preceding limb, the wrist more slender, with fewer setse, but both margins, as also

those of the hand and the upper margin of the finger, are lined with adpressed scale-

like cilia ; the hand shorter than the wrist, the hind margin not out-bowed, but forming

a definite angle at the beginning of the palm, occupied 1)y two palmar spines, against

which the small finger closes down over the ciliated palm ; both about the base and

about the tip of the finger the hand has several seta-like spines.

First Perseopods.
—The side-plates with convex front border, rounded below. The

first joint reaching below the side-plate, the second short, the third longer than the fourth
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or fifth, with groups of long setae on the lower part of the hind margin and apex in front ;

the fourth joint equal to the fifth in length, but much broader, with setse near the middle

of the hind margin and low down on the front margin, and behind, near the juncture

with the fifth joint, four broad spines, the lower pair as long as the fifth joint, which

is straight, armed in front below with six strong spines ;
the finger is nearly as long

as the preceding joint, minutely pectinate on the inner margin, which runs out into a

little tooth before reaching the nail.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates little longer, though considerably broader than

those of the preceding segment, the hinder margin concave. The branchial vesicle very

long, not broad. The first joint reaching below the side-plate, but it must not be

supposed that the figures in the Plate, drawn from flattened dissections, represent the

relations of limb and side-plate in this broad-backed animal when whole. This limb has

the joints somewhat longer than those that correspond in the first perseopods, to which

it is in general similar.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with the hind lobe rather broader and longer than

the front. Branchial vesicles long- oval as in the preceding pairs, but shorter. The

marsupial plates in the specimen figured were short and narrow, with a few long setse

round the apex and part of the front margin. The first joint not so broad as the side-

plate, slightly longer than broad, the breadth almost uniform, the hinder surface hairy,

the front margin fringed with setse, especially below, with one s^^ine at the a^^ex ; the

second joint overlapped by the first behind ; the third joint short but broad, widening

distally, with one apical spine behind, in front four groups ; the fourth joint short,

broad, squared, a little narrowed distally, with two groups of spines behind, and three

in front, the apical groups almost encircling the joint ; the fifth joint narrow, straight,

shorter than the fourth, with two groups of spines in front and one behind
; the

finger narrow, acute, as long as the preceding joint.

Fourth Perseopods.
—The side-plates and branchial vesicles small. The first joint,

like most of the limb, larger than in the preceding pair, the hind margin concave, ciliated,

the front a little sinuous but chiefly convex, armed with numerous groups of long setae as

well as with spines, behind broadly overlapping the second joint, which in front carries

two groups of spines ; the third joint armed as in the preceding limbs, but much larger,

greatly expanded below, the front margin straight, the hinder much curved ; the fourth

joint not much longer than its width at the base, with two groups of sjJines on the

straight front margin, and one at the apex of the hinder one
;
the fifth and sixth joints

as in the preceding pair.

Fifth Pergeopods.
—The first joint greatly dilated, especially below, so that the three

following joints turned backwards do not reach the serrate hinder border ; the front

border is convex, with some small set93 and spines, at the apex a large and a small

spine ; the interior of this broad joint is largely occupied with packets of gland-cells
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in several rows, giving a darkened appearance to the centre ^jart in spirit-preserved

specimens ; the second and third joints each have a long and a short spine at the apex
in front, the third joint is broader and a little longer than the fourth, and has a spine on

the apex behind ; the fourth joint, a little longer and broader than the fifth, has two

groups of spines in front and an apical group behind, the hind margin tending to

concave ;
the fifth joint has the hind margin straight, forming a small finely fringed cap

over the base of the finger, and has two seta-like spines at this apex, and spines at

two points of the front margin ;
the finger is almost straight, slender, with some fine

pectination on two edges.

The descriptions of the peraeopods apply to the specimen figured, a female ; in the

other specimen which has been alluded to, these limbs showed in many parts a

diminished breadth in comparison with the length.

Pleopods.
—Peduncles short, not longer than broad ;

the pair of coupling spines

slightly sinuous, tapering, apically hooked, with five minute serratures on the margin
below the hook ; with these spines there is a plumose seta ; the outer rami with eight to

ten joints, the inner with six or seven, the first joint not very long, and carrying two

cleft spines on its upper part.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair rather longer than the rami, with a strong

apical spine, besides two or three marginal sj^ines and a row of marginal spinules ; the

rami stiliform, subequal, that which is rather the longer having one marginal spine ;
the

second pair reaching little beyond the peduncles of the first, the peduncles armed

with two or three spines, not longer than the slender, smooth, subequal rami
; the third

pair reaching much beyond the second, the peduncles shorter than the outer ramus,

darkened by a large packet of gland-cells, apically bordered wdtli spinules ;
the outer

ramus as if two-jointed, the nail apart from its apical seta being as long as the stem,

which has spines on either side of the base of the nail, the inner branch rather resembling

a broad tapering spine, not reaching the base of the nail of the outer branch, carrying

a small cilium near the top.

Telson reaching a little beyond the peduncles of the third uropods, rather longer than

the breadth at the base, cleft nearly to the root, the halves not in the least dehiscent,

unless a little near the sharp apices ;
each half has a pair of cilia on the outer margin

near the apex, another a little higher up, and a single cilium on the surface high up.

Length.
—The specimen figured measured, in its bent position, less than three-

twentieths of an inch.

Locality.
—Off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen ;

from a depth of 120 fathoms. Five

specimens.

Hemarks.—The specific name is derived from the Greek word kaxyrjeaa-a, woolly,

shaggy, and refers to the hairiness of the integument. The rostral prolongation of the
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head in this species favours the view taken by Gerstaecker in jihicing the genus among

the Phoxina, Sp. Bate (see p. 582).

Genus Platyischnopus, n. gen.

Mandibles with denticulate mohir tubercle, third joint of the slender palp elongate.

First Maxilla} with one-jointed palp, apical spines of the outer plate almost smooth.

Second Maxillie with the plates broad, especially the outer.

Maxillipeds with the outer plate reaching bej'ond the second joint of the palp, and

having long teeth on the inner margin.

Both pairs of Gnathopods long and slender, with the first, second, and fourth joints

lone, and the hands chelate.

The Fourth and Fifth Perieopods with the third and fourth joints of great breadth,

and carrying numerous spines.

Tlie Telson emarginate.

The head long, irregularly-shaped, produced over ])oth pairs of antennai to a rostral

tip ;
none of the side-plates deep.

The generic name is derived from the Greek words, TrX-aru?, Ijroad. tcrx^o's, narrow,

TTou?, a foot, and refers to the union in the animal of very narrow with very broad

feet.

The general structure brings the genus into alliance with the subfamily Phoxinae,

Spence Bate, as defined by Boeck, while the perseopods show a relationship to those of

Urothoe and Haustorius (Lepidactylis), so that it may stand for the present in the

family Pontoporeiidse, although the combined characters of its peculiar head, the chelate

gnathopods, and the emarginate telson, give it a more or less isolated position among
the Amphipoda at present known.

Platyischnopus mirahilis. n. sp. (PI. LVIIL).

Head long and remarkable, the short rostral peak in our specimen puckered

perhaps accidentally, behind this the head widens rather aljruptly, and continuing to

widen forms a tract included in the back of which are the first joints of the peduncles of

the upper 'or front antenna3; close behind these the head becomes quite abruptly shallower

and then again deepens gradually to the base, the eyes occupying the shallow part

between the places of insertion of the upper and lower antennas ;
the dorsal line of the

head is nearly straight, longer than the first three segments of the peraBon united; of the

perajon-segments the sixth and seventh are the longest, and the seventh has the postero-

lateral angles acutely produced to a small extent
;
of the pleon-segments the first has the

posterodateral angles rounded, the second has these angles acute, the third acute and
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upturned ;
the fourth has u transverse dorsal dejaressiou and a cilium near the end of

the convex part which follows the depression.

Eyes small, round, dark, with about twenty-five rather long ocelli.

Upper Antennae subequal in length to the lower, the peduncles being shorter but the

flagella longer, first joint of the peduncle short, embedded in the head
;
the second much

longer than the first or third, with some deep serrations on the lower margin, and various

groups of strong spines on the surface and margins ;
the third joint not much longer

than the first of the flagellum, with one large group of spines near the base ; the flagellum

of six joints, of which the first is the longest ;
the secondary flagellum of three, of which

the first is nearly as long as the first of the primary, but more slender, the third is

minute.

Lower Antennw.—These are separated by a wide interval from the upper antennae,

and in the natural position of the head may be described rather as being set behind than

below the other pair ;
the basal part of the first and second joints somewhat expanded, the

gland-cone small but distinct; the third small, scarcely reaching beyond the gland-cone

at its side, the fourth and fifth long, armed on the margins with spines and long setse, the

fifth joint shorter than the fourth, but longer than the slender three-jointed flagellum,

which is outstripped by the apical setee of the fifth joint.

Upper Lip.
—Distal margin rounded, but with the centre flattened and a little

roughened with projecting points.

Mandibles.—Cutting plate with a small apical margin showing one or two little

denticles, seemingly folded over a small secondary plate, the part of the mandible in

front of the palp and molar tubercle forming a long bent tongue or tooth, without, so far

as could be perceived, any spine-row ;
molar tubercle prominent, with small denticles ;

the

slender palp set just over the molar tubercle, the first joint short, the second curved, with

the front margin convex, the third straight, nearly as long as the second, tipped with

four or five short setae. Whether a secondary plate belongs to either, both, or neither of

the mandibles I have not been able to determine.

Lower Lip of delicate structure, principal lobes broadly rounded, little dehiscent.

First Maxilla}.—Inner plates small, slender, not very distinctly made out ; outer

plates broad, with eight or nine spines on the apical border, the innermost straight,

pointing away from the rest, the remainder more or less curved, some with a single lateral

tooth, the outermost simple, broad-tipj^ed ; the palp one-jointed, slender, not reaching so

far as the outer plate, ti^jped with three setse, two of which are long, reaching beyond

the spines of the outer plate.

Second Maxilhe.—The inner plate broad at the base, round the apical and upper part

of the inner margin carrying several setae ; the outer plate very much broader than the

inner, the broad oblique apical margin carrying numerous set« or seta-like spines ; there

is a single cilium near the apex on the convex outer margin.
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Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates reaching nearly to the apex of the first joint of the palp,

the apical border sloping back towards the outer, and occupied by five long plumose
setae

; the inner plates long and narrow, reaching slightly beyond the second joint of the

palp, having on the straight inner margin five setse, followed by nine rather long spine-

teeth in a scries which does not q^uite reach the apex ; there is also on the surface a row

of eight setse beginning a little lower than the row of spine-teeth ; the first joint of the

palp is short, the second much longer, its inner margin bordered with long setaj except

close to the base and for a space distally ; the third joint longer than the first, with setse

or spines only on the apical part ; the finger short, with a long slender nail accompanied

by some cilia.

First Ghiathopods.
—

Side-plates very small, directed forwards. The narrow first

joint extending much beyond the side-plate, with some long setse at a few points on

each margin, the lower half of the joint a little expanded ;
the second joint narrow,

longer than the third, as long as the hand
;
the third joint not long, bent, the hind

margin being much longer than the front, and carrying a single cilium near the apex ;
the

wrist long and slender, but not equal in length to the two preceding joints united, with a

group of setae near the apex behind ; the hand with the closed finger forming a long oval,

the front margin of the hand being much shorter than the hinder, the extremities of the

two being joined by a very oblique palm, in antagonism with which the finger and nail

form a complete chela, capable of gaping widely ;
at the apex of the front margin there is

a group of setae, some of which are longer than the finger ; there are two groups of setge

on the hind margin not far from the apex, a small spine at the apex, and setules along

part of the palm-border ;
the finger shows some cilia about the base of the nail. The

skin is extremely transparent.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates small, with an excavation behind, not at the top but

above the middle, the first joint of the limb being attached at this point, a long seta and

two cilia being set in the margin lower down. Branchial vesicles of slight structure,

larger than the side-plates, tapering below. The limb constructed on the same plan as

in the first gnathopod, but all the joints except the finger longer, the slender wrist being

longer than the two preceding joints and as long as the first joint, the hand longer in

proportion to its breadth, and with less difference between the lengths of the front and

hind margins, so that the finger antagonises with a shorter palm, and is itself shorter

to correspond.

First Per^eopods.
—

Side-plates not large, with a long seta at the lower front angle.

Branchial vesicles longer and larger than the side-plates ; marsupial plates narrow, longer
than the first joint of the limb, with half a dozen long setae on the hinder margin and

apex. First joint of the limb reaching much beyond the side-plate, with three long setae

on the lower part of its hinder margin; second joint short; third longer and broader than

any of those which follow, expanded downwards, not decurrent, with setae along much of
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the hiucl margin, some of them very long, and a group at the apex in front ; the fourth

joint subequal in length to the fifth, a little expanded downwards, with spine-like setae

near the apex behind ;
the fifth joint similarly armed, of almost even width throughout ;

the finger shorter than the fifth joint, slender, tapering.

Second Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates broad, squared, scarcely deeper than broad, the

excavation behind not deep. Branchial vesicles longer than the side-plates. Marsupial

plates as in the preceding pair. The first joint of the limb not quite reaching tlie end

of the side-plate, the setae at the end of the fourth joint exceeding the length of the fifth

and sixth joints combined ;
the limb in general not diflfering from the preceding.

Third Perseopods.
—The front lobe of the side-plate with the front margin flattened,

the convex lower margin somewhat serrate, carrying setae. The marsupial plates a little

widened distally, there carrying four long setae and one short one. The first joint longer

than broad, widened below, the hind margin nearly straight and almost naked, the front

convex, with two long setae near the centre and two spines lower down, at the apex a seta

and two long spines ; the second joint short, with one spine ;
the third broad at the centre,

decurrent behind, carrying groups of strong spines in two deep serrations of the front

margin, and two of the hind margin, the apex of which is truncate, and bordered with

five unequal spines attended by two small setae, an additional group of spines being placed

on the surface at the base of the decurrent part ;
the fourth joint is longer and narrower

than the third, and carries groups of spines, one on the margin and one on the apex

before and behind, many of the spines here and elsewhere being notched at the tip besides

carrying an accessory thread
;
the fifth joint short and slender, with spines at the apex ;

the finger missing, evidently broken ofi".

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates broader than deep, with some set« on the lower

margin behind, this margin curving upwards to an angle. The first joint oval, with some

setae on the upper part of the front margin and spines at its apex ; the hind margin

smooth
;
the second joint small, with a spine in front

;
the third joint greatly expanded,

so as distally to exceed the width of the first joint ;
it has four groups of spines and setae

on the hind margin, one on the front, and three distal groups as in the preceding pair ;

the fourth joint is also of great breadth, narrowing distally, carrying three groups of

spines and setae in the deep serrations of the front, and two in those of the hind margin,

besides two large groups at the apex ; the fifth joint is narrow, as long as the third, rather

shorter than the fourth, with two sets of spines in the serrations of each margin, and two

apical groups ;
the finger is straight, slender, tapering, more than half the length of the

fifth joint, with pectinate edges. In many of the groups of spines there is one with the

upper part tapering, pectinate on both edges, while others have the notched end without

pectination, and some are slightly plumose.

Fifth PeriBopods.
—

Side-plates small, the segment with its postero-lateral angle

acute, carrying a cilium in a little notch below the angle. The first joint appears to be

(ZOOL. CHALL. ESP. PART LXVII. 1887.) XxX 105
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partially coalesced with the siJe-plate ;
it is very broad, twice as broad as long, with

three long setiB near the top of the front border, and a spine at its apex, the hinder

border sinuous, the lower border behind also sinuous, meeting the other in a sharply

outdrawn angle ;
the second joint short, but broader than usual, overlapped behind by

the inner part of the first joint ; the third joint of great breadth, distally exceeding the

breadth of the first joint, with spines at six points of the hinder margin, at the top a

single spine, the rest in groups ;
small spines at five points of the front margin ;

seven

rows of spines along the distal border, the longest being that nearest to the front apex;

the fourth joint broad, narrowing a little distally, not quite so long as the third, with two

groups of spines on the hind margin, four on the front, four on the distal. The rest of

the limb broken off.

Pleopods.
—Some setae on the sides of the peduncles ; the coupling spines two in

number, rather swollen at the base, otherwise slender, flat-topped, with one lateral hook

a little way below the apical one ; the cleft spines four in number on the first and

second pairs, seemingly only three on the third pair ; the joints of the rami numbering
from twelve to fourteen ; the rami not powerful.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair not longer than the outer ramus, with two or

three spines on the upper margin, and a long tooth at the apex of the lower ; the rami

slender, the outer rather longer than the inner, bordered with five spines at intervals on

the upper margin, and a group of long ones at the apex by the side of a small tooth or

nail ; the inner ramus has three spines on the margin and the apical group ; the edges

are pectinate ; peduncles of the second pair shorter than the outer ramus, carrying

some strong spines on the edges ; the outer ramus considerably longer than the inner,

each with spines at two points of the margin, and a group at the apex ; as in the pre-

ceding pair, the rami are nearly parallel-sided. The third uropods were unfortunately

missing.

Tehon small, longer than broad, narrowing slightly to the strongly emarginate

termination, forming a sharp point at each side of the emargination which reaches up for

not quite a quarter of the telson's length ; there are four spines on each of the nearly

straight lateral margins, and two long setiform spines arise on the surface just over the

emargination.

Lengtli.
—The specimen, in the position figured, measured, from the rostrum to the end

of the perseon, one-fifth of an inch.

Locality.
—-Port Jackson, Australia, from a depth of between 2 and 10 fathoms. Two

specimens.

Remarks.—Unfortunately both specimens were defective ; the one from which the

head and perseon have been figured was without the pleon, this, as shown by the mar-

supial plates, being a female ; the other, from which the pleon has been figured and
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described, had lost the head and the third uropod ;
in both specimens the third and fifth

pairs of perseopods were imperfect.

The specific name alludes to the bizarre configuration of the head and the odd

combination of the long and slender gnathopods with the broad hinder perseopods.

Family CEdi c erid.e, G. 0. Sars, 1882,

In 1865 Lilljeborg established the Oedicerina as sixth subfamily of the Gam-

maridse, distinguishing it from the other subfamilies as having,
" Antennae superiores

flagello appendiculari carentes. Oculi compositi. Pedes trunci (thoracici) 7:mi paris

antecedeutibus multo longiores, segmento ultimo (ungue) longo, recto et stiliformi." To

it he assigned the new genus Ocdiceropsis, together with Oedicerus, Kr0yer, Monoculodes,

Stimpson, and Kroyera, Spenee Bate. In 1870 Boeck made the Oedicerinse the tenth

subfamily of the Gammaridae, placing in it Oediceros, Acanthostepheia, Monoculodes,

Hcdimedon, Pontocrates, Aceros, Halicreion, Oedice-ropsis, Paramphithoe. In 1872-6

he still placed this subfamily among the Gammaridse,^ with the same definition as before,

but excluding the genus Paramphithoe as having been previously enrolled by a mistake.

Nevertheless Pleustes, Speuce Bate, which Boeck here adopts in preference to Par-

amphithoe, Bruzelius, took its place as the ninth genus of the Oedicerinae (p. 299). But

later on (p. 496) Boeck explains that this was only an error passed on from the earlier to

the later work. In 1882 Sars changed the subfamily into a family, with the name

Oediceridae, placing in it the same genera as Boeck had done, with the exception of

Acanthostepheia, which did not happen to be included in the Norwegian fauna. In J. S.

Schneider's preliminary revision of the Norwegian Oediceridae, the same limits are adopted

for the family, though Schneider suggests that a new genus should be formed for some

specimens which he refers with much hesitation to Halimedon saussiirei, Boeck. All

the genera above named, with the exception of Aceros, are included along with

several others in the subfamily Phoxina, Spenee Bate, by Gerstaecker in 1886, Hali-

medon being made a synonym of Mo7iocidodes, and Acanthostepheia of Oedicerus.

Boeck gave the following definition of the Oedicerinse :
—

"
Up^jer Lip apically insinuate.

" Mandibles very robust, apically broad, more or less dentate ;
the accessory plate

also more or less dentate ; the spine-row with the spines simple but strong ; the molar

tubercle not very large ;
the palp long; three-jointed.

" The Lower Lip broad ; the inner lobes large.

1 On page 74 of Boeck's great work the Oedicerinse are the fourth subfamily of the Gammarida?, in front of the

Epimerinpe ;
on p. 254 they follow the Epimerinai as fifth subfamily, being numbered as •' Subfamilia VI.," owing to

the accidental interposition of the Iphimtdina; in front of them.
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" First Maxillie with the inner lAatQ tolerably large, apically furnished with two setae,

sometimes plumose ;
the palp two-jointed, carrying narrow spines on the apex.

" Second Maxillae with the plates very short and broad, the inner broader than the

outer.

"
Maxillipeds with the inner plates small

;
the outer plates sometimes longer,

sometimes shorter, never very large, armed on the inner margin with strong spines

increasing as they approach the apex ; the palp broad and robust
;

its last joint strong,

unguiform.
" The body little compressed. The back round, rarely carinate or armed with teeth.

The side-plates of moderate size, setose on the lower margin. The first side-plate apically

dilated. The head generally produced in front into a broad rostrum, on which the eyes

are placed. For the rostrum to be absent and the eyes placed on the sides of the head

is rare.

"
Upper Antennse without accessory flagelium.

" First and Second Gnathopods with the hand more or less strong, either subcheli-

form or cheliform ; the Second Gnathopods rarely without a subcheliform hand ; in each

pair the wrist generally strongly produced into a process (calx) on the lower hinder

angle.
" Third and Fourth Perseopods almost alike in size and shape.
"
Fifth Perseopods elongate, very often twice as long as either of the two preceding-

pairs.
"
Uropods elongate, biramous

;
the third pair with the rami narrow

;
the peduncle

seldom elongate.
" Telson short, undivided."

Schneider, in his valuable review of the characteristics of the family Oediceridse, lays

especial stress on the last joint of the Fifth Perseopods, which is not nail-like but quite

straight, cylindrical, about as long as the preceding joint, armed with spinules and some-

times with plumose setae. He notices that owing to its extreme fragility it is often met

with in a damaged condition. The inner plate of the First Maxillse, he says, is large,

broadly oval, apically furnished with two short setae, of which the upper is always plumose,

the lower simple, except in Oediceros saginatus, which has both plumose, and in Aceros

phyllonyx, which has three setae, all plumose ;
in some species of Halimedon he finds only

a single simple seta. In the genus (Ediceroides of this Report the number of these setae

varies from three to eight. Of the Second Maxillie Schneider says that in most species

the two plates are of about equal breadth, in one the outer is the broader, and in two the

inner, while the outer is uniformly the longer, and in all genera except Halimedon (to

which (Ediceroides may now be added) there is a thicker plumose seta on the middle of

the inner margin of the inner plate.
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Genus Oediceros, Kr0yer, 1842.

1842. Oediceros, Kr0yer, Naturli. Tidsskr. R. 1, Bd. iv. p. 155.

1852. (Edicerus, Dana, U. S. Explor. Esped., vol. xiii. pt. ii. pp. 910, 933.

1855.
,, Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., vol. vii.

1859. Oediceros, Bruzelius, Skand. Amph. Gamtn., p. 92.

1859. „ M. Sars, Oversigt over norsk-arkt. Krebsdyr.

1860. „ Boeck, Forh. ved de Skand. Naturf. 8de M0de.

1862. QSdieeriis, Spenoe Bate, Brit. Mus. CataL Amph. Crust., p. 103.

1862. (Ediceros, Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., vol. i. p. IGO.

1865. ,, Goes, Crust, amph. maris Spetsb., p. 10.

1865. Oedicerus, Lilljeborg, On the Lysianassa magellanica, p. 18.

1869. CEdieeroe, Norman, Last Report Dredging Shetland Isles, p. 278.

1870. „ Boeck, Crust, amph. bor. et arct., p. 81.

1876. „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 255.

1876. CEdicerus, Miers, Catal. Crust. New Zealand, p. 126.

1879. „ Sars, Crust, et Pycn. nova, p. 449.

1880. „ Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., vol iv. p. 324.

1882. „ Haswell, CataL Australian Crust., p. 238.

1882. Oediceros, G. O. Sars, Oversigt af Norges Crust., p. 24.

1883. Oedicerus, Schneider, Norges Oedicerider, p. 11.

1884. Oediceros, Schneider, Crust, og Pycn. Kvaenangsfjorden, p. 78.

1885. „ Sars, Den norske Nordhavs-Expedition, p. 170.

1886. Oedicerus, Gerstaecker, Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen, Bd. v. Abth. ii. p. 503.

For the original definition of this genus, see Note on Kr0yer, 1842 (p. 199). J. S.

Schneider, in 1883, defines it as follows :
—

" Head produced into a frontal rostrum, which is sometimes geniculate, acuminate,

sometimes extended forwards and obtuse ;
the eyes either flat or prominent, coalesced.

" Antennse furnished with feathered cilia {plumulis instructse), the flagellum of the

lower antennse of the adult male not elongated.
" Mandibles with the molar tubercle rather small, of irregular shape.
"
Gnathopods with the wrist short, the hand very large, subcheliform."

(Ediceros lynceus, M. Sars (PI. CXXXVII. B).

1859. Oediceros lynceus, M. Sars, Oversigt over norsk-arkt. Krebsdyr.

1859. Oedicerus arcticus, Daaielssen, Beretning om en zool. Reise.

1860. Oedicffi-os lynceus, Boeck, Forh. ved de Skand. Naturf. 8de M0de.

1862. (Edicerus lynceus, Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 372.

1865. Oediceros propinquus, Goiis, Crust, amph. maris Spetsb., p. 10, fig. 19.

1870. Oediceros lynceus, Boeck, Crust, amph. bor. et arct., p. 82.

1876. „ „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amjih., p. 259, pi. xiii. fig 4.

1883. Oedicerus lynceus, Schneider, Norges Oedicerider, p. 14, Tab. ii. fig. 12.

1884. Oediceros lynceus, Schneider, Crust, og Pycn. Kvaenangsfjorden, p. 78.

This species has not long since been carefully examined and described afresh by
J. S. Schneider. He thinks it highly probable that in this species two or possibly
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three years may be required for full development.
" Neither Goes," he says,

" nor

Boeck has been successful in figuring the species ; especially in the work of the latter

author the head with the rostrum is quite erroneous, while it is precisely the character-

istic form of this part of the body that is the best mark of distinction between Oediceros

lynceus and Oediceros microps, which in many respects stand extremely near together."

The figures given by Goes seem to agree with the form microjjs as to the head and the

form lynceus as to the telson
;

it is possible, therefore, that Goes had a form inter-

mediate between the other two, which are recognised both by Sars and Schneider as

extremely close to one another. The mouth-organs in the Challenger specimen closely

agree with the account given by Schneider in regard to Oediceros lynceus, but whereas

he says that in the mandibles both plates are divided into six or seven tolerably acute

teeth, I find on the left mandible the secondary plate divided into five rather strong

teeth, and on the right mandible more weakly constructed, with numerous denticles,

only the lowest of which deserves to be called a tooth.
" In the first maxillae the

outer plate has two shorter furcate and five longer serrate spines ;
the inner plate is

broadly oval with one simple and one plumose seta at the apex." Schneider calls

attention to the fact that Boeck speaks of two plumose setse. It is possible that there

may be some variation between individuals in these minute details ; thus, in the

Challenger specimen, on one of the maxillas one of the furcate spines has an additional

tooth by the side of the shorter arm of the fork. In the lower antennse the gland-cone

is narrow and produced. On the telson, besides the two spinules at the flattened or

slightly insinuate apex, there is on each lateral margin a little cilium above the rounded

apical corner, and a little above this cilium a group of two or three minute cilia, none of

these appendages being visible except under a tolerably high power of the microscope.

Xoca/iV?/.—Station 49, south of Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 20, 1873 ;
lat. 43° 3'N.,

long. 63° 39' W.; depth, 85 fathoms; bottom, gravel, stones; bottom temperature, 35°*0.

One specimen. Dredged.

Genus Halimedon, Boeck.

1865. Oediceros (pars), Goes, Cnist. ampli. maris Spetsb., p. 11.

1870. Halimedon, Boeck, Crust, amph. bor. et aret., p. 89.

1876. „ Boeck, Be Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 281.

1882. „ Sars, Oversigt af Norges Crustaceer, p. 96.

1883. „ Schneider, Norges Oedicerider, p. 32.

1884. ,, Schneider, Crust, og Pycn. Kvaenangsfjorden, p. 91.

1886. Monoculodes, Gerstaecker, Broun's Klassen und Ordnungen, Bd. v. Abth. ii. p. 502.

For the original definition of the genus, see Note on Boeck, 1870 (p. 400).

Schneider, in 1883, gives the following definition :
—

"
Side-plates of the thu'd and fourth pair very large, generally almost entirely
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covering the basal joint of the legs. Mandibles ajsically only a little dentate, the third

joint of the palp straight, the molar tubercle of irregular shape, tolerably large, the

molar surface not circular. Maxillipeds with the outer plate large, reaching almost to

the apex of the second joint of the palp, its inner margin furnished with teeth, apioally

devoid of set^. The gnathopods subequal, the second pair more or less elongate ;
the

wrist very long, generally equalling the length of the hand or longer than the hand,

produced into a short rounded heel." But as the characters ascribed to the side-plates

and the maxillipeds would be unsuitable to the Challenger species which I have placed in

the genus Ilalimedon, I feel bound to adhere to the definition of that genus given by

Boeck, who instituted it.

Halimedon schneideri, n. sp. (PI. LIX.).

Head about as long as the three following segments united, with a down-bent

apically subacute rostrum ; the lateral lobes of the head small and little produced ; the

back round, with a rather imbricated appearance in the specimen figured ;
this was perhaps

accidental, as a second specimen showed but little of it, the second specimen having also

the segments of the perseon more regular, the hinder a little longer than the front ones,

and the seventh the longest ; the first four, and especially the first three, segments of the

pleon exceed in length those of the perseon ;
the first three have the postero-lateral angles

rounded.

Eyes not made out in the specimen figured, but in the second specimen, apparently

belonging to the same species, they are dark, elongate, broader in front than behind, not

reaching the tip of the rostrum, closely approximate the one to the other.

Upper Antennw.—The first joint thicker than the second, in length subequal to it,

the second carrying some groups of setse ;
the third much thinner and shorter than the

second, also carrying some long setae ;
the flagellum of seventeen joints, of which the

first three or four together equal the length of the third joint of the peduncle, the first

six or seven its second joint.

Lower Antennae.—The first joint not greatly expanded, the gland-cone small but

distinct, produced along part of the third joint ;
the third joint about equal in length and

breadth, fourth joint longer and thicker than the fifth, both straight, and with numerous

groups of setae
;
the flagellum tapering, of twenty-four joints carrying spine-like setaa.

Upper Lip.
—Both plates distally broad, the outer squared with rounded corners, and

quite smooth, the inner less broad at the distal edge but with its sides sloping back across

the corners of the outer plate and describing a curve beyond them, this plate also

apparently unciliated. In the figures the distal edge is uppermost.

Mandibles.—Cutting plate strong, divided into three principal teeth, the centre one

flanked by two denticles ; the secondary plate on the left mandible strong, similar to
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the principal plate but on a smaller scale, on the right mandible slighter in its structure,

with three slender curved teeth clumped together ;
the spine-row not well made out,

seemingly of five or six pectinate spines ;
the molar tubercle prominent, with the dentate

crown not very large, some of the denticles long, the seta small
;
a conical process rises

near the inner side of the base of the palp ; the palp is fixed over the molar tubercle, the

first joint not very short, the second curving outwards at the base and then backwards,

the upper part being straight and thinner than the bent basal portion, its front margin

boi'dered with spines of various lengths, some ver}^ long, a curved row also taking its

origin on the surface from near the base to beyond the centre ; the third joint very slightly

curved, shorter and thinner than the second joint, hind margin smooth, front margin

slightly serrate, bordered with small spines gradually increasing from the first to the third

in each of four sets, with four long spines at the apex, and as many arising along the

surface
;
on the right mandible this joint in our specimen was longer than on the left.

Lower Lip broad, not deep ;
the front lobes widely dehiscent, the inner lobes little

dehiscent, rounded in front, not reaching nearly as far forward, as the principal lobes ;

the mandibular processes apically narrowed.

First Maxilla.—Inner plate widest a little distance from the base, the ciliated border

then bending round to the curved apex and carrying two small setae, the longer of which,

at some little distance from the other, is plumose and stands near but not on the aj^ex ;

the outer plate not large, though longer and broader than the inner, carrying nine slender

spines on the broad, scarcely oblique, distal margin, five of the spines having but one lateral

tooth, the other four denticulate near the apex ;
the second joint of the palp reaching

much beyond the outer plate, with sixteen setiform spines extending round the upper

part of the inner margin, the apex, and chief part of the outer margin ;
an additional row

of seven or eight runs on the surface from the middle of the inner margin to the middle

of the apex.

Second Maxillae.—The inner plate broader, very little shorter than the outer, with

spines on the apical and upper part of the inner margin, on the latter having also plumose
setae ; cilia abundant on both margins ; the outer plate carrying longer spines on the

apical margin and some little way down the inner margin, and five short setae spread

along the upper half of the hinder border.

Maxillipeds.
— Inner plates small, not reaching the apex of the first joint of the

palp, with four setae, not strongly plumose, on the inner margin, the rounded apex
set with nine spines besides several slender setae ; the outer plates narrow, reaching

beyond the middle of the second joint of the palp, the serrate inner margin being fringed

with about thirty spines, the width of which is rather abruptly contracted at some

distance from the apex, while the length is irregular, a long one occurring here and there

among the shorter, the two near the apex being rather long and curved ;
to these

succeed three on the apex and three on the hind margin which are setiform ; the first
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joint of the palp very short, the second very long, gradually expanding so that the

widest part is near the distal end, the outer margin smooth, the inner thickly set with

setae or setiform spines, a few also on the surface at the upper part ;
the third joint

longer than the first, expanding distally, the inner margin straight and unarmed, the

outer margin, one surface and the apex thickly set with spines ;
the finger short, its

inner margin straight, produced a little beyond the base of the very shprt nad, one or

two cilia being here inserted ; the dorsal cilium rather nearer the base of the finger than

that of the nail.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates narrow at the base, greatly expanded below and

forwards, the lower margin convex, serrate at the corners, fringed all round with setae

of very various lengths ; some spines on the hinder margin ;
the first joint reaching

considerably beyond the side-plate, with long setae on both margins, the second joint

short, the third rhomboidal, with the distal end emarginate and the hinder apex a little

produced and fringed behind with long spines ;
the wrist as long as the hand, becoming

distally very wide, the free hind border fringed with numerous spines, of which the

longest are at the slightly produced free apex ;
the hand long and broad, widest at the

palm, the front margin longer than the hinder ; the palm convex, defined by a tooth in

which is set a strong spine with plumose accessory thread ;
there are numerous setae of

difi"erent lengths set round the palm, some grouj^s also on the inner surface near both

lateral margins and at the front apex ;
the finger fitting closely to the palm and when

closed reaching the inside of the tooth which defines the palm ;
a dorsal cUium not very

close to the base of the finger ;
a small caj) over the nail.

Second Gnathopods.
—The side-plates furnished like, but much narrower than, the

preceding pair, not expanded, all the lower margin serrate. Marsupial plates with very

long setae. The limb very simUar to the first gnathopods but more elongate, the first

joint stretching far beyond the side-plate ;
the third joint more narrowed distally, with

its hinder apex less produced than the other ; the wrist and hand both longer than in

the preceding pair, but not quite so wide distally, armed in the same manner, the

extreme length of the wrist scarcely equalling that of the hand.

First Peraeopods.
—

Side-plates longer and broader than those of the preceding segment.

Branchial vesicles narrow at the base, widening to the distal end, longer than the side-

plates. Marsupial plates narrow, rather longer than the branchiae, with long setae. First

joint reaching beyond the side-plate, a little expanded distally in front, carrying some

long setae on its margins ;
third joint widening a little distally, not decurrent, with

several groups of setae on the hinder margin and an apical group in front.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates very much broader than the preceding pair, also

longer, longer than their own breadth
; the angle of the hind margin is so low down as

scarcely to be suggestive of an excavation ; from this angle the fringe of sette extends all

round the lower margin, which bends upwards in front so as to be scarcely distinguishable

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) XxX 1C3
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from the front margin. The branchial vesicles and marsupial plates resemble those of

the preceding pair. This is also probably true of the joints of the limb, some of which

in the preceding pair were damaged or missing. The first joint reaches beyond the side-

plate and is rather longer than that of the first perseopods ; the fourth joint shorter than

the third, bordered behind with several sets of long setae ; the fifth joint not much longer

than the fourth, the upper part of its hind border pectinate and carrying a few setae, the

lower part smooth ; the lower front part of this joint adorned with six or seven rows of

long setae
;
the finger as long as the preceding joint, slightly boat-shaped ; its edges

smooth, tipjsed with a little slightly curved nail protected by a boat-shaped cap.

Third Perseopods.
—

Side-plates broad and deep, rather broader than deep, the front lobe

the larger, both lobes partially fringed with setae ;
the branchial vesicle narrowed below.

The marsupial plates short. The first joint of the limb much narrower and also shorter

than the side-plate ;
the wing more expanded above than below, both margins fringed

with setae, some very long and densely plumose, some setae also on the inner surface ; the

third joint widening a little distally, not decurrent, beset with numerous groups of setae,

those on the hind margin long ;
the fourth joint shorter than the third or fifth

; the fifth

joint similar to that in the second peraeopods, so also the finger, but somewhat shorter.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates deeper than broad, the lower margin fringed with

setae behind. The branchial vesicles bent not far from the base, and thence narrowing
downwards. The limb similar in structure and furnishing to those of the preceding pair,

but all the joints except the second longer; the fourth joint has distally a little oval-

ended process overlapping the following joint behind in one member of the pair of limbs,

whether broken off in the other member of this and in the other pairs of peraeopods I

cannot say ; while the finger in the third pair is much shorter than the preceding joint,

it is in this pair fully as long.

Fifth Perseofods.
—

Side-plates much broader than deep, lower margin fringed with

short setae. In the Plate the side-plate and the hinder corner of the segment above it

are figured with the lettering prp. 5., but in fact the peraeopods themselves were missing.

In this figure the hairy nature of the integument is indicated. In the second (much

smaller) specimen alluded to above, the first three joints of the fifth per^opod are

preserved, the first is very much broader than the corresponding joint in the preceding

limb, somewhat ovate, with the upper part much broader than the lower ; the front

margin longer than the hinder ; the third joint narrower below than above, very slightly

produced behind.

Pleopods.
—Numerous setse upon the peduncles ; the pair of coupling spines (as

observed in the smaller specimen) very small and slender, with a terminal hook and one

retroverted tooth with its tip upturned ;
the cleft spines appear to be four in number ;

the joints of the rami numbered ten to twelve in the small specimen, but seemed to be

rather more numerous in the larger.
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Uropods.
—The peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami, with many small

spines on two edges ; the rami slender, one longer than the other, the tips curved, the

rows of small marginal spines ceasing some way from the tips ; the peduncles of the second

pair a little longer than the rami
; the rami equal, slender, straight ;

the peduncles of the

third pair about equal to the rami, reaching as far back as the peduncles of the second

pair, the rami subequal, acute, reaching almost as far back as the rami of the second pair ;

it should be noticed that in the specimen figured the third uropods are very unequal,

one member of the pair having a peduncle much shorter, and the single ramus present

also much shorter, than the corresponding pieces of the other member.

Telson short, very far from reaching the end of the peduncles of the third uropods,

longer than broad, narrowing a little distally, the distal border scarcely emarginate,

furnished with a couple of cilia and perhaps one or two more.

Length.
—The specimen, in the position figured, without the antennse, was rather more

than half an inch long. The second specimen was about one-third the length of the first.

Locality.
—

Kerguelen Island. The larger specimen was only labelled as coming from

Kerguelen ; the smaller as taken at the surface in Betsy Cove, Kerguelen, on January 10,

1874.

Remarks.—The specific name is given in honour of J. Sparre Schneider, who is doing
so much excellent work both among the Amphipoda and other objects of natural history,

and to whom I personally am much indebted for many valuable specimens.

The species agrees well with Boeck's definition of his genus Halimedon, in which I

have therefore placed it, although the upper lip does not appear to be in apice insinuatum,

nor do the spines of the mandibular spine-row appear to be simple, as required by the

characters which Boeck assigns to the subfamily Oedicerinae.

Genus CEdiceroides, n, gen.

Head produced into a rostrum on which the elongate eyes (when present) are placed.

Upper antennse much shorter than the lower, fom-th and fifth joints of the lower antennse

elongate.

Mandibles with strong molar tubercle, the second joint of the palp large, broader at

the base than distally.

The First Maxillie with from three to eight plumose setse on the inner plate and setse

on the outer margin of the palp.

The Second Maxillse with the inner plate broader than the outer, both broad.

The Maxillipeds as in (Ediceros, the outer plates reaching about halfway along the

broad and long second joint of the palp.
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The First and Second Gnathopods with large hands and with large distally expanded

wrists.

The Fourth Perasopods longer than the third, though similar in structure.

The Fifth Perwopods much longer than, but not nearly double the length of, the

fourth.

The generic name refers to the great likeness between this genus and (Ediceros of

Kr0yer ; but, not to speak of smaller differences in the mouth-organs and in proportions

of the perseopods, those in the gnathopods were too great to admit of the inclusion of the

new species in the older genus, without modifying the definitions of it given by Boeck

and by Schneider, which did not seem to be desirable.

QiJdicei'oides rostrata, Stebbing {(Ediceroides conspicua, Pis. LX., LXL).

1883. (Ediceropm rostrata, Stebbing, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. xi. p. 204.

The rostrum long and somewhat arched, projecting well beyond the first, if not the

second, joint of the upper antennae, dorsally, laterally, and inferiorly carinate, the dorsal

carina, however, not like the other three running out to the little boat-shaped apex, but

descending rather abruptly into it
;
the sides of the head are produced in large squarish

lobes, angled above and rounded below ;
on either side the base of the rostrum and behind

it there is a depression, and another crossing the head near its hind margin. The pera3on

is stout, with rounded back, each of the first six segments having a transverse dorsal

depression ; the seventh, which is the longest, has a small median tubercle. The pleon is

compressed, each of its first four segments carrying a median tubercle of successively

greater length, forming a sort of carina, interrupted by a dorsal depression in the fourth

segment. The fifth and sixth pleon-segments are very short. The side-plates of the

perseon-segments and the lower margins of the first three pleon-segments are, as usual in

this family, fringed with setae. The whole animal appears to be covered with short down.

Eyes wanting ;
see Note on Willemoes Suhm, 1876 (p. 461). The "

finely granulated

red pigment," of which Willemoes Suhm makes mention, occupies all the thickened part

of the rostrum, not descending into the boat-shaped apex ;
in the specimens preserved in

spirits the proboscis and its granular contents were no longer bright red, but white like

the rest of the animal. It will be noticed that in the other two species assigned to this

genus eyes are present on the rostral prominence.

Upper AntennsB not nearly reaching the end of the peduncle of the lower, the first

joint broadest at the base, as long as the two following joints united, carrying many ciha

and fine setse ; the second joint nearly twice as long as the third, both furnished like the

first
; flagellum of twenty-one joints, of which the upper, to the number of about twelve,

are thick, the remainder thin and longer, these latter having each a distal group of cilia,

while the thicker joints, at least in one specimen, might be described as bearded.
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Lower Antennae mucli stouter aud longer than tlie upper ; a small gland-cone on the

second joint just below the slightly expanded portion of the first joint ; the third joint

about equal in length to the coalesced first and second, carrying numerous setae ; the fourth

joint longer than the preceding three united, not much shorter than the flagellum of the

upper antennae, with two very long spines on the side, one below the centre, the other

almost distal, also a short s^^ine on the upper margin near the distal end, and all along
this margin spinules or setules which like the spines are hairy ; the fifth joint as long as

the first three united, armed with some large spines, two of them very long, and with

numerous setules and long feathered cilia ; the flagellum of about sixty-five joints, thick

at its base and tapering slowly, in every joint except the first two or three and the last

dozen showing a small calceolus standing stiffly out on the upper distal end
;
the above

description applies to the specimen figured on PI. LX.; in another specimen the long

spines are altogether absent, the fifth joint is only very little shorter than the fourth,

both are fringed all along beside the upper margin with small rows of setules scarcely

projecting beyond the edge ;
the flagellum, not as in the other specimen shorter, but

longer than the peduncle, slender throughout, of seventy-four joints, armed only with

short cilia ; to this specimen, a very large one, belonged the upper antennae with the

bearded flas^ella.

Upper Lip very broad, the rounded distal margin projecting at the centre in a

little point, the central space almost naked, but the tracts on either side of it strongly

furred.

Mandibles.—Cutting plate with two or three large teeth at one end and a small

tooth at the other, the intermediate space smooth or slightly denticulate
;
the secondary

plate in the left mandible with its edge divided into six strong teeth, in the right

mandible of much slighter structure with the edge divided into four slender teeth
;

the spine-row of six, seven, or eight slender, hairy, or denticulate spines ; the molar

tubercle large and prominent, with a small hairy tubercle at the upper corner in front, one

side of the more or less oval crown smooth-edged, the other finely dentate, the appearance

varying considerably according as the smooth or the dentate edge is shown outermost ; a

conical process stands between the molar tubercle and the palp. The first joint of the

palp short, the second long, stouter at the base than above, its hinder margin concave,

some long thin setae on the lower part of the front margin, along which are spines

of various lengths ;
the third joint is not shorter than the second, bordered with short

spines along more than the upper two-thirds of the front margin, with long spines at the

apex, and a long spine near the base behind, or with two such spines.

Loiver Lip broad
; the principal lobes broad, the forward margins broad, slightly

curved, densely furred
;
the inner margins with their anterior portions nearly straight,

standing widely apart, the interval being partly filled by the front margins of the inner

lobes ; the mandibular processes bluntly pointed.
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First MaxillsB.—Inner plate broader than the outer, its length scarcely greater than

its breadth, carrying eight plumose setae, which commence not at, but close to, the apex,

pass along the straight, slightly oblique distal margin, and along the curve which joins

it to the convex inner margin ;
the outer margin is nearly straight ;

the outer plate

narrows distally, and carries on the truncate distal edge nine spines, most of them

furcate, in the sense of having only one lateral tooth ;
the innermost has three lateral

denticles, the one next to it is truly furcate, the lateral tooth being nearly as long as the

main branch and parallel to it
;
the first joint of the palp has some setae at points of its

outer margin, the second joint, which is widest about the centre and overtops the outer

plate, has setae at three points of the somewhat serrate outer margin, and round the apex

and part of the inner margin has two rows of bristles, twenty-one in all, most of them

looking like slender setae, three at the apex being definitely spiniform, two of them

delicately pectinate on two edges, the third with a tendency to be so.

Second Maxillse.—Both plates broad, especially the inner, which is broader and very

little shorter than the outer ;
both are densely ciliated, the spines of the inner com-

mencing near the inner end of the broad distal margin, and passing far down the inner

margin, accompanied on this by plumose setae, some of which fringe it almost to the base ;

on the outer plate some short spines are placed on the distal border a little way from its

outer corner, and followed by a fringe of long, though slender, spines, which pass about

halfway down the inner margin.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates small, broad in proportion to their length, not

reaching nearly so far as the distal end of the first joint of the palp, the distal margin

set with several short, distally serrate spines; the outer plates crescent-like, reaching about

to the middle of the second joint of the palp, set along the inner margin with numerous

seta-like spines, which increase in length towards the apex, passing round the apex and

part of the outer margin as long plumose setae ; the first joint of the palp short, with

some setae on the apex, the second joint long and large, bordered on the inner margin

with long seta-like spines, longest at the broadest part of the plate which precedes the

apex, with a row also on the inner surface ; the third joint longer than the first, widening

distally, set on the inner surface with some six rows of spines, several of which are longer

than the finger, plumose at the centre, distally pectinate ;
the finger curved, shorter than

the third joint, much thicker at the base than at the origin of the little crooked naU ;

the small dorsal cilium at not quite a third of the distance between the base of the finger

and the base of the naU.

First Gnathopods.
—The side-plates projected forwards below the head with a straight

front margin, the lower half carrying setae, the lower margin bent abruptly upwards to

meet the hind margin, which also carries setae at intervals. The first joint scarcely

reaching beyond the side-plate, with some long setae on the margins and inner surface,

and groups of spines on the distal part of the inner surface, most of these spines, and
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those on the three following joints, having abruptly contracted pectinate terminations ;

the second joint with a distal group of spines at the back ;
the third joint not greatly-

longer than the second, with a group of spines round the curve which unites the lower

and hinder margins, and another group on the inner surface within the lower front apex,

which apex rests against the outside of the wrist ; the wrist distally broad, the wing

carrying spines on its inner surface and bordered with them, its expansion forming a

cup for the hand, it being also slightly produced so as to form a calx, the effect of which

is increased by the apparent tendency of the hand to bend towards it
;
the hand large,

oval, longer than the wrist, all the hind margin, except the short piece which the wrist

can overlap, being defined as a convex palm densely ciliated and fringed with setules ;

on the inner surface there are some rows of long pectinate setae reaching to the front

margin ;
the teeth in many standing at a right angle to the length of the seta ;

there are

also smaller groups near the palm ; the long curved finger when closed fits the palm

border, reaching the small palmar spine ;
the dorsal cilium very small, near the base.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates with front and hind margins nearly parallel,

fringed, though less densely than the lower margin, lower margin rounded, chiefly at

the corners. Branchial vesicles large, irregularly folded, seemingly of very thin texture.

First joint reaching much beyond the side-plate, carrying long setae on the margins,

this and the remaining joints closely resembling the corresponding joints of the first

gnathopods in shape and armature, but exceeding them in length ; the third joint rather

more squared at the hinder distal angle, the wrist with its wing slightly more produced,

the hand considerably longer but only slightly wider, the finger not quite reaching the

two small palmar spines ;
the inner side of each gnathopod is represented in the Plate,

from which it will appear that the hand of the second gnathopod is devoid of the long

pectinate setae which adorn the hand of the first.

First Perwopods.
—

Side-plates rather longer and broader than the preceding pair,

otherwise similar. Branchial vesicles in this and the following pair very extensive and

lightly crumpled. The first joint not reaching beyond the side-plate, fringed on both

margins with long and short setae, some of them plumose ;
the second joint short ; the

third not decurrent, with spines singly or in groups along the straight hind margin, and

one group at the front apex ; the fourth joint narrower and a little shorter, with

numerous groups of spines, some of them large and long, fringing the hind margin,

and a group of setae at the front apex ;
the fifth joint as long as the third, armed at

eight points on each margin, the name of spines being suitable to the furniture of the

straight hind margin, of setae to that of the slightly convex and serrate front margin ;

the finger a little shorter than either the fifth or fourth joint, slightly boat-shaped,

tapering to a very small nail with a narrow cap projecting beyond it.

Second Perwopods.
—

Side-plates scarcely longer than those of the preceding pair,

rather deeply excavate behind, the plate being widest at the lower angle of the
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excavation, from which the margin runs obHquely forward, closely fringed with setae

and continuous with the convex lower margin. The limb similar to that of the first

peraeopods.

Third Perseoiwds.
—The side-plates broad, with the two lobes almost equal. The

branchial vesicles seemingly not quite so large as those of the preceding pair. The

first joint broadest above, nearly once and a half as long as broad, with numerous setse

arising both on the surface and round the front and hind margins, many of them very

long and densely jjlumose ;
the second joint short ; the thiixl fully as long as the first,

with the front margin nearly straight, the hinder convex, not decurrent, both densely

fringed with spines and long plumose setae ; the remaining joints similar to those of the

next pair, but shorter.

Fourth Perseopods.
—The side-plates with the lobe behind much deeper than the

front margin. The first joint somewhat longer and broader than in the preceding pair,

the hind margin sinuous, making the joint moi'e pear-shaped, the armature similar; the

third joint longer than the first, apparently more spiny on the hind, and less setose on

the front margin than in the third perseopods, but the difi"erence may be accidental,

since long plumose setae are easily broken off; the fourth joint about half the length of

the third, and much narrower, with small groups of spines at six points of the front

margin, and an apical group of setae behind ; the fifth joint longer than the fourth, but

narrower, with spines at seven points along the front margin, and setae at a dozen along

the sUghtly convex hind border ; the boat-shaped tapering finger as long as the fifth

joint ;
the minute nail in one specimen was upturned, as represented in the figure

(PI. LXL), from which it may be presumed that these nails are movable, though they are

rarely seen except in line with the finger.

Fifth Perseopods.
—The side-plates broad and shallow, the hinder part a little deeper

than the front, fringed along much of the lower and all of the hinder margin. The first

joint broadly pear-shaped, much longer and wider than in the preceding peragopods, the

front margin much longer than the hinder, very convex above, much straighter below,

fringed with spinules, and on the lower part with small setae, the sinuous hind margin

closely set with setJB ;
the second joint fringed on the straight front margin with setae ;

the third joint almost as long as the first, straight, parallel-sided, a very little decurrent

behind, with thirteen groups of spines along the front margin, and many interspersed

with setae along the hind margin, which, like the front, has a strong group of spines at

the apex ;
the fourth joint almost as long as the third, straight, apically a little widened,

fringed in front with spines, behind with two principal groups, one apical, the other

distant about one-third of the length of the joint from the apex ; the fifth joint as long as

the third or nearly so, slender, straight, crowded with short spines in groups about the

front margin, several spines along the hind margin, and along the inner surface (not there-

fore shown in the figure), some thirteen groups of spines of various lengths, five or six being
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very long ; the finger about as long as the preceding joint, straight, slender, tapering,

serrate on both edges, and provided all along with slender spines or setsd. This limb is

very much longer than that which precedes it, but not nearly double its length, since it is

only in the fourth joint that it attains that superiority, while in the third joint it is but

a trifle longer.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines show on one side two lateral retroverted teeth besides

that at the apex, and several denticles along the other side ; the cleft spines are eight in num-

ber, at least on the first and second pairs, the arms very short and nearly equal, one as usual

having the form which I have called spoon-shaped, but which might better be likened to

the hand of a clock, the other conspicuously denticulate ; the first joint of the outer ramus

has a conspicuous interlocking process at the base ; the joints of the rami number from

twenty-six to thirty, those near to the large first joint being very short and broad.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the three pairs reaching back almost to the same point,

with the variation in length which this demands, their edges and those of the rami fringed

with very numerous spines, the rami of the first j^air longer than those of the second, and

the second longer than the third, in each pair subequal, lanceolate, the inner margins of

the outer and the outer margins of the inner rami being finely pectinate, the apices tapering

rather abruptly.

Telson small, nearly square, but with the lateral margins a little convex and the distal

a little emarginate, all three more or less ciliated.

Length.
—The specimen measured three-quarters of an inch from the tip of the rostrum

to the end of the first uropods in the position figured ;
the largest specimen was an inch and

a quarter long.

Localities.—Station 149h, Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen Island; depth, 127 fathoms;

bottom, volcanic mud. Five specimens.

Station 150, off Heard Island, February 2, 1874 ; depth, 150 fathoms; bottom, coarse

gravel ;
bottom temperature, 35°"2. One specimen.

Remarks.—Originally I placed this species in the genus Oediceropsis, Lilljeborg, and

named it CEdiceropsis rostrata, to emphasize its possession of a large rostrum as dis-

tinguished from Oedicerop)sis hrevicomis, Lilljeborg, to which in some respects it bore a

great resemblance. Subsequently I found that in this and two other new species the

inner plate of the first maxillaj was large, not small as in Oediceropsis, nor was the inner

plate of the second maxillse much wider than the outer, as in Oediceropsis. IMoreover,

the last-named genus was specially instituted for a species without a rostrum, and with

lateral eyes, in these respects differing from all the three new species in question. For

these, therefore, I thought it expedient to institute the new genus CEdiceroides. But

in a genus in which every species has a rostrum, the name rostrata was not very suitaljle

for any one species. For this reason it seemed advisable to change the name of the

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVIL 1887.) XxX 107
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species to CEdiceroides conspicua, as it stands on Pis. LX. and LXL, but I have since

reflected that the name rostrata has no such inherent depravity as to justify a change,

and I suppose that, apart from such defect, the author of a specific name has no more

rio-ht over it, when once published, than any one else. The name QSdiceroides conspicua,

being thus strangled before its birth, will, I hope, not swell the future lists of synonyms.

CEdiceroides cinderella, n. sp. (Pis. LXIL, LXIIL).

The Head as long as the first three segments of the perseon, the rostrum dorsally,

inferiorly, and laterally carinate, somewhat depressed, reaching nearly as far as the distal

end of the first joint of the upper antennae, its width at the centre not half its length ;

the lateral lobes of the head irregularly rounded, produced over the base of the lower

antennae ; back of perseon a little imbricated
;

first three pleon-segments with the postero-

lateral angles rounded, lower margins fringed with setae.

Eyes long, narrow, approximate, occupying most of the rostrum, and narrowing as

they approach its blunt point.

Upper Antennae.—The first joint thicker and longer than the second, the second

nearly twice as long and twice as broad as the third, all carrying plumose setae, the

second having several groujis, the whole peduncle not reaching nearl}^ to the distal end

of the fourth joint of the lower antennae
;
of the flagellum only eight joints remained.

Loioer Antennae.—First joint not greatly expanded, gland-cone high up on the second,

not decurrent by the side of the third ; third joint scarcely longer than broad, carrying

groups of setae ; fourth joint long and stout, carrying some setae and feathered cilia ; the

fifth joint about as long but less broad, having, besides setae and cilia, four large spines,

two marginal and two apical ;
the flagellum of fifty-four joints, of which the first is

longer than any that follow, the last alone is very slender, each with the exception of

the last four carries a small calceolus, a long seta and some short ones.

Upper Lip.
—The distal margin centrally smooth, the sides, which retire so as to

complete almost a semicircle, are fringed with cilia almost up to the point where they

bend round and narrow the lip ; the inner plate entirely within the circuit of the outer, a

little emarginate.

Mandibles.—The cutting plate broad, with a small tooth at one end, three large teeth

at the other, and an intermediate edge which is smooth or slightly denticulate ; this plate

folds to some extent round the secondary plate, which in the left mandible is broad, the

distal margin divided into five teeth, the lowest the longest ;
in the right mandible the

secondary plate is of slighter construction, and in one specimen exhibited two teeth denti-

culate along the edges, while in the other it showed a long tooth with two denticles upon
it and three smaller teeth, in the former case the plate being apparently seen end-on, and

in the latter case broadside, which suffices partially, not wholly, to account for the difl"erence;
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the spiuc-row consists of six or seven spines, of wiiicli some at least are pectinate ; the molar

tubercle is prominent, with strongly dentate crown of squarish-oval shape, with forward

margin more or less smooth, but in the right mandible carrying a projecting tooth above

and below; between the molar tubercle and the palp is a narrow, almost conical process ;

the first joint of the ^ialp short, the second as long as or longer than the first and third

united, stouter at the basal than the distal portion, with spines of varying lengths

along its front, the longest apical, a little curved and distally pectinate ; the third joint

has a long spine near the base behind, four shorter on the upper half of the front margin,
and three long ones at the apex.

Lower Lip.
—The principal lobes broad and shallow, widely dehiscent, tlie gap being

to a large extent occupied by the inner lobes ; the mandibular processes short and broad.

First Maxillee.—Inner plate short and broad, bowed out on the inner side, narrowing
towards the apex, and carrying three slightly plumose setas, no one of which quite reaches

the apex ;
the outer plate carrying nine spines on the truncate distal margin, the inner-

most long, with two lateral teeth, the next adjoining strongly furcate, the remainder

with one or two lateral teeth ; the first joint of the palp with two sette on its hind

margin, the second joint with two on the hind margin and many on the dentate

oblique apical margin ;
in one of the specimens this palp was evidently a little abnormal

on one side of the mouth, having a single seta on the outer and two on or near the inner

margin.

Second Maxillse short and broad. Inner plate broader and scarcely shorter than the

outer, carrying a couple of slender plumose setae near the centre of the inner margin,

just below which commences a row of setules, short spines and setae passing round the

upper part of the outer margin to the beginning only of the broad, almost flat, distal

border ; the spines of the inner plate begin but a little way down the inner margin, with

increased length occupy the distal border, though the longest are not outermost, and the

outer slope is occupied by four shorter than any of the others.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates not much longer than broad, not reaching the apex of the

first joint of the palp, with two long plumose spines or setae on the inner margin, and

the broad slightly dentate distal margin crowded with serrate spines and spine-teeth ;

the outer plates reaching a little beyond the middle of the second joint of the palp,

crescent-shaped, the concave serrate inner margin fringed with numerous sharp spines of

increasing length towards the apex, the seven wdiich pass round the apex and a little

way down the outer margin assuming the character of plumose setae
;
the first joint of

the palp short, the second long and large, dilating greatly from the base distally, fringed

with spines or setae round the inner margin and carrying some on the surface
;
the third

joint a little longer than the first, narrow at the base, with numerous spines on the outer

margin, surface and apex, most of them pectinate ;
the finger short with the dorsal cilium

near the base, and a cilium inserted where the inner margin is prolonged at the base of
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the nail. As shown in the figure m:tp., PI. LXIL, in one specimen these maxillipeds

were not symmetrical.

The triturating organs show an inner row of short sharp teeth, broad at the base

and apparently simple, while the outer row consists of long slender spines covered with

prickles or denticles.

First Gnathojwds.
—

Side-plates greatly expanded below and outdrawn in front, with

cilia along the front margin, plumose setae fringing the lower, scattered on the inner

surface, and occurring at intervals on the hind margin. The first joint broad, rather bent,

reaching beyond the side-plate, with groups of spines near and at the distal end
;
the

second joint with a group of spines at the hinder apex ; the third joint short, squarish,

with no free front margin, the lower hinder corner rounded and set with a group of

spines ; the wrist broader than long, the hind wing, which gives it something of a cup-

shape, being set both round the crenulate edge and on the inner surface with numerous

sjjines, which, like many of those on the preceding joints, are plumose in the middle, then

become finely pectinate and end seta-like
;
the hand is large, longer than the wrist, from

a rather narrow base expanding greatly, with four groups of setse or spines near the long

convex front margin ; the hind margin is smooth, short, the difi'erence in length between

this and the other margin being made np by the great length of the convex palm, defined

by a curved spine, and fringed with closely set cilia, numerous setae and setules taking

their origin on each surface along the palm-border, while others arise on the inner surface

at some distance from it; the finger is of great length, slender, curving round the joalm,

the defining spine of which it a little overlaps, being itself smooth except for some

microscopic cilia within its inner margin and the dorsal cilium near its base.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates of nearly even breadth throughout, the convex

lower margin fringed with numerous j^lumose setae. Branchial vesicles as long as the

first joint of the limb, with a small accessory lobe close to the narrow neck. The limb

in shape and details closely resembling the first gnathopods, but of greater length ; the

first joint extending much beyond the side-plate, the spines near the front apex strong ;

the third joint with strong spines extending less round the hinder and more round the

distal margin than in the first gnathopods ;
the wrist of equal length and breadth, larger

than that of the preceding pair, the hand longer, without being broader, than in the

preceding pair.

First Perieojyods.
—

Side-plates as in the preceding segment, but rather broader.

Branchial vesicles distally broader than those of the second gnathopods, with a small

oval accessory lobe near the neck. First joint reaching beyond the side-plate, with some

setae on the margins; second joint short; third joint longer than the fourth, not decurrent,

with three or four groups of setae on the hind margin, the apical groups long, and an

apical group in front
; the fourth joint like the preceding, narrowest at the base, subec^ual

in length to the fifth, with an apical group of setae in front, and on the hind margin four
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curved spines, three accompanied with setae, the apical spine the longest ; the fifth joint
a little curved, with small incurved spines at three or four points on the hind and setae

at six points on the front margin, some of the latter being very long ; also at the

juncture with the finger behind, two very small spines curving outwards
;
the finger

shorter than the fifth joint, somewhat boat-shaped, with smooth margins, an oval boat-

shaped cap projecting over and beyond the tip of the small nail.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates very broad, somewhat deeper than broad, a little

broader below than above, fringed round the lower margin with plumose setae of various

lengths. The branchial vesicles similar to those of the preceding pair, longer than the

first joint of the limb. The limb very similar to that of the first peragopods ;
the first

joint reaching below the side-plate, with some long plumose setae on the upper part of

the hind margin ;
the third joint with an apical group of setae on the front, and two or

three groups on the hind margin, this and the two following joints being rather shorter,

while the finger is rather longer, than in the first peraeopods ;
the fourth joint with an

apical group of setae in front, and on the hind margin three long curved spines, each

attended by setae
;
the fifth joint has setae at five points on the front margin, incurved

spines at three on the hind margin, and the apical pair of outcurved sjaines.

Third Perasopods.
—

Side-plates broad and large, much broader than deep, with setae

on the lower margin, the front lobe larger than the hinder. The branchial vesicles some-

what larger than. the first joint of the limb, with a small accessory lobe at the base. The

first joint tending to an oval, rather broader above than below, with setae along the hind

margin, rather to be called prickly than plumose (which may also be said of those on the

various side-plates), also with setae on and near the front margin, and some that are very

long and plumose on the inner surface
;
the third joint broad, not much shorter than the

first joint, and nearly as long as the fourth and fifth united, fringed with long spines or

spine-like setae along both margins ;
fourth joint rather shorter than the fifth, with some

small groups of short and long spines in front, and an apical group behind ; the fifth joint

with two slender spines and a spinule on its straight front margin and four spinules

on the slightly curved hind margin ;
the finger longer than the fifth joint, with a slight

constriction near the base, in which is inserted, not a cilium, but a seta
;
the usual cap

over the short nail.

Fourth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates lobed behind, with the lower margin serrate and

fringed. The first joint about equal in length to that in tlie third pair, broadest above,

with numerous setae along the front and hind margins, some long and densely plumose

(which are easily broken
ofi") arising on the inner surface; the third joint longer than the

first, its margins fringed with numerous setae, some spine-like, some plumose ; the fourth,

fifth, and six joints similar to those of the preceding pair, but in each case longer ; the

fifth joint with three slender spines and a spinule on its front margin, in addition to the

little hinge-spines ; the seta at the base of the finger not observed, probably broken off.
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Fifth Perwopods.
—The side-plates shallow, not narrowed behiud, serrate and fringed

round the lower and hind margins. Branchial vesicles small, apparently with a small

accessory lobe at the base as in the other pairs. First joint much longer and broader

than in the preceding pairs, about once and a half as long and more than once and a half

as broad, with short sjjines along most of the very convex front rim, setae along the

shorter, also convex hind rim ; the second joint short, all the others elongate, of nearly

equal length, none so long as the first joint, all bordered with spines of various lengths

and thicknesses, some of which are prickly, many with short bent tips and a small

accessory thread, those on the slightly serrate margins of the finger being slender, prickly,

not decreasing in length as they approach the tip of the finger, the tip itself broken.

This limb, though very much longer than the fourth pereeopod, cannot be considered

nearly double as long.

Pleopods.
—The coupling spines on the third pair being seen full face showed two

lateral retroverted hooks on each side, one of them having a third on one of its sides and

an appearance near the base of two little upturned points ; those on the first pair, less

well placed for observation, appeared to have more hooks, and more on one side than the

other ; the cleft spines showed a row of five on the first pleopods, of four on each of the

following pairs ; the interior roughening of the longer arm was in this species very

consjjicuous. The joints of the rami numbered from fifteen or sixteen to eighteen. On
the peduncles there were plumose setse and some spines.

Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair considerably longer than the rami

; the rami

acute, with small spines on the upper margins, not extending to the apex, one ramus

longer than the other
; peduncles of the second pair longer than the inner ramus ; the

outer ramus broken, the inner reaching back between the longer and the shorter ramus

of the first pair ; the third uropods broken off.

Telson short, not reaching far beyond the produced sides of the sixth pleon-segment,

rather longer than broad, the broad distal margin with a slight tendency to crenulation,

set about with plumose cilia and having a small spine on either side of the almost angled
centre.

Length.
—The specimen figured life-size on PI. LXIII. fig. a., measured three-fifths of

an inch, exclusive of the antennae.

Locality.—^taiiou. 317, near the Falkland Islands, February 8, 1876; lat. 48° 37'

S., long. 55° 17' W.; depth, 1035 fathoms; bottom, hard ground (gravel); bottom

temperature, 35°"7. Two specimens. The more complete specimen was mounted on

board the vessel, and labelled as obtained " from net at the weight."

Remark.—The specific name refers to the glassy slipper-like cap over the nail in the

peraeopods which is found in this species, and indeed in many others of the same family.
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(Ediceroides ornata (Stebbing) (PI. LXIV.).

1883. Acanthostepheia ornata, Stebbing, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, ser. 5, vol. xi. p. 203.

Two antero-dorsal ridges on the bead lead to the neck of the very pronounced rostrum,

which is dorsally, inferiorly, and laterally carinated, the top convex, the sides con-

verging to a point reaching beyond the first joint of the upper antenna, the lower

carina produced to a point a little less advanced than the upper one ; the whole surface

except the neck, the carinse, and the extreme tips being occupied by the eyes ;
a small

rounded lobe projects on either side of the base of the rostrum, and the sides of the head

are studded with tubercles. In the peraeon the hinder margia of each segment is adorned

all round with teeth alternating in size, the succession of large central teeth almost

constituting a continuous carina, while on the other hand the transverse depressions at

the base of each segment give the back, viewed laterally, an imbricated appearance.

The fringing teeth vary in number from nine to seventeen, presenting an appearance like

that of the projecting edges of the septa in many Corals. The seventh segment has

a second row of teeth in advance of the hinder margin, the other segments having also

some lateral tubercles in this position, and the lateral margins of the segments being

fenced in, as it were, with long flattened tubercles. The first pleon-segment has a fringe

of very small teeth, and in front of the row a large median tooth flanked by some small

ones not in line
;
the second segment has a long central ridge with small teeth on its

flanks, but none on the hind margin ; the third segment, dorsally much longer, has the

central ridge without other ornament, and in this respect is resembled by the three

following segments, which are very small ;
the first three segments have the postero-

lateral ang;les rounded.

The Eyes are long and narrow, separated only by a narrow carina, their outline on

the outer side determined by the shape of the rostrum
;
the ocelli are numerous, and the

colour remains dark after preservation in spirits for many years.

Upper Antennae more slender than the lower
;

first joint narrowing distally, second

shorter than the first, with a spine near the middle of the upper margin and one at the

apex, also two feathered cilia at the apex below ; the third joint only half as long as the

second and much narrower
;
the flagellum broken oS"; the feebleness of the third joint

of the peduncle is suggestive of a small flagellum, and the peduncle itself reaches little

beyond the base of the fourth joint in the lower antennae.

Lower Antennae.—First joint but little expanded ;
a very small but distinct gland-

cone at the lower basal part of the second joint, the two joints being at this part clearly

distinguished, though at the upper part they are quite coalescent ;
the upper margin

distally produced ;
the third joint nearly as broad as long ;

the fourth joint much

narrower, but more than three times as long, carrying short spines and plumose cilia on

various parts ; the fifth joint rather more than twice as long as the third, narrower
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than tlie fourth, armed like it
;
the flagellum broken, a small calceolus on the single

remaining, somewhat elongated joint.

Upper Lip with a broad apical margin.

Mandibles powerful. The cutting plate at one end has three teeth, of which one

is produced considerably beyond the other two ; a flat oblique border leads from these

to a small tooth at the other end ; within the main plate in the left mandible is

placed a secondary plate of similar shape, with its lower edge cut into five consecutive

teeth, of which the outermost is produced much beyond the others ;
in the right

mandible the secondary plate is much slighter and narrower, apically divided into two

denticulate teeth ;
the spine-row consists of six or seven denticulate spines ;

the very

prominent molar tubercle has its crown set with many rows of denticles ; the seta at the

upper corner is small
;
the long palp is inserted over the molar tubercle. The first joint

short, the second long, narrowing distally, with some six groups of spines along its

course ;
the slender third joint is almost as long as the second, fringed along almost all

the inner edge with spines, and having three, of which two are very long, at the apex ;

near the l^ase close to the hind margin are two, a long and a shorter one ; all these

spines being pectinate on two edges in the lower part.

Lower Lip.
—The principal lobes rounded, very broad

;
the mandibular processes

rather short, narrow at the apex.

First Maxillw.—Inner plate very broad, the convex inner margin ciliated, the straight

margin which follows at right angles with the convex part carrying five subequal plumose

set« at intervals ; the outer plate narrower than the inner, the apical margin not very

oblique, armed with nine long spines, four of which are strongly denticulate, the others

at the apices strongly furcate ; the palp reaching considerably beyond the outer plate, its

first joint short, with some small seta3 on the outer margin, the second long, having slender

spines on the apex and upper part of inner margin, nine or ten in number, and half a

dozen spaced along the serrate outer margin, and a row on the surface above near the

inner margin.

Second Maxillw.—The plates short and broad
;
the inner broader than the outer and

reaching as far forward, its inner margin fringed witli cilia, plumose setae, and spines of

various lengths, the fringe of spines passing but a little way round the broad apical

border, which is not reached by the row of plumose setae which passes inwards along the

surface ; the outer plate is fringed with spines round the upper part of its inner margin
and the apical border, small spines passing down the upper part of the outer margin.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates short, not nearly reaching the apex of the first joint of

the palp, with slender teeth and curved spines on the flat-topped apex ;
the outer plates

not broad, reaching halfway along the second joint of the palp, the inner margin concave,

crowded with spines, the longest of which at the beginning of the apical border is followed

by five plumose setae
;
the first joint of the palp is less than half the length of the second ;
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the second is mucli expanded distally, fringed with setse along the inner margin, and

carrying some groups on the surface
;
the third joint expanded distally, is crowded, except

near the base, with groups of serrate spines ;
the finger has its lower border prolonged a

little beyond the base of the nail, carrying a cilium in the incision thus produced.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-2:)Iates broader than deep, projecting much forwards, with

much of the upper margin free, the front shorter than the hind margin, the front and

lower both fringed with long setse ; perhaps homologically the upper is the front margin,

the lower being bent round to take the place of the true front
;
the first joint reaching

below the side-plate, channelled along the front, some groups of seta3 on the inner surface

and about the somewhat expanded distal portion ;
the second joint short ;

the third

without any free front margin, the hinder carrying groups of setaj, and a little produced
on the outside with setse upon this apical process ;

the wrist longer than tlie third joint,

with groups of setse on the front margin and near the hind margin on the inner surface,

the lower hinder part forming a large bent process, the border and inner surface of which

are armed with spine-like setse, this process giving the wrist the not uncommon cup-

shape ;
the hand much longer than the wrist, broad, oval ; the long palm, defined close

to the apex of the wrist-process by two spines and bordered with numerous setse, occupies

the greater part of the hind margin ; groups of setse of different lengths are set upon the

inner surface of the hand near each margin ; the finger is strong, long, and curved to

match the palm, its edges are smooth, except for the small dorsal cilium near the base.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates longer than broad, narrower than those of the

preceding pair, fringed like all the others with setse below. The limb in its details

closely resembling the first pair, but with the joints somewhat longer, and the lower edge

of the third joint fringed with strong unequal spines, which were not observed in the

other gnathopods.

First Perwopods.
—

Side-plates a little broader than those of the preceding seg-

ment. Marsupial plates very long and fringed with numerous long setse. First joint

of the limb reaching beyond the side-plate, carrying setse on both margins, on the

serrate hinder margin several that are very long as well as some that are shorter ;
the

second joint short ; the rest of the limb broken off.

Second Perxopods.
—The side-plates rather longer than the preceding pair, pretty

deeply excavate behind, the setiferous lower margin running with a continuous curve up
to the point at which the excavation ceases. The marsupial plates like those akeady
described. The first joint of the limb reaching beyond the side-plate, resembling that of

the first peraBopods ; the third joint al)out half the length of the first, not decurrent or

scarcely so, carrying on the serrate hinder margin four or five groups of spines and setse,

and a group at the apex before and behind
; the following joints broken off.

Third, Perxopods.
—The front lobe of the side-plates much larger than the hinder one.

The branchial vesicles with a narrow neck, thence expanding rapidly with a triangular

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP. PART LXVII,— 1887.) Xxx 103
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form. The first joint but little expanded, much longer than broad, broadest near the base,

hind maro-in nearly straight and smooth, front margin slightly curved and serrate, both

closely fringed with setaa, of which many on the front margin are densely plumose ; on

the inner surface the inner margin of the unexpanded joint, as distinct from that of

the wino- or expansion of it, carries numerous setse, some of which are densely plumose

and of great length ;
the second joint very short, the third rather long, shorter than

the first, crowded with long spines and plumose setse on the front margin, and with

plumose setse on the hind margin ;
it expands a little from the narrow base and

contracts towards the distal end. Eemainder of the limb missing.

Fourth Perwojjods.
—

Side-plates deeper behind than in front. First joint broader

than in the preceding pair, but not longer, the upper part rounded behind ; the

armature and general structure of the limb similar to that of the third perseopods, but

the third joint longer than the first, with some long spines at and near the apex in front,

a suture or groove crossing the joint for half or more of its breadth a little way from the

apex ;
the fourth joint much narrower and shorter than the third, with some short setse

and long spines on the front margin ;
the spines with curved ends, one of them equalling

the length of the joint. Eemainder of the limb missing.

Fifth Perseopods.
—

Side-plates with the upper margin produced to a small point.

The first joint expanded, sloping away on both sides from the neck, the front margin

very convex, fringed with small spine-like setse, the hind margin sinuous, convex above,

with longer setse, and a small apical lobe set with spines not overlapping the second joint ;

the joint being much thickened where the chief muscles lie presents a surface depression

along the hinder expansion ;
the second joint with its front and hind margins unusually

free ;
the third joint narrower but not shorter than in the preceding pair, of almost

uniform width throughout, the apex scarcely decurrent, eight groups of spines on the

front margin, spines and setas fringing the hinder margin. Eemainder of the limb missing.

Pleopods.
—The pair of coupling spines very small, the terminal hook bent sharply

downwards ; a lateral tooth at some distance below
;
there are many small retroverted

teeth along the outer margin ; such teeth I believe to be not uncommon, but as they do

not project they are in many species very difficult to discern ;
the outer distal end of the

peduncle produced into a curved tongue ;
the cleft spines forming a row of nine, those at

the top short
;
the joints of the inner rami twenty, of the outer twenty-two in number.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the first pair longer than the inner ramus, closely

fringed with spines on two edges, the rami narrow, stiliform, the inner with six spines

along the upper margin, not beginning close to the base and not nearly reaching the acute

apex ;
the outer ramus broken, with six spines on the upper part, stouter than those of

the inner ramus ; the peduncles of the second pair longer than the subequal stiliform

rami, with a row of seta-like spines on the surface, with spines all along the lower edge

and along more than the distal half of the upper ;
several spines along the edges of the
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rami, but not exteudiug to the apical region ; peduncles of the third pair a little shorter

than the lanceolate rami
;
with short slender spines on the outer margin, longer and

stronger ones on the two inner edges ;
the inner ramus with eight spines of various

lengths on its inner margin, and a row of eleven small ones on the outer, the outer ramus

with five along the proximal half of the outer margin.

Telson short, rounded at the top, the greatest breadth near the base, the distal border

broad, scarcely emarginate, slightly serrate at the outer corners, above which are placed

on either side two pairs of cilia.

Length.
—The length of the pcrseon and first three segments of the pleon united was

exactly half an inch.

ioca/%.—Station 162, off" East Moncceur Island, April 2, 1874 ; lat. 39° 10' 30" S.,

long. 146° 37' 0" E.; depth, 38 fathoms; bottom, sand and shells. Dredged. One

specimen, female.

Remarhs.—The specific name refers to the striking ornamentation of the perseon.

It long appeared to me that this species ought to be placed in the same genus with

Acnntliosteplieia malmgrcni, Goes, and Acantliostej^heia pulchra, Miers, although the

broken antennis and perjBopods left one or two of the characters in obscurity. But the

two northern species just mentioned are both sharply distinguished from the present

species by having small lateral eyes remote from the rostral apex, while the generic

relationship between this and the other two species assigned to the new genus

Q^dicei'oides seems to be consistently maintained in all parts ; the inner plate of the 'first

maxillae has much the same shape in all three, although the number of setse varies, being

five in the present species, compared with three and eight respectively in the other two.

In Acanthostepheia malmgreni, it may also be mentioned, the last three pairs of side-

plates in the perseon are acuminate, but Miers does not seem to mention these in

describing his species, so that it remains uncertain whether this should be regarded as a

generic characteristic.

Incert.e sedis.

Genus Amathillojisis, Heller, 1875.

1875. Amatliillopsi-<, Heller, Osterr. Ungar. NorJpol-Exp., p. 11.

1876. „ Sars, Prodromus descr. Crust. Exp. Norv., p. 359.

1881. „ Miers, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. vii.

1883. „ Stebbing, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser.
.'),

vol. xi. p. 205.

1885. „ Sars, Den norske Nordhavs-Exp., p. 181.

1886. ,, Gerstaecker, Eronn's Klassen und Orduungen, Bd. v. Abtli. ii. p. 512.

For the account of this genus given by its author, see Note on Heller, 1875 (p. 442).

Heller places it between Amathilla and Gammaracanthus, that is to say, in the group of
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whicli Boeck constitutes the subfamily Gammarinse, and there perhaps it ought to stand.

It is excluded from the CEdiceridse by the large size of the upper antennae and the small

size of the fifth peraeopods, as well as by having an accessory flagellum, though a small

one, on the upper antennae. In the species here assigned to the genus the fifth

perseopods are undetermined, being imperfect in our single specimen, the upper antennae

have an appendage which can only very doubtfully be regarded as an accessory flagellum,

and the third joint of the mandibular palp is longer than the second, instead of shorter

as in Heller's species. In placing the Challenger species next to CEdiceroides ornata, I

was influenced by the similarity in the maudibles, maxillipeds, ghathopods, and telson,

as well as in the palp of the first maxillae, though, it must be allowed, the outer plates

of those organs differ in the number of apical spines. On the other hand, the general

structure of the body and the character of the peraeopods, so far as observed, bring

AmathiUopsis anstralis near to the genus Einmeria, but the maxillipeds are an obstacle

to including it in the family Epimeridae. Owing to the imperfect condition of the fifth

peraeopods in the specimen, the generic position of our species is itself a little uncertain,

so that a more accurate determination of its family must await more favourable circum-

stances.

AmathiUopsis australis, Stebbing (PI. LXV.).

1883. AmatJiillojysis australis, Stebbing, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. xi. p. 205.

Eostrum small, with the apex a little depressed, not projecting as far as the lateral

processes of the head ; these are narrow, apically almost pointed, grooved on the outer

surface
;
the lower margin of the head carinate

;
a longitudinal groove sweeps round from

that of the lateral process almost to the hind margin, another groove descending from

it transversely to a little angled point in the lower margin. A carina traverses the centre

of the back, leaving the rostrum smooth, and likewise a small piece at the base of each

segment ; along the head and first four segments of the peraeon it is a mere raised line,

though raised sufficiently to show a little undulation on a lateral view
;
on the three

following segments of the peraeon and the first three of the pleon it is prolonged into

acute processes, successively larger, and each overlapping the next following segment,

that on the third segment of the pleon having its lower edge, not as in the other cases

continuous with the hinder margin of the segment, but originating a little in advance of

it
;
on the fourth segment the carina is indicated beyond the dorsal depression, but does

not reach the end of the segment, it traverses the fifth, and is just indicated at the end of

the sixth segment. All the peraeon -segments have on each side a dimple or oblique

groove, and on the first three pleon-segments rather higher up there is an arched groove not

dimpled, these three segments have the hinder borders sinuous, and at the postero-lateral

angle the first rather tends to form a tooth than actually develops one ; in the second
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and third the tooth is well developed, larger in the second than in the third. The fourth

pleon-segment is much longer than the two following ;
the fifth is shorter than the

sixth ; all three are dorsally emarginate. The integument of this handsome species is

crustaceous.

Eyes not made out, perhaps indicated by a somewhat roughened tract on either side

of the cephalic carina, but probably absent.

Upper Antennas.—First joint longer than the head, with a linear, not very straight,

carina along the top; the joint is robust, thicker at the base than distally; the second

joint equal in length, but less thick ; the third joint but little more than a third the

length of the second, distally dilated, and at the lower corner carrying a strong, flat,

incurved spine (which possibly represents an accessory flagellum); the flagellum with the

first joint longer than the spine just mentioned, bearded
;
the following joints numerous,

short, closely united, each carrying a small calceolus. The flagellum incomplete, the

remaining portion, a little longer than the first joint of the peduncle, contained more

than fifty joints.

Lower Antenna less robust than the upper, with peduncles of about the same

length; first joint a little dilated ; gland-cone small; third joint subequal in length to

the coalesced first and second
;
fourth joint rather longer than the first of the upper

antenniB, carrying spines on three edges ;
the fifth armed like the fourth, shorter and

thinner than that joint, longer than the first three united
;

the flagellum with a first

joint longer than any of those which follow, these, as in the upper antennae, being short,

numerous, and each armed with a small calceolus. The flagellum incomplete, the

remaining portion containing seventy joints, those towards the end being longer than

those nearer the peduncle with the exception of the first, the whole equal in length to

the first four joints of the peduncle. The calceolus is of a peculiar shape in this

species ;
to the foot-stalk succeeds the usual circular cup, but the distal portion beyond

this, instead of being as usual oval, has the distal half of each side cut away as it were,

so as to leave a narrow triangular piece with the basal half of the oval projecting in a

point on either side.

Upper Lip liroad and thick, with a flattened space in the centre of an almost semi-

circular distal margin, the curve on either side of which has but few cilia,

MandihJcs.—Cutting plate produced into a long process set round in front with

eight or nine teeth, of which on the left mandible the lowest is the largest ; the

secondary plate on the left mandible has its edge divided into six teeth, of which the

lowest is much the largest ; on the rio;ht mandible the lowest but one of the teeth in

the principal cutting plate is the largest, a circumstance not unusual ; the secondary

plate is less strong than in the other mandible, somewhat expanded distally, and

divided into three teeth, of which the lowest is the longest and is subdivided into two

small teeth
;
the spine-row shows ten spines on the left, nine on the right mandible, the
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spines being to some extent denticulate or pectinate ; tlae molar tubercle is prominent,

with oval crown, dentate on one side, ciliated along the other edge ;
at the top in front

a tubercular process and a ciliated ridge at right angles to the crown
;
there is a broadly

oval process between the molar tubercle and the palp ;
on the outside from the basal

part of the shaft, and parallel with it, projects a large, rectangular process, probably

servinw some interlocking purpose to adjust or strengthen the movements of the

mandibles ; the first joint of the palp has a group of spines at the outer distal angle ;

the second joint has the hinder margin concave, with spines along the convex front

margin, except a short piece at the base, and a parallel row on the surface, many of the

spines being very long and most of them pectinate on two edges ;
the third joint is

narrow, tapering, longer than the first and second united, with pectinate spines of

various lengths along almost the whole front margin, with groups also at the back and

one on the surface near the base, also with closely-set cilia on the surface of the ujaper

part.

Lower Lip.
—The principal lobes broad and deep, and rather thick, strongly ciHated

on the broad, rounded, distal margin, and more slightly on the straight inner margin ;

the mandibular processes with the apex directed a little outwards, the outer margin

being broadly grooved, so tliat the process has a three-sided appearance.

First Maxillie.—The inner plate oblong-oval, the attachment below narrow, the

outer margin overlapping the outer plate ;
seven plumose setse, commencing at the top

of the inner margin, pass round half the broad, distal margin, the seventh arising on the

surface a little within the margin ; at the inner corner there are three setules
;

the

outer plate, longer but scarcely broader than the inner, carries on the truncate distal

margin eleven slightly curved spines, of which none seems to have more than two

lateral denticles, most of them having only one ;
on one of the maxillse there appeared

to be twelve spines ; the first joint of the palp is short, the second reaches beyond the

outer plate, and carries round the apex and top of the inner margin seven long spine-

teeth, the apex itself being serrate or rather cut into broad teeth ; eight setiform spines

pass along the surface from the outer apical angle a little way down the inner margin,

within much the same limits a small thicket of cilia occupying the opposite surface ; on

the outer margin seta-like spines are placed at four serrations and at the apex.

Second Maxillae.—The inner plate has its inner margin for some distance straight,

strongly ciliated, at the widest part of the plate the margin turns obliquely towards the

rounded apex, having at the turn several plumose setae, numerous long and slender

spines fringing the margin from this point round the apex ;
the outer plate is very

little longer than the inner and scarcely so broad, both its front and hind margins

concave below and convex above, the convex portions and the apex fringed with

numerous spines, those on the apex very long, those on the outer margin small.

Maxillipeds.
—The inner plates small, reaching little beyond the base of the first
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joint of the palp, with groups of plumose setae on or within the upper part of the inner

margins, the distal margins broad, sloping outward, carrying two pairs of short teeth

on one of the plates, on the other a pair of teeth and a tooth and a spine ; these

are followed by seven or eight long spines bending inwards
;
the outer plates narrow,

reaching but little beyond the first joint of the palp, Avith the inner edge smooth for

some distance, and then irregularly denticulate to the ajjex, which forms a tooth,

beyond which the distal margin rises in a curve, set closely round with long curved

spines to the number of fourteen or fifteen, which are successively longer and thinner,

so that those which pass down the outer margin are rather feathered seta3 than

spines ;
there are several setiform spines on the surface within the inner margiu ; the

first joint of the palp is short, its inner margin extremely so ; the second joint is

elongate, carrying on both surfaces near the inner margin numerous groups of spines,

many of them long and pectinate on two or three edges ;
there is also a group at the

middle, and at the apex, of the outer margin ;
the third joint is much longer than the

first, and thickly set on both margins and at the apex with large groups of pectinate

spines ;
the finger is long, curved, sharply pointed, longer than the first, but shorter

than the third joint, with a small cilium at the nail, both edges and probably the whole

joint covered with short down.

First Gnatliopods.
—The side-plate short, not overlapping the head, its front

margin at the lower part sloping backwards, the lower margin a little concave, and the

hinder sinuous, fringed with short spines. The first joint projecting much beyond the

side-plate, not so long as the hand, its front margin nearly straight, the distal half

of the hinder much out-bowed, and the whole fringed with setiform spines, and the

lower margin, which at the rear projects beyond the second joint, also set round with

spines, the front part of the inner surface covered with groups of setae ; the second

joint short, like the first having its distal margin furnished with numerous setiform

spines, some very long ;
the third joint irregularly oblong, no part of the convex front

margin free, carrying a group of spines on the inner surface
;
there is also a bunch of

spines near the apex of the hind margin, which itself is embowered in spines rising on

the surface near it ; the wrist large, about as long as the first joint, the wing widening

distally, but not reaching so far as the front margin of the joint, thickly set round with

long serrate spines, besides having numerous grouj)s of them on the inner surface,

supported by other groups near the front margin on both surfaces, the lower margin of

the wing concave and channelled near the attachment of the hand
; the hand a very

elongate oval, broadest about the centre, nowhere so wide as the wrist at its widest,

and abruptly narrowed at the hinge of the finger, with many groups of spines or setae

on the inner surface near each margin; the palm includes without any precise definition

almost the whole of the hind margin, and is armed as well with long and short serrate

setiform spines as with several short stout spines, for the insertion of all which a
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special crenulation is provided just within the palm-margin ;
the finger is long and

curved to fit the palm ; by the bending forward of the hand in the channelling of the

wrist the finger would be enabled to touch the expanded portion of the wrist, which

may thus be adapted to assist in the act of grasping ; the dorsal^eilium close to the

hinge, minute.

Second Gnatho'pods.
—

Side-plates larger and deeper than those of the first gnatho-

pods, similar, except that the front margin has no abrupt bend. Branchial vesicles

with a narrow crumpled neck, the whole length about equal to that of the first joint.

The marsupial plates narrowing distally, set closely round with very numerous and long

setaj, more closely on the front than on the hind margin. The limb closely resembling
that of the preceding pair in shape and the details of its armature, but the first joint

considerably longer and more out-bowed on the hind margin, the wrist shorter than the

first joint, its wing, unlike that in the first gnathopods, produced beyond the front

margin so as to form a calx, though not a long one ; the hand and finger but little

longer than in the preceding pair ; in each pair the finger has some small stifi" hairs on

the inner margin.

First Perieopods.
—

Side-plates with the front margin nearly straight, descending

considerably below the preceding pair and free from it except at the convex upper part

of the margin ; the short slightly emarginate lower border makes a sharp angle with

the front; the plate is thickened and its surface almost rigid near the hind margin,
which is overlapjjed by the following plate. The branchial vesicles, of tolerably even

width to the rounded apex, are longer than the first joint of the limb. The first joint

reaches much below the side-plate, abo.ut ec[uals the length of that of the preceding

pair, with similar armature and a slight tendency to the out-bowing of the hinder

margin, which forms a ridge ;
the second joint with two groups of spines on the hind

margin ; the third joint elongate, not quite so long as the first, narrow, slightly curved,

a very little expanded and decurrent at the distal end, with spines at some seven points

of the hind margin, and some spinules in front
;
the remainder of the limb missing,

unfortunately, not only in this but in all the perseopods.

Second Perasojwds.
—The side-plates shorter than in the preceding pair, excavated

behind for little more than a quarter of the depth, from the angle of the excavation the

margin slanting forwards to form a sharp angle with the lower point of the sinuous front

margin. The branchial vesicles, marsupial plates, and joints of the limb as in the

preceding pair.

Third Perseopods.
—The side-plates broader than deep, the front lobe larger than the

hinder, the hinder with its lower margin fiattened. Branchial vesicles broader than in

the preceding pairs ; marsupial plates similar. First joint of the limb rather longer than

in the preceding pairs, a little expanded behind near the base, and distally in front, the

armature slight, both front and hind margins carinate ; the third joint similar to that of
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the preceding pair, but rather shorter, with six groups of strong spines on the front

margin.

Fourth Perwopods.
—The front margin of the side-plates almost straight, shorter than

the hind margin, the lobe behind resembling that in the third perseopods. The first

joint rather shorter than in the preceding pair, but more dilated behind near the base
;

the limb in other respects like the preceding.

Fifth Perwopods.
—

Side-plates small, not bilobed. First joint shorter than in the

preceding pair, more expanded above, other details similar.

Pleop>ods.
—The coupling-spines with two lateral retroverted teeth, the apical tooth

seemingly double, bent, but not downwards ; the cleft spines on the first pair nine in

number, with seven or eight plumose setae on the margin above them, and as many on the

same joint below them ; the joints of the outer ramus thirty-eight, of the inner thirty-

four
;
the peduncles carrying numerous setse.

Uropods.
—The peduncles of the second pair reach back just beyond those of the first

pair, and those of the third just beyond those of the second; the peduncles of the

first pair longer than the rami, the rami lanceolate, the outer a little shorter than the

inner, which it partially clasps, the marginal spines small ; the peduncles of the second

pair rather shorter than the longer ramus, the rami similar to those of the preceding pair,

but reaching rather beyond both those and the third pair ;
the peduncles of the third

pair much shorter than the rami, which, as in the other pairs, are broad, lanceolate, the

outer shorter than the inner.

Telson subequal in length to the peduncles of the third uropods by which it is closely

clasped, longer than broad, slightly narrowing distally, the distal end slightly emarginate.

Length.
—The specimen is figured life-size at the top of the Plate. From the lateral

lobe of the head to the dorsal apex of the first pleon-segment is nine-tenths of an inch ;

the total length without the antennae may be considered to be an inch and a half, the

imperfect upper antennae measure seven-tenths of an inch.

Locality.
—Station 184, between Australia and New Guinea, August 29, 1874;

lat. 12° 8' S., long. 14.5° 10' E.; depth, 1400 fathoms
; bottom, Globigerina ooze ; bottom

temperature, 36°. One specimen, female. Trawled.

Remarks.—The specific name refers to the great distance between the habitat of the

present species and that of the two earlier known species of the same genus, which are

both Arctic. From the type-species, Amathillopsis spinigera, Heller, the present is

distinguished by the palp of the mandibles, which in Heller's species has the third joint

shorter than the second, by the absence of dorsal processes on the first four segments of

the peraeon, and the fourth of the pleon, by the shape of the side-plates, and by the

peduncles of the third uropods, which in Heller's species are double the length of the

telson. From Amathillop)sis affinis, Miers, it is distinguished by the absence of dorsal

(ZOOL. CHALL. EXP.—PART LXVII.— 1887.) Xxx 109
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processes on the anterior perseon-segments, by the different shape of the gnathopods, and

other particulars.

Heller places the genus between Amathilla and Gammaracanthus, apparently there-

fore, as already observed, including it in the subfamily Gammarinse as defined by Boeck,

but with Boeck's definition it does not well agree either in regard to the first maxillee, the

spines of which are neither furcate nor serrate, while both the palps are similarly not

difi"erently armed, or in regard to the maxillipeds, in which the inner plates are small, not

elongate, or in regard to the pergeopods, of which the three last pairs, according to

Heller, successively decrease in length, instead of increasing in accordance with the defini-

tion. The objections are of less importance which may be urged against affiliating this

genus to Boeck's subfamily Epimerinse.

Genus Zaramilla, n. gen.

Antennas short.

The Upper Lip) distally rounded.

Mandibles with strongly dentate cutting plates ;
a secondary plate on each

mandible ; several denticulate spines in the spine-row ; the molar tubercle prominent ;

the palp three-jointed, the second and third joints large.

Tlie Lower Lip broad.

First Maxillse.—The inner plate with many plumose setae.

Second Maxilla;.—The inner plate with many plumose sette on or near the inner

margin ;
the outer plate rather longer and broader than the inner.

Maxillipeds.
—The outer plates with spine-teeth on the inner margin ;

the second

joint of the palp long, the fourth slender and acute.

The First and Second Gnathopods similar, subchelate, the wrist subequal in length

to the hand.

The third joint large in all the Perseopods, in the last three pairs remarkably

developed; the fingers of the perseopods having a little cap over the point of the nail.

The Uropods biramous, the rami equal in the first and third pairs, the outer branch

the smaller in the second pair.

The Telson not very elongate, deeply cleft.

The generic name is taken from an imaginary personage in Don Quixote.

The genus, in regard to the head, antenna, gnathopods, and pleon, would reasonably

be arranged among the Atylidse, while the perseopods, except the last pair, and in some

respects the mouth-organs, would bring it near to the CEdiceridse. From the Ponto-

poreiidffi it is separated by the absence of the secondary flagellum from the upper

antennae.
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Zaramilla kergueleni, n. sp. (PI. LXVL).

Back round, not broad, the animal compressed ;
head a little angularly advanced

between the upper antennae, medic-lateral lobes but little advanced
; postero-lateral angles

of the first two pleon-segments acute, of the third, which is the longest, right-angled.

Eyes large, dark, oval, placed, near the front margin, with no great interval on

the top of the head.

Upper Antenna.—The peduncle as long as the flagellum, the first joint much
thicker and somewhat longer than the second, which is thicker and longer than the

third, all three with setae on the lower margin ;
the third as long as the first three or

four joints of the eleven- or twelve-jointed flagellum ;
on some of the joints of the

flagellum, besides setae, were long and broad cylinders, and also short ones, in the male

also calceoli.

Loiver Antennse.—First joint little expanded, gland-cone small and. little prominent,
third joint very short

;
fourth joint broader, but a little shorter, than the fifth, both

these with setae on the lower margin ; flagellum of fourteen joints, for the most jaart

longer and shorter alternately, the longer being also more expanded distally, and, in

the male, carrying small calceoli.

Upper Lip very broad, the distal margin rather irregularly convex
;

in the

specimen figured this is folded back, probably by accident.

Mandibles.—Cutting edge divided into five or six strong teeth
;

the secondary

plate on the left mandible similarly divided
;
on the right mandible the cutting edge

does not seem to antagonize squarely with that of the left mandible, its secondary

plate is of much slighter construction, by no means as on the other mandible a reduced

duplicate of the cutting edge, but laminar, the apex divided into two portions, each

with a gaping, serrate emargination, so that four terminal teeth are formed, of which

the central two overlap ; the spine-row of numerous, seven or more, long, curved,

pectinate spines ;
the molar tubercle prominent, with denticulate crown ; the palp set

well forward, just over the molar tubercle, the first joint short, the second rather

longer than the third, fringed for the greater part of its length on and near the inner

margin with slightly plumose setae, the third joint a long oval, pointed at the apex,

fringed like the second, and also carrying on the outer surface, near the base, a trans-

verse row of eight set;© of various sizes ; an articular process stands out between the

molar tubercle and the base of the palp.

Lower Lip short but very broad, forward lobes little dehiscent, the broad apical

and inner margins well ciliated
;
inner plates faintly distinct.

First MaxiUie-.—Inner plate broad, narrowing to the apex, fringed with a dozen

plumose setae, of which the apical is the longest ;
outer plate carrying on the apical

margin nine multidentate spines, of which the innermost is straight ;
the large second
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joint of the palp overtops the outer plate, and has a small spine-tooth below the apex,

and a row of six on the apex, the outermost being longer and more slender than the

rest ; a row of small setae runs below the apical margin.

Second Maxillse.—The plates moderately broad, with rounded apices ;
the inner

plate a little shorter and narrower than the outer, with ten or a dozen plumose setae,

beo-innino- on the inner margin near the base and passing round towards the outer

apex ; the apical margin friuged with rows of curved spines ;
the apical margin of the

outer plate fringed in like manner, the largest spines outermost, followed by a few

smaller ones down the outer margin.

Maxillipeds.
—Inner plates reaching about as far as the apex of the first joint of the

palp, apical margin straight, with three spine-teeth and a row of plumose setae beginning

below the apex on the inner side, passing along it and ending just below it on the outer

side, some long plumose setae on the inner margin ; outer plates small, not nearly reaching

the end of the second joint of the palp, with eight long spine-teeth on the inner margin,

followed by a longer spine-tooth and five plumose setae round the apical, and a little

descending the hinder, margin ;
there are also numerous groups of setae on the outer

surface, within the inner margin of the plates ;
the second joint of the palp longer than

the first ; the third as long as the first, with setae on surface and apex, some of the latter

strongly pectinate ; finger slender, with a sharp nail.

First Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates oblong, rounded lower margin fringed with setae, two

or three of which also occur on the hind margin. The first joint reaching a little

below the side-plate, with some setae along the hinder, and two or three near the base on

the front, margin, some pectinate spines at the apex behind ;
the third joint short, with

pointed apex, just above which is a row of setae and a pectinate spine ;
the wrist in the

male a little shorter, in the female a little longer, and distally a little broader, than the

hand, with rows of pectinate spines on the hinder margin and the surfaces near it, a group

of setae at the front apex ;
the hand between oval and oblong, with groups of seta-like

pectinate spines on both surfaces and near both margins ;
the palm oblique, a little

sinuous, minutely crenate, bordered with cilia, defined by a group of stout but slenderly

pointed spines of various sizes, the smallest outermost
;
the finger reaching just to the

extremity of the palm, with a little constriction of the outer margifi at the base of the

nail
;
the dorsal cilium short.

Second Gnathopods.
—

Side-plates a little longer and broader than those of the

preceding segment, otherwise similar. The branchial vesicles a long oval, longer than

the first joint of the limb ; the marsupial plates in the female specimen figured were

short, oval, smooth-rimmed. The joints of the limb scarcely difi"er from those of the first

pair, the first joint longer, and descending further below the side-plate, the hand

considerably longer in the male, and a little longer in the female, than the wrist ;
arma-

ture practically identical.
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First Pers;opods.
—

Side-plates similar to the preceding pair. Branchial vesicles

expanding from a narrow neck so as to be widest distally, as long as the first joint, and

almost as wide as long. First joint extending a little below the side-plate, second joint

very short, third longer than fourth or fifth, with some setae on the hind margin and apex
of front ; fourth a little longer and much broader than fifth, with setae on both margins ;

fifth not broad and not tapering, with setae on both margins, those on the straight hind

margin short
;
the finger very short, with short cilia near the hinge and near the nail

;

the nail with a pointed projecting cap.

Second Perseopods.
—

Side-plates not much longer but very much broader than the

preceding pair, the excavation behind descending a very small distance. The first joint

not reaching the end of the side-plate, the limb in other respects scarcely diff"ering from

the preceding pair.

Third PersBopods.
—

Side-plates broad but not deep, the hind lobe less broad than the

front, of about the same depth, crenulate and ciliated round the lower part of its hind

margin. The first joint large, oblong, oval, rather broader below than above, with small

setae in the crenulation of the hind rim, and longer setae on the front margin ; second

joint very small
;
third of great size, nearly as long as the first joint, much broader than

the fourth, somewhat decurrent, with setae, some of which are spiniform, along both

margins ; the fourth joint longer and much broader than the fifth, with setae on both

margins ;
the fifth not so long as the straight, slender finger, with setas on both margins,

and at the front apex close to the hinge of the finger a group of spines, two short and

stout, and a third half the length of the finger, of great strength ; the finger tapering,

minutely pectinate in front, the nail spine-like, with a cilium at its base, and sheltered

by a long cap, the peak of which projects beyond it.

Fourth Peneopods.
—The hind lobe of the side-plates produced much below the

front one. The first joint more rounded than in the preceding pair, rather broader, but

rather shorter, especially behind; the other joints similar but longer, the third and

fourth also wider, the third more strongly armed with spines.

Fifth Perwopods.
—

Side-plates small, not bilobed. Branchial vesicles small, ovate,

a little larger than the side-plates. First joint broader and behind much longer than

that of the preceding pair ;
the third joint large, broad, and strongly spined ; fourth joint

longer than in the preceding pairs, with spines as well as setae on the front margin ; the

fifth joint equal in length to the finger, the dorsal cilium of which in this, as in the two

preceding pairs, is very small.

Pleopods.
—

Groups of setae on the peduncles, two hooked spines both apically sharp,

one with three, the other with two retroverted teeth, the opposite margins with backward

serrature
; the rami with fourteen joints to the inner, sixteen to the outer

; the first joint

of the inner with three cleft spines at the upper part, some plumose setae below, and

groups of setae on the opposite margin.
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Uropods.
—Peduncles of the first pair longer than the rami

;
the rami subequal, each

with three spines on the margin, and at some distance from these a large terminal one at

the apex, surrounded by three shorter ones
;
the peduncles of the second pair shorter

than one ramus, longer than the other; this pair is shorter but stouter than the

preceding, very similar in armature, but the longer ramus has four marginal spines ;

the peduncles of the third pair much shorter than the rami, which are lanceolate,

subequal, with spines on both edges, and some on the surface, some of the spines being

in pairs.

Telson as long as once and a half the breadth at the base, extending beyond the

peduncles of the third uropods, cleft for three-quarters of its length, only dehiscent near

the end, the two halves apically pointed ; pairs of unequal spines at three points on the

surface of each half, seemingly not cpite symmetrically placed, also a couple of cilia

midway down between the upper and next pair of spines.

Length.
—The length of the female specimen in the position figured, from the front of

the head to the back of the third pleon-segment, was three-tenths of an inch.

Locality.—KQVgM&l&n, January 14, 1874 ; at the surface. Several specimens.

Remark.—The specific name refers to the place of capture.

Family P L E u s t i D ^.

For the characteristics of the subfamily Pleustinse, in which Buchholz places the

genera P/ews^es and Parapleustes, see Note on Buchholz, 1873 (p. 424); in changing

the subfamily into a family I propose to omit from the definition the statement that

the mandibles have no molar tubercle.

Genus Fleustes, Spence Bate, 1858.

1858. Fleustes, Spence Bate, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 3, vol. i. p. 362.

1859. ParamphUlioe (pars), Eruzelius, Skand. Amph. Gamm., p. 68.

1860. „ „ Boeck, Forh. ved de Skand. Naturf. Sde M0de, p. 662.

1862. Fleustes, Spence Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 61.

1865. ParampMtlw'e {pars). Goes, Crust, amph. maris Spetsb., p. 7.

1866. Fleustes, Lilljeborg, On the Lysianassa magellanica, p. 18.

1870. Parawpliitlwe, Boeck, Crust. Amph. bor. et arct., p. 95.

1874. Fleustes, Buchholz, Die zweite Deutsche Nordpolarfahrt.

1876. „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., pp. 299, 496.

1884. „ Schneider, Crust, og Pycn. Kvaenangsfjorden, p. 97.

1886. „ Gerstaecker, Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungeu, Bd. v. Abth. ii. p. 503.

Sars, who in 1876 named a species P^ews^es euacanthus, in 1885 re-named this species

Paramphithoe euacantha, and takes occasion to remark that he considers that the genus
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ParamjjJiithoe should be classed among the Ejaimeridse, and that he has "seen fit to

retain Spence Bate's genus Pleustes for P. payiopla, Kroyer, and the species nearest

related to that form." He does not, however, say whether he places Pleustes also in the

family Epimeridse. For the original definition of the genus, see Note on Spence Bate,

1858 (p. 308). Boeck gives the following more expanded description :
—

"
Upper Lip> deeply cleft.

"Mandibles unlike one another
;
one with, the other without, an accessory plate ; the

third joint of the palp almost equalling the second in length.
"
First Maxilla; having the outer plate furnished with slender spines, some of them

serrate on the inner margin, some apically furcate
;
the palp apically furnished with

spines ; the inner plate small, with few setae.

"
Maxillipeds with the inner plate short but broad

;
the outer plate small, with

slender spines on the inner margin ;
the palp elongate, its last joint forming a long nail,

serrate on the inner margin.
"
Upper Antenme longer than the lower.

"
First four pairs of side-plates large or of moderate length and successively

larger.
" Head produced into a frontal rostrum, which is generally strong.

"First and Second Gnathopods more or less robust, of nearly the same shape; the

wrist short, sending out a small heel from the lower hinder angle.
"
Uropods with the outer ramus shorter than the inner.

" Telson small, undivided."

To this he appends the remark in brackets, that " the genus Pleustes can scarcely

be included in the Oedicerinse."
'

Accordingly, at p. 496 of the work just quoted, he

places the genus Pleustes among the Leucothoinse, the sixth subfamily of the Leuco-

thoidse, without, however, noticing that his definition of this subfamily disagrees in some

respects with his generic definition of Pleustes. Thus, in describing the side-plates of

the Leucothoinse, he says,
" Imo majore qvam 2do et 3tio," of the uropods he says,

" ramis ultimi paris longitudine fere sequalibus," and of the telson,
"
appendix caudalis

elongata."

The new species here assigned to the genus diflPers from Boeck's generic account in

having a secondary plate on each mandible, and in having the thii-d joint of the

mandibular palp longer than the second, in that particular, however, agreeing with

Boeck's own, as well as Schneider's, specific account of Pleustes panoplus, Kr0yer.
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Pleustes panopla, Kr0yer (sp.).

1883. Amphitho'e paiwpla, Kr0yer, Gronlands Amphipoder, p. 270, tab. ii. fig. 9.

1840. „ ,, Milne-Edwards, Hist, des Crust., vol. iii. p. 41.

1846. „ „ Kr0yer, Voy. en Scaod., pi. xi. fig. 2, a-x.

1858. Pleustes tuberculatus, Sp. Bate, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 3, vol. i. p. 36;?.

1859. Amphitho'e panopla ? {panoploides), M. Sars, Oversigt norsk-arct. Krebsdyr.

1859. Parainphithoe j-ianojyla, Bruzelius, Skand. Amph. Gamin., p. 69.

18G2. Pleustes tuhenulatits, Sp. Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Cnist., p. 62, pi. ix. fig. 8.

1862. ,, panaplus, Sp. Bate, Brit. Mus. Catal. Amph. Crust., p. 63, pi. i.x. fig. 9.

1865. Paraviphitho'e pan(ypla, Goes, Crust, amph. maris Spetsb., p. 7.

1870. ,, ,, Boeck, Crust, amph. bor. et arct,, p. 96.

1874. Pleustes panophis, Buchholz, Die zweite deutsche Nordpolarfahrt, Bd. ii. p. 334, Taf. vi.

1876. „ „ Boeck, De Skand. og Arkt. Amph., p. 302, pi. xxi. fig. 2.

1882. „ „ Hoek, Die Crust, der Fahrten des "Willem Barents," p. 52.

1884. „ „ Schneider, Crust, og Pycn. Kvasnangsfjorden, p. 97.

1885. Pleustes panopla, G. 0. Sars, Den norske Nordhavs-Exp., p. 168.

1886. Pleustes panoplus, Koelbel, Crust. Pycn. und Aracbn. von Jan Mayan, p. 7.

Locality.
—Station 49, south of Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 20, 1873 ; lat. 43° 3'

N., long. 63° 39' W.; ciepth, 85 fathoms; bottom, gravel, stones; bottom tempera-

ture, 35°. One specimen. Dredged.

Remark.—It may be noticed that in this specimen the rostrum is proportionally

longer than in the figures of the species given by Kroyer, Boeck, and Sp. Bate.

J. S. Schneider observes that Boeck in his figure of the maxillipeds makes the first

joint of the palp too long, and produces the outer plate to the middle of the palp's

second joint, whereas in reality it only reaches the base. The Challenger specimen

agrees very well with Kr0yer's figures, but it seems scarcely possible that the figure

of Pleustes tuberculatus in the British Museum Catalogue can represent the same species.

Boeck, in speaking of the tuberculated form for which Professor M. Sars suggested the

name panoploides, declares that the apparent difference between the Norwegian aud

Greenland specimens rests only on an oversight of Kr0yer's. The matter seems to need

some further investigation.

Pleustes ahyssorum, n. sp. (PI. LXVIL).

Rostrum long and narrow, carinate underneath, and channelled on either side of the

carina, projecting over the first joint of the upper antennse almost to its distal end,

lateral lobes of the head very small, acute
;

all the segments of the perseon and pleon

carinate, except the fourth of the pleon ; the back has an imbricated appearance, the hind

margin of the second segment of the pleon in especial being dorsally raised above the next

segment; the third segment of the pleon has a dorsal dentiform process erect near the distal

end
;
the fourth segment has a dorsal depression ;

the postero-lateral angle of the third

is produced in a small point ;
in the two preceding segments this angle is not produced.
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